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"Flu" Falls Steadily
1 Sections Improved
Except Middle

IfMk^- 7/knKOCNIZED
Authority
Hart on Distribution
Wiring for Wid's

and Northwest.
DECEMBER
27, 1918.
(By Western Union)
VccorJing to the latest reports the
luenzi situation is very encouraging.
WHAT'S THE TROUBLE?
I sec.ions of the country are very
NO DAILIES OR WEEKLIES
ich improved except a portion of the
SINCE DECEMBER FIRST. IF
ddle and the Northwest.
OUR SUBSCRIPTION HAS
EXPIRED DRAW
ON US
K number of outlying towns in Misiri, Kansas and Arkansas have been
WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE. WE CANNOT GET
tned. They are Courtland, Fredonia,
la, Neodesha, Shell City and WaterALONG WITHOUT WID'S AT
ANY PRICE. SEND BACK
le. in Kansas; Higginsville and LockCOPIES.
>od in Missouri
and Springdale
in
AMERICAN THEATER,
rkansfs
< 'editions
in this section
•e expected to be normal about JanBUTTE, MONT.
iry 10.
The northwest as yet seems to be
jrticulaily hard hit. Most of the
Giblyn to Direct Olive Thomas.
wns between Seattle and Portland
Charles
Giblyn
will
direct
Olive
e open l>ut the ban on school children Thomas
in her first Myron
Selznick
tending the theaters is as yet in production.
Mr. Giblyn is leaving imrce. Spokane, amusements are running
mediately for the coast.
ball capacity. Boise, Idaho is in
.d shape while Montana, in general is
Off For Coast
'1 and Butte is open.
Departure
of Several Prominent
Film
Men Regarded Only as Coincidence.
Portland, Me. — No closing measure1 be adopted here in combating the
Hiram
Abrams
and Ben Schulberg
"lu"
who left for the coast yesterday will
remain away for three weeks.
Ban Lifted.
Although several important film exeChicago — The influenza ban whic6
cutives are leaving for California about
as placed on all moving picture the same time, Abrams and Schulberg
leatres of Evanston early in Decem- disclaim any association with them or
;r was lifted last Monday evening, any concerted plan of mutual interest.
le second closing of theaters was They stated that the departure for the
hard blow especially during the Coast of several prominent film folk at
>liday season, when business in sub- approximately the same time was purely
a coincidence.
•ban towns is unusually good.
Paramount After Chu Chin Chow.
It is reported that Paramount is nego.ting to secure picture rights to "Chu
lin Chow."
Irwin Joins Famous-Players.
Walter W. Irwin will join Famous
ayer< organization today as vice-pres;nt.

Price s Cents
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First National Confab in L. A.
J. D. Williams manager of the First
National leaves for the Coast to-day.
Several of the more important directors
will also journey to Los Angeles to
confer with T. L. Tally.

Division
of Films
Head
Quoted. —
Thinks Division's Work Will Cease
After Next June.
Charles S. Hart, director of the
Division of Films in an interview in
the Kinematograph and Lantern
Weekly of London is quoted as saying that he proposes to leave the
Division of Films next June.
He is
further
"Thewith
department will
then quoted:
be finished
war
activities.
"There are many things to be considered before the Government takes
the step of carrying on a MotionPicture tremely
Department,
exprobable thatfor
if 'it
thisis were
done public opinion would be against
.it, and it would be suggested that it
could be used for political purposes,
as indeed it could. It is a very much
more powerful agent than the Press
and can undoubtedly sway the public
to a remarkable degree.
"One thing that struck me as very
curious when I first came along was
the difficulties of film distribution
I found that if one house showed a
film, that same picture could not be
shown at another house for miles.
This seemed all wrong to me, and we
set about changing things. I believed
it was purely prejudice and that the
exhibitors would gain rather than lose
by showing the same picture. Starting on this system our pictures were
soon being shown everywhere and
barring clauses were things of the
past as far as we were concerned,
which meant a 75 per cent bigger
distribution for our pictures. Now, it
this paid — and the exhibitor admitted
he made money on the Government
pictures — why should it not be done
with other films? I am not a film
man but it does strike me that the
system in force means a fearful waste,
for I understand that the average
American picture only gets a 25 per

Henley on Waj West.
Hobart Henley is on his way West
having completed "The Woman on the
Eltonhead Starts on His Own.
Index" with Pauline Frederick for
distribution."
O Eltonhead, for the last few Goldwyn. He will make future pro- cent
"We spent $10,000 in New York
ductions for Goldwyn o.i the Coast.
newspapers in one week shortly after
.. \s director of publicity for the
we started and the result was that
atirnal Association of the Motion
Reynolds Off 01 Trip.
icture Industry has started out on
every theatre showing our pictures
Percy Reynolds, at me time chief played to standing room for the
s own. He is about to inaugurate
i independent publicity office and inspector in charge of censorship at whole week. We got two million
ir that purpose he has leased suite the Custom House and 'low with Rob- dollar bookings on the Official War
ertson-Cole started on a transconti- Review — I believe the biggest book124, 1325 and 1326 in the Aeolian
nental trip Sunday. The trip will be
all building. He will still handle
ings ever taken for anything of the
ablicity for the Association.
of several months' dura' ion.

■

kind."
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Help the Kiddies.
Miss Gretta Jones of BelleTue
Hospital, 419 East 26th St., is preparing an entertainment for which
she desires the services of performers
who could entertain, for 10 or 15
minutes,
children affected by tubercular ailments.

IN THE COURTS

T ie Appellate Division of the K
Col it has c'ecided that Ar'
Empsry must file an answer to :he st
of I ;e Keedir.K formerly manager 1
f •!. VII No. 1 .
Thursday, January 2, 1919
Price 5 Cents
his Over the Top" lecture lour, 1
recc ?r $82,500 for breach cf o-.tra.
Sergt. Empey quit the iectui
Miss
Jones
is
preparing
the
annual
Copyright 1918, Will's Film and Film Folks, Inc.
n after the plaintiff had .mange
Published Daily at 71-73 Wes. 44th St., New concert for thes? helpless little ones
York, N. Y. by WID'S FILMS and FILM and can be reached at Madison .' tou. and went into the films.
FOLKS,
Inc.
Square 8800. SI v wanted particularly
A svat brought in 1914 by the Knicl
to have Charlii* Chaplin per jrm a erbock;r
F. C. ("WID")
GUNNING
Industrial and Education;.
few antics for the stricken kiddies
President and Treaiurer
but unfortunately he is not available. Film Co., Inc. against the Wan1 Bal
ing Co. has been ordered to trial on tl
LYNDE DENIG, Editor
Suprtu ; Court and will probcbly 1
heard in February.
The plai u
Where are those Battle Scenes?
Entered at second-class matter May U, ISIS,
for
bre: rh of contract.
»t the post office at New York, N. Y., mnder
the Act of March 3, 1S79.
Lieut. Leon H. Caverly formerly
Terms
(Postage free) United States, Outside camerman of Gaumont, in a letter
Arthu J. May, a sergeant in the Mil
of Greater New
York,
$10.00 one year;
6 written to his home office writes : :
tary Intelligence
Department
of *}
■tenths, $5.00; 3 months, $1.00. Foreirn 130.00.
Subscribers
should remit with erder.
"During my stay over here I have army stationed at Chicago, is suiig he
seen the photo unit grow from a few to reoner $2,250 from the Cort Fil
Address all communications to WID'S DAILY, men to a department having nearly
71-71 West 44th St., New York, N. Y.
Corp. as the bala-ice dve on a' note f<
Telephone : Vanderbilt
4651-2
500 men engaged in the work of reThe filmof co.r.p'my
allegesof thtl
cording Uncle
Sam's
in the $2,450.
an examination
the pres-dent
world war.
While
withshare
the Second
Cort company before trial shovs th
Division (who . were always used as the note was never made by the ;orpor
shock troops), I covered every attack ation, because it wa^ not vgne.i by 1
which they were engaged and they person who was an officer. b\~ by a
"Bill" Hart's new
picture "Breed in
were some battles. Tanks going, promoter tor the sale of the siock in
of Men," has just been finished.
shells bursting, wounded, prisoners, the Cort company who had no connecThe Ithaca News of Ithaca, N. Y. shattered villages, and even celebration with the corporation.
Thx. case
tions by the natives to the American came befcre Justice HotchkU; on an
is carrying strong editorials in favor
soldiers all recorded by the camera application by the plaintiff to reserve
of Sunday opening.
from time to time. How much of the case lor trial because the plaintiff
it
has been seen by the public at home
Forrest Stanley, formerly a Morosis in miii-ary service and can't ,e
co-Pallas star will play opposite Shir- owing to censorship, I do not know. here to testify, but the defendant asked
But
I do know that there is little that the ?nse be tried in order that its
ley Mason.
pertaining to warfare that has not rights may be protected. The coart re
William A. Busch formerly assistant been shot by both movies and stills." fused to dday the trial.
manager for the Famous is now a roadman for Metro.
HWe Hits Net/ York.
C. C. Lite, president of tne C.
Hite Attra;tions of Cincinnati, is
Arthur S. Hyman of Detroit has purchased the Michigan rights to Maurice
town looking over state rights offe
ings.
He i; making his headquarters.
Tourneur's "Woman."
at the Arrow Film offices.
Myron Selznick is recovering from an
Look for this Man.
illness which has kept him out of the
office for the past week. He expects to
Exhibitor- are warned of a man
be down town early next week.
who may p-esent himself in the Interest of a merchant's matinee. His
Mary Thurman, who has appeared
game is first to get the consent of
in Mack Sennett Comedies has been
the theater to run the advertising,
engaged by Famous to appear opthen to col ect money in advance
from the irerchants and disappear
posite Bryant Washburn in "The Poor
with it.
Boob."
Donald Crisp is directing.

CUTS AND FLASHES

"Under the Top," Fred Stone's second Artcraft picture to be released
on Jan. 12, was written by Anita Loos
and John Emerson. Donald Crisp
staged the film which concerns life
in a circus, and Ella Hall is Stone's
leading lady.
Frank A. Keeney announces that
the title of the fourth Catherine Calvert feature is "Marriage for Convenience," which is now ready for
release. It is a melodramatic story,
involving the upper set of society,
written by E. Lloyd Sheldon, Bennet
Musson is given credit for the adaptation, and Sidney Olcott directed.

Getting Riilroad Co- Operation.
William L Woodin of the Keystone Opera House, Towanda, Pa.,
is one of the few showmen in the
business who managed to get cooperation fro.i the railroad of his
town. Upon several occasions he
has
managed
s£' ial1
cursion
trains ;o
ind arrange
the railroads

The Exhibitor who
good old days is
those birds who
ture
behind

the show for ; distance of 70 fit ;
As a result A this sort of enter
I prise, W<oodin, who started in a snal
talks about th» j town in Pennsylvania 1 \ years age
usually one of
with a house seating 1 0 people
h
has his funow
building
,. $30,000
theater
it
him.
' Towanda.
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Treasury Dep't. Issues Export Tax Ruling

The following decision issued from
Washington and made by Commissioner
of Internal Revenue Danield C. Roper
and approved by Secretary of the
Treasury Glass will be of special in
terest to the exporters who have been
paying the half-cent tax on films when
purchased from the manuiactuiers ind
ultimately shipped abroad. The ruling
known as T. D. 2781 and is as follows:
Text of Decision.

"Section 600 of the act of October 3,
1917, imposes a tax in respect of automobiles and other enumerated articles
and sections 313 and 315 in respect of
nonalcoholic beverages and other enumerated articles (including films) sold
by the manufacturer, producer or importer. Section 9 of Article 1 of the
Constitution of the United States provides that 'no tax or duty shall be laid
on articles exported from any State."
"Articles may normally be exported
by the manufacturer in several ways :
(1) they may be shipped by the manufacturer to an agent in a foreign country and after reaching there may be
sold by the agent ; (2) they may be
shipped by the manufacturer to a foreign purchaser to fill orders received by
an agent in a foreign country; (3) they
may be shipped by the manufacturer to
a foreign purchaser to fill orders received by the manufacturer in the Unitted States ; (4) they may be shipped by
the manufacturer to a foreign purchaser
to fill orders solicited by mail and received by mail from the foreign purchaser.
Definition of Ruling
"In accordance
with an opinion of

the Attorney General, dated June 5th,
1918. it is held that the specified taxes
do not apply to a/ticles sold in foreign commerce by my of the methods
outlined by a manafacturer, producer,
or importer located in one of the several States of the U.iited States.
"The foregoing ruling applies only to
cases of exportation by the manufacturer making the sale on which but for
the exportation he would be liable for
the tax. In cases where an article sold
by a manufacturer is then exported, but
not by him, it is htld that he is liable
for the tax; for a seller claiming exemption on the ground that the article is
exported must show that he is the ex-

mission house at a domestic port and
which is followed by immediate exportation by the commission house to a
foreign buyer in whose behalf it made
the purchase ; (3) a sale to a corporation
in the United States which immediately
exports to a foreign concern of which
it is a subsidiary; (4) a sale to a member of a foreign partnership who conducts a buying business in the United
States for his firm and exports the
articles bought. In these cases the application of the taxes is not affected
by a provision in the contract of sale
requiring the buyer to use or dispose
of
the article sold only in some foreign
country.

porter.
"The taxes therefore apply to articles sold for domestic delivery, but
exported by or at the instance of the
buyer. A sale to a concern doing business in the United States is a sale for
domestic delivery unless the terms of
the order or contract of sale show that
the seller is to export the article or
that he is to make delivery of it as
will result in its exportation.

"The application of the tax in respect of positive moving picture films
leased by the manufacturer, producer
or importer is governed by the same
rules.

Rules

Governing

Films

the

Same.

"The taxes apply to articles sold in
foreign commerce by a manufacturer
located in a territory elsewhere in the
United States than a State, and to articles going from the United States to
any of its island or other possessions,
including the Canal Zone, except that
under Acts of Congress articles going
from the United States into the West
Indian Island acquired from Denmark,
or into the Philippine stands or Porto
Rico are exempt from the taxes to the
same extent as articles exported from
a State to a foreign country.

"Examples of sales by manufacturer
which are so taxable, notwithstanding
ultimate exportation of the article, are
(1) a sale to a dealer in the United
States, affected by compliance with his
shipping instructions to export, given
subsequent to the contract of sale which
did not require export shipment; (2)
"This decision is supplemental ,to regulations No. 44, approved May 31st,
a sale to an export commission house
in the United States, which is effected 1918. and supersedes Treasury Decision
by a shipment consigned to the com

Motion Picture Fund Organized.
New Theaters
House Changes
The Motion Picture War Service Association isno longer in existence and
Kenosha,
Wis. — Racine
Amusement
Detroit — King Perry is now in full
2738."
will build a $200,000 house.
charge of the Plaza East Jefferson Ave. in its place a Motion Picture Fund Co.
has been formed. The purpose of the
Whitefish, Mont.— Mrs. J. L. Shaw fund will be to take care of old and
Utica, N. Y.— The Savoy theater will
will take over the management of the indigent photoplayers, and perform open shortly in the Italian section.
Liberty succeeding her late husband.
other charitable and necessary functions. Frank E. Woods has been made
Philadelphia — Charles Segall proprietor of the Apollo has added the
Detroit — Ray McLaughlin who re- Provisional President and Organizer of
Drury
theater to his chain.
cently took over the Vaudette has re- the new fund. Mary Pickford will act
named it the Victory.
as "Honorary President."
Warren , Pa. — The Liberty theater
''Virtuous Wives" Breaks Records.
will be taken over May 1st by the MelBluffton, Ind. — Charles Spray, formvin
brothers of Bradford, Pa. from
erly manager of the Blinn theater at
"Virtuous Wives" broke a Sunday
Frankford, Ind., and C. T. Tarman who record at the Strand. Moe Mark in- O. A. Potter. Plans are under way
formed
the
First
National
office
that
the
for remodeling to cost approximately
has a theater at Sheridan, Ind., have
leased the Grand.
picture smashed a single day's record
at the Strand since that theater's exis- $10,000.
Rawlinson in Kennedy Serial.
Detroit — Jake Sullivan former mantence, including the run of Chaplin's
Herbert Rawlinson and Marguerite
ager of the Colonial has accepted the films. The Strand, for the first time in
management of the Del-The- succeed- its history had a packed house the last Marsh are playing the leads of the new
ing the late Charles J. Nevison.
performance on Sunday night.
Craig Kennedy serial written by Arthur
B. Reeve. The company producing the
serial is called Oliver Films and the
"Border Legion" to Gol&wyn.
Detroit — Henry J. Guthard has leased
the Majestic, Woodward and Willes
production
is being made at the Keeney
Zane Grey's "The Border
Legion"
Bates and
Hobart studio. Donald Mac Kenzie who diAves., making the third theater on starring Blanche
Woodward Ave., controlled by him. He Bosworth will be distributed by Goldrected "The Perils of Pauline" is handwill book first-runs.
ling the megaphone.
.
wyn.
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Griffith Puts Over Winner in His Latest Film. It's Human
D. W. Griffith Presents

"THE

GREATEST
THNG
Artcraft

IN LIFE."

PJr^F0*
D- w- Griffith
AUTHOR
Captain Victor Marrier
CAMERAMAN
G W
Bitzer
SCENARIO
BY
Captain Victor Marrier
AS A WHOLE.. . . ..Splendid production with strong
human interest element; war scenes presented in masterly fashion.
STORY
Has a real theme apart from war, developed with keen comprehension of feminine
nature in search of "the greatest thing in
DIRECTION
life."

Reveals the flawless technique expected of Griffith: always avoids the superfluous and makes much of seeming trifles
that spell reality.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Always superior
LIGHTINGS
Excellent
in getting beautiful
modulations of light and shadow; never permit monotony.
CAMERA
WORK
Notable for the introduction
of a new and artistic closeup suggestive of
an
impressionistic
photograph. Effects
gained
by what
may
be termed
"a soft
PLAYERS focus/' Lillian Gish vivacious and charming ;
Bobby
Harren
registers
fine characterization; David Butler and others add to story.
EXTERIORS
Delightful to look at; largely because of excellent photography.
INTERIORS
Richly
furnished when
situations
demand it; always look like real thing.
DETAIL
Includes significant incidents; subtitles
give natural expression to the mood of the
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Shows Germans as
"the enemy", but doesn't harp on atrocities.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,500 ft.
Griffith remains pre-eminent on account of what he
doesn't do as well as what he does. When a scene
has reached the "punch" point he uses the scissors,
and the audience isn't bothered by the loose ends of
dramatic action. He doesn't work with stereotyped
characters
becauseofficer
they assaulting
are convenient;
doesn't
show a German
a womanhe because
it has become the custom to present brutality in war
films; he doesn't use a sledge hammer to pound home
his meaning and he doesn't hesitate to tackle a delicate situation because there is danger of its not getting over.
Get "The Greatest Thing in Life" and you'll see what

Be Sure to Let Folks Know

I mean. You'll see the difference between the output
of a creative artist and the work of a conscientious
craftsman who learns to do well something which
others have done before him. There's a big difference
and it is the difference that makes this a distinctly
superior production.
Griffith took a story of character good! enough to
have been developed irrespective of the war angle, yet
so devised that it appears to have its natural outcome
in the world conflict. Lillian Gish is a French girl,
vivacious to the point of seeming triviality. Living
with her father, who runs a shop in New York, she
seeks, under a cloak of laughter, the perfect man, the
ideal love, the "greatest thing in life."
Bobby Harron is the incarnation of snobbery. He
detests commonness in all forms, but incongruous as
he feels it is, he is fascinated by the merry Lillian,
who might love him if only he were more human.
David Butler, a great stupid French boy, is all human,
he is everything that Bobby is not, but he has no
poetry in his soul. Lillian tests him with merry talk
about Rostand's "Chantecler" and the Golden Bird.
But to the French youth, a chicken is only a chicken
and can never be anything else.
France calls them all — father, daughter and the dissimilar suitors — the France of shell-torn villages. Characters are tested in the crucible. The French materialist dies a valiant soldier, still declaring that a chicken
is only a chicken; the snob, reborn a human being in
the trenches, heads the American soldiers into the
French village, occupied by the Germans to save the
girl and her wounded parent.
This sketchy outline of the plot may suggest nothing
new. It is the wealth of incident and characterization
that make it throb with feeling. At first there is contagious animation in following the flirtatious Lillian
through her days at the little shop. The performance
of Miss Gish is a delight, while Harron supplies a striking portrayal of the snob.
There is humor here, and humor mingled with pathos
when the scene moves to France. The war phases of
the production, having suspense and thrills galore,
are finely harmonized with the personal elements of
the story. Be it noted to Griffith's credit that he defies
precedent by not showing any assaults on defenseless
women.
A high spot in the picture, one that gets over superbly despite its dangerous character, brings out the transformation of the snob, when, lying in a dugout with a
dying negro soldier, he listens to the pathetic appeal of
the hysterical man for one kiss from his mammy. Bobby brings happiness to the negro in his last moments
by impersonating the mammy and kissing him.

What You Have.

They'll Come

to See it

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Some pictures are just artistic, some just businessgetting, some are both, and I should say most decidedly that this is one of them. I don't care what kind
of a house you are running; this Griffith offering is
bound to please your patrons.
Don't worry about whether or not folks are getting
their fill of war films. "The Greatest Thing In Life"
isn't really a war picture; it's a picture with a mighty
interesting group of human beings who happen to
get mixed up in the war. There's a distinction here,
and it's the kind of distinction that's going to make
some productions live while others die.
The name of Griffith is enough in itself to assure interest, and in addition to that you have the two Griffith celebrities, Lillian Gish and Bobby Harron, to attract the crowd that remembers "The Birth of a Na-

tion" and "Hearts of the World," not to mention numerous other pictures.
All that you need to do is to advertise in a big way
and figure to hold the film long enough to profit by the
word-of-mouth boosting which it is sure to receive.
If you spend a litle money with your newspapers, it
ought not to be difficult to get picture layouts along
with more than the usual amount of reading notices
dealing with the career of Griffith and the stars he
has developed.
No doubt you will be supplied with plenty of effective
lobby material of an artistic nature suitable to the character of the production. By all means get this if you
can and don't worry about the return on your investment.
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Exporters Vary On Tax
Treasury Ruling is Open to Several
Interpretations.
Opinion as to the significance of the
ruling pertaining to the half cent tax
d:i film exports recently issued by Commissioner of Internal Revenue Daniel
C. Roper seems to vary. Inquiry made
yesterday revealed the fact that the
technical language in which the ruling
is worded offered various loopholes
through which different meanings can be
gleaned.
A well-known exporter said yesterday that the internal revenue men who
had visiter! the trade expressed the
opinion that the only way in which a
definite understanding could be reached
would le for a decision through ;■ test
case before the United States Supreme
Court.
If the ruling means that the hall cent
will he returned for every foot of film
exported from this country from Oct.
1, 1917 when the ruling went into effect,
the amount of money returned to exporters would be considerable.
Figures obtained from official records
show from Oct. 1, 1917 to Oct. 1, 1918
the footage exported from New York
totaled 44,500,OCO feet. This in financial
terms would mean a refund of $222 250.
The trend of thought as expressed by
representative men in the trade may be
grasped from the following opinion of
Joseph P. Bic'kerton, attorney for Millard Johnson, of Australasian Films,
Ltd.. who has fought for the return of
the
money for
month's
or more.
Mr. tax
Bickerton
has six
been
in conference
with Treasury officials on the matter at
various times.
He says :
"In cases where an article, sold by a
manufacturer is then exported, but not
by him. it is held that he is liable for
the tax. Foreign film corporations
maintaining purchasing agencies within the country, would not be taxable on
film purchased for use without the
country under the decision, it providing
that :
" 'A sale to a concern doing business
in the United States is a sale for domestic delivery unless the terms of
the order or contract of sale show that
ne is to make such delivery of it as will
result in its exportation!'
"The exceptions to this decision incidental to this point are that a foreign corporation" Which did business
through a subsidiary corporation in the
United States, or a foreign partnership
which
conducted
a buying
business
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through one of its members in the United States, would he taxable. A foreign
Oppose Censorship
corporation which bought through its North Carolina Exhibitors Adopt Strong
Resolutions.
own agent, would not come within the
Charlotte. N\ C— The Motion Picpurview of either of these exceptions,
ture Exhibitors Association of North
and is, therefore, not taxable."
Carolina at their annual convention
here adopted resolutions in opposition
Katterjohn in Town.
Monte Katterjohn, formerly of Fam- to the proposed censorship for motion
ous Flaycrs-Lasky is in town now pictures.
In part the resolutions adopted point
stopping at the Knickerbocker. He is out
that the present laws are ample to
here regarding the future marketing
deal
with makers or distributors of picof his productions \vhich are being
tures which offend public decency; that
made under the brand name of Katter- there is
no need for censorship, and that
john Films.
in the past 14 years only Maryland,
Kansas. Ohio and Pennsylvania have
Lesser
and Jacobs
Close Deals.
Sol Lesser has closed for iG two adopted the censorship plans. The resolutions further point out that the proreel re-i sues made by Tom .Mix
posed censorship would impose an unwhile he was with Selig for Califoradditional burden
connia, Nevada and Arizona. George P.
cludes withnecessary
the statement
that and
President
Jacobs, manager of the Cleveland
Wilson
in
1916
declared
that
censoroffice of the Masterpiece Film Atship was inconsistent with the spirit of
tractions of Ohio, the l.esser-Netter American
institutions.
exchange in that territory has bought
Ohio.
the same pictures for Kentucky and
One of the leading exhibitors in the
North Carolina fight declared that the

Davis Sues Triangle
Wants Damages For Alleged Breach of
Contract.
Harry O. Davis, formerly general
manager of the Triangle Film Corp.,
has filed suit in the Supreme Court
against the corporation for $83,000 damages for breach of contract. The complaint, filed by Arthur Butler Graham
for Davis alleges that he was engaged
on May 5, 1917, as general manager of
the defendant corporation for three
years and was to get $1,200 a week for
the first year and $1,000 a week for the
next two yearrs. The agreement provided that the corporation could retire
Davis as general manager and make him
adviser at the same salary, and Davis
says this was done on June 6, last.
The complaint alleges that the defendant refused to pay him his salary
for the week of Oct. 9, and for the remain'ng 11 weeks to Dec. 25, for which
he asks $12 030. He claims $7100!)
additional for the breach of the contract
for the remainder of the period of his
employment.
The agreement attached to the complaint staies that the Triangle set aside
$500.f00 in stock for Davis to be held
in escrow, all dividends to be paid to
him as they accrued, and on Mav and
November
'of be
eachdelivered
year $100,000
the
stock
was to
to him ofabsolutely.

producers
type
"ought ofto pictures
be forcedofto the
pay "vamp"
all the
expenses of these censorship fights, as
they are responsible."
Buys "Kaiser's Finish" Rights.
Emanee Film Exchange have purchased the rights to the "Kaiser's Finish" for New York and Northern NewJersey.
They say the picture is going
very big. .
Franchises
Renewed.
Manager Le Roy Bickel of the First
National reports that over 90 per cent
of the First National franchise holders
in Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas
have renewed their contracts for 1919.
Feist Starts With Goldwyn.
Felix Feist started work yesterday
with the Goldwyn organization, in
charge of the eastern division of sales.
He will look after all of the Goldwyn
sales in the east.
Howells Goes West.
David P. Howells, well-known exporter and foreign representative of
the First National left yesterday on the
20th Century Limited for the Coast. He
will include San Francisco and Los
Angeles in his trip and return in about
two weeks. Incidentally, John D.
Williams, manager of the Circuit and
Harry Schwalbe, left for the Coast
yesterday.
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Out Ohio Way

IN THE COURTS
The Trans-Russian Film Corp. and
Ernst Mattsson have been sued in the
Supreme Court by Wi liam C. Thomp30n for $4,000. The complaint alleges
that on June 25 last the plaintiff was
«ol. VII No. 2.
Friday, January 3, 1919
Price 5 Cents
owner of the distributing rights for the
entire world with the exception of the
lopy right 1!>18, Wid's Film and Film Folk*, Inc.
Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.. New United States and Canada, China and
York, N.Inc.Y. by WID'S FILMS and FILM the Philippines for the film, "Mothers
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of Liberty," and the defendant desired
to purchase said rights from him. The
F. C. ("WID")
GUNNING
parties agreed that the defendants
President and Treasurer
would pay him $5,000 for the rights, of
LYNDE DENIG, Editor
which $1,'000 was in cash, $1,000 in 90
days. $1,000 in 12) days and the balance within six months. Thompson
Bntered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
»t the post office at New York, N. Y., under alleges that he kept his part of the agreethe Act of March *, 1879.
ment but that the defendant still owes
Terms
(Postage free) United States, Outside him $4,000, for which he sues.
of Greater
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York,
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order.

To Re- Classify Export
Figures.
Under a plan being devised by the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce all statistics pertaining to the export of moving picture machines and
films will be re-classified and appear in
Lester Rosenthal formerly with Gen- Government records in class ten of the
new
system. The Bureau plans to claseral is now with the Famous-Players.
sify all exportable commodities in 10
Louise Lovely has been engaged by large groups and under trie scheme films
and
accessories
will be in a division
Metro to play opposite Hale Hamilton
which includes scientific apparatus, denin "Johnny on the Spot."
tal and surgical instruments and sportC. A. Walker formerly with the Fox
ing goods.
organization at Dallas, has joined the
Fox forces at Kansas City.
"Mickey"
Sold For Ohio.
A. H. Blank Enterprises have opened
W. H. Productions have disposed of
offices in the Lloyd Building at Kansas
the rights for "Mickey" for Ohio to
City. Lee D. Balsly will be manager.
the Supreme Photoplays Co., Pittsburgh.
address all communications to WID'S DAILY,
71-73 West 44th St., New York, N. Y.
Telephone : Vanderbilt
4551-2

CUTS AND FLASHES

The formal resignation of the Motion
Tioture Exhibitors League of America
from the N. A. Mi P. I. has been tendered by President Peter J. Schaefer.

The orchestra has been moved to the
stage of the Dayton, thus giving a much
better tone and also letting the large
balcony crowds see as well as hear the
music.
Griffiitb's "The Greatest Thing in
Life" which opened at The Dayton
Xmas day and only booked thru to
Saturday was held over for two more
days.
Nate Le Vene is no longer Manager
of the Mutual Exchange at Cincinnati.
The Columbia Theater, Dayton, has
installed a new sign at the top of which
is a large American Flag.
Chillicothe — Vic Colin formerly of the
Star and Queen Theaters of Chillicothe,
is now Manager of the new Sherman
Theater of that city.
Chillicothe — Charles Smith, Manager
of the Star and Queen Theaters states
that business is all that could be expected.
Chillicothe — Cam]) Sherman will soon
he a thing of the past. This cantonment proved a boon for the Chillicothe
theaters. Now that the camp is breaking up gradually local theater- will
have to fight for existence. Chillicothe
has too many theaters at present.
Ci ilumbus — -Douglas Fairbanks in
"Arizona" played to big business at the
Majestic. Columbus, last week, according to Will Madox.
Estabrook Leaves Films.
Howard Estabrook has left the films
for oil. and is Assistant Manager of
the Automotive Department of the
Vacuum Oil Co. Only a few of Mr.
Estabrook's friends have known that
during the past year he has been an
active member of the war personnel of
the Vacuum Oil Co.
Mr. Estabrook who was formerly
with Paramount as Production Director began his business career in the
offices of the Michigan Central Railroad
and of the County Treasurer, Detroit,
iiis birthplace, where his father is a retired iron manufacturer.
The Vacuum Oil Co. maintains offices
and distribution points throughout the
world. Its capitalization is $15,000,000,
395.
its shares at present being quoted at

John Flinn who went to the coast with
Adolph Zukor recently, is hurrying
home to his wife who has been stricken
with the influenza.
Russell Brett recent Detroit representative for the AmerLan Film Co. has
associated with the Independent Sales
Corporation.
(). R. Hanson special representative of
Mutual has appointed W. J.. Kubitzki
formerly Mutual cashier at Kansas
City, to succeed L. B. Brown as manager.
Three of Pete Smith's assistants in
the Paramount publicity department
have been stricken with the epidemic.
They are Gwen Sears, Sam Palmer
and O'Geyer.
The Laurier Moving Picture Palace
in Montreal was damaged to the extent
of $2,000 by a mob during the recent
strike of the policemen and firemen of
that city.

Margerite Clark in "Out of a Clear
Sky" played to capacity business at The
Strand, Dayton.

Hear

Robertson-Cole
other womr.n star.

will

have

an-

Mr. and Mrs. Estabrook will make
their home in New York City. Mr.
Estabrook is a member of the Aeronautical Society of America, Air Service
Institute, and the Author's League of
America.

Hoosier Happenings
Robert Harris, manager of Priness and Harris-Grand theaters, at
iiloomington, End., is preparing to reftodel the latter theater, which has
>een conducted as ., vaudeville and
oad show house, into an up-to-date
notion picture theater.
\ new theater is to he erected at
\okomo by J. \V. Johnson. Merrill
Moore, proprietor of the Paramount theater there, has leased the
ew horse for a period of five years.
"(instruction work w|H be started as
oon as the weather
becomes seasonhie.

They say Fannie Ward had to learn
how to manicure for "The NarAbe Gumbinear, one of the proprierow Path." Her teacher was Anna
Behr, an expert who won a contest for
|rs "i the De Luxe and Orpheum the
most efficient manicure in New York.
heater- at Hammond, has been
harged with manslaughter as the re- She has handled 73,000 masculine hands.
sult of an automobile accident #n
My cousin says it won't take Fannie
Ward that long to become an expert.
*hicago
recently.
The Royal-Grand theater, at Marfan is now only open one day a week
—Saturday — because of the "no standng"
order issued by the city board
f health.
Arm

loads of petitions are being

[resented daily"
to Mayor
at
Evansville
protesting
againstBosse
his anounced plan of enforcing the Sunday
losing law after Jan. i. He still says
intends to enforce the law until
e is instructed by the governor or
iglier courts not to do so.
S. C. Jacques has been appointed
anager of the Pathe Cincinnati exhange, succeeding
the late F. B.
;hase, who died from influenza.
ox 'Change Head Killed in Action.
Word .has just been received at the
3x offices of the death in action of
"larles Manfre, who had charge of the
maha branch.
Manfre enlisted when
merica entered the war as a private
nd was replaced by Sidney Meyer who
B at present managing
the office in
)maha.
Manfre was very well-known
o exhibitors in the Middle West.

Mr. Revier said, "Well, now that
you're here you must promise not to tell
anyone what you have seen, and if you
are a good little girl I'll send you a
box of candy." My! I just love havin'
secrets.

My cousin
didn't
wantWinter
to take
me
behind
the scenes
at the
Garden
•■he
other
night,
hut
I
went
anyway
Tom Moore says he can't get over
being glad over the return of the 'cause now that I'm in New York I'm
sugar bowl. When lie bad to put away going' to se all T can. She went back
his automobile on Sudays 'cause of the to see Mabel Withec who is co-starred
with Jack Sherrill in the tirst picture
restrictions
on But
gasoline
hecame
didn't
mind so much.
when it
to
she everprincess
did. all
In dressed
"Sinbad"
she's
an
oriental
up in
yellow
eatin' his grape fruit without sugar,
well — that was different and Tom says silk and oodles of glitter. But she
it Director
"just couldn't
done." and I have wasn't satisfied with bein' just a prinHary beRevier
cess, she wanted to see how she'd look
a secret. This is how^ it happened. The in a gingham apron. So as they
other day at the Metro studio he was would'n't let her wear one at (the
Winter Garden she went into the
takin' pictures and he had screens up
movies where you can do anything.
all around
so'sso nobody
in.
This
made me
curious could
that Isneak
watched
my chance to peek. No one pays much
attention to me anyway, and I soon
found my way inside the lines, and
oh !— -what I saw ! I forgot all about
it bein' a play and was so interested
that I didn't see Mr. Revier when he
saw said.
me. He
"Howscared
did you
here?"
he
me get
for in
a minute

■ Lynn Reynolds who directs Gladys
Brockwell would be a better hunt"'- if
he was a better diver, 'cause every time
he goes shootin' ducks he always upsets
the boat and has to swim ashore. The

but I laughed and said. "Oh, I just
walked in." He called the guard to
explain,
he couldn't.
looked at but
my green
and brown He
coat just
and
said, "Why, she's all camouflaged up
and she looked like scenery to me."

William Garwood writes that he's tryin' to invent somethin' to shoo the actors
aw/ay from his ranch at ChowchiHs.
They like it so much that they all want
to come up and stay a while between

Tessier Back with Pathe.
Paul H. Tessier, who started in the
Pathe organization as a salesman in
Cincinnati and was afterward manager of the Albany office, is back with
Pathe in the Cleveland exchange.

Chicago — General Manager R. R.
Nehls of the American Film Co. has

"Talk of Advertising
Values."
When "Wanted for Murder" was
laving the Broadway theater. Indeendent Sales Corp., which handles the
Jm, ran copy in the form of a want ad
h all the dailies offering a reward for
Ad-Men Endorse Quinn Idea.
lie capture of Bill Hohenzo''crn. The
B.itor of the New York Herald reThe Advertising Club of Los Angevived a letter from T. W. Duree of
les has adopted resolutions endorsing
ferry, Kansas stating that such a man
|bssed through his district and the he the J. A. Quinn idea "to bring about
Wanted the authorities to know of it ! a system which will eliminate misleading advertising, the promotion of
luree said that Kaiser Bill spoke Irish? unkown and so-called stars and the
of unworthy pictures."
Films shown at Y. M. C. A. centers featuring
Copies of the resolutions have been
France
are sent from London
to forwarded to the advertising clubs of
aris by aeroplane, for distribution New York and the Associated Adere.
vertising Clubs of the World.

swimmin' part goes all right. It's divin' after his gun that bothers him.

pictures.
Nehls Off For Coast.

left for a business trip to the big "1 '
ing A" studios, at Santa Barbara. He
will also visit the Pacific coast film
country in genera. 1
During his stay at Santa Barbara,
Mr. Nehls will attend to general business and production affairs of the corporation. He will also look over sites
and plans changes to be made at the
studios early in Sprnig. Mr. Nehls is
not
expected back in Chicago until late
in February.
"Mickey" is reported to be smashing
all records at Tom Moore's Rialto,
Washington.
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Distinctive Treatment and Human Characterizations make
Idea Excellent Entertainment
Anita

Stewart in

"VIRTUOUS

WIVES."

Louis B. Mayer Prod.— First Natl. Exch. Circuit, Dist.
DIRECTOR
George
Loane
Tucker
AUTHOR
Owen Johnson
SCENARIO BY
George Loane Tucker
CAMERAMAN
Ernest Palmer
AS A WHOLE
Distinctive treatment and human
intimate
characterizations
make
old basic
theme register splendidly all the way.
STORY
Little touches and some changes help
popular novel decidedly for screen purposes.
DIRECTION
Provided
distinctive
atmosphere
with convincing
society scenes
and made
characters sufficiently human to hold interest
perfectly.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally excellent; some exquisite bits.
LIGHTINGS
Generally
artistic;
some
great
moonlight scenes.
CAMERA WORK
Very good; intelligent use of
angles, closeups and good composition.
STAR
Handled in manner to register beauty to
best advantage.
SUPPORT
Excellent.
EXTERIORS
Blended perfectly with distinctive
atmosphere.
INTERIORS
Very good; were truly classy.
DETAIL
Many good touches.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Nothing to offend,
and had human truths that will hit home
anywhere.
LENGTH OF PROD
About 5700 ft.
Considering the fact that the basic idea of this story
is decidedly old and familiar to the average screen
fan, it is certainly to the credit of producer George
Loane Tucker that he has made an adaptation which
holds the interest through
every incident, partly be-

Old Basic

cause of the manner in which he has varied the original story, but principally because of the distinctive
atmosphere and the human intimate character study
which has been developed.
The treatment of this rather well known basic idea
has been such that the attention is concentrated upon
the personalities of the characters and the dramatic
interest in the incidents in such a manner that the
basic idea of wife left alone by busy husband to trite
with the other man, does not stick out and annoy you
as it would have had the production been less intelligently presented.
Certainly everyone will be impressed with the fact
that this is a classic production. The exteriors arc
artistic, the composition is excellent, the lighting is
exquisite at times and the interiors blend perfectly
with the general scheme of an atmosphere typifying
th millionaire society set of the East.
After planting this atmosphere, we are introduced
intimately to the principal characterizations and our attention is held from first to last by the problems confronting thece personalities with the various dramatic
clashes building to effective climaxes.
Coldly analyzed, the story is nothing but the good
old eternal triangle, but the treatment has lifted it so
decidedly will
that ever
I'll be
guarantee
thatbynothis
member
of any
audience
impressed
as something
which they are familiar with. Thedevelopment of the
fering.
action had mad it a distinctive, unusual dramatic ofMiss Stewart is quite beautiful and registered very
satisfactorily in her dramatic moments. Hcdda Hopper made the character of the other woman stand out
and Conway Tearle gave the best performance he
has ever registered on the screen in the part of Miss
Stewart's husband. Edwin Arden was particularly forcible as Miss Hooper's husband and the man Miss
Stewart trifled with played with sufficient reserve to
make his scenes truly tense.

Exceptional Advertising Angles Make This Sure Fire at B. O. and it
Will Please
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
You have an unusual combination here as to boxoffice value, and certainly you should be able to get
business with it if you will handle the advertising intelligently. To begin with, the fact that this is Miss
Stewart's return to the screen after an absence or
many months under auspices which promise big productions should be of decided interest.
Being able to announce that the first offering has
been produced by George Loane Tucker the producer
of "The Cinderella Man," "The Manxman'' and other
great successes, will surely bring additional business.
The fact that the title develops curiosity is a decided
asset and surely there will be many in your community who have either read this Owen Johnson story
as published in serial form in the Cosmopolitan magazine, or at least they know that it was published.
It is now being published in book form and you can
of course get the cooperation of your local booksstore folks in boosting this.
I would make a lot of noise about this being the first

Anita Stewart special production, emphasizing the fact
that Mr. Mayer who is managing Miss Stewart, has
engaged the best director he could find in the person
of Mr. Tucker, to make this first offering. You can
rest assured that your gang will be more than pleased
with this as a production, and they will be particularly
impressed if you will built your advertising in such a
way as to bring them in in the right frame of mind.
The producer was working under a real handicap
here in having a story that presented nothing out of
the ordinary, but certainly he has given it the treatment that will make it register as a most interesting and
decidedly distinctive, dramatic production. It should satisfy any sort of audience anywhere.
Make a particular play in your advertising on the
title because it affords exceptional opportunity to twist
the words into questions that will stir interest. Excellent advertising material has been prepared to assist
you in the exploitation of this first special of the Anita
Stewart Company.
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Cards On The Table Now
Off and on through many years, we have been forced
to read much bunk about what this or that exhibitor
organization was going to do and about how the producers loved the exhibitors and how anxious they were
to co-operate with them.
As everyone who has kept in close touch with the
film industry knows, a large proportion of this has been
bunk, as results show.
We are now facing a situation that forces a showdown and I want to see every producer and distributor
put his cards on the table.
In Ohio the exhibitors are confident (and being an
Ohion I agree with them) that the public in a vast
majority is decidedly anxious that properly conducted
film theaters shall remain open on Sunday. A few busybody reformers are contemplating an effort to close up
these theaters.
The exhibitors of Ohio organized as the Ohio State
Screen League, are perfecting an organization to
actively and aggressivehr proceed to protect the interests of themselves and the public.
In Chicago some months ago, William A. Brady,
representing
the National
Association,
promised
(Continued

on

Page
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^/r the world put up a screen and said
to you," isNow
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the moving"
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representatives of this organization to assist them
in every way possible.
Unfortunately Mr. Brady was unable to get any
assistance from the Association. I feel that Mr.
Brady was and always has been sincere in his
organization efforts, but it was plainly registered
that the Association as an association was unable to get action from the individual producers
and distributors.
The National Association recently advised the
Ohio exhibitors that they would do nothing for
them.
This is not an indefinite question like censorship or an individual question like contracts, shipping terms, etc., but an absolute open and shut
proposition which seriously affects the weekly
income of every distributor and producer.
Should the theaters in Ohio be closed on Sunday it would mean the loss of just one seventh of
the revenue from, that State. It could even be
stated that the loss would be greater because
Sunday is always a big day, and the loss of that
day would mean the closing of many houses and
the loss of many extra price rentals.
At the request of Fred Desberg of the Alham
bra and Mall theatres in Cleveland representing
the Ohio Screen League, I hereby call a meeting
of producers and distributors for January 7th,
which is Tuesday of, this coming week.
Every producer and distributor is hereby notified that his attendance at the meeting called
that day is expected. The meeting will be held
in the Hotel Astor beginning at 2 o'clock.
It is certainly fitting and proper that every
producer and distributor be represented by someone authorized to act for them at this meeting
and I want to say here and now that the exhibitors expect to carry this thing through to a showdown with every company. I intend to do all 1
can to get action, and will call the slackers by
their right name.
It is time that those who are willing to help
fight the battle of all be listed alongside of' those
who refuse to do anything when there is only one
single point at issue about wheh there can be no
question as to the individual advantage to be
gained by every concern renting films in the State
of Ohio.
The meeting is called for the Hotel Astor at
2 o'clock on January 7th.
You Mr. Producer, and you Mr. Distributor are
expected.
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An Aggressive Exhibitor Opens
His Heart and Speaks Up on
Distributor, Exhibitor Problem.
Read This Carefully
and Think It Over.
I have started several times to write my impressions of the situation being discussed by
Messrs. Zukor, Williams, Hodkinson and others,
but kept postponing entering the discussion in
the hope that some exhibitor would cut loose
and prove that the exhibitors know a great deal
more about these basic problems than the New
Vork mahogany chair warmers believe.
Herman Brown has said some very pointed
pertinent things in this letter and I want you
all to read it.
I want to particularly invite Mr. Williams and
Mr. Zukor to make a reply to this letter if they
see fit.
The exhibitors of the country like to know
which way they are headed and the surest way
to win their confidence is to make a frank statement as to policy and intentions.
Now let's sit back and listen to Mr. Brown.
It's quite worth while.

W id Gunning

Dec. 16, 1918.
Friend Wid :I note that you are having trouble in getting
many representative exhibitors to come out of
their holes on the Zukor- AVilliams-Hodkinson
matter. T believe some exhibitor should voice
the exhibitors feelings so I offer this for what
it is worth, on the principle that any expression
from exhibitors- is better than none.
I for one do not fear the future either as an
individual or for exhibitors as a class. Neither
do I fear that the producers that have the real
goods and sell them honestly and with fair
methods need worry. Their worst days lie in
the two years that will end next summer. That
is if they are wise, resourceful and self-reliant.
There is a whole lot of comedy in the situation.
The funniest thing I ever saw since I was born
was the attempt of the poor halfwitted dupes
of the trust (the nontrust producers) to call together the First National stockholders to warn
them against themselves. Lewis Selznick described itexactly as "a bunch of damn fools making an exhibition of themselves." The fact that
the other producers could be used as catspaws
by the trust in this manner is comical. The fact
that the agency that threatened the trust was an
exhibitor agency, speaks volumes for the lack
of enterprise and brains on the part of the trust's
would-be competitors.
By the way, how long

FOR
Producer,

is Selznick going to pack a banner in another
man's parade? He has too much brains and wit
to play second fiddle much longer. The field was
never so ripe for men like him.
What Might Have Been. .
The nontrust producers are offered this
thought— If they had been real men, with real
guts, at the time of the break-up of the old
Triangle company, they would have prevented
the star combination of the trust in which its
strength has lain for eighteen months and the
breaking up of which breaks the backbone of
the monopoly. They would have seen that they
were being systematically shut out of booking
days to the extent that First National can never
shut them out. They would have offered real
competition to the trust. They would have
fought shy of having one of their number rap
the table with his knuckles and tell the organized
exhibitor where he headed in, that there was
no discussion coming, that the Kings had spoken
to the slaves. (Mind you I do not say the reel
tax matter to which I refer, was wrong, I merely
say that if T had been there I would have refrained from bringing the Affiliated Distributors
— for one — into existence by rapping with MY
knuckles, had I been a distributor). This producer is now touring out here in the west asking exhibitor-co-operation (ain't it funny, a year
ago he tatives
didn't
have time
talk we
to the
of thousands
of us towhen
went represento him :
today he spends time and monev to talk to us).
The thing that ails him is the trust. We bear
him no malice. He makes good films, better
on the average than the trust, but if he wants
data I can show him where he is shut out ^\
thousands of booking days by trust junk. Finally he will be saved by the exhibitor. His
wforst days are over. Keep on making better and
still better films Mr. Goldfish, and no trust on
earth can stop you. Well, to go back, the non
trust producers played the trust game for a year
and then assem'bled to protest against the ex
hibitor doing what they had failed to do, doin»
the only thing that could be done to free the
game, including Mr. Goldfish.
Exhibitor Forced.
Mr. Zukor is wrong. The exhibitor is nol
going into production or distribution, he has
been FORCED into both. Most intelligent exhibitors inAmerica have been waiting two years
for Mr. Zukor to make the statement he has.
viz.: that he is going to be an exhibitor as well
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as a producer and distributor. Il is inevitable
that he should, from his policies. It was not
inevitable nor is it now inevitable; in fact it is
suicidal, from his best interests. If only he had
been contented with his fair share of the business.
Ypparently he wants it all. Evidently nobody
can have anything in the game but through him.
If that is his aim, he will have to lib ALL. I !•'
111". CAN.
1 advise him to read the Billboard editorial
of Dec. 141I1. It will tell him the truth of the
field he proposes entering TODAY. Tomorrow
if this field is clutched by a trust the heavy hand
of government taxation and regulation will fall
upon it. making the mess a truly beautiful one.
lie is right about specializing. So is Hlodkinson. Producers should not exhibit. Exhibitors
should not produce. But. three years ago, Zukor
decided the opposite. He produced, distributed,
and through his connections, exhibited.
Evidently he thought the exhibitor blind. If

they hadn't woken up then, they would have
found themselves without any source of films
NQW. T refer now to the big houses, the First
National houses for instance The nontrust producers were either bulled into harmlessness or
in a league to work with the trust. It was apparent that the trust had no real opposition as
its competitors could be lead into any blind alley
at will.
It was a cinch that if the exhibitor (who is
not such a fool as he looks) was to be anything
but a serf he must ACT. HE DID ACT. HE
IF NEED BE. Let's
FURTHER
ACTmistake,
CAN no
make
the showman has faults but
they are not the lack of daring enterprise, or
initiative. It's a poor bet to bet he can't do a
thing.
Not Getting Fair Treatment.
The exhibitor wants the same treatment as
any other retailer. Not too much to ask of fairminded producing concerns, is it? He is not
yetting it. Does Mr. Zukor deny that he has
misreated the exhibitor, that his concern has
been unfair, arbitrary, dictatorial and very, very
greedy and disloyal? If he does in good faith
he is sadly ignorant of the actual workings of
his concern in its relations with the exhibitor.
But the trust has something so much worse
than the exhibitor to fear that I wonder it
bothers about the big exhibitor at all in the face
of its mence. I refer to men like Monte Katterjohn who realizes that monopoly means the death
of art and the enslavement of the artist. T refer to stars like Mary Pickford who has sense
enough to quit when she is told to her face that
every effort will be made to limit her compensation. Iwant Mary to get the coin.
As things

stand, she, Doug, and Patty are not getting what
they earn. They have been used. They have
been the means of holding back the game from
its inevitable development. We have had to
book junk to get REAL STARS. The junk days
are over. The exhibitor or Producer-Exhibitor
who, next fall, books junk (the fact that he makes

the junk himself won't help him) to get a cer
tain star, will perish in competition next winter
The man who makes film will have to look sharp,
he will have little time to manage theaters, lest
he lose his all that he has, in his effort to get
theThe
hog's
neverbunk
get. will find
starshare,
that which
sticks he
to will
the old
his or her self out -stripped by the star that re
solves to make his or her own destiny. The time
is here when films, stars and producers must
stand on their own feet.
The new has outgrown the old. Let the old
think twice of the route it will travel.
Its a Great Game.
I think Mr. Zukor is unduly worried. If he
makes good films and sells them fairly, his con
cern will make rriore net profit than ever and
stand on a more solid footing. If First National
is foolish in taking Mary, etc., they will auto
matically go broke, so why worry? Anyway it
of God that somebody didn't
was
from both First National and Mr.
away grace
her pure
take the
Zukor and he wasn't an exhibitor either, so why
worry? It's a great game. An exporter has
just come into it, for instance. The way to success still lies before Mr. Zukor's organization
which if it gets its brain off the monopoly obsession can make fine films. The way is to make
them and sell them. If they are the goods they
won't lack a market. If they are not the goods.
God help the man who tries to make a market
for them by building theaters in the era of overbuilding we are about to enter, when big houses
will be as numerous as the old store shows and
all are apt to come crashing down twentywhen months
four
from now.
If the old line Bourbons combine to enter the
exhibiting field then will come the best chance
in the worlu for fresh capital to enter the producing field turning the flank of the "skin 'em
Bourbons in convention assembled (with
or The
die boys."
their dupes) have flatly told the great stars thai
if they control the market the stars will be cut
heavily in their just compensation. The big stars
must and do realize that it will be their death
warrant when they sign to work for such a
combination. They have sense enough to realize
that a giant market lies ready to hand. No sane
exhibitor can believe that a cut in the really big
stars' remuneration, will help him. They are
sold to him on the basis of all the traffic will
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Fantastic Plot Places Heavy Burden on Star and Director
Alice Joyce in

"THE CAPTAIN'S CAPTAIN"
Vitagraph.

DIRECTOR
Tom
Terriss
AUTHOR
James A. Cooper
SCENARIO
BY
Tom Terriss and A. B. Van
Powell
CAMERAMAN
Joe Schelderfer
AS A WHOLE
Light entertainment that must be
accepted in spirit of fantasy or not at all.
STORY
Adaptation
of novel "Captain
Abe —
Storekeeper,"
for the screen. which affords trivial material
DIRECTION
Makes
most
of possibility for
characterization
and
humorous
situations,
although opportunities are slight.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Always clear.
LIGHTINGS
Well judged to prevent monotony.
CAMERA WORK
Satisfactory; nothing difficult
attempted.
Many fine shots through open
doors and windows.
STAR
Good to look at and acts up to the requirements ofher role.
SUPPORT
Arthur
Donaldson
as the Captain
shares honors with the star; good types for
Cape Cod villagers.
EXTERIORS
Beach and water shots contribute
largely to atmosphere of story.
INTERIORS
Acceptable.
DETAIL
Small points register to give scenes
tone of reality.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Harmless.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4251 ft
Don't expect your folks to take this seriously and
perhaps a fair percentage of them will find it entertaining. It's a fantastic sort of fisherman romance
that wanders far from the path of plausibility, but
profits by a number of pretty scenes and a healthy
atmosphere. Children ought to like it, whatever the
attitude of their elders.
The novel on which the scenario is based must have
depended mainly on characterization of picturesque
Cape Code types, for, turned into picture form, the
plot is ingenuous in the extreme, so much so in fact

Of Mutual

that they don't mind
it a bit
the sub-titles.
This is a wise way kidding
to forestall the incriticism
of an
audience when the situations become too extravagant.
As a starring vehicle for Alice Joyce the story has
limitations for the author evidently intended tne makebelieve sea captain to be the central figure. His is the
character around which the plot revolves and the girl
presented by Miss Joyce really plays second to this
role. Probably your fans won't
however, for
the star is kept on the screen much object,
of the time and she
sure does look very pretty.
They start off by showing how an independent minded society miss, rather than spend a lonesome summer
with her prim aunt, runs away to visit her Uncle Abe
who conducts a general store in a fisher village. The
uncle proves to be an odd sort of character, henpecked
at home and held in derision by the honest-to-goodness
fisher folk because he never went to sea.
Not having anything to brag about himself, Uncle
Abe, played by Arthur Donaldson, is forever narrating the marvelous adventures of his brother, pictured
as a dare-devil pirate. Rummaging through the attic,
the niece discovers the source of the weird tales in a
book of clippings and conceives a plan by which her
spineless old uncle may establish himself among the
scoffing neighbors.
At this point we are asked to believe that Uncle Abe
does away with his whiskers and, adopting the makeup of a pirate, successfully impersonates the fictitious
brother who blows into the village at the time the
"talkative store keeper disappears on a mysterious journey. Having established this premise, which is none
too easy to credit, they continue the story along equally fantastic lines.
The supposed pirate lords it over the fisher folk and
the domineering Eulalie Jensen. Meanwhile there is
considerable worriment concerning the whereabouts of
Uncle Abe. Then to keep the story going and give
material for the final reel, a shipwreck is introduced,
accounting for the appearance of a band of Hindus who,
absurd as it may sound, attempt to murder Captain
Abe, mistaking him for a pirate who stole their precious idol.
The romance between Miss Joyce and Maurice Costello is a mild affair that doesn't count much.

Interest

It has frequently happened that important business has
been lost to a motion picture laboratory because its Staff
Experts were apparently too busy to give proper consideration to the tentative plans of a prospective patron.
The Staff Experts of the Republic Laboratories, acting on
the assumption that the business of any one seeking information is always likely to be worth while, are eager to listen
attentively to its presentation and to render an opinion and
assistance in accordance with their experience with modern
laboratory problems in similar cases.

Perhaps our Staff Experts
can serve you Right Now

REPUBLIC LABORATORIES, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave., New York
Telephone Bryant 7190
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Trust to Loyalty of Alice Joyce Fans and Hope For the Best
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Alice Joyce in

"THE CAPTAIN'S

Vitagraph.

pointed inher no matter what she does, but for the
sake of winning new friends and strengthening Miss
Joyce s stellar position, Vitagraph ought to give her
better vehicles than this.
Whether or not it is wise to turn back the leaves of
tne calendar and make a point of Maurice Costello
being in the cast, is an open question; From where
I sit it doesn't look like good business to pu 1 any celebration because tl e veteran Vitagraph favorite is playing up to Miss Joyce. Just mention his name along with
the rest of the cast and that should be enough to attract the fans for whom his appearance will have an
appeal. Julia Swayne Gordon Is another name likely
to be remembered by your regulars.

CAPTAIN"

Providing this is coming to you on your Vitagraph
program there's nothing much to do but pass it
through quietly. It's all right enough on the production end, but you can't promise a great deal in the
way of a story, so I wouldn't make statements that the
film won't back up.
You exhibitors who go in for special short stuff
would do well to bracket this with a strongly dramatic picture on the supposition that you are giving
something to satisfy all tastes among your regulars.
Certainly this is light and harmless enough to offset a
big war weekly and may send your women folks home
with a pleasant impression.
Alice Joyce is such an old favorite that you may
safely count on her making good at the box office with
your old standbys.
They won't be seriously disap-

AMERICAN

FILM

For a catch line try: "You rave heard of Captain
Kidd, but if you want to meet the real Captain Kidder,
see 'The Captain's Captain.'" Or strike this angle:
"If you think folks don't appreciate you, disappear
for a while and watch the result. The experiment
worked well in 'The Captain's Captain.' "
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Directed bv

EDWARD
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A five reel comedy-drama that you can advertise strongly. It's
light and frothy — has a special appeal for the younger folk — and
zips along to a surprising climax that will set them all laughing.
Margarita Fisher never had a more hoydenish role.
Produced by

AMERICAN

FILM COMPANY, Inc.

Samuel S. Hutchinson, fres.
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AILY

Picturization of Well Known Book With Alice Brady as Star is Bound
to Please Generally
Alice

"THE HOLLOW

Brady

in

OF HER HAND"

DIRECTOR
Charles
Maigne
AUTHOR
George Barr McCutcheon
SCENARIO
BY
Charles
Maigne
CAMERAMAN
Leo
Rossi
AS A WHOLE
Provides plenty of good action
and sustains interest throughout; very artistically produced.
STORY
lateen frcm the novel of the same name;
very well constructed to sujta.n suspense
interest.
DIRECTION
Made each principal characterization register convincingly, but flopped a bit
towards end in the handling of dramatic
situations because of failure to sufficiently
explain or justify action.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very very fine.
LIGHTINGS
Some excellent composition; frequently chalky on faces, and occasional. y uniform on sets.
CAMERA WORK
Secured very beautiful angles.
STAR
Impressed with her sincerity and much
at home in role which affords her opportunito wear good clothes.
SUPPORT
Myrtle S.edman registers conviction;
Marmont has impressive dignity; others well
chosen.
INTERIORS
Very lavishly furnished
settings.
DETAIL
Good from production standpoint but
scenario
construction
has couple
of weak
spots towards end.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Will not offend.
LENGTH OF PROD.
About 4900 ft.
You can take it for granted that the majority 01 your
folks will be familiar with this novel of the same name
by George Barr McCutcheon. The fact that they already know the story will add rather than detract from
the interest, because it presents sufficiently interesting
and good dramatic situations to make them want to
see it enacted as well. This is especially true because
of Miss Brady's appearance as the star, since it is very
easily understood that the role is a particularly suitable one for her.

To those unfamiliar with the story of the woman
who took into her household as companion the murderess of her husband, and then later threatened to
expose her unless she consented to marry his younger
brother because she wanted to get even on her husband sfamily, who never approved of her, will come
the question, "Why did she do it?" This is not made
altogether clear in the film, since for over a year she
had housed her and her attitude showed no signs of
hatred. Nor were we led to believe that ultimate revenge was her motive in the first place.
The wife encouraged her broiher-in-law to propose
to Alice, and when she refused, principally for the
reason that it would be a grim joke at fate to marry
the brother of the man she murdered, and secondly for
the reason that she loved another, for the first time,
the wife shows her claws.
The explanation given this in the book is because the
man she loved wanted to marry the girl, which is a
perfectly logical reason for one woman to turn against
and break another. The picture gives the idea that she
is revengeful, which is sort of contradictory, since the
wife admitted to herself from the very first that her
scoundrel husband certainly deserved death, and this
girl had accomplished what she lacked the courage
to do.
Tie last reel shows the murdered man's family sitting in judgment of Alice Brady while she confesses
guilt of the crime. This fell considerably in reaching
the high dramatic tension to justify an ordeal of this
nature, but the family seemed to take it quite as a
matter of course with very little display of emotion.
They were all too ready to forgive and even justify
her action to protect her honor and hardly even registered surprise at discovering she whom they ali cherished an immense liking for and were anxious to have
marry the yornger son, was the murderess. This was
a decided slip on the director's part.
Taken as a whole, the production is decidedly interesting and will undoubtedly meet with general faror
from any audience. It is doubtful whether average
audiences take to heart or even detect slips in technicalities as pointed out above, as long as the characters
are appealing and the interest and suspense is sustained.

Title and Star's Name Will
Start Something by Offering
PrizeGetForThem
Best in.
Comment
Box Office Analysis
Alice Brady is the star of this which is reason
enough to justify your playing it. Furthermore, the
production is decidedly worth while, having be*n treattd in an interesting as well as artistic manner. It follows very closely along the lines of the well-known
book of the same name by George Barr McCutcheon,
with which most of your fans will be acquainted and
they'll surely flock to see it.
You can safely promise that they're not going to be
disapointed, and Alice Brady is certainly the type and
personality to portray the role of Hetty Glyn— Alice
possesses the dignity and sympathetic appeal which the
role calls for and furthermore it's a treat to look at
her, for in this she is afforded the opportunity of displaying her very good taste in dress.
Here is your chance to cooperate with your local
book store by suggesting to your folks by means of
throw-aways that they read the well-known novel before seeing the picture in order to more fully appreciate it. Tt might be a good idea for you to start

for the Exhibitor.
something along the lines of commentations. I would
suggest that you offer as a prize a copy of the book
to the member of your audience who can turn in the
best article describing the difference if any, between
the picturization and the novel; you might openly declare that certain details are faulty technically; invite comment on this, donating the book as a reward
for the best criticism of the picture.
Your fans will always appreciate your taking an action of this sort and it will always create interest to
engage in competition amongst themselves.
Bv way of exploitation, play up big the title and the
star's name linked closely with it— that's a sure fure
combination. Once they know that you've booked the
production and who the star is, getting them inside
will be an easy matter. Don't be afraid to advertise —
let everybody in town know that on blank night at
blank theatre will be shown Alice Brady in the picturization of George Barr McCutcheon's well known
novel. "The Hollow of her Hand."
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ANNOUNCEMENT
Rumors and assertions to the contrary notwithstanding,

CLARA

KIMBALL

YOUNG

is bound by contract which does not expire
until August 31, 1921, to render her exclusive
services to the

C. K. Y. FILM CORPORATION
and all her pictures are distributed exclusively
through

SELECT PICTURES
CORPORATION
and both companies hereby give public notice
that they will maintain their rights and protect their interests. Any interference therewith will result in immediate proceedings for
an injunction.

C. K. Y. Film Corporation
485 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Select Pictures Corporation
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City
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Star's Vivaciousness Puts Over Amusing But Unreal Plot
Bessie Barriscale in

"ALL OF A SUDDEN

NORMA."

B. B. Features— Rob.-Cole Co.
DIRECTOR
Howard Hickman
AUTHOR
Thomas Edgelow
SCENARIO BY
Jack Cunningham
CAMERAMAN
L. Guy Wilky
AS A WHOLE
Star's vivaciousness and classy
atmosphere put over amusing but unimpressive plot.
STORY
Much too obliging comedy-drama that's
purely humbug; with everything working out
in made-to order fashion for shero.
DIRECTION
Made most of material provided
and certainly developed star's characterization to good advantage, but slumped in treatment of last dramatic sequence.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Certainly great.
LIGHTINGS
Varied from fine to fair.
CAMERAWORK
Generally very good; secured
some fine angles.
STAR
Vivacious and pleasing in well-suited role.
SUPPORT ..
Dowling very good; others satisfactory.
EXTERIORS
Indeed beautiful generally.
INTERIORS
Very richly furnished rooms.
DETAIL
Few slips in sleep-walking sequence.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Inoffensive.
LENGTH OF PROD
About 4800 tt.
It wouldn't be a bit surprising to learn that some
authors go up in an aeroplane for ideas, because they
sure do have some flights of fancy. How anyone
could sit down and concoct this sort of stuff and expect
it is is
beyond
me. Fortunately,
how-to
everus to
Bessiebel'eve
Barriscale
the particular
personality
put this over, and this fact, combined with Mr. Hickman's good directorial ability, results in a production
not so much the worse for the ludicrous plot.
This thing is meant to be a comedy drama. It opens
up with drammer that has a capital D. plunging right
into the suicide of Bessie Barriscale's father who's
dying request is that she avenge his death caused by
t^e swindler who ruined him. From here on we get
light frothy comedy right through to the last sequences, when shero happens to come in contact with
her father's destroyer.

(a"*X new *eme*

Here was presented a situation which truly called
for drammer, and the chance for vengeance was placed
in shero's hand, but just because the young man she
loved entered upon the scene and addressed the willun
as uncle, shero meekly bows out of it and surrenders
to the occasion.
That was not all. They had the willun admiring her
for her spunk and offering to replace with her part of
the money he had robbed of her father. Shero seemed
to have completely forgotten the graveness of the injury done her father as well as herself since her sense
of pride alone should have justified some sort of a
battle before such unconditional surrender.
At the beginning, Miss Barriscale finds herself penniless at her father's death and the author provides her
with some wild ideas for making money. She accepts
an invitation to a week-end houseparty and has her
boob admirer accompany her as her husband. A duke
who is a guest at the place, is engaged to the hostess"
daughter, and exhibits some family diamonds to the
bunch. Norma suspects that these are paste and while
he's asleep that night enters his room and takes the
jewels.
Upon examining them and finding her suspicions to
be correct, she returns to put them back when the
duke discovers her. She pretends that she's been
walking in her sleep, but the duke has reason to believe otherwise. Later she wins a wager of ten thousand dollars from the Duke that the diamonds are not
real. He also engages her, because of her adeptnes?
at sleepwalking, to restore to him some valuable papers
from the hands of a blackmailer, and Bessie delivers
the goods.
There has been a good-looking chap in the offing
whom shero met at the house party and it is he who
wins shero and gets the clutch instead of our faith fut
admirer, whom we were led to believe all along would
be rewarded in the end.
Ordinarily, people who have wild ideas find it another proposition when it comes to working out, these
crazy
no so in out
the in
fillums
it's an author's
licensenotions,
to turn but
everything
very— obliging
madeto-order fashion, whether wild or mild.
Others in the cast were Albert Colby, R. Henry Grey»
Frank Leigh, and Melbourne McDowell.
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Go After Star and Title and Use Trick Lines.

It Will Satisfy

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Bessie Barriscale in

"ALL OF A SUDDEN

NORMA"

B. B. Features— Rob.-Cole Co.
Those of your fans who like Bessie Barriscale are
going to be quite satisfied with this, since it presents
her tn a role in which she appears to good advantage.
The title "AH Of A Sudden Norma" linked with the
star's name suggests good comedy atmosphere typical
of Miss Barriscale's ability as a fun-maker.
Despite the fact that the plot of this wont bear deep
analysis, still it is amusing and holds the interest and
there's hardly a chance of your fans complaining. You
can just treat it as a bunch of nonsense that is sure to
get laughs. Play up Miss Barriscale's name big using
her smiling photographs. You might also get a large
stand of her, giving it a prominent spot in your lobby,

The

DEMAND
£6

of

using the captions: "Look out for Bessie Barriscale.
One minute she 11 do one thing and all of a sudden be
onto the next. Come in and see the mischief she's up
to in 'All Of A Sudden Norma.'"
The sleep-walking angle might be a good one to harp
on, using such catch-lines as: "Do you walk in your
sleep? Bessie Barriscale won $10,000 as a result of
having walked in her sleep. Come in and be tipped
off, perhaps you can earn some money too. See 'All
OfYou
A Sudden
Norma.'
might also
use "the line along the money-making angle, saying "Would you know how to earn
money if you were reduced to necessity tomorrowT
Have you any money-making ideas in back of your
head that will work for you when the occasion arises?
Bessie Barriscale made ten thousand in a few days.
See how she does it in 'All Of A Sudden Norma.' "
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Star in Dual Role Scores in Rough Western Meller
Frank Keenan in

"THE MIDNIGHT

STAGE"

Anderson-Brunton
Prod. — Pathe
Dist
DIRECTOR
Ernest C. Warde
AUTHOR
Adapted from Henry Irving's "Lyons
SCFMARIO Mail."
BY
Jack Cunningham
CAMERAMAN
Charles Kaufman
AS A WHOLE
Western meller with plenty
of fast action; enough thrills to keep an audience on edge.
STORY

Doesn't amount to much except
that it affords star opportunity to give strong
performance in dual role.
DIRECTION
F-rst ra»e in keeping thingt
moving and providing sharp contrasts; mob
sre n*s well handled.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally good
LIGHTINGS
Will do.
although
bother much about
artistic
effects.they don't
CAMERA

WORK
Double exposures used
to advantage.
STAR
MaVes telling contrast in playing two
rh-racters, one a brute, the ot^er a gentleman.
SUPPORT
Joseph Dowling registers as
road house proprietor; Mignon Anderson and
others meet requrrements.
EXTERIORS
Give all the western atmosphere needed.
INTERIORS
Nothing out of the ordinary,
but suitable to the story.
DETAIL
Scenes well assembled to get most
oi'r of d-am»t?c situations.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Roughness may
shock som« sensitive folks.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
47«> ft
There's no doubt about who's the star in this film.
It's Frank Keenan all through and he sure does_ give
a Performance calculated to make your fans sit up
and take notice. At oi.e moment he's a kindly father,
at another the most brutal sort of a brute and in
eit'er capacity he is interesting to watch
Compared to Keenan's bandit, most western bad
men that shoot their way through five reels are amiable citizens. For sheer force it would be hard to
beat the portrayal given here, and it becomes all the

more startling on account of the contrast provided by
Keenan in the role of a professional gambler who is a
kindly man at heart.
The picture grips because of the strength of the
acting and the melodramatic power of the situations,
rather than because of exceptional qualities in the story
which is merely a western meller of the conventional
type. They don't go after anything particularly new
in the way of a plot; the fragmentary little love affair in which Mignon Anderson figures doesn't really
count and the improbabilities in the story are passed
over without any attempt at explanation; but despite
shortcomings, Keenan puts the film over with a wallop.
Having established the atmosphere of a California
mining town in the late sixties, they swing into the
story of John Lynch, gentleman gambler and bandit
Rivers, with Keenan alternating between the two roles.
The bandit first reveals his nature by abusing the
dancehall woman with whom he has been living. The
scenes between Keenan and Maude George as the
woman, lack nothing in brutality, but they are a reasonable forerunner of what is to happen as the sinister
desperado pursues his merry career.
Meanwhi'e John Lynch is pictured as a sort of
philanthropist trying to counteract the evil wrought by
the bandit. He takes the cast-off woman to his home,
then prepares to assist his aged father whose quest for
gold has been unsuccessful. It happens that Lynch's
journey to the roadhouse where his father lives, coincides with the holdup of a stage coach shipment of gold
by the bandit and his confederates.
All are brought together at the roadhouse where
Lynch's father is shot by Keenan in the character of
the desperado. Circumstances make it appear that
the son has shot his father. As the bandit and the
gambler look precisely alike, the innocent victim is
accused of being the leader of the road agents as well
as a murderer.
The climax of the production is worked up to a high
pitch of excitement, showing the condemned Lynch
bandit's diswhen tbe
be hanged
off to having
bei^g taken
carded sweetheart,
discovered
the resemblance
between the men, is instrumental in disclosing the mistake. The two are brought face to face and Lynch
shoots his double.

Brutality May Offend Some, But You Can Count on Keenan Being
Liked
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Without a star of the quality of Frank Keenan this
wouldn't amount to much, but with him T see no reason
why it shouldn't go over very satisfactory with a
crowd that doesn't ob;ect to rough stuff.
Tt isn't the kind of thing for children, or women who
like to have their films sugar-coated. But it's going
to go right with folks who get a thrill out of watching
br-tality on the screen. Keenan is such a capable
actor that he rrgis'ers a real character where others
might merely spoil the effect by over-acting.
From an advertising standpoint his name is a big
Tt means considerable to followers of the
advantage.
"legitimate" whose memories go back to the notable
West
performance he gave in "The Girl of the Golden
Also, he has appeared frequently enough in vaudeville

to become well known to patrons of the two-a-day.
As a photoplay star he has always been associated
ns and you're not going too
with high class productio
far in promising your fans that he gives one of his
ces in the dual role ofperforman
g
most interestin
fered here. The title suggests the nature of the picture, but I wouldn't bank on it to draw business.
a
Make your big play on the name of Keenan in
one
dual role, using contrasting pictures side by side,
the
bandit,
the
showing the fiendish expression of
to acother revealing the kindly John Lynch. A line
is
company the pictures might read: "Frank Keenan
Midnight
both in his powerful photoplay, 'The

Stage.' "
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BY

VV/7V/ 4/V ALL STAR.

GUY
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CAST INCLUP/NO

PAV/P POWELL, FOREMOST

LEAP/NC MAN

OF THE SCREEN; THOMAS HOLPINO,
/PA PARLINC, WALTER HEIRS ANP
HAZEL ALPEN.
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6QE/6T
DRAMA
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WITH
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and

"OUT OF THE NICHT
a tremendously
SUCCESSFUL
PLAY

WHAT THE CRITICS
SAY!
Miss Calvert's acting is splendid. She expresses emotion
with ease rather than vigor, and
her support has been well
selected. — Motion
Picture News.
After seeing "Marriage," one
must needs urge other continuity writers to follow th«
lead. It is well done. The star,
direction and photography ara
excellent. — New York Telegraph.
Miss Calvert's performance in
"Marriage," is one that justifies thoroughly her claim to
genius in emotional portrayal.
She knows the road to the tear
ducts. — Chicago American.
"Marriage" is a mighty good
bit of picture drama
with a
punch inthatthedoesn't
often
carry
film story.
Miss
worth Calvert's
going acting
far
to
witness. — St.
Paul
Pioneer
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Comedy

isi-AA

of Clerk Life Has Humor in Playing and Situations

Bryant Washburn

"THE WAY

AILV

OF A MAN

in

WITH

A MAID."

Paramount.
DIRECTOR
Donald Crisp
AUTHOR
Ida M. Evans
SCENARIO BY
Edith Kennedy
CAMERAMAN
Not Credited
AS A WHOLE
Effective comedy situations based
on life of clerk with small income; haj
enough human appeal to please.
STORY
Published
in Saturday
Evening
Post,
makes accep'able vehicle for Washburn.
DIRECTION
Keeps atmosphere natural and registers small incidents which get over.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Clear
LIGHTINGS
Satisfactory but nothing out of the
ordinary.
CAMERA
WORK......
Straight stuff.
STAR
Gets comedy out of natural portrayal ol
clerk; doesn't strain for laughs.
SUPPORT
Wanda
Hawley
cute shero; Fred
Goodwins and others suit characters.
EXTERIORS
Not many.
INTERIORS
Conventional but answer requirements of story.
DETAIL
Titles
written
in humorous
vein;
small points contributing to tone of produc. tion are registered.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Can't offend.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
44*8 ft.
Lots of folks will see themselves or some of their
friends in this comedy of clerkdom. It's real office
stuff and a surefire comedy treatment of the troubles of
a shipping clerk who tries to make his twenty-one per.
cover the cost of a hall bedroom, eats and other
things.
Bryant Washburn knows how to put over this sort
of a role naturally. He doesn't give the impression or
•jtruggling hard to be funny, which is one of t'ie
secrets of the success of his comedy method. Given
ihe right sort of situation, such as he has here, and
Washburn builds up a likable character which might
be duplicated in hundreds of offices.
They'll like this picture because it deals with every-

day people in a simple, funny way. Bryant is a happy-go-lucky clerk who has become accustomed »to
being broke most of the time. If business is dull and
he is laid off lie uses what small change he has to go
to a ball game. Some day he feels that he will have
a better job, but meanwhile he sees no reason for injuring his health by hard work.
Then along comes shero Wanda Hawley, a nifty
little stenographer who makes the twenty-one per
look terribly insignificant. It doesn't do at all for
luncheons and flowers and maltese cats and the other
little incidentals that go toward making life complete
for the luxurious Wanda. To make matters worse,
there is a fat broker just itching to spend his bulging
haul; roll on the same girl.
Things go along this way for a while and then they
pet worse, for even if he has to go without eats, Bryani
won't be a piker when it comes to buying presents.
They pull a funny sequence in the scenes showing the
shipping clerk's dilemma on the day he meets Wanda
at the noon hour. He has to take her to lunch althougn
he has only a few nickels in his change pocket, so they
walk the streets while the depressed youth searches
for an idea that will help him out of his difficulty.
They wind up at a tea room where after considerable
band shaking and persuasion, Bryant gets credit from
an old friend, the proprietor.
But under the spur of necessity the clerk ts learning
for the first time what work really means. He takes
on odd jobs that boost his income a bit and presently
he gets a raise. The few dollars more a week don't
look very substantial, however, when it comes to talcing Wanda to a Halloween blow-out. If Bryant does
not take her the fat broker will, so there's no choice.
By pledging a large part of his earnings for weeks
to come, the clerk secures a sure 'nuff evening wardrobe and is ready to make his debut as the real thing
in clothes when the boss summons him to the office
for a night's work. Luck suddenly changes. Bryant
is informed
that $4000
as a areward
his increased
he
is to receive
year asforbranch
manager."pep"*
He
breaks in at the fag end of the Halloween party,
shoves the fat broker into the background and taxies
off with shero Wanda.

Make Clear What Kind of a Film You Have Because Title Doesn't
Register
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
In "Skinner's Dress Suit" and other pictures of the
series, Bryant Washburn made a hit as the interpreter
of characters drawn from commercial life. This may
not be quite up to some of his earlier releases but it
is a better-than-the-average program comedy and, especially in cities and towns where there are many store
and office workers, it should go well.
Folks like comedies that have a bearing on the kind
and there aren't
of life with which they are familiar
any too many that qualify on that score. The human
come frequentquality is strong in this and the laughsgood
humor. You
ly enough to keep your audience in a
giving them
are
you
that
regulars
your
may promise
something in the way of character comedy which will
please.
T don't think much of the title except that it may re-

call the Saturday Evening Post story which, of course,
has an appreciable advertising value. For film uses it
is too long and doesn't mean anything in particular.
Almost any sort of a film introducing a romance might
pass under the name of "The' Way of a Man With a
Maid" whereas this is distinctly a comedy of business
life and would profit by a title indicating that fact.
To make clear to your patrons the nature of the film
you are presenting, use the lay-outs showing Washburn as a clerk, possibly one with his coat off working
over a book of figures and another in which Wanda
Hawley appears, for she is a good looking girl likely
to attract attention.
In your publicity it would be wise to mention Washburn's success in the Skinner pictures and to indicate
that he has another role of much the same type.
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Childish Story Lacks the Humor Needed to Put it Across
Corinne Griffith in

"THE ADVENTURE

SHOP"

Vitagraph,
DIRECTOR
Kenneth Webb
ATTTHOR
Bud Fisher
SCENARIO BY
George Plimpton
CAMERAMAN
Tom Malloy
AS A WHOLE
Juvenile stuff that for the
most part is too ridiculous to be funny.
STORY
Frothy
and childish; attempted
surprise cl'max misses because the audience
beats the author to it in guessing what he is
dn'ving at
DIRECTION
Acceptable for a picture with
so little substance that it can't be considered
rrri'wlv.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good.
LIGHTINGS
Good on players' faces and
kjw-* s»ts a natural appearance.
CAMERA WORK
Gets variety by shooting
scenes fr^m different angles.
STAR
Has good looks and style ; no call tor
anything out of the ordinary in the way of
acting.
SUPPORT
Walter McGrail doesn't appear
t-> be the simp the characters in the story
think he is.
FYTR^IO ^S
Generally pleasing.
INTERIORS
Nothing exceptional registered;
R'-h-title« r?tuer well written.
CHARACTER OF STORV
Entirely harmless
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4»5i feet.
Bud Fisher may be awfully funny sometimes, hut
when it came to writing tHs story he sl:pned pretty
b-'d'v. It's just Plain childish and not at all the sort
of thing that ordinarily intelligent folks are going to
find amusing. No doubt there's plenty of call for
but t^at doesn't mean that
harmless stones
pleasant,people
want to he handed the sort of foolishness
mature
for their amateur theatriuse
that a lot of kids might
cals.
The type of humor that is putting comedies across,
excepting the slapstick stuff, has some bearing on life

and this hasn't. It just makes you feel sorry for the
players who have to go through such foolish antics,
quite as though they were doing something worth
while.
Here is a digest of the plot: judge for yourself.
Ccri-ne Griffith is a soc:ety pet, who, along with her
country club compnn:ons, wants a new sensation. Fast
motor cars and clurhouse chatter aren't enough, so m
all seriousness she eonceives the idea of launching "the
adventure shop." The one sensible person in the entire outfit is the girl's hrother. who tells her in plain
English that she is a lit'le fool.
Neverthe'ess. "the adventure shop" goes through
with the avowd purpose of furnishing excitement for
those who need it. Corinne is the supreme dictator
with a lawyer and an actor as her first lieutenants —
the lawyer to gather in clients, the actor to portray
the willun in the underworld melodramas they plan
pernetrating.
The firct customer is introduced in the person of the
spectacled son of a pickle merchant, Josephus Potts
Jr.. nlaved by Wa'ter McGrail. who cares for the white
lights much more than he does for pickles. The iob
of "the adventure shoo" is to give him his fill, and then
some, of Broadway entertainment.
Thev stage a gimb'ins den hoMtio and a backhand
conclave, suggestive of a high school boys' initiation
ceremony, with the val'ant youth alwavs championing
the persecuted shero. Then for a thrilling windup, a
kidnapping is arra"ged. This kidnapoing. landing the
two yo'-ng people in a deserved ho-'ce where they are
h'W for ransom, is supposed to be the big surprise of
the film.
Of course, the audience i'n't expected to guess it,
hut t*-e foolish hoy, tinker the g-Hance of anf'or Bud
Fisher, has come fr> his senses sufficiently to turn the
tables on the president of "the advenfre shoo" and
st^ge a lit»1e party on his own account. The kidnapping is sH'-tlv his afair and the rano^m check signed
by Pana Potts is received as a wedding present.
In »he cast are P-iestly Morrison, Robert Gaillard
and Warren Chandler.

If You Can't Pass This by Get Good Supporting Program
Box Office Analyifa for the Exhibitor.
Dodge this if you can, otherwise try to get a strong
supporting program to counterbalance the weakness
of your feature, which is too slight to warrant its
being termed a feature except that it is in five reels.
Bud Fisher doesn't deserve any medals for the
story he put over on Vitagraph, but his newspaper
work is so well known that his name counts more in
an advertising way than that of most photoplay
authors. I would make an effort to capitalize on
Fisher's reputation as a humorist by giving his name
considerable prominence and allowing your foiks to
draw their own conclusions. Probably they will think
that the film must be funny and you re not to blame
if it isn't.
....
, ,
Corinne Griffith should be building up a pretty fair

following by this time. She has good looks in abundance and enough personality to register when the
story material allows her a fair opportunity.
Even if s' e doesn't have a chance to appear at her
best in this film, I would make a point of displaying
a number of her most attractive pictures, figuring that
her beauty is about the best asset the picture possesses. A frame containing nothing but likenesses of
Miss Griffith in various poses should attract the men
folk that pass your theatre.
Providing you want catchlines try: "Tf you are
looking for a new sensation, take a lesson from Corinne
Griffith in 'The Aventure Shop;'" or "There's life
and love in 'The Adventure Shop.' Come and see how
Corinne Griffith finds both."
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Distinctive Treatment and Human Characterizations make
Idea Excellent Entertainment
Anita Stewart in

"VIRTUOUS

WIVES."

Louis B. Mayer Prod. — First Natl. Exch. Circuit, Dist.
DIRECTOR
George
Loane
Tucker
AUTHOR
Owen Johnson
SCENARIO BY
George Loane Tucker
CAMERAMAN
Jack Brown
AS A WHOLE
Distinctive treatment and human
intimate
characterizations
make
old basic
theme register splendidly all the way.
STORY
Little touches and some changes help
popular novel decidedly for screen purposes.
DIRECTION
Provided
distinctive atmosphere
with convincing
society scenes
and made
characters sufficiently human to hold interest
perfectly.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally excellent; some exquisite bits.
LIGHTINGS
Generally
artistic;
some
great
moonlight scenes.
CAMERA WORK
Very good; intelligent use of
angles, closeups and good composition.
STAR
Handled in manner to register beauty to
best advantage.
SUPPORT
Excellent.
EXTERIORS
Blended perfectly with distinctive
atmosphere.
INTERIORS
Very good; were truly classy.
DETAIL
Many good touches.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to offend,
and had human truths that will hit home
anvwhere.
LENGTH OF PROD
About 5700 ft.
Considering the fact that the basic idea of this story
is decidedly old and familiar to the average screen
fan, it is certainly to the credit of producer George
Loane Tucker that he has made an adaptation which
holds the interest through every incident, partly be-

Old Basic

cause of the manner in which he has varied the original story, but principally because of the distinctive
atmosphere and the human intimate character study
which has been developed.
The treatment of this rather well known basic ides
lias been such that the attention is concentrated upon
the personalities of the characters and the dramatic
interest in the incidents in such a manner that the
basic idea of wife left alone by busy husband to trite
with the other man, does not stick out and annoy you
as it would have had the production been less intelligently presented.
Certainly everyone will be impressed with the fact
that this is a classic production. The exteriors are
artistic, the composition is excellent, the lighting is
exquisite at times and the interiors blend perfectly
with the general scheme of an atmosphere typifying
the millionaire society set of the East.
After planting this atmosphere, we are introduced
intimately to the principal characterizations and our attention isheld from first to last by the problems confronting lhece personalities with the various dramatic
clashes building to effective climaxes.
Coldly analyzed, the story is nothing but the good
old eternal triangle, but the treatment has lifted it so
decidedly that I'll guarantee that no member of any
audience will ever be impressed by this as something
which they are familiar with. The development of the
action
fering. has made it a distinctive, unusual dramatic ofMiss Stewart is quite beautiful and registered very
satisfactorily in her dramatic moments. Hedda Hopper made the character of the other woman stand out
and Conway Tearle gave the best performance he
has ever registered on the screen in the part of Miss
Stewart's husband. Edwin Arden was particularly forcible as Miss Hooper's husband and the man Miss
Stewart trifled with played with sufficient reserve to
make his scenes truly tense.

Exceptional Advertising Angles Make This Sure Fire at B. O. and it
Will Please
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
You have an unusual combination here as to box
office value, and certainly you should be able to get
business with it if you will handle the advertising intelligently. To begin with, the fact that this is Miss
Stewart's return to the screen after an absence of
many months under auspices which promise big productions should be of decided interest.
Being able to announce that the first offering has
been produced by George Loane Tucker the producer
of "The Cinderella Man," "The Manxman" and other
great successes, will surely bring additional business.
The fact that the title develops curiosity is a decided
asset and surely there will be many in your community who have either read this Owen Johnson story
as published in serial form in the Cosmopolitan magazine, or at least they know that it was published.
It is now being published in book form and you can
of course get the cooperation of your local booksstore folks in boosting this.
I would make a lot of noise about this being the first

Anita Stewart special production, emphasizing the fact
that Mr. Mayer who is managing Miss Stewart, has
engaged the best director he could find in the person
of Mr. Tucker, to make this first offering. You can
rest assured that your gang will be more than pleaseo
with this as a production, and they will be particularly
impressed if you will built your advertising in such a
way as to bring them in in the right frame of mind.
The producer was working under a real handicap
here in having a story that presented nothing out of
the ordinary, but certainly he has given it the treatment that will make it register as a most interesting and
decidedly distinctive, dramatic production. It should satisfy any sort of audience anywhere.
Make a particular play in your advertising on the
title because it affords exceptional opportunity to twist
the words into questions that will stir interest. Excellent advertising material has been prepared to assist
you in the exploitation of this first special of the Anita
Stewart Company.
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Human

Appeal and War

Dorothy

"THE

HEART

Phillips

Theme

in

OF HUMANITY"

Universal
Special.
DIRECTOR
Allen Holubar
AUTHORS
Allen Holubar and Olga Scho.l
SCENARIO BY
Allen Holubar and Olga Scholl
CAMERAIV EN
Fred Leroy Grandv.lle, Harold
Janes and King
Gray.
AS A WHOLE
Powerful production, strong in
human
element
and pre:ents
many
vivid
war scenes; holds attcnti.n all the way.
STORY
Mother
love theme
handled
sympathetically: depends
upon
heart appeal rather
than complications.
DIRECTION
Places Holubar high in the ranks
of American directors; equally successful in
registering srmall in.idents, or handling battle
scenes on a large scale.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent all through
LIGHTINGS
A numbsr of unusually artistic
effects; cleverly varied to secure atmosphere.
CAMERA WORK
Always sk llful, largely responsible for fine resvlts gained in trench scenes.
STAR
One of the best performances Dorothy
Phillips has ever given; sympathetic in the
extreme, registers points without overacting.
SUPPORT
Erich von Stroheim stands out a3
ideal type for Prussian officer; William
Stowell, Margaret Mann and others satisfactory.
EXTERIORS
Real enough to have been taken
in the actual war zone.
INTERIORS
Correctly furnished
DETAIL
A strong po'nt in putt ng picture over;
pathos and humor well contrasted against
background of -uffering.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Human quality and
magn'trde of production lift it out of class
of rrd'narv wpt film.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 8,000 ft.
Allen Holubar ^as do"e a difficult thing extremely
well. He has made a war picture so big and so human
that it pasres out of the numerous company of "just
war films" and becomes a genuine feature production
of t1ie fir-t class. There's no danger of this being
overlooked because peace days are here. It has
too murh human appeal for that and too many thrills
in the war sequences, many of which are presented on
a massive scale.
Beyond the pictorial and dramatic worth of the pro-

Combined

in Notable Film

duction, it has the distinct advantage of meeting the
needs of the film market outside of the United States,
in that it presents the part Canada played in the war,
without, of course, slighting America's contribution.
This is an angle that few producers have hit and it
sure will be appreciated by Canadian exh.bitors.
They start things off in Canada where Dorothy Phillips, the ward of the parish priest, is engaged to the
oldect of five brothers, all living with their widowed
mother. Into the quiet of the peaceful vi.lage falls the
thunderbolt of war and one by one the sons go,
Dorothy having become the wife of her soldier-lover.
There's nothing extraordinary about the opening
reels, but photographically and in the indication of the
pre-war life in a Canadian village they have a convincing atmospheric quality. Advancing to the really
momentous passages of the story, the audience inevitably finds itself being carried away by the power
of what is portrayed with exceptional exactitude.
You exhibitors know, and the analytical public knows,
how an expert director, equipped with the requisite
comprehension of human nature, may play upon the
common emotions, but there are few who sense the
dividing line between sentiment and sentimentality and
between
sational. what is truly dramatic and something just senIt strikes me that Mr. Holubar, in his handling of the
mother love theme, in the use of children as a means of
exciting the feelirg always re^dy to re-pond to a screen
depiction of appaling youngsters and in his adroit variation of humor and tragedy, so c!o?ely ailed in the lives
of many of us during the pist four years, has proven
himself a director of unusual attainment.
From a technical viewpoint the mo=t remarkable parts
of the picture are its war scenes. Tremendous is a big
word but it isn't too big 'o use in connect-on with some
of the combats shown h;re. They startle, they thrill,
they conta-'n the srspen-e of the unexpected and the
frightfulness of war. Struggling in flooded trenches and
dugouts, bayoneting their way through the streets of a
village fortified by Huns, fighting in the air — you see
the soldiers of the allies in convincing reality that
makes the pulse beat fas'er.
There are many scenes in the production bound
to score, but I want to mention two in particular that
won't be forgotten by anyone who sees the film. The
first is that in which a Red Cro=s dog rescues Dorothy
Phillips, who has become a nurse, from a wounded
German soldier: the other shows Miss Phillips in
a state of temporary insanity when it appears tbat she
can no longer resist the attack of von Stroheim.

Play it up Big and Count on Fans Being Satisfied
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.

Don't worry for a moment about this being a war
film, hecause. un'ess I miss my guess entirely, it will
go over with a bang, even if other war pictures have
missed out.

the human aspects of the world war have been truly
revealed.
Naturally, buttheto Canadian
mean
much to Americans
exhibitors angle
across won't
the border
it will suggest all sorts of possibilities.

Audiences are looking for human appeal and they've
got it here. There's plenty of humor and heart interest
to offset the tragedy and when it comes to war stuff
t'-e p;ct'-re goes over the top and then some. Holubar
is a young director, but I want to make it clear to
you folks who haven't seen the film, that he has put
across .something surnrisingly big which it will pay
you to boost to the limit.
"The Heart of Humanity" is a mighty good title
that angle,
and I would work my publ'ci'y along just
trying to create the impression that for the first time

Running this as an eight-reel feature you won't need
much else to fill out your show, so it would seem
wise to go to the expense of unusual advertising in
order to let your regulars k"ow that you have something out of the ordinary. Get them in and they'll admit that you've played fair.
If Dorothy Phillips is well known at your theater,
mention "The Talk of the Town." "A Soul for Sale"
and other pictures in which she has appeared, promising that this is the best thing she ever did.
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Thoroughly Enjoyable, Human
Bert

"THE
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StDry With Players That Live Their
Parts
I

Lytell in

SPENDER"

Metro.

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

Charles Swickard
Frederick Orin Bartlett
BY
George D. Baker and A. G.
Kenyon.
CAMERAMAN
Robert B. Kurrle
AS A WHOLE
Grippingly human and convincing; sure gets under the skin and has great
titles.
STORY

A bit "different".
Combines live wire
comedy and touching pathos that registers
with sincerity and intense appeal.
DIRECTION
Treated this in vitally impressive
and interesting manner; kept characterizations human and blended nicely with situations.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Varied from poor to good; frequently chalky on faces.
CAMERA WORK
Some very beautiful angles.
STAR
Full of "pep" and makes you believe it.
SUPPORT
Thomas
Jefferson
excellent;
Clara
Morris pleasing shero; others very good.
EXTERIORS
Many very beautiful
INTERIORS
Rectaurant and hotel scenes fine.
DETAIL
Some great human bits.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Will make a hit with
everybody.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 ft.
Gee, but this is great! All hats off to the author
for providing a situation which is decidedly human,
logical, interesting, and what's more, different.
This thing has all the elements of sure fire comedy
and touching pathos that tends to grip forcefully and
gets right under the skin. Your folks are going to
talk as well as think about it, and it's going to bring
a lump in the throats of those who are not completely
lacking in sentiment.
Too much cannot be said of the splendid portrayal
given by Thomas Jefferson of the crabby old miser
who realizes almost too late that the greatest joy in

life is human sympathy and love rather than the
hoarding of riches. He fairly makes this characterization talk — he is so realistically human.
The story is big in its theme and concerns the
rejuvenation of Thomas Jefferson by his nephew Bert
Lytell who works in his uncle's factory at $15 a week.
Uncle is a tight, hard individual of 70 whose purpose
in lile has been to pile up and guard every cent in his
money bags. The manager of the factory sees in
nephew Bert an obstacle to his own bright future at
the event of Jefferson's death and gets him In wrong
with his uncle by pointing out his mistakes.
In the argument which follows Bert suggests to his
uncle that he gain some benefit from his money for
the remaining years of his life. He flies into a rage
at this, but after thinking the matter over all night,
calls upon his nephew and consents to an agreement
whereby Bert is to receive a commission for helping
him to spend his money in brightening his old years.
After engaging a suite of rooms for uncle, in the
most expensive hotel in town, and indulging in the
purchase of a Packard car, Bert puts sartorial experts
at work to deck uncle out in youthful fashion. Next
comes the barber to shave off his whiskers, and looking
very dapper, uncle's wined and dined in the gayest of
places. From morning till night, he has 'some tall
hustling to do to keep up with the merry pace set
for him by Bert.
All the while, Hero Bert has been carrying on a
nice little romance with Clara Morris, daughter of
an old-friend factory worker at whose home he is
staying. Uncle later gets a peep into their little love
affair and helps things along by taking Bert into partnership so as to make financially possible their marriage. He also substitutes Clara's father for the thieving manager at a salary that will insure his future
comfort.
The ending shows an all-around happy family, with
Uncle Thomas Jefferson in their midst truly happy as
a result of having made others happy.
Surely the director is to be complimented in his
splendid development of the characterizations in this.
Each and every member of the cast gave a truly human
and sincere performance that came up to par.

You're Safe in Promising That They'll Like it and It's a One Hundred
Per Cent Production
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Make a grab for this. It's a winner, and the kind of
production that cannot fail to appeal to every kind of
audience. The story idea is a good one, big in theme,
and one that hasn't been done to death, and the director
has treated it in a manner which will surely register.

going to thoroughly enjoy this. Tell them it's very
human and has a big moral lesson and it'll do them
good to see it. Make it clear to them that it has
genuine comedy, and at the same time appealing
pathos that'll touch their very heart if they have
one. Use the line: "If you want to see a production
that is charming, funny, human, touching and impressive, and 100% worth while, then don't miss this."
You're safe in saying so.
For catchlines, something along this line ought to
go: "Do you want to become rich? Why? For the
purpose of having and holding money, or to spend it

In the exploitation of this, play up the name of Bert
Lytell who is very likeable and surely has a large
following. He will be known for his very good work
in many recent productions of Metro. State also that
he is a star of the legitimate stage, having most
recently appeared with Irene Fenwick in "Mary's
Ankle'"- Mention "Hitting The High Spots" and "Unexpected Places" as his latest screen productions, since
these were met with general favor.

in making
happy?"
or "Don't
make but
the one
mistake
of
holding others
onto your
money.
You have
life
to live. Make the most of it and seek pleasure in

Don't be backward in telling your fans that they're

spending. Remember, there are no pockets in shrouds."
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Out of Date Draft Meller Lifted by Performance
Charlotte Walker in

"EVERY

MOTHER'S

SON"

Fox Production.
DIRECTOR
Raoul A. Walsh
AUTHOR
Raoul A. Walsh
SCENARIO
BY
Raoul A. Walsh
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Meller treatment of response of
typical American family to draft law. Rather artificial and for the most part doesn't
convince.
STORY

Based on the 18 to 45 conscription order;
doesn't run smoothly
and gives indication
of having been pieced together.
DIRECTION
Went
in for hectic Meller and
permitted a lot of "acting."
PHOTOGRAPHY
...Many
scenes
hazy; for the
most part lacks sharpness.
LIGHTINGS
Ordinary
CAMERAWORK
Passable
STAR
Acts with feeling and gives impression of
real American mother.
SUPPORT
Satisfactory
in the main.
Bernard
Thornton, as German officer, over-reaches.
EXTERIORS
Answer the purpose
INTERIORS
Conventional
DETAIL

Doesn't figure very largely.
Much stilted English in titles.
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Might
have been
beneficial during the war.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5.000 ft.
All of you who skim through the trade papers know
well enough that William Fox started this production at about the time the 18 to 45 draft order became
a certainty. The original intention was to call the
film "18 to 45" and exploit it as something out of the
ordinary which would have been very appropriate
and timely if Kaiser Bill hadn't gone and surrendered
Nobody wants to blame Mr. Fox for having a production all dressed up with no place to go, and he
seems to be making the best of the situation by cutting the film down and sliding it through his usual
releasing channels. Of course it can't be the success
it might have been a few months ago, or that it might
be even now if the picture were of a. higher calibre.

of Star

The whole thing appears overwrought and is played
at a fast tempo that permits little opportunity for
real characterization. The story is a bit episodic and
jumpy, giving the impression of a lot of material
thrown together without the discrimination needed to
get truly artistic results. There's plenty of emoting
and superficial excitement, but save in occasional instances when Charlotte Walker does some really apthings. pealing acting, they don't get down to the heart of
The American family dealt with is the kind that
would please Teddy. The two eldest sons go off to
war without a murmur and the father is more than
ready to do his part when the 18 to 45 ruling gives
him a chance. Dramatic conflict is obtained by making the mother a pacifist when it comes to giving up
any more of her sons to the battlefields of France.
The feelings of the woman are sincerely conveyed
by Miss Walker. The average audience will experience at least some sympathy for her when registration
comes and her youngest son, just eighteen, and much
under the influence of German pacifistic propaganda, is
unwilling to register. The mother and her boy make
a hasty trip to the seclusion of their country home,
followed by the irate father.
They get some good scenes out of this family rupture, which is about to result in the patriotic parent
dragging his son off to the registration booth when
the bedraggled victims of a submarine make a landing
on the shore near the country home.
Their entrance into the house is highly opportune
Seeing with their own eyes the consequences of German autocracy, both mother and son have a sudden
change of heart and the boy, acompanied by his proud
father, rushes off to place his name on Uncle Sam's
list. An instance of the exaggeration which characterizes much of this film is found at the registration
room where the director presented a struggling crowd
of men suggestive of a mob scene, when as a matter
of fact
no such disorder existed on registration day.
Interspersed with the American end of the story
are many scenes purporting to show the fighting in
France in which the elder sons are engaged. These
are for the most part passable but nothing to brag
about. The romance between one of the sons and a
French peasant girl is conventional movie stuff.
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Reginald Barkeiy
Now completing fot Golowj/tv-

FotuMrtt Special Production
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Emphasize Appeal of Mother Love.
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Go Easy on War Angle

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Charlotte Walker in

"EVERY

MOTHER'S

SON"

Fox Production.
Now that it has become the fashion to try to forget
the war element in pictures and exploit them as dealing with the reconstruction period, the Fox people
probably will advocate some such camouflage in this
instance. But it's going to be a hard job if you want
to play fair with your patrons.
This is a conscription and war film from beginning
to end and there is no getting away from it, so I would
go very easy on the kind of billing intended to give
a wrong impression.
"Every Mother's Son" is a good heart interest title
and it is possible to play upon that without going
very definitely into the nature of the story. In war
or peace the mental suggestion of the words, "Every
Mother's Son", is pretty certain to arouse a response in the heart of the woman who reads them.
The best chance for your women folk being pleased.

and this is essentially a woman's picture, is in the
performance of the star whose sincere personality is
revealed effectively. In selecting pictures of Miss
Walker try to get some bringing out the emotional
intensity of her expressions at the time she is called
upon to sacrifice her youngest son. Such pictures,
in combination with the title, should attract attention.
Some of you may think it worth while to bring
out the fact that this is an 18 to 45 draft picture with
a liberal amount of war stuff. But generally speaking
that doesn't look to me like a good angle to make a
fuss about, particularly as the war end of the picture
won't stand comparison with a number of other films
now on the market. If you want a catchline you
might try this: "If you had sacrificed two sons on
the altar of patriotism and were asked to give a third,
What would you do? See how Charlotte Walker
answers the question in 'Every Mother's Son'." Another might read, "Between a mother's love of country and mother love for her sons — WHICH ? See
Charlotte Walker in 'Every Mother's Son'."

Western Dramas Win Patrons
Jack Gardner, the famous stage and motion picture star, appears in a number of
western features, every one of which will win patronage for you. They are red-blooded
stories of the open spaces, God's Great Out-of-Doors, with its wonderful scenery; its rugged
men, sometimes lawless, but always human; its women, free and untrammeled by the conventions ofsociety; with the dramatic action of feudist battles, where men settle their disputes
with rope or gun. These thrilling features make the heart throb with an answering call to
the whisper of the wilds. Book them all: "Land of Long Shadows," "The Range Boss,'
"Men of the Desert," "Open Places," "Gift o' Gab," "The Night Workers."

George Kleine System
Distributors
Representatives at all General Film Exchanges
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Griffith Puts Over Winner in His Latest Film. It's Human
D. W. Griffith Presents
"THE

GREATEST
THNG
Artcraft.

IN

LIFE."

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO
BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
human
STORY

D. W. Griffith
Captain Victor Marrier
Captain Victor Marrier
..G. W. Bitzer
Splendid production with strong
interest element; war scenes presented in masterly fashion.
Has a real theme apart from war, developed with keen comprehension of feminine
nature in search of "the greatest thing in

DIRECTION
life."

Reveals the flawless technique expected of Griffith; always avoids the superfluous and makes much of seeming trifles
that spell reality.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Always superior
LIGHTINGS
Excellent in getting beautiful
modulations of light and shadow; never permit monotony.
CAMERA
WORK
Notable for the introduction
of a new and artistic closeup suggestive of
an
impressionistic
photograph. Effects
gained by what may be termed "a soft
PLAYERS focus." Lillian Gish vivacious and charming;
* Bobby Harren registers fine characterization; David Butler and others add to story.
.Delightful to look at; largely because of excellent photography.
INTERIORS
Richly furnished
when
situations
demand it; always look like real thing.
DETAIL
Includes significant incidents; subtitles
give natural expression to the mood of the
chsrsctcrs
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Shows Germans as
"the enemy", but doesn't harp on atrocities.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,500 ft.
EXTERIORS

Griffith remains pre-eminent on account of what he
doesn't do as well as what he does. When a scene
has reached the "punch" point he uses the scissors,
and the audience isn't bothered by the loose ends ot
dramatic action. He doesn't work with stereotyped
characters
becauseofficer
they assaulting
are convenient;
doesn't
show a German
a womanhe because
it has become the custom to present brutality in war
Rims; he doesn't use a sledge hammer to pound home
his meaning and he doesn't hesitate to tackle a delicate situation because there is danger of its not getting over.
Get "The Greatest Thing in Life" and you'll see what

1 mean. You 11 see the difference between the output
of a creative artist and the work of a conscientious
craftsman who learns to do well something which
others have done before him. There's a big difference
and it is the difference that makes this a distinctly
superior production.
Griffith took a story of character good enough to
have been developed irrespective of the war angle, yet
so devised that it appears to have its natural outcome
in the world conflict. Lillian Gish is a French girl,
\ ivacious to the point of seeming triviality. Living
with her father, who runs a shop in New York, she
seeks, under a cloak of laughter, the perfect man, the
ideal love, the "greatest thing in life."
Bobby Harron is the incarnation of snobbery. He
detests commonness in all forms, but incongruous as
he feels it is, he is fascinated by the merry Lillian,
who might love him if only he were more human.
David Butler, a great stupid French boy, is all human,
he is everything that Bobby is not, but he has no
poetry in his soul. Lillian tests him with merry talk
about Rostand's "Chantecler" and the Golden Bird.
But to the French youth, a chicken is only a chicken
and can never be anything else.
France calls them all — lather, daughter and the dissimilar suitors — the France of shell-torn villages. Characters are tested in the crucible. The French materialist dies a valiant soldier, still declaring that a chicken
is only a chicken; the snob, reborn a human being in
the trenches, heads the American soldiers into the
French village, occupied by the Germans to save the
girl and her wounded parent.
This sketchy outline of the plot may suggest nothing
new. It is the wealth of incident and characterization
that make it throb with feeling. At first there is contagious animation in following the flirtatious Lillian
through her days at the little shop. The performance
of Miss Gish is a delight, while Harron supplies a striking portrayal of the snob.
There is humor here, and humor mingled with pathos
when the scene moves to France. The war phases 01
the production, having suspense and thrills galore,
are finely harmonized with the personal elements of
the story. Be it noted to Griffith's credit that he defies
precedent by not showing any assaults on defenseless
women.
A high spot in the picture, one that gets over superbly despite its dangerous character, brings out the transformation of the snob, when, lying in a dugout with a
dying negro soldier, he listens to the pathetic appeal of
the hysterical man for one kiss from his mammy. Bobby brings happiness to the negro in his last moments
by impersonating the mammy and kissing him.

Be Sure to Let Folks Know
What
Youfor Have.
They'll Come
the Exhibitor,
Box Office
Analysis
Some pictures are just artistic, some just businessgetting, some are both, and I should say most decidedly that this is one of them. I don't care what kind
of a house you are running; this Griffith offering is
bound to please your patrons.
Don't worry about whether or not folks are getting
their fill of war films. "The Greatest Thing In Life"
isn't really a war picture; it's a picture with a mighty
interesting group of human beings who happen to
get mixed up in the war. There's a distinction here,
and it's the kind of distinction that's going to make
some productions live while others die.
The name of Griffith is enough in itself to assure interest, and in addition to that you have the two Griffith celebrities, Lillian Gish and Bobby Harron, to attract the crowd that remembers "The Birth of a Na-
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to See it

tion" and "Hearts of the World," not to mention numerous other pictures.
All that you need to do is to advertise In a big way
and figure to hold the film long enough to profit by the
word-of-mouth boosting which it is sure to receive.
If you spend a litle money with your newspapers, it
ought not to be difficult to get picture layouts along
with more than the usual amount of reading notices
dealing with the career of Griffith and the stars he
has developed.
No doubt you will be supplied with plenty of effective
lobby material of an artistic nature suitable to the character of the production. By all means get this if you
can and don't worry about the return on your investment.

nDAILY
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bear. True, the pictures of the particular star
would be cut but the junk would be raised as
in the past.

THE TRUST HAD
SEVERAL
WHICH WORK OUT AS FOLLOWS
opinion, however mistaken I may be —
i st. To tie up the biggest stars.

AIMS
in my

2nd. To force the booking of a mass of junk
on the exhibitor who had to take the junk or
lose the stars.
3rd. By means of the mass of junk to exclude the trusts' competitors from booking dates
until the whole competitive field of brother pro-ducers should starve to death (that's why Goldfish is squealing now).
4th. To tie in the better and stronger element
of the defeated producers. They could thus be
rendered harmless and act as banner carriers in
the trust triumph.
5th. By controlling the marketing of films to
cut the compensation of the stars while at the
same time raising +he price to the exhibitor.
6th. And most important of all, to afford a
means of selling junk at increasingly higher
prices all the time.
What Really Happened.
Here is WHAT REALLY HAPPENED. It
worked out as I expected when I said on the
floor of the Chicago Convention in 1916 that "no
trust could ever control the showmen of America." (Many who didn't know what I foresaw
and which they now see clearly, thought I was
up in the air at the timcV

features to the exclusion of all other
details. Productions made by contract. Perfect facilities for individual
producing units
with or without contract ees' supervison.

The Independent Producers as in the General
Film days, grew bigger and stronger. The stars
woke up to the fact that they were being exploited. The exhibitor chaffed under galling
contracts. The Independent Producers found
they were not dead yet, took a new lease of life
and ended the year pouucing rather better stuff
than the trust itself.
New stars, a half dozen, have been created,
making the monopoly of stars a growing impossibility. The real Producer, THE DIRECTOR,
a vital and tremendous lactor hitherto unrecognized, has woken up to his own independence.
That The Specialist
The Fact Still Remains
Will Win.

MS*

Some Ideas.

•fl The only studio
concentrating on
the production x>f
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The concern that specializes on producing will
beat the exhibitor-producer or the producer-exhibitor.
The concern that makes in a year ONE fine,
ONE great film will beat the concern that has
half a dozen stalking horses, and a mass of junk
"Who

Will Be Kitif Must Fall. '

Let's make no bones about it. We can all
overbuild any city. First National franchise
holders can expand, United ditto. The trust ditto
But the fact remains that the laws of business
will not cease to operate and he who will be
King must fall, as Mr. Zukor as rightly said.
I believe I have said things that are thought
by thousands and this being the case T think T
perform a service to all in saying them. It may
help clear the atmosphere and enable us to get
to a sensible basis.
Yours for the exhibitor.
HERMAN
27 Merino Bldg.,
Boise, Idaho.

The

"By

BRUNTON
STUDIOS
ROBERT

J. BROWN.

BRUNTON

Melrose Avenue

COMPANY
Los Angeles

Your

Works

You Are Known"
recent productions

"Madam Who"
"A Man's Man"
"Patriotism"
' ' Carmen of the Klondike' '
"Alimony"
" Turn
of a Card"
"The One Woman"
"More Trouble"
"The Bells"
"Sierra
the Sixties"
"All ofWrong"

UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT

"Big-city"
crowds acclaim "UNDER
«« t tNDER FOUR FLAGS,"
U

the 3d U. S. Official War

Film, has now scored memorable successes in many of
the finest picture houses of
America !
In New York, for instance,
"Under Four Flags" played to
"standing room only" at both
the Rialto and the Rivoli Theatres, the week of November
17th.
Even with this liberal presentation, the New York populace clamored for more —
with the result that Mr. Rothapfel upset Rialto-Rivoli tradition and arranged for a return
engagement, beginning the
week of December 1st, with remarkable success.

In Washing lo.i. "Under
Four Flags" opened the new
Metropolitan Theatre, the
week of November 23d, and
came back, by popular request,
for a second rrn. the week of
December 16th. It packed the
house to the doors both times.

State Council

COMMITTEE

Circle
Theatre,
Indianapolis — week
of December 1st.
Stanley Theatre, Philadelphia — week
of December 16th.
Shea's
Hippodrome.
of December 15th
Playhouse,

Buffalo — week

Chicago — two
ginning December 2d.

weeks

FOR

of Defense,

ON PUBLIC

FLAGS"

Odeon Theatre, St.
December 8th.

Louis — week

of

Walnut
Theatre,
Cincinnati — week
of December 8th.
Strand
Theatre,
December 8th.

Dayton — week

of

This dramatic war film has
also played conspicuously successful engagements at the following picture houses :

Distributed through the WORLD
FOR CALIFORNIA
except Sol. L. Lesser,

FOUR

Liberty Theatre, Kansas City — week
of December 8th.

San

Francisco.

INFORMATION

Through the Division of Films,

be-

" T TNDER FOUR FLAGS" "goes
^ over the top with a characterAmerican
bang," it.as one New
York istic
critic
expressed
Everybody wants to see the pictures that feature so vividly the closing scenes of the world war.
Don't fail to book this authentic
official United States Government
War Feature for an early showing.
The rental has been figured on a
basis that permits of showing kt regular admission prices.
Released in five reels.

FILM CORPORATION
MICHIGAN
Michigan War Preparedness Board, Lansing,
Mich, (except Detroit and Wayne County.)

GEORGE

Charles S. Hart, Director,

CREEL, CHAIRMAN

Washington,

D. C.

ZfeBRADSTREET
of FILMDOM

.. VII.

No.

:,

7/foRKOC ZEP

Authority

Monday,

Mabel

Ballin With Toumeur.

Ballin,
wife 'of isriugo
uallin,
artMabel
director
of Goldwyn,
playing
the
lead in Maurice Tourneur's "The White
Heather." The production which is being made on the coast is almost completed.
New Port Huron House.
Port Huron, Mich.— A $200,000 motion picture theater will be built on
Military Street by W. H. Reid. The
house will be of brick, reinforced concrete and steel construction. The seating capacity is as yet unknown.
Louise Huff 111 With "Flu".
Louise Huff is confined to her apartment in the Algonquin with the influenza. She was taken sick last Monday afternoon and will be kept indoors
for a week or more. Miss Huff last
appeared with Ernest Truex in "When
the
Boys Come Marching Home" for
Paramount
Say Houses Are Violating Law.
Trenton, N. J.— Complaint to the
effect that some of the motion picture
houses are violating the law and allowing children under 16 years of age to
attend performances unaccompanied by
parents or others, has been received by
Director of Public Safety LaBarre. He
will instruct the members of the police
department to keep strict watch regarding such violations.

5 Cent*

Ocean Rates Red xed

City Reports via Films
Louisville Will Thus Show City's
Progress.
Louisville, Ky. — A contract has been
entered upon between the Rothacker
Film Co., of Chicago and the Louis
ville Industrial Foundation whereby the
film company will make a graphic account of the report made by the City
of Louisville during the year.
The film will include views of the
manufacture of automobile axles, overalls, clothing, tobacco, wood products,
soap, oil, bedsprings, heating apparatus,
furniture and other articles.
The idea of presenting an annual report via the films is believed to be entirely unique and original with the
Louisville company. Producers are
keenly awaiting the result for it is
hoped to use the camera in the future
in recording events in industrial and
civic progress to a greater extent than
at present.

Price

January 6, 1019.

You are expected.
Every distributor and
producer should be represented by someone with
authority to act at the
meeting at the Hotel Astor,
at 2 o'clock, Tuesday,
January 7, to confer with
Fred Desberg of Cleveland and other representatives of the Ohio State
Screen League in reference to the all-important
matter of Sunday Closing
in Ohio.
This is a vital problem
that affects your pocketbook.
That's where
all think clearly.

you can

Alibis won't accomplish
anything. If you have
good reasons for not playing "Fifty-Fifty" with the
Ohio exhibitors in this
battle, I want to suggest
for your own good that
you step up now and try
to convince these exhibitors that your reasons are
worthy of consideration.
The hour is two o'clock.
The day is Tuesday.
The place is the Astor
Hotel.
Ask for Mr. Desberg.

Accessories
and
Posters
Can
be
Shipped at Less Cos .
Washington — Projecting
i
n
film accessories and- posters n now
be shipped from Atlantic p< - at a
reduction of from 25 to 30 1 r cent,
per ton in freight charges. I I Rossiter, Director of Operations 1 tin
Shipping Board authorized thi reductions effective for January and 1 bruary
loadings.
Since films themselves are -hipped
according to valuation and n 1 on a
flat rate basis, this change lias no
direct bearing on exports as applied
to picture productions. However, the
reason given for the redu tion of
rates is so that a "substantial amount
of tonnage under the Shipping Roard,
which has been made available for
trade, could serve its greatest possible usefulness to American 1 \ porters." As a forecast it can be stated
that in the future, bottoms will not
be so scarce and film shipment^ « ill be
sent forward with more ease.
Thieves

Getaway.

Albany — Samuel Cuckno, the Regent, reported to the police that
thieves gained entrance in to the
office of his theatre early this morning broke open his desk and made
away with $560.
Belasco in Pictures.
For several weeks it has !>• 1 reported that a series of two rei I pictures produced
The Stage
nen's
War Relief,
and by
featuring
a list\\
0 stage
celebrities who have never before raced
the screen, was under way. It is now
announced that five of these pictures
have been made and that they will soon
be released. David Belasco may appear
in one of the pictures, "A Star ( )ver
Night" and in the cast with Mr. Belasco
are Bruce McRae, Edward Martindel,
Hamilton Revelle, Elizabeth Risdon,
Hilda Spong, Gladys Morris and Kathleen Nesbitt. The story is by (..'aider
Johnstone and the production is made
by George W. Terwilliger, who is
directing all of the two-reel features.
Another playlet stars Nance O'Neil.
All players have volunteered their services and the pictures can be shown at
a cost not above the normal. The proceeds will go to the Stage Women's
IWar Relief,
work and
in devastatedfor
Francecontinued
and Belgium,
to
l help entertain our soldiers and sailors.
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IN THE COURTS

Regarding Clara Kimball Young.
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CUTS AND FLASHES
James Quirk of Photoplay Magazine
is in town.
Muriel Ostriche is devoting her time
to the re-employment of returning
soldiers.
Fox has bought the scenario "The
First Man" from JoserJh A. Roach,
husband of Ruth Stonehouse.
Allen Holubar who produced "The
Heart of Humanity" maintains that one
15 foot battle scene in his cinemadrama
cost $14,136.29.

difIn respect to the statements of
ferences between Clara Kimball Young
has
which
Corp.,
Film
Y.
K.
and the C.
been producing Miss Young's pictures
since July, 1917, and particularly in regard to the announcement from Harry
I. Garson that the 'last picture which
will make for C. K. Y. Film
Young
Miss
C.
Corporation is "Cheating Cheaters"
K. Y. Film Corp., authorized the following statement:
"In conjunction with Select Pictures
exhas by contract,of the
Corp., which of
all of
distribution
clusive right
in
inserted
our pictures, we have today
announceall the trade papers a publicinterference
ment warning against any
with our contractual rights and interests
under the contract between Clara Kimball Young and ourselves, by which we
obtained Miss Young's exclusive personal services for a period of years ending
August 31, 1921. The insertion of this
advertisement was made necessary by
statements popularly attributed to Harry
I. Garson, who has heretofore served as
Miss
Young's
personalhas representative."
Another
statement
been issued by
the Garson offices in behalf of Miss
Young, announcing that the contract
with Select has been cancelled, and a
demand made for an accounting. She
claims that she is due over $25,000
which has been refused her.
Select has announced its intention of
prosecuting any interference with its
present contractual arrangement with
Miss Your.g
Change Title of Lincoln
Hodkinson
has changed
"American Spirit." the film
K. Lincoln and directed by

David Simon has filed suit in the
Supreme Court against the Universal
Film Mfg. Co. for $65,000 damages.
The complaint alleges that in September, 1915, the parties made an agreement by which the plaintiff was made
agent for three years for Western
Pennsylvania for the sale and distribution of moving picture tickets for the
Robyn-Kander Movie Ticket Corp. and
the Moving Picture Ticket Corp., which
he says were controlled by the Universal. The plaintiff alleges that he organized a corporation for the sale of
these tickets and disposed of stock in
the corporation, and arranged to sell
large quantities of tickets. He alleges
that the defendant as the principal in
the transaction broke the contract and
being unable to get the suppl" of tickets
the plaintiff was compelled to buy back
the stock he had sold in the Moving
Picture Ticket Co. of Delaware, which
he had organized, and to redeem a large
quantity of tickets. He alleges that he
was deprived of large profits. The defendant has filed a denial and has obtained an order compelling the plaintiff
to give particulars of his claim.

Picture.
the title of
starring E.
W. Christy

Jack Brown, cameraman for all Anita Cabanne to "Fighting Through."
New Two Reeler For Educational.
Stewart's work for Vitagraph, turned
the crank for the "Virtuous Wives"
Educational will distribute commencproduction.
ing Jan. 31, a two-reeler made hy the
Bureau
of Pictures of the Y.M.C.A.,
Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of the called "Bringing the Boys Back Home."
South Seas" will be shown for two
who apweeks at the Circle theater, Indianapolis The star is Mineta Timayo
peared in the "Adventures of Dorothy
commencing Jan. 12.
Dare" for International some time ago.
It is a story of the ship-yards.
First National will release "The
Changes of Capital.
Fighting Roosevelts," the Theodore
Roosevelt production made by FredAlbany, N. Y.— The Consumers Film
erick L. Collins. It is understood that Service of Manhattan, has certified to
all advance payments were broken in the cecretary of State that it has inthis transaction.
creased its capital stock from $3,000
to $10,000. The Flash Amusement Co.
"A Soul Adrift" the third Perret of Buffalo has increased its capital stock
production has been completed and from $6,000 to $25,000.
Mr. Perret and his entire staff have
The Sonalta Films. Inc., of Manhatmoved to the Pathe Studio where
tan has reduced its capital from $100.they will commence work on "The 000 to $1 ,000.
The F. F. Proctor Yonkers Grand
Thirteenth Chair." starring Yvonne
Delva, immediately.
Operating Corp., incorporated under the
laws of the State of Delaware has been
Plans are underway to greatlv im- authorized to engage in a general theatrical and motion picture business in
prove the Tivoli in San Francisco.
Uda Waldrop a Pacific Coast organist- New York State. Samuel B. Howard
composer who was one time organist of 65 Cedrr Street, New York City,
at the Rivoli, New York has been en- has been designated as the representative of the corporation.
gaged.

"Flu" Improved
Country

Generallv Much Better Off
Except for Coast.

Reports reaching New York indicate that conditions are much imthe influenzag episo far as d.
is concerne
demicproved
Exceptin for
California, conditions appear much
improved everywhere. On the Coast,
however, many towns are still closed
and there is apparently no improvement in sight. Last week a number
of small towns closed theaters.
In Texas exhibitors are fighting
some of the alleged unjust health authority rulings; in Iowa A. H. Blank
is leadirg the fight against unfair remanaNorthwest
strictions but in the
improved
conn.tions.
8 ™ i.™. a 1..— Jl— » M,n9«rc A«The Texas Amusement Managers Asand
so. may, because of the epidemic,
action of health authorities, defer
their annual meeting which is usually
held in January.

Wheeling, W. Va — The Warwood
theater reopened Dec. 28th after a shut
down of eight weeks due to the epidemic.

Newport, Ky.— The Music Hall Theater was closed by the police for violating the law which prohibits children in
arms from entering a theater.
The Paramount and Grand theater!
at Sistersville, W. Va., opened last
week after a shutdown of eight weeks
due to the epidemic.
Wallace Walthall brother of Henry
in charge of the General's
Walthall
offces at is
Dallas.
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Holds Interest From Start to Finis . Has Excellent Cast and Artistic
Distinction
lent
an art. of the marked advance of motion pictures ascenception

Cecile B. DeMille's Prod.

"THE SQUAW

MAN"

Artcraft.
DIRECTOR
Cecile B. DeMille
AUTHOR
Edwin Milton Royle
SCENARIO BY
Beulah Marie Dix
CAMERAMAN
Alvin Wykoff
AS A WHOLE
Corking.
Holds
the interest
right straight through because of whole-hearted sincerity of flawless cast Registered with
wallop.
STORY

Adaptation from novel certainly fine for
screen purposes; story incidents well tied
together to sustain heart interest.
DIRECTION
Made each characterization ring
true and register convincingly; skillful in the
subtle treatment of delicate situations.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varied from excellent to just
good; generally clean cut.
LIGHTINGS
Some splendid effects.
CAMERA WORK
Intelligent use of closeups and
good angles.
PLAYERS
Elliott Dexter's performance registered with a bang; Arn Little impressed with
her sincerity as did Miss McDonald. Others
very good indeed.
EXTERIORS
Many
exquisite
moonlight
and
garden scenes at beginning then shifted to
ordinary Western atmosphere.
INTERIORS
Luxurious settings in opening reels;
changed to fit atmosphere of story.
DETAIL
Many excellent touches.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Will not offend.
LENGTH OF PROD
About 5300 ft
Certainly this latest production of Cecile B. DeMille
is a winner. Full recognition should be given his directorial ability in the turnng out of such an excellent
bit of work in this new screen adaptation of Edwin
Milton Royle's widely read novel. Artistry is the keynote of the entire production, from the viewpoint of
human characterization study as well as the fine, realistic treatment of each situation. Comparing this with
the first screen version of the same film gives an excel-

Give Director's Name

In the opening reels we get some moonlight and
garden scenes in which the lighting and photographic
effects are remarkably picturesque and pleasing to the
eye. Any class and type of audience is bound to recognize the artistic excellence of composition in these,
and it helps in creating right from the start the impression of finesse and classy distinction.
But most worthy of mention is the intelligent selection of the cast. Each individual role portrayed registered conviction and sincerity. Elliott Dexter particularly stood out in his interpretation of a real honest
to-goodness he-man white to the core, and he made you
believe it. Ann Little gave an honest portrayal of the
role of the Indian girl, and abandoned any attempts
at registering beauty in her chief concern of genuine
characterization.
Miss McDonald as the unhappy society wife was
forcible in the part and was photographed to splendid
advantage. Thurston Hall as her husband was well
cast as was Jack Holt, the western bad man.
The picturization of "The Squaw Man" follows closely along the lines of the novel. The opening situations
present an eternal triangle problem, involving Miss
McDonald as the unhappy wife of Thurston Hall with
Elliott Dexter as the other man. At the wife's suggestion, Dexter leaves England, in order to avoid impending disaster, and the following scenes establish
him on a ranch.
The incidents leading up to his marriage with the
Indian girl were skillfully handled in a subtle manner
that will not fail to impress and register big with any
audience.
tion showsHere's
plainly. where the hall-mark of good direcThe final scenes in which the heart-broken Indian
mother shoots herself because of being deprived of her
five year old son, are pathetically touching, having
been presented in a manner that gets right under your
shirt.
Taken as a whole, this offering is decidedly worth
while from every angle. The most critical of audiences
will find it rich in entertainment value and heart interest

Prominent Display, Well Known
Surely Attract

Title Will

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
This really justifies your making a lot of noise because
it's just about as much worth while as your fans can
expect or wish for. In the first place, it's a Cecile B.
DeMille production, which typifies classic distinction
and artistry, and generally a well selected cast.
If possible and you'd certainly not make a mistake
in doing so, I'd get this for more than one day's run,
because your folks will surely talk about it when they
come out and pass on the good word to others. If you

merit as "Old Wives For New," "We Can't Have
Everything'' and "Till I Come Back To You." If you
have not done so heretofore, make it your business to
have your fans look for the name of a director for good
productions, for beyond the shadow of a doubt, it is
the director who makes a production what it is. Hammer this fact hard by playing up big the name of
prominent directors always mentioning their other fine
films.

go
your advertising
in up.
the proper
way,
you'll
haveabout
no difficulty
in cleaning
You can
boast
of
an excellent cast featuring Elliot Dexter, remembered
for his fine performance in "Old Wives for New" and
many others; Ann Little, Thurston Hall, Kathryn MacDonald and Jack Holt.
Your big drawing card should be the name of Director Cecile B. DeMille. If you are conducting your
theater along sure fire methods, your fans ought to be
well acquainted with his name and ought to momentarily associate in its connection, such productions of

Another point to help you is the fact that the novel
from which the screen version has been adapted is
well known and has been widely read and your fans
will recognize in the story material good screen possibilities. Cooperate with your local bookseller in suggesting to your fans that they lose no time in securing
a copy of the book since it will add greatly to the interest in seeing the production. As a play this has
made most of the towns big and little. The name
should be familiar to everyone.
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Release
Producers and distributors.

You are expected to be
Los Angeles — The board of directors
of the First National Exhibitors Circuit, consisting of J. D. Williams,
at the Hotel Astor at 2 o'clock this afternoon to
Robert L'ebler of Indianapolis, Aaron
Jones of Chicago, W. Hayes of New
meet
Fred
Desberg repreYork, E. H. Hulsey of Dallas, Harry
Schwalbe of Philadelphia, J. Von
senting the Ohio State
Herburg of Seattle, and T. L. Tally,
Screen League.
vice-president of the organization, will
hold a meeting in this city, at the Alexandria Hotel, beginning January 7, with
discussions continuing probably three
Ends "Get -Together"
days. The meeting will be private, and Vita
Producing and Sales Forces Hold First
questions concerning such matters as
Confab.
negotiations looking to the lengthening
Vitagraph has just ended the first
of the contracts of Mary Pickford, Jack
Pickford. Anita Stewart and others will convention of its organization, including the sales force and producing force.
be taken up, as well as general matters
connected with exhibiting of pictures, The conference began Thursday and
ended Saturday night and was held at
market, etc.
Hotel McAlpin.
John M. Quinn, general manager called
the meeting to order with a hundred
Christie Two-Reelers.
percent
attendance from every branch
L"> Angeles — Charles H. Christie is of the organization.
The day was spent
home again, after six weeks spent in in a business session and was followed
the 1
by
a
banquet
at
the
McAlpin given to
Mr. Christie announces that his com- the sales and studio forces,
thus bringpany will show a decided expansion in
ing
together
both
branches.
On Friday,
1919, and the new contracts call for the
the
branch
managers
visited
the Vitashowing of a once-a-month special in
two reels. The new comedies will be graph Studio.
Saturday
was
occupied
by
final
made under the personal direction of business meeting at the Hotel the
McAlpin
Al E'. Christie.
and in the afternoon the convention ad"I have come back very confident of
journed'. The managers present were —
the splendid outlook for comedy, es- Geo. R. Allison, C. W. Sawin, F. E.
pecially for the class of comedies wheh Tarbell. J. R. Johnson, C. L. Kendall,
the Christie company has been making," J. H. Bayley, A. G. p;dwards, J. M.
he is quoted.. "Despite the rumors of Duncan, F. F.. Nins, W. H. Hepburn,
our changing our marketing system, E. S. Holmes, J. A. Gagnier, Frank PI
we will continue to release through the
Joseph Partridge, L. A. Getzler,
strong independent exchanges with Bryan,
I. S. Hebrew, F. W. Redlield, F. B.
which we are affiliated."
Quive. F. A. Wagner, D. E. Boswell,
L. M. Cobbs, R. Romney, F. F. Hartich,
W. F. Barrett. F. Wilson, and A. M.
Norma
Talmadge
Studios Being En- Wilbur.
larged
All the officials of the studio staff
The Norma Talmadge Film Corp. and home office likewise attended the
• has just purchased the six story red conference.
brick building at 324 East 48th Street,
adjoining the Studios and work will
of "The Profiteer''
First Showing
shortly be started to convert this flatThe initial showing of "The Profiteer"
nouse building into a new wing of the with
Jack Sherrill and Alma Hanlon
Studios. When the renovations are
will be given in Wurlitzer's Hall
completed, the Studios will have a Wednesday
at 3 o'clock. The film released by Arrow on state rights basis
frontage of one hundred and twentyfive feet, which means that the Select was produced by J. K. Holbrook in the
star is to own the largest of any of the Wharton studios in Itiuca after the
downtown motion picture studios in armistice was signed Special Attractions Company handles it ;n New York.
XV • York City.

Unchanged

Death

of Col. Roosevelt Will Not
Affect McClure Film.
An announcement from the office of
McClure Productions yesterday said
that the sudden death of Col. Roosevelt
would not affect the release date of the
authorized film of the Colonel's life,
"The Fighting Roosevelts." The film
will be distributed by the First National Exhibitor's Circuit.
In the possession of Frederick L.
Collins, producer of the Roosevelt film,
is a personally dictated memorandum
from the former President suggesting
the finishing touches that will make the
film exactly as he wanted it produced.
Hearst-Rockefeller.
When C. F, Zittel ("Zit") was asked
whether there was any truth in the reported Hearst-Rockefeller film combination
with millions behind them, he
said :
"Nineteen nineteen is too young yet."
Grelle in Town.
Harry Grelle of the Supreme Photoplays Co., Pittsburgh and one of the
best known of the open market men is
now in New York looking for pictures.
He arrived late Saturday afternoon.
Sells Film For Argentina.
North American Films, Inc., have
"The Romance of JTarzan" to
Roberto Natalini of Buenos Aires
Argentine. The picture was first
chased from Robertson-Cole.

sold
Don
for
pur-

Connor Starts State Rights Co.
J. G. Connor for four and a half
vears with Mutual in Indianapolis has
li fi thai company to start a state rights
office of his own. He is now in New
York looking over attractions and on
his return will open an exchange for
Indiana only.
Griffith Going to Europe.
Los Angeles
newspaper
says to: "It
is Arumored
Mr. Griffith
is shortly
go
to Europe to make a picture based on
reconstruction and the present plight
of nations, with mayhap an international love story. One can imagine
the tremendous human appeal the
world's master director would put into
such a tale. On this, however, Mr
Griffith refused to commit himself."
" 'Oh, I may go some time.' he
thus evaded."
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IN THE

COURTS

Dayton Notes

Clara Kimball Young has filed a
The Official War Review has reached
summons in the Supreme Court in a the stage in Dayton where its presentation is not met with over enthusiastic
suit against the C K. Y. Film Corporation. The paper was served by her
attorneys, Lewis & Kelsey, on Geoffrey approval by the "cash customers."
Vol. VII No. 6.
Tuesday, January 7, 1919
Price 5 Cents
Konta, president of the defendant corGeorge Nann of the Strand was held
poration, and do not show the ground
Jopyright 1918. Wid's Film and Film Follu, Inc.
up and robbed of his watch and a
Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., New of the suit.
diamond ring.
York. N.Inc.Y. by WID'S
POLKS,

FILMS

and FILM

In the suit of Max Ehrenrech, formElmer Rauh, part owner of the
erly employed in the vault room of the
Fox Film Corp. to recover damages for Auditorium, has been discharged from
false arrest because he was accused of the army. The Auditorium which was
destroyed by fire is being reLYNDE DENIG, Editor
taking the film, "Cleopatra," the Fox recently
built as a film house.
company has filed a demurrer alleging
■ntered ai second-class matter May 21, 1918, that no cause of action is shown in the
»t the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the Act of March 3. 1879.
complaint The plaintiff's attorney,
D. H. Thompson manager and owner
Philip B. Adams, has applied for an
of the Muse-Us, Dayton, who is PresiTerm*
(Pottage free) United State*, Outside order overruling the demurreer.
•f Greater New
York,
$10.00 one year: 6
dent of the M. V. E. League will turn
Bonths. $5.00: 3 months, $3.00. Foreim $20.00.
the management of his theater over to
Subscribers
should remit with order.
In a suit of the World Film Corp.
son.
Address all communications to WTD'S DAILY, against the Cunard Steamship Co. to
71-73 West 44th St., New York. N. Y.
recover $10,500 damages because the
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4561-2
The Columbia, management Chas.
negative of the screen play "Tangled
Fates," was ruined by sea water while Gross, has installed a new electric
being shipped from here to Liverpool sign. An American flag adorns the top
on the steamship Celia, Supreme Court of the new "sparkler" which can be
seen for squares away.
Fox announces that Theda Bara will Justice Hendrick has granted an application by the defendant for particupositively go to Miami this winter.
lars as to the value of the film. The
Moving Pictures were taken of the
defendant stated that the suit is brought
house staff of the Dayton here last week
Ray Smallwood, chief of Metro's "for the loss of a thing that obviously as
well as the Concert Orchestra which
photographic department, has arrived in has
not market value and is not such
will be incorporated as a leader for the
Hollywood.
a thing as an expert could value as he Current Event reel.
It is reported Bessie Barriscale will could something sold in the market."
The plaintiff must tell all the facts rewear tights in her next picture, "A
garding the cost of producing the picThe Miami Valley Exhibitor's League
Trick of Fate."
ture, who were in the case, what the
reorganized, a committee comscenes were, who took them, how many is being
posed of Mark Gates. Al Kinzeler, Val
When John Flinn arrived from Cali- copies were made and whether the film
Rayburg, James L. Weed, Elmer Rauh
fornia yesterday he received many con- was ever exhibited here.
and Clay Brehm has been elected to
gratulations upon the improved condiform a new set of by-laws. New
tion of his wife and children who have
officers will be installed at the next
been stricken with the epidemic
regular meeting.
Captain Peter B. Kyne has returned
Lester Rosenthal, former manager of
from France. Kyne contributed a con- Baltimore exchange for General, joins
R. H. Haines, Cincinnati Manager of
siderable number of subjects to Metro, Famous.
the 1st National has placed Paul
Fox and Paralta before entering the
Ben Abrams has returned to Balti- Schmidt in charge of the Ohio territory
service. He has quite a reputation as a
more to represent the Film Clearing handled by him. Mr. Schmidt was reshort story writer.
House of New York.
cently discharged from the army and
enlistment was special repreH. H. Hicks, formerly manager of before his sentative
The Claridge dining-room for the first
for Mutualt
the Select branch in Tacoma, is now
time in that hotel's history will be used connected with the New York office.
in pictures. The scenes taken there
will appear in the next Norma Talmage
Nate Le Vene has resigned as Confilm "The Probation Wife." The shots cinnati Manager for Mutual- and it is
were taken late at night
said that he will enter newspaper work.
Three new publicity men have been
Harris B. Wolfberg, formerly oper- added to the staff of Universal exArrow Films will have for the first
changes. P. A. Mansfield has been
ating the Harris B. Wolfberg Attracoffering in 1919, a series of 32 Unique
tions has assumed charge of the P. A. assigned to the Pittsburgh exchange,
Comedies, one reel issued weekly, start- exchange in Kansas City.
George H. K. Mitford to the Toronto
ing Jan. 20. "The Demon Shadow,"
office and James H. Cummings to the
the six reel version of the old ThanT. O. Byerle, formerly Universal Cleveland office. Publicity men will
manager
in
Canada
joins
P
A.
exchange
houser serial, "The $20,000,000 Myslikely be added to the Minneapolis,
in Kansas City as salesman.
tery" will be offered Feb. 10.
Indianapolis and Philadelphia exchanges
P. C. Mason of Universal now road- shortly.
Baron Minoru Hirata, former Japanese
man for Mutual out of Kansas City.
ambassador to Russia accompanied by
Al Bartlett formerly with Pathe has
Reynolds Directs Hyland.
Marquis T. Mayeda and Y. Yonemura,
sales force.
is in the United States studying film joined the Paramount
Linn Reynolds is now directing Peggy
production, distribution and exhibition.
James B. Kelly has resigned as man- Hyland at the Fox Hollywood studio,
Baron Hirata will produce a home
ager of General, in Dallas, and is now in "The First Man." Reynolds, before
propaganda picture. He spent several assistant to W. L. Merrell, Film this, directed one feature with G'adys
days at Universal
City.
Brockwell and a series with Tom Mix
Clearing
House, Inc.
F. C. ("WID")
GUNNING
President and Treasurer

CUTS

AND
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Detroit Doings
Detroit
exchanges
arc
starting
a
movement
to eliminate the C. O. D.
shipment, and will demand cash in advance from all exhibitors in the city
and state. Some of the big exhibitors
are opposing the move.
Harry Somerville, formerly manager
of the Drury Lane theater, has accepted
the general management of the theaters
operated by the Woodward Theater Co.

Poor, poor Paramount
Pete!
He says his life is far from sweet.
His three assistants
have the "flu"
And he has all their work to do.
I g'-ess Pete must 'a hurt his stomach bendin' over his desk so much
'cauce the doctor gives him bitter
medicine and puts him to bed at

about his new company but he only
smiled. And the more he smiled tne
more important he looked. He did
say that there would be a part for
her in one of his first pictures. So
she left her photograph with him and
he promised to take good care of it.
He asked me if I had ever thought of
going into pictures and I told him I
nine
o'clock
every
I wish
all the
headnight.
waiters in town thought I'd be very good especially in
would read this then they'd quit ask- leading parts. My cousin pretty near
in' where he is all the time.
spoiled everything by savin' that they
didn't make the paint heavy enough to
Marshall Neilan has found an or- cover my freckles, but Mr Selznick said
phanage for Mary Pickford. You see that maybe there'd be a part for a
she needs one for "Daddy Long Legs." freckle-faced girl and then he'd give
me a chance. So of course I think he's
Enid Bennett is glad she's a picture just lovely.
actress instead of bein' on the stage
and havin' to travel 'round 'cause so
Helen Ferguson says she's got so in
many hotels have no more thirteenth the habit of writin* that she don't know
floor or even a room No. 13. And Enid what she'll do when all the boys are
does hanker for thirteens. She's not back. She's been writin' forty letters
afraid to start a new picture on Friday a week to soldiers in France, and with
the thirteenth, not even if a black cat each boat load she has to check some
off her list.
walked into the first scene.
My cousin told her not to worry over
I think Myron Selznick is the cutest that 'cause by that time she'll be so
little manager I ever saw. My cousin popular, there would be plenty of letters
asked
him
all sorts
or questions from "fans" to answer.
"Flu" Notes.

League Plans

May Be Announced This Week.
Frank J. Rembusch secretary oi
the Motion Picture Exhibitors
League, has arrived in Chicago to
discu=s the future plans of the exhibitors league with President Peter
J. Schaefer Definite plans will be
announced this week it is said.

Attleboro, Mass. — It is probable that
that theaters here will be closed this
week on account of the increasing number of influenza victims.
i C1;ntorii Mass.— As a precautionary
measure against the spread of the "flu"
here chiMren are not permitted to attencj t^e theaters.

Neilson. Schindler and Lowy have
Toronto. — In future the Edmonton
purchased the Illinois state rights to theaters will operate from 1 to 5 :30 P.
"Mickey" and will open offices in M. and from 7 to 11 P. M. as a result
Chicago to exploit the picture.
of a promise made by the exhibitors to
the Board of Health.
At a meeting of the Iroquois Memorial association, renewed agitation in
Connersville, Ind. — Instead of closing
regard to alleged laxity of fire preven- theaters because of the influenza epition rules for theatres was urged.
demic, the health authorities here, have
Dr. Rosensberg stated that in his asked the exhibitors to seat their patrons in every other seat, giving a
visits to 'loop' theatres recently he
had noticed violations of several im- regular checker-board arrangement.
portant regulations.
The system is proving satisfactory, it
is said.
Kansas
City. — "Wives
Wives"
featuring Mary
ti^ji a week at the Doric.

and
Miles

Other
Minter

Extensive plans are being made for
the trade showing of Anita Stewart in
"Virtuous Wives." Leon J. Rubinstein,
special representative for Louis B.
Mayer, is in Detroit, perfecting plans.
The picture will be shown at the Madison theater the week of January 12,
and exhibitors from all parts of Michigan will be invited. Tickets will be
provided for the interested exhibitors
by the Madison Film Exchange, controlling the picture for Michigan.
Dr. James W. Inches, former health
officer for Detroit, has been appointed
police commissioner. The appointment
is heartily approved by motion picture
men, in view of the efforts Dr. Inches
made to keep the theaters open during
the influenza epidemic.
The Adams
large organ.

theater

has

installed

a

The Adams theater played Douglas
Fairbanks in "Arizona" for two weeks
over Christmas and New Year's. The
receipts of the second week prove that
Fairbanks is a one week star in Detroit.
The Government medical film, "Fit
To Win" (for men only) will play an
indefinite engagement at the Washington theater, commencing January 12.
Extensive publicity among factory
workers is planned for this unusual
picture. It will be backed by the Detroit Board of Commerce and many
business and professional men of the
city, who, at a private screening, have
approved the nature and treatment of
the subject.
Kennedy Working on New One.
Madge Kennedy is now working on
"A Daughter of Mine" out at the western Goldwyn studios. Clarence Badger
is directing the production and the story
was written by Hugo Ballin. In the
cast are Tully Marshall and Robert
Bowers.

Fordham Entertains Walsh.
Fordham University entertained
George Walsh the other night. Walsh
was once a Fordham man and while at
the college attained quite a reputation as
an athlete. Through the courtesy of
Hoquiam, Wash. — The ban on the at- William Fox, after the dinner, Walsh
tendance of children at picture houses
showed
has been lifted.
"I'll
SaytheSo"faculty "On the Tump" and

fiW
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Has Plenty of Speed and Action to Interest Average Audience But is
Rather Inconsistent
Harry Carey in

"ROPED"
Universal.

DIRECTOR
jack Ford
AUTHOR
Eugene B. Lewis.
SCENARIO BY
Eugene B. Lewis
CAMERAMAN
John Brown
AS A WHOLE
Has plenty of action and keeps
moving but many incidents too much overdrawn.
STORY

Old basic idea with slight variations
fairly interesting.
DIRECTION
Certainly keeps things moving at
speedy tempo and developed good comedy
bits as well as bits of pathos.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Satisfactory.
LIGHTINGS
Not particularly effective.
CAMERA WORK
Acceptable.
STAR
Wild and woolly and will appeal to those
who like rough Western types.
SUPPORT
Miss Gerber nlayed satisfactorily but
photographed to very poor advantage;
mother'srated;characterization
others acceptable. much too exaggeEXTERIORS
Some very good; generally fair.
INTERIORS
Held to atmosphere.
DETAIL
Many over-reached bits of business in
story construction.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to offend.
LENGTH OF PROD
About 5400 ft.
If your fans like speed and action somewhat on the
Bill Hart type, then you're safe in booking this, because it never slows up. The story is not to be taken
seriously and fairly runs wild, little thought being given
to consistency.
Harry Carey is a particular type popular amongst
certain audiences. I doubt whether he has any attraction for an elite set, but he generally puts his characterization ofa ruff and ready Westerner over and it
registers with the middle classes.
This particular production tends greatly towards exaggeration, both as to characterization development and
the treatment of situations. They pull some bits of
business here that any child could recognize as being
much too much, but anyway, this is a movie pure and
simple, so why worry.
It presents the situation of Neva Gerber, society
"gel" answering
an ad. in the matrimonial
column.

inserted by Harry Carey, uncouth Westerner. Harry
has the millions but not the social veneer and is met
with open contempt by shero's mother when he comes
to New York in answer to shero's letter. But financial
straits compel shero's mother to marry her to the
ruff Westerner who establishes her in a luxurious home.
Mother is always master and mistress of occasions
and has one round of social festivities in which hero
figures only as the check-signer. She also encourages a no-account idler in his attentions to her daughter until such time as she could arrange a divorce between shero and hero.
After innumerable incidents in which Harry figures
as the goat, they pile it on thicker by having motherbaby.
in-law preventing him from seeing his newly born
The last reels bring him back West in time to prevent his enemy from completing his "doity woik" in
cutting his water supply for the cattle. In hero's absence, mother gives the child into the nurse's keeping,
telling her daughter that the child died suddenly. Just
about this time Hero Harry receives a wire from the
butler to come home immediately since there's crooked business in the air. When he arrives he overhears
mother's arrangements with a lawyer to divorce him
from his wife. This and the fact of his baby's death,
so infuriate him that he puts her out.
The end brings hero back his wife and baby whom
he found after a search through the dumps of the
slums. They pull a ruff and tumble fight, in which the
no-account idler gets more than his share. The final
sequence shows Carey, his wife and kid truly happy
in the West, in the absence of overbearing mother-inlaw.
As it stands, the offering is faulty in many respects
but slides along smoothly and at a speedy tempo which
helps considerably in sustaining to a degree, the interest.
The characterization of the mother was altogether
too overdrawn and it's going to be hard to convince
many an audience that a mother would act in the coldblooded, malignant manner which this one did.
Another ridiculous thing was to have the whole gang
of ranchmen come from Arizona to New York twice
the first time, to bring hero back to the ranch, and
then
helprealfind
You don't
find
them again
doing to
it in
lifehisin chee-ild.
such numbers,
especially
with the present increase of railroading.

Harry Carey's Followers Will Come in on Strength of His Name.
Trick Lines About Matrimony
Box

Office

Analysis for the

As a routine program offering, you can get by with
this easily without serious complaint. Frankly, it's not
the kind of offering to book in a first class theater —
oh no. But for an average good-natured audience it
will pass muster since it certainly has plenty of action
and speed, and never falls short of situations, even tho'
the situation, don't all savor of consistency.
Harry Carey has undoubtedly a large following in
certain communities. He himself is good and certainly
puts his characterization over in a manner that should
justify a higher quality of production.
In the exploitation of this, Harry Carey is the name
to play up, for to his followers that has a particular
significance
they'll Carey
go to production,
see it" just the
because
in
it. Being and
a Harry
title he's
will
convey the impression that this has to do with cattle

U
se

Exhibitor.

and rough riding. Make it clear to them that such is
not the case. You can do this by using the two words,
under the title, bracketed, "Into matrimony." That
ought to arouse some interest.
In the way of catchlines you might use something
along
following
said, 'East
is
easttheand
west islines:
west "Rudyard
and neverKipling
the twain
shall
meet.' But does this apply in the case of a cultured
New York Society girl and a rough, uncouth Westerner See 'Roped' with Harry Carey and think it
over."
Or another
might be
"Were Harry
you 'Roped'
into
matrimony
by a line
newspaper
column?
Carey
was, and he got himself into quite a mess, until,
See for yourself how things abruptly took a change for
the better between Neva Gerber and himself in
'Roped.' "
«,.>
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OHIO
EXHIBITORS
HERE
FOR A SHOW-DOWN;
AFFILIATED-MUTUAL GIVE WITHOUT STRINGS
Other

Companies
Promise Definitely to Contribute to Educational Campaign — Some Big Concerns Fail to Attend — National Association Scored as Failing to Make Good — Ohio
Men Delayed Six Months By "Passing
of Buck" — Exhibitors
Have
Oversubscribed Their Share Already.

The cards are on the table.
Some are face up, some are still face
down and there are other expected
players who have not as yet taken a
hand.
Fred Desberg of Cleveland, Ohio, and
John Weinig of Cincinnati, the accredited representatives of the Ohio
State Screen League, one of the best
s^te unit exhibitor organizations so
far brought into -existence, were at the
Hotel Astor, at two-o'clock on Tuesday to meet representatives of the producers and distributors, all of whom had
been notified of the expected meeting,
for the purpose of considering the
threatened emergency arising from the
movement in Ohio to force the fulfillment of the laws which prohibit the
showing of motion pictures on Sunday.
Show to Start.
As usual in New York film meetings,
the gathering was slow to get together.
It seems that if you want to get a
meeting
should callstarted
it for at
one. two o'clock you
Of
there
tight,
result
table

course the newspaper men were
promptly. There were all sitting
anxious to see what was going to
from this first real cards-on-theshowdown ever worked by an exhibitor organization that was able to
come with clean hands and with its portion of the work done, to ask of the producer and the distributor, his intention
as to whether or not he cared to cooperate in a movement of undoubted
benefit to both.
Slowly but surely a few representatives arrived. First came a representative from the First National, then a
representative from Educational Films,
then a representative from Hodkinson,
then Pathe, then Hiller and Wilk, representing Maurice Tourneur, then
United, then W. A. Brady, then a representative of Affiliated Distributors,
Exhibitors' Mutual and Robertson-Cole
these three latter concerns
being re-

presented byC. C. Pettijohn, and finally a representative of Octagon Films.
Entered Cautiously.
While the various representatives
were arriving, and most of them entered cautiously and as if they had a feeling that maybe they weren't doing the
right thing in approaching so near an
exhibitor, Mr. Desberg was explaining to the newspaper men, the basic
facts of the situation as it now stands
in Ohio.
The chief point which Mr Desberg
wanted to make cleai was that they
had wasted six months time trying to
cooperate with the National Association because the National Association
had assured them that they wanted to
cooperate with them and because Mr.
Desberg, when he spent a week in New
York last Fall, was informed by the
various manufacturers and distributors,
that he should apply to the National Association if he wished cooperation in
this matter.
Association

Used as Alibi.

By the reading of correspondence
which Mr. Desberg went over in detail, it was made very clear that Mr.
Brady as president of the Association,
had made an effort to secure some action. It was quite evident that Secretary F. H. Elliott had acted as the stall
in the situation As Mr. Desberg put
it. it would certainly seem that the
Association had been used as an alibi
by the manufacturers to pass the buck
and to avoid anything approaching actual contribution.
Finally after wasting a very valuable
six months, it was foi nd by the Ohio
exhibitors, as evidences by letters from
Association officials, w itten two weeks
ago, that there was no < hance of getting
any action from the A sociation as an
Association.
Later, in discussing this regrettable
loss of valuable time, on the floor of

the meeting, W. A. Brady said that it
could hardly have been expected that
the Association
could contribute any- .
thing to the Ohio campaign
when
it i
was unable to pay its office rent.
Exhibitors
Surmised
Conditions.
Mr. Desberg answered very promptly I
and with some feeling, that the exhibitors of Ohio would have appreciated
it very much if they had been informed
of that condition an altogether surpris- |
ing state of affairs at the time that it
existed rather than to be informed of
it now when they had already surmised
that such was the case, due to the ac-w
tion of the Association in this rather,
important matter.
Mr. Desberg explained that Peter
Schaefer as a representative of the Association sent ■ by the committee which
had been authorized to take action to
cooperate with the Ohio exhibitors, had •
come to Cleveland and after a lengthy
conference, had agreed that the approximate maximum sum that would
be needed for the educational campaign
to be conducted in Ohio, would be
Half and Half.
$25,000.
This sum was agreed upon with the
understanding that the exhibitors were
to raise one half of it and producers and
distributors, one half, with no member
of the exhibitors'committee to receive
any compensation for his time ; with
the funds to remain in the hands of
Mr. Schaefer, representing the Association as treasurer, and other guarantees of fair dealing that were evidently
satisfactory to everyone concerned.
Considering that this had been done
in good faith, the exhibitors of Ohio
had proceeded to raise their portion of
the fund and had already secured more
than $14,000 with many more theater
owners to call upon. Mr. Desberg made
it clear that they were securing subscription in access of the amount
(Continued on page 3.)
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releases.

Meeting
to "Solidify
Production
Sources" — Deny
Consolidation
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CUTS

AND

FLASHES

The Picture Theatre Equipment
Corp. and Bray-Gilbert Films Inc.,
have dissolved.
C. Schwarz assumes management of
Independent Sales Corp., Philadelphia
exchange.
J .C. Duncan of the Plaza, Sioux City
has booked "Virtuous Wives" for
ala.,
week.
Chicago — Janet Priest formerly with
Metro will handle publicity for the
Better Film movement backed by
James Quirk.

"U" Makes Changes
Sales Department Reorganized — H. M.
Berman General Sales Manager.
Re-organization of various departments at Universal include : H. M. Berman, sales manager for Jewel Productions, has been appointed general manager of Universal exchanges and in
addition to directing the work of the
distributing branches he will maintain
his executive capacity with Jewel productions.
Joseph Schnitzer, Central States district manager for Universal with the
Indianapolis, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit and Buffalo exchanges under his
jurisdiction has been appointed general sales manager and will supervise
the distribution of Universal features,
short reel dramas, and comedies. Ralph
Abbett, remains as manager of the
Indianapolis exchange. No successor to
Mr. Schnitzer as district manager has
as yet been appointed.
Joe Brandt, remains assistant treasurer of Universal and will also have
specific charge of serials and news
reels

F. B. Warren, vice-president of Goldwyn said
month clear
ago : Goldwyn's
position
hadthat
beena' made
that Goldwyn had nothing to gain by tying up
The meeting of the First National
film organization for distridirectors which began yesterday in Los with any
bution, or anything else.
Angeles was, according to an official
announcement, for the purpose of
"further solidifying production sources."
The fact that Los Angeles was chosen
is said to have no special significance Film
Exchange
Building
Lost — Exhibitors Mutual Hard Hit
but is merely the carrying out of a
promise made to T. L. Tally last year.
In addition to the discussion of the
Telegraphic information from Pittsburgh late last night furnished meagre
matters that prompted the calling of the
details of a disastrous fire in the heart
meeting, the directors will prepare their
of the Pittsburgh film district yesterday.
annual report.
From the information at hand it is
The only definite denial that was known definitely that the building at
made of rumors concerning the nature
Penn Avenue was completely deof the plans to be brought before the 804
stroyed.
Board related to the report that First
In the building were a number of film
National would consider the alleged
offers of a consolidation with Goldwyn exchanges. Among them was that of
Exhibitors'
Mutual. No definite figures
or Paramount-Artcraft. It has been
as to the loss or the firms involved
hinted that an amalgamation of Para- were available late last night.
mount or Goldwyn exchanges with
those of First National franchise
At the New York offices of Exhibiholders was being contemplated. This
tors' Mutual, information was furnished
was emphatically denied by exhibitor
officials of the Circuit, although they to the effect that they believe the exchange was lost. A representative of
would not affirm that a proposition of
that character had not been suggested to Exhibitors' Mutual left last night for
Pittsburgh. The exact amount of film
the Circuit.
on hand was not known but it is estimated that the loss is heavy.
"A consolidation of exchanges would
not properly be within the province of
Exhibitors' Mutual has arranged to
the Board of Directors to decide or dis- handle
the business of that territory
cuss," said a member of the Board. upon arrival in Pittsburgh of its representative.
"The First National exchanges are independently owned by the franchise
holder. First National is not a distriHolubar 111.
buting concern. It is an organization of
prominent exhibitors, united for the
Allen Holubar, producer of "The
purpose of buying productions for ex- Heart of Humanity" has returned to
hibition in their own theaters, and for Universal City, and is now confined to
the creation of an open market book- his home because of a severe attack
of influenza.
ing policy for all exhibitors."
The corporate charter of the Circuit
Otto to Direct Allison.
provides that its activities shall be restricted solely and exclusively to the
Henry Otto has been engaged to direct
exhibition and rental of motion pic- May Allison in her next Metro protures. This is pointed out as an answer
duction "Island of Intrigue." Otto dito the reports that First National would
rected "The Great Romance" with
enter the producing field as a supple- Harold Lockwood and several producment to the productions of Charles
tions before that for Triangle.
Chaplin, Mary Pickford, Anita Stewart,
Jack Pickford and Norma Talmadge.
Rights for "Silent Mystery" Sold.
Accompanying Mr. Williams on his Ohio
Hiller and Wilk have sold the Ohio
trip from New York to Los Angeles
were David P. Howells, whose export rights for "The Silent Mystery" the
firm has the foreign rights to all First serial starring Francis Ford to a comNational attractions with the exception
pany that will operate as The Silent
of the Chaplin comedies, and Ralph H. Mystery Corp. of Ohio, with offices in
Cleveland.
Clark, manager of the New York exchange of the Circuit.
Frederick on Way West.
It
is
probable,
of Mr.during
Howell's
Pauline Frederick is on her way to
presence in Losin view
Angeles
the
meeting of the Board of Directors, that the Goldwyn studios at Culver City,
matters pertaining to the sale and ex- near Los Angeles. She left with her
hibition of Circuit attractions abroad husband, Willard Mack, to make a
will be taken up by the members.
series of several photoplays in Southern
Mr. Clark, it is understood, has gone California. Miss Frederick's contract
to San Francisco to confer with Mr. with Goldwyn is the first under which
Dahnken, of the firm of Turner & Dahn- she has had such intimate co-operation
ken. which has an interest in the New with her husband in her work.

Fire in Pittsburgh

tM^zz?
Cards are on the Table

Lee Ochs, representing United Picture Theaters, stated that he would
(Continued from page 1.)
guarantee a contribution from his company.
needed for the express purpose of being
Earl Hudson, representing First National, stated that he was unable to give
in a position to meet an emergency,
even though some of the subscribers a definite answer because of the absence in the west, of Mr. Schwalbe and
might fail to deliver the cash they had
promised. He said that he felt, from Mr. Williams, but he was satisfied that
the enthusiasm shown over the organi- that concern would gladly cooperate
zation of a sure enough business league with the Ohio exhibitors.
in the State of Ohio, that there would"Jake" Wilk, representing Maurice
n't be a one of these who had made a Tourneur, stated that he would get in
subscription who would fail to pay his touch with Mr. Desberg later but he
contribution and that he felt sure that felt reasonably certain that there would
the sum actually raised would exceed be a contribution coming from Mr.
Tourneur.
by considerable, that which had already been subs:ribed.
Wanted to be Counted in.
Want Sufficient Funds.
Charles Stewart, _ representing the
Film Co., said to Mr. Desberg,
He made it clear that he had no Octagon
that this concern was a small one but
thought that it might be necessary to that they wanted to be counted in as one
expend the total of $25,000 in the edu- of the contributors. The representacational campaign planned, but the exPathe and Hodkinson office
hibitors did want to have an access of made tivesnoof the
statements as to the intention
funds rather than not enough funds, of their concerns, having been listeners
with the understanding that they were
without at any time entering
to be handled honestly and efficiently, throughout
into the discussion.
with a rebate made in case the entire
During
the
meeting the question had
contribution was not needed.
come up as to just how it was to be
Mr. Brady was the first of the repre- decided how much the various concerns
sentatives to speak on the situation at
pay and it was geenrally conhand, taking the floor to explain his should ceded
that this shoufd be estimated
attitude since he had been involved in
approximately
from the amount of
the Association negotiations.
business
done
anticipated by each
Mr. Brady made it very clear that concern in the orstate
of Ohio. After
he agreed heartily with the exhibitors' considerable friendly discussion of this
belief that nothing could be accomp- point it was agreed that undoubtedly
lished through the Association. He
means of arriving at this necesexpressed his personal desire to help the best
sary solution of the difficulty, was to
and said that he would give $500 as a have the representatives of the Ohio
contribution.
This listened very good and the Ohio exhibitors prepare a chart giving the
Vimounts to be requested from each
exhibitors naturally felt better but al- company. This list would then be
most immediately Mr. Brady qualified shown to the various contributors and
this statement by saying that he would
they would be asked to give what they
give $500 providing every other pro- felt was right, it being only fair naturducer and distributor gave an amount in
ally, that larger concerns should conproportion to the business which he did
tribute more generously then the very
in the State of Ohio. In other words, small concerns.
as Mr. Brady put it, if he gave $500 for
the few pictures which he made as an
Desberg Pleased With Meeting.
individual producer, a concern making
Mr. Desberg made it very clear that
ten times as many pictures would have he was very pleased with the result of
to give $5,000 in order that his $500 the meeting since he had anticipated the
contribution
would be considered.
possibility of coming to New York and
That changed things a bit. By this sitting alone in a hotel room without
time the representatives of the other having even one producer or distributor
companies mentioned above were in the
to answer the; League's request
room and expressions began to come in. come
for a statement as to where they stood
on the matter of cooperation.
Pettijohn Promises Aid.
Mr. Desberg made it clear that the
Chas. C. Pettijohn, representing the reason he felt that way was that they
Exhibitors Mutual, Affiliated Distribu- had spent six months in attempting to
tors and Robertson-Cole, told Mr. Des- get some sort of satisfaction and had
berg that he would assure them that found, when he spent a week in New
each of these three organizations would York seeing individual companies, that
make a contribution to the fund.
he was referred back to the Association,
That made things perk up a bit and only to find later that the Association
the representative of Wm. L. Sherry was absolutely unable to move. Mr.
announced that a contribution could be Desberg said that he intended to give
depended upon from that office.
every company ample opportunity to
E. W. Hammons of the Educational state its position in the present situation and make a contribution fitting
Company, whispered to Mr. Weinig,
that he would be willing to give his with their ideas as to how much coproportionate contribution and left to
hibitors. operation they should give the Ohio exmeet another appointment.

Wednesday, January 8, 1919
$500 — No Strings.
As the meeting broke up with the
definite assurance from at least some
concerns, that they did want to play
ball with the exhibitors of Ohio, Chas.
C. Pettijohn, representing the Exhibitors' Mutual, Affiliated Distributors and
Robertson-Cole organizations gave to
Mr. Desberg the first definite, concrete
promise of an actual contribution with
no strings of any kind to it. Mr. Pettijohn said ganization
to thatMr.
Desberg:
orI represent
will "The
give you
$500 for your fund whether you get
$25,000 or any other amount from the
various other manufacturing and distributing interests."made it clear that
Mr. Pettijohn
Robertson-Cole is a foreign buyer who
is really not individually concerned
with the Ohio situation, but felt that
anything which concerned the industry
as a whole is worthy of a contribution
and they wanted to contribute along
with their affiliated organizations.
Desberg and Weinig are making arrangements to present to each concern
in the business their schedule approximating the amount that should be contributed.
Will Make Full Report
These representatives of the Ohio
State Screen League will call at the
offices of the various corporations in
presenting the matter and then make
a full report to the Ohio theater owners
whom they represent.
In the past there has been much talk
about the desire of the producer and
distributor to cooperate with the exhibitors. Generally when promises have
been broken, they alibi and generally
the alibi has been justified that the
exhibitor organizations were not efficiently represented and were not being
managed on an efficient, fair and square
basis.
Insofar as the Ohio State Screen
League is concerned there seems no possible opportunity for anyone to suggest
that this organization is not only efficient, but honest, consequently its representatives have come to New York with
the express purpose of finding out
whether or not the individual manufacturers and distributors wish to cooperate
with them.
The point has been raised that if contributions are made to the exhibitors
of Ohio every other state in the union
vill want contributions.
Each Emergency Individual.
In answering this point Mr. Desberg
made it very clear that he felt that
each emergency was an individual
problem that needed to be handled upon
its merits but he also insisted that he
felt entirely justified in claiming that a
victory won in Ohio by independent,
aggressive methods, would certainly
make it that much easier to win a similar victory in any other state should the
emergency arise. Mr. Desberg is waiting for the other companies who did
not send representatives to meet him to
put their cards on the table.
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Unusual Comedy
Dorothy

"THE

AIL.Y

Goes Over Strong on Account of Exceptional Treatment and Fine Acting
Gish in

HOPE
CHEST"
Paramount.

DIRECTOR
Elmer Clifton
AUTHOR
Mark Lee Luther
SCENARIO BY
M. M. Stearns
CAMERAMAN
....John Leezer
AS A WHOLE
Light and humorous nearly all
the way; a number of scenes register big
laughs.
STORY..
Not remarkable in itself, but as handled
in adaptation
makes
basis for high class
. comedy.
DIRECTION
Keeps out of the rut by getting
novel twists to situations; never allows action to drag.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fine; a number of truly artistic bits.
LIGHTINGS
Cleverly handled to bring out atmosphere of interiors.
CAMERA WORK
Successful in shooting scenes
from
unexpected
angles;
shows
ingenuity
and a praise-worthy effort to get away from
the conventional.
STAR
...... Her eccentric comedy method goes over
strong; plays every situation for all there
is in it.
SUPPORT...... Richard
Barthelmess
manly
hero;
George
Fawcett and Sam de Grasse
give
telling characterizations.
EXTERIORS
Not many
INTERIORS
Classy all through; millionaire's
home luxuriously furnished.
DETAIL
Sub-titles help to put humor across;
effectiveofflach
at endclutch.
showing players' feet
instead
the usual
CHARACTER OF STORY
Wholesome comedy
romance.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4 686 ft.
Perhaps Lillian Gish appropriated a trifle more than
her share of girlish beauty, but Dorothy sure did get
even by grabbing a big piece out of the family funnybone and keeping it for her very own. It runs all
through her anatomy and just won't let her arms or
legs behave. She's a rag-time comedienne with all
the pep of a jazz band, and she's a character actress,
too. Some combination, but she's there both ways
and that's one of several reasons why "The Hope
Chest" is a winner.
There are laughs all through this, along with dozens
of chuckles, and I don't think they owe their existence

to Mark Lee Luther's story, although the plot makes
a sufficiently strong skeleton to support the situations
devised by a clever scenario writer and Director Elmer
Clifton. Treatment and acting arc the real factors
. in making the film the success that it seems sure
to be.
They keep out of the rut by doing pretty nearly
everything just a little bit differently. The cameraman shoots from unexpected angles, Dorothy and
Richard Barthelmess don't make love like ordinary
young movie folk, Sam de Grasse shows something
new in the way of a millionaire father who tries to
get his son out of an "unfortunate" marriage and
George Fawcett as a cheap vaudeville actor, is the
most genuine two-a-day comedian that ever jumped
a board bill.
Dorothy is a ragtime waitress in Papa Sam de
Grasse's de luxe confectionery establishment which
son Richard is expected to inherit. The trouble is
that the son doesn't see anything but Dorothy, from
the first time he catches a glimpse of her giving her
own interpretation of the latest dancing steps. With
characteristic independence, she scoffs at the suggestion of making a date with the young millionaire who
becomes all the keener to develop her acquaintance
because 'she's so stand-offish.
They pull a novel sort of wooing when Richard follows Dorothy to an excursion beach and finally forces
his way into her good graces. These early sequences
have plenty of laughs and set. a pace which is kept
up as the story advances to a hasty secret marriage,
followed
by the necessity of the boy's breaking the
news to father.
A sample of the unique humor running all through
the film is found in the antics of Dorothy when she
is awaiting an introduction to hubby's family. Reverting to her usual habit when she becomes nervous, she
does a peppy ragtime dance in the dignified drawing
room, not realizing that her newly made relatives are
spectators.
Papa de Grasse insists that the marriage shall be
kept secret and that the girl be introduced as a cousin.
Along with the story, as it is adroitly developed to
make the most of the complications that arise in the
millionaire's home is another plot thread which has
a touch of pathos in presenting the relationship of the
\girl and her lovable old actor-father, delightfully portrayed by George Fawcett, who has a hand in bringing
the newlyweds together in their proper relationship.
Completing an altogether excellent cast are Kate
V. Toncray, Carol Dempster and Bertram Grassby.

Promise Something Different and Give Star a Lot of Boosting
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Really good comedies, given a finished production
and appealing to audiences of the better class, are
so difficult to find that when something of the calibre
of "The Hope Chest" comes along, it shouldn't be
missed if you have a chance to play it.
You'll find that this picture has genuine individuality, in the way the story is handled and in the acting
of Dorothy Gish and the players supporting her. Most
folks are looking for something new on the screen
and you are perfectly safe in assuring them that this
keeps out of the rut all the way through.
The laughs are based on characterization and situations so amusing in themselves that there is no need
to rely upon hokum or slapstick stuff to get the crowd
going. Miss Gish possesses a contagious animation.
From
the moment
she appears
on the screen
the

audience inevitably responds to her mood. Then
there is just the right touch of heart interest and a
suggestion of pathos to give the picture variety.
It is doubtful if "The Hope Chest" will mean much
as a title to most of your fans, despite its having been
published in book form. You might try however, the
usual stunt of getting co-operation from your local
booksellers, if there is any chance. The real advertising appeal, however, should be worked along other
lines, with first prominence given to the star who has
appeared in so many notable productions and is gaining a still bigger reputation as one of the most distinctive of screen comediennes. Don't forget to mening. tion George Fawcett and others in the cast, for all the
players add considerably to the strength of the offer-
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* -Wanted Information
As to Whereabouts of Mrs. May Allison
Pfaff and Securities
Worth
Ten
Million.
Who and where is Mrs. May Allison
Pfaff? And where are the securities
worth $10,000,000 she is supposed to
have in her possession?
The Sheriff of New York would like
to know. So would Metro officials and
so would one H. F. Pfaff of California.
The Sheriff has just returned to Pfaff
an undated check for $500 send on as a
reward for locating her.
Metro officials would like to have
Pfaff — well, here's the story.
Last year when May Allison was
here letters were received by Metro
officials from Pfaff demanding that if
his wife
May he Allison
PfaffAnd
"Sunny"
was
here that
be advised.
there
were incoherent touches in the letter
that resulted in their attorney J. Robert
Rubin writing to California. May Allison deciared she had never seen anyone named Pfaff; had never met him.
Whatever Mr. Rubin did or for other
reasons — Pfaff sent no more letters and
nothing more was heard of or from
him until the check and letter reached
Sheriff Knott of New York. Because
the letter was unintelligible it, with the
check (undated) was returned.
Metro officials said yesterday that so
far as was known Pffaf never disturbed
Miss Allison in any way personally,
but only wrote letters.
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Rothapfel Out of Rialto-Rivoli.
Big
It is announced that after Feb. 1 S. L.
Rothapfel will no longer be connected Hampton
with the Rialto-Rivoli Theaters.
Grace

Special Coming
Producing
Six Reeler With
Darmond
— Using
Brunton
Studios.

Griffith's Newest.
Jesse D. Hampton has very quietly
The premier showing of "The Fall of been making a big six-reel special starBabylon" the latest Griffith super
ring Grace Darmond in "What Every
spectacle has been postponed until Jan. Woman
Wants" out at the Brunton
Studios.
loth
when
it
will
open
at
Clune's
Auditorium, Los Angeles.
Besides Miss Darmond who appeared
S. A. Lynch Improved.
S. A Lynch of the Lynch Enterprises
and General Manager Freeman, left
yesterday for the .South and will return early next week.
Mr. Lynch has fully recovered from
a serious attack of influenza.

with Earle Williams in a series "of Vitagraph pictures, Mr. Hampton has secured a notable cast including Forrest
Stanley, Wilfred Lucas, Charles Clary,
Barbara Tennant, Percy Challenger,
Mildred Riardon, William De Vail.
Mary Warren and Hedda Nova. The
story is one of society life.
Exhibitors' Mutual will realease the
film but the date has not been settled.

To Tour.
Fred Warren of Goldwyn and Edsel
Ford of the Ford Motor Car Co., also Fitzpatrick & McElroy Book United.
interested in the Ford Weekly, recently
The signing of contracts with 11 thetaken over by Goldwyn for distribution,
aters in the Fitzpatrick & McElroy
will leave in about ten days for a chain of houses is reported from the
"jaunt" to the coast.
Chicago office of United Pictures.
Opposed to Sunday Movies.
Norma Talmadge Buys "Nancy Lee"
New Haven — Sunday motion picture
The Norma Talmadge Film Corporshows in New Haven are endangered
ation has just purchased the motion picby the presentation to City Attorney
ture rights of Eugene Walter's highly
Sheriden Whitaker, of a petition bearsuccessful
"Nancy Lee" which
ing the signature of 50 members of the played at drama.
the Hudson Theater, this
Pastors' Union of New Haven, which City, for two prosperous seasons. In
is opposed to Sunday shows.
the Broadway production the role of
"Nancy," in which Miss Talmadge will
appear was played by Charlotte Walker.

Another "Strand"

To Be Erected in Albany by Marks
Realty Corp.
Mary Not Seriously 111.
Albany — According to plans announced here yesterday a new motion
The report that reached New York
yesterday, that Mary Pickford was seri- picture theatre to cost $170,000 will
be
built
in
Albany. At the same time
ously ill, was said to be without foundation at the office of her attorney, reports were received that large theatrical interests plan for the erection
O'Brien, Malevinsky & Driscoll.
of a new legitimate theatre to be
located near the corner of State and
Pearl street. Henry M. Kramrath of
New Rivoli-Rialto Manager.
Hugo Riesenfeld, musical director for Albany made the statement that he
had
secured the site upon which
the Rivoli-Rialto
theaters will, it is
understood, have charge of these houses there will be erected a large theatre
Lafter
Feb. 1.
to be devoted exclusively to screen
Mr. Riesenfeld has been responsible productions. It will have a seating
*or many of the artistic results achieved capacity of i,8oo and will rank in
with productions shown. He was form- every respect with the best in the
erly concert master for the New York country.
Philharmonic.
The theatre when completed will
Laurence A. Walsh, representing the be leased to Marks Realty Corp. of
(realty interest and present treasurer of New York, operators of the Strand
the Rivoli, will become financial head theatres in New York, Rochester,
of the theaters.
Buffalo and Syracuse.

Franklin to Direct Pickford.
Sidney A. Franklin, Norma Talmadge's director by arrangement with
Joseph Schenck will direct Mary Pickford in one picture. He left for the
Coast yesterday.
Chet Withey who was stated to
handle the next Norma Talmadge production isill with the "flu" and in his
stead Robert Leonard will direct Miss
Talmadge.
Photoplay Supplement at Rialto.
The first number of James R. Quirk's
Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement "The Stars as They Are," is prereleased by the New York Rialto, week
of Jan. 12, and three days later will be
available for immediate showing
throughout the country from the 16
branch exchanges of the Educational
Films Corp. Vice-President Hammons
of the Educational will have 20 prints
in work immediately.
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CUTS AND FLASHES
Hiram Abrams and Ben Schulberg
reached Los Angeles Sunday night.
McClure Film offices were closed
yesterday in view of the funeral of Col.
Theodore Roosevelt.

The fact that the Peerless Feature
Producing Co. has sustained a loss
through the failure of the Casualty
Company of America has become known
through the filing of objections by the
Peerless in the Supreme Court because
of the refusal of State Superintendent
of Insurance Phillips, who is liquidating
the casualty company, to pay a claim
for $1,822.
The Peerless company through Nathan
Vidaver as attorney stated that in June
1916, it brought suit in New Jersey
against the International Filmotions,
Inc. to recover $2,371. The Sheriff
attached ten boxes containing 99 reels
of the film, "The Country Girl" which
were in the basement of the County Jail
at Hackensack, N. J., and were worth
$15,000. In order to have the attachment released and get possession of the
films the International Filmotions gave
a bond for $6 000 issued by the
Casualty Company of America. The
suit was tried recently and the jury gave
a verdict for $1,822 for the Peerless, but
no part of the judgment has been paid.
For that reason the Peerless asserted
its right to collect the full amount on
the bond, but the Superintendent of Insurance has decided that it must take its
chances with the other creditors.

Special to Wid's Daily
Albany, N. Y. — According to a decision handed down by the Court
of Appeals the judgment secured by the
Broadway Photoplay Co. against the
World Film Corporation for $4,656 is
reversed and a new trial granted. The
action was brought to recover damages
for an alleged breach of contract by
which the defendants agreed to furnish
the Broadway Photoplay Co. the first
run in any locality of motion picture
films manufactured by it for the theater of the plaintiff at Broadway and
103d St., New York City.
The defense was that there was a
waiver of the agreement whereby the
exclusive first run of the new pictures
were to be furnished, and also that the
damages allowed by the jury was speculative as based on pictures that had not
before been shown, and might not be
It was also alleged that error was
profitable.
committed by the trial court in permitting the introduction of evidence of
what the profits were on the pictures
when shown at other theaters at a
different scale of prices.
Jean Paige, known as one of the two
famous O. Henry girls, will next be
seen in the Bushman-Bayne Vitagraph
production.

"Smilmg Bill" Parsons is now spreading sunshine around the Robertson-Cole
offices. He is just in from the Coast.
Dps Moines. — "Hearts of the World"
booked for a three week's return showing in the spring with Elbert and

Getchell.

Clyde Tracy has organized a producing company called the Skreencraft, to
operate in Salt Lake City. He will direct and produce one reel comedies.
Miss Alissa Franc, secretary to Hugo
Riesenfeld, music director of the
Rivoli and Rialto theaters, went over
to Philadelphia Saturday, and came
back Sunday as Mrs. Joseph Keir,
"Mickey" had a four-day ran
Glvnne and Ward's Alhambra in
Ridpewood sect'on of Brooklyn and
cording to M. Glynne. the manager
the house, the film broke all records
a four day run.

at
the
acof
for

The Quaker City Film Exchange of
Philadelphia has bought 12 two reel
Anne Little reissues from Arrow for
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern
New Jersey.
The picture in which Jan Paderewski
appeared before sailing for Europe will
be shown soon. The famous pianist's
share in the receipts will be devoted to
his national relief fund for 200,000
homeless Poles.

Ruth Stonehouse gave a turkey dinner at her home the other night and invited my cousin — and I went along. I
always thought she was the "sweetest"
girl and now I know it. Still — I think
she could play a villain part, she looked
so graceful with a carvin' knife. You
ought to see the way she can carve a
turkey ! She asked everybody what part
of the turkey they wanted and everysaid it my
didn't
makehates
any white
difference.
But I body
know
cousin
meat

must be. But there's one thing I can
tell her and that's how to eat "jell." I
may not know much about movin' picbut I was
up First
on "jell"
and I tures
know
how brought
to eat it.
you
spread your bread with butter and then
you spread the "jell" over the butter.
That's the only way to eat "jell."
I just love that Fox press story about
Anna Luther's perfume. They say it
follows where
her everywhere
that "no
matter
she goes herandfriends
can

as much as 1 do but she didn't say so.
I was hungry so I said I wanted the
leg, and I got it too. The only thing always trace her."
Not for me ! I'm goin* to stick to
that worried me was that I had to leave
ivory soap so's I can't be traced.
the best part on my plate 'cause my
cousin said I wasn't to take the bone
William
Hart
says his chickens
in
my time.
fingers.Marguerite
Outside o' that
I hadwasa are never
nervous
'cause he feed*
fine
Marsh
on celery.
1 mean regular
there and Helen Ferguson and Barbara them
chickens.
Fenigston and oh, lots more.
Not a single bit of my Christmai
My cousin says Ruth Stonehouse is a
perfect hostess, and so I suppose she jewelry has turned green yet
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Read on the Way.
New Theaters
House Changes
J. Parker Read, Jr., manager of the
Los Angeles — The new California is new Louise Glaum productions being
Florence Kan. — Mrs. P. D Schriner
lavish in its appointments. There is a made at the Thomas H. luce studio will sells Electric to Max Schuring. Renamed Arcade.
spacious lobby and magnificent foyer, be in New York in about two weeks.
mirrored and softly toned. It contains He will arrange for a showing of
ha parlor balcony consisting of a writ- "Sahara" the new Glaum film.
Oakland, Cal. — Joe Jacoby opens old
ing room for women and a dollhouse
Wigwam general Paralta.
installed especially for children.
"Ben-Hur" Not Sold.
A feature of the new house is the
Kirwin, Kan. — A. F. Trumbull
sells
direct projection system. There are no
A Los Angeles report that Col. Win. business and building to Ray Arnold
boxes in the theater.
N. Selig had acquired the picture for $3,200.
rights to "Ben-Hur" for $200,000
Pittsburgh, Pa. — Perry Amusement brought a denial from the offices of
Lyons, Neb. — M. C. Freed leases the
Company has been incorporated with Klaw & Erlanger who own all rights Reel.
$50.0C0 capital by F. P. Patterson. F.. S. to the production. The statement was
Niggel and M. H. Graham to engage in further made that the picture rights
Cleveland — Paul Gusdanovic
bought
could not be purchased for anything the Strand from Adler and Freiberg.
the exhibition of moving pictures. .
like that sum.
Cleveland. — James E. Scoville and
Bedford, Ohio — Upon the death of her
husband, Mrs. Laura Still well assumed
Garson Commuting.
George T. Sharp have purchased Gordon Square theater at Detroit avenue
management
of the Comique.
Harry Garson after making a statechanged from vaudeville to moving picment to the C. K. Y. and Select
tures.
Detroit
—
The
Regent changes its polCorporations by announcing that Clara
icy to vaudeville and pictures.
Kimball Young would not make any
Lynchburg, Va. — Mrs. Joseph Cohn more pictures for the former concern
plans to rebuild the Broadway recently
Spokane, — Walter C. Smith closes the
which releases Miss Young's pictures
destroyed by fire.
through Select, hopped the train for Hippodrome.
Los Angeles to witness the premiere
Des Moines — D< B. Baker just out of
Dassel, Minn. — D. T. Hobson has dis- of the Garson-Neilan production, starthe service returns to manage the Rex.
posed of his house to Herbert Le Due,
ring Blanche Sweet in "The Unpardonof Faribault. .
able Sin" at Chine's Auditorium. At
Philadelphia — The Knickerbocker was
the same time., the other Blanche Sweet
Wilmot. S. D. — Opera House here will production will be seen at Grauman's reopened Christmas.
for
the
first
time.
As
soon
as
both
are
be opened as picture theatre by J. J.
and Frank Nelson.
fairly launched, Mr. Garson will hie
Salt Lake City— Hodges & Candland
himself Eastward again to superintend took
over the Iris from H. A. Sims.
Italy, Texas — Joe Davenport, of Wax- the launching of "The Unpardonable
Sin"
here
in
New
York.
ahacie, has taken over a picture theater
Pittsburgh — Marcus Loew has taken
Blanche Sweet will soon begin work
heret
on her third production under the Gar- ceum.
over Lyceum renaming it Loew's Lyson management, about Jan. 20.
Deerfield, Va. — Augusta Wood ProdMiss Young is resting and is with her
ucts Corp. plans to rebuild moving parents at their home near Hollywood.
Wilkinsburg,
The Doris reope'ned
under
the name Pa.of— Victory.
picture theater damaged by fire.
Clintonville Wis. — New house will be
erected here by Harry Daley and J. N.
Devitt seating capacity, 600.

Indianapolis — The Grand changed its
policy of vaudeville and pictures, to
pictures exclusively.

Hannibal, Mo. — Tooney & Vollen,
2312 Market street, St Louis, plan to
erect $60,000 theater here.

Clinton, la. — Louis Rosenfield has
taken over the Family theater after selling the Temple Brand at Creston, la., to
Hal Kelley.

Fox is Sure Busy.

Further Details of Fire.

Fox has acquired "Cowardice Court"
written by George Barr McCutcheon for
Peggy Hyland. Two stars have started
new productions. Tom Mix's new
vehicle "The Highgrader" is being directed by Edward J. Le Saint and
Charles Kenyon wrote the scenario.
Madeline Traverse is working on her
second Excel, which has not been
named, Harry Millarde directing.
Shifts in directors include Frank
Lloyd, formerly with Farnum is now
.~ith Gladys Brockvyell, and Harry
Millarde, formerly directing Peggy Hyland is now directing Madeline Traverse.

Information secured yesterday at Exhibitors' Mutual revealed the fact that
every print of the new program in the
exchange at Pittsburgh was wiped out
by fire on Tuesday. The exchange was
on the third floor Arrangements were
immediately made to handle the business
in the Independent Sales Co. offices.
Prints were at once rushed from Philadelphia and Buffalo to make up for the
film destroyed so that no contrac'ual
obligations were affected.
The exchange was to be moved to 121
Fourth Avenue but because of slight
difficulties in arranging the lease, the
moving was delayed when the fire broke
out. Of the 14 employees all but the
Changes in titles : George Walsh's
exchange manager, H. A. Rippard were
new picture is titled "Never Say Quit,"
Hear
Robertson-Cole
will
shortly
injured, three seriously, Charles C.
formerly "Tough Luck Jones" Tom
Mix "Hell Roarin' Reform" and Theda announce the acquisition of one of our Cassanave, a salesman; Clara Berger
most
famous
screen
teams.
and Retta A. Berger.
Bara "When Men Desire."
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Sex Meller Gets Across Despite Antiquated Basic Theme
Gladys Brockwell in

"THE CALL Fox.
OF THE SOUL"
DIRECTOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

• • Edward J. LeSaint
Dennison Clift
Friend F. Baker

AS A WHOLE

Doesn't register anything particularly new, but has enough dramatic force to
carry it over as a passable offering.
STORY
Gives Gladys Brockwell the type of
emotional work for which she is suited; old
theme reasonably well handled.
DIRECTION
Goes after dramatic climaxes
and keeps things moving; delicate situations
presented without offense.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies; some good shots.
LIGHTINGS
Satisfactory although they don't
bother much about artistic effects.
CAMERA WORK
Very fair; mostly straight
stuff.
STAR
Emotes convincingly and arouses sympathy for wronged woman.
SUPPORT
Charles Clary and William Scott
work along conventional "movie" lines; generally efficient cast.
EXTERIORS
• • Beach
and water
scenes
in
opening reels do very welL
INTERIORS
Nothing
out of the ordinary.
DETAIL
Medical treatment which saves life
of child shown at unnecessary length.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Won't offend.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
• • About 4800 ft.
For a sex film put together according to a familiar
formula this does very well. It has about the usual
proportions of villainy, heart appeal, sympathy aroused
by the wronged woman and mother love expended on
the child whose very existence is the cause of a heap
ot trouble.
Gladys Brockwell is quite at home in this sort of thing.
She acts feelingly and generally succeeds in giving
interest to emotional scenes that wouldn't have much
value save for the appeal of the players interpreting
them. The Story in the present instance is an old
friend whose twists are too well known to fool anybody, but your women folks, in particular, may be expected to welcome it because there is such a lot of
sex stuff.

The shero is a trained nurse and a perfectly good
girl who becomes the victim of William Scott, portraying a doctor who doesn't bother about playing fair.
They get sympathy for Gladys right at the start by
making it clear that she is not to blame for the happening which has such far reaching consequences.
Never having loved Willun Scott, the father of her
illegitimate oftspring, who is cared for by a kindly
nurse, the unhappy shero, still clinging to the hope of
patching up her life, allows herself to fall in love with
Charles Clary, an explorer. They are married without
the secret of the past being disclosed. Whenever she
gets a chance, Gladys visits the child, affording an
opportunity for the appealing sort of sentiment between mother and daughter, which is sure-fire stuff
with women folk.
In due time Willun Scott returns to mess things up
rather badly. Because he happens to be a friend of
Gladys' hubby, he does, what no sane man would do
under the circumstances, accepts an invitation to become their house guest. The author needed some such
convenient, if improbable arrangement, in order to
prepare for the climax.
With the three points of the triangle under one root
it doesn't take long to kindle an emotional fire. Entering the house inopportunely, as all movie husbands
will, Clary overhears his guest making some comment
about a chance to redeem his soul. This observation,
along with the downcast attitude of Gladys, for whose
ears it is intended, leads the explorer to believe that
there must be something rather important which he
has not discovered.
Then the daughter, still kept under cover, becomes
dangerously ill, and the panic stricken mother, accompanied by the father, forgets discretion and hurries to
the bedside. By this time Willun Scott is genuinely
anxious to redeem his questionable past and it is his
medical skill that saves the child's life. They play
these scenes for all the heart appeal in them and get
full dramatic value out of the inevitable clash between
the husband and the betrayer.
Everything is satisfactorily settled for all concerned
when Scott leaves for another arctic trip and the child
becomes a part of the united family. Lydia Yeamans
Titus is well cast as the nurse and Nancy Caswell is
an attractive child.

Go After Folks That Are Looking For Sensational Sob Stuff
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
William Fox is staking his cash on a pretty safe bet
when he backs the sex film as a good drawing proposition. But don't expect any particularly fine points in
this for
it isn't
a technical
It's As
justa
plain
meller
with superior
the usualin heart
interestway.
appeal.
program offering it is up to the average standard.
You may count on the treatment of the illegitimate
child theme being careful enough to avoid giving offense, but it would be wise to let your folks know that
you are offering a sex picture so that they may be
prepared for what they will get. Providing you make
this point clear, mothers can't blame you if they take
their children to a film which isn't the most healthful
sort of thing for young minds.
The name of Gladys Brockwell is so definitely associated with vamps and "wronged gel" roles that she

may be counted upon to attract patrons that are
ing for entertainment of this type. To identify
Brockwell clearly, don't fail to call attention to a
ber of her past releases, some of which you
probably shown.

lookMiss
numhave

In this instance, I wouldn't be afraid of giving a
sensational touch to my advertising, making the most
of "The Call of the Soul'' as a title likely to attract
people on the watch for sob stuff. Pictures showingthe mother and daughter together will help to emphasize the mother love theme which plays a large part
in the her
story
Try catch
"She
loved
husband,
but thelines
otheralong
man this
was idea:
the father
of her child. What did she do? See Gladys Brockwell
in 'The Call of the Soul'."
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Lasky Plans

Move Makes Progress

y w Directors and Several Plays
and Stories Secured.
ii >se L. Lasky announced yesterday
that Famous Players-Lasky has secured
- number of new directors and plays.
(i ;orge
Fitzmaurice,
formerly
with
Pat*
will direct Elsie Ferguson . The
firsi induction will be "The Witness
ne Defense," in which Ethel Barrym"t was featured on the stage. Work
will be started Jan. 27 in the east.
Kcnm-th Webb, who lias been producing two-reelers for Vitagraph, will
Marl work in the early future in the

Desberg Reports Six ContributionsUnited With Exhibitors.

Th
k
j

I

Fred Desberg who is in New York
"'Hi John vvemig in the .merest of
o Stale Screen League regarding Sunda\ closing law reports "excellent progress" m lining up
York producers and distributors inNew
the
fight.
Mr. Desberg says that nu one to whom
•e hashe spoken
,| tions
■
that
already has
has reh
contribu
from
laramount.
Select. Universal. Mutual,
n ted and Metro.
J. A. Berst of United yesterday
•ssued a statement voicing approva
l of
the exhibitors, saving in part :
"I have seen with sympathetic interest the untiring efforts which Messrs.
Desberg and Weinig along with many
Ohio exhibitors have put forth
-since last June to fight this proposed
Sunday closing in Ohio, and 1 want to
vo on record as urging that these men
tie given unstinted assistance and unlimited support not only by exhibitort^B
'i the State of Ohio but by every pro^
lucer and every distributor who sells
film m that State, and this support and
issistance must he given NOW, before it is too late."

ting Willat, who produced "False
•s'' for Thomas
H. Ince, is on his
■ *3 west to start work with I.ila Lee
on "Judy of Rogues Harbor."
Resides "The Witness for the DeFamous Players-Lasky have just
obtained picture rights to "Come Out
of the
Kitchen,"
the stage
by
Henry
Miller, produced
with Ruthon Chatterton
and Bruce McRae, in which Marguerite
( i trk will he starred "Girls," by Clyde
h, and E. Phillips Oppenheim's
"The Malefactor." which will he used
W John Barrymore. John S. Roberts ..l who recently joined Famous, will
u rect Barrymore.
Negotiations are under way for sevnl other important subjects for film
presentation.

"U" Lands Feature

Wolfberg Succeeds Flintom
(Specal to WW'S DAILY)
Kansas City—Harry Wolfberg, formerly manager of the General, has been
appointed
District Manager
of Paramount, with headquarters here, succeedg the late D M. Flintom.

Laemmle

Anita Stewart's Second.
Louise B. Mayer announces that the
st of the Lois Weber
productions,
maturing Anita Stewart
will be "A
Midnight
RomEnce,'
by Marion
Orth,
author of "Borrowed
Clothes."
Jack
H<Mt, who supported
Mary
Pickford.
the leading role and Juanita Hansen

is in the cast.

Abe Warner's Energies.
Abe Warner of Warner Brothers, it
Expect Big Business
; understood,
will practically devote
s entire time to the sale and exploi- jStates Right Dealers
Future. Optimistic
Over
tation of "The by Fi?hthg
Ijrst completed
McClure, Roosevelts"
to be re- | A tone of optimism seems to prevail
lieved through First National.
It is in the open market field. Now that the
lunderstood that the Warners hold quite holidays are over, state righters and
. strong interest in the production
independents say they anticipate doing
a b'g business.
To Work at Thanhouser.
One large independent reports an urLouis S. Meyer announces
that the usual number of inquiries from all over
hanhouser
Studio in New
the
country as to open market offering .
Rochelle
"ill be used in filming the first picture
Conway
Tearle will support Norm;
the Virginia Pearson
Photoplays,
Talmadge in her next production

\

"Fl..»
Flu"

Notes

Seattle, Wash.— A recent increase in
the number of new cases and the number of deaths from influenza in Seattle
caused the city health commissioner to
issue a warning that drastic measures
might again be resorted to. It is
thought, however, that this will be unnecessary. About ten other towns of
Washington have been closed again ;
while 26 Oregon towns are now closed,
Salem being the last to apply the ban.

Proud Over Releasing War
Relief Two Reelers.

The 12 two-reel productions made by
the Stage Women's War Relief for
the benefit of wounded soldiers and
sailors will be distributed through Universal. Five of these productions are
completed and it is expected that releasing will begin almost immediately upon
a schedule of one a month.
Among the notables in these productions are David Belasco, Bruce McRae,
Hamilton Revelle, Macklyn Arbuckle'
Heming, Nance O'Cyril Maude,
Neill, TyroneViolet
Power, Yvette Builbert
John Drew, Otis Skinner and many
others of notable importance.
"Money could not purchase such productions," said Carl Laemmle of the
Universal. "No producing organization in the world could afford to assemble such casts and such writers for a
of photoplays so short. Only the
ism of the players and author
made such wonderful combinations possih'e. I am the proudest man in the
country to think that the Stage
Women's War Relief has turned to
Universal as its distributing agent."

Hk
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St. Louis Notes
Standard Film has contracted for
'Missouri, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska and
Southern Illinois on Tom Mix Westerns.
Vol VII No. 9.
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Bobby Vernon
was a visitor
T,ouis during the holidays.

St.
A special meeting of the St. Louis
Film Board of Trade is called for the
latter part of the week to discuss the
question of the increase in salary demanded by the St. Louis shipping clerks
and inspectors union, as this advanceEntered as second-class
matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
ment in some sections is thought to be
the Act of March 3, 1870.
exorbitant. The election of officers
Terms
(Postage
free) United
States,
Outside for 1919 of this union was held this
of Greater
New
York,
$11.00
one
year:
fi
week and the following were elected :
months. $5. CHI ; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign $20.00.
Subscribers
should
remit
with
order.
P. J. Loughlin, president; Ed. Zone,
vice president; R. J. Patterson, financial
Address all communications to WID'S DAILY, '
71-73 West
44th St., New
York.
N. Y.
secretary; James Russ, recording secTelephone: Vanderbilt 4551-2
retary; Gus Geiselman, treasurer and
John Caporal, business agent.
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and
Treasurer; .Lyn.de Denig, Editor; Joseph
Dannenberg, Vice-President and Managing
Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business Manager.

CUTS

AND

FLASHES!

Edna Britton, formerly of vaudeville,
makes her screen debut in the Houdini

Manager J. H. Calvert of the Laemmle branch at Omaha is in New York
on b-siress.
Exhibitors'
Mutual
will
release
.lavakawa's double role picture, "Bond
of Honor" Jan. 19.
I wonder what General Pershing will
say when he sees himself on the screen.
I mean when he sees Harris Gordon
impersonate him.

George Holt, Walt Whitman and Dick
Willis went for a swim in the ocean
Christmas morning. That has a chilly
Rupert Julian is to appear in "The sound until you read that it happened
Fire Flingers" by William J. Neidig, at Santa Monica.
directed by himself. The script calls for
a. double role and Julian has decided on
There is one thing my cousin says she
ah innovation by having a likeness of
himself take the second role instead of can never forgive Jeannie McPherson
doubling himself.
and that's her curly hair. Back in the
days when they used to dress together
Manager Kashin of the Broadway has at the Edison studio, my cousin would
invited the commanders of the Atlantic
have to get in real early so's she could
fleet to a showing of "The Heart of get her hair curled with the irons.
Humanity" to-day. Kashin says the Jeannie would run in at the last minute,
film played to 40 per cent more busi- dip her comb in water, run it through
ness the second week of the showin.?
her hair
couple bob
o' times
little
curlsa would
up. and a lot o'
than it did the initial week.

DAVID

WARK

GRIFFITH

was
York. an actor and didn't play N*»

played all the
simultaneously
Metropolitan in
of the run, the
film was about

"Suspense"
Fourth
Hall Picture.
"Suspense" starring Mollie King, is
the fourth of features to be released
through the Independent Sales Corp.
The rilm was produced bv Frank Reicber and is based on a story by Isabelle
Ostrander.
City — The De Luxe to open
Its going to be some fight (?) when
the Selznicks, father and son, start

Northwest Notes

Universal press book for "The Heart
of Humanity" will be ready for distribution in about 10 days.

Once Upon a Time.

War Film Goes Over.
"Wanted for Murder"
Loew Houses last week
to big business. At the
Brooklyn on the opening
line waiting to see the
a block long.

"battling.'"

Mayer Silverman of the Liberty Film
Renting Co. of Pittsburg is in town,
stopping at the Astor.

Acme Pictures Corp., is the firm style
of the concern which will produce "The
Thirteenth Chair," starrng Yvonne
Delva. Lconce Perret is directing the
production at the old Pathe studio. In
the cast are Creighton Hale. Marc McDermott, Marie Shotwell, Walter Law
and Christine Mayo.
There remains considerable mystt.y
as to who Yvonne Delva is.

ing ti

the Pathe to
office
St.Frank
Louis O'Neil
has beenof transferred
Char-in soon.
Kansas
lotte, N. C.

serial, "The Master Mystery."

"A Soul Adrift," recently completed
by Madame Blache, starring Dolores
Cassinelli, will be shown to the Perret
organization for the first time on Saturday afternoon. Release date has not
been determined.

IV the Open Market
"A Romance of the Air" with Edith
Day and Lieut. .Bert Hall opened at
the T'.'emont Temple Monday night to
a capacity house. Lieut. Hall appeared
in person and was enthusiastically received- Tickets for the performance
were sold out 10 hours ahead of open-

Shirley Mason says the key note of
good acting is B Natural.
The Lee children were studying a
map of the world, with their mother.
She said, "Now I'll find on the map
where we were all born. Away over
here in Hamburg is where Jane was
born. Up here in Glasgow is where
Katherine was born. Over here in
Ireland is where I was born. And way
way over there in Chicago is where
your father was born.
Katherine, amazed, said, "My! Isn't
it strange that we all met."

Beginning with the first of the year
the Seattle Sunday Times is resuming
its speciil motion p:cture section with
a four-color front page. This section
gained fame during the latter part of
1916 and the first of 1917 as the only
newspapsr section in the United States
devoted exclusively to motion pxtures.
During the latter half of 1918 Government restrictions on paper necessitated
the suspension of this as an exclusive
motion picture section, but now that the
Aren't the coats short this winter ! restrictions have been removed the section will be resumed. The daily issues
I'll bet they're sellin' a lot o' flannel of the paper devote at least a page to
screen news also.
petticoats.
George Bellman, editor of the section,
Eisie Ferguson says that a long walk
reports that, in spite of the closing of
in the fresh air will sometimes dispel rhe
theaters for five weeks during the
love sickness.
It didn't work with me. "Flu" epidemic, his records of advertising show a 5 per cent, increase for
You ought to see the sweet expression
the year over 1917.
on Paramount Pete's face when he sees
a photograph of Catherine Calvert
The Colonial has had its policy of
Down in Springfield there's a little second and later runs changed to first
church that's been strugglin' along un- run and at the same time the admission
der a mortgage for years. The poor
prices for evenings and Sundays has
little church hadn't even a light ex- been raised from 17 cents to 20 cents.
cept that furnished by an acetelyne
The matinee prices of 10 cents remain.
plant
the shed.butThis
so laid
bad
in theinsummer,
whenwasn't
winter
John Hamrick, managing owner of the
the heavy snows around the little church
Rex and the Gem has taken his family
why — sometimes the pipes would freeze
to
spend the holidays in Kansas Chv,
and then the good people could have no
their old home. They will return in
service.
about six weeks via Lor Angvlcs and
Carmel Myers believes in giving use- San Francisco.
ful Christmas presents, so she gave herself a super six sedan.
George Ring, manager of the Society,
A long time ago, when William Hart has returned from Fort Worden and has
was a kid actor barnstorming through resumed management of his house,
the middle West, he happened on a which Mrs. Ring looked after during
ga lg of bandits in the woods of Okla- his absence.
homa. Flourishing a pass he invited
them all to the show that night. Al
Jennings was the leader of the gang.
Now after many years he sends William
Bid
Asked S»k
Hirt a pass to see him in his first pic- Paramount
30
35
ZG
World
%
yA
ture. All of which makes "Bill" Hart
J4
Y, Lasf
believe in casting his bread on the Triangle
waters.

QUOTATIONS

iM%
IN THE

COURTS

Arthur Ziehm, formerly a member of
the United States Cavalry, now engaged
in the exportation of films and moving
America
picture paraphernalia to South
and the Orient, has filed suit in the
damages
Supreme Court for $50,000
from William R. Hearst and the San
Francisco Examiner, and because his
attorney has been unable to serve the
papers on Mr. Hearst personally Justice
Hendrick gave permission for the papers
137 Riverto be left at his residence,
side Drive. The plaintiff alleges that
reputation
good
a
borne
he has always
here and in London, Paris, Manila, San
with the
and
re
Francisco and elsewhe
War Department, and that in the fall
of 1916 he was honorably discharged
from the army at Manila and got transportation to this country on the transport Logan as was his right. He came
to Xew York to enter the motion picture business and while engaged in an
important negotiation with a large film
manufacturer the San Francisco Examiner published an article stating that
he was one of a number of Germans
who had got transportation from Manila
to this country on transports in an improper manner. Ziehm alleges that he
has always been loyal to this country,
and that' the article did irreparable
damage.
The Octagon Films Inc. has filed suit
in the Supreme Court against Harry
Grossman to restrain him from se'ling,
assigning or otherwise disposing of 300
shares of the Octagon company's stock.
Supreme Court Justice Hendrick has
granted a temporary injunction restraining Grossman from disposing of the
stock pending a decision in the case.
Albany, N. Y.— The Court of Appeals
has reversed judgment and granted a
new trial in the case of Celie G. Turner
a motion picture actress against the
Crystal Film Corp. This was an appeal
from a judgment of the First Appellate Division reversing a judgment of
the New York Trial Term of $4,000
and dismissing the complaint. The action was brought to recover damages
for an accident April 4, 1914. while performing as a motion picture actress near
Mount Vernon.

Preparing Bill
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Albany, N. Y. — Representatives of the
motion picture interests have arrived at
the Capitol and are expending their
efforts to secure the passage of a bill
at this session of the Legislature providing for the legalizing of motion picture exhibitions on Sundays. According to reports the bill will be in form
for introduction in both branches of
the Legislature about Feb. 1.

haste

slowly. — Ben].

Franklin.
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Weak Comedy Doesn't Register, Star Ha.* Conventional Role
adopting twins whose
father has deserted

Vivian Martin in

"JANE

GOES

a-WOOING"

Paran.ount
DIRECTOR
weorge Melford
AUTHOR
Ed.tn Kennedy
SCENARIO BY
Edith Kennedy
CAMERAMAN
Paul Perry
AS A WHOLE
Doesn't impress; too artificial to
get oiT. of class of convention -.1 "movie" stuff.
STORY
Makes stab at humor and pathos, but
is generally weak and unconvincing.
DIRECTION
Crrrect enough without bringing
much inspiration to bear on difficult material.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Poor in spots; a number of
scenes hazy.
LIGHTINGS
Frequently too uniform, or chalky
players' faces.
CAMERA onWORK
Passable.
STAR
Rather colorless in role that has marked
limitations.
SUPPORT

Niles Welch lack'ng in emotional expression; Spcttiswoode Ai':ken pives conventional interpretation of crotchety old mil-

lionaire.
EXTERTORS
None to speak of.
INTERIORS
Properly furnished.
DETAIL
A few good bits showing the McKenzis
twms; httle to attract special attention.
CHARACTER OF STORY ......It may bore, but it
can't offend.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4383 ft.
This is such a spineless sort of story that it doesn't
register
anything
iust way
flabbyof "movie''
stuff, with
nothingin particular.
really new It's
in the
plot or
characterization, and lacks the little touches that sometimes put across a picture which is deficient in
substance. The treatment isn't expert enough to lift
the story out of the rut.
For a basic theme, the author took the familiar situation of abiswealthy,
irritaMe o'd
codger Before
w^o hasn't
much
use for
money-spending
nephew.
he dies
he
is determined »o wri'e a play and to assist him in this
be advertises for a hard-working stenographer. Vivian
Martin gets the job.
.
The one unusual feature of the plot concerns Vivian's

them.

Be-

I ousel od expenses, the girl places the children
an
orphan
l^lZr asylum]
\
,:Cd
fun,ds ??"''
Permit
increasingin her
rejecting
the
of marriage
froK
Casson berguscn, a humble but offer
persistent suitor. With
her first week r. pay V.vian gets the kids out of the
asylum and gn*s them a hone in her litt e flat. Scenes
introducing the youngsters provide some of the few
rca'ly human r ck'ents in th* picture
The other angle of the p' ., with Niies Welch as the
hero, traces scniewhat SKCtchily his luke-warm love
affair with a young society woman who wants to marry
him and share in the fortune which she believes Niles
is due to recei- e. This element of the story is never
made to carry cenvic'ion and duri"g the first
the chief interest centers in the characterizationreels
of
Fpottiswood Aitken who. between outbursts of rage,
dictates his play to the little stenographer.
Before it is completed be die=, having left a will givall of his fort"ne to Vivian, wi'h the stipu'ation t^at
whatever is nces=ary shall be devoted to the completion a"d p-od ction of the play. It happens that the
surprisingly unselfish young woman has taken a fancy
to the ''ejected nephew and, continuing to live her
life quite as though she had not suddenly acquired
millions, Viviai puts through a scheme by which the
youth becomes a tenant of t''e bouse she occupies.
Niles finds a jcb and is getting along quite contentedly in his humble quarters when it develops that there is
still a chance pf his rega:nhg the fortune, which ii
reason enough (or his society sweetheart to return and
st that they marry
as originally
p'anned.
attempt at pathos which doesn't get over very successfully, c^o"-s the Fttle steno •ra-^rr's erief at t1'"* nrn;pe-t of losing the man who has come to typify her
ideal of romance.
Of course in the end, the play having been produced
?-,\ \,Pr rj-rbt to the fortu " ^a'-jigr been esr-'-'i-hed.
Vivian makes the heroic sacri'ice to be expected of t.
r>erfectly po~d sh°ro, by destroying tue will and al
lowing Ni'es to have his uncle's money. She a'^o de
cides that be isn't very much of a man after all */*£«
that for life companionship she prefers the good nata ed crudity of Casson Ferguson.
In the cast arc Herbert Standing, Helen Dunbar, and
Byrdine Zuber.

Pass it Through Quietly For There Isn't Anything to Brag About
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
You've got to expect a weak one now and then and if
you're tied up to a regular program there is little to
do but snvle and make the best of it, figuring on getting something particularly good on succeeding days in
order to keep up the reputation of your house.
If you're catering to regulars and don't feel that you
can afford to make promises that won't be earned out.
of
I'd go very easy on this ore and trust to the loyalty her
Vivian Martin admirers, who may be satisfied with
eneven if there's nothing in the story to arouse any
thusiasm. , ,
of
number
a
written
has
Although Edith Kennedy
scenarios for Miss Martin, Lila Lee and others, her
name can't be expected to signify much to the average
doen't bother much
playersin but
fan who
about
the remembers
others concerned
a production. >
As long as yon can't bank on the reputation of the
authc
uthor, or the publicity attaching to an adaptation of a
Look Out For This Man.

Make

DAILY

Harry Rapf calls attention to the
fact that a "Mr. Ferguson" is offering
for sale, a five reel feature entitled
"Wanted For Murder." This p cture
which ran at the Broadway is being
handled by Mr. Rapf and he is taking
steps to stop the deception.

well known
book or stage play, there's nothing
to\
boost except the star's name linked up with the titles
of photoplays in which she has gained a reputation.
Miss Martin's
list inclines
"Lifle
Miss Optimist,
"The
Sunset T;ai'," " The Trouble
Buster," "Molly^
Entangled" and "The Fair Barbarian."
Niles Welch doesn't appear to particular advantage
in this, but he is recognized as a more than ordinarily
popular leading man and -on that account it would b<
wise to give him liberal mention in your publicity.
Possible catch'ines might read: "She looked for ro-|
mance and fount it in a flat. If you don't believe that]
wealth may be a poor substitute for happiness. «ee
Goes a- Wooing.*" Another
Vivian Martin in 'Jane
one. "Don't iudge a man by his manners. Vivian
Martin tried it in 'Jane Goes a- Wooing* and almoat^

got fooled."
Adopt Resolutions.
New York State Local No. 1, Motic:
Picture Exhibitors League of Amciic.
have forwarded resolutions of condolence to the widow of Col. Theodor.
Roosevelt and have ordered the flag a
half mast on all their theaters.

Joe Merrick, has been promoted from
exhibitors'
supervisor
Pacific Coast
Mutual
to assistant
sales for
manager
with
headquarters in New York. The first
thing he did when promoted was to go
to Pittsburgh to see how the film ex-— _
Mutual.
change fire had affected Exhibitors"
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CLASSIFIED.

Out Indiana Way

House Changes
Hewitt. Minn. — Roy
remodel his theater.

Prettyman

will

The classified columns of WID'S fi'l
a long felt want. It is the market place
Pembina, N. D. — Moving picture out! buyer and seller — employer and
fit purchased by John Copeland.
emph>: ee or the small advertiser can
put His story liefore practically every
tirmont, N. D. — H. O. Hubbard has
• live exhibitor in the country every day leased the Hub to Edwin Mergens and
in the year, at nominal cost. Rate 50c Tony Kolbeck.
per line. Cash with order.
Hampton, Iowa — The Star has been
leased to James Keefe, who will operate it in connection with the Windsor.
POSITIONS.
A

Pipe organist at liberty (male). Experienced, steady, reliable Will go anywhere —
No. 1 references. Johnny Hines care

WID'S

DAILY.

THEATERS FOR SALE
LEASE.

OR

Eight hundred seat modern house in Bronx.
Will lease for long term. House now showing
nice profit. Good reason for selling — Box 1
th's office.
Theater for Sale; — I know of a splendid theater proposition in town of 3,000 ; house
equipred for theater, vaudeville and pictures ;
only house in town ; it's a good one ! James
V. Bryson, 719 Hennepin Avenue. Minneapolis.

V ANTED
Second
hand
Theater
Price— Box
55 this

TO BUY.
equipments.
office.

Highest

H'ELP WANTED.
Opei?tor must he steady and efficient — in
New York State— $22.00 weekly. Address Box
1'I2— this office.
Operator Wanted— Must be clean cut, steady
»rd willing to work ; must be able to operate
t\>o Powers *>B machines and generating set;
*Uit know the work from A to % Good steady
to th
r ght man
No booze fijrhter need
S
S. K
Leen, Ruby theater. Jamestown.
J.anager for GOO seat house in New Jersey—
and h^me prr»«eeiront. Tell all in
first letter.
Box 105 this office.
Manager of experience for modern picture
theater in Iowa City, of 20,000 will consider
leasing house to relip.hle party. Address
A. W. J e/o WID'S DAILY.

FOR SALE
MISCELLANEOUS.
For Sale — Used Powers 6A ; also compense
arc at a bargain : new outfit would cost at
least $100. Address James V. Bryson, 719
Hennepin
Avenue,
Minneapolis.
Moving Picture Outfits— We buy, sell or exchange anything in stereopticon or motion picture machines, gas machines, films, songs or
lecture sets. Get our bargain list of new and
used outfits. Agents for Powers, Edison, Simpler, Motiograph, etc. Established 1882. National Equipment Company, 417 West Michigan Street, Duluth,
Minn.

FREE TO SERVICE MEN
Men returning from the
service are invited to use
WID'S Situation Wanted
columns. Your uniform
entitles you to this service
without charge.

Avoca, Iowa — James Zimmerman
purchased
the Novelty.

iT5f,rfluUC'fiCKtT
SELLING AND
IIIU^O
CASH REGISTER
CO.

mmfflSmMtf MflgfflOKKlg
all

kinds
USED

1731

of

Theatre

Tickets

UNIVERSALLY

BROADWAY

N. V. CI rY

SUN-LIGHT ARC CO., Inc.

est picture, "Dolly's Vacation"
iieorpe L. Senger. rnanager
of the
Lincoln at Mishawaka, who has been
seriously
ill
of
pneumonia
is
on
the
way
to recovery.
The Tolleston at Tolleston. a small
town near Gar;,, will be re-opened soon
by A. G Gollenstein, formerly manager
of the Lyric, Garv.

has

Edward G. Sourbier, owner of the
Hardy, Neb. — The Rex is being re- Palms, Keystone and Bijou in Indianamodeled It will be renamed the
polis obtained a 99 vear lei«e on three
Liberty.
large downtown business buildings and
intends to put an elaborate motion picture theater on the site. Work will be
Lincoln, Neb.— The Orpheum has been
closed.
started as soon as he can obtain possession.
Harrison, Neb. — M. H. Koch has reopened his house.
Resolutions protesting against the
closinc; of the moti >n picture theaters
North
Bend,
Neb.— Fred
Mehaffey on Sundays and asking that the state
has taken over the Lyric.
legislature repeal the Sunday closing
law, were adopted last week by various
Kenyon,
Minn,
—
F.
A.
Schuchard
has
organizations representing musicians,
closed.
stage-hands and motion picture operators at Evansville..
Easton, Minn. — Val Barber has rented
the theater here from W. A. Cusick.
Des Moines — J. P. Julius
thousand seat house.

to erect a

Poli to Build in Hartford.
S. Z. Poli, the New England theater
owner plans a new $175,COO theater to
lie built on Main Street. Hartford. The
house which will be a combination of
pictures and vaudeville will be a three
story one, 120x158 feet of brick, steel
and concrete construction. The theater
will be patterned after the Rivoli on
a much smaller scale.
Producer's cf State Rights
pictures can secure a service from us
that is indespensible to the Exchanges
handling the feature. We furnish high
class Lobby displays without any expenditure or risk to the producer. We
have a catalogue for the Theater
Owner that is theirs for the asking.

Posters

' 2J0 West 42nd St. N. Y.

PHone: Bryant 5725

photos

Exhibitors Poster & Supply Co.
209-213
NEW

WEST
YORK

48th
ST.,
CITY

SUPPLIES

SLIDES

218 West

Baby Marie Osborne greeted many
admirers at the Colonial last week in
connection with the showing of her lat-

James L. Sheetz, proprietor of the Orpheum, Lafayette, escaped serious injury last week when he was struck by
Ipswich, S. D. — C. B. Reeves and F.
B. Wickland have bought the theater a street car.
from M. A. Soderland.
Soldiers stationed at the army hosEureka, S. D. — Frank Sutherland has
pital at West Baden, Ind., may "see
sold bis house to Chas. Silver.
themselves as others see them" in a few
weeks as a result of a visit last week
Forsythe, Mont. — P. F. Irving has by a number of camera men.
assumed management of the Star.
Fred Lash. Sr., who opened the first
^ Milwaukee,
The Schlitz Palm moving picture show at Hammond, Ind.,
Garden
is to beWis.—
enlarged.
d'etl at his home there last week after
a lingering illness. He was seventyLyons.
Neb.
—
M.
C.
Freed
has
leased
three
years old.
'.he Reed.

KRAUS MFG. CO.

^and

DAILY

OREIGN FILM TITLES
AS
FRANCISCO ELI
Are THE

BEST

220 West 42nd Street, New York

New
TELE ['HONE

J. JUSTICE

48ih St.
York
BRYANT

MG8

HARMER,

LILLIAN

President

WARD

Artists' and Directors' Representative.
Catering especially to Motion Pictures.
PUTNAM
BUILDING
1493 Broadway
Room

WE

CAN

FRAME

YOUR
GUNBY

301

UP

INSERTS
BROS.,
Inc.

145 West 45th Street, New

York City

Studio for Rent
Fully

Fquioped

WE

Phone

HAVE

300 New

8355

Bryant

IT

(Copies For Sale or Rent

One and two reel comedies and dramas

Film & Supply Co.

CHARLES

N.New
JAW> ork
II Z.City
1 5 W.

YOU

NEED

MARY

45lh St.

IT

FORREST

Controlling rich ts to leading Broadway plays and the very latest
no\els and original storks

FULTON

THEATRE

BLDG., 46 & Broadway

Dirty Film

+

minimum bookings

Clean Film

+

maximum bookings

lake Your Choice

Phone: 'Bryant 9351

PHOi;

BW-ANT

&R

BRODA
LETT

S

"HAND

H

220
ROOM

1 L L U S T

WEST

2004

42

Film Renovating Co.

7392

729 7th Ave.

MEYER

New York

A

T 1 O N S
ED
TITLES"

nd

STREET

NEW

YORK

CITY

LOUIS SEEL
367 WADSWORTH
AVENUE
NEW YORK

—Maybe Stone has it
Here's a "Film Library" of
Special Scenes
When you want to "Flash In" a Fire,
Explosion, Rough Water, Wreck, Collision,
Submarine, Zeppelin, Sunset, Ship Arriving or Departing, Naval, Guns Firing,
Shots Striking, War Stuff or Foreign or
U. S. Action, Travel Scenes anywhere in
the World, Scientific, Industrial, Insect,
Animal or Bird Life, Magic, Colored or
Non-Flam,
"MAYBE
145 W. 45th St.

STONE HAS
Bryant 2717

IT" ..
New York

ANIMATED
HOUSE TITLES
UNIQUE
LEADERS
& 1RAILERS
Tour own idea executed in
highly artistic manner
Judge my leaders and trailers by my
customers: The Kivoli, Kialto. Strand.
Kroadway, Symphony, Marcus Lotw
Theatres, Shea's Hippodrome, the Orpheum Circuit and many others are
using them extensively.
Samples submitted tn request

<
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Would Prohibit Sunday Pictures.
Woonsocket, R. I.— A move is afoot in
Censors to Reduce
Percent- this city to prohibit the showing of picage of American Films.
tures on Sunday. The agitation started
as a result of a sermon in one of the
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Toronto — The Canadian Censors have leading churches here. After the serrecalled all American
news
weeklies
mon, a committee was appointed to take
for five weeks back to eliminate the action on the question.
"over-percentage
of American
news."
The
Canadian
people
have
become
Rainey Back in America.
antagonized because of the surplus of
San Francisco — Paul J. Rainey, the
war films and as a result the Censor African explorer who took pictures of
Board has been ordered
to put into his adventures in the Dark Continent
effect
M.
McGarry's
order
cutting has returned from Asia. He has with
American film about 50 percent.
him films of the Czechs protecting the
Trans-Siberian Railway and others
The Canadian despatch telling of the showing the Bolsheviki at work. He
is
on his way east.
cutting of news weeklies did not occasion much comment from news weekly
men. It did develop that the original
ruling was a civil and not military one
applicable to Ontario only. However,
officers of other provinces report that
they can do no business with the American weeklies and so are cutting them.
Famous Players is distributing the
Gaumont Graphic in Canada. Universal
Current events and the Screen Telegram
are entirely American. Pathe is showing a mixed edition of its British and
French weeklies.
News weekly men said it is impossible to secure any British or Canadian
film to show in the weeklies. F.. B.
Hatrick, manager of International News
weekly service said that it was because
of this Government's liberal policy and
the conservative policy of the Allies that
no British film appeared in the weeklies. English film appeared in the
Official War Review only.
All told about eight prints circulate
in the Dominion. Gaumont and International expressed indifference as to
whether their weeklies circulated in
Canada.

Cut Weeklies Again

Canadian

Branham

n,

1919
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Price 5 Cents

Plans of New Exhibitors Organization
Announced by Schaefer and Rembusch — All Through With N. A. M. P. I.—
First Meeting
Next Mont.i. — Dues, $25 a Year.
No More Expositions.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
perfected for a new and stronger organization of exhibitors. It will be known
as the National Exhibitors Association.
The N. E. A. is the result of a
scheme upon which Messers. Schaefer
and Rembusch have been working ever
since the break with the producers body
following its repudiation of the exhibitors request for a fifty-fifty represent
tion in the N. A. M. P. I.
The moved marks a definite ste

Chicago — At last the exhibitors of
America are to have a real organization,
if the plans of Messrs. Schaefer and
Rembusch materialize, and there is every
reason to believe that they will.
The late president of the Exhibitors
Branch of the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry, and Secretary Rembusch, following a lengthy session with a number of prominent exhibitors, announced that plans had been

Moves

Assumes Management of Majestic, Detroit— C. C. Perry His Successor.
Charles G. Branham. prominent for
several years among Minneapolis motion picture exhibitors, has resigned as
manager of the Strand. Mr. Branham
has gone to Detroit and has assumed
management there of the Majestic, with
a seating capacity of 2100.
Mr. Branham managed the Strand
.Theater first for Saxe Bros, and later
for Ruben and Finkelstein, when that
concern assumed the lease. He has also
been advertising; representative for the
Strand, New Garrick, and New Lyric,
the three big downtown, Minneapolis
houses in the R and F string. Charles
C. Perry, formerly ass'stant manager of
the St. Paul New Garrick succeeds
Branham as manager of the Strand.
Mr. Perry comes from Camp Codv,
N. M., where he has been managing the
Liberty.

AUTHORITY

away from the manufacturer's organi
zation and will give the exhibitor
greater scope and a free hand to work
out their
own destinies
destinies, and
for it
con
trol
its own
not"will
be COD
trolled," Mr. Schaefer announces.
Every exhibitor and every theaterma
in ibis country will be asked to paitiejpate in its government and shape its
policies. The forming of the new leagiu
has welded together the two former
bodies— the M. P. E. A. and A. E. A.
The new Association
will be governed by a committee of 48 men,
chosen from each state
One of th
unique planks
the will
N. E.be A.'s
nev
platform
is thatof there
no mor
moving
picture expositionis, such
have been held in the past.
Though not definitely settled, it is tr
tentative plan to assess each exhibitor
member $25 a year dues. Out of this
fund incidental expenses of the Association will be paid as well as financing
any fights against adverse legislation,
and it will be used to protect its members in other ways from unjust and
burdensome local taxes. The new
association will be self sustaining
through membership assessments.
The representative
from each state
will be elected by the exhibitors from
that s*~.te and from the men so chosen

j

a competent
man' towillbe
handle elected.
the affairs
'
of
the organization
In d scussing the formation of the I
new 1 -sociation Mr. Schaefer said:
"The negotiations looking to a merger
with t .. N. A. M. P. I. are dead and
forgott n The idea has been entirely
discard d. We have been busy for some
time la ing plans for the campaign just
launche 1 We have promised to give
the e:
rs a real, live, progressive
organization and we are going to do
it. We are going to demonstrate the
actual ; dvantages of membership and
we havf no doubt with these advantages
apparem the membership will roll in

"I could be happy with either
were t'other deaf charmer away"

The
fi:'bout
st meeting
of the
will/'"
very
ra,
idly."
be
heldanr.Dunced.
the first
weeknewin body
February
it is
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CUTS AND FLASHES

Dayton Handles Stewart Production.
"The Law of Nature"— Anti-Alcohol
Feature.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Dayton, O. — Altho the Libson interDavid G. Fischer Prod., Inc., will
ests who control the Strand and three
give a special showing of its initial theaters in Cincinnati have the 1st
feature "The Law of Nature" on Jan- National franchise for both cities. The
uary 13th, at two o'clock in Wurlitzer
here is to play "Virtuous
Hall. "The Law of Nature" is in eight Dayton
reels, and was written by Mr. Fischer Wives." This will not be the first of
in collaboration with Captain Richmond the First National program that The
Dayton has used for that house played
Pearson Hobson, ex-Congressman from
Alabama and prominent in public life. "Tarzen of The Apes." "The Romance
Tarzen" and "Pershing's Crusaders."
"The Law of Nature" will be pre- of
sented first in legitimate theaters, and The more important offerings of the
First
National program can be exploitlater will be sold on a state rights basis.
ed better at The Dayton as The Strand
The picture was directed by Mr.
Fischer. Vincent Coleman and Dixie altho a first rate house has not the seating capacity of the Dayton. The Strand
Lee appear in the leading roles. Others
in the cast are Frances NeMoyer and uses all the Chaplin pictures and can
never
take care of the crowds. The
Harold Salter. Stanley G. Mason was
Dayton gets 10, 15 and 25 cents, the
the cameraman.
quarter seats being the entire lower
floor, while the loges or balcony boxes
are
35 This against a general 10 cent
"Girl of My Dreams" Censored.
Pennsylvania State Board of Censors admission at The Strand with a few
have censored certain shots of the Billie loges at 20 cents. The Dayton also
uses a Concert Orchestra of fifteen
Rhodes feature, "Girl of My Dreams,"
which show her taking a dip in a se- pieces while The Strand does not have
this feature.
cluded pool in the mountains.

James J. Corbett has started work
on his Universal serial "The Midnight
Man." It will be in 18 episodes.

Wonder What Sammy Goldfish
family?
Goldwin is gonna do with that Foid

- Harry Carey now has the "flu." Allen
Holubar is improved and Lyons and
Moran are around again.

New Incorporations
Raleigh, N. C— Acme Film Co., to
manufacture and develop films. Capital stock, $50 000. Benjamin Strasser,
Jr., J. Henrie Boudelaire and C. M.
Kelwe, incorporators.

' I Naomi Childers will be seen in another Metro picture opposite Bert Lytell
J] in
"Theby Blind
rected
John Man's
Ince.

Eyes" to be di-

i "The Hidden Truth," produced
by
she International Film Service, starring
Anna Case, will be released by Select

Harrisburg, Pa. — Holl is- Smith-Morton Co., Pittsburg, motion picture supplies. Capital $10,000.

'as a special.
Myron Selznick has secured the Hattons' play "Upstairs and Down" for
Olive Thomas' first picture. Mr. Selznick left yesterday for the coast. He
will be joined by Miss Thomas in Chicago.

A Fox story tells about Theda Bara's
little foot bein' caught under a heavy
door and hurt so, she fainted. Well,
it's all true 'cause I was there and saw
it. It was hard to tell which looked the
most pained, Theda or Fleming Ward,
her leading man who opened the door
on her foot. But Theda's maid gave
her
glass
valet agave
him ofa water
glass ofand
milkFleming's
and the
show was on.

The May Allison company will spend
two weeks between Catalina and Santa
Cruz Islands on a yacht that figures
largelyMetro
in "The
Island ofHenry
Intrigue"
next
production.
Otto heris
says she
bein'
T director.
a Dolores
lieutenantCasinelli
very much.
Lastlikes
summer
when she went to Camp Upton for
The West End Lyric, which has been
some scenes on "Stars of Glory" she
running Paramount first-run in St. sang to the soldiers and they were so
Louis seven days a week, it is under- grateful and liked her so much besides
Stood have cancelled their contract and that they made her a first honorary
will run First National, United and lieutenant. I wonder what kind of a
uniform she has?
State right productions.
Frank Lawrence and Viola Mallory,
film editors, who have been spending
a month in New York completing work
on "The Heart of Humanity" the big
-^Allen Hulobar drama have returned to
. Universal City.

Lee Moran contracted the influenza
just after finishing a picture called
"You've Got Tt," making fun of the
epidemic. Showing that it don't pay to
make fun of a serious subject.

I wish Houdini had been in our town
Rupert Julian has finished work on
the new Monroe Salisbury-Ruth, Clif- the night our barn took fire and father
ford feature adapted from the Hun- lost his keys down the well.
story "Pirate
Gold"under
and the
the title
film
Wallace Reid calls his next picture
is to be garian
released
shortly
a vacation. He has lots of scenes
"The Mysterious Millionaire."
where he is driving a car at top speed

Once Upon a Time.
S
I

LEWIS J. SELZNICK
was in the jewelry busincs* on Sixtfc
Avenue.

V

bronze lamp, why, Mr. Fox said he had
Sacremento, Cal. — Fraser Motion Picto go to Florida to direct Evelyn Nesture Syndicate, Reno, Nev. Capital $250bit.
000. George G. Fraser, San Francisco,
Mabel Norman nearly broke a beauti- president.
ful tooth on a fake piece of candy in
Austin, Texas — R. D. Lewis Film C>">,
the
store said
scenehein was
"Sis awful
Hopkins."
director
sorry The
but Oklahoma City; capital $50,000. R. D.
Lewis, C A. Bibbs and John S. Slocum,
he just
to use
'cause
she had incorporators
eaten
up had
all the
real it
candy
in sight
Austin, Texas — Liberty Film Corp,
from Bombay says that Oklahoma City; capital $25,000. L. C.
the audiences always Baxley, W. G Underwood and J. D.
during a kissing scene
Morse, incorporators.
I'll bet they fall asleep
Harrisburg Pa. — South Side Amusement Co., Pittsburg; $5,000. Beatrice
I wonder if Dave Thompson rememLando.
bers that he promised over a bottle of —
Harrisburg,
Pa. — Woodard
Amuseof — oh, something "bubbly" to send me
ment Co., Philadelphia; $2,000.
his very first picture post card from
California.
Springfield, 111. — Monee
Amusement
Co., Monee, dissolved.

Suchet Singh
in his country
close their eyes
on the screen.
sometimes.

Publicity

Edmund

McCray of Oskaloosa, Iowa,

has
taken up itthe
"Let'sAllGo"of and
is applying
to slogan,
the Lyric.
his
ad copy is to carry the slogan "Let's
Go To The Lyric" and then will follow
the name of the production.
Ralph Ruffner of Butte, Mont, was
the originator of the idea of "Lets Go
to the Rialto theater tonight."

Columbus, Ohio— Elyria Theaters Co.,
Elyria, decrease capital from $200,000 to
Carson
$70,000.
Syndicate

City, Nev. — Fraser
Picture
incorporated; Reno; capital

$250,000.

QUOTATIONS
Bid Asked Last
Sale

Frank H. Vine has just been appointand that is Wally's pastime.
ed General Manager of the New Eng- Paramount
land branch of the United Picture The- World
Just as soon as Charlie Brabin took
a new lease on his apartment and
aters. He has had long experienced in Triangle
bought two new oriental rugs and a that territory.
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IN THE

COURTS

Jacques Tyrol, who has been known
in the film business as John Rittberg
and lack Tyrell, has filed two suits in
sion
the Supreme Court to recover posses
t
of films One is brought againslie
Samuel B. Kramer and the Repuh the
and
Laboratories Co., for $4,000
other against the Mavtrix Photoplayss
Inc for $500. The first suit allege
that the defendants have offices on the
fourth floor of 729-7th Avenue and that
the plaintiff is the owner of a sevenreel film of 6.915 feet. 280 scenes, depicting the lack of parental duty to
ward children, and known as And the
a sevenChildren Pay." He als owns feet
275
reel positive print of 7,000
Sins of the
scenes, known as "The
Sons." He says the defendants have
the films in sp-te
retained possession of asks
either $4,000
of his demands and
or the films.
.
.
Co.
Maytnx
The suit against the
print
a
has
nt
alleges that the defenda
of "And the Children Pay" in its rooms
on the 8th floor of 729-7th Avenue and
refuses to give up the plaintiff's property. ^__

House Changes
Berkeley, Cal — H. A. Merlin, formerly manager of the Strand has been succeeded by L. V. De Lorme.
Detroit— R. Perry formerly with
Metro succeeds Harry Somerville of the
Drury Lane.
»

Detroit_George Cusick has succeeded
as manager of the BroadEdgar Carson
way Strand.
Creston la.— The Temple Grand, has
been sold by Louis Rosenfeld to Hal
Kelley.
Chillicothe, Ohio— Victor Conn has
succeeded Elmer Redclle as manager
of the Sherman theater.
Detroit— Charles H. Miles who operates the Regent and Orpheum theaten.
announces that commencing Jan. 29
the policy of the Regent theater will
change from a first-run picture house
to vaudeville.

In the Open Market
Many State Righters in Town.
A number of state righters are in
town At the Arrow Film office^ alone
there were five yesterday : M. Kaplan,
of the Variety Pictures Corp.. Baltimore, Sam Grand, Federal Features
Film Co., Boston; J. Singer, Quaker
City Film Exchange, Philadelphia; J.
L. Roth, Premier Feature Film Co.,
Boston; and Herbert Weil of Port
Huron, Mich.

Cheerfulness and content are great
beautifiers. and are famous preservers
of youthful looks. — Dickens.
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Business Getting Possibilities Good on Account of Star's Popularity
Fred Stone in

"UNDERArtcraft
THE

TOP"

DIRECTOR
Donald Crisp.
AUTHORS
.....
John Emerson
and Anita Loos.
CAMERAMAN
Henry
Kotani.
AS A WHOLE
Too forced to register as first
class comedy;
popularity
of star the best
asset.
STORY

Doe~n't
look reasonable
enough
to
pass as life like, so they present it as a
dream.

DIRECTION

Makes the most of star's acrobatic ability, which is the chief feature of
the film.
PHOTOGRAPHY
'
Nothing
remarkable,
but
generally clear.
LIGHTINGS
Not much attention paid to artistic effects.
CAMERA WORK
Successful in getting shots
of Fred Stone in difficult positions.
STAR
Plays in good natured vein and works
hard to put across stunts on the screen.
SUPPORT
Ella Hall passeble
as the shero;
James Cruze, Sylvia Ashton and others do
all that the story permits.
EXTERIORS
Scenes around circus tent carry
appropriate atmosphere.
INTERIORS
Conventional.
DETAIL
Some of the sub-titles draw laughs;
bi+s of circus life contribute to picture.
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
.... Entirely harmless.
LENGTH
OF
PRODUCTION
4,309 feet.
It's too bad that Fred Stone didn't draw a better
story for his second picture appearanc. He hasn't
yet had a really fair chance to show whether or not
his type of comedy can he put across on the screen
with the effectiveness that has made bis name famous
on the stage. In time. Fred may pet just the right
kind of material: then he ought to start something, for
he has a mighty likeable personality and when it
comes to trick stnnts he's in a class by himself.
This misses on tbe story, which is too forced to be
convincing, a condition that authors John Emerson
and Anita Loos, apparently recognized, otherwise they
would not have turned it into a dream, which doesn't
help even a little bit. The plot hasn't the dream
quality.
There
aren't the elements of fantasy and

Circus Story, Passing as a Dream,

poetry needed in a dream story and nobody
to be impressed by this old trick of trying istolikely
set
out from under unconvincing situations
Stone's acrobatics are the real thing and, of
course,
it is highly appropriate that he • 'lonld appear in a
circus picture. Many of your fd s may be counted
upon to enjoy a number of the 4 :nes, considered individually, e\en if the production! n its entirety leave!
a negative impression.
They set the circus atmosphere in the prologue,
introducing a boy who attends a traveling circus and
champions the little daughter of the manager when she
is threatened by roughs. Having returned home, filled
with thoughts of the circus, the boy starts a show of
his own, taking the part of the tight-rope walker himself. The fall from the rope accounts for the 4.500
foot dream to follow.
Stone's introduction as a house painter,
his calling at the perilous point of a church pursuing
steeple,
is effective, as is his unconventional descent. Soon
the circus comes to town and with it memories of
the long ago, when, as a boy, he had come to the aid
of the little girl who still accompanies her father's
troupe. The old circus man dies suddenly, leaving
his daughter and the show property which she inherits under the guardianship of two veteran members of the company, who turn out to be first class
croo'es. They scheme to get control of the circus, not
knowing that their former running mate, Sylvia
Ashton and her crafty son, James Cruze, are after
the same ea?y money.
Tbe plot hinges on the efforts of tbe crooks to get
the better of defenseless little Ella Hall and Stone's
opportune intervention on her behalf. Playing the
game of a pl'h lover. Cru?e is about to marry the girl
when the faithful house painter comes between ;hc;n
Saved, for a few moments, the persecuted Flla is
aeain ironard;7ed by tbe circus men who figure on
hypnotizing her into marrying one of them.
There is action galore in tbe scenes preparatory to
Stone's triumph as the saviour of the girl. The picture is benefited, however much the pl<>t may indicate
a convenient arrangement, by the agility of the star
in the use of all varieties of circus apparatus during
the sequences dealing with his catch-a«-catch-can conflict with the sl'ero's pursuers. Included in the cast
are Lecter
Noah
Beery. LeMay, Guy Oliver, Charles Ogle, and

Is Too Forced to Convince

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
I can't see this as a really first class film from a
technical angle, but in the matter of advertising possibility, itis there all along the line. As a business
getter it is quite likely to go ahead of pictures of more
intrinsic merit.
In point of genuine popularity among theater-goers
in small towns as well as cities Fred Stone is one of
the safest bets among the high priced stars corra'cd
by the Famous Players-Lasky people. He has tonrrrt
the country frequently enough to become generally
known as a stage comedian of the highest character
and his following is pretty certain to turn out to see
what he does in pictures.
Just to make certain that your folks identify him
correctly, word your reading notices so that mention
is made
of the famous
team
of Montgomery
and
Spoor Lands Another Big Contract.
Indianapolis, Ind. — Ike Schlank. president of the Capitol Film Co., Inc., has
signed a long term contract with the
Spoor-Thompson Laboratories for the
the processing of film for all pictures
released by that company This company has now started the release of
pictures, the positive prints for which

Stone who appeared in various plays, preferably naming
those which visited your town. By consulting
newspaper files it w'll be a simple matter to
get exact dates as well as names and to work publicity on the line that Fred Stone, after a lapse of so
many years (giving the number) is returning in his
photoplay
Thebecause
Top".the There's
no
danger
of atriumph
comeback"Under
on this,
film is not
poor enough to make your regulars think that they
have been fooled.
The title is decidedly catchy and cirens stones have
more than the average appeal. You might exploit this
on a circus basis, dressing your lobby accordingly and
using throw-a-ways of the circus type. To start the
film appropriately, have a baritone in a clown cos-

tume sing the prologue to "Pagliacci".
will run into several hundred thousand 1
Beecroft to Sail Soon.
feet of film each week.
It is reported that Chester Beecroft,
Famous
Players-Lasky Export departThis is the second big contract secured
ment will shortly take an extended trip
by the Spoor-Thompson laboratories abroad.
within the last two weeks, the first hav- | Mr. Beecroft was in Washington
ing been signed by J. A. Berst for pro- yesterday arranging for licenses and
cessing all of the film of the United his
the trip.
necessary papers preparatory to
Picture Theaters of America.
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CLASSIFIED.

Hoffman

The classified columns of WID'S fill
a long felt want. It is the market place
when buyer and seller — employer and
employee or the small advertiser can
put his story before practically every
live exhibitor in the country every day
in the year, at nominal cost. Rate 50c
per line. Cash with order.

THEATERS FOR SALE OR
LEASE.
Eight hundred seat modern house in Bronx.
Will lease for long term. House now showing
nice profit. Good reason for selling— Box 1
this office.
Theater for Sale— I know of a splendid theater proposition in town of 3,000 ; house
equipped for theater, vaudeville and pictures :
only house in town ; it's a good one ! James
V. Bryson, 719 Hennepin Avenue, Minneapolis.

WANTED

TO BUY.

Second hand Theater equipments. Highest
Cash Price — Box 55 this office.

HELP

DAILY

igig

WANTED.

Operator must be steady and efficient^in
New York State— $22.00 weekly. Address Box
102— this office.
Operator Wanted— Must be clean cut, steady
and willing to work ; must be able to operate
two Powers 6B machines and generating set;
must know the work from A to %. Good steady
job to the right man. No booze fighter need
ipply. S. K. Leen, Ruby theater, Jamestown,
N. D.
Manager for 600 seat house in New Jersey—
talary and home arrangement. Tell all in
first letter.
Box 105 this office.
Manager of experience for modern picture
theater in Iowa City, of 20,000 will consider
"teasing house to reliable party. Address
A. W. J. c/o WID'S DAILY.

FOR SALE
MISCELLANEOUS.
For Sale— Used Powers 6A : also compense
•re at a bargain : new outfit would cost at
least $400. Address James V. Bryson, 719
Hennepin
Avenue, Minneapolis.
Moving Picture Outfits— We buy, sell or exchange anything in stereoptieon or motion picture machines, gas machines, films, songs or
lecture sets. Get our bargain list of new and
ased outfits. Agents for Powers, Edison, Simplex, Motiograph, etc. Established 1882. National Equipment Company, 417 West Michigan Street, Duluth, Minn.

with

Pioneer

Replaces

Nathan
Hirsch, Former
President.
M. H. Hoffman has assumed the
presidency of the Pioneer Film Corp.,
the place held by Nathan Hirsch. At
present Mr. Hoffman is styled "general
manager"
but it will
is believed
meetingto
of
the officers
be helda soon
name him as president.
Mr. Hoffman who until now maintained his own exchange at 729 Seventh
Avenue will give that office up and
move over to the Pioneer offices. This
change means that in addition to the
present features held by Pioneer which
include "Wives of Men," "The Prodigal
Wife," "Little Orphant Annie" and
"The Still Alarm," the films controlled
by Hoffman will now be handled from
the Pioneer offices. Hoffman distributes in New York and Northern New
Jersey. He handles the Gaumont News
and Graph'c, "After the War,"
Craving" and "Suspicion." The
officers of Pioneer are Morris
vice-president and Louis Haas,
tary and treasurer.
No

Decision

"The
other
Rose,
secre-

Yet.

Washington — The Federal Trade
Commission has as yet rendered no decisions in connection with the complaints filed against the Royal Cinema
Corp., Joseph Simmonds or the Lasso
Pictures Co. involving the allegations
of change of title of certain productions.

SUN-LIGHT

This is Good"

Salvation Army Puts One Across in
Real Fashion.
Los Angeles — Talk about your war
work. The Salvation Army has put
one over.
Here it is !
On the Lasky lot some scenes were
being taken that savored of a war atmosphere. In order to secure authentic
details and so on, some real Salvation
Army folks were used, sprinkled in and
out among the trenches carrying on their
duties as they would on the field of
battle. Some very interesting scenes
were shot. But there came a lull in the
proceedings, while the director was
looking over his script and the stagehands were preparing a set. And instead of loitering about the stage or
grounds, the members of the Salvation
Army put in the time holding a real
meeting, with the players of the company in respectful attendance. After
the usual exercises, the members of the
army
sold copies
"War a Cry,"
their official
organ, ofandthereaped
harvest of nickels and dimes.

"Flu" Notes

Cambridge, Mass. — The Mayor has
ordered the motion picture theaters
closed to children under 16, during the
next week on account of the influenza
here.

Frankfort, Ky. — Injunction suit has
been brought by Dr. John G. South,
president of the State Board of Health,
to restrain D. D. Smith of this city
Shauer to go Abroad.
from opening his picture house which
ordered closed on account of the
Emile Shauer, assistant treasurer of was
influenza.
Famous Players-Lasky is to leave for
England
S. S.intends
"Adriatic"
on
Jan.
25. on
Mr. the
Shauer
touring
Three Oaks, Mich. — Frank E. Lee's
some of the continental countries in the picture
theater, which was closed on account of the influenza ,is again open.
interest of the F. P.-L. export trade.
While abroad, Mr. Shauer will try
to see his son who is with the American
Springfield, Mass. — Citizens of West
Springfield have asked that the picture
Army of Occupation in Germany.
houses be closed on account of the increasing number of cases of influenza.

De

Haven
in
Reelers

Two-

New Theaters

Greenville, S. C— Edward C. Curtis
Parsons Signs Star and Family For 13
and Robert Wilson have plans by J. C.
Productions and Returns to Coast.
Gresham for two-story brick building
"Smiling Bill" Parsons has con- on Spring street, to include theater.
POSITION WANTED.
tracted with Carter De Haven, whereby De Haven, his wife, Flora Parker,
Piano player at liberty wants steady job.
Los Angeles. — To be erected by J. D.
Best of references. Will go anywhere. D. T. and their two children will appear in
care Wid's Daily.
a series of thirteen two-reel comedies Grauman, owner of Grauman. To have
seating capacity of 3,500.
dealing with domestic life.
The consummation of this transaction
Fort Worth. Texas. — To be erected
at the offices of Robertson-Cole yester- by Citizens Amusement Co. Seating
FREE TO SERVICE MEN
day was one of the things that brought
Parsons east. The comedies which capacity 1,800.
Men returning from the

service are invited to use
WID'S Situation Wanted
columns. Your uniform
entitles you to this service
without charge.

and

all

kinds
USED

1731

of

Theatre

Tickets

UNIVERSALLY

BROADWAY

N

Y

CITY

will
be ofatthe
type are
to be
Newcastle, Pa. — West Penn Photo
produced
theDrew'
National
studios
at
Play Co., to erect picture theater on
Hollywood under Parson's direct super- Washington street.
vision. The brand name will be "Feature Comedies" and release will be
Fort Worth — A new theater to seat
through
Exhibitors' Mutual. The first 1,800 has been built by the Citizens
on'.' in March.
Amusement Co., on the site of the old
De Haven has appeared in films before for Universal. He has been in Odeon.
vaudeville, but is now on his way to
Hartville,
Mo. — Clarence
Lilly
to
the Coast with his family. Parsons is build
new theater.
also en route to Los Angeles.
Cleveland — Euclid theater with a seatBrink Sells Interest.
ing capacity of 1,600, to be constructed.
H. A. Brink of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
Albany — Reported that Henry M.
has sold h's interest in the Distributors'
Mutual Film corporation and the Kramrath will build picture house to
cost
$170,000, with a seating capacity of
Affiliated Distributors' corporation to
L. A. Cornelius of the same city.
1,800.

ARC

CO., Inc.

218 West 48ih St.
New York
TELEPHONE

BRYANT 4468

j. JUSTICE HARMER,

LILLIAN

Prcidcnt

WARD

Artists' and Directors' Representative.
Catering especially to Motion Pictures.
PUTNAM BUILDING
1493 Broadway
Room 301

WE

CAN FRAME

YOUR
GUNBY

UP

INSERTS
BROS..
Inc.

145 West 45th Street, New York City

Studio for Rent

Fully

Fquicped

Phone

8355

Bryant

OREIGN FILM TITLES
Are THE
FRANCISCO ELIAS

BEST
220 West 42nd Street, New York
Phone: 'Bryant 9351

MARY

FORREST

Controlling richts to 'eading Broadway plays ami the very lat. st
novels and original stories.
FULTON

THEATRE

BLDG., 46 & Broadway

Producers of State Rights
pictures can secure a service from us
that is indespensible to the Exchanges
handling the feature. We furnish high
class Lobby displays without any expenditure or risk to the producer. We
have a catalogue for the Theater
Owner that is theirs for the asking.
KRAUS

MFG. CO.

320 West 42nd St. N. T.

photos
tors Pester
Co.
Supply
& 5725
Exhibi
Ptone: Bryant
Posters
209-213
NEW

WEST
YORK

48th
ST..
CITY

SUPPLIES

SLIDES

—Maybe Stone has it
Here's a "Film Library" of
Special Scenes
When you Rough
want Water,
to "Flash
Tn" Collision,
a Fire,
Explosion,
Wreck,
Submarine, Zeppelin, Sunset, Ship Arriving or Departing, Naval, Guns Firing,
Shots Striking, War Stuff or Foreign or
U. Bi Action, Travel Scenes anywhere in
the World, Scientific, Industrial, Insect,
Animal or Bird Life, Magic, Colored or
Non-Flam,
•MAYBE STONE HAS IT" ..
145 W. 45th St.
Bryant 2711
New York
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Adolph
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presents
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in 'THE
SILVER KING'
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^

"When We Say It's
A Special, We Speak
Webster's Language"
THAT'S what we told jyou about
Paramount-Artcraft Specials before the first one was released.
We have kept our word. You know
that and so does the public. Every
special is a special in quality as well
as box-office value.
"The Silver King" is one of those
productions you have sought to fill
that spot on your program that you
big. saved for something unusually
have
It's the sort of picture your people
will thank you for.
"The Silver King" was written by
Henry Arthur Jones. Burns Mantle
made the scenario and George Irving
was the director.

IH FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION ™
'7^*%^/*,

ADOLPH
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Many times I have insisted that the various so
called exhibitor organizations and producer and
exhibitor organizations which have been heralded
as the saviours of the business, were all wrong,
because they were chiefly organized for the purpose of exploiting some particular personages and
have generally lacked the whole-hearted cooperation
of all the exhibitors or all the producers.
The National Exhibitor organizations to date,
(and I am speaking now of organizations like the
National Exhibitors League), have always been
more conversation than anything else.
I have gone on record many times with the statement, that the National Association wasn't getting
anywhere insofar as accomplishing the act of bringing about co-operation between the producer and
exhibitor might be concerned.
When William A. Brady came out in the open
this week and told Fred Desberg, representing the
Ohio exhibitors that no assistance should have been
expected from the N. A. M. P. I. when they were
unable to pay their office rent, he disclosed the fact
that should have been made plain to the Ohio exhibitors many months ago when they first came to
the Association for assistance.
It is rather easy to understand why the average
producer and distributor does not feel like worrying over organizations which are supposed to develop co-operation between producer and exhibitor,
because the experiences of the past have shown
these organizations to be decidedly inefficient.
It is certainly pleasant to note the undoubted
interest created by the Ohio State Screen League's
ability to come to New York with an organization
which stands ready to do more than its share, and
has evidenced this intention by raising a sure 'nuff
fund for that purpose.
The Ohio State Screen League has already created afund of more than $14,000. That's about as
much money as any National exhibitor organization
ever had.
Many of the producers and distributors failed to
meet with Mr. Desberg when I requested them to
do so last Tuesday, but to date Mr. Desberg has
received several very substantial subscriptions from
firms who did not send a representative to meet
him at the Astor. Certainly the meeting called at
the Astor by me at Mr. Desberg's request, has
started something in the way of sure 'nuff co-operation between the producer and distributor interests,
and the exhibitor interests, and I believe it will result in the accomplishment of great results in Ohio.
The N. A. M. P. I. seems to have passed out
without anyone worrying very much except the
chief mourner, Mr. Elliott who has various considered.tracts to concern him, and a salary loss to be conMost of the producers
and distributors have
never taken the N. A. M. P. I. seriously, except
(Continued on page 24.)
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Ho adjectives of ours
-no portrait of the far
-jusi — "what others Soy"
"This classic will catch the whole country. The

picture will jam the house after the first show."
—THE BILLBOARD.
"Tremendous

is a big word, but not too big for

The Heart of Humanity'."— WID'S.
"Causes an electric current to run through your
body. Every situation has been put there to stir
the emotions and awaken the sympathy.
duction is an achievement."
—HARRISON

This pro-

in the M. P. News.

"Takes rank with the great masterpieces of the
screen. — Exhibitor's Trade Review.
"Our advice is : go see 'The Heart of Humanity'."
— N. Y. TRIBUNE.
'Wonderfully mounted, splendidly acted, altogether beautifully done."
—MOTION

PICTURE

WORLD

THE HEART OF
HUMANITY
Allen Holubar's Super Production featuring Dorothy Phillips

Released thru Jewel Productions ,»c.
1600 Broadway

New York*

1

mulay, January

HM?%
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Decidedly French Film i* Helped by Playing of Star
Henri

Krauss in

characterization. But outside of the act.ng of
there s not much to givC the film distinction. the star

"A VAGABOND
Palhe.OF FRANCE"
DIRECTOR
Henri
Krauss
\UTHOR
..Adapted from Jean Richepin's poem,
"Le Chemineau."
;AMERAMAN
Not credited
VS A WHOLE
Very Frenchy production in atmosphere and treatment; more narrative than
drama.
STORY
Suggests fiction rather than fact; frequently fails to carry conviction.
DIRECTION
Follows European traditions and
permits considerable "acting."
>HOTOGRAPHY
Very fine at times; generally
clear.
^IGHTINGS
Some
artistic effecta, notably in
scenes of picturesque orchard.
:AMERA
W03K
Lacks
variety, but for the
most part good.
TAR
May
be recalled for his work in "Lei
Miserables;"
gives interesting
characterization.
iUPPORT
Typical French cast; well suited to
roles of peasants.
EXTERIORS
Shots of farm give true atmosphere for the story.
NTERIORS
Meet requirements.
)ETAIL . .
Satisfactory according to the European
method.
IHARACTER
OF
STORY
Sex theme which
may be dangerous for neighborhood houses.
,ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4000 feet
With a European audience this probably would go
cry well, for it possesses a number of good qualities
ccording to French standards, both in the acting and
) the production, but the whole affair is so far reloved from the life of this country that it can't be
icpected to have a particularly strong appeal here.
Henri Krauss has a dominant personality and in
iany respects he is a superb actor, whose plea to fame
ith American fans is his performance in Pathe's
imous adaptation of "Les Miserables." Some of your
>lks probably will recall this feature and may be invested in seeing Krauss again in a picture that af>rds him another opportunity for a strong piece of

established
/ V r aJmosPheure
of Frenchsequences,
peasant beautifully
life is definitely
in the opening
photographed on the farm of a sheep raiser, visited
by
lhe Vagabond in the course of his wanderings lie
is attracted by Charlotta Barbier. cast as a buxom
country girl, who looks with slight favor on the wooing of a jealous farm hand. Krauss immediately
a roughly good natured courtship, which soon starts
wins
the heart of Charlotta. There scenes are played in
a typically French spirit which may seem a trifle odd
to fans unaccustomed
to foreign manners.
'The Vagabond" is still stopping at the farm when
an epidemic threatens to exterminate a valuable flock
of sheep. We are asked '.o believe that the care-free
wanderer has something of the mystic in his nature
enabling him to ef'.xt a cure where all others have
failed. He is asked to remain as superintendent of
the establishment, but the call of the road is so strong
in his blood that he steals out of the house at night
leaving the woman he had won to her fate.
After a lapse of twenty years, Charlotta Barbier
i,who fails to denote a sufficient change in appearance)
is shown as the wife of the farm hand whom she had
jilted.
But the father of her son is "The Vagabond".
The youth
has fallen desperately in love with the
daughter of the farm proprietor, who will not listen
to the match.

At this point they go after meller situations by
showing the love sick boy on the verge of suicide,
which the mother prevents, and then seeking relief
in drunkenness. Once more "The Vagabond" reaches
the farm. Following the meeting with his offspring,
and a liberal amount of unrestrained emotion shared
in by the trio, Krauss plans to straighten matters out
Fortune plays into his hands very obligingly. The
farmer's daughter is dying of grief because she can't
marry her sweetheart "The Vagabond's'' success in
curing the sheep is remembered and he is called upon
to save the girl. Money doesn't tempt him; the price
of the girl's life must be the father's consent to her
marriage. Much of the final reel is devoted to Krauss
casting a spell over the frightened farmer, who of
ending
course, falls for the plan that there may be a happy

Current Release
"The Goddess of Lost Lake"

WS&
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Call Attention to Krauss as the Hero in "Les Miserables"
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Henri Krauss in

"A VAGABOND OF FRANCE"
Pathe.
Most of you exhibitors who have experimented with
foreign made films, except when they are truly out
of the ordinary, probably have found that they don't
pull very well with an American crowd. One fundamental trouble is that they lack the little touches of
natural humor which count a lot, even in a photoplay of a serious nature.
In the first reels of this there are some attempts
at lightness, but they're not likely to register unless
you happen to be catering to a largely foreign clientele.
Americans that hail from Europe and recall the customs and traits of their native land should find enter-

tainment in "A Vagabond of France," for it is their
kind of a story in an atmosphere which is unmistakenly suitable.
If you want to play fair, it won't do to try to disguise the fact that this is a foreign product, for your
• fans will guess it immediately. The best chance might
of "Les Miserables"
be to capitalize on the reputation
by playing up the name of Henri Krauss and calling
attention to the fact that he was the hero in the greatest of all French classics.
The poem credited with inspiring the story won t
mean a thing to the average American, so pass it by,
with
Vagabond of France," along
using the title "The that
the film presents Frances
the announcement
to
Try
ion.
characterizat
classic
a
in
actor
foremost
of "Les Miserables" into all of
mention
some
work
your publicity.

TRIANGLE
Schedules for Early Release—

:—

Four plays varied in their appeal to suit the most exacting and
diverse tastes of your present day audiences

CRANE

WILBUR

MARY

in "UNTO

THE

*n "SECRET

ALMA

RUBENS

w "RESTLESS

END"
SOULS"

MacLAREN
MARRIAGE"

Baby Marie Osborne
™ "CHILD OF M'SIEU"

Observe the names of the featured players,
Success
has marked their past achievements.
Their presentation with capable players, in human interest pictures f ee from war themes —
offers you the opportunity to satisfy that craving of your audiences for peace time entertainment
Ask Your Local Triangle Exchange About
J«
the Plays that Please and Profit
J*

Triangle
1457

Distributing Corporation
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Really Nothing to Rave Over But Will Satisfy Uncritical Audiences
Barbara Castleton in

"WHAT

LOVE FORGIVES"
World.

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Perry Vekroff
Gardner Hunting
George D. Proctor
Sol Polito
Somewhat interesting but absolutely unimpressive; contains some good
comedy bits that lift it decidedly.
STORY
Just what title suggests— the old
stuff.
DIRECTION
Developed old time situations
fairly well but failed to bring pleasing star
in limelight
PHOTOGRAPHY
Nothing out of the ordinary.
LIGHTINGS
Generally clean cut throughout
CAMERA WORK
Just straight stuff.
STAR
: . . Has quiet dignity and charm of manner
that appeals.
SUPPORT
Johnny Hines a riot; John Bowers
likeable hero; Muriel
Ostriche
pretty and
acted part of wild, naughty creature; Smiley
satisfactory.
EXTERIORS
Few good; generally just fair.
INTERIORS
Ordinary
DETAIL
Many good comedy bits.
CHARACTER OF STORY ...... Will hardly offend
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4800 feet.
Somebody is at fault here — either the director or
continuity writer, for despite the fact that Miss Castleton is featured as the star. Miss Ostriche has been
givenfigured
the floor
for the
most but
part.
Of course
Muriel's
role
largely
in this,
it should
at least
have
been a 50-50 basis, since Barbara Castleton has so much
personal charm that an audience will subconsciously
look for her re-appearance from scene to scene, and
consequently will feel that they've been cheated out of
some of their just deserts.
This presents a very very old friend and is decidedly

Give Posters and Names

obvious, but nevertheless a situation which audiences
watch closely to the finish even though they know just
what it's going to be.
Briefly it concerns unsophisticated hero John Bowers
who has been lured from the straight and narrow path
by actress Muriel Ostriche, who leads him to believe
he has wrecked her life He sets out next morning
determined to right things, but she has in the meantime
eloped with Smiley Jhe wealthy old father of Barbara
Castleton.
Later is developed a romance between hero and shero Barbara Castleton, and finally a marriage. When
Muriel's hubby suffers financial straits, she has no
further use for him. Circumstances again throw hero
in her path and she threatens to expose him to his
wife unless he comes across with some coin. Hero realizes that shcro has overheard an argument between
him and Muriel and he confesses his guilt to her, but
her love prompts her to forgiveness, especially when
she finds the woman in question to be the heartless,
mercenary wife of her father.
We are handed quite a few genu-wine laughs from
comedian Johnny Hines, who is just naturally funny.
One incident particularly, where he is sitting opposite
Muriel Ostriche in her dressing room while she is
reading a letter. Here he gets a full glimpse of
the latest in hosiery and without a title his exclamation is registered by his lips : "Oh-h-h-h, isn't it
wonderful!" Most of the audience got this and it received a yell.
Another very funny incident was his "morning after"
performance where he takes the ice out of the water
pitcher and suspends it from the bedpost in a pillowcase, onto his forehead.
Miss Ostriche's characterization of the calculatingly
cold and heartless little minx was typical. She was
photographed to very good advantage, and wore some
gowns made after the lo and behold fashion that suggested display with a capital D.
Again I say, it's too bad we didn't get considerably
more Barbara Castleton for she certainly typifies charm
and is mighty easy to look at.

of Four Popular Stars Prominent Display.
Story Has no Merits

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
This production boasts of four popular film stars —
Barbara Castleton, Johnny Hines, Muriel Ostriche and
John Bowers. That ought to be a good thing to work
on since you certainly can't afford to exploit this from
the story angle. The story's a very old one in theme
and will be recognized immediately by any fan if you
hint at it.
As this stands there is indeed nothing to rave over,
neither will your gang have sufficient justification to
kick — It's just passable as a regular routine program
offering.
You are safe in promising some good comedy furnished by our impromptu comedian, Johnny Hines,
who is really funny, and well liked by the average fan.
You can recall his performance with Barbara Castleton in "Just Sylvia" which World has very recently
released. He registered big in this and folks will look
for more laughs from him.
Use posters of the four principals mentoned above,
coupling those of Miss Castleton and John Bowers,

Muriel Ostriche and Johnny Hines, the latter in some
comic pose and Miss Ostriche in showgirl outfit The
title is typically suggestive of the nature of the story
and of the kind that will attract an average audience,
but a critical audience will hardly tolerate it
In the way of catchlines, you might use something
along the following; which is worm-eaten old stuff
but always" works: "Who is largely to blame, the man
or the woman, for moral destruction? See 'What
Love Forgives' for one version of it!" Or "What would
you do, if shortly after your marriage, you found that
your husband was honor bound to another. Would
you forgive and forget the past in the happy present?
See what Barbara Castleton does in 'What Love ForAlong the comic angle you might use the line in
connection with a photograph of Johnny Hines, "Do
you know a sure 'nuf cure for that 'morning after'
gives'."Come in and take a tip from Johnny Hines.'
taste?
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The only great
American whose
achievements have
been commemorated
by the Motion
Picture.

THEODORE

ROOSEVELT

1858-1919

<5 Wc count it a rare privilege that we may at this time present
to his admirers the world over a beautiful and stirring pictorial
biography of the career of the most interesting American.
1$ That Americans will eagerly await and attend the Camera's
tribute, which so vividlv re-enacts the events which made him
our best-beloved we feel assured.

£6

The Fighting Roosevelts
An authorized Film -version of tht life and •worki •/ Colonel Theodore Roosevelt

Portrays the deeds that made him famous
and the traits that made him loved

99
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Roaring Comedy
Viola

Dana

"THE GOLD

Metro.

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
comedy

With Cute Bits of Romance

in

CURE"

John
H. Colllins
Alexine Heyland
John H. Collins
John Arnold
Contains oodles of good hokum
that will get yells from any audience; atmosphere and players decidedly

pleasing.
Cute little comedy romance having to do
with the famous Gold Cure for intoxicants.
Adaptation from story "Oh, Annice!" which
appeared in Woman's Home Companion.
DIRECTION
Created
artistic atmosphere
and
played up hokum comedy in real mirth provoking manner; romantic bits nicely handled.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Beautifully
artistic
CAMERA
WORK
Secured
very
picturesque
locations.
STAR
Decidedly ctite and appealing
and win»
laughs in comedy bits.
SUPPORT
William P. Davidson 'andsome 'ero;
others very good.
EXTERIORS
.... Great!
INTERIORS
Very
good.
DETAIL
Plenty of sure fire comedy bit», and
good titles.
CHARACTER OF STORY
. Harmless.
LENGTH OP PRODUCTION
About 4,700 feet
Viola Dana is a little willuness of the very lovable
type and puts over a real funny one in "The Gold
Cure." It is doubtful whether all your fans ever heard
of the famous cure for drink, and will consequently
wonder where in heaven's name, the title comes in.
It is up to you to decide whether or not to enlighten
them on this pont, since the knowledge might lend
an altogether misleading angle to the production. It
is really a good comedy with sufficient romantic bit*
to evenly balance it, so as to make it worth while.
This starts off with Viola Dana and her friend Elsie
STORY

iAILY

Will Please

Mcl.eod bemoaning the fact that the only live wire
left in their small community has been "landed" and
consequently the two "peaches" are up a tree. Viola
starts something by scattering tacks over the road
so as to waylay eligible tourists. It was a good bit
of business on the director's part to have the first
vehicle happening along, to contain a family of negroe«
instead of a hero.
Next Fred McGowan speeds along with Detectuil
Kfed Jones on his trail. He is thrown from his car
and taken to Viola's home, where her father, a doctor,
mends his broken members, deeming it necessary that.
he remain there indefinitely. She wires his Uncle Mike
and is met at the telegraph station by the detective
who informs her she's housing a drunken maniac. This
she is loath to believe since she has decided that
vIcGowan. a blonde, is the man for her friend Elsie,
her preference being a tall, dark man.
When Uncle Mike in the person of William P. Davidson, appears, Viola meets him with extended arms, he
teing "Tall and dark and handsome." Here we get
a little romantic mixup, with Viola, coupled with
'VGowan desiring hero Will Davidson, and Elsie,
thrown
together
with
hero, wanting
McGowan.
Willun Detectuff still seeks his prey and hires some
roughnecks to drag Fred off to a sanitarium for
drunkards. We get some excruciatingly funny bits
of business when Viola, decked out a la Charlie Chaplin, has the hired man take her to the sanitarium as a
Mibject for their care. She is placed in the hands of
the Doctor there, who borders closely on to 7 feet,
and they pull a dissolve of the Woolworth Building.
This was good. The whole incident inside the sanitarium, showing their cure methods, was a riot, it
ending with Vola getting McGowan out of the place
by nailing up the Doctor in a pillory.
They reach home to find the detectve. with somebody else's "Uncle Mike," who claims that the boob
was trailing the wrong man, which explains everything. The final sequence shows Viola coming into
her own as Aunt Mike to Hero William Davidson.
and Elsie McLeod happy with her blonde Others
in the cast were Howard
Hall.

HORART HENLEY
(MJP.D./U Directed — ^

"LAUGHING
BILIy HYDE)"
The
REXBEACH^oiy m^^ciCmLhTZOG^vte-tei
(You hove ircstd the reVie-wy)

flow dixec4riii^axaO€he* RexBe^ch ?±oi*?£br Goldwyn,
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Let Title Alone But Feature Star and Resort to Trick Advertising
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Viola Dana in

get the idea that it is undesirable subject material.
However, for the benefit of those who do know, play
up the fact that it is wholesome comedy which they'll
surely enjoy and laugh at. You can play it up as the
story of two little "peaches" and how they got their
ideal men. You might mention, for the benefit of
your women folk, that it's an adaptation from the
story "Oh, Annice!" which appeared in the Woman's
Home Companion.
In the way of catchlines, something along the following lines might excite interest: "How did you land
your husband? Did you search for him, lure him
or lasso him? Or did you do what Viola Dana did
in 'The Gold Cure'?" or "Is your husband a booze
comedian? Come in and see 'The Gold Cure' — Viola
Dana might suggest a way out."
Another good line might be: "Girls, did you ever
get into a romantic tangle with your girl friend? Did
you have the man she wanted, and she the man you
wanted?
See Viola Dana in 'The Gold Cure'."

"THE GOLD
Metro. CURE"
You can't go wrong by booking this because it's
really funny and your folks will enjoy it. Viola Dana
scores a hit as a clever little comedienne and is decidedly cute and appealing. Her name has considerable box office value as a star since she has done
very many good pictures with Metro.
Use plenty of photographs of Miss Dana, together
with some of William P. Davidson, for he sure is the
handsome boy. If you can secure any photographs
of some of the inside scenes of the sanitarium, it
might create considerable interest, since surely they're
suggestive of roaring comedy.
It is doubtful whether a large majority of your fans
will associate in connection with the title, the cure
for drunken maniacs, and it might be just as well
to let it slide by without explanation since they might

DUSTIN

FARNUM
in

"THE LIGHT OF WESTERN

STARS"

An Eloquent Telegram:-

T191GY 51

Kansas City Mo 1130am Jan 7
United Picture Theatres
1600 Broadway NY

Of America Inc.

We opened Sunday in our twelfth street theatre with
Dustln Farnum in The Light Of Western Stars to capacity
business despite bad weather and street car strike. The
most pleasing western picture we have ever played.
Surely every exhibitor will line up with United after
seeing this wonderful production.
Congratulations
Mr Berst.
Richards and Flynn.

nmnuraer^6SE KITTY GORDON in "ADELE"
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
1600 BROADWAY

of AMERICA

J. A. BERST, Pres.

NEW

Inc.
YORK

TaiiW
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Weak

Comedy

Doesn't Register, Star Has Conventional Role

Vivian Martin in

"JANE

GOES

•AILY

a-WOOING"

Paramount
DIRECTOR
VJeorge Melford
AUTHOR
Edith Kennedy
SCENARIO BY
Edith Kennedy
CAMERAMAN
Paul Perry
AS A WHOLE . .
Doesn't impress; too artificial to
get out of class of conventional "movie" stuff.
STORY
Makes stab at humor and pathos, but
is generally weak and unconvincing.
DIRECTION
Correct enough without bringing
much inspiration to bear on difficult material.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Poor in spots; a number of
scenes hazy.
LIGHTINGS
Frequently too uniform, or chalky
players' faces.
CAMERA onWORK
Passable.
STAR
Rather colorless in role that has marked
limitations.
SUPPORT
Niles Welch lacking in emotional expression; Spottiswoode Aitken gives conventional interpretation of crotchety
old millionaire.
EXTERIORS
None to speak of.
INTERIORS
Properly furnished.
DETAIL
A few good bits showing the McKenzie
twins; little to attract special attention.
CHARACTER OF STORY
It may bore, but it
can't offend.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4383 ft.
This is such a spineless sort of story that it doesn't
register anything in particular. It's just flabby "movie"
stuff, with nothing really new in the way of plot or
characterization, and lacks the little touches that sometimes put across a picture which is deficient in
substance. The treatment isn't expert enough to lift
the story out of the rut.
For a basic theme, the author took the familiar situation of a wealthy, irritable old codger who hasn't much
use for his money-spending nephew. Before he dies he
is determined to write a play and to assist him in this
he advertises for a hard-working stenographer. Vivian
Martin gets the job.
The one unusual feature of the plot concerns Vivian's

adopting twins whose father has deserted them. Because her limited funds won't permit increasing her
household expenses, the girl places the children in an
orphan asylum, rejecting the offer of marriage from
Casson Ferguson, a humble but persistent suitor. With
her firstandweek's
the little
kids flat.
out Scenes
of the
asylum
gives pay
them Vivian
a home gets
in her
introducing the youngsters provide some of the few
really human incidents in the picture.
The other angle of the plot, with Niles Welch as the
hero, traces somewhat sketchily his luke-warm love
affair with a young society woman who wants to marry
him and share in the fortune which she believes Niles
is due to receive. This element of the story is never
made to carry conviction and during the first reels
the chief interest centers in the characterization of
Spottiswoode Aitken who, between outbursts of rage,
dictates his play to the little stenographer.
Before it is completed he dies, having left a will givall of his fortune to Vivian, with the stipulation that
whatever is necessary shall be devoted to the completion and production of the play. It happens that the
surprisingly unselfish young woman has taken a fancy
to the neglected nephew and, continuing to live her
life quite as though she had not suddenly acquired
millions, Vivian puts through a scheme by which the
youth becomes a tenant of the house she occupies.
Niles finds a job and is getting along quite contentedly in his humble quarters when it develops that there is
still a chance of his regaining the fortune, which is
reason enough for his society sweetheart to return and
suggest that they marry as originally planned. An
attempt at pathos which doesn't get over very successfully, shows the little stenographer's grief at the prospect of losing the man who has come to typify her
ideal of romance.
Of course in the end, the play having been produced
and her right to the fortune having been established,
Vivian makes the heroic sacrifice to be expected of a
perfectly good shero, by destroying the will and allowing Niles to have his uncle's money. She also decides that he isn't very much of a man after all and
that for life companionship she prefers the good natured crudity of Casson Ferguson.
In the cast are Herbert Standing. Helen Dunbar, and
Ryrdine Zuber.

Pass it Through Quietly For There Isn't Anything to Brag About
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
You've got to expect a weak one now and then and if
you're tied up to a regular program there is little to
do but smile and make the best of it, figuring on getting something particularly good on succeeding days in
order to keep up the reputation of your house.
If you're catering to regulars and don't feel that you
:an afford to make promises that won't be carried out,
I'd go very easy on this one and trust to the loyalty of
Vivian Martin admirers, who may be satisfied with her
even
if there's nothing in the story to arouse any enthusiasm.

well known book or stage play, there's nothing to
boost except the star's name linked up with the titles
of photoplays in which she has gained a reputation.
Miss Martin's list includes "Little Miss Optimist,"
"The Sunset Trail," " The Trouble Buster," "Molly
Entangled" and "The Fair Barbarian."
Niles Welch doesn't appear to particular advantage
in this, but he is recognized as a more than ordinarily
popular leading man and on that account it would be
wise to give him liberal mention in your publicity.

Although Edith Kennedy has written a number of
scenarios for Miss Martin, Lila Lee and others, her
name can't be expected to signify much to the average
fan who remembers players but doesn't bother much
about the others concerned in a production.
As long as you can't bank on the reputation of the
author, or the publicity attaching to an adaptation of a

Possible catchlines might read: "She looked for romance and found it in a flat. If you don't believe that
wealth may be a poor substitute for happiness, see
Vivian Martin in 'Jane Goes a- Wooing.' " Another
one, "Don't judge a man by his manners. Vivian
Martin tried it in 'Jane Goes a-Wooing* and almost
got fooled."
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Has Plenty of Speed and Action to Interest Average Audience But is 11
Rather Inconsistent
Harry Carey in

"ROPED"
Universal

DIRECTOR
jack Ford
AUTHOR
Eugene B. Lewis.
SCENARIO BY
Eugene B. Lewis
CAMERAMAN
John Brown
AS A WHOLE
Has plenty of action and keeps
moving but many incidents too much overdrawn.
STORY
Old basic idea with alight variation*
fairly interesting.
DIRECTION
Certainly keep* things moving at
speedy tempo and developed good comedy
bits as well as bits of pathos.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Satisfactory.
LIGHTINGS
Not particularly effective.
CAMERA
WORK
Acceptable.
STAR
Wild and woolly and will appeal to those
who like rough Western types.
SUPPORT
Miss Gerber clayed satisfactorily but
photographed to very poor advantage;
mother's characterization much too exaggerated; others acceptable.
EXTERIORS
Some very good; generally fair.
INTERIORS
Held to atmosphere.
DETAIL
Many over-reached bits of business in
story construction.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to offend.
LENGTH OF PROD
About 5400 ft
If your fans like speed and action somewhat on the
Bill Hart type, then you're safe in booking this, because it never slows up. The story is not to be taken
seriously and fairly runs wild, little thought being given
to consistency.
Harry Carey is a particular type popular amongst
certain audiences. I doubt whether he has any attraction for an elite set, but he generally puts his characterization ofa ruff and ready Westerner over and it
registers with the middle classes.
This particular production tends greatly towards exaggeration, both as to characterization development and
the treatment of situations. They pull some bits of
business here that any child could recognize as being
much too much, but anyway, this is a movie pure and
simple, so why worry.
It presents the situation of Neva Gerber, society
"gel" answering
an ad. in the matrimonial
column,

inserted by Harry Carey, uncouth Westerner. Harry
has the millions but not the social veneer and is met
with open contempt by shero's mother when he comes
to New York in answer to shero's letter. But financial
straits compel shero's mother
her to the
ruff Westerner who establishes herto inmarry
a luxurious home.
Mother is always master and mistress of occasions
and has one round of social festivities in which hero
figures only as the check-signer. She also encourages a no-account idler in his attentions to her daughter until such time as she could arrange a divorce between shero and hero.
After innumerable incidents in which Harry figures
as the goat, they pile it on thicker by having motherbaby.
in-law preventing him from seeing his newly born
The last reels bring him back West in time to prevent his enemy from completing his "doity woik" in
cutting his water supply for the cattle. In hero's absence, mother gives the child into the nurse's keeping,
telling her daughter that the child died suddenly. Just
about this time Hero Harry receives a wire from the
butler to come home immediately since there's crooked business in the air. When he arrives he overhears
mother's arrangements with a lawyer to divorce him
from his wife. This and the fact of his baby's death,
*o infuriate him that he puts her out.
The end brings hero back his wife and baby whom
he found after a search through the dumps of the
slums. They pull a ruff and tumble fight, in which the
no-account idler gets more than his share. The final
sequence shows Carey, his wife and kid truly happy
in the West, in the absence of overbearing mother-inlaw.
As it stands, the offering is faulty in many respects
but slides along smoothly and at a speedy tempo which
helps
terest. considerably in sustaining to a degree, the inThe characterization of the mother was altogether
too overdrawn and it's going to be hard to convince
many an audience that a mother would act in the coldblooded, malignant manner which this one did.
Another ridiculous thing was to have the whole gang
of ranchmen come from Arizona to New York twice
the first time, to bring hero back to the ranch, and
then again to help find his chee-ild. You don't find
them doing it in real life in such numbers, especially
with the present cost of traveling.

Harry Carey's Followers Will Come in on Strength of His Name.
Trick Lines About Matrimony
Box

Office

Analysis for the

As a routine program offering, you can get by with
this easily without serious complaint. Frankly, it's not
the kind of offering to book in a first class theater —
oh, no. But for an average good-natured audience it
will pass muster since it certainly has plenty of action
and speed, and never falls short of situations, even tho'
the situations don't all savor of consistency.
Harry Carey has undoubtedly a large following in
certain communities. He himself is good and certainly
puts his characterization over in a manner that should
justify a higher quality of production.
In the exploitation of this, Harry Carey is the name
to play up, for to his followers that has a particular
significance and they'll go to see it just because he's
in it. Being a Harry Carey production, the title will
convey the impression that this has to do with cattle

Exhibitor.

and rough riding. Make it clear to them that such is
not the case. You can do this by using the two words,
under the title, bracketed,
"Into matrimony."
That
ought to arouse some interest.
In the way of catchlines you might use something
along
following
said, 'East
is easttheand
west islines
west: "Rudyard
and neverKipling
the twain
shall
meet.' But does this apply in the case of a cultured
New York Society girl and a rough, uncouth Westerner See 'Roped' with Harry Carey and think it
over." Or another line might be "Were you 'Roped'
into matrimony by a newspaper column?
Harry Carey
was, and he got himself into quite a mess, until,
See for yourself how things abruptly took a change for
the better between Neva Gerber and himself in
'Roped.' "

tM*
Unusual Comedy
Dorothy

"THE

HOPE

DAILV
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Goes Over Strong on Account of Exceptional Treatment and Fine Acting
Gish in

CHEST"

Paramount.

DIRECTOR
Elmer Clifton
AUTHOR
Mark Lee Luther
SCENARIO BY
M. M. Stearns
CAMERAMAN
John Leezer
AS A WHOLE
Light and humorous nearly all
the way;
a number of scenes register big
laughs.
STORY
Not remarkable in itself, but as handled
in adaptation
makes
basis for high, class
comedy.
DIRECTION
Keeps out of the rut by getting
novel twists to situations; never allows action to drag.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fine; a number of truly artistic bits.
LIGHTINGS
Cleverly handled to bring out atmosphere of interiors.
CAMERA WORK
Successful in shooting scenes
from
unexpected
angles;
shows
ingenuity
and a praise-worthy effort to get away from
the conventional.
STAR
...... Her eccentric comedy method goes over
strong;
plays every situation for all there
is in it.
SUPPORT
Richard
Barthelmess
manly
hero;
George
Fawcett and Sam
de Grasse
give
telling characterizations.
EXTERIORS
Not many
INTERIORS
Classy all through; millionaire's
home luxuriously furnished.
DETAIL
Sub-titles help to put humor across;
effective offlash
at endclutch.
showing players' feet
instead
the usual
CHARACTER OF STORY
Wholesome comedy
romance.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,686 ft.
Perhaps Lillian Gish appropriated a trifle more than
her share of girlish beauty, but Dorothy sure did get
even by grabbing a big piece out of the family funnybone and keeping it for her very own. It runs all
through her anatomy and just won't let her arms or
legs behave. She's a rag-time comedienne with all
the pep of a jazz band, and she's a character actress,
too. Some combination, but she's there both ways
and that's one of several reasons why "The Hope
Chest" is a winner.
There are laughs all through this, along with dozens
of chuckles, and I don't think they owe their existence

to Mark Lee Luther's story, although the plot makes
a sufficiently strong skeleton to support the situations
devised by a clever scenario writer and Director Elmer
Clifton. Treatment and acting are the real factors
in making the film the success it seems sure to be.
They keep out of the rut by doing pretty nearly
everything just a little bit differently. The cameraman shoots from unexpected angles, Dorothy and
Richard Barthelmess don't make love like ordinary
young movie folk, Sam de Grasse shows something
new in the way of a millionaire father who tries to
get his son out of an "unfortunate" marriage and
George Fawcett as a cheap vaudeville actor, is the
most genuine two-a-day comedian that ever jumped
a board bill.
Dorothy is a ragtime waitress in Papa Sam de
Grasse's de luxe confectionery establishment which
son Richard is expected to inherit. The trouble is
that the son doesn't see anything but Dorothy, from
the first time he catches a glimpse of her giving her
own interpretation of the latest dancing steps. With
characteristic independence, she scoffs at the suggestion of making a date with the young millionaire who
becomes all the keener to develop her acquaintance
because she's so stand-offish.
They pull a novel sort of wooing when Richard follows Dorothy to an excursion beach and finally forces
his way into her good graces. These early sequences
have plenty of laughs and set a pace which is kept
up as the story advances to a hasty secret marriage,
followed
by the necessity of the boy's breaking the
news to father.
A sample of the unique humor running all through
the film is found in the antics of Dorothy when she
is awaiting an introduction to hubby's family. Reverting to her usual habit when she becomes nervous, she
does a peppy ragtime dance in the dignified drawing
room, not realizing that her newly made relatives are
spectators.
Papa de Grasse insists that the marriage shall be
kept secret and that the girl be introduced as a cousin.
Along with the story, as it is adroitly developed to
make the most of the complications that arise in the
millionaire's home is another plot thread which has
a touch of pathos in presenting the relationship of the
delightfully porgirl and her lovable old actor-father,a hand
in bringing
trayed by George Fawcett, who has
relationship.
proper
their
in
together
the newlyweds
Completing an altogether excellent cast are Kate
V Toncray. Carol Dempster and Bertram Grassby.

Promise Something Different and Give Star a Lot of Boosting

Box Office Analysis
Really good comedies, given a finished production
and appealing to audiences of the better class, are
so difficult to find that when something of the calibre
of "The Hope Chest" comes along, it shouldn't be
missed if you have a chance
to play it.
You'll find that this picture has genuine individuality, in the way the story is handled and in the acting
of Dorothy Gish and the players supporting her. Most
folks are looking for something new on the screen
and you are perfectly safe in assuring them that this
keeps out of the rut all the wav through.
The laughs are based on characterization and situations so amusing in themselves that there is no need
to rely upon hokum or slapstick stuff to get the crowd
going. Miss Gish possesses a contagious animation.
From
the moment
she appears
on the screen the

for the Exhibitor.
audience inevitably responds to her mood. Then
there is just the right touch of heart interest and a
suggestion of pathos to give the picture variety.
It is doubtful if "The Hope Chest" will mean much
as a title to most of your fans, despite its having been
published in book form. You might try however, the
usual stunt of getting co-operation from your local
booksellers, if there is any chance. The real advertising appeal, however, should be worked along other
lines with first prominence given to the star who has
appeared in so many notable productions and is gaming a still bigger reputation as one of the most disDon't forget to mentinctive of screen comediennes. in
ing. tion George
the cast, for all the
Fawcett and others
of the offerstrength
the
to
considerably
players add
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The Same Old Theda in a Picture True to Type; Poorly Produced
Theda Bara in

"THE Fox.
LIGHT"
DIRECTOR
AUTHORS
SCENARIO

. ...

J. Gordon Edwards
Arthur Reed and Bret Page
Adrian Johnson and Charles

BY
Kenyon.
CAMERA
MAN
••
Not Credited.
AS A WHOLE . .Typical Theda Bara meller without
redeeming
qualities in production.
STORY
Attempts to show the awakening of a
soul in ''The
wickedest woman
in Paris";
artificial
in construction.
DIRECTION
Permits
a lot of "acting"
and
doesn't bother much
about fine points.
PHOTOGRAPHY
... Mostly
poor.
LIGHTINGS
chalky on players'
faces.
CAMERA
WORK Decidedly
Passable.
STAR

The same old Theda, who doesn't get
far in registering
soulful expressions.
They
never let you forget they
are
actors;
George
Renevant approaches
burlesque.
EXTERIORS
Some fair, other just ordinary.
INTERIORS
For the most part have a "setty,"
studio appearance.
DETAIL
Nobody worries about inconsistencies.
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
•• Theda
Bara.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,700 feet
SUPPORT

very

When a producer hasn't anything else to fall back
upon he is likely to revive the old alibi that there is an
audience for any kind of a picture. No doubt Bill
Fox can turn to his books and show that Theda Bara
is a very nice little money maker and on that account
justifies films of the calibre of "The Light".
But whether or not Theda draws in some communities, because of her reputation as a sensational vamp,
the fact remains that from nearly every photoplay
standard this is a cheap production catering to the
least worthy element among picture fans. They can't
oven boast of first class settings and a well photographed film as an artistic compensation for what
is lacking in the story and the acting. Excepting to folks
that respond to the mannerisms of the Fox star, this
will seem pretty poor entertainment.

Theda doesn't offer anything new in the narrative
ot the "wickedest woman in Paris," who is suddenly
inspired by a desire to do her part for France in the
European war. Her reputation, Ihowever, is very
much against her and when she applies at the Red
Cross office for recognition as a nurse, she is refused
by a thug-like looking individual, supposed to be the
superintendent.
The poor woman is frightfully hurt by the rebuff
and airs her grievance by being slightly more ill-tempered than usual with the man who is supporting her.
As a background for the incidents resulting in Theda's
patriotic inspiration, there has been a chance meeting
■ at a restaurant with a young sculptor who thinks that
he sees a great soul in Theda's face, if only some
man had the ability to awaken it.
While the sculptor is battling in the trenches, prior
to losing his sight, his ideal woman is hitting the pace
a bit faster than ever in Paris. Becoming bored with
her keeper and his foolish companions, Theda visits
an Apache hangout where she takes a sudden fancy
to the roughest of the Apaches, even to the extent
of inviting him to come to her home after the den
has been raided. They ring in quite a bit of rough
stuff between the Apache and the woman's lover, preparatory to Theda's jumping over the traces entirely
and starting off with her new found friend.
It happens, oh so fortunately, that while Theda is
buying the tickets for parts unknown, she meets her
blinded sculptor-soldier at the station and suddenly
decides that he is the man for her after all. With a
fine disregard of probabilities, she leads him off to a
beautiful estate in the country and tenderly cares for
him while he moulds a statue modeled after her features.
When the Apache turns up, Theda merely kills him
and when the discarded lover appears, she is supposed
to give such a convincing illustration of an awakened
soul that the old roue magnanimously takes the responsibility for the murder and leaves the woman to
develop her spiritual life with her sympathetic mate.
The entire story is so far removed from life that it
would be a waste of time to point out minor inconsistencies. In the cast are Eugene Ormonde, Robert
Walker,
and Florence
Martin.

Steer Clear of This Unless You Are Catering to Followers of the Fox
Star
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
As a box office possibility, this is on a par with the
average Theda Bara picture and whatever the artistic
qualities, it is no doubt true that it is possible to make
money out of the film if you have established a following for the star.
But if you're aiming to build up a steady bunch of
regulars in a conservative community which is unaccustomed to pictures of this class, I certainly wouldn't
endanger the tone of my house by making a sudden
break into the frankly sensational style of picture offered here. It may mean easy money with a certain
crowd, but for the sake of one or two nights it doesn't
pay to antagonize the more important element in your
town.
Providing you are running the film, you might as
well go the limit in sensational
advertising,
making

a point of the story dealing with the fast set of Paris
and presenting the life of Apaches in their underground
resorts, contrasted with that of a petted favorite of
Paris boulevards. Probably some of the paper distributed by the Fox organization will give a sufficiently lurid idea of the theme
portrayed.
There's not much new to be said concerning Theda
Light"
that in "The
to indicate developing
want character,
unless
Bara, has
she
an you
unusual
from
un
mitigated wickedness to spirituality, owing to the influence of a man who recognized the best in her nature. A catchline suggested by the Fox people, which
is in keeping with the film, reads: "A tale of the
wickedest Madonna who ever wore a halo." I'm not
exactly advising you to use this line, but at least it fs
in keeping with the subject matter.
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Holds Interest From Start to Finish. Has Excellent Cast and Artistic
Distinction
Cecil B. DeMille's Prod.

"THE SQUAW

MAN"

Artcraft.
DIRECTOR
Cecil B. DeMille
AUTHOR
Edwin Milton Royle
SCENARIO BY
Beulah Marie Dix
CAMERAMAN
Alvin Wykoff
AS A WHOLE
Corking.
Holds
the interest
right straight through because of whole-hearted sincerity of flawless cast. Registered with
wallop.
STORY
Adaptation from novel certainly fine for
screen purposes; story incidents well tied
together to sustain heart interest.
DIRECTION
Made each characterization ring
true and register convincingly; skillful in the
subtle treatment of delicate situations.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varied from excellent to just
good; generally clean cut.
LIGHTINGS
Some splendid effects.
CAMERA WORK
Intelligent use of closeups and
good angles.
PLAYERS
Elliott Dexter's
performance registered with a bang; Ann Little impressed with
her sincerity as did Miss McDonald. Others
very good indeed.
EXTERIORS
Many
exquisite
moonlight
and
garden scenes at beginning then shifted to
ordinary Western atmosphere.
INTERIORS
Luxurious settings in opening reels;
changed to fit atmosphere of story.
DETAIL
CHARACTER
OF STORY .'Many excellent
Will not touches.
offend.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5300 ft.
Certainly this latest production of Cecil B. DeMille
is a winner. Full recognition should be given his directorial ability in the turning out of such an excellent
bit of work in this new screen adaptation of Edwin
Milton Royle's widely read novel. Artistry is the keynote of the entire production, from the viewpoint of
human characterization study as well as the fine, realistic treatment of each situation. Comparing this with
the first screen version of the same film gives an excel-

lent conception of the marked
advance
oi motion pic
tures as an art.
In the opening reels we get some moonlight and
garden scenes in which the lighting and photographic
effects are remarkably picturesque and pleasing to the
eye. Any class and type of audience is bound to recognize the artistic excellence of composition in these,
and it helps in creating right from the start the impression of finesse and classy distinction.
But most worthy of mention is the intelligent selection of the cast. Each individual role portrayed registered conviction and sincerity. Elliott Dexter particularly stood out in his interpretation of a real honest
to-goodness he-man white to the core, and he made you
believe it. Ann Little gave an honest portrayal of the
role of the Indian girl, and abandoned any attempts
at registering beauty in her chief concern of genuine
characterization.
Miss McDonald as the unhappy society wife was
forcible in the part and was photographed to splendid
advantage. Thurston Hall as her husband was well
cast as was J:J|'c Holt, the western bad man.
The picturization of "The Squaw Man" follows closely along the lines of the novel. The opening situations
present an eternal triangle problem, involving Miss
McDonald as the unhappy wife of Thurston Hall with
Elliott Dexter as the other man. At the wife's suggestion, Dexter leaves England, in order to avoid impending disaster, and the following scenes establish
him on a ranch.
The incidents leading up to his marriage with the
Indian girl were skillfully handled in a subtle manner
that will not fail to impress and register big with any
audience.
tion showsHere's
plainly.where the hall-mark of good direcThe final scenes in which the heart-broken Indian
mother shoots herself because of being deprived of her
five year old son, are pathetically touching, having
been
shirt. presented in a manner that gets right under your
Taken as a whole, this offering is decidedly worth
while from every angle. The most critical of audiences
will find it rich in entertainment value and heart interest

Reoinald Barkeiv
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Give Director's Name Prominent Display, Well Known Title Will
Surely Attract
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Cecil B. DeMille's Prod.

"THE SQUAW

Artcraft

MAN"

This really justifies your making a lot of noise because
it's just about as much worth while as your fans can
expect or wish for. In the first place, it's a Cecil B.
DeMille production, which typifies classic distinction
and artistry, and generally a well selected cast.
If possible and you'd certainly not make a mistake
in doing so, I'd get this for more than one day's run,
because your folks will surely talk about it when they
come out and pass on the good word to others. If you
go
your advertising
in up.
the proper
way,
you'll
haveabout
no difficulty
in cleaning
You can
boast
of
an excellent cast featuring Elliott Dexter, remembered
for his fine performance in "Old Wives for New" and
many others; Ann Little, Thurston Hall, Kathryn MacDonald and Jack Holt.
Your big drawing card should be the name

of Di-

rector Cecil B. DeMille. If you are conducting your
theater along sure fire methods, your fans ought to be
well acquainted with his name and ought to momentarily associate in its connection, such productions of
merit as "Old Wives For New," "We Can't Have
Everything" and "Till I Come Back To You." If you
have not done so heretofore, make it your business to
have your fans look for the name of a director for good
productions, for beyond the shadow of a doubt, it is
the director who makes a production what it is. Hammer this fact hard by playing up big the name of
prominent directors always mentioning their other fine
films.
Another point to help you is the fact that the novel
from which the screen version has been adapted is
well known and has been widely read and your fans
will recognize in the story material good screen possibilities. Cooperate with your local bookseller in suggesting to your fans that they lose no time in securing
a copy of the book since it will add greatly to the interest in seeing the production.

\SfHgALALT
WE DO
with
him

McCLURE'S-WORLD
Harry Revierf Director
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Sex Meller Gets Across Despite Antiquated Basic Theme
Gladys Brockwell in

"THE CALL Fox.
OF THE SOUL"
DIRECTOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Edward J. LeSaint
Dennison Clift
Friend F. Baker

AS A WHOLE

Doesn't register anything particularly new, but has enough dramatic force to
carry it over as a passable offering.
STORY
Gives Gladys Brockwell the type or
emotional work for which she is suited; old
theme reasonably well handled.
DIRECTION
Goes after dramatic climaxes
and keeps things moving; delicate situations
presented without offense.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies; some good shots.
LIGHTINGS
Satisfactory
bother much about
artistic although
effects. they don't
CAMERA WORK
Very fair; mostly straight
stuff.
STAR
Emotes convincingly and arouses sympathy for wronged woman.
SUPPORT
Charles Clary and William Scott
work along conventional "movie" lines; generally efficient cast.
•
EXTERIORS
Beach
and water
scenes
in
opening reels do very welL
INTERIORS
Nothing out of the ordinary.
DETAIL
Medical treatment which saves life
of child shown at unnecessary length.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Won't offend.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
• • About 4800 ft.
For a sex film put together according to a familiar
formula this does very well. It has about the usual
proportions of villainy, heart appeal, sympathy aroused
by the wronged woman and mother love expended on
the child whose very existence is the cause of a heap
of trouble.
Gladys Brockwell is quite at home in this sort of thing.
She acts feelingly and generally succeeds in giving
interest to emotional scenes that wouldn't have much
value save for the appeal of the players interpreting
them. The story in the present instance is an old
friend whose twists are too well known to fool anybody, but your women folks, in particular, may be expected to welcome it because there is such a lot of
»ex stuff.

The shero is a trained nurse and a perfectly good
girl who becomes the victim of William Scott, portraying a doctor who doesn't bother about playing fair.
They get sympathy for Gladys right at the start by
making it clear that she is not to blame for the happening which has such far reaching consequences.
Never having loved Willun Scott, the father of her
illegitimate offspring, who is cared for by a kindly
nurse, the unhappy shero, still clinging to the hope of
patching up her life, allows herself to fall in love with
Charles Clary, an explorer. They are married without
the secret of the past being disclosed. Whenever she
gets a chance, Gladys visits the child, affording an
opportunity for the appealing sort of sentiment between mother and daughter, which is sure-fire stuff
with women folk.
In due time Willun Scott returns to mess things up
rather badly. Because he happens to be a friend of
Gladys' hubby, he does, what no sane man would do
under the circumstances, accepts an invitation to become their house guest. The author needed some such
convenient, if improbable arrangement, in order tr>
prepare for the climax.
With the three points of the triangle under one root
it doesn't take long to kindle an emotional fire. Entering the house inopportunely, as all movie husbands
will, Clary overhears his guest making some comment
about a chance to redeem his soul. This observation,
along with the downcast attitude of Gladys, for whose
ears it is intended, leads the explorer to believe that
there must be something rather important which h»
has not discovered.
Then the daughter, still kept under cover, becomes
dangerously ill, and the panic stricken mother, accompanied by the father, forgets discretion and hurries to
the bedside. By this time Willun Scott is genuinely
anxious to redeem his questionable past and it is his
medical skill that saves the child's life. They play
these scenes for all the heart appeal in them and get
full dramatic value out of the inevitable clash between
the husband and the betrayer.
Everything is satisfactorily settled for all concerned
when Scott leaves for another arctic trip and the child
becomes a part of the united family. Lydia Yeamans
Titus is well cast as the nurse and Nancy Caswell is
an attractive child.

Go After Folks That Are Looking For Sensational Sob Stuff
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
William Fox is staking his cash on a pretty safe bet
when he backs the sex film as a good drawing proposition. But don't expect any particularly fine points in
this for it isn't superior in a technical way. It's just
plain meller with the usual heart interest appeal. As a
program offering it is up to the average standard.
You may count on the treatment of the illegitimate
child theme being careful enough to avoid giving offense, but it would be wise to let your folks know that
you are offering a sex picture so that they may be
prepared for what they will get. Providing you make
this point clear, mothers can't blame you if they take
their children to a film which isn't the most healthful
sort of thing for young minds.
The name of Gladys Brockwell is so definitely asso-

ciated with vamps and "wronged gel" roles that she
may be counted upon to attract patrons that are looking for entertainment of this type. To identify Miss
Brockwell clearly, don't fail to call attention to a number of her past releases, some of which you have
probably shown.
In this instance, I wouldn't be afraid of giving a
sensational touch to my advertising, making the most
of "The Call of the Soul" as a title likely to attract
people on the watch for sob stuff. Pictures showing
the mother and daughter together will help to emphasize the mother love theme which plays a large part
in
the her
story
Try catch
"She
loved
husband,
but thelines
otheralong
man this
was idea:
the father
of her child. What did she do? See Gladys Brockwell
in 'The Call of the Soul'."
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BY—

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
I HAVE SERVED NOTICE UPON
C. K. Y. FILM CORPORATION OF

THE
THE

TERMINATION OF ALL CONTRACT RELATIONS BETWEEN THAT COMPANY
AND MYSELF, BECAUSE OF SEVERAL
FLAGRANT VIOLATIONS OF THE TERMS
OF THE AGREEMENT, UNDER WHICH
MOTION PICTURES
BEEN PRODUCED
THROUGH THE
PORATION.

HAVE HERETOFORE
FOR DISTRIBUTION

SELECT

PICTURES

COR-

•'CHEATING CHEATERS" WHICH I HAVE
JUST COMPLETED WILL BE THE LAST
PICTURE DISTRIBUTED UNDER THE
FORMER EXISTING ARRANGEMENT.
SIGNED :CLARA
KIMBALL

YOUNG

in
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Decidedly

Inferior Offering.

Hands

Harry Devereaux in

"A SUCCESSFUL

FAILURE"

Triangle.
DIRECTOR
Arthur
Rosson.
ASSISTANT
DIRECTOR
Dick Rosson.
SUPERVISED
BY
Allan Dwan.
AUTHOR
Robert
Shirley.
CAMERAMAN
•
Not Credited.
AS A WHOLE
Hokus pokus comedy meller
contains
laughs, but altogether
unimpressive. . .
STORY
Ten-Twent.-Thirt. type meller centered about the "waluable poipers."
DIRECTION ....•• Dragged this out unnecessarily
and just let things happen by virtue of carrying on the plot.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Ordinary.
LIGHTINGS
Uniform; no attempt for effects.
CAMERA
WORK
Just ordinary straight stuff.
STAR
Attempted to get laughs and succeeded.
SUPPORT
Winifred Allen cute shero; others
just acceptable.
EXTERIORS
Just fair.
DETAIL
Didn't worry
them.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Harmless and not to
be taken seriously.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
.... About 5.000 feet.
Holy Cat!
When will some folks begin to realize
that it's the 20th Century we're living in, instead of
the
pre-historic
ages when
didn'tforknow
nothin'.
Present
day audiences
will people
not stand
this inferior
type of "movie"
without
kicking, and it never gets
any further than tending to injure the general fillum
business.
Here we get the situation of the Chief of Police
withholding from the leader of a Reform Committee,
some
"waluable
poipers."
The Chief is helpless to
convict him since reform leader witnessed a shooting
some ten years prior, in which the chief shot another
man over a gambling fight.
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Out Laughs

But That's All

llu: reform leader engages Harry Devereaux, un
successful lawyer, to get the "poipers" and convict
the chief grafter. Harry is in love with Winifred
Allen, the Chief's daughter, and doesn't want to be
personally involved in the affair, so he steps out of it
by putting the Mayor on the job. Here we find
the Mayor entering upon the scene in which he actually sees the Chief collecting grafted money, and
they pull the title: "For the honor of our city, I will
overlook this now, but never again." Sounds plausible,
doesn't it?
After dragging out some more footage in which
wild chases and holdups and shooting figure largely,
we get the man who was supposed to have been shot,
coming back from the dead, as a secret service agent,
who has the "goods" on the Reform Leader, in reality
a dangerous spy. This, in order to furnish a way
out for the chief.
Throughout the offering, we get much incidental
love stuff between Harry Devereaux and Winifred
Allen, and the final sequence brings about the inevitable clutch.
This thing is decidedly "movie" like and painfully inferior. They pull a lot of stuff that never even
borders plausibility. For instance, there's a bit where
the lawyer substitutes the door of his office with
that of his artist friend's next door. He goes to the
(doors, and one two three, removes them from their
hinges, without tools, just as easily as one would lift
a pencil from a desk. He was a lawyer, mind you,
not a carpenter.
Harry Devereaux has a rather pleasing personality
and is really the one redeeming feature of this production, but quite frequently, he over-reached in his
attempts for laughs.
Winifred
is pretty
and appealing,
but hasn't
much
to doAllen
outside
of flirting
with and smiling
at
Harry Devereaux. The others were just acceptable,
nothing
more.
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"The Pacific Coast is the Logical Place to make Release Prints"

The Sanborn

Laboratories,

Inc. |

We control
is the logical place on the Coast to do your release print work.
Super excellency is the
exclusive rights on the Handscheigh Color Process.
reason for our making release prints for Douglas Fairbanks, Authors Photoplay
Co. (Anna Luther Releases), "Smiling Bill" Parsons Comedies and the sample
print work of at least ninety per cent, of the big productions made on the
West Coast.

SANBORN

LABORATORIES

Culver City, Los Angeles, Cal.
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Dodge This if You Can.
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If Not, Slide by Noiselessly.

Has no Merits

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Harry Devereaux in

"A SUCCESSFUL

Triangle.

might use some photographs of Harry Devereaux and Winifred Allen, since they present a goodpair. Often, that is, sufficient to drag
youngin.
looking
some people
You

FAILURE"

Don't worry about this. It isn't worth it.
If you've got it coming your way whether you want
it or not, I'd suggest that you slide it by as noiselessly as you can. Keep mum about the plot. It has
nothing to recommend it, nothing new in the way of
story material.
If you cater to a gang who insist upon knowing
what's what before they come in, then tell them it
has to do with a penniless, unsuccessful lawyer who
.von the girl of his heart, and incidentally enough cash
to turn failure into success.

In the way of catchlines, you might use something
along the following lines, heading your copy with the
word "If" in caps, underneath using one sentence following another, on separate lines: "You hadn't a sou
to your name," "And were deeply in love," "And knew
"But you couldn't propose withthe girl was a willing,"
roll" "What would you do if somebody
out having
dropped $5,000 in bonds right into your hands, from
a passing taxi? See Harry Devereaux in 'A Success-

it as
Myful advice
Failure'" to you would be just to announce
your program offering, without any further ado.

New Method of Processing
Film Gives Highest Quality
Mr. George K. Spoor spent years in having perfected a processing machine that would produce a uniform, high grade development throughout the length of the film, and which would
at the same time eliminate the tremendous waste of the old
processing methods.
He succeeded in obtaining a quality in prints that surpasses
any yet produced. This has been proved not only by tests under
the most exacting conditions, but through the actual processing
of millions of feet.
The results of these years of work and experience are now
offered to you.
Talk to our sales manager, Mr. Charles F. Stark, in regard
to price and service.

SPOOR-THOMPSON
LABORATORIES,

1333 ARGYLE

PROCESS
U

STREET, CHICAGO.

Sales Office and Service Bureau, 110 West 40th Street, New York City. Telephone Bryant 1490
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Short Stuff
One of the most welcome happenings of the past week
for exhibitors who are looking for short comedies of a
refined tone is the return of Mr and Mrs. Sidney Drew,
whose two-reel releases arc now being distributed by
Paramount "Romance and Rings," the first of them, is
well up to the standard of these two very human comedians, who have a faculty of getting real humor out of
the small things of everyday life

The story here is nothing more than an enlarged treatment of the old incident, in which the groom appears at
the wedding ceremony without the necessary ring. The
beauty of it is that w itb slight material, Mr. and Mrs.
Drew have produced an excellent two-reelcr, replete with
the small bits of business that mean so much in a comedy
of this type. Something brand new in the way of an introduction is shown, with K.C.B., of New York American
fame, pictured at his typewriter, writing in his well known
ityle information about the production and the players.

The typewritten page, as it comes from the machine, is
reproduced on the screen.
This is a good novelty.

Most of the Bruce Scenics are the real thing in subject
matter and photography, but they can't all be expected to
duplicate the beautiful quality of "The River Gray and
The River Green." released by Educational. They've made
a real nature poem out of this and from first to last the
photography is superb. If you are looking for a scenic,
vou can't go wrong in booking this

Pathe reports considerable demand for the Baby Gloria
Joy comedies which seem to run along on a fair level of
elementary humor. The last, "Corinne Come Here," issued
in two reels, has enough action among a lot of kids at
a children's home and the sort of rough comedy to be
expected in a film of this class. It may go very well in
some houses, especially at matinee performances.

If you're looking for a real novelty and something in one
reel that is likely to make more of an impression than
the average feature, take a look at Pathe's unique series
under the general head of "Analysis of Motion." I understand that they're going to carry the idea through in
various sports, which will be distinctly worth while if
subsequents reels come up to the standard of the baseball
issue

•A1L.V

According to the introductory title, these pictures wert
taken eight times under the normal speed of movement
This may not sound as though it would produce comedy,
but the result as applied 1" baseball players in action
pitching, batting, sliding to bases, etc., sure will get a rise
out of your folks, even if they're not baseball fans. I
happened to see this run along with a high class program
and it went over bigger than anythin

"Cupid's Day Off" is .1 two reel Mack Sennett cot;
but Director Edward Klein must have had an off da\ alien
he made it. The film doesn't si/c up very well in the num
her of laughs it is apt to get from fans who look foi
something out of the ordinarj in these releases Of coursi
there's plenty of action, but it's sort of a hodge-podge
loosely strung together with a lot of old trick stuff that
doesn't mean much. Ben Turpin, Charles Lynn Mici
Lake and Tom Kennedy are in the cast

A

Pathe

Harold

Lloyd

comedy,

under

the

title

of

"$5,000," has enough humorous situations, along with a conventional but still amusing plot, to make a first rate onereeler. Lloyd's mock seriousness is effective in thje role
of a youth who must get $5,000 before he will be considered
as an eligible son-in-law. After trying various schemes
without success, he finally gets a check for $5,000 from
the girl's father.

"Tell It To The Marines," a Paramount comedy by
James Montgomery Flagg, has been very enthusiastically
received at New York theatres. James Montgomery Flagg
promises to be listed among such notable comedians as
Mark Twain and George Ade, judging from the hit his
screen comedies score . . . and an artist besides ! Why is
it that some folks can do so many things while others can't
do nuthin'?
Olin Howiand, the guy who put the length in limbs,
figured as the pacifist sweetheart of Beatrice Tremaine,
secret service agent — not of the horn-rimmed spectacle
type either. Olin got the gate, and incidentally his
diamond ring back, early in the offering, because Beatrice
wouldst have nought of the peace-loving male.

Anyway, tho' Olin entered the picture, a gentle, spiritless,
opposed-to-physical-violence sort o' creetur, he walked out
glowing with honors, having captured a Hun through sheer
brute force, as well as the heart of beautiful shero Beatrice.
The final sequence shows him in the first row line of a
company of Marines, none too speedy for Olin, who wants
to be the "first of The First To Fight."
I want also to suggest that some of our title-writers
get a broader angle of wit and brilliancy by noting Mr
Flagg*s successful efforts.

Ask the EXHIBITORS

MUTUAL

SESSUE HAYAKAWA
"Bonds
BESSIE

About

in

of Honor"
BARRISCALE in

"All of a Sudden Norma"
WILLIAM
DESMOND
in
"Life's a Funny Proposition"
ancf

Martin Johnson s "Cannibals of the South Seas"
Billie Rhodes in "The Girl of My Dreams"
Henry B. Walthall in "And a Still Small Voice"

Released ^3)
EXHIBITORS
DISTRIBUTING

MUTUAL
CORPORATION

Robertson -Cole Company
Bankers and Exporters
For
the
Producers

s!i*4
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Business Getting
Possibilities Good on Account of Star's Popularity
Fred Stone in
"UNDERArtcraft
THE

TOP"

DIRECTOR
Donald Crisp.
AUTHORS
.... John Emerson
and Anita Loos.
CAMERAMAN
Henry
Kotani.
AS A WHOLE
Too forced to register as first
class comedy;
popularity
of star the best
asset
STORY

Doesn't
look reasonable
enough
to
pass as life like, so they present it as a
dream.

DIRECTION

Makes the most of star's acrobatic ability, which is the chief feature of
the film.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Nothing
remarkable,
but
generally clear.
LIGHTINGS
Not much attention paid to artistic effects.
CAMERA WORK
Successful in getting shots
of Fred Stone in difficult positions.
STAR
Plays in good natured vein and works
hard to put across stunts on the screen.
SUPPORT
Ella Hall passable as the shero;
James Cruze, Sylvia Ashton and others do
all that the story permits.
EXTERIORS
Scenes around circus tent carry
appropriate atmosphere.
INTERIORS
Conventional.
DETAIL
Some of the sub-titles draw laughs;
bits of circus life contribute to picture.
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
.... Entirely harmless.
LENGTH
OF
PRODUCTION
4,309 feet
It's too bad that Fred Stone didn't draw a better
story for his second picture appearance. He hasn't
yet had a really fair chance to show whether or not
his type of comedy can be put across on the screen
with the effectiveness that has made his name famous
on the stage. In time, Fred may get just the right
kind of material; then he ought to start something, for
he has a mighty likeable personality and when it
comes to trick stunts he's in a class by himself.
This misses on the story, which is too forced to be
convincing, a condition that authors John Emerson
and Anita Loos, apparently recognized, otherwise they
would not have turned it into a dream, which doesn't
help even a little bit. The plot hasn't the dream
quality.
There
aren't the elements of fantasy and

^ The only studio
concentrating on
the production of
features to the exclusion of all other
details. Productions made by contract. Perfect facilities for individual
producing units
with or without contractees supervison.

poetry needed in a dream story and nobody is likely
to be impressed by this old trick of trying to get
out from under unconvincing situations.
Stone's acrobatics are the real thing and, of course,
it is highly appropriate that he should appear in a
circus picture. Many of your folks may be counted
upon to enjoy a number of the scenes, considered individually, even if the production in its entirety leaves
a negative impression.
They set the circus atmosphere in the prologue,
introducing a boy who attends a traveling circus and
champions the little daughter of the manager when she
is threatened by roughs. Having returned home, tilled
with thoughts of the circus, the boy starts a show of
his own, taking the part of the tight-rope walker himself. The fall from the rope accounts for the 4,500
foot dream to follow.

Stone's introduction as a house painter, pursuing
his calling at the perilous point of a church steeple,
is effective, as is his unconventional descent Soon
the circus comes to town and with it memories of
the long ago, when, as a boy, he had come to the aid
of the little girl who still accompanies her father's
troupe. The old circus man dies suddenly, leaving
his daughter and the show property which she inherits under the guardianship of two veteran members of the company, who turn out to be first class
crooks. They scheme to get control of the circus, not
knowing that their former running mate, Sylvia
Ashton and her crafty son, James Cruz*, are after
the same easy money.
The plot hinges on the efforts of the crooks to get
the better of defenseless little Ella Hall and Stone's
opportune intervention on her behalf. Playing the
game of a glib lover, Cruze is about to marry the girl
when the faithful house painter comes between them.
Saved, for a few moments, the persecuted Ella is
again jeopardized by the circus men who figure on
hypnotizing her into marrying one of them.
There is action galore in the scenes preparatory to
Stone's triumph as the saviour of the girl. The picture is benefited, however much the plot may indicate
a convenient arrangement, by the agility of the star
in the tise of all varieties of circus apparatus during
the sequences dealing with his catch-as-catch-can conflict with the shero's pursuers. Included in the cast
are Lester LeMay, Guy Oliver, Charles Ogle, and
Noah Beery.

"By

The

BRUNTON
STUDIOS
ROBERT

BRUNTON

Melrose Avenue

COMPANY
Los Angeles

Your

Works

You Are Known"
Recent Productions
"Madam Who"
"A Man's Man"
"Patriotism"
' ' Carmen"Alimony"
of the Klondike' '
" Turn of a Card"
"The One Woman"
"More Trouble"
"The Bells"
"Sierra
the Sixties"
"All ofWrong"
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Circus Story, Passing as a Dream,
Is Too Forced to Convince
for the Exhibitor.
Box

Office

Analysis

Fred Stone in

"UNDER

THE

Artcraft

TOP"

I can't see this as a really first class film from a
technical angle, but in the matter of advertising possibility, itis there all along the line. As a business
getter it is quite likely to go ahead of pictures of more
intrinsic merit.
In point of genuine popularity among theater-goers
in small towns as well as cities, Fred Stone is one of
the safest bets among the high priced stars corraled
by the Famous Players-Lasky people. He has toured
the country frequently enough to become generally
known as a stage comedian of the highest character
and his following is pretty certain to turn out to see
what he does in pictures.
Just to make
certain that your folks identify him
(Continued from

page

1.)

that they considered it a good goat and a beautiful
means'of passing the buck when exhibitors or others
came to them asking for help.
This is a business where the producer and distributor is naturally on one side of the counter
and the exhibitor on the other. Most of the producers and distributors are in keen competition with
one another.
Anyone who has dreamed that the Utopian day
has arrived when all of these varying interests
might seriously get together for whole-hearted cooperation isasking too much. If such a thing had
been possible, the millions of dollars that have
been wasted in the film business because of this
very keen competition and lack of co-operation,
would have been saved long ago.
The N. A. M. P. I. will not be missed.
The Ohio State Screen League is a wonderful
step in the right direction.
When we get unit organizations in the various
States of a strength equal to that of the Ohio State
Screen League, then the exhibitors will be in a position to come to the producers and talk to them
as an organized unit on such points as legislation,

correctly, word your reading notices so that mention
is made of the famous team of Montgomery and
Stone who appeared in various plays, preferably naming
those which visited your town. By consulting
newspaper files it will be a simple matter to
get exact dates as well as names and to work publicity on the line that Fred Stone, after a lapse of so
many years (giving the number) is returning in his
photoplay triumph "Under The Top". There's no
danger of a comeback on this, because the film is not
poor enough to make your regulars think that they
have been fooled.
The title is decidedly catchy and circus stories have
more than the average appeal. You might exploit this
on a circus basis, dressing your lobby accordingly and
using throw-a-ways of the circus type. To start the
film appropriately, have a baritone in a clown costume sing the prologue to "Pagliacci".

and it is hardly necessary that the producers and
distributors have an organization to meet these
exhibitors because the past has shown that the expenses of such an organization are for the most
part wasted on the salary of someone who is wished
into an executive position to take care of the office
of that Association.
We certainly need exhibitor organizations in the
various states and I am glad to note that they are
developing with genuine strength.
I can't see any real need for an organization of
producers and distributors unless these producers
and distributors are anxious to pay salaries to some
poor soul who may need a job.
If you have not as yet seen Mr. Desberg I would
suggest that you get in touch with him. The Ohio
State League wants to know which producers and
distributors are anxious to help with this very im
portant educational campaign which is to be conducted in the State of Ohio.

WID'S DAILY

$1.75
1—
copy orderly

BINDkeeps
ERS your
A binder
and makes it readily convenient for
reference."

Louis B. Mayer
Announces the Second

Anita Stewart Picture
tt

A

Romance''
Midnight
By Marion Orth

Author of "Price of a Good Time" and
"Borrowed Clothes"

A Lois Weber Production
First of the

Lois Weber -Stew art Productions

PRODUCED

ANITA

STEWART

BY

PRODUCTIONS

Inc.

Uladeln Omerlm
"We fought 'em cleanly. We routed
'em. Why, when we gofgoin' they ran
like bunnies with a prairie fire at their
heels. But; say, 'Mem' I can't begin to
tell ycu the whele stcry. It's tco big-

'MADE IN AMERICA'
will do it for me though. 1 was in Camp
while they were taking it. Ccme on, folks!
Let's go an' see it. Sis! Get 'McmV
Dad, you're ccming. too."
wraps.
This unusual series will
get the whole family in
the habit of attending
your

theatre

Regularly

Eight Episodes.
Cne
Released Each^Week.

PrccYced and Directed
by Mr. Ashley Miller.

laoDuCED
WITH >THE CO'
'OPERATION

tiLIijsKocL and. Di^ipiLuied
COM>OIVATlOJNrr

ihru'

OF THE GOV-,
ERNMEtttTHAU
THE DIVISION
OF FILMS

by
&tofW.E-x.clia.xxoo
W HODK1NSON
PaiKo
? Ind.

JjfeRECOCHIZED

7jfcBRADSTRIET
of FILMDOM

Authority
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Big Chicago House

of Old Inter-Ocean
Will Occupy Site
Building.
DAILY)
WILTS
(Special la
buildChicago— The old Inter-Ocean. Plans
into a moving picture theater
ed
convert
be
will
a lease just closed
into a moving picture theatre. Plans
for remodeling the building to provide
for a theater to seat 1,500 are being
•repared by Architects Postle & Fisher.
The new lessee of the building will
expend upwards of $150,000 it is said
remodeling and equipping the theater.
The plat now occupied by the InterOcean building was formeily the site
of the Columbia, which was destroyed
by fire. The building has been leased
by Chas. C. Adsit and James M. Adsit,
to William S. Barbee for a term of
25 years from Jan. 1 1919. The annual
rental is said to be $50,000 for the first
fifteen years. $60,000 for the succeeding five years and $75,000 for the last
five years.
Th/- site represents one of the most
desi.able locations in the downtown
district of Chicago, being but one block
west from State Street and one block
south of Madison St. There is no
picture theater in the block.

Price 5 Cent?

IWarner With Hampton

The Beauty of Sunday Closing

IRobertson-Cole
Arranges
Contract
for Series of Eight Pictures.
Roberts' m < '.<il< ann< >un< e '
quisition of II 13 Warnei
for a
series of eicjlit prod
or that
company's program. Mr. Warner
will !>e under the personal supervsion of Jesse D. Hampton.

(That's t»e

The contract
is forwillonebe year's
duration.
Production
made
on the West Coast, probably at the
Brunton 'studio where all the Hampton pictures are being made. The
first two films will be "The Mar
Who Turned White" and "Th<
Hornet's Nest," from two wet
known novels. Mr. Warner is al
present appearing in "Sleepinf
Partners"
Bijou. will
In aboii'
two
weeks atMr.theWarner
leave
for the Coast. Release will be
through

Exhibitors'-Mutual.
L-Ko
Producing
Again
1, K i comedies are again being produced at Universal City. When the
epidemic was strong on the Coast, production was stopped. Now Louis
Jacobs, manager of the company has
three companies working.

Plays Eight Houses at Once.
The Stanley Booking Corp., of Philadelphia play "Cannibals of the South
Seas" for from three to five days each,
in ciirht houses.

United

Among Exchanges.
Al Hodes has been made assistant
in charge of Univer-in
general manager with
headquarters
sal exchanges
New York. He has been with Universal for several years doing among
•ther things sales promotion.

Point

In an answer filed, the publication
disclaimed that the article was libel
but the Appelate Division ruled the
statement to be libel and upon the
decision a suit in court will follow.

Triangle Active

Since
of Releases
Schedule
Nov. 11 Announced.
Triangle Distributing is again entering active releasing. That company's first schedule since Nov. 11 last
fas ;nst been announced. The last
Blue With Lasky.
Triangle release was dated Nov. 29.
It is reported that Monte Blue has
The new schedule is for January
signed a contract for a number
of
and February and is as follows:
years with Lasky to play leads.
i Jan. 19, Jack Devereaux and Winifred Allen, A Successful Failure;
Mason Dead.
Jan. 26, Crane Wilbur, Unto the End ;
John
Mason
died
at Stamford
freb. 2, Alma Rubens, Restlcs9 Souls;
rather
unexpectedly
yesterday.
Feb. 9. Mary MacLaren, Secret Marpriage;Feb. 16, Babv Marie Osborne,
Bright's disease and complications
caused Mr. Mason's death.
Child of M'Sieu; Feb. 23, Crane Wilbur, Breezy Jim.
Thomas Wise in Pictures.
i Crane Wilbur never was a Triangle
Thomas A. Wise who opens to-night
star but was featured by Davis Horsley. The above schedule indicates that
in "Cappy Ricks" will make a picture,
[a deal had been consummated between
j"Mr. P. Mutual
T. Barnum" for Affiliated-ExTriangle and Horsley
Jhiitors'

Wins

The Appellate Division of the Su
preme Court has handed down a de
cison favorable to the United Picture Theaters Corp.,
in a suit
brought by that corporation against
the Moving Picture World.
The
United claim that an item published
some time ago coincident with the
formation
of the corporation reflectstanding.
ed upon their credit and financial

First

United-World

Deal

Pending.

It is understood that United Picture Theaters and World Film are
about to enter upon a deal whereby
World will take over the physical
distribution of the United product.
The agreement provides for the
use by United of part of the World
Fort Lee Studio for the production
of specials.
A. J. Berst, United President and
Milton Goldsmith, general counsel
left for the Coast on the 20th Century Saturday
while left
Ricord
Gradwell, World
president,
Friday.

Sues for Patent Rights.
I Los Angeles. — The Famous Play*
ers-Lasky Corp. has filed suit
against Howard M. Ewing, the electrician of the corporation, seeking
ian assignment of a patent device
for controlling the volume of light
emitted by an arc light and known
as "Light Dissolve." The corporation claims the patent, and alleges
that it advanced the money when
Ewing sought to secure letters patent
Mr. Ewing is said to have declined to make an assignment of the
patent to the corporation. The court
is asked to restrain him from asothers or disposing
of it in signing
anyit to way

|
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PROMINENT FILM FOLK
CHARLES

STARS

Producing Director
Wid's
S. E. care
V. TAYLOR

ENID BENNETT
THOMAS

H.

INCE-PARAMOUNT

WILLIAM

DESMOND

Hampton Pioductions

TAYLOR

SWICKARD

HOLMES

With

D.

M. P. D. .A.
GRIFFITH

W.

ROBERT

M. P. D. A.
Producing Fox Features

LOIS WEBER
HONORARY

ESSANAY

MEMBER

JAMES

FRANK KEENAN

STUDIOS

T. THORNBY

M.P.D.A.

YOUNG

Motion Picture Directors Association
PRODUCERS

BERT LYTELL

CHET

WITHEY

Producer

TULLY

MARSHALL

AUTHORS

LASKY

TOM

MOORE

WARNER

OLAND

PATHE

MILTON

SILLS

GOLDWYN

ANITA

CO.

STEWART

PRODUCTIONS

FANNIE

WARD

Manhattan Madness

CHARLES

The Sea

Master

GEORGE

WILLIAMS

DIRECTORS

HERBERT
DIRECTING

TOD

BLACHE
FOR

METRO

BROWNING

Directing
BLUEBIRD FEATURES

ALBERT

CAPELLANI

New York Luck

ELWOOD

JENKS

CONTINUITY AND SPECIALS
Jesse D. Hampton Studios
Hollywood, Cal.

MONTE

M. KATTERJOHN

Now writing Exclusively for
Paramount-Artcraft Productions
Jesse L. Lasky Studios

EVE UNSELL
ORIGINALS
ADAPTATIONS
Many Successes for Prominent Comp.
372 Lincoln Road, Brooklyn, N. Y.

35* South New Hampshire Street
Los Angeles, Cal.

CLARA

Wolf Lowry

T. DAZEY

CAMERAMEN

KING

D. GRAY

SPECIAL
CAMERA
EFFECTS
MARY MacLAREN FEATURES

Your

Name

should be before the man
who can sign contracts

PRODUCER

GEORGE

FITZMAURICE

This directory will appear each week

M. P. D. A.
PRODUCING
PATHE
FEATURES

ALLEN

J. HOLUBAR

M. P. D. A.
Producing
Universal
Features

R. WILLIAM
Desmond-Hampton

FRANK
SAN

NEILL
Productions

POWELL

in
ANTONIO

TEXAS

No

matter

how

good

your position is today it
can be better tomorrow if
you keep your name before
the right people

Goldwyn
New

in Majestic

Management's
Other
Detroit

SUN-LIGHT ARC CO.. Inc.
218 Wes 48th S».
New York

First
Notes. Move-

{Special
to WID'S
DAILY)of imDetroit.
— The
first move
portance conected with the new
ownership and new management of
the Majestic is the signing of a
contract for the first showing in
Detroit of Goldwyn pictures.
The "Cash-In-Advance" movement on the part of the Film Exchanges has created quite a rumpus
in this city. The large exhibitors
are opposing the move.
Harry R. Guest, publicity manager for John H. Kunsky, gave a
private screening of jAnita Stewart's "Virtuous Wives," in the Kunsky offices, for newspaper writers.
The pictures will be shown at the
Madison next week. Big business
is expected.
Charles H. Darrell, manager of
the Adams, is making many changes
in the decoration of the theater.
Many private showings of a
"Fit To Win", the Public Health
Service Film, have resulted in securing the backing of the Detroit
Board of Commerce, the Board of
Health, and prominent business
men and manufacturers. Posters
are being placed in all the factories
announcing
the showing of the piconly.
ture at the Washington for men

HOUSE CHANGES
New Canaan, Conn. — Colonial sold
by Chick and Jones.
Jamestown, N. Y.— B. M. Garfield
is now manager of the Lyric.
Memphis, Tenn. — New Lyric has
been renovated and redecorated and is
operated under the management of
Majestic Amusement Co.
Baltimore. — Plans have been completed for remodeling the theater attached to Mount St. Agnes Institute,
Mount Washington. About $15,000
will be expended.
Washington, D. C. — Eastern Amusement Co. plans to convert moving
picture theater at 515 Eighth St. into
a garage.
Oak Bluffs, Mass.— Reported that
Mt J. Keegan has purchased the Pastime and will open with pictures in
the near future.
Sandusky, Ohio. — John A. Himv
mellein has purchased the Rialto.
Friends Worry About Fielding.
Chicago — Romaine Fielding, veteran screen actor and motion picture
producer, who up to a few weeks ago
was occupying a studio at 1737 North
Campbell Ave. and had offices in the
Fine Arts Building, Michigan Blvd.,
is missing..
Friends think perhaps he has gone
to southern California to recuperate,
although none has heard from him.
Mr. Fielding is past fifty years and
his many friends are worried over
his absence. His friends declare he
had no financial worries He recently
held the Illinois state rights to the
film it"Belgium
Grief"
but
is said hethehasKingdom
sold his ofinterests
in the war film
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Another Producer

Stars Threatened

Abrams

Movement Planned, According to
Hiram Abrams.
Under a scare head the Los Angeles
Xaminer in its issue of Jan. 6, reDrts "Big Film Organization is ProScted."

In the report T. L Tally of the First
fational is quoted as saying that he
as "unaware of any organization to
! formed to oppose or co-operate with
irst National" but Hiram Abrams
as quoted as saying: "There is a
lovement on foot by some of the
JBding factors in the motion-picture
jsiness to form a combination that
ill so control the industry as to make
tetain the artistic and commercial
Progression of the star. The stars
ive made the industry through their
irsonality and art. They rnust see

the matter stands."

Mrs. Laemmle Dead
Wife of Universal Head Passes Away
After Brief Illness.
Mrs. Recha Stern Laemmle, wife of
Carl Laemle of the Universal, died
yesterday morning after an illness of a
few days from pneumonia developed
from an attack pi influenza. She
leaves a daughter, Rosabelle, aged 17
and a son, Julius, aged 11.
Internment will take place from her
late residence, 378 West End Ave, at
10.30 o'clock tomorrow morning.

Coast
Anita Stewart
this week for
away about a

Hoyt Nosing Around.
Harlow Hoyt photoplay editor of
je Cleveland Plain Dealer is in town
inewing old acquaintances. He inknds remaining for a few days,
(esterday, Hoyt was paying a visit to
jarkington Baker up at Universal.
Coast Office for Robertson-Cole.
Robertson-Cole have opened a Coast
ffice so as to be in closer touch with
>eir production activities. They
ave taken a suite of offices in the
w Marsh-Strong building at the
inction of Ninth, Main and Spring
treets, in the heart of the Los Anges business district. John H. Blackood is in charge.
Jack Pickford 111.
Now that sister Mary is improving
fom an attack of the "flu," brother
sck has picked it up. But he is rebrted as better and his condition is
Dt at all serious
Mabel Normand claims that two
ten have built a shack on her beach
\ Newport and is suing to get them

Make

to Regarding
make any the
announcements."
present star system
and the enormous salaries paid, Mr.
Schulberg expressed himself in halfhumorous but emphatic fashion.
"Something will have to be done," he
said. "Mr. Zukor, for instance, used
to hire Douglas Fairbanks, now Fairbanks employs Mr. Zukor to market
his pictures. That's about the way

iat
worlds
are not
invaded."
Thetheir
repo*C
further
pointed
out the
resence of leading film men on the
Oast and said :
"Zukor, Goldwyn and Sheehan anlunced that they were oh the Coast
| look into the picture situation, but
Ive given no hint as to the prob)ility of the formation of an organiStion of any kind."
Mayer Off For
Louis R. Mayer, of the
productions will leave
»e Coast
He will be
lonth.

and
Schulberg
to
Pictures on Coast.

A Los Angeles report quotes
"Bennie" Schulberg as follows : "Mr
Abrams and I are here to get into the
motion-picture producing business
We believe this is the only place to
make pictures. So far, of course, wc
have not decided whether for the present we shall build our own studio or
shall acquire a plant. We have already entered into negotiations with
several stars, but are not yet ready

Louis Haas Loses Wife.
Mrs. Louis Haas, wife of Louis
Haas treasurer of the Pioneer Film
Corp., is dead from influenza.
"Winnie" Sheehan Laid
Up.

Ohio State Screen League Fund
Campaign Results
January 11th, 1919.
"Dear Wid :"Want to make the following report of results of the campaign.

PARAMOUNT
UNIVERSAL
MUTUAL
SELECT
(Continued o* Page 4)

$1,250
500
500
350

(Special
to OVID'S
DAILY)
Los
Angeles—
Winfield
Sheehan,
business manager for the Fox Film
Corp. has been compelled to remain
in the West longer than he intended,
due to an attack of rheumatism which
is confining Hotel.
him to his room at theAlexandria
Theater in St John Burns.
The Gem theater, St. John's, N. B..
caught fire during the early hours of
the morning yesterday and burned to
the ground. The exchange of Exhibitors' Mutual in an adjoining building,
caught fire and was slightl> damaged
Only a few reels were destroyed and
business was resumed as usual yesterday morning. Loss is not known
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ttlt^fay
In the Open Market

Bennett With Independent.
Hunter Bennett, for a number of
years with World and Mutual has
been engaged as supervisor of the
<ol. VII Ho. 13
Tuesday. January 14, 1919
Price S Cents
units for Independent Sales Corp., and
Film
Clearing House. He is now on
opyright 1918, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
: ic. Published Da-ly at 71-73 West 44th St.. a trip covering the country.
Mew
York,
N.
Y.
by
WID'S
FILMS
and
FILM FOLKS.
Inc
Capt. Harry A. Bailey has been engaged as special representative to
P. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and handle "Wanted for Murder.." He
Trvasorer ; Lynde Denig, Editor ; Joseph
Dannenberg, Vice-President and Managing was with the Hippodrome, and eight
Editor: J. W. Aliooate. Secretary and Busi- years with Keith as manager of variness Manager.
ous theaters. On Thursday "Wanted
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918. for Murder" will open at Poli's Waterat the post office at New York, N. Y., under bury theater. Bailey is arranging this
showing.
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Film Market Sales
months. $5.00: 3 months, $3.00, Foreign
$20.00.
"The City of Purple Dreams" and
"Who Shall Take My Life," Selig
Subscribers
should remit with order.
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S productions, sold to Bernard Cooks, of
Pittsburgh for West Virginia and
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St,
New
York, N. Y.
Western Pennsylvania.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4651-2

CUTS

AND

FLASHES

"The Star Spangled Banner." "Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean," "The
Battle Cry of Freedom," "Home
Sweet Home," and "The Girl I Left

Behind Me," miniature productions
made by hte Gotham Films, Inc, to
Southwestern Pictures Corp., Atlanta for North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia and Florida.
Arrow has sold the seven reel special
"The Finger of Justice," for the New
England States to the Premier Feature
Film Co. of Boston. It will be
handled as a road show attraction. The
same company bought "The Profiteer."
This is Straight Goods.
The police reserves were called out
to handle the crowd at Loew's Avenue
B theater where "Wanted for Murder"
was played last Saturday night Elaine
Hammerstein, star of the film made
a personal appearance.
Herman Rifkin has ordered additional prints of "The Struggle EverMr. Harry Grelle, Pittsburg, has
lasting."
ordered additional prints on "The
Accidental Honeymoon."

Ruth Roland is laid up for a few
days with poisoned oak
Roderick Ross, that genial Chicago
printer
is saying "Howdy" to his New
York friends.
They're Sayin' along the Av'noo th
Hodkinson has got two big autho

Samuel Levin formerly connected
with Famous Players has purchased
the control of the Swanson Nolan Co.,
Salt Lake City

signed, sealed
an' w
produce
a seriesan'ofdelivered,
four productiol
from each.

Among

Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of
Brooklyn'
hold a banquet
perial.will
Hall, Brooklyn,
Jan. 21at asIm-a
farewell to the retiring officers of
the league for 1918 and the installation of new officers.

William Farnum gave a dinner to
Madge Kennedy's favorite jewel is
a sparkling little service pin. She some wounded soldiers a while ago
wears it all the time right over her and the other day one of them apheart.
Some men are lucky.
peared at the Fox studi.o and presented
Mr. Farnum with his trench boots,
Frances Marion. Mary Pickford's
"Once a Mason," "The Amateur the ones he wore "over the top."
scenario writer was married to Chapand "Romance and Rings," Mr. Thev were still caked with the mud
lain Fred Smith, hero of the "Fight- Liar."
and Mrs. Sidney Drew Paramount of France. Mr. Farnum prizes them
ing Parson" stories in the Saturday comedies, have been directed by Mrs. very highly and says they will go
Evening Post in Paris recently. Miss
Marion is now with the Army of Oc- Drew, who rewrote the stories, ar- "over the top" of his trophy room
ranged the furniture, and told her at Sag Harbor.
cupation and Smith is on his way to
husband how to acf
California
Gus Phillips has sent all the way
home to Rensselaer, Indiana for a
bottle of old fashioned liniment that
his Aunt used to use 'cause in "Peggy
Does Her Darnedest" May Allison
blacked his eye and hit him in the
jaw and oh! practised all sorts o'
punches on his face.

If George Walsh will be so realistic he should remember' to remove
his valuables before a struggle scene.
In "Tough Luck Jones" there is a
rough card party and some one grabs
George's $100 watch from his vest
pocket. He played the scene so well
that he smashed his watch. He could
Passed Without a Cut
Viola Dana says that Milton Sills have done just as well with an Inger"Wanted for Murder" and "Her
But then — there wouldn't be any
is much too tall for her to vamp suc- soll.
Mistake," have been passed by the
cessfully so all their love scenes in story — would there.
Pennsylvania Board of Censors with
'•ut a cut. They are both handled by "Diana Ardway" are played with Milton sittin' on a couch and Viola stanthe Independent Sales Corp. and Film
Coxild any modesty in the world exdin'. She can twine her arms around
Clearing House.
ceed that of the sixth carbon copy!
him then and without appearin' to be
With
the aid of a magnifying glass
vampin' the ceiling.
I
managed
to bring these letters to
"Virtuous Wives" Going Well.
Homer Croy the author recently re- the surface.
"Virtuous Wives" — Anita Stewart
turned from France says that the
Prod. — First National, has been booked
'The
art of
anity" Holu
d
for a second week at Gordon's three things the American soldiers film aster has begun its
was
at
the
road
the
sleep and motion picOlympia, Boston, and Tally's Broad- want istures.food,
Of all their favorites William New
or
as
tract arger
way, Los Angeles. At the Stillman,
than ring
the first
eek
Cleveland, there were 10,000 paid ad- Hart is the most popular. They don't row
wing
the film will remissions on the first day's showing and mind putting their bayonets where of the
eat
or
nite
an overflow that could not be accom- they belong if Hart will he there at run. main at the
modated.
eight o'clock.
Some Decorations.
Gradually portraits of First National stars are appearing in the
offices at 48th Street. On the walls
now are Mary Pickford and Anita
Stewart and Norma Talmadge.

Exchangeme

Joe .Desberger. formerly manager
the U. S. Exhibitors for St. Louis arj
adjacent territory, has been appoints
manager of the Independent Sahj
Corp for St. Louis, succeeding E. jl
Flynn, who will assume charge of tf]
Kansas City office.
B. E. Wilks formerly branch maij
ager for Triangle at New Haven
back with Triangle as branch mail
ager at Pittsburgh.
H. H. Hicks who was reporttl
formerly with Select in Tacoma wij
orginally in the Seattle office bu
has now been transferred to th
Cincinnati branch.
Chicago —Fred C. Creswell, foil
mer assistant manager of Famot'
Players-Lasky exchange, has bee
made manager, succeeding W. I]
Scares, who resigned two week
ago. Mr. Creswell is an old es
hibitor and is well liked among th
exhibitors of Chicago.
Official First National Denial
From J. D. Williams on the coasj
comes another denial that First Na
tional contemplates any affiliatior
combination or connection in any wa
with another producer or distributir
company in the industry
Use Masonic Temple,
A scene in the House of Comii
was taken yesterday, using the it
terior of the Masonic Temple for th
setting T. Stuart Blackton spent week)
in research work before he vro-ul
attempt the big scene

ali^l

DAILY

ON BROADWAY
Strand.
Madge Kennedy in "Day Dreams,"
oldwyn.
James Montgormery Flagg's comedy,
)ne Every Minute.."
Strand Topical Review.
Rivoli.
"The Silver King" with Wm. Faverlam, Paramount.
Prizma color pictures
Christie Comedy.
Topical Review
Rialto.
Pauline Frederick in "Out of the
hadow," Paramount
"A Little Journey in Film Land."
hotoplay Magazine — Educational.
Scenic picture "The Woods of
arts" depicting the beauties of Bois
6 Boulogne.
Rialto Magazine — News Weekly.
Broadway.
"The
.st
week.Heart of Humanity" Jewel,
Loew's New York.
J. Warren Kerrigan in "The
Miters."
Fatty Arbuckle in "Camping Out."
Topical Review.

Twin City Notes

John Bergstrom, Proprietor of the
icollet, Minneapolis, is seriously ill
tth influenza. Mr. Bergstrom is also
cretary of the Theatrical Protective
league.
F. O. Peters, who has just returned
rom military service, has been added
> the sales force of the Film Clearig House, Inc., of Minneapolis.
| Manager M. J. Weisfelt, of the Fox
fjnneapolis office, has added Hal
ickenson to his sales force. Mr.
lickenson was formerly connected
jSth the Pathe and later with the
fniversal organizations in the Twin
ities
More Southern Territory Gone.
The Southeastern Pictures Corp.,
t Atlanta, has bought the followig features from the Arrow :
"The Profiteer", "To-day", "The
[ad Lover", "Lust of the Ages"
My Husband's Friend', and "The
Roman's Law".
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Young Star Tries to Put Over Polly anna Type of Story
Lila Lee in
.,,„,
"THE

SECRET
GARDEN"
Paramount

DIRECTOR
S. Butler Clonebaugb
AUTHOR
Frances Hodgson Burnett
SCENARIO BY
Marion Fairfax
CAMERAMAN
Henry Kotani
AS A WHOLE
Rather pretty and simple; has
best chance with women and children that
respond to "Pollyanna" philosophy.
STORY
Adaptation of book which has been well
received by readers of Mrs. Burnett.
DIRECTION
Carries out spirit of the story and
achieves some poetic touches.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally fine; especially in
representing picturesque garden.
LIGHTINGS
Give natural tone to most of the
sets and usually good on players' faces.
CAMERA WORK
Nothing exceptional
STAR
Attractive youngster doesn't register a
striking screen personality.
SUPPORT
Well balanced cast, with Sportiswoode Aitken, Clarence Geldart and Dick
Rosson in principal roles.
EXTERIORS
Garden scenes very pleasing.
INTERIORS
Always correct
DETAIL
True to English setting in which story
is laid.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Wholesome.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4762 ft
Pollyannas spread their glad tidings under various names
and different circumstances, but all are unmistakably members of the same optimistic family. Lila Lee is the newest
little sister of the smiling group and probably an appreciable number of your regulars, especially if you are
running a neighborhood house, will find her sweet and appealing in this adaptation of Mrs. Burnett's story.
Before she becomes an hones-to-goodness screen star,
however, it strikes me that Lila still has some distance to
travel. She has fine eyes and she's cute and fresh, but so
are a lot of other young girls and it remains for some director to develop a really individual personality in order to
justify her being placed on a par with players who have

a genuine following.
There has been nothing yet to
expense
of exhibitors catering to, a "made"
indicate
star atfrom
the
public abailing
Missouri. that she should have been

But passing by this rather important point and consider
ing her merely as a clever little girl, it is well that she
should be cast in the type of role found here. In appearance and manner
she visualizes quitt completely
Mrs
Uuinett's cheerful heroine.
The production has an artistic background and it is
decidedly well cast, facts which count materially in its
favor, for the story indifferently handled, would be likely
to fall flat. After the death of her parents, who never
loved her, Lila is sent to England to live at Misselthwaite
Manor, under the guardianship of Spottiswoode Aitken,
playing a feeble old man who is dominated by his brother
a doctor who figures on inheriting the estate after the
death of Aitken and the son, Dick Roson, a frail youth
treated as a cripple.
The girl craves sympathy which she doesn't find
except in the companionship of the housemaid and the
invalid boy, who is clearly a victim of the doctor's influence. Lila decicdes that sunshine and laughter and
fresh air will cure him, so she sets about to counteract
the thoughts of illness and gloom which are a weight
on the youth's spirits. Stealing into his room one
night, she removes the iron brace which the doctor insists he shall wear and mmuch to his surprise, the boy
finds that he can walk.
With this as a beginning, Lila continues to perfect
her cure, having won the co-operation of the housemaid's brother, a country youth. They find the key
to the secret garden which has been closed
ever since
Dick was born, out of respect to his mother who died
inchildbirth, leaving the father brokenhearted. Using
the garden as a playground, unknown to their elders,
beauty.
the children reconstruct it into a thing of life ana
Much to the dismay of the scheming uncle, Dick
regains his health and efforts to put him out of the
way, along with the irrepressible Lila, are frustrated
in a series of scenes that give the film its nearest approach to drama.

Doesn't Look Very Good, But May Draw Matinee Business
For a young star who is typically of the "manufactured" variety and has done so little to win public
attention, Lila Lee, thanks to the publicity efforts of
lier backers, has received considerable exploitation in
newspapers and fan magazines, all of which may be
of benefit to you in drawing an audience.
The fact remains, however, that she is not yet
strong enough to warrant a high rental and if your
contract permits of a selection, I think it might be
wise to pass this over and select the offering of some
star whose popularity has been tested in your community.
Providing you are going to use "The Secret Garden," its best chance would appear to be at a matinee,
especially if you are able to arouse the interest of the
young girls' church or school societies. It is a wholesome, optimistic picture to which no one can object
and has the advantage of being adapted from Frances
Hodgson Burnett's novel.

According to reports, the circulation of the book
has been wide and one of the obvious advertising
stunts is to get co-operation from local bookdealers.
There's not much to say about Lila Lee, save that
she is the youngest of the Paramount-Artcraft stars
and has appeared in two successful pictures, "The
Cruise of the Make-Believes" and "Such A Little
Pirate." If you want to go into her early history, you
may be able to get some interesting material about
her vaudeville career, under the name of Cuddles, and
her sudden rise to fame when Jesse L. Laskey "discovered" her as a possible screen star.
In mentioning the title of the picture, refer to the
author of the story as being the Frances Hodgson
Burnett of "Little Lord Fauntleroy" fame. For a
catchline you might use: "Did you ever try laughter
instead of a doctor when you felt down and out? Perhaps not. Then you ought to see what Lila Lee discovered in 'The Secret Garden'."

Book "Heart of Humanity."
"The Heart of Humanity" has been
booked for an indefinite run at the
Stillman Theater, Cleveland, the Palace, Washington, and Hippodrome,
Baltimore, starting Jan. 26.

Florence Reed's Latest
Florence Reed's newest starring
vehicle, "The Call of the Heart,"
produced by the Tribune Production
Inc., and directed by John M. Stahl,
has been sold to the United Pictures
of America.

Poster Company Combines Offices.
The Exhibitors Poster and Supply
The National Board of Review eviCo.
have combined their two offices
satly put Rogef s Thesaurus to good
le in securing adjectives in describ- and are now located on the entire first
g Henry Walthall's "And a Still floor of the building at 209-11-13 48th
mall Voice." Among the words used St. They have also added a Photograph Slide and Motion Picture Sup* "excellent, absorbing, compelling
ply department to their business.
mvincing," etc

Community Theater Opened.
Williamsport, Md. — A community
motion picture theater will be opened
here soon with Mayor Gaylor as the
manager, arrangements having been
made at a meeting in the municipal
building where a company was formed
for the purpose.

As a man grows in experience, k*t
theories of conduct become fewer.
Difficulties afford heroism its opportunities. Blessed be difficulty. Health
is a gift, but you have to work to keep
it.

DAIL.Y
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In the Courts
Ucrwent Hall Caine has been denied an application to advance trial in
suit against E. Edward Shallenberger to recover $11,125 salary and
$14,424 damages for breach of contract by which the plaintiff was to
act in pictures for 34 weeks at $850
a week. The defendant alleges that
the plaintiff fraudulently represented that he was a motion picture
actor of ability and that certain
physical defects he had would not
show on the screen. The defendant objected to the case being tried
until Caine submits to an examination before trial ordered by the
court, and Justice Lehman upheld
the contention.
The Fifth Avenue Amusement Co.,
as lessee of the motion picture theater at the northeast corner of 116th
Street and 5th Avenue, has been sued
in the Supreme Court to compel the
payment of $7,547 alleged to be due on
the rent of the theater from March.
1915 to May 1, 1917.

CLASSIFIED.
The classified columns of YVID'S
fill a long felt want It is the market
place when buyer and seller — employer
and employee or the small advertiser
can put his story before practically
every live exhibitor in the country
every day in the year, at nominal cost
Rate 50c per line.
Cash with order.

THEATERS

FOR
LEASE.

SALE

OR

Eight hundred seat modern house in
Bronx. Will lease for long term. House
now showing: nice profit. Good reason for
selling — Box 1 this office.
Theater for Sale — I know of a splendid theater proposition in town of 3,000; house
equipped for theater, vaudeville and pictures ;
only house in town ; it's a good one I James
V. Bryson, TL9 Hennepin Avenue, Minneapolis.

WANTED

TO BUY.

Second hand Theater equipments. Highest
Cash Price — Box 55 this office.

HELP

WANTED.

Operator must be steady and efficient — in
New York State— $22.00 weekly. Address
Box 102— this office.
Operator Wanted — Must be clean cut,
steady and willing to work ; must be able
to operate two Powers 6B machines and
generating set; must know the work from A
to Z. Good steady job to the right man.
No booze fighter need apply. S. K. Leen,
Ruby theater, Jamestown,
N. D.
Manager for 600 seat house In New
Jersey — salary and home arrangement. Tell
all in first lettr. Box 105 this office.
Manager of experience for modern picture
theater in Iowa City, of 20,000 will consider
leasing house to reliable party. Address
A. W. J. c/o WTD'S DAILY.

Dirty Film

+

minimum bookings

Clean Film

4 maximum bookings

Take Your Choice

Film Renovating Co.
729 7th Ave.

New York

METRO
UNITED

250
250

representatives
of the infollowing
of
whom"Saw
assured
us of their interest
the mattercompanies
and their all
desire
to co-operate, the only question left being the amount, which
would have to be determined bv the financial committee.
Pathe
Goldwyn
First National.
"These are in addition to those who appeared at the meeting and stated that they would be with us, to wit :Educational
W. L. Sherry
W. W. Hodkinson
Tourneur
Octagon Film Company.
"Was unable to see anyone of authority at World or Vitagraph. It was told to me that Mr. Quinn of the Vitagraph had
taken the position that this matter should be handled by the Association. Itis quite clear that Mr. Quinn's connection with the
industry is of a very short duration and he certainly is not informed in this particular instance.
"I desire to express on behalf of the Ohio State Screen
League, our great appreciation of the consideration shown us
by all of the producers and distributors whom I have mentioned.
There are still a few whom we were unable to see, owing to lack
of time, but we shall commiunicate further with them in order to
enable them to co-operate with us. The spirit manifested by
the producers is particularly gratifying in view of the disturbed
state of finances that exists with almost every film company of
today. The Ohio State Screen League has taken the position
that this is a fight in which the producer has an interest and yet
no effort has been made in any way to attempt to club anyone
to come in.

Producers of State Rights
pictures can secure a service from 1
that is indespensible to the Exchange
handling the feature.
We furnish high
class Lobby displays without any n<
penditure or risk to the producer.
Wa
have
a catalogue
for the
Theater
Owner
that is theirs for the asking.
KRAUS MFG. CO.

220 West 42nd St. N. X

Exhibitors Poster & Supply Co
209-213
NEW

WEST
YORK

48th
ST.
CITY

SUPPLIES

SLIDES

OREIGN FILM TITLES
Are

THE

O ELIAS
CISC
FR
220AN
West
42nd Street, New

10UC
I'lCKtT
SEUIKQ
-O
Cash register

and all kinds of Theatre Tickets
USED
UNIVERSALLY

1731 BROADWAY

N. Y. CIT1

status of his company's affairs upon the 'Flu' epidemic and
felt that the very prosperous Ohio exhibitors should look out f' r
themselves and not presume to call upon anyone else.
"Although he admitted his company was broke and that he
himself would not advance any money, nevertheless he claimed
that his refusal was based upon the fact that he thought our idea
in coming to the producers was wrong in principle. I discussed
the situation with this producer at length in order that he would
not be able to state at any future time that the matter had not
been explained to him.
"He stated that he did not care to know the amount contributed by other companies, nor the amount that we would expect
him to contribute. He simply was not interested and furthermore stated that if at any time his position
the matter should
"You in
,
be questioned, he would be well able to takerscare
of himself.
"Permit me to extend to you my sincere thanks for your
great kindness in not only calling the meeting for me, but also
in promoting it.

Fully

"(Signed

)

FREDl

DESBER

G."

NEW THEATERS

Osawatomie, Kan. — Fred Parrish
succeeds Henneberry & Evar as manager of the Empress.

New Haven — Jacques Amusement
Co. plans to erect moving picture theater here.
Cloquet, Minn.— Theater to be
erected here for Markowitz Brothers
and Alexander Summerfield.

Eastland, Tex.— F. K. Davis, formerly salesman for First National,
manager of the New Princess.

Hewitt, Minn. — Roy Prettyman will
convert building into an up-to-date
moving picture theater.

Seattle — T.
M. Anderson
Gem from John Hamrick.

bought

AND
co.

raaaanaesl

WE CAN FRAME

CHANGES

York

Phone: 'Bryant 935)

"The only jarring note in our effort came from one of the
large producers who very frankly stated that his company was
broke, that it did not have a dollar, and that it could not get a
dollar except by way of his own contribution, and that he did
not personally propose to put in another nickel. He blamed the

HOUSE

BEST

YOUR
GUNBY

UP

INSERTS
BROS.,
Inc.

145 West 45th Street, New York City
Studio for Rent
Equipped

SUN-LIGHT
218 Wes

Phone 8355

ARC

CO.. Inc.

48th St.

New York
TELEPHONE
BRYANT
j. JUSTICE

Bryant

HARMER,

446*
President

LILLIAN WARD
Artists' and Directors' Representative.
Catering especially to Motion Pictures.
PUTNAM BUILDING
1493 Broadway
Room 301

—Maybe Stone has it
Here's a "Film Library" of
Special Scenes
When yon Rough
want Water,
to "Flash
In**Callisren,
a Fire,
Explosion,
Wreck,
Submarine, Zeppelin, Sunset, Ship Arriving or Departing, Naval, Guns Firing,
Shots Striking, War Stuff or Foreign or
U. 8. Action, Travel Scenes anywhere la
the World, Scientific, Industrial, Insect,
Animal or Bird Life, Magic, Colored «r
Non-Flam,
. "MAYBE STONE HAS IT" ..
145 W. 45th St.
Bryant HIT
New Tart

7^RECOaH!ZED
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Small Towns Hit
Pacific Northwest by "Flu" —
Olympia Shut Down.
I
to IflD'S
(Special-The
is
epidemic
influenzaDAIIA
Seattle
still causing a lot of trouble in the
Pacific Northwest 1< is the small
>wns. for the most part, that are beig closed now, however. Some
•attle exchanges estimate that about
per cent of the small tow%s in the
..-ritory are closed. Southwestern
, Jregon, in particular, is very hard
hit, one of its best towns, The Dalles,
laving been closed on the day that
this is being written. Independence,
fin southeastern Oregon, was also
closed this week.
Many of the large as well as the
small towns of Idaho have been closed
within the last ten days, Wallace being among these.
The
most
important
closing
in
Washington
this
past
week
was
Olympia. the state capital. The mayor
has even threatened to put a ban on
the meeting of the state legislature.
A number
of the small towns in
Washington
have also been
under the "Flu" ban recently

IB
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Showing of Adele.

J'rivatc trade showing
of "Adele"
the latest Kitty Gordon production for
United will take place this morning
at room 613 729 7th Ave.
Record For Strand.
"The Fighting Roosevelts" will play
at the Strand the week of January 19.
The price paid by the Strand for the
feature is said to be the greatest in
that theaters history.

Price 5 Cents

FAIRBANKS WITH FIRST NATIONAL
ACCORDING TO COAST WIRE
Syd Chaplin to Make Five Reelers For First National — More Merger Talk
— Reported
Differences Between Denied.
Lois Weber
and Anita Stewart

WW'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — From (Special
a- very to dependable
source it is slated that Douglas Fairbanks has signed with First National.
Both Fairbanks
and First
National are non-committal.
Syd Chaplin With First National.
John Jasper, manager of the Charles Chaplin studios stated yesterday
Devereaux Back From Europe.
that Syd Chaplin, the famous comedian's brother, has signed up to make
Jack
Devereaux
returned
from two five reel productions for First National.
France yesterday.
He has been in the
Anita Stewart and Lois Weber, Miss Stewart's director, gave a barbecue
service.
for the directors of First National and other guests.
Among those who attended were, J. D. Williams, Seymour
and T. L. Tally, Harry O. Schwalbe,
The Producing Producer
rlulsey, J. Von Herberg, David
P. i: wells, Watterson R. Rothacker,
Aaron Jones, Robert Licbler, W.
Hayes, and John H. Kunsky.
Reported Differences Denied.
The report that there was some
difference between Anita Stewart and
Lois Weber was officially denied. Miss
Weber will direct Miss Stewart in
her next feature which has been
named "Mary Regan" and after that
will direct three more for First National release provided no_ operation
on her injured arm is necessitated
after completing the Regan feature.
Watterson R. Rothacker is here
Subjects Are Educational — Supplied
looking over studio sites. If successful he will build a studio here but in
by Dep't of Agriculture.
Through arrangements made by the
the meantime he contemplates returnState Department and as a result of
ing to Chicago the end of the week.
a plea from the Russian Provincial
Merger Talk.
Zemstvo, the Department of AgriculTalk of merger is again in the air.
Adolph Zukor is busy saying nothing
ture has gathered 20 reels of educational film to teach the peasants of
while Hiram Abrams and Ben SchulRussia modern methods in farming
berg are giving out interviews to the
and land development.
effect that a tremendous merger is
pending. They no doubt have reference to the talked of combination of
Carewe to Direct Nillson.
Paramount, Metro and First National.
It is understood that Edwin Carewe
Both Abrams and Schulberg are prewill direct Anna Q. Nillson and an
sumably out of this contemplated deal
all-star cast in a big special proand it is thought by some that they
duction for Metro.
are giving out these talks for the purpose of aiding their own game. What
their plans are they will not state but
Tourneur's Next Picked.
they intend staying in Los Angeles
for a month or more.
Maurice Tourneur now working or
Cecil De Mille states officially that
"The White Heather," will next prohe is not leaving Paramount.
duce "The Best of Friends."
, The First National meeting ended
esterday. T. L. Tally said that no
Two Metro Officials Back.
-.latter what happens First National
Joe Fngel. treasurer ot Metro and'
will stand alone in the game.
Harry A. Cohen, special representaSAM H. COMLY
tive arrived back in New ^ork yester- j
day morning from the Coa.st. Mr. j
Engel while in Los Angeles had com- |
Relative
to the
men'ioned
in the
Los "combination"
Angeles
dispatch
plete charge of west coast activities of
|
!
the
Metro
office,
President
R.
A.
Metro and Mr. Cohen has just comRowland
said that he had not been
pleted a Southern and Western trip
WeNL
gauging the attraction values of
\pproached on any such proposition.
1 At First National as a reply to the reNazimova productions and "Eye for
(Continued on page 2)
Eye" in particular

Send Films to Russia

mm» ■ *. vm.
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In the Courts

Los Angeles — Miles Dobson, scenario
writer, has filed a $10,000 damage suit
against
Robert Thornby and H. P.
»ol. Ill Bo 14 Wednesday, January 15, 1915
Price 5 Cents
Burkem producers, and the Sanborn
Copyright 1918, Wid's Film and Film Folks, Laboratory of Culver City. lL,is
ir J'ublished Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., claimed that the drama under the title
New York, N. Y. by WID'S FILMS and
' ILM FOLKS, Inc.
of "Are You Really Married" was
F C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and stolen from the writer and the name

Tr-asarer; *_,ynde Denig, Editor; Joseph
r>»-nenberg, Vice-President and Managing
Eiin<r: J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Busii,.->r Manager

changed to "The

Problem."

"Salome" Protested
Protests against further exhibition
of "Salome" in St. Louis have been
filed with Prosecuting Attorney
Sidener by Catholic Church Federation and Lutheran Morals Committee.
The
picture is being shown at the
Liberty.
The action was taken after Rev.
Howard Billman, associate secretary
of the Church Federation, and Charles
W. Trefny of the Catholic Federation,
had viewed the film and reported on

In a suit of John T. Gregory against
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under the Bluebird Photoplays Inc., the Unithe act of March 3, 1879.
versal Film Mfg Co., and others for it. Film Market, Inc., has moved executive offices to the eighth floor of the
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside damages for personal injuries because
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Times Building.
months, $5.00: 3 months, $3.00. Foreign of the falling of a sign, the Universal
$20.00.
lias hied an answer in the Supreme
Subscribers
should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S Court alleging that if there was any
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St., New
negligence other than by the plainYork, N. Y.
PlayersTelephone:
Vanderbilt 4551-2
tiff himself it was by the contractor, Famous
Lasky
32
37
35
the Strauss Mfg Co., also a defendant,
1/16 3/16
which was employed to erect a sign in Triangle
Word Film
^
¥%
a safe condition.

QUOTATIONS

Cuts and Flashes

Pearl White's next Pathe serial, an
adaptation from Robert W. Chambers' story "In Secret" will be released in May.
Fred. C. Quimby, Sales Manager,
Pathe, is rapidly recovering from an
attack of influenza. Mrs. Quimby who
was seriously ill from the same disease is recovering.
Operations on the construction of the
new B. S. Moss Theater, 181st Street
and Broadway, will be resumed in the
Spring. It will be opened about Labor
Day, 1919 Seating capacity, 3,012.

There's goin' to be 1,000 people and cigars, hair-nets, soap, nail-polish,
a lot o' elephants and tigers and lions double-boilers, toothpowder and susand all kinds o' beasts of the jungle, in
Select announces purchases of all William Farnum's next picture — and penders.
a circus
Norma Talmadge Productions for 1919 it isn't
der what
it is? picture either. WonDown in Springfield there's a little
release declaring these are the only
church that's been strugglin' along under a mortgage for years. The poor
Norma Talmadge pictures which can
Robert Walker appeared at the Fox
be placed on the market this year.
little church hadn't even a light except that furnished by an acetelyne
studio to play an artist in "The Light"
usual black flowin' tie. DiMinneapolis — George W. Malone ap- minus the
the shed.butThis
bad
rector Edwards asked him what he plant
in the insummer,
whenwasn't
winterso laid
pointed manager of the Exhibitors
Mutual.
the heavy snows around the little
meant
by
appearin'
on
the
set
without
it. Robert said that he had the tie with church why — sometimes the pipes
him when he started to the studio, but would freeze and then the good people
Fairbanks With First National
that he saw a poor little dcg with a could have no service.
lame foot and that he had taken his tie
{Continued from page 1 )
But "Poppsie" Allen got an idea.
port a wire from Manager John D. off and bound up the poor little dog's He told it to Lewis J. Selznick and
foot.
the
Universal Co. and they promised
was presented.
"have
published broadcast It
thatread
First
National
Well — it's a new one anyway.
to help him. And that's how it
will not amalgamate or affiliate with
that every Tuesday night in
Richard Stanton stopped on his way happens
that little Church in Long Island,
any one in any way." At Paramount
John C. Flinn said there was nothing to the studio- a few days ago to help "Poppsie" Allen gives a picture show.
to be said; that Mr. Zukor was in a woman and two little girls out of He is ticket seller, treasurer, operator,
California, and that if any statement a second story window of a burning publicity man — and what do you
was to be made it would come from building. He dashed up the smoke think ! he has collected enough to pay
M r. Zukor.
filled stairway with all the flourish of for electric lights and is now paying
a leadin' man and came out without off the mortgage.
a burn havin' rescued the "women
When "Poppsie" is talking about his
folks." After this he directed the
picture show his eyes light up just as
scene
of puttin'
out, arrived.
an| just J imagine they used to in other days
as it was
out, thethe
firefire
engine
I'llday.
bet he made 'em all "act out" long before his hair was white. "You
that
ought to come out next Tuesday
night," he said, ."We're goin' to have
No wonder
Gladys
Brockwell
is Kitty Gordon in — in — well what is the
happy. Out in Saginaw, Michigan, name of that — well, it's goin' to be
The man at his w»rk. There is noth- they've named one o' their best brand good anyway." When he left he
ing finer. I have seen men homely, un- o' peaches, the "Brockwell Peaches." said, "You might tell the folks in New
couth and awkward
when
"dressed Isn't that lovely ! Not many actresses York- that I'm figurin' on screens for
up" who were superb when at work. get such nice things as peaches named next summer. Got to keep the flies
for them
Generally
its ferocious
■F.lhert Hubbard
off the Presbyterians you know"

wrong steer?
Who
gave

''Bennie"

Zeidman

Uw

INCORPORATIONS
Annapolis, Md. — The Baltimore
State Rights Film Co., Inc.. Capital
$5,000. R. B. Palmer, L. H. Homand,:
and George C. Easter. The new company will handle state rights features
and reissues.
Albany, N. Y.— The O. and R. Enterprises, Brooklyn, N. Y. To deal in]
motion picture and photoplay films!
and motion picture apparatus. Capi-I
tal $5,000 Directors— William Abram-J
son,
City. Samuel Rhonheimer, and Max]
Oestreicher. 366 Broadway, New York]

Albany, N. Y.— The Goldleo Corp I
New York. To operate theaters fori
motion picture and theatrical pur-I
poses.
$5,000 Charles
Directors—!
Charles Capital
A Goldreyer,
B.l
Schlesenger, and Benjamin Leo, 6571
West 161st Street, New York.

Albany, N. Y. — Belnord Amusement!
Co., New York City. Theatrical andl
motion pictures. Capital $1,000. Di-f
rectors — Walter B Smith, Annette
Montrose, and Marcus R. Peppard, 141 1
Broadway, New York City
Albany. N. Y.— Great Authors Pictures, Inc.. New York City. To ac-l
quire the motion picture rights of
literary works and produce films »
Capital $50,000 Directors— Hannah
H. Geller, Minnie Hicks and Charles
A. Weeks. Yonkers, N. Y.
Albany, N. Y. — 35 Second Avenue
Amusement Co., New York City
Theatrical, vaudeville and other
amusement attractions. Capital $1,
000. Directors— A
H. Sarasohn
Harry
H.
Benjamin
and
stein. 70 Lenox Ave., NewIsidore
York EdelCity

tM^
\mong

Exchangemen

' Atlanta, Ga -Al Bartlett, Pathc,
,ow with S. A. Lynch enterprises.

New Orleans— Joe Gilligan, United
'ictures, Dallas, transferred here.
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Old English Meller Doesn't Count Much on the Screen
William

"THE

Faversham

SILVER

in

KING"

Paramount-Artcraft
Special.
DIRECTOR
George Irving.
Barnett
K.
H.
The
Dallas, Tex.—
AUTHORS. Henry Arthur Jones and Henry Herman
has
nt,
SCENARIO
BY
Burns Mantle
equipme
Co..
Supply
theater
tarterl business.
CAMERAMAN
AlLigouri
AS A WHOLE. . .Unconvincing meller pieced together
n,
Fieldma
M.
without
much
artistic
discrimination.
Joseph
olis—
Minneap
Adaptation of old English play, which
alesman, has returned from the army STORY
in photoplay
form
has more
action than
p Pathe sales force.
plausibility.
coverbeen
DIRECTION
Indicates
an
effort
to
compress
has
jW. L. Doudlan who
too much plot material into limited footage;
lig Idaho and Montana for Fox is
forking in Oregon.
always pitched in meller key.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Nothing
out of ordinary;
Oklahoma City— Harry Owens
prints of Derby horse race, apparently duped,
ormer Paramount manager, is now
don't harmonize
with other racing.
LIGHTINGS
Some good effects; others harsh
pith Universal.
and crude.
Elsea,
| Kansas City, Mo.— S. M.
CAMERA
WORK
Double
exposures
repreDrmerly of Paramount office force
senting mirage on desert finely done.
oins the A. H. Blank enterprises.
STAR
Will impress on account of his reputa
tion rather than for what he does in ordinCHICAGO
NOTES.
ary "movie" role.
Carl B. Roder, city librarian of SUPPORT
Barbara Castleton easy to look at
3ricago, addressed the members of
as
shero;
John Sutherland and others suit
on
needs of story.
be Chicago Censorship commissi
it their last meeting and explained EXTERIORS
Vary considerably; those showing English estate carry atmosphere.
he method pursued by his assisants in selecting books for circu- INTERIORS
...Nothing to attract particular notice.
ation throughout the city. Mr. DETAIL
Assembling of scenes frequently gives
toder's talk deeply interested the
choppy
episodic tone to picture; occasional
hembers of the Commission and
incongruities.
pveral of his suggestions will be
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Won't
offend.
cted upon in connection with the new LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5229 feet.
ensorship rules being drafted.
They may call it a "special",, but the hard truth of
After a stiff fight in court, "Pro- the matter is that this falls a long way short of realizing genuine special calibre. In the past few weeks
slave
ect your Daughter," a awhite
clean bill I've seen a number of Paramount or Artcraft films
flm, has been granted
>f health by Judge Kitch and a jury, which topped this in a number of ways, from a technical viewpoint as well as a plain consideration of
pe feature has been trying to gain
\ Chicago showing for two years, what is likely to please your patrons. And it doesn't
Ifajor Funkhouser having refused make a bit of difference, except in the matter of rental
fa permit time and time again. The that these other films are put on the regular projlm will be given its Chicago pre- ordinary.gram, whereas this is heralded as something extraoiere it is said at a "loop" theatre
It has been proven often enough that famous stage
s soon as the Second Deputy Superintendent of Police and the censor
don't necessarily make superior photokoard issue the necessary permit, melodramas
plays. Practically all of the characters and situations
here have been utilized with variations
in
md a desirable house can be ob- presented
lined.

"movie" metiers until tlfcy have become old stuff to
the average fan. Superior treatment may raise them
into .something different, but in this instance there'*
little indication
of fresh inspiration.
Burns Mantle, in writing the scenario, seems to have
worked on the assumption that all a picture requires
is action, and then more action — a sort of fragmentary
resume of the critical points of a plot without the
substance needed to make a story human. A few
years ago this sort of thing got by, but the pictures
that win out now do more than introduce characters
prior to plunging them into a tragic mix-up. That's
one rather vital point on which "The Silver King"
misses. There's so little sustained characterization
that the people in the film always seem to be made to
fit the story, rather than the story fit the people.
Insofar as the acting is concerned, there are many
screen performers capable of carrying the role of
Wilfred Denver. Mr. Faversham's work was marred by
too much acting. Early scenes present the squire,
portrayed by Faversham, living on his estate with
his wife and children. For years John Sutherland has
awaited the time when he may ruin the squire who
married the woman
Sutherland wanted for himself.
Posing as a friend, the crafty willun persuades Faversham to place his money on the wrong horse at the
Derby; then to make his vengeance complete he takes
him home gloriously drunk and brags about the success of his scheme. Infuriated by the treachery, the
squire sets out to shoot Sutherland and enters his
home at just the time that the "Spider", a noted crook,
is robbng the safe. Faversham is chloroformed by the
thief and the "Spider" shoots Sutherland, making it
appear that the squire is the murderer.
When he regains consciousness, Faversham also believes.that he fired the shot. Familiar meller stunts
are utilized in effecting the innocent mans' disappearance. He boards a train for Liverpool, dons the
clothes of a sailor, jumps from the moving train
which is wrecked a few moments later (the wreck is
not shown in the film) and makes his way to America
where he becomes a wealthy miner. All the while
the report of his death is accepted in England.
After a lapse of years, during which his hair has
turned white, Faversham returns to aid his family,
now reduced to poverty. Incidentally, he finds that
his children are apparently no older than when he
left, an incident that might worry some parents. 'The
Silver King", however is so occupied with bringing the
"Spider" to justice and clearing his own reputation
that he hasn't time to bother about much else.

Star May be Relied Upon to Draw With Stage Patrons

The Allied Amusement Associaion met a committee from the Chiigo Operators Union and submitpd a counter proposition to their
As a box office proposition this seems to have a
lemands for a 25 per cent increase perfectly good chance of getting by, even if the film
1 wages. The Operators Union now
is likely to fall below expectations. There's plenty
as the matter under advisement.
to exploit on account of the reputation of the star
and a famous
old melodrama.
There is no question about the drawing power of
Faversham, whose fame is countrywide and of long
standing. Some twenty years ago he was content to
be a matinee idol, but more recently he has devoted
much of his time to really serious stage drama, which
has given him a following among those interested in
the advancement of the American theater.
You may count on him, as you could on few stars
to arouse interest among the theater-going public in
your community. Certainly I would take this opportunity to go after the better element, figuring that
they will want to see how Faversham comes through

They say "Arizona"
was
st picture for Artcraft

Doug's"

on the screen.
Along the same lines there ought to be value in the
name of Henry Arthur Jones as the author. "The
Silver King" is one of his early works that few of
the present fans know, save by reputation, but the
fact of its having come from the pen of a renowned
playwright is worth consideration.
In going after newspaper space, make the most ofthe reputation of Faversham. Providing you do ttie
requisite amout of advertising, it should be comparatively easy to land pictures of the star along with
reading -notices based on his distinguished career.
Play upon the idea that a great American actor is
coming to your theater in a screen interpretation of a
famous English melodrama. It might be risky to
count on a long engagement, but for a few days the
fjlm should bring in a satisfactory return.

Albany. N. Y. — Mazda Amusement Albany, N. Y. — Grey Seal Produc
Albany, N. Y. — Peacock Feature
Film Exchange. Schenectady, N. Y. Corp., New York City. To operate ' dons, Brooklyn, N. Y. To engage in
To engage in a general motion pic- theaters for theatrical and motion pic- 1 a general motion picture business in
ture business. Capital $25,000. Di- ture offerings. Capital $12,000. Di- 1 its various branches. Capital $25,000.
rectors— Lewis W. Keipper, Simon rectors — Samuel Schulman, Annie Directors — M. E. Osgood, Patrick J
Meurs, Albany, and A. H. Holzhauer, Schulman, and Jacob Rovenger, 1971 Ring, and May A. Kuhns, 129 Clare
Schenectady
Seventh ^ve.; New York City
. mont Ave. Brooklyn
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HOUSE

CHANGES

Pretty Prairie, Kan.— Barr
ler new owners of Gaiety.
Sumner,
Wash. — The
to H. M. Bird.
Doniphan.
Princess

Mo.— L.

L.

& Bix-

Sumner

sold

Lewis

buys

Harrison, Ark. — H. H. Jackson sold
Lyric to D. E. Fitton.
Hampton. la. — Star leased to James
Keefe
West Hoboken, N. J.— The Summit!
theater Co. with capitalization of
$60,000 will take over the Summit.
Dassel, Minn. — Herbert Le Due ha»
bought the picture house from D. T.
Dobson
Parsons, Kan. — Parsons Amusement
Co. succeeds T. J. Behmyeer as lessee
of the Elks.

ttfrftfa

No Sunday Shows
Fight on in Indiana Legislature.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Indianapolis, Ind. — -From present indications, the Sunday closing proposition is going to be one of the livest
issues before the legislature, which
convened here last week. The exhibitors want a measure legalizing Sunday show*. The Sunday closing question has been up before in Indiana and
exhibitors are of the opinion that too
much publicity caused its failure.
This year, they say, they intend to do
the work first and do the "shouting"
afterwards.
There is going to be bitter opposition from ministers. The executive
| committee of the Indiana Church
Federation has adopted resolutions
opposing the measure and is trying to
get the Indiana Church Federation interested in (he fight.
Sunday Situation in New England.
Woonsocket, R. I.— The First Baptist church has tuken action toward
opposing Sunday moving pictures now
bein.ar run in direct violation of law.

In the Open Market
Boston — Aechtler and Farrell form
new corporation under the name of
Major Films, Inc. at 10 Piedmont
St., capitalized at $90,000; E. J.
Farrell, President and General Manager; W. W Aechtler, Treasurer and
Secretary.
Both Aechtler and Farrell are well
known in this district, Mr. ~ Farrell
was Manager of General, Pathe and
Select and has been in the business
for the past eleven years. Mr.
Aechtler formerly owned theaters in
Winthrop, Revere, Peabody and Cambridge, and two years ago took over
the Major Films Co.
They will be in the market for all
state right productions, both features
and single reels.
"The Master Mystery" will be
handled in Wisconsin by the MidWest
Distributing Co., Toy Building,
Milw aukee.
Film Market, Inc., lias placed long
term contract with Sres. Gonzalo
Varela S. en C, for the exclusive
agency throughout Mexico, Guatemala
and San Salvador of Simplex Projectors and parts. The contract calls
for Simplex Service Stations to be
established

*t

TO BUY?

Off For Coast.
Donald Noodrutn and Harry
Reichenbach ""of the C. R. Macauley
HELP WANTED.
Operator must be steady and efficient— in Photoplays Inc., will leave today for
New York State— $22.00 weekly. Address California where they will remain for
Box 102— this office.
a few days only to prepare for the new
Operator Wanted — Must be clean cut,
steady and willing to work : must be able picture which the Macaulay PhotoInc. will present.
to operate two Powers 6B machines and

FRANCISCO EL1AS
220 WeM

42nd Street,

Phone

4

New York

Bnant 9351

'mexm

Exhibito
& 5725
Supply
photo;*
Co
Plooe. Bryant
Postersrs Poster
209-213

WEST

48th

YORK

ST..

CITY

SUPPLIES

SLIDES!

1PHC Cash
flCKtTregister
SELLIKg co.
ANDC
<~>

and all kinds of Theatre Ticktes
USED

UNIVERSALLY

1731 BROADWAY
SUN-LIGHT

N. Y. CT

ARC

CO., Inc.

218 Wes
48th S«.
New York
TELEPHONE

J. JUSTICE

BRYANT

441*

HARMER'President

LILLIAN

WARD

Artists' and Directors' Representative
Catering especially to Motion Pictures
PUTNAM
BUILDING
1493 Broadway
Room 30

WE

CAN FRAME

YOUR
GUNBY

146 West

UF

INSERTS
BROS.,
Inc

45th Street, New York Cirr

Studio for Rent
Fully

Second hand Theater equipments. Highest
Cash Price — Box 55 this office.

generating set ; must know the work from A j
to Z. Good steady job to the right man.
Exchange Changes.
Ho booze fighter need apply. S. K. Leen,
Ruby theater, Jamestown,
N. D.
Dallas, Tex. — J. B. Dugger, formManager for 600 seat house in New
erly manager of Vitagraph assumes
Jersey — salary and home arrangement. Tell [
all in first lettr. Box 105 this office.
management of W. W. Hodkinson
Manager of experience for modern picture Corp. business. He will also care
theater in Iowa City, of 20,000 will consider
basing house to reliable party Address for the Paralta interests in Texas,
Oklahoma and Arkansas.
A W
J c/o WID'S DAILY

OREIGN FILM
Are TITL
THE ESBEST]

NEW

San Diego, Cal.— Mrs. Ethel H.
New Haven — G. Herbert Bishop,
Curtiss has disposed of her interest in
senator-elect is in favor of a more
the Strand to J. G. Knapp.
liberal Sunday law.
Eureka, S. D.— Frank Sutherland
has disposed of his house to Charles
New Haven — Warrants have been
Silver.
issued for the arrest of 17 managers of
motion picture theaters on charges of
Nfa\ lair Film has purchased world
Tolleston, Ind. — R. Gollenstein, violation of the Connecticut Sunday
rights, exclusive of the Unites States
formerly manager of the Lyric, at law.
Gary is making arrangements to reand Canada,
of "The
StillInc.,
Alarm"
open the Tolleston.
The Film
Market,
and
New Haven — Union church service through
later sold the French and Switzerland
on Sunday evenings with moving picSt. John, N. B. — Harry Beeman, lure display are suggested by Rev. rights to "Persuasive Peggy" starring
manager at the new Strand, Sidney, Frank R. Luckey, pastor of Humphreys
Peggy Hyland, to M. Monat of Paris,
has been transferred to the Strand,
through the same medium.
Halifax.
St. giving
Congregational
as a means'
of
the peopleChurch,
the chance
to fill
their spare moments when weather
"The Grain of Dust," starring
is bad and outdoor life unattractive.
CLASSIFIED.
Lillian Walker, for Crest sold to M.
H. Hoffman for Greater New York
The classified columns of WID'S
Providence, R. I.— Mrs. Eugene T. and Northern New Jersey; "The City
fill a long felt want. It is the market Dion, owner of the Casino, Broad St.,
of Purple Dreams," and "Who Shall
place when buyer and seller — employer and Walter J. Cooper, of the Bellevue, Take My Life" to Bernard Cooke of
and*employee or the small advertiser Dexter St., Central Falls, have been Pittsburgh for Western Pennsylvania
ran put his story before practically operating their theaters on Sunday in and West Virginia ; and "The
every live exhibitor in the country spite of the law. It is claimed that Spoilers" for the same territory to
every day in the year, at nominal cost theaters were run for charity. A simi- Standard Film Exchange, Pittsburgh.
Rate 50c per line. Cash with order.
lar condition exists in the Strand,
THEATERS
FOR SALE OR Valley Falls.
Operator Arrested.
LEASE.
Everett, Wash. — ATchie Lafreniere,
Eight hundred seat modern house in
operator,
employed by the Apollo was
No
Sunday
Movies
in
Evanston.
Bronx. Will lease for long term. House
arrested, on charge of carelessness in
now showing nice profit. Good reason for
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
connection
with the management of
selling — Box 1 this office. '
Chicago
By a vote
of 13'against
to 1 Evan
Theater for Sale — I know of a splendid the- ston
city —council
decided
the the projection department. The case
ater proposition in town of 3,000; house
amendment introduced some time ago was an echo of a fire that destroyed
' equipped for theater, vaudeville and pictures ;
only house in town ; it's a good one I James by Alderman T. S. Roberts, to per- $250 worth of film on Christmas eve.
The fire chief asserted that the absence
V. Bryson. 719 Hennepin Avenue, Minnemit the town to enjoy moving picapolis.
tures on Sundays.
of panic was little short of a miracle.

WANTED

STATE RIGHTS PICTURES
should have a lobby display that lifts
the picture into the SHOW MANS
class. We make displays of this char- '
acter that gets its response right at the
Box Office.
Woman
and other productions now in
our show room.
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—Maybe Stone hasi
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When jou Roach
want Water,
to "Flash
In" Colllii
m Ft
Explosion,
Wreck,
Submarine, Zeppelin, Sunset, Ship An
ingr or Departing, Naval, Guns Firii
Shots Striking. War Stuff or Foreign
U. S. Action, Travel Scenes anywhere
the World, Scientific, Industrial, Irui
Non-Flam,
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[Pirates More Active
ijiporter Says Film Thieves Menace
Cuban
Trade.
A prominent exporter, who does not
ish his name used., said yesterday
at pirates in Cuba threaten the life
trade on that island. Films are beg sent to Cuba from Mexico regurly and legitimate exporters find it
tremely difficult to do business
ere.
The following instances of stolen
ints are quoted by him:
"The
Barrier"
controlled
by J.
rank
Brockliss,
re-named
"The
ild Man" has already been shown
Cuba.
Croses and Co. of San Juan, Porto
ico control rights to "The Dark
lence" World — 'Clara Kimball Young
named "Silence in Darkness" and
Jnlighten Thy Daughter." Print
iowii in Havana while Crosas people
Cuba have not yet received the
ints bought.
"The Disciple" and "The Mystery
I the Double Cross" have both been
lown in Havana theaters while the
uban owners have not yet arranged
\ show these features.
It is said a stolen print of "Intolerace" has been cut up into four
>isodes and will shortly be released.
ienz and Mai of Buenos Aires only
short time ago purchased the rights
(r Cuba.

United — World

eal Will Give United 52 Productions
a Year.
The United Pictures- World Film
eal, details of which have not been
lade public call, it is understood, for
I productions a year. At present the
hited through its present production
intracts has 20 pictures scheduled ;
>r a year It is understood that the |
forld will supply 20 more and that j
le remaining 12 will be procured elsehe re

"Flu" Notes
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Triangle Affairs

MASTBAUM
BOOKING
OPEN NEW YORK

OFFICE
OFFICES

TO

Fred Kent, General Manager, Succeeding Y. F. Freeman.
Interest in Film Circles Over Move — Revives Talk of Merger
Fred Kent, heretofore treasurer of [ Considerable
Between
Large Producers
For Distribution
Purposes.
Triangle Distributing Corp, assumes
When questoned regarding the
the general management this morning,
The Stanley (Mastbaum) Booking
succeeding Y. F. Freeman who leaves
rumors of a National organization to
today for Atlanta where he will take Office of Philadelphia will locate in book production as is done in Philacharge of the S. A. Lynch Enterprises. New York. They have secured quardelphia, Mr. Mastbaum said : "We are
Triangle Film will continue to supters on the second floor of the Mcply 52 productions a year to the Dis- Creery Building, 42d St. near Sixth going to do business as we do business
tributing corporation and will resume
here. There isn't anything more to be
and expect to be ready for busiproduction on the Coast next Septem- Ave. ness
said. We will book pictures anywhere
within a week or two.
ber. Meanwhile one company started
work in the East several days ago
Over a long distance phone Jules
The Lynch Enterprises are planning Mastbaum, who is in charge of the that we can."
interesting moves and have established organization,' said they expected to
The fact that the Mastbaum organioperate in New York as they do in
zation intended to open an office here
new general headquarters in the Hurt Philadelphia.
caused considerable comment in film
Bldg., Atlanta.
circles and revived the discussion that
has been going on for some time of a
merger for distributing purposes
among four or five of the largest producing concerns.
The fact that many of the leaders
are on the Coast, and that they alone
could discuss the question barred the
likelihood of any confirmation reiativc
to the reports recently in circulation
regarding the possible plans of the
Stanley office. It was pointed out.
however, that agreements had been
drawn some time ago between important producers regarding the .Stanley deal,
but they had not been
signed
as yet.

Still Waiting

Chaplin's Pictures
May be Delayed Because of Planned
Trip to Europe.
{Special to IffD'S DAILA
Los Angeles— Charles Chaplin will
close his studio in a week and1 lay or!
his working force of 31 people. Says
he is going to Europe to enjoy his
honeymoon and will make one picture
for First . National in England and
another in France.
j. D. Williams of First Natidna'f
says they are in favor' of Chaplm*s
plans He says that in addition 'tb tfie
three pictures made by ChaBiWr that

Leominster; Mass.— At a meeting of
ic School Board, Mayor
Henry
F. ;
awtelle, chairman,
the question of
2eping the school? closed for a cerlin time and to 'bar children from
leaters and motion
picture houses
a account of the influenza was dis- j
issed.
Nothing was decided in the atten. ■

two. more are finished awaiting1 to '.'be
cut
- <..<l !»•'•'
SAM' H COMIiY:'1

<?n
Cleopatra"
Back
to Egypt.
"Qecmatra",,Jhas_co,me .iojto her o,w,n !
he -'FcH; *\'.\:'e7sjuij ■ rtp the '.famous
'Oman's life' fiaFbeelf ■hODl&fTllb 'play
tans in the leading theaters of \lexandria. and Cairo. Egypt.

technical editor of the "Motion Picture News'' was- held' yesterday from
Winterbottom's .funeral parlors. Mr.
Corey conchicted with'' E. Kendall
Gillett,: the' projection and actefe'sory
department of the "News" with which
publication he was connected for two
vear..

I - ■ •' rll !.:•-:

s Chaplin's
Fir.sf,. -National calls, contract
for eight, with
picturei-;.,The

funeral of Alfred S. Corey,
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In the Open Market
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Copyright 1918,
Inc. Published
New
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Price 5 Cents

Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Y. by WID'S FILMS and
Inc.

F C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and
Treasurer ; Lynde Denig, Editor ; Joseph
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Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-2-

Cuts and Flashes
. George
Blaisdell is now editor
the Moving Picture World.

of

. "Made in America" will be released
by .Hodkinson Feb. 16 through Pathe.
Strand Theater, Kingsport, Tenn.,
has arranged to keep a film on the
shelves in case delivery from Louisville is delayed.
William A. Wellman the "Ace" of
the Lafayette Escradrille has joined
the Fairbanks organization and will
play an important part in "Something
for Somebody."

In the Courts

The Torpedo Film Corp. has fi
suit in the Supreme Court against
Lewis J. Selznick Enterprises Inc.
recover $5,981. The complaint alle
that on May 26, 1917, the plain
agreed to sell the defendant the ne,
Seattle — Mike Rosenberg, De Luxe
Feature Film Co., has bought
tive of a motion picture, "At
Petrowna" with positive print for S
"Mickey" and "The Kaiser's Finish"
675 and the defendant was to pay h
for the Northwest.
the cost of shipping the film here fr
Albany, N. Y. — The Schomer-Ross Italy. It is alleged that the film v
Pittsburg— B. C. Edlis, former Uni- Prod., Inc., to produce motion pictures. delivered Aug. 31 of that year a
versal roadman joins Penn Film Serv- Capital $50,000 . Incorporators, S. L. defendant made a copy from the pr
ice.
Rosenzweig, A. S. Schomer, and L. N. but refused to pay the $5,981 demand
Rosen, 120 Broadway, N. Y. C.
The plaintiff then agreed to take
film and try to dispose of it for 1
Dispose
of "Mystery"
Rights.
Merit Film has purchased the rights
Trenton, N. J.— Plymouth Film benefit of the plaintiff but was una.
to do so and is still paying stora
Corp.,
Newark,
to
engage
in
general
to Upper New York State for "The
on it. The defendant allej
Silent Mystery"
the serial starring 000.
motionIncorporators,
picture business.
$30,- charges
Francis
Ford.
Harvey'Capital
Macauley,
that the negative was incomplete, <
Bloomfield; George F. Brandenburgh, fective and unmarketable and for tl
Irvington; Wendell, G. Shields, South reason the defendant returned it, „
Hugh Hoffman, recently with Orange.
demands $172 for the cost of maki
William L. Sherry handling publicity
is now a free lance at 169 W. 48th St.
athecopy.
On the
applicati
plaintiff
hasdefendant's
been directed
to i
He calls himself a film specialist ai-d
Hugo Ballin, art director, Goldwyn,
particulars of its claim in the Suprei
included among his activities scenario
will
write
Madge
Kennedy's
next
Court.
scenario.
vriiinjj, art. tines and him cihMiy.
The Educational Films Corp. h
brought suit in the Supreme Cot
against the Lincoln & Parker C
of Worcester, Mass., for $3,574 dai
ages for breach of a contract by whi
the plaintiff agreed to furnish the d
fendant with three negatives of eai
educational film produced by the plai
tiff, but the defendant refused to ta
the films offered. The Globe Indemnt
Co. has been made a party to the si
because it gave a bond of $15,000 f
the defendant.
J. Frank Hatch purchases "Wives
of Men" for Pennsylvania, West
Virginia and New Jersey.-
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INCORPORATIONS

Albany, N. Y.— B W. & K. Amusement Co., New York City. To operate amusement enterprises of various
kinds. Capital $6,000. Directors —
Max Winter, A. Kaufman and Samuel
Bergoffen,
York
City. 1326 Park Avenue, New

Rafael C. Brewster, son of Eugei
V. Brewster editor of the Motion Pi;
ture Magazine and Classic is nc

handling
the publicity
the is
Blac'!
There's a kitten out in Yonkers with There is an opera singer called ton
Productions,
Inc. for
This
M
very extravagant ideas on the subject Madame Yelba in "Smiles" a new Fox Brewster's
first
attempt
at
film
pu.
of beds. The softer, the better. Of all
licity, having been in the advertisin
materials, velvet wins — especially if it picture.
I'll bet that worries Madame Melba
agency game.
Following the re-organization of is combined with ostrich feathers. So somethin' terrible.
certain departments of Universal, Gus when this little kitten discovered a
A. Metzger, manager of the New York beautiful velvet hat covered with
Peggy Hyland has twenty-two caJewel exchange has been promoted
naries, fourteen cockatoos, six parrot*
plumes,
she had
wentfound
to sleep
that
to the district managership for the at
last she
the thinkin'
bed de luxe.
and sixty prize carrier pigeons She
Rocky Mountain territory, with head- And everythin' would a been allright also Jias a flock of silver eagles.
quarters in Portland, Ore.
if Theda Bara who owned the hat,
Hal Hodes, has been made assistant had'nt come along.
With a little sun, and a little snow,
general manager of Universal exThere's no work done, that we know.
changes.
At the Famous Players Studio John
The high cost of livin' evidently Robertson and Charlie Maigne spent a
has'nt reached Shanghai, 'cause they're
Detroit — Charles H. Powell, recent- payin' $3 a seat to see Annette Keller- whole day lookin' at the sky. Charlie
ly with Fox, and J. Russell Brett man in "A Daughter of the Gods."
needed snow and John needed sunhave joined the Independent Sales
beams, for "A Honeymoon for Three."
Corp.
You ought to have seen the hub-bub Charlie saw a couple o' flakes glide
around Fordham college the other day past the window and burst joyfully in
when George Walsh went up there to on John to tell him that it was to be
Mrs. Laemmle Buried Yesterday.
Mrs. Recha Laemmle was buried show his new picture to the priests. "snow." But the two flakes were
yesterday from her home on West End You see George used to go to school melted by a tiny sunbeam which gave
Avenue. All Universal employees there and if you ask the kids around John his turn for joy. Neither got
throughout the country stopped work Fordham square who the great man any work done It's so foolish to be
for five minutes at 10:30, the time of was who used to live in Fordham wishin' for somethin' you can't have —
the funeral. T. L. Lesserman, man- (forgettin* all about Poe) they'll say, besides — now they've both got stiff
George Walsh.
necks from sky gazin'.
ager of Universal's Chicago exchange
and Louis Laemmle, Carl Laemmle's
If you see Geraldine Farrar wearing
Bessie Barriscale says, "I possess a
(Mother came on from Chicago to atgood
car, but not a high priced one.
tend the funeral.
only one jewel, don't think that is all
she owns. I should say not 1 Her press I am credited with a nice discrimination in the matter of frocks but do
Thomas Moule is managing both agent says her jewel case resembles a
the Washington and Madison for trunk. There are pearls galore! not own any five thousand dollar furs
White
ones,
yellow
ones,
grey
ones,
or ropes of pearls. I have a com/ohn H. Kunsky at Detroit
fortable home but not a palace. I am
black ones and pink ones Rings and
bracelets of platinum and diamonds. an advocate of comfort and the possession
of
tasteful
necessities rather than
And something else — what was it? Oh
Once Upon A Time
yes — a tiara! That's what I want to
ADOLPH ZUKOR
see. I never saw a tiara in all my extravagance."
All this is a bit beyond me — but it
"During My Reign"— Lee Ocba
life.
sounds like good sense.
I
knew a lot about black foxes.
Whadd'u mean, "reign?"

Among

Exchangemen

DAILY
New Theaters

SURVIVAL

OF

THE FITTEST

.' Fort Worth, Tex.— Construction
Frank
E. Woods
Answers
Query of "What's Wrong" With This
Vork will be started soon on a modern
Declaration. — Says Better Pictures are Being Produced.
f ive-story theater and office building
it 1004-6 Main Street, for the Cm" -ens' Amusement Co.
H. G. Cottar,
Los Angeles, California. It simply refuses to be led around
I >f Lone Star Amusement Co., is presiwith a ring in its nose.
"Mr. "New
Wid Gunnnig,
dent.
York.
"So, it all comes down in the last
Indianapolis— The erection of an "Dear Wid:
instance to this question: which of the
ilaboraie house at 126 E. Wasnington
systems, or factions or groups or
"'What is wrong with the motion
>t is projected by E. G. Sourbier,
..dividuals will result in the best pic(resident of the Ed. G. Sourbler picture business?' you ask.
tures, and which of the distributing
Amusement Enterprises.
"Numerous gentlemen are under- organizations will distribute the best
taking to answer your query — each pictures, and which of the theaters
Cleveland— The Argus, seating one, 1 notice, according to the partic- will exhibit the best pictures in the
ular angle of the business in which he
capacity 1600, will open about March is personally engaged. The program best way? Nothing else matters so
producers charge the exhibitors with !ong as this fundamental truth is overlooked. We can organize and disAudubon, N. J.— H. D. Le Cato is gumming up the game; the exhibitors
organize and go it alone and combine
lubletting contracts for the erection blame the program producers for and dissolve and recombine as often
charging
all
the
traffic
will
bear,
and
»f a two story .$10,000 theater.
the independent distributors condemn and as much as we like, we've got
goods
or we'll
ourNewark, N. J.— The Amsterdam will both the other two for not staying in to deliver
selvesthe
numbered
among
the find
missing.
their respective corners and letting
be reopened about Feb. 1.
the distributors do the cleaning up. Resolutions or revolutions won't
the side lines, or outside the amount to a hang unless the rebels
Springfield, 111.— Pearl Theater Co., On
reastworks, as it were, the individual produce pictures that the public will
Charles
capital,
$2,500
Park,
d
Highlan
keep on paying to go to see. And
H. Kellerman, R. F. Blash and Ruth soldiers of fortune, some of them another thing: Calling a picture a
valiant free lances and others BolsheL. Kerrelman.
viki, so to speak, want a sort or a jreat picture in illuminated advertisements doesn't make it a great picture.
Worth ington, Minn.— E. T. Gillis. free-for-all fight, otherwise known as
" 'What's wrong with the motion
in
unrestricted open market.
plans
ng
fel8 Tenth Street, is prepari
pic"Now,
as
near
as
I
can
make
it
out,
moving
f
picture
business?' you asked.
lor a one-story fireproo
"I should say that it is suffering
lure theater.
these contentions are based on business considerations — control of the as it has often suffered before, from
indigestion — trying to assimilate the
'. Richmond, Mo.— J. D\ Morgan, market and division of the profits. It half-baked product of too many
all has a very old and familiar sound
pwner of Morgan Theater, plans to to
amateur cooks.
those
of
us
who
have
been
in
the
erect another theater.
ranks for ten years or more. There
"As for the pictures — I don't think
to have been similar upheavals or argu- there is anything the matter with the
Atlantic City, N. J.— Addition
ments at periodic intervals ever since pictures. In spite of the over-supply
Globe to cost $10,000.
.
motion pictures have been motion pic- of junk they are growing better
CLASSIFIED.
tures— in fact since long before they gradually from year to year, and will
continue to grow better as long as
became "movies" — and always the civilization exists and advances and
WID'S
of
columns
d
strife
has been over the profits.
classifie
The
611 a long felt want. It is the market
"It has never seemed to occur to good critics like Wid remain to tell
place when buyer and seller— employer the most of the gentlemen engaged how to and how not to do it. The law
End employee or the small advertiser that without good pictures there can of the survival of the fittest is im"I remain
Can put his story before practical!} be no profits to quarrel about, and yet mutable.
jevery live exhibitor in the country after every evolution of business
"Yours very truly,
•every day in the year, at nominal cost. methods it has been the combination
or new alignment of fellows who proJRate" 50c per line. Cash with order.
( Signed) "FRANK E. WOODS"
THEATERS FOR SALE OR
duced pictures just a little bit better
than the other fellows who made ofl
COUPON and STRIP
LTEASE.
ASK F0RSAMMS6 PRICES
1 Theater for Sale— I know of a splendid the- with the bacon, and it is the exhibi
ater proposition in town of 3,000; house tors who presented these pictures just
MELPON.W1LL1AMS & UCYL-rommr/f.ARK.*
•quipped for theater, vaudeville and pictures : a little bit better than their competi- E MELPON.W1LL1AMS&
only house in town: it's a good onel James
tors who blossomed out with the
V. Bryson, 719 Hennepin Avenue, Minneapolis. __
palatial theaters. Why? Simply because it is the public who pays and
WANTED TO BUY.
Second hand Theater equipments. Highest the public doesn't care a rap for the
business
politics of the motion picture
Cash Price— Box 55 this office.
Second hand studio equipment with full interests. If a certain producing comsetting for parlor, bedroom and reception
pany gets a reputation for making
hall.
Box 72 c/f WID'S DAILY.
pictures that the public likes, the pubHELP WANTED.
lic comes across with the coin, but only
Operator Wanted— Must be clean cut just so long as that company consteady and willing to work : most be able
tinues to make the good pictures. Let
to operate two Powere 6B machines and
generating set; must know the work from A the quality drop and see .what hapto Z. Good steady Job to the right man.
pens. Witness the Biograph of not
Dirty Film + minimum bookings
No boote fighter need apply. S. K. Leen. so ancient memory, or the Triangle
Baby theater, Jamestown,
N. D.
if
you
like
I
And
if
the
public
adopts
Manager for 600 seat house in Nrw
Clean Film + maximum bookings
Jersey — salary and home arrangement. Tall a certain star as its own because that
all In first lettr. Box 10S this office.
Manager of experience for modern picture star has pleased in the quality of the
theater in Iowa City, of 20.000 will consider productions in which he or she has
Take Your Choice
leasing house to reliable party. Address appeared, how long does the star last
A W J e/o WTTV8 DAILY.
Operator and Al man for electrical work if the quality of the pictures falls
moat know al labout Powers machines. off? Ask — any one of a dozen old
Good position fo rright man. Address K. C. favorites whose names are now ale/f WID'S DAILY.
most forgotten. Ask any one of the
pre-eminent stars of today, each one
POSITION.
of whom is straining every nerve to
Plane player wishes position with a theater keep up picture quality.
729 7th Ave.
New York
within 60 miles of New
York.
Have had
"Somebody once said the public is
S »»*>rs
o-mrlence. J. Harts
Box 76,
W1W3 DAILY.
fickle
The public isn't fickle at all.
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THE
BIG
FEATURE
PICTURE
is in a class with the regular theatrical
show
and should be exploited as such.
We make a lobby display that individualizes the production and lifts it
out of the picture RUT— Woman and
other productions on exhibition in our
show rooms.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

OREIGN FILM TITLES
Are THE
BEST
FRANCISCO ELIAS
220 West 42nd Street,

New York

Phone: 'Bryant 9351
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Film Renovating Co.
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CO., Inc.

48th St.
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TELEPHONE
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President

LILLIAN WARD
Artists' and Directors' Representative.
Catering especially to Motion Pictures.
PUTNAM BUILDING
1493 Broadway
Room 301

WE

CAN FRAME

YOUR
GUNBY

UP

INSERTS
BROS.. Inc.

145 West 45th Street, New York City

Studio for Rest
Fully Equipped

Phone 8355

Bryant

— Maybe Stone has it
Hete'i a "Film Libhty" of
Special Scenes

When yaa »»nt to "FUeh la" a Plra
Explosion, Roach Water, Wreck, Caltfarfan,
Sabmarine, Zeppelin, Banatt, Ship Antror Departbur,
Ftrtna',
Shot* im:Strtktn*.
War Naral,
Staff arCom
ParatgB
ar
U. 8. Action. Travel Scene* anywhere la
tho World, ScienUfle, laaaatoial. Isaac*,
Animal
ar
Bird
Ufa,
Marie,
Catalan
ar
Non-Flam,
-MAYBE
U» W. ttth St.

STOKE HAS IT- ..
Bryant HIT
Now Talk
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Adventure Story Has Enough Action to Make Folks Forget Improbabilities
Wallace Reid in

"THE DUB"
Paramount.

DIRECTOR
James
Cruze
AUTHOR
Edgar Franklin
SCENARIO BY
...Will M. Ritchey
CAMERAMAN
Chas. Rosher
AS A WHOLE
Lively production that should
g»t
bv if folks don't stop to analyze it too
closely.
STORY

Wonder what Pathe's St. Louis exchange uses the fountain filled with
gold fish for?
^^^^^^

Fair material for star, although a number of the situations suggest a too convenient
arrangement.
DIRECTION
Keeps things moving at a fast tempo and generally succeeds in making scenes
appear natural.
PHOTOGRAPHY
First class.

Although they bill it as a photoplay of mystery, adve"trre ard humor, it seems to come more properly
cinder the head of romantic adventure, set in modem
business life and permitting the muscular hero to do !
all sorts of impossible things in his search for the
valuable "poipers." There isn't much mystery about
it and your gang will have to look closely to discover
the humor, but there is action and adventure enough
to compensate for the lack of other qualities.
The complicatons in the first reel between a couple
of crooked brokers and a lawyer moulded after the
same pattern, may be accepted as merely the necessary preliminaries to the story proper, in which Reid,
looked upon as a cowardly "dub," proves that he is
made of very different sort of stuff. His introduction as the head of a construction company, badly
in need of $5,000 in order to meet the weekly pay roll,
isn't exactly convincing, but it may be passed by aft
a needed foundation for the adventures to follow.
Wandering off into the park to think things over,
Wallace meets the crooked lawyer, Winter Hall, wh*
is trying to solve the problem of securing, the
"poipers" from a member of a brokerage firm who
has them secreted at his country home. Just by
chance, he suggests to the dejected looking youth that
b" may make $5,000 easily by securing the documents.
The opportunity looks so attractive to Wallace that he
snaps it up immediately and soon starts to make things
hot for Willun Charles Otrle.
Naturally. Wallace is refused admittance to Ogle's
house, which merely makes him more determined than
ever to gain access. When the butler and the hired
man throw him out of one door, he enters another
and when other means fail, he gets in by way of a
window. These scenes are given variety and are played in a lively spirit that maintains the interest and
builds up suspense as the plot advances to a point
where "The Dub" gets all the better of the argument
and assisted by a burglar, who happens along opportunely, walks off with the coveted document In
addition to other compromising papers held by the
crocked broker.
The romance between Wallace and Nina Byron is •
slight affair that doesn't figure much in the picture.

Good in interiors showing dimly
i LIGHTINGS
PHANGES
Ufkl TQF
■WJVJar*
v^n«.i^v»*-^
lighted
house
at night. Mostly straight stuff.
Brandt has sold CAMERA WORK
Brooklyn.-^Billy
Will satisfy his followers in the character
to la company STAR
Albany
the Hew
of an unbeatable hero.
who built
headed by Julian Loeb
Charles Ogle, Ralph Lewis and RayMr. Loeb SUPPORT
Broklyn.
the Sumner,
mond Hattnn satisfactory: Nina Byron, as
will be house manager.
the shero, hasn't much to do.
No call for anything unusual.
McMinnville, Ore.— V. F. Nichols EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
House and office rooms convenMorris.
Dr.
buys the Star from
tionally furnished.
Scenes
are correctly assembled and
Ipswich, S. D.— M. A. Soderlund has DETAIL
clearly
titled
to make the plot clear.
and F. B. Wicksold
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Adventure
stuff
land. to C. B. Reeves
without anything to offend.
takes
r
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4401 feet
Camden, N. J.— Ben Shindle
over the Auditorium.
It wouldn't do to stop to analyze this, because from
the story has a number of imBristow, Okla.— C. W. Griffin buys a reasonable basis
probabilities;: but they slide it through at high speed
De Luxe form F. L. Griffith.
and with such a lot of action that most of your folks
are likely to find it first class photoplay entertainment.
Generally speaking, Wallace Reid hasn't been especially fortunate in his starring material, and all told
on
J Willis Sayre, who has been
this
looks better on the story end than most of his ofthe advertising staff of the Seattle ferings.
Times and has ventured into the field
of motion pictures several times to
handle publicity for special features
or for special houses temporarily, has
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
given up his position on the Times
staff to accept the position of advertis
von
and
Jensen
the
all
of
manager
ing
this portrayal Wallace does his best work. Even if
Exploit this along the line that it is a truly exciting
Herberg houses in Seattle.
adventure story, showing the star in one of the most
some folks don't altogether agree with you, there
congenial roles he has had for some time.
won't be any real kick, for at least the picture is up
Joe Lucas, who opened the Liberty
to standard.
There's nothing extraordinary about the production,
in Centralia, Washington, a few weeks
Magazine readers may recall Edgar Franklin as the
lgo is to plav "The Fall of the Bar- but you're safe in counting upon the interest of your
author of many stories, so I would mention his name
fansthebeing
held.
Then,
too,
it's
perfectly
wholesome
and has all
bar'y Coast" there next week,
way through.
along with the title. Advance announcements also
engaged Grace Marbury Sanderson,
should refer to the principal members of the cast,
The burglary incident is so apparently a bit of roauthor of the scenario, to appear permantic
fiction
that
there
is
no
danger
of
its
having
a
Charles Ogle, Ralph Lewis, Raymond Hatton, Winter
getting
sonally all week. Mr. Lucas is
sing and is to charge harmful influence on youthful minds. In fact this is
out special adverti
Hall and Nina Byron. Possible catch lines are " 'The
50 cents admission.
just the kind of a film that young boys will find thrillDub' is a knock-out. Let Wallace Reid prove it to
ing. Wallace is their type of hero, always getting the
you in his latest Paramount feature," Another one,
of
better
of
his
antagonists,
no
matter
what
the
odds
manager
Portland
"It takes a thief to catch a thief, but the old saying
B. H. Collier,
the United Picture Theaters, Inc., is against him.
didn't work in this case, so they gave the job to WalIn
my
advertising,
I
would
concentrate
on
Reid
central
in
rs
exhibito
lace Reid as 'The Dub' and he came through with a
14
ing
organiz
that in
Montana to adopt the circuit plan of using his pictures liberally and announcing
fortune in his newest Paramount picture.'
biggest
the
make
booking. This will
circuit in Montana.
TLoew Gets Garrick, St. Louis.
Sioux City, la. — The ministers here
have asked the Commercial Club to
St. Louis — Marcus Loew has taken
\ \V Eden new manager of the
lend its influences in closing the local
over the Garrick and intends opening
his salesSeattle Select office, and allthis
i Special to WW'S DAILY)
theaters on' Sunday.
week.
men are out %n the road
New Haven — Decision will be rendthe vaudeville
house shortly
a mixed policy'
of
and with
pictures.
ered Friday by Judge Hoyt in the
houses
of
managers
of
19
-.
the
of
ttee
cases
Commi
Va—
Fargo, N. D.— The North Dakota
Lynchburg,
censorship appointed by the mayor to arrested for violating the Sunday law. Enforcement league will continue its
view "Birth," decided that it was
None of the picture houses were open fight ay-ainst attempts
to repeal the
last Sunday.
ColvinTwo
I Irowu.
of publicity
Join director
Advertisers.
•'*
educational and not harmful to morals
rigid Sunday theater 'closing law
for Exhibitors' 'Mutual and Hugh
Wd- allowed, the Academy, management
•n^r(W*ed with the pictUfWt
H?ifhnan wh.- ' was succeeded" b*
Ithara
Y. — -At
f a meeting , of the
itnaw, xN* ,
Midland, Pa.-Goodnnatr of the \lite "VriU'ui; Vs^ler, at YViKiam L 'Sherryare
new members of th.er.i.\.sSo<iratedr
Motion Picture Advertisers, Tnc.
North Bend'. Neb —Fire WaTth/de-1
new theate, « *pTn AW
pic-Lilding
stroyed the Langdon theater. Losi| ^T^SoToUln^l^
March 1
about $700.
tures will be decided upon.

Northwest Notes

Nothing Big, But Good Enough to Satisfy Fans if You Get Them in

The

Sunday

Situation

7/^recochized
Authority
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Griffith, Pickford,
Fairbanks,
Hart
and
Chaplin Organize to Release Direct
Combination Will Be Known as U n:t:d Artists Distributing Co.— Other
Stars May Jo n Fairbanks to Beg in Work Next Month.

New

The greatest combination ever effected in the film world startled
York producing and distributing circles yesterday when it

became known that David \Y. Griffith, Mary Pickford, "Doug"
Fairbanks, Charlie Chaplin and William S. Hart had joined forces
and intended to distribute their productions direct, without recourse
to the middleman.
The organization is to be known as the United Artists Distributing Co., and it is hinted that Clara Kimball Young, Blanche
Sweet, Norma Talmadge and Jack Pickford will be enrolled in
the combination.

State of Contracts
David W Griffith has three
more productions to complete
for Paramount.
Charlie Chaplin has six more
productions to complete for First
National.
MaryFirst
Pickford's
first calls
contract
with
National
for
three productions; and they
have an option on three more.
"Doug" Fairbank's contract
with Artcraft has just been comWilliam S Hart— Thomas H.
pleted.
Ince productions — has several
pictures to come for Artcraft.

rt is understood that Fairbanks
will be the first to start undeir the
new combination, and will begin
work next month. The others will
start as their present contracts expire.
Norma Talmadge is scheduled to
join First Nat;onal fcr her ig20 releases, and Clara Kirnuall Young
and Select are now at odds. Jack
Pickford was lately signed as a First
National star and Blanche Sweet is
resting preparatory to starting
another production for Harry Garson.

Griffith Explains
Calls Attention to Reasons Which
Forced
Combination
of Stars.
(Special wire to W1DS DAILY.)
Los Angeles — Commenting on the
combination, David Wark Griffith
says : "The dominant purpose of this
move is to provide protection for
the American people who patronize
motion pictures. The public, through
the exhibitor, has been unable to
see the pictures they most enjoy
without being forced to see pictures
they did not want on the same program. To get the films of the five
stars mentioned the exhibitor has
been forced by the distributing
agencies to accept also pictures of
lesser merit. It is a condition without precedent in any business. But
the distributor has created a program which he insists on the public
accepting in full if they desire to
see the productions of their favorCOMLY.

Two New Directors
On

Famous — Lasky Board — W. W.
Irwin and Theodore F. W.
Whitmarsh.
At the third annual meeting of the
ites."
Famous-Players-Lasky
Corporation on
Tuesday Walter W. Irwin, formerly
general manager of Vitagraph and
Theodore F. W. Whitmarsh were
elected on the directorate. Mr. Whitmarsh is vice-president of Francis H.
Leggett & Co., wholesale grocers, and
is a director in a number of banking
and commercial companies. During
fhe war he was identified with the
Hoover Food Administration.
The resignation of Hiram Abrams
is a director and as a member of the
Executive Committee was accepted.

Information regarding this combination reached the trade through
an extra edition of WID'S DAILY,
a special wire from the Coast reading:
Los Angeles — David Wark Griffith,
"Doug" Fairbanks, Mary Pickford,
Charlie Chaplin and William S. Hart
have formed a combination, and will
hereafter release direct to the exhibitors. This will eliminate the middleman distributor.
The new organization will not begin
operations until the completion of
existing contracts.
The first meeting of the stars to
consider this subject was held in
Chaplin's studio on Tuesday night.
The drafting of the papers is now being effected and will be completed
within a few days.
The purpose of the move is to frustrate the proposed amalgamation of
First National and Zukor interests.
It is not known what effect, if any,
this move will have on present conSAM

Price 5 Cents
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Beeman

Quits

Division of Films Head Resigns to Go
With Robertson-Cole.
Marcus A. Beeman, assistant director of the Division of Films, has resigned to become European manager
of the film department of the Robertson-Cole Co. Mr. Beeman will open
offices in London early in February.
He sails on Jan. 29 on the S.S. CoronT'o Fight Tax.

H. COMLY

John C. Flynn of Paramount stated
that excepting for the newspaper information which had reached
them,
{Continued
on Pn<te 4)

"To be, or not to be.**

At a meeting of the theatrical managers and picture men held yesterday it
was decided to start an educational
campaign to fight the proposed 20
sions.
per cent Government tax on admis-
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Dayton Notes

NEW

THEATERS

Frank Miller formerly Treasurer of
South Bend, Ind.— New theater to
The Victoria has been appointed As- be known as the Blackstone to cost
sistant Manager of the Columbia. approximately $350,000 planned.
«ol. VII No. 16
Friday, January 17, 1919
Price 5 Cents
Miller's father managed the old VicWichita, Kan. — Winter Gardeen will
toria recently destroyed by fire.
open soon.
Copyright 1918, Wid's Film and Film Folks.
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St..
Great Bend, Kan. — Lyric, formerly
New
Y. by WID'S FILMS and
Lila Lee in her second production the Elite, opens.
FILM York,
FOLKS.N. Inc.
for Paramount drew well at The DayOrange, Tex. — The American opens.
F C. ("Wid")
President
and
Treasurer
; Lynde Gunning,
Denis, Editor
: Joseph
sively. ton. She had been advertised extenPomono,
Kan. — Campbell
Novelty
Dannenberg, Vice-President and Managing
Show people plan to erect Airdome.
Editor: J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business Manager.

James Muir (The Chronicler) Dramatic Editor of The Dayton News is
now giving more attention to the picture
houses in Dayton thru his column
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 in the Sunday paper. He now gives
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign a review of the weekly activities of
$20.00.
the film houses.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.

Subscribers should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt 4551-2

Cuts and Flashes
"The
booked
Greater
theaters

Heart of Humanity"
for the entire Loew
New York. It will
around the end of

Dick Roche formerly with Exhibitor's Mutual has tendered his resignation. Nate Le Vene former manager
of that concern in Cincinnati is now
with Metro as roadman.

Newark, N. J.— Oration Investment
Co. will make alterations and erect
an addition to house to cost $4,000.
Fort Plain. N. Y— Disfendorf Block
has been purchased by R. Chriss and
Fred Weakley. New owners plan to
convert it into modern moving picture theater.
Lakota, N. D. — Star theater will be
opened by Edward Sloan.
Akron, O. — Hippodrome Arcade Co.
has secured site for theater building,
100 by 175 feet.

has been
circuit in
play those
February.

Mabel Taliaferro will replace Ruth
Chatterton in the sixth of the Stage
Women's War Relief pictures, "A
Bit of Love." Miss Chatterton will
appear in one of the later ones.

Who Engineeredbination?
that California Com-

Elsa Lopez, for three years associated with David Griffith as a titlewriter and research-worker is now at
the Norma Talmadge Studios where
she will have charge of the Research
If old Bill Hohenzollern knew how
Department for all Talmadge Productions.
William Farnum wants to dispose of
Work has started on the Coast of him he would offer up his first real
the first of the eight Olive Thomas prayer in thankfulness that Farnum
films for Selznick Pictures. Myron hasn't charge o*f his punishment. First
Selznick is now in Los Angeles in Mr. Farnum would put him on a ship
direct charge of operations. The first and when in mid ocean would torpedo
picture will be released in March.
it, lettin' Bill drift around a few days
Beginning Jan. 26 for an indefinite without food or water. After this exposure and in a convalescent state he
period, "The Heart of Humanity"
will be shown at Loew's Palace, Wash- would put him to bed in his palace in
ington. Loew's Hippodrome, Baltimore, and at the Stillman theater, Berln, while airplanes dropped high
Cleveland.
explosive bombs all around him bein'
careful not to kill him, for he has one
Henry K. Burton has been appointed last torture in store for Bill. He would
divisional publicity manager for Uni- take him to an abandoned first line
versal exchanges at Indianapolis, Cin- trench and give him a dose of poison
cinnati and Louisville. Mr. Burton gas and a taste of liquid fire, as a
will make his headquarters at the In- sort 'a preparation for his final home.
dianapolis exchange.
If you see Richard Stanton sportin'
a new fur collar on his overcoat you'll
Urges Censorship.
Hartford, Conn. — Mrs. Myra King- know that he got it from a friend o'
man Miller, chairman of the better his, a fur trapper from Labrador who's
visitin' New York. They hadn't seen
film committee of the National Coun- each other for fifteen years and then
cil of Women, urged members of the they met in the Lambs Club the other
Motherhood Club to form their own day. From Labrador to the Lambs
censorship committee to inspect all
Club! You just wouldn't believe it if
films shown here.
you saw it in a picture.

Once Upon A Time
CHAS.

C. PETTIJOHN

taught the Indiana
C.'s.

politicians

A.

B

I wonder what Kay Laurell thinks
of pictures. In her very first picture
they take her out to Truckee ur> in
the ice covered Nevadas and deliberately throw her in the snow. I guess
she sometimes thinks of the time she

In the Courts

used to flit across the stage in the
thing.
"Follies" all steam heated an' everyMy cousin says I'll never be anything but a small town girl 'cause I
said straw hats should only be worn
in summer. She says the elite wear
'em at Palm Beach. But I can't see
what Palm Beach has to do with
Coney Island.
Evelyn Nesbit has a way of evading
her directors. When they want her
for a scene, they always have to hunt
the studio over for her. Her favorite
trick is to climb on top of a table and

The Famous-Players-Lasky Co. has
brought suit in the Supreme Court
against Milton R. Loewenthal to recover $4,000 for alleged false representations inthe sale to the plaintiff
of the moving picture rights for the
world to Andrew Soutar's novel, "The
Green Orchard." The Famous Players-Lasky complaint alleges that the
defendant sold the plaintiff the rights
on Oct. 3 last for the sum stated and
represented that no other person had
any interest in the rights he pretended
to sell. After the money had been
paid the plaintiff alleges that it learned
that the real owner of the world film
rights to the novel is the Broad West
Films, Ltd., of London. The plaintiff
then demanded the return of the $4,000 but the defendant refused.

go to sleep. But she'll have to get a
Because the plaintiff refused to go
new trick 'cause now when they want
her they always look in the property to trial when ordered to do so Supreme Court Justice Whitaker has disroom first — and they generally find
missed the suit of Arthur J. May of
her.
Chicago against the Cort Film Corp.
William Farnum only has three for $2,250. The p'aintiff alleged that
Annas in his next picture. Anna Lehr, the defendant executed a note for $2,Anna Luther and Anna Schaeffer. 450 on Aug. 13, 1915, payable in thirty
Look like the Annas win with day, and only $200 was paid. The
Farnum.
plaintiff got an attachment against the
defendant's property in New York
James J. Corbett has shown that when the suit was filed. The defense
some prizefighters can make success- was that the note was executed by a
ful actors. Maybe some actors would person who was not an officer of the
make successful prizefighters.
corporation, in connection with the
sale of stock, and the corporation got
no
consideration for the note.
Moorethekept
on sayin'
muchin
heTom
missed
white
suit hehowwore
"Brown of Harvard" till someone
Utica. N. Y.— Eugene L Koneke,
went and bought him a new one to formerly
of this city, has purchased
keep him quiet. That's a good idea ! the Slmbert theater building in
I'm goin' to try it. Maybe I'll get another ostrich feather.
Rle?cker street

lO/l^T'

Kansas City, Mo.
Gentlemen:
Your publication is of course
quite essential to any one edit-a
ing a photo play page in
middle western town. Aside
from that, it keeps me in touch
with the producing and releasing end of the game in. a way
that nothing else could.
Yours very truly,
(Signed) LORENA M. WADE.
Photo Play Editor
Kansas City Journal

Famous — Lasky
)tain Screen Rights to Hall Caine
Novel and Play.
Jesse L. Lasky, Famous Players—
isky, yesterday purchased the morn picture rights to "The Woman
Gavest Me," Hall Caine's famsiou novel and play. Hugh Ford,
ipervising Director of the eastern
idios will personally stage this proClion for the screen. Arthur Edwin
•ows has been engaged to handle the
mario.
Immediately after the contracts
:re signed, Mr. Ford left for Cali-nia where he will produce the film
the Lasky studios. Mr. Krows,
seph Boyle, Assistant Director and
illiam Marshall, cameraman, accomoied Mr. Ford.

CHANGES

Brooklyn— The Sumner Theater,
-town Brooklyn has changed from a
ly feature to two features a day.
e releases are a third or fourth run
the present output and one reue.
Jrattleboro, Vt. — The Empire on
iott street has been discontinued,
1 the equipment moved to Greend. Lawler Bros, operated the
ater.
)n the application of the attorney
the Fifth Avenue Photo Play Co.,
, Supreme Court Justice Hendrick
dismissed a suit brought by SamLevy to recover damages for peral injuries
the suit having been
led.

Screen Classics, Inc. Presents
more than the customary frankness.
The story aims
"WHY GERMANY
MUST PAY"
[° mf1rlrne li;ltrcd a»d a spirit of revenge, by showing
brutality in its most repellent forms.
Metro Dist
Charles Miller Margaret McWade portraying Edith Cavell, is slapDIRECTOR
*ace. by J.osePh Kilgour, impersonating GenMaxwell Karger ped '" *
SUPERVISED BY
v" B,ssln&- because she rescues a nurse from
Maxwell Karger fAUTHOR
to the altar of a
are earned
women
June Mathis and A. S. Levino h's embraces;
SCENARIO BY
George K. Hollirtar church in a bestial sort of consecration before be.ng
CAMERAMAN
War meller that goes after 5raBge,d off by S9idier,! %-tf,tst 1S bra,"e,d w,,h *?
AS A WHOLE
Germans hard on account of atrocities; like- ?utJ.n A*
' ^"'"f^'^V
• a" uAlsatlan *,r|.
,s r1k,,Ld by an. oflf,"r' fftfr thf K,a,^r h™ »ssued an
ly to shock rather than impress.
to
h/s *r°°PS to help themselves
. ...Deals mainly wth brutality of Hun sol- °rdert authorlzl"g
STORY
dier,; reasonable enough in development, but *h«„ *^ s™ °™ fnT *£es,e are a few of pay.
tn« incidents
presented as proof that Germany must
a bit mechanical.
DIRECTION
Carries scenes showing attacks on
l^ey start off wth the usual depiction of happy days
woman to the limit; technically first rate. iust Pnor to tVe war- the scenes being laid in AlsacePHOTOGRAPHY
Always char and at times de- Lorraine, where the son of the family, Creighton Hale,
cidedly artistic.
>s obliged to train
in the German
ar iy. B it he reLIGHTINGS
...Give natural tone to the sets. mains true to the tradit:ons of Fran e and Alsace at
CAMERA WORK
High class all through, heart, and despite enforced service with the Kaiser's
PLAYERS
Large
cast containing
many
wel\ troops, when war is declared, he stays aloof from the
known
names, including
Cre ghton
Hale, brutality of his fellow soldiers.
In saving one woman
Florence Billings, Henry Kolker and Frank frorn assault, he kills an officer and is shot himself,
Currier; performances generally satis'actory. which accounts for 1 is 1 eing taken to the hospital at
EXTERIORS
Well selected for action laid in Brus els, where he is attended by Helen Ferguson, an
Alsace.
American nurse. The romance in the film is developed
INTERIORS ......Appear correct; some quite elabo- between these two.
rate effects.
Meanwhile things are go:ng very badly with CreighDETAIL
Severrl seru-nces
depenl
too much ton's family. Rel-ased from the hospital and granted
on subtitles to carry them
along; assault a furlough, he reaches home to find his father dead,
scenes might leave more to the imagination. and ' is sister dying, victims of a German officer, played
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Likely to shock by Earl Schenck.
Swearing vengeance, Creighton esthose who want to forget the worst side of capes to America,
and assisted by Helen
Ferguson
human natrre.
personal interv'ew with President Wilson, and a speLENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet. and her Congressman
father, succeeds
in getting a
Six months ago when the war spirit dominated Amer- cial dispensat'on granting him a place in the America, this would have stood a chance of going over ican forces, although technical'y he is still a deserter
big. The desire to make the Huns p?y f-r tlneir atroc - from the German army. These scenes may get a smile
ties is still acute, but most folks want to think about from those familiar with the customary procedure in
something more pleasant when they go to the theater Washington.
for entertainment.
There's no longer a question about The
first
man
Creighton
me°ts
when
he
goes
"why
Germany must pay," any more
than there is "Over the Top" is the slayer of h:s fatFer and sister.
about Germany being forced to pay, so the issue of- He kills him, and, with the end of the war, returns to
fered here is not really current.
America
to marry
Miss Ferguson.
The scenes in
War scenes occupy a minor place in this film, the Washington are convent:onal and might be shortened
theme of which is German
atrocities, depicted with without harming the picture

Look Out For Your Regulars if They Are Easily Shocked
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
In some respects this is a strong him.
Technically, advertise "The biggest all-star cast you ever saw is
it is well handled, with a cast that is truly notable in cn—iing
to the
blank
Theater
to show
you 'Why
the number of prominent players it contains.
To be Germany Must Pay.'"
sure, many of them anoear only in su!:ord:nate charac- Provided
you are running
a neighborhood
house,
ters, but it is something that tvey make these bits try to estimate the tacte of your regulars before you
stand out, and their names add dignity to the produc- offer them this.
If you have reason to believe that
tion.
There's more than the usual opportunity here they're going to be shoe'ed by a frank depict on of
for making a fuss about the cast, because of its size some
of the most
revolting phases of the war, I'd
as well as quality.
think twice before taking a chance on "Why Germany
On account of his fame as a serial star, Creighton Must
Pay."
My own
hunch
is that a lot of your
Hale proba' ly com- s first in point of popularity, and women folk will be horrified by the frequent display
you are safe in promising that he gives a first class of bestiality.
performance in this. Florence Bil'ings, E. J. Connel- There's nothing much
to be said about the battle
ly, and Helen Ferguson are among ofhers who should scenes in the picture, because most of your fans probbe given some publicity if you want to work along ably are familiar with more
elaborate
presentations
the all-star cast idea. You might even go so far as to of the conflict.
Unearths Old Film.

ader

What
The
Stanley
Will Book?
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Hun Brutality is Chief Element in Metro's Latest War Film

Essential

-IOUSE

DAiLV

Office

"U" Betters Industrial Dep't.

Quite a find was made recently by A.
Universal's industrial department
under direction of Harry Levey 4ias
Stone, the "Film Library," when he un- been increased so that in the future
earthed 5.000 feet of negatives 21
there will be a representative for in.ears old. They represented 300 feadustrial films in every "U" exchange
:ures and show some decidedly old in the country.
cenes, such as McKinley and Cleveand at McKinley's inaugural and a
John H Taylor, London manager
'msy day on Broadway, before the for Interocean will reach New York
the end of this week.
automobile
put in its appearance.

Town Booked 100%.
West Hoboken with six theaters has
been hooked 1007o for Pearl White's
lew serial "The Lightning Raider."
Max Westebbe, Pathe's New Jersey
salesman gets the credit.
Films Destroyed.
Los Angeles — An explosion in the
offices of Goldwyn, 912 South Olive
street, destroyed films valued at more
than $2,000 and caused a small damage
10 the building.
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The Combination
(Continued from
they

Page

Some Expressions Regarding
the Combination

1)

had

heard nothing of the comB. M. Busch, treasurer of World
bination and could not discuss it.
At the office of First National, Film Co.,
stated
: "This new
ation means
an increased
costcombinto the
Clarence L,. Yearsley made practically
public
and
the
exhibitor
for
the prothe same statement. In view of the
ductions. Ican see nothing but anmany requests made upon him for information, Mr. Yearsley wired J. D.
other monopoly in the business."
Williams, General Manager of First
C. R. Seelye, secretary of United
National at Los Angeles, for a stateTheaters, Inc., "The rumored
ment for publication regarding the Picture
combine
between certain big stars
combination.
will be successful or unsuccessful acA telegram received at First Nacording to the degree of service rendered the exhibitor. All industries are
tional yesterday afternoon from General Manager J. D. Williams said to-day eliminating the middleman.
that the combination will not affect
elimination of the 20 nonthe First National circuit in any way. By startingessential
distributing companies this
At D. W. Griffith's local office it combine can render a great service
was stated that no information for
to the industry."
publication was at hand.
William Keefe, manager of producEarl Hammons, vice-president and
tion for D. M. Griffith, left on Tues- general manager of Educational Film
day night for the Coast.
Corp. : "No good can result from this
, Opinion varied throughout the in- combination. It will only result in a
dustry as to what effect the new com- monopoly and the rise of other facbination would have, and expressions
tions in time in an attempt to overfrom many individuals are presented
elsewhere.
throw this one."
From several sources the report
John M. Quinn, general manager,
spread that it would not be improbable Vitagraph : refused to make any statement.
if Hiram Abrams and "Bennie'
Schulberg were interested in some way
in the move.
Frank Hall, president, Film Clearign House was non-committal.
CLASSIFIED.

classified columns of WID'S
a long felt want. It is the market
fillThe
place when buyer and seller— employer
and employee or the small advertiser
can put his story before practical!}
every live exhibitor in the countn
every day in the year, at nominal cost
Rate 50c* per line. Cash with order.
THEATERS~FOR
LEASE. SALE OR

Millard Johnson, Australasian Films,
Ltd., exporter: "This combination
means success only. If the stars can
stick without any discord, it will raise
the level of the motion picture. Exporters will be able to purchase star
productions without buying a company's entire program to secure the

Leonce Perret, producer of indeproductions
now
discover pendent
the field
on said:
which "We
the battle
will be staged. The forces are arrayed
in battle formation. On one side, we
find the artists, on the other the producers, with the exhibitor the referee
or judge. Go to it! And may the
best man win."
In the absence of Mr. Kashin,
Managing Director of the Broadway
Theater who is at present confined to his bed with an attack of influenza, his personal assistant, Gerald
Gallagher, issued the following statement in his behalf :
"The news that Griffith, Pickford,
Chaplin, Hart and Fairbanks have
combined to release directly to the exhibitor, is as natural a happening as
the rising of the sun or the ebb of the
tide. It is simply part of the social
evolution we are witnessing to-day."
Joseph L. Plunkett. manager of The
Strand, preferred awaiting more definite information prior to discussing
the effect of the combination. "It is
very important," he said.
Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld manager of
the Rialto-Rivoli, said that until he
had more definite information he did
not care to comment on the combination.

HELP

WANTED.

F. H. Warren, Goldwyn : "This combination will not affect any of our
stars and we have nothing to say."

POSITION.

Operator wishes position with house in
N. Y. City, can operate all machines, and
genera] handy man. 8 year's experience.
J. Kaler, WID'S DAILY.

at a price lower than when productions are distributed
by other agen»-,0nev fr>r the exhibitor

r;~<: envp

and still make a good deal for themselves."

WEST
YORK

48th
ST..I
CITY

SUPPLIFS

SLID'

lClUQ T'lCKtT SElUKfe A
O
Cash register c

\Gi$mw£fflsw caaajKKsi
and all kino's of Theatre Tickt
USED

UNIVERSALLY

1731 BROADWAY

N. Y. CI

OREIGN FILM TITLES
Are

THE

BEl\

CISCO ELIAS
FR
220AN
Wki 42nd Street, New YolJ

LILLIAN

SUN-LIGHT

WE
300 New

WARD

i

HAVE

ARC

CO., I

218 Wes 48th St.
New Yo k

IT

TELEPHONE

BRYANT 4468

Copies For Sale or Rent)

One and two reel comedies and dramas

Film & Supply Co.
CHARLES

J. JUSTICE HARMER,

Praitl

N.New
JAWYork
1TZ.City
1 5 W. 45th St.?

YOU

Arthur James, Metro : "We have
Operator Wanted— Must be clean cut.
steady and willing to work : must he able nothing to say."
to operate two Powers fiB machines and
generating set : must know the work from A
Arthur S. Kane, oelect : "I really
to Z. Good steady job to the right man.
No booze fighter need apply. S. K. Leen. haven't had time to go into this, and
Ruby theater, Jamestown,
N. D.
at
the moment have nothing to say."
Manager for fiOO seat hnuoe In New
Jersey — salary and home arrangement. Tell
Frank
L. Tichenor, General Film:
all in first lettr. Box 105 this office.
Manager of experience for modern picture "This is a great idea. It can be put
through.
There are no conflicting
theater in Iowa City, of 20.000 will consider
leasing house to reliable party. Address temperaments to stand in the way of
each one of these stars. They can all
A Operator
W
J c/o
and WID'S
Al manDAILY.
for electrical work
each other how good the other
must know all about Powers machines. tell
one is and mean it.
Good p"s:tion for right man. Address K. C.
c|o WID'S DAILY.
"They will produce and distribute

209-213
NEW

Artists' and Directors' Representati
Catering especially to Motion Pictii'
PUTNAM BUILDING
1493 Broadway
Room

~~ Second
hand studio
lightat (Cooper-Hewitt's)
will
pay cash.
Must act
once. J. C, Box
80, c|o WID'S DAILY.

Manager for moving picture theater for
house 800 seating capacity in New Jersey,
must have had experience for at least four
years. A good place for hard worker. S.
Berg, c|o WID'S DAILY.

Exhibitors Poster & Supply C

Phone: "Bryant 9351

one big star."
Samuel L. Rothapfel, former manaTheater for Sale— I know of a splendid theger of the Rialto-Rivoli: "If true this
ater proposition in town of S.IKKI : house is exceedingly important, but before
equipped for theater, vaudeville and pictures
discussing
it further I wish to be ceronly house in town: it's a good one! JaneV. Bryson, 719 Hennepin Avenue. Minnetain that the report is correct."
apolis.
William L. Sherry, Sherry Service:
"Combinations of this kind tending
to control distribution are and have
WANTED TO BUY.
Second hand Theater equipments. Highest been a curse to the business. There are
several lamentable examples of this
Cash Price— Box 55 this office. _
Second hand studio equipment with full sort of thing in existencee today. It
setting for parlor, hedrnnm and reception
is doomed to failure."
hall. Box 72 c|o WID'S DAILY.

CARLETON
MADE
A Romance of the Air
and
we
made
the
Lobby
display
Every office of the Independent Said
Corporation
will have a complete %\
for the first showing in their respecti'
Cities — Showmanship
is behind
th j
method and it has already won out
New York, Boston and Chicago.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

NEED

IT

PHONE

BWANT

BRODA
Dirty Film

+

minimum bookings

Clean Film

+ maximum bookings

"HAND

7392

&

MEYE

LETTERED

TITL

ILLUSTRATIONS

220
ROOM

WEST

42nd

STREl

2004

NEW

YORljl

CAN

FRAME

Take Your Choice

WE

Film Renovating Co.
729 7th Ave.

New York

YOUR
GUNBY

I

INSERTS
BROS.,
In

145 West 45th Street, New York ' T

Studio for Rent

Fully

F quipped

Phone 8355

J

Ji^RECOCHIZED

P9RADSTREET

Authority
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Distributing Plans

Price 5 Cent>
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No

Guide Needed

New Combine Excite Interest — Not
Definitely Determined Yet.
0/ to WW'S DAILY)
Angeles — Nothing
has
been
nitely determined as yet as to just
the big combine
(the United
ists' Distributing Co.) will release
ir productions.
While
some bethe new combination — Griffith,
fckford,
Chaplin.
Fairbanks
and
irt will organize a new distributing
mpany there is a strong impression
it one of the present distributing
janizations, such as First National,
ly secure the distribution privilege.
First National's Wire.
The following telegram
signed by
bert Lieber, president, and Harry
hwalbe, secretary, has been sent to
franchise holders of First Nanal : "To dispel any rumors that
,y have emanated
from this city
!e Board of Directo.'s wish to advise
iu that there has been no amalgamain as far as First National is ambled. Your Board of Directors hold
at our organization
shall continue
(disturbed in its efforts for the enluragement of greater and better picres to be distributed independently
each other, and to be sold strictly
I their individual merits, according
box office values.
"Chaplin, Mary Picktford, Norma
almadge, Anita Stewart and Jack
ickford contracts will be carried out.
»ntracts with others have been made,
efinite announcement concerning
ese contracts will be sent to you
rough the regular channels later."
Abrams-Schulberg.
The report will not down that
iram Abrams and "Bennie Schulirg have played, and will continue to
ay, an important part in the negotiaDns concerning the new combination.
Reason for the Formation.
The formation of the new cornnation is said to be due to informion which reached 'Griffith and
airbanks of a planned amalgamao'n between the several large proicers and distributors who plann1^ in distribute nationally through
1 ' organization
Poking
office. like
WhenthetheStanley
stars
:ard of. this a meeting was called
stantly and the new combination
isulted.
J. A. Berst, of United Pictures, is
:re. and is ousy holding conferices. It is understood that he is
aking an effort to put United in
n the distribution.
In New Vori< ve^terdav there was

Revier-Carleton
Difficulties Over "The Romance In
the Air" Aired in Court
Charges and countercharges made
against each other by Harry Revier,
who directed "The Romance in the
Air," and Carle C. Carleton, managing
director of En L'Air Cinema Ltd., Inc.,
which produced the film, enlivened
proceedings before Supreme Court
Justice Finch when Revier asked permission of the court to enter a judgment for $1,500 against the defendant
corporation. Revier told the court that
he brought a suit against the corporation last Fall to recover a balance due
for producing the film, and a settlement was arranged whereby the corporation wa*s to pay him $1,500, and
this sum was to be a first lien on the
money received by the defendant from
leasing the film. The plaintiff was to
have a chattel mortgage on the film
and if the defendant didn't pay Revier
claimed the right to enter judgment
against it, which he was not to do if
the money was paid. He alleged that
the film was produced at the Rivoli
and that more than $1,500 has been
received by the defendant but he has
received nothing.
In opposing the application Carleton
swore that Revier failed to complete
the production of the picture and that
another director had to be engaged
for the purpose. He said further that
the settlement under which Revier was
to get $1,500 was not to be effective
unless
Revier
turned
overretained,
"17 reels"
of
negative
which
he had
and
for which the defendant threatened to
have him arrested. Some of the reels
were returned in two hours he said,
but a number of the scenes are still

still considerable
interesl oveT the "So far as we are concerned we are
news
of the combination.
not interested in who distributes pictures. We are interested in good pic- ing. He said the paintiff's repersentaAt First National when informative, Joseph Seiden, tod him that the
tion was sought regarding the teleplaintiff had the missing scenes and
gram, especially as to what was of the source."
that if the corporation made any
known regarding the contracts menFederal Commission. trouble or tried to have him arrested
tioned, C. L. Yearsley said that they
knew nothing further than that the Wanted to Regulate Industry — Clean Revier
"wouldsaid
put that
a match
to them."
Carleton
the production
Pictures Wanted.
telegram was sent out from Los
cost thousands of dollars and believing
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
that Revier would do as threatened
Angeles.
At Harry
Garson's office
no
information
was obtainable
as to
Washington — Representative Ran- the defendant agreed to pay him the
dall, Prohibitionist, of California, has
plans for Miss Sweet and Clara
Kimball Young, other than had been reintrducd in the Huse a bill pro- $1,500 although nothing was due him.
Carleton said that because of tr^pWimade public, and Jos. Schenck said
posing to create a Federal motion-picture commission to be appointed by the tift's acts a number of the scenes had
he knew nothing so far as Norma
and the scenes carried
Talmadge was concerned with the President. He asks that the motion in titles minuted,
instead of photography, which
new combine. "Miss Talmadge is to picture industry be regulated in order shortened the film so that it could not
make pictures for First National that clean pictures may take the place
(1 for State Rights and is now
of the saloon.
beginning with 1920" he said. "Be- !
being sold by a distributing company
yond
I knowon nothing."
on a royalty basis.
He admits that
Marcusthat Loew
the Combination !
Selwyn Back in Town.
an $1,500 has been received but
"The new combination cannot pos- 1 Edgar Selwyn is back in New
sibly harm any exhibitor who does, York. He went to Los Angeles says that because of the missing scenes
to write a scenario for Cecil B. De not being returned the settlement of
business in a legitimate way" said
(Continued on Page 2)
Marcus Loew. of the Loew Enterprises. '
Mill,-
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(Special to WID'>> UHiui )
Los Angeles— It is understood
that Sam E. Rorke, of New York,
has formed a new company to produce a series of pictures featuring
Katherine MacDonald and Derwent
Hall Caine.
Hampton- Kerrigan.
0,1' ' v^
(Speral to ll'ID'i,
Angeles— It is understood
Los
gan is enKerri
that J. Vvarren
deavoring to be released from his
present contract with Jesse u.
Hampton to accept another offer.

Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
Selznick Pictures Corp., the new
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign
headMyron Selznick company, has
$20.00.
quarters at501 Fifth Avenue.
Subscribers
should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
's first
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St., New
The story of E. K. Linco'n
York, N. Y.
S-L films will be syndifor
production
ers
in
newspap
of
series
a
cated
Telephone:
Vanderbilt 4551-2

Revier-Carleton

throughout the country. Lincoln him
self will conduct a special department
in the fan magazines answering querk s

Griffith Signs Barthelmess.
D. W. Griffith has signed Richard
Barthelmess, the young leading man,
on a year's contract. Barthelmess
was leading man for Marguerite Clark
in Paramount pictures for sometime.

Bara Off For Florida.
Theda Bara and a company of about
40 leave for Miami, Florida to-day
to stage scenes in her production
which is a South Sea Island story.
J. Gordon Edwards is directing.
Dorothy Green, former star in
"Patria," "A Parisian Romance,"
"The Grouch" and other pictures, will
soon start work on an elaborate Ruspicture production based on a
Tolstoisian story.
The new production now in the
making with Anna Q. Nillson, directed by Edwin Carewe for Metro,
marks the return of Miss Nillson to
the Metro program. The feature has
been named "The Way of the Strong,"
a Northwestern story from the novel
of Ridgewell Cullum.

(Continued from Page 1)
the suit is not effective, and he asks
that the suit be tried by a jury.
Franklin B. Coates, author of the
film, made a statement in behalf of
Revier in spite of the fact that he is
employed by the defendant because he
said
he "feels
great injustice
has been
done that
Mr. a Revier
in Mr.
Carleton's affidavit," — stated that Revier did all he was required to do in
finishing the film, and Coates himself
completed it. He said that in referring to "17 reels" Mr. Carleton must
mean "17 rolls" which he says he has
found in the defendant's office. He
said that a close-up of fifty feet is the
only one missing and that it has probably been misplaced, and is not essential to the story anyhow. Seiden denied the statements attributed to him in
Carleton's affidavit.
Answering Carleton's statement Revier said he originally retained 17
rolls of the film as tangible security
for the sum due him by the defendant
because he "knew the calibre of man
Carleton is and his reputation for business methods," but he has turned
over to the defendant all the film he
had.
Jus'tice Finch announced that he
would grant the application to file the
judgment on condition that Revier
satisfies the defendant that it now has
the entire film If the defendant still
insists that the plaintiff or some agent
of his has an)' "material" portion of
the film the court will appoint a referee to take testimony on that point.
Roxys Next Move.
S. L. Rothapfel, "Roxy" will direct
Elaine Hammerstein for Harry Rapf,
starting in a few weeks. Later, it is
understood he will be interested in a
project for which he will produce, as
well as take an active interest in theaters in which the productions will lie
shown.

Once Upon A Time
JESSE
put on musical

LASKY
acts in vaudeville.

Has
anyone
Abrams
is
doing? heard

Clarence Badger who directs Madge
Kennedy used to be a newspaper man
— but he wanted to write real stories
so he went to the desert north of
Lordville (wherever that is) and there
in the desert he searched for gold and
didn't find any. He did write some
stories though. Then he went to
California and Oregon and traveled
around the loggin' camps payin' his
way by photographin' the bearded
gentlemen o' the camps. He seemed
to take to the camera right away. So
much so that he thought he'd open a
photo gallery in Reno. Maybe he had
an idea he'd photograph the divorcees
"before and after" — I don't know — he
did'nt say so, but sounds like good
business. Anyway, while he was
thinkin' out what he'd do he saw an
advertisement by Wilbert Melville of
the "Ul Lubin Co. for scenarios. So
he sent his along and they were accepted. And what's more they wanted
him, too. So he went, and right then
was the beginnin' of his screen career.
Now he's arrived — and owns a "palatial mansion with a swimin' pool and
a roof garden that's only one of the
Belshazzer features." Belshazzar—
meanin' somethin' very extra special
de luxe in mansions, I 'spose.
Arthur S. Kane, ge eral mana er
of S lee', is a busy man. He must be
a popular man, too, 'cause The Kanras
Soci ty of New Yoik wanted him to
be their pre:dent. even though he
wasn't a member. But he comes from
Kansas
and they like him — si after

Operators
Compromise.
Chicago — The Operators' strike, in
volving 600 motion picture emp'oyeet
which was to have been called las
Saturday
night, has been settled bj
a wa-'e compromise.
Negotiations be I
they elect'd him a member they made tween the operators Union
and thri
him president — all at once.
Allied Amusement
As ociation havi
been under way for s veral weeks, and:
Reidthan
says110hemiles
does'nt
care the operators threatened to close everj|
to Wallace
drive faster
an hour.
theater in the city.
William P. C-rltton says that Alice
The Operators demanded it is saidi
Brady is a "Peach of a star" to work a straight $1.25 an hour rate. They accepted, however 90 cts. an hour, witk
with.
a minimum guarantee of $30 a week.
Earl Metcalf's pretty wife told me They were formerly paid $.75 an hour.
that Earl misses his uniform in more
The agreement was re xhed and
ways than one, one being that while signed a few hours after the operators had served notice of a strike.
he isn't exactly lazy he did like the
idea in the army of not havin' to
The World on Randolph street, has
change to evenin' clothes in the evenin'.
changed hands and will hereafter bd
operated
by the Wbrld Theater Co.,
Mae Murray is just gettin' over bein'
disappointed 'cause she can't go to a concern made up of Archie Spencer,
Europe to take pictures as she intended H. E. Kramer and Vernon C. S?aver.
to. She says they just wont give her The theater will be redecorated and
acould
passport.
1 can't
see anything
how anyone
refuse to
give her
she \thoroughly renovated.
asked

for

much

less

a link-

pa

QUOTATIONS
Players— Bid Asked

Oh, I'm glad we're Roin' to see
Miriam Cooper on the screen again, Famous
Lasky
in' a new picture ?nd it's gcin' to be World
about race tracks, horse; and things, 1
a-d they're poin' to New Orleans. Triangle
j Miriam's lrotlur who has the Irvr| 'iest brown eves, told tre the story
I and it's real thrilli '.
In "The Wishing Ring M-n" BesI sie Lov: change? h^r dress 17 times.
The prture is in five reels runni g
one hour and fifteen minutes, making
a change of costume ev^rv four r nd
a ha f minutes. And she does all this

33
ys

38
y2

1/16

3/16

Sa?<
35

A retentive memory is a good thing,
without any vaudeville experbre • at but the ability to forget is the trut
token of greatness
all. It's a gift.

Saturday, January 18, IOJQ-

In the Courts
lohn E O'Brien has filed particulars
a the Supreme Court of a claim
igainM the Mutual Film Corp. for
ETsoO He states that he was notiied prior to July 25, 1917 by William
I Toomey Now York, representative
>£ the Mutual, and a few days later by
lohn R. Frculer personally, that the
r his acMutual intended to transfe
tivities to the Empire All Star Corp.
his conunder
do
to
as it had a right
tract He said they told him theinEmthe
trouble
hire All Star was having
direction of some of the stars and
wanted to arrange an interchange, givdiing their directors fortheMutual
defendant
rectors He stated that
bewas
he
that
wrote him on July 25 obligation with
ing released from his
the Mutual to undertake the Empire
All Star duties but states that he didn t
Understand at the time that this was
a "trick" of the defendant to absolve
itself from its guaranty under his
contract. He says he never released
the defendant and that his attorney
On Nov. 27, 1917, wired Mr. Freuler
in Chicago that he had completed his
work for the Empire and that it had
1 declined to permit him to complete
126 weeks' work at $650 a week. He
stated that he was holding himself
the defendant's of orders.
subject to says
work for
he was out
O'Brien
14 weeks at $650 a week, and when
he finallv did go to work he had to
accept $550 for which he holds the
defendant for $100 a week for six
weeks. He claims $800 balance due
from the plaintiff for eight weeks
work for the Empire.

Famous

Stage Meller Goes Over Big in Film Adaptation

Clara Kimball Young in

"CHEATING

CHEATERS"

Select.

DIRECTOR
Allan Dwan.
AUTHOR
Max Marcin
SCENARIO BY
Kathryn Stuart.
CAMERAMAN
Arthur Edeson.
AS A WHOLE ....... Intensely interesting crook meller. certain to go over with any kind of
audience.
STORY
Accurate adaptation
of
stage
play
with only the changes
made
necessary by
s~reen technique.
DIRECTION
Keeps the suspense all through
and gets surprises in a reasonable fashion.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent.
LIGHTINGS
First rate in giving natural appearance to interiors; several scenes show
fin-; contrast of light and shadow.
CAMFRA WORK
Good all the way with some
cleverly handled dissolves.
STAR
Appears to advantage in the best picture
she has had for some time.
SUPPORT
A really notable cast that makes
much of the characters and will draw money
to your box office.
EXTERIORS
Good when they are needed.
INTERIORS
Richly furni-hed and made addiing.
tionally effective by photography and light-

loss of some essential qualities are rare, but this is
one of the welcome exceptions, and according to my
viewpoint, about the best thing that Clara Kimball
Young,
the bead
"her own
has done
in
many atmoons.
And of believe
me, company'
it is some company,
with Anna Q. Nillson, Jack Holt, Frederick Burton,
Tully Marshall. Edwin Stevens and Frank Campeau in
roles that are made to stand out, by reason of the
excellence of tie playing and the truly expert development of the story.
Considering the number of the characters and the complication of the plot, Director Allan Dwan has done
a mighty good job in making everything clear without
giving away the secret of the story. For the first
few reels your folks will accept the situation just
as it is presented, with an experienced gang of crooks
planning to rob an aristocratic family passing under
the name of Palmer.
This crowd, having Clara Kimball Young as the
chief decoy, has rented an estate adjoining that occupied by the Palmers, reputed to own a tremendously
valuable collection of jewels. In the scenes establishing the relationship of the crooks, and showing the
part they are to play in the contemplated robbery,
there is first rate characterisation, and considerable
humor, much of which is supplied by Frank Campeau.
The scenes dealing with the visit of the Palmer family
wi'l get a laugh from any crowd.
The first surprise comes when it develops that the
seeming aristocrats are merely another gang of
thieves planning to get hold of what they believe to

DETAIL

Misses nothing that will give added
be priceless jewels in the ne'ghboring house. This is
strength to the story.
so well handled that the average on-looker will have
no suspicion of the true condition.
CHARACTFR
OF STORY
Won't offend.
Along with the presentation of the activities of the
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION .. About 5,003 feet.
two households, and the romance progressing between
Here is a film that can't fail to please in houses of
Miss Young and Jack Holt, the leading member of
any type in whatever neighborhood you happen to be
the opposing band, they work up suspense in following
located. It is melodrama with real punch and susthe
plans of the Ferris Detective Agency, which is
pense, and at least two surprises such as seldom are
out to round up the crooks. One by one they are
realized in phrtoplnys. This is one of the exceptional
trapped, and then, for the biggest surprise of all, it
instances in which the audience, unless it happens to
is revealed that Miss Young is in reality Ferris and that
know the story, does not b?at the author to it in
Wants State to Control.
the
whole clever scheme is the result of her ingenuity.
Albany, N. Y— Assemblyman Brush guessing what is going to hanpen. Get the picture by
has introduced a bill designed to create all means and count on a clean-up, for you won't be
The one thing in which the audience '''as not been
a State Motion Picture Department to disappointed.
fooled
is the
genuineness
theredeem
girl's liking
Holt, who
is eiven
a chanceof to
himself,forasJack
are
The instances in which really successful stage plays
supervise and regulate the produc- come through the process of screen adaptation without
the other members of the underworld.
tion, distribution and exhibition of
motion pictures in this State. The
head of the department would be apJust Advertise to Get Them in For It's a Sure Box Office Winner
pointed by the Governor for a term
of five years, the salary to be $7,500
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
a year.
Naturally the film should be tied up with the play
From any angle you want to look at it, this is sure
in your exploration, along with the assertion, which
Kirkwood Directing Jack Pickford
fire. All you need is the right sort of advertising to
you are justified in making, that the screen version
James Kirkwood
is directing Jack get folks into your theater and you can count upon
does full justice to the original and that Miss Young
Pickford in his first picture for re- their going away to tell their friends that they ought
is
seen at her best in the stellar role.
lease through First National.
Providing the play visited your town, I would call
not to miss "Cheating Cheaters." Keep it for two or
three days if you can, and make the most of the word
attention to that fact and make a point of soliciting
of mouth boosting.
the interest of your dramatic editors, even asking
them to compare the merits of the two offerings and
Few dramas give better opportunity for exploitation,
point out the differences. There is a chance of getting
r>rst because it was widely publicized as a stage success
considerable additional newspaper space if you draw
during the long New York run, with Marjorie Rambeau
the critics into a discussion.
as the star, and second because Select has provided
by It would be worth while
to run a special showing with this end in view.
a truly superior cast in support of Miss Young. Make
the most of the names appearing in the roster by giving
Catchlines in a picture of this stamp are subordinate
to making it clear to your regulars that you have a
them more than the usual prominence in your pubreally
excellent film adaptation of a notable stage
licity. Anna Q. Nillson, Tully Marshall and Edwin
Stevens, to mention only a few. have a following
play
with
all-star
cast. Clara Kimball Young at the head of an
which should not be ignored.

January 27th release date of

Remarkable how happy they all are
up at First National. Must be a
reason

DOFNO'RTGET
THE DA TE

E.K.LINCOLN, Starring in"fr 1GHTING

THROUGH"

W. W. HODK
CORP
INTHROUGH
ORAT
SON
PATHE EXCHANGE Inc. ION
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In the Open Market
Arrow to Handle "Law of Nature."
Arrow will handle the "Law of Nature" the new David Fischer production. It has not been determined
whether the negative will be sold outright or on the state rights plan.

jM% DAILY
Miss Dolly ofSpurr
Doesn't Want
Her Beloved
Motors.to Sell One

Dear Wid:I've just been reading Herman
Brown's article on "Trusts" in the Jan.
5th issue of your magazine. And
Sam Grand, Federal Feature Rights while I'm all enthused over the reading, I want to express myself thusly:
Film Co., Boston, is in New York.
"Thank the Lord that there is an exhibitor who was not afraid to spill
Jack Sherrill and Alma Hanlon,
the indignation which has no doubt
stars of "The Profiteer" will appear all
simmered
in the back of his mind for
in person at all the theaters in New
York that show the film.
a long time. — and thank the Lord
twice for a trade paper which had the
to publish
article." and
If
"The Struggle Everlasting" and nerve
there were
a fewBrown's
more Browns
"The Accidental Honeymoon" have
been sold to Alexander Wall of New a few more Wids. there would be hope
Orleans for Louisiana, Arkansas, Ok- for the business from the exhibitors'
lahoma and Texas, and to the Sterl- standpoint. As it is, I say, that being Film Corp., of Omaha for Iowa
tween you and Herman you've
and Nebraska.
"started" something, that the real live
exhibitor with common sense and pep,
The Quaker City Film Exchange can FINISH,— if he so chooses.
The Zukor-Paramount "bullying"
has bought from Arrow four Lockwood and Allison reissues.
has been a thorn in the flesh of probably two-thirds of the exhibitors in
Exhibitors-Mutual Meeting.
the U. S. I'm one of them — rather
Officers of Exhibitors-Mutual held I WAS, but I QUIT ! I've used Paramount service ever since its existence
a meeting yesterday. H. C. Cornelius,
secretary, came from Grand Rapids, — used it right up to the new 1919
and Paul H. Davis, treasurer, from proposition, and SOME of the pictures made good. Outside of these
Chicago, to attend. Last night they
had a private showing of the latest "some" which totalled about one tenth
of
their
entire output, they sure
Billie Rhodes and William Desmond
pictures.
"flopped" to the extent that I began
wondering several months ago whether
Metro Still "Meeting."
Metro officials continued their meet- or not I had better sell one of my
beloved
automobiles to help make up
ing yesterday, but did not reach the
election of officers. Several new faces the deficiency. It was just as Brown
will appear on the new board of di- said — I bought a lot of junk in order
rectors.
to secure a few REAL stars. These
few stars made good, but the junk
CLASSIFIED.
ate up all the profits — and then some.
Well, when it came to the 1919 conThe classified columns of WID'S
tracts, Ifound that there were 55 picfill a long felt want. It is the market
tures out of 159, I KNEW would
place when buyer and seller — employer make me money. However, just to
and employee or the small advertiser show I was a good fellow, and willing
can put his story before practical!} to gamble a little, I added enough
every live exhibitor in the country
"doubtful" pictures to total 97. Did
every day in the year, at nominal cost. they
accept it— NO! It was a case
Rate 50c per line. Cash with order.
of take the whole program (which
THEATERS FOR SALE OR meant ONLY six days a week Paramount) or get nothing. So I chose
LEASE.
the latter course, as the lesser evil
Theater for Sale — I know of a splendid the- of the two, and I KNOW
that this
ater proposition in town of 3,000; house
equipped for theater, vaudeville and pictures ; decision is not going to cost me as
only house in town; it's a good one I James much cold cash as I would have lost
V. Bryson, 719 Hennepin Avenue, Minneapolis.

WANTED

TO BUY.

Second hand Theater equipments. Highest
Cash Price— Box 55 this office.
Second hand studio equipment with full
setting: for parlor, bedroom and reception
hall. Box 72 c|o WID'S DAILY.

HELP

WANTED.

Operator Wanted— Must be clean cut,
steady and willinpr to work; must be able
to operate two Powers 6B machines and
generating set; must know the work from A
to Z. Good steady job to the right man.
No booze fighter need apply. S. K. Leen,
Ruby theater, Jamestown,
N. D.
Manager for 600 seat house in New
Jersev— salary and home arrangement. Tell
nil in first lettr.
Box 105 this office.
Operator and Al man for electrical work
low all about Powers machines.
Good position tor right man. Address K. C.
eld WID'S DAILY.

on
program.
not
at allbooking
worried.that
There
are lots I'm
of good
productions and many new stars floating around just now. And there are
a good many companies who INSIST
on giving an exhibitor a SQUARE
deal. They do not seem to be obsessed
with the idea to HOG everything, nor
to tie you up to non-cancellable contracts for pictures you know beforehand are going to prove a dead weight.
Of course it's true that we feel we
MUST have "Doug" and Mary and
Bill and Marguerite, and a lot more
of 'em, but it's simply foolhardy for
an exhibitor to tie himself up with a
lot of mediocre stuff in order to get a
few choice morsels of stardom. It

just can't be done any more — at least
not profitably.
I've got a nice little business in
POSITION.
three nice little houses in a nice little
Piano player wishes position with a theater town, and it takes quite a lot of nice
miles of New
York.
Have had
5 years
experience.
J
Harts.
Box
75 little feature programs to keep 'em
yniri'j RUT
no film exchange
under
WID'S
DAILY

the sun is going to come in and tell
jme I've GOT to use their program
six days a week for 52 weeks in a
year, even if I HAVE three houses.
I EXPECT to lose the program,
they'll tures
probably
put house
the whole
159 picinto a small
at thousands
of dollars less than I offered them for
97. I don't like the idea of not having a couple or more Paramount days
a week, it's kinda got a habit — but BY
GOLLY I'm not going to make it
SIX days, and push out a lot of
equally as good programs (at less
money) to do it.
I've never had a bit of trouble in
my business dealings with Paramount.
up until this new
handto and
proposition.
But "tied
I want
say foot"
that
Paramount or ANY OTHER producer is ALL WRONG when they try
to FORCE an exhibitor to take what
they OFFER or LOSE the program.
The quicker the exhibitor, star, producer and exchange REALIZE this,
the quicker will the picture business
get onto an equitable hand in hand
basis.
Here's three cheers for Herman,
who found out he WAS somebody,
and three cheers for Wid, who is
helping
somebody.exhibitors to realize they are
Very truly yours,
MISS DOLLY SPURR.
Mutual Theater Co.,
310 Marion National Bank Bldg..
Marion, Ind.

Exchange

TOURNEUR MADE WOMAN
and we made the Lobby dismusshrdl
and we made the LOBBY DISPLAYS.
Our work reflected the spirit of this
grs^t director and the state right
buyers in every instance endorses our
claim.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

0REIGN FILM TITLES
Are

BEST

New York

Phone: "Bryant 9351

Exhibitors Poster & Supply Co.
209-213

WEST

NEW

48th

YORK

ST ,

CITY

SUPPLIES

SLIDES

and all kinds of Theatre Tickets
USED

UNIVERSALLY

1731 BROADWAY
SUN-LIGHT

Changes

Minneapolis — Karl Elbert has been
added to the sales force of the Film
Clearing House Inc., and Independent
Sales Corp.

THE

NCISCO ELIAS
FRA
220 West 42nd Street,

N.Y.CIIY

ARC

CO.. Inc.

218 Wes 48th St.
New York
TELEPHONE

BRYANT 4488

J. JUSTICELHARMER,^P/«.Ven«

Connellsville, Pa. — Harry M. Crandall will reopen a theater which has
been closed some time.
Harry Graham, formerly branch
manager for Kleine at Minneapolis,
and Boston, has been appointed assistant manager of Pathe, Minneapolis.

New Theaters
Indianapolis. — Edward Sourbier
signs a 90 year lease for property in
the business section and will erect
new theater.
Greenville, S. C— Contract let for
three-story brick theater, office and
store building, 90 by 100 feet; to cost

tiTake out[the^ JinnpUji
We

positively guarantee to[frzmeLup \
youe inserts
fc^rn

GUNBY

LAECFATCRIESy

life W 45S.T
Studio FcrRent

LILLIAN

Minn. — The

Strand opens.

WARD

Artists' and Uiiectors' Representative.
Catering especially to Motion Pictures.
PUTNAM
BUILDING
1493 Broadway
Room 301

$20,000.
Wichita, Kan.— The Wichita has
opened under new management. I
Sidney,

PH. 83B2 BRYANT
Fully Equipped

[m
roRSAMPtist
PRias
\CNJPOS
'and STRIP
WELDON.WILLIAMS

& VVOk-roRTSHITH.AIiK.

Ironton, O. — Col. H. A. and Dr. A.
C. Martin plan to erect theater, with
seating capacity for 800.
Homestead, Pa. — New house opened
by Israhl Amusement Co.
Florence, Ala.— D. M. Pixley to erect
combined opera house and picture theater to cost $40,000.
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To Exhibitors Who Book
D. W. Griffith's Artcraft Pictures
IT is necessary for the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to withhold until release date the complete synopsis of D. W. Griffith's
Artcraft release, "A Romance of Happy Valley." The denouement
of this extraordinary play is, I believe, a situation entirely new to the
drama of stage or screen. The privileged few of us who have seen "A
Romance of Happy Valley" believe sincerely that it probably is the
tensest scene, the strongest in heart interest that Mr. Griffith ever has
done.
Because of the novelty of this situation, Mr. Griffith naturally is
anxious to protect it from any unscrupulous persons who might attempt
to take it for their own use before the release of "A Romance of Happy
Valley."
To help first run exhibitors, however, Mr. Griffith has permitted us
to communicate in confidence a complete synopsis of the story to the
managers of the exchanges of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
These managers have been instructed to divulge in strict secrecy
the complete story to first run exhibitors who are entitled to know the
entire plot — that they may arrange their exploitation accordingly.
After the first run showings, of course, there will be no further
need for secrecy as then the ownership of the plot of "A Romance of
Happy Valley" will be established.
ADOLPH ZUKOR.
Los Angeles, January 13th, 1919.

FAMOUS
PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR Tres. JESSE L.1ASKY Vice Pres. CECIL WEtAXUR Director General
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Features Reviewed
Bessie Love in
Vitagraph
Madge Kennedy in
Goldwyn
Elsie Ferguson in
Artcraft
Madeline Traverse in
Fox

THE

ENCHANTED

BARN
Page 3
DAY DREAMS
Page 5
HIS PARISIAN WIFE
Page 7
THE DANGER ZONE
Page 9

Ruth Clifford in
Universal
E. K. Lincoln in
W. W. Hodkinson

THE

GAME'S UP
Page 11

FIGHTING

Alma Rubens in
Triangle

THROUGH
Page 12

RESTLESS

Kitty Gordon in
United Picture Theat. Inc
Carlyle Blackwell in
World

SOULS
Page 13
ADELE
Page 15

LOVE

IN A HURRY
Page 18

Lila Lee in
Paramount

THE

SECRET

David G. Fischer in

THE

LAW

GARDEN
Page
19

OF NATURE

David G. Fischer Prod. — Arrow
Constance Talmadge in
WHO
Select

Page 21
CARES?
Page 23

Clara Kimball Young in . . CHEATING CHEATERS
Select
Page 25
William Faversham in
THE SILVER KING
Paramount-Artcraft Spcl
Page 26
Screen Classics Inc. . . WHY GERMANY MUST PAY
Metro
Page 27
Wallace Reid in
THE DUB
Paramount
Page 29
Louis Bennison in
OH, JOHNNY !
Betzwood Film — Goldwyn, Dist
Page 32

H. B. Warner signs with Jesse D. Hampton for
eight pictures.
United Pictures-World Film deal pending.
Monte Blue to join Lasky to play leads.
Tom Wise to produce "Mr. P. T. Barnum" for
Robertson-Cole.
Triangle announces
first release schedule
since
November. .
Tuesday.
Mutterings of big moves in Los Angeles.
Hiram Abrams says artistic life of stars threatened.
Robertson-Cole open offices in Los Angeles.
Mrs. Carl Laemmle dies.
Ohio State Screen League reports on campaign fund
Wednesday.
Small towns in Pacific Northwest hit hard by "flu."
State Department arranges for shipments to Russia.
Edwin Carewe to direct Anna Q. Nillson for Metro.
Fairbanks reported with First National.
Charlie Chaplin decides to rest awhile.
St. Louis churchmen protest "Salome."
Sunday closing fights on in New
England
Indiana.
Thursday.

and

Stanley Booking Office :ecures quarters in New
York.
Fred Kent succeeds Y. F. Freeman as general
manager, Triangle Dist.
Pirates very active' inFriday.
Cuba.

Griffith, Mary Pickford, "Doug" Chaplin and Hart
combine. Upset plans of nation wide booking
combination.
Griffith explains why combination was necessary.
F. W. Whitmarsh and Walter W. Irwin elected to
Famous-Lasky directorate.
Marcus A.. Beeman quits Division of Films to
represent Robertson-Cole in London.
Picture and theatrical interests combine to oppose
proposed 20 per cent Government tax on admissions.
Famous Players secure rights to Hall Caine's "The
Woman Thou Gavest Me."
Saturday.
Indications point to First National having a good
chance to distribute for Griffith, Pickford, Chaplin, Fairbanks, Hart combination.
Bill filed in Congress seeks to have Federal supervision of pictures.
Split reported between Jesse D. Hampton and J.
Warren Kerrigan.
Metro annual meeting on.
Sam E. Rorke forms new company.

CAo

Cam
Girl

OLORES LASSINELLI
//

BLENDING EVERY HUMAN EMOTION
WITH THE HEIGHTH OF SCREEN SKILL

Vyyl^conce Perret -—Directed By \\
Mine. Alice E>lacrie — Under The
SupervTsion. OjP Leonce Perret
Cashes and dying embers of a
GREAT LOVE ARE FANNED INTO FLAME
AND REKINDLED ANEW BY THE CONSTANCY FAITHFULNESS AND©-©DEVOTION OF <A WOMAN (s-fe-Cb-©-

i 13ERBET PRODUCTIONS he.
220-WEST-42?? STREET-NEW YOBKE

n
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y
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Slight Story Provides Slender Material For Five Reels
Bessie Love in

"THE

ENCHANTED

BARN"

Vitagraph.
DIRECTOR
David Smith.
AUTHOR
Grace H. L. Lutz
SCENARIO BY
Kathryn Reed
CAMERAMAN
C. Seeling
AS A WHOLE
Slight romance,
pleasing in
spots, but not strong enough for five reels,
STORY
Adaptation
of novel; leading
role
suits star's personality.
DIRECTION
Permits some draggy sequences,
but shows discrimination in handling Miss
Love and other players.
PHOTOGRAPHY
First rate.
LIGHTINGS
Generally good though not out
of the ordinary.
CAMERA WORK
Passable.
STAR
... Much as she has appeared in previous
productions.
SUPPORT
...... Answers the purpose with J. Frank
Glendon in the role of hero.
EXTERIORS
Scenes photographed in the country have charm.
INTERIORS
Mostly conventional.
DETAIL
Doesn't call for particular comment.
CHARACTER OF STORY
, Fragile and harmless.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,265 feet.
Despite the fact that this is based on a book of novel
length, when boiled down to the plot essentials needed
for a five reel feature, the material is slender. Without
sacrificing any of the vital points of the story, it would not
be a difficult matter to eliminate at least two reels of the
inconsequential action shown here, and. have a more satisfying picture as a result.
There are two threads to the plot, but one, which may
have been important in the printed narrative, fails to impress you as real on the screen. What interest the picture
possesses is due to the experiences of the heroine in her
search for a country place, however humble, where
her

mother ma)
charm in the
whereas the
of
be swindlers,
dropped.

recover health. It is a story of pathos and
parts concerning Miss Love and her family,
melodramatic clement, dealing with a band
doesn't get across, and might almost as well

It is easy to take an interest in the little stenographer
who is the main support of her invalid mother, and in
bringing out the spirit of home life in its more unseltish
aspects, Director Smith has done very well, although even
here some scenes, which become little more than repetition, could be curtailed.
On her day off, Miss Love searches for some place
where they may live in the country at a monthly rent not
to exceed $15. After repeated discouragement, she locates
a deserted barn which to her presents all sorts of enchanting possibilities. The owner proves to be the son of
a New York financier, and as might be expected, he immediately falls for the charm of the appealing ingenue.
They get some comedy and quite a bit of appeal out of
a detailed depiction of the incidents contingent upon the
family's occupying the barn converted into something approaching ahome. Miss Love plays these scene* with
considerable spirit and feeling and in her expression registers a telling note of pathos when the ' mother, for
whom she has planned so carefully, first sees the unit's only
a barn."
is bits like promising
this structure
that and
will says
give "Why
the picture
its best
chance.It
The melodramatic angle of the story shows how the
little stenographer is instrumental in saving the fortune
of the millionaire and his son, who are about to be swindled in a mining stock proposition. She overhears the conversation, and informs them of the true situation in time
to prevent the signing of the papers. Then when evidence
is taken to convict the swindlers, she acts as stenographer at the proceedings.
For a windup, they pull the familiar kidnapping stunt
with Bessie as the victim, and have a more or less
thrilling rescue manoeuvered by hero J. Frank Glendon,
who turns from his society fiancee to wed the efficient
stenographer. In the cast are William T. Home.
Joseph Singleton, Jene Hathaway and others.
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Make Most of Star's Popularity But Pass Film by Quietly
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
trruw?
THE

™£SwSJe» ^^i".
« »«»»,.
>s no chance of doing much on that score. Just mention
ENCHANTED
BARN"
that the film is taken from the well known novel by Grace
Vitagraph.
H. L. Lutz, with the heroine visualized by Bessie Love,
There's nothing to base a special appeal on here, unless one °f tne most sympathetic of screen players,
you happen to have created a following for Bessie Love, Miss Love is a good subject for lobby display, therefore
who
probably
deserves to be classed among the most I would make the most of the paper and stills sent you
popular of the younger stars depending upon charm of by Vitagraph, possibly using a combination showing the
personality for appeal.
young star in a number of her characterizations. ProvidAs a picture, there is no reason why it should be a big ing you are able to land biographical sketches in the newsbusiness-getter, although, in spite of draggy moments, it papers, go back to the early days when Miss Love sprang
has redeeming elements which place it on a par with the into prominence as Doug. Fairbanks' leading woman, also
average
program
offering.
I certainly
would
not mention her latest successes.
make
any particular
fuss about what you are offering, For catchlines say: "Enchantment
isn't in the place,
however, and I would make an effort to fill in the re- it's in the spirit. Come and see how Bessie Love finds
mainder of the bill with high class material.
happiness in 'The Enchanted Barn'." or "He is rich, she
The book on which the picture is based, probably is not is poor; but each finds true wealth in 'The Enchanted
known to any appreciable number of your fans, so there Barn'."

COMING!
'YOUNG AMERICA"
A George K. Spoor super-feature taken
from the Cohan & Harris stage success
with

CHARLES FROHMAN EVERETT
MADELYN CLARE
and ALL STAR CAST.
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Production Has Tone, But Story Doesn't Always Carry Conviction
Elsie Ferguson in

"HIS PARISIAN

WIFE"

Artcraft.
DIRECTOR
Emile
Chautard
AUTHOR
Eve Unsell
SCENARIO BY
Eve Unsell
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Has tone that should make it
go with audiences that like pictures marked
by refinement in characters and production.
STORY
Based on reasonable theme which is
not particularly well developed in action.
DIRECTION
Maintains atmosphere of breeding.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent.
LIGHTINGS
Show up star to advantage and
uniformly good on sets.
CAMERAWORK
.... Effective angles on interiors;
close-ups artistically registered.
STAR
Her beauty, poise and ability to carry
gorgeous gowns go a long way toward making the film interesting.
SUPPORT
First rate, with honors equally divided between David Powell and Courtney
Foote.
EXTERIORS
Not many.
INTERIORS
Frequently look like a million
dollar mansion.
DETAIL
Spectacular scene near close of film
well handled.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Harmless.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
As a story this isn't a winner. Some audiences
probably will feel that it lacks punch and novelty,
but for a crowd that fancies society drama correctly
handled, there are enough commendable qualities to
counterbalance weaknesses in the plot. The picture
is finely acted by players who look their parts and
the production has class.
When it comes to portraying a woman of social
breeding and instinctive refinement, Elsie Ferguson
pretty nearly tops the list of screen actresses.
Her

beauty is undeniable and beyond that she reveals a
manner that is infrequently acquired in a studio. She
has appeared in better pictures than this, but whatever
the limitations, her charm is sufficient to give the
film distinction.
I am
which
a good
society

ready to guess, however, that the very qualities
Miss Ferguson interprets with such ease have
deal to do with the picture turning out as a
drama, rather than a study of contrasting character of the type the author apparently intended.
The theme evidently is conservative New England
hardness at its worst, versus the unconventionally
of Parisian bohemia.
The trouble is that they never make you really
credit Miss Ferguson as a genuine bohemian. As a
reporter on a Paris newspaper she is wooed and
hastily won by David Powell, in the part of a lawyer
hailing from Boston. It is not surprising that Powell's austere parents look with suspicion on the bride
brought from what appears to them to be a most
unfortunate environment, and that they immediately
start to bring about an estrangement between husband
and wife.

But the situation would seem more plausible, as it
is unfolded in screen action, if the young wife, either
in her manner or attire, were more obviously out of
accord with New England standards. Miss Ferguson
is altogether too correct to give reason for exciting
the animosity of even the most narrow minded New
Englanders.
A crucial scene, resulting in an open rupture between
the lawyer and his bride, is based upon Miss Ferguson's
wearing a supposedly shocking evening gown. As a
matter of fact, most of your women patrons will regard this gown as a delightful creation quite in keeping
with advanced styles. The star might have losT something in charm, but the theme of the story would have
been more clearly revealed by a broader characterization of a truly unconventional Parisienne.
After the break between husband and wife, the plot
brings about the success of each, one as a writer, the
other as a lawyer and leads up to a rather weak climax
in which Powell begs forgiveness. It is granted, for
in spite of ill treatment his wife loves him.

Star Likely to Appeal in Houses of the Better Class
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
As a general proposition, I should say that this will
go well in the better class of houses on account of
the popularity of the star and the superior tone of the
production. In communities that respond most readily
to the punch type of film there is less chance of it
getting by.
"His Parisian Wife" strikes me as being a first rate
title, having the requisite touch of snap and gaiety always associated with stories centering around the
French metropolis. That the film doesn't entirely bear
out the suggestion of the title need not affect the advertising appeal of an announcement headed "Elsie
Ferguson as 'His Parisian Vvife'."
You may count upon the star drawing a number of
patrons
not listed among regular picture fans, be-

cause of her stage reputation, which is particularly
well established in the larger cities. In towns not
visited by Miss Ferguson on various tours, it would
be well to merely refer to her as a prominent star
who has triumphed on the screen, placing special emphasis on her work in "Barbary Sheep", "Rose of the
World", "The Song of Songs" and "The Lie".
In selecting a display of stills, use those showing
Miss Ferguson's gowns to the best advantage. For a
catchline say: "He had the blue blood of New England in his veins, she the red blood of Paris. What do
you suppose happened to Elsie Ferguson in 'His
Parisian Wife' ", or "Do you have to please your husband's family as well as your husband ? Elsie Ferguson found it some problem in 'His Parisian Wife'."

id'AA AILV
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G. FISCHER PRODUCTIONS
Announce For Early Presentation

THE SMASHING PHOTODRAMATIC

LAW

"THE

(SEVEN

REVELATION

OF NATURE"
PARTS

Written in Collaboration With and Upon Facts Furnished by
CONGRESSMAN RICHMOND PEARSON HOBSON
and produced under the personal direction of
DAVID G. FISCHER

"THE LAW OF NATURE" was designed to instruct as well as entertain and DEALS
WITH A SUBJECT THAT IS NOW AGITATING THE LEGISLATIVE BODIES OF
EVERY STATE IN THE UNION AND FINDS ITS INFLUENCE IN EVERY HOME
IN THE LAND.

Method of Distribution Announced Later

DAVID

G. FISCHER PRODUCTIONS
SELWYN

W,

J. REID,

Pras.

BUILDING

229 West 42nd Street
New York, N. Y.
ARROW
FILM CORPORATION
Exclusive Sales Representatives

Time* Building, New York, N. Y.

DAVID G. FISCHER. Dir. Gen
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Familiar Sex Meller Plot Lifted But Not Camouflaged by Treatment
Madeline Traverse in

"THE DANGER
Fox.

ZONE"

DIRECTOR
Frank Beal
AUTHOR
Marshall
Bruce
Pennington
SCENARIO
BY
Dennison
Clift and Adrian
/ohnson
CAMERAMEN
Harry Gersted and J. Dcv.
Jennings
AS A WHOLE
Sensational sexy meller presenting grey-haired theme.
STORY
Old-timer, and concerns "wronged gel"
who rises to fame and saves daughter of
man she marries from former willun-sweetheart. Formula 157.
DIRECTION
Occasionally permitted over-acting, but managed to sustain the interest despite obviousness of aged plot.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS .. Frequently good; generally chalky on
faces and uniform on sets.
CAMERA WORK
Very good.
STAR
Sincere, and displays good dramatic ability, but not always photographed to best advantage.
SUPPORT
Fritzi Ridgeway
pretty and good
little actress; Edward Cecil theatric; Thomas
Holding satisfactory.
EXTERIORS
Generally very good; some fine
night scenes.
INTERIORS
Lavishly furnished rooms.
DETAIL
Holding
too graceful in club-room
scene where
he slaps willun's face with
gloves.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Censors will let it
slide.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION .... About 4.300 feet.
And still they come, these sexy, sensational obvious
plots, presented since time immemorial. And they'll
keep on coming as long as there's a Fox Film Corporation for Bill Fox seems to think that the general
public hankers after this sort of thing. Possibly a
great majority does, but it's good business to quit before the people cry "Enough!" There's a well known
saying, in a now forbidden language, which gets over
the idea that too much, even of a good thing, is unhealthy. It might be well for some film folks to
give this a little thought.

The whiskered plot presents the situation of wronged
shero devoting life to her art, after being turned down
by willun-lover. Years later she becomes a famous
actress, and is discovered from a box by Edward Cecil
former sweetheart, who is desirous of renewing old
acquaintance. But jher scorns him — her does, just
like they always do.
The usual complications arise, when both attend the
same house party at the invitation of wealthy Thomas
Holding, who at the time announces his coming marriage to shero Madeline Traverse. Willun, in need of
money, takes advantage of his hold upon Miss Traverse, now the wife of Holding, and forces her to
assist him in his plan to marry Holding's daughter.
Really loving the girl, Miss Traverse tries her utmost to prevent the marriage by supplying willun
Edward Cecil with money, which he incessantly demands.
The melodramatic ruff stuff is supplied, when Willun
enters shero's room and informs her he's going tomarry the girl anyway, and suggests that neither will he
give up his fight for her. She kills him in a struggle,
after which she returns to the guests downstairs.
The daughter, Fritzi Ridgeway, in the meantime has
been waiting to elope with Cecil and returns home
when he fails to show up. Upon entering the room in
which he lies murdered, she becomes dazed and hysterical and suspicion is cast on her when she is found
with the dagger in her hand.
Th'en follows a confession from Miss Traverse, in
which she tells her husband of her former relationship with Cecil. He denounces her for having married
him for his money while she was carrying on a secret
love affair, at which accusation she is stunned. In
the court-room scenes which follow, shero is acquitted,
and they pull the w. k. stunt of hubby begging forgiveness. They make it a bit "intrikut'' by having wifey
decide to get away by herself for awhile, but the final
sequence shows a reconciliation and a clutch.
Despite the fact that this is old old stuff, the director
has managed by rather good treatment to sustain
the interest throughout, although there's no mistaking the obviousness of the plot which has been done to
death by Theda Bara, Gladys Brockwell, Virginia
Pearson and other Fox stars.
Miss Traverse is a strikingly fine-looking woman,
but unfortunately has not been photographed to the
best advantage. Her characterization in this rang true,
though the role in itself is a handicap to any star, because of its familiarity, to any audience.
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Lovers of the Sensational Will Stand For This.
Picture

Explain Not a War

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
it.
Madeline Traverse in

"THE

DANGER
Fox.

of being shown a different angle, in the way of doing

ZONE"

There's no way at all of camouflaging the plot It
can't be did. You'll just have to trust to luck to get
them in, and good nature to have them sit through it
agreeably. The general atmosphere created throughout
the offering is pretty good, and there are quite a few
big sets, giving it a look of "bigness."
For catchlines, you might use: "If your past life has
been indiscreet, would you make a clean breast of it
to your husband and thus be saved the future agony
of blackmailed threats from a cad betrayer or would
you act as Madeline Traverse did? See her in 'The
Danger Zone.'" or "Do you believe in circumstantial
evidence., Sometimes it is deceiving as in the case of
Fritzi Ridgeway in 'The Danger Zone.' "

If the sensational sex stuff appeals to your particulat
crowd, then they're going to eat this up. It presents
an old, old plot, but nevertheless an interesting one to
some folks, who never fail to be entertained by it.
Madeline Traverse is the star of this, and will be remembered for her recent good performance in "The
Caillaux Case."
From the title, your folks might get the idea that it
is a war picture. Explain to them that it deals with the
story of a woman who fought a hard battle to live
down her indiscreet past, and of her effort to save a
young girl from the hands of her former betrayer.
This is time-worn stuff, but they always have hopes

T. HAYES

HUNTER

DIRECTOR

BLANCHE

THE

BATES

and HOBART

BORDER
IN

BOSWORTH

LEGION
©v

ZANR

GREY

Released through Goldwyn

INDIVIDUALITY
When you want a thing done right and done right
away, call a busy man— WE ARE BUSY.
1919 is here and you will need to plan for your developing and printing requirements, and this is to say
the REPUBLIC LABORATORIES, INC.. is well
able to assist — and willing.
The size of the order is not material — they will receive personal and prompt attention.
You are familiar with our work — it's "different"
we put individuality into every job that goes through
— points to your advantage.

REPUBLIC LABORATORIES, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave., New York
Telephone

Bryant 7190
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Triangle Offers Good One in 'Restless Souls."
Register
Alma

Rubens in

"RESTLESS
SOULS"
Triangle.
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

William C. Dowlan
Cosmo
Hamilton
Not credited
Steve Norton
Interesting all the way because of human characterizations in human
realistic situations.
STORY
Certainly true to life and consistently tied together.
DIRECTION
Kept this human and developed characterizations in manner that
rang true and natural.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Clear all the way but not
particularly
effective; varied from
fair to
good.
CAMERA WORK
Secured artistic composition frequently; generally satisfactory.
STAR
Registers with conviction; is human
and natural.
SUPPORT
Very good indeed and typical;
Miss Adams very pretty.
EXTERIORS
Many excellent; Beach and
pool scenes dandy.
INTERIORS . . ,
Elaborately furnished setting!
DETAIL
Injected many decidedly human
touches.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Will strike home
to many.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION .... About 4,900 feet
This is a darn sight better than what Triangle has
been offering in quite some time. The story, although
basically nothing new, is good because it's human, and
the director has handled it in a human way, that registers. Miss Rubens is particularly good in the role
of the poor wife who longs for the material things of
life besides the love of her husband. She never overreaches in her dramatic moments, and her facial expressions are true and what might be expected under
like circumstances.
The story concerns two women — Katherine Adams
who has married for wealth and position and who
wants love, and her friend Alma Rubens, who has
married for love and longs for life's luxuries. Her
husband is busily engrossed in a submarine invention
for the United States Government, and promises her

Is Human

and Should

all the things she wants at its completion, when he
hopes to amass a fortune.
The hypocritical phases of society are vividly portrayed in the presentation of situations showing the
wealthy wife carrying on a love affair under her husband's very eyes, and to his apparent complete satisfaction, while he, on the other hand is engaged in an
affaire d'amour with another woman.
Alma attends a social function at the home of her
friend, who notices her husband's evident interest in
Miss Ruben's. This gives the wife an idea, and she
and her lover plan to compromise her husband and
Miss Rubens, for the purpose of securing a divorce to
make possible her marriage with her lover.
In the absence of her husband, Alma is prevailed
upon by Miss Adams to accept a week-end invitation
at a nearby watering place. Her husband in the meantime has completed arrangements for the sale of his
invention to the government for which he is promised
the sum of several hundred thousand dollars. When
he returns home laden with gifts for his wife, and to
tell her the good news, he finds her note telling him
she'll be gone for a few days.
Alma is not long in discovering the shallowness and
falsity of the idle rich and becomes pretty much disgusted at seeing the love-making between husbands
and wives of other men and vice versa. The letter
which she sends her husband asking his forgiveness
and telling him she'll return immediately upon the receipt of a wire from him, is intercepted by Miss Adams,
who plans that night to carry out the cToity woik.
While at the ball, that evening, Miss Adams pleads
tired and returns to her room. The wife asks her unsuspecting husband to escort her, and he, glad of the
opportunity, attempts to make love to her, but is
thrown out of the room by a Reverend friend of
Alma's.
Miss Adams discovers her chance, and calls the
household to witness that her husband is in Miss
Ruben's room. Instead, her own lover is discovered
there, having for quite some time, been interested in
her because of her innocence and simplicity. In the
meantime Alma's impatient hubby has come for her,
just in time for the rumpus and returns home a pretty
downhearted man. However, her innocence is established inthe end, and there is also a happy reunion
between
hubby and wife.
The cast throughout was exceedingly good. Those
who appeared were Jack Conway, Harvey Clarke, J.
Barney Sherry and Eugene
Barr.

Play up Alma Rubens, Mentioning Previous Productions.
This Because It's
Worth While
for the Exhibitor.

Go After

Box Office Analysis

Go after this. It's worth while, not because it presents anything big or new but because it's decidedly
human and well handled. The cast is very well selected
and the atmosphere created throughout is classy and
realistic. Play up the name of Alma Rubens. She
no doubt has a large following amongst your regulars
since she has genuine dramatic ability. Recall to
their minds her appearance in "The Ghost Flower,"
"False Ambition," " The Painted Lily" and "Madam
Sphinx."
The title "Restless Souls" is a mighty good one and
suggests something interesting to say the
least. Associate in its connection the name of author Cosmo
Hamilton who is a very popular modern author. Readers of the Red Book magazine will remember his very
good novel "The Sins of the Children" which appeared

in serial form, and was later adapted for the screen.
His works are more or less well known and decidedly
worth while.
exploiting
up the fact
it's the
of Intwo
women, this,
each play
unsatisfied
and that
unhappy
in Btorjr
their
totally different environments. Use catchlines somewhat along the following: "Are you discontented with
the love of your husband and his moderate income?
See Alma Rubens in 'Restless Souls' and be convinced
that you are better off than you ever realized." Or
"All is not gold that glitters. Don't get the idea that
your more wealthy friends are Happy because their
gowns are more costly than yours. You are far
wealthier in possessing the love of your husband, and
in their hearts they envy you."

Made by
JESSE D.HAMPTON
6 reels, Special
Cast
Forrest Stanley

Wilfred Lucas
BarbaraTenant
Bert Grassby
Hedda Nova

Made by
NATIONAL FILM
CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Fercy Challenger

Mildred Reardon
William DeVall
Mary Warren
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Is War Picture But Not Overburdened With Ruff Stuff.
Generally
Kitty Gordon in

"ADELE"
United Picture Theaters, Inc.
DIRECTOR
Wallace Worsley
AUTHOR
Adele Bleneau
SCENARIO
BY
Jack Cunningham
CAMERAMAN
Clyde De Vinney
AS A WHOLE
Thrilling war play presents
nothing extraordinary; has well selected cast
and artistic atmosphere.
STORY
Adapted from novel "The Nurse's
Story" offers usual war meller situations of
Huns' attacks, with incidental love theme.
DIRECTION
Excellent in its treatment;
created splendid atmosphere and developed
sincere characterizations, also provided many
moments of intensity and thrills.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Generally
clear
CAMERA WORK
Secured fine angles; locations well chosen.
STAR
Looked fine and took advantage of
emotional opportunity.
SUPPORT
Mahlon Hamilton impressive
personality; Wedgewood Nowell willunous
type of willun; Joseph Dowling lends dignity
to role.
EXTERIORS
Fine
DETAIL
Few slips, as for instance American doctor shakes hands with German officer,
recognizing him as former acquaintance.
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
War
meller;
generally passed by censors.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,700 feet
War film or not, this will undoubtedly register favorably with the general public. Throughout the offering,
the atmosphere is distinctively artistic, and the personalities particularly impressive. As a matter of fact,
it offers nothing out of the ordinary so far as war pictures go, but at the same time it is not overburdened
with the usual propaganda, nor does it run riotous with
bloody battle scenes or Hun atrocities.
^The dominant note of the production is Kitty Gordon
nd the Red Cross as an organization.
Miss Gordon is presented as the beautiful and wealthy

Will Please

daughter of Dr. Joseph Dowling, who assists him in
his medical work. She accompanies her father to
France as a Red Cross nurse in a field hospital, where
shortly after she again meets English army officer,
Captain Mahlon Hamilton, whose acquaintance she
had made just prior to her leaving America.
In a Hun attack, Hamilton lies severely wounded in
"No Man's Land" and the expert medical aid of Dowling and Nurse Kitty Gordon saves his life. A group
of wounded German prisoners are brought to the hosamongst whom of
is the
Captain
Wedgewood
'Nowell,
formerpital,
acquaintance
doctor
and his daughter.
It seemed to me to be a decided mistake on somebody's
part to have the doctor shake hands with him upon
recognizing him. Surely that did not alter the fact
that he was a Hun and now engaged in conflict against
Americans. That was not all. Just because he. was an
officer, they put him in the only available officers'
quarter — the one occupied by Captain Mahlon Hamilton. Since when is a Hun deserving of consideration?
As might be expected, he gets ruff with Nurse Kitty
and when she repulses his advances, he gets even by
ripping
vital bandages
from Hamilton's
but
afterthea struggle
she replaces
them. Just wound,
about
this time the Huns have gained a stronghold in the
town, and taken command of the hospital. All have
vacated except Nurse Kitty and Hamilton, and she is
ordered by the Hun captain to continue her duties.
After a time she is forced to choose between aiding
the enemy through treachery or the death of her
English lover, Hamilton. She is helped out of her
difficulty by the commanding British officer's advice.
Once again the Allies regain the town, and Kitty
shoots Nowell when he attempts to attack her.
The rather abrupt final scenes show Miss Gordon
preparing to return to America, the armistice having
been signed. Before she goes, however, she receives
a sentence of a life term imprisonment in the heart of
hero Mahlon Hamilton and we fade out on the clutch.
All in all, the offering is decidedly worth while. As
usual Miss Kitty Gordon displayed excellent taste in
the selection of gowns, andlikewise knew how to wear
them. The incident where the willun rips the bandages from the wounded hero was realistically vivid and
will cause your fans to sit tight and hold their
breaths.

Secure Co-operation of Local Red Cross Units, and Display Photos of
Star
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
The name of Kitty Gordon is sufficient in itself to
ittract an audience, and your regulars will not be disippointed in this. True, it is a war picture, but of the
rind that can be tolerated even at this day when the
>ublic has about had their fill and more. It is more of
i boost to the Red Cross, rather than an attempt to
lepict Hun atrocities, and while there are a few battle
cenes and naturally some ruff stuff between a Hun and
he brutality.
shero, still it doesn't reach the superlative degree
rf
In the exploitation of this, of course display prominently photographs of Kitty Gordon, both in a Red
"ross Nurse outfit as well as her more elaborate gowns.
his will suggest that it is not war stuff right through.
Secure the cooperation of your local. Red Cross unit

by having them display large lithos of Miss Gordon in
uniform, with the line: "If you want to see the work
our men and women are doing, don't fail to see 'Adele'
at Blank Theater on Blank night."
A good catchline to use might be: "Is a husband
justified in turning from his wife because she was the
victim of Hun brutality? What do you think? See
'Adele'," or "Can an American woman supply valued
information to the enemy and still be loyal to her
country? If you don't believe it possible, see Kitty
Gordon
'Adele'."
Play upin the
very good cast and it might be well to
mention that this picture is adapted from Adele Bleneau's novel "The Nurse's Story." A reasonable percentage of your regulars ought to be familiar with the
book, or. at least have heard the name.
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Production Lacks Vitality But is Lifted Considerably by Classy
Atmosphere
Carlyle Blackwell in

"LOVE

IN A HURRY"
World

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Dell Henderson
Kenyon Gambier
Wallace Clifton
Lucien Tanguay

AS A WHOLE
Doesn't register particularly.
Has
classy atmosphere
and principals
are
pleasing but lacks vitality.
STORY
Spy plot a bit mysterious but has
no thrilling suspense.
DIRECTION
Brought out players and atmosphere to good advantage but action moved
at slow tempo and failed to convince.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Varied from poor to good
CAMERA WORK
Secured many attractive
locations.
STAR

Has strong personality; appears in
usual type of role.
SUPPORT
Miss Greeley appealing and very
smartly gowned; others just acceptable.
EXTERIORS
Generally fine.
INTERIORS
Held atmosphere
DETAIL
CHARACTER OF
tionable.

Incidental bookstuff didn't belong
STORY
Nothing objec-

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,182 feet
This is heaps better than the recent films presenting
Mr. Blackwell and Miss Greeley, so far as atmosphere
is concerned. All through the offering, both are shown
to the very best advantage, but unfortunately, the action lacks pep. Truly enough, the public is sick and
tired of war films and spy plots, but, when they take
the trouble to sit through them, they at least want to
be recompensed for their good nature by being furnished with an .impressive offering.
In this we get a spy plot— that is, if the fact that a
detective is going around hunting a suspect, makes that

suspect a spy. Right through, there is an air of mystery about the offering, more in the nature of a puzzle
than a mystery, since it hardly creates suspense, and
there's not a thrill in the entire offering.
The opening presents Carlyle Blackwell as muleteer
aboard a British vessel, although he's really the son
of an American millionaire. The Captain places him
under suspicion as a spy on account of discovering him
with spy glasses and orders him to return on the boat
to Newport News instead of landing in England. But
Carlyle skips the boat, and is aided in his efforts to
evade the police by shero Evelyn Greeley of the English
aristocracy, whose uncle, a detective, is trailing him.
He is engaged to work on shero's grounds, under a
fictitious name, and a group of spy-workers on the
place take him into their confidence as a co-conspirator,
because he is sought after by the police.
A romance is developed Between the two, which is
frequently
disturbed
by the
of shero's
uncle,
who is
in love with
the interference
girl, and determined
to
get hero Carlyle out of the way.
Suspicion seems to take the lead throughout '.he offering and everything is just about as clear as mud.
The suspense, however, never reaches a vital point of
interest, since the whole scheme of things is pretty
mild without a single big moment.
It develops finally, that hero is an American Secret
Service Agent who is after the spies located on shero's
property, in an effort to prevent a shipment of titanium
from reaching Berlin. Of course the final scenes prea round
up of the spy gang and a clutch "between
hero sentand
shero.
That's about all it amounts to although it consumed
considerable footage in the telling. We get some incidental bookstuff in which the story is interpreted by
the principals. This was obviously an attempt to make
footage, because it not only didn't belong, but altogether missed fire.
In the beginning, there was absolutely no explanation given for Miss Greeley helping hero out of his
difficulty, except the fact that she showed an interest
in him, but this was hardly consistent, since his natural
looks were hidden under several inches of soot in his
muleteer
makeup,
she' was isan rather
aristocrat.
Technically,
the and
production
weak, but the
atmosphere and players lift it sufficiently to make it
fairly worth while.

Trust to Loyalty of Blackwell— Greeley Followers to do Business
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
If your regulars like the Blackwell-Greeley team,
then they'll come to this without much questioning
as to what's what. So far as these two are concerned,
they make good in the offering on the strength of their
pleasing personalities. Miss Greeley particularly, was
photographed to better advantage than she has been
recently and looked quite fetching in gowns that bore
the label of good taste.
I would suggest that you use no pictures of Mr.
Blackwell in muleteer makeup, because his admirers
get more pleasure out of seeing Kim in 'andsome 'ero
attire, especially when coupled with Miss Greeley, since
it always creates more appeal to see a well groomed
couple.

By all means use photos of the pair in several poses.
You're safe in promising a production with classy atmosphere because
.
most of the scenes are really
beautiful.
Be cautious about rash promises as to the merits
of the production, because there's very little to it.
You might create some interest by using the catchline : "Would you be willing in order to win the girl
you love, to adopt her country if you were an American? See Carlyle Blackwell in 'Love in a Hurry'."
Another catchline to use might be: "Do you believe in
'Love in a Hurry'. Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley didn't lose time and gained happiness by their
sgeedv romance."
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Young Star Tries to Put Over Polly anna Type of Story
Lila Lee in

"THE SECRET

won a genuine following. There has been nothing yet to
indicate that she should have been "made" a star at the
expense
Missouri. of exhibitors catering to a public hailing from

GARDEN"

Paramount.
DIRECTOR
. . . .'
S. Butler Clonebaugh
AUTHOR
Frances Hodgson Burnett
SCENARIO
BY
Marion Fairfax
CAMERAMAN
Henry Kotani
AS A WHOLE
Rather pretty and simple; has
best chance with women and children that
respond to "Pollyanna" philosophy.
STORY
Adaptation of book which has been well
received by readers of Mrs. Burnett
DIRECTION
Carries out spirit of the story and
achieves some poetic touches.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally fine; especially in
representing picturesque garden.
LIGHTINGS
Give natural tone to most of the
sets and usually good on players' faces.
CAMERA WORK
Nothing exceptional
STAR
Attractive
youngster
doesn't register a
striking screen personality.
SUPPORT
Well
balanced
cast, with Spottiswoode
Aitken, Clarence Geldart and Dick
Rosson in principal roles.
EXTERIORS
Garden scenes very pleasing,
INTERIORS
Always correct
DETAIL
True to English setting in which story
is laid.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Wholesome.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
476a ft
Pollyannas spread their glad tidings under various names
and different circumstances, but all are unmistakably members of the same optimistic family. Lila Lee is the newest
little sister of the smiling group and probably an appreciable number of your regulars, especially if you are
running a neighborhood house, will find her sweet and appealing inthis adaptation of Mrs. Burnett's story.
Before she becomes an honest-to-goodness screen star,
however, it strikes rrfe that Lila still has some distance to
travel. She has fine eyes and she's cute and fresh, but so
are a lot of other young girls and it remains for some director todevelop a really individual personality in order to
justify her being placed on a par with players who have

But passing by this rather important point and consider
ing her merely as a clever little girl, it is well that she
should be cast in the type of role found here. In appear
ance and manner she visualizes quite completely Mrs
Burnett's cheerful heroine.
The production has an artistic background and it is
decidedly well cast, facts which count materially in its
favor, for the story indifferently handled, would be likely
to fall flat. After the death of her parents, who never
loved her, Lila is sent to England to live at MisselthwaiU
Manor, under the guardianship of Spottiswoode Aitken,
playing a feeble old man who is dominated by his brother,
a doctor who figures on inheriting the estate after the
death of Aitken and the son, Dick Rosson, a frail youth
treated as a cripple.
The girl craves sympathy which she doesn't find
except in the companionship of the housemaid and the
invalid boy, who is clearly a victim of the doctor's influence. Lila decides that sunshine and laughter and
fresh air will cure him, so she sets about to counteract
the thoughts of illness and gloom which are a weight
on the youth's spirits. Stealing into his room one
night, she removes the iron brace which the doctor insists he shall wear and much to his surprise, the boy
finds that he can walk.
With this as a beginning, Lila continues to perfect
her cure, having won the co-operation of the housemaid's brother, a country youth. They find the key
to the secret garden which has been closed ever since
Dick was born, out of respect to his mother who died
in childbirth, leaving the father brokenhearted Using
the garden as a playground, unknown to their elders,
the children reconstruct it into a thing of life and
beauty.
Much to the dismay of the scheming uncle, Dick
regains his health and efforts to put him out of the
way, along with the irrepressible Lila, are frustrated
in a series of scenes that give the film its nearest approach to drama.
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Doesn't Look Very Good, But May Draw Matinee Business
Lila Lee in

and has the advantage of being adapted from Frances

"THE SECRET GARDEN"
Paramount.

For a young star who is typically of the "manufactured" variety and has done so little to win public
attention, Lila Lee, thanks to the publicity efforts of
(her backers, has received considerable exploitation in
newspapers and fan magazines, all of which may be
of benefit to you in drawing an audience.
The fact remains, however, that she is not yet
strong enough to warrant a high rental and if your
contract permits of a selection, I think it might be
wise to pass this over and select the offering of some
star whose popularity has been tested in your community.
Providing you are going to use "The Secret Garden," its best chance would appear to be at a matinee,
especially if you are able to arouse the interest of the
young girls' church or school societies. It is a wholesome, optimistic picture to which no one can object

Hodgson
Burnett's
novel. the circulation of the book
According
to reports,
has been wide and one of the obvious advertising
stunts is to get co-operation from local bookdealers.
There's not much to say about Lila Lee, save that
she is the youngest of the Paramount-Artcraft stars
and has appeared in two successful pictures, "The
Cruise of the Make-Believes" and "Such A Little
Pirate." If you want to go into her early history, you
may be able to get some interesting material about
her vaudeville career, under the name of Cuddles, and
her sudden rise to fame when Jesse L. Laskey "discovered" her as a possible screen star.
In mentioning the title of the picture, refer to the
author of the story as being the Frances Hodgson
Burnett of "Little Lord Fauntleroy" fame. For a
catchline you might use: "Did you ever try laughter
instead of a doctor when you felt down and out? Perhaps not. Then you ought to see what Lila Lee discovered in 'The Secret Garden'."

WILLIAM RUSSELL
m "WHEN A MAN RIDES ALONE"
By STEPHEN

FOX
Directed by HENRY
A stirring story of the Mexican border with William
Russell enacting the role of a Texas Ranger. If your
audiences like photoplays of the red-blooded sort —
stories of thrill and action, spiced with a bit of romance— you'll surely want to play this feature.
Current William

WILLIAM

RUSSELL

PRODUCTIONS

KING

Russell Successes:

"Hobbs in a Hurry"
"All the World to Nothing'
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Prohibition Propaganda
"THE

LAW

Put Over in Meller Production

OF NATURE"

David G. Fischer Productions, Inc. — Arrow.
'RODUCER
David G. Fischer
DIRECTOR
David G. Fischer.
AUTHOR
David G. Fischer.
SCENARIO
BY
David G. Fischer
and Congressman Richmond P. Hobson.
]AMERAMAN
Stanley G. Mason.
AS A WHOLE
Prohibition propaganda put
over in dramatic story; drags at times, but
for the most part holds the interest.
►TORY
Made to suit the anti-booze argument;
nothing
particularly
novel in development.
DIRECTION
Uses characters to make clear the
demoralizing
effect of excessive
drinking,
gets realistic atmosphere.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Some scenes hazy, others
passable.
^IGHTINGS
Harsh at times, but usually good
on players.
:AMERA WORK
Straight stuff.
'LAYERS
Well balanced cast, including David
G. Fischer, Vincent Coleman, Dixie Lee and
Frances Ne Moyer.
SXTERIORS
Mostly city street scenes.
INTERIORS
Conventionally correct.
DETAIL
Sub-titles frequently preachy; flashes
of crippled child to get sympathy are too
numerous.
:HARACTER OF STORY
.... Propaganda rather
than entertainment.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION . ...About 8,500 feet.
i Backed by prohibition interests, as this film probjibly is, there is no reason why it should not get
iiudiences, especially just now, when the entire country
las reason to be agitated over the liquor question.
i.'t
undisguised
but rather
than
he isaverage
picturepropaganda,
with a purpose,
in thatbetter
the story
holds most of the way.
I But eight and one half reels is a pretty stiff dose
>f this sort of thing, and author-director-actor David
G. Fischer might spend a profitable hour or so with
lis film in the cutting room. After about the sixth
reel, when the story to all intents and purposes has
>een told, the interest slackens.
Alcohol
has done

Backing of Temperance
Box

its worst, and the redemption prepared for two of the
victims is just an ordinary way of giving a partially
happy ending to a decidedly unhappy picture.
Liquor is made directly responsible for all of the
misery. It is shown to be the ruination of those who
come under its influence, and a menace to succeeding
generations. An artist, fast attaining fame, is dragged
down to the gutter because of whiskey, and his wife,
helpless when cast on her own resources, is obliged
to live'
of easy
her
spellwith
over a a woman
promising
youth.virtue, who has cast
For dramatic purposes, the tragic decline of the boy
from the moment he first tastes wine, and under its
power gives vent to -the passions aroused by the vamp,
is effective enough, but some of your folks who know
a little about medical facts, may question the accuracy
of the argument.
At the start, the boy is normal. According to the
story, his alcoholic excesses have been of only a few
months' duration when he becomes disgusted with
the debaucheries into which his mistress leads him,
and returns to the girl he was engaged to wed. Because she loves him and has faith in her ability to
make his reformation permanent, she marries without
delay. The philandering husband soon tires of passing
his evenings beside a library table and starts hitting
the high spots once more.
Presently a child is born to the young wife, and
the husband, coming home drunk, is informed that
it will always be defective because he is an alcoholic.
The weak point here is that at the time of the marriage there had been nothing in the picture to indicate
that the boy's drinking had been sufficiently prolonged
to seriously endanger his offspring. Years pass and
the child dies, despite the efforts of the physician,
whose devotion to the wife is entirely unselfish.
Alternating with the scenes presenting the tragedy of the
home in which the pitiable youngster lived, are those following the rapid degeneration of the father and the artist. For a climax, there is a wild party, with everybody
drunk, including the artist's wife, who shoves her companion out of a taxi. He is killed and circumstances are
so arranged that suspicion centers on the doctor. Considerable footage is. consumed in establishing his innocence.
Here and in earlier sequences, the film would be benefited by judicious cutting. The acting is generally
satisfactory.

Societies Will Give Best Chance For Business
Office

Analysis

I Needless to say this is a feature that must be exploited
ilong special lines. Its business-getting possibilities defend very largely upon the success of your advertising
ampaign which may be aimed at two elements in your
community — the anti-liquor reform crowd, and the sensation lovers. There's enough rough stuff to satisfy folks
who enjoy seeing a presentation of the rottenest side of
city life.
Most of you exhibitors realize that it is wise to stay
on the fence insofar as political or social issues are concerned, but if you happen to be located in a strong temperance neighborhood, where there is no question about the
|*ttitude of the majority of your regulars, I see no reason
|why you shouldn't boost this as a powerful dramatic expose of the evils of alcohol. You should be able to secure

for

the

Exhibitor.

the
support of the W. C. T. U. and other prohibition
societies.
Use lines suggesting the suffering traceable to the
liquor traffic. "Do you know the percentage of blind or
crippled children who owe their misery to alcoholic
parents?" might do for one line, or "If you think you can
drink and remain a man. see 'The Law of Nature'. It is
based
scientific facts."
In aondowntown
house catering to transients that are
looking for entertainment and don't care about spending
two hours in being told why they had better stick to the
soda fountain, I should say this film didn't belong. It's
altogether too serious and unpleasant. Under any conditions, Iwould make certain of the backing to be counted
on before banking on it to draw cash customers.
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Superior Production Based on Another. Variety of Married Life
Constance Talmadge in

"WHO

CARES"?

Select.
llDIRECTOR
Walter
Edwards
' AUTHOR
Cosmo Hamilton
IISCENARIO BY
Julia Crawford Ivers
CAMERAMAN
James C. Van Trees
AS A WHOLE
Has class as a production and
will entertain, although some scenes are a bit
daring.
STORY
...Logical in development and reveals considerable knowledge of the workings
of a
feminine
nature.
DIRECTION
First rate in registering points of
story and maintaining interest.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent.
LIGHTINGS
Many striking effects; night scenes
particularly
well handled.
CAMERA
WORK
Shows
discrimination
in
shooting from variety of angles.
STAR
Certain to please in character that passes
from innocent girlishness to sophistication.
SUPPORT
Harrison Ford scores as manly lover,
Donald MacL)onald sometimes overreaches as
the willun.
EXTERIORS
Very fine throughout; beach resort
scenes will get any crowd.
INTERIORS
Richly furnished.
DETAIL
Incidental bits of business kept in mood
of story; title relative to willun's suffering
from brain fever should be changed because
it is likely to get a laugh.
:HARACTER
OF
STORY
Questionable
for
neighborhood
houses
but O. K. elsewhere.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4520 ft.
Profiting by a really superior production, photographically and in the matter of settings, and a-lso by the
>ery ;ible performance of the star, this looks like a more
hau customarily acceptable program offering, if you are
lot catering to a clientele that is over fussy about moral
»ncentions.
Constance Talmadge, who incidentally displays a richly
tried assortment of gowns, is distinctly attractive in a
haracter which affords her a chance to do quite a bit of

fl The only studio
concentrating on
the production of
features to the exclusion of all other
details. Productions made by con\ tract. Perfect facilities for individual
L producing units
with or without contractees supervison .
p

—

acting, and tor a leading man she lias the best sort of
support in the person of Harrison Ford, who in appearance
and bearing avoids commonplacencss. These two are the
outstanding figures in the production, but aiding them are
il able players in characterization- of appreciable
worth in giving tone to the picture.
'
At the outset, the story is simple enough, merely presenting the dilemma of a youth loving girl forced to live
with her aged and unsympathetic grandparents on an isolattate.
Early scenes make
it sufficiently clear that
nice, more than all else, yearns for youthful comnship and when this craving is gratified by a chance
meeting with Harrison
Ford, the expected happens, although not quite in the expected way
Constance is essentially a girl, unawakened to the problems of a woman. Being deprived by her grandparents of
all possibility of happiness, she runs away and naturally
looks to her one friend. Hero Harrison, for assistance
Their marriage is merely another move in the game of life
as
girl sees
holding
motto.
"Who
The the
trouble
is thatit,the
youth to
has the
fallen
in love
with Cares?"
her, an
emotion which she in no way appreciates and their mar
riage, based on a deep misunderstanding, turns out to be
a farce.
Plunged into social life, Constance continues to plaj
the game
for all there
in it,
still saying,
Cares?"
and
not realizing
the is
true
meaning
of the"Who
advances
of
Willun Donald MacDonald. Meanwhile, the distracted
husband, without being untrue to the woman he loves, is
dragged into what appears to be an affair with a chorus
girl, who promptly makes matters worse by falling in
love with him.
From a spectacular as well as a dramatic viewpoint, some
of the strongest scenes in the production are staged at a
fashionable beach resort where all of the characters, owing
to one reason or another, congregate. Hero Harrison remains true to his ideals, despite carefully laid temptations,
and Constance gradually wakes up to the fact that there
is no chance of her ever really caring, for any man, other
than her husband.
They bring in a meller climax when the willun threatens
to shoot the girl if she continues to repulse him and Harrison effects a timely rescue, finding that his child wife has
suddenly blossomed into womanhood with a full sense of
what love means
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Sure to Please, Unless Your Folks Are Likely to be Shocked
Constance Talmadge in

"WHO

CARES?"

Select.
Considered from the viewpoint of a picture likely to
hold the interest, I should say that Select has a perfectlygood offering in "Who Cares?" . It has tone and richness
and a story enough out of the ordinary to prevent its being
passed by as merely another "movie."
The only really questionable point, as it may apply to a
theater patronized by folks who want to steer clear of anything not just morally correct, is the frankness with which
the sex emotions of both husband and wife are treated.
For a distinctly neighborhood house, I think this is a trifle
risky, although it must be said to the credit of both author
and director that they have used very good taste in
handling difficult incidents.
Having read an outline of the story, you can judge for
yourself whether or not it is the kind of thing you dare

show. If you decide to run it, there need be no questioi
about the entertainment value or the drawing power o:
Constance Talmadge, who on account of her fresh per
sonality can get away with a role of this type when
ful.
less girlish actresses would be apt to make it distaste 1
In lobby display and in newspaper advertising, I suni
would play up the star to the limit, because she deserve:
it, and you won't be wrong in stating that this film goe:
further than most of her previous offerings in revealing
the scope of her talent. As a girl in simple frocks and a.
a young woman in gorgeous creations, she is altogetheij
charming to the eye. Harrison Ford may not be ver,
well known to fans, but he certainly is worth mentioninj
on account of his extremely likable personality, which i;
sure to make him a favorite with your young womer t
patrons.
Making use of the title "Who Cares?" try to work i
into a question calculated to excite curiosity.

Triangle Presents

"UNTO THE END"
featuring

CRANE WILBUR
scheduled for
early

The romance

of a college athlete who triumphs in the game

release

of base-ball and love;

lightened by clever comedy touches and enhanced by the valor of a hale and hearty
good fellow.

Triangle

Distributing Corporation
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Stage Meller Goes Over Big in Film Adaptation

Clara Kimball Young in

"CHEATING

CHEATERS"

Select.

DIRECTOR
Allan Dwan.
AUTHOR
Max Marcin
SCENARIO BY
Kathryn Stuart.
CAMERAMAN
Arthur Edeson.
AS A WHOLE ...... Intensely interesting crook meller. certain to go over with any kind of
audience.
STORY
Accurate adaptation
of
stage
play
with only the changes
made
necessary
by
screen technique.
DIRECTION
Keeps the suspense all through
and gets surprises in a reasonable fashion.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent.
LIGHTINGS
First rate in giving natural appearance to interiors; several scenes show
fine contrast of light and shadow.
CAMERA WORK
Good all the way with some
cleverly handled dissolves.
J STAR
Appears to advantage in the best picture
she has had for some time.
SUPPORT
A really notable cast that makes
much of the characters and will draw money
to your box office.
EXTERIORS
Good when they are needed.
INTERIORS
Richly furnished and made additionally effective by photography and lighting.
DETAIL
Misses nothing that will give added
strength to the story.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Won't offend.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION .. About 5,000 feet.
' Here is a film that can't fail to please in nouses of
any type in whatever neighborhood you happen to be
located. It is melodrama with real punch and suspense, and at least two surprises such as seldom are
I realized in photoplays. This is one of the exceptional
instances in which the audience, unless it happens to
know the story, does not beat the author to it in
guessing what is going to happen. Get the picture by
all means and count on a clean-up, for you won't be
disappointed.
The instances in which really successful stage plays
come through the process of screen adaptation without

Just Advertise to Get Them

loss of some essential qualities are rare, but this is
one of the welcome exceptions, and according to my
viewpoint, about the best thing that Clara Kimball
Young, at the head of "her own company" has done
in many moons. And believe me, it is some company,
with Anna Q. Nillson, Jack Holt, Frederick Burton,
Tully Marshall. Edwin Stevens and Frank Campeau in
roles that are made to stand out, by reason of the
excellence of the playing and the truly expert development of the story.
Considering the number of the characters and the complication of the plot, Director Allan Dwan has done
a mighty good job in making everything clear without
giving away the secret of the story. For the first
few reels your folks will accept the situation just
as it is presented, with an experienced gang of crooks
planning to rob an aristocratic family passing under
the name of Palmer.
This crowd, having Clara Kimball Young as the
chief decoy, has rented an estate adjoining that occupied by the Palmers, reputed to own a tremendously
valuable collection of jewels. In the scenes establishing the relationship of the crooks, and showing the
part they are to play in the contemplated robbery,
there is first rate characterization, and considerable
humor, much of which is supplied by Frank Campeau.
The scenes dealing with the visit of the Palmer family
will get a laugh from any crowd.
The first surprise comes when it develops that the
seeming aristocrats are merely another gang of
thieves planning to get hold of what they believe to
be priceless jewels in the ne'ghboring house. This is
so well handled that the average on-looker will have
no suspicion of the true condition.
Along with the presentation of the activities of the
two households, and the romance progressing between
Miss Young and Jack Holt, the leading member of
the opposing band, they work up suspense in following
the plans of the Ferris Detective Agency, which is
out to round up the crooks. One by one they are
trapped, and then, for the biggest surprise of all, it
is revealed that Miss Young is in reality Ferris and that
the whole clever scheme is the result of her ingenuity.
The one thing in which the audience has not been
fooled is the genuineness of the girl's liking for Jack
Holt, who is given a chance to redeem himself, as are
the other members of the underworld.

in For It's a Sure Box Office Winner

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Naturally the film should be tied up with the play
From any angle you want to look at it, this is sure
in your exploitation, along with the assertion, which
fire. All you need is the right sort of advertising to
you are justified in making, that the screen version
get folks into your theater and you can count upon
does full justice to the original and that Miss Young
their going away to tell their friends that they ought
is seen at her best in the stellar role."
not to miss "Cheating Cheaters." Keep it for two or
Providing the play visited your town, I would call
three days if you can, and make the most of the word
attention to that fact and make a point of soliciting
of mouth boosting.
the interest of your dramatic editors, even asking
Few dramas give better opportunity for exploitation,
them to compare the merits of the two offerings and
first because it was widely publicized as a stage success
point out the differences. There is a chance of getting
during the long New York run, (with Marjorie Rambeau
considerable additional newspaper space if you draw
the critics into a discussion. It would be worth while
as the star, and second because Select has provided
a truly superior cast in support of Miss Young. Make
to run a special showing with this end in view.
Catchlines in a picture of this stamp are subordinate
the most of the names appearing in the roster by giving
to making it clear to your regulars that you have a
them more than the usual prominence in your pubreally excellent film adaptation of a notable stage
licity. Anna Q. Nillson, Tully Marshall and Edwin
Stevens, to mention only a few, have a following
play with Clara Kimball Young at the head of an
all-star cast.
which should not be ignored.
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English Meller Doesn't Count Much
OldWilliam
Faversham in
"THE

SILVER

KING"

Paramount-Artcraft
Special.
DIRECTOR
George Irving.
AUTHORS.. Henry Arthur Jones and Henry Herman
SCENARIO
BY
Burns Mantle
CAMERAMAN
AlLigouri
AS A WHOLE. . .Unconvincing meller pieced together
without much artistic discrimination.
STORY
Adaptation of old English play, which
in photoplay
form
has more
action than
plausibility.
DIRECTION
Indicates an effort to compress
too much plot material into limited footage;
always pitched in meller key.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Nothing out of ordinary;
prints of Derby horse race, apparently duped,
don't harmonize with other racing scenes.
LIGHTINGS
Some good effects; others harsh
and crude.
CAMERA
WORK
Double
exposures
representing mirage on desert finely done.
STAR
Will impress on account of his reputation rather than for what he does in ordinary "movie" role.
SUPPORT
Barbara Castleton easy to look at
as shero; John Sutherland and others suit
needs of story.
EXTERIORS
Vary considerably; those showing English estate carry atmosphere.
INTERIORS
Nothing to attract particular notice.
DETAIL
Assembling of scenes frequently gives
choppy, episodic tone to picture; occasional
incongruities.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Won't
offend.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5229 feet
They may call it a "special", but the hard truth of
the matter is that this falls a long way short of realizing genuine special calibre. In the past few weeks
I've seen a number of Paramount or Artcraft films
which topped this in a number of ways, from a technical viewpoint as well as a plain consideration of
what is likely to please your patrons. And it doesn't
make a bit of difference, except in the matter of rental
that these other films are put on the regular program, whereas this is heralded as something extraordinary.
It has been proven often enough that famous stage
melodramas don't necessarily make superior photoplays. Practically all of the characters and situations
presented
here have been utilized with variations in
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on the Screen

"movie" mellers until they have become old stuff 1
the average fan. Superior treatment may raise the j
into something different, but in this instance there 1
little indication
of fresh inspiration.
Burns Mantle, in writing the scenario, seems to hai
worked on the assumption that all a picture requin l
is action and then more action — a sort of fragmentai
resume of the critical points of a plot without tl
substance needed to make a story human. A fe
years ago this sort of thing got by, but the picturr
that win out now do more than introduce character!
prior to plunging them into a tragic mix-up. Thaf
one rather vital point on which "The Silver Kinjf
misses. There's so little sustained characterizatic
that the people in the film always seem to be made ii
fit the story, rather than the story fit the people.
Insofar as the acting is concerned, there are man
screen performers capable of carrying the role »
Wilfred Denver. Mr. Faversham's work was marred b
too much acting. Early scenes present the squir
portrayed by Faversham, living on his estate will
his wife and children. For years John Sutherland hi
awaited the time when he may ruin the squire wh
married the woman Sutherland wanted for himself.
Posing as a friend, the crafty willun persuades Fav«
sham to place his money on the wrong horse at th
Derby; then to make his vengeance complete he tak<
him home gloriously drunk and brags about the sui
cess of his scheme. Infuriated by the treachery, tl
squire sets out to shoot Sutherland and enters h
home at just the time that the "Spider", a noted crool
is robbing the safe. Faversham is chloroformed by ti
thief and the "Spider" shoots, Sutherland, making,
appear that the squire is the murderer.
When he regains consciousness, Faversham also b«
lieves that he fired the shot. Familiar meller stunt

are
in effecting
the innocent
man's disappea;
ance.utilized
He boards
a train
for Liverpool,
dons th
clothes of a sailor, jumps from the moving trai
which is wrecked a few moments later (the wreck j
not shown in the film) and makes his way to Americ
where he becomes a wealthy miner. All the whilj
the report of his death is accepted in England.
After a lapse of years, during which his hair ha
turned white, Faversham returns to aid his famil;(
now reduced to poverty. Incidentally, he finds tha.
his children are apparently no older than when 1
left, an incident that might worry some parents. "1*1
Silver King", however is so occupied with bringing th
"Spider" to justice and clearing his own reputatio
that he hasn't time to bother about much else.

Star May be Relied Upon to Draw With Stage Patrons
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
As a box office proposition this seems to have a
perfectly good chance of getting by, even if the film
is likely to fall below expectations. There's plenty
to exploit on account of the reputation of the star
and a famous old melodrama.
There is no question about the drawing power ot
Faversham, whose fame is countrywide and of long
standing. Some twenty years ago he was content to
be a matinee idol, but more recently he has devoted
much of his time to really serious stage drama, which
has given him a following among those interested in
the advancement of the American theater.
You may count on him, as you could on few stars
to arouse interest among the theater-going; public in
your community. Certainly I would take this opportunity to go after the better element, figuring that

they will want to see how Faversham comes through
on the screen.
Along the same line there ought to be value in thi
name of Henry Arthur Jones as the author. "Th*
Silver King" is one of his early works that few c
the present fans know, save by reputation, but til
fact of its having come from the pen of a renowne'
playwright is worth consideration.
In going after newspaper space, make the most e
the reputation of Faversham. Providing you do tW
requisite amout of advertising, it should be compart
tively easy to land pictures of the star along witli
reading notices based on his distinguished career
Play upon the idea that a great American actor i
coming to your theater in a screen interpretation of
famous English melodrama. It might be risky I
count on a long engagement, but for a few days thfilm should bring in a satisfactory return.
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Hun Brutality is Chief Element in Metro's Latest War Film
Screen Classics, Inc. Presents

"WHY

GERMANY

MUST

PAY"

Metro Dist.
RECTOR
Charles Miller
rPERVISED BY
Maxwell Karger
ITHOR
Maxwell Karger
IENARIO BY
June Mathis and A. S. Levino
lMERAMAN
George K. Hollister
\ A WHOLE
War meller that goes after
Germans hard on account of atrocities: likely to shock rather than impress.
'ORY
Deals mainly with brutality of Hun soldiers; reasonable enough in development, but
a bit mechanical.
RECTION
Carries scenes showing attacks on
women to the limit; technically first rate.
IOTOGRAPHY
Always clear and at times decidedly artistic.
GHTINGS
. Give natural tone to the sets.
iMERA WORK
High class all through.
,AYERS
Large
cast containing
many
weft
known names, including Creighton Hale,
Florence Billings, Henry Kolker and Frank
Currier; performances generally satisfactory.
CTERIORS
Well selected for action laid in
Alsace.
TERIORS
Appear correct; some quite elaborate effects.
ETAIL
Several sequences
depend
too much
on subtitles to carry them along; assault
scenes might leave more to the imagination.
[ARACTER
OF
STORY
Likely to shock
those who want to forget the worst side of
human nature.
1NGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,111 feet
>ix months ago when- the war spirit dominated Amer, this would have stood a chance of going over
;. The desire to make the Huns pay for their atroci! is still acute, but most folks want to think about
lething more pleasant when they go to the theater
entertainment. There's no longer a question about
hy Germany must pay," any more than there is
)ut Germany being forced to pay, so the issue ofed here is not really current.
Var scenes occupy a minor place in this film, the
ime of which is German
atrocities, depicted
with

more than the customary frankness. The story aiinto inflame hatred and a spirit of revenge, by showing
brutality in its most repellent forms.
Margaret McWade portraying Edith Cavell, is slap
ped in the face by Joseph Kilgour, impersonating Gen
eral Von Bissing, because she rescues a nurse from
his embraces; women are carried to the altar of a
church in a bestial sort of consecration before being
dragged off by soldiers; a priest is brained with the
butt of a gun; Florence Billings, as an Alsatian girl,
is killed by an officer, after the Kaiser has issued an
order authorizing his troops to help themselves to
the townswomen— these are a few of the incidentpresented as proof that Germany must pay.
They start off with the usual depiction of happy dayjust prior to the war, the scenes being laid in AlsaceLorraine, where the son of the family, Creighton Hale,
is obliged to train in the German army. But he re
mains true to the traditions of France and Alsace at
heart, and despite enforced service with the Kaiser'-troops, when war is declared, he stays aloof from the
brutality of his fellow soldiers. In saving one woman
from assault, he kills an officer and is shot himself,
which accounts for his being taken to the hospital at
Rrussels, where"
is attended
Helen
an
American
nurse. heThe
romance by
in the
film Ferguson,
is developed
between these two.
Meanwhile things are going very badly with Creighton's family. Released from the hospital and granted
a furlough, he reaches home to find his father dead
and his sister dying, victims of a German officer, played
by Earl Schenck. Swearing vengeance, Creighton escapes to America, and assisted by Helen Ferguson
and her Congressman father, succeeds in getting a
personal interview with President Wilson, and a special dispensation granting him a place in the American forces, although technically he is still a deserter
from the German army. These scenes may get a smile
from those familiar with the customary procedure in
Washington.
/ The first man Creighton meets when he goes
,{Over the Top" is the slayer of his father and sister.
He kills him, and, with the end of the war, returns to
America to marry Miss Ferguson. The scenes in
Washington are conventional and might be shortened
without harming the picture

Look Out For Your Regulars if They Are Easily Shocked
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
11 some respects this is a strong film. Technically.
s well handled, with a cast that is truly notable in
number of prominent players it contains.
To be
e, many of them appear only in subordinate characJt, but it is something that they make these bits
Jnd out, and their names add dignity to the producThere's more
than the usual opportunity here
making a fuss about the cast, because of its size
well as quality.
"n account of his fame as a serial star, Creighton
|le probably comes first in point of popularity, and
I are safe in promising that he gives a first class
formance in this. Florence Billings, Henry Kolker
p Helen Ferguson
are among
others who
should
given some publicity if you want to work along
all-star cast idea. You might even go so far as to

advertise "The biggest all-star cast you ever saw is
coming to the Blank Theater to show you 'Why
Germany
ProvidedMust
you Pay."'
are running a neighborhood house,
try to them
estimate
of your
regulars'
before that
you
offer
this.theIf taste
you have
reason
to believe
they're going to be shocked by a frank depiction of
some of the most revolting phases of the war, I'd
think twice before taking a chance on "Why Germany
Must Pay." My own hunch is that a lot of your
women folk will be horrified by the frequent display
of bestiality.
There's nothing much to be said about the battle
scenes in the picture, because most of your fans probably are familiar with more elaborate presentations
of the conflict.

DOROTHY

IN

PHIL LI F

EN HOLUBA'j
ALLSuper-production
DOROTHY

PHILLIPS

as 'Nanette' was superb!"— The BILLBOARD.

'DOROTHY

PHILLIPS,

the American Bernhardt."
—Julian Johnson of PHOTOPLAY.

'DOROTHY

PHILLIPS

is— splendid!"— ZIT in N. Y. EVE.

'DOROTHY

PHILLIPS

at the height of her abilities— one of the most
natural and effective artists we have."
—MOVING PICTURE WORLD.

'DOROTHY

PHILLIPS

does as fine work as we have ever seen."
—NEW YORK TRIBUNE.

"DOROTHY

PHILLIPS

will touch the heart of humanity."
—NEW YORK

JOURNAL.

REVIEW.
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Victtiire th*xt will lire fbreve*
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THRU

JEWEL

PRODUCTIONS,

Inc.
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Adventure Story Has Enough Action to Make
probabilities
Wallace Reid in

"THE DUB"
Paramount.

DIRECTOR
James
Cruze
AUTHOR
Edgar
Franklin
SCENARIO
BY
Will M. Ritchey
CAMERAMAN
Chas. Rosher
AS A WHOLE
Lively production that should
get
by if folks don't stop to analyze it too
closely.
STORY

Fair material for star, although a number of the situations suggest a too convenient
arrangement.
DIRECTION
Keeps things moving at a fast tempo and generally succeeds in making scenes
appear natural
PHOTOGRAPHY
First class.
LIGHTINGS
Good in interiors showing dimly
lighted house at night.
CAMERA WORK
Mostly straight stuff.
STAR
Will satisfy his followers in the character
of an unbeatable hero.
SUPPORT
Charles Ogle, Ralph Lewis and Raymond Hatton satisfactory; Nina Byron, as
the shero, hasn't much to do.
EXTERIORS
No call for anything unusual.
INTERIORS
House and office rooms conventionally furnished.
DETAIL
Scenes are correctly assembled and
clearly titled to make the plot clear.
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Adventure
stuff
without anything to offend.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4401 feet
It wouldn't do to stop to analyze this, because from
a, reasonable basis the story has a number of improbabilities;; but they slide it through at high speed
and with such a lot of action that most of your folks
are likely to find it first class photoplay entertainment.
Generally speaking, Wallace Reid hasn't been especially fortunate in his starring material, and all told
this looks better on the story end than most of his offerings.

Folks Forget Im-

Although they bill it as a photoplay of mystery, adventure and humor, it seems to come more properly
under the head of romantic adventure,
in- set in modern
business life and permitting the muscular hero to do
all sorts of impossible things in his search for the
valuable "poipers." There isn't much mystery about
it and your gang will have to look closely to discover
the humor, but there is action and adventure enough
to compensate for the lack of other qualities.
The complicatons in the first reel between a couple
of crooked brokers and a lawyer moulded after the
same pattern, may be accepted as merely the necessary preliminaries to the story proper, in which Reid,
looked upon as a cowardly "dub," proves that he is
made of very different sort of stuff. His introduction as the head of a construction company, badly
in need of $5, 000 in order to meet the weekly pay roll,
isn't exactly convincing, but it may be passed by as
a needed foundation for the adventures to follow.
Wandering off into the park to think things over,
Wallace meets the crooked lawyer, Winter Hall, who
is trying to solve the problem of securing the
"poipers" from a member of a brokerage firm who
has them secreted at his country home. Just by
chance, he suggests to the dejected looking youth that
he may make $5,000 easily by securing the documents.
The opportunity looks so attractive to Wallace that he
snaps it up immediately and soon starts to make things
hot for Willun Charles Ogle.
Naturally, Wallace is refused admittance to Ogle's
house, which merely makes him more determined than
ever to gain access. When the butler and the hired
man throw him out of one door, he enters another
and when other means fail, he gets in by way of a
window. These scenes are given variety and are played in a lively spirit that maintains the interest and
builds up suspense as the plot advances to a point
where "The Dub" gets all the better of the argument
and assisted by a burglar, who happens along opportunely, walks off with the coveted document in
addition to other compromising papers held by the
crooked broker.
The romance between Wallace and Nina Byron is a
slight affair that doesn't figure much in the picture.

Nothing Big, But Good Enough to Satisfy Fans if You Get Them

in.

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Exploit this along the line that it is a truly exciting
adventure story, showing the star in one of the most
congenial roles he has had for some time.
There's nothing extraordinary about the production,
but you're safe in counting upon the interest of your
fans
Then, too, it's perfectly wholesome
all thebeing
way held.
through.
The burglary incident is so apparently a bit of romantic fiction that there is no danger of its having a
harmful influence on youthful minds. In fact this is
just the kind of a film that young boys will find thrilling. Wallace is their type of hero, always getting the
better of his antagonists, no matter what the odds
against him.
In my advertising, I would concentrate on Reid
\ using his pictures liberally and announcing that in

this portrayal Wallace does his best work. Even if
some folks don't altogether agree with you, there
won't be any real kick, for at least the picture is up
to standard.
Magazine readers may recall Edgar Franklin as tho
author of many stories, so 1 would mention his name
along with the title. Advance announcements also
should refer to the principal members of the cast,
Charles Ogle, Ralph Lewis, Raymond Hatton, Winter
Hall and Nina Byron. Possible catch lines are "'The
Dub' is a knock-out Let Wallace Reid prove it to
you in his latest Paramount feature," Another on«,
"It takes a thief to catch a thief, but the old saying
didn't work in this case, so they gave the job to Wallace Reid as 'The Dub' and he came through with a
fortune in his newest Paramount picture."
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Index from Oct. 6, 1918 to Jan. 12, 1919
An index is issued every three months
MUTUAL

VITAGRAPH
DATE
Oct.
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Oct.
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Nov.
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Dec.

Dec.
Dec.
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Dec.
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Jan
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Dec

8
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a

Jan.
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Jan.
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Captain's

Captain

5

6
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Oct.

6
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Oct.

13
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Nov. 17

Secret

V"
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1

Five Thousand
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for Eye
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Jan. 12
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6
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Oct.

6

A

Oct. 13
Oct.

13

**

Dec.
Dec.

8 The
8 Too

Spots
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Oct. 13
Nov.

17

Dec.

8 A

7

Nov. 17
Nov.

17

Kiss

Dec.

1

After

Hand
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1

All

Dec.

<

Vanity

Dec.

8

Set

Dec.

8

Danger

Dec

War

The

Sea

The

Jan.

5

Inn

12

Heart
The
Roped

5
5
12
12

Lady

17

The

Romance

17

Shoulder

Arms

5

Virtuous

Wives

Border

of

Tarzan

17 Private
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Wireless

Pete
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15 Under
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Greenwood
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12 The Squaw
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•
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Go

Dec. 29
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8
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to Fight
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Dec. 29
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Dec. 22

!
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Kill
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Youth
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Dec.

a

'
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Hell
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Tonight
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The Lure of Luxury
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Dog
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Velvet

Society

BLACKTON

21

Cure

Hugon,
Together

for

Nov. 17 Thirty

UNIVERSAL
Oct.

S

Cause

Kingdom

Nov. 17 Hidden

an Hour
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»

Dec. 29
Jan. 5
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J
23

Wife

His

Norma
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Oct. 13 The

3
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1
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■•
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Dec.
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Oct. 13 Just
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METRO
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t
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DATE

PA«E

Nov
Dec.

Jane
Battling
a Little Pirate
Such
A Daughter of the Old South
Do We Eat?
When
Women
Little
Bill
Goodbye
Beans
String
Feather*
and
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Too Many
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Hoover
Miss
Little
The Way of a Man With a Maid
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The
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13 The Appearance
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.
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Star's Personality Pleasing But Production Doesn't Afford Him Opportunity For Extraordinary Accomplishments
Louis Bennison in

"OH, JOHNNY!"
Betzwood

Prod. — Goldwyn Dist.

DIRECTOR
Ira M. Lowry
AUTHOR
Wilson Bayley
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
David Calcagni
AS A WHOLE
Western meller presents nothing new ; contains few laughs but for the most
part is unimpressionable.
STORY
Succession of incidents tied together
for the obvious purpose of uniting Westerner
and girl from East.
DIRECTION
Failed to inject punch into the
offering or to develop situations in manner
that gets under the skin.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Not particularly effective, but
clear cut.
CAMERA WORK
Secured several very fine
locations.
STAR
Has smooth, smiling personality, but
was not afforded the opportunity to register
big.
SUPPORT
Acceptable; uncle fool character
that, failed to win laughs.
EXTERIORS
Generally very good
INTERIORS
Held to atmosphere
DETAIL
Frequently over-reached in attempts
for laughs.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Harmless
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,100 feet
Louis Bennison, is a likeable personality, but Is
scarcely afforded the opportunity to display any marked
talent in this production. As a Westerner, he delivers
the goods, so far as his role calls for, but unfortunately
that doesn't mean very much.
The plot is old in theme and doesn't boast of a
single hair-raising moment, as might be expected in a
Western
meller.
This is not so much
the author's

Hammer

on Star's Broadway

fault as the director's who easily enough might have'
enlarged upon the material furnished him, and the intro-1
duction of some sure 'nuff comedy bits and moments^
of thrills and suspense. As it stands, it gives the impression of the players being put through their motions
in systematic fashion, closely following the outline of
the scenario.
Louis Bennison is introduced as a happy-go-lucky
Westerner, made wealthy by his discovery of a miiie,(
the whereabouts of which he keeps secret. An aged
prospector and his daughter come upon the mine, and<
the old man's dying belief is that it his own (discovery. I
Bennison hasn't the heart to tell him of his prior
claim, and so takes his daughter Virginia Lee intO'
partnership.
Her supposedly wealthy relatives, learning of her
good fortune, send for her to come East to live withi
them, and encourage a spurious Earl who is in reality a
crook, in his attentions to her. The partner of Virginia's
uncle, having been unsuccessful in negotiating a sale
for
mine, forges a telegram advising Miss
Lee Bennison's
to sell her share.
A letter from shero brings hero Louis East to visit
her and look into matters, and he is not long in finding
out the truth about the swindling partner. After giving
him his just deserts, his next move is to foil the SO'
called Earl and his thieving partners in their attempt
at getting away with the spoils, as well as trying to
effect a mock marriage between Miss Lee and the Earl.
The inevitable clutch is pulled at the finish, as might
have been expected.
There were a few redeeming bits of comedy in the
offering, that will get laughs from any audience, as
for instance in the final scenes where hero tics tht
three crooks to the rear of an auto and drives there
into town following in speedy fashion.
Another good comedy bit was the scene in whictl
Bennison, at the point of a pistol, forces a Westerr
greaser to don dance-hall woman's apparel and shak*]
a tambourine while he danced for the laughing mob.
Others in the cast were Anita Cortez, Edward Rose,
man, Alphonse Ethier, John Daly Murphy and Louis*
Brownell.

Success But Soft Pedal Merits of This

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Hardly any audience will find justification to rave
over this, since it provides material that will just about
be received tolerantly. Louis Bennison, as the star,
is a pleasing personality, but is not afforded the opportunity to do anything that will cause folks to talk
about him. You can feature him as the star ot
"Johnny Get Your Gun" which enjoyed such a long
run on Broadway. That's a safe and sure angle. But
don'tful inpromise
the film. that he accomplishes anything wonderIf I were you I'd not go out of my way to get this,
buta if
it's coming
you, justsoft
slide
it by the
noiselessly
as
regular
programto offering,
pedaling
merits.
However, there might be much Tn this to amuse the
younger element of your regulars, especially boys, who
like the ruff Western stuff, and you might make an
effort to get them in on a Saturday afternoon performance.
Use a large poster of Louis
Bennison,
giving It

prominent display in your lobby, and you might u»
the line: "Remember him in 'Johnny Get Your Gun!
But 'Oh, Johnny" see what he gets in this."
In the way of catchlines, the following suggestioi
might help in arousing some interest: "See how humai
sympathy triumphed over the possession of wealtl
Louis Bennison offers half of his mine to a girl hi
never met in his life before! 'OK, Johnny!' will expl
why he did it.
You can use the photograph of Virginia Leei who i
rather pretty, and you might feature her as appeari:
in Emmet Dalton's picture "Beyond The Law."
Yo
won't
go wrong
on promising
classy atmosphei
throughout the offering as well as some good lau;

^J*^re&<mtecL,
And Produced By

Qfic £>lay]13y
B<ay<ard Veiller

Acme Pictures
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Church Movies
ston

Ministers
Plan
Sunday Matinees.

to

Give

Special to WW'S DAILY)
icago. — The ministers of Evanslave decided that the town must
a substitute for commercialized
ng pictures on Sundays,
e proposition of renting one of
noving picture theaters and puton an afternoon
performance
- Sunday is now being considered
he Ministers' Association.
The
res are to be interspersed with
ngs and music, with an occasional
jelistic address.
re are keeping in mind not those
go to church," said one of the
rs in discussing the matter, "but
who do not attend church serand to whom the commercialmovies appeal. We would be
to co-operate with any organizalike the Women's Club, or any
rnal club in putting on the new
am."
Here Looking For Films,
e Herz, general manager of the
Film Exchange, Chicago, is a'
\stor, on the lookout for new
ran to Direct Marion Davies.
an Dwan will direct the next
on Davies production
for SeThe story was written for her
ohn Emerson and Anita Loos.
World and United Merge,
Scene from Ashley Miller's production
nouncement is officially made of
"Made In America"
merger of the United Picture
lers Inc., the World Film Corp.,
with Lillian Lawrence as Mrs. Evers to be released February 16 by the
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
he Peerless Producing Co of Fort
The announcement is signed by
Advertisers to Dine.
New Gaumont Feature.
Berst, president of the United
Gaumont has just completed a new
ti Gradwell, president of the
Associated Motion Picture Adverd, and Milton M. Goldsmith of "photo-novelty" called "Satan On
tisers, Inc., wi'.l hod a dinner at Castle
ess.
Cave on Feb. 15. The committee in
Earth,"
''man's
enlightment froma drama
the rise ol
of the
Roman
Em- I charge : Harry Reichenb?ch, Allan
Rock, Paul Lazarus, and Bert Adler.
pi re to the current time." They say
Non-Committal.
it is neither a love, Biblical or war
A permanent entertainment committee
was appointed at the last meeting
go Riesenfeld, managing director story.
With Exchangemen.
le Rialto and Rivoli, was hard
composed of C. C. Burr, C. W. BarOscar R. Hanson, supervisor of relle, C. L. Yearsley, Victor Johnson
ed by interviewers for an opinion
and Jerome Beattv.
e Pickford-Chaplin-Griffiths-Hart exchange of Exhibitors' Mutual,
banks combine. Riesenfeld drum- Chicago, is in New York. Joe Merrick, assistant sales manager, who
on his desk thoughtfully, said :
Incorporations.
will tell you a story — once a man has been in Pittsburgh investigating
Springfield, 111. — The Washington
ted a new fangled kind of 'sus- damage done by the fire to the
Exhibitor
Mutual
property
is
back
Theater
Co.,
Belleville. Capital, $50,:rs'. He went to President AbraLincoln for a testimonial. The in New York starting his new duties.
000. To own, operate and manage
theaters, etc.. and to manufacture and
ient complied at once, writing:
produce amusements. Philip H. Cohn,
ive examined Mr. Jones patent
Montreal-Basil Horsfall, late manager of Mutual, has been appointed
Tos. Erber, Chas. H. Ward, incorporanders and can truthfully say that
tors. Company is now owner of the
lan likes such a tiling as that that Asst. Genl. Mgr of Special Film Imi be what he would like'."
Washington Theater.
port Co

Alma Rubens' Series

Eight Productions Will be Made by
Star For Robertson-Cole.
Alma Rubens has been engaged for
a series of eight pictures in an extended contract with Robertson- Cole
Miss Rubens was originally engaged
for one picture, "Diana of the Green
Van" but now the Winsome Stars
Corp., with Franklyn Hutton at the
head and backed by the Brunton
studios has been formed to produce
the series to be released through Exhibitors' Mutual.
First Virginia Pearson Production.
"The Bishop's Emeralds," taken
from the novel of the same name will
be the first offering of Virginia Pearson Photoplays, Inc. Work will start
at the old Thanhauser studio next
week, at New Rochelle.
New Raw Stock Concern.
Boston — Bay State Film Co.., with
plan* at Sharon, just outside of Boston, will produce raw stock. Charles
W. Earle, formerly of the Ansco company, is in charge. A. G. Steen represents the firm in New York.
Geffen Leaves Rialto-RivolL
Lewis S. Geffen, assistant to Terry Ramsaye in handling Rialto-Rivoli publicity has resigned. He has
held his position since tne opening
of the Rivoli. Mr. Geffen's future
plans are undecided. It is understood that no one will replace him
at the Rialto.
New Serial Started
Western Photoplays, Inc., have
started a new serial starring Ann
Luther and Charles Hutchison at the
Crystal studio, Claremont Parkway,
Bron-r. The serial has not been
named but it will be in 15 episodes
released in two reels a week. Joseph
A. Golden will direct it and the company will go to Florida on Feb. 1
New

Color

Process.

Louis J. Dittmar, formerly of the
old Kinemacolor, has secured a new
color process, and will market features
under the firm name of Artcolor Pictures Co. Pictures may be projected
without attachments of special design.
Of tie new process, just perfected.
Mr. Dittmar says :
"We have already completed a seven
reel 1'araa and a two reel comedy and
have now passed far beyond the experimental stage. We have a laborda i! atory capable of turning out 10,000 feet-
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Cuts and Flashes

CHANGES

Flu" Notes

Flushing, L. I.— The Flushing Pic
Angeles — The "flu" continues
ture Theaters Corp., composed of the to Los
appear and re-appear at a number
Flushing and Murray Hill Flushing, of points. At Ventura the schools '
have been sold to Herman Gainsburgh were again closed this week, and at
a-d Herbert Shapiro. The deal includes San Diego the school authorities are
Nassau and Strand, Port Washington, considering again closing them. From
w "'''! "oints in Arizona reports
reach here that the epidemic is reDetroit— Majestic theater leased bv appearing.
Henry J. Gnthard.
Shreveport, La. — According to the
of Dr. G. C. Chandler, city hea'th officer, moving picture shows and other
Toronto — As a means of encourag- places of public assembly are not reing interest in motion pictures and in
sponsible to the renewed spread of indiscovering possible motion picture
fluenza in this city.
talent the Daily News has inaugurated
a unique contest, in which the winMoir Behind Deal.
ners will receive free trips to California and an opportunity to work in
Chicago— From latest reports Harry
the Famous Players— Lasky studios C. Moir of the M^r.iso Hote' is the
for one month. Each winner will be power behind the thron- in the Interpaid $25 a week during the try-outs Ocean building deal on M nroe street.
and in case they make good will re- The 1 asi g of the building for a new
ceive six-month contracts at that sal- moving picture theater is one of the
ary, plus an unusual opportunity for most important real estate transactions
in several weeks.
steady advancement.
A

Unique

Newspaper Contest.

Chicago is to get its first glimpse
of "Salome" the Fox spectacle at the
Band Box theater, on Madison St.,
on Jan. 26.
: Jane Lee who has had a touch of
blood poisoning, insists she has had
the "flu."

D'jaof see
thefigures
carpn'er
...|
sorts
funny
and makin'
measiS
the walls and stuff up at F<1
National?

Suit has been started by two colored
girls against a Detroit theater on a
claim that they were not allowed to
Bit where they wished.

CLASSIFIED.
"The Eleventh Commandment" will
be released by Exhibitors' Mutual
Jan. 26.
Jack Pickford is suing the Santa
Fe for $12,000 because they lost his
trunk in transit from New York.

The annual banquet of the American Froiec'-nn Sr>c:ety, the organization of motion picture projection experts, is to be held at the Hotel Astor
early in March.
Julius Steger is directing the B.
S. Moss production of "Break The
News To Mother."

The classified columns of \Vl|
ill a long felt want. It is the ma-1
jlace when buyer and seller — emplJ
ind employee or the small advera
an put his story before practiifl
every live exhibitor in the coul
Kathleen
Kirkham
is
a
busy
girl.
Will M. Ritchey had the influenza
•very day in the year, at nominal .(L
late SOc per line. Cash with ordifl
but he says he isn't sorry 'cause it After supportin' Douglas Fairbanks in
gave inalhim
story. time to "think out" an orig- three pictures she's now supportin' THEATERS
FOR SALE R
Frank Keenan. Where I come from
LEASE.

Winifred Westover says she likes S-L production. Creations byL,ucille
playin' opposite Fatty Arbuckle. She and Francis and a sable coat worth
says he's just immense. Don't know $10,000. That's enough to buy
several
just what she means, but I guess it's farms where I come from.
all right anyway you take it.

Jack Pickford was a husky sailor
lad until he went back to work. Then
he had to go to the hospital for an
operation.

A private showing was given of
"Keep the Home Fires Burning" for
the trustees of the American Defense
Society, under whose supervision the
film was produced by Harry Levey,
of Universal industrial department.

Claire Du Brej has
that is a great trial to
'cause she has to spend
locatin' the owners of
mats, newspapers and
brings home.

a po'ice dog
Claire's maid,
half her time
all the doorpails the dog

"Bringing the Boys B?ck Home"
two-reeLr released th-ough Educational has been indorsed by the Y. M.
C. A.

It'sTheda
very Bara
undignified
it's
that
sat on— abutbench
conservatory, not noticin' the
thereon — and jumped up when
noticed the thorn thereon.

truea
in
rose
she

Adolphe Osso has found the car that
Vitagraph will release "The Girl
Question," featuring Corinne Griffith, was stolen from him. He noticed that
on March 3. The story was written it was in Albany. So of course he had
by Joseph Poland and produced under to go after it. He drove it all the wav
the direction of Kenneth Webb.
home — and says that it's a long drr e
from Albany to New York — when
you're alone.
Once Upon A Time
MAX KARGER
was one? a violin rlayer in the Metropolitan Opera Hous«.

We're promised some beautiful
gowns worn by Grace Darling and
Clare Joel in "Eddie" Lincoln's first

supportin' means payin' some one's
bills — but it's all different in the
movies.

Theater for Sale— I know of a splendid *|
»ter proposition in town of 3,1X10: <m
-quipped for theater, vaudeville and pict »;
inly house in town ; it's a good one 1 J si
V. Bryson. 719 Hennepin Avenue, M *1
ipolis.

lack Pickford's mother cured him of
Second hand studio light (Cooper-Hewfl
bein' tempermental when he was five
years old. It was while he was travel- will pay cash. Must act at once. J. C. 3
in' in a road show in which Mrs. Pick- SO. c|o WID'S DAILY.
WANTED TO BUY. I]
ford, Lottie and Mary were featured.
Jack was taken along 'cause it was
Second hand Theater equipments. Histl
easier than leavin' him home.
The Cash Price— Box 55 this office.
part he played was small — in fact it
Second hand studio equipment with ill
wasn't any part at all. He just had to setting for parlor. Iiedroom and rece »l
lay on a couch and cough.
But even
hall.
Box 72 c|o WID'S DAILY.
at that age Jack was a business man (
HELP WANTED.
and demanded to know what salary he j
was gettin'.
His mother told him he
Operator Wanted— Must be clean it.I
and willing to work : must he H
wasn't gettin' any salary at all. and |steady
lack refused to go mi unless he was to operate two Powers «B machines U
generating set: must know the work fn k*
given twenty-five cents a week
His ! to Z. Good steady job to the right I
mother
said she guessed they could I So booze fighter need apply. S. K. In,
find another boy for the part, so they Ruby theater, Jamestown, N. D.
got a newsboy who w as glad oi the
Manager for fiOO seat house in H
chance.
Jack watched the show from Jersey — salary and home arrangement. il<
the wings that night and when he saw all in first lettr. Box 105 this office.
the newsboy
coughed
better^ than he
Operator and
Al man
for electrical
A \
all
about
Powers
mac! »
did, he decided he wou'd take the part must know
back again.
Jack says he has never Good pos'tion f»r right man. Address 1 C.
c|o WID'S DAILY.
been tempermental since.

In the Courts
false
harges of deception and
Station are made by the
and ErFilm Ccrp., er
^Russian in
to a
their answ
Mattsson
pres,
pson
by Wil iam C. Thom ma Corp.
,
t of the Royal Cine
ecover a balance of $4,000 due on
sale by tne plaintiff of the him,
' in which the
►thers of Liberty,the
compiamt De
ndants ask that
have juuglissed. and that they and
tor $050
t for the $1 000 paid
;nses in having copies of the film
e,
he answer alleges that the plainrepresented that "Mothers of
»rty" had been copyrighted, and
plaintiff conveyed to f e defenct1 the sole distributing rights of
world with the exception of the
ted States. Canada, the Phihp:s and China. The defendants
tl'at during the Fall of 1014 the
Photo Film Co.. produced the
its, "Ordeal" which was regred and shown throughout the
Id. except in Germany, Austria,
garia and Turkey.
he defendants say that prior to
■ the Life company ceased to
t and surrendered its stock to
nard Lowenthal who had been
president and he purported to
"Ordeal" without the copyright
Beck & Weiss. Beck & We:ss
1 conveyed the fiiro to George M.
rick, and ve disposed of it to trie
?1 Cinema Corp.. of which the
ntiff was president and the fi'm
then produced as a supposedly
picti're. "Mothers of Lilertv,*
:h is practically the same as the
irrighted picture, but no notice
he fact was given to the public
it is claimed the plaintiff atpted to deceive the public and
motion picture trade into be!ng t,-e picture was a new one.
He defe dants say tue plaintiff
Sr acquired the copyright to the
sold tLe defendant, and for the
ion that tlie "Ordeal*' had been
wn throughout the world the delant« were unable to dispose ot
distrib/'ing rights. They aho
t'-at tie United States Trade
imission has brought proceed: against the Royal Cinema Corp.
unfair trade practices in produca picture almost like the orig"Ord<-n''' and selling it as a new
ure.

Farce Too

DAILY
isfcjA
Mechanical to Register

T~hn Barrvmore in

"HERE

COMES

THE BRIDE"

Paramount.
DIRECTOR
Jchn S. Roberts-n.
AUTHORS
Max Marcin and Roy Atwell.
SCE^AT;HO BY
Chides E Wh tr-ker.
CAMERAMAN
Not credited.
AS A WHOLE
Mild farce which registers a fsw
laughs, but not enough to carry five reels.
STORY
Adaptation of stage play; without dialogue much ct the humor is missed.
DIRECTION
Tempo a trifle slow for farcical
situations; star given plenty or opportunity
to "act".
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally clear; nothing difficult attempted.
LIGHTINGS
Some of the interiors appear dulL
CAMERAWORK
Satisfactory.
STAR
Fac'al expression good; works hard to
put comedy across.
SUPPORT
Fairs Binney mak-s passable sliero;
nt^prs do what roles require.
EXTERIORS
Don't figure much.
INTERIORS
.... Conventional sets answer the purDETAIL
Occasional laughs, usually due to Barpose.
rvr^ore's
hu^^rcius bits of business
CHARACTER OF STORY ...... Keeps clear of anyth'ng effen'ive.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
...About 4,800 feet
The mechanics of t' is farce are too apparent, li
:s so intentionally funny in the develonment of complications that you can't quite forget that the author
>nd player's have worked very conscientiously to get
laughs, and as a result you don't enter freely into the
■nood of t^e comedv. Save in a few instances, the
whole affair seems forced and it hasn't speed enough
*o c?rry you along by the sheer momentum of rapid
tction.
Robbed of the dialogue, which had considerable to
do with giving snap to the stage play, this becomes
iust a passable offering, depending largely upon the
f^ersonplity of John Parrymore, whose comedy method
is distinctive enough to give vah-e to scenes that otherwise wouldn't register anything in particular.

Monday, January 20, 1919

First Class Entertainment

There is no fault to be found in the farcical situations
merely because they arc inherently improbable; but in
order to be:ome genuinely entertaining they must be
given a degree of lifelike ness through interest aroused
in tl e embarrassment of the characters. The characterization in this is '■atl er negative, except in the case
of Mr. Barrymore, who registers perplexity and dismay with considerable effectiveness.
Playing a poor lawyer in love with the daughter of
a millionaire merchant, he encounters an unusual opportunity to acquire $100,000, thereby overcoming the
opposit on of t' e g'rl's father, who will not listen to
the match until Jo''n has made good.
Through a peculiar will, involving the inheritance of
a fortune, it is necessary for a woman, just arrived
from South America, to prove that her dvorced husband,
Frederick Tile, has remarried. Her lawyer hits upon
the happy idea of finding a man in New York by the
name of Tile and marrying him to someone, making
it appear that the groom is the former husband ot
the South American heiress. If he can do this the
forture is safe.
Tile happens to be the name of the lawyer played
by Barrymore and he is offered $100 00 if re wdl jro
through a formal ceremony with some person secured
by the lawyer, it being understood that a divorce proceedings shall be started immediately.
Barrymore marries a veiled woman, not knowing that
his sweeheart. Faire Binney has left home intending to
become his wife. desn:te fam'lv opposition. They get
sorre humor out of John's efforts to explain to the
girl why he cannot marry her immediately and add
to the complications when Faire's father, discovering
a marrirge licence announces in the newspapers that
the wedd ng has taken place.
Meanwhile Barrymore's legal wife, a frightful looking creature, completes the house party by appearing
with a demand for more money in payment for her
part in the bargain. At a convenient moment her former hus1 and, just released from Sing Sing, puts in an
appearance and mat'ers are slraightenea out with the
understanding that the young people shall be marriea
as soon as tie law permits.
In the cast are Frank Losee, Frances Kaye, Alfred
Hickman, William David and others.

Make Your Main Bid For Patronage on Fame of Play and Star

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
From Mexico" and "On the Quiet". *11 of which should
be referred to in your bid for fair patronage.
Then go after the theatrical e'ement, to which the
name of Baiymore signifies a good deal, by using some
you have and let them judge for themselves.
reference to the star's stage fame, calling attention
Make a special play on this being a screen version
to his great artistic and popular successes in Tolstoi's
"Redemption" which has' been running all season in
of "Here Comes the Bride," the famous farce by Max
New York.
Marcin and Roy Atwell, presented in New York in
Catchlines: "Would you marry a veiled woman for
1917. Even if your fans don't quite place the title
$100,000
if you were promised a divorce in ortfer ttiat
it will be apt to recall something that tliey have read
you
might wed the girl you loved? John Barrymore
about and heard praised.
tried it in 'Here Comes the Bride' and got into a
An equally strong advertising appeal may be made
peck of trouble." Another might read: "When the
Iipreme Court Justice Pendleton out of the presence of John Barrymore, whose nariie
bride came, she found another in her place. See how
directed Max Ehrenreich to file ^as come to be connected with screen farces of a
John
Barrymore weds for money that he may re-wed
sw complaint in a suit against the high character,
such as "The
Dictator",
"The
Man
for love, in 'Here Comes the Bride'."
Film Corporation to recover $20,damages for causing the plaintiff's
st and trial on a charge of stealhe was honest. The new complaint
Bi'lie Burke, with baby Patricia,
the film "Cleopatra" from the Fox
It room, where the plaintiff was filed as a result of the court order is is sojourning at Palm Beach.
Joyed. He was acquitted of the based solely on his arrest.
•ge. Ehrenreich sued both for his
Commodore J. S'uart B'ackton recently used a Brooklyn cathedral to
|st saying that although he was
icent the defendant by making destage a big scene in "A House
|»tory statements concerning .his
[SSty caused him to be discharged
other film companies whp em- Famous
Players —
Bid Asked Sal. Divided."
"The Echo of Youth," Graphic,
Self-reliance is all right, but indeLasky
33 38
3: will have a private showing, for
pendence is out of the question. No
jed
h'm, place
and that
H
V*
in his
with hethemanaged
Universalto World
trade and press, on the New York
Roof at 2.30 P. M., Jan. 28th.
%
V2
man gets along in life without the copse his immediate superior knew Triangle
operation and support of other men.As a real laugh getter this doesn't look like much to
me, but it should be possible to slide it through withcausing for
adverse
comment.
Don't
folks to what
take
your outword
it being
a winner;
justaskadvertise
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ROBERT

STARS

ENID BENNETT
THOMAS

».

T. THORNBY

M. P. D. A.
Producing Fox Features

INCE-PARAMOUNT

LOIS WEBER
HONORARY

MEMBER

JAMES
WILLIAM

DESMOND

Motion Picture Directors Association

Hampton Productions

TAYLOR

HOLMES

PRODUCERS

CHET

LYTELL

Manhattan Madness

CHARLES

The Sea Master

TOM MOORE
WARNER OLAND
PATHE

GEORGE

MILTON

SILLS

GOLDWYN

ANITA

CO.

STEWART

PRODUCTIONS

FANNIE

WARD

2SS South New Hampshire Street
Los Angeles, CaL

CLARA

WILLIAMS

HERBERT
TOD

ELWOOD

CAPELLANI

PRODUCER

ALLEN

J. HOLUBAR

M. P. D. A.
Producing
Universal Features

R. WILLIAM

NEILL

Desmond- Hampton Productions

FRANK
SAN

POWELL

in
ANTONIO.

CHARLES

TEXAS

SWIGKARD

Producing Director
care Wid's

S. E. V. TAYLOR
With

D.

M. KATTERJOHN

Now writing Exclusively for
Paramount-Artcraft Productions
Jesse L. Lasky Studios

EVE UNSELL
ORIGINALS
ADAPTATIONS
Many Successes for Prominent Comp.
372 Lincoln Road, Brooklyn, N. Y.
CAMERAMEN

KING

D. GRAY

Your

Name

should be before the man
who can sign contracts.

M. P. D. .A.
W
GRIFFITH

STUDIOS

This directory will appear each week.
No matter how good
your position is today it
can be better tomorrow if
you keep your name before
the right people

Producers of State Rights
Pictures can secure a service front I
tha, is indesprnsible to the Exchang.
hand!, n* the future. We furnish hi,
class Lobby displays without any «
penditure or risk to the producer V,
have a catalogue for the Theatol
Owner that is theirs for the asking
KRAUS MfG CO.
220 West 42ml SI. H.

, "Calibre .38" will be released on
Feb. weeks
17th and
two
from"The
thatTroop
date. Train"
Both
are new productions.

ea/i The Value of Any Product

Four New Theaters
Benresent
Investment
.of $65 -.00c*.
Four new picture houses which
will be erected in the near future
represent an investment of $650,000.
One w'll be in the Flatbush section of Brooklyn at Flatbush Ave.
and Farragut Road. The lot has
a footage of 80 feet on Flatbush
Ave. and 180 on Farragut Road.
Theater is being built for the Jewel
Building Co., William S. Raker, 170
Broadway, president. Theater will
cost $250,000 and will be of brick
with limestone front.
C. H. Dugy and W. F. Murphy
of New London will have house
limit to cost $125 000 on Barfc'
Street. Theater will be of br:ck and
steel
flooring.construction with concrete
J.
two
will
cost

J. Allen and Jules Allen plan
big theaters in Canada. One
be in St. John, N. B., and will
$125,000. The other is in Halifax. This house will be up-to-date
in every respect, of brick and steel
construction, and will cost $150,000.
Discuss Proposed Legislation.
An informal meeting of distributors and producers was held in the
rooms of the N. A. M. P. T., to
discuss the political situation. The
new Brush and Randall bills were
discussed. The Brush bill would
place the exhibition and handling
01 pictures in the hands of the State
while the Randall bill, a Federal
measure would impose censorship.
Nothing definite was decided as a
result of the meeting.

FITZMAURICE
M. P. D. A.
PATHE
FEATURES

PRODUCING

JENKS

METRO

BROWNING

GEORGE

New York Luck

BLACHE
FOR

Directing
BLUEBIRD FEATURES

ALBERT

T. DAZEY

SPECIAL
CAMERA
EFFECTS
MARY MacLAREN FEATURES

DIRECTORS

DIRECTING

Wolf Lowry

CONTINUITY AND SPECIALS
Jesse D. Hampton Studios
Hollywood, Cal.

MONTE

"Calibre Secured
.38" and by
"TKeSherry.
Troop Train"
William L. Sherry, has closed a
deal with Edgar Lewis Productions
Co., for two big Lewis productions,
"Calibre .38" a six part picturization
of the famous story of that title by
Roy Middleton, and "The Troop
Train," also in six reels, based on
William Hamilton Osborne's Saturday Evening Post novel of the same
name.

Enterprises

AUTHORS

KEENAN

BERT

WITHEY

Producer

ESSANAY

FRANK

M.P.D.A.

YOUNG

Two Lewis Features
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Lehrman — Fox

Ohio Screen League
ileet'ng — Desberg
Reports— Over
6oo
Houses in League — 26
Towns Closed on Sunday.
{Special to iriU'S DAILY)
me'etnt tee
An veimporta
s, O.—
of
commit
executi
of the
ngColumbu
he Ohio State bcreen League was
leld at The Deshler Hotel, on
Thursday. Fred Desberg, Secretary
knd Treasurer of the League, reYork.
ported on his trip to New
Harry Kress of Piqua, campaign
fnanager for the League told of having covered the 19 ?ones in the
State and what progress was made.
the work had to be done in a hurry
ind Mr. Kress stated that in cases
where individual counties should
lave been called upon some of the
iections had to be reached by comIning about five surrounding counies. An almost hundred per cent
irg'nization is complete, now, ac:ording to Kress. In the towns
yith populations of 5.000 or over,
n Ohio, it is estimated that there
ire about 700 film houses. These
ire the important houses for in the
cwns under 5.000 housese could not
jive enough support to amount to a
arge item. Counting towns under
i.ooo there are about 900 houses in
:he state. Kress stated that the
League now has 600 members.
In
mentioning the need of fast
ork Kress stated that over 26
owns had been closed on Sunday
n the last two months by the "rebrmers."
No. 1

Little Ad Talks

By Jack Alicoate
on
EFFICIENCY in Moti
Picture advertising — That
is the new order of things.
The day of using spread
eagle copy simplv to fill up
e
spac is gone What the big
men of the industry want are
facts, and the best place to
present your proposition before t^em in a straight-forward
honest-to-goodness way is by
using tVie advertising columns
of WID'S DAILY. Let us
fh-iw you what small space in
WID'S will produce in definite,
tang-ble results. We'll match
>ur time against yours in doing
so, and we are as close to you
as your phone.

Split

Former
Will
Produce
for Open
Market— Film Disappears.
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — The dissolving of
th« partnership between Fox and the
Sunshine Comedies is announced by
General Manager "Winnie" Sheehan,
of the Fox Film.
Lehrman states he will continue
making
his comedies for open market release.
The reason for the break it is
hinted, is unreasonable production
expenditures by Lehrman. Coupled
ivit^i this is the mysterious disappearance of a film of the last Lehrman eomedy which was said to be
shipped to New York.
Roth Lehrman and Sheehan deny
knowledge of the whereabouts of
the film which cost $25,000.
At the Fox general offices the
statement was made that nothing
was known of the entire matter.
Mayor's Conference Report
AJJjany nounces
— The
anthat it Mayor's
will not conference
favor a State
wide Sunday film.
They will aid a bill similiar to that
introduced last year.
Denver Re-opens.
The Denver theaters closed on account of the influenza, have refftHpSMfc

The Curb Market

opened.
The Rex, remodeled at a cost of
$30,000 will operate pictures entirely.
Million

For Site.

Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.— The
H^tebone
Shifted to Detroit.
estate, owning a big hotel and several
Snappy
Stories
Detroit — D. Leo Dennison,
former
- buildings on Public Square,
Two
Reelers
to be Presented
of General Film Pittsburg Manager, has has leased
its properties for a period
Breezy Features.
just assumed
charge of the Detroit of 30 years to the Comerford-Degraff
thi 1 al interests, operating theaters
office of that company.
L. Siegel
of "Topics
of the Day"
in Luzerne and Lackawanna counties.
hasA. just
completed
negotiations
with
Thi
1 al in' 1 I
>u1 $1,000,000.
"Snappy Stories" whereby he has the
The Comeford-Degraff
interests plan
Stops Sunday Movie Shows.
right to select the best material offered
of the breezy stories in this publica
a vaudeville and picture house
Kingston, N. Y. — Manager Gildertion. The stories will be turned intf
sleeve of the Kingston Opera House
two reelers, and it is expected that the
Moore.
and Nnditorium, who has been runity of Comrades,"
For Tom
first year 24 dof
these
will
be
prouced. ,
ning Sunday morning performances
el Goldwvn
lias
purchased
exclusively for children, has been from
Basil
King
screen
rights to
Sol Lesser will he interested in the'
production, plans for which are now notified by t..e Chief of Police that "The City of Comrades," the Saturbeing completed. It is expected thai
serial, for Tom
work on the first production will he will have_ to discontinue these
shows for children, unless they are
start in the earlv future.
accompanied
by
either
parent
or
In addition to a national bill board
campaign the magazine will carry a guardian.
Stage Hands Win.
There is considerable agitation
— The War Labor Board
one page advertisement
monthly
re- j
garding the two reels. It is said the over the question of the interpretathe
Lasky
Los Anmagazine has a circulation of ovei 9
tion of the state law regarding ad- gelis, h reinstate all Studio,
stage hands who
mitting children to the movies.
million.
recem,\ went on strike.
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Among

Publicity

Exchangemen

Tracy Barham assumed managership yesterday of the Atlanta Fox

Dayton, 0. — Until about two weeks
ago Dayton film houses did not receive much space in The Dayton News.
' Lawrence E. Kennedy is now man- All this is changed, however, and the
ager of the Los Angeles Fox office. News has been giving a two column
» . o i ■ TT 1
,
•
,1 head to the Sunday comment by their
A A. Schmidt has been appointed i dramatic editor. There has been a dedistnct manager for Universal in the , cided mcrease
in advertising in the
Central States succeeding J. I. Schnitocal dailies since the opening of a
zer, new sales manager. Schmidt large house here some months ago
will be in charge of the Cleveland, All of the downtown picture houses
Cincinnati, Buffalo, and Pittsburgh are now mentioned in review in The
offices. Headquarters in Cleveland.
News. The Journal has been devoting attention to pictures incessantly,
S. J. Goldman, is the new Mid-west
the attractions at the downdistrict manager for Universal. He reviewing
town houses frequently.
has his headquarters in Chicago and
will have charge of Milwaukee, !
Minneapolis, and Omaha branches.
Shows
Industrial Films.
The Western
Electric Co., gave a
"Heart" Still Going Over.
showing at the Lexington of four in"The Heart of Humanity" has been
dustrial pictures to the employees of
booked for four first run showings in
its New York office. "A Square Deal
Chicago houses starting the second for
His Wife" made by Harry Levey,)
week in February. The houses are the of Universale industrial department j
Pantheon,, the Casino, the 20th Cen- 1 was 0ne of the films shown.
There
tury and West End.
wjh be another performance to-night. - Was"
Cohan
in
Prince
Thei
a little
fun"Awith
the failuii
picture.
Caruso
the has
of George
[ other
Jessenight.
Lasky enjoyed the Comedy tl
office.
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Cuts and Flashes
M. Kashin, manager of the Broadway, returned to his desk yesterday
after a severe attack of the "flu."
Dr. D. L. Ditmars will show pictures of marine life around Naples
at
Feb.New
12. York University at 4 o'clock

Winners of Contest
George J. Schaefer of the New Yorj
exchange of World Film won the gol
watch offered in the contest for th

Tom P. Forman, Lasky, is in charge
of the house built and managed by
boys in the service at Vancouver Barracks.
Frank Mayo, former World player,
and recently with Mary MacLaren, has
been engaged for the support of Anita
Stewart.
"Purity", it is understood, will
have its first St. Louis presentation
at the Oeden week of Jan. 26, under
the title of "Innocence". M. R.
Dick has been handling the picture
in St. Louis.

Funny bow all these villains are
such nice fellows off the screen.

and flivvers is certainly the last word
in round-upB.

An Australian soldier has sent Sally
Crute a "Kooka Burra" (whatever
that is).

Summin' up all the press stories
about Dorothy Phillips 1 guess we'll
have
to say
in love with
California
— andthather she's
husband.

Ida Max Parks, Universal director,
Eddie Dustin, Pathe Exchange
manager, St. Louis, has recovered says an actor should translate his voice
his face. Gee ! I'd like to be around
from the "Flu". Eddie has had to
when they try that.
quite a tough time of it lately, as
his wife and children were also ill.
In the "13th chair" Marie Shotwell
wears a dress of gald cloth with
There is a quiet tip out that a somewhat sensational announcement on or spiders runnin' around on it, and well.
about Feb. 5, will solve the Broadway — it fits her figure pretty fondly.
mystery of "What is Rothapfel going
to do?"

Lila Fee has a pet horse named
"Hippocrates." He has a wooden legin fact
has four.
kind
of he
a horse
he is. Cause that's the
Doris Lee who's playin' opposite
Charles Ray is lookin' for another
bungalow 'cause the piano she got for
Christmas is too large to get through
the

doors

and

the

horrid

old

owner

I'.elie Daniels ol Pathe received fixe
ouldn't let her tear down the side of
proposals of marriage on Christmas Une house
Bobby Vernon who appeared in a day,— and refused them all, — rememWhile
D
number of Triangle Keystone come- 1 hi in' I guess that savin' "'bout Peace
was a inyoung
the
mountains of North nvon
Carolina
dies is now discharged from the
mountaineer
who was workin' extra in
"
Navy and will make his first screen on Earth —
liillie
Rhodes
in hardly
"Hoop wait
La" to
a cirre-appearance in Christie comedies.
cus picture.
I can
see the picture goi to talkin' to Ft and
told her that he was awful happy
it. It's got a livin' skeleton, a bearded
Every other Saturday night has lady, a band of clowns, pop corn, pea- 'cause he bad ju^' married the prettiest jjirl in the mountains. Doris
been
"General
Nrght"at
nuts, sideshows and evervthin'.
at
the designated
U. S. Naval
Air Station
' curious
said
she'd
like to see
Montauk Point, L. I., by Lieut. F.
s Anderson
receivedin anpictures
offer —to i Doris
ner> sogot'-u'a t0uk
ner '"
'llld
H. Richardson, chairman of the sta- go Mtoi England
shock-for
the higirlcabin
who was
to appear
tion welfare committee. On these but she refused.
Guess she thought only 18, chewed tobacco, ate clay, was
wrinkled
and
looked
15.
But
her
nights the show for the boys will one Mary
Anderson
in Englai
husband thought she was beautiful.
be made up entirely of General sub- enough.
jects.
That's worse than a case 1 know
Tom Mix says that there's a cattle back home of a man whose wife has
man in Prescott, Arizona, who uses an only two teeth.
But he's always goOnce Upon A Time
aeroplane to locate his lost cattle fori in' around braggin' about her and savHOBART HENLEY
a round-up. Then the boys go out in I in' "Well she may only have two teeth
was an actor— a bad actor
a flivver and shoo 'em in. Aeroplanes I—but by josh thev hit"

Answer.
of's "America'
biggest ^book
" The ing
J
salesman
prize wai
won by Bet: S. Morgenroth, who wr
receive a silver cigarette case.
The contest provided a prize for tb
exchange manager of World securing
the highest percentage of contract!
the percentage being based on th
number of theaters in his respectiv
territory. The salesman's prize wa
to be awarded to the salesman secuj
ing the highest percentage of contract;
on the basis of the number of theatee
in his territory. In figuring the pei
centages no allowances were made fa
closed theaters, the full number of the
aters in each territory, whether opei
or
closed, were used in the computa
tions.
Some of the exchange percentage
are as follows: New York, 60; SeattU1
54; Denver, 53; Boston, 50; Detroilj
48; Cleveland 45; St. Louis, 42
Atlanta, 41; Dallas, 38; Kansas City
38; Philadelphia, 34: Ind'anapolis, 31
Minneapolis, 31 ; Pittsburgh, 29:
Buffalo, 28; San Francisco, 25fi
Chicago. 25; Cincinnati. 24; Wash'
The eleven highest salesmen an*
I in^on'
23< Salt Lake<
21.
their percentages
:
Ben Morgenroth, New York. 88% Plui
II. E. Friedman, New York. 83%
Jay Emanuel,
Phila
74%
J. C. Bullwinkle, Boston
70%
Salesman Rose, New York. .67%
H. M. Davis
Boston
63%
Fmile Bullwinkle, N. Y
61%
F. C. McConnell, Detroit. . .58%
A. L. Ehrlich. Cleveland. . .58%
B. Lyon, Chicago
55%
H. M. Starretl, Cleveland. .53%
House Changes.
Utica. N. Y.— Eugene L. Koenke.i
representative
of Wilmur & Vincent, has purchased the Colonial
Block on Bleecker
street.

DAILY
In the Courts
acts by
he ground that recent
d directors of the New
Motion Picture Corp. resulted
te of the assets of the corporli'ed in the busuit liasbybeen
William N. Brewer
Court
other stockand
lf
himse
of
xU
5 who may care to join with
of the acts
nting
accou
or an
setofficers and for an order
side the acts of the directors
the
st
again
,are alleged to be
terests ot the company and
are alleged to have been in
terests of the directors per-

complaint by House, Grossd-Vorhaus, names as defen
ant E. Aitken. Charles Liy„ Walter N.'Seligsberg, David
"ris and Adam Kessel,
Jr. The
1 owns 260 shares of the IP,rjres outstanding stock of the
Ltion, and alleges that the deb control the majority stock,
inate t'e policies of the corTnHe allegs that theAitke
n
Corp. of which
and Seligsberg a director,
practically identical offices
je New York Motion Picture
land the Triangle owns 75 per
I its stock, while the Triangle
Liting Corp., has offices in the
fcilding with the New York
Picture Corp. The Keystone
o of which Aitken is strcain
tnd director, has office
.roximity and the Western
Co, has offices in the same
\r and its affairs are lodged in
hs which
incline Harry
E.
The complaint
y E. Aitken.
is enthat Tohn Simonds
n the film business as the W.
dethe
thictions Co.. and all
diare interested
s named
W. H.
[r indir
ions
Co.ectly in the

:r alleges that the defendants
pired to direct the affairs of
v York M. P. Corp., for their
rscnal benefit and against the
of the minority stockholdersa plan
f they are "engagedteIn the
asppropria
misa
Kan
cial
hed finan
loss of the N.
rity
mino
?. Corp. and the
ders." and that in bad faith
out the knowledge and confin- plaintiff they have con0 sell the property of the
ion to other concerns with|iiate consideration."
ts obiected to by the plainte pale of negatives of films
eystone Company and the
Distributing Corp., and ten
1 of pictures to the Western
~o
Thev have sold negailliam S. H?r_t films to the
■ Productions
Co.. and have
ffe ruber City plant to the
Film Corp. bv extending
jiHe Wge credits contrary
Eablished custom of the busiconsennenre of the lack
,h'ch t^ey might have reaplaintiff savs the derend. catted the N. Y. M. P.
iotow lar^e funds bv mortne property,
and to take
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Nothing Extraordinary, But Should Get by as Passable Film
J. Warren

"COME
J. D. Hampton, Prod.

park bench ' ero, but they may be expected to find amusement in following the comedy romance with a meller
tint.

Kerrigan ir.

AGAIN

SMITH"

W. W. Hodkinson

Corp., Dist

DIRECTOR
'.
E. Mason
Hoppei.
SUPERVISED
BY
Jesse
D. Hampton.
AUTHOR
John H. Blackwood.
CAMERAMAN
Chas. Stumar.
AS A WHOLE
Mixture of comedy and drama
that holds interest most of t'ne way.
STORY
Reveals some ingenuity in plot construction, although t'~e theme is ord.nary.
DIRECTION
Goes after comedy points and
generally gives a natural touch to scenes.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies; for the most part
LIGHTINGS
Rather
uniform.
good.
CAMERAWORK
Nothing
extraordinary.
STAR
W 11 be liked in this; has opportunity for
some character work.
SUPPORT
Efficient; Lois Wilson and William
Conklin figure most prominently.
EXTERIORS
All that the action demands.
NTERIORS
Correctly arranged.
DETAIL
Shows
regard
for small points in
photoplay production.
CHARACTER OF STORY
.... Enfrely inoffensive.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
.... About 5,027 feet
Some of your folks won't recognize handsome J.
Warren Kerrigan when they first meet him as "Come
Again Smith". He is a park bench loafer, disguised
by a three day's growth of beard and a liberal coating
of dirt. And his companions at the free resting place
look like sure 'miff down-and-outers. But there's a
sudden transformation, bringing back Warren as his
customarily well groomed self and therein lies the
story, which is good enough in the way of light entertainment.
To be sure, things do happen rather oddly and conveniently, but there needn't be any real kick about
t^at, as long as the author has given a certain surface
plausibil'ty to his narrative and the characters help
to make you believe it. Fans aren't going to be exactly surprised at the way affairs turn out for the

At college they called him "Come Again Smith",
because he was a free spender, so free in fact that his
Dad, a western oil king, decided that his province in
life was t|» spend mo.ey, not to earn it. Defying the
precedent of all millionaire movie parents, Warren's
father absolutely refuses to put him to work, so the
youth sets out to fight his own way. He has advanced
downwards to the fringe of trampdom as the story
opens.
A copper is dragging him off to jail when H. A.
Harrows, a prosperous broker, happens along with his
friend William Conklin, a wily promoter. They have
had a little dispute about oil stock investment and
Barrows has announced that the only bond worth
buying is "the bond of humanity". Regarding the
hapless Kerrigan as a reasonable prospect, he takes
h!m to his home for a week's trial.
In ore'er to explain his presence to Barrows' wife,
\Vinirred Greenwood and his sister, Lois Wilson,
Kerrigan is asked to invent a pleasantly romantic
story about his past. He tells how he came to be
called "Come Again Smith", how he determined to
prove his worth, despite the skepticism of his millionaire father, and altogether concocts a wild sort of
ra'e, w'ich frns" out to be nothing more than the true
story of his life.
Seeing alationshipchance
capitalize
reto the oil to
king,
Conklin,ontheKerrigan's
stock broker,
employs him at a salary of $100 a week. He booms
his stock by making it appear that the millionaire oil
man is one of his backers. Also, he gets Barrows"
wife into tro'ible by persuading her to invest $10,000.
Forced to pawn a necklace in order to cover the investment and then account for the disappearance of
the jewels, the woman becomes the center of a meller
sequence in which the willun is exposd and "Come
Again Snrth" is recognized as the millionaire's son.
The love interest developed between Kerrigan and
Lois Wilson is slight, but suffices for a picture of this
stamp. Charles French and Walter Perry are in the
cast.

Make a Point of Lines Bringing in Catchy Titles
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
This is just an average film, likely to get by safely
enough, but not justifying special boosting. Whether
:t draws business for you or not, depends largely upon
the popularity of Kerrigan in your community.
In playing up the star, I would try to give the impression that as "Come Again Smith" he has a role
permitting real characterization and that he makes
an interesting contrast between the down-and-outer
and the socially correct millionaire's son. The title
indicates comedy, so I would go strong on that end
n preference to the dramatic features of the plot,
which are not prominent enough to count much.
Lois Wilson is coming to be known as Kerrigan's
'esding woman, so I would mention her rather con-

from the Triangle "property for
which the Triangle had no need or
use for a grossly excessive consideration."

QUOTATIONS
Famous
Lasky
World
Triangle

Players—

Bid Asked Sale
33
38
34
3/16 5/16
54
V2

spicuously in advance announcements, also using her
picture in your lobby display. Her role doesn't figure
very largely in this instance, but some folks may be
attracted 1 y her good looks. The name of Winefred
Greenwood, William Conklin and H. A. Barrows also
should be referred to in your advance publicity.
"Come Again Smith" is a title that offers chances
for various twists in the way of catchlines. For
example: "Can you guess why they called him 'Come
Again Smith' ?" or "It's 'Come Again Smith' as long
as your bankroll holds out — Then what? See J. Warren
Kerrgan in his new picture." For another angle say:
"Did you ever invest in the Bond of Humauity? It
paid a big dividend in 'Come Again Smith'."

Valuable Prop.
In "The Lion and the Mouse,"
which Tom Terriss is completng,
perhaps the most valuable prop ever
used in a motion picture production is seen, namely, ' the original
"Duchess of Devonshire", by Gainsboro, which is valued at over
$800,000.

B. H. Mills, manager of the Elk
Photo Play Co., is sick at home with
the "flu."

^"~~-

People seldom improve zvhen they
have no other model but themselves
<> copy after. — Goldsmith

jMA
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On Broadway

Black Cloud of Censorship

Strand — "The
Fighting
Roosevelts"
Topical Review
Pathe — Analysis of Motion — "Somersault Diving"
Harold
Lloyd
Comedy — "Going,
going, gone."
"Topics of the Day."
Rialto — "Labrador," Post Travel series
Topical Review.
Bryant Washburn — 'The Way of a
Man With a Maid."
Sunshine
Comedy — "Oh,
What
a
Knight."
Rivoli
— Prizma natural color pictures
Rivoli Pictorial.
Elsie Ferguson— "His Parisian Wife"
Sennett
Comedy — "Cupid's
Day
ay
ty"
w
i
d
n
t
a
a
e
r
o
m
h
a
Br ff." — "TFifth HeWeek. of Hu
O
Topical Review.
New York Roof —
Tusday — Wm.
Russell — "When
A
Man Rides Alone."
Wednesday — Louis Bennison — "Sandy Burke of the U-Bar-U."
Thursday — Sessue Hayakawa —
"Bonds of Honor."
Friday — Harry
Carey — "Roped."
Evelyn
Mesbit — "Who
Will Marry
Saturday — Louise
Huff — "Heart
Me."
Gold."
Sunday — May Allison — "In For
Days."

of
30

CLASSIFIED.

The classified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt want. It is the market
place when buyer and seller — employer
and employee or the small advertiser
can put his story before practicalK
every live exhibitor- in the countn
every day in the year, at nominal cost
Rate 50c per line. Cash with order.
Second hand studio light (Cooper-Hewitt's)
will pay cash. Must act at once. J. C., Box
80, c|o WID'S DAILY.

WANTED

TO BUY.

Second hand Theater equipments.
Cash Price — Box 55 this office.

Highest

Second hand studio equipment with full
setting; for parlor, bedroom and reception
hall.
Box 72 clo WID'S DAILY.

HELP

WANTED.

Operator Wanted— Must be clean cut.
steady and willing to work : must be able
to operate two Powers 6B machines and
generating set : must know the work from A
to Z. Good steady job to the right man
No booze fighter need apply. S. K. Leen.
Ruby theater,
Jamestown,
N. D.
Manager for 600 seat house in New
Jersey— salary and home arrangement. Tel)
all in first lettr.
Box 105 this office.
Operator and Al man for electrical work
must know all about Powers machines
Good position for right man Address K. C
clo WID'S
DAILY
Orpanist for Wurlitzer Special V. must
be steady and sober — good position, steady
emnloyment, salary in accordance with
ability, must
furn*'sh
demonstration.
SCHADE
THEATER.
Sandusky,

POSITION

Ohio.

WANTEdT"

Piano player at liberty wants steady job.
Best of references. Will go anywhere. D. T.
care of Wid's Daily.

FOR

DAILY

SALE.

A new $fi0.(K) home projecting machine for
$37.50. Attach to any socket. Projects full
reel standard film Room 801. 145 West 45th
Street.

"The black cloud of State censorship of motion pictures is again seen
on the horizon — at Albany. "It is to
be hoped," says the New York
Times, "that the fresh wind of clear
thinking and artistic sincerity will
soon blow it completely away.

public mind and taste, and educa-.
tion, in this sense, means the power of selection properly exercised.
This power comes irom practice
under such favorable conditions asf
are provided by the National Board
of
Review
Motion Pictures
and"
many
other ofcommunity
and private

"Assemblyman William F. Brush
of Orange County has introduced a agencies. How can there be adequate popular practice in selection
bill into the Legislature that would if an arbitrary
censor is to do the
establish a department of motion
selecting
for everybody? Any standpictures, headed by a commissioner
ard maintained by censorship even
whose duties would include the cen- if admittedly good, is established on
sorship of films and the drawing of
sand
and will not endure. The peoa salary of $7,500 a year.
ple, relieved from restraint, as they
"The idea of a department of mo- must be from time to time in the
tion pictures for any of the several ordinary run of events, will turn
purposes mentioned in the bill is to license, as they always do under
not attractive, but the writer does the circumstances, and their last
not care to speak positively at this ■•fate will be worse than the first.
time on any of them except that Whatever standard ;s established by
of censorship.
popular education is maintained by
"An official censor, any political its own sure strength in the minds
and hearts of those for whom it
appointee of a Governor, empow- lives. It is their own creation. And
ered to say what the people of the
State shall see on the screen and it does not remain at a fixed level.
to go.higher it is, the higher it tends
what thev shall not see is an ob- The
stacle in the way of moral and intellectual progress as well as a czar
"All of this does not approve of license. The question of license
whose existence is a denial of democracy. Official censorship is bad should not enter into the discussion,
in theory and worse in practice. The because, in the police and courts,
very idea upon which it is based there are at present means for the
denies the fundamental truth that suppression of any deliberately vicious picture. It is liberty that cenreal growth and development must
be free and experience gives abunsorship attacks, not license."
dant testimony to the fact that cenSt. Louis — The Consolidated
sorship is almost invariably characterized by stupidity, ignorance, Theaters Co., owners of the Linand bigotry, and sometimes selfish dell, Maffitt, Montgomery, Novelty,
interest.
[Arco. Lafayette. Lovell and Cherokee, have bought the Kings, Park
"No unbiased person denies that
many photoplays are worse than and Shenandoah. The deal was consummated with the Cella and Tate
trash. It is agreed among disin- enterprises.
terested people that the influence of
many pictures is not good. But this
is no reason for an official censor,
because of two facts: First, agencies
of restraint and education are alWVP0N and STRIP
WWffi/'d M& UCHL-roMmmAR.V
ready at work correcting the existing WELPON.W1LLIAMS
evils, and, second, an official censor
would hamper these agencies and
fail to correct the evils. The evils
would grow during his regime. Perhaps he would suppress a few scenes
not good for young mirrds, but, unless he was such a censor as the
world has never seen, he would permit the exhibition of many more
scenes of unhealthful influence and
suppress sincere photoplays whose
influence would be good. His idea
of what to suppress would almost
PBODlfEHS
certainly be born of narrow-mindTake out the Jump
edness. He would be guided by irWe positively guarantee to frame up
rational rules and prejudices wellknown today for their efficiency in
yotie inserts
GUNBY
LABORATORIES
stunti-g and their incompetence in
l45W4SST
PH
8352 BRYANT
recognizing real values and true
Studio ForRcnt
Fully Equipped
processes of development. He would
be controlled by political and social
b;as, regarding as evil anything that
did not fit into his ready-made conception of what ought and ought not
to be.
5725 yphoto
rltne:r Bryant
Vrs Poste
Postitors
Exhib
& Suppl
Co.s
"But this is discussing probabilities. The certainty is that the evil
209-213
WEST
48th
ST..
of official censorship is inherent in
NEW
YORK
CITY
i ensorship itself. The production
of wholesome, artistic photoplays is
SUPPLIES
SLIDES
dependent upon the education of the

TOURNEUR

MADE

WOMil

and we made the LOBBY
DISI
Our
work
reflected
the spirit
Krsat
director
and
the
state
uyers
in every
instance endon
claim.
KRAUS

MFG.

CO.

220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

R

OSS & CO. Printi,
ight kind of work
egular service.
OSS is the name
RODERICK ROSS
Chicago, Illinois.
488-450 N. Wells St.,

raises
lpt,.c'fiCKtT SCLUNd
-O
Cash registe

snd USED
all lo'cdsUNIVERSALLY
of Theatre T!
1731 BROADWAY
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OREIGN FILM TITLES
Are

THE

*!

ELIAS New |
O Street,
CISC
220 AN
West
42nd
FR
Phone: "Bryant 9351

LILLIAN

WARB

Artists' and Directors' Represen
Catering especially to Motion Pi
PUTNAM
BUILDING I]
1493 Broadway

SUN-LIGHT

ARC

Root]

CO..

218 Wes 48th St.
New York
TELEPHONE

BRYANT

4468

j. JUSTICE HARMER,

Prt

Dirty Film

+

minimum boot]

Clean Film

+

maximum bo oil

J

Take Your Choicj]

Film Renovating
729 7th Ave.

New 1

Authority
Price 5 Cents .
L. VII No. 22

Thursday.

r.Sunday
C. T. Shows
U. InWould
FightLead
to

Wide
Open
Sabbath.
,1 to \\ ID'S DAILY)
Kiapolis. — Messages are bcng to come to senators from
lonstituents wlio are opposed
e bill to legalize Sunday mopicture shows, which has again
placed before the senate for
alter having been passed in
917 session and vetoed by the
rnor.
The
Indiana
W. C. T.
tspecialy active in its opposio the measure, and the LegisCouncil
of Indiana
Women,
which the VV. C. T. U. is
ted, has gone on record as opto such legislation. This is
rst time the Legislative Counter took such action, its policy
to initiate or endorse desired
ares. This is regarded as an
uil case, and the sentiment of
ouncil against the bill was
g enough to carry the motion.
: women believe that passage
e bill legalizing the Sunday
rmances will lead to further
and addled privileges reg in a ''wideopen"
state on

January 23. 1919

Kasnin is Symphony Manager.
M. Kashin, manager of the Broadway has been manager of the Symphony at Broadway and 95th Street
for the past three weeks. This dispels any rumor atl.iat regarding the
taking over of the Symphony by
western theatrical men. Kashin is doing to the Symphony what he did to
the Broadway. The . pictures are
hooked independently. Last Friday
and
"The Common
was Saturday,
shown to capacity
houses. Cause"

Griffs

HEARST

AFTER

Could

Have

William Randolph Hearst is making an effort to land the
distributing rights to the productions of the "Big Five"- Grif
fith, Pickford. Fairbanks, Chaplin and Hart. He has sent individual telegrams to the stars asking they consider the idea of
having the Hearst film organization— the international Film Setvice Co.— distribute their productions. Chaphn bas already
answered.

Nursery

The telegrams which were sent out
on "Natural
Tuesdayly read
have- heard of proposed
combination of big five. Wiring you
each individually same telegram in
hopes you will take matter up with
your attorneys. There is no organization in the world that can be of the
to you as the Hearst institu
tion with its wonderful chain of newspapers and magazines. Would you
mim: extending to the International
your proposition? You know we can
finance same plus the tremendous
publicity. We are ready to negotiate
if you are willing to talk business
with us. Please wire.
C. F. Zittel
International Film Service Co., Inc.
sent to "Zit" by Charlie
"C.TheF. reply
Zittel
Chaplin
reads :
International Film Svc Assn
58 St &- Broadway
New York City

V-

i Rev. Morton C. Pearson, secof the Church Federation of
napolis, said that the policy of
tederation would be to bring
a defeat of the Sunday motion
e bill passed at the last sesand vetoed by the Governor
te for the 1917 legislature to

Thanks for your telegram. J realize
advantage of your organization and
the wonderful publicity that would be
derived from same. We have not yet
fully formulated our plans but can
personally assure you that your proposition will receive every consideration. Will advise you at earliest
possible moment.

No. 3

ttle Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
1 HAT
serial
or scenic?
You want to advertise it,
but you can't afford a
page. Here's a sugges— use five inches in WID'S
MLY- total
cost
fifteen
cks — less on contract.
It
ILL be seen and WILL be
id by the man you wish to
ch. It will bring results
a, if the reports we are now
tting from our daily adverers can be taken as criterion.
our advertising
depart:nt show you how it can be
ne on less money.

BIG COMBINE

With Financial
and Publication
Support Figures Big Five
Unusual
Distributing
Proposition
With Internatonal Film.

act on the veto.
The bill, as passed, did not permit
motion pictures in the forenoon
on Sunday In some way it was
changed before it reached the Governor. The bill has been handed
down in the senate for action. The
church federation says the Rev. Mr.
Pearson will oppose it because it
opens the doors wide. With this
bill defeated, as the federation hopes

it will be, the federation will then
be prepared to deal with any new
measure that comes before the present session.
Press book of "Made in America"
is about ready to be put in the hands
of the printer. It will contain a great
number of valuable advertising suggestions and a lot of helpful publicity
written from many angles.

Commenting on the offer Zittell
Chaplin."
said : "Mr. HearstCharlie
and myself
were
looking out the windov 1 up here.
We're on the 16th floor and have considerable vision. The idea developed
that we should handle the proposition.
Why not? We have all the money
that would be needed, millions if
necessary, and brains enough, I believe to take care of the business.
Besides, Chaplin and I have been
friends for many years — way back in
the davs when he was in vaudeville."
How the Combine Idea Started.
Joe Lee, of the Anita Stewart Prodiu.uons, returned yesterday from the
Coast. He was the first film man to
arrive in New York from Los Angeles
since the news of the big combination
broke. (Continued
"It's funny,"
"hut
on said
Page Lee.
2)

K^Ei£LOSb*tKa
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Copyright 1S18,
Inc. Published
New
FILM York,
FOLKS,N.

How the Combine
(Continued from
Price S Cents

Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Y. by WID'S FILMS and
Inc.

F C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and
Treasurer ; Lynde Denig, Editor ; Joseph
Dmnnscberg, Vice-President and Managing
Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business Manager.

New Theaters

Started.
Page 1)

the big combine idea started as a joke
with the idea of getting some publicity.
It began in a little squib item and the
first thing you know it had spread to
big type, first page stories and extras,
and then the big stars began to take
the idea seriously. What's going to
be done I don't know. But it started
as a press story only.

O'Brien Conferring With Stars
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Denis O'Brien, perTerms (Postage free) United States, Outside sonal
representative
and attorney
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Pickford,
Douglas
Fairmonths, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign for Mary
$20.00.
banks and others of the new combination, arrived here last Saturday
Subscribers
should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S and immediately went into conference
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St., New
with Fairbanks and others interestYork, N. Y.
ed in the new combination.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt 4551-2
It is expected that any day a statement will be issued announcing the
officers of the new corporation, and
Select reports that the net rentals the distributng plans.
of the company for the week ending
January 4 represent a high peak in
the company's history.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y„ under
the act of March 3, 1879.

Cuts and Flashes

Mete
Redmond,
Wash.— W.
opened
Victory.
I

St.

Helens,

W.

Ore.— W.

H.

Van
Bower

opened.
Grandview, Wash. — C. Van WinO. Sutton re-opened thea1 kkle terand
here.
|

1

nowEnterprise,
open.

Ore. — O.

K.

theater

Wilmington, Del. — A a recent meeting of the City Council, the question
of charging Immanuel P E. Church
I for a license for a motion picture
[
theater was discussed. Church memj
bers have been giving shows once a
1
week, the proceeds being applied to
the church debt.

QUOTATIONS
Famous
World
Triangle

Plavers

Bid

33
%
5/16

Asked

38
y2
Y%

Sale

"jaunt."

Matt Moore, Tom's brother,
makes his first appearance in Goldwyn films as the leading man for
Mae Marsh in her latest picture,
''The Bondage of Barbara."

PUBLICITY
Hy Mayer, cartoonist, has beenj
cured to provide a series of illus
tions for stories on "The Red Glc!
Universale latest serial featuj
Marie Walcamp. The Mayer ill
trations with the stories will bell
lished by leading daily newspaper'
all parts of the country as parij
Universale plan to co-operate '
exhibitors booking the serial.

'The Border Legion" gets blanket
booking on Poli Circut ; to play Moore
theaters in Washington.
Six hundred wounded soldiers will
see "The Fighting Roosevelts" to-day
at noon ; at the Strand.
The first trade, or organization and
press showing of "Made in America" will be given late next week.
The entire series, eight reels, will
be displayed.
Leo Feist is bringing out a new
song entitled "Heart of Wetona",
with words by Sidney D. Mitchell
and music by Archie Gottler. The
song is dedicated to Norma Talmadge and bears an autographed
photograph of the Select star on the
cover. It seems to be getting the
fashion to dedicate songs to Norma
Talmadgre. This is the third time
she has been so honored.

Wonder
why Jondee
Williams
staying over in Los Angeles?

Hear Fred Warren is going to
Edsel Ford to Los Angeles
fo

They say the only things that will
make a girl cry, are men and money.
Alan Holubar discovered that in very
little girls it's only money 'cause in
"The Heart of Humanity" he had to
make a group of children cry — and
they just wouldn't or couldn't. He
finally
had adollar
brightpromised
idea andit holdin'
up a silver
to the
child who cried the hardest. The
children only giggled. One little girl
wanted the dollar very much — but
didn't want to cry for it. He held it
away from her hand and she got so
mad at him that she stamped her feet
and raved and finally burst into angry
tears. She cried so long and so loud
that the other children became frightened and catchin' her spirit, started
in to cry too — and he had his scene.
All for a dollar!

phernalia with you."
"What size box do you want?"
"Oh, I don't know about that.
Use"Butyourwho's
own dead?"
judgment."
"No one's dead. We want you to
draw
a picture
for us."
"Guess
you've
got the wrong
number.
This is the undertakers."

Universal has sent G. Ho*
Mortimer to Baltimore, Washinjj
and Cleveland to assist exhibitor!
launching their publicity and adl

tising campaigns on "The Heari]
In Washington, Mortimer presJ 1
"The
Heart of Humanity" beij
Humanity."

Secretary
of Warofficials
Baker,at 'and
o{
high
government
the Pj
When Fred Stone was makin' that Club and secured some valuable I
operation
for
exhibitors
by
so
doi
circus picture "Under
the Top," he |
says he heard strange
noises and
Pathe Gets New Serial.
had a feelin' that some
one was
hoverin' near him all the time.
Pathe will handle the new sej
We don't need Sir Oliver to tell which is now in course of pro<
Photoplays,
us
it was
P. with
T. Barnum
wantin' to tion by Western
shake
hands
him.
Aim Luther and Charles Hutchij
play the leads.
After the success of "Skinner's Dress
Exhibitors Wined and Dined
Motion Picture Exhibitors Le; 1
Priscilla Dean says that she has Suit" I guess Bryant Washburn •■
scrubbed more square feet of floor glad he's goin' to do another Satur- of Brooklyn and Long Island he I
day Evenin' Post Story. It's to be Victory Dinner at the Impel
space than any office janitress of her "Venus
in the East" by Wallace Brooklyn. Tuesday evening at w|
Irwin.
own age in the country. I haven't
were present 250 guests. Professii]
been around much in offices so I can't
talent entertained the theater 11
say but the office janitresses that I
Faire Binney says "I want to do Among the speakers were Bore
have seen are far from Priscilla's everything there is to do, whether it Prsident Riegelman, County C
tender age.
is pleasant or unpleasant. When I Kelly. Health Commissioner C:
die, I want to feel that I have not land and Audrey Munson.
Jeffrey
is just gettin'
a Hugh
telephone
conversation
he had over
the missed a single pleasure, or a single
other day. He wanted an artist to
come up to the studio to do some
Once Upon A Time
Ruth Roland is busy on her new
drawin'. When he got the number, .serial
HENRY WALTHALL
pain. — between accidents.
this was the conversation: —
Paul Scardon has sent all his bull
"We'd like to make arrangements
was
a
lawyer
in a small soutli
is to have you come up to the Metro dogs to a boardin' school or some- town.
studio at once and bring your para- thin' up town.

DAILY
CLOSE - UPS
•Y

COMLY

little star is 'oo,
rhose
Cries the magnate in sorrow,
;ine but for today,
And your own tomorrow.
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First Rate Story of Newspaper Life is Human
?rank Keenan in

"TODD

OF THE TIMES"

and Real

the newspaper world with a fidelity seldom attained
with "the fourth estate". The setin a film
tings are dealing
notably atmospheric and considerable care
seems to have been taken in the selection of just the
right people for a newspaper office, all of which adds
materially to the illusion. Folks will like this, taken
merely as a story with quite a bit of heart interest,
and also because it deals entertainingly with a phase
of life that lends itself to treatment in fiction.
Keenan is introduced as a man whose one ambition in life IS to become managing editor of the paper
with which he has been connected for years. He's a
first rate newspaper man but, wanting in assertiveness
the proprietor is not ready to give him a more responsible position than that of city editor. Along with the
unfolding of Keenan's character and development of
the situation in the Times
office, they show how a
couple of crooks, under the guise of brokers, open a
bucket shop in the leading temperance hotel in violation of the newly passed anti-betting law.
Having a keen sense for news, Keenan sets out to
get the crooks, involved with the piopnetor ot tne
hotel, who poses as a staunch upholder of civic morality. With a star reporter as his ally, the city editor
pieces evidence together bit by bit and prints the story
on the day that the owner of the paper is away. The
scoop goes over big and the weak city editor suddenly istransformed into a decidedly dominant person,
who is ushered into the chair of managing editor.
His true character having been brought out, Keenan
returns home to become, as he puts it, "managing
editor of his own establishment," and after smashing
up the parlor furniture, he brings his autocratic wife
to terms. An effective comedy element is introduced
in the person of the son, a big, lazy good-for-nothing,
badly spoiled by his mother. Because she insists upon
it, he is given a place on the Times staff where he
gets mixed up with the crooked racing men and
violates
the story. the ethics of newspaperdom by withholding

Robt. Brunton, Prod. — Pathe Dist.
; DIRECTOR
Elliot Howe.
SCENARIO BY
Jack Cunningham.
CAMERAMAN
Charles Kaufman.
Excellent depiction of news'he ranks of the star raisers was i AS A WHOLE
paper
life;
human
and
entertaining.
today by the arrival of STORY
EUnted
Logical in development and provides
\. Berst, who
put the patfi in
star with opportunity for real characteriza*e and "Dusty in United."
tion.
Keeps all scenes true to atmosur idea of a wide gap, Pickford, JDIRECTION
phere and gets good character bits.
i-banks,
Chaplin,
Griffith and jPHOTOGRAPHY
Very good.
[ t gone from the ranks. LawRather uniform, but satisfactory.
is do affirm that an agreement is LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
Up to requirements.
qa contract until signed.
Supplies fine sketch of small town newshe world do move, Harry Sher- STAR
n with nothing to promote, I
acts. paper man; plays with appeal and never overrw him when —
SUPPORT Wisely chosen to give telling interpretations of genuine characters. Buddy Post,
e writers have at last seen the
Aggie Herring and Herschel Mayall, all good.
t and now that the exhibitors,
EXTERIORS
Not many.
ucers,
directors,
cameramen,
Particularly satisfactory in preij:nues
and
propertymen
have INTERIORS
senting newspaper office and scenes in typiindividual
organizations,
the
cal boarding house
[iers are getting busy and are go- DETAIL
Correctness
of settings and individual
ij to amalgamate
to control the
touches in characterizations add much to the
nstry. Their trump
card is to
impressiveness of the production as a whole.
fright the dictionary and then
CHARACTER OF STORY
First rate for any
[producers will have to invent a
type
house.
\f language or else pay the union LENGTH OF of
PRODUCTION .... About 4,700 feet.
Te for scripts. Tom Geraghty
Frank Keenan evidently believes in varying his charbeen elected president
and C.
acterizations,
and the beauty of it is that his versatility
diner
Sullivan,
Chief
Sacred
makes it possible for him to pass from one style of
ewriter of the new merger.
acting to another with equal success. His last production, "The Midnight Stage", dealt with brutality in
directorial note: — Sid Franklin
its crudest form, with Keenan giving a vivid sketch
ts Mary Pickford in her next, of
the outlaw. Here he switches to the other extreme
ert Leonard handles the megaThe role of the son is very well handled by Buddyand presents a very likeable but pathetically weak city
Post, who, in scenes with Keenan near the close of the
\ae over Norma Talmadge's next editor, who is henpecked by his wife and generally
lure. Chester Withey has the
picture, is responsible for some humorous business
kept down in the world because he lacks aggresthat will get over with any crowd. Others in the cast
I," And Mickey Neilan returns s iveness.
\ he directorship of the Blanche
are George Williams. Joe Dowling, Jay Morley and
There is no denying the appeal of Mr. Keenan's exbet company.
Irene Rich.
tremely well-balanced portrayal in a story that reflects
torothy Phillips was stricken with
et Your Gang in to See Keenan a d Count on Their Being Satisfied
i "flu" while nursing friend husBox Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
\i, Al Holubar,
on their return
from New York.
Mr. Holubar
Frank
Keenan
may
always
be
relied
upon to do
with the promise that he does some of his best workow out of danger but consider- something worth seeing when he appears
on the
in this film. On account of the character of the story.
ipprehension
is felt for his
it should be possible to interest your newspaper men
screen and his characterization in "Todd of the
ming wife.
in a picture dealing correctly with a phase of business
Times" is no exception to the rule. In fact, from
some points of view, it strikes me as being one of the
with which they are concerned. It might be worth
illiams, J. D., of the First Na- most human
pictures which
the star has offered.
while to invite them to a special showing and see if
1, apparently grieves not a not
Although it is essentially a story of newspaper life,
they can point out any flaws either in the setting for
live to the combining of the five the qualities of drama and comedy are strong enough
the newspaper office, or the types of men secured for
I most.
He states they are free
copy readers and reporters. Something of this kind
make it go with audiences of all kinds. There's
nd can sign with anyone to
nothing that can possibly give offense and there are
might result in your getting additional space.
I' like, themselves included, the many secenes calculated to strike home with your
<ther is fine and we are getting women folks, quite as surely as with your men patAt all events, boost this in every \\a\ you can for
it is sure to satisfy and will help to build up patronage
ife squares a day.
See you later.
rons. Those in the boarding house showing the domifor the next Frank Keenan you run. For catchlines
nation of Aggie Flerring, as the city editor's wife,
iss Helen Morrison for five should have
a particular appeal to those familiar with
try: "He had the brains, but he lacked the nerve until
he found himself. See how Frank Keenan wins out
bs private secretary to Henry boarding house life.
tfrman, died this week a victim of
Naturally, the main advertising pull will be in the
in 'Todd of the Times' ", or "His wife was boss until
iienza. Mr. Lehrman and the name of Frank Keenan, who should be given all poshe got a regular job, and then— See Frank Keenan in
sible prominence in your displays and publicity, along
aibers of his staff acted as pall
'Todd of the Times.."
iters. Miss Morrison was one of
uniost pleasing and brainy women
To Fight Film Legislation.
Doris Kenyon
Has Influenza.
Wiected with the industry.
Phoenix,
Ariz. — Arizona
exhibiActual work on Doris Kenyon's
tors at a meeting
here discussed
Stage Pictures Shown,
latest picture, "Twilight." was finished methods of fighting proposed legislation against theaters.
Eighty per
private showng of the first four last week at the Biograph Studio. J.
he Stage Women's War Relief Searle Dawley, Miss Kenyon's direc- cent of theater owners in the state |
were present as well as Los Angeles !
i was given yesterday in the
tor, is now cutting the production.
exchange
men.
The
movement
ndler Building to an assemblage of
ble stage stars and authors. Prints No sooner had Miss Kenyon comstarted when the theater men were J
given
a
favorable
verdict
on a
he first five of the series are being
II, ■mix employs his passion who
pleted thewas
finaltaken
scenesillofwith
"Twilight"
a mild charge that their houses were largee at the Universal Laboratories in than she
- Cicero.
of his reason
ly re -"nnsible for the recurrence of j ran truake ni> use
I* Lee and release of the first will attack of influenza, with which she
is still confined to her home.
the "flu.
1 n about 6 weeks.

House Changes
I hiyton, Ore.— Arcade theater
control of organization
into men.
passes
of
business

Effect of Prohibition Wave on Pictures Expected to Prove Profitable

"Roxy" Tells Why He Believes Dri nkless Nights
Will Be HelpfulTheaters
Prosperous in Prohibition Territory.
That
die
prohibition
wave
which
do
not
represent
the clement
that
Sumner,
Wash. — C. V. Bascom
is expected
to make
this country
we want in the motion-picture thea
sold theater to H. U
But with
"dry" next year will be helpful to ters, as things are now.
closing of the saloons, and the
Spokane. — W. Arlington, sold t' c picture industry is the firm be- the
substitution of the movies for the
lief
of
S.
L.
Rothapfel.
Interviewed
share in Players to O. D. Wood- on the subject, he said:
drinking-place, it stands to reason
ward.
"The motion-picture managers that the whole tone of that elegoing to improve; they will
Carlsbourg,
Wash.— L.
LeRoy have every reason to look forward becomement is the
kind of people we want.
most happily to country-wide probdtight
Liberty from
E, Nelson.
hibition. It is plainly true that The motion-picture theater stands
Kirkland,
Wash.— F. W.
Bowen wherever other places of entertain- to gain all around.
ment are closed the motion-picture
"You see, he added, "the motionnow manager of King theater.
picture theater goes to the small
theater profits; and this is especial
town.
And I know what the situaly
the
case
in
the
matter
of
the
1'otlach,
Idaho. — Otto
Lenschel
saloon. There is no question in my
tion in such places is, because I've
now owns People's.
mind that prohibition will be a great been in the saloon business in a
small town myself.
Fairchild, Wash. — Princess remod- help to the, motion-picture business As a matter of fact, many
Welcomed.
eled and seating capacity increased.
people who are in the liquor busi"We certainly welcome prohibiness at present are getting out of it
tion,'' was the pronouncement of S.
Brooklyn, N. V. — Clarendon theater and going into the movies instead. H. Meinhold, of the Loew enterThe
liquor
business
is
absolutely
will be turned into a garage, and showprises. "There is not a particle of
roms for autos.
dead. And the big future of the doubt that it will have a big effect
motion picture is being made all the on the motion-picture theaters; it
should make a lot of difference to
Blackton Finishes Another.
bigger by prohibition.
Will Increase
Business.
our business.
J. Stuart Blackton completed "A
"There
the two things, to be said
'The motion picture theater is the
House Divided" yesterday. It was
our welcome
to prohibition , only rival to the saloon as a cheap
adapted by Anthony Paul Kelly from about
Of course, in the first place, it will place of entertainment. It is
the
Ruth Holt Boucicault's novel "The naturally increase our business.
But only place where a man can be
Substance of his House." The releas- it will also
raise the tone of a sec- amused for a ]ong time at the samc
ing program has not been announced.
tion of the community which per- price that he pays for drinks-or
haps we might not otherwise wish ; less
That is what has made the
""classified
to include among our audiences.
.
motion-picture
theater
the
great
"As to the good effect it will have rival to the saloon everywhere, and
The classified columns of WID't- on our business, it has been true al- that is why, with the closing of the
fill a long felt want. It is the market
ways that the motion picture has saloons, we look for a great increase
been the great foe of the saloon.
place when buyer and seller — employei
n the motion-picture business. Men
and employee or the small advertise)
This has been particularly notice- Men will seek amusement and the
can put his story before practical!)
able in small towns, where, prior motion-picture theater will be the
every live exhibitor in the countr\
to the inauguration of the movie natural place to seek it.
every day in the year, at nominal cost
theater, there was not much to do
"Of course it stands to reason,
Rate 50c per line. Cash with order.
for entertainment, and the saloon too, that the class of people who now
frequent
the saloons are going to
had
things
pretty
much
its
own
Second
hand studio
lightat (Cooper-Hewitt's)
will
pay cash.
Must act
once. J. C., Box
way. With the coming of the mo- the movies instead. It will improve
the
communi
80, c|o WID'S DAILY.
ty
And
I might add
tion picture, which offers clean and
wholesome amusement to the whole here, what is an interesting point —
WANTED TO BUY.
family
Second hand Theater equipments. Highest
for
the
of a man s that the av
*£
evening drinks, manyprice
Cash Price — Box 55 this office.
men have been
quents the saloon £ an entire]
dJf_
quick
to choose
the better enter- ferent character
Second hand studio equipment with full tainment,
when
he
y
and to take their families \ t)le theater"
setting for parlor, bedroom and reception
hall.

Box 72 c|o WID'S DAILY.

HELP

WANTED.

BOY
WANTED
To deliver
Wid's
Dailytheand
makeExcellent
himself
generally
useful
around
office.
chance for advancpment. Apply Business
Manager WID'S DAILY.
Operator Wanted — Must be clean cut,
steady and willing to work ; must be able
to operate two Powers 6B machines and
generating set ; must know the work from A
to Z. Good steady job to the right man.
No booze fighter need apply. S. K. Loen,
Ruby theater, Jamestown,
N. D.
Manager for 600 seat house in New
Jersey — salary and home arrangement. Tall
all in first lettr. Box 105 this office.
Operator and Al man for electrical work
must know all about Powers machines
Good position for right man. Address K. C
c|o WID'S DAILY.
Organist for Wurlitzer Special V. must
be steady and sober — good position, steady
employment, salary in accordance with
ability, must furnish demonstration.
SCHADE THEATER,
Sandusky,
Ohio.

position wanted7~

Piano player at liberty wants steady job.
Best of references. Will go anywhere. D. T.
oare of Wid's Daily.

Picture
Given Clean Bill
______
'
con- j
along.
verse isThattrue,being
too — true,
movie thetheater
Chicago— "Protect
and saloon have been rivals, with
Your
Daughthe theater getting the best of it
ter", has been
a clean
of
generally; but with the elimination health by JudgegivenFitch
and abilljury
of the saloon, the theater is left after two years of litigation
in complete possession of the field.
It has been shown already that motion-picture theaters are exceedingly prosperous in prohibition
territory. It is quite true, I think, that
men who would sit around all evening talking and drinking
are not
going to spend their evenings, when
there isn't anything to drink, just
in talk.
Inexpensive Entertainment.
"They are going to look for something to do that is entertaining and
inexpensive,
and theater.
they'll turn to the
motion-picture
"It is also true that the mass of
men
who habitually frequent saloons
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STATE
RIGHTS
PICTURES
should have a lobby display that lij
the picture
into the SHOW
]
class. We make displays of this char I
acter that gets its response right at thii
Pox Office.
Woman and other productions
now b
our show
■ ' KRATJS
MFG.room.CO.
220 West 42nd St.. N. Y.
.
Tel. 3607 Bryant

OREIGN FILM TITLES
FRANCISCO ELIAS

THENew BES'i
220 West 42ndAreStreet,
Yorfc
Phone.- Bryant 9351
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Artists' and Directors' Representativ.
Catering especially to Motion Picture:
PUTNAM BUILDING
1493 Broadway
Room 30
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is the address of the Printer
that should do your work.
Get in touch with us at once.'
ROSS & CO.
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+

minimum booking

Clean Film

+
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PRODUCERS

Take out the Jump
We positively guarantee to frame up
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Texas Guinan in Series
iernll

Backs

Star in 13 Two
Western.

Have

January 24, 1919

You Noticed?

"W&en ev Picture

Reel

[William L. Sherrill, president of
fohin.tn \musement Corp., has enIVxas Guinan to appear in a
i two reel western dramas to
| released one a week, probably on a
kte rights basis. The first release
til be March 1 and there will be 1.1
\ them.
[The stories were especially written
found Miss
Guinan's
personalty
>y
man who
has gone
through all
Je hardships of western life and has
|red with cowboys themselves.
Mr.
perrill predicts
that
the author's
'pries wll prove a revelation. Sherrill
■ft11 leave ths month
for the coast
th -Miss Guinan to start for the proiction of the twu-reelers.
Executive
Jiees will remain here in New York.

"<*/fiot» itV a

"Cannibals" Breaks Record.
ial to 11 'ID'S DAILY)
Seattle — Martin
Johnson's
film,
Cannibals of the South Sea Islands,"
|}s been breaking
records wherever
has been shown
in the Racine

Failure f

orthwest.
At the Liberty
lines s improved
over thateachof day's
the J
■evious to such an extent that the
m is to be brought back within a,
eek or ten days and given a second
in at this house, where hold-overs
e never permitted.
The picture had a record-breaking]
n at the Apollo, Everett, also.
It |
now booked at all the leading theers throughout the territory.
No. 4

ittle Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
"*HE Art Department of
WID'S DAILY, under
the direction of Mon
Randall, is at your disposal. If we can help you
with layout and art suggestions— and we are now helping
some of the most successful
people in the game — we want
you to call on us. Let's get
together and talk it over. Your
phone is handy, and we're always on the other end. If we
can help you, we'll be happy.
If our suggestion doesn't register, there's always a waste
basket handy. That's fair
enough — isn't it?
A

Griffith Asked

Special Exhibition for "Heart".
Cincinnati. — "The Heart of Humanity" will be given a special
showing to Southern Ohio exhibi, tors next Tuesday. A dinner will
be given after the showing at Hotel
Sinton. J. M. Johnson is devoting
all his time to this picture which has
been booked for two weeks at the
be the effort of some person or per- Stillman Cleveland.
sons in the East to have a Federal
censorship bureau appointed by the
authorities at Washington. This
Funkhouser Wants Job Back.
was among the matters taken up
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
by the circuit. It was decided to
Chicago — Major
M. L. C. Funkask D. W. Griffith to handle, the
houser deposed second deputy supermatter. Whether he will himself
intendent of police is about to rego to Washington to look into it,
new his fight to regain his job The
controversy
between
the Major
and
or will It
appoint
someone,
I don't
know.
is certain
the circuit
will vili be reopened in a day or two in
he city hall administration of police
fight the proposition."
court.
This is the Randall bill previously ,the'Crcuit
| He will
.have the -commisnoted, i
sion's' rulingtryset toaside
To Lead
Fight Against
Proposed
Federal Censorship by Producers.
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles.— T. D. Tally, of the
First cuitNational,
is quoted:
"The
cirhas received
word that
it will

Price 5 Cent".

Exhibitor Control
Planned For Exhibitors Mutual —
Bankers Will Release Holdings.
Sessions of the board of dii
of Exhibitors Mutual have resulted,
it is understood, in the formulation
of plans for making Exhibitors Mutual an absi tluti exhibil - owned
distributing
organization.
Conferences were held between
the directors of Exhibitors Mutual,
officers of Affiliated Distributors
and Robertson-Cole Co. Definitely
the plan adopted i^ to make
tors Mutual a completely exhibitor
owned exchange system which shall
become an open market for the independent producer. The Robertson-Cole Co., in their relations with
Exhibitors Mutual will be the bankers for the independent producer
and handle the foreign market.
The directors of Exhibitors Mutual elected H. C. Corojelius of
Grand Rapids, first vice president,
to succeed James M. Sheldon whose
resignation was accepted, and named
L. A. Cornelius, president of Wolverine Brass Co., a director to fill
the vacancy. I. C. Elston, Jr., of
Chicago, was elected second vice
president to succeed H. A. Brink,
who recently resigned from the directorate, as noted.
The minority stock in the corporation is owned by bankers and other
interests formerly in control of
Mutual,'. An option has been secured by the controlling interests
on
the balance of the holdings which
erally.
is to be offered to exhibitors gen"The control of Exhibitors Mutual is owned by bona fide
picture theater owners," announced
C. C. Pettijohn, general counsel.
"The company is controlled actually by motion picture exhibitors and
it is our plan to make that exhibitors'
ownership
per cent."
trol of the ioo
company
now, The
is in conthe
hands of 14 exhibitors who have an
option on the balance of the stock
now held by bankers.
"We arc working on plans now,"
said President Clark, "to take over
from the bankers interested in the
Exhibitors Mutual, their stock holdings and place them in the hands of
bona fide exhibitors."
Sweet Film to be Shown Here First.
"The Unpardonable Sin" will have
its premier in New York and not in
Los Angeles. The picture has been
booked for a chain of theaters
throng! out, the country. The showing in New York will be in Feb
rnary fallowed by one in Chicago
.
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Losses Guaranteed
By Louisville Exchange
hibitors.
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Cuts and Flashes
Workmen busy erecting what looks
very much like a large electric sign
on the Rialto roof.

to Ex-

{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Louisville, Ky. — -A guarantee to
exhibitors to make good any loss to
them on productions they book
from the Big Feature Rights Corp.,
owners of the First National Exhibitors. Circuit franchise for this
territory, is the pledge of Colonel
Fred Levy, president of the corporation.
The policy became effective on
Jan. 1. The only exceptions to
this for which the concern does
not assume full responsibility for
exhibitor losses are those incurred
as the result of strikes, epidemic or
similar catastrophes.
Beyond this proviso theater owners in Kentucky and Tennessee are
assured of no monetary losses due
directly to inferior quality or lack
of box office value in any production they book from Colonel Levy's
organization.

| News Weekly Changes
Universal

to

Issue

revised

Screen

Magazine.
Universal will issue beginning the
middle versal
of February,
the "New
Screen Magazine
or ReelUniof
Knowledge." This reel edited by
Jack Cohn is a new version of what
Universal has been issuing right
along. Several new departments
have been added among those being
that of William Jerome in a new form
of comedy known
Laughograms.

as

Jerome's

In the Hearst weekly which is distributed by Universal, "Tad" the
famous
of the Hearst
pub"
licationscartoonist
will introduce
Animated
Indoor Sports about February 15.
Reading, Pa. — Carr & Schad, of the
Colonial, Arcadia and Princess, have
purchased the lot at Ninth & Spring
Sts., on which will be erected a picture house It is expected that ground
will be broken about April 1st.

"Call the Cops", another two reel
L-Ko. "Charlie in Turkey", a one
reel cartoon comic by Pat Sullivan, "Mixed Wives", with Billy
Franey, and two Lyons-Moran one
reelers "Kitchen Police", and "Up
the Flu", are also included in the
list of comedies for early February
release

Mayer

To Make Industrial

Eva Unsell, scenario writer, will
address the Cinema Composers at
Columbia University this evening.
The membership of the Cinema
A long time ago in the play, "The
Composers consists of past and pre- Fortune Hunter" everybody was insent students of the photoplay com- sistin' that Jack Barrymore marry
position course at the University.
a certain girl, with oodles of money.
Jack had never met the girl, but his
A Stunt.
friends said everythin' would be arranged ifJack would only promise
When "The Fighting Roosevelts"
was shown at the Strand, the business, to marry her. Finally Jack said,
while big during the first few days, "What's wrong with her?"
was not up to the expectations of the
Now in the picture, "Here Comes
Warner-Collins-First National people. The
he marries a veiled
So they talked it over, and decided on womanBride"
and when the veil is lifted
adding to the usual advertising done
by the house. They secured the cartoon he doesn't kiss her. And knowin'
from the news columns of the Sunday Jack — I guess — maybe — perhaps
one. IS somethin' wrong with this
Herald, and used it as ad copy. The there
result was far beyond their expectations.
Theda Bara says she doesn't see
why people give stars credit for so
little sense. The other day her director told her to bring a suit case for
a certain scene. She said she would.
She did. But everyone from director
Edwards to the property boys thought
ihe would forget it isp thev each
brought one and the studio looked
like the baggage room at Grand Central.

"When the big lawyers get through
will the big stars combine?

Wonder
whether
Louis
lining up a second star?

It's hard to believe that Anthony
Paul Kelly once went without food
for several days, and owed his landlady a four week's board bill. But
she kept him on a gamblin' chance
that if he got a job she got her
money. When he sold his first
scenario he walked into the parlor,
flashed a roll of green backs and
said he was ready to settle up. The
poor lady toppled Orer oa the perfectly good nearby Persian rug.

Henry Lehrman director of the
Sunshine Comedies, has a new idea.
He has a lot of carpenters busy
buildin* miniature sets and actors, a
model aeroplane, submarine, balloon,
battleship, trolley car, steam engine, roof garden and a laundry, to
rehearse
I'llif say
that'sa
scientific. with.
I suppose
he wants
cloud cob.
effect, he'll get out the old
corn
Peggy Hyland has six parrots. Two
speak English, two French and two
Italian. If they'd only take it into
their heads to fly over to the peace
conference, we might get some of that
"dope" we're waitin' for.
The Champion "baby vamp" is at
work. Marie Osborn in a trip cross
country is stoppin' at all the big
cities,
kissin' all
— governors
and the
all.officials— Mayor*

Sunlight Arc Capitalized at $1,01 •
000 — To Enter Educational Fieii
The Sunlight Arc Corp. has b i
formed with capital of $1,000,000/1
prepare for its entrance into 1
industrial field. J. Justice Hani
is president, E. S. Porter, of I •
cision machines, is vice-pro'sid' :
and J. Searle Dawley, director, y\
has left the producing field, is se<4
tary and treasurer.
Sun Light Arc is the name 01
new light said to be revolutioni?
in the problem of proper light?
for film production. The Hit
winch is a portable affair, weighs <f
200 pounds. With a currency ofjffl
amperes, 120,000 candle power is jtainable. For a specified amounts
candle power, the arc consumes 0
per cent less currency than the 1 •
sent lighting units.
Mr. Harmer, president of the opany, has extensive plans for t
making of industrial films. Recefj

he
photographed
She's,I
Alabama
factory theforMussell
the Gov<
ment and the other day the ,s
Mask plant at Long Island City
Last night, with the use of I
light placed in 48th street, the II
side of the Sun Light building d
the inside were photographed. ie

I know a woman who knows
..^S the
JE3I0"Seven
* }° mo.,
ui pasnParamcit
sem r i|
Swans",
everything about other peoples af- and
films, "Private Peat" and a nuns
fairs that's likely to be discovered of other big productions.
here or herepfter, but she can't
Mr. Harmer in regard to his iw
know yet that Pete Smith has worn
plans said : "The increase in cap I
his an
heels
over thr'eetimes
for
apartment
to suit hislookin'
bride ization has been found necess y
elect.
because we intend entering the adustrial field. We plan the wri g
Leonce Perret uses three F.nelish of a scenario showing the manu :words in directin'. Ready— allright turers' rise and the great ins 1tions he has produced. Clos< I
— and shoot".
will be taken of intimate part? if
Priscilla Dean says she doesn't various machines for close stt r
like cats — feline or human.
A director will be in charge of tl ie
industrial productions and an ex rt
If Shakespeare was with us, he'd cameraman
will also be on the jc
*ay, "All the world's a location".

aM^
Murder

Mystery

DAILY

Cleverly Unfolded.

Pauline Frederick in

J OING
n
REAT
2 id Grauman of Los
Angeles telegrapd yesterday to the
Exhibitors Mutual
distributing Corporat>n as follows:
I
CT^he excellency
; -^ and great eduational value of the
/onderf ul 'Johnbn's Cannibals of
ae South Seas', has
he City of Los Anjeles talking.
pe fact that
firauman's is a strictly change weekly
policy house is the
|nly obstacle that
)revents me from
folding this feature
i>ver for a second
Iveek.

I

"SID GRAUMAN"
?obertson-cole company
Jankers and Exporters
rOR the Producers

,

Released through
EXHIBITORS MUTUAL
DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION

"OUT

OF THE

SHADOW"

Paramount.

DIRECTOR
Emil Chautard.
AUTHOR
E. W. Hornung.
SCENARIO
BY
Eve Unsell.
CAMERAMAN
J. Bizeul.
AS A WHOLE
Held the attention all the way
because of splendid treatment and artistic
atmosphere.
STORY
Cleverly devised murder plot sound in
logic.
DIRECTION
Created
suspense
interest
throughout and developed characterizations
in convincing manner; never permitted players to over-reach in dramatic moments and
created truly artistic atmosphere.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Beautiful.
LIGHTINGS
Fine.
CAMERA
WORK
Artistic composition.
STAR
Photographed beautifully
especially in
closeups; sincere artd convincing in dramatic
role, for which she is well suited.
SUPPORT
Wyndham Standing impressive and
dignified; others satisfactory.
EXTERIORS
Generally great
INTERIORS
Good.
DETAIL
Good.
CHARACTER OF STORY . . .»
Nothing to offend.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,102 feet.
In this we get the successful result secured from a
good plot, an able director and a popular, capable star.
In the unfolding of the murder mystery, director
Chautard, by splendid treatment, has managed to
sustain the suspense as well as the heart interest
throughout the offering, never permitting the audience
to beat him to it in the solution.
Here the intimacy of characterization has been well
developed by the intelligent and generous use of closeups, and Miss Frederick is one of the comparatively
few actresses who can withstand the severity of this
test of beauty, as evidenced in the offering.
Her characterization in this affords her ample opportunity for the revelation of her emotional and dramatic
capability through genuine facial expression. Established
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Star and Atmosphere

First Rate

in an environment of wealth and artistry, Miss Frederthe central, pleasing figure in this production of
classic distinction.
Figured as the murderess of her husband, the opening
court room scenes present Miss Frederick on
trial
with the tidal wave of public opinion against her The
jury. in its verdict of not guilty, finds an only sympathizer in the person of Wyndham Standing, philanthropist and reformer. Having invited her confidence
she unfolds to him the unhappy details of her marriage
of her husband's unfounded jealousy for a poor musician who lived in the same house, and whose wonderful
talent she had encouraged.
Dissatisfied with its failure to convict someone of
the crime, the press sends a reporter out in search of
a clue. He follows Miss Frederick to Standing's country home, where hc has persuaded her to visit his aunt
until such time as he can establish her innocence.
It develops, however, that circumstances point to
Standing's being somehow implicated in the murder
when in the first place, she comes across an auto-^
graphed photo of her husband in a secret room
which she discovers by accident. The reporter
too, having witnessed Standing's payment of money to
a tramp with the plea that he keep silent about the
dead man, suggests to Miss Frederick that, she wring
a statement from the tramp. While in a drunken stupor, he tells her, that because he threatened to expose
Standing's murder of another man, unless
more money, Standing killed her husband. he paid him
Having overheard the tramp's account, the reporter
effects Standing's arrest. Really in love with him,
Miss Frederick visits him in jail and declares her trust
in him which is justified when the poor musician turns
up and confesses guilt of the murder, while in a fevercrazed condition caused by illness, and they fade out
the clutch, after Standing's explanation that many
on
fence.
previous he had shot another man in self-deyears
There was an atmosphere of dignity throughout the
offering that lifted it above the ordinary murder plot
which is usually overburdened with artificial meller
situations. The cast as a whole was very good, and
amongst those who appeared were Ronald Byram,
away.
William Gross. Emma Campbell and Nancv Hath-

Star's and Director'* Name Should Guarantee Capacity Audience.
Advertise and do S. R. O.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
To begin with, you have the name of a big and
popular star coupled with that of a capable director
whose name ought to mean something to your regulars
by this time. Too strong an emphasis cannot be
placed upon the fact, that it is of the utmost importance, and to your own especial benefit to acquaint
your fans with the names of big directors as well as
stars. As has been said time and again, it is the director who makes or breaks a production.
Needless to say, the name of Pauline Frederick is
your biggest and surest asset. Miss Frederick is not
only beautiful but generally accepted as a mighty good
dramatic actress. Use large phtographs of her in all
parts of ofyour
lobby, since
there's always
certain
amount
magnetism
in a beautiful
woman, a smartly
gowned, that draws folks in front of your show-shop.
Of second importance is the name of Director
Emile Chautard. Play it up big, in connection with
Miss Frederick's name, and recall his direction of such

wallop!
put a

in your ADS !!

big hits as "The Marionettes", "The House of Glass",
"Her Final Reckoning", "Under False Colors" and
"The Heart of Ezra Greer", and many others.
You can safely and honestly promise a classy production and a good plot that creates suspense and
heart interest all the way. I think too, I'd secure a
large sized photo or poster of Miss Frederick and Mr.
Standing in a garden scene to provide the romantic
angle of interest.
Go after newspaper space and you might use the big
captions
overhusband,
a photograph
of Miss
"Did
she kill her
or was the
man Frederick:
she loved guilty
of the crime? At Blank Theater on Blank night, see
the clever unravelling of this murder mystery, with
Pauline Frederick, in 'Out of the Shadow'. It holds
a big surprise in store for you."
It's up to you to get your folks in for they'll surely
not be disappointed but rather go out with a feeling
of satisfaction.
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House Changes
Gainesville, Texas— -Maj estic has
been re-modeled. New owner is W.
L. Greenhill.

BJljfjtDAILY
The Theatre [Sunday Closing] Question

"That an overwhelming majority of were heard of or anybody even
the people of New Haven favor al- dreamed of automobiles and Sunday
lowing moving picture houses to open
Berkeley, Calif.— St. Francis will be
Sunday evenings is beyond the doubt golf-playing.
changed to a cafe.
"Some of those blue laws have been
of anybody who is closely in touch
suspended by common consent and
Haussler's sold by with public sentiment in this city," because of wise understanding of huCalif.—
Berkeley,
Walter Haussler who now owns the says the Times-Leader.
man needs.
''That a small majority of our peoRegent.
"It is true that legislative action
ple are opposed to allowing theaters
to open Sunday evening lias been made it possible for rich and poor to
Crockett, Calif.— Orpheum to be en- made emphatically evident by public share the common rights and comlarged.
mon needs of modern society without
utterances and the demand that the
unjust discrimination and without
Oakland, Calif.— Gem
to be re- public prosecutor proceed against
theater managers who violate the law. danger of being sent to jail."
placed by a larger house.
"Those who believe it is highly important that the people should have
Oakland,
Calif.— Wigwam
bought
Shauer to Sail.
by F. Blumenfeld.
opportunity for innocent entertainments and pleasures — the recreation
Emile E. Shauer, assistant treasurer
that is essential to healthy physical of Famous Players — Lasky will sail
Comedies Sold
and moral existence are not com- for Europe in a few days. He goes
Unique Comedies have been sold by
paring those of contrary opinions on F. P.-L. export matters.
Arrow to the Premier Feature Film with the Pharisees of old or the PharCo., of Boston for the New England
isees of today — the opponents of Sunday pictures have a right to their
territory and to the Quaker City Feature Co., 'of Philadelphia for Eastern opinions and to exercise free speech
Pennsylvania and Southern New Jer- in expressing them.
Bid Asked Last
Sale
"What the overwhelming majority
who do not agree with their opinions
Players
33
37
Still They Come.
ask is that the laws of the state be Famous
World
%
Vi
C. G. Powell and Joseph J. Good- made to conform to prevailing public
stein of the Keystone Distributing Co. opinion — that those laws be so Triangle
3/16 5/16
Philadelphia are in town.
amended that the man who can afford
the luxury of a sjolf game or an auto
CLASSIFIED.
ride on Sunday shall not have a monopoly of nleasure and recreation, so
far as enforcement of the Sunday law
The classified columns of WID'S is concerned.
&U a long felt want. It is the market
"That's a fair request and it should
place when buyer and seller — employer
and employee or the small advertiser be speedily granted by the legislature which is now in session.
aaa put his story before practically
•very live exhibitor in the cotmtry
"Every pleasant Sunday in the year
a
limited
number of men and women
•very day in the year, at nominal co«t
who can afford the luxury of golfRate 50c per line. Cash with order.
playing enjoy that exercise without
Second
hand studio
lightat (Cooper-Hewitt's)
will
pay cash.
Must act
once. J. C, Box restraint or threats of prosecution.
Take out that Jump
80, c|o WID'S DAILY.
"Every pleasant Sunday thousands
We positively guarantee to frame up
of
people
enjoy
the
luxury
of
auto
FOR SALE
misframed inserts
A new $60.00 home projecting machine for rides, some going to the shore, some
GUNBY
LABORATORIES
$37.60. Attach to any socket. Projects full into the country, some to places
I45W45ST
PH. 8355 BRYANT
reel standard film. Room 801, 145 West 45th
where they dine simply, others to reStreet.
Studio ForRent
Fully Equipped
sorts where they dine noisily and exWANTED TO BUY.
pensively. Nobody threatens them
Seaond hand Theater equipments
with arrest, nobody asks that they be
Cash Priee— Box 55 this aCtee.
arrested or that the dealers who sell
448-450 N. Wells Street,
Seeond
hand studio sqaipmsnt
with full them gas. oil, tires and tubes, shall
setting for parlor,
bedroom
and
be sent to jail.
Chicago, 111.
hall. Box 72 e|o WID'S DAILY.
is the address of the Printers
"Has anybody ever been injured
morally
or
physically
by
watching
a
HELP WANTED.
that should do your work.
moving picture exhibition in a New
BOY
WANTED
Get in touch with us at once.
Haven theater on Sunday?
To
deliver
Wid's
Daily
and
make
himself
ROSS & CO.
generally useful around the office. Excellent
"Was there a single Sunday from
chance for advancement. Apply Business
RODERICK ROSS.
April to October, 1918, which did not
Manager
WID'S
DAILY.
include in its history stories of joy
Operator Wanted — Must be olean cat, rides and their serious or fatal resteady and -willing to work ; most be able
sults to pleasure seekers?
to operate two Powers 6B machines and
generating set ; must know the work from A
"Did you ever hear of a moral or
Dirty Film + minimum bookings
to Z. Good steady job to the rijrht maa. physical injury being suffered by
Ho booze fighter need apply. S. K. Lees,
those who attended a Sunday evening
Bnby theater, Jamestown,
N. D.
Clean Film + maximum bookings
moving picture exhibition?
Operator and Al man for electrical work
"Is it fair that the laws of the State
■nut know all about Powers machines
Cood position for right man. Address K. C. should permit such discrinination
between the so-called masses and the
Take Your Choice
<*> WID'S DAILY.
classes?
Organist for Wurlitzer Special V. must
"The
old
blue
laws
were
enacted
be steady and sober — good position, steady
employment, salary in accordance with many
years before moving
pictures
ability, must furnish demonstration.

QUOTATIONS

SCHADE

POSITION

THEATER,
Sandusky,
Ohio.

WANTED.

Piano player at liberty wants steady job.
Best of references. Will go jujmlimu. D. T.
•are of Wid's Dally.

corns. v,,, strip

tsuiokUHPiiw.rRirri
WELDON.WILLIaMS & LICK romwr/fjM

Film Renovating Co.
729 7th Ave.

New York

TOURNEUR

MADE

WOMAN

and we made the LOBBY DISPI ■
Our work reflected the spirit o:
great
director
and
the state
buyers in every instance endorw
claim.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.
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HAVE

300 New
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Copies For Sale or fa

One and two reel comedies and dran

Film & Supply Co.
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York City
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OREIGN FILM TITLES 1
Are THE
BIT
FRANCISCO ELIAS

220 West 42nd Street, New Y'l
Phone: "Bryant 9351

LILLIAN

WAREX

Artists' and Directors' Represents
Catering especially to Motion Pitt'.
PUTNAM BUILDING
1493 Broadway
Roon

SUN-LIGHT ARCiCO.,
218 Wes 48th St.
New York
THJPHONE

BRYANT

4468

J. JUSTICE HARMER,
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Ian on Films Asked

"Fred" Warren: "Goldwyn Won't Combine,

i Underwriters Charge Safety
matures Ignored in Exchanges.
figineers of the National Board of
i Underwriters, in a report on
Am picture film fires in which lives
Jbeen lost and much property deled, warn against possible repeti"in counties, cities, throughout
■United States."
Mention is called to recent film
j and instances cited in which
Btkally all recognized safeguard"features in connection with the
ti.ge of films were utterly disre
ltd."
lamination of the inflammable
f-cellulose film with the sub-situ3 of the noninflammable acetate
the report says, is not possible
>\ butofthe
urgethe"the
enent
lawsengineers
prohibiting
further

turn.

Saengers New House

Gives Them Tighter Grip
Orleans Market

Commendations in the report
claim to avert future disasters,
lied for "better housekeeping" by
tpp!".\ees of film exchanges; a reopn in the amount of film exposed
minimum consistent with the actual
Htion of the business; protection
[■lomatic sprinklers of all film in
Ms or vaults; ample vents to carry
Rases from buildings to the open
||nd the use of easily workable
Boors that normallv stav closed.

Lloyd Comedieslease.
For Weekly RePathe will release the Harold Lloyd
comedies weekly beginnng week of
March 9. The Pathe announcement
says that the popularity of this brand
of comedy is responsible for doubling the output.
"The 13th Chair to be a Special.
"The Thirteenth Chair" now being
produced will be released by the Acme
Pictures Corp. as a special Leonce
Perret is dire

No. S

manufacturer and
rO the
distributor of small subjects, sccnics, news we klies, educational subjects
s,
ltie
d nove
there's no more
licient
advertising
medium
m the columns
of WID'S
MLY.
Reaching practically
pry important
man
in the
Bustry every morning of the
mr— and read too — because
1 contains
news — honest-todness news.
And
if you
s from
Missouri,
we'll be
ad of the opportunity
to
pw you what
small space
WID'S
DAILY
will do
r you.
Our advertising de;rtment is as close to .you
| your phone.

J.

on New

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
New
Orleans — The
announcement
that the Saenger Amusement Co. has
acquired the new Liberty theater and
that it would reopen today as a first
run
house
gives
this organizaton
practically complete control of the picture situation in this city. They own
45 houses in this secton, and also
control the First National
franchise
in the state of Louisiana.

Jing of motion pictures upon nitrolose films." Meanwhile, it says,
:[■
to reduce
fire risk
)d effort
be thrown
around the
inflammable

"itt
le Ad Talks
I
By Jack Alienate

Bach Sales Manager
For Hodkinson — Takes New Position
. Immediately.
W. A. Bach who for the past year
has been assistant sales manager for
the W. W. Hodkinson Corp. was yesterday appointed in charge of sales
succeeding C. K. Shurtleff, to take
eftect on Monday
next.
Mr. Shurtleff who leave- tor a vacat:on at Hot Springs expects to announce Ms future plans upon his re-

Combine Gossip.

Selling to Minors.
Nathan RaDpaport, manager of the
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Reports are current Favorite on highth Avenue was held
(hat Charlie Chaplin has been offered for trial in the Court of Special Sessons in $500 bail by Magistrate B!au
and has refused a large sum of money
n Jefferson Market Court, on a charge
by the First National Exhibitors cir- of selling tickets to minors.
cuit to break away from the other four
Select Besieged by Illness.
stars and sign a contract for more
Select office is besieged by inpictures with the First Natonal at
fluenza and la grippe. Arthur S.
huge figures. Mr. Chaplin would say
nothing about the matter, exceut that Kane, general manager has been
he stood by his signed agreement. home all week; C. C. Ryan, purchasing agent is home, Joe Landy, pubAnother report was that William S.
licity has been spending only a few
Hart had weakened and had succumbed
hours
a day at the office and a numor was succumbing to offers from the
ber of stenographers are at home.
camp of Field Marshal Adolph Zukor.
Ths was also denied flatly by Mr.
Long Beach, Cal. — All public places,
Hart's representative, who stated
that Mr. Hart is most enthusiastic including theaters have been closed,
to w ; rd off the influenza
over the new plan.

Kennedy Serial for Export Sold.
Export and Import Film Co, Inc.,
have purchased world's rights, with
tie exception of United States and
Canada to the new Craig Kennedy
serial now in the course of production.
New Titles Weekly Solution.
A practical solution to the news
weekly situation in Canada is seen
in the use of the titles that are less
flamboyant ;ind less inclined to laud
the doings of the American boys in
France. This information, it is
understood, comes from various high
Canadian officials who see the |
solved in this way.
Pasadena — Mask are being worn
here to combat the "flu." The wearing of masks will be made compulsory
Shortly.
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Hirsch III
Nathan Hirsch who recently sold
out his share and resigned as president
~>t Pioneer is sick at home suffering
from an attack of grippe. It is understood that Mr. Hirsch intends starting another exchange for the handling
of state right attractions.

Story of "The Fighting Roosevelts"
Syndicated.
While the scenario of "The Fighting Roosevelts." was being prepared,
work was also being done independently on a newspaper serial covering the
most dramatic episodes in the life of
the Colonel. The authors of this dramatic biography are Charles Hanson
Towne. Managing Editor of McClure's
Magazine, and Daniel Henderson, a
member of the McClure editorial staff

Offices Being
Made
Ready.
The Stanley Booking Co.'s offices
at 112 West 42nd Street, are being and also in charge of McClure's motion picture advertising.
lushed to completion. The sign makers
The serial was at once accepted by
Sntered as second-class matter May 21, 1918. are busy fixing up the windows and
the
Atlantic
Journal, Chicago Post,
et the post office at New York, N. Y., under the masons are breaking through the
the act of March 3, 1879.
'•all. When alterations are finished Louisville Herald, Denver Times.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside which will be in about a week or two, Springfield, Mass. Republican, St.
•of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months,
$5.00;
3 months.
$3.00.
Foreign the Stanley offices will occupy the en- Louis Star, Pittsburgh Press, Seattle
Ann,
Whatdo with
would a throne,
Anita Stewart's
tire second floor.
Times. Everett Herald, Buffalo Cou- band
anyway?
Subscribers should remit with order
rier, Los Ange'es Press. Indianapolis
Howells
Back
in
New
York.
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
Star, Syracuse Herald, Lexington
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.. New
York, N. Y.
David P. Howells, foreign repre- Herald, and contracts from other
SomeNorma
sentative for First National arrived papers are being closed.
Small Towns do Not ...
Telephone: VanderbUt 4651-2
l Bus.neos Un:U Spru|
hack in New York yestereday. Mr.
Sorn
Howells is the first of those who took
(Speci
to WID'
DAILclos
Griffith's "The Fall of Babylon"
Y
Seatt
le.—al While
part in the confabs in Los Angeles to
the Sactual
opened
at
the
Kinema,
Los
Angeles,
reach this city.
towns is becoming less frequent
last Sundav
Northwest, the results of the infil
"Behind the Front", Alice Howepidemic are still being felt in I
ell's
latest
Universal
comedy
to
be
smalle
r towns of the territory]
released
Feb. 12.
more than a few cases theater j
agers whose houses had been
Arthur H. Sawyer has left New
twice because of the epidemic
York for Palm Beach. He will rethem voluntarily a third time, .
turn in time to witness a private
people showed no tendency to
presentation of the initial S-L Picto the shows.
A return to 1}
ture which is being cut, titled and
business is not expec
ted before
assembled.
territory.
by the small-town
exhibitors |
Marshall Joffre and Premier
Olympia,
Wash.— The state 1
Clemenceau have sent autographed
photographs of themselves to Leonce
has been the scene of a battle >
over
the
influenza
situation fc
Perret for his use in the exploitation
"ast twQ wee'es.
On one sidjjl
of "Stars of Glory."
lined up the theater men and tt",
and county health oliHals, 01
lienry Houry is putting the finishMy
cousin
says
Percival
Knight
ing touches on the \ itagraph special
gave him one. Both bein' to the other the governor of the stati
same degree accidental, the score
he state health commissioner,
with Bushman and Bayne. The pic- ••sed to sing a song in "The Arcad- is even and now they can begin
ians'' called, "I Got a Motto". all over again.
the entire state health board
ture was written by Cyrus Townsend
T'was
somethin'
about
a
short
life
into
the fracas it is yet unsettt
Brady and Albert E. Smith, president
but a gay one. I heard the same
of Vitagraph.
It was this way:
Just befl
expression used the other day in
assembling of the state li
WonderHe ifsays
Jackhe Mower
is
seein'
tilings.
left
his
car
outnayor,
advised
by the city
speakin' of Ceraldine Farrar's gowns.
ride the Orpheum in Los Angeles
1 hey have short, sweet careers —
uthorities,
closed
the theater'
some short — some sweeter than oth- and when he went for it. it was gone. "laced
restrictions on the •
ers, but all die young. So when in He came hack with a detective and 'ife of other
the town for the second
left
it.
"Shadows" she had to appear in an he saw the car just w'nere he had The theater managers, howevei
old dress, there was consiccrNever mind. Jack, all those things the city council and urged tha
able schemin' required to gei will be straightened out after next were not only doing their city
one. She had a brilliant idea
justice, but would subject the
— and she told it to the crea'*ants to greater danger of infj
because the legislators, who wet
tor of her gowns and he — he it was-- July.
A
Rivoli
usher,
Francis
Weaver,
(can such things be) made a gown
is starrin' at the Strand this week. ing a special train to Tacoma
of old torn pieces of silk so's it
evening, would seek amusement;
would look worn — all rags and He plays tve role of Theodore crowds of the lar^e city, wrjl
Roosevelt between the years of 18 restrictions were in force. The <
and 21.
every thin'.
Ain't art grand!
day.
-as convinced by this argumer
Evelyn Nesbit had to go to a dinTalk about the lure of the stage! ordered the theaters open the
ner party the other night in a gingham apron 'cause Charlie Brabin I think the screen is just as bad.
Thereupon
the governor, da,
her d rector kept her workin' right Ada Gleason's been on the stage
tbrorgh the dinner hour. My cousin with Crane Wilbur and after a little that the legislators and their fi1
ind
the
other
visitors in the says that if Evelyn had worked for flirtation — I mean with the stage —
Charlie as many times as she has she's goin to leave the footlights for should be protected, asked the I
the camera.
^ea'th commissioner
to make
i
she'd know better than to make any
vestigation.
This he did and ijo
engagements at all 'cause Charlie
•tended that the theaters be re
and clocks are not to he spoken of
Eddie Polo says he has experi- to onerate on half capacity, tl
in the same week.
enced all the sensations of hangin' influenza cases be quarantinei
Looks like Geraldine Farrar and and declares them to be "soothin* other restrirt'ons be "laced on
and restful". Goodness! No won- and social affairs.
The county
der he can get no life insurance.
Tom Santcbi are playin' a game
officials, however, refused to adl
of "eye for eye". Only in this r^e
and he has
If we didn't know that William recommendations,
it's blow for blow. In "The Hell
matter to the president of th
Hart is had
playin'
convict
we'd think the
Cat" Tom gave Geraldine an acci- Delilah
come
back.
health
commission.
What's a contract between friends.
dental wallop, and in "Shadows" she

"Flu" in Northw

Cuts and Flashes

izbM^
In the Courts
"Wiluarles Miller who directed Metro
L ,,r the raiser" for the suit
in
>iures Corporation, filed
rcmc Court to recover a balm of $2,500 alleged to be due him.
I plaintiff alleges that his conr t of employment was at $500 a
t,k and that because of the dei of the defendant to have the
iU made in a hurry it agreed to
J him at the rate of $500 a week
rtime ami night work. He
he was engaged fourteen weeks
e and four weeks nights, and
k he earned $9,000 but that $2,500
5 till due.
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Adaptation of Stage Success Goes Over Big in Film Form
Fannie Ward

"COMMON

in

CLAY"

Pathe Special— Astra Prod.
DIRECTOR
George Fitzmaurice
AUTHOR
Cleves KInkead
SCENARIO BY
Ouida Bergere
CAMERAMAN
Charles
Miller.
AS A WHOLE
Strong in heart interest;
well produced throughout and altogether of
genuine special calibre.
STORY
Excellent
adaptation
of famous
stage success with only changes calculated
to add to fcrce cf picture.
DIRECTION
Displays discrimination in the
handling of scenes and the use of players.
PHOTOGRAPHY
For the most part very

meaning to the story which in the main follows the stage
version. The changes made did not alter the spirit of
the drama, but were calculated to give an audience a more
sympathetic understanding of the characters involved. For
instance, the action in the film during the first three reels
deals with a period in the life of Ellen Neal, played by
Fannie Ward, which was only explained in the stage
With all the realism necessary, temptations confronting
play.
Ellen are presented in the tragedy of her home life, the
drudgery of work with no opportunity for pleasure and
her first taste of gayety in the unwholesome surroundings
of a sporty cafe. Then, through no fault of her own, the
girl is enticed into a compromising situation and is thrown
out of her home by a brutal father.
The picture takes Up the situation presented in the play
at the point where Ellen becomes a maid in the home of
the Fullertons, a wealthy family. Still pursued by ill
fortune, the man-about-town who tried unsuccessfully to
win her, appears at the house and tells young Fullerton
that the girl came from Bender's notorious resort. Pleading that whatever appearances may indicate, she is still a
"good girl," Ellen holds her place but unfortunately falls
in love with the son of the super-aristocratic Fullertons,
who adhere strictly to the caste regime.
In the screen version the son goes to war, leaving
Ellen with a baby which she and the woman who passes
as her mother are unable to support. The Fullertons fight
every attempt to get recognition for the child, but the
family frierd, Judge Filson. although handling the case
for them, takes a more humane attitude. The court scene,
which was the big punch of the stage drama, is presented
with sufficient force in the picture. It develops that Judge
Fi'son is in reality the father of the girl. He sends her
away to school and bv the time Fullerton returns from the
war she is a cultured young woman.
Sympathy is maintained for the man responsible for
Ellen's predicament by picturing him as a faithful lover
who welcomes an opportunity to wed the girl. Miss Ward
gives an admirable characterization throughout and is
notably successful in indicating both in appearance and
manner, a girl of eighteen. Others in the cast who
contributed largely to the merit of the production are,
Fred Goodwins, Helen Dunbar, R. W. Lawrence, John
Barrows,
Mary
Alden
and Andrew
Arbuckle.

n allegation that Nathan S. KapExcellent, except in night
a film man, who is now in the LIGHTINGSgood.
sfe of a government supervisor at
scenes which don't look particularly natural.
of
CAMERA
WORK
Dissolves and close-ups
bond
Stta Cruz, Cal., under a
used to advantage; composition first rate.
he v as compelled to give
Plays a girl of eighteen and looks
i>re the Federal authorities would STAR
innit him to land in this country
the part; sur^ to attract.
the
leave
to
SUPPORT
High cla-s company with E. W.
J1917, is now trying
Lawrence, Fred Goodwins, John Barrows and
ntry, was made
in papers subothers registering real characters.
ited to Supreme
Court
Justice
Street scenes in opening reels
'H/ek I y Nathaniel Reichlin on an EXTERIORS
carry atmosphere.
■lication for the appointment of
Many of them richly furnished.
recei\er for Kaplan's
property. INTERIORS
Small tvts of human interest materIfchlin is suing for a sum alleged DETAIL
ial put across effectively; titles in spirit of
dbe due and on the ground that
the action.
[»lan is a non-resident the sheriff
Theme is handled
i attached money due him from CHARACTER OF STORY
I Russian
Art Film Corp., for
inOF
a way
that won't give....
offense.
\ENGTH
PRODUCTION
About 5,800 feet.
ed
lis purchas
and wanted the rePathe holds a winning hand in this picture. The play on
rer appointed to take charge of
\ money. Reichlin said that if this vhich the film is founded is so wide|y known that it is
c Kaplan may obtain a sale
crtain to draw ; then there is a truly first class product:he contract due him by the film ion of feature calibre all through, and a star who appears perfectly at ease in the sympathetic character of the
I pany and have uie contract bid in
f dummy and thus get control of the wronged girl. The sto-y has heart interest in abundance,
is logical in its development and never fails to hold
1 ley. The plaintiff said that for 25
he attention throughout seven reels.
i 's Kaplan claimed to he an Ameri citizen horn here and in 1913 he! Director George Fitzmaurice deserves much credit for
and
[ ;ared as a Fr»n -h ci'ize".
When i iiis skillful handling of scenes giving atmosphere
got into trouble with the U. S. !
rtrnmc t in 1917 he claimed to
Play It Up as a Special and Promise That You
a Russian citizen and the Govment refused him permission to
jd and kept him on Angel Island
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
il he was released in the care of

supervisor
under
the
$100,000
1 r these reasons the plaincontends that Kaplan
is not to
trusted, and says he has been
questionable acts and that
:ain of his associates have been
Justice Platzek denied
application for a receiver on the
|nd that the papers had not been
/td 0:1 Kaplan's legal representa, but gives the plaintiff permission
ipply again when the law has been
lplied with.

"Common Clay" was one of the biggest surprises of the
New York dramatic season two years ago. Unheralded,
save as a Harvard prize play, it came to Broadway and
immediately sprang into popular favor sufficient to warrant
a run of ten months. This, of course, gives the picture
| \ ery valuable advance advertising. Then, too, the play
jreceived country-wide publicity through road companies
which have visited practically every city and town of any
importance.
The picture has the same appeal that made the play such
an outstanding success, and from a box office as well as an
artistic standpoint, it seems to me to rank among the
best things that Pathe has handled for a long time. It
is well suited to any type of audience and is such a high
lug
Riesenfeld of the Rivoli and
c'ass production that there need be no question about
ilto has closed a new contract for placing
it in houses demanding photoplays of the best
e showing of a series of 16 stamp.
>re Prizma natural color pictures.

forrader/
The xvise and active conquer diffi'ties by daring to attempt them. —

wallop!
put a

in your ADS ! •

Have a Winner.

Play it up as a special and take a chance on a run of
at least three days, because it will excite nothing but
favorable comment from those who see it. There is
enough to warrant a large advertising appropriation
aimed at theatergoers as well as film fans. They will
remember the success Jane Cowl scored in the part of
Ellen Neal and you can promise them that they will be
quite as much interested in Fannie Ward's interpretation
of the unhappy heroine.
Increased newspaper space should make it possible to
land pictures of Miss Ward, accompanied by sketches of
her career which has been long and notable. Refer to the
stage performance of "Common Clay" if it visited your
town, and in all of your exploitation mention the film as
a true adaptation of the famous drama. This is a sure
money maker if you handle it in the right way.

ep
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Exchange

Changes

CLQSL-UPS

aM^kn

New Theaters

Ned Finley, an actor of the old al
attempted suicide yesterday by s
I
nig his wrists
He was found lviY

Ewan,
Wash.— Clcve
Smith
has a clump of hushes in Centra!
COMLY
opened a new house here.
near the bridle path entrance.
Roosevelt
Hospital it was said
We will hand it to Tom Ince, he
surely knows how to build a studio.
Redmond, Wash.— W. W. Van he is getting along nicely and th;
has
The new one is complete even unto a Meter has opened the Victory.
every chance of recovery
weather forecasting bureau. We suggest this idea might he amplified and
Spokane, Wash.— W. Arlington
Kansas City, Mo. — Irwin Dodson
traveling Missouri for Universal is used to forecast the daily temperament has sold his share in the Players to
now with Independent Sales Corp. of the stars, directors and authors on O. D. Woodward.
Francis Kelly, formerly U shipper is the Ince pay roll. This tip. Mr. Ince,
. inTHEa class
BIG with
FEATURE
PICTUKJ
,is
the exploited
regular
theat
show
and should
Ballard, Wash.— A. C. Alden has
be
is free to you.
as si
now booker for Independent.
We make a lobby display that
i
sold
the Empress to Martin McClanahan.
vidualizes the production and liftThey
do
say
that
Nicholas
Dunaew
out
of
the
picture
RUT—
Woman
Detroit. — Joseph Ferte, former salesother rooms.
productions on exhibition in
man with Metro is now salesman foi stood out so in "Cheating Cheaters"
show
St. Helens, Ore.— W. H. Brower
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
that it was necessary to cut out 90
Goldwvn
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.
Houltoa.
the
open
soon
will
per cent of his part, so that he would
not
steal
the
picture.
The
above
is
Pittsburgh. — Harry E. Reiff is now
the authority, of the said Nicholas , Crane, Ore— W. S. Weittenhiller
a salesman for Universal having re- Moon
Dunaew.
is building a picture theater here.
signed as manager of the Columbia to
accept that position.
Glendale. Ore— The Auditorium has
Hiu^-£> cash register
"What Every Woman Wants," is the
Minneapolis. — J. F. Cubberly has title of the Jesse D.Tlampton special been opened by the Glendale Bank.
|TlfflfTi0ii-c Picket selling
been appointed Paramount-Artcraft "ritten by William Parker. We would
Prairie du Chien, Wis.— George
manager here, succeeding C. L. like to question his authority relative
Ond a/J Uime/e ©«r 77*Do*e 77cA,
to knowing what a woman does want. Gassen has bought the Regent. GasPeavey. who is now at Chicago.
former
There is only one thing we have dis- sen
River Falls. ly owned Fox, Black
covered that answers that question,
Geneva, Texas. — L. G. Brady,
1.1*31 BpoaowAv
N.y.cn
the
article
made
famous
by
Herbert
manager of Regent has taken over
Newest Suggest
Hoover.
What do you say, Billy?
ions From Parathe Strand.
mount.
Pittsburgh, Pa. — First National exchange will move from the Westinghouse Building to 414 Ferry St. Feb
1. This move is to consolidate the exchanges ortice and shipping room.

CLASSIFIED.
The classified columns of VVTU>
611 a long felt want. It is the market
place when buyer and seller — employei
and employee or the small advertisei
can put his story before practical!}
every live exhibitor in the country
every day in the year, at nominal cosi
Rate 50c per line. Cash with order

WANTED

TO BUY.

Second hand Theater equipments. Highest
Cash Price — Box 65 this office.
Second
hand studio
lightat (Cooper-Hewitt's)
will
pay cash.
Must act
once. J. C, Box
80. c|o WID'S DAILY.
Studio equipment for production covering
all kinds of sets. Reception Hall, Library,
Dining
DAILY. Room and Kitchen. Box 122, "WID'S
Second hand studio equipment with full
setting for parlor, bedroom and reception
hall. Box 72 clo WID'S DAILY.

HELP

WANTED.

Pianist, with good reference who is not
afraid of work, for house in Pennsylvania.
Home
arrangements.
A. S. c|o WID'S
DAILY.
BOY
WANTED
To deliver Wid's Daily and make himself
generally useful around the office. Excellent
chance for ntlvat>c>ment. Apply Business
Manager WID'S
DAILY.
Operator Wanted — Must be clean cut,
steady and willing to work ; must be able
to operate two Powers 6B machines and
generating set ; must know the work from A
to Z. Good steady job to the right man
No booze fighter need apply. S. K. Leen.
Ruby theater, Jamestown,
N. D.
Operator and Al man for electrical work
must know all about Powers machines
Good position for right man. Address K. C
c|o WID'S
DAILY.
Organist for Wurlitzer Special V. must
be steady and sober — good position, steady
employment, salary in accordance with
ability, must furnish demonstration.
SCHADE THEATER,
Sandusky,
Ohio.

POSITION

WANTED.

Piano player at liberty wants steady job.
Best of references. Will go anywhere. D. T
©are of Wid's Daily.
Operator who has worked Simplex &
Pow»rs MacMpps. <"ar> pr've Al references.
A. J. K., c|o WID'S
DAILY.

With the release of the current
Katterjohn, Monte M., states that he
is not going to do anything until the press-book Paramount will discontinue
-.er-rurtg routine publicity material
disituation, clears- up. Whose situation?
rect to the newspapers. Instead they
Carl Robinson, the erudite disciple will embody in each press-book such
of Epictetus, has been engaged to play matter as the newspapers will print
the bald-headed row in a scene depict- giving the exhibitor the opportunity
ing a musical comedv. Question : will of tying up with these stories so that
histrionics or literature suffer a loss the publicity will be directly benefici
al
to him.
through Carl's new adventure?
"In
the
future
."
says
Pete
Smith in
--re^-M,.^,,,
«,,.,nen „ „e,VQ
Dustin Farnum the well known
tMDer
yachting enthusiast, has brought hF editor writes in to. us asking for a
nautical knowledge to aid him in hi
lavon
or a storv wp win advise
guidance of J. A. Berst through the him to get in
t~uch
with his local
aramonnt-Artcra
sea of rumors afloat on the shores of
ft exhibi
tor, who
the Alexandria.
will gladly supply him with this materal. In other words we will supply the
Schertzinger, Victor, was seen by us -xhihitor with this matter so that he
at the Ince studio directing Dorothy can in turn directly supnly his loc?1
Dalton with one hand and energizing newspaper and enhance the good will
with a fiddle in the other hand. We of local editors. We have constant requests from editors for personality
say edthat
Vic inisthe
the world.
greatest two-handdirector
-tones about the stars, items on forthcoming productions, etc. We also have
The resting place of all bum films many requests for stories and lavouts
has been disclosed to us by Sir John
Jasper. He states that thev arr in mat form."
Buys Theatre Site.
shipped to Juneau, Alaska, where
after they are fired off the boat the
Dallas— W'l'iam
Can™
has hotiP-ht
natives have to see them and see
the Queen
Theater
Buildii.g, in the
them again until the next boat comes '""art of the Fort Worth business
ten months later to cart them away. district, and intends erecting a modern
office structure. Andrew Zuccaro,
Fairbanks, Douglas, who works in owner of the Queen holds a four
the same shop as Bennie Zeidman, was
not at home when we called. We year lease.

f"P

Important Tax Decision.
found this note. "Out on location, B.
Z." Beneath Zero, it must mean thinks
Judge Mayer in the U. S. District
we. Therefore we announce that Doug court,
has ruled that stock issued as
is doing an Artie, mayhap.
dividends is free from the income tax.
The ruling came in a test case which
E. H. Hulsey, is a good scout. Upon has been appealed.
our meeting, he informs us that down
Texas way — WID'S is the exhibitors'
Bible. Be it known that it is considered quite au fait to be Biblical, and
we are nothing if not au fait.

COl'mWwH STRIP

WELT)ON.WILLI*KS b LICK ■roPTSHITH.tHK'

0RE1GN FILM
Are TITL
THE ESBEs\
FRANCISCO ELIAS
220 West 42nd Street, New Yori
Phone: "Bryant 9351

LILLIAN WARD
Artists' and Directors' Represent!)
Calering especially to MotionPictu
PUTNAM BUILDING
1493 Broadway
Room

SUN-LIGHT

ARC

CO.. Ik I

218 Wes 48th St
New York
TELEPHONE
BRYANT ««8

}. JUSTICE HARMER,

P,aid*

No More Frame Ups
We absolutelymisframed
guarantee inserts
to frame up

GUNBY
LABORATORIES
U5W45ST
PH 835SBRYAf
Studio ForRent
Fully Equipped
I

R

OSS & CO. Printers
ight kind of work
egular service.
OSS is the name
RODERICK ROSS
Chicago, Illinois.
488-450 N. Wells St.,
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Her Husband Was No Beau Brumm
T N "Old Wives for New" you saw the wife who grew "care-less."
In "Don't Change Your Husband" the untidy,^
neglectful husband gets "his."
Financial giants bowed to "The Glue King's" wishes, but he'
was so unkempt that his wife was ashamed to walk beside
him. No wonder she sometimes walked with other men.
HE "backed into" his unpressed clothes. SHE wore the most
sumptuous creations of the Fifth Avenue modistes with a
charm that was the envy of her exclusive set — a charm that:
attracted all men to her.
Staged with the luxury typical of Cecil B. DeMille
and with a cast that includes Elliott Dexter, Gloria
Swanson,
Sylvia Ashton
and Theodore
Roberts.

News of the Week
in Headlines
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Features Reviewed
June Elv'dge in
World

THE BLUFFER
Page 3

Cecile B. De Mi'Ks Prod.
DON'T CHANGE
Artcraf t
C?rmel Myers in
Universal

WHO

YOUR

HUSBAND.
Page 5

WILL

MARRY ME
Page 7

Mary Miles Minter ^n . . THE AMAZING
American-Pathe
Earl Wil-ams in
Vitagraph

THE

HIGHEST

McClure Pictures presents
THE FIGHTING
First Natl
Pauline Frederick in
Paramount
Ethel Barrymore in
Metro

IMPOSTER
Page 9
TRUMP
Page 1 1

ROOSEVELTS
Page 13

OUT OF THE SHADOW
Page 15
THE DIVORCEE
Prge 17

J. Warren Kerigan in
COME AGAIN SMITH
J. D. Hampton-Hodkinscn
Page 18
Frank Ke-nrn in
TODD OF THE TIMES
Brunton-Pathe
Page 19
John Barr -more in .... HERE
Paramount
Fannie Ward in
Astra-Pathe

COMES

THE BRIDE
Page 20

COMMON

Sessue Hayakawa in
BONDS
Haworth Prcd-Robertson-Ccle
Bryant Washburn in
Paramount

VENUS

CLAY
Page 21

OF HONOR
Page 23

IN THE EAST
Page 24

Robertson-Cole announce a series of eight Alma
Rubens productions.
Evanston, 111., ministers plan to give non-com
mercial shows on Sunday.
Allan Dwan to direct next Marion Davies
production.
ial announcement of United-World merger.
Sherrj secures two Tuesday.
Edgar Lewi- productions.
Rights to "Snappy Stories" features secured b>
A. L. Siegel for two reelers
FoX breaks from Lehrman. Latter will produce
coined es for open market.
Moore. buys "'City of Comrades" for Tom
Goldwyn
Ohio Sate Screen League lines up over 600
houses.
Wednesday.
Report of special committee on exposition investigation filed with X. V M. P. I.
Epworth League fighting Sunday shows in
Florida.
Fairbanks says all members of star combination
will
Fall. be producing for new organization by the
Gil Heyfron
ment Co. sells interest in Missoula AmuseThursday.
W. C. T. U. in Sunday fight in Indiana.
Hearst makes bid to secure distribution of Griffith
combine productions.
Rothapfel sees good to picture industry in prohibition wave.
Friday.
Sherill to star "Tex" Guinan in two reeler
Westerns.
Griffith asked to lead fight in Washington against
Randall Federal censorship bill.
Major Funkhouser preparing to wage legal fight
in Chicago to get back his job as censor.
Absolute exhibitor. control planned for Affiliated.
Blanche Sweet's new production to have first
showing in New York.
Big Features Rights Corp., Louisville, guarantees losses on bookings.
Sunlight Arc to make Saturday.
industrials.
Many small towns in Northwest do not expect
to recover fully from "flu" until Spring.
\V.kinson.
A. Bach appointed sales manager for HodSaen^er's acquire new Liberty in Xew Orleans —
Control 45 houses.
Board of Fire Underwriters offer important suggestions regarding handling
of film in exchanges, etc.
Fathe to release Harold Lloyd comedies weekly.

with FAC T S fro:]
EXHIBITORS
We propose to demonstrate
to you thatjffletro 5111 Star
Series Productions are the
only standardized jpict ures
in the world *
By standardized we mean
a High percentage of entertainment value that assures you
pictures that absolutely satisfy your audiences*
Regular Metro Exhibitors
know this and we want all
other Exhibitors to Jmow it*
fWatckJor tkejacts
V

to jo blow*

METRO
PICTURES

COPvPOPvATIO

tM^
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Better Film Than World Has Offered in Long Time.
June Elvidge in

"THE BLUFFER"
World.

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO
BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
STORY

Travcrs Vale.
Clara S. Beranger.
Clara S. Beranger.
Philip Hapkin.
Registered with conviction because of human, plausible plot coupled with

players' sincerity.
Well tied together and presents recognizable situation of the sham of society.

DIRECTION

Brought out players and situations in characteristically human fashion and
held the suspense and heart interest all the
way.

PHONOGRAPHY
Good.
LIGHTINGS
Clear, but generally uniform on
sets.
CAMERA WORK
Secured many fine exterior
locations.
STAR
Gave
convincing
characterization
and
looked
beautiful in fashionable
gowns.
SUPPORT

Irving Cummings
Mayo did very well; Miss
charming but had little to
good. . .
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
CHARACTER
OF STORY
offensive.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
...

impressive *ero;
Ostriche looked
do; others very
Generally fine.
Good.
Human and not
About 5,500 feet.

Now you're talking.
This is more in the nature of a
; production that makes folks want to go to the movies.
The basic story idea, though not particularly new,
,prcsents a situation that is distinctly human, and the
director has treated it in a manner that holds the ati ention all the way and is not obvious.
This gives
the impresion of having been given careful thought
^and consideration, and the result is a decidedly more
S worth while offering than World
has released
for
quite a while.
The theme is well worked out in its interpretation
of the superficiality of society, and presents the situa-

Should Go Big

tion of June Elvidge who has been reared in luxury,
event of her father's
at the
poverty his
to face
forced Irving
partner and victim wreaks
Cummings,
death.
his vengeance by advising his daughter, when she appeals for help, to bluff her way through life in beating
society at its own game of bluff by keeping up her
pretentious outward appearance while she exhausts
her credit to the limit.
A social parasite suggests to Miss Elvidge that she
enlist the aid of a social hanker in crawling out of her
immediate financial difficulties. He agrees to back up
her social career and be repaid with a big percentage
of interest when she marries for wealth.
Th trap is sprung for both, when each confident of
the other's imense wealth, Miss Elvidge consents to
marry Frank Mayo, ex-millionaire, and as a solution
for quieting the bankers incessant demands for payment. When the deception is discovered, revealing
their penury the two enter the game of fleecing their
friends, for all it is worth, and cheat at cards.
Mayo forces his wife to encourage the attentions of
a Western multi-millionaire who is trying to break
into society. She accepts advanced payment from him
in an agreement to accompany him, with her husband,
to ins home town and help nis daughter Muriel
Ostricne, socially.
Mayoandtakes
advantage
of histhewife's
influence
over Muriel,
forces
her to urge
girl
into marrying a wealthy no-account for which he'd receive a handsome commission. But his wife is determined in protecting the girl, and appeals to Irving
Cummings, who is a guest at the millionaire's home to
tip the father off.
in the meantime, the millionaire, discovering the
couple cheating at cards and aware of their fraudulence, turns upon the wife to come across in her game
at playing with him, and in a struggle that iollows,
Irving Cummings, who is in love with Miss Elvidge, and.
deeply sorry for his part in her unfortunate existence,
intervenes. Hubby Frank Mayo is killed in a fight
with the millionaire, and the final sequence shows after
a lapse of several years a happy family consisting of
Mr. Cummings, Miss Elvidge and a Junior.
All tne way, the story and players registered with
conviction. Miss Elvidge looked particularly pretty
in fashionable gowns which she knew how to wear.
The director's human treatment of this thoroughly
human situation went the full way towards making it
worth while. Others who appeared were John Davidson and Geo. MacQuarrie.

Go After Advertising and Emphasize is Really Worth While Featuring
Big Cast
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
World has turned out a good one in "The Bluffer",
which presents a good, human plot which has been
well directed, resulting in a production of merit. You
have to start out with, in the way of exploitation, the
names of four popular World stars, June Elvidge, Irving Cummings, Muriel Ostriche and Frank Mayo. I'd
play up this fact big, using large posters of each, displaying most prominently, however, one of Miss jilvidge in a beautifully elaborate gown.
You're safe in promising a few things — an all-star
cast, a bully good story, classy atmosphere, and
pleasing personalities. A critical intelligent audience,
will more fully appreciate and enoy this than the
mediocre type of audience, since they'll not fail to
recognize the plausibility and humanness of the plot.
Besides that, the well chosen locations give class and

atmosphere to the offering, and make it pleasing to
the eye as well.
Because of the fact that World has not been offering anything particularly good recently, I'd make special
effort to go after my crowd with this one, with the assurance that they'd not be disappointed. Secure the
co-operation of your local dramatic editor in endorsing the film as being human and thoroughly enjoyable.
For catchlines, you might use: "Are you a bluffer?
What truth lies hidden beneath your pretentious,
glamorous surface of wealth? See how two bluffers
were bluffed in their own game at Blank Theater."
Play this up as a film disclosing the methods as well
as the artificiality of society, in its ever-ready attempts of fleecing its friends.

This Cut and Copy is from thePrisa Sheet

Tell Them That—

Theodor e
Roosevelt
Is at

F
i
g
r
t
t
l
n
g
Rooseverts

Your Theatre
Th's will appeal to people who never go tc
a theater. Your advertising must reach
everybody— not just yrur regulars.

An yjuthor zed Film
Version of the Lije
and Wo k.8 oj C Irr.el Theouore Roosevelt

His Job Was to Make Bette; Americans
He was never above employing popular means to that end. When he was
told his life story would make a bully
photoplay, with plenty of punch and
thrills galore —
"A FILM FOLKS WILL
ENJOY"
he said: "Go ahead, but no faking!"
(He never could stand a fakir.) One
of his last acts was to approve the
finished production.
If it

Makes
You See Red —
white and blue
more

clearly than before, his purpose
will have been achieved.

LIBERTY
/ COMMENCING
1
MONDAY

Advertise This Fact —
All profits whatsoever accruing to me
personally until all the men are returned to their homes from the war,
from the production of this scenario,
will be given by me to the Red Cross
and possibly other war organizations.
Exa-tly to the. extent that the Motion Picture Public approves these pictures, itwill help to provide additional
means for backing the men at the
front.

THEATRE
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]

\
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iteresting Treatment
'DON'T CHANGE
Cecil
? CTOR

B.

DeMille

YOUR

of Husband and Wife Problem, Well Acted

HUSBAND"

Prod. -Artcraft.
Cecil B.

DeMille.

■jkOR
Jeanie MacPherson.
MCRAMAN
Alvin Wykcff.
J WHOLE
Entertaining and occasionally
humorous;
production
of superior
quality.
■Y
Points a moral lesson for discontented
wives and has many life-like touches.
?CTION
Very fine all through; with human bits that get over strong.
(jrOGRAPHY
Expert;
dissolves used to
advantage.
ii'TINGS
A number of truly artistic effects.
y&RA WORK
Scenes shot from a variety
of angles; never monotonous.
ftERS
A cast of even excellence,
with
Gloria Swanson as the wife and Elliott
Dexter and Lew Cody as the rival husbands.
'2RIORS
CRIORS

Some

pretty effects.
Very
fine.

'\IL
Frequently
accounts
for putting
across telling points in the story.
tfACTER OF STORY
Most suitable to a
sophisticated audience.
f;}TH OF PRODUCTION
6,425 feet.
Ire is just enough foundation of fact in Jeanie
lerson's treatment of the discontented wife
) to give this film some meaning beyond its ensiment value, which is distinctly good.
When
uthor took "Don't Change Your Husband" for
she started out to give reasons why it is better
t up with a few disillusionments than to make
worse by choosing
another
partner.
lugs do happen rather conveniently here in order
:fry out the argument, but your folks aren't likely
"ject,
because
the story human
holds and
now and
strikes
a thoroughly
note,every
in presenting
ilemma of the wife who casts aside her unroll husband and finds his successor infinitely more
■oriable.

Director DeMille's artistic production no doubt has
a goo 1 deal to do with covering up some of the
unlikely developments in the story. Then there Is a
cast, with no one billed as the star, which is of exceptionally high calibre. Gloria Swanson is an admirable type for the wife and two well contrasted
characters are offered by Elliott Dexter as husband
No. 1 and Lew Cody as the man that breaks up their
happy home.
Dexter means well but is tactless. He insists upon
eating onions, dropping cigar ashes on the floor, appearing shabbily dressed and reading the newspaper
at the breakfast table. The sum total of these annoying habits places Gloria Swanson in a receptive mood
for the attentions of the smoothly groomed man of the
wor d who promises her pleasure, riches and
At this point, Director DeMille introduces some decidedly pleasing scenes, showing the dreams of Oriental wealth and splendor aroused in the discontented
wife's mind.
She is not really in love with Lew Cody, in the part
of Schuyler Van Sutphen, but when her socially impossible husband persists in doing the wrong thing,
even at the fancy dress ball which they all attend,
Gloria asks for her freedom that she may realize
her new dream of happiness. Dexter magnanimously
grants her request and after securing a divorce the
young woman starts up life all over again with the
man who has promised so much.
It is only a matter of a few weeks before he reveals
his real nature — selfish, inconsiderate and inconstant.
Meanwhile, Dexter has undergone a change for the
better. Still faithful to the woman who left him. and
remembering the cause, he reconstructs his mode of
life, eliminating onions and whatever else had been
found objectionable. They depend a good deal upon
coincidence tor the incident which opens Gloria's
eyes to the fact that her new husband is spending
most of his money and her*s too, on another woman.
Also it is, a convenient arrangement that makes
possible Dexter's
reappearance
as her protector.
Final sequences reveal Cody as a thoroughgoing
cad, whom Gloria is glad enough to leave that she
may once more establish a residence in Reno preparatory to remarrying husband No. 1. In addition
to those already mentioned, Theodore Roberts, Julia Faye,
and Sylvia Ashton are in the cast.

Give Director De Mille a Prominent Place in Your Advertising
Box

Office

Analysis

re is a case where it is up to you to advertise the
:or. There is no star's name to work with, so
Cecil B. DeMille just as much prominence as
tustomarilv would some favorite player. Bill this
Cecil B. DeMille production and use his picture
iBfection with your publicity.
s are coming to recognize the importance
of the
5r and to look for names
connected
with
high
productions.
A DeMille film really means someand I wouldn't be afraid of banking on his reputo draw patronage, particularly if vou are rater0 a fussy crowd that looks for the best in photoand recalls such productions as "Carmen", "Joan
Vom;m," "The De^il Stone'" a"d "The Whisoering
Us", to mention only a few of DeMille's successes.

for the Exhibitor.
Don't worry about the absence of a star, for the
cast is quite as good, if not better, than most of the socaller star aggregations. All of these names should
have a place in your announcement : Elliott Dexter,
Gloria Swanson, Lew Cody, Sylvia Ashton, Theodore
Roberts, Julia Fave and James Neil. Mention th2 film
as ? companion piece to "Old Wives for New", written
by the same author, Jeanie Macpherson, and played
by the same cast.
"Don't Change Your Husband" is a good title to
work with. It lends itself to catchlines such as "His
manners were bad, but his heart was true and his wife
came back to him in 'Don't Change Your Husband',"
or "If you want to get a new angle on domestic problems see 'Don't Change Your Husband', Cecil B.
DeMille's newest photoplay."
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s Real Funny in Spots and Principal
Characterizations Registered
Finely
Carmel

"WHO

Myers

in

WILL MARRY

ME"

Universal
RECTOR
Paul Powell
/JJTHOR
Sonya Levian
SIENARIO BY
Fred Myton
ClMERAMAN
Not Credited
A A WHOLE
Light, pleasing entertainment
will get laughs; also has human bits of pathos
that register.
S'ORY
Is weak in spots but furnishes good
role for star.
] RECTION
Made most of material provided
and developed
star's characterization
to very
good advantage.
1IOTOGRAPHY
Straight stuff.
1GHTINGS
Clear, but no attempt for effects.
*MERA WORK
Nothing exceptional
<;AR
Did very well indeed in role of litttle
"wop" and took to closeups advantageously.
SJPPORT . .
Thurston Hall exceptionally good;
others good types.
&TERIORS
Few good; generally acceptable.
ITERIORS
. . Just fair; occasionally "setty."
ETAIL
Some very good comedy bits.
SIARACTER
OF STORY....
Harmless
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet
For pleasing light entertainment, this does the trick.
3 not a thing to be taken seriously, but nevertheless
jisters because of its genuine comedy combined with
man bits of pathos.
Carmel Myer's characterization in this was really good
d typical of a little she-wop. Her gestures and disly of temperament were interesting to say the least
d show signs of the little lady being able to do bigger
ngs if given the opportunity.
The intelligent use of closeups figured in putting this
Ruction over, having created an intimate relationship
th the characterizations of Miss Myers and Mr. Hall
th of which were interesting and well delivered.
Thurston Hall, in a state of intoxication, offers to
irry Carmel Myers, the loveless bride at the wedding of
wop barber. Having recovered his sobriety the folwing morning, he disregards a friend's advice to annul

the marriage, declaring he'll go through with his
ment like a thoroughbred.
The vast difference in their social spheres results in
I fall's apparent indifference and boredom in his newly
acquired wife, she being a product of the slums of Little
Italy, and he a social aristocrat. Unsuccessful in her
efforts to bridge his indifference, Carmel sacrifices her
happiness by leaving him to return to her family. Not
until she is gone, does Hall realize bis loneliness for her
funny ways and devotion. When he goes to the slums to
her back, in her absence, her mother declares that
Carmel never wants to sec him again.
Very much depressed. Hall returns to bis quiet home to
find Betty Schade, Eormerly of the Follies, visiting him
Incidentally Betty was pesponsible for his drunken state
on the night of Carmel's wedding, having jilted him
for another. Seeking to re-establish herself in his. good
graces,
she makes
to Hall arrives
her husband's
brutality
ard
jealous).
He known
unexpectedly
on the scene
of
their tete a tete. and in the ensuing battle, the girl
si is him.
Hall like the thoroughbred he is, shoulders the guilt,
. nd Carmel irrives in time to overhear him give himself
up to the police. In the trial that follows, she stakes her
reputation in an effort to release her husband, testifying
that he killed the man in self defense in a struggle
between the two, when her husband discovered her indiscreet relationship with the dead man. Of course
Hall is acquitted and they fade out with the clutch.
In the shooting sequences there were several slips in
detail as for instance the fatally wounded man, of the
coarse, bully type, registers the title, immediately after
being shot, "Get me out of here, we don't want talk."
He wasn't the kind that would be likely to consider
scandal or be concerned about anybody else's reputation
Xot only that, he was more than fairly well able to
stand on his feet for a person who had just been shot.
Furthermore, it was decidedly a mistake to permit the
hysterically crazed girl to drive her own car home, after
she had shot her husband. However, I doubt whether the
average audience will take these matters to heart, especially since there is sufficient good comedy and action
to offset any technical slips. Others in the cast were Will
Dyer, Kingsley Benedict and Marion Skinner.

HOBART HENLEY
(M.P.D.A.) DSLrecfce _

**
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You're Safe in Booking This. Play up Title and Catchlines
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
"WHO
wn<J

Carmel Myers in
WII I 1\*A1<«V MP"
WILL LAKKI
Mb
Universal

Considered as a routine program
offering, your fans
will not fail to enjoy this.
It presents nothing exceptional, but answers the purpose of light, pleasing enterMiss Mvers
tainment for those who are not over-critical.
gives a very pleasing performance and registers convincingly, her characterization affording her the opportunity
to display genuine emotion as well as good comedy.
Ihurston Hall, who is undoubtedly well known amongst
your regulars, having appeared
in innumerable
large
productions,
should be featured
with
Carmel
Myers.
There's not a single fault to be found with his performance m this particular production.

The title "Who Will Marry Me" suggests comedy
ue" as somethmg interesting and should attract audiem
to your theater.
Promise your folks that they'll enj
plentyto of
hearty laughs
and that Miss
appears
this
decidedly
good advantage.
Use Myers
a photograph
^r in ^j}1 outfit with the lar«e headline "Who \\
] a- r.:
. Y ou mlght aro"se s°me interest by using catchlines
tnrow-aways , to the effect of "He married her the ni-l
f£ ,e' and the f°1Iowln,f morning she had to ask hi
„ UoiU y,?u. re^u,\ ,m,e L See £armel Myers and Thu
If. Hal'
^n
yho the
,WlUinfluence
}larry of
Me liquor,
And youanother
while ln under
marriedlit;
girl, and later realized your mistake, what would vou d
See what Thurston Hall did in 'Who Will Marry Mi
It occurs to me that the great majority of your fo
will find real humor
in this and thoroughly
enjoy
Get them in, you'll not risk anything.

A Phenomenal Demand
HAS ALREADY
ARISEN FOR DUST1N FARNUM'S NEXT UNITED
SUPER PICTURE

"A MAN IN THE OPEN"
FARNUM'S SPLENDID HIT IN "THE LIGHT OF
WESTERN STARS" — held over for second week in Los
Angeles, S. R. O. everywhere — IS THE ANSWER.
"A MAN IN THE OPEN"
KITTY GORDON

Released Feb. 16

in "ADELE"

NOW

(From "The Nurse's Story" - by ADELE

READY

BLENEAU)

UNITED PICTURE THEATRES of AMERICA., Inc.
1600 Broadway

J. A. BERST,

Pres.

New York
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Story Doesn't Seem Real But Situations Are Fairly Entertaining
Mary

Miles

Minter

"THE AMAZING

in

IMPOSTOR"

American Film Co. Prod — Pathe Dist.
IJRFCTOR
yJTHOR
UMERAMAN
| A WHOLE

Lloyd Ingraham
Franklin Poland
Not credited.
Improbable but rather diverting offering; capably produced.
J'ORY
Hard to credit as real but allows
opportunity for plenty of action.
I RECTION
Keeps things moving at a fast
tempo.
HOTOGRAPHY
Generally very good.
IGHTINGS
Well calculated to bring out
the beauty of the star.
UMERA
WORK
Satisfactory
SfAR
Wears becoming gowns and acts with
requisite spirit.
9FPPORT
Adequate with Margaret Shelby
and Alan Forrest in conspicuous roles.
KTERIORS
Attractive
ITERIORS
Have variety and look like the
real thing.
ETAIL
Nothing out of the ordinary.
(flARACTER OF STORY
Light entertainment that won't offend.
£ NGTH OF PRODUCTION
.... About 4.600 feet,
■probable
as the situations arc in this combination
meller and comedy, the film is 1 ik e 1 \ to get by with the
i\vd
There is plenty of movement and folks
1 not apt to bother about a close analysis of the plot,
ich runs along the line of extravagant movie fiction.
mgs just happen according to the wishes of the author
up to a climax, and there is little in the way
genuine characterization.
Vs a vehicle tor Mary Miles Minter "The Amazing
lostor" is just passable. The star is on the screen most
the time and as usual looks very charming in a variety
decidedly becoming gowns. There is no call for exitional acting, but Miss Minter makes the most of the
ances offered her, as do other members of a competent
Edward
Jobson is responsible for some bits of

Nothing Much

James

to Work
Box

Office

!> in the character of a well meaning
bul
son of man
1 all) does the wrong thing. G
as ib'' chewing gum king also is well cast.
Minter is introduced
as I'eriolat's discontented
daughter.
Wherever she goes her father's reputation as
a chewing gum magnate
Follows her and the girl longs
omance.
They manage to get senile humor out of the
scenes at the hotel where Mary is a
the ever present
gum
which
her father distributes at
every opportunity.
When lie goi
1 a business trip, the daughter decides
to have a little adventure of her own, which is arranged
by causing her to meet a fake countess who, in alliance
with other crooks, has stolen a valuable necklace. It
happens that the countess and Mary are similarly dressed
and a detective, on the trail of the woman, thinks that he
has found the culprit in the person of the chewing gum
daughter.
Margaret Shelby, playing the countess, suggests to
Mary that they change identities for a week, which appeals
to the girl as a decidedly exciting and romantic adventure. She goes to a hotel, registering as the Countess
of Crcx and is followed by the detective and the crooks,
also an old friend of her father's whom she refuses to
lize. Much of this is highly improbable, but they
manage to keep up a fair degree of interest as the complications grow more complicated and the young detective falls in love with the supposed countess.
Mary finds the adventure becoming a bit too thrilling
when she is threatened with death by a couple of wildeyed Russians if she does not turn over certain papers
supposed to be in her possession. And to make matters
worse, the thief who had a part in stealing the jewels
pursues her with equally unpleasant threats because she
w ill not turn over the necklace to him.
Finally they bring all the characters together at the
hotel, Mary's real identity is disclosed, ancl the thieves
are taken by the police. This opens the way for the fulfillment of the love affair which has developed between
Mary and Alan Forrest as the detective. The picture
is capably presented and despite the extravagant nature
of the story, makes passable entertainment.

With Except the Star's Popularity
Analysis

certainly wouldn't go out of my way to get this, but
isn't poor enough to hurt your business if you just
ie it through without making any rash promises. It
sn't warrant being kept for more than one <!ay and
buld be supported by a good program of short stuff.
There is no question about the popularity of Mary
iles Minter. but if her following is to be enlarged, as
shoidd be. somebody ought to get busy and give the
:1c -tar material of a more substantial nature. A lot
polks will dismiss this as trivial sort of stuff and perps be skeptical about the next Minter picture offered

In.

The title is conventional and 1 don't see any particular
vertising angles outside of the star, who must be boosted
the limit in order to carry this over. Miss Minter is so
Idedly pretty that I would make a big display of her
;tures. trying to get a large portrait lor the place of
ambience in your lobby
I'se pictures of the star when-

for the

Exhibitor.

ever you can in advance announcements and speak of her
as one of the most beautiful young women on the screen.
The otlvr names in the cast don't mean much to the
average fan.
If you
ha\esome
been of
in the
the habit
of running
Minter's
films,
name
productions
and Miss
say that
this
shows the little star to advantage. There's nothing wrong
in this statement, because whatever the limitations of the
picture. Miss Minter certainly presents a very attractive
figure.
For catch lines try: "She was the daughter of a chewing
gum king and she became a countess for one thrilling
week. See how Mary Miles Minter realizes her great
adventure as 'The Amazing Impostor'." Another might
read: "Are you looking for romance and excitement"'
Mary Miles Minter was until she got more than she bargained 1 r as 'The Amazing Impostor'."
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Spy Meller With Novel Twist Has Strong Appeal
Earl Williams

"THE HIGHEST

in

German lines, with Earl Williams as a hero. Then, too,
there is enough romance to satisfy most of your folks in
the love episodes between Williams and Grace Darmond,
terminating in an aerial honeymoon instead of the usual
clutch.

TRUMP"

Vitagraph.
XTOR
aJRS
RAMAN

James

Young

H H. Van Loan and Earl Williams
Not credited.

[HOLE
.......... Spy meller well produced and
I acted; should entertain even in peace times.
t
•■ Some new twists lend individuality to
the plot.
CCION
Keeps film interesting all through.
t GRAPH Y
Varies considerably; several
scenes lack clearness, others good.
[' NGS

Too harsh at times, but a number of effects decidedly artistic.

I A WORK
••
Fine double exposure in
, opening reel; composition generally first rate.
I
Has congenial role, which he handles
with requisite dash,
r RT
Grace Darmond attractive as usual;
Robert Byrem sufficiently sinister as the willun.
E IORS
■
Look like the real thing in repI resenting
French chapel grounds and aviation
field.
|
l !ORS
Conventionally correct.
\l
■■ Particularly realistic aviation scenes
with raid and battle in the air.
i CTER OF STORY
atrocities.

War

story but no

H OF PRODUCTION
4,316 feet.
ler H. H. Van Loan or Earl Williams deserves
or giving a new
twist to the German
spy plot
don't know, but the fact remains that they have
« most hackneyed of all photoplay subjects and
a touch of novelty that makes the picture first
tertainment.
at the start, they get attention
by establishing
ial premise, and building up from the original
I keep the story moving in a logical fashion with>rting to padding. As a legitimate part of the
lere are a number of really effective aeroplane
Uirporting to represent a battle in the air over the

The story is launched with a peculiar situation as the
basis. Tohn Paget, played by Earl Williams, has just
shot himself. No direct explanation is given, althoueh it
is understood that he was mixed up in some dishonorable
proceedings. On the night of the suicide, the dead man's
twin brother, Richard returns and finds a letter giving a
list of John's friends and connections and telling Richard
also played by Williams, to impersonate him. Owing to
a physical resemblance this is held to be possible, and
the preparatory scenes are so well handled that the
audience accepts the situation without much question.
Having disposed of the body, Williams proceeds to take
up life where his brother left off, adopting Grace as his
fiancee and working along with the German spies, one of
them in an American uniform, who have been conspiring
with the deceased man.
The main purpose of the gang is to put through a
contract for the manufacture of aeroplanes and then turn
out defective machines. Williams, without disclosing the
situation to anybody, appears to fall in with each move
of the plotters, even getting a commission as a flyer with
the understanding that he will cross the German lines
carrying information concerning the movements of the
Allied troops.
The leading characters are removed to France, Grace
Darmond as a nurse, Williams and willun Robert Byrem
as flyers. They pull some first rate aerial stuff in the
sequences that follow, not forgetting to carry on the romance. Williams puts through a hasty marriage with Grace,
who is located in a nearby town and then proceeds to
carry out his part of the program as arranged with the
German agents.
He crosses the lines all right and confers with the Hun
leaders, the only trouble being that instead of giving information, hemisleads them into an attack bound to mean
victory to the French forces. Meanwhile he is suspected
of being a traitor and an order for his arrest is sent from
Washington. His bride is among those who think the
worst until matters are properly explained and Williams
is decorated for his services. In the cast are John Cossar,
C. H. Geldart, Robert Bolder and Miles McCarthy.

Current Release
"The Goddess of Lost Lake"

Sunday. January

Don't be Afraid of the War StaSF: They'll Like the Film
Box

Office

Analysis

Earl Williams in

"THE

HIGHEST

TRUMP"

Vitagraph.
No doubt this picture was conceived before Kaiser Bill
had any intention of signing an armistice, but I wouldn't
worry about it flivvering on account of the war theme,
because it is filled with mighty good picture material that
your folks are going to like.
Most of you may have found that war themes aren't in
demand, but that doesn't necessarily spoil a really human
interest yarn with a background of conflict. You can
count upon this getting by on the story end and most of
your gang will be interested in the really excellent aeroplane battle which strikes me as being first class, even
when compared with similiar conflicts in more pretentious
productions.
Among the Vitagraph stars, Earl Williams ha-- been particularly fortunate in the stories he has drawn during the

for

the

Exhibitor.

past few months, a fact which, in combination ^\
popularity and the good quality of the supportir
pany, should make
him one of the best bets
Vitagraph program.
In exploiting this, try to secure pictures of \|
and ''race Darmo'rid in aviation costume, also if.]]
something that will give an idea of the difficult
pulled oft in the air. I wouldn't advertise it as es
a war picture, but there is no real reason for i\
up the fact if you word your press notices an]
publicity so that folks will understand that yoak
story with a new twist and strong in its appeal.
\ catchline following this idea might read I
think there's nothing new in the way of a Gerr
how Earl Williams plays 'The Highest
in hi latest Vitagraph thriller." Another angle
woi I 1 be: "They were twins, but one was a spy, tl
a patriot. See how Earl Williams triumphs
patriot in 'The Highest Trump'."

SHALL
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McCLURE'S-WORLD
Harry Revier, Director
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Narrative of Roosevelt's Life is Incomplete But Has Good Points
McClure Pictures, Inc., presents

"THE
FIGHTINGExhibitors
ROOSEVELTS"
Fir;t National
Circuit.
DIRECTOR
AUTHORS

William Nigh
Charles Hanson Towne and
Porter Emerson Browne.
AUTHORIZED BY
Theodore Roosevelt
CAiv.ERAMEN
R. Schillinger and Chas. J. Davis
AS A WHOLE
Should attract admirers of
the late ex-President, the earlier phases of
whose career are sketched.
STORY
Narrative, but no attempt at drama;
main purpose is to bring out the versatile
personality of Roosevelt as a young man.
DIRECTION
Allows action to drag at times,
but generally successful in keeping the picture entertaining.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair, some scenes a bit hazy.
LIGHTINGS
Lack variety
CAMERA WORK
Nothing out of the ordinary
PLAYERS
Remarkably
good
types for
Roosevelt as a boy. as a young man and at
the time he became president. The actors
taking above roles are Francis J. Noonan,
Herbert Bradshaw and E. J. Ratcliffe.
EXTERIORS
Some pretty scenes, but for
the most part they don't figure much.
INTERIORS
Answer the purpose
DETAIL
Titles a trifle long; good effect at
close with stars as a background for Roosevelt and his sons.
CHARACTER OF STORY
May be classed
as pictorial biography.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,200 feet
\s a portrayal of ex-president Roosevelt's varied and
intensely
interesting life, this leaves something
to *he
ed, in that it passes over many
of his most important activities both as a man and as a statesman.
On the other hand it is liable to prove interesting to
many hundreds
of thousands
of Americans
who knowonly in a fragmentary way about Roosevelt's early days.
which lie developed the strength and knowledge
which later on made him a dominating personality.
Those who expect to see the former president reacting
in which he was the leader will be disappointed.

for lie appeal - pei
all) in onh occasii mal Ha h
li.n e !
tadi Familial throu h ■ ■ \\ eeklies.
Then
is practically nothing indicative of what he a
(lining the past ten or twelve years, either .1- a politician
or an explorer.
The producers
v ere rortu
1 tiring
admirable types to impersonate Roosevelt, firsl as a boy,
(ben as a young man who goes bunting in Maine and later
west in order to recover his health, and finally as
vice-preside! ing the chief executive after the
ination of McKinley.
In conveying the characteris
nnerisms of the former president, the actors s
notabl)
successful.
There is characterization
without any indication of burlesque, which would he fatal to
a subject of this kind.
'I he narrative is simple and in some passages, aimi
reveal the kindly natures of the plain folk whom
Roose
velt numbered among his friends, borders on sentimental
fter a few preliminary scenes the rising New York
politician goes to Maine, where he is idolized by an old
„ guide and his family; then to the west where
in his
quietly assertive manner, the tenderfoot proves his worth
among the cowboys.
Much is made of these scenes, more
in fact than they seem to justify in consideration of the
wealth of material offered by the subject.
The episodes are strung together rather loose!) and as
they advance, with wide lapses in time, to the point where
elt becomes a national figure, the effort seems to
be to emphasize his wisdom in the selection of young men
who later take a leading part in the country's affairs
For instance, quite a bit is made of the friendship between the former president and Leonard Wood, his right
hand man during the Spanish-American War when the
Colonel organized his Roughriders. To bring out this
phase of history more strongly, there are a few brief
battle scenes representing the Colonel and his cowboys
^t Pershing
San Juan also
Hill. is introduced as a young lieutenant of
great promise, and Real Admiral Simms as the man destined to be instrumental in making the American Navy
what it is today. The apparent argument is that whatever
has happened, Roosevelt, directly or indirectly has had a
guiding hand in shaping the policies of the nation. It is
unfortunate, however, that the later, and certainly more
vital
years of the country's history have been passed over
so casuallv.

Advertise Big in a Dignified Way and You Are Sure to Get Business
Box

Office

Analysis for the

The drawing power of this film is unquestioned. Roosevelt is admittedly the most picturesque figure in all
American history, and his death, instead of diminishing
interest in the career of our most vivid American, is likely
to increase the number of those who want to know more
about his personality and the incidents of his career.
To be quite fair with your patrons, I wouldn't promisethat this is a complete story of the ex-president's life,
or do anything to indicate that he himself is the chief
actor in the film. It shouldn't be necessary to resort to
false statements in order to draw a crow"d.
You are justified, however, in announcing an authorized
version of Roosevelt's life and works and in boosting it
on the score that it is the. first thing of the kind presented.
Also, you are safe in feeling that none of the late expresident's most devoted admirers will be offended by the
interpretation given of their hero.
First National has

Exhibitor.

issued a herald containing a Hrinkerhoff cartoon which
you might find useful.
This is the type of picture that should be widely advertised in newspapers and on billboards, for it will get an
audience not generally numbered among photoplay fans.
Naturally, the method of exploitation has been changed
somewhat by the death of Roosevelt, but it still might
be possible to get the support of Republican organizations on the ground that you are offering the first
film portrayal of the career of their most noted leader.
.Vy to find some really good portrait of the ex-president," the larger the better, and make it the outstanding
feature in your lobby. Just at this time it is particularly
necessary that all of your advertising should be along
dignified, conservative lines. If it is possible to get a
photograph of Roosevelt in a family group, this, too,
should have a place in your lobby.

£ In ft Washing Ikrdd 'of'M15*

^retani of War
I
'*«&»*

sags.
" / t is a wonderful picture. It brings to us in a
forceful manner, the sacrifices which were made
both at the front and at the fireside, to free the
world and place love in its rightful place. The
picture has -touched me deeply and I hope it wir
help in bringing about some sort of league of
nations which will chain the hyena gone mad with
lust and ambition"

HUOTof HUMANITY
(Jk Picture ihaf will Live Forever)
Starring
Allen Holubar's
Superproduction

DOROTHY

PHILLIPS

Released thru Jewel Productions, Inc.

9unday, Januan

i4^s.
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Murder Mystery Cleverly Unfolded.
Pauline Frederick in

"OUT

OF THE

SHADOW"

Paramount.
DIRECTOR
Emil Chautard.
AUTHOR
E. W. Hornung.
SCENARIO
BY
Eve Unsell.
CAMERAMAN
J. Bizeul.
AS A WHOLE
Held the attention all the way
because of splendid treatment and artistic
atmosphere.
STORY
Cleverly devised murder plot sound in
logic.
DIRECTION
Created
suspense
interest
throughout and developed characterizations
in convincing manner; never permitted players to over-reach in dramatic moments and
created truly artistic atmosphere.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Beautiful.
LIGHTINGS
Fine.
CAMERA
WORK
Artistic composition.
STAR
Photographed beautifully especially in
closeups; sincere and convincing in dramatic
role, for which she is well suited.
SUPPORT
Wyndham Standing impressive and
dignified; others satisfactory.
EXTERIORS
Generally great
INTERIORS
Good.
DETAIL
Good.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to offend.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,102 feet.
Tn this we get the successful result secured from a
good plot, an able director and a popular, capable star.
In the unfolding of tbe murder mystery, director
Chautard, by splendid treatment, has managed to
sustain the suspense as well as the heart interest
throughout the offering, never permitting the audience
to beat him to it in the solution.
Here the intimacy of characterization has been well
developed by the intelligent and generous use of closeups, and Miss Frederick is one of the comparatively
few actresses who can withstand the severity of this
test of beauty, as evidenced in the offering.
Her characterization in this affords her ample opportunity for the revelation of her emotional and dramatic
capability through genuine facial expression. Established

Star and Atmosphere

First Rate

in an environment of wealth and artistry, Miss Frederick is the central, pleasing figure in this production of
classic distinction.
Figured as the murderess of her husband, the opening
court room scenes present Miss Frederick on trial,
with the tidal wave of public opinion against her. The
jury, in its verdict of not guilty, finds an only sympathizer in the person of Wyndham Standing, philanthropist and reformer. Having invited her confidence,
she unfolds to him the unhappy details of her marriage,
of her husband's unfounded jealousy for a poor musician who lived in the same house, and whose wonderful
talent she had encouraged.
Dissatisfied with its failure to convict someone of
the crime, the press sends a reporter out in search of
a clue. He follows Miss Frederick to Standing's country home, where he has persuaded her to visit his aunt
until such time as he can establish her innocence.
It develops, however, that circumstances point to
Standing's being somehow implicated in the murder,
when in the first place, she comes across an autographed photo of her husband in a secret room
which she discovers by accident. The reporter
too, having witnessed Standing's payment of money to
a tramp with the plea that he keep silent about the
dead man, suggests to Miss Frederick that she wring
a statement from the tramp. While in a drunken stupor, he tells her, that because he threatened to expose
Standing's murder of another man, unless he paid him
more money, Standing killed her husband.
Having overheard the tramp's account, the reporter
effects Standing's arrest. Really in love with him,
Miss Frederick visits him in jail and declares her trust
in him which is justified when the poor musician turns
up and confesses guilt of the murder, while in a fevercrazed condition caused by illness, and they fade out
on the clutch, after Standing's explanation that many
years previous he had shot another man in self-defence.
There was an atmosphere of dignity throughout the
offering that lifted it above the ordinary murder plot
which is usually overburdened with artificial meller
situations. The cast as a whole was very good, and
amongst those who appeared were Ronald Byram,
William Gross, Emma Campbell and Nancy Hathaway.

Re omald Bai*keiy
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Star's and Director's Name
ShouldandGuarantee
Advertise
do S. R. O.Capacity Audience.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Pauline Frederick in
Emile Chautard. Play it up big, in connection with
Miss Frederick's name, and recall his direction of such
"OUT OF Paramount.
THE SHADOW"
big hits as "The Marionettes", "The House of Glass",
"Her Final Reckoning", "Under False Colors'',
To begin with, you have the name of a big and
"The
Heart of Ezra Greer", and many others.
popular star coupled with that of a capable director
You can safely and honestly promise a classy prowhose name ought to mean something to your regulars
duction and a good plot that creates suspense and
by this time. Too strong an emphasis cannot be
heart
interest
all or
theposter
way. ofI Miss
think Frederick
too, I'd secure
placed upon the fact, that it is of the utmost imporlarge sized photo
and Mr.a
tance, and to your own especial benefit to acquaint
Standing in a garden scene to provide the romantic
your fans with the names of big directors as well as
angle of interest.
stars. As has been said time and again, it is the diGo after newspaper space and you might use the big
rector who makes or breaks a production.
captions
overhusband,
a photograph
"Did
she
kill her
or was of
the Miss
man Frederick:
she loved guilty
Needless
say,surest
the name
Pauline
' Frederick
your biggestto and
asset.ofMiss
Frederick
is notis
of the crime? At Blank Theater on Blank night, see
only beautiful but generally accepted as a mighty good
the clever unravelling of this murder mystery, with
dramatic actress. Use large phtographs of her in all
Pauline Frederick, in 'Out of the Shadow'. It holds
parts of your lobby, since there's always a certain
a big surprise in store for you."
amount of magnetism in a beautiful woman smartly
It's up to you to get your folks in for they'll surely
gowned, that draws folks in front of your show-shop.
not be disappointed but rather go out with a feeling
Of
second
importance
is the name of Director
of satisfaction.

A picture that arouses the enthusiasm of your reviewers is
reasonably sure to call for the admiration of your audiences.
Did you read Wid's criticism of this picture in his weekly issue
of January 19th?

ALMA

RUBENS
in

"RESTLESS

SOULS"

by Cosmo Hamilton
Audiences readily respond to the personal charm of Miss
Rubens. But with her presentation in "Restless Souls" their
enjoyment should be complete. For she triumphs emotionally

Alma Rubens & Jack Conway jm
Triangle Play "Restless Souls "

in a well told story that appeals to the sympathies. Her supporting cast is well selected. The settings are lavish and
realistic.

Consider the popularity of this star and her former achievements. Consider the popularity of
Cosmo Hamilton and the fact that his well written stories are known and appreciated. Are these
not sales points that you can exploit to advantage?

TRIANGLE
1457 Broadway

Particularly

DISTRIBUTING

when

the show

has a good

title?

CORPORATION
New

York.
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Miss Barrymore Sure Fine in Well Suited Vehicle.
Good Direction and
Classy Atmosphere Put This Over Big
Ethel Barrymore in

"THE

DIVORCEE"

Metro.
DIRECTOR
Herbert Blache.
AUTHOR
W. Somerset Maugham.
SCENARIO BY
June Mathis and Captain
Kavanaugh.
CAMERAMAN
George K. Hollister.
AS A WHOLE
Splendid star and supporting
cast make for excellent and very much wortn
while offering.
STORY
Adaptation from play "Lady Frederick." Afforded perfectly suitable role for
star.
DIRECTION
Expert throughout; provided elegantly distinctive atmosphere and played up
star to best advantage.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Indeed fine.
LIGHTINGS
Clear cut and good composition.
CAMERA WORK
Interiors and exterior locations
could not be beat.
STAR
Miss Barrymore's dignity and poise lend
expression and distinction to offering.
SUPPORT
Did full justice to star; Miss
Childers
looked
beautiful;
Eugene Strong
very likeable; others fine.
EXTERIORS
Very
fine.
INTERIORS
Elaborate, and gave impression
of costliness.
DETAIL
Titles well worded; made intelligent
use of closeups.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to offend.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION .... About 5.000 feet.
For classic distinction and finesse, this is indeed a
winner. Miss Barrymore is a thoroughbred to her
fingertips and her poise and dignity certainly lend
artistic technique to the production.
The dexterous treatment of this film is noticeable
even to the point of artistry, the director having
been careful to provide just so much and no more to
situations, which, under less expert attention might
have bordered
the melodramatic movie angle.
From start to finish, the atmosphere created is unsurpas able inits elegance, and gives the impression of
a great expenditure of time and coin in the production
end.

Spare no Efforts in Exploitation.

It would be difficult to imagine anyone more suitable than .Miss Barrymore in the role of Lady Frcder
ick, the beautiful, brilliant wife of Lord Frederick
played by E. J. Radcliffe, who avails himself of each
and every opportunity to remind her of the fact that
she's his market purchase. Her dignity and artistry
are asserted in her ability to cope with these situations
of insult and public humiliation in a quietness of manner that is undeniable in its interpretation of culture
and good breeding.
The familiar situation in which Miss Barrymore hides
her sister, Naomi Childers, while she emerges from an
inner room of Joseph Kilgour's apartment to face her
sister's infuriated husband, will be recognized as being
handled a bit more skillfully than usual, in its absence
from cheap meller.
Having
raised
no opposition
her the
husband's
divorce on the
grounds
outlined to
above,
following
years establish her in Monte Carlo as a widely discussed divorcee, heavily indebted through gambling.
Eugene Strong, the youthful, titled nephew of Perry
Dean, a former admirer of Miss Barrymore's, is hopelessly infatuated with her, greatly to the disturbance
of his aristocratic mother who enlists her brother's
aid in saving the youth from the scheming, immoral
adventuress.
The incident in which Miss Barrymore goes through
the early morning process of rejuvenation by artifice,
for the benefit and purpose of disillusioning the youth
when he comes for her answer to his proposal of marriage, was particularly good. Even in these scenes Miss
Barrymore's beauty stood the severest test of closeups.
The true cause of Lord Frederick's divorce is laid
bare to Dean, when he overhears Kilgour's assertion
to Miss Barrymore that they had an old score unsettled since the time she slapped his face when her
sister visited his apartment and she took the blame. The
final sequence gets over the ultimate union between
Miss Barrymore and Dean who has cherished his love
for her all through the years.
All in all, the production is decidedly classy, both
as to treatment and atmosphere. The cameraman as
well as the title writer also deserve particular mention
for their good work. Others in the very good cast
were Harold Entwhistle, Maude Turner Gordon and
John Goldsworthy.

Justifies at Least Two

Box Office Analysis
Get this and clean up. From any angle you choose
to take it, it's all right. In the first place the name
of Miss Barrymore is in itself suggestive of artistry,
and the production is surely not lacking there. I
would secure, if I were you, an extra large sized
stand of Miss Barrymore, giving it prominent lobby
display. Her costumes in the offering show rare good
taste, and are displayed advantageously because of
her stately bearing.
Spare no expense in the exploitation of this production, since once you get your crowd in, the entertainment end of it will take care of itself. This thoroughly justifies your securing it for at least two days,
and by careful and sufficient advertising you should
pack your theater full at every performance. The
word of mouth praises will unquestionably be passed
along, and insure you a capacity
audience,
on the

Days' Run

for the Exhibitor.
second day.
A reasonable majority of your folks ought to be
acquainted with the novel from which the film has been
adapted, "Lady Frederick," by W. Somerset Maugham.
Go after it big and with the determination to get
your crowds in, feeling confident that they'll be thoroughly pleased with the entire production.
You are safe in promising an excellent cast in an
excellent production that is decidedly classy, and presenting a story and a plot of interest. Play up the
big cast, featuring Naomi Childers, whose beauty is
given fair play in the offering, Eugene Strong, Joseph
Kilgour, Maude Turner Gordon, Perry Dean, Harold
Entwhistle and John Goldsworthy, most of whom are
reasonably
well for
known.
"The asLMvorcee''
furnishes food
thoughtThe
and title,
curiosity
well as
interest.
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Nothing Extraordinary, But Should Get by as Passable Film
J. Warren

"COME

Kerrigan in

AGAIN

SMITH"

J. D. Hampton, Prod. — W. W. Hodkinson Corp., Dist.
DIRECTOR
E. Mason Hoppei.
SUPERVISED BY
Jesse D. Hampton.
AUTHOR
John H. Blackwood.
CAMERAMAN
Chas. Stumar.
AS A WHOLE
Mixture of comedy and drama
that holds interest most of the way.
STORY
Reveals some ingenuity in plot construction, although the theme is ordinary.
DIRECTION
Goes after comedy points and
generally gives a natural touch to scenes.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies; for the most part
LIGHTINGSgood.
Rather
uniform.
CAMERAWORK
Nothing extraordinary.
STAR
W.ll be liked in this; has opportunity for
some character work.
SUPPORT
Efficient; Lois Wilson and William
Conklin figure most prominently.
EXTERIORS
All that the action demands.
INTERIORS
Correctly arranged.
DETAIL
Shows
regard
for small points in
photoplay production.
CHARACTER OF STORY
.... Entirely inoffensive.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
.... About 5,027 feet.
Some of your folks won't recognize handsome J.
Warren Kerrigan when they first meet him as "Come
Again Smith". He is a park bench loafer, disguised
by a three day's growth of beard and a liberal coating
of dirt. And his companions at the free resting place
look like sure 'nuff down-and-outers. But there's a
sudden transformation, bringing back Warren as his
customarily well groomed self and therein lies the
story, which is good enough in the way of light entertainment.
To be sure, things do happen rather oddly and conveniently, but there needn't be any real kick abo,ut
that, as long as the author has given a certain surface
plausibility to his narrative and the characters" help
to make you believe it. Fans aren't going to be exactly surprised at the way
affairs turn out for the

Make

park bench hero, but they may be expected to find amusetint. ment in following the comedy romance with a meller
At college they called him "Come Again Smith",
because he was a free spender, so free in fact that his
Dad, a western oil king, decided that his province in
life was to spend money, not to earn it. Defying the
precedent of all millionaire movie parents, Warren's
father absolutely refuses to put him to work, so the
youth sets out to fight his own way. He has advanced
downwards to the fringe of trampdom as the story
A copper is dragging him off to jail when H. A.
opens.
Barrows, a prosperous broker, happens along with his
friend William Conklin, a wily promoter. They have
had a little dispute about an oil stock investment and
Barrows has announced that the only bond worth
buying is "the bond of humanity". Regarding the
hapless Kerrigan as a reasonable prospect, he takes
him to his home for a week's
trial.
In order to explain his presence to Barrows' wife,
Winifred Greenwood and his sister, Lois Wilson,
Kerrigan is asked to invent a pleasantly romantic
story about his past. He tells how he came to be
called "Come Again Smith", how he determined to
prove his worth, despite the skepticism of his millionaire father, and altogether concocts a wild sort of
rale, which turns' out to be nothing more than the true
story of his life.
Seeing alationshipchance
capitalize
reto the oil to
king,
Conklin,ontheKerrigan's
stock broker,
employs him at a salary of $100 a week. He booms
his stock by making it appear that the millionaire oil
man is one of his backers. Also, he gets Barrows'
wife into trouble by persuading her to invest $10,000.
Forced to pawn a necklace in order to cover the investment and then account for the disappearance of
the jewels, the woman becomes the center of a meller
sequence in which the willun is exposed and "Come
Again Smith" is recognized as the millionaire's son.
The love interest developed between Kerrigan and
Lois Wilson is slight, but suffices for a picture of this 1
stamp.
Charles French and Walter Perry are in the
cast.

a Point of Lines Bringing in Catchy Title
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.

This is just an average film, likely to get by safely
enough, but not justifying special boosting. Whether
it draws business for you or not, depends largely upon
the popularity of Kerrigan in your community.
In playing up the star, I would try to give the impression that as "Come Again Smith" he has a role
permitting real characterization and that he makes
an interesting contrast between the down-and-outer
and the socially correct millionaire's son. The title
indicates comedy, so I would go strong on that end
in preference to the dramatic features of the plot,
which are not prominent enough to count much.
Lois Wilson is coming to be known as Kerrigan's
leading woman,
so I would mention her rather con-

spicuously in advance announcements,

also using her

picture in your lobby display. Her role doesn't figure
very largely in this instance, but some folks may be
attracted by her good looks. The names of Winifred
Greenwood, William Conklin and H. A. Barrows also
should be referred to in your advance publicity.
"Come Again Smith" is a title that offers chances
for various twists in the way of catchlines. For
example : "Can you guess why they called him 'Come
Again Smith' ?" or "It's 'Come Again Smith' as long
as your bankroll holds out— Then what? See J. Warren
Kerrigan in his new picture." For another angle say:
"Did you ever invest in the Bond of Humanity? It
paid a big dividend in 'Come Again

Smith'."
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First Rate Story of Newspaper Life is Human
?rank Keenan in

"TODD

OF THE TIMES"

Robt. Brunton, Prod. — Pathe Dist.
Elliot Howe.
DIRECTOR
Jack Cunningham.
BY
SCENARIO
Kaufman.
Charles
CAMERAMAN
Excellent depiction of newsAS A WHOLE
paper life; human and entertaining.
Logical in development and provides
STORY
opportunity for real characterizawith
star
tion.
Keeps all scenes true to atmosDIRECTION
phere and gets good character bits.
Vefy g°odPHOTOGRAPHY
Rather uniform, but satisfactory.
LIGHTINGS
Up to requirements.
CAMERA WORK
Supplies fine sketch of small town newsSTAR
acts. paper man; plays with appeal and never over-

Wisely chosen to give telling interpretations of genuine characters. Buddy Post,
Aggie Herring and Herschel Mayall, all good.
Not manj.
EXTERIORS
Particularly satisfactory in preINTERIORS
senting newspaper office and scenes in typical boarding house.
Correctness of settings and individual
DETAIL
touches in characterizations add much to the
impressiveness of the production as a whole.
First rate for any
CHARACTER OF STORY
type of house.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION .... About 4,700 feet.
Frank Keenan evidently believes in varying his characterizations, and the beauty of it is that his versatility
makes it possible for him to pass from one style of
acting to another with equal success. His last production, "The Midnight Stage", dealt with brutality in
its crudest form, with Keenan giving a vivid sketch
of the outlaw. Here he switches to the other extreme
and presents a very likeable but pathetically weak city
editor, who is henpecked by his wife and generally
kept
down in the world because he lacks aggressiveness.
SUPPORT

denying the appeal of Mr. Keenan's exis no well-balanced
There tremely
portrayal in a story that reflects

and Reai

the newspaper world with a fidelity seldom attained
in a film dealing with "the fourth estate". The settings arc notably atmospheric and considerable care
seems to have been taken in the selection of just the
right people for a newspaper office, all of which adds
materially to the illusion. Folks will like this,
merely as a story with quite a bit of heart interest,
and also because it deals entertainingly with a phase
of life that lends itself to treatment in fiction.
Keenan is introduced as a man whose one ambition in life is to become managing editor of the paper
with which he has been connected for years. He's a
first rate newspaper man but, wanting in assertiveness,
the proprietor is not ready to give him a more responsible position than that of city editor. Along with the
unfolding of Keenan's character and development of
the situation in the Times office, they show how a
couple of crooks, under the guise of brokers, open a
bucket shop in the leading temperance hotel in violation of the newly passed anti-betting law.
Having a keen sense for news, Keenan sets out to
get the crooks, involved with the proprietor of tne
hotel, who poses as a staunch upholder of civic morality. With a star reporter as his ally, the city editor
pieces evidence together bit by bit and prints the story
on the day that the owner of the paper is away. The
scoop goes over big and the weak city editor suddenly is transformed into a decidedly dominant person,
who is ushered into the chair of managing editor.
His true character having been brought out, Keenan
returns home to become, as he puts it, "managing
editor of, his own establishment," and after smashing
up the parlor furniture, he brings his autocratic wife
to terms. An effective comedy element is introduced
in the person of the son, a big, lazy good-for-nothing,
badly spoiled by his mother. Because she insists upon
it, he is given a place on the Times staff where he
gets mixed up with the crooked racing men and
violates
the story. the ethics of newspaperdom by withholding
The role of the son is very well handled by Buddy
Post, who, in scenes with Keenan near the close of the
picture, is responsible for some humorous business
that will get over with any crowd. Others in the cast
are George Williams, Joe Dowling, Jay Morley and
Irene Rich.

Get Your Gang in to See Keenan and Count on Their Being Satisfied
Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.

Frank Keenan may always be relied upon to do
something worth seeing when_ he appears on the
screen and his characterization in "Todd of the
Times" is no exception to the rule. In fact, from
some points of view, it strikes me as being one of the
most human pictures which the star has offered.
Although it is essentially a story of newspaper life,
the qualities of drama and comedy are strong enough
to make it go with audiences of all kinds. There's
nothing that can possibly give offense and there are
many scenes calculated to strike home with your
women folks, quite as surely as with your men patrons. Those in the boarding house showing the domination of Aggie Herring, as the city editor's wife,
should have a particular appeal to those familiar with
boarding house life.
Naturally, the main advertising pull will be in the
name of Frank Keenan, who should be given all possible prominence in your displays and publicity, along

with the promise that he does some of his best work
in this film. On account of the character of the story,
it should be possible to interest your newspaper men
in a picture dealing correctly with a phase of business
with which they are concerned. It might be worth
while to invite them to a special showing and see if
they can point out any flaws either in the setting for
the newspaper office, or the types of men secured for
copy readers and reporters. Something of this kind
might result in your getting additional space.
At all events, boost this in every way you can for
it is sure to satisfy and will help to build up patronage
for the next Frank Keenan you run. For catchlines
try: "He had the brains, but he lacked the nerve until
he found himself. See how Frank Keenan wins out
in 'Todd of the Times' ", or "His wife was boss until
he got a regular job, and then — See Frank Keenan in
'Todd of the Times.."
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Farce Too Mechanical to Register First Class Entertainment
John Barrymore in

"HERE

COMES

THE BRIDE"

Paramount.
DIRECTOR
John S. Robertson.
AUTHORS
Max Marcin and Roy Atwell.
SCENARIO
BY
Charles E. Whittaker.
CAMERAMAN
Not credited.
AS A WHOLE
.... Mild farce which registers a few
laughs, but not enough to carry five reels.
STORY
Adaptation of stage play; without dialogue much of the humor is missed.
DIRECTION
Tempo a trifle slow for farcical
situations; star given plenty or opportunity
to "act".
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally clear; nothing difficult attempted.
LIGHTINGS
Some of the interiors appear dull.
CAMERAWORK
Satisfactory.
STAR
Facial expression good; works hard to
put comedy across.
SUPPORT
Faire Binney makes passable sliero;
others do what roles require.
EXTERIORS
Don't figure much.
INTERIORS
.... Conventional sets answer the purpose.
DETAIL
Occasional laughs, usually due to Barrymore's humorous bits of business.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Keeps clear of anything offensive.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION ....About 4,800 feet.
The mechanics of this farce are too apparent. It
is so intentionally funny in the development of complications that you can't quite forget that the author
and player? have worked very conscientiously to get
laughs, and as a result you don't enter freely into the
mood of the comedy. Save in a few instances, the
whole affair seems forced and it hasn't speed enough
to carry you along by the sheer momentum of rapid
action.
Robbed of the dialogue, which had considerable to
do with giving snap to the stage play, this becomes
just a passable offering, depending largely upon the
personality of John Barrymore, whose comedy method
is distinctive enough to give value to scenes that otherwise wouldn't register anything in particular.

There is no fault to be found in the farcical situations
merely because they are inherently improbable; but in
order to become genuinely entertaining they must be
given a degree of lifelikcness through interest aroused
in the embarrassment of the characters. The characterization in this is rather "egative, except in the case
of Mr. Barrymore, who registers perplexity and dis'may with considerable effectiveness.
Playing a poor lawyer in love with the daughter of
a millionaire merchant, he encounters an unusual opportunity to acquire $100,000, thereby overcoming the
opposition
of theJohn
girl's
the match until
has father,
made who
good. will not listen to
Through a peculiar will, involving the inheritance of
a fortune, it is necessary for a woman, just arrived
from South America, to prove that her divorced husband,
Frederick Tile, has remarried. Her lawyer hits upon
the happy idea of finding a man in TvJew York by the
name of Tile and marrying him to someone, making
it appear that the groom is the former husband of
the South American heiress. If he can do this the
fortune is safe.
Tile happens to be the name of the character played
by Barrymore and he is offered $100,000 if he will go
through a formal ceremony with some person secured
by the lawyer, it being understood that divorce proceedings shall be started immediately.
Barrymore marries a veiled woman, not knowing that
his sweetheart, Faire Binney has left home intending to
become his wife, despite family opposition. They get
some humor out of John's efforts to explain to the
girl why he cannot marry her immediately and add
to the complications when Faire's father, discovering
a marriage license, announces in the newspapers that
the wedding has taken place.
Meanwhile Barrymore's legal wife, a frightful looking creature, completes the house party by appearing
with a demand for more money in payment for her
part in the bargain. At a convenient moment her former husband, just released from Sing Sing, puts in an
appearance and matters are straightened out with the
understanding that the young people shall be married
as soon as the law permits.
In the cast are Frank Losee, Frances Kaye, Alfred
Hickman, William David and others.

Make Your Main Bid For Patronage on Fame of Play and Star
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
As a real laugh getter this doesn't look like much to
me, but it should be possible to slide it through withtake
out causing adverse comment. Don't ask folks to what
your word for it being a winner; just advertise
.
themselves
for
you have and let them judge
Make a special play on this being a screen version
of "Here Comes the Bride," the famous farce by Max
Marcin and Roy Atwell, presented in New York in
1017 Even if your fans don't quite place the title
it will be apt to recall something that they have read
about and heard praised.
v An equally strong advertising appeal may be
out of the presence of John Barrymore, whose
has come to be connected with screen farces
Dictator'', "The
such as "The
high character,

made
name
of a
Man

From Mexico" and "On the Quiet", all of which should
be referred to in your hid for patronage.
Then go after the theatrical element, to which the
name of Barymore signifies a good deal, by using some
reference to the star's stage fame, calling attention
and popular success in Tolstoi's
his great artistic
to
"Redemption"
which has been running all season in
New York.
Catchlines : "Would you marry a veiled woman for
$100,000 if you were promised a divorce in order tliat
you might wed the girl you loved? John Barrymore
tried it in 'Here Comes the Bride' and got into a
peck of trouble." Another might read: "When the
bride came, she found another in her place. See how
John Barrymore weds for money that he may re-wed
for love, in 'Here Comes the Bride'."
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Adaptation of Stage Success Goes Over Big in Film Form
Fannie Ward

"COMMON

in

CLAY"

Pathe Special — Astra Prod.
IRECTOR
George Fitzmaurice
UTHOR
Cleves Kinkead
CEN ARIO BY
Ouida Bergere
AMERAMAN
Charles
IVmler.
S A WHOLE
Strong in heart interest;
well produced throughout and altogether of
genuine special calibre.
TORY
Excellent
adaptation
of famous
stage success with only changes calculated
to add to fcrce cf picture.
JRECTION
Displays discrimination in the
handling of scenes and the use of players.
HOTOGRAPHY
For the most part very
good
IGHTINGS
Excellent, except in night
scenes which don't look particularly natural.
AMERA WORK
Dissolves ani close-ups
used to advantage; composition first rate.
TAR
Plays a girl of eighteen and looks
thi part; sur- t:> attract.
IJPPORT
High clars company with E. W.
Lawrence, Fred Goodwins, John Barrows and
others registering real characters.
XTERIORS
Street scenes in opening reels
carry atmosphere.
HTERIORS
Many of them richly furnished.
JETAIL

Small effectively;
b'ts of human
interest
material put across
titles
in spirit
of
the action.
(HARACTER OF STORY
Theme is handled
in a way that won't give offense.
iENGTH OF PRODUCTION .... About 5.800 feet.
Pathe holds a winning hand in this picture. The play on
iich the film is founded is so widely known that it is
[■tain to draw; then there is a truly first class producIn of feature calibre all through, and a star who ap[irs perfectly at ease in the sympathetic character of the
longed girl. The sto-y has heart interest in abundI :e, is logical in its development and never fails to hold
g attention throughout seven reels.
irector George Fitzmaurice deserves much credit for
skillful handling of scenes giving atmosphere
and

meaning to the story which in the main follows the stage
version. The changes made did not alter the spirit of
the drama, but were calculated to give an audience a more
sympathetic understanding of the characters involved. For
instance, the action in the film during the first three reels
deals with a period in the life of Ellen Neal, played by
Fannie Ward, which was only explained in the stage
play.
With all the realism necessary, temptations confronting
Ellen are presented in the tragedy of her home life, the
drudgery of work with no opportunity for pleasure and
her first taste of gayety in the unwholesome surroundings
of a sporty cafe. Then, through no fault of her own, the
girl is enticed into a compromising situation and is thrown
out of her home by a brutal father.
The picture takes up the situation presented in the play
at the point where Ellen becomes a maid in the home of
the Fullertons, a wealthy family. Still pursued by ill
fortune, the man-about-town who tried unsuccessfully to
win her, appears at the house and tells young Fullerton
that the girl came from Bender's notorious resort. Pleading that whatever appearances may indi:ate, she is still a
"good girl," El'en holds her place but unfortunately falls
in love with the son of the super-aristocratic Fullertons,
who adhere strictly to the caste regime. •
In the screen version the son goes to war, leaving
Ellen with a baby which she and the woman who passes
as her mother are unable to support. The Fullertons fight
every attempt to get recognition for the child, but the
family frierd, Judge Filson, although handling the case
for them, takes a more humane attitude. The court scene,
which was the big punch of the stage drama, is presented
with sufficient force in the picture. It develops that Judge
Fi'son is in reality the father of the girl. He sends her
away to school a^d bv the time Fu'lerton returns from the
war she is a cultured young woman.
Sympathy is maintained for the man responsible for
Ellen's predicament by picturing him as a faithful lover
who welcomes an opportunity to wed the girl. Miss Ward
gives an admirable characterization throughout and is
notably successful in indicating both in appearance and
manner, a girl of eighteen. Others in the cast who
contributed largely to the merit of the production are.
Fred Goodwins, Helen Dunbar, E. W. Lawrence, John
Barrows,
Mary
Alden
and Andrew
Arbuckle.

•lay It Up as a Special and Promis e That You Have a Winner.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Play it up as a special and take a chance on a run oi
'Common Clay" was one of the biggest surprises of the
at least three days, because it will excite nothing but
w York dramatic season two years ago. Unheralded,
favorable comment from those who see it. There is
fr as a Harvard prize play, it came to Broadway and
enough to warrant a large advertising appropriation
irnediately sprang into popular favor sufficient to warrant
aimed
at theatergoers as well as film fans. They will
■■un of ten months. This, of course, gives the picture
remember the success Jane Cowl scored in the part of
wy valuable advance advertising. Then, too, the play
Ellen ISieal and you can promise them that they will be
reeived country-wide publicity through road companies
f|ich have visited practically every city and town of any
quite as much interested in Fannie Ward's interpretation
of the unhappy heroine.
i portance.
[The picture has the same appeal that made the play such
Increased newspaper space should make it possible to
n outstanding success, and from a box office as well as an
land pictures of Miss Ward, accompanied by sketches of
B:istic standpoint, it seems to me to rank among the
1st things that Pathe has handled for a long time. It her career which has been long and notable. Refer to the
I well suited to any type of audience and is such a high
stage performance of "Common Clay" if it visited your
town, and in all of your exploitation mention the film as
t!ss production that there need be no question about
a true adaptation of the famous drama. This is a sure
tiring it in houses demanding photoplays of the best
money maker if you handle it in the right way.
smp.
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Japanese Star Gives Fine Portrayal in Dual Role
Sessue

"BONDS

Hayakawa

in

OF HONOR"

Hawortn Prod. — Robertson-Cole, Dist.
IRECTOR
William Worthington.
UTHOR
Clara Whittle.
CENARIO
BY
Frances
Guinan.
AMERAMAN
Not credited.
S A WHOLE
First rate production that holds
the attention most of ths way; some notably
good acting.
rORY
A trifle slow in getting started, but
altogether makes sati factory vehicle for the
star.
IRECTION
Might have speeded up the action
at times; generally rucces.ful in making dramatic s~enes forceful.
HOTOGRAPHY
Excellent.
IGHTINGS
Effective combination of light and
shadow.
AMERA WORK
Remarkable in the use of
many difficult double exposures.
TAR
Score:;
in dual role presenting twin
brothers
of cantrasting
natures.
[JPPORT
Good types for Japanese; others well
Fuitrd to roles.
XTERIO*?S
Some pretty views.
JTERIORS . . . Furnishings suggest a Japanese home
ETAIL
Shows regard for correctness in presenting crstorrs r{ the Japanese.
iHARACTER OF STORY .... Nothing objectionable
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5.000 feet.
A little more speed in the action and a less leisurely
jvelopment of the plot in the opening reels would benefit
t!s film, but considered in its entirety, it is a first class
joduction. Sessue Hayakawa is a difficult star to fit
tth screen material. So many things are of necessity
eminated, for social or political reasons, that he is
f-tunatc when a story of good quality and free from anyt'ng likely to give offense comes his way.
i'Bonds of Honor" steers clear of dangerous ground
ad offers a fine opportunity for the star in a dual role
3 twin brothers, the sons of a Japanese count. There are
jne scenes of dramatic intensity, especially toward the

close, whereas from a photographic angle, the double exposures bringing the brothers together are truly remarkable. The handling of these scenes is so clever that e\ en
if another actor occasionally doubles for Hayakawa, the
audience will not detect the substitution.
To make the thing more human and give it a slight
comedy relief, the director brings in a couple of Japanese
children who will make a particular hit with your women
folk because they are distinctly cute and appealing. These
interludes haven't much of a place in the story, but they
may he accepted on account of their unusual nature
As a young patriot, just commissioned in the army and
anxious to help his father in preparing plans of benefit
to the Japanese whose Russian policy is being attacked bj
Germans, Hayakawa presents the figure of a loyal patriot.
In sharp contrast, is that of a weakling brother, who gets
seriously in debt at a gambling house conducted by German
spies. After the Germans have the youth completely in
their power, they insist upon his securing the plans which
are known to be in the possession of his father.
All of this is developed rather slowly, up to the point
where the dishonorable son takes the papers, allowes them
to be photographed and sneaks back into the house where
his perfidy is discovered by the loyal brother and the
count. According to the Japanese code, the one way to
redeem the honor of the family is for the boy to commit
hari kari. With true Oriental solemnity, the count and
his soldier son go through the ceremony preparatory to
the suicide of the disgraced brother.
But instead of killing himself, the youth seeks refuge
with the German conspirators and goes with them to
Russia, leaving his Japanese sweetheart behind. The
patriotic brother offers his own life in place of that of
the traitor, but the sacrifice is refused and he sets out to
find the fugitive. With the scenes shifted to Russia, and
the Japanese girl back among those who have gone there
only to find that her lover has become a hopeless drunkard,
despised even by the Germans, the action is worked up to
considerable intensity, culminating in the round-up of the
spies, the death of the weakling brother and the triumph
of the loyal Japanese.
All through the picture, Hayakawa acts with strength
and expression and he is ably supported by Tsuri Aoki.
Marin Sais, Gagmar Godowsky and Herschel Mayall

Safe For Any House. Promise Something Good
Box

Office

Analysis

This is the sort of a film that may be presented in
•rises of any tvpe. There is nothing in it to offend racial
>'judlce and the political angle of the story is entirely
•accord with the good feeling existing between America
il Japan in their policy toward Russia. The romance
'icerns Japanese, only one other woman figuring promfntly in the story, as a member of the German spy gang.
Lnere is danger of an audience becoming a bit weary by
\ long preparation for the dramatic features of the
't, but when things really get under way there is plenty
ikeep the attention, both in the fine acting of the star
:l the capable portrayals given by the supporting com■ ry.
, layakawa is without a rival in his own particular fied
1 J as long as they give him pictures as good as this.
Ire is no reason why his following should not increase
>idilv. I would exploit the star liberally, announcing
It he does some of the best work of his career in the
[il role of the twin brothers. Try to get pictures show-

i

for the

Exhibitor.

ing him in each character in order to emphasize the artistic variation of his portrayals. Also, it would be a
good stunt to secure some illustration of the two Japanese
chidren, who will strike your folks as being something new
on the screen.
There is no need to speak of the spy plot theme, which
really is a subordinate feature of the production, except
that it gives an opportunity for the building up of drama
Mention other pictures in which Hayakawa has appeared,
not forgetting "The Cheat" in which he played with
Fannie Ward. Although this film was made some time
ago it is still remembered as one of the strongest productions on record.
For catchlines try something like : "Would you sacrifice
your life for your brother in order to redeem the honor
of your family?" Sessue Hayakawa does in "Bonds of
Honor'." or "Do you know the Japanese code of family
honor?" See Sessue Hayakawa in his superb dual characterization in"Bonds of Honor."
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Sunday,

Bright and Wholesome
Bryant

"VENUS

Washburn

IN THE

Paramount

January 26, 19

Story Gives Star Congenial Role

in

EAST"

DIRECTOR
Donald Crhp
AUTHOR
Wallace Irwin
SCENARIO BY
Gerdner Hunting
CAMERAMAN
CE'wrd Schoenbaum
AS A WHOLE
Pleasing all through, with
light vein cf comedy and seme Lfe-like characterizations.
STORY

Ad^ptat;on of Wallace Irwin's "Satur^?y Evening Post" ser.'al; goes well on the
screen.
DIRECTION
Makes characters and situations anpear natural.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Always clar
LIGHTINGS
Nothing out of the ordinary,
butWORK
suff'ce.
Good
in getting effective
shots of street scenes.
STAR
Ri<*ht at home in this sort of role
SUPPORT
Ann?. Q. Nilsson looks the part
of a high society vamp; Margery Wilson and
others will be liked.
EXTERIORS
Suggest a sight-seeing tour
of New York.
INTERIORS
All that is ne-ded
DETAIL
Some tell-'ng comedy bits help to
make the
seem human.
CHARACTER
OF f'lm
STORY
Good for both
citv and town prd'ences.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION ...... About 4,347 feet.
The "Saturday Evering Post" sure is a fertile field for
scenario writers looking for material reflecting American
life; also Bryant Washburn seems to lie the typical
"Saturday Evening Post" star.
A number of his best pictures have come from this
source and he has Wallace Irwin and the Lorimer publication to thank for his latest offering, a happy combination
of humor and human incidents in a setting that will
appear attractive jo most of your folks. Few pictures
have given as varied a series of New York views in following the adventures of any westerner who acquires
a fortune and comes to the big burg in search of his
"Venus in the East."
Living at the Plaza and making frequent trips around
the city, Bryarft visits a number of places of interest to
CAMERA

audiences that know New York as well as those that don
and these trips are always made a legitimate part of a
story, money
which than
o^ens hewith
the what
youngto man's
inhe.itancej
more
knows
do with.
It enablt
him, however, to follow out a romantic adventure,
spired by a picture published in a Sunday newspaper <
the famous Mrs. Pat Dyvenot, played by Anna Q. NilsjM
His experiences begin on the train, when gamb'ei
scheme to get his roll of bills, which is taken by a synm
thetic girl. Of course, the youth doesn't know that ti
young woman merely appropriated the money in ordersave it from the gamblers.
Bryant's first break into west side society, which isr
what they call "True Manhattan." produces some humoroi
bits of action consequent upon the westerner's crude mafl
ners and unconventional attire. The next day he hastj
little conference with the valet at the Plaza and cot|
missions him to secure the right sort of a ManhajM
wardrobe. Properly attired, Bryant is ready to purss
the object
his opera.
quest, his "Venus in the East," whoitfT
first
sees atof the
A friend of Bryant's is among the Venus' discard
lovers,
he declines toThings
give thelooks
romantic
desired butintroduction.
a bitmil'ionaire
discouragi:t
until a story appears in a newspaper about Miss Nilssoj
loss of a precious pearl necklace. The luixotic youth h)
upon the idea of buying pearls eoually fine and pr' sent}
them to the woman. Not worried at all by the expendita
of $250000 for a string of jewels, Bryant appears at r.
apartment with the offering and thereupon begins
courtship.
Discomforting incidents continually annoy aim, hqi
ever. His eastern Venus is decidedlv co'd and wty
Bryant takes an occasional bus iide, he rather envies J
youths who appear to be having a pretty good time \v
"real girls." Then it transpires that the woman on whi
he has based his dream of romance has pawned the net
lace uuial
and replaced
it with
a paste
imitation,
her
custom, as
explained
by her
earlier according'
lover.
With the disillusionized westerner in a discouraj
frame of mind, he meets the girl who walked off witbjf
money and deposited it in a bank until it might beturned. She turns out to be the genuine "Venus in
East." Margery Wilson is well cast as the sincere he
ine and others in the company who give able performan]
are M. A. Barrows, Guy Oliver, Clarence Burton
Helen Dunbar.

Be Sure to Mention That it is Tak n From a Saturday Evening Pos
Box

Serial

Office An?>y: is for the Exhibitor.
The second name of value is that of Wallace Ir
There ought' not to be any trouble in playing this to
satisfactory business: It has the same qualities that
whose reading public is large. Make it clear that hi
the author of this and that the adaptation preserve! ■
marked Wallace Irwin's "Saturday Evening Post" story;
which will be remembered by thousands of readers. To
spirit of the original and gives a correct pictorial ven
avoid any chance of their missing the connection, use the
of the plot. Then, for the third appeal, go after "Sas
words "by Wallace Irwin" and "from the popular Saturday Evening Post" readers with the assurance thai
day Evening Post serial," in all of your exploitation.
they read the serial they can't afford to miss the scq
^ on may work with three names here, all of them
ba\ing an appreciable pulling power. Bryant Washburn
It might be worth while to get copies of the public^
play.
undeniably is coming along very rapidly as a favorite in
containing the story and work them into your lobby
light character comedy dealing with American life. Thus
play. Catchlines might strike this angle: "Do you k
far his recent portrayals, although of the same general
a. 'real' girl when you meet her? Bryant Washf,
nature, have had enough variety to prevent their becoming
thought he did, put he nearly got fooled in his 'Venu
monotonous and folks are coming to look for something
the
East',"fake
or jewels
"It takesandan the
expert
detect Bryant
the differ]
bright and wholesome in connection with the name of
between
real tothing.
Vm
Washburn. Don't worry about boosting him too much,
for he will justify pretty nearly anything you say in this
instance.

burn discovered that he was a poor judge of womej
well as jewels, until his eyes were opened by the!
'Venus in the East'."

^0
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MITCHELL
LEWIS
m the first of his Select Star Series

"CODE-OF
•
mm
THE YUKON"
from the story by Antkony Paul Kelly

Scenario and Direction b$ Bertram Bracken

THE
CAMEO
GIRL

CASSINELLI
APPEARING IN
PERRET PRODUCTIONS

'LAFAYETTE, WE COME"
ADOLPHE

"STARS
PERSONAL

OSSO-1457

of

GLORY*]

REPRESENTATIVE

Broadway-New

"Ar SOUL" ADRIFT
York City

7/feRKOCHIZED

r^BRADSTREET
)f FILMDOM

Authority

'n. e 5> Cents
Mondi
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Huge Sums
fered for Permits, According
Funkhouser.

to

lal to ii ID'S P. HI.)' i
Ihicago— Grand
Jury
invest!!
charges made by Major Funkuser, former second deputy superendent of police and erstwhile
>ving picture censor, have been
manded by Alderman Maypole.
Major Funkhouser was a witness
Fore the newly chosen motion pice censor commisson which is
jfting new rules and ordinances
irering censorship of films in Chilo. He stated that the motion
:ti<re people were responsible for
! loss of his position and further
ited that he knew of an instance
iere a man had been offered $10,) to get a permit from the city
■ the showing of a certain picture,
lother instance cited by the Major
s the alleged payment of $5,000 to
3thcr man for a similiar permit.
\t this point Maypole demanded a
and Jury investigation. The
ijor wil be questioned further at
: next meeting of the Censorship
mmission.
Chicago — The fame of Illinois'
ccessful campaign for $60,000,000
id bond issue which was made by
)ving pictures, has spread abroad,
quests from China and France
ire been received for copies of the
int entitled; "Through Illinois
'er Unchanged Roads in a World
The translated
picture will
be
itChange."
abroad with
titles
d other literature.
No.

little Ad Talks
Byjack

6
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First National Gets Griffith
Official Announcement
Expected
Next
Week — Effect Upon
Combination Unknown — Move Entirely Unexpected.
(Special Wire (0 WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — D. W. Griffith lias signed with the First
National nounced
Exhibitors'
Circuit.
This will not l>e officially anuntil next week.
It is not known

what effect this move will have upon the

recently formed combination. ' The signing of the contract was
entirely unexpected on his p^rt and provides that at the end
of his present contract, all Griffith productions are to be released
through First National.
COMLY.
At First National nothing could be learned.
At the Paramount offices, nothing was known of the reported move. Paramount has three Griffith releases coming.
Adolph Zukor is due froth the Coast Thursday.

Even

Two Are

Missed

The Arcade Theater,
Ann
Arbor, Mich.
Wid's Daily:
We did not receive two issues of Wid's, December 22-29.
We can't even miss two of
them, so please have copies
mailed to us.
Yours,
(Signed) S. A. Moran.

Shurtleff's
Leaves
Hodkinson toMove
Join Big
Distribution and Producing
Organization.
C. E. ShurtlerT, formerly sales manager for the Hodkinson
corporalion will leave next Monday for California, where he will complete negotiations for a big producing and
d'istriil 4'ing deal.
Definite
plans
will be announced later. Because of
the importance of the proposition Mr.
Shurtleff will not take a vacation at
Hot Springs.

Queen Mary in Films

British

Royalty
Part of Cast in
Coming
Production.
London. — London is eagerly waiting to see a picture play called
"Women Who Win"for Queen Mary
is making her debut therein as a
movie actress. The film is being
prepared under the auspices of the
Bri'ish Women's Service, of which
Lady Frances Balfour is president.
It will be shown simultaneously in
England and the United States.

Alicoate

Mr. Advertising Manager,

maximum efT^ get theficiency
from your advertising at a minimum
ure
ndit
expe
— isn't that
your problem today? Let us
prove to you what small space
used daily in WID'S will do
for you in way of definite,
tangible results. WID'S is
read, not rkimmed. It is on
the desks of the big men of the
industry every morning and
your small ad there will be
read by the man who does the
actual buying. Here's a real
opportunity for the live space
buyer— and we admit it— isn't
that fair enough?

Start
Trip to Exploit
"Heart
'.
H. M.
sales manager of Berman,
Universal,general
and Tarkington
Baker, publicity chief left Saturday
{<>• a trip through the Middle West
to exploit "The Heart of Humanit) ". The}- will visit Pittsburg.
Chicago, Indianapolis, and Detroit,
and Berman will include St. Louis
Oklahoma City and Kansas City.
While in Chicago, they will
range for the showing of the feature
which starts simultaneoti
Chicago houses and also a showing
of the first four of the Stage Wo
men's War Relief films. Private
showings will likewise be given next
week in Pittsburgh
and
Detroit.
Incidentally, "The
Heart of HuRichard Turner as John Evers (the hero) in a scene from Ashlev Miller's | inanity" has been passed
by the
Production "Made
in America"
Ohio and Maryland
Published and Distributed by W
W Hodkinson Corp
rut.
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In the Open Market
Milwaukee. — The Mid-West Distributing Co.,, Toy Building, will
handle the Houdini serial in Wisconsin.
Price 3 Cents

Copyright 1918, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc.
Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St..
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Cuts and Flashes
Select is preparing a story on the
sales and runs up-to-date of the "The
Midnight Patro/'. This was done in
the case of one of the other Select
specials and was found to be a good
stunt in helping the picture get oyer.

Mutual

Appointments

A. S. Kirkpatrick, announces the
following appointments in the field :
R. C. Horman. formerly with Mutual in Omaha and with Universal in
Milwaukee, appointed branch manager
at Oklahoma City.

Bert Barnett, of Star Feature
Film Service has signed for Houdini
serial in the states of Ohio and
Kentucky. Mr. Barnett has left for
L. L. Pennybaker, branch manager
Cleveland where he will open an
at Oklahoma City, has heen transoffice.
ferred to the managership of the Kansas City branch.
St. Louis. — fke Schlanck, formerly District Manager of the Unicorn
H. L. Conway, salesman for Select
Exchange, is in St. T r»tis, and it at Milwaukee, has been aopointed
is understood he will open an ex- branch manager at Indianapolis, and
change here, distributing short
reel subjects. He is accompanied by Isaac Beitman, who had been acting
However Big a Business is, ,
Isadore Schlanck, and "Daddy" Hoyt. branch manager now goes on the road. vertising makes it Bigger. Trj
Fred G. Sliter, formerly branch
and see.
manager for the Mutual at Albany and
Labor Charter.
later at New York City, who resigned
Lus Angeles — Motion Picture Play- to become film commissioner to Mexiers' Union No. 16377 has been formed
co for the Committee on Public Inhere, being the first union of motion
Harrisburg, Pa.— The Perry Ami
formation, has been appointed special
picture players organized in the coun- salesman and assigned to the Pitts- ment Co., Pittsburg. Capital, $5,
try. It has been chartered by the
Company will engage in exhibition
burgh
territory.
American Federation of Labor.
all kindsandFrank
Niggil,incoi
F.'
Patterson
M. H. S.
Graham,
rators.

Incorporations

Albany.— Regia Art Film Co.,B
York City, to do a general mot:
picture business.
Capital, $S,c

Messieurs Wins and Gendron gave
a musicale for the members of "The
Thirteenth
Pathe
studio. Chair" company at the
Dolores Cassinelli who has been
vonfined io her bed for several
weeks with an attack of influenza is
on the road to recovery. Miss
havin' her face
Gftssrhe Ill's mother who was also
hasn't anv thing
stricken is rapidly recovering. Miss
And
now—
the
best
of
all.
Evelyn
j
brace,
Darling
i<
Cassinelli and her mother will go to
to do with a beauty doctor. Its a reguntry for several weeks to "Static."
Nesbit has a trained fly named ! Patented. N'o that
ular natent. You sec it's this way
recuperate before resuming work.
S
ulptors and painters have been modI never start to say Maxwell Kardin' after her. face and she says that
gar
without wantin' to sing Annie
Laurie.
her "face is her fortune" and she's
And still Antonio Moreno is not not goin' to have folks sharin* it. She
wants it all herself— so she's tryin' to
married.
pet a patent so's no one can me
use her
fai
herself.
don't blame
<'e but
vpi-e.
me so And
mad Iwhen
I think
An old maid from my town writes
that she's been readin' about that of that fresh artist that came to our
new Sennett comedy, "Cupid's Dayj^..,, last (|mmer and ta„cef,
r
OR,
and says she s never goin to sittin' on the woodpile while he paintsce the picture, 'cause a long time ed my picture. And he never gave me
ago her Cupid took a day off and |anything
but a book-^and
I had a
never came back.
book.
Would you call Viola Dana a filmy
vision'
Enid Bennett says that in her picture, 'Happy Tho Married" all matrimonial troubles are straightened
out and everything is understood
My! what
wait,
for it.a long time we've had to
They say VVally Reid has tackled
many comedies and tickled many
people.
Harris Gordon is still wearin' blue
collars
Hear June Elvidge
Osso organization.

One
good
thing . about
bein' a
the I screen villain is that they can't hear
■hemselves hissed*.

Incorporators:
I. (" 80
Serra
Arroyo, and F. Smith,
Wall ■
Tacoma Notes.
Peter David of the Liberty 1
purchased the Sunset, one of j
coma's most popular suburb
houses, and has leased it to JV
Perunko.
Manager Kenworthy of the Alo
has closed that house and willB
vote all his time to the Vaudet
his other house.

"Andy" \nderson. manager oft
Apollo, has returned to Camp LeTI
the
mustered out'"
to besoon.
expects very
and service
Pictures May Meet Saloons' Fa^ei
• .Chicago.— Warning that . ml
picture houses may meet the sal
fate
as saloons,
Timothy
D. Ilurle1
chairman
of the
city cjnsorsB
commission urges film manufacW
ers to "show more inclination
cooperate
withwould
the regulations."
"Saloons
not submit I

regulations," said Hurlev. "Nc
Bessie Barriscale in tights !!t
Start Tax Protest.
The Pennsylvania censors better lay look at 'em."
ference.
The N. A. M. P. 1. has asked Pet
si a stock of provisions for the con.1. Schaefer of the National Exhibitoi
rv ., actresses
„ .
Dont

...up the
,darnthink

League
as well
ge
eral
to take
stepsas toexhibitors
procure in
a tho

by way of signed protes
I ough appeal
. .
.
. busy
^Ml0;
Peggy
Hyland
is
between
the proposed
5% taxwillon caufil|
rentals which,
it is claimed,
tryin' to cure a stubborn mule. against
a substantial increase in the price. 1
admission.
Trailers
will
be used
1 niro is .ill excited over the return
of ( leopatra to Egypt. Once more well as speakers.
tl eir famous ruler ga7es on the Nile
•once more she oggles Marc. All
this Theda Bara dees just as CleoBERTRAM
BRACKEN
patra did it 20 centuries ago — or if
director, began lif
she doesn't she needn't worry 'cause Rillie Rhode's
the only one that will know it is in a bank and wanted
to wear
the Sphinx — and he or she won't white vest.

Once Unon a Time

tell.

In the Courts
United Picture Theaters of
1 vi ill have to change the
"Adcle'* in
film play
,f itsGordon
wittv
is starring, if a
ed in the Supreme Court
sucright to the name
sole suit
jThe
is brought by the
•\musement Co., and the New
•oducing Co.. which allege
n Jan. 20, 1913. the Adoli
Co. became the owner of all
to the musical comedy,
, and conveyed to the New
reducing Co., the English
5 rights for the United States
lada and a half interest in the
loving picture and novelizahts of the play, which they

jM%
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Trite Meller Is Poor Vehicle for Prima Donna's Screen Debut
Anna Case in

"THE HIDDEN

TRUTH"

however, that she does not over-act, which is more than
can be sad for some of those in the supporting cast.

It is appropriate that Miss Case's screen debut should
be in a story having a singer as the central character,
Julius Steger.
it only the plot were less trite and artificial and the
scenes less wearisome. The:e is a good deal that
BY
S. M Crowley.
We'ler.
William
comes under the head of padding and attempts at
pathos often are dangerously cose to being maudlin.
AS A WHOLE
Doesn't come up to "Special"
Standard in any department.
Tbe whole affair is too conventional to be diverting
STORY
Tnte meller with no indication of
and lacks the illusion of reality.
fre'h in~pir. tion.
Miss Case is a dance hall singer in a rough mining
DIRECTION
Permits quite a bit of "acting"
town where her "golden voice'' brings tears to the
and
eyes of the hardened miners. They ring in the od
real. doesn't succeed in making the film seem
situation of an attempted swind'e through which
PHOTOGRAPHY
Frequently lacks clearness.
worthies property is to be unloaded on an investor.
LIGHTINGS
For the most part too uniform.
The
willun goes west to report on the value of the
11.
CAMERA WORK
Ordinary.
mine
Good to look at in most poses, but fails
crooks. and enters into =* fifty-fifty bargain with the
complaint alleges that the STAR
to register much as an actress.
produced "Adele'
To account for the dance hall singer going east
a company
tan
five years ago and after SUPPORT
Satisfactory for a "movie"
of this
and entering tbe household of the proposed victim
g more than $250 0000 on the
of
the fra'-d. there is a series of scenes showing the
ion, a large part of which EXTERIORStype.
Not many.
shooting of a brutal husband by his abused wife. Anna
■ advertising the name has INTERTORS
Meet requirements.
is in t'e room at the time and is accused of the murNotVng to brag about.
:ome firmly fixed in the pub- DETAIL
der but she is acquitted, owing to tue dying confession
. as that of a successful com- CHARACTER OF STORY
Censor won't kick.
OF PRODUCTION
5,050 feet.
I t' e name has thus acquired LENGTH
of the woman, who gives the g:rl a letter to her father's
former partner. Naturally, this man is none other
ble goodvvi 1. The plaintiffs
This strikes me as be;ng a decidedly commonplace
than the investor whose ruination is planned.
the United has appropriated offering with many draggy sequences and nothing to
e for a film play without any
ustify its being touted as a special. Tbe plot theme
From the viewpoint of act:on and interest, the scenes
r license'' and are now sell- is antiquated and there is nothing novel in the treatlaid in the west are apt to register better than the rei exhibit-ion rights to the
ment to raise it above a low level of mediocrity. If
maining sequences transpiring in the east where Anna
bite of the fact that the plain- \nna Case is going to take picture work seriously sh<:
develops under the kindly guidance of her benefactor
October 30 last, si nt notice had better hunt around for more likely material.
But of course the willun is still in evidence and tries
nership of the title to the
As a screen star, she seems to have possibilties but
to break up the happy home by disclosing the girl's
Tie plaintiffs arc st 11 pre- they need development. She photographs well, has a
dance hall past, and resurrecting her al'eged connection
the
musical
comedy
-with the murder. By this t'me the fatherly att tude
out the world and say they pleasing smile and the poise of a woman accustomed
of Anna's guardian has changed in'o that of a lover
injured if an injunction is to appearing before an audience: but her acting lacks
and after the crimes of the willun have been properly
variety
and
expression.
Her
most
characteristic
pose,
nted restraining the use of
exposed, there is nothing to prevent a marriage.
and one that is used too frequently in this film, is that
ne for the defendant'film of a concert singer standing on a platform with her
The audience is usually about a reel ahead of the story
in guessing
what is going
to happen.
'lands clasped.
Tt should be stated to her credit.
Angeles — Suit has been
against Pekin Feature Film
• ?.30,00O damages, by Harl
y, for failing to fulfill con■ which Mr. Mclnroy was to If You Run it, Go After Folks That Know
About Anna Case's Career as
motion picture dramas at a
a Singer
sd price.
Select

Special.

DIRECTOR
SCENARIO
CAMERAMAN

Box Office Analysis
Try For Better Films.
II, Mass. — The committee for
motion pictures, appointed
Vs a safe drawing proposition this looks decidedly
or Thompson from the LowIt isn't a strong picture to begin with and"
chers' Association, the Mio- doubtful.
Women's Club and the Col- Anna Case probably is not known to the average piclb has affiliated with the nature fan. Unless you are hard up for material, I can't
committee for better films see any reason for taking a chance on a production of
v York City, with a view of this stamp.
g in its work for good moProviding you decide to use it, there is little to do
ctures for school children
beyond playing up the star as a grand opera prima
family entertainment.
donna and a concert singer of note, who is making her
first appearance in pictures. Miss Case, in the course
! is. Emma Cohen, pro- of many concert tours may have visited your town,
s of the Casino theater, on
in
which case I would bri-'g her to the attention of
11 street, wso was charged your
music lovers who may be interested in seeing
fitributing to the del nquency how tbe singer appears on the screen.
r Browski, aged 13, has been
bd by Judge Gemmill. Mrs.
You might go after this element in your community
vsa? accused of employing through a special line of advertising, calling attention
to sweep out the entrance of
iter.

wallop!
put a

or\roa&y
M an enemy to life. — Shakes-

in your ADS!'

for the

Exhibitor.

to Miss Case's connection with the -Metropolitan Opera
Co., and mentioning any concert appearance in your
locality. In order to reach people likely to be fa
miliar with tbe star's career, it wou'd be well to seek
the co-operation of your music dealers at least to the
extent of having pictures of Miss Case placed in store
windows, along with the announcement of the date
of her appearance at your theater. Heralds also might
be distributed at music stores.
In all your billing, make a big point of the -tar's
celebrity as a singer and speak of the picture as a human interest drama based on the rise of a young west
ern girl from mining town dance hall to the place of
famous prima donna. Miss Case's pictures will look
well in your lobby and I would feature them to the
exclusion of everything else, because others in the cast
don't warrant particular notice.
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CLOSE-UPS

Prominent
Film Folk

COMLY

EVE UNSELL
ORIGINALS
ADAPTATIONS
Many Successes for Prominent Comp.
272 Lincoln Road, Brooklyn, N. Y.

CHET

WITHEY

Producer

LOIS WEBER
HONORARY

MEMBER

FANNIE

M.P.D.A.

WARD

CLASSIFIED.
classified columns of WID'S
fillThe
a long felt want. It is the market
place when buyer and seller— employer
and employee or the small advertiser
can put his story before practicalK
every live exhibitor in the countn,
every day in the year, at nominal cost
Rate 50c per line. Cash with order.

WANTED

TO BUY.

Second hand Theater equipments. Highest
Cash Price— Box 65 this office.
Second
hand studio
lightat (Cooper-Hewitt's)
will
pay cash.
Must act
once. J. C, Box
M. c|o WID'S DAILY.
Studio equipment for production covering
■11 kinds of sets. Reception Hall, Library,
Dining Room and Kitchen. Box 122, WID'S
DAILY. _
_
Second hand studio equipment with full
setting for parlor, bedroom and reception
hall. Bo* 72 c|o WID'S DAILY.

HELP

WANTED.

Pianist, with good reference who is not
afraid of work, for house in Pennsylvania.
Home
arrangements.
A. S. c|o WID'S
DAILY.
BOY
WANTED
To deliver Wid's Daily and make himself
generally useful around the office. Excellent
chance for advancement. Apply Business
Manager WID'S
DAILY.
Operator Wanted— Must be alean est
steady and willing to work; most be able
to operate two Powers 6B machines and
generating set ; must know the work from A
to Z. Good steady job to the right man
No booze fighter need apply. S. K. Leea.
Baby theater, Jamestown,
N. D.
Operator and Al man for electrical work
most know all about Powers machines
Good position for right man. Address K. C
e|o WID'S DAILY.

POSITION

WANTED.

Piano player at liberty wants steady Job
Bast of references. Will go anywhere. D. T
•are of Wid's Daily.
Operator who has worked Simplex &
Powers Machines. Can give Al references.
A. J. K., c|o WID'S
DAILY.

Gray Dead of Pneumonia.
William L. Gray, manager of the
Biograph studio is dead of pneumonia. He was 38 years old. Fifteen
years ago Mr. Gray came to this city
and became affiliated with the Biograph Company. He was a thirtythird degree Freemason, and is survived by his wife and parents.
Masonic services were held at 8
o'clock Sunday night, at the Campbell Funeral Church, under the
auspices of Mecca temple.

In all this talk of billion dollar
mergers, the name of the L-Ko Company is being mentioned by the wise
ones as the dark horse in the back
ground whose decision as to amalgamating will clarify the present chaotic
condition of the industry. In the mean
time, they are now closed, taking
stock.

DAILY

Use the Magazine Tips.
In the current issue of ProgressAdvance, Paramount publicity department offers a new suggestion for publicity aid in the form of a compilation of what the magazines of national
circulation are doing with regard to
pictures.
ture, theyIn
say:part, regarding this fea"The 'fan' magazines are the feeders of your business. Three of them
—just out — have a combined circulation of nearly three-quarters of a million. Each of them is displayedon the
newsstands in your town and is read
widely by the people to whom you
look for patronage. Here are some ot

Among the recent arrivals swelling
the greatest galaxy of magnates ever
exhibited to the public gaze, we note
Ricord Gradwell, Sol Lesser and L. J. the things worth looking at in each."
They then detail all features in these
Mayer, all of whom are out here
publications which should be of intermerely for their health.
The fads in our set are constantly
changing. At the present moment it
is considered quite de trop to hunt for
stars. We are now enjoying the exhilarating sport of seeking to be their
releasing organization.

proof.
Earl Montgomery and Joe Rock
making their comedies so good
Vitagraph is only troubled by
having enough of them to meet
demand.

are
that
not
the

Our old friend Billy Mong is now
cavorting in front of the Brttnton
success. camera corps, with his usual
Studios'
T. L. Tally to build the most magnificent setting for the photo-dramatic
art in the West. Where have we
heard that before?
When there is no news you can
always rely upon J. A. Quinn to start
something. This time an organization to control the well known industry. Count me in Jack, I have
a dollar and a quarter.
Enid Bennett and Fred Niblo admit that thejy are of the few who can
best play the leading roles in that
thrilling drama of "Happy Though

C. E. Kirkpatrick has been employed as salesman out of the Seattle Goldwyn office.
A. J. Kennedy, who has had
charge of the publicity department
of the Paramount-Artcraft office
for the past two years, is leaving
that position to take over the automobile section of the Seattle Sunday Post-Intelligencer, an eightpage section.
"Cannibals" Breaks Record.
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Dayton, O. — All records for receipts
and attendance were broken at The
Dayton last week with a "double
program," honors being divided by
Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of The
South Seas." and a Lois Weber productron "When a Girl Loves" with
Mildred Harris. The "Cannibals"
film had a "shade" on the Weber production as far as drawing power is
concerned. The Martin Johnson production was advertised extensively.
It is said that the receipts were about
$200 better on the day than the last
record established some time ago by
one of the "Tarzan" pictures which
also enjoyed an immense "draft" here.
As "opposition" in two other "first
run" houses The Dayton had William
Farnum and Douglas Fairbanks.

Dallas — Pearl Varvell, fo'-^ierlv
salesman for General in East Texas
House Changes.
has resigned to enter business herself.
Denver. — L. B. Brown and A. F.
Meighan of Theater Operating Co., She is the only film woman in this
are no longer in charge of the district.
Princess and Rialto theaters. They
now control the Strand, Rivoli and
Isis. H. E. Elison, and George
Graves are in charge of the Princess and Rialto.

Married."
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Hodkinson

Corporation

THE BIG FEATURE
PICT.
is in a class with the regular to
show and should be exploited s
\Ve make a lobby display thi
vidualizes the production and
out of the picture RUT— Worn
other productions on exhibition
show rooms.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

est.

Exchange Notes.
Seattle — L. M. Cobbs, who has
just returned from a conference of
Vitagraph managers in New York,
has employed two returned soldiers
for road men and says he intends to
make room on his staff for as many
Blackwood, John H., heaves into
returned men as he can manview with the startling announcement of the age.
The two salesmen are A. V.
that Robertson-Cole would find it a Hile, who was with Pathe before he
pleasant thing to handle the products went into aviation, and Captain E. R.
of Fairbanks, et al. It may be done.
Bousall of Chicago.
Our idea of a great cast: Grace
Darmond, Forrest Stanley, Claire DuBrey, Barbara Tennant and Bertram
Grassby, now performing in a Jesse
D. Hampton special. This aggregation should make any theme author-
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Artists' and Directors' Represen l
Catering especially to MotionPir
PUTNAM BUILDING
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Combine

Censorship

"It now appears that it is not cerpresent.
tain the 'big five' will carry out their
pgreement to organize, on account of
the difficulties from several standpoints, according to opinion expressed
In the first place, it is pointed out that
there is a question as to whether they
can legally organize, so long as all
members are at present tied up with
other contracts. In the second place,
all contracts expire at different times,

St. Louis, Too.
,ouis — Among the bills offered
Legislature by the Committee
:y is one which seeks to create
Board of Censors.
Censorship Lifted.
;— Restrictions on the taking of
raphs and moving pictures of
l the American
Expeditionary
and in sections occupied by
:an troops have been suspended
ders from American
General
aarters. according
to an anment made by Capt. William E.
i, in charge of the photographic
fction of the General Staff.

commencing
with Mr.
Fairbank's
tract with Artcraft
which
comes toconan
end in February, while those of Mr
Chaplin and Miss Pickford are indefinite intime, but for a stated number of productions.
"There was a guess that the big five
might all agree to release through
the First National Exhibitors' circuit
This was given color by a statement
of T. L. Tally, vice-president of the
circuit :
" 'The combination was agreed upon
because of the fear that the Mastbaum
Booking Agency and Zukor interests
would combine and force the First Natonal either to amalgamate or go out

Seeley to Go Abroad.
i:er Huff Seeley, general manif Robertson-Cole film depart. will leave for Europe tomorrow
i ive weeks' trio. Marcus Beeewly appointed European man>r Robertson-Cole will likewise

Hie Ad Talks

of business,' said Mr. Tally. 'We
stood pat, however, and now that that
fear is eliminated, I believe the reason
for the star combine falls. In any case
we have Mr. Chaplin and Miss Pickford for several months, at least. The
contracts expire at widely differem
times, and is it to be expected those
whose contracts are out first will wait
around for the others to get ready to

7

By Jack Alicoate
1I ERVICE—
Boy!you How
many timesOhhave
had
that
merry
old word
served on a silver plato the small producer, disiutor, or accessory manu<urer the advertising and
I departments
of WID'S
ILY offer a real service.
will help you with layouts,
Jir and art work and we are
:/our disposal to help you
ertising probr adv
youany
i
i
time. Our time
s at
e,
abl
but well match it
•lu
i yours whenever you say
word.
J

Stop

(Special to WW'S
DAILY)
Los Angeles — A local report says:
"A meeting of the new 'big five,' D
W. Griffith. Mary Pickford, Charles
Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks, and
W.lliam S. Hart, was held at the home
of Douglas Fairbanks in Tieverly Hills.
Dennis O'Brien, attorney for Miss
Pickford and Mr. Fairbanks, was also

p'a Club,
represent. ng
more
[5,000 women, is behind a move
woman's
every
of
re the efforts
I the state to vote against cer,-pe of movies such as "child
:onlrol" and all forms of vice.
s are now being shaped for intion of a bill in the legislature
ing a most rigid censorship for
I, it is said.

No.

May Be Off

Question
of Contracts
May
Organization of Big Five.

ii by Women's Clubs in Illinois
Oppose Vice Pictures.
\hecial to II ID'S DAIL) >
Wo— The Illinois Federation of

New Foreign Factor
Apollo Trading Co. in Export Trade
— Start With Two Independents.
A transaction of importance for foreign fields has been consummated between Frank Hall, President of Independent Sales Corp. and the Apollo
Trading Corp., of which Lawrence
Weber is president and Robert North,
treasurer, recently incorporated for
the purpose of distributing special
productions throughout foreign countries.
The first two attractions to be distributed by the Apollo Company will
be J. Stuart Blackton's "Life's Great-

est Problem" with Mitch Lewis, and
Frank
Reicher's "Suspense" with
Mollie King.
Capt. Benj. Hicks sailed Saturday,
on the Lapland for London, where he
will establish tfie English headquarters of the concern.
Hoffman Here.
Milton Hoffman, Lasky studio manager, is in New York. He came on
from Los Angeles to confer with
Famous-Players officials, and intends
remaining here a week. He will visit
in Cleveland and return to the studio
in two weeks.

" 'You mean,' it was asked, 'you
still expect to sign up Douglas Fair
come in?'
"'Very likely,' replied Mr, Tails
"'And William S. Hart?'
" T shouldn't be surprised. In any
case it isn't going to be easy for them
tobanks?'
their own pictures.'
"Ithandle
is understood
that one of the
questions which has been under dis
cussion among the big stars was as
to whether they should release their
pictures on a new basis, viz. : permit
ting any given exhibitor running a pic
Mire produced by one of their numbei
to run it as long as it made money for

T*M&
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Cuts and Flashes
William S. Adams, former Vitagraph cameraman is now with
Blackton.

(Special to WW'S
DAILY)
Los Angeles — It is understood
Thcda Bara will have her own company, following her contract
with
Fox, which
expires within a few
weeks.
At present she is engaged
in making
a picture
in Florida,
under
direction
of J. Gordon
Edards.

DAIE.V

Chaplin Reissues.
Essanay will release through George
Kleine-General Film four of the old
Chaplin two reelers "Shanghaied"
"Night in a Show" "The Bank" and
"Police."
First release February 15.
"The Real Roosevelt."
Gaumont has issued a 2 reel special
of Theodore
Roosevelt
They call attention to the fact that
in none of the scenes in "The Real
Roosevelt" is Mr. Roosevelt impersonthat the portra'ts
are ated
ofby another,
the realbutRoosevelt
himself.
Many of the picturesque epigrams with
ivhich his vigorous vocabulary enriched

T'-e contract of the Lee Kids has
expired, and it is understood will
not be renewed. While the Fox
"ompany br>s made a brave stan'l
■n t'-e ma(T of prodrcing kid our language, such as "Bully," "Mollycoddle," "Pussy-footer," "De-e-lighpictures, due to what they bel'eved ted," "Speak softly but carry a big
to be a big demand, especially as
Stick"
"My
in the ring," etc.,
mothers throughout tie country are illustrated,hat's
as well as a number of
have been demanding their c^M 'ren the great achievements of the Roosehe given pictures in which children
velt Administration, including the Irta'e rart. there has brcn a failme
rigation Act, the Panama Canal, Foron the part of the general public
est Reserves, Conservation of Nationto appreciate them. The Lee kids
al Resources, making Germany back
have been on the who'e the most |water, keeping another nation from
popular little ones in the business. fighting the United States, etc.

Favors Sunday Sh*

Roy Marshall, Lasky assistant director, isback on the lot after a few
months' vacation in the service.

Indianapolis
Mayor
in Line
— Li'
ture Expected
to Pass
Satisfac
Measure.

Nigel Barrie, well-known leading
man is back in Los Angeles again
after being in the Royal Air Force.
Barne is supporting Alma Ruben's
in "Diana of the Green Van."
1'ill Desmond has started his third
Hampton production under the direction of Thomas Heffron. Friti Brunette supports Desmond in this picture which is called "Whitewashed

Just because you can run an aeroenza, then double pneumonia, then
Walls."
plane is no sign you can run a car. pleurisy— and I am on my feet
Jack Pickford's leading lady in his The other day Wallace MacDonald
initial First National production is
Marguerite de la Motte and not Clara who used to be an aviator with the
Dear me! I hope he doesn't mean
Horton. Miss La Motte was first Canadian forces, was drivin' his car he
bills.has sold his shoes to pay the
slated
to beto "Doug's"
lead, outfit.
but she to the studio where he's playin' opwas loaned
the Pickford
posite Mae Marsh— and he ran right
again."
Will Ritchey is another one of
into a grocery truck and upset all
Capt. Ray Perkins and Seaman the pies, tomatoes, onions and eggs those good mechanics who after they
Roy Turk have written a song called in the street. There was one egg take a car apart and put it together
that wasn't broken and to save this again still have plenty of parts left
"The Heart of Humanity", dedicated he
ran onto the sidewalk.
to Dorothy Phillips. It will be inover to begin another car with.
troduced at the Broadway this week
When Gertie McCoy married
which is the last week of the film's Duncan
There's a sayin' about water seekin"
McRae, I said,
run at that house.
somethin' or other — I forget just
"I guess he'll be takin' you home what — but it means that things get
hack to what they ought to be
to see his folks?"
"Oh, no," said Gertie, "not to if you give them time enough.

What's all this about "Al" Woods,
corralling a lot of film stars?

Maybe what "Dick" Rowlan
about the combine was right? :

England.
"
But you
see 1 was right,' cause
now now she's got a passport and
she's goin' and what's more she
isn't a bit sorry to leave us.

John Bowers in playin' a rube
again in "Sis Hopkins" brings back
memories of the rube he played on
the stage when he made his biggest
hit.

It is said in Germany that Goethe's death was •hastened by his
hearin' an American trvin' to pronounce his name. If old Bill could

George
D. Baker
has had his
beard and his appendix removed,
the last
considerable moreoperation
than the costin'
first.

hear us strugglin' through "HollerJosie Sedgwick wants a rest from
enzollen" he mi.erht he obliein' and do
the same. It would certainly save a playin' western girls, so in her next
lot of time at that conference.
picture
to wear high heels,
leathers she's
and go:n
a Pekinese.
Albert Ray writes, "I have certainly had my shares of sickness
I guess Mr. Lumiere thinks he
durine the last ox veeks. Firct I
might as well take movin' pictures
had ptomaine poisoning, then influ- as still ones.

(S fecial to WID'S DAILY
Indianapolis, Ind. — Mayor C
W. Jewett announces that he w
require the enforcement of the I
state law to proh bit the operat
moving picture theaters on S
provided the theaters do not opei
1 .30 o'clock in the afternoon,
no other
is offered
the
filmsamusement
and musical
prof :
Vaudeville performances of ami
are to into
be effect
prohib'ted,
the 1.new 'f
going
February
The mayor's statement was a
to a petition addressed to him
weeks ago by the Indianapolis ]
terial Assoc'ation, in which the l
ters requested that he bring abi
once the closing of all commerci
amusements on the Sabbath. His
ment was issued after a series o
ferences with the ministers an
representatives of the local motio
ture theaters and exchanges.
In making his statement, 1
Jewett said he thought the ope
of motion picture theaters on 9
is a community necessity insteac.
desecration of the Sabbath, and
gested that the state legislator
act a law that will give each 1
munity full power to regulate the
ation. In other words he is for
'hat will give the city admin:st»
in the various cities the right I
whether or not the motion p
shows shall be permitted to open
Sundav.
Clears Way For Sunday Bil
The Indiana state senate has
to kill the Sunday motion pictnt
of 1917. which was vetoed by G©V
Goodrich after it had been pass
both houses, and in doing so cl
the way for a brand new mea
legalizing Sunday shows after 2 o»
in the afternoon, which probahhj
be introduced soon in both how

In the Courts
important decision concerning
lability of the lessee of a motion
e theater lias been handed down
Appellate Division of the Su, Court in a suit of Cecile Seidlitz
st Mayer S. Auerbach and LeoWeil involving a theater at 104
The plainJ6 West 110th street.
ued to recover $7,003 as the bal: of $7,500 remaining as security
j;ited when the theater was leased
14 at $.V)00 a year for 21 years.
[e evidence showed
that the defive-story
two
unts tore down
instone houses to erect the theater
because of the expense of $15,000
vtd the tenant was compelled to
nit the $7,500 as security that the
■ would be carried out. The tenin 1017 and sothethat
prop-it
i'iras
soldevicted
and remodelled
i no longer be used as a theater.
,plaintiff contended that the de; remaining should be repaid for
Reason and got a verdict in the
I court.
[)e Appellate Division in reversing
• udgment for the plaintiff and disshg the complaint said :
the tenant performs
the lease
landlord has a valuable property.
lowever,
the character
of the
■ iborhood changes, or the motion
it no
that
so
ire loses its vogue,
itr appeals to the public fancy, and
property can no longer be leased
•he purpose for which it is desigII and the property thrown back
le landlord, he might be requirlarge expense to alter the build»to meet the changed conditions
't compelled to allow the build[O remain unoccupied for a long
i of years, or at best accept a
.
i rent."
jr this reason the Appellate Diviilrules t^at the defendants should
ill the deposit.

application to vacate a judg. by default for $44,312 obtained
\fy a year ago by Leonce PerIgainst the Clara Kimball Young
I Corporat'on on the ground that
I ce of papers in the suit has been
Knox,
Judge
luide bv Federal
Supreme
in the
made
been
presiy,
it by Karl W. Kircbwe Young
of the Clara Kimball
. Corporation, in order to give
court order,
: to the Federal
suit was brought nearly a year
Jor breach of contract and when
defendant did not answer suit
was entered,
judgment
dVau't
the C. K. Y. Film Corporagot an order from Justice
the case to
transferring
pbaum
an
ted States Court, where
has just been made _ by
„nn
ierendant for an order setting
I the service of paners in the
a^d vacating the judgment on
{round that the service of the
Couns-i for
rs was not legal.
the amplication and
£ opposed
be sent back
I that the we
Court, but JiHge
..se Supreme
k decided for the d"fendant. The
[fctifT must now bring a new aci and serve papers on a pro-er
Per of the C. K. Y. Film Corwtion.

iMi
Comedy and Romance

DAILY

are Well Combined in First Rate Story

Louise Huff in

"HEART

OF GOLD"

World Pictures.
DIRECTOR
Travers Vale.
mtt"OR
L.ucyS&i*ei
SCENARIO BY
Clara S. Baranger.
CAMERAMAN
Philip Hatkm.
AS A WHOLE
Will interest on account cf human qua'ities and first rate production.
STORY
Old theme broug'-t up-to-date and developed with complications that hold suspense to the fini=K
DIRECTION
Good in making scenes seem natural most cf the wry, but rtns a bit wild in
cour*- room sequence.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good.
LIGHTINGS
Show vr> star to advantage and
have enough variet'.
CAMERA
WORK
Reveals discrimination in
choir* cf an^le-.
STAR
Prettv and natural in sympathetic role.
SUPPORT
Johnny Hin-s stand- out in comedy
character; others suitable to parts.
EXTRR'ORS
Don't figure n-uch.
INTERIORS
Nothing distinctive but fill requirements.
DETAIL
CorreHy business gets across; slangy
sub-titles
responsible
for
a number
of
lau^s.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Wholesome enterLENGTH tain-'
OF en*.
PRODUCTION
5,134 feet.
Fundamentally there's nothing new about the plot
theme in this, but they've brcgM it up-to-date, or
rat'er up to t^e summer of 10*8, and supplied a treatment that lifts the film out of the ordinary role. In
several rejects it i= a bet*e*--than-aver^ge World Pict'T-s offeri-g and thoroughly well suited to the personality rwid scope of tue s*ar.
The scenario development is expert, in that the
sympathetic little s^ero's mis'ortrres pre mad" decideHly "intrikrt" and as one piece of bad luck follows
another, no reasonable way of extricat'ng the g:rl
from h°r diffio-Hes suggests itself to a crowd that
hasn't been taken into the author's confidence.
Sus-

A Safe Bet.
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penre is created and sympathy
beig' tened for the
young woman who is bc.ng cheated cn.t of her rights.
It is the sort of a picture that fol cs must see through
to tl e finish if they want to get the story right, and
my g ess is that most of them will be in ercstcd enough
to sit out the five reels. I oui c Huff is pretty and
tie e is a child-like ingem 01 s appeal to her acting
in the ro'e of the lit'le art'st-seamstress, who is robbed
of T>here star
prize-winning
makes fn; chdes'gn.
of a heart interest characterization, whereas t' e comedy end .of the production is
well l~o' ed af'er by Johnny Hincs as a hungry, jobless,
slangy,
youth,
who unintentionally adds
to impert'nent
the troublesIrish
of his
sweetheart
and then
uses his w;ts and a good left hard wallop to stra'ghtcn
mat'ers out. Pood direction is evidenced in mak'ng the
come 'y interb'd-s a nat"nl part of the story an 1 the
sub-ti'les work in smoot' ly with the characterization.
No nlot_ bared on the t'-eft of an artist's prize-winning drawing can be termed sfrictly novel, hut the ang'e
ta'-en here is fresh. Before the signing of the armisti e, t1,e standardization of women's apparel had been
proposed as a part of the conservation program. The
author assumes that a prize of $5000 hrs been offered
for the best design of a khaki suit and builds up the
story on that premise.
Louise Huff, a g'rl w:th artistic aspirations, but no
money, comes to New York as an apprentice seamstress for an avaricious modiste. Using the letter
head of her employer, fee'i-g that an unknown would
not be recognized, she submits a draw'ng which is
awarded the prize. The model is credited to the
mod:ste. who accepts it as her own, despite the protests
of Under
the g:rlthe name of "Heart of Gold" the "conservation s"it hcorres all the r~ge and every effort of
Loose's to establ'sh her rie'-t to the prize proves unavai'iner. Johnnv Hines thinks that he is doing a
bright t'-ing when be engages a shyster lawyer to
handle the rase for bis sweetheart, but instead of playing fair, the lawyer goes into partnership with the
modiste.

There's a l-'velv courtroom mix-up before they wind
things up with th° $5 oco in tue p-oper purse. Among
those in tve case a>-e Orace Harton, Marion Barney,
Roland Fischer and Anthony Merlo.

Mention Johnny Hines Along With the Star
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.

This is my idea of a safe program picture, sufficiently
general in its appeal to sa'isfy pretty nearly any sort
of a gang and something that you can offer without
being afraid of disappointing your regulars.
I happened to see this run as the Saturday feature
at a Broadway house and it sure did go over nicely.
The matinee crowd paid close attention to the story
and there was no walking out until the entire picture had been screened. The comedy supplied by
Johnny Hines proved to be a b:g factor. Most tans
will get a laugh ort of his broad humor helped considerably by the sub-titles.
How much Louise Huff may be depended upon to
draw customers to the box office is a question, for her
pictures, on an average, have not been much to brag
about; but now that she has something really entcrtaimng I world give the star every chance to make
good with your crowd. It wouldn't cost a great deal

wallop!
put a

in your ADS !!

to distribute little gold hearts with a picture of Miss
Huff in the renter and publicity of the kind would be
of value in
the future, if you expect to handle World
Pictures
releases.
Treat this as a comedy-romance with a lot of emphasis placed on the comedy. It will be worth while
to let folks know that Johnny Hines has an important
part in the story. In selecting your paper, pick out
something that shows bim in comedy incidents with
the star. For a catchline try :"Supposing you won
a $5000 prize when you didn't have a penny, and somebody came along and stole both the glory and the cash,
what would you do? Would you kceo your nerve like
Louise Huff in 'Heart of Gold'? Perhaps, but see
the
picture."
mightagainst
read: her;
"The but
resources
of
craftiness
and Another
wealth are
the little
countrv girl won

out because she had a 'Heart of

ep
Omon pandall
ES&SK. gML
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HOUSE

On Broadway

CHANGES

Camden, N. J.— Improvements have
been made to the Garden. High class
pictures will be shown. Norman
Lewis now has charge.
Omaha— World Realty Co., has
purchased the Muse, 24th and Farnam Streets from R. D. Shirley. The
same company owns the Sun. H. B.
Watts, present assistant manager ot
the Sun will be in charge of the
Muse.
Cherry Valley, Pa. — John Gecoma
has taken over Valley, formerly
owned by CalefTe Bros.

afe#t^y

Strand— Griffith's "A Romance

CLOSE-UPS

of

Happy
TopicalValley."
Review..
Bray cartoon — "Bobby Bump's Last
Rialto — Tom Moore — "Go West,
Smoke."
Topical
Review.
Young
Man"
Bruce — Educational — "Little High
Sennett Comedy — "Never Too Old."
Rivoli— Clara Kimball Young—
Horse."
"Cheating
Cheaters."
Rivoli Pictorial.
Prizma

Natural

Colors — "Bird

Mc Cook, Neb.— J. F. Tiller now
owner of Temple bought from C. W.
Martin.

Harold Lloyd comedy — "Ask
Island."
Broadway — "The Heart of HuFather."
manity"— Sixth and last week. Beginning Sunday, Priscilla Dean — "The
Wicked Darling."
Lyons
and Moran
comedy — Marry

CLASSIFIED.

New York Roof —
Wife." — De Mille production "The
MyTuesday

Ewan,
will open

Wash. —
Houlton.

Cleve

Smith

The classified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt vvant. It is the market
place when buyer and seller — employei
«nd employee or the small advertisei
an put his story before practicalK
every live exhibitor in the countn
every day in the year, at nominal cost
Rate 50c per line. Cash with order.

WANTED

TO BUY.

Second hand Theater equipments.
Cash Price — Box 65 this office.

Highest

Second
hand studio
lightat (Cooper-Hewitt's)
will
pay cash.
Must act
once. J. C, Uu>
tO. do WID'S DAILY.
Studio equipment for production covering
all kinds of sets. Reception Hall, Library,
Dining
DAILY. Room and Kitchen. Box 122. WID'S
Second hand studio equipment with full
setting for parlor, bedroom and reception
hall. Box 72 clo WID'S DAILY.

HELP

WANTED.

Pianist, with good reference who Is not
afraid of work, for house in Pennsylvania.
Home
DAILY. arrangements. A. S. c|o WID'S
BOY
WANTFO
To deliver Wid's Daily an I make himself
generally useful around the jtfice. Excellent
chance for advancement. Apply Business
Manager
WID'S
DAILY.
Operator Wanted — Must be clean cut.
steady and willing to work ; must be ablt
to operate two Powers 6B machines and
generating set ; must know the work from A
to Z. Good steady job to the right man
No booze fighter need apply. S. K. Leen.
Ruby theater, Jamestown.
N. D.
Operator and Al man for electrical work
must know all about Powers machines
Good position fnr rvht man. Address K. C
c|o WID'S DAILY.

POSITION

WANTED.

NEW THEATERS
ing"

Pittsburgh, Pa.— The Pitt reopened
with "The Birth of a Race."
Cannonsburg, Pa. — Liberty, a $15,000
hni^e is t>e latent theater here. Antonio Acuri is owner.

De Mille, Cecil B., writes a letter
for the local press, saying among other
things that, "Mr. Hiram Abrams is a
nice man" but that he (De Mille) can't
leave the Lasky company as he owns
too much stock in it" Mr. Abrams
replies but not for publication. Someonego-told us the armistice was signed
November 11th.

Frank Borzage has finished "Humanity," but whether humanity stays
finished is another matter. We cheerfully record the fact that Pauline
Starke and Ed Hearn were in the
cast. We ponder what chance "Humanity" will stand in the hands of the
cutter.

Bert Lytell says Charles Swickard
Seekonk, Mass. — J. Bantley plans al- is a great director. Charles Swickard
terations to Scenic. Also an addition
says
he is a great director. George
to the house.
Baker says he is a great director. I
Detroit.— Henry S. Koppin, of say he is after seeing "Hitting the
Now watch for big anWoodward Theater Co., expects to High Spots."nouncement
relative to Charles Swickbuild a 2,000 seat theater in about 0 ard.
months.
Los Angeles — T. L. Tally plans erection of a new theater near the site of
his present one.
South Bend, Ind.— J. J. Handelsman plans theater to cost $300,000 on
a site at 216 South Michigan Street.
The theater will be a two story structure. 140 by 160 feet, of steel and reinforced concrete.

I Washburn
Child, from
a Saturday
I Evening
Post story and adapted
by
A.
G. Kenyon.
Harry Franklin is directing.

SALE

LIST OF MOTION PICTURE THEATERS
•f the whole country. Any State or City.
This list kept up to date by careful checking.
Also list of other branches of ths Motion
Picture Industry. C. A. K. clo WID'S
DAILY, 71 W. 44th St., N. Y. C.

was formed, everybody happy. Let's

Squaw
Man." — Gladys Brockwell "The
Wednesday
Call of a Soul."
Thursday — Mary Miles Minter "The
Al Ray has graduated from the
Amazing Imposter."
Friday — Edith Roberts "Sue of the juvenile ranks to the elegant position
of stardom with Fox. Comedy
drama is his forte, and he will be seen
Vivian Martin "Jane Goes A-Woo- in five reel features along these lines.
South."
Saturday — Montagu Love "The All of this but goes to prove that it
pays to have a good manager. Will
somebody please page Dick Willis.
Roughneck."
Sunday— Bert Lytell "Faith."

Piano player at liberty wants steady Job
Best of references. Will go anywhere. D. T
Hamilton Starts "That's Good."
care of Wid's Daily.
Hale Hamilton is now at work on
Operator who has worked Simplex &
Powers Machines. Can give Al references.
I "That's Good," his latest Metro film.
A. J. K., c|o WID'S
DAILY.
' The story was written by R:chard

FOR SALE.
MAILING LIST FOR

COMLY
Lois Weber and Anita Stewart entertained a barbecue luncheon with
directors of First National, or entertained directors of First National with
— , well anyway it was a party. Everybody attired in sombreros and scrapes.
Our idea of the beautiful is Messrs,
Schwalbe, Tally, Jones. Von Herberg,
Hayes, Hulsey, Williams, Liebler,
Howells, Rothacker, McFarland, Lee.
et al clad in the above regalia. A
successful mutual admiration societv

COUrONaml STRIP
isKiotuHPintrKim
WELDON

WILLI *MS t, tlCH- roPTSWW.MKi

Ince, Thomas H.. the Columbus of
Culver City, is now installed in his
new plant at the old location, with
the able assistance of his right hand
men,
Ray. Dorothy Dalton. Enid Bennett
and a lad by the name of Charles
Frank Mayo is coming up on the
horizon. He has signed to play opposite Anita Stewart in her next play.
Why is it that everybody likes to work
for Lois Weber?
Me too.

SHERRILLS

NEW

PRODUCTI01 1

To Every
will have"Once
a unique
Lobby Man"
Display t
will be in keeping with this Grip»
Human Interest story. We will eihi
It shortly in our salesroom.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.
j
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Take the Jump out
We positive I. gua-anlee to frame up
your
inseils
LABOFATOPIFS

GUNEY
145

WStudio
45 Frr
ET.
Pent

PH. Fi e35S
Er-YAr
l]y Eauirped

OREIGN FILM TITLES
S
FRANCISCO Are ELIA
THENew BES'.
220 West 42nd Street,
York
Phone: "Bryant 935}

SUN-LIGHT

ARC

CO.. Inc.

218 Wes 48th St.
New York
TELEPHONE

BRYANT 4468

J. JUSTICE HARMER,

LILLIAN

Praida*

WARD

Artists' and Directors' Representative
Catering especially to Motion Picture*
PUTNAM BUILDING
1493 Broadway

Room 30

Dirty Film

+

minimum bookings

Clean Film

+

maximum bookings

Take Your Choice

Film Renovating Coi
729 7th Ave.

New York'

xfeRECOCWZED

fcBRADSTREET
f FILMDOM

Authority

il VII No. 2<s

Frire 5 Cent*
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Big Featui

Goldwyn Back

For Paramount — "Peg o i y Heart"
and "Peter Pan" Reported Secured

tisiastic About
Plans of Big
Five Combination,
isin el Goldwyn returned to town
Irday after a six weeks' visit
H e Goldwyn studios at Culver
j Cal., and a trip that took in
le biggest cities of the Western
1Df the United States. It was
ttwo months ago that he left
i York with S. L. Rothapfel.
i then he lias inspected all the
^pal Goldwyn
offices and met
lost influential motion p'cture
itors of the country exchangpinions that, from all accounts,
as lively as they •ere instruco both sides. H. I as had opInities for finding out what the
ftors
think
of producers
in
al and of telling them what
>roduccr thinks of exhibitors.
i before he left California
he
leted plans for the production
oldwyn
pictures for the next
months.
He
reported
the
vyn producing staff completely
lized and recovered from the
s of the recently ended
ept-

by Zukor.
A wire from Los Angeles is to the
effect that Adolph Zukor has secured
'Peg
o' My Heart" and "Peter Pan.''
for Paramount.
At Paramount offices It was stated
that pending the arrival of Mr. Zukor from the Coast tomorrow that
there was nothing to be said regard
ing the report.
It is known, however that negotiations have been under way for
some time regarding "Peg" for Marguerite Clark, although recent reports have been to the effect that
Paramount might secure Mary Miles
M inter as a star, in which event the
production might go to her.
Regarding "Peter Pan" the offico
of the Charles Frohman estate said
that there was nothing to be said
relative to the report. Tt is understood that James M. Barrite has heretofore refused to allow his plays to
be picturized, but that recent indications show that he may have
changed his views.
A the Morosco offices it was impossible to secure any information
regarding the reported sale of the

:ed his opinion about the comon of the Big Five Stars CornMr. Goldwyn
was most enastic.
t^ey can stick together I think
II be a splendid scheme," he
"For achieve
my partallI their
s'neerely
will
aims hope
bethose aims are for the best
ists of motion pictures and of

ittle Ad Talks
By Jark

Alicoate

| T ID'S
DAILY,of afilm
winged
%l
messenger
land
goes forth every day to
all live exhibitors from
m York to Frisco, and from
pada to the Rio Grande. It
rers the country like the "propial
really
d not blanket",
skimmed.andTheis advermg rates in WID'S DAILY
! low. It offers unusual opftunity for the wide-awake
fertiser to place his propositi before the big men in the
jistrv everv dav in the year,
r advertising department will
glad to consult with you at
r time.

rights of 'Peg."

Pettijohn Off
Leaves to Help Indiana Showmen
Sunday Closing Fight.

ffJRiPAlk
everybody connected with pictures.
We know that the ideals of Mr.
Griffith, of Miss Pickford, Mr. Fairbanks, Mr. Chaplin and Mr. Hart are
of the highest, that their purpose is
sincere and dignified. As far as
Goldwyn is concerned, we are prepared and anxious to do all we can
to help and encourage such organizations. Ithink the formation of
this company augurs v*ell for the
future of pictures."
Beecroft Abroad.
Chester Beecroft has obtained all
the rights of the entire output of the
Robertson-Cole Co. for continental
Europe and Egypt. Beecroft formerly
was in control of the Robertson-Cole
attractions in Russia, Finland, Norway and Denmark.
Nearly 200 productions are involved

in the transaction.
Beecroft expects
to stay abroad for two months.
Grey Returning.
Albert L. Grey, general manager for
D. W. Griffith, will return to New
York from Los Angeles Thursday
afternoon of this week. Mr. Grey
has been in the West for the past
three weeks.
Arrivals.

in

Charles C. Pettijohn, counsel foi
Affiliated Mutual-Robertson-Cole left
vesterday in response to a plea sent
by Frank Rembusch to help the In
liana Motion Picture Theater Owners,
the state exhibitor body, fight the prolature. posed closing law in the Indiana legisWilliam J. Clark, president of Exhibitors Mutual received a wire from
the Indiana showmen for financial aid
He immediately wired that $500 in
cash was in the mail and that Mr
Pettijohn would leave at once to aid
them.
Mr. Pettijohn who hails from Indianapolis is very well-known to c\
hibitors in that state.

John H. Blackwood, coast represenEn Route East.
tative for Robertson-Cole arrived in
New York yesterday. William Parker,
Coming
East
from the Coast.
scenario writer for Jesse D. Hampton
Zukor is due tomorrow
and
is likewise in New York. Percy M. Adolph
also
Harry
Schwalbe,
First National
Reynolds special traveling representative for Robertson-Cole hit town from
Cincinnati. He was away a month
Winfield Sheehan of the Fox orvisiting all the large cities of the
country.
ganization isdue in New York tomorrow.
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DAILY
Fkst Frederick Release.
Goldwyn's first Pauline Frederick
production scheduled for release on
February 16, is announced as "The
Woman
on the Index," by George
Broadhurst.

f— ti)jffi£
'ol. Ill No. 28 Wednesdai, January 29

v..,pyriBhi 1918,
l.io. Pullisl.ed
New Yoik,
HLM
FL LKS.N.

1919

Price 5 Cents

Wids Film and Film Folks,
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St..
Y. by WID'S FILMS and
Inc.

F C. t"Wid") Gunning, President and
'treasurer: Lynde Denig, Editor; Joseph
bnnnenbeig, Vice-President and Managing
ftditor : J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business Manager.
entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
•it the post oft ice at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year: 6
months, $5.00: 3 mouths, $3.00. Foreign
J20.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
v idress
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY,
71-73 West
44th
St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt 4551-2

Cuts and Flashes
Manager Kashin of the Broadway
and Symphony is in Atlantic City
where he will enjoy a week's rest.
William Courtney and Jane Grey
will supplant Fay Bainter in the
seventh Stage Women's War Relief
film, "The Inner Circle".
"The Heart of Humanity" has been
booked for a month's run at the
Shubert, Minneapolis, beginning the
second week in February

"Ravished Armenia" as a Special.
After being given in hotel ballrooms as a social charitable feature
with tickets at $io each "Ravished
Armenia" will probably go out as
t special for exhibition in houses for
at $1 top.
Two New Metros Started.
Two new Metro productions are
under way at Hollywood. One with

Rates Cut Sharply
Ocean Freights Reduced one Third
By Britain — America Follows Suit.
The British Ministry of Shipping
has announced a reduction of 66-2/3
per cent in existing ocean freight
rates on vessels free from Government requisition, on shipments from
the United States to Britain. The rul
ing applies to boats with 20 to 30 per
cent of cargo space available, the rest
Ministry.
of
the space being controlled by the
The reduction means that the rate
per
pounds
now and
$1 as
lared100with
$3.50 is
before
the comrate
ner foot of space is now 50 cents instead of $1.50.

Bert Lytell called "The Blind Man's
Eyes," directed by John Ince. Lytell is surrounded by a notable cast
including: Frank Currier, Naomi
Childers, Joseph Kilgonr, Mignon
Anderson and Gertrude Claire. V ola
Washington — The Shipping Board
Dana's new one is called "Jeanne of has cut ocean rates to meet the new
the Gutter" a Parisian story written charges of the British Ministry. The
hv June Mathis. Herbert Blache is cut is 66-2/3 per cent between Atlan
directing.
tic ports and the United
Kingdom.

What's behind Sid

Chaplin's den

that he is with F rst. National'.
lands.
France. Italy, Belgium
and Neth
"U" Export Man in New York.
Thomas Cochrane, Orisntnl rep
•entative for Universal, with he
nuarters in Tokio, has just arri't

venrs.
reports
conditions
Jaj
ii New He
York,
the first
ti~ne ininset"
ind the Far Fast a<= being satlj
fory although, in Japan, censorshl
J. Horace Mortimer who handled
very stringent. He believes tha
fre near future, American films!
the publicity for "The Heart of HuWonder when Mr. Clune will make
manity" at the Broadway has gone
Evelyn Nesbit has a Belgian dog play a vital part in the greater edtt
to Chicago to do the press work at
his next speech on the "flu". Mr. named "Refugee" that's worth $ioo 'ion of the Japanese and Chinese*
the opening of the film there.
a pound. Weighin' three pounds he is
Grauman says he isn't sure but it's worth $300. He follows her everywhere and in the studio manages
William Farnum, who is making a pretty safe to say that it won't be
Kent Returns From Cuba.
]
to spoil at least two scenes a day by pulace.
You see it was this way —
picture of jungle life in Miami, re- soon.
Arch
G.
Kent,
of
the
Central
Alt
cently escaped serious injury in filmintovahe
the her
picture.
Mr. Clune meetin' with consider- runnin'
neard what
directorHaven't
places ican Film Co., who left for atH
in •.:■ a scene in which he was trapped
able success as an orator and not
tended trn through Central An
in a blazing hut.
upon "Refugee",
i"a
NewoutYork
ve^terr
wishin' to get out of practice, preHe returned
did not to
carry
his plans]
Henry
Lehrman
says
to
make
good
fobyna Howland, who is now playpared a speech on the "flu" that was pictures is simple. You just take a vW^ed Cuba only.
iii; the part of Mrs. Welch in "The calculated to bring an audiMr. Kent registered another
little plot, sprinkle it well with
Little Journey" at the Little Theater,
ence to its feet. He told Mr.
is posing for the picture founded on
"gags", — dash in a situation or two, against the pirates in Cuba,
mix
with
beauty
and
comedy,
season
snid
the illegitimate
"Nancy Lee," Eugene Walter's play Grauman about it, who bein'
the that
Island
is more b"siness:
flourish
recently purchased for Norma Talwith "pep', boil sufficiently i.i the
kind, arranged for a hearin'. Mr. cutting
madge.
room, roast ill the projec- than t^e legitimate. He asserted 1
Clune thanked him and went home ittion room, and when it is cool, sell |->~ 'ething must be done', and I
to put a few finishin' touches on his
quickly.
Sounds easy.
speech.
Pratchett Back in Cuba.
The appointed hour arrived, Mr.
Clune sailed forth to meet his
A. L. Pratchett. general manage)
A candy
box to
doesn't
like
audience. The hall in which he was much
of a trophy
receivesound
as a relic
to speak was dimly lighted. A hush of the world war, but Muriel Ostriche the Caribbean Film Co., exclu
holders of Paramount ArtcraftJ
of expectation pervaded the room.
All was silence. He started his prizes it very highly, 'cause it was nut in Cuba and Central Amerii
kicked up by her brother, Major Thos. rived in Cuba yesterday.
speech, and grew more and more
Brady who stumbled over it in a
earnest and absorbed as he saw that J.
front line trench and then noticed his
every face was fixed on his in close
Exporters Discuss Tax.
sister's picture on the cover.
attention. He went on and on bringFilm Exporters of America,
in' in the climax that was counted on
Maxwell Karger is so in earnest held a meeting yesterday in Red
to move the stoniest hear^and bring- about his pictures, that he thinks about to discuss the half cent footage*
forth mighty applause.
them by day and dreams about them Se^er-'! plans of action were
All was silence as before. The by night. He awakened his little son
vanced
meeting
which ■
audience continued to stare at him.
attended atby the
about
15 prominent
other night by talkin' in his s'een. porters. Another meeting will
Not a movement — not a sound — only the
sayin'
"Oh.
cut
that
—
the
scene
a chuckle from Mr. Grauman as he awful — cut it" The little fellow called
held on Saturday at which 't
switched on the lights, revealin* the cit: That's right Pop, make 'em cut definite action w'll he taken on
room full of wax figures.
Who has secured Lewis Stone?
plans the exporters have in mind
it out — it's rotten."

In the Courts
ed down
I decision has been hand
Supreme
justice Platzek of the
denying the apIt conditionally llo
Amusement
Kon of the Appo mjun
ct.on to
for a temporary
ters of
Thea
ure
train United Pict
the name
Erica Inc., from using
re:'
We" as tie title of the sx
y Cordon is
ed.ch Kitt
Unitwhi
for in
r"Je
in'he action for a temporary
at
ction came on for argument me
Supre
of the
Special Term
eJ u and
„? before Justice . Platz
subm.ttcd
papers in opposition
of
the United Picture Theatersthere
terica, Inc.. emphasized that
inof deception
no element
motion
led in the case, that the
was a
"Adele'
ture production
.eddrama! productionand of awasdigml
way
no
in
,
i nature
musnde.l upon the story of the also
United
1 comedy "Adele."
tended that it had spent large
the widest
g
givin
in
money
of
s
e
iritv to the fact of its releas
e
an'uary 26 of the motionhadpictur
been
uction "Adele," that it
the
Scrupulous in setting forth ed
that its production was found
hr»->k. "T^e
Benea-'s
£dele
■se's Story," ard it furthered intiby
«d that the attitude assum
until the
plaintiffs in waiting
of the release of the deit made t^is
ant's picture beforetive
of bad
was indica
ication
on its part.
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Griffith Forgets the War and Puis Over a Heart Interest Winner
D. W. Griffith presents

"A ROMANCE

OF
HAPPY
Art craft

VALLEY"

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

D. W. Griffith.
Mary
Castleman.
G. W. Bitter.
Beautiful production filled with human touches, genuine comedy and irresistible heart appeal.
STORY
Simple narrative of country folk; natural up to final sequences wh.ch run into
some unexpected drama.
DIRECTION
Characteristic of Griffith in perfection of treatment of situations and dandling of players.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Flawless
LIGHTINGS
Superb; artistic effects that suggest the paintings of a land-cape artist.
CAMERA
WORK
On a par with the lightings and photography.
PLAYERS
Lillian Gish, Robert
Harron and
George Fawcett
performan-es;
remainder
of castgive
uo notable
to Griffith
standard.

as these elements are in making the picture interesting, they are not relied upon to compensate for the
lack of other qualities.
Using a stcry that in itself is not extraordinary
Griffith has supplied such a wea'th of significant incident in the characterizations, that instead of being
commonplace parts of the film stand out as a masterpiece of stcry telling art through screen impersonation.
There have been many scenes in country churches,
but don't recall any with an appeal equal to that
dealing with the bringing of Bobby Harron into the
fold. It has atmosphere galore and is delightfully
played by all the characters, particularly Lillian Gish,
as the shy heroine, who prays that the Lord may save
1 er swetheprt from "the devil and New York". This
sequence marks one of the high spots of the film.
In its essentials, up to the concluding reels, the
plot merely concerns the romance of a little country girl and a farmer boy who longs for the greater
opnorti'iv'tv offered in a big city. His family look with
dread upon his leaving, as does the girl, who in her
■ ->e ljiv vnv uses simole a'ts to ma'<e him stay on
the Kentucky farm. When Bobby goes it is with the
understanding that he will return within a year, and
each evenirg the lonesome little Li'lian marks off
a day. At t'e end of seven years, with tears in her
eyes, she writes herself down an old maid.
Men -while Pobhy has been working on a toy frog,
with the promise that as scon as he makes it swim
he will receive $10,000. The struggles of the would1 e investor are handed in a way that works up quite
a bit of suspense a-d when t' e frog actually swims,
a real cl'max in the picture has been reached, in
fact a more natural climax than that prepared for a
melodramatic
ending.

EXTERIORS
Couldn't be better in carrying
the atmosphere of a country town.
INTERIORS
Always in the tone of the action.
DETAIL
Shows
genius in picking
out the
trifles that give significance to life.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Refreshing, sympathetic and w'-ole'ome.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5 90S feet.
The war is over. Griffith has demobilized his soldiers, converted his trenches into corn fields and
stacked his guns in an armory. He is back again
among simple, oeaceful folk whose problems and struggles are in their own hearts. He is doing1 nrv-e
Di'r'ng his absence Bobhy's father has lost aT his
money a'd events are so arranged that the old farmsuperbly than ever, what he has done so surpassingly
.veil in the past.
er for'e'ul'y portrayed by George Fawcett. is on the
poi-t of robbing his own son, on the night he returns
Recall Griffith's early Riographs: then consider the
with the $10000 and steals unrccosnized into !the
great advance made in photoplay techn-'que since those
home of his boyhood. The complications in the wind
has
alco the development in the screen impressiveJustice by'Finch
■pre^
Jacques days,
application
ed thee Court
ness of such players as Lillian Gish and Bobby Harup arc swift and a bit illusive, demand!ng the closest
ning
restrai
tion
ol for an iniune
ron: take into account the improvement in the art
attention on the part of an audience if they are to be corMaytrix Photo Plays Inc.. from of the master director, imagine a de luxe vers:on of
re-tly internreted. At this point, Griffith trusts to suggestion and a quick mental reaction to what transfrig further releases of the film, one of his little masterpieces, and you will have an
court
The
idea
of
the
type
of
pict're
issued
under
the
title
of
Pay."
pires on the screen. Whether or not the ending Is
en
Childr
the
id
ue
contin
may
x
1 that t'-e Mavtri
artictieally ustifiahle in a production of this stamp
"A Romance
of Happy Valley''.
osi"g of the film if it gives a
is debatable, but there can be no question about the
As an accomplishment in photography, beautifully
1 of $15,000 to protect the cla m artistic lightings and settings perfectly in harmony
excellent qual'ty of the film in its entrety. The rothat $7,- with the story, Griffith has done few things better
ma-T-e between Fohv and Lillian, of course, has *
le plaintiff, who alleges
The
.
unpaid
and
him
d"e
is now
satisfactory conclusion.
than several reels of this production.
But important
t ruled that the contracts in the
re mn«t be made with the conw II
Play it up as a Special and You Can't Fail to Get Business
Iof Tvrol but t'-e decision
prevent either side from asking
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
1 receiver.
or
through whatever medium you are in the habit
of using.
Having done about all that there is to do in the
|§rrol alleges that the defendant
jfailed to account for the sums way of war dramas, most of your folks probably will
Folks have come to associate the players in this
him and also neglected to m- be glad to find Griffith following his earlier style.
n him as to contracts made. He
cast with the name of Griffith and although no one
alleged that the foreign rights I can't imagine any aud'ence that appreciates what is
of them is billed as a star, several of the names have
worth
whi'e ofin anphotoplays
failing and
to respond
to
th's,
on
acount
artistic
beauty
human
qual.ty
: d''snosed of for $2 -00 when he
a star's drawing power. Publish the cast in full whenever you can, and in instances where you are limited
sted that they should bring $25,- such as seldom are realized.
to a few names, use those of Lillian Gish and Robert
B.
by Samuel
he Maytrix
It most certainly is worth running for at least half
mer as president, alleged that a a week, if not a full week, for you will find that your
Harron, promising that they have never done better
to audiences build up as the quality of the picture beaccounting has been made
work than in this film. George Fawcett should not
be ignored and some of your old timers will recall
«ol up to January 2 last, and that
comes generally known. Launch as big an advertisacts
has been furmv of all contr
Kate Bruce as an important figure in many of the
ing campaign as you can afford and take the angle
ed. Kramer said that if Tyrol
Griffith productions.
that this is Griffith's first big production of recent
in his contention that the con- years that has no bearing on the war. It is needless
If you play this at an increased rental don't bofher
for the to say that there is no danger of your overplaying
by Maytrix
ts made
much about the rest of the show, because it is strong
be set the name of the famous
its to the film should
eno"gh to carry any program.
producer, in electric lights
e the Maytrix will suffer heavy
es through claims for breach of
THE
NOW BOOKING
WATCH WID'S FOR RELEASE DATE
xact and will have no recourse
nst Tyrol.
Selznick Corp. Address.
le new Selznick Pictures Corp. ofat Room 1503, SOI Fifth »vc"ne
been opened.
Randolph Bartlett
charge of the office.
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HOUSE

CHANGES

Indiana

M-cCook,
Neb.— J. F. Tilleh has
bought Temple from C. Wi Martin.
Great Bend, Mo.— Don T. Palmer
bought Elite from Wm. S. Nelson.
Puyallup, Wash. — Mr. Blanchard,
of Dream will shortly reopen the
Stewart.
Georgetown, Wash. — A. M. Lind has
sold the Mission to John Woodhouse.
Ballard, Wash.— A. C. Alden
has
sold Empress to Martin McClanahan.
Mt. Carmel, Pa. — Moose Club will
reopen Arcade under management of
P. H. Kiley and W. Zotkiewiez.
Carbondale.
Pa.— Lew
toria bought Lake Inn.

Mutule

Vic-

Ipswich, S. D.— C. B. Reeves and F.
B. Wickland purchased Opera House
from M. A. Sodderland.

CLASSIFIED.
The classified columns of W1D>
fill a long felt want. It is the markei
place when buyer and seller — employei
and employee or the small advertise!
can put his story before practical!}
every live exhibitor in the countr;
every day in the year, at nominal cosi
Rate 50c per line. Cash with order.

WANTED

TO BUY.

Second hand Theater equipments.
Cash
Price — Box 55 this office.

Higfaes'

Second hand studio light (Cooper-Hewitt's >
will pay cash. Must act at once. J. C, Bo>
tO. do WID'S
DAILY.
Studio equipment for production covering
all kinds of sets. Reception Hall, Library.
Dining
DAILY. Room

and Kitchen.

HELP

Box

122, WID'S

WANTED.

Pianist, with good reference who is not
afraid of work, for house in Pennsylvania.
Home
DAILY. arrangements. A. S. c|o WID'S
BOY

WANTFO

To deliver Wid's Daily an I make himself
generally useful around the jtfice. Excellent
chance for arl>'arc<<ment. Apply Business
Manager
WID'S
DAILY.
Operator Wanted— Must be clean cut
steady and willing to work; must be abl<
to operate two Powers 6B machines and
generating set ; must know the work from A
te Z. Good steady job to the right man
No booze fighter need apply. S. K. Leen
Ruby
theater,
Jamestown,
N. D.

POSITION

WANTED.

Piano player at liberty wants steady job
Best of references. Will go anywhere. D. T
care of Wid's Daily.
Operator who has worked Simplex &
Powers Machines. Can give Al references.
A. J. K., c|o WID'S
DAILY.

FOR SALE.

MAILING

LIST FOR

SALE

LIST OF MOTION PICTURE THEATERS
•f the whole country. Any State or City.
This list kept up to date by careful checking.
Also list of other branches of the Motion
Picture Industry. C. A. K. elo WID'S
DAILY, 71 W. 44th St., N. Y. C.

DAILY
irft^i
Notes
CLOSE-UPS

Ushers
at the Grand,
have gone on strike.

Evansville,

The Orleans at Orleans, has been
bought by a syndicate at Bedford, Ind.
"The Fighting Roosevelts" is proving a big drawing card at the Circle,
Indianapolis, this week.
Stockholders of the Luna, Lafayette,
elected C. H. Ritter president ; J. H.
Johnson, vice-president ; C. A. Raub,
urer.
secretary and H. H'. Johnson, treas-

COMLY
G. P. Harleman, the well known Rip
Van Winkle, is being paged by Billy
Carr and other friends.
Fred Palmer, who put
Toreadore, threatens to
famous gang of infamous
lebrities. Get'em together

the tear in
revive that
writing ceagain Fred.

Claire Du Brey, now with the J. D.
Hampton productions is supporting a
new coupe. She looks just as well
under it as in it.

A. F. Brentlinger, manager of- the
Old Home Week note: Henry Otto
Orpheum, Fort Wayne, and the Liberty, Terre Haute, has sold his home singing through the megaphone to May
at Fort Wayne to C. E. Hartshorn of Allison, la petite. Sounds natural.
that place.
Metro brings them together again.
Reports are current in Gary that a
Chicago firm is to erect a handsome
new motion picture theater there in
the spring and Vernon U. Young, proprietor of the Orpheum and Broadway
theaters, is to be the manager of the
new house.
Ministers of Evansville and other
cities in Indiana have sent telegrams
to state senators and representatives
urging them to vote against any measuse that may be introduced in the legis'afre to legalize Sunday motion picture shows.

Good.
Haven, Harry, the inventor of the
soft collar to be worn with dress suits,
opines that Smith is an illustrious
name.
Ask him.

COlirO^nH STRIP

WELDONWlLllAMS

& LICK rofTsmw.iKK'

The Average Exchange can incii
the income on old pictures bv rehal
tating it with a new lobby display
•ten the
average
(food
Inrge
percenta
the picture
public and
has'
ge of
return
date. Display will Ket man,'
new Lobby
Vn rite or see us.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

m'mmmm
o»&

Griffith, David Wark, it is rumored
is in his next, going to analyze the soul
of the Bolsheviki and critically tear it

j^/Cpo/j^ru^

mams

all A/Vtc/s of Theobe Titj, \

|><. v. CX

1Z3.I I BRQAOWAV

Take Out The
WE

POSITIVELY

VOUR
INSERTS
JUMP GUARANTEE
TO FRAN
GUNBY
LAEORATORIES
145 W. 45tu ST.
STUDIO
FOR
rcNt

Rumor note:— It is announced
that Jane and Katherine Lee, the
juvenile stars, are to amalgamate
with Henry Lehrman, the intent being to inject some kidding in the
Lehrman comedies.

Jacob Hilkene, head of the Indianpieces.
Never thoughtbutthat
could
be photographed,
we. "Bull"
guess
apolis fire prevention bureau, explain- to
ed in detail to the members of the it is alright as he has gotten away with
Board of Motion Picture Exchange harder tasks.
Managers, at a meeting at the Chamber of Commerce the requirements
Off to Saranac Lake.
of the fire and panic laws in regard
Leonce Perret, Creighton Hale,
to exchanges.
Yvonne Delva, and Fraunie French
have left for Saranac Lake to do
Grace La Rue Won't Film.
exteriors
for of
"Thethe 13th
Chair." will
Remainder
company
Los Angeles.— Due to the fact that
her Orpheum contract will not per- leave this week.
mit her to do any picture work,
Grace La Rue has been obliged to
The Operators' Situation.
give up her dreams in that direction.
Chicago — Although threatening to
quit work 400 operators in various
Exhibitors
as Social Hounds.
moving picture theaters throughout
The New York local of the State the city are at work. They demanded
Exhibitors League plan a social dub. a minimum wage scale of 90 cents
That much was decided at a meeting an hour or would go on strike if
yesterday. Lee Ochs appointed a this was not granted immediately.
committee of five to make tentative
Judge Charles M. Foel, on motion
plans for such an organization and of Lewis F. Jacobson, attorney for
a committee of three to arrange for the Allied Amusements Association,
a ball which will be given the second granted a temporary injunction
week of March.
against the members of Local No.
110. requiring them to keen an agreeTakes Over Sales Rights.
ment entered into last October, and
Mrs. M. L. Fulton has taken over which has four more years to run,
while
an investigation of their dethe sales rights of "Belgium, Kingmands are being made.
dom of Grief" and reports that the
According
to Attorney Jacobson
following territory is open: New
England, New York, New Jersey the demands of the operators are
Michigan, Pennslyvania, Ohio, West excessive and would result in many
Virginia, Delaware, Maryland, Dist. theaters being compelled to close.
of Columbia, Virginia, North and
South Carolina, Florida, Georgia,
Texas, Louisiana and Arkansas.
Mrs. Fulton is located at the Hotel
Algonquin. The picture is being
sold on State Rights basis.
ASKiPfUHPimrmm

tusum^j&Liam

P". B355BR'
FULLY
' QUII

OREIGN FILM TITLES
Are

FRANCISCO
220 West

42nd

Phone:

THE

BE:

ELIAS

Street,

New

Yo

"Bryant 9351

SUN-LIGHT

ARC

218 Wes
New

CO., I

48th St.
York

TELEPHONE

BRYANT

4468

J. JUSTICE HARMER.

Pralt,

LILLIAN WARD!
Artists' and Directors' Represent!
Catering especially to Motion Pict
PUTNAM

BUILDING

1493 Broadway

PHONE

BHYANT

BRODA
LETT

Ro<

7392

'HAND

&

MEYE

F. R E D
T 1 Til
ILLUSTRATIONS

220
ROOM

WEST

42nd

2004

STRE

NEW

YORI

Exhibitors Poster & Suppl}f
209-213
NEW

WEST

48th

YORK

SUPPLIES

Si

CITY

.
61

7&recochized
Authority
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ustralia Shut-Down

The Retreat

(Special to WW'S
DAILY)
St. Louis. — Charges that the National Board of Review of Motion
Pictures is an incompetent censorship body, that it las failed in its
efforts to prevent questionable productions fiom beir.g shown to the
public, that it is dominated by producers, and that its reviews are little
short of a farce are made by the
Committee of Fifty organized in April,
1917, fcr the promulgation of twelve
"moral laws" for adoption at the
1919 sessions of the Missouri State
Legislature.

(Hard Johnson of the Austra'asreceived advices that the theawere closed under Government
rs. He is t!,e largest dealer in
; for Australia, and declared
! the i ldustry here would surely
jthc
of exported
the move. annually
"About
to.
000effects
feet are
he declared.

The allegations against the National Board of Review are a part
of a report by the Committee of
Fifly, giving the resu ts of its investigations preparuto y to recommending a state censorship for Missouri.
A bill, passed on this report, will
be introduced in the State Legi lature for the creat on of a State
Board of Censors For Motion Pictures. Strong influences are being
brought to bear to obtain its passage, and
oncethemore
Missouri ofex-a
hibitcrs
face
possibility

"Per-

tly, I sh'p about 70 per cent of
amount.
Paramount
does all
emainder but at out 10 per cent
is divided between Fox, Uni,1 and Mutual.
I have been
ig features, spending from $20,p $25, coo weekly, and produclike tie Whip, Mickey, St'len
|rs, and the Houdini serai go
ft I am not including any short
ij in this estimate."
re are about 700 to 800 thea■n Austral'a, about 100 of which
ijpen only on Saturday evenings.

little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
■" AVE faith in your advertising manager. Many
4--B- a good campaign that
should really have been
jlknock-out has been spoiled by
fe boss butting in at the wrong
*ne. Advertising is no longer
*a writing of copy simply to fill
•jace.
To bebehind
effective
it must
Ive thought
it, and
your
jvertising man probably spends
^ys and many nights planning
(campaign only to see it tumf; like a house of cards, all
*ot to pieces by foolish sugistions by most everyone in
Is office. Get the right man
l^ your advertising manager
t:n let him have your confiMoce. You will find that it
.B'S in the long run.

Board of Review
Dominated
by Producers — Charge
of Committee of Fifty.

uenza Causes Suspen-ion Which
May Last Four Months,
able advices received liere yestersaid that because of the influenza
emic that all of the theaters in
tral'a 1 ed heen shut down.
It
(erected that they will be close!
three months srrely. and possifcr a longer period.

ustralia,"

Price 5 Cents

Plans More Films
Sherrill to Make Two

Reel Society

and More Specials — Jesse J. Goldburg, New
General Manager
Wil iam L. Sherrill, Frohman
Amusement Corp., plans greater production of films. • He has already
contracted with a female star to appear in a series of two-reel society
dramas which, like the two-reel
westerns with Texas Guinan will be
mar'e in Los Angeles. He is now
dickering with the directors for
there seres.
In the East Mr. Sherrill plans an
increased number of special films on
the order of "Once to Every Man".
Jesse J. Goldburg, who at one time
was sales exploitation manager for
"r,r>d'« Man" and "Mv Own United

drastic, autocratic state-wide censorship, with restrictions and curtailments of freedom in action which
promise to work hivoc with the industry in this state.
Commenting on the move of the
Committee of Fifty, S. J. Baker,
manager of l First National Exchange says: "If the report of the
Committee of Fiftv g^es to the Legs'lature
withoutBoard
any oppos'ti°n
the
National
of Review, from
and
States", Frohman pictures, has been if no defense is made there is going
re-engaged as general manager in to be no question of State Censorship
charge of product on in the east, in Missouri. It is almost essent al,
sal:s and distribution. Mr. Goldburg in the belief of exhibitors in the terrifor the past year has ben sales mantory, for the National Board to comager for Arrow Film.
bat the Committee of Fifty with the
same tactics it has used in throwing
down the gauntlet.
"Exhibitors cannot properly defend
Fannie Ward to Produce Abroad —
the Nat'oral Board without being
Pathe Contract Concluded.
acc"ced of coercion or unwonted inFannie Ward will probably sail for
England in the next few weeks
where she will not only produce pic- terference."
The National Po"rd of Review
tures, but it is reported may also re- t'^rcgh its executive secretary, W.
U.rn to the speaking stage.
D. McOuire, issued a statement yesterday in which it was pointed out
It is understood that Miss Ward's
contract with Pathe has been com- the Corr-mittee of Fifty knew more
pleted and will not be renewed.
about reform ideas than t'"e work
Miss Ward's son-in-law recently
the statement
National Boprd.
text' of
died anrt it is said left his widow of
tb:s
will be Full
presented
very well off.
later.

Going to England
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Censoring "Fatty".
Spokane, Wash. — Four objectionable parts of "Fatty" Arbuckle's
newest comedy, "Camping Out,"
were ordered revised by city cen-

Price With Pearson Company.
Walter J. trice is the general manager of the new Virginia Pearson
Photoplays, Inc. He was formerly
with Select and is well known.

"Doug" On a New One.
sor Fleming'.
"Doug" has just started work onhis
Ar-ect
in
Defunct
Company.
Copyright 1918, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
[nc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44tb St.,
Chicago — Walter L. Herdien, an at- newest Artcraft pi-tu e, "Something
New
Y. by WID'S FILMS and
torney of 5132 Kenmore a\enue, has for Somebody," with Marjorie Daw
FILM York.
FOLKS, N. Inc.
een arretted on the charge of E as his leading lady. • The film will
F C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and
Treasurer ; Lynde Denig, Editor ; Joseph M. Geit el, of Calumet avenue, for be on the style of "Mr. Fix-It".
Dannenberg, Vice-President and Managing
SA=i„
a,.,,., T7iv~ We^k-;.
•onducting a coniderce game. Ger Editor: J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Busiel it is caid, is a stockholder in a
ness Manager.
Walter
"HoT
See'y ofGeneral
'e'uuct flm company of wh ch Herager of the Division
Films ofManthe
Entered as second-class matter May 21. 1918.
Robertson-Cole
Co., left yesterday
•t the post office at New York. N. Y., under d en is a'leged to the the pre ident
the act of March 3, 1879.
Attorney Herd:en failed to appear for rial iaK. when e on Sa'urday he
: 1 court and forV'ed
a bond
of wi 1 sail for E-gl"nd on the AquaTerms (Postage free) United States, Outside
Gerstel tania. Mr. Seely was accompanied
of Greater New York, $1U.00 one year ; 6 $2,500 before Judge Caverly,
a
scrted
he
is
01
e
of
tliirty
persons
months, $5.00; 3 months, {3.00. Foreign
'y Marcus Bee-nan, who will have
t20.00.
who invested $1,000 in the fi m corn- charge of the new Robertson-Cole
Subscribers
should remit with order
pa !y which
closed its offices last brad'ira '*ers in London.
WID'S
Mr. Serly will remain .-broad about
- Address
DAILY, all71-73 communications
West
44th
St..to New
York. N. Y.
^- e weks. Most if rot all of this
year.
Herd'en states that a-rangements
Telephone:
Vanderbilt 4551-2
time
will ^e spent in London, w^ere
' ave bee 1 made to reopen the cotn- 1,eadqua*-te-s
w'll be established at
any which wrs closed temporarily
on account of the war.
93-95 Wardour St.
«ol. VII No. 29
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Cuts and Flashes

What do you think of a sho 11
w'o can g
$3554 in a week
a 283 seat houie:
Ask Tha Cil
Madison St., Chicago, how it was

, Los Angeles reports say Jackie
,:Saunders, former Balboa star, will
'break into the game again.

Publicity

James M. Fit7gerald, the tallest
rn^n in the industry, formerly with
died of the "flu"
3Rolin
in Los Comedies,
Angeles.

The publicity department of R
son-Cole moves to-day to Roor.
4th floor of the Mecca Buildng.
it goes, the scenario departmen
part of the foreign sales division
new quarters were previously ocr
by the Artcolor Film Co., wh
now in Room 1109—125 W. 46th

It' is reported Charles Miller w 11
tnake a s< ries of eight pictures starring Marjorie Rambeau ; the first to
'foe made before she sails for London
in March.

Walk- Out.

A young man who was eager to be
Turner and Dahnken Circuit, of an actor, told Allan Holubar about
California, has signed contracts book- it and he pave him a bit in "Hearts
ing all of the Pathe Extra Selected of Humanity". He was to die in a
Star Photonlays, which feature Fan- trench He died very well, only the
nie Ward, Frank Keenan, Bessie Love trench was filled with water and
when someone stepped on him he
.and Bryant Washburn.
was nearly drowned. Th- ambitious young man explained that he
Sunday law upheld by Judge Hoyt, wanted to be an actor — not a diver.
with suRRestion that effort be made to But he was told that to be a movie
have Connecticut legislature amend actor he must be everything else
first.
laws, otherwise there can be no Sunday shows in New Haven. In test
"case manager was fined $10. Appeal
More or less of a strollin' nvnhas been taken.
strel
happened and
in atsaid
the heMetro
stud'o
in
Hollywood
thought
he
could give some in^p'ration to the
players by playin' his violin. Mr.
Kartrer. ex-Metropolitan first violin,
asked the min«trel to play Brahms
sonata, Opus 78 \n G Major, or
Opus 100 in A Majcr. or Opus 108
in D Maior— but the fiddler said he
had never been in the army.

? Wonder if Theda will get another
$7,000 a week contract?

Frank Currier says he wi'l take the
will for the deed if ever May Allison wants to show him any more
jiu-jitsu tricks like she did in "Pegsjy
Does Her Darnedest". He says she
did
allright and he's
lame her
as adarnedest
result.
Be«ciV Barriscale's press acrent says
that she has so many good points
that it will do no harm to mention a
bad one and that is her memory. It
is bad indeed if it's only a point.
Pearl White enjoys the haopy
philosophy that no rrptfr what
risks s'e rims, she won't die until
farm. time comes — so she's bought a
her
What's (he use in bein' trained in
the art of "drammar" w'-en Henrv
Leh-rman pres around department
stores lookin' for girls that can act.

Wonder if Lynn Reynolds would
Kallapasha, the Turkish wrestler,
have better luck duck shootin' if he
workin' in a new Sennett comedy, took
a quack doctor along with him.
gets his feel'n's hurt very easy. He
says actors are too gentle, they
won't kick him in the face and
Mrs. Metro (tve "ti'd'o cat), re
jump on b;m and beat him up the re-'tlv endowed Hollywood with n;ne
beautifrl kittens. That is ei?,,'
way he'd like 'em to.
were beautiful and one wasn't. All
Jean Paige is considered to be a the nice ones we-e named for difVitagraph "find". Grecs they referent Metro stars b'-t tve w'eked
member that savin' about finders ere that
was always ch'win' up
b'ein keepers, 'cause they seem to somethin' was named Joseph Kilgour,
be keepin' her pretty busy.

St. Louis. — The first walk-c
t'~e new Shipping Clerks an
spectors occurred when emp
of the World Film refused tr;
tinue at work. Jack Weil, ma
refused to discss the situatio'
it is understood the employee!'
not receiving union wages.
International

Cinema
view.

Trade1

It is being published md
first issue just out and prin
English, French and Spanisl
voted to export information,
and liberally illustrated. Pu
by Exhibitors Trade Review.
Regarding Clara Kimball Y(
Los Angeles — Rumors bavi
current that Clara Kimball
was a possible First Nations
but Harry Garson, Miss Y
bns:necs manager has issue
statement:
"Clara
Kim'-a'l Young wj
si~n with tve First Naticnal
other releasing or distributi:
gani7ation.
It is her intent
ma''e her own pict'-res, tve be
are poscible, and release then
out
recourse
to any*o of
theseT
i-'atio"-.
aro-d:ng
a plan
yet at liberty to discuss. Th
is true of my other star, I
S«'eef. wr-ce film. "T^e Unf |
aHe Sin." 's to be shown
New York."

(■■one

DAILY
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In the Courts

Lrges against the Octagon Films,
arc made in the Supreme Court
arry Grossman, until recently the
al manager, in suit by Octagon
ecover for stock delivered to
,man. The defendant said that
id B. A. Rolfe were in partneris Rolfe & Grossman in producletures and that among their
lets was one with Harry Houdi
make fifteen "episodes." He alj that the $25 000 stock was issued
for his interest in the partnerivliich was taken over by the corlon, and that he owes nothing
,ssman alleges that Octagon failpay salary of $1,057 due him on
2, for which reason he quit, He
that he resigned also because
and others associated with him
Octagon conducted themselves
make it improper for him to conHe says they conwith them.
. to defraud creditors by submit;o an unnecessary and unlawful
nt
uptcv, to defraud the governmeng
fomitting false and misleadi
mentations as to income, and to
by issuing
lud the stockholders
of stock for which
ge amount
was no adequate consideration.
the o'fices of Octogon Films
Pres d nt B. A. Rolfe remarked
lis past record, as well as Mr.
man's, was sufficient answer to
Iharrcs. a"d that rs the n atter
b.3 bands of the court, Mr.
nan would have ample opporto try to prove his allegations
je Elk Photoplays,
Inc., has
suit in the Supreme
Court
st Harry
A.
Sa nwick
for
if)0 damages.
The
complaint
trnt
t'e
nefen 'ant
is
isiness as the Producers FeaService and that the plaintiff
d the right to distribute
in
ifrn
New
Jersey,
including
outh
and
Mercer counties.
•an Walker ri'rr, "The Lust
Ages".
The plaintiff says
on Dec. 23 last and at other
the defendant
attempted
to
jb'-U-t'e picture in t'"e t'rrito v
(oiled
by
the plaintiff, and
|d the damage sued for.
McClure Productions Inc.,
rrick L. Collins and Arthur
per ha^e been sued in the Susie Corrt by Hans A. Spanuth
TO. 000 damages over a negative
Ippodorp Rooseve"'. the Man of
Mour." Spanuth alleges that he
<j 3000 feet of negative ta'_en in
t«when Col. Roosevelt was on
(J.st campaign for the Presidency,
Rig ,,:m in charactcrist:c attijh
phi-^i^f$2$.alleges
the
RiveThe
is worth
000 andthat
wants
■50 additional because the daIjiitits are now in possess;on and
le to give up the film so he can
tf't offers for booking it.
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Used in Brightly Acted and Well Directed Comedy.

Mcy Allison

"IN FOR THIRTY
Metro.

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

in

DAYS"
Webster Cullison
Luther
A. Reed
Baker and Tom J.

BY
Geo. D.
Geraghty.
CAMERAMAN
William
Fildew.
AS A WHOLE
First rate corned/, calculated
to get laughs out of any crowd.
STORY
Adaptat'on of Luther A. R:ed's narrative orer3 nov-1 th m; ti at lends itself
to screen .'adaptation.
DIRECTION
Goes after humorous bit-- and
makes
them
register in film that keeps
things mcving.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Genera'ly
clear.
T.TGHTTNGS
Good in a conventional way.
CAMERA WORK
Gets fuil value out of some
fast action.
STAR
Easy to look at and acts with plenty of

pep.
E'lis manly
as hero, tyje,
Bull
Montana Robert
presents
fine
convict
others do v«*rv well
EXTERIORS artifical.
Village main street looks a bit
SUPPORT

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Nothing
wrong.
Several
incidental bits g^t laughs;
Mib-titles wri'^n
in natural vein
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Harmless
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5000 ft.
For comedv purposes tbere is a f:rst rate idea
in the nlot devised by Luther A. Reed and done into
scen-rio form bv Metro sccnaroi writers. A small
southern village is credited with still adhering to an
old hire law by which prisoners are rented out at so
much per dav. This is made tre bass of a story
that is capably handled by May Allison and those
in ber support.
Improbabilities are ant to be lost sight of in
view of the swirt action and variety of humorous i 1cidrn*s. from tb» 'fine that May sets out to startle
t' e sLepy l'tt'e v'llage by driving her cr through t're
streets at a c!ip that -:rfiacbes the speedometer. Good
direction is resno"si1Te for getting full comedy value
out of these scenes.
In t'-e course of May's reckless joy ride, s^e
turns over a Ford that is stalled by the roads;de
while its owner, Robert Ellis an author living in the

neighborhood, is trying to adjust the mechanism.
This accounts for tl e meeting of the girl and the
man w' o is destined to be her employer. Continuii g ber jot n.ey, May cieates ha\oc on Main
Street, which has fatal consequents when she
bumps
into the town
judge.
Being numbered among the wealthy northerners, who are none too popular with the villagers in
the so'-thern community, the judge refuses to let
May off with t1 e I'sual fine. Artcr a trial introducing a number of villag; types and some natural comedy, the girl is sentenced to thirty d'tys in jail which
places ber in the same category as the other prisoners who are lined up each morning in front of the
jail that the town; people may bi>d for their services.
Efforts of May's wealthy aunt and her nambypamby suitor to get a reversal of the sentence are
fruitless. Peeking the counsel of the village lawyer,
they are advised to get arcund the law by hireing
the prisoner, bit it so happens that Robert Ellis has
gotten ahead cf them and paid six dollars as a fee
to co' er the entire thirty d?ys.
De^nitc the evaggeration of ensuing scenes, dealing with the author's cave man methods of g'ving
the sce'ety girl a dome-tic training, this sequence is
li1 ely to ret a lot of laughs. When May is forced
to wash the dishes she breaks about ha'f of them and
then refrses to cook an eatable meal, but all the
w'^'le she is learning to respe-t hrr master, who,
•unknown to her, ha-, had her jailed
cell (converted
into a lady's boudoir.
While tire i"t>'macy between there two is growing,
efforts to secure the girl's re'ease a-e still be'ng made,
with a Yew York lawv~r adding his advire to that of
the village attorney. They cook up a scheme whereby,
with the a:d of Rull MonPna, the girl will be carr'ed
into a ne'ghbrring state. T1 is works out well enough,
save that the srrl has becon-e
quite contented with
ber iail lire and instead of leaving neaceablv w th her
d-ives the car straight for Ellis' resirescuers,
house. and she
-denre
crashes her way through the side of the

Final sequ-n'-e=i preset a series of chases, culminating int'-e marriage of the a-thor and the heiress whi'e in a speeding automobile, with the justice
of t'-e peace seat-d on the hood of t'-e car. This
incident is suggestive of the climax to Douglas Fairbank's_ ver-ion of "Arizona," except that he used a
horse in place of an au'omoHle. Among those in the
cast are Maym
Kelso, Rex Scherryman
and J. Dwijr-

Looks Like A Good Attraction for Any Kind or A House.
Box Office

Analysis for the Exhibitor.

There's no reason why this should not get by
very satisfactorily as a comedy offering, whoksome
in its tone and played with spirit. It strikes me as
being first class material for May Allison, who should
add to her following if Metro continues to give her
stories of this type.
Bull Montana, although he does not appear in
a very conspicuous role, adds appreciably to t'e comedy strength of the film and should be mentioned in
your publicity, because regular picture
member him as a player °f distinct
Robert Ellis, as Miss Allison's leaning
likely to be popular with your women
altogether makes a good running mate
It is doubtful if Luther A. Reed's
called by many photoplay
patrons, so

wallop!
put a

in your ADS'!

fans w'll reindividuality.
man, also is
patrons and
for the star.
story is reI would
not

count upon his name to draw business, although it
would be well to mention him as the author of one
of the most original and humorous photoplays that
Miss Allison has had in some time.
In addition to the usual lobby display. I would try
to get some good lines to use along with a picture
of May Allison and Robert Ellis. For instance, under a photoeraph of the star, run "A convict for
th-rty days"; t^en under an adjoining picture of Ellis,
"Here is her jail keeper." You might excite curiosity by as'-ing. "Did you know that there is a town in
the United States where prisoners are hired
out for
twenty cents a d-^y? May Allison didn't until she got
pinched for speeding, and then — see "In for Thirty

Omon pandall
Days."
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CHANGES

HOUSE

Forsythe, Mont.— P.
taken over Star.
Kenyon,
has given

F. Irving, has

Minn.— F. A. Schuchard
up movie picture business.

Marysville, Cal— Smith
have taken Liberty.

&

Benham

Moran, Tex.— J. C. Brooks has
bought the Electric from T. P. Cross.

Complaint Denied

Griffith Acclaimed

Refuse to Make Arrest in FoxLehrman Split.

"Fall of Babylon" Called Great
Film by Critics.

Los Angeles. — Increa?ed interest
over the disappearance of a negative
Flm valued at $25000, destined for
shipment r-y Fox Film to its New
York office, was apparent when it
became known the concern asked
for complaints for the arrest of two
men, believed to have knowledge
of the present whereabouts of the
missing film.

(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Los Angeles. — Local critics declare
that Griffith's "The Fall of Babylon,"
will prove one of the greatest pictures
ever produced.
Constance Talmadge appears as the
mountain girl, and in the cast are
Tully Marshall, Alma Rubens, Bessie
Love, Alfred Paget, Seena Owen, Carl
Stockdale, George Seigmann, Elmo
Lincoln, Howard Scott, Kate Bruce,
Mildred Harris, Winifred Westover.
Loyola O'Connor, James Curley and
many others.
Preceding the picture is a staged

S. M. Wurt7el, general super'ntendent of the Fox studio, appeared
before Deputy District Attorney
Doran laying before him the facts
Hampton, Iowa — Star leased to in connection with the case. No
in
it
complaints
were issued.
operate
will
James Keefe. who
Officials of the Fox Corporation
connection with the Windsor.
are reported as expressing disappointment that action has nrt been
Ureca, S.D.— Frank Sutherland has
Charles
to
theater
picture
of
disposed
forthcoming on the p^rt of the disSilver.
trict attorney's office. On its side
the district attorrev's office declares it dres not feel there is sufLouisville, Kyi— The old Knickerficient evidence at the present time
bocker, Eighteenth street and Market
reopened as the Eighteenth Street by to issue a co'npliint against one
Larkin Brothers.
man whose name has been connected with the disapoearance of tV
film. Another man's name has been
CLASSIFIED.
presented to the district attorney
and it was said that perhaps a
WID'i- charge w'll be filed againct him.
ied columns of
The classif
market
the
is
It
want.
Thc attorney general at WashingEll a long felt
ton has been appraised of the locs.
place when buyer and seller— employe!
The charge is made t^at a false
and employee or the small advertise)
al^
statement
was made to the express
can put his story before practic
company that the value of the box
every live exhibitor in the country
supposedly containing the film was
every day in the year, at nominal cosi
Rate 50c per line. Cash with order.
vah-ed at $25,000 when, as a matter
of fact, it contained dirt.
Baird, Tex. — Royal has been reopened by Mrs. Mike Segal.

WANTED

TO BUY.

e«cond hand Theater equipments. Highest
Cub
Price— Box 66 this office.

itt's'
lightat (Cooper-Hew
hand studio
Second
will
pay cash.
Must act
once. J. C, Bo>
tO. do WID'S DAILY.
Studio equipment for production covering
•11 kinds of sets. Reception Hall, Library.
Dining
DAILY. Room and Kitchen. Box 122, WID'S

HELP

WANTED.

Pianist, with good reference who is not
afraid of work, for house in Pennsylvania.
Home
DAILY. arrangements. A. S. c|o WID'S
BOY
WANTFD
To deliver Wid's Daily an I make himself
generally useful around the jtfice. Excellent
chance for »H- arc-merit. Apply Business
Manager WID'S
DAILY.
Operator Wanted— Must be clean cut
steady and willing to work ; n»«st be abl<
to operate two Powers 6B machines and
generating set; must know the work from A
te Z. Good steady job to the right man
No booze fighter need apply. 8. K. Leen
Baby theater, Jamestown,
N. D.

POSITION

WANTED.

Piano player at liberty wants steady job
Best of references. Will go anywhere. D. T
eare of Wid's Daily.
Operator who has worked Simplex &
Powers Machines. Can give Al references.
A. J. K., c|o WID'S DAILY.

FOR SALE.
MAILING

LIST FOR

SALE

LIST OF MOTION PICTURE THEATERS
of the whole country. Any State or City.
This list kept up to date by careful checking
Also list of other branches of the Motion
Picture 71
Industry.
C. A.
K. O.do WID'S
DAILY,
W. 44th St.,
N. Y.

Making Drive for the Small Town
and Rural Exhibitor.
In every section of the United States
Goldwyn has begun an intensive sales
campaign to close contracts with a
minimum of 2,000 exhibitors in the
smaller towns for the Ford Educational Weeklv. Sales effort is being
also directed toward placing the
weekly with every grange or farmers
organization in the United States, as
well as with fraternal and lodge organirations and churches in little communities.
There are in the United States alone
10,500 sales acents of the Ford Motor
Company. Not only are these representatives called upon to canvas every
motion picture theater and exhibitor
within their reach, but they are called
urjon personally to produce each a
minimum of one theater contract. In
everv territory there is the closest
possible co-operation between Goldwyn
branch managers and their salesmen
with the Ford representatives.
Sunday Fight on in Perth Amboy
Perth Amboy, N. J. — Mayor Dorsey, who favors Sunday shows, has
a battle on his hands with the
League for Civic Betterment who
propose taking cases to the Grand
Jury.

SHERRILLS

NEW

PRODUCTIO,

"Once To Every Man"
will have a unique Lobby Display
will
keepingstory.with WethiswillGrim
Humante in
Interest
et
it shortly in our salesroom.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.
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BROADWAY

N.VCI'

prologue.
Sunday Shows.
Preceeding the picture is a staged
of the Passaic Pastors' Association,
the movement started three weeks ago
to open the motion picture houses on
Sundays resulted in all the theaters
doing a thriving business on Sunday.
No disorder was reported and the
churches had the usual attendance.
At a meeting of the City Commissioners several weeks ago 200 or more
citizens, including many clergymen,
protested against the revocation of the
local ordinance forbidding Sunday
shows. Later Commissioner John H.
Kehoe, in charge of the police, was
assured by the ministers that even if
the local ordinance should be revoked
an old blue law, the "Crimes of Improhibited such desecration ofmorality
the act,"Sabbath.
The ordinance was repealed last
week.
Regarding Mrs. Chaplin.
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — It is reported as uncertain whether Mildred Harris will
return to work soon or not. Her contract with Universal having been
signed by her mother, Miss Harris being under age, has produced an odd
state of affairs. Whereas Mrs. Harris
is anxious that her daughter return to
the screen, and Miss Harris, herself,
has expressed a desire in the same
direction, it is understood the Chaplins do not wish her to go back to
work, for the present at least.
Another factor in the affair is the
fact that Lois Weber, who was Miss
Harris's director, and who, at present,
is directing Anta Stewart for First
National, has found it will be necessary to undergo an operaton on her
arm. It is likely she will go to New
York for the treatment.
Los Angeles — Joe Miller and Harry
Clifton who were engaged in the making of a comedy at the Selig Studio,
were severely burned by the explosion
of an acetylene tank.

Take Out The
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INSERTS
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LABORATORIES
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Diary of a Prominent Film Man.

'Griff" Contracts
I Three

January

And Sunday Closing a Vitally lm. portant Problem
Under Discussion in Industry.

for. First

National by Nov. 1.

Among many thinking people it
New York, there is a strong belie)
that the Natiaonal Association ha«
thus far failed to accept with th«
seriousness necessary, the prol leir,
try. censorship and proposed Sunday
ot
closing laws, that are being discussed in various parts of the coup

Special to IHD'S DAILY)
js Angeles.— D. S. Griffith has!
it-acted to make
three pictures j
■First National to be completed
■Jov. I, IO'Olis arrangement is separate!
i the combine of the Big Five
jtioes not effect his alliance withj
f?airbanks-Pickford group.
I Raof Sick at Home.
;!rry Rapf is sick at home but
:5 in touch with business through
elephone.

*■ -'*"'
HAS LVHCH ATdSrce.!
^1:50-

YVOOJ,vv

BACh-ro
PIECE. OFoffice
MAILTo- rwssMoTHetC
OPEUl _

Anderson Here.
ert
Anderson
who
played
!>u Cuckoo
in "Hearts
of the
d", and Jules in "The Heart ot
janity"
arrived
in New York
yNazimova at Rialto.
the Fog''
of the
in "Out at
Izimova
be
the attraction
Rialto
veek of February 9. This will
le first time the star appears at
theater.
:taelin Secures Novelty Films.
!al H. Cromelin, of Interocean
fclosed for world's rights for
f Ghost of Slumber Mountain",
welty film showing prehistoric
;Ures. Herbert; M. Dawley is
reator of the films.
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By Jack Alicoate
IHINGS move quickly in
the film business. What
is news today may be entirely forgotten in a week.
Ivertising to be effective must
■een by your prospective
stomer at the right time, and
re is where WID'S DAILY
Vers an unusual opportunity
the wide-awake advertiser to
|lt his proposition before pract ally every big man of the
Isiness while it is still hot.
in WID'Sit is
DAILY
I Ivertising
effective because
read.
"id we will
be glad
irtunity
to prove
thisoftotheyou.op-
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A
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\ttle Ad Talks

Censorship

Filming Styles.
Baumer Films have just completed
a picture for the Larkin Co., Buffalo'
depicting advance styles in women's
gowns for the coming season. This
institution gives away as premiums
women's wearing apparel each year
which involves an expenditure of hundreds of thousands of dollars. The
distribution takes place by special arrangement with theaters, the Larkin
Co. providing secretaries and lecturers.
Operators' License.
Albany. — Assemblyman Flynn has
introduced a bill which provides that
an application for a motion picture
operator's license must be accompanied by an affidavit of a licensed
operator showing the applicant has
served as assistant for not less than
six months

Permits must be obtained from the
licensed authority to act as such assistant and the assistant may not himself
operate a machine. Any one who has
operated a machine for not less than
six months may present his own affidavit.
May Recompense Theater Owners.
Indianapolis. — Indiana theater owners will be reimbursed for losses incurred during enforced closing of their
theaters by health officials during an
j epidemic of contagious disease, if bills
introduced by Representative J. E.
Southard are passed. Southard says
the state should make up losses which
fall upon legitimate businesses during a shut-down.

Gabriel Hess, Goldwyn, cliairmai
of the recently formed Censorship
Committee and Secretary Elliott
will not discuss for publication just
what is being done in the various
sections by the association. Thej
point out the harm done in th«
past by publicity directing attentiot
to movements and jdans ,'of ' the
association and other organization*
in such cases.
However, others believe that tht
Missouri situation is critical anc
that censorship may be established:
that Indiana while less serious i»
sttfl critical and that censorship
may be established there: that then
is a 'possibility of censorship at
well as Sunday closing in New Yorfc
State; that in Ohio, although th«
State Screen League claims to hav«
the situation in hand, Sunday showt
may be closed.
The National Board of Reviews
attacked by the Committe of Fiftj
of St. Louis, has formulated a replj
to the attack that will be founo
elsewhere in this issue.
To Oppose Sunday Shows
Trenton. — It is said that the plan*
for legislation to permit Sunday
movies and to legalize Sunday
shows all over the State, will meet
with determined opposition. Local
Presbyterian churches vote to fight
legislation in Trenton.
Clark on Sunday Closing.
"The Sunday closing problem it
a distributor's problem as well as ar
exhibitor's", commented William T
Clark of Exhibitors-Mutual in ana contribution
to the isIn-i
diana nouncing
fund.
Sunday closing
blow at the whole business, not only
at the theater. It may affect th<
revenue of the exhibitor more dV
rectly than it does the revenue oi
the distributor and producer bu<
that orisshould
no reason
the his
distributsit backwhywith
handt
folded and let the exhibitor do all
the scrapping."
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10.000 Extras in First S-L Picture.
In the first S-L production it is
claimed over ten thousand extras are
used.

Avert Trouble.

Baltimore. — Sixty men, women
and ch l'ren walked quietly from the
Pickwick on Lexington near Eutaw
street, when the projecting machine
'01 (II No. 30
Friday, January 31, 1919
Price 5 Cents
Glynn a to Celebrate.
and four filns caught fire and flared
Mike Glynne, one of the best-known up. The place was Idled with smoke
in an instant. Trwin Levin, man;„pyright 1918. Wid's Film and Film Folks. exhibitors in Brooklyn will celebrate
trie. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., .he first anniversary of the Alhambra
"ger, assured the audience that the
^•w York. N. Y. by WID'S FILMS and in the Ridgewood section, next week.
bla^e could not spread and request•~IL,M FOLKS. Inc.
The Alhambra is the best house in
ed them to leave quietly and withP. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and
r*»«sarer; Lynde Denig. Editor: Joseph that part of Brooklyn. Glynne plans
out any rush. Within a few minutes
5-nnenbarg, Vice-President and Managing extensive alterations at his Century in all were safely out.
E.itor: J. W. Alicoute, Secretary and Busi- Flatbush where he will install 1,000
ms Manager.
more seats.
Some Camofleurs Return.
antered as second-class matter May 21, 1918.
Lieut. Lee Lawson, Sgts. Clarence
«i the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
De Witt and Harry Divver, members
Operators' Agency.
Chicago. — The Allied Amusement of the Camouflauge Unit, and all
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
Association
has
opened
a
bureau
for
former Universal employees returned
it Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months,
$5.00:
3 months,
|3.00.
Foreign the employment of operators, th : from France yesterday. The three
eo.oo.
scheme be'ng to supply operators served 10 months on the firing line
to members of the association when- and all wear wound chevrons When
Subscribers should remit with order
ever the occasion rrises. Union they return to Los Angeles, they will
»<1dress
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St., New
wages are being paid the operators have their old positions as scenic
York, N. Y.
t'-us r"ereed and ma y have signe I artists and technical directors at UniTelephone:
Vanderbilt 4551-2
versal City given back to them. On
up following a recent adverticement
which appeared in every Chicago the trip over, Master Engineer Carroll,
formerly at the Lasky studio died.
Gee! I had a big job, yes-tej*;
paper.
Billie Rhodes next will be "The
I got all dres-sed up an' went tl
Lion and the Lamb" directed by FranA. M. P. A. lunch meetin' at |c
cis J. Grandon. Walter Hiers will be
tor's.
The-re wus a lot teal
m the cast.
a-bout. All of them the-re w;H
same
to
talkthing.
at the same time aboiti*
Lillian Walker's newest, "Fixing It"
idapted from "Fran," John B. Ellis'
Sum' pa-per prin-ted surfli
novel, will be released through Hodthey didn't like. An' gee!! ho bi
kinson,
lirected. February 24. \\ ! ' c E'arle,
man fus-sed a-bout it. An' a-iJj
said it didn't count any-way, u
pa-per didn't rnran anj (ii
that
Norma Tamadge's next attraction
any-wa
y An' then they stcjii
taik-in' a-bout that pa-per anb
vill be "The Probation Wife," based
>n a story by Angie Ousley Rooser
star-ted to talk a-bout id
which appeared in Young's Magazine.
A. Franklin is direct!"" from
some pee-nul who were s's'
5ydney
» scenario written by Kathryn
to look, aft^r "enson-ship— a
Stuart.
Edwin Carewe had such bad luck
It's hard to imagine a landlord bein' ever that is— didn't get on tr
In "The Probation Wife" Miss Tal- pickin' winners at the Vernon fights a movie fan but Joe Rock of Vita-nadge will be seen as "Jo," a child that he went to a vaudeville show for graph says he discovered one. His
Gee! I'll say it was sum mee'/,
jf the underworld, while her support- a change. He sat right behind two
landlord havin' no previous knowledge
ing cast will include Thomas Meighan,
leading man : Florence Billings, Alec women who talked all through the that his tenant was a movie actor, hapB. Francis, Walter McEwan and performance. He endured their chatpened on him in the street as he says
Amelia Summerville.
ter until the last act which was an ex- "sky-larkin' with them pitcher people" job.
Two big electric signs, adve'
by George Brown, world's and was so tickled that Joe expects Selznick Pictures have been in
Remains of Philip Lang, scenario champion hibition
walker. He walked against low.
at Times Square. These can
iditor, Vitagraph, who died on Satur- time on a treadmill. The women loud- him to reduce the rent on his bungasimple announcement "Myron S<
day from the "flu" will be interred in
ly proclaimed their approval of his
his former home, Xenia, O. He was
Presents Olive Thomas in 'Ui
and Down' Direction Charles G
physique.
One
said,
"Isn't
he
just
too
J2, and a charter member of the lovely!
My I wish I could walk a mile
Guess Finis Fox wishes he hadn't This is the first step taken by Se
Greenroom Club.
had his head shaved so close after all.
Pictures Corp., in a nation widt
Little children want to draw pictures
like that."
Carewe leaned over with suppressed on it and it has been suggested to him paign of advertising.
Negotiations are now under w
emotion sayin' politely, "Madame, why that he gild it and impersonate the
still a third sign. Arrangement)
State House at Boston.
don't you try it."
been practically completed fa
There's more than one way to get
The California air has certainly done structure which when in operatic
a scenario. Bessie Love has discovered
somethin' to Hale Hamilton. Here he be the largest amusement sign
kind in the city and will prac
that by havin' her full name painted on
her car folks go by and drop notes, is suggestin' whales as a cure-all for blanket Times Square with Si
day.New York milk famine, pointin' Pictures illuminations.
cards, addresses and things, in among athe
out that whales give a barrel of milk
the cushions. A strugglin' author took
this direct route of gettin' his brain
Fir-t Warner Prodnctk
child to Miss Love's attention — and
Speakin' of literary integrity, Ted
First Henry B. Warner pirtinn
she bought the story.
Browning, Universal director is writin' be "The Man Who Turned Vit
called "I Hate Pretty Girls." Work will be under way at the )f
All the Metro people in California a book
Somethin's goin' to happen! Al ton studios, on the Coast.
are buyin' cars except Maxwell Karger
who wants to he different. Mme. Naz- Christie is d^in' another picture
imova, Albert Capellani, Edwin Carewe without a single blonde in the cast.
Viola Dana, May Allison, Joseph EnOnce Upon A Tim
gle and Finis Fox have all blossomed
Carl Laemmle says that anv future
forth in new shiny cars. But if they pictures dealin* in any way with John
WALTER HOFF SEELL
Just what are "Bennie" and "Hi" do- all take turns at givin' the director Barleycorn
will be classed as "histor- was a juvenile lead on the Gifl
ical" pictures.
ing on the Coast?
general a "lift" why should he?

Cuts and Flashes

Publicity

DAILY
In the Courts
he complaint in the suit filed in
Supreme Court by Clara K..Kirni.
against the C.
Young
anat the tune she
Corp.
n
nced that she had severed her
tions with the company, is now
record in the County Clerk s ofand shows that Miss Young cand the contract on the ground
the film company has refused
ay $33 =^2 alleged to be due her.
that the
states
Ihe complaint
lement between the parties was
was to con,e Tuly 12, 1917. and durin
g which
e to Aug. 21, 1921,
devote all
to
was
Young
Miss
!
ant. The
vicesto the defend
(ser
ement provided that for each
ire made she was to get the
rence between the cost of the
was agreed
|ui e and $85 000, and ittur
I the cost of the pic e would
I be over $50000, making the
1 di-c her $35 000.
lie plaintiff says she made nineh
inning wit
known pictures beg
!
h "Cheating
wit
end
gda"ateand
rs". The defendant on
Che
. 18 last gave not'ee it vvoul 1 re, to maVe the payments a; agreed
ijher services in "The Claw" and
lie Savage Woman'', and in the
i|re would refuse to pay her for
I pictures as agreed.
On this
tnd Miss Young says she served
:ce on Dec. 31 that she has reded and cancelled the contract.
iss Yorng alleges that of the
1.000 due her for "The Claw''.
[e Savage Woman", "The Reason
'ir". and Cheating Cheaters", a
l balance of $27,849 is still un!. She asks $785 for a loan :o
defendant on July 13 last and
ts $4,600 as the money <he spent
J trip to the Northwest tit the
Jndant's request between July 10
II Sept. 30 last, for publicity and
Ifertising purposes.

Getting More Money.
|hough
they were dubious
ts house managers of Cedar
Waterloo and Fort Dodge
could raise prices from 15
& without trouble.

Star Does Something Different in Film That Has Fair Comedy
Tom

Jew Independent Distributor.
Jilwaukee — With the abandonment
|lilwaukee as a shipping point by
mount, the Mid-West Distributing
>has taken over the Paramount ofi in the Toy building. Paramount
1 cover the Wisconsin
territory
lgh its Chicago shipping departMid-West company is being
1 by Ralph A. Wettstein, who
rge of the Paramount offices.

in

MAN"

DIRFCTOR
Harry Beaumont.
AUTHOR
Wilard
Mack.
CAMERAMAN
Geo. Webber.
AS A WHOLE
Doesn't regi ter anything big,
but keeps a'dience aru ed most of the way.
STORY
E i'entV
writm
a: a vehich to
fit the star in cowboy role.
DIRECTION
Makes the most of material at
hand.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good.
LIGHTINGS
Pa-pable, without departing from
convent'onal effects.
CAMERA
WORK
Satisfactory.
STAR
Tries something n~w in wild arid woolly
setting; gets over comedy bu~ines<=.
SUPPORT
Western tyre- well ca"t; Ora Carew
hadn't a great deal to do as leading woman.
EXTERIORS
The right thing for this sort of
a film.
INTERIORS
Fill requirements.
DETAIL
Doesn't
figure much.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Light and harmLENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

4, 500 feet.

They Vent Tom Moore pretty bu^y on his trip
West. WTard Mark saw to that when he wrote
the sfory for t''e Goldwvn sfar and Director Harry
Reaumont nut him through nil sorts of sti*nts in and
under freight cars. It wasn't any de luxe journev for
Tom, who earned his trnn-portnt:on fare in getting
laughs whenever an opr>o-t"nity pe-rnt'd
itself.
Asa p-cture this isn't any wor'd heater, but it has a
number of commendable q"alit;es in the treatment
of an ordinary theme and the handling of the star,
who is new at cowboy stuff and doesn't attempt to
disguise the fa'-t. That is qirte as it should be, for
AToore's experience hasn't been of the kind to make
him a convincing two-gun man. It is much more
human to present him as an awkward tenderfoot who

is no reason why you should be afraid of "Go West,
Young Man", for, although it is in no sense a remarkable film, it possesses enough good features to
entertainment.
assure a passable
Most of your folks probably will be surprised at
finding Moore in the role of a cowboy sheriff and those
who recall his work in pictures of a dissimilar nature,
no doubt will be curious to see how he gets away with
a character so far removed from his customary range.
this

THE WALLOP

3tfr* is nothing more to be esnid than a manly firmness and deft* of character. — Hazlitt.

curiosity

IS HERE

by

Appeal

Thev simply can't do a thing with Tom after he gets
his reform movement into operation. His first aim
is to save Ora Carew's property, his second to wipe
out booze, gambling and profanity, in all of which
he is successful. Just for the sake of a suitable climax,
they bring the father west a-,d have him pinched by the
son for playmg poker on Sunday.
In the cast are Melbo"rue MaeDowell, Jack Richardson, Edward Coxen, Robert Chandler and Hector
V. Sarno.

Actor

Analysis for the Exhibitor.

Perhaps you played the first two Goldwyn pictures
presenting Tom Moore as a star, "Just For Tonight"
and "Thirty a Week", in which case you may judge
for yourself the pulling power of this actor. If you
did a satisfactory business on the initial issues, there

on

31. iqtq

goes about learning things in a good natured way.
The flm wouldn't he half as entertaining as it is,
if Moore had been deprived of chances to reveal his
unsophisticaf on when up against the bar-room gang.
He just gees along in a blundering fashion, scoring
comedy touches in a natural way and making the
most of his con'agious smile. Folks aren't accustomed
to seeing Tom in a character of this type, but they're
going to like h'm, even if they wouldn't fancy having
him permanently t"anc'formed into a cowboy hero.
The story is simplicity itself — the sort of a thing
that nvgbt almost lave been devised as the action was
developed. First they have a few preparatory scenes
to account for Tom's starting out on his own. His
father insists that he can't earn even enough money to
pay for h;s clothes. The boy thinks otherwise and
to prove his independence starts for the West without
a cent in his pockets and with o^ly the clothes which
he
paid match.
for o't of
money his
rece'ved
for aa prize
in
a polo
Beating
way on
freightwontrain
in the company of tramps, and going hungry most
of the time, Tom eventually lands in a western town
where the best job he can get is that of dishwasher
in a lunch room.
There is a good bit of comedy in scenes played between Moore and the Chinese cook. Among the patrons is Ora Carew, the daughter of a prospector whose
property is threatened by a gang of crooks who pick
o^t Tom as the i Wl sheriff to help along their
scheme. Reading that he was s<d"eted to act as a
mere fig«r»bead, the te"drrfoot pins the sheriff's badge
on his shirt and at the very first issue proceeds to
show his authority.

Should Make Good if You Have Following for Goldwyn

Capitalize

I

Moore

"GO WEST,Goldwyn.
YOUNG

Box Office
over
Rapfound
to 25

Friday, J?ni-pry

announcing
WATCH

Tom

Moore in a part unlike anything he has attempted in
the past. In your advance notices refer to him as a
tenderfoot who goes West and matches his wits and
strength against the "bad men" of a lawless town.
Use the paper distributed by Goldwyn showing Moore
in cowboy garb and sporting a sheriff's badge and use
every means to let your crowd know they are going to
see a favorite actor do something different.
"Go West. Young Man", is an aprroprvte and sufficiently catchy title, leading itself to various uses
in advertising and catchiine=. The name of Willard
Mack has been connected with so many stage plays
that I would give it prominence along with the title.
If you are looking for lines try: "Why did Horace
Greeley say, 'Go West Young Man'? See Tom Moore
in his latest Goldwyn picture and yon will know," or "If
you think a ten^e^foot is soft, see Tom Moore in 'Go
West, Young Man' and you will change your opinion."

WID'S FOR RELEASE

DATE

NOW

BOOKING

"THE TIDAL WAVE"— SOLD
PHONE.

BRYANT

7443

BEELEY

FILM EXCHANGE

ROOM

803 729 7th AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

iMk
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HOUSE

CHANGES

Phila, Perm— Walter Jacobs has
taken charge of Drury, Thirteenth
and Germantown
avenue.
Kansas City, Mo.— Wm. Holden
bought Idle Hour, which has been
closed four months.
Hereford,
Tex.^VV.
S. Fullwood
purchased Star from C. M. McGhee,
Sterling. Kan.— Joe Peters has leased Isis, to John Jewett.
Union, Mo. — Geo. Fink moved Union
to Kramolowsky's Hall.
New Orleans, La.— George C. Heck
has taken over Trymore.
Clarkesdale,
Miss.— E. M.
Clarke
has acquired control of the Marion.

Creston, la.— Louis Rosenfield sold
Temple Grand and has taken over
Family at Clinton.

CLASSIFIED.
The classified columns of WID'S
611 a long felt want. It is the market
place when buyer and seller— employer
and employee or the small advertiser
can put his story before practicalh
•very live exhibitor in the countn
every day in the year, at nominal cost
Rate 50c per line. Cash with order.

WANTED

TO BUY.

Seeond hand Theater equipments. Highest
Cash Price— Box 65 this office.
Second
hand studio
lightat (Cooper-Hewitt's)
will
pay cash.
Must act
once. J. C, Box
•0, c|o WID'S DAILY.
Studio equipment for production covering
all kinds of sets. Reception Hall, Library,
Dining
DAILY. Boom and Kitchen. Box 122, WID'S

HELP

WANTED.

Pianist, with good reference who is not
afraid of work, for house in Pennsylvania.
Home
DAILY. arrangements. A. S. c|o WID'S

Board of Review Answers Missourians
Express Willingness to Have Committee Investigate Working Conditions of Organization.
ing many scenes costing the industry
Answering the charges filed by the
Committee of Fifty of St. Louis, re- thousands of dollars in the review of
lative to its methods and work, as re- films during the past ten years, has
ported in yesterday's issue, the Na- amply demonstrated.
tional Board of Review, through its
"The National Board would welExecutive Secretary Wi. D. McGuire,
come a visit from a representative ot
issued the following:
the City of St. Louis who would make
"Certainly no one has any right to an impartial investigation of its pro
doubt the sincerity of intentions of the cedure finance and methods in the reCommittee of Fifty in advocating the
view of films, feeling assured that the
enactment of a State Motion Picture results of such investigation, when reCensorship law. However, to attempt
portedback
I
toremove
the citizens'
body
to debate the desirability of such a law would entirely
any suspicion
with the Committee of Fifty, would which the report of the Committee
be about as wise an employment of of Fifty might have lodged in the
one's tirre as to debate with the late minds of some persons who have not
Kaiser whether a military autocracy had an opportunity to read any of the
or a free democracy is the preferable Board's reports published during the
form of government.
past ten years.
"State censorship of motion picture
"I do not believe that the members
films means that one member of a
of the legislature in the state of MisState Board can decide for the thousouri are prepared to throw into the
sands of people in the State of Mis- discard our fight for democracy which
souri, what is legitimate for them to has been so gloriously won, for the
see. The proposal is so autocratic and
of enacting a piece of legislaarbitrary that it appears unbelievable purpose
tion which is of more interest to the
that it will attain any degree of popu- reformers as a pie^e of reform than
lar support throughout the state in
view of the thousands of American to the people of Missouri for whose
welfare it is so ingenuously intended.
boys who have gone forth from Mistruth is, as ex-Mayor Gaynor
souri to fight for the freedom of the of "The
New York pointed out some few
world, not only from governmental
opprission but for that democratic years ago, 'that the good moral people
form of government which provides who go to these moving picture shows,
no nlace for the bureaucratic, politi- and very often bring their children
cally protected censor in bis position with them, would not tolerate the exhibition of obscene or immoral picwho would hand down his decision
tures. A place in which such pictures
on those delicate questions of morals are exhibited
would soon be without
which have been the subject for discussion among thinking people ever sufficient patrons to support it.'
since the first moral issue was raised
"The Committee of Fifty can demonstrate their thesis regarding the
in the world.
"The- National Board of Review is exhibition of immoral pictures by the
comprised of nearly 200 American arising conviction of an exhibitor
citizens, not one of whom has the showing a picture of that character.
slightest connection in any way with Their case for state censorship must
rhe motion picture industry, either of necessity fall flat in the minds of
financially or otherwise, nor is in any thinking people who have more regard for free institutions than reform
way subject to the control of the industry, as their decisions, eliminatreel
re-issues
for
Wisconsin
to
Mid-West
Dist.
Co., Milwaukee.
Ttivitv.'

In the Open Market

or "InspiraPerfect Model"
Many Independents Here. I "The
The following
state right dealers) tion, re-edited for _ New
Encland
to
are
in
town
looking
over
the
market:
,
Eastern
Feature
Fi!m
Co.,of
Boston.
BOY
WANTFD
Sam Grand, Federal Feature Film
To deliver Wid's Daily an I make himself
generally useful around the jtfice. Excellent Co., of Boston. Harvey Day. Day
chance for advancement. Apply Business
Film Co-p., Pittsburgh; Herman
Manager WID'S
DAILY.
Rifkin, Eastern Feature Film Co.,
Operator Wanted— Must be clean eat, of Boston, stopping at the Astor;
steady and willing to work ; must be able Joe Horwitz, Horwitz Productions,
to operate two Powers 6B machines and Detroit, at Astor, and R. E. Goyette
generating set; must know the work from A
to Z. Good steady job to the right man. Productions, Detroit at Knickerbocker.
Ho booze fighter need apply. S. K. Leen,
Baby theater, Jamestown,
N. D.

Cleveland — The Star Feature
Film Service, controlled by Bert
POSITION WANTED.
Piano player at liberty wants steady job. Barnett, distributors of "The1 Master Mystery" in Ohio and Kentucky,
■est of references. Will go anywhere. D. T.
has
established offices in the Sloan
Building.
care of Wid's Daily.
Operator who has worked Simplex &
Powers Machines. Can give Al references.
A. J. K., c|o WID'S DAILY.

FOR SALE.
MAILING

LIST FOR

SALE.

LIST OF MOTION PICTURE THEATERS
of the whole country. Any State or City.
This list kept up to date by careful checking.
Also list of other branches of the Motion
Picture 71
Industry.
C. A.
K. C c|o WID'S
DAILY,
W. 44th St.,
N. Y.

The Averaee Exchange can inert
the income on old pictures by reha
tatins it with a new lobby display I.
seen
average
good
k
has' G
public and
the picture
percenta
large the
ge of
new Lobby
date. Display will get man
return
Write or see us.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. 1.

HJ2>-L?

or>d all UJntfG ©*• 77tooe.« T7e*
«7-3l

BPOADWAV

Wa

'/'MMCOVrONamt STRIP
WELPONWILU

AMS & UVkroPrswTH.tKK*

m. «y. CI •

Take Out The

VvE POSITtVELY
GUARANTEE TO FRAfc
YOUR INSERTS
j

JUMP
GUNBY

LABORATORIES

145W.45TMST.
STUDIO
FOR
RENT

PH. 6355 BR' it
FULLY
tOUIEI

0RE1GN FILM TITLES
Are THE BE
ELMS

FRANCISCO

220 West 42nd Street, New Yo
Phone: "Bryant 9351

SUN-LIGHT

ARC

CO.. I

218 West 48th Sl
New York
TELEPHONE

BRYANT 4488

J. JUSTICE HARMER,

j

Pratt

LILLIAN WARD
Artists' and Directors' Represents je.
Catering especially to Motion PictiA.
PUTNAM EUILDING
]
1493 Broadway
Rood M.

Dryant
7392
Broda
$ Meyej

ind Painted Ti.
Dirty Film

+

minimum bookings

Clean Film

+ maximum bookings

r at ions -Photort-s
Room

Arrow Film announces the following sales:
"The Demon Shadow" for West
Virginia and Western Pennsylvania to Day Film Corp., of Pittsburgh. Four Allison-Lockwood
five

Cash register

f«A»t/rAC7uf>6f*<i SELLING
'^nrnOlr'^CKET

2004

Netf York.

Take Your Choice

WE

HAVE

300 New

Film Renovating Co.
729 7th Ave.

New York

IT

Copies For Sale or W

One and two reel comedies and drams I

Film & Supply Co.

CHAKLKS

N.New
JAWYork
ITZ.f ity
'45 W. 4!*

YOU

NEED

IT

fcBRADSTREET

7ieRE<OCHIZED>

f FILHDOM
Yll No. .51

Authority"
Important Ruling

Wells off far Europe

Covers

Relations Between Producen
and Exhibitors.
Interesting rulings are made by th«
Court of Appeals of New York Stat«
in the suit of the Broadway Photo
play Co., against the World I • i In.
Corp., in which the court as previous
ly noted briefly in YVid s Daily ha»
reversed a verdict against the World
Film, and has directed a new trial
A summary of the opinion is given
herewith because of the importance of
the law laid down by the court as
to the relations between producers and
exhibitors, and the manner in which
damages for breach of contract is tf
be determined.
The opinion written by Judge Cardozo states that the contract required
the defendant to supply the plaintiff
with one feature film a week for i
year from Oct. 1, 1914. Judge Cardozo says that "the line of divisior
between feature pictures and others
may not be easy to define, yet it
practice those engaged in the businesf
seem to have little difficulty in drawing it. The plaintiff was to have th*
first run of the pictures for the locality of Broadway from 96th to 108th
streets and the defendant no soone*
made the contract than it was broker
because it found in one of plaintiff'i
competitors a more profitable exhibitor. It offered the plaintiff feature
films, but they were second and thiri
runs and had been exhibited in the
neighborhood. The plaintiff met with
slight success in trying to get first
run pictures elsewhere and sued foi
lost profits, getting a verdict for $4,508
which was affirmed by the Appellate
Division.

to Establish Offices in Principa
European Centers.
Vid P. Howells of David P.
ells, Inc., left tor F.urope yesterpccompanied by Ins wife. Mr
plls goes to study intimately con•is on the other side, and arrange
I, representative in offices that Mr
lells will open in the various
pean film centers. He first goes
pndon and from there to Paris
li next and then finally to other
tiental countries.
Howells intends disposing of
nited Kingdom rights for First
nal attractions as well as other
iorial franchises for these and
I'd Pictures wheh he handles
Jghout the world. He will be
( for two months and in his ab!his brother, Ben Howells
will
charge of the New York office.
5avis-Triangle Suit Settled.
I suit of Harry O. Davis, formerly
president and general manager
fet Triangle Film is understood
|ve been settled upon the basis
pvis securing all rights to "A
t in the House" in return for
he surrendered 100,000 shares
ick and agreed to discontinue his
ior $83,000 for back salary.
Uiam B. and Ferdinand Earle
Indirect Clara Kimball Young in
liLove Quest."
.frank Brockliss has secured forrights
"Once to Every Man"
lerrill to
feature.
No.

11

ittle Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
EMEMBER the story of
the man who said he
would never advertise?
The same man shaved
iself every morning with a
istte razor, ate Grape-nuts for
■fast, wore Arrow collars,
Jigned checks with a WaHui pen. He is like the man
Bsaid that daily advertising
lithe large producer could not
tfiffective. S-^all space used
If in WID'S will produce
Itilite. tangible results, and
r«would be glsd of the oppori'ty to prove this to you. Give
5; rng, ?nd we will have one
fbur advertising men show
Oithat it can be done.
l,:

Price 5 Centi

Saturday, February 1, 1919

Censorship.
Heyfron in Seattle.
Seattle. — Gil Heyfron, formerly
Indianapolis. — The Indiana State
manager of the Missoula (Mont.)
Amusement Co., has bought a 23 Civic Union has prepared a bill
per cent interest in the Colonial of which will provide a strict censorhip of films in Indiana. The b 11
which John Danz is manager.
provides for the creation of a commission of three, none of them
Pathe
Opens
New
Exchange.
identified in any manner with the
Buffalo. — The largest exchange in "movie" business.
the state outside of New York City
has just been opened by Fathe in
Buffalo. The new exchange is at 218
Lincoln, Neb. — The Nebraska
Franklin St., in a building which has
'egislative council, composed of sevbeen completely remodeled.
en women's organizations, will reOne of the features of the exchange
quest state censorship of movies of
is a miniature theater, attractively fitted up. The storehouse is 130 feet the legislature.
long by 3S feet vide.
W*nt Sundav Shows Legalized.
Associated with Branch Manager
Tavlor in the new Pathe office are A.
Nashua, N. H.— The Cobleigh Bill,
Teschmacher, S. Z. Williams, G. H. introduced in the Legislature, will, if
Sunday
picture shows
Christoffer. F. J. Leonard, O. Schroep- massed, make
pel. Basil Brady and Harry DeVere
ecu!

In reversing the judgment and directing anew trial Judge Cardozo said :
"Quality counts it seems, in pictures as with plays. In this business
as in others, there are times whet
merit triumphs over novelty. Pic-»
tures acquire in one neighborhood a
vogue that follows them into another.
The indifferent show succeeds bj
force of the reputation of the actoi
The results have all the endless variety of human tastes and passions. Tc
discover beneath these vagaries a uni
tying law of averages would be a
task in any case. The task is hope
less here where only one day a weel
(1 by the contract. The fanciful theory is advanced that the publk
will (lock to poor shows on six days
of the week if there is. a good show
on the seventh. There can be m
stable foundation for a verdict that i?
built on such assumptions. Nothing,
but euess work can place the damage*
af $4,500 or any other fixed amount'
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Price 5 Cents

Copyright 1318, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
inc Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St
N. Y. by WID'S FILMS and
Sew
FOLKS, Inc
1TILM York,
("Wid") Gunning, President and
.: T C
freaaarer; Lynde Denig, Editor. Joseph
j>»nnenberg, Vice-President and Managing
W. (VMcoate, Seeretary and Busiiditor:
ness J.Manager.
' Sntered ae second-elaas matter May 21, 1918.
rt the post office at New York. N. Y.. under
the act of March 3, 1879.

terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
.rf Greater New York, $10.00 one year; t>
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should
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to
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Cuts and Flashes

Detroit, Mich. — - Chrrles J. Branham of the Majestic, booked "The
Midnight did
Patrol'.
This
is w' re-at
Pranham
to break
a house
cord: He plastered the town with
100-24 sleets, quite a num. er for
Detroit, and used special art work
fcr ads in t1 e dail'es. He then ded
icrted the 1 icti re to the Poli e department since the film deals with
the copper. The department in retrrn lad t1 e police 1 and play every
ivght of the run in the Majestic lo;by.

"Common Clay" at Rialto.
"Common Clay" has bren booked
for the Rialto, week March 2. Seven
of the Pathe Extra Selected series
will also appear there during the
srring and early sumn.er.
Rstitled.
"Our Teddy," (the famous Roosevelt picture) is the new title of the
M,cClure-l irst National production
which was produced under the title
of "The Fighting Roosevelts." The
chance was determined upon in the
belief that the original title might
be misleading, and the production regarded as a war picture.

C. L.
Yearsleyall has
his l'ttlebyden
First
National
surrounded
someat
sort of a corn colored material. Now
"Mickey," playing at the Mishel
you
look in unless you go right theater, Altoona, broke all house recin atcan't
the door.
and returned for two days extra ords,
showing.
New Pulications.
The F^n'caii^ra' Fi m H?""mfie aid
Who's Who are the latest film magaines. 1 durational has already issued
one number while the other is in the
making.

Jacob S'lverman, the Strand, Altoona, was in town for a few days.
way.
Says business is booming up Altoona
What

" Al Ray will be starred by Fox
is reported will also feait Elinor
twho ture
Fair.

join

•

Flu" Notes

"" 'Saenger Amusement Co., New
Orleans, have added the Marion,
£iarkesdale, to their chain.

And still "Bennie" and
gain quiet

will

a
San Antonio, Tex. — In this cil
all theaters were opened throJ
proceedings, despite board oi
opposition,
there must
' are indiratic
the exhibitors
start t
again. Public sentiment i:
whclmingly for the tmrestricte
ins of theaters. The health
ities, however, arc planning
•nit a city ordinance providi
any person who sneezes or
.hall he ejected from a mot:
lure show.

•o Warner Oland is recovering from
pneumonia.

;■• Last week everyone at the Famous
ipiayers-Lasky studio on West 55th
Street including stars, directors, property men, etc., was innoculated. Marguerite Clark, Elsie Ferguson and
dther well known cinema favorites
Were among those present. Since then
tfot a single case of "flu" has been reported at the studio where prior to
that time a half dozen cases a week
#as the average.

star's

new company.

ri George Randolph Chester, editor-inahief of -Vitagraph's scenario departstarted work at Vitagraph's
ment, hasstudio.
.Brooklyn,

>t; Leon A. Searl, animated cartoon
artist, International, is dead from
icnte indigestion.

Cap jifj

The new regulations at the Metro
studio about gettin' to work by eight
thirty in the mornin' has no terrors
for Hale Hamilton. He is always on
time fiavin* been cured of bein' tardy
by a college professor who used tosay whenever Hale was late makin'
his appearance in the class room, "Ah,
sei tlemen, I see the late Mr. Hamilton
is with us."
Henry and
King
is directin'
Russell
Eileen
Percy inWilliam
a new
picture. He says they worked all
one day until four o'clok the next
mornin' havin' only five hours
hours.
^leep, but got 100 scenes in 48

Fay Tincher in playin' a vamp
in a new Universal picture is just
steppin' back to where she left off
when she played in Griffith's "The
Battle of the Sexes."
Ruth Clifford says her "hobby" h
to cook new dishes and try them out
mi her friends. We haven't hear.'
vhat the friends think of her hobby

New
Orleans— The influenz
lion is growing
steadily wo
theater managers
fear that
may again be closed.
Louisville — The influenza 1
'-een lifted, and children are a
ing admitted to theaters.
Fayetteville, N. C— All
places here and at nearby
have been ordered closed hec

Dorothy De Vore a "strikin'
brunette" has a contract clutched
rirmly in her hand to appear in a
series of Al Christie comedies.

Another Cut in Freight it
— United
Slates!
theWashington
"flu."
ning Board announces
a rut
proximately
">0 per cent_
two nights rates
from Atlantic and Gulf "1
it Worried South American
ports.
The pi
onto a set will compel all shipping inte:?
comply with this reduction.

William Duncan missed
P. S. The name of the picture is at the Vernon fights and
"Some Liar."
him so that he walked
wearin' the wrong clothes.
The baby who was bathed by DoroStephen Fox completed two
thy Phillips in "The Heart of Humanity" received more money than the scenarios while in the spruce secother children. Originally she was in
of Oregon and isn't a bit
"stucktionup."
the
$5 discovered
class but plans
whenafoot
theto baby's
mother
bathe
the child she demanded an extra $5
as compensation.
All the actors in Rnnert Julian's
"The Fire Flingers" have
Tom Mix is doin' a picture where production
grown long beards.
he had to be dragged over the landscape tied to an automobile goin'
25 miles an hour. Tom says lie
Bobby Vernon formerly of the
missed two bumps on the land<cr.re. submarine branch of the navy is
Hiram reIsn't that too bad. Now they'll said to be writin' a story called
have to do it all over again.
"Mysteries of the Deep."

"Hearts of the World" is 1
ing presented by 11 companies
the New York offices in the L
building. Sidney Smith, in cf
bookings,
reports Itexcellent
in
all sections.
is report :
more than $9,000 net profit ■»
lized from last week's busine

Once
A Tn*. 1 I
DAVTD Upon
TT10MPSO>
was wardrobe woman
fli a week.

for Eoi

DAILY
Tfcfr«Pfai
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Unusual Meller Has Suspense and Strong Characterizations

Whe'News
(Number 77.)
TURKEYSTANTINOrLE,
.,, me East open to the world !
centur.es of war is forever
ied warships enter the Darda-

kcrs

i-eatcst Relief Organization
at Training Camp hold
Red Cross.
ON, D- C—
,
.
.un.on of past and present
Champ
House— Speaker
of theCannon
and
Gen.
J. W.

OF LIBERAARMY
THE NY—
INK) GERMA
\-LOWING
Lriet of exclusive pictures showing the
nee of Allied armies into German temrHE CASCADES—
in Norway s favorn rovels
ing America<lopts
and deep snows bring
\»> rt skiers.
i,i LES, CAL —
f\ >M*— sc'e->ce hns perfected a
extensively in the conftion "f "-"icrete ships.
IF. ISLAND, CAL—
.
RisW
gr-n-s-the
fleet st'U
cle Sam's inxton"
are
and "Hamilton
■Mition to Americas Navy.
Ice Congress in full swing-The national
wh-.ch have
it ors of ...different
of endlessi eoples
war are rapidly
t reconciled

Priscilla Dean in

"THE WICKED
Universal

DARLING"

Special

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO
BY....
CAMERAMAN

Tod Browning
Evelyn Campbell
Harvey
Gates
Alfred Gocden

AS A WHOLE.
. . .Underwor'd
meller that holds suspense
end profits
by virile types.
STORY
Well put together and affords star chance
for strong performance.
DIRECTION
Very good; giving continuity to the acticn and registering telling human bits.
PHOTOGRAPHY. . . .Remarkably successful in the handling of night effects all through.
LIGHTINGS
Difficult and varied; accounts for much
of the atmosphere in the picture.
CAMERA
WORK
QuAe
remarkable
considering the
conditions under which scenes were taken.
STAR..
Uses her eyes to advantage and altogether
"ets the most out of the character of a thief
reformed by love.
SUPPORT
Lcn Chaney dominant in interpretation
of thief;
Spottiswcode
Aiken
also
scores;
Wellington Playter satisfactory in straight rale.
EXTERIORS
Street scenes at night mostly studio
work.
INTERIORS
Always suffice
DETAIL. ... .So much of it that it becomes one of the
most essential features of the production.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing objectionable
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,800 ft.

The other, and still more distinctive oddity in this picture is thai up to the very close, the eniire six reels are
' ed of night scenes, ether exteriors or interiors.
The purpose of this ma/ not be entirely obvious, but at
any rate it is much to the credit of the director and the
cameraman that they secured effects natural and varied
en ugh to prevent monotony.
Another strong feature of the picture is the power of
the charac.er zaticn, in the main figures of the drama
as well as in subordinate sketches. 1 riscilla Dean has
more than the usual aptitude for a role such as that of
the girl thief whose better instincts are appealed to by
a man who licfriends her, and when it comes to a crook
role, Lou Chaney, as you may recall from his previous
interpretations, is excellent. The plot is so devised that
there is plenty of room for the significant clashes of
temperament and feel ng, which go a long way toward
making a story
kind thing
seem real.
have
atmosphere
and oftheth'swhole
is keptThein settings
the spirit
of
the underworld.
The subject matter in itself is not extraordinary, but
it suffices on account of the expertness of its arrangement with the wealth of detail with which it is amplified
Priscilla is a girl thief operating with Lon Chaney, a
professional crock, and Spottiswoode Aiken, whose nominal
means of livelihood is a pawn shop. An opportunity for a
big haul presents itself on the night of a reception when
a crowd is gathered in front of a millionaire's home.
Fr'scilla and Chaney are both there and quick to see the
siring of pearls dropped on the sidewalk. The girl grabs
them, dashes off through the crowd and finds refuge in
the house of Kent Mortimer, who, as the audience knows,
had presented the pearls to a young woman with whom
his engagement had just been broken.
• Pretending innocence, the girl appeals to his sympathy
and hisbeg'ris
a real
him been
when discarded
he tells her
of
Toss to
of feel
fortune
andinterest
how hein has
on

Technically, this is a remarkable film, and .more than
that it is a genuinely interesting one for those who like
crook stories with a liberal element of romance, capably
played all through and directed with a fine sense of
account of his financial decFne. Priscilla leaves, determined to start a new life, which she does by becoming
dramatic values. In putting this out as a special. Universal seems to me to be justified, in that the film has a -a waitress in a restaurant patronized by Mortimer when
number of qualities calculated to raise it above the level
he' has scarcely enough money to buy a plate of pancakes.
In the Courts
of program releases.
Along with the progress of the friendship between these
two, we follow the persecution of the repentant girl by
From a technical standpoint it is notable that through
cob Fischel has filed two suits
her
former partners. She sells some of the pearls to aid
more
than
two
reels
the
action
transpires
in
one
night
e Supreme Court, one against the
the man she loves after he has been shot by Chaney, all
dtsquare Pictures, Inc.. and the and the complications are dove-tailed in a way that permits
the while hiding the fact that she has been a thief, for fear
Jr against George Backer. The no break in the interest, or any indication of superfluous
ifelaint in the Foursquare suit al- material. Th:s is quite an accomplishment when you -that she will lose h's love. Eventually, she is able to return the jewels and is accepted by Mortimer at her true
consider that many stories covering a span of years have
g'i
that prior
to December
14, stock
1917 been unfolded in less than two reels.
worth.
Sblaimiff
owned
15 shares of
iH. H. Hoffman, Inc.. which was
ifalized at $500. He says that on
Should Get Business if You Boos t it Big as a Special Attraction
i^late named the defendant agreed
to the inconsent
would tali
he
l
ti
on
rati
000
e of the capi
to $25,
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
urn in his own stock he would get
r cent of the stock in the new
This will be offered to you as a special and I see no
"The W.'cked Darling" is a strange sort of title which
>*oration and $3,000 in cash. Half reason why you should not make a satisfactory clean-up,
doesn't strike me as being a particularly happy choice.
litsum was to he pa>d in a year and
if you advertise in the right way. It isn't a great picture,
If Universal doesn't make a change before the film is
itf>ther half within 18 months pro- or one that you can boost on the score of spectacular
released, there is nothing to do but trust to its oddity to
Rag the net profits of the corpora- features costing a lot of money, but it has the qualities
excite curiosity. At all events, give Miss Dean a big
d1 were $50,000 in cash and other of excitement and human appeal that mean more to most
MS. Fischel alleges that the com- folks than a sequence of elaborate sets.
place in your publicity, and if you decide to keep the picn made the net profits stated and
ture for several days, take a chance on some extra adverOutside of the war films there haven't been many pic13 the first $1,500 is now due him.
tising in newspapers, insisting upon liberal treatment in
tures of special
quality during
recentthismonths,
wh'ch
should
I the Backer suit Fischel alleges improve
your cbances
of putting
over as
something
the matter of illustrations and advance notices.
laBacker was the owner of the film unusual. It is long enough to comprise the larger part
In calling attention to what Miss Dean has done in
lav "The Sin Woman," and employed
so you I won't
go to weekly,
much exWjlaintiff as broker to find someone of yourpense inprogram,
getting fillers.
would need
use to
a news
or
the past, refer to "The Wildcat of Paris," her most recent
) hxploit and distribute the film possibly a comedy, and let it go at that, making your
offering,
that no
this one
is aismore
with
the promis'ng
certainty that
goinginteresting
to disputepicture
your
n*ing to pay him theded
usual com- big splurge on having a notable feature with Priscilla
statement.
mons if he succee . Fischel Dean as the star.
i> he interested M. Henri Hoffman.
'h( signed a contract to exploit and
bfbutc the film under an agreement
Y hich Hoffman was to get 35 per
SB and Backer 65 per cent of the
rdeds. Fischel alleges that Backer
III
D
II
■sreceived more than $30,000 from
ILUUTDATED.
M£\IIK£vlii
Kjfilm and that $3,000 is a reaTITLE/:
VANDtOBlWLT
AD /KETCME/
|je commission.
Backer has recomi
e/
4J5I
to pay it and for that reason
laintift sues.

wallop!
in your ADS !!
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Caprice and Hale to be Starred.
June Caprice and Creighton
Hale
are to be starred for the new Albert
Capellani company.
Fox Affairs.
Fox offices refuse to corroborate re
ports that Robert Warwick is to be
starred by Wm.
Fox, and that the
firm is after "Doug."

PA1LV
Incorporations

In the Open Market
Independent
Field Changes.
Nat Royster, formerly manager
Special Feitures, Knoxville, is now
salesman out of Atlanta, R. M.
Simr!l, former General manager at
Jacksonville and Atlanta now
salesman out of Atlanta. Follow ng
salesmen with New York Exchanges: E. SpiePerg and Jero ne
Herzcg in Brooklyn, Lee Gainskerg,
Harry Prince, northern New
Jersey; S. P. Farber, in Conecticu:
and S. Rose, upper New York State.

Albany, N. Y. — Ten new corporations formed to engage in the motion picture business were incorporated with Secretary of State Hugo
the past week. The new enterpris-'s
have a total capitalization of $324,The

new

firms are as follows:

The Apollo Trading Corp., New
Another De Mille Denial.
500.
York City. To conduct theaters
Paramount has issued a denial
and manufacture and exhibit motion pictures and photoplay films.
from Cecil De Mille which reads— "I
am one of the principal owners of
Capital
$100,000. Directors, E. M.
"A Romance of the Air" will not
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. 1 be released until it has played s
Meyer Klein, and Alexander
could no more leave it than I could special engagement in one of the Klein,
Werner. 817 West End ^venue, New
leave my head or heart. Keep this big houses in each territory. The York City.
standing to show to any rumor
Ridge Amusement Corp., New
film recently closed a four week'f
run in the Tremont Temple Boston
bringers."
although booked for only two York City. To operate theaters for
General release in New England the pre-entation of motion picture
CLASSIFIED.
now follows.
productions. Capital $500. Directors, Will am H. Daly, Char'es Freeman, and David Lazar, 52 BroadThe classified columns of WID'S
Kansas City, — A. L. Kahn of tbe
fill a long felt want. It is the markei
way, New York City.
Emerald Film Service, Inc. has
place when buyer and seller — employei
bought the interest of B. S. Dav.s.
Novagraph Film Corp., New York
and employee or the small advertise
can put his story before practically
City.
Mot'on picture films and
Pittsburgh — The S. & S. Film apparatus.
Capital $25,000. Directey«ry live exhibitor in the country
& Supply Co. Inc., who were located
ors, B. H. Bernstein, Sherman S. S.
every day in the year, at nominal cos)
on the seventh flocr of the recently Krellberg, and Rae Seixas, 1476
Rate 50c per line. Cash with order
burned film buldings have estab- Bioadway, New York City.
lished permanent headquarters on
WANTED TO BUY.
second floor of Triangle Building,
Eston Productions, Inc., New York
414 Penn
avenue.
City. To produce and exploit theaStudio equipment for production covering
all kinds of sets. Reception Hall, Library.
trical, vaudevile operatic and moW. W. Armstrong, engaged in the
Dining
DAILY. Room and Kitchen. Box 122, WID'S
picture offer'ngs.
Fred C. Capital
Barley,
film business in the Pacific North- $40,000.tionDirectors,
west for several years, has bought Harlan E. Cecil and George W.
HELP WANTED.
"The Fall of the Barbary Coast" for Campbell,
York City. 318 West 72nd St., New
British Columbia Alberta, SaskatPianist, with good reference who is not
afraid of work, for house in Pennsylvania
chewan, and Manitoba.
Rialto
Theater
Corp., of Glens
Home
DAILY. arrangements. A. S. c|o WID'S
N. Y. Directors, George Bird,
San Francisco — The Tarn Film Falls,
Frederick W. Mausert and Fred E.
BOY
WANTFO
Co. whose place of business was de- Colburn, Glens Falls, N. Y.
To deliver
Wid's
Dailythean jifice.
I make Excellent
himself
generally
useful
around
stroyed by fire a short time ago,
chance for advancement. Apply Business has secured quarters at m-113
Greenwich Operating Co., New
Manager WID"S DAILY.
Golden
Gate ave..
York City. To own and manage
Organist with reference and knowledge of
theaters and provide for the proall popular melodies for out of town the
Kansas City — The Standard
duction of plays, musical and moater, 60 miles from New York. Send all intion picture attractions. Capital
Film Corp. has secured the 15 twoformation with reference and salary tie
reel
Tom
Mix
reissues
for
Kansas
$1,000. Directors. Charles A. Davidsired. A. J. Weaver, c|o WID'S DAILY.
Missouri
and southern
Illinois.
City. son, Henry Herzbrun and Leon N.
POSITION
WANTED.
Haiblum, 60 Wall St., New YorkThe S. and O. Film Exchange ha:
Operator wishes a position evenings
moved frcm room nog 145 W. 46tl
only. Reliable and can furnish references.
Liberty Production Cor^., New
Street to t'e ninth flocr. Artcolor
Can
operate spotlight. G. S., care WID'S
DAILY.
York City. To produce motion picoccupies
the old quarters.
ture and photoplay films. Capital
Piano player at liberty wants steady job
$30,000. Directors, Matthew D. CaBest of references. Will go anywhere. D. T
"Wanted for Murder" will play ? han, James L. Burke and G. A
week ?t the Newark, Newark, N. J. Enright, 130 West 46th St.. New
'are of Wid's Daily.
Elks have bought the house for York City.
Operator who has worked Simplex & The
Thursday
night.
Powers Machines. Can give Al references
A. .1. K., c|o

WID'S

DAILY.

Young energetic man in the Motion Picture Industry with experience, who can
furn'sh Al references, wishes a position as
detail man or assistant to executive head.
Address S. R. E. c|o WID'S
DAILY.

FOR SALE.
MAILING

LIST FOR

SALE

LIST OF MOTION PICTURE THEATERS
•f the whole country. Any State or City.
This list kept up to date by careful checking
Also list of other branches of the Motion
Picture Industry. C. A. K. clo WID'S
DAILY. 71 W. 44th St.. N. Y. C.
Theater 750 seating capacity. AH new
equipments. In Pennsylvania. Will arrange
easy terms. Must sell to go West. R. G.,
Box 170, WID'S DAILY.
New equipment complete for studio. Right
price for cash.
Box 171, WID'S DAILY

Seattle — Charlie Thall, who has
Fiske Leaves the Mirror.
been managing the De Luxe Film
Lyman
O. Fiske, associated for many
Co. for Mike Rosenberg, has gone years with
The Dramatic Mirror as
to San Francisco, where he wil' business manager, has left that paper
engage
in business for himself.
to take the management of the Packard, Photo Reference Library of the
Maurice Tourneur's "Woman" re- Packard Exchange now in use in the
leasing in New York through In offices of the leading managers of
New York.
d( pendent Sales Corp., has' been
booked for the Fox circuit beginning Monday.
Champaign, 111.— C. H. Clark appointed manager of the Rialto, succeeding Charles Takacs.

i^awros. -,,,<{ strip
""! TON Will.

The Average Exchange can incr
the
on aoldnew
pictures
re*
tatingincome
it with
lobby by
displ:
large percentage of the public
seen the average good picture
new Lobby
return
date. Display will get
Write or see us.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

0RE1GN FILM TITLES
Are THE BE
FR\NCISC0 ELIAS

220 West 42nd Street, New Yo
Phone: "Bryant 9351

SUN-LIGHT ARC CO.. I
218 West 48th St.
New York
TELEPHONE

BRYANT 44«*

J. JUSTICE HARMER.

LILLIAN

Prale

WARD

Artists' and Oirectors'Representa 1,
Catering especially to Motion Pict 1.
PUTNAM BUILDING
1493 Broadway
Roon II

WE

HAVE

IT

300 New

Copies For Sale or n\
One and two reel comedies and drama
Film & Supply Co.
New > ork Cny
N. JAWITZ,
145 W.

CHARLES

YOU

ond

17.31

NEED

4! It

IT

alt Uirtda o#" TKeobe

Tic %

lasts® <arao«sKes&rsaj» :
bpoaowav
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Take Out The
*^V

YOUR

INSERTS

GUNBY
LAEORATORIE
WE POS,T'VELY
■ i"*m«n
PH.et°
8355 fr*
I
lulVii guarante
FULLY

145 W. 45th ST.
STUDIO
FOR
RENT

Exhibitors Poster & Supj
572!
PosVTfTs PKoos: Bryant
209-213
WEST
48th
NEW

YORK

CITY

SUPPLIES

Rothacker
Film Mfg. Co
resulted as follows : Watte
Rothacker,
President, David
Jr., Vice-President, H. J. Aldi
& Treas., John Hahn, Asst. .l
J. G. Mammoser, Asst. Treas..

7/fcRECOCKIZED

eBRADSTREET
■FILMDOM

Authority

DAlbY*
nday. I'ebrnai » i

VIPOMA
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PEADSON

Noui Appearing in Hor Oum Productions

Pric>
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cents
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ARomanceof
HappyValley
A PAGE FROM

THE BOOK

An ABTCBAFT

OF LIFE

Picture

The Village of
Make-Believe-on-the-Pike

->:-

D"W. Griffith has left all war
• and spectacle far behind and
has turned to the simple folk of the
cross-roads and the peaceful life of
the little town.
It's a quiet tale, big in heart interest, astounding in its grasp and
portrayal of the strength of weaklings.
W- FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION J|

m

■^U*NJ
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Reported that Fox contract with Thedn Bara and
Lee Kiddies will not be renewed.
Gaumont issues a 2 reel special of Theodore Rose
\elt.
Essanay re-issues four Chaplin features.
Indianapolis legislature clears way to take up bill
legalizing Sunday shows.
Wednesday.
G. C. Pettijohn leaves to help Indiana fight against
Sunday closing.
Los Angeles reports that Paramount has secured
"Peg o' My Heart" and "Peter Pan."
Chester Beecroft obta:ns rights for all RobertsonCole products for continental Europe.
Sam Goldwyn back from coast. Optimistic over
plans of Big Five.
Thursday.
Influenza causes closing down of all theaters in
Australia for three or probably four months.
V\ iiliam L. Sherrill announces a series of two re
western specials featuring Texas Guinan.
Committee of Fifty, St. Louis, seeking new "moral
laws" for Missouri, charges National Board of
Review with incompetency.
Fannie Ward expects to make pictures in England.
Harry Garson announces
neither Clara
Kimball
Young nor Blanche Friday
Sweet will release through
First National.
Considerable agitation in film circles over failure
of National Association to take more active steps
with regard to pending legislation affecting Sunday shows and censorship.
Saturday.
David P. Howells sails for Europe to dispose of
continental rights of First National and United
pictures.
Judge
Cardozo files important opinion regarding
rights of exhibitor and producer.
June Caprice and Creighton Hale to be starred in
new Albert Capellani company.
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Agility of Star is Best Asset of Conventional Crook Meller.
George Walsh in

"LUCK

AND
PLUCK"
Fox..

ECTOR
Edward Dillon
»RY BY
George Scarborough
;N ARIO BY
Adrian Johnson
JERAMAN
Not Credited.
A WHOLE
Not much to it outs.de of the
acrobatic feats of the star.
)RY

Spy me'ler wi.h a quantity of extravagant situations.
Doesn't bother much about plausibility, but keeps th ngs moving.
DTOGRAPHY
Generally poor.
HTINGS
Harsh
and lacking
in artistic
effects.
«ERA WORK
Ordinary.
iR
Agile and not afraid to take rough treatment in fights.
•PORT
Virginia Lee rather pretty; several
others inclined to overact.
TRIORS
Fair.
ECTION

ERIORS

appearance.

Frequently

'AIL
\RACTER OF STORY
wen't offend.
JIGTH OF PRODUCTION
je Fox people just can't

have

a "setty"

Doesn't figure much.
Unconvincing, but
About 5000 ft.
get away from

German

p cropping up in all sorts of pictures — commas, melodramas and continue to do their
the way of prosecuting the innocent heroine
■taking thine s difficult for the gallant hero.
lother combination of spy and crook matter
decidedly hectic nature.
The
plot runs wild
iigh most of the five reels, which owe their chief
the acrobatic feats of George Walsh.
As
Bph-climber he displays the daring of a professI There seems to be nothing, in fact, demanding
fecial agility that daunts
the athletic Fox star.
le matters of rapid action and fight stuff this film
HianI uncritical
supplied crowd.
ri'-d may
get
by
on that score
irg sequences, dealing with a rough-and-tumble
between the spy gang, trying to make
a get-

May Attract Crowd

away on a ship, and the secret service men who come.
to the assistance of Walsh, who lias been holding off
a dozen assailants single-handed, make a suitable climax for a picture of this description. They contain
some startling fa Is and generally maintain a high degree of excitement.
The star plays the character of Joe Grim, alias
"Velvet", a crook noted for his skill in handling any
sort of a job. It just happens, as things generally do
happen in convenient "movies" of this type, that
Walsh rescues pretty Virginia Lee when she is endangered by a runaway horse. The crook promptly becomes sentimental in his memories of "the first
pure influence" that ever entered his life.
Intent upon knowing more about the girl, Velvet
follows her to the home of Countess Briand, played
with melodramatic force by Corene Uzzell. The
crook does not realize that the house is the headquarters of a German spy gang, in which the countess and
Virginia's fiance, George Fisher, are prominent factors.
He enters, crook fashion, believing that it is the girl's
home.
Caught by the countess, Velvet is about to be arresed
when the woman concludes that she can uce the
crook to serve her own ends. She concocts a yarn
about Virginia being the victim of a b'ackmailing
scheme, which may be checked if certain letters in the
possession of an. old inventor are secured. The crook
gladly accepts the job and returns with a package ot
aeroplane plans which the German agents are anxious
to get. Tt seems a trifle odd that he does not detect
any difference between a bundle of letters and a set
of charts, but folks aren't expected to examine too
closely the plausibility of the story.
When Velvet discovers his mistake, he returns the
drawings
and proceeds
save unsuspectingly
Virg:n'a from the
spy
net into which
she hasto been
drawn.
The girl's father, chief of the Intel'igence Bureau,
having no idea of how his daughter is involved, places
detectives on Velvet's trail, but the crook goes his
own way undisturbed. F.ach time the young woman
gets into a tight place he is on hand to save her, the
critical clash coming when she is kidnapped by her
fiance and and held captive. .
The cast includes Joe Smiley. George Fisher, who
over-plays the part of the German spy and George
Halpin.

That is Content With Rough Stuff.

Box Office Analysis For the Exhibitor
this is coining your way and you can't
it, I would pass it by in favcr of something
lore substance to the plot and better calculated
se a crowd that doesn't fall for old time "movie"
spy plot theme has been done to death and
ta real justification at present, un'ess it is
sh and interesting twist, which isn't
in
the present
There either,
isn't any
1 the
reformedinstance.
crook angle
so real
the
ppeal narrows down to the fight stuff and
1 oi George Walsh to hold an audience.
i'l admit that the star is a considerable
and will find some
entertainment
in watch-

ing him go through a variety of stunts, but whether
this will be sufficient to compensate for the lack of
other really entertaining qualities in the production
is problematical. If you have accustomed your regulars to expecting artistic photoplays, in photography, settings and acting, this doesn't belong.
Basing and advertising campaign on the star, play
him up as one of the foremost athletes in pictures and
don't be afraid to assert that his ability is used to full
advantage in "Luck and Pluck," a typical Fox title,
by
in that Forget
it hasn't
connection
withthetheway,
picture.
theany
spy particular
element in
the plot
and handle the film as an exciting crook meller.

^4 Super
^Production
ofoneoftiiQ
greatest StcuqQ
Successes in
Dramatic TUstory
Albert E. Smith presents

ALICE JOYCE
"THE ANDLION
THE MOUSE
iix

From the Famous Frohman Stage Success
of the Same Title

By CHARLES

KLEIN

Directed by Tom Terriss
As a stage production,

"THE

LION AND

THE

MOUSE"

brought millions of dollars into theatre box-offices.
As a screen production,

"THE

LION AND

THE

MOUSE"

will make new records in your box-office.
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Nothing Out of the Ordinary, But Makes Passable Offering.
Margarita Fisher in

"MOLLY

OF THE FOLLIES"

American — Pathe

Sloman.
Edward
DIRECTOR
Peter Clark MacFarlane
AUTHOR
Not Credited.
CAMERAMAN
Doesn't seem very real, but
AS A WHOLE
offerprogram
may get by as an average
ing.
Book
Red
in
story
of
Adaptation
STORY
Magazine; stretches probabilities at many
points.
action
Best in scenes showing
DIRECTION
at Coney Island.
Varies; for the mont part
HY
PHOTOGRAPclear.
Some good effects in house being
LIGHTINGS
robbed
at night.
straight stuff.
Mostly
WORK
CAMERA
STAR
Acts with vivacity in role of ballet
dancer.
Jack Mower physically forceful as
SUPPORT
the hero; Lule Warrenton and J. Farrell
MacDonald supply first rate characterizations.
EXTERIORS
Beach
and resort scenes
the
real thing.
INTERIORS
Conventional.
DETAIL
Nothing out of the ordinary; story
would have been benefited by more genuinely funny sub-titles.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4800 ft.
This is just another one of those movie plots that
doesn't bear scrutiny on the score of plausibility. A
little common sense on the part of one or two of
the characters would take the supports from under the
story fabric., but even so there is no reason why it
shouldn't pet by fairly well with a crowd that is
not over critical.
Probably you won't find as many laughs as in
Margarita Fisher's last picture, "Fair Enough", although the star and the supporting players work hard,
and quite successfully, to put pep into the action. The
greater part of the film is staged at a resort near
enough like Coney Inland to pass for the original and
this is an advantage to the film in that most folks
like settings of that kind.

Some of the humor is too forced to be really effective and the surprise climax is one of those convenient
affairs and doesn't really mean much. It is, however, to the author's credit that his surprise has not
been pressed before it is unfolded on the screen.
Miss 1'is' er is introduced in the costume of a
ballet dancer at a Coney Island side show. She attracts tie attention of a youth in the crowd standing
meetbefore the platform, and their unconventional
ing is arranged through her loss of a slipper which
lands on the boy's head. Quite a bit is made of the
introductory scenes, serving to introduce the other
Mower, as a "human submarine,'' Lule
show folk-, Jack
Warrenton
as* Margarita's fortune telling mother and
T. Farrell MacDonald as the blustering manager.
Jack is in love with the dancing girl and resents
the intrusion of the chance acquaintance, who sports
an automobile and during intermissions takes Margarita, to luncheons and dinners. The "human submarine." however, is not a very tactful suitor and
his difficulties are increased when the girl's mother
persists in forcing her own attentions upon him.
In order to account for Margarita's running off
with her supposedly wealthy young wooer, they bring
in a scene showing Lule Warrenton and Jack in an
affectionate embrace. With this seeming evidence
of infidelity, the dancing girl is ready to accept the
suggestion that she elope with the rival suitor, who
takes her to what is supposed to be the home of
hi<= wealthy aunt in the suburbs of Brooklyn.
She is rattier surprised at finding the house closed
and tenantless, whereupon the nephew explains that
the family is away on a vacation and that she will
have to occupy the place alone until the following day
when they may secure a marriage license. Jack follows the runaway pair and there is a fight resulting
in the breaking of some valuable vases after which the
prospective bridegroom, having come out victorious
goes to the garage to spend the night.
A burglar enters the house and as the end of a
hide and seek chase, Margarita locks him in a room.
The next morning, with the return of the aunt and
the release of the supposed burglar, it appears that
he is in realty the neohew and that Margarita's suitor
is the chauffeur posing as his master. About this
time. Jack Mower and the girl's mother show up and
shop.
Margarita falls into the arms of her faithful "human
submarine," who is planning to open a delicatessen

Work on the Idea That You Have a Film Dealing With Coney

Island.

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
For a certain type of audience this film has good
qualities. The humor is broad enough not to be over
the heads of anyone, and there is sufficient story
action to hold folks' eyes to the screen, if they want
to keep pace with what is happening.
It wouldn't be wise to talk about the film as anything
particularly novel, but altogether it is about on a par
with other Margarita Fisher offerings and if you are
running them regularly your crowd will know what
to expect. Perhaps the best angle to hit, outside of
playing up the star, would be to give the idea that
you have a film dealing in an intimate way with the
life of Coney Island side show freaks. Particularly in
small towns, where everything concerning Coney
Island has a certain fascination this should (kelp in
getting patronage.
Providing you go in for special stunts there is a
chance here to arrange something in your lobby, in-

dicating a side show, with a ballyhoo stationed at the
entrance. Give him a megaphone and let him go
as far as he likes in making a noise and telling the
passers-by to come in and see "the greatest show
on earth". This wouldn't cost much and it sure
would attract the children.
Carrying out this idea, select pictures presenting
Miss Fisher in ballet costume and if possible, some of
those showing Jack Mower as a "human submarine,"
reposing at the bottom of a tank of water while he
complacently eats a bananna. Completing the collection, you might get an illustration of Lule Warrenton in the garb of a fortune teller.
For catchlines say: "If you think that Coney
Island freaks aren't human, see 'Molly of the Follies' and you'll change your mind." Another; "You're
a long way from Coney Island, but you can shoot the
shoots and everything, with 'Molly of the Follies."
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Big Factorin in Well Directed and Capably Acted Drama.
Suspense is
Mar,- MacLaren
"CREAKING
STAIRS"
Universal
Rupert Julian.
[RECTOR
Campbell.
Evelyn
»
JTIIOR
Rupert Julian.
BY
JENA^IO
U4ERAMAN
Ed Kull.
Strong suspense makes great> A WHOLE
er part of film unusually gripping.
fORY
Adaptation
of story by Evelyn
Campbell;
has
Poe-like quality in creation of ominous atmospber:.
[RECTION

'. .
Excels
in n'ght scenes dealing
wi'h the removal of the body of a dead
man.
SOTO GRAPH Y
Very good.
[GKTINGScularly impressive.
Effects on ctormy n'ght particu^MERA WORK
Successful in getting some
difficult shots.
["AR
Realizes
opportunity
offered in an
emotional role: should be liked in this.
JPPORT
.... Ja:k Mulhall
makes
forceful husbmd; role- of t'^e clot'iing buyer and the
negro servant well hancled by C'arissa Selwyn ?nd Lucretia Harris, respectively.
KTERIORS
Don't f:guri much.
fTKPIORS
Answer purpose
of story.
ETAIL
A strong feature of the production
in carrvin^ ov~r crucial scenes.
HARACTER
OF
STORY
Mystery
melodrama t^at won't offend.
ENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
About 6000 ft.
Don't
judge
this picture
hv tile
tey mer
I the fsmiliar wri
1" and
■understood
w ife story, whereas the piot. as it is
Meed out. h.-.s an
ipense.
ircctor Julian's use of a thunder
in omus background
for a tragic night, his handling of
three fi
the breaking* point hcause of tli
ill r.ecn
the)
and trlic introduction of incirl
the interest, reveal directorial work of a
. t least

three reels, the atn
1 if immaintained on a rising level, cul-

:
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^ERfiE^

OP

HEA

OWN

h the streets
ing the body of the .lead -nan throug
' ph.cally and .n
e!
while a thunderstorm rag
" ■«
the arrangement of the .c.
well acted by
«e y
Also, they ■ ■
notable.
n and ' laris a Selwyn.
the
towards
portunity
|
raJk Mun
has
what
he discovers
tk>ie of the picture when
deceived
having
of
wife
his
ned and accuses
Starting
out rather
slov 1. .
,'
' " ' ''
incident of the girl who las been betrayed by a man
obliged
feels
E01
then
I
I
the suitor of her choice, they prepare tne
way for the real punch of the plot. After considerMary becomes the wife of Jack Mulable persuasion,
hall. who is ready to forget the past. Comfortably
settled in a suburban home misfortune overtakes
them.
In order to make both ends meet, they have as a
boarder
a woman
clothing buyer who
figures prcrntly
in
subse |uent
happenii gs.
The rent is
ue and because the agent has been unsuccessful
in collecting it. the landlord calls in person one hot
tier day, when a sub-title informs us, a thunderstorm is gathering on the horizon.
This is a good touch
rig an atmosphere.
Tt appears
that the landlord
is none
other than
who. as shown
in the opening reel.
to heart attacks. The young wife's pleaditig that he leave immediately
goes unheeded
and
the execessive heat and his weakness, he
I :ad in the room a few moments before the expected
return of the husband.
thai jack will not accept
her
if the affair, Mary can think of 1
to hide the body until it can be disposed
of.
With
Clarissa Selwyn
she
the dead man up to the attic and gets the telland hat out of sight just before her husband enters. In the middle of the night, the three
women, without i
eard carry the body out into the
nub:.

he
1 of the picture, with a re
between husband and wife after all the facts are
understood, suffices, c\en if it does not seem quite
conclusive
in accounting
for the police proceedings
II to follow the death of a prominent man.
This, i
t really affect the strength of the
picture, which det
1
11
tes the cent-
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Let Folks Know That You Have A Thriller of Unusual Quality.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Mary MacLaren

"CREAKING

in

STAIRS"

Universal

Because it lias suspense to an unusual degree and
a spooky quality, which certainly will send cold
chills up and clown the spines of sensitive folk, this
is a picture which you may safely count upon to
hold attention and leave the impression of being out
of the ordinary.
The sex problem isn't really an important factor,
so I wouldn't worry about its giving offense, even if
you are catering to a particular crowd. They will recall the other and more dominant features of th
duction. which Director Julian has handled with
praiseworthy skill. If you are running Universal pictures regularly, I would mention the director's name,
because his product is of a generally good character
that will lead your regulars to expect a worthwhile
offering.

Mary
MacLaren
has a first rate part in this
you may guarantee that she gives a mighty in
ing performance with a well selected supportin
Jack Mulhall deserves some place in your public!
Treat the picture on lines indicating that you
a thrilling mystery drama and be sure that your
cal accompaniment
is calculated to increase the 8
effect.
Many
of the scenes, with the right so.
music ought to keep your audience
keyed upj
high pitch.
"Creaking Stairs" is a suggestive title, well it
mood of the picture, and I would make the mo
it in catchlines in connection with the name
-i. ii \ line might be worked along this idea: "
ing
dark Stairs',
of an you've
empty heard
house them
they andsend knowcreepsho rut
up and down
your spine; but if you think '
something
to get frightened
about see Mary
T aren in her latest thrilling drama
of mystery
suspense."

TRIANGLE
MARY

:

PRESENTS

MacLAREN
in

"SECRET

MARRIAGE"

:■:
First she forgets her key.

Then this innocent daughter of

police Lieutenant is brought to court the next day by her frantic father, without a shred of her reputation left
How

Mary Mac Larren /^Triangle
Play "Secret Marriage*

did it all happen?

That forms the basis of a daring

and dramatic plot which will interest your audiences from start
to finish.

You should welcome this picture on your program.
It is entertaining and the story is logically
related in a manner that sustains suspense and creates sympathy.
Presented by a well known star of unusual popularity,
riage" will attract attention and please.

the proper

presentation

of "Secret

Mar-

Scheduled for release by

TRIANGLE

DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION

1457 Broadway

New York.
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Comedy

Romance
Constance

'ROMANCE

Talmadge

AND

Select.

Has Humor

and Appeal; Well Acted by Star

in

ARABELLA"

SECTOR
Walter Edwards.
THOR
William Hurlbut
NARIO BY
Edith Kenn „dy.
WERAMAN
James C. Van Trees.
A WHOLE
Good production brightly acted;
should add to reputation of star.
)RY
Series of episode- dealing with adventures of a romantic young woman; mainly
comedy.
SECTION
Brings out personalities of contrasting types effectively.
OTOGRAPHY
First rate all through.
sHTINGS
Good on players and have variety.
MERA WORK
Satisfactory.
\R
The center of interest all the time; looks
well and shows progress in acting technique.
PPORT
Harrison Ford aga;n stands out as
excellent type for leading man; others suitable to roles.
ERIORS
Chiefly scenes
on picturesque
estate.
rERIORS
Suggest wealth and a cultivated
taste in decorating.
TAIL
Titles kept in spirit of action; incidental bit", made to count
ARACTER OF STORY
Comedy of a harmless nature.
NGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4.800 feet.
' Constance Talmadge continues to appear in films
;his stamp, she is in a fa'r way to build up a repuon as one of the rnost attract:ve of screen comedies. Here, as in her recent offerings, there is no
it demand for emotional interpretation, rather the
Irayal of a well brfd American
girl whose
philphy is still in a transitory stage.
T'ere surely is room for a <=tar of Miss Talma^ge's
jonality in reined comedies such as this. They
ie pretty close to the life and thoughts of many
mg women, and the humor has a natural quality
ich tuny be readily apprec;ated. Walter Edwaru's
Action is to be commended in that he gives the film
■iform tone of 'taste and good breeding. He
ier resorts to cheap humor for the sake of getting a

laugh, either in sub-titles or incidental bits of business.
Also, there's no danger of over-emphasizing the
screen appeal of Harrison Ford, who typifies in his
clean
and lover.
manly He
appearance
a modern
of the cut
ideal
is far less
an actorgirl's
than dream
most
leading men and becomes more sympathetic in consequence. Nevt to Constance Talmadge, Ford is a
person of chief interest in this story, alhough the plot
necessitates h:s standing in the background most ot
the time while the romantic girl cures herself of foolish
notions.
Arabella Cadenhouse, the character played by the
star, is a very young widow who has passed through
an unemotional marriaerc with an aged man. At the
time the story opens, she is ready to take notice again
and this time with confidence that s'-e will pick the
right husband. Harrison Ford has been her companion ever since they were children together and although he is determined to marry her. he never appears in anything approaching a romantic light. Being a surprisingly wise youth, he decides to abide hi9
time, meanwhile according Constance an opportunity
to test the worth of every type of suitor.
As each affair becomes serious, he brings on another
admirer to act as an antidote. First there is the crude
boy just returned from the west, who sweeps Constance
off her feet, but has an unfortunate habit of knocking
over the parlor furniture. Harrison allows this amatory incident to run its course and then brings on a cubist
artist of the advanced "free love and free life" school.
This is one of the most humorous episodes of all,
showing how the girl falls for his noncensical talk
and nearly trets herself into an ugly entanglement before the faithful Harrison comes to the rescue.
The next is a youth of about sixteen, who plays the
mandolin and serenades Constance in a light tenor
voice, with results so charming that they plan an elopment and nearly carry it through. Rut fortunately
Constance is caught in the act of descending a ladder
from her bedroom window, whereupon she pleads not
guilty of robbing the cradle. The last suitor is a scientist who ta'ks boresomely of eugemes, a word that
never
came frets
intoas Constance's
vocabulary.
Th's time
Constance
far as the weddi"g
ceremony,
but
when it comes to the crucial question she says emphatically "no." As the picture closes. Harrison is
preparing to take the plnce of the discarded bridegroom-

Work to Build up a Following For Constance Talmadge
Popularity is Growing

Whose

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
ill of you exhibitors know how Norma Talmadge
come to tie front among s'afrs, and if you are foling the trend of things. I think you will find that
er Constance is going ahead quite rapidly on her
1 account.
efmed comedy is one of the most difficult things to
luce. :ind as pictures Become more ana more the
lent of people who are used to the better
gs in starve plays and fiction, the demand for films
ling in a bright way with various phases of soc:al
seems certain to increase. For suburban houses,
:prt for nny theater that is located in a <irct class
fhborhood, I should sav that "Romance and Araa" is more the thine; than melodrama of a sensapl type.
ly to build up a following for Miss Talmadge ny
Pe this picture with the assurance that it is suitable

entertainment for an intelligent audience. Your folks
will agree with you and when the next of the star's
pictures arrives it will be just so much easier to draw
patronage.
Of course, it would b1.- well to mention that the film
is an adaptation of William Hnrlbtit's play of the same
name, but prohably most of your folks know nothing
about the original, for it didn't last long in New York
and never had a chance to make an impression in outlying communities. Your main bid for attention must
he through the name of the star, who merits the most
liberal sort of lobhy displ-iy. S"me of the portraits
distributed by Select are distinctly attractive.
Tn your advance announcements use these names as
members of t^e cast: Harrison Ford, Certrude Claire,
Monte Rhie. Arthur Carew. \nfrim Short and James
Will

J-jave ike police
in your town
seen ikis ?
Exhibitors everywhere
are obtaining great resuhs
through cooperating with
the local police in presenting
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Rural Story Slight in Plot But Profits by Natural Acting
Dorothy

"HARD

Dalton in

BOILED"

Paramount.
IRECTOR
Victor L. Schertzinger.
UPERVISED
BY
Thomas
H. Ince.
UTHOR
John Lynch.
CENARIO BY
R. Cec 1 Smith.
AMERAMAN
John Stumar.
S A WHOLE
Rural atmosphere and types
are main asset of unassuming production.
rORY
Needs a lot of filling to stretch it
through five reels.
IRECTION
Utilizes human incidents to bolster up unsubitantial plot.
HOTOGRAPHY
Clear.
IGHTINGS
Good in a conventional way.
AMERA WORK
Nothing out of the ordinary
required.
TAR
Pleasing in a role that doesn't call for
rruch acting.
UPPORT
C. W. Mason is likeable hero, Gertrude Claire gives natural inter retation of
kind hearted country woman.
XTERIORS
Picturesque village is background
for most of the scenes.
INTERIORS
Good when needed.
ETAIL
Incidents and settings always kept
in harmony with the story.
HARACTER OF STO^Y
Harmless.
ENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,851 feet.
I
two extremes, all plot with no charlerization worthy of the name and virtiial'y 110 plot
ith quite a bit of natural character
portrayal, the
rally preferab'e; although of course, the
ally successful picture strikes a happy medium.
weak on the story end and strong on the
fion of village life, with its combination of
>s and hypocrisy.
Take
the inci3ital bits of business away and there would be slcnder
indeed, for five ree's, but as it stands there
liy the average audience should not find
ut. Ttainmcnt especially in communities where
e vJ . ■!■ some, pretty tyre of film is in demand.
heless, Dorothy Dalton
is too
capable
an
0 be confined to so conventional a role as that

HOBART

of the musical comedy prima donna, who gets stranded in a sleepy village. She handles the character perfectly satisfactorily, but she can do bigger things so
well that her admirers may be disappointed at not finding her talents used to better purpose.
C. W. Mason isn't required to do much except walk
through the picture with a pleased smile. Much of
the effective acting, in fact, falls to the players impersonating the country characters — Gertrude Claire
nt Tiny Calvin, a delightful little person, Billy
Courtwright as the skinflint, hypocrit cal deacon and
\\ alter Hiers as the town's fat boy. These thrc.e
liy me prominently in many of the most natural and
amusing scenes in the production. Other types, such
as those found at Aunt Tiny's birthday party and at
the Sunday school picnic add considerably to the tone
of the film.
Introductory passages show how Dorothy Dalton,
with other members of the opera company is
stranded in a small town. A love affair is developing
between the prima donna and the tenor, played by
in, but owing to an incident that causes Dorothy's
jealousy, she refuses to accept the assistance of her coplayer when a chance to return home presents itself.
Left alone in Nilesburg without money or friends,
Dorothy, after considerable uncertainty, finds a home
with the kindly Aunt Tiny, who sympathizes with the
girl in her predicament and is ready to have her as
a guest as long as she will remain. Some humorous
incidents develop out of Aunt Tiny's party, attended
by the town's aristocracy, including Deaeon Simpson,
who. on one of his wild nights had tried to flirt with
the prima donna. Both the girl and the Deacon remember the incident which Dorothy uses to advantageThe old skin-flint threatens to oust Aunt Tiny because she is 1 ehind in her hent, whereupon the girl
takes it upon herself to save her benefactress. The
opportunity comes at a picnic when the deacon, again
becoming devilish, invites Dorothy to his home to
drink hard cider.. Using her wits, the stranded actress
gets all the better of the situation and when things are
properly cleared up, agrees with the devoted tenor that
they are most likely to find happiness by forgetting
their careers and settling on a farm.
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The Right Sort of Thing For Theaters Catering to a Family Trade
Box

Office

Analysis

Dorothy Dalton in

"HARD

BOILED"

Paramount.
They've given Dorothy Dalton rather a mild vehicle
in this, but I don't see why it shouldn't make a very
fair program offering, especially for neighborhood
houses and in other theaters catering to a family trade.
It sure is wholesome and quite the thing to show your
children, without danger of harmful notions being put
into their minds.
Quite a few producers appear to have decided that as
a reaction from the seriousness of war time, it is
well to stick to subjects done in comedy vein. From
what I have seen of their recent product, this surely
seems to be true of the Paramount-Artcraft aggregation, and by this time you should know to your own
satisfaction whether or not you can do as much busi-

for the

Exhibitor

ness with a lia:ht type of picture as with a mort
dramatic subject.
My own guess would be that it depends largely
upon what you have led your patrons to expect. I!
you are drawing from the family group, this looks
like a perfectly good business getter. No doubt most
of your folks know Dorothy Dalton and what she has
done in the past. But in case they have forgotten,
mention "The Price Mark", "The Mating of Marcelle". "The Kaiser's Shadow" and "Quicksand''. Then
go on to say that for all the variety of her character-izations, Miss Dalton never appeared more appealing
than in her portrayal of an actress who becomes a
simple country girl.
Call attention to C. W. Mason as the leading m
and make it clear that you have a true rural come'
drama filled with natural types interpreted by a supe:
ior cast. The title doesn't mean much, but I wouldn't
worry about that if you play up the star's name and get
the right sort of a lobby display.
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Sex Meller Drags Most of the Way and Doesn't Convince
harles Richman, Leah Baird and Pearl Shepard in

"THE ECHO

OF YOUTH"

Graphic
Film Corp.
([RECTOR
Ivan Abramson
JJTHOR
Ivan Abramson
fcMERAMAN
Lucian Tainguy.
IS A WHOLE
Unpleasant meller that drags
badly and doesn't impress as real.
fORY
Based
on
supposition
that
half
brother and sister are about to marry.
IRECTION
Slow tempo all through; allows
scenes to run beyond the length needed
to put over a point.
HOTOGRAPHY
Good.
IJGHTINGS
Rather uniform, but bring out
players'
effects. expressions; no attempt for artistic
AMERA
WORK
Ordinary.
LAYERS
Charles Richman, Leah Baird, Pearl
Shepard and others do fairly welL
kTERIORS
Not many.
fTERIORS
Correct, without being distinctive.
ETAIL
Doesn't warrant
particular
notice.
JIARACTER
OF
STORY
.... Unwholesome,
especially for neighborhood houses.
[SNGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5600 ft.
Ivan Abramson is so deadly serious. He persists
I delving into the most distasteful complications
liich can be brought about by weak human nature.
10m the beginning to the end of this rather propged production, there is not a laugh, nor is there
kr discernible moral lesson which may be urged as a
fison for the presentation of an unpleasant theme.
[itthe close, Mr. Abramson introduces a twist
king possible a happy ending, but this in no way
:rs the real theme of the picture, which is none
»er than the impending marriage of a half-brother
i sister, both, of course, unaware of the true facts
their parentage.
There is not one truly elevating

cnaracter in the picture, although the director has
used a large cast in the unfolding of his story.
It is difficult to see just what bearing some of the
fiigures have in the advancement of the plot, and instead of adding to the interest of the picture they
tend to distract the- attention. At the outset there is
a long series of introductions before the story gets
underway, with Charles Richman receiving congratulations on his election to the Supreme Court, an
honor that is held lightly by his wife, who does not
care to have her social career interfered with by politics and politicians.
"The "woman in the case," Leah Baird, comes all
the way from New Orleans to make things uncomfortable for the judge, one of her early lovers. Her
son, a newspaper reporter, is led to believe that his
father has long been dead and he has no idea that
his mother is an adventuress, which does not argue
very much .for the perceptions of the youth, in view
of the obviousness of her methods. For one cause
or another, practically everyone in the film is obliged
to assume an expression of acute suffering.
The judge's daughter, at school in Boston, and the
son of the adventuress, also in Boston, are intended
to indicate youth and gayety, but the audience feels
all the while that the more they love each other, the
more they are destined to suffer on account of their
family relationship. For his big scene, or rather
series of scenes, Mr. Abramson brings the two young
people back to the parental roofs where, following
their declaration of love for each other, the judge
is forced to admit that he is the father of the boy
about to marry the child of his legitimate marriage.
There is any quantity of emoting by all concerned
and the judge is ready to send a bullet through his
heart, prior to the disclosure of the full story of Leah
Baird's blackmailing scheme. Neither Richman nor
the woman are in reality the parents of the vouth.
She had merely claimed the relationship in order to
force him to divorce his wife and marry her. The
rightful father accepts his parental obligations, and
everybody
except the vamp
is satisfied.

May Get Business in Neighborhoods That Like Crude Type of Film
Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.

robably by this time you are familiar with the
e of picture Ivan Abramson is in the habit of
dling and if you are catering to a cheap crowd
W enjoys sordid sex stuff, it is not unlikely that
U have found the films profitable. This lacks the
nch of some of the director's earlier offerings, but
bins along the same morbid lines.
Br. Abramsou's efforts to give a poetic, philosophic
»e to the piqture by starting off with a verse about
le echo of vouth'' and running in titles written «in
Ited English, is a bit ridiculous. Nobody will take
I poetic fights seriously, so just ignore them and
pt the film as a melodramatic sex offering preIting the tragedy of a boy and girl about to wed
ten
ter. they discover that they are half brother and
Sefore you book this, consider carefully the charier of your clientele and providing you are workinu

to build up a reputation in a conservative community that wants entertainment to which a husband may
safely take his wife and children, I wouldn't risk this,
for it is decidedly unwholesome. Downtown houses
and those in closely settled neighborhoods having a
large foreign element offer the best outlet for a production of this stamp.
Charles Richman and Leah Baird look like the best
drawing possibilities in the cast, which, if you want
to publish it in full, includes, Pearl Shepard. Marie
Shotwell. Jack MacLean, Howard Hall, Peggy
Shanor, William Bechtel and Philip Van Loan. The
picture is crude so you may as well use catchlines
of the same nature. For example: "If the man you
intended marrying proved to be your half-brother,
what would
you do?"
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Comedy and Romance

15

are Well Combined in First Rate Storyf

Louise Huff in

"HEART

AILY

OF GOLD"

World Pictures.
IRECTOR
Travers Vale.
UTHOR
Lucy Sarvet
CENARIO BY
Clara S. Beranger.
AMERAMAN
Philip Hatkin.
S A WHOLE
Will interest on account of human qualities and first rate production.
TORY
Old theme brought up-to-date and developed with complications that hold suspense to the finish.
IRECTION
Good in making scenes seem natural most of the' way, but runs a bit wild in
court room sequence.
HOTOGRAPHY
Very good.
IGHTINGS
Show up star to advantage and
have enough variety.
AMERA
WORK
Reveals
discrimination
in
choice of angles.
rAR
Pretty and natural in sympathetic role.
[JPPORT
Johnny Hin»s stands out in comedy
character,; others suitable to parts.
XTERTORS
Don't figure much.
JTERIORS
Nothing distinctive but fill requirements.
ETAIL
Comerly business gets across; slangy
sub-titles
responsible
for
a number
of
laughs.
HARACTER OF STORY
Wholesome entertainment.
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,134 feet.
Fundamentally there's nothing new about the plot
erne in this, hut they've brought it up-to-date, or
ther up to the summer of ror8, and supplied a treatent that lifts the film out of the ordinary rut. In
veral respects it i - a. better-than-average World Picres offering and thoroughly well suited to the perrtalitv and scope of the star.
The scenario development is expert, in that the
mpathetic little shero's misfortunes are made deledly "intrikut" and as one piece of bad luck follows
Other, no reasonable way of extricating the girl
>m her difficulties suggests itself to a crowd that
t been taken into the author's confidence.
Sus-

pense is created and sympathy heightened for the
young woman who is being cheated out of her rights.
It is the sort of a picture that folks must see through
to the finish if they want to get the story right, and
my guess is that most of them will be interested enough
to sit out the five reels. Louise Huff is pretty and
there is a child-like ingenuous appeal to her acting
in the role of the little artist-seamstress, who is robbed
of her prize-winning design.
The star makes much of a heart interest characterization, whereas the comedy end of the production is
well looked after by Johnny Hines as a hungry, jobless, slangy, impertinent Irish youth, who unintentionally rdds to the troubles of his sweetheart and then
uses his wits and a good left hand wallop to straighten
matters out. Good direction is evidenced in making the
comedy interludes a natural part of the story and the
sub-titles work in smoothly with the characterization.
\To plot based on the theft of an artist's prize-w;nning drawing can be termed strictly novel, but the angle
taken here is fresh. Before the signing of the armistice, the standardization of women's apparel had been
proposed as a part of the conservation program. The
author assumes that a prize of $5000 his been offered
for the best design of a khaki suit and builds up the
story on that premise.
Louise Huff, a girl with artistic aspirations, but no
money, comes to New York as an apprentice seamstress for an avaricious modiste. Using the letter
head of her employer, feeling that an unknown would
not be recognized, she submits a drawing which is
awarded the prize. The model is credited to the
modiste, who accepts it as her own, despite the protests
of the girl.
Under the name of "Heart of Gold" the "conservation suit" becomes all the rage nnd every effort of
Louise's to establish her right to the prize proves unavailing. Johnnv Hines thinks that he is doing a
bright thing when he engages a shyster lawyer to
handle the case for his sweetheart, but instead of playing fair, the lawyer goes into partnership with the
modiste.
There's a lively courtroom mix-up before they wind
things up with the $5,000 in the proper purse. Among
thoce in the cast are Grace Barton, Marion Barney,
Roland Fischer and Anthony Merlo.
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Mention Johnny Hines Along With the Star
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.

Louise

"HEART

Huff

in

taining Iwould give the star every chance to make
good with your crowd. It wouldn't cost a great deal
to distribute little gold hearts with a picture of Miss
Huff in the center and publicity of the kind would be
of value in the future, if you expect to handle World
Pictures releases.

OF GOLD"

World Pictures.
This is my idea of a safe program picture, sufficiently
general in its appeal to satisfy pretty nearly any sort
of a gang and something that you can offer without
being afraid of disappointing your regulars.
I happened to see this run as the Saturday feature
at a Broadway house and it sure did go over nicely.
The matinee crowd paid close attention to the story
and there was no walking out until the entire picture had been screened. The comedy supplied by
Johnny Hines proved to be a big factor. Most fans
will get a laugh out of his broad humor helped considerably by the sub-titles.
How much Louise Huff may be depended upon to
draw customers to the box office is a question, for her
pictures, on an average, have not been much to brag
about; but now that she has something really enter-

MARY

American

Treat this as a comedy-romance with a lot of emphasis placed on the comedy. It will be worth while
to let folks know that Johnny Hines has an important
part in the story. In selecting your paper, pick out
something that shows him in comedy incidents with
the star. For a catchline try :"Sttpposing you won
a $5,000 prize when you didn't have a penny, and somebody came along and stole both the glory and the cash,
what would you do? Would you keep your nerve like
Louise Huff in 'Heart of Gold'? Perhaps, but see
the picture." Another might read: "The resources of
craftiness and wealth were against her; but the little
country girl won out because she had a 'Heart of

MILES

Film

Gold'."

Company,

Inc., Presents'
MINTER

In

"THE AMAZING

By Joseph Franklin Poland

Your audiences will chuckle over
what happens to the daughter of the
Chewing Gum King, when she exchanges identities with a Russian
countess
who
is the associate of a
Produced by
AMERICAN
FILM CO., Inc.
Samuel S. Hutchinson, Pres

IMPOSTOR"
Directed

by Lloyd Ingraham

gentleman crook. Little Miss Minter
proves as clever a comedienne as she is
an ingenue. You can advertise "The
Amazing Impostor" heavily and make
good on it.
Distributed by PATHE

These Minter Pictures Now
Availa
"The Eyes of Julia Deep"
"Rosemary
Climbs the Heights"
"Wives and Other Wives"

PERFECT
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Star Does Something Different in Film That Has Fair Comedy
Tom

Moore in

"GO WEST,Goldwyn.
YOUNG
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
CAMERAMAN

MAN"
Harry Beaumont.
Willard Mack.
Geo. Webber.

AS A WHOLE
Doen't register anything big.
but keeps a' dience a-nu ed most of the way.
STORY
Evidently
writen as a vehicle to
fit the star in cowboy role.
DIRECTION
Makes the most of material at
hand.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good.
LIGHTINGS
Passable, without departing from
conventional effects.
CAMERA
WORK
Satisfactory.
STAR
Tries something new in wild and woolly
setting; gets over comedy bu iness.
SUPPORT ...... Western types well cast; Ora Carew
hasn't a great deal to do as leading woman.
EXTERIORS
The right thing for this sort of
a film.
INTERIORS
Fill requirements.
DETAIL
Doesn't
figure much.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Light and harmless.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4, 500 feet.
They kept Tom Moore pretty busy on his trip
West. Willard Mack saw to that when he wrote
the story for the Goldwyn star and Director Harry
Beaumont put him through all sorts of stunts in and
under freight cars. Tt wasn't any de luxe journey for
Tom, who earned his transportation fare in getting
laughs whenever an opportunity presented
itself.
As a picture this isn't any world heater, but it has a
number of commendable qualities in the treatment
of an ordinary theme and the handling of the star,
who is new at cowboy stuff and doesn't attempt to
disguise the fact. That is quite as it should be, for
Moore's experience hasn't been of the kind to make
him a convincing two-gun man. It is much more
human to present him as an awkward tenderfoot who

Should Make

goes about learning things in a good natured way.
The film wouldn't be 'half as entertaining as it is.
if Moore bad been deprived of chances to reveal his
unsophistication when up against the bar-room gang.
He just goes along in a blundering fashion, scoring
comedy touches in a natural way and making the
most of his contagious smile. Folks aren't accustomed
to seeing Tom in a character of this type, but they're
going to like him, even if they wouldn't fancy having
him permanently transformed into a cowboy hero.
The story is simplicity itself — the sort of a thing
that nvght almost have been devised as the action was
developed. First they have a few preparatory scenes
to account for Tom's starting out on his own. His
father insists that he can't earn even enough money to
pay for his clothes. The boy thinks otherwise and
to prove his independence starts for the West without
a cent in his pockets and with only the clothes which
be paid for out of money received for a prize won in
a polo match. Beating his way on a freight train
in the company of tramps, and going hungry most
of the time, Tom eventually lands in a western town
where the best job he can get is that of dishwasher
in a lunch room.
There is a good bit of comedy in scenes played between Moore and the Chinese cook. Among the patrons is Ora Carew, the daughter of a prospector whosf
property is threatened by a gang of crooks who pick
out Tom as the ideal sheriff to help al6ng their
scheme. Realizing that he was selected to act as a
mere figurehead, the tenderfoot pins the sheriff's badge
on his shirt and at the very first issue proceeds to
show his authority.
They simply can't do a thing with Tom after he gets
his reform movement into operation. His first aim
is to save Ora Carew's property, his second to wipe
out booze, gambling and profanity, in all of which
he is successful. Just for the sake of a suitable climax,
they bring the father west and have him pinched by the
son for playing poker on Sunday.
In the cast are Melbourne MacDowell, Jack Richardson, Edward Coxen, Robert Chandler and Hector
V. Sarno.

Good if You Have Following for Goldwyn
Box Office

Appeal

Actor

Analysis for the Exhibitor.

Perhaps you played the first two Goldwyn pictures
presenting Tom Moore as a star, "Just For Tonight"
and "Thirty a Week", in which case you may judge
for yourself the pulling power of this actor. If you
did a satisfactory business on the initial issues, there
is no reason why you should be afraid of "Go West,
Young Man", for, although it is in no sense a remarkable film, it possesses enough good features to
assure a passable entertainment.
Most of your folks probably will be surprised at
finding Moore in the role of a cowboy sheriff and those
who recall his work in pictures of a dissimilar nature,
no doubt will be curious to see how he gets away with
a character so far removed from his customary range.
Capitalize on this curiosity by announcing Tom
Moore in a part unlike anything he has attempted in

the past. In your advance notices refer to him as a
tenderfoot who goes West and matches his wits and
strength against the "bad men" of a lawless town.
Use the paper distributed by Goldwyn showing Moore
in cowboy garb and sporting a sheriffs badge and use
every means to let your crowd know they are going to
see a favorite actor do something different.
"Go West, Young Man", is an appropriate and sufficiently catchy title, lending itself to various uses
in advertising and catchlines. The name of Willard
Mack has been connected with so many stage plays
that I would give it prominence along with the title.
If you are looking for lines try: "Why did Horace
Greeley say, 'Go West Young Man'? See Tom Moore
in his latest Goldwyn picture and you will know," or "If
you think a tenderfoot is soft, see Tom Moore in 'Go
West. Young Man' and you will change your opinion."

TITLE CHANGEpf
"The public will think it is a war picture
— not the dramatic life story of a great
American."
This, briefly, was the criticism by exhibitors of the title of the Roosevelt picture.
So the producers and distributors have
changed the title of "The Fighting
Roosevelts" to

THE FAMOUS ROOSEVELT PICTURE

"OUR TEDDY"
A Stirring Romance of American Life
Laughs! Thrills! Cheers! A Film Folks Will Enjoy
The film is a Hit with the Audiences who have seen it.

Produced by

McClure Productions, Inc.

A "First National" Attraction
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Trite Meller Is Poor Vehicle for Prima Donna's Screen Debut
Anna Case

"THE HIDDEN

in

owever, that si e <loes not over-act, which is more than
can lie sa;d for some of tho e in the supporting cast

TRUTH"

Select Special
URECTOR
Julius Steger.
CENARIO
BY
S. M
We'ler.
'.MAN
William Crowley.
iOLE
Doesn't come up to "Special"
standard in any c,e~artment.
TORY
Trite meller with no indication
of
fre h inspiration.
HRECTION
Permits quite a bit of "acting"
and
real. doesn't succeed in making the film seem
•HOTOGRAPHY
Frequently lacks clearness.
JGHTINGS
For the most part too uniform.
IAMERA WORK
Ordinary.
TAR
Good to look at in most poses, but fails
to register much
as an actress.
UPPORT
Satisfactory
for a "movie"
of this
type.
:XTERIORS
Not many.
NTERTORS
Meet requirements.
IETAIL
Noth'ng to brag about.
IHARACTER OF STORY
...... Censor won't kick.
■ENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5,050 feet
This strikes me as being a decidedly commonplace
ffering with many draggy sequences and nothing to
istify its being touted as a special.
The plot theme
.-.ted and there is nothing novel in the treatlent to raise it above a low level of mediocrity.
If
se is going to take picture work seriously she
id better hunt around for more likely material.
As a screen star, she seems to have possibilities but
ley need development.
She photographs well, has a
leasing smile and the noise of a woman accustomed
ring be Tore an audience: but her acting lacks
iriety and expression.
Her most characteristic pose.
d one that is used too frequently in this film, is that
I a concert singer standing on a platform with her
;ped
Tt should be stated to her credit.

it is appropriate that Mi^s Case's screen debut should
a story having a singer as the central character.
!y the plot were less trite and artificial and the
scenes less wearisome.
There
is a good
deal thai
conies under the head of padding
and attempts
at
1 n are dangerously close to being maudlin
Tie whole atTair is too conventional
to be diverting
and lacks the illusion of reality.
(.'ase is a dance hall singer 111 a rough mining
town where her "golden voice'' brings tears to the
eyes of the hardened miners
They
ring in the o'd
on
of an
attempted
swindle
through
worthless property is to be unloaded on an investor
The willun goes west to report on 1 1' e value of the
mine and enters into <* fifty-fifty bargain
with the
crooks.
To account for the dance hall singer going fast
and entering the househc Id of the propo-ed victim
of the fra- d. there is a series- of scenes showing the
shooting of a brutal husband by his abused wife. Anna
is in t'e room at the time and is arxused of the mur
der but s'-e is acquitted, owing to the dying confession
of
the woman,
who Naturally,
<'ives the girl
letter isto none
her father's
former
partner.
this a man
other
than the investor whose ruination is planned.
From the viewpoint of act:on and interest, the scenes
laid in the west are apt to register b< tter than the re
maining sequences transpiring in the east where Anna
develops under the kindly guidance of her benefactor
But of course the willun is still in evidence and tries
to break up the happy hen
losing the girl's
dance hall past and resurrecting her alleged connection
with the murder. Py this t'me the fatherly atttude
of Anna's guardian has changed in'o that of a lover
and after the crimes of the willun have been properly
exposed, there is nothing to prevent a marriage.
The audience is usually about a reel ahead of the storv
in guessing
what is going to happen

F You Run it, Go After Folks That Know
a Singer
Box

Office

Analysis

fe drav ing proposition this looks decidedly
rabtfnl. Tt isn't a strong picture to begin with and
pna Case probably is not known to the average pic'Ire fan. Unless you are hard up for material, I can't
le any reason for taking a chance on a production of
(is stamp.
Providing you decide to use it. there is little to do
laying up the star as a grand opera prima
•nna and a concert singer of note, who is making her
1st appearance in pictures. Miss Case, in the course
4 many concert tours may have visited your town,
L which case I would bring her to the attention of
iur music lovers who may be interested in seeing
■w the singer appears on the screen.
Bfou might go after this element in your community
■ugh a special line of advertising, calling attention

for the

About Anna Case's Career as
Exhibitor.

to Miss Cage's connection with the Metropolitan Opera
Co., and mentioning any concert appearance in your
locality. In order to reach people likely to be familiar with the star's career, it wou'd be well to seek
the co-operation of your music dealers at least to the
extent of having pictures of Miss Case placed in store
windows, along with the announcement of the date
of her appearance at your theater. Heralds also might
be distributed at music stores.
In all your hilling, make a big point of the star's
celebrity as a singer and speak of the picture as a human interest drama based on the rise of a young western girl from mining town dance hall to the place of
famous prima donna. Miss Case's pictures will look
well in your lobby and 1 would feature them to the
exclusion of everything else, because others in the cast
don't warrant
particular notice.
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DIRECTOR

Paramount Productions
FAMOUS

PLAYERS-LASKY
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ifo and
TskActed
in Brightly

Novel Theme Used
Mry

Allison

"IN FOR THIRTY
Metro.

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

in

DAYS"
Cullison
Webrter
A. Reed
Luther
Baker and Tom J.

BY
Geo. D.
Gfraghty.
Fildew.
William
CAMERAMAN
First mte com.d/, calculated
AS A WHOLE
to get laughs out of any crowd.
Adaptat'on of Luther A. R ed's narraSTORY
tive o'.eri novl
th ra: t at lends itself
to screen adaptation.
DIRECTION
Goes after hu-norous
bit- and
makes
t'lem register in film that keeps
things moving.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Genera'ly
clear.
LIGHTINGS
Good in a conv?ntional way.
CAMERA WORK
Gets full value out of some
fast action.
STAR
Easy to look at and acts with plenty of
pep.
SUPPORT
Robert E'lis manly as hero, Bu!l
Montana
presents
fine
convict
type,
others do ver' well
EXTERIORS
Village main street looks a bit
artifical.
INTERIORS
Nothing
wrong.
DETAIL
Several
incidental
bits get laughs;
sub-titles written
in natural vein.
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Harmless.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5000 ft.
For comedy purposes tbere is a first rate idea
in the nlot e'evis d by Luther A. Reed and done into
iio form by Metro sceiar'o writers. A small
Southern village i^ credited with still adhering to an
old hire law 1 y which prisoners are rented out at so
much per dav. This is made t''e bas's of a story
that is capably handled by May Allison and those
in her support.
Improbabilities
are
apt
to be
ht of in
view of tie swi't notion and varii
s i 1cidni's. from the •imc that May =ets ont to startle
t' e si epy 1'tt'c village by driving her c r through t'?e
s at a c'ip tuat smashes the speedom-tc-r. Good
direction is rcsno-si' le for getting full comedy value
lout of these scenes.
In t'e course of May's reckless joy ride, she
itur"s over a Ford that i- stalled bv t'ip roads:de
while its owner, Robert Fll's, an a'thor living in the
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Well Directed Comedy.

tie yhborhood, is trying to adjust the mechanism.
His accounts lor tie meeting of the girl and the
man w' o is destined to be her employer. Continuirg 1 er jot n.ey, May cieates ha\oc on Main
she
when
consequences
has fatal
which
StieU,
■ <■ into the town judge.
Eeing numbered ;mong the wealthy northern'o arc none too popul r with the villagers in
the southern community, the judge refuses to let
May off with t'e usual fine. A'ter a trial introducing a nvmber cf vi 1 ge *ypes and son e natural co ne ly, tl c g rl is sjnte ..ed to thirty d ys in jail which
pln.es 1 er in the same category as tie other prisonin who are lined up each morning in front of the
jail that the townspeople may b>d for their services.
F.fforts of May's wealthy aunt and her nambypamby suitor to get a reversal of the sentence are
fruitless, ieeking the counsel of the village lawyer,
are adv.sed to get around the law by hireing
the prisoner, bt t it so happens that Robert Ellis has
gotten ahead of them and paid six dollars as a fee
to co'.er the entire thirty days.
Despite the exaggeration of ensuing scenes, dealing with the author's cave man methods of giving
the society girl a domestic training, this sequence is
li' ely to jet a lot of laughs. When May is forced
to wash the dishes she breabs about half of them and
then refuses to cook an eatable meal, but all the
while she is learning to respect her master, who,
rnknov. n to her, has had her jailed cell (converted
into a lady's boudoir.
While the intimacy between these two is growing,
efforts to secure the girl's release are still being made,
with a N'evv York lawyer adding his advice to that of
the village attorney. They cook up a scheme whereby,
with a the
of Bullstate.
Montana,
the girloutwill
carr'ed
into
re ad
ghboring
Tl is works
wellbe enough,
save that the girl has become quite contented with
her jail lii'e and instead of leaving peaceably w:th her
rescuers, she dri\es tie car straight for Ellis' resibouse. dence and crashes her way through the side of the
Final seinrnoes preset a series of chases, culminating in the marriage of the author and the heiress wlii e in a speeding automobile, with the justice
e peace seated on the hood of tbe car. This
incident is suggestive of the climax to Douglas FairVan's' vers'on cf ".Arizona," except that be used a
horse in place of an au'omo' ile. Among thrice •" 'he
cast are Mayme Kelso, Rex Schcrryn-.an and J. Dwiggins.

Lcoks Like A Good Attraction for Any Kind of A House.
Analysis for the Exhibitor.
count upon his name
to draw business, although
it
There's no reason
why
this shou'd not get by
satisfactorily as a comedy
offering, whol some
would be well to mention him as the author of one
n its tone and played with spirt.
It strikes me as
of tbe most original and humorous
photoplays
that
e;"g first cla = s material for May Allison, who should
Miss Allison I as bad in some time.
dd to her following if Metro continues to give her
In addition to t'e usual ldbby display. T would try
ories of this type.
to get some good lmes to use along with a picture
Bull Montana, although be does not appear in
of May Allison and Robert Ellis. For instance, unvery conspicuous role adds appreciably to t' e cotnestrergth of the film and should be mentcned in
der a photo-Trap'1 of the star, run "A convict for
_ r pubTcity, because regular picture fans w 11 reth'rty days"; t' en under an adjoming picture of Ellis,
ember him as a player °^ distinct individuality.
"Here is her '■ il k-eper." You might excite curiosity by as' inc. "Did you know that tbere is a town in
obert Ellis, as Miss Albson's leaor-g man. also is
kely to be popular with your women patrons and
tl e Uni'ed States where prisoners are hired out for
together ma' e« a good running mate for t'e star.
twetv cents a d y ' May Allison didn't until she got
pinched for speeding, and then — see "In for Thirty
It is doubtful if Lut'er A. Reed's story is relied by many photoplay patrons, so I would
not
Box Office

Days."
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Unusual Meller Has Suspense and Strong Characterizations
Priscilla Dean in

"THE WICKED

DARLING"

Universal Special
DIRECTOR
Tod Browning
AUTHOR
Evelyn Campbell
SCENARIO
BY
Harvey
Gates
CAMERAMAN
Alfred Gosden
AS A WHOLE
Underworld meller that holds suspense
and profits by virile types.
STORY
Well put together and affords star chance
for strong performance.
DIRECTION
Very good; giving continuity to the action and registering telling human bits.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Remarkably successful in the handling of night effects all through.
LIGHTINGS
Difficult and varied; accounts for much
of the atmosphere in the picture.
CAMERA
WORK
Quite remarkable
considering the
conditions under which scenes were taken
e
STAR
Uses her eyes to advantage and altogether
<»ets the most out of the character of a thie:
reformed by love.
f
SUPPORT
..Lon Chaney dominant in interpretation
of thief;
Spottiswoode
Aiken
also
scores;
Wellington Playter satisfactory in straight role.
EXTERIORS
Street scenes at night mostly studio
work.
INTERIORS
Always suffice
DETAIL..
So much of it that it becomes one of the
most essential features of the production.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing objectionable
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
..About 5,800 ft.
Technically, this is a remarkable film, and more than
that it is a genuinely interesting one for those who like
crook stories with a liberal element of romance, capably
played all through and directed with a fine sense of
dramatic values. In putting this out as a special, Universal seems to me to be justified, in that the film has a
number of qualities calculated to raise it above the level
of program releases.
From a technical standpoint it is notable that through
more than two reels the action transpires in one night
and the complications are dove-tailed in a way that permits
no break in the interest, or any indication of superfluous
material. This is quite an accomplishment when you
consider that many stories covering a span of years have
been unfolded in less than two reels.

The other, and still more distinctive oddity in this picture, is that up to the very close, the entire six reels are
comprised of night scenes, either exteriors or interiors.
The purpose of this may not be entirely obvious, but at
any rate it is much to the credit of the director and the
cameraman that they secured effects natural and varied
enough to prevent monotony.
Another strong feature of the picture is the power of
the characterization, in the main figures of the drama
as well as in subordinate sketches. Priscilla Dean has
more than the usual aptitude for a role such as that of
the girl thief whose better instincts are appealed to by \,
a man who befriends her, and when it comes to a crool
role, Lon Chaney, as you may recall from his previous
interpretations, is excellent. The plot is so devised that
there is plenty of room for the significant clashes of
temperament and feeling, which go a long way toward
making a story of this kind seem real. The settings have
"mderworld.
atmosphere
and the whole thing is kept in the spirit of
tWfi
atmo e subject matter in itself is not extraordinary, but
rtices on account of the expertness of its arrangement with the wealth of detail with which it is amplified
it su
Priscilla
is a girl thief operating with Lon Chaney, a
professional crook, and Spottiswoode Aiken, whose nominal
means of livelihood is a pawn shop. An opportunity for a
big haul presents itself on the night of a reception when
a crowd is gathered in front of a millionaire's home.
Priscilla and Chaney are both there and quick to see the
string of pearls dropped on the sidewalk. The girl
them, dashes off through the crowd and finds refuge in
the house of Kent Mortimer, who, as the audience knows,
had presented the pearls to a young woman with whom
his engagement had just been broken.
Pretending innocence, the girl appeals to his sympathy
and begins to feel a real interest in him when he tells her
ot his loss of, fortune and how he has been discarded on
account of his financial decline. Priscilla leaves, determined to start a new life, which she does by becoming
a waitress in a restaurant patronized by Mortimer when
he has scarcely enough money to buy a plate of pancakes.
Along with the progress of the friendship between these
two, we follow the persecution of the repentant girl by
her former partners. She sells some of the pearls to aid
the man she loves after he has been shot by Chaney, all
the while hiding the fact that she has been a thief, for fear,
that she will lose h:s love. Eventually, she is able to return the jewels and is accepted by Mortimer at her true
worth.

Should Get Business if You Boost it Big as a Special Attraction
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
This will be offered to you as a special and I see no
reason why you should not make a satisfactory clean-up,
if you advertise in the right way. It isn't a great picture,
or one that you can boost on the score of spectacular
features costing a lot of money, but it has the qualities
of excitement and human appeal that mean more to most
folks than a sequence of elaborate sets.
Outside of the war films, there haven't been many pictures of special quality during recent months, wh'ch should
improve your chances of putting this over as something
unusual. It is long enough to comprise the larger part
of your program, so you won't need to go to much expense in getting fillers. I would use a news weekly, or
possibly a comedy, and let it go at that, making your
big splurge on having a notable feature with Priscilla
Dean as the star.

"The Wicked Darling" is a strange sort of title which
doesn't strike me as being a particularly happy choic
If Universal doesn't make a change before the film
released, there is nothing to do but trust to its oddity
excite curiosity.
At all events, give Miss Dean a bi|
place in your publicity, and if you decide to keep the pic
ture for several days, take a chance on some extra adver
tising in newspapers, insisting upon liberal treatment
the matter of illustrations and advance notices.
In calling attention to what Miss Dean has done
the past refer to "The Wildcat of Paris," her most rece
offering, promising that this is a more interesting pictur
with the certainty that no one is going to dispute you
statement.
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Griffith Forgets the War and Puts Over a Heart Interest Winner
D. W. Griffith presents

"A ROMANCE

OF HAPPY
Artcraft.

VALLEY"

D- w- Griffith.
Castleman.
Mary
G. W. Bitzer.
Beautiful production filled with human touches, genuine comedy and irresistible heart appeal.
Simple narrative of country folk; naSTORY
tural up to final sea.uences which run into
some unexpected drama.
Characteristic of Griffith in perDIRECTION
fection of treatment of situations and handling of players.
Flawless
PHOTOGRAPHY
Sut>erb; artistic effects that sugLIGHTINGS
gest t^e paintings of a land-cape artist.
On a par with the lightWORK
CAMERA
ings and photography.
PLAYERS
Lillian Gish, Robert
Harron
and
Georee Fawcett give notable performances;
remainder of cast uo to Griffith standard.
EXTERIORS
Couldn't be better in carrying
tV atmosphere of a country town.
INTERIORS
Always in the tone of the action.
DETAIL
Shows
genius in picking out the
trifles t^at eive significance to life.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Refreshing, sympathetic and wuole"ome.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5 905 feet.
Tlie war is over. Griffith has demobili7ed his soldiers, converted his trenches into corn fields and
Stacked his guns in an armory. He is back again
anions simple, peaceful folk whose prohlems and struggles are in their own hearts. He is doing more
superhly than ever, what he has done so surpassingly
well in the past.
Recall Griffith's early Biographs: then consider the
great advance made in photoplay technique since those
also the development in the screen impressiveness of such players as Lillian Gish and Hobby Harron: take into account the improvement in the art
of the master director, imagine a de luxe version of
|one of his little masterpieces, and you will have an
{idea of tie type of pictrre issued under the title of
"A Romance" of Happy Valley".
As an accomplishment in photography, beautifully
ari-tic lightings and settings perfectly in harmony
with the story, Griffith has done few things better
«e\cral reels of this production.
But important
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

as these elements are in making the picture interesting, they are not relied upon to compensate for the
lack of other qualities.
Usinsr a stcry that in itself is not extraordinary
Griffith has srpplied such a wealth of significant incident in t'-e characterizations, that instead of being
commonplace, parts of the film stand out as a mastertion. piece of story telling art through screen impersonaThere have been many scenes in country churches.
but T don't recall any with an arpeal equal to that
dealirg with the bringing of Bobby Harron into the
fold. Tt has atmosphere galore and is delightfully
plaved by all the characters, particularly Lillian Gish,
as the shy heroine, who prays that the Lord may save
her sweetheart from "the devil and New York". This
sequence
marks
one of the high spots of the film.
Tn its essentials, up to the concluding reels, the
plot merely concerns the romance of a little country g;rl and a farmer hoy who longs for the greater
opportunity ofered in a big city. His family look with
dread upon his leaving, as does the girl, who in her
appealing way uses simple arts to make him stay on
the Kentucky farm. When Robby goes it is with the
understanding that he will return within a year, and
each evenirg the lonesome little Lillian marks off
a day. At the end of seven years, with tears in her
eyes, she writes herself down an old maid.
Meanwhile Pobby has been working on a toy frog,
with the promise that as soon as he makes it swim
he will receive $10,000. The struggles of the wouldbe inventor are hand'ed in a way that works up quite
a bit of suspense a^d when t'~e frog actually swims,
a real chmax in the picture has. been reached, in
fact a more natural climax than that prepared for a
melodramatic ending.
During his absence Bobby's father has lost all his
money arj events are so arranged that the old farmer forcefully portrayed by George Fawcett, is on the
poi'it of robbing his own son, on the night he returns
with the $roooo and steals unrecognized into .the
home of his boyhood. The complications in the windup are swift and a bit illusive. demand:ng the closest
attention on the part of an audience if they are to be correctly interpreted. At this point, Griffith trusts to suggestion'and a quick mental reaction to what transpires on the screen. Whether or not the ending Is
artVical'y jrstiPab'e in a production of this stamp
is debatable, but there can he no question about the
excellentmancequal'ty
of theand
film Lillian,
in its entirety.
between Rohy
of course,The
has ro-a
-.ntiofpctorv conclusion.

POLICY
Our Laboratory Exnerts do not depend upon their hind-sight
to solve puzzling problems.

They Think First and Then Act
Their many years of study and experience enables them to
know how to treat negative and positive fi'm so that the best
results will be obtained.
Organized thought, sound judgment,
determined action is usually their course.

They Make Sure They Are Right Before Going
Ahead
The services of our Laboratory Experts are always available
to producers, directors and photographers.

REPUBLIC LABORATORIES,
Inc.. 729 Seventh Ave., New York
Telephone Bryant 7190
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Play it up as a Special and You Can't Fail to Get Business
Box
D

Office

Analysis for the

W. Griffith presents

"A ROMANCE

OF HAPPY

Exhibitor.

to say that there is no danger of your overplaying
the name
of the famous
producer, in electric ligf
of
or using.
thr.o.'gji whatever
medium you are in the nab

VALLEY"

Having done about Artcrart.
ail that there is to do in the
way of war dramas, most of your fol's prohably will
be glad to find Griffith following his earlier style.
I can't imagine any aud'ence that appreciates what is
worth whi'e in photoplays failirg to respond to th's,
on acount of an artistic beauty and human qual.ty
such as seldom are realized.
It most certainly is worth running for at least half
a week, if not a full week, for vou will find that your
audiences build up as the quality of the picture becomes generally known. Launch as big an advertising campaign as voti can afford and take the angle
that • t' is is Griffith's first big production of recent
years that has no bearing on the war.
It is needless

Folks have come to associate the players in thi:
cast, with the nrme of Griffith and although no one
of them is hilled as a star, several of the names have
a star's "drawing power. Publi h the cast in full whenever you can, and in instances where vou are limited
to a few names, use those of Lillian Gish and Robert
Harron. premising that they have never done better
than ii this film. George Fawcett should not
he ignored and some of your old timers will recall
Kate T'r'ce as an important figure in many of the
h productions.
ff yon play this at an increased rental don't bofheil
much abont the rest of the show, because it is strong f
enough to carry any program.

.,lil!!;!!llllill

" The Pacific Coast is the Logical Place to make Release Prints"

The Sanborn

Laboratories, Inc.

is the logical place on the Coan to do your release print work. We control
exclusive rights on the Haiidscheiizh Color Pro:£ss. Super excellency is the
reason tor our making release prints for Douglas Fairbanks,. Authors Photophy
Co. (Anna Luther Releases), "Smiling Hill" Parsons Comedies and the sample
print work of at least ninety per cent, of the big productions made on the
West Coast.

1

SANBORN

LABORATORIES

Culver City, Los Angeles, Cal.
.an!
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THROUGH'

FIGHTING

It is a picture. Starring. E. K. Lincoln.
Released January 27.
Action all through it— Lots of it. Hero
trails Mexican bandit to mountain fortress
in order to rescue his sweetheart.
Doesn't sound like a coward's job — but
he was supposed to be one.
The

big houses throughout the entire

country

are booking

"FIGHTING

THROUGH."

You'll make no mistake in following their
example. Inquire from your nearest Hodkinson representative for prices and dates.

W W HODKINSON- CORPORATION
527 Fifth Ave ^K
l

Through PatKo'y*

New York City

■
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THIRTEENTH CHAIR
from, ihe play by Bayard Veiller
Adapted and directed lor the xcreen
byLEOWCE PEBRET

ACME

produced
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Vants Censorship
ifaker

Files
Bill in Indiana
Legislature.
to WID'S
DAILY)
is, Inil. The
'Id censor
(1 up in
result of the introdueIhe legislature of a hill proposimmission with
nsor all motion picture
shown in the state.
The bill.
was drawn
bj representatives
Indiana Civic L'nion. was inifcd by Charles I.. Buchanan, an
polis undertaker.
r ?r the provisions of the bill,
will be fought by the exhibitors,
would appoint a commism embers, one of whom
the chairman
of the comThe salary of the chairman
1
ind the members at
The commission
would
lint advisors
r; ions parts of the state.
lion picture shown
must

Authority

i\ . Februa

Price

ry 4, 1919

Neilan to Direct Anita Stewart.

Mayer Leaves Coast.

(Special Wire to WW'S DAILY) .
Los Angeles — Marshal Neilan will
direct the riex'1 two Anita Stewart
productions. He has already started on the first which will be followed by a picturizatlon of "In Old
Kentucky'.
Lois Weber who directed the last
production for Miss Stewart is
troubled with a fractured arm.

(Special Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Louis B. Mayer left
here today for the East.
He will
route. at Chicago and Pittsburg enstop

..

Spiegel's Albany House.
■ (Special to WW'S DAILY)
Albany — Max Spiegel, of the Strand,
New S . iik, will lease and operate the
Producers
After Warwick.
Strand, seating capacity 2,000, to be
It is understood that a number of erected on North Pearl St. It will
the/ larger producing companies
are making strenuous efforts to land open Sept. 1, under the Spiegel manCaptain Robert Warwick.
agement.
Warwick left the films some time
The Spiegel interests will also reago- and joining the army was given
furnish and decorate the Palace,
a captaincy and assigned to General Pershing's staff. lie returned Schenectady. The changes will give
from France recently and since increased seating capacity, and will
then it is understood that he has
been deluged with offers. It is said allow 2,000 instead of 900 to view
that prior to his entering trie service each performance.
he drew $2,000 weekly, and that
Tax Action Deferred.
this has been materially increased in
< d,ghtandor it"bull
the fight,
pictureor desis the offers being made him. Several ! Action on the half cent export tax
d indecent
or immoral,
the reports current yesterday had it that was deferred because of lack of suffiSsion shall refuse to license it, Captain Warwick had signed with
cient members present at a meeting of
ttie terms of the bill. The Paramount but this could not be
I exporters held on Saturday. Another
he commission
are limmeeting
will take place this week at
confirmed. Tt is understood" that he
10.000 a year, to be paid by l.as
not signed with Fox as reported which it is hoped a definite course of
licenses granted.
in a vaudeville paper.
action w ill be adopted.

Two Rejected.
Ince With Zukor
rile Chicago censor board
permit for the Evelyn Nes- According
to
Report — "Big
Five"
Planning
Distribution.
"Woman, Woman" on the
S that it featured free love and
(Special Wire to WW'S DAILY)
tempted justification of adultery
Los Angeles — It is reported that Mr.
ty. "The Xatnral Law" Zukor lias made a contract with Thos.
H. Ince for the product of his studios
■ rejected hv the board.
for another year.
Douglas Fairbanks states that he
No. 13
has not yet signed with anyone except
the "Big Five." Doug is now completing his last Arteraft film as yet
unnamed.
By Jack Alicoate
The "Big Five" is holding frequent
meetings talking over distribution
FFICIENCY — a word
plans. They intend that all five will
long forgotten in "filmbe making pictures under their new
f dom's
dictionary
is
arrangement by Dec. 1.
rapidly coming into its
In this day of quick movSunday Educationals.
events what the busy execuElizatbeth, X. J. — After a conferwants is not spread eagle
ence with the Mayor, theater owners
filled with glowing
adkept their shows open on Sunday
ives and pictures that mean
presenting educationals. Houses
ling to him. but your story,
were open from 2 to 4 in the afteright from the shoulder and
ing. noon and from 8 to 10 in the evenin practical form. Here is
re WID'S DAILY offers a
opportunity to the man who
Lockwood's Third for Release.
its his advertisement read
"Shadows of Suspicion'' the third
the man who
really buys.
of the four remaining Lockwood
advertising department it
pictures which the star made for
lose to you as your phone.
Screen Classics before his death
will be released shortly through
Metro.

Jtff/e Ad Talks

Beach Sues Selig
Wants

Accounting
For Royalties
Two Producticrs.

5 cents

Williams Happy

on

(Special to WID'S
UAlLi ;
I Chicago — Rex Beach, the author,
has started two suits against the Selig
Polyscope Co., charging breach ot
contract. The novelist demands large
sums it is .said due as royalties on
"The Spoilers" and "The Ne'er Do
Well" and asks for an accounting and
payment to him of one fourth of the
ijet
him. profits which he alleges is due

First
National
From
Coast

Manager
Returns
Optimistic
Over
Outlook.
John D. Williams, manager of the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
arrived in Xew York yesterday from
what he described was the "most
by First
Although Mr. Williams refused
to
mention names, he admittei
National."
fact that after the expiration
present contracts, a number of important stars Would be added to the
Firs National releasing list. He
confirmed the report regarding the
llin Griffith productions and smiled
when the names of Douglas Fairbanks and Charles Ray were mentioned. He would not discuss further who the new stars were to be.
"First National held its most imsaid

and successful
Mr. portant
Williams.
"We meeting,''
did what
tlanned to do — and then some

Mr. Williams admitted that the
First National franchise holders
were called upon to supply approx$3, 00), 000 during the next
12 months. "I'.ut." he said, ''they
more."
will
get back $6,000,000. The outlook was never so bright. This is
sure. I doubt if any picture ever
made w^l make more money and
be a greater success than Mary Pick"
Ford's 'Daddy Long-Legs.' It's going to be a knock-out. Th
two reels are finished and they are
theRegarding
best I have
seen."of Harry
theever
affair
Schwalbe with the Peerless Exchange in Philadelphia in view of
recent developments there, Williams
said :
"Schwalbe is 100^. loyal. Because
of that. First National directors have
just increased his salary. That's all
that need be said."
Regarding
"Big pointed
Five" combination. Air.the
Wiliams
out
that it was safe to say that First
National had no fear of what they
'AYe are always in synipa-

Mr. Beach charges that the Selig
company, altho making thousands of
dollars from the two films has failed
to make the agreed payments and reIi open market ideas," said
ports. The court is asked to enter an Mr. Williams.
order calling on the Selig Polyscope
Schwalbe — Mastbaum.
Co. to comply with the terms of the
contract.
There was considerable interest in
' "The Spoilers" was one of the first film circles yesterday over the reBig American productions to be made
port appearing in Wid's Daily relaand was the sensation of the year
tive to Harry O. Schwalbe's leaving
about five years ago. The fight scenes the Philadelphia
Peerless Exchange.
pictures were by many regarded as
Over the long distance 'phone Jules
Classic. "The Ne'er Do Well" was Masdiaum of the Stanley Booking Offilmed on the original ground of the
fice stated there was little to be said
Rex Beach story, a company of Selig relative to the Schwalbe matter, other
(Continued on Page 2.)
players
been sent to the Panama forhaving
the purpose.

sli^l
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Price 5 Cents

Copyright 1918, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West *4th St.,
New York,
Y. by WID'S FILMS and
FILM
FOLKS, N. Inc.
F. C. ("Wid")
President
and
Treasurer
; Lynde Gunning,
Denig, Editor
; Joseph
Dannenberer, Vice-President and Managing
Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March
3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year ; 6
months, $5.00 ; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign
$20.00.
Subscribers
should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New
York. N. Y.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt 4551-2

Cuts and Flashes
Tarkington
Baker will be back
his office at Universal to-day.

The bill is brief and is made in the
form of an amendment to the present
Prepared by Exhibitors Filed — Many Sunday law. Both houses of the legProtests But Believed Will Pass.
islature have been swarnped with petitions bearing hundreds of signatures
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Indianapolis, Ind. — -A bill providing and protesting against the operation
for the operation of motion picture of the "movie" shows on Sundays,
but the exhibitors are of the opinion
theaters on Sunday throughout In- that the bill is of such a nature that
diana has been referred to the commany of those opposed to unrestricted
mittee on rights and privileges. The Sunday shows will support it.
measure, according to Senator McKick on Express Service.
C'ray, was prepared under the direction of the Indiana Motion Picture
Omaha — Exchange managers here
Exhibitors
League.
•ay that the express service is exasperating. Parcel Post has been tried
According to the bill, motion picand found woefully lacking. Meantures of a "historical, moral or edu- while, exhibitors are worrying constantly for fear they will not l
cational nature" would be permitted
on Sundays after 1 :30 p.m. and would ceive their programs in time.
be under the supervision of the police
authorities. The mayor of a city or
Once Upon A Time
the trustees of a town would have the
right to prohibit any moving picture
FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN
show, provided that in their mind the
was a splertdid store clerk.
pictures are of an immoral
nature. I

in

(Continued from Page 1.11
than that he was out.
'We disaereed entirely as to ply'
said Mastbaum, "and it was betl tot
all of the parties concerned. \\ diR
fered chiefly with regard to the testion of Schwalbe seeking to itfl
a ■
stars under contract w-ith a prcja
to come under the First Nifl

"A Manis in
Farnum
set the
for'Open"
releasewith
Feb. Dustin
23 by
United.
Louise Lovely, until recently starring in her own right, will support
Hale Hamilton in the Metro production "Johnny on the Spot."
Frank A. Keeney's two new theaters
at Kingston, N. Y., and Williamsport,
Pa., will open about March 1.
Tom Forman, has been re-engaged
by Famous Players under 9 two-year
contract to play juvenile leads.
The Rialto orchestra yesterday
presented S. L. Rothapfel with an
imposing silver service, as a token
of appreciation. On the same occasion the executive staff of the theater presented him with a jeweled
travelling case.

Pete Smith sends us a story that
he says folks may not believe. He
says that press agents have the reputation of bein' not exactly the
whitest of liars — but at least the
most consistent ones and he begs
us to believe this one. A feeble old
man obviously underfed was given a
day's work in Bryant Washburn's
picture which Donald Crisp is directin'. A scene called for a skull and
one was brought from the property
room. The old man on seein' it
ventured to ask Mr. Crisp if he didn't
have any real skulls around and if
not would he be interested in bu3'in' one. He said he might. "Well
then" said the old man, "I want to
talk to you. I haven't got long to
live and I'm broke. I don't see any
way of makiri' any money. Could
you give me $25 now in exchange
for the promise of my skull when I
die. You wont have long to wait.
Through the derelict's fading eyes
the director saw the desolate heart
and he checked a smile.
"No I can't do that." he said, "but
I'll keep you workin' for a ■week."

is John D.
stantly smiling ?

Williams

Who will land Robert Warwi

Williams in New \rk

Larry Semon has renewed his Vitagraph contract to make Big V comedies.

Why

**m

con-

At both Goldwyn
and Parafl
offices it was stated that ther
nothing to be said with refcrei
yet we expect in time a statement banner."
the Schwalbe-Stanley-Peerless r
from him to that effect. This one is The report of the contemplated 1
which led to the difference btjH
her seven months old baby boy who Schwalbe
and
Mastbaum
fail;!
arouse any comment.
sits entranced by his mother's superb actin', and gurgles his approvLawrence
I). Beggs, who hafl
al. And Mabel says he is the finest
audience on earth, so it seems like ceeded Schwalbe with the ^tanllifj
ganization, is the son-in-law of C[
a happy combination.
H. Earle, one of the forem^
talists of Philadelphia.
Corinne Griffith doesn't believe
that marriages are made in Heaven.

Publicity

Quite the
contrary,
oh, no 1 either,
didn't
mean
exactly
the —contrary
YV. H. Bennett, lias been apf)
— I mean that she said she thought publicity manager
of Sa
exchange
and H.
that _ most marriages were made in Universal
movin* picture studios.
usi n as publicity manager
Oklahoma City ')fnce.
Agnes Johnston has a cute little
Caused a Near
Riot.
vest pocket typewriter which is just
— Because he endeijBJ
like Mary's little lamb. Every-; to Chicago.
rid the front of the ChattjB
where that Agnes goes the type- j
crowd
of boys
I
writer goes also. Tt sits on her lap an unruly
Beaumon,
manager
of the i H
and clicks lovingly.
house
precepitated
a small p
riot.
P.eamuont
had to ca H
Thomas Ince and C. Gardner police aid. Several
arrests fl|
Sullivan were in a storm at sea re- made.
cently, and they got an idea for a
sea picture.
I can't imagine a better place to
get an idea of that sort, can you?-

There arc a lot of people who
think that Mabel Taliaferro is a fine
actress on the stage and screen.
James Young says that a new
We don't know how many think Earle Williams picture is "the esshe is the finest actress the world ful
sence of suspense."
ever saw but we know of one whoj
Personally
I think suspense is awfe tiyfocrisy
virtur.— Rochefoucald.
is the homage t/».W'
knows it. Though he hasn't said so

— a);<ffta5
In the Courts
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First Rate Entertainment in Story Giving Star a Dual Role

Platzek
Justice
preme Court
by
application
an
were drawn with greater restraint. Jack Drumier for
framed
Carlyle Blackwell
and Evelyn Greeley in
instance, is inclined to act scenes for all that there is in
>e Glaum to compel the Paraltheir
of
lars
them and then some, whereas the same is true of the
give particu
"COURAGEWorld.
FOR TWO"
-tut for $2,500 Tor
gangsters who kidnap Carlyle. Critical audiences may
, . The defendant
con
find this part of the melodrama is a bit overdone, but
DIRECTOR
Dell
Henderson.
Glaum's $500 a
Miss
that
probably the average crowd will accept it without comHarry
O. Hoyt.
cs contract was
rescinded
but AUTHOR
Lucien Tainguy.
that she knows nothing CAMERAMAN
Miss Greeley, in particular, should be commended
it it.
AS A WHOLE
Entertaining offering constructplaint.
for a sincere, natural performance in a role that would
ed on meller lines; likely to hold attention
not have much strength save for the impressiveness
of audience.
of the actress.
jnrv before Supreme Court STORY
Another version of changed identity
The film starts off at a rapid clip with a fracas in
ice Lehman gave a verdict for
plot, giving Carlyle Blackwell a good op5 for Charles
S. Goetz
in a
portunity in dual role.
Hell's Kitchen, in which Blackwell shoots the leader
of
one of the East Side gangs and escapes with his
The
Inc.
,
DIRECTION
Permits some scenes to be overagainst Wharton
,tiff sued for $1.00.0 on the
girl, Miss Greeley, who warns him that henceforth he
played, but is generally satisfactory.
will
be marked for revenge by the gangster. Carlyle
For the most part clear.
nd that on Sept. 3. IQJ7. the de" PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
Lack
variety.
tells something of his past, how when he was a boy
Theodore ~\ . Whar- CAMERA
through
int
WORK
Double
exposure
well
president, agreed to pay him
his father was swindled out of a fortune by his dishandled; interiors shot from the same angle
0 if he would tind a part) to exhonest partner, thereby ruining his son's chances in
and exhibit the feature film,
too frequently.
life; how his only schooling was that of hard knocks
and how he would go West and make a place for
First rate material for Blackwell; Evelyn
Great White Trail." An agree- STARS
himself in the world, if he only had a few dollars to
was executed between the deGreeley pleasing.
mt and the Four Square Pic- SUPPORT
Jack Drumier inclined to overact;
start with.
The second angle of the plot concerns a cousin of
others
passable
without
registering
anything
Corp.. but the defendant
redistinctive.
1 to pay the $1,000.
the East Side youth, who is living on Fifth Avenue
and fighting rather feebly against the fraudulent plans
EXTERIORS
Not many.
of the man, who years before, had ruined the other
Some have a "setty" appearance.
s K. Schwartz
has filed an INTERIORS
branch of the family. Carlyle calls on his relative
DETAIL
Nothing out of the ordinary.
ser in the Supreme
Court in a
and the upshot of their conversation is a decision to
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Can't offend.
1 by Curt J. Wackerow,
as a LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,773 feet.
change identities. To carry the game through comliholder of the Automatic
Mopletely, the crude East Sider, disguised in the clothes
Obviously written for entertainment purposes withtj Picture Machine
Co. against
of his cousin, visits the society girl to whom the
out any effort to interpret life as it actually is, this
and Stanley Katzenstein,
Juwealthy youth has been engaged. She soon dis. Dreher, J. Robert Rubin, and latest vehicle for Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley
covers the deception, but is quite content with the
Ci. Bell, offlicers
and ,stock- fulfills its mission satisfactorily. The plot is rather
man who displays a force she had found sadly wanting
rs of the company.
Schwartz unlikely but it has been developed in a way that grips
in the cousin.
that the corporation
lost al the attention and affords Blackwell a good opportunity
Meanwhile, Blackwell. in the other role, is playing
cnefits of the contract alluded to appeal to his admirers.
his end of the game with Evelyn Greeley, who, realHarry O. Hoyt, the author of the story, has proizing his weakness, is ready to give him the support of
t^ complaint as "worth upwards
vided another version of the changed identity theme
her stronger character. They work the story along
by reason
of the with
fact
it50,000"
was unable
to comply
with events so arranged that two cousins, one a
these
two angles, showing how the East Sider brings
rms and conditions laid down wealthy society man somewhat deficient in nerve, the
the crooked business man to terms while the polished
dlhe contract was cancelled.
other an East Side product with more than his share
product of society becomes mixed up with the gangof fighting spirit, get into an interesting series of
sters and, inspired by the plucky Evelyn, gets all the
complications.
better of the argument. The two men end by changing
nit by the Fairmount
Film
The story has sufficient novelty and is well enough
sweethearts as successfully as they had changed iden(juration against the New Am- acted in the chief roles, but some of the subordinate
tities. In the cast are Rosina Henley. Henry West,
Casualty
Co., which
gave characterizations would
Albert Gaston
and others.
prove more
effective if they
-1 fi . the plaintiff in the unlit by Irving E. Bur:k|to recover stock in the FairShould Get by Nicely as Average Program Offering
and in which suit the Fairts to recover the damage
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
y the Burdick suit an an'ejjhas been filed by the casualty
nijiny alleging that all the costs
n already been paid by Burdick
id alleging further that
tl plaintiff is a foreign corporaess in this State
it having complied
with the
J has no authority to sue here.

J

ftw

Independent
Reported.
lis — It is reported
that
xhibitors have lined
w[h L. H. Coen, formerly with
d Metro, and that he
BH)lish a distributing company to
■Mependent features.
wench Picture Casualties.
-l{de Patin, of Beacon Films and
wdio leaves for France this
las furnished
the following
:s regarding the French pice jade and the war.
The deaths
jreji72, prisoners
25, wounded
ted for bravery
52, awarded
the
War
Cross.
Military
or Legion of Honor.

This is altogether a very fair program offering if
you are looking for an entertaining picture for which
no extraordinary claims need be made. The story is
rather fantastic reading, which won't bear scrutiny on
the score of plausibility and the production isn't anything exceptional, but the picture holds through the
five reels.
Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley make a decidedly good team in films of this kind, and if you have
been in the habit of running their offerings, "you
probably have found that they are bui'ding up a consistent following. Of course, the name of Blackwell
is known to all regular screen fans and may be banked
upon to draw, but I would give Miss Greeley an
equally prominent place in your exploitation, because
she is the type of player likely to increase her circle
of admirers if she is given half a chance.

The lobby display should be about equally divided
between pictures of the two stars, using stills showing
them together and others presenting Blackwell in the
dual role. If you get a flash of the star shaking hands
with himself it would be worth displaying.
"Courage for Two" looks like a very fair title from
the box office angle and might be worked into effective
catchlines, such as "They changed their identities and
they changed sweethearts in this story of love and
adventure. See Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley
in 'Courage for Two'," or "She was a real girl and she
had 'Courage for Two' when the man she loved weakened. See Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley in
their latest photoplay, a thrilling romance of the
underworld."
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HOUSE

CHANGES

Philadelphia.— Picture house on
South Third street sold to A. Katz.

Fort Plain, N. Y— Fort Plain theater taken over by directors of Fort
Plain Theater Co.
\Ye-,t Frankfort, U\. — James
ncte, Formerly manager the RexJ
open the Liberty about Feb. 15.
book Goldwyn, Fox, Vitagraph
Film Clearing House productions.

Arwill
Will
and

On Broadway

$1,250,000 in Theaters

Strand — John P.arrymore "Here
Comes the Bride".
Pathe — Analysis of Motion-"BoxTopical Review.
ing'\
Scenic — "The Caledonian
Keystone
nees".
Mussy Job".

Comedy

—

DAILY

Pyre-

"Hogan's

Rialto— Cecil De Mille's— "Don't
Change Your Husband".
Rialto Magazine.

Loew's New St. Louis House to Cost
$500,000 —NewBig Haven.
Enterprise
in
Marcus Loew will build a theater
in St. Louis that will cost $500,000.
Thomas Lamb is the architect. The
theater will be at 8th and Washington streets and will be combination
of picture and small time vaudevilleS Z. Poli will erect a $500,000 theater at New Haven. The house will
be of modern steel and brick construction.

Omaha— World Realty Co., owners
Wilkesbarre will have another thea"
of Sim and Muse, are putting up a
ter that will cost $150,000. Comnew house on Douglas St. east of the
Fox Comedy— "Mutt and Jeff in merford-DeGraft Theatrical Co. will
build it. It will be located at the
Rialto.
Will seat 2,.".00.
Pousse-Cafe'.
Public Square. H. W. Herman will
Little Rock, Ark.— J. FT. Sowerby,
Rivoli— William S. Hart, "Breecr be manager.
until recentlv manager of the Liberty
The Cleveland Amusement Co.,
Men". Pictorial.
at Camp Greene, N. C, has succeeded of Rivoli
645 Georgia street, Brooklyn, will
Sol Klarbefcg as manager of the Camp
erect a $100,000 house at the juncPrizma color picture — "Model
Pike Liberty theatre. Mr. Klarberg
nues. tion of Cleveland and Pitkin Avehas been transferred to the theater at
Camp Dix, N. J.
Big V comedy — "Scamps and
Girls".
The project of the Zenith Amusemnt Co., announced some time back
Scandals".
has been abandoned because of the
CLASSIFIED.
Broadway — Dorothy Phillips "The high price of building materials.
Heart of Humanity" held over for
seventh week.
classified columns of WID'S
fillThe
a long felt want. It is the market
Lyon & Moran comedy — "Mary
place when buyer and seller — employer
and employee or the small advertiser
Hcarst-Pathe News Weekly.
Minneapolis — Tom Kress, formerly
My Wife".
can put his story before practically
with Pathe, represents Exhibitors Muevery live exhibitor in the countn
New York Roof —
every day in the year, at nominal cost
tual.
Today — Fred Stone "Under the
Rate 50c per line. Cash with order
Omaha— Harry Weinberg has returned from the service and is on the
HELP WANTED.
Wednesday— Alma Rubens "Rest- road for the A. H. Blank Enterprises.
Top".
less Souls".
Pianist, with good reference who is not
Thursday — Henry Walthall "Long
afraid of work, for house in Pennsylvania.
Boston. — Dr. E. A. Golden former
Lane's
Turning".
Home arrangements. A. S. c|o WID'S
Friday — Peggy Hyland "The Girl manager of the "Hearts of the World"
DAILY.
of No Regrets".
of Boston is now New England manBOY
WANTED
Monroe
Salisbury
"The
ager of Metro.
To deliver Wid's Daily an! make himself
generally useful around the office. Excellent Millionaire Pirate".
chance for advancement. Apply Business
Saturday — Kitty Gordon "ManBoston — William H. Tenner has been
Manager
WID'S
DAILY.
darin's Gold".
appointed manager of the Goldwyn
Sunday— Edith Storey "As the
Organist with reference and knowledge of
all popular melodies for out of town the- Sun Went Down".
oftice.

TOURNEUR
MADE
WOMAN I
and we made the LOBBY DISPLA I
Our work reflected the spirit of j,
great director and the state 1 i
buyers in every instance endorses f
claim.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42ird St., N. Y.

TAKE
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[ T1MP
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INSERTS

GUARANTEE TO FR, E
LABORATORIES

145 W. 45TH ST.
STUDIO
FOR
RENT
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HW>0 -Ticket
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Exchange Changes

ater, 60 miles from New York. Send all information with reference and salary desired. A. J. Weaver,
c|o WID'S DAILY.

POSITION

WANTED.

Organist who can play organ and also
piano for orchestra. Will make home
arrangements for moving picture theater in
Boston, Mass., Box 191 WID'S DAILY.
Operator
wishes
a position
evenings
only
Reliable and can furnish references.
Can
operate spotlight. G. S., care WID'S
DAILY.

Talbot Heads Oklahoman*.
Oklahoma
City. — Ralph
Talbct,
Palace
Theater,
Tulsa, has been
elected president of the Oklahoma
Exhibitors' Association. He mcceeds A. B. Momand of the Odeon,
Shawnee, who is now secretary.

Hal Flodes is in temporary charge
of exchanges in the absence of Universal, General Manager Berman.
Enthusiasts.

Portland, Ore. — During the
Plan to Use Camp Buildings.
showing of "The Light of Western
Carl Laemmle of Universal has Stars" last week two cowboys from
written President Wilson suggesting a ranch near Pendleton entered into the spirit of the realistic ranch
Piano player at liberty wants steady job. that the buildings at various cantonBest of references. Will go anywhere. D. T.
ments be turned over to manufacturers scenes so enthusiastically that their
care of Wid's Daily.
rent free, with the agreement that in loud "whoopees" and hats sailing
Young energetic man in the Motion Pic- whatever capacity the buildings are over the heads of the audience
ture Industry with experience, who can
used,
former soldiers be used as em- could scarcely be suppressed. It
furnish Al references, wishes a position as
took three ushers and John Stille,
detail man or assistant to executive head.
ployees.
Address S. R. E. c|o WID'S DAILY.
the manager of the People's theater to persuade them through physFreight Rates Slashed Again.
FOR SALE.
ical force that they were in a moWashington — United States Shiption picture theater and not back at
ping Board made a decided cut in
MAILING LIST FOR SALE. freight rates from North Atlantic Pendleton on the ranch.
LIST OF MOTION PICTURE THEATERS
ports to South African, Far East•f the whole country. Any State ox City.
ern and Australian ports. This
This list kept up to date by careful checking.
marks the reduction of rates to all
Also list of other branches of th* Motion
trv,
ports of the world from this counPicture 71Industry.
C. A.
DAILY.
W. 44th St.,
N. Y.K. C.c|o WID'S
New equipment complete for studio. Right
price for cash.
Box 171, WID'S DAILY.
500 orchestra chairs, only used a short
time. Must sell quick. Time payment
arrangements
can be made. E. B. c|o WID'S,
71 West 44th Street.

0REIGN FILM TITLES
Are THE Bit
FRANCISCO ELIAS

220 West 42nd Street, New T i
Phone: "Bryant 9351

SUN-LIGHT ARC CO.,
218 West 48th St.
New York
TELEPHONE

BRYANT

J. JUSTICE HARMER,

LILLIAN

4468

Pra .1

WARI

«i

I

Artists' and Uirectors'Represen «.■
Catering especially to Motion Pit 'H.I
PUTNAM BUILDING
1493 Broadway

Roc 301 1

Dirty Film

+

minimum boo IP

Clean Film

+

maximum booip

Take Your Choic

Film Renovating to
729 7th Ave.

New!** *

7^recochized
Authority

^BRADSTREET
f FILHDOM
Thursday, February 6, 1919
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Price 5 cents

Mc AdooV Tips

Gradwell Back
Film
Head
Enthused
Over
Combination With United.
i>rd Gradwell
head of World
just back from the Coast, dehe is more than pleased with
is he has found them re: ig the new connection,
before
with United Pictures.
"I belie said, "that the ideal method
ligation is working with, exhibind I also belieye that we are
to that with the United than we
be otherwise.
Exhibitor memif United are constantly growld are very happy indeed over
limection.
They talk about it as
Histness, which is most gratifyid shows they are in accord with
Sjrit of the idea."
Gradwell would not discuss pron plans at the moment.

PRESIDENTIAL

(By Wire from Frederick L. Collins, McClure

Pictures.)

Washington — McAdoo's reported connection with the industry is entirely consistent
with my conception of the dignity and importance of the business. Since securing contracts from Roosevelt and Gompers I am surprised at nothing.
Fifteen thousand motion pictures theaters could elect a Presidential Ticket composed of McAdoo and Fairbanks.

jnnecticut
Sunday
Shows.
tford. Conn. — Opposition is
<ted from the Meriden
Minisissociation to a bul -iitrodu ■■■
nator Bailey providing for the
iig of moving picture houses
he state between 5 and 10
<k Sunday
evenings
in towns
ities of more than 10,000 intents. The bill provides
that
earers are to be placed under
1 of three citizens appointed
mayor for a period of two

Perpetual

No. IS

ittle Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
HE Sun never sets on
WID'S DAILY. Our
subscribers are to be
found in England, the
Want, Alar.ka, far off Siberia,
K-ica. Japan and China,
fere's a reason. They read
iKD'S because they find here
:h genuine news of the ini'itry. Not press bunk. They
■^d the advertising pages beyise they are free from Brass
~l d copy. They believe in
'ID'S because it has a defii: purpose in view. That
H printing news, and news
>jy — while it is news. And
tire's a thought? — Why tnot
j|ce your advertising where
twill be read — WIDS is read
Elm cover to cover as well
lifrom Long Island to the
Ft East.

TICKET

Motion

To

Enter Film Business — Some
Interesting Correspondence.
Throughout the industry yesterday
it was generally believed that the entrance of William G. McAdoo, former
Secretary of the Treasury, into the
film world, as counselor and business
advisor of the "Big live," was due
not only to his personal relationship
with Douglas Fairbanks but to the
tips which he was given relative to
the industry through letters forwarded
to him at the time he announced his
resignation from the Cabinet.
On Nov. 25 last. Universal Film
sent him a communication in which
they offered him the position of Director-General at$50.(00 a year, in
which
president
: "The
Industry
needs aLaemmle
man of said
vision
and
resourcefulness, a man who can direct
powerful forces into the channel that
will lead to the greatest good. We
On you
Dec. are
9 Leonce
Perret, of Perret
think
this man."
Productions, in a communication to
McAdoo said :
"In my humble opinion the industry
requires a man of your great vision.
"Just now, during the coming reconstruction period, pending the solving
of the great labor problem, the film industry can do much towards solving
these problems. However at this
moment the handwriting on the wall
indicates a dangerous upheaval in this
motion picture industry. There is indicated a conflict between the stars
and the distributors of motion pictures. It has been rumored that certain of the biggest stars in films will
affiliate to offset a threatened oppression and control of the industry' by
certain distributors of motion pictures.
"The guidance and assistance of a
man with your genius for organization would not only be welcome, but is
On the same day that McAdoo received Perret's letter he replied to the
imperative."
Ui
iversal offer, in which, after thankin;, them he said : "I doubt my
qualifications
for the positi ■
d
offe ;." He pointed out that he knew
nothing of the making of pictures and

suggested that if Mr. Laemmle'visited
Washington he would he glad to talk
the matter over with him.
In renly Mr. Laemmle suggested that
he (McAdoo) need know nothing of
rnakinp- of pictures as this was being

TOillFSait

done of
very
satisfactorily
lack
familiarity
with and
this McAdoo's
branch of
the industry would not be a handicap.
"We."
wrote Mr.. Laemmle.
"are
not big business men in this industry,
nor is there a real business man or a
(Continued on Page 4)
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Cuts and Flashes
Marguerite

Clark

taking

a

More Censors.
Newark, N. J.— East Orange may
have a board of censors for motion
piqtures. The creation of such a
board has been recommended by

Clever Publicity Stunt.
Famous Players-Lasky have arranged with the subway, elevated
and car advertising companies to
run a card telling of an arrangement with the New York Herald

the^ ofHerald
rotogravMartens. A similar move- whereby
ure pictures
Famousgives
Players
stars
ment to have screen plays re- free with the Sunday edition. The
viewed before they are exhibited in stars whose pictures are being ofthe city failed several years ago.
fered free thus far are Elsie Ferguson, Marguerite Clark, William
He expressed a determination to
S. Hart, Douglas Fairbanks, and
put the project through this time. Dorothy Dalton.
Petitions.
Catching School Children.
First National has arranged for a
Yakima, Wash. — Petitions favoring Sunday movies and those op- showing of "Our Teddy" to the children of Public School No. 165, on
posing them are being secured.
Thus far most of the petitions are Saturday morning at the 81st street
from congregations of the churches Theater. Blotters as circulars have
here.
been arranged for distribution
among the children. The admission
Universal Buys Veiller Story.
price is ten cents.
Universal has purchased a story
No Date Set.
written by Bayard Veiller, author of
Chicago — No date as yet has been
"Within the LawT and "The 13th
Chair" and which will be used for fixed for the holding of the National
Exhibitors Assoc, convention.
Priscilla Dean.
Mayor

rest,

They do say Paramount has ob«
Warwick.

having finished "Mrs. Wiggs".

In the Open Man

Katherine Adams supports Earle
Williams in "A Gentleman of Qual-

"The
Real Roosevelt"
Sfl
Gaumont reports active pil

ity."
Julian Johnson of Photoplay Magazine is back from Chicago, to office permanently in New York.
"Mitch" Lewis' 'Children of Banishment" for Select release has been

finished.

G. R. Carrier, International Film,
bound for Syria on relief ship, to snap
for the news weekly. Has 775,000
feet of film to use.
W. Christy Cabanne intended
coming East when he was signed
by Goldwyn to direct Mabel Normand in one picture.
Charles Giblyn, Director General
of the Selznick Pictures Corp. has
completed the cast which will support Olive Thomas in her first production for this company, "Upstairs
and Down". The production will
be ' completed by the middle of
March.

Donald Crisp knows so much
Metro actors workin' for Edwin
about types, that he managed to Carewe can always count on ha>in*
detect a couple of real burglars. He
Tuesday nights off 'cause that's the
knows so much about actin' that night he and Danny Hogan go to
he managed to keep them from Jack Doyle's Vernon Arena, pictures or no pictures.
bein' suspicious of him. He knows
so much about the value of time
that he managed to round up a
Don't wonder that Madge Kenpoliceman in the shortest time on
nedy wants to play "The Willow
record. He knows so much about Tree". She's ideal for it.
publicity that he managed to tell
us about
it.
Bert Lytell reminds us that after al]

Rapf Sales.
Harry Rapf has just sc
rights of "The Accidental j
moon" and "The Struggle E<
ing", to Joseph Goodstein, c
ver, for Colorado, Wyoming
and New Mexico.

Anita Stewart Songs.
Waterson,
Berlin & Snyde
it's been a big year for ice water, since taken over the rights to the|
Bert Lytell met an old man in the
hotels have taken on girls for bell cation of all Anita Stewart
California that had lived many years boys.
positions, and they will
in Napa County. Bert, said he guessed
leased automatically hereafte
the old man knew that part of th*
country prety well.
eaoji new production. W!
A new Paramount Bray-Picto*
Woden/d will handle the S
"Well— pretty well", said the old graph shows how sugar is refined
songs and expects to intere
in the West Indies. The sugar is hibitors in his olans relative
man.
"Lived here all your life?" asks more refined than the refiners.
compositions.
Bert.
THE
"No", said the old cut-up, "not yit."
i\
Wonder who pays the biggest
life insurance, Fairbanks, Mix,
Walsh, Polo or Larkin.
Chase Herendeen has bobbed her
hair and joined the motion picture
colony at Hollywood.

Has anybody heard anything from
"Bennie" and "Hi?"

of the two reel feature "Thj
Rosevelt". Gordon-Mayer H
for New England, Gardiner
cate, Buffalo, for New York:
exclusive of Long Island anS
York City. Electric Theater jj
Co., Philadelphia, Pa., for If
Pennsylvania, Southern Nei
First National Exhibitors E
burgh, Pa., for Western
vania and West Virginia.
Film Attractions, Inc., Wash"
D. C, for Delaware, Marylaj
of C, and Virginia and manyf

_ Maxwell Karger says that pictures
like hay should be made while th»
sun shines.

doin' someTom
moreInce"loanin'They're
" out West.
has
Lee.
loaned
Douglas MacLean to Lila
Why do they try to make actors
do impossible things! Here they
are spendin' two weeks tryin' to
make
Edwin Stevens dance awkall.
wardly. It just can't be done, that's

BETTER OLEl
and 'OLE BILL asks-
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Star Gives Beautifully Impressive Performance in Superior Production

! £. Warren has filed suit in
Nazimova in
ipreme Court against the Peer"OUT OF THE FOG"
features Production Co. and
Nazimova Prod. — Metro
L McCloskey. This fact is
Albert Capellani
sed through a demand by the DIRECTOR
PERSONAL
SUPERVISION
OF
Maxwell Karger
ant that the address of the AUTHOR
H. Austin Adams
iff be disclosed.
SCENARIO BY.
June Mathis and Albert Capellani
CAMERA MAN
Eugene Gaudio
which
AS
A
WHOLE
Impressive picture finely produced
Co.
nity
Indem
Globe
and superbly acted.
ued for $3,ooo by the Educa- STORY
Adaptation of stage play; makes excellent
material for the star.
Films Corp. under an agreeby which it became surety DIRECTION. ... .Always successful in giving a tone of
c Lincoln & Parker Film Co.,
reality to the film.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Clear and at times artistic
I alleged to be liable for the
claimed by the Educational
■-. .Excellent in bringing out Nazimova's
from the Lincoln & Parker LIGHTINGS.
.eloquent facial expressions; some attractive
effects
as filed an answer denying its
yCAMERA
WORK
Very good
STAR
One of the best screen performances she has
differences between Marie and
ever given in a role of strong sympathetic and
dramatic quality.
ownsband, James H.of Dalton,
the Dressier SUPPORT
half the stock
Henry Harmon supplies telling charthe
which
of
result
acterization as the father, Charles Bryant and
t, as the
stockother
the
and
others
contribute to a uniformly well acted
Corp.
■tion
I of the other half of the stock
production.
;d her as president and Dalton EXTERIORS
Most, of them on rocky lighthouse
island.
:ral manager, and formed a rival
\y of their own, have now led INTERIORS
Nothing wrong, except when a backdrop is used t orepresent an exterior as seen
JBling of a suit by Miss Dressier
ilton for the dissolution of the
through a window.
Preserves atmosphere of the story
Jsr Production Corp., and the DETAIL
tment of a receiver. They al- CHARACTER
OF STORY
Won't offend
OF PRODUCTION
About 7,000 feet
[at receivership is necessary to LENGTH
I waste of the assets.
Under the title "Ception Shoals," this drama was presented on the stage with Nazimova as the star. Despite
l the excellence of her acting, the play was not numbered
[he application of the Crysta
ay,
Parkw
mont
Clare
430
among
her pronounced successes, which makes it all the
of
o.
1 Amiel Alperstein, as treas- more noteworthy that in picture form it should come
fd general manager, Supreme through as one of the finest of the Russian actress' pro[justice Finch has signed an ductions.
fient against the property of
It happens that the story is particularly suited to screen
Co., needs and provides the star with the type of character
Film Contracting
al
Inerpor
e cor ation, for $2,073. The that she can draw with perfect conviction, irrespective of
alleaes that under agreement dialogue. There are moments in this picture revealing
May 23, 27 and 31 last the Nazimova's art at its most inspired heights. As the griefi|.nt got the right to exploit stricken woman driven mad by the death of her lover and
t tribute films produced by the
ie for which the Crystal was
t of the gross reper cenpla
£5The
com int alleges that
Bunting rendered by the dell on January 18 last shows
fe net sum of $2,073 is now
I plaintiff but the General
Box Office Analysis
ontractin? Co. has failed to

the cruelty of her fanatical brother, her indication of a
tortured soul is moving to the last degree. Also, as the
daughter brought up in ignorance of life and people,
Nazimova portrays the wildness of the lonely child with
a contagious spirit that makes the appeal of her misery
all the more impressive, when she thinks she has lost the
man who opened her eyes to romance and reality.
Unlike the play, the close of the picture is not tragic, although the dramatic scenes showing the girl on the verge
of madness are retained. The conclusion follows the last
act of the play faithfully, except that instead of killing
herself, the girl is saved by the man for whom she has
longed so pitifully. This character, Philip Blake, is sincerely interpreted by Charles Bryant, whereas the screen
has had few more thoroughly artistic portrayals than that
of Henry Harmon as the old lighthouse keeper, who believes itis his religious duty to stamp all happiness out
of the lives of his sister, who made one false step and
the daughter who survives her.
The first two reels are somewhat in the nature of a
prologue, opening in a New England fishing village on
the night of a storm which wrecks the boat in which
Nazimova's lover has set to sea. The body is washed
to shore the following morning and when the girl's secret
is revealed to her brother, he declares that the rest of her
life must be spent in sacrificial penitence. In order to
carry through his purpose he takes her to the lonely
'Ception Shoals lighthouse where the child is born.
The mother kills herself, after which there is a lapse of
twenty years. Nazimova appears as the grown daughter
totally ignorant of life and not even permitted to wear
feminine attire. Fate brings Philip Blake to the lonely
island where he is forced to remain because a woman on his
yacht becomes a mother and must be cared for at the
lighthouse. Passages bearing upon the awakening of the
girl's mind and the first flush of emotion aroused by the
man, are beautifully handled. Then comes the separation,
the months of waiting during which the lighthouse keeper,
intercepts letters from Blake and impresses upon the girl's
mind that she is going mad, as had her mother.
When Blake does return, he is met by the old fanatic
with the assertion that Faith is dead, whereas in reality
she has been secreted in the lighthouse tower. The picture is worked up to a powerful climax before the conclusion, which is far more satisfactory to the average
audience than that reached in the play. Tom Blake,
figuring prominently in the final reel, is. among those deserving of mention in an altogether excellent cast.

Something Worth While for the Most Critical Element in Your
y-%r&*i

Community

By all means get this, feeling certain that it is exceptionally suited to audiences of the better class. In some
roles there is no finer screen actress than Nazimova, and
with each picture her hold is becoming stronger with
regular fans, also with theatergoers who are interested in
truly artistic screen impersonations.
This picture is so far out of the ordinary in its possession of artistic qualities that I would make a special appeal
to the most critical element in your community. Probably
most of them did not see " 'Ception Shoals" on the stage,
!annix New Manager.
but that need not make any material difference in exciting
H. Jacobs who recently re- interest, because the reputation of Nazimova is enough in
Studio Manager of the itself and in this she has a role peculiarly well suited to
ilmadge Corp. has been suc- her personality.
' Edward J. Mannix, who,
1st nine years has been mantreasurer of The Palisades
it Park.

Jalcolm Strauss Features.
Um Strauss, the artist, has
M (1 the Malcolm Strauss FeatHs and opened offices at 456
Kve. He will produce a series
fttions featuring Lelia Hope,
M "find."

:e Upon A
IED

Time

WARREN

regular publisher.

for the Exhibitor.
"Out of the Fog" is a better advertising title than
" 'Ception Shoals," but I would be careful to mention that
the film is an adaptation of the stage play in which
Nazimova also starred. With high class offerings such as
this, it seems wise to keep the exploitation on dignified
lines. Your lobby display may be made simple and yet
impressive by the use of some really fine portrait of the
star and the placing of stills in effective positions.
Go after increased newspaper space on the strength of
Nazimova's prestige and it wouldn't do any harm to invite your dramatic editors to compare the screen interpretation with the stage characterization.

THE BATTLE of CHATEAU-THIERRY

E. RATISBONNE

729 7th. Ave. New York City
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HOUSE

CHANGES

Mc Adoo's Tips

{Continued from Page 1)
Winsted, Conn. — J. Carroll has
leased the Scenic to the National real organizer in the entire industry.
Amusement Syndicate, headed by We have not even grown with our business. We need new blood, a daring
Jos. C. Sweet.
operator, one who can take a real surSeattle — H . O. Alden, who sold
vey of the world wide moving picEmpress of Ballard, has bought the
ture situation — a thing which we cannot
do because we have been too close
Queen
Anne.
to our work to get a real prospective.
Everett, Wash. — Chas. Strand has We need a man whose ideas command
respect, a man who has the faculty of
purchased the Star.
shaking off detail and planning big
powerful strokes. There is no such
Co-Operative Gets 'Temptation".
Temptation, or the Eternal Com- man in the whole moving picture inbat, the five reel eugenic treatise,
dustry, and there never has been."
featuring Carmel Myers, has been
Subsequently Mr. McAdoo wrote
acquired for foreign distribution by Universal declining their offer saying
The Co-Operative Film Co., of N. Y. that he intended coining to New York
to practice law. On Dec. 23, he also
informed Leonce Perrett to the same
effect saying:

CLASSIFIED.

The classified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt want. It is the market
place when buyer and seller — employer
and employee or the small advertiser
can put his story before practically
every live exhibitor in the country
every day in the year, at nominal cost.
Rate 50c per line. Cash with order.

HELP

WANTED.

PianiBt, with good reference who is not
afraid of work, for house in Pennsylvania.
Home
DAILY. arrangements. A. S. c|o WID'S
BOT

WANTED

To deliver
Wid'i
Dailytheand
make Excellent
himself
generally
useful
around
office.
chance for advancement. Apply Business
Manager WID'S
DAILY.
Organist with reference and knowledge of
all popular melodies for out of town theater, 60 miles from New York. Send all information with reference and salary desired. A. J. Weaver, c|o WID'S DAILY.

POSITION

WANTED.

Organist who can play organ and also
piano for orchestra. Will make home
arrangements for moving picture theater in
Boston, Mass., Box 191 WID'S DAILY.
Operator wishes a position evenings
only. Reliable and can furnish references.
Can
operate spotlight. G. S., care WID'S
DAILY.
Piano player at liberty waats »taady job.
Best of references. Will go anywhere. D. T.
oare of Wid's Daily.
Young energetic man in the Motion Picture Industry with experience, who can
furnish Al references, wishes a position as
detail man or assistant to executive head.
Address S. R. E. c|o WID'S DAILY.

FOR SALE.
MAILING

LIST FOR

SALE.

LIST OP MOTION PICTURE THEATER*
•f the whole country. Any Stat* or City.
This list kept up to date by careful checking.
Also list of other branches of the Moti»a
Picture Industry. C. A. K. clo WID'S
DAILY, 71 W. 44th St., N. Y. C.
New equipment complete for studio. Right
price for cash.
Box 171. WID'S DAILY.
500 orchestra chairs, only used a short
time. Must sell quick. Time payment
arrangements
can be made. E. B. clo WID'S,
71
West 44th Street.

"I have your letter of the 10th instant, suggesting that I turn my
thoughts to the Moving Picture industry which has a great future. I thank
you for the suggestion, but I am sure
that I have no qualifications for work
of this character. I am going to resume the practice of law in New York

INSURANCE
The Strand,
Wid

Gunning, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Dear Friend :
After paying insurance policies, etc., I found myself with
$1.48 net, so I went to friend
wife and asked her if she could
spare $5 and
or sowhat
to continue
"Wid's,"
do you
think she said? "Why sure,"
she said, "but it must be delivered tjo 1 122 Ewing Street,
so I can the
read ladies
it first."think
That of
Is
what
"Wid's." Consequently enclosed check for $5.00 for
"Wid's" until you ask for
more. Am inclined to think
th^t as feoon as this '^new
young
war" between
some of
the Exhibitors
and Producers
has the smoke cleared away
anH the "flu" flueth things
will be right again.
Happy and Prosperous New
Year on Feb. 1, or whatever
time you get this. Kindest

Welcomes.
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Mail to 1 122 Ewing St.
Perfect Automatic Ticket Seller.
E. S. Bowman, sales manager for
the Automatic Ticket Selling and
Cash Register Co., reports a heavy
demand for the latest type machine

they
have put on
the market.
Metropolitan,
Brooklyn,
and Loew's
all the
Crandall horses in Washington are
using the machines and the Strand,
New York, has just put the latest
type of machine into use. Unfilled
orders are accumulating. The newest Automatic sells from one to five
tickets at a time and issues a different price and color ticket for
each price of admission while at the
same time permitting the cashier to
give full attention to making change.
The new machine permits a thorBy many, Douglas Fairbanks is
ough registration without using
given credit for placing McAdoo at the numbers on the tickets. This prevents competing exhibitors from
head of affairs of the Combine. Fairbanks became very friendly to Mc- checking up on the business done
Adoo during the last two Liberty Loan by their opposition. which is often
drives.
said to be done where tickets are
numiberdd.
More

illO'J^T cash RccisTed

regards. Your friend,
NATE ERBER,
The Strand.

when I take up business again."
The McAdoo identification with the
"Big Five" was one of the chief topics
of interest in the film world yesterday.
The general opinion seemed to be that
this assured the permanency of the
"Big Five" especially in view of the
fact that McAdoo was reported to be
drawing $100,000 a year salary, and
that this would insure his entire time
to the development of the plans of the
noted stars. There were reports in
circulation that McAdoo could easily
raise all the funds necessary for
financing the operations of the stars,
and that millions could be obtained by
him, if necessary, from capitalists
identified with big Wall Street operations.

The
Averageon old
Exchange
can relJHg
inil
e income
income
the
on old pictures
pictures by
by ret]
large
tatii
ting it with s new lobby displaffl
rut ptrctnttLKt of the public htifl P
seen
en the average good. picture snlH
Lobby
Display will get
return date.
Write orKRAUS
see us. MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

Watchman Shot at Metropolitan.
Brooklyn — George Graham, watch
man at Loew's Metropolitan, after
being struck by soldiers whom he
Ricord Gradwell— World— The in- found in the theater at 2 o'clock yesterday morning shot a soldier named
dustry is to be congratulated on havTames E. Markwell. The watchman
man There
of McAdoo's
identifiedIf will recover from his injury, but the
with ing ait.
is room type
for more.
necessary every company in the in- soldier, recently returned from France
dustry should chip in to meet the ex- is expected to die.
pense of having . a man of his type
identified in a big way with the industry; some one who tells them to
go and come; someone to really guide

OREIGN FILM TITLES
Are THE Bi
FRANCISCO ELIAS

220 West 42nd Street, New Tl
Phone: "Bryant 9351

SUN-LIGHT ARC CO.,
218 West 48th Si.
New York
TELEPHONE
BRYANT 44W

J. JUSTICE HARMER,

LILLIAN

Pm

WARI

Artists' and Directors'Represeni
Catering especially to Motion Pii
PUTNAM BUILDING
1493 Broadway
Roo

Samuel
L.
Rothapfel— McAdoo's
appointment is a splendid thing for the
industry.
It is a fine move.

the industry."
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New Policy

Will Furnish Six Full Proems a

Year According to Plans.
The answer to the great Broadway mystery of "What is Rothapfel
to do" has been answered. He is
going to make not only pictures,
nit programs for the better grade
houses.

(Releasing for Universal — Specj ials and Jewel Under New
Arrangement.
Universal announces a new releasjpolicy effective March 10. At
I time the tirst Universal Spec[Attraction
of a special
serfwill be released.
One star
Special
iraction of the Star Series will
released each week hereafter
ill the first series of 20 pictures
>irc< A second series of Special
factions featuring a set number
will follow.
e stars who will be featured
he first series are Mae Murray,
•y MacLaren, Monroe Salisbury,
cilia Dean and Harry Carey,
h star will make
four pictures
this *eries and the exhibitor
be given the privilege of bookthc entire series or just the
(ires of certain stars, as he deNouc of the stars of the
cial Attraction series will be
bred in any Jewel productions
rice versa.
orothy Phillips will, hereafter
inown only as a Jewel star and
Jred Harris (Mrs. Chaste Chap
will be seen only in
e^ prSons. The policy of releasing
el productions, which does not
pfy a certain numb
of releases
ear, will be continued.

An

{he
Mae
ay, Scarlet
will bt Shadow",
the first with
Special.

No. 16

little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
i DVERTISING men are
m\ only human beings after
^^ theories
all. Regardless
of all
to the contrary
|om the time when the memory of man runneth not to the
Intrary they have been subject
0 the well meant but impracical suggestions of almost
pery one in the office that
tappened to catch the bosses'
ancy. Let your advertising
lanager work with you — not
lr you. When once you have
). K.'d his campaign, let him
"Jone and then hold him alone
^sponsible.
Have
confidence
1 him and his work will be
eppier and more efficient and
bur campaign will be more
nccessful too.

Price S cents

"Roxy's" Idea

Lehrman

Plans

The Mildred Harris Contract.

anno"ncement issued yesterday by the Rothapfel Pictures Corp.
says that the policy contemplates
the issuance of six "Rothapfel Programs" a year, each a complete entertainment including a dramatic
feature picture, comely, ^eciic and
news or magazine films, together
with complete inusic.'il scores,
lighting effects, incidental numbers,
etc.
That which Broadway and the
picture industry have come to know
as "The Rothapfel Idea" has been
tied into a unit product for the national application of that idea.
The announcement just made is
the culmination of jl plan evolved
by "Roxy'' during his recent tour
of the United States just before his
resignation from the managing directorship of the Rialto and Rivoli.
The corporation will produce dramatic and other pictures under the
personal supervision of Rothapfel
and will also acquire in the open
market such motion pictures as may
be found especially suitable to the
purposes
of the programs.
In a formal statement Frank Hall
said :
"The Rothapfel Pictures Corporation has been organized as a New
York Corporation with its principal offices at T^O vVe?t jfirh St.. in
New York City. Samuel L. Rothapfel is the President and other officers are Frank G. Hall, vice-president; Ashbel P. Fitch, treasurer and
Wiliam Seabury, secretary. The
concern is sound financially.
"I have Tor years been starting
my entertainment with what the
picture producer sent me in the
film
observed
I am cans,"
starting
a little"Roxy".
farther "Now
back,
all the way back to the beginning,
right at the camera. I hope that I
shall be able to work out a number of things that will prove of
merit and value to the motion picture theaters, and therefore to the

(Special to IVID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — It is reported here that
Mildred Harris, Mrs. Charles Chaplin, does not expect to return to work
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Henry Lehrman, for several months. In regard to her
formerly vice-president and general Universal contract, she implied that
manager of Sunshine Comedies, an- negotiations were under way to transfer her contract from Universal to the
nounces that he is going to make
12 two reel comedies yearly for re- First National Exhibitors' Circuit, in
which
case when she went to work it
lease on the open markket. A
studio is being built for his use in would be for First National at the
Hollywood. He plans to unearth Chaplin studio.
motion picture public."
new and elaborate angles in proLois Weber to Rest.
duction. Announcement as to
At Universal offices yesterday it was
plan of release will be made shortly. stated that Mrs. Chaplin is under
(Special to IVID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — It is reported that
contract with Universal and President
Providence, R. I.— A bill has been Laemmle declared that he did not be- fol owing the operation which Lois
lieve that First National was inter- Weber will have in resetting her
introduced in the riouse permitting
ested in having her make an effort to arm she will take a year's re t, trai moving pictures to give Sunday performances.
break the contract.
cli::g in Europe and tl e t'r ent.
New
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Cuts and Flashes
"Doug'' Fairbanks has just sent
two mountain ponies to W. G.
McAdoo.
First showing "Once to Every
Man", Frohman special, New York
Roof at 2 today.
Priscilla Dean's latest has been
changed from "Rose of the Night"
to "The Wicked Darling."
Catherine Calvert's latest for
Keeney, ' Marriage for Convenience", will be released through
Sherry service Feb. 9.

Nutting Producing
Montreal. — Merrick R. Nutting is
Proposed for Each Community in
advertising for stars and performers
State for Sunday Pictures.
for a serial picture to be produced
Albany — Senator Foley has intro- here some time in March and to
duced a bill vesting in the governing be entitled 'All Canadian". The
first episodes will be released at the
bodies of towns, cities or counties the Tivoli and Mount Royal Theaters
power to decide for themselves whether and the whole serial will later be
or no exhibition of motion pictures sent on its travels throughout the
will be permitted on Sunday after two Dominion.
o'clock in the afternoon.
Goldwyn Signs With Stoll for
Great Britain.
To Write Human Interest Series.
For a second year Goldwyn picKarl Kitchen, special writer for the
tures will be distributed in Great
Sunday World will leave today Britain exclusively by the Stoll
for Los Angeles where he will spend Film Co.., Ltd.
five or six weeks writing a series of
George King, representing Mr.
articles on the stars, how they live Stoll and Jeffrey Bernerd, the managing director of the Stoll Film Co.,
and how they make pictures. Mr.
Kitchen wishes it made known that Ltd., have been in the United States
since November.
he is
not going around
to writestudios.
an "expose"
of
conditions
The
series will number 12 articles and will
Pioneer Film plans to open offices wherever necessary to handle
appearzine section.
in the Sunday World's maga- their product.
What's that McAdoo

says abc

a "trust"?

Building Business
How

Universal
Put Feature
Big in Chicago.

01

(Special Here
to WID'S
Chicago—
is the DAILY)
way U
versal put over "The
Wildcat
Paris" in Chicago, the Casino doi "
over
house $3,554
seatingbusiness
but 283.in a week, t •
A week prior to the opening of ( "
show
car"
paign an
was intensive
put on. newspaper
It is understo
about $2,000 was expended gradu
ing from $50 a day to $500. T
result was that despite strong co
petition the little house cleaned
with the Priscilla Dean feature.
Louis Laemmle is the princi|
stockholder of the Casino and M
Elsie Cohen is the house manage
The fact that a house with such
small seating capacity could ham
srch a volume of business has caus
much comment in film circles.

Hal Roach certainly deserves credit are we to know just what terms were
for his success made against terrible applied to the stage centuries ago when
The Annual dinner of the American Projection Society is to be held odds. To begin with, he was born in the stage was as young as the movies
April 12 at the Hotel Pennsylvania. Elmira, N. Y. Afterwards he was a (pardon me) moving pictures are?
Joe LaRose is worried lest there mail carrier in Alaska until he froze
won't be room enough.
his feet. Then he went to California
Harry Van Meter says he's played
The Rialto • orchestra has presented to get thawed out and got a job as an villians to nearly every feminine star
Hugo Riesenfeld, musical dir— for and exffS in a studio. He then became on the coast and has always been
newly appointed managing director, assistant director and finally director "foiled." What's the use of bavin' a
V. lo\ u channiii^ chiming chronometer,
Sounds like a novel.
which strikes a different series of and producer.
Suggests Free Will Offering.
villian if vou can't "foil" him?
Hartford, Conn.— Rev. Herbert
chime-chords every half hour. Also
White,
pastor of the Hartford Bs
it is said to tell entirely correct time.
A story says that May Allison took
Could you say that Fatty Arbuckle tist Church,
while he approves
society?
a lot of lemons and limes and "other had
been "thrown in" with some fine "movies" being run on Sunda
well tried cures" for seasickness when
does not approve of charging an i
she sailed to Catalina. It didn't say
mittance fee, as this is said to
what the other "well tried cures" were.
We miss the German beer, but breaking of the law, but suggei
I'd like to know, 'cause lemons and
limes are simply wasted on me and I "Gotterdamerung" is still with us. It that a free will offering be made
want to go to Staten Island.
will always be first aid to the Sundayschool
teacher strugglin' with his collar button.
Well! Well! all this fuss from
Metro about how Harry Franklin
Charlie Ray is havin' the time of his
raves over "hee-yoo-ti-ful-lovely,
bloomin' California." Why I remem- life buyin' furniture for his new home
ber when he stood on the bank of the in Beverly Hills. He says it's goin' to
be artistic.
Hudson river and throwin' his arms up
cried, "This is the most beautiful place
tin earth" — and it was in Yonkers, too.
It's goin' to be a great year for villains. Pearl White is goin' to have a
and 'OLD BILL asks why I a
flock
of 'em in her next serial.
Frank E. Woods, Supervising Director of the Paramount Vine Street
Bebe Daniels began her stage career
studio is a "conscientious" objector to
the hit of three —
National Association held another the word "movies." He says that peo- at the age of ten weeks in "Jane."
ple do not speak of the stage as "talk- She
says
while
it
wasn't
a
speakin'
part,
important
meeting — had lunch.
ies" or "speakies."
But Frank — how still it was very important.

the
K. Loe
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O'Brien Back

rce Barrymores
thel and Lionel to Appear in
I Ibbetson'' — to be
Special.

Says

a Big

Dennis and
F. O'Brien,
of O'Brien,
evinsky
Driscoll,
counsels Malfor
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks
returned from Los Angeles yesterday
where he had been an important factor in the many conferences held with

were completed yesn between
Jesse L.
irrence Giffen of the Alice
for the engagement of
nore. Ethel Barrymore and
rrymorc, to appear together
version of du Maurier's
, "Peter Ibbetson," to be
Famous Players — Lasky.
„ionel Barrymore were in
il stage success of this
season.
The photoplay
first appearance of all
3res in one production on
or screen.
^more is at present appearnount pictures in addition
i the stage, his newest film
is now working being
"The Malefactor." His
stage and screen successes
»wn, and this also applies to
<ionel Barrymore.
No. 21

tie Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
3D

Morning.
Have
read WIDS. Silly
estion.
Of
course
have
or
you
I be reading this a
f are some few thouiers at this same time.
Jappy
this morning,
in the realization that
e ol' sheet is marchjht
along,
making
Spends
every
day
fhing from the hillthings, one by one,
Irue f.iat we predicted
Tfons ago.
We said
! exhibitor wanted was
not
BUNK.
We
so. One
of our
1 contemporaries
has
bed the same conclusjr hats are off with
congratulations
to
Miblication.
Barnum
e been right, but we
ntain there is a difx tween the exhibitor
is trade journals and
at American Public."

"Big Four's" First Production
Ready By Next Fall.

Opening

"A PICTURE NO ARTISTS CAN PAINT"
Night Second Week,
Olympia Theater, Boston, Mass.

Many

Productions

Secured by Vitagraph in Purchase of
Lubin-Kalem
Properties.
Vitagraph announces the purchase
of the Kalem and Lubin properties,
giving them rights to a number of important productions.
The acquisition of the Kalem properties includes, aside of the great
Kalem library, all produced subjects
in the negative archives of that concern. This includes "From the Manger
to the Cross," the first five-reel production made by an American producer, which is still being shown, "The
Lion and the Mouse," about to be released with Alice Joyce as the star,
"The Third Degree" and "The
Gamblers," by the late Charles Klein,
Eugene Walter's "The Wolf," Winchell Smith's "The Fortune Hunter"
and George Bronson Howard's
"Shenandoah."
A further gain to Vitagraph in the
Kalem deal regards the laboratories
at the Brooklyn studio, which have
been reinforced with the complete
laboratory equipment of the big Kalem
studio. This enlargement of the
laboratories is made imperative by the
increased reproduction demands.
To Direct Nazimova.
Herbert
Blache is directing Nazimova in "The
Brat." Nazimova.
Capellani has
heretofore
directed

regard
to the plans
Mr. O'Brien
said of
:— the "Big Four."
"Really there is not much to say.
You have had everything that has
gone on. The first of the productions
of the "Big Four" will be made by
Mr. Fairbanks and it is not likely
that it will be ready before next fall.
Existing contracts make an earlier
presentation out of the question.
A meeting will be held in New York
next week upon the arrival of Mr.
McAdoo's legal partner, Mr. Cotton,
when formal papers regarding the New
York corporation will be filed. None
of the stars will be here for the meeting. The incorporation arranges for
the distribution and up to the time he
left the coast, no one had been decided
upon for the general management of
the
organization.
Mr. O'Brien
said exact
that
while
not in a position
to state

Want a Contest
Then

Start

Something
Line.

Along

This

{Special Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Baltimore— A daily moving picture
contest is now running in The Baltimore News, and reports indicate that
many thousands of movie fans in The
Monumental City are engaged in following this feature.
The "Movie Game," consists of the
printing each day for sixty days, a
different picture, — minus the name, —
of a moving picture player.

figures, the salary paid Mr. McAdoo
for general legal advice was nothing
like the amount published.
He further stated that one of the
agreements entered upon by the "Big
Four" provided that each member
supply not less than three productions
a year.
Los Angeles — Albert H. T. Banzhaf,
attorney for D. W. Griffith, who has
been here attending meetings relative
to the "Big Four" combination is exYork. pected to leave anv day for New

Brockliss in Town.
It is not necessary to be a close folJ. Frank Brockliss, of London is in
lower of the Movies in order to identi- New
York.
He intends staying here
fy Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, for a few months.
Douglas Fairbanks, William S. Hart,
and perhaps a dozen others. But 60
Next Rex Beach.
is another matter and even though the
Reginald Barker is working on tht
00 that are being used by The News
Beach
production,
"The J
have been selected from players that nt ct Rex
Scarlet Gardenia" at Goldwyn studio,
Owen
Moore
is in
come under the heading of "well Hollywood.
known," those who entered the con- leading role.
test are going to find it necessary
to stir up their memories.
Metro Buys Story.
The News is offering cash prizes
Metro
has purchased
"After
and more than thirty moving picture Own
Heart" by Ben A. Williams, His
for
theaters in Baltimore are offering Hale
Hamilton
for production
imprizes in the shape of tickets. The
'i the
Coast.
mediately after
"That's Good" is comfirst prize, for instance, is $25.00 in
cash and three ten week passes to
The
story
appeared
in All-Story
three of the leading theaters.
Week!}-.

Friday,

February

DAILY

14, 1919

To Re-issue 10 Keystones.
Triangle Distributing will re-issue
a series of ten Keystone Comedies
made while Mack Sennett was with the
Triangle organization. The first reVol »ll No. 43
Friday, February 14, 1919
lease "My Valet" will be available
Price 5 Cents
March 2 and one will be forthcoming
eek after that date. The prints
Copyright 11)18, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc. Pub hshed Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., are brand new and new advertising
material has been prepared. After the
FieLWM^kLKi!-Inrc.by
WI°'S
FILMS
Md first scries is exhausted an additional
F. C. ("Wid")
President and ten will be re-issued.
Treasurer; Lynde Gunning,
Denig, Editor; Joseph

^^flsfjfe

Dannenberg Vice-President and Managing
fc-ditor: J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business Manager.

Howells Reaches London.
David P. Howells who with his wile
left this country recently to place
United and First National productions in European territory has
reached London, according to advices received by his brother, Ben
Howells yesterday.
Hearst

Cartoons
tional.Through

Educa-

An agreement has been made
whereby all the Hearst cartoons are
to be released through Educational.
The deal includes "The Shenanigan
Kids", "Judge Rumhauser" and
"Happy Hooligan" cartoons. International for a time ceased production on these cartoons because
of the influenza scare but exhibitors have demanded
their return.
At International offices it was
stated that the deal did not affect
Day and also before the Peace Con- the Tad "Indoor Cartoons" which,
ference at Versailles. He will re- as previously arranged, appear as
turn to France to arrange for Miss part of the Hearst News distributed
Jolivet's picture.
by Universal.

Jolivet to Produce in France.
Rita Jolivet will make one picture
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under for Screen Classics in France. The
the act of March
3, 1879.
project was planned some time ago,
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside but because of war conditions, it was
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 temporarily abandoned. Count De
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign
V9J.U0.
Cippico, Miss Jolivet's husband has
just returned from a trip that included
Subscribers should remit with order
France and Italy. Metro sent him
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New
abroad he
to did
show in"The
Victory"
York, N. Y.
which
Metz Great
on Christmas
Telephone:

Vanderbilt 4551-2

Cuts and Flashes
Negative of "Virtuous Men" has
been insured against theft and fire by
Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin,
for $200,00(1

Whassa matter with Gener»

Publicity

Otto Hoffman is directing Dorothy
Dalton, her regular director. Victor L.
Schertzinger, having been ill when the
picture was started.
The

Edith

Pauline

Frank
Brady, formerly
publicity
department
has
organization
to become
"Treat 'Em Rough" Guy Emp
magazine.
Mr. Brady is rep
Army.
W. H. Cook, recently an offic

Roberts picture. "When
Ripe." Universal
has
\ Taste of Life."

formerly
with
1 ourneur
liich work will start
completed an
11 reel feature "Humanity."

Harry Levey, manager of
versal industrial department
dress the Cleveland Ad. Clu

Starke.

With

all his ravings over California, Harry Franklin says he
would constitutional
rave more if amendment.
it was'nt for that
new
He

■Anita
'•Tom Stewart
J. Geraghty
is doing
scenario,
which the
willnext
be
directed by Marshall Neilan. Neilan says the birdie's song, the flower's
bloom, the sun's shine would be 'oh,
and Geraghty did their first work to- ever so much more so, if he could
gether in editing the former's produc- surround himself once in a while
with a Bronx. He would pick out
"The Unpardonable Sin."
Bronx. After all I guess he has a
John Emerson is up and doing again soft spot in his heart for us back
after a severe attack of Spanish In- here.
fluenza. After a short rest, Mr. Emerson will go to California together with
It's a wise dog that knows its own
Miss Loos to make his next' Para- master. Rupert Julian's dog "Thor"
mount picture.
was cast for a fine part in "The Fire
Flingers" but when he saw his master
wearin' a crepe beard he became suspicious. In his dog soul he knew that
all was not as it should be and he refused to work. As the beard was
necessary the dog had to be cut out
of the picture.
Temperamental dog!

The Hattons started somethin' in
that play of theirs all right. Now
Mr. Kitchen has gone to California
to report on the "squab" situation.
Squabs bein' so closely associated
through custom with kitchens it ought
to be good.
The Universal P. A. does'nt exactly
call Monroe Salisbury a Doctor Jekell
and Mr. Hyde but he says that he
has two personalities — actor and
rancher. I guess they're both good
ones.
Seems like the stage and screen are
gettin' more and more friendly all the
time.
Select picture
in whichTheConstance
Talmadge"Scandal"
starred
is bein' made into play.

Poor Elsie Ferguson! Paramount
Virginia Chester wishes she had'nt
been in such a hurry about bobbin' keep her so busy that she has had to
her hair " a la Nazimova". As soon begin "The Witness for the Defense'
as she had it bobbed to just the right without her usual two weeks' rest
angle she was sent to Big Bear to between pictures.
work with Harry Carey in "The Outcast of Poker Flat" and she says "Oh!
Mary Mac Laren is tryin' to think
up a suitable punishment for the propoh, how the cold winds do blow".
erty boy who propped up the leg of
a broken couch with a volume of Oscar
Madge Kennedy's bear cub named
"Brutus" was'nt so bad. Evelyn Wilde.
To exhibitors — run
and Last.

Chaplin's

First

Nesbit's trained fly
was a bit more of
Vilo Dana's goldfish
leaves nothin' more

named "Static"
a shock. But —
named "Ralph"
to be said.

Tom Mix says you can make an
actor out of a cowboy, but you can't
make a cowboy out of an actor.

on the subject "The New A:
dustrial
Pictures,"Mr.accordin_
from
Cleveland.
Levey wS
trate his talk with pictures m
his department for some of th<
ing manufacturers.
Broadway
theater is plan!
added stunt for next week.
M
Kashin will advertise Charles!
in "His First and Last." Then
screen a foreword
will cxplai
people's
tastes
changes
as yeail
"The Pest" said to be one
of (3
very first pictures will be shi
shows Chaplin at an auto rao
in the way during the 400 feei
Then
a title introduce
Arms" Chaplin's latest First
film. This fi'm has played th>
way before.
New Godfrey Buildinv
The First National excli
is now oflocated
in Faliiaroon
Jersey
which J.
the Godfrev Building.
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Treatment and Acting Give Life to Familiar Plot

icn
tures Corporation has filed
Geraldine
Farrar
in
very
dominance,
exemplifies
so
much
that
mai
in the Supreme Court to
long for without attainment.
Miller, director of
"SHADOWS"
Those of her own sex arc apt to be f
>y the
Goldwyn.
Vilson or the Kaiser," to
er of a woman who radiat
tally,
Reginald Barker.
night and Sunday work DIRECTOR
emotionally
and
physically, to a
Willard
Mack.
on of the picture. Metro AUTHOR
whereas
the
average
man
may
sit
back
and
admire
before
the suit was CAMERAMAN
Percy Hilburn.
id Miller in full all sums AS A WHOLE
waiting, the while, to have his heart :
some
Dramatic qualities good; promore sympathetically feminine crcatu
duction capably handled with acting of a high
order.
endowed to face any predicament. Ki
had the prima donna in mind when
1 BBIL
lure Theaters
of STORY
Keeps star in the foreground most of
"the female of the species is mightiei
an answer
in the
the time; conventional
theme profits by intelligent treatment.
In view of the star's conspicuous qualities, Goldwvp
urt to the suit of the Apolshowed judgment in the selection of this mi
and the New lira DIRECTION
Scenes in Alaskan dance hall prestory
and in the choice of supporting players
It may
sented with spirit; bring out dramatic
elean injunction rebe observed that Miss Farrar, whether pitted a;
the United of the
ments of the plot.
the brutality of a mining town in Ala
PHOTOGRAPHY
Most of it very fine.
e" for the
new admits
Kitty Gortleties
of a suave swindler in a New York drawing
endant
that LIGHTINGS
Artistic contrast of light and
room,
is able to cope with the situation, first through
ming to present the film
shadow;
some
night
effects
out
of the
the exercise of physical power, then by reason of a
i has obtained no license
. ordinary.
mental
acuteness,
making it possible to match
wits,
intiff, and denies that the CAMERA WORK
Shots taken from unexpected
with no favors asked, agaiirst the men who ■
titled to an injunction
angles; those through glass door of house pardamage.
ticularly effective.
A role of this s'amp gains much in imprcssiveness if
the actress supplying the interpretation appears really
STAR
Gives forceful performance in character
competent to accomplish the t i
nted.
rstein of the Crystal
well adapted to her personality.
) has been sued in the SUPPORT
Then, in the matter of men confronting the richly
Milton
Sills, Tom
Santschi
and
gifted actress. it is necessary, in order to prevent
r $2,000 damages because
Fred Truesdell figure conspicuously throughthe male characters being dwarfed into insignificance,
e ran down Frederick J.
out the picture.
that actors of outstanding strength be selected
employee
of the Union EXTERIO RS
Not often needed.
May 26 last in East 163rd INTERIORS
weak villian would be a bit absurd. The story reProvide a correct setting for the
drama.
jbtained permission to file
quires just such a man as Thomas Santschi, cast as a
miner who throws Geraldine into the life of a dance
rer alleging that Winkler DETAIL
Usually correct, although women folk
hall
singer
when he tires of her and then, years later,
presented a claim for inmay wonder how Miss Farrar secured such
he railroad company
and
seeks her ruination. Milton Sills, as the husband,
a costly costume as that worn in the rough
compensation and for that
also possesses the requisite force whereas Fred
Alaskan dance hall.
It looks incongruous.
S parted with any claim he CHARACTER OF STORY
Truesdell makes a satisfactory fourth in the quartet
Nothing to cause
against Alperstein.
leading players.
objection.
The plot is Familiar in substance, but pri
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5,430 feet.
■ygatt With Hodkinson.
telligent treatment.
The
No matter what she does. Geraldine Farrar reveals
in1.'- happily with her husband and el
d M ygatt formerly promotion what may be termea "the grand njUmner." It is so
with
disaster
at
the
hands
of i
!T with Good Housekeeping and much a part of her personality, n in! ireed by an
in her early career.
Havin
ly is now with Hodkin- atic training, that it probably could "not be shakn off.
they cut hack to the events
ity and advertising head. even were a transformation to unassuming simplicity
itig Geraldine as a dance ball perfoi
desirable. Fortunately, in this picture there is no need
Produce
in Honolulu.
aped from the brutal Tom Sant> I
to disguise the physical virility and emotional inThese scenes account for about one third of the film,
tensity
which
are
such
conspicuous
factors
in
Miss
Ingeles — National
Film
comthe concluding reels serving to reveal the adroit manner
ave shortly for a trip to Farrar"s magnetic force, whether seen in person or on
in which the woman gets rid of her persecutors. The
In. A yacht has been chartered the screen.
only real criticism to make in connection with Miss
Here, as in previous productions, it is evident that
lie scenes will be photoird the yacht
enroute. the star's beauty, at least for scenic purposes, is not
Farrar's performance, concerns a lack of differentiation
between the dance hall girl and the wife in conventional
hodes
is to he featured.
of the usual sort. Women are more likely to be at- society.
tracted than men, because Miss Farrar, through
her
irst of New Universals.
u- of the New Universal
is follows:
"The ScarBox Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Murray,
March
10;
Ight for Love," Carey, March
work of the most prominent screen stars.
First an account of the renown of the star, then be■Lined Burglar," Dean,
cause "Shadows" is a first rate melodrama, not above
Miss Farrar's reputation, in conjunction with the
he first MacLaren feathe heads of any crowd, this looks like a decidedly
opportunity afforded to go beyond the ranks of regular
lft)e "Whose Widow."
promising box office attraction. It .as the advantage
fans and draw patrons from among music lovers, makes
a dignified tone in your exploitation advisable, but
of appealing to practically all classes of patrons, either
«pt Films as Baggage.
I would be careful not to get in wrong with your
owing to the presence of the grand opera singer, or
|ngton — Exhibitors
and ex- merely because it is a rather strong production, adregular crowd by indicating thai
Itaanagers
can now have
mirably' acted.
lacked as baggage.
picture,
whichlobby
it isn't.
Vary your
pictures of Miss Far
Possibly you have run Goldwyn's previous Farrar
,re has been secured
some from the Alaskan
sequences
of the stot pictures, "The Turn of the Wheel'' and "The Hell
ictivity of the Washingothers
dealing
with
the New York en
11 for
Cat," in which case be sure to mention the titles in
Ihange Managers"
Associayour
women
folks
to
know
that
the
star is not deconnection with your publicity on "Shadows." Say that
prived of a chance to wear stunning gowns. Try to
this is the star's first appearance in a role such as
that of the Alaskan dance hall girl and assure your
land some Farrar photographs in the store windows
of
Victrola
dealers, on the ground that they will stimfolks they can't afford to miss seeing the characterizaulate the sale of records.
tion, if they want to keep up to date in following the

I

Go After All Classes and You Should Make a Clean Up

THE

are with heroic minds thi
\itonts
to
success. — Holh

WALLOP
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IS HERE

WATCH
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DATE

NOW

WAVE" — SOLD
"THE TIDAL
BEELEY FILM EXCHANGE

BRYANT

7443

ROOM

BOOKING

803 729 7th AVENUE
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New Theaters
Dubuque, la. — Star opened by E. H.
Bower, Detroit. Building redecorated
and improved.

Rock Rapids, la. — Lyon, costing $60,000 opened by Vern S. Brown. Seats
.xX>.

CHANGES

Kewanee, 111. — Manager Rood of
Garden has been making improverients.
Marshall, Mo. — Sears & Jones of
Brookfield leased Keyes auditorium
from A. J. Keyes for five years.

CLASSIFIED.
The classified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt want. It is the market
place when buyer and seller — employer
and employee or the small advertiser
can put his story before practically
every live exhibitor in the country
every day in the year, at nominal cost
Rate 50c per line. Cash with order.
HELP

HOUSE

Omaha — H. B. Watts new manager
it Muse, 24th and Farnam streets.

WANTED.

4 high class organists— pianists— for theaters in Richmond, Virginia. Apply direct
to General Office— Jake Wells— Colonial Theater, Richmond, Virginia.

Pittsburgh — Adam Hoffman of
Manhattan Savings Bank sold Windle
estate to George Burry, who will oper
ate theater there.
Litchfield, 111.— C. A. Gehlman purchased the Lynd from Joe Bonnatte.
Clarksdale, Miss.— E. M. Clark of
the Baker Grand at Natchez leased the
Marion.
Petersburg,
Va. — R.
L.
Carper
opened old Lyric in Sycamore street.

EXCHANGE MANAGER, one who is
West
Detroit — Tom
Lancaster
has
thoroughly acquainted with Greater New
York territory, highest quality feature leased the Fernadale.
proposition. Applicant must measure up in
every respect to highest standard.. Only
Union. N. Y.— Royal 128 West Main
those thoroughly qualified and having had
the necessary experience need apply. Com- street sold to Endicott, Johnson & Co.,
munications strictly confidential. Apply for community theater.
X. Y. Z., c|o WID'S DAILY.
Organist with Al reference who can operate Austin organ. Will make right terms for
right man. O. B. S., Box 189 WID'S
DAILY.

POSITION

WANTED.

Young man who is handy in all around
work in moving picture theater. Can furnish
best reference. A. C. B., Box 190 WID'S
m5ii who has had experience in
Exchange wishes position in '.sme capacity in
or around Albany, N. Y. M. L. M.. clo
WID'S DAILY.
Operator wishes a position evenings
only. Reliable and can furnish references.
Can operate spotlight. G. S., care WID'S
DAILY.
Piano player at liberty wants steady job.
Best of references. Will go anywhere. D. T
eare of Wid's Daily.
Young energetic man in the Motion Picture Industry with experience, who can
furnish Al references, wishes a position as
detail man or assistant to executive head.
Address S. R. E. c|o WID'S DAILY.

FOR SALE.
A small projection room in New York City
with Cutting Room fully equipped. Will
sell cheap to quick buyer. Box 193, WID'S
DAILY.
For sale, ticket chopper, electric fans (in
good condition) which will work on direct
current only and lobby dislay, brass frames,
wil! sell cheap to quick buyer. A. Herts, do
WID'S DAILY.
'
Style "K" Wurlitzer organ complete with
UMBO volt 60 cycle motor and blower first
class condition used only a short time
A
bargain. R. A. c|o WID'S DAILY.

MAILING

LIST FOR

SALE.

LIST OF MOTION PICTURE THEATERS
•f the whole country. Any State or City.
This list kept up to date by careful checking.
Also list of other branches of the Motion
Picture Industry. C. A. K. clo WID'S
DAILY. 71 W. 44th St., N. Y. C.

WANTEdT-

WANTED OFFICE-for Shipping Export
Film in or around 40th St. and "th Ave
Apply Robbins. clo Millard Johnson, 729-Tth
Ave. New York City.

Score another for the moving picture in its fight against
Demon Rum. The great
thirst in Indiana would have
been partly quenched this
week but for the movies. A
motion picture concern was
making a picture of a fake
capture of liquor runners at
the Illinois State line. Traffic
was halted on Indianapolis
boulevard while the scene was
being filmed. That is traffic
was told to halt but B. Sylgi,
a truck driver from South
Bend, Ind., was in a hurry to
get across the line. Officers
reprimanded him and decided
to look his truck over. They
found it loaded with whiskey.
Another man came up to see
what the trouble was. He was
carrying a suit case which
seemed very heavy. "Let's
look at it" said an officer, and
he four<d it full of Bourbon
whiskey. After the excitement had subsided the film
people
finished their picture
Film Music.

Hugo Riesenfeld of the Rialto and
Belmond, la. — Charles Peterson sold Rivoli, inspired by experience, is writing a musical suite entitled "Film
half interest to George Hake.
Salesman's Routine."
Polo, 111.— J. H. Dales has closed,
It opens with "the approach," interpreted by the piping of the flute and
due to poor business.
fairy touches on the strings floating
softly
yet
clearly over a background
Meriden, Conn. — Walter Griffith,
of distant rumbling on the drums
who conducted Poli's has been suc- which betokens the rising wind
of
ceeded by Adelmo Vanni. Griffith
"bunk. This motif rapidly develops
goes to New Haven.
into a stream of staccato with bells,
Washington — Griffin and Mitchell, kettle drums and certainly all of the
have taken over Scenic on Wisconsin brasses. Then there is a cadence in
which the bunk motif fades out rapidly
avenue, Georgetown.
disappearing into a rest of a full measure which
precedes
the "bluff" motif as
a lull
precedes
a storm.
Dallas — Ed. Foy, of Columbia acThe buff breaks with rare violence, a
quired the two other suburban picture
shows and now controls the Columbia, shrieking of whistles, swift, menacing
rolling of the drums, piercing notes
the Ideal and the Colonial.
from the strings, a perfect frenzy of
trombones. The bluff phase swiftly
"Belle" Newspaper Campaigning.
Select has arranged an extensive passes and after a pause the dolorous
newspaper advertising campaign of "supplication" motif rendered in violin
quarter pages to back up the serial solo, weepful and pleading is heard.
There are a number of closing measpublication of "The Belle of New
ures under consideration : one the exYork", which, as noted, will be published serially in 13 newspapers in
ultation which betokens "contracts
the leading cities of America, with signed" done with a piceolo and violin,
a total circulation estimated at more and
'nstruments.
another the "cancellation exit"
rendered on the tuba, the lowest of all
than three million.
Operators Reach Agreement.
Chicago — The Allied Amusement
\ssociation has reached an agreenent with the motion picture operaors, Local No. no. following the
lissolving of an injunction before
Fudge Foel. The agreement was
ipproved by Peter J. Schaefer and
officers of the operating local.

ANITA

~~ OFFICE

Fighting the Demon

STEWART
2 W.

PRODUCTIONS,

45th St., N. Y.

C.

INC.

Frohman in San Antonio.
The Texas Guinan two reel Westerns for Frohman Amusment may be
made in San Antonio and not Los
Angeles. William L. Sherrill plans
a trip there to look over studio sites.

The Average Exchange can
the income on old pictures by
tating
it with a new
lobby
displS'
large percentage
of the
public
has
seen the average good picture and
new Lobby Display will get mH
return date.
Write or see us.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.
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ihimmering silks and the kisses of a handsome lover at midnight— abuse by
day are the lot of Marie, the mysterious maid servant. (Anita Stewart)

Full of those Box Office touches— the spicy bits— that only
Weber puts over without offending good taste or the censors.
Another Louis B. Mayer money-maicer

Anita Stewart in "A Midnight Romance
From the story by Marion Orth, Author of "The Price of a Good Time."

A FIRST NATIONAL
ATTRACTION.

js-like figure and the heart of a harpie, Mazie the Crook
her allurements for the undoing of Marie's lover.

IFFI
D. W. NewestGR
Artcraft
PictureTH'?
"A Romance of Happy Valley
When

the

critics say:
"It's another
D.W.Griffith
triumph," the
public knows
and goes.

I W^ 'Romance of Happy Valley' is a splendid example of how the wand of diree
American. may make an exceptional attraction out of a simple story fabric." — New
"D. W. Griffith has turned from war to peace.
Robert Harron's
adds
the already accumulated evidence of his versatility as a screen
York to
Times.

impersom
actor."—

"The mechanism of the story is simple, but rippled with humor and leads
novel tangle at the end that is cleared up with a surprise and a few revolver
Lillian Gish, looking prettier than ever, is bound
to be a hit with feminine
audiei
because of her ridiculous costumes." — New York Sun.
"Film at Strand like Barrie play. 'A Romance of Happy Valley' charms by its n.t
alness and simplicity. It's Griffith in a new vein. It charms and touches you, it is a|[
nine romance and it embodies some of Mr. Griffith's best handiwork." — New York Mot)
Telegraph.
Post.

"One of the best pictures seen at the Strand in a long time."- — New York Eve

New

"Treatment exceptional and the picture much better than the average photopla;;
York Evening Sun.

"Homespun humanity, vivid action, laughable in details and tense in effect. G*
Fawcett reaches a climax in the last scene which is one of the strongest pieces of a
of the screen." — New York Evening Telegram.
"It needed only the announcement of a new photoplay staged by D. W. Griffi
*
crowd the Strand Theatre yesterday at every showing of a 'A Romance of Happy Vs1
Mr. Griffith has succeeded again in displaying his genius. Suspense, thrills and sur
everywhere in the swiftly unfolding tale." — New York World.
"Enter Mr. Griffith again with another photoplay de luxe ! With his rare
standing of human nature and what audiences demand, Mr. Griffith maintains sua
throughout and delivers a well directed and effective punch in the final reel. I recom
A Romance of Happy Valley' as a refreshing and worth-while picture." — Mae
the Chicago Daily Tribune.
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Carl Laemmle leaves for coast ; appoints Tarkington Baker general manager, Universal.
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Chaplin completes two more comedies.
Clara Kimball Young, according to figures in a
law suit, received over $340,000 for nine productions from C.K.Y. Film Corp.
Tuesday

General Pershing to receive print of "Made In
America" to show troops abroad.
I. E. Chadwick, president of F. I. L. M. Club,
plans round-up of film thieves.
Jesse Lasky off for coast.
Albert Capellani announces
ducing company.

Features Reviewed
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Page 7
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World
Page 9
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Page n
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plans of new

pro-

Strong fights on in Iowa, Nebraska and So. Dakota for censorship and Sunday closing.
Wednesday
George Loane Tucker to make series of special
features for Famous Players — Lasky. Director secures most unusual contract from Mayflower Film Corp.
Zane Gray Pictures Co., B. B. Hampton,
ident, to film Gray novels on coast.

pres-

Mary Pickford's second of First National series
will be "Burkses' Army."
Thursday

Paramount-Artcraft plan a number of specials in
which the work of important directors will be
featured.
Censorship Committee, N.A„M.P.L, notifies Oklahoma exhibitors that if proposed censorship
is enacted that they will not ship film into
state.
Friday

Famous Players to star Robert Warwick
"Secret Service."

in

idiJkA
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Mr. Hodkinson to Mr. Mc Adoo.
W.W.

Hodkinson, in an interview expresses

his anxiety for the protection of the exhibitor as
it may or may not be affected by the entrance
into the field of W. G. McAdoo in his affiliation
with the Big Five. As Hodkinson's entire career
in the motion picture industry has been based on
giving a fair deal to the exhibitor, his views in
this connection are more than interesting.
"With the public announcement that William
G. McAdoo has affiliated himself with certain
prominent factors in the motion picture industry," Mr. Hodkinson says, "it is only natural that
some of us who have been in the business since
its inception should take thought upon the possible significance and ultimate influence of his advent as to the industry as a whole.
"Except in a general way, the public does not
know that the motion picture industry today is

ilege of showing his star pictures. If the
ducer were big enough and strong enough
would be easy.

"Because of these facts a number of impoi
exhibitors joined forces about a year ago
formed a powerful organization to meet and 1

the producer on his own ground. The waii
which had been disorganizing the industry
years now became an open struggle. This e?J
itor organization could outbid the producers
a few of the most prominent stars in the sc

world, and this seemed to them the only dj

way to deal the first blow in the fight wit I
fully considering where the move would
them.

"The battle could have resulted only in 01]
two things : either further disorganization o:|
entire film industry and consequent closinj

many picture theaters representing large in]
ments, or an agreement between the two wail

in an exceedingly precarious situation. The producing interests have up to the present been able
to dominate the business. This domination has

factions which in the end must have causec]

been accomplished through consolidation of interests, and has been largely built up around the

forming of a dominant type of organizatioj
control the industry itself.

personalities and abilities of certain actors and
actresses whom, through publicity and other

"This latter possibility naturally frightenetj
stars, who on their part saw the need of unj

means, the producers themselves have helped to
make stars. A few of these stars, as every one

in self-defense for the protection of their
particular interests.
The exhibitor pays I
three times as much for his star pictures 1

knows, have thus achieved a valuable popularity.
"The direct consequence was that some time
ago the producer began to realize he had constructed an engine for his own destruction. The
possession of this or that star helped him to sell
his pictures, but he had to pay the star such a
disproportionate amount of his earnings as a
whole that he was forced to economize heavily
on the rest of the pictures he made.
"To compensate for this the producer evolved
a simple enough scheme. He would exert pressure upon the theater owner or exhibitor to force
him to take his pictures in order to have the priv-

did three years ago, and to get these pictur
all he has to make his audiences sit through
tures of the cheapest sort.
Now the remarli
thing about it is that the burden imposed H
star system is the very thing which has c*
not only the plight of the exhibitors, but als
revolt of the stars themselves.
The latter
joined forces to perpetuate their exorbitant
aries.
And now when Mr. McAdoo comes
the industry to represent the star element
intelligent exhibitor wants to ask him this d
question :

(Continued on page 24)
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Stunning Gowns and Beautiful Star are Main Features of Light
Romance
Corinne Griffith in

"THE GIRL PROBLEM"

Vitagraph
[RECTOR
Kenneth Webb
AJTHOR
Joseph Franklin Poland
;IENARIO BY
Graham Baker
DVMERAMAN
Tom Malloy
f, A WHOLE
Very fair entertainment,
pleasing production of light quality.
^'ORY material for
Not star.
to be taken serously.
Suitable
[ RECTION
Maintains a tone of refinement in all of the scenes.
HOTOGRAPHY
Clear.
[GHTINGS
Give a natural appearance to
the players and sets.
QlMERA WORK
Straight stuff.
5'AR
Beautiful to look at in an assortment of stunning gowns.
afPPORT
. Regular Vitagraph players well
adapted to a story of this character. Walter
McGrail makes a satisfactory leading man.
['TERIORS
Tastefully furnished
EXTERIORS
Answer needs of action
CSTAIL
Always
seems correct.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Wholesome
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4330 feet.
:whether the clothes or the story are the most important
ator in this picture is an open question. My own guess
sthat women folk, at least, will be more impressed by
i stunning display of gowns than by Joseph Franklin
Bland's simple little narrative of literary life as it isn't,
le gowns worn by Corinne Griffith, in the role of a
innikin, and by other sufficiently striking young women,
U the real thing in ornamental apparel. They surely
■See this a well-dressed production, whatever other quali:i; it may, or may not possess.
^.nd Corinne Griffith doesn't have to strain a muscle in
er to become a convincing mannikin. She is always beau:h\ on the screen, but never more so than in the creations
fashion- paraded, before an assemblage of prospective
bpers and one skeptical literary man, Walter McGrail

who has visited the display room in onkr to study the
"flapper" type at close range. He never guesses, of course,
that the "flapper" in question is a model by day and a
writer by night and that she has actually sold her stoi ies
The plot disclosing the manner in which the self-sufficient and smugly superior noveltist is dragged off the pc<|iestal from which he regards inferior womanhood with undisguised condescension, is such a pleasant, ingenuous bit oi
fiction that it would be a shame to speak of it harshly.
No romantic school girl could paint the life story of her
"most adorable" author in more congenial colors, and sinherself would just naturally fit into the role of the pooibeautiful-brainy suit model, destined to open the author's
eyes to the true character of a modern woman.
There's no denying the fact that Walter McGrail, .is
the author, is a first-class intellectual snob. But he enjoys
playing the hero to the beautiful maiden in distress. It
happens this way.
He is standing around registering borodlom at a high
society function when Corinne, looking very radiant in
one of her employer's evening gowns, enters the ball room,
uninvited, but presumably made venturesome by her desire
to get social atmosphere for her next story. The hostess
is all ready to say something awfully mean when McGrail
cuts her short by introducing the girl as his cousin.
Playing the game through, he takes Corinne home to lu'r
disagreeable aunt, who is so incensed at their 3 a. m, arrival that she refuses to admit the young woman into
her respectable flat. Thereupon the writer strikes upon
the happy idea of installing Corinne in his own spacious
mansion where he may use her as a model lor the "flapper" in his next novel.
This begins a merry little house party with the housekeeper as chaperon. While the man writes a biting satire
on women, the girl evens things up by putting into words
all she has learned about men, and it is pleasing to know
that she sells her story, whereas the creator of best sellers
is turned down. Presently, Walter falls in loye, just like
an ordinary man, and drops his society financee in favpr
of the literary mannikin.
In the cast are, Agnes Ayres, William David, Julia
S'wayne Gordon and Frank Kingsley.

H. H. Van Loan
Desires To Announce Some Of His
Picturized Stories
For The Season Of 191S - 1919

"Vive la France! " with - Dorothy Dalton

"New Moon"

Ince - Paramount

«TL1

•1
»
with
Vitagraph

ij- l x t
he Highest
1 rump

"Who

Killed Me?"

-

1 urni
1- Earl
Williams

with

- Norma Talmadge

Joseph Schenck

(/" course of Prod^tion.)

"Monsieur Picard" with - Earl Williams
Astra-Patht Special
vitagraph

(In course of production.)

(/H course of production.)

TfrfrfeiET
Has

Good

Chance

With

Matinee Crowd

Sunday, February, 23, i]

in Neighborhood

Theat<

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Corinne Griffith in

"THE GIRL PROBLEM"
Vitagraph
Vitagraph hit upon a good business geting title in "The
Girl Problem." It is sure to arouse curiosity, which may be
increased by an effective use of pictures of the decidedly
attractive young women who take part in the production.
Don't miss the chance to interest feminine patrons by
showing scenes 01 the models in the display room.
Get
Corinne Griffith in a variety of poses, for her beauty
:- ugh to attract attention in itself. Then work a
jraph of Agnes
Ayres into the combination with

Walter McGrail in the center. Miss Griffith would w\
the third in the trio, with a line including the title of I
picture and the question "Which did he choose?"
You might ask, "Have you solved 'The Girl Proble
Don't be too sure until you have seen Corinne Griff!
or "What is a flapper? Walter McGrail was a nov*
and he thought he knew until he really faced 'The
Problem'." Another angle to hit might be : "Cor:
Griffith is one answer to 'The Girl Problem.' Don'}
too certain that you know all about women until you 1
seen the Vitagraph star in her latest picture."
Because it is clean and wholesome and pleasantly en
taining, this film looks like acceptable material for nd
borhood theaters, especially at matinees.

=^8

"BETTER"

and

"BEST"

UNITED promised you "BETTER PICTURES."
Look at —
The
record-breaking success
of THE
LIGHT
OF
WESTERN STARS, with its capacity audiences and its*
repeats :
The wonderful crowds KITTY GORDON is packing
in with ADELE:
And —
DUSTIN FARNUM'S second United Master-picture
A MAN IN THE OPEN, on which the critics advise you to
'GO THE LIMIT/ because it will make good every claim you
make for it.
You'll admit UNITED'S
than made good.
From " BETTER"

"Better Pictures" have

more

to " BEST" is United's new slogan

UNITED PICTURE THEATRES of AMERICA, Inc.
Branches at
World Film Exchanges

J. A. BERST
President

1600 Broadway
New York
^
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trite Meller Goes Back to the Old Days for Theme and Treatment
Catherine Calvert in

MARRIAGE

FOR

CONVENIENCE"

Keeney Prod. — Sherry Service, Dist.
IECTOR
Sidney Olcott
CHNICAL DIRECTOR
S. M. Unander
1THOR
E. Lloyd Sheldon
INARIO BY
Bennet Musson
fty!ERAMAN
Lawrence Williams
SA WHOLE
Won't do for an audience
of
Ithat is accustomed to the modern style
feature
photoplays;
too artificial to convince.
RY
Trite meller ; fails to reveal anything
new in theme or treatment.
IECTION
Satisfactory enough for a production of this stamp.
EOTOGRAPHY
Varies; most of it sharp.
[IHTINGS
Rather uniform, but generally
give a natural appearance to sets.
ftERA WORK
Passable
r.R
Screens well and should please in a
character offering better opportunities.
J PORT
Adequate, with Blanche Davenport, George Majeroni and Henry Sedley in
most conspicuous roles.
(TERIORS
Answer the purpose
IERIORS
Conventional
B'AIL
Didn't worry them much.
^RACTER OF STORY
Old style meller;
too unconvincing to be harmful.
SGTH OF PRODUCTION .... About 5,000 feet,
he Keeney people are going to make Catherine Cal1 popular star, they will have to find story material
the lines of present day productions than that
-Marriage for Convenience," a meller of the
I, trite in theme and uninspired in treatment,
rt-ee or four years ago, a film of this type would not
rllooked o:it of place, as it does today.
At that time
accustomed
to such exaggerations
and imas ar-1 ~iade the ground-work of E. Lloyd
tor-.
The ;tar is not to be blamed if this
to get over, neither is director Sidney Olcott,
oth did their best under trying conditions.

The production, photographically and in the matter of
settings, is very passable and there is no serious fault to
be found with the acting, but the handicap presented by
an antiquated theme and time-worn situations is too great
to be overcome, whatever the efforts of those concerned
in the presentation.
Just as a matter of statistics, it would be interesting to
know how many times in "pictures of convenience" a young
woman has suffered the loss of her eyesight through an
accident, undergone an operation for which it is difficult
to raise the money, and then recovered her vision at the
crucial moment, when it is time to ring in a climax by
having her recognize the man responsible for her sufferings. Innumerable French and Italian photoplays have
been modeled along these lines, which, fortunately, have
gone out of fashion with the more natural school of
modern American producers.
The first reel opens rather slowly, with the introduction
of numerous characters, among whom Catherine Calvert
and Blanche Davenport, as the daughters of a "poor but
proud" southern family, are the chief figures. Preparing
for what is to happen later, the author drives home the
point that the mother of the two girls is in poor health.
The upstart aristocracy of the neighborhood is anxious
to curry favor with the genuine blue bloods, and the two
girls are constantly pursued by designing suitors. Catherine, however, is in love with one of her own kind, who
happens to be as poor as she is. Her sister turns out to
be foolishly unsophisticated.
At a lawn fete, meeting a man whom she knows
nothing about, she allows herself to be taken to a
notorious inn where she has her first drink. Her escort
is evil enough in appearance to arouse the suspicion of
any normal girl, but his intoxicated friend at an adjoining
table, is even worse. To escape the advances of this man,
Blanche jumps from a window of the inn, suffering a
shock that causes blindness. The shock also kills her
mother, and Catherine determines to devote her life to
avenging the family honor.
It just happens that in order to get the money necessary
to pay for the operation, the elder sister marries the man
responsible for Blanche's condition. Also, it just happens
that the girl recovers her sight and points to the willun
at the climactic moment. Fortunately, he obligingly
shoots himself, leaving the way open for Catherine's marage to her former sweetheart.

HORART HENLEY
(HJ>.DA) Directec
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With so Slide it Through Quietly

Office

Analysis

Calvert in

for the

Exhibitor

that Catherine Calvert is a strong enough star to ass :

"MARRIAGE
FOR
CONVENIENCE"
Keeney Prod. — Sherry Service, Dist.
I can't see any reason why you should take a chance on
hard pressed for
particular^
unless you , are ,r
this film,
.'._,
. ,
. .
.
material.
As I have already stated, the production is not
bad, but the story is by no means the thing to offer an upto-date audience accustomed to the better type of American pictures.
Probably the best chance for the film is in neighborhoods
catering largely to a foreign born clientele, which responds
to mellers of the sensational and unreasonable type. There
is nothing offensive in this, insofar as the handling of the
sex element is concerned, but on the other hand there is

^f^f run this, be careful not to make any rash pj
ises. Just slide it through and aim to build up the . \>
of your program with worth while short stuff— prefers r
Exploit:
a fast comedy and an interesting news issue
star of Marriage For Convenience
as a famous bes >
and make the most 0f her pictures in your display. Ol •
members of the cast can't be counted upon to draw b •
ness.
por catchlines try something like : "Would you mj r
a man you despise in order to save your sister? Cathe: s
Calvert does in 'Marriage For Convenience,'
a stin j
drama of love and sacrifice." Or, "See Catherine Cal' t
in her heart-stirring characterization of a girl who sa I
fices herself for the honor of her family.
You will !

nothing to point to as a drawing quality, unless you feel the beautiful young actress in 'Marriage For Convenient *j

A

PICTURE
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BIG
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GREAT

NORTH

Triangle Presents

HAZEL DALY and MATT MOORE

" "A Wfld Goose Chase "

A PORTRAYAL OF THE NOBLE, THE DARING, THE HEROIC DEEDS OF
A COURAGEOUS WOMAN, TO SAVE THE MAN SHE LOVES. AND
PORTRAYED WITH A REALISM THAT CARRIES CONVICTION.
Clean - - -Stirring- - - Wholesome A ction
:

.

SCHEDULED

FOR EARLY RELEASE

=

Triangle Distributing Corporation
1457 Broadway
You will profit with this btcausm it will phase

NEW

YORK

— MA
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Familiar Plot Developed Along Convenient Lines; Star is Pleasing
abused
things,
during
The

Louise Huff in

"CROOK

OF DREAMS"

World

Oscar Apfei
Erector
AJTHOR
Forest Halsey
SENARIO
George Du Bois Proctor
(VMERAMAN
Alfred Gondolfi
Convenient meller of rather
fl A WHOLE
familiar type, best suited to audiences that
accept what
they see without
bothering
about its plausibility.
g'ORY
Holds the attention if premises on
which it is built do not seem too forced.
IjRECTION
Makes the most of chances to
register dramatic effects.
yOTOGRAPHY
First rate.
UGHTINGS
Generally good without aiming
at anything
exceptional.
dMERA WORK
Straight stuff.
S'AR
Attractive in appearance and acts up
to requirements of ingenue role.
BTPPORT
Most of the players interpret stock
"movie" characters in a conventional way.
BkTERIORS
Few needed
ITERIORS
The usual thing in studio sets.
ISTAIL
Nothing to cause comment.
tlARACTER OF STORY
Harmless.
PNGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet.
(Despite the somewhat forced nature of the plot, this
fin has points in its favor, which should put it across.
xe story possesses an appreciable romantic and heart
Merest appeal in the character of the girl reared in
EJjalor and suddenly elevated to a place of wealth and
tjsition. The theme, in its fundamentals has, of course,
wn used times without number, but probably it will renin among standard photoplay material as long as
Iks like to dream about what they might have been,
events had only shaped themselves a bit differently,
["here is a coating of realism in the early scenes of the
pture, presenting Louise Huff at the mercy of a choice
to of crooks — a realism, that because of its physical imptssiveness may serve to counteract the unlikely subnce on which the story is based.
The three denizens
the underworld are played with a savage intensity by
fopton Green as the girl's brother and Josephine WilIfms and Edward Elkas as the parents.
Being badly

and indicating a nature deserving of better
Louise has no difficulty in winning sympathy
these early sequences of the film.
direction of the scenes in the tenement house

setting brings out the tragedy of the girl's situation to
the full, a condition which is in no way bettered when
the parents are sent to jail and Louise is left to the
mercy of her unscrupulous brother. He sees an opportunity to get some money by passing his sister off as the
long lost daughter of the wealthy Mrs. Waldron, (Virginia Hammond) whose mind is becoming affected by
years of mourning over her missing child.
Much is made of the woman's approaching mental
breakdown in order to justify the attitude of the secretary in permitting her employer to be fooled into believing that Louise is her daughter, accepting a medal
worn by the infant as identification, from this point on,
Louise undergoes a process of development at the hands
of dressmakers and instructors and soon acquires an admirer in the person of Frank Mayo, playing a young
lawyer, whose calculating mother resents the intrusion
of the girl, fearing that she will inherit the fortune
which otherwise, on account of a family relationship,
probably would go to Frank.
Then, of course, there are plenty of other troubles in
store for the girl, who all the while feels consciencestricken because of the deceptive part she is playing. The
secretary, played by Florence Billings, becomes jealous
of Louise's growing importance in the household and
threatens to expose her, and all the while there is the
menace of the good-for-nothing brother, who relies upon
his sister to keep him supplied with money.
As a nition
climax
the girl's
engagement
Mayo, in recogof whichto she
receives
from hertobenefactress
the
family heirloom, a necklace, the brother appears and
nearly gets away with the jewels. Louise threatens to
tell the truth about the whole affair, but is persuaded
from doing so when she is assured that such an exposure
would cause Mrs. Waldron to lose her mind.
Still determined to prevent the marriage with her son,
Kate Lester cooks up a scheme whereby she hopes to
prove that the identification medal is not genuine; but
this plan goes wrong. It remains for Louise to make
a full confession to her fiance, preceding a general assembling of all the characters, including the two crooks
released from jail, which brings about some startling
revelations, the most important being that the misused
little heroine is in reality the daughter of Mrs. Waldron.

Try To Arouse Interest in Louise Huff — Film Should Satisfy
Average Crowd
Box

Office

Analysis

fhis isn't big-time material, but in small houses, cater\ to a crowd that doesn't expect every picture to be
extraordinary production,
it should get by without
(using objections.
If you change your bill every day
i have accustomed your public to program material,
s safe enough to take a chance on "Crook of Dreams."
py to capitalize the popularity of Louise Huff, pointout that in this picture she gives a characterization
ich touches the two extremes.
Most
folks feel a
pathetic interest in a girl of the slums, who through
fault of her own is the victim of brutalizing condis. Some of the stills distributed by World bring
this phase of the story with sufficient emphasis,
n, by way of contrast, show scenes of the star
hed in pretty frocks and living in luxury.

for

the

Exhibitor.

It might help to use the name of Forest Halsey as
the author of the story, directed by Oscar Apfel. Then
Frank Mayo, as Miss Huff's leading man, and other
members of a typical World cast, should signify something to your fans, especially if you have been in the
habit of using the World
program.
The title doesn't mean much, but probably will suggest
the sort of romantic story in which folks like to see a
girlishly appealing little star.
For a catchline say : "Louise Huff rises from th«
gutter to a mansion in 'Crook of Dreams.' She doesn't
even know her own parents. She thought they were
thieves — but — see for yourself. It's a picture of romance
and drama that you can't afford to miss." Or "Do you
believe that dreams come true? They do for little Louise
Huff in her latest picture of romance and adventure,
'Crook

of

Dreams.' "

ArseHRemoved
From Military
Justice Post

of other members of Congress, expressed both privately and in debate,
is of any value as a criterion, Acting
Judge Advocate General Ansell is In
a fair way to win the fight jqt making m
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or more!
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By Theodore M. Knappen

New York Tribune
Washington Bureau
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A Picture So Big Yci
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the Movies
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"The Better 'OleV st;
Old 'Billy is so well kncr
through the millions (j
books
sold, cartoo]
running daily for months in
big newspapers, numerous toi
ing theatrical companies— chai
ing and getting $2 admissi<
that you can put over a cyclonic advcrtis
campaign on him at very small cost. Just

the famous "Old Bill " face and hitch'
theatre's name to it! That can be dom
effectively in "42 lines agate" as with a
page.
And that face will "own" the
anyway!
In the New York Sunday W<
Herald, Times, American, Sun and Tril
(where
the "Strand,
Broadway
and
Street," was the theatre underlined) the
copy we reproduce, stood out over all the H
copy of the big advertisers.
In every one<
these great New York Sunday papers, t
" The Better 'Ole" copy appeared
in t|
Main News and not in the regular amusei
section.
It ran single column, next to rea<
matter, and people started calling up "
Strand"
for reservations right off the
This is a tip to other first run houses who
attractions that have publicity punch —
managers who expect 100 per cent, retui
from their advertising.

At World Film Exchanges Only

—*
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Jlow Movement

AiLY

is Chief Defect in Capably Acted Production.
Shows up Well

Mae Murray in

"THE SCARLET

Universal

SHADOW

DIRECTOR
Robert Leonard
LUTHORS
Lome H. Fontaine and Katherine
Leister Robbins.
ICENARIO BY
Harvey Thew
CAMERAMAN
Allan Siegler
LS A WHOLE
Moves at a slow tempo;
scenes frequently
seem
unnecessarily
protracted; rather pretty production at its best.
TORY
Slight plot for six reels, passable
vehicle for star, although it fails to reveal
novel qualities.
DIRECTION
Allowed action to drag when
the plot became thin.
•HOTOGRAPHY
For the most part good.
IIGHTINGS
Generally satisfactory without
going in for anything unusual.
,IAMERA WORK
Conventional
•TAR
Decidedly pretty in becoming gowns.
her cute mannerisms should take with crowd.
LUPPORT
Frank
Elliot displays dignity
and reserve in his portrayal
of the hero;
Ralph Graves suits character of impetuous
boy: Martha
Mattox
and Clarissa Selwyn
are adequate.
tXTERIORS
A few attractive
country
scenes.
NTERIORS
In atmosphere of the action.
RETAIL bit too apparent
Star's inmake-up
is occasionally a
close-ups.
IHARACTER
OF STORY
Harmless
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5.000 feet.
flPhe chief defect in this production is the draggy ten:ncy of the action.
The scenes move too slowly and
equently are played beyond the time required to put
rer the meaning of the situation.
I don't see any reap phy a couple of thousand feet should not be cut out
film, without the sacrifice of anything vital to the
>ry, or of interest in the performances given by Mae
rray and other members of the cast.
'irector Leonard
cannot be accused of padding the
I with extraneous material ; the fault is rather that of
sifming five minutes in unfolding an incident that could

Stai

be put across in half the time. Because of this too de
ate method an audience may become a trifle impatient and
wish to hurry things along. The story is none too strong
under any circumstances and seems to demand a snappy,
animated treatment.
The principal character, that of a sweet, unsophisl
girl, passing her days in loneliness because of the
sonable severity of the maiden aunt with whom she lives,
is cut according to the familiar patter:-., much
favored
by our young stars. It suits Mae Murray as well
of them.
She possesses good looks in abundance and has
a charm of mariner that always makes her an inte.
figure on the screen.
Her equipment as an actre?
suffices for the not very taxing requirements of the role.
You may count upon most of your folks being at:
by the cute mannerisms and wistful expressions 01 the
little star; also they probably will be interested ii
eral of the other characters, which are generall
drawrn.
Willard Louis, playing a wealthy vulgaria:
pursues Mae with his unwelcome attentions, is expected
to supply most of the laughs.
He is moderately successful, but in the comedy sequences, as in other parts
picture, there is a tendency to prolong incidents fo
their real worth.
The plot may be accepted without too close scrutiny
for some of its fundamentals will hardly bear a:
We may concede the existence of a character s
that of the puritanical aunt played by Martha Mattox,
but it is hard to credit the lengths to which her I
goes. "The Scarlet Shadow" hanging over Mae is
1II3
a myth. Her mother had done nothing more serioi shock her spinster sister by marrying the seconC
but this is made the foundation for the suspicion:
which Mae is regarded.
Always expecting that the girl will reveal vicious
inherited from her mother, the aunt keeps her in
sion on a country estate. Then comes a chance ir
with Ralph Graves and the situation bringing abc
discovery of the youth in Mae's room, both being t
innocent, of course. But, unreasonable as it may
the aunt insists that the girl has been compromise
that the pair must be married the following morning.
Then Frank Elliot, the boy's uncle comes to the rescue
by preventing the marriage and taking Mae to hi;
home when the doors of the aunt's house are closed :
her.
Needless to say, she marries neither the bo;
the fat broker, but in due time becomes the wife of ihe
man whom she has learned to rely

Not Much to Justify Exploiting This as a Special
Box

Office

Analysis for the

k reels is a good deal of footage for a picture of
type. If you are in the habit of arranging your pro1 on the basis of a five reel feature and a few short
:cts, you may not feel like changing your customary
. of doing things to make a place for this production.
id quite frankly, I can't see that it should cause the up':ing of your usual routine.
Tou
justified in making
this wouldn't
as an be
extraordinary
feature, aso special
there splurge
is no
tarent reason why you should go out of your way to
it unless you have
found
from
past experience
it Mae Murray is a big favorite in your community. If
|ie has drawn good business in previous pictures, there is
•ound for believing that she can pull this through.
At

Exhibitor.

all events, she is the outstanding point in its favor
a box office angle.
"The Scarlet Shadow" may be taken to indicate a
serious subject than is developed here; but probably
prove a fairly effective title in connection with the
of Mae Murray. Use the star's portraits in your lob
aim to cover both the dramatic and comedy angles
story in your selection of stills.
Possible catchlines : "Innocent and friendless, she
under 'The Scarlet Shadow' of suspicion. See the
tiful Mae Murray in her most appealing characterize
Or "Do you know what it is to have light and la
crushed out of life by 'The Scarlet Shadow' of susr
Don't miss Mae Murray's picture of smiles and tears. '

DAILY

Sunday,

Tfcfr*^
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To First Run Exhibitor
By Carl Laemmle, President of the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company
HE only reason why you ought
to book Jewel productions and
Universal Special Attractions
is because they will make money for
you. They are money-making pictures. Ifthey were not good, they
would not be money-makers.
If they fell short of what your audience
requires, they would not be moneymakers in the long run.
If they cost you all your profits, cither in rental
or presentation expense, they would not be moneymakers.

A year ago you were star-mad.
Six months ago you were star-mad.
To-day you are rinding that your
star-craze is not getting you the big
money that it once did. So you're
beginning to look for pictures based on
good stories, well directed, well acted,
satisfying. You're getting down to business— and in.
that's exactly the point where
we come

Many of you have never run Jewels or Universal
Special Attractions. You've heard from various
sources that "The Universal has shown greater improvement inquality than any concern in the picture
business during the past year," but you have not

taken the trouble to look into it. We have had to get along
without you. The smaller theatres had to lead the way. The
smaller theatres had to discover that Jewels and Universal
Special Attractions made more NET PROFIT for them than
anything they had ever used.

It is a incommon
sayingtowns
that "the
theatres
the smaller
take

their while
cue from
the respects
bigger fellows."
And
in some
this may
be true, I have found that you firstrun fellows plodded along in youi
star-mad course until the smaller
houses played the Christopher Columbus act and "discovered" that the
Universal
ahead'
of all theproduct
others has
in leaped
quality
oi
ENTERTAINMENT
VALUE
AND NET PROFITS TO THE
EXHIBITORS.

Every week it grows harder for you
to make money by the mere exploitation
of stars. You know it, but you haven'l
done anything about it. You have tci
spend more and more on advertising and
presentation, because the magic charm
of a star's
weaker
and name
weaker.has gradually become |
You want,

AND

YOU

MUST

HAVE

money-making
pictures.
To be money-makers foi'
you, they must combine high quality, reliability and
reasonable cost all in one.
The remedy is right near
you. Any Universal or Jewel exchange can supply it,

The talk of the trade right nowi
is the amazing improvement in Jewels
and Universal Special Attractions.!
Where there's smoke, there's bound
to
be fire.ofIf SPENDING
you're getting coldALL
feel'
because
YOUR PROFITS, come up to the;
fire and warm up a bit !

■U&ijf
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/ivacious Star Registers Well in Light and Entertaining Comedy
May Allison in

"PEGGY

DOES

HER
Metro.

DARNDEST"

George D. Baker
[IRECTOR
ERSONAL SUPERVISION OF .. Maxwell Karger
Royal Brown
UTHOR
George D. Baker
CENARIO BY
Fildew
William
lAMERAMAN
S A WHOLE
Bright comedy played with
spirit; may be relied upon to please most
audiences.
jf ORY
Adaptation of story which appeared
in Red
Book
Magazine;
improbable but
amusing.
;IRECTION
Gives animation to scenes and
affords the star plenty of chance to score.
First class
irIOTOGRAPHY
good efSome particularly
...'...
[GHTINGS
the attempted
showing
fects in sequences
robbery of a house at night; well modulated
on players.
1AMERA WORK
Long shots of picturesque
estate effective; angles on interiors sufficiently varied.
AR
Charming and vivacious; shows steady
improvement as an actress.
PPORT
Robert Ellis doesn't have a great
deal to do as the leading man; Rosemary
Theby well cast as May Allison's elder sister; Frank Currier and others suit roles.
TERIORS
Many of them very fine
TERIORS
Tastefully furnished to represent a home of wealth.
ISTAIL
Some
effective humorous
bits;
sub-titles kept in comedy vein.
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Particularly
adapted to matinee audience.
BNGTH OF PRODUCTION .... About 4,800 feet.
May Allison certainly is developing. She has charm,
f|th and vivacity to begin with, and supplementing these
ifural qualities, she is broadening her technical scope
km screen actress. Folks will like her in this and won't
Mpothered by the frothiness of the story, which is exiwagant comedy fiction all through. It holds, however,
bpely on account of the personality of the star and the

performances of her capable supporting company, in a
production tastefully presented by Lreorge D. Baker.
As in all comedies of this nature, an audience need not
question too closely into the whys and wherefores of what
happens. It should be taken in the spirit in which it is
written and played, one of youthful good humor, untouched by weighty problems.
They lead off v.ith an unusual sequence well calculated
to catch the attention. May has apoeared in many roles
and many costumes, but probably this is the first time
that she has donned a boy's gymnasium outfit and indulged
in pugilistic and jiu jitsu training under the guidance of
an athletic youth. These scenes are played on the la-.vn
of the estate occupied by the family in which May is the
youngest sister.
There is good comedy in her three-round boxing bout
and in the scenes indicating the horror of the conservative mother and the primly cattish sister, Rosemary Theby,
when, accompanied by Robert Ellis, a young Englishman, they encounter the tomboy daughter in her unconventional attire. Along in the first reel, it is explained
that Ellis has come to this country to deliver a valuable
gem to May's father, a wealthy diamond merchant.
Each of the girls sets her cap for the handsome young
Englishman, although in quite different ways. For the
purposes of the story, May is supposed to have received
a diploma as a graduate detective and they devote quite
a bit of film, more than seems necessary, in fact, to showing the young woman masquerading in various costumes.
Some of this is a bit too childish, even for a light comedy.
Meanwhile, Frank Currier, the father, has engaged a
genuine detective to occupy the place of butler that he may
guard the jewel which is placed in the library safe. In
the course of her masquerading escapades, May, dressed
as a housemaid, meets a thief, who plans to win her
confidence, thereby gaining an entrance to the house that
he may steal the gem.
The girl lets him in, but of course she is in no way
fooled as to the true motive of his visit. On the night
of the attempted burglary, the detective is peacefully
sleeping, as are the other members of the family except
May, who with unruffled poise and profiting by her knowledge of jiu jitsu, floors the burglar and keeps him captive until the startled members of the household arrive.
After such a manifestation of courage, the elder sister
no longer has a chance with Robert Ellis.

re To Go With Matinee Crowd. Give May Allison Plenty of Boosting
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
rst of all, this is a good picture for a matinee crowd
eighborhood houses catering largely to women and
ren. Many of your women folk probably will term
"cute" story and they are sure to like May Allison
er interpretation of the ultra-modern and resourceful
dyou
be have
wise
production,
>ung women
attitude.

ato girls'
school
in yourof neighborhood,
call the
attention
the students toit
for there is plenty in it to give satisfaction
who are drawing away from the clinging

sure to get pictures of May Allison sparring with
mgilist, and (thers showing her pulling off some jiu

jitsu stunt, such as that in which, without seeming effort,
she throws the burglar over her head. These scenes, in
themselves, are good for laughs and they give an idea
of the character of the film.
"Peggy
Does Herwith
Darndest"
strong advertising
title
in connection
the sort isof a illustrations
I have
mentioned. It also may be worked into various catchlines such as : " 'Peggy Does Her Darndest,' but still
her big sister walks off with all the beaux. Then things
begin to happen and the tables are turned in May Allison's newest and most amusing comedy." Another one :
"What do you suppose happens when 'Peggy Does Her
Darndest'? Prepare for a lot of surprises when you see
May Allison in her latest and best Metro picture."

ALICE
BRADY
brilliantly portrays a pleasureseeking young American girl
in her latest Select Picture.

. "THE WORLD
TO LIVE IN"
By W. Carey Wonderly
Scenario by Margaret Turnbuil

Directed by Charles Maigne
" There is a wholesomeness about Alice Brady and
a fresh young beauty that make her a most attractive
picture, whatever be the particular rolesheisessaying'

>AIL.Y
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5tar Gives Admirable

Portrayal in Dual Role.

Bessie Barriscale in

"A TRICK OF FATE"
B. B. Features, Prod. — Exhibitors-Mutual Dist.
HRECTOR
Howard Hickman
AUTHOR
N. B. Hadie
iCENARIO BY
Fred Myton
AMERAMA?J
Not credited
lS A WHOUS
Decidedly interesting picture
filled with varied incidents well presented by
star and supporting company.
TORY
Gives star a dual role in sharply
contrasted characters; is reasonably developed, granting the premises.
HRECTION
Secures good effects in Paris
resort scenes, also in sequences revealing
Bessie Barriscale as a popular dancer.
HOTOGRAPHY
First rate all through
IGHTINGS
Well modulated to give variety
and artistic tone to settings.
AMERA WORK
Very good
TAR
Has a role with plenty of opportunities, which she handles effectively.
UPPORT
, . Alfred Whitman portrays clean
cut hero; George Fields and Joe Swickard
among others who contribute acceptable performances.
XTERIORS
Not used to any great extent
INTERIORS
Up to requirements
ETAIL
Enough to give a tone of reality
to most of the scenes.
PARACTER OF STORY
Exciting fiction
without objectionable qualities.
NGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet.
Vhether this is considered as a well devised starring
icle for Bessie Barriscale, or merely as an attentionJing photoplay drama, it measures up to requirements.
star certainly has a wealth of opportunity in the two
(iracters whose fates become
so strangely mixed, and
i each role she gives a portrayal designed to mark the
tterences in the natures of the two women.
I go serious fault need be found with the story because it
ijnot built along probable lines, for at least a semblance
■eality is maintained.
The plot is replete with situations

Story Holds Attention

of the kind that go to make popular fiction, in film form
ai well as in printed narrative. Then there arc certain unexpected twists which will not be anticipated by your
audience, even though the main point of the story is revealed early in the picture.
Hiss Barriscale is first met as the daughter of an impoverished southern aristocrat. Some quite charming
scenes present the young woman as a dancing teacher with
a number of cute youngsters for her pupils. Presently,
the father dies, leaving a debt of five thousand dollars,
which Bessie, for the honor of the family, feels that she
must pay. Realizing the impossibility of earning such an
amount in the southern town, she goes to New York
determined to make her way, while her fiance, Alfred Whitman, a civil engineer, is seeking wealth in South America.
Suddenly they switch to Bessie Barriscale as a dancer in
a Paris Apache resort. This young woman is as tempestuous as the pretty southern girl is mild. Her lover is a
typical habitue of the Paris underworld, who claims her
as his property and resents the offer of a New York engagement made to Bessie by a theatrical manager.
The chance for gain appeals to the dancer, howver,
and soon we find her a reigning favorite on the New York
stage, surrounded by admirers and giving free play to her
temper, much to the annoyance of her manager. The star
appears to distinct advantage in becoming ballet costumes
and dances with contagious spirit.
Meanwhile Bessie, as the southern girl, is facing all
sorts of hardships in New York. The dancer is killed by
her Apache lover who has followed her to America, and
on this very day, the manager happens to meet her double,
who is persuaded, in return for five thousand dollars with
which she may clear up the family obligations, to impersonate the Parisienne. The agreement stipulates that
she shall tell no one of the deception.
Naturally, this leads to all sorts of complications, especially when Alfred Whitman returns from South America and finds his fiance, who is forced to deny her identity.
Through a quite cleverly arranged sequence, the truth is
revealed bit by bit, and Bessie is accused of having murdered the dancer that she might occupy her place. Whitman heroically pleads guilty of the crime, and it remains
for Bessie to go to Paris and exact a full confession from
the Apache lover.

Be Liberal With Pictures of Miss Barriscale in Ballet Costume
Box

Office

Analysis

here is enough out of the ordinary in this story to
I k it a first rate attraction for any crowd that responds
I exciting fiction. The fact that the plot is cleverly de», rather than lifelike, doesn't matter a great deal, bethe interest is successfully held and the whole thing
up as a good yarn.
addition to the story as a whole, there are enough
s, which, individually, will strike your folks as being
if the ordinary.
Those showing Bessie Barriscale as
cer, first in the Paris resort and then on the New York
are certain to attract, and I would make a feature
em in your exploitation.
will find that much of the pictorial matter issued

for the

Exhibitor

in connection with this film shows Miss Barriscale in her
decidedly fetching dancing costume. . Make these pictures
the center of interest in your lobby and don't be bashful
about suggesting to your folks that the star is worth
looking at when she appears in tights.
In speaking of Miss Barriscale's impersonation in a dual
role, promise that it is one of the most interesting performances she has given, and try to suggest the contrast
by using side by side, two pictures, one of the demure
southern girl, the other of the reckless dancer, with a line
to the effect that Miss Barriscale is both. Your publicity
should be designed to drive home the fact that this is an
exciting story with quite a bit of Paris atmosphere.

A Riot in Milwauke
Compelled to call the Police
the Stlerriu clhecdre-

METRO

PICTURES

CORPORAT

TaJiJfaz?
Farcical Situations Will Get Laughs in Story of Uneven Merit
Hale Hamilton in

"JOHNNY-ON-THE-SPOT"
Metro
IDIRECTOR
Harry
L. Franklin
SUPERVISED
BY
Maxwell Karger
AUTHOR
Shannon Fife
SCENARIO
BY
June Mathis
CAMERM AN
Arthur Martinelli
AS A WHOLE
Offers a mixture of farcecomedy and melodrama; last reels, on account of their swift movement, most likely
to find favor with crowd.
STORY
Holds fairly well, although some of
the developments
seem
rather forced.
DIRECTION
At its best in working action
up to a fast pace.
PHOTOGRAPHY
First rate
LIGHTINGS
Mostly well judged
CAMERA WORK
Nothing exceptional required.
>TAR
Registers in humorous scenes; has genial personality that will win friends.
SUPPORT
Louise Lovely good to look at as
the heroine; others in cast, including Philo
McCullough, Ruth Orlamond and E. N.
Wallack, suffice.
EXTERIORS
Up to requirements
NTERIORS
Conventional
DETAIL
Some good bits likely to get a laugh.
PHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing offensive.
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION .... About 5,000 feet.
Considered in its entirety, and in view of the diffiulties presenting themselves when it comes to finding
creen material adapted to the personality of Hale
[amilton. "Johnny-On-The-Spot is an acceptable
tory, although it lacks the unity of impression left
>y a production in which the plot is more closely tied
:ogether through a series of situations leading to a
lefinite conclusion.
The conclusion is merely the inevitable one, that
Hamilton gets the girl, and preparatory to this we have
varied assortment of sequences, more or less closely
slated to the story, and running the gamut, all the
vay from character comedy, through broad farce and
lading in melodrama with farcical trimmings, not far
•emoved from the slapstick style.
(Neither in appearance nor manner is Hamilton the
nventional type of picture hero, whether the medium
comedy or drama. He seems to belong just where
; has been placed on the stage, in characters depictg the glib, good-natured,
shrewd, American
business

man. He personifies the happy-go-lucky sort of person associated in the public mind with successful salesmanship. His smile is winning and he radiates a
whole-hearted frankness, which is certain to arouse a
sympathetic friendliness if he is permitted to use his
natural abilities to the full.
This film leads off in a way that indicates a character comedy, such as Hamilton is peculiarly qualified
to play; but after a time they slide into melodramatic
farce calculated to please a fan crowd, but not especially well adapted to reveal the star at his best.
For instance, the situation near the finish, when Hamilton rides a considerable distance in an automobile,
believing that the veiled woman seated next to him
is the girl he intends marrying, is beyond the bounds
of anything except unbridled farce.
Then, too, we have scenes such as that in which
a country parson is bound in tire chains and left by
the roadside in order that he may not "skid into difficulties" ;and the one showing Hamilton, disguised by
a fake mustache, fooling a number of people, his
sweetheart among them, into the belief that he is a
mony.
visiting minister come to officiate at a marriage cereAll this is effective enough in its way, but it hardly
harmonizes with the promise of the first reel, introducing Hamilton as a would-be author, whose wealthy
father declines to unloosen the family purse strings
until the youth has earned $5,000 through his own efforts. Between fights with his landlady over the board
bill, Hamilton pounds out chapters of his masterpiece, "Taking it Easy, or Everything Comes to Him
Who
Waits."
Across
the hall is Louise Lovely, also an aspiring,
but entirely "unarrived" literary genius. She, too, is
in bad with the landlady and is allowed to retain her
room only because of her fellow boarder's thoughtfulness in slipping $10 into her purse. This part of the
story is made quite human with occasional bits of
pathos.
But soon they bring on the familiar plot complications to the detriment of the human quality. Louise
will inherit a fortune if she marries within a stated
period, but the executor of the estate can't locate her.
The secretary of a renowned author, impersonating
his employer and co-operating with a lawyer's clerk
who knows the stipulations of the will, schemes to
marry the girl and get the fortune. Meanwhile Hamilton is earning a livelihood by traveling with a
medicine show. He learns about what is going on
just in time to save Louise from being hopelessly trapped.

Won't Disappoint
if Your Crowd is Not Over Critical
Box Office analysis for the Exhibitor.
It is quite possible that this production
will be favbly received on account of the farcical situations,
hich are generally
good in themselves and played
th spirit. In the ordinary run of a week's output,
lohnny-On-The-Spot" impresses me as being slighter above the average in entertainment value.
1 How far Hale Hamilton will come through as a
tawing card, rests largely upon his record in your
bmmunity. Up to the present time, he is much bet|r known on the stage than on the screen, a condilon that I would bear in mind in seeking patronage.
J he has visited your legitimate theater during road tours,
J would refer specifically to his appearance, mentionllg the name of the play. Speak of him as a renowned
|»ge comedian, who is equally amusing in pictures.
The name of Louise Lovely is familiar enough to

well informed fans to warrant your playing it up, along
with pictures of the pretty little actress and the star.
The most humorous scenes for pictorial treatment are
those of Hamilton in his ludicrous get-up as a pullerin for the medicine show. In fact, I think it might
be good business to feature this part of the picture,
using such catchlines as: "If you want to see a real
old-time medicine show in operation, don't miss 'JohhnyOn-The-Spot,' starring Hale Hamilton."
Other possible catchlines are: "Whatever happens,
don't fail to see Hale Hamilton in 'Johnny-On-The-Spot,'
a comedy of laughs and surprises," or "Hale Hamilton
writes a book 'Taking it Easy, or Everything Comes to
Him Who Waits,' but he turns out to be 'Johnny-On-The
Spot' when it comes to a show-down."
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Latest Ince Special is a Real Thriller With Plenty of Novel Situations
Henry Walthall in

"THE FALSE

FACES"

Paramount-Artcraft Special.
DIRECTOR
Irvin V. Willat
SUPERVISED BY
Thomas H. Ince
AUTHOR
Louis Joseph Vance
CAMERAMAN
Irvin V. Willat
AS A WHOLE
Compelling melodrama admirably produced; stands out as a picture of
genuine special calibre.
STORY
Adaptation of popular serial which
appeared in the Saturday Evening Post;
offers plot of many complications suitable to
screen oresentation.
DIRECTION
Responsible
for numerous
thrills in registering full force of dramatic
climaxes
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Heighten the atmosphere of
suspense and mystery in many scenes; well
modulated all through.
CAMERA WORK
.... Difficult shots successfully accomplished, particularly in scenes on
ocean liner and submarine.
STAR
Acts with convincing intensity.
SUPPORT
Lon Chaney gives forceful portrayal of brutal Hun; others suffice. ,
EXTERIORS
Water scenes especially good
INTERIORS
Where action transpires on
shipboard, the surroundings look like the
genuine thing.
DETAIL
Lots of incidental bits of action
that contribute materially to the power of
the melodramatic situations.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to offend
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,040 feet.
Picture fans are pretty well fed up on war and spy
melodramas; but that's not going to make one atom
of difference in the reception awaiting this Ince production. It's a sure 'nuff thriller from beginning to
end, with a mystery plot that introduces a succession
of surprises and a lot of situations that will get any
crowd by reason of their novelty and dramatic strength^-^You hear about pictures that stir an audience into
applauding the triumphs of the hero, but you don't
often encounter them. This is an exception. Try it
on your fans and see if it doesn't get them goins:.
It did at the first screening in a Broadway theater;
so much so, that the punch climaxes were greeted with
liberal applause, which is proof enough that Ince has
put real stuff into the production.
One incident in particular stands out as something
novel in picture stunts, startling in itself and effectively

worked into a gripping part of the story. Walthall,
piaying The Lone Wolf has been thrown from the dec*
of a ship by his mortal enemy, Lon Chaney, in the
character of Karl Eckstrom. He has expended all ot
his strength
in keeping
when a part
submarine
emerges,
lifting
him on afloat
the forward
of the slowly'
deck.
This difficult scene is so skillfully manoeuvered that no
one is going to dispute its reality.
Near the close of the film there is another capital
bit of \\ cr:;, so swiftly and adroitly executed that an
audience is taken completely by surprise. Trapped in
a house occupied by German spies, Walthall, after the
severest sort of a fight, knocks Chaney unconscious,
and using soot for make-up, ■ quickly disguises his
enemy so that he is not recognized by his confederates
when they enter the room. He is shot by the gang of
excited Germans while Walthall is escaping with
Mary anceAnderson,
girl he has aided in the performof her secret'hemission.
For a start of) they have some war stuff, showing
how The Lone Wolf crawls through the mud of No
Man's Land to the French trenches, carrying information of value to the allies. His great purpose in life
is to kill the Hun, Eckstrom, who, in Belgium, was
responsible for the brutal murder of his sister and her
child. To carry on his secret service activities, Waltiiall
wants to get to America and through the assistance of
the French commander secures passage on a ship
which turns out to be a veritable hornet's nc«t of Huns. '
Eckstrom is on board, also a mysterious young English
woman, Mary Anderson, and a wounded English officer. Much of the action revolves around efforts of
the German agents to get a small cylinder in the pos- ,
session of the girl and supposed_to contain a message;';
of great import to the English secret service in this ;
country.
The Lone Wolf, taken partially into Mary's «
confidence,
becomes
a vital factor in the plots and I
counterplots.
Then the ship is torpedoed and Walthall i
continues his adventures on the submarine which so a
unexpectedly saves him.
The manner in which he effects the sinking of the '
U-boat forms another exciting sequence, and equally fl
stirririig are the events following the arrival of all ot-<]
the characters in New York. A clever development off
the scenario, which never allows too much of the plot A
to be divulged in advance, is largely responsible fovjj
the suspense being maintained at all points of the*
story. Walthall gives a truly artistic interpretation of 1
The Lone Wolf, while Lon Chaney is the personifica-,1
tion of villainy as Eckstrom. Others in the cast are ■
Milton Ross, Thornton Edwards, William Bowman and I
Carry McGarry.

Worth Booking For a Run of Ssveral Days.
Box

Office Analysis

Get this for a special run and don't worry about not
realizing a full return on your investment, for unless I
miss my guess entirely and unless a New York crowd
is different from the fans in your community, Tom
Ince has given the Paramount-Artcraft people the
kind of a melodrama that the public will talk about.
It's up to you to make the most of this word of
mouth advertising by keeping the film for at least
two or three days. Try to get something beyond the
perfunctory newspaper comments by increasing your
advertising space and sending a special invitation to
dramatic reviewers to cover the show. If you can persuade them to see the picture and have fixed things
right with the business departments of the publications, there is a chance of getting some mighty helpful
write-ups.

for the

Is Sure to Saiisfy

Exhibitor

There's
plenty to work with in y mr exploitation.i|
Make it plain that
you production,
have a Thomas
H. Ince
mount-Artcraft
special
so that
your Para'
folh
won't class this along with program releases.
The
identify the story, referring to it as an adaptation
the famous Louis Joseph Vance serial published in the
Saturday Evening Post.
Practically all readers of this
publication
and many
others, as well, are familia
with the character of The Lone Wolf, which you ar
safe in stating is extremely well visualized by Henry B.l
Wathall.
In a case like this you might write a personal I
guarantee signed by yourself as manager, to the effect]
that "The False Faces," coming to your theater on I
such and such a date, is one of the most thrilling!
melodramas you have ever seen. This sort of boosting!
is apt to be effective if you don't try it too often.

anday,

tM%

I■> bruary, 23, 1919.
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Starts Slow But Works up Interest Through Several Effective
Situations
William Desmond

"THE

PRODIGAL

in

LIAR"

J. D. Hampton Prod. — Exhibitors Mutual Dist.
DIRECTOR
Thomas N. Heffron
AUTHOR
George Elwood Jenks
SCENARIO BY
George Elwood Jenks
CAMERAMAN
Not Credited
4S A WHOLE
Starts slowly, but works up
into first rate entertainment with fair comedy elements.
JTORY
At its best in the introduction of
one or two unusual
situations; basic plot
theme is trivial
DIRECTION
Shows appreciation of dramatic and comedy values in the story.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Sharp all through
TGHTINGS
Nothing exceptional.
pAMERA WORK
Long shots of picturesque western country very fine; altogether
expert handling of out-of-door scenes.
STAR
Will satisfy those who have responded to his genial personality in other productions; he is not called upon to do anything
out of the ordinary.
UPPORT
Betty
Compson
is distinctly
engaging in the role of an eastern girl who
goes west in search of adventure; others
fulfill requirements.
1XTERIORS
Mountain and valley scenes,
used all through the picture, contribute
much to its atmosphere.
NTERIORS
The usual thing for a Western
film.
>ETAIL
Settings, costumes and action in
harmony with the story.
HARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to offend.
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION .... About 4,800 feet.
About one reel and a half is consumed in getting
is story planted, after which the picture takes a
ecidcd turn for the better. The plot material is
ight enough, all through, in fact almost childish at
bes, but there is enough novelty in the situations
id appeal in the performances of William Desmond

HI"

and

BcUy Compson to make the production consistently diverting after the unpromising beginning.
It is the treatment rather than the plot that accounts for the commendable qualities in this film.
The incidents likely to catch the attention of an audience may not occupy a dominant place in the progress
of the jtory, but by reason of their freshness they
serve to cairy the picture over its doubtful moments.
Without such novel touches there would be little besides a flabby western romance, strengthened to some
degree by the always capable acting of Desmond.
In point of effectiveness through screen interpretation, the best idea the author reveals in "The Prodigal Liar" is that developed at the time Betty corners
Desmond in a manner which forces him to plead
guilty to leading a double life — one, that of a bandit
hounded by the law-abiding cattle men, the other that
of a decently amiable citizen.
A blow on the head is supposed to have caused this
criminal streak, which really doesn't exist, and Betty's
uncle, knowing all about the game which Desmond is
playing merely to give the girl a taste of real western
deviltry, furthers the joke by explaining how another
severe blow might restore the man's normal mentality. They work this up into a situation containing
both comedy and suspense, prior to Betty's knocking
the supposed outlaw senseless, just at the time the
real bandit, whom he is impersonating, is watching
proceedings from behind a shelter of bushes.
The other most effective incident, also in the last
part of the film, concerns Desmond's capture of the
desperado who has run off with the girl. Having been
relieved of his pistols, he sneaks up behind the outlaw, who threatens to kill Betty unless a posse at the
foot of the hill withdraws^ and presses a signet ring
against the back of the man's neck, startling him into
the belief that it is the point of a gun. Then bits
of western meller are presented in a way that gets an
audience.
There is no need to go into the details of the plot,
which is quite trivial. Satisfactory performances are
provided by Louis Morrison, Walter Perry andl Frank
-Manning.

~
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Let Your Gang Know That This Contains Comedy in Addition to
Western Stuff
Box
William Desmond

Office

Analysis for the

in

"THE PRODIGAL LIAR"
J. D. Hampton Prod. — Exhibitors Mutual Dist.
William Desmond has not always been fortunate
in his material, but through a long career, during which
he has played nearly every conceivable type of character, he has acquired a reputation which surely means
something at the box office.
If you have ever accustomed your folks to the Triangle program, they will certainly have favorable recollections ofthis star. On the strength of his reputation, especially in small towns where the well
known screen players are apt to signify as much,
and frequently more than stage stars, I see no reason
why this production
should not fulfill requirements.

Exhibitor.

There is no indication that good western slori
enhanced by beautiful scenery such as is found he
are not in demand. Then there is a comedy vwhich lifts it out of the class of old-fashioned, deao.
serious western meller. It would be wise to call atte
tion to the comedy aspects of the picture, hecau
people who merely look at the stills and read the ti
are
mood.likely to conclude that it is all done in a tra:
A catchline might read: "Look for romance in t
wild and lawless west and what do you find? W1
Ham Desmond becomes 'The Prodigal Liar" in on;
to fulfill the dreams of a romantic eastern girl
this picture of comedy and adventure." Proba!
most of your folks den't know Betty Compson, I
I'd use her name just the same, for they're certain
like her in this.

Attention- -State Rights Buyers

"FRUITS OF
PASSION"
Written and directed by GEORGE

RIDGWELL

; Scenario by L. CASE

RUSSELL

featuring

ALICE and :: ::
FRANCES MANN
Supported by a strong cast, including J. de Varny,
Colin Campbell, Donald Hall, John L. Russell,
Harry Fischer and Charles Robbins. Afive-reel drama
that oflers the territorial buyer big money-making
opportunities.

McCLURE
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PRODUCTIONS,
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Star Fights His Way

Through Meller of Usual Type.

William Farnum in

"THE MAN

HUNTER"

Fox.

IIRECTOR
Frank Lloyd
iUTHOR
Frank Lloyd
AMERAMAN
Billy Foster
£ A WHOLE
Meller of the lurid type, has
tome striking passages.
rORY
Motivation is not convincing, but
incidents are strung together in a way that
gives star plenty of chance to act.
2RECTION
Works up action on board
s'nk.ng ship to high pitch of excitement.Varies
fcOTOGRAPHY
(GHTINGS
Some effects skillfully arranged
AMERA WORK
Good
f"AR
usual
displaysexpect.
all the physical vitalityHisthat
his self;
admirers
IjJPPORT hercine.
Louise
Lovely
makes pretty
&TERIORS
Scenes on rocky coast attractive.
JTERIORS
Conventional
RETAIL
Louise Lovely's gown changes between the time she goes down with sinking
ship and is dragged
to shore; vessel is
called the Asia, while the life preservers are
labelled New York.
ARACTER OF STORY
Harmless
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet.
ody expects William Farnum to fight his way
ough a picture, but even so it is well to give him
dmething- that justifies a life and death issue.
It is
c thing for a man to tight over a woman
or for
rvation, but it seems a bit strange to find
ly normal person becoming a near-maniac,
the hatred incurred by an enemy who has
:rcly swindled him.
tt strikes me that Frank Lloyd would have increased
: Strength of his story if he had supplied a sound
)tive for the undying hatred of "The Man Hunter,"
lo pursres his prey from country to country and conlent to continent, with all the ferocity of a savage.

Let Your Folks Know

AILV

But the production is effective enough in a melodramatic way, it one accepts the premises on which it
is based, and enjoys meller replete with physical combat, supplemented by some sensational sequences in
connection with a shipwreck. This part of the picture
is worked up to a really high pitch of excitement, In
showing the passengers on the deck of the sinking
ship being swept back and forth in a tropical storm.
Apparently, only three are saved, William Farnum,
who lias become a stowaway on the vessel, in order
to get an opportunity to murder the man who has
wronged him, Louise Lovely, the daughter of a
wealthy New York oil magnate, who is making a tour
around the world, and the man whom Farnum has
sworn to kill. These three, washed ashore on a
deserted island, proceed, after the manner of all picture
folk in a like predicament, .to live a (baok-to-nature
sort of existence, until the rescue party arrives.
But it so happens that at the very hour the crew
of a pas ing ship nctes the distress signals and prepares to take the stranded trio back to civilization,
Farnum's enemy becomes over ardent in his expression of love for Louise, whereupon "The Man Hunter"
topples him over a cliff. With the villain permanently
out of the way, Farnum and Louise are returned to
New York where it develops that the wanderer is in
reality the owner of a block of stock in oil property
being exploited by the girl's father.
Opening passages of the picture, laid in England,
show how Farnum is sent to jail for assaulting the
man who has defrauded him, how he nurses his hatred
until it becomes an obsession, how he gets to New
York, where, employed as a stevedore, he sees his
enemy boarding a vessel bound for the tropics ard how he
sneaks into the hold and is carried to sea as a stowaway.

Farnum is almost starved to death during the trip,
then he is put in irons for assaulting his victim, and
is released only when the captain realizes that the
ship is doomed and that the prisoner might as well be
given a chance to save himself. The storm is realistically presented, but it would be equally effective if the
shots showing a boat flounderirig on the rocks were
eliminated.

That it is a Typical Farnum

Film.

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
[Post audiences know what to expect in a William
itnum picture and if they are looking for fights, as
II probably are, they are not going to be disaplited in this production. I should say that for a
lical meller loving crowd, it is a first rate film, likely
tciold the attention throughout.
lit your patrons know
that it is a virile fighting
I pre from the first to last, and that it gives their
•jo all the needed opportunity to reveal his strength.
he Man Hunter" is an appropriate title for a sub■ of this nature and may be used effectively with
■ name of the star and pictures showing him in
■pnatic situations, especially those on the island
Wire he is stranded with Louise Lovely.
^Iri your publicity announcements, I would be careful
fcpall attention to some of Farnum's other pictures,

notably "Lcs Miserables," indicating that he is equally
dominant in his latest offering. Providing you go into
details concerning the production, emphasize the shipwreck incidents, which are handled in a manner that
makes the most of their exciting possibilities. Those
in the cast who should be mentioned are Louise Lovely,
Charles Clary, Marc Robbins and Beatrice Joy.
If you are looking for catchlines, work mainly on the
fight angle, something after this fashion: "William
Farnum in 'The Man Hunter' fights his way from poverty to wealth. He gets his man and he wins the girl
in the most thrilling of all Farnum pictures," or "The
chase leads around the world, but William Farnum
never weakens in 'The Man Hunter', a picture of
thrills and surprises."
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Comes to Life Under Another Name and is Still
Diverting.

Alice Brady in

"THE

Sunday,

TO LIVE IN"

Select.

DIRECTOR
Charles Maigne
AUTHOR
W. Carey Wonderly
SCENARIO BY
Margaret Turnbull
CAMERAMAN
Al Liguori
AS A WHOLE
Likely to interest those who
find entertainment in stories dealing with
New York life.
STORY
Has some bearing on realities in the
drawing of characters.
DIRECTION
Makes the action appear genuine in the presentation of typical people in
natural surroundings.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies, some
of the
scenes lack sharpness.
LIGHTINGS
A trifle harsh at times, but
generally effective.
CAMERA
WORK
Composition of scenes
usually good.
STAR
Handles her role gracefully artd without affectation.
SUPPORT
W. P. Carleton, Jr., Earl Metcalfe and Robert Schalbe figure prominently.
EXTERIORS
Mostly comprise shots on Atlantic City beach.
INTERIORS
Look right, whether representing a boarding house, or an Atlantic City
hotel.
DETAIL
Correct
CHARACTER OF STORY
Censors won't
find anything to kick about.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet.
New York is full of them, Chicago, Boston and Philadelphia have their share, whereas smaller cities right
down the line, are not wanting in what the author of
this story is pleased to call "tinpanners."
In case you don't know what a "tinpanner" is, it
may be explained that it belongs to the well-gowned,
smooth-mannered feminine species that is invariably
careful not to get caught in an emotional flare-up.
These ornamental creatures eat costly dinners, ride
in taxis, when limousines are not available, and observe the Ten Commandments, in-so-far as they have
a social significance.

'The World to Live In" is in fact a story of a
successful "tinpanner." And going back to theme
derivations, it has the same, character foundation
as
Owen Johnson's "Salamander," which, as you may recall, was a popular serial and novel before it foun&
its way to the stage. The Rita Charles portrayed by
Alice Brady might be a twin sister to The Salamander,
but that, of course, does not prevent this being an entertaining picture.
The heart interest is almost a negative quality; but
there are other elements calculated to make a lot of
young men, and more particularly young women, say
"well,
is life,"
probably
they' have
found Iit,suppose
rather this
as they
may not,
imagine
the asexperiences
of those more fortunately placed. If you are looking
for a moral, there is none, unless you consider it
sound moral advice to marry a "steady" man after a
whole address book full of "unsteady" ones have been
tested and found deficient. Nobody is going to take
Alice seriously.
Brady's love for the righteous W. P. Carleton, jr.
very
But think of all the twenty-five dollar a week stenographers and clerks, who are sure to look at Miss
Brady with admiration and marvel at how she gets
away with it. unsullied, save when a too impetuous
escort, having motored her from the Plaza to the
Bronx, insists upon a farewell kiss. Of course she
says no, because kisses are not in the code of the
"tinpanner." But don't imagine thst the poor giri
doesn't suffer and despise herself for wanting, oh, so
coldly, to have a good time.
She begins to realize how cruelly girls such as sh<
are treated when Larl Metcalfe keeps her waiting for
ten minutes in Peacock Alley. Then there is a certain
lack of respect in the manner of a wealthy Russian
nobleman cr ex-nobleman, and worst of all there is
Robert Schalbe, the bounder son of her employer. He
is so frightfully direct in his method.
When the "tinpanne
migrates to
City,
of the principals in r"
her retinue get Atlantic
there too, everal
the flawless Carleton, Jr., who, after an examination oi
her palm, advises her not to contradict the promise oi
an unbroken heart line. Alice is inveigled into a private dining room by Schable, then to avoid a scandal
is about to become the wife of Metcalfe, but on thin
thought, remembering her heart line, she turns tc
Carleton, and there you are. She's through with "tinpanning." In the cast are Virginia Hammond, Zyllal
Shannon and Anne Cornwall.

Has Enough Bearing on City Life To Arouse Interest.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
may tokidbear
thisinstory
likeabove
it at all
the else
same young
time.
It F"olks
is well
mindandthat
people enjoy discussing sex. They find a personal
interest in plays and pictures that give them an opportunity to compare themselves with the leading
characters. "Am I the same as so-and-so, and if not,
what's the difference?" Because this film is well presented and will afford a topic of conversation on the
way home, I venture that it will go more than ordinarily well in most houses.
Alice Brady is a reliable star under all circumstances
and there are few, if any, actresses better fitted to portray a role such as that of the heroine in this film.
Count upon her as the main feature in your publicity
and go easy on the title, which in no way suggests

the real nature of the story.
I would mention Ear'.
Metcalfe, Virginia Hammond and W. P. Carleton,
as being members of the cast.
Try to bring out the actual theme of the story
appropriate
catchlines:
Ask your folks "What is
'tinpanner'?" or "Do you know the difference between'',
'tinpanner' and a 'salamander'?"
If you don't, see Alio
Brady in "The World To Live In'."
Another angle to hit might be "Do you believe thai
you can have a good time without paying the price!
Alice Brady thought so but she discovered her mistake in 'The World To Live In." Or again, "She trie*
to buy a good time, but found it couldn't be done ir
'The World To Live In,' a play of modern life as it is.'
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Star Right at Home

in Interpretation of Renowned

Marguerite Clark in

"MRS. WIGGS

)AILV

THE CABBAGE
OF Paramount.

PATCH"

Hugh Ford
Alice Hegan Rice
Eve Unsell
Offers some telling characterization and humor that occasionally borders on farce; star appears to advantage.
of famous novel and
Adaptation
Y
STOR
play; is a trifle episodic and relies upon an
audience being familiar with the plot.
Goes after laughs whenever
(DIRECTION
there is a possible opportunity.
First rate
IPHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
A few good effects.
CAMERA
WORK
Conventional
STAR
Gives admirable characterization of
Lovey Mary; sure to please her admireres
and those who have become acquainted with
the lovable little girl through the novel or
play.
SUPPORT
Vivia Ogden as Tabitha Hazy
supplies broad comedy; players well cast
throughout.
EXTERIORS
Fulfill requirements.
INTERIORS
Carry the atmosphere suggested by the author's descriptions.
PET AIL
Some incidents not in the book
are added to the screen version.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Thoroughly
wholesome.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,542 feet.
Of all the picture stars, there probably is none
better equipped than Marguerite Clark to visualize
(\lice Hegan Rice's most renowned character creation,
Lovey Mary, the irrepressible, charming and altogether
ile heroine of "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch."
Ever since her debut on the screen, Miss Clark has
JJone her most appealing work in child roles and the
public has come to regard her as the ideal interpreter
ibf youthful characters, appealing by reason
of their
Ingenuous sweetness.
That this production will be distinctly successful on
Account of the fame of the story on which it is based,
Mso because of the drawing power of the star, is
klmost a foregone conclusion. It is not a remarkable
picture, hut it is good enough not to disappoint those
will recall the original story.
Others who see
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
AS A WHOLE

Fiction Character.

the film without any preconceived notions about how
the characters should appear, will find a passable entertainment possessing a fair degree of comedy.
The better a story is known, the greater the risk of
the adapter, who must justify himself with a bust oi
critics ready to detect each variation from the familiar
text, yet some changes are, of course, necessary. The
tendency here seems to be to strike the high spots of
the story, taking it for granted that the spectator is
acquainted with the general outline of the plot, also
to introduce, either for dramatic or comedy effect, incidents that were not conceived by the author of the
novel.
('.ranting the need for such changes, what really
counts is the preservation of the spirit of the original,
work. When this is done, as in the present instance,
there is little danger of arousing serious objection on
the part of those who resent any ill treatment of the
fiction folk they have come to regard as old friends.
Just once in a while there is a fain! suggestion of
burlesque in the presentation of the incidents concerning the humorously tragic romance of Vivia Ogden
as Tabitha Hazy, but this may be passed by as a
pardonable
exaggeration
for the sake of laughs.
All in all, Director Hugh Ford, who, it is interesting to
note, directed the first stage presentation some fifeen years
ago, has supplied a sympathetic adaptation, true in all
essentials to the original. Mrs. Wiggs and her brood of
youngsters, Asia, Australy, Europeana, Baby Wiggs, and
then the others who arrive to complete the already amply
peopled household, are met quite as though they had stepped
out of the pages of the book. Fine discrimination was
shown in the selection of the cast, which always runs true
to type.
Much is made in the scenes in the orphanage where
Lovey Mary is the friend and protector of the other children. Then comes the unfortunate episode in Maggie
Duncan's life and her return to the orphanage with a
baby that Mary comes to love as though it were her
own. Probably the most dramatic sequences in the picture
are realized through Mary's flight with the child on a
rainy night and her encounter with Dick Morgan, played
by Jack MacLean. These scenes, introducing some difficult bits of photography and lighting, are especially well
presented.
Human interest and comedy are the outstanding features
of the closing passages, concluding with Mrs. Wiggs and
her family comfortably installed in the home of the
wealthy Mrs. Morgan. Numbered in the cast are Mary
Carr, Gareth Hughes, Robert Milash, Maud Hosford, MaryDavis and Anita Brown.

Go After High Class Family Trade.

Film is Sure to Draw.

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibior.
"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch" is a book that gives
(ndication of becoming a part of the literary life of each
feneration. Already it has lasted through more than a
llecade and you may be certain that a considerable number
bf the mothers and children in your neighborhood are
|cquainted with Lovey Mary. This gives a present advertising value not possessed by novels or plays which exist
IJor a short time and then pass out.
i| You have a combination here, in subject matter and star,
which makes advisable the strongest sort of a play for
|!amily trade. Even women who do not approve of taking
leir children to the "movies" are likely to make an exftption in the instance of Marguerite Clark and a story
Hhich they know to be wholesome.
Circularize the most

select family list you can find. Then, if you can work it
in, arrange a children's matinee, offering a copy of the
book to the child submitting the best description of the
film.
The old stunt of getting the co-operation of your local
book-dealer should be accomplished easily in this case,
because you have a really live subject to work with. In
return for a window display you can offer some helpful
publicity.
The name of the production, along with pictures of
Marguerite Clark as Lovey Mary, will attract a lot of
folks, unless you are catering to a crowd that doesn't
care for "prettv" stories. Look for your biggest business,
however, at matinees.
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Mr. Hodkinson to Mr. McAdoo.
from page 2)

(Continued
"Mr. McAdoo, whatever you do in this industry, for better or for worse, is going to be mighty
hard to undo. You have an extraordinary power
—and

an extraordinary responsibility. Are you

going to use this power to further the 'star' system, which has already pushed us and the industry so close to the wall, to the enormous profit
of a very few and to the unsettling of values in
every other phase of the business? Or are you
going to tread carefully, measuring, weighing,
studying, throwing the best of your brains, your
ability, your past experience into helping stabilize this vast industry and remedy the abuses from
which we
suffering?

and

the theater-going public are

I could see it coming, and hoped by thus raisii
the public taste for motion pictures to be able
forestall it. When

I formed and took the pr<

idency of the concern which brought together '£
elements of what is now the largest produci;
and distributing organization in the United Stat
I saw it coming, and left this concern less th;'
three years ago only because the producer el»
ment began to gain sway, against my firm co
viction that the distributor, free from dominatio
can be the only stabilizing factor in the indust
today. I mention these facts solely for the in*
vidual who may read this and wonder by wit
right I speak, for it has gone rather against n
grain in the past to seek publicity at the trumpei
mouth, and I have not done so.

"I make this statement in the hope that in one
way or another it will be read by those who will

"But whatever I can do to awaken the intcrc1
of the public in the motion picture situation,]

be glad to read it all over the country. After

gain for it intelligent and free discussion amoi
men and minds that count, that I not only will (

eleven years' experience in the distribution of
films I rather feel that I know the exhibitor's
troubles, and the public's. Long ago, when as an
exhibitor I started one of the first ten cent houses
in this country in a successful effort to eliminate
the cheap, tawdry nickelodeon which we all remember, Icould see this chaos coming. When I
went further and brought to New York the idea
which resulted in the building and success of such
theaters as the Strand, the Rialto and the Rivoli,

but must do.

Mr. McAdoo

must go slowly, aij

wisely.
Every man in the motion picture bus]
ness must, no matter what his field of effort m;j
be.
For we have before us the opportunity!!
saving and building up on sound principles i|
industry
which
is of genuine
importance ai
value to the American nation, or of throwing
monkey wrench into its already badly da magi
and warped machinery."
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Federal Inquiry
» Commission Investigating
W. H. Productions,
miiner Dowlan of the Federal
» Commission began a hearing
rday on alleged unfair cornon methods of Joseph Sims and the W. H. Productions
>any.
imonds who is proprietor of
[. is charged with unfair busipractice in the reissues of Wil5. Hart, Chaplin and Arbuckle
■es as well as of other Keys and Kay-Bee productions,
■ter lay's investigation delved
the method used by Simmonds
1 in lt the reissues.
: hearing will be continued this
ing at 10:30 in District Court,
. Woolworth Building.
Blumenthal in France.
Blumenthal, president of Exund Import Film Co., has arin France according to advices
ed at the local office. Mr. Blual will remain abroad for some

Thursday,

Februa

1919

Price 5 cents

"U" Heads Shifted
Kann

Made
Lederman

Export
Manager —
Now Secretary.

1 E. Kami
for six years assistant to Carl Laemmle, president of
n promoted
to the
managership of the export department.
II, succeeds G. E. Hammond, n
Mr.
Kami's
successor is Dan E.
Lederman,
who has been with Universal for 12 years.
Mr. Led
was .if one time branch man
Des allMoines
and exchanges.
later "systematizer"
of
Universal
With the appointment of Kann
cnmcs the announcement that Universal^ export poli\ , ill be broadened
and an attempt made to increase the
scope of the foreign business.

No Tax On Exports

Amendment Added to Revenue Bill —
Foreign
Trade
Association
Responsible.
Through the efforts of the American Exporter and Importer
tion, a provision has been added to
the new Revenue Bill which eliminates
Sells Selig's to Triangle.
the 5 per cent tax on films designed
lor* and Import Film Co. has arfor export.
il a dial whereby three Selig
es have been sold to Trianele
Section 906. Title 9 of the Revenue
for distribution in the United
Bill places an excise tax on film
; and Canada.
The films are
rentals. The new provision just inWild Goose Chase" "The Little
serted reads as follows: "Under such
fSMipait
rides and regulations as the Commisy" and "The Railroaders."
sioner of Internal Revenue with the
approval of the Secretary of the
Flu" Still Bad in Australia.
online
to
MSllard
Johnson,
Treasury may prescribe, the taxes im"In Spring a Young Man's Fancy1 ilms, the influenza rages
posed under the provisions of title
Emmy Wehlen Off.
6, 7 or 9 shall not apply in respect to
ted in Australia 'nd there is
Rogers — Goldwyn
Contract.
It
is
understood
that
the
terms
of
articles sold or leased for export and
fn of lifting the ban on closed
Emmy Wehlen left for the Coast
yesterday where she will produce a the Goldwyn contract with Will
Rogers is for a long term, and in due course so exported."
series of six comedies for Metro.
that during the life of the contract Kane Addresses Exchange Managers
No. 31
Rogers will not appear on the stage.
Hough With Universal.
At the end of the Follies season the
Atlanta, Ga. — Arthur S. Kane, SeH. R. Hough, formerly manager of gum chewing genius, with his famlect, was given a luncheon by the
Triangle interests on the Coast is now
ily, will move to California and various exchange managers who are
By Jack Alicoate
business manager at Universal City. start on his new Goldwyn contract. getting together in the formation of
an Association and Board of Trade
He was with Universal four vears ago.
ELP!
Recently a prominent
Select's Canadian Offices.
of Film Managers. He outlined the
I film concern wanted an efAccording
to
announcement
made
experience of exchange managers in
That Genial R. Ross Here.
ficient exchange man. They
yesterday, and as previously noted,
|k a small ad one time in
forming similar orRoderick Ross, that genial Chicago Select will have distributing offices other cities inganizations.
Among those present
js
Classified
column — the
printer came to New York yesterday. in Canada, in Montreal, Quebec, Win- were: C. E. Kessnich. Metro; John
t day they had eleven reHe
is
doffing
his
hat
in
all
the
film
Ezell
of
E.
&
H.
Film Dist.: Joe
nipeg, Calgary and Vancouver, with
s and secured the right man
offices.
headquarters in Toronto. Officers Marentette of Goldwyn: George Althe place in 24 hours.
If
are L. J. Selznick, president; J. B.
need help, want to buy or
lison, Vitagraph; R. M. Savini, of
Musgrove Coming.
Bickle, vice-president; Moris Kohn, Savini Films: Corbett, Triangle;
something, or looking for a
Dent,
Paramount; Davis, Mutual;
secretary;
and
N.
L.
Nathanson,
Harry Mus<rrove, general manager
ness or a job, here's the spot
Willbanks, General; Bugie, Pathe;
11, everyone in the industry.
of Australasian Films, Ltd., will ar- treasurer and managing director.
During the next three months fea- Koch, Consolidated Supply Co.;
rive in New York Saturday from Aus[we'll
you quick actures will be released at the rate of Myer, Film Clearing House; and
ta as wellassu.e
as results.
tralia. Mr. Musgrove left San Fran- one weekly.
Tuttle of Select.
cisco yesterday for New York.
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Brunet on Board.
Paul Brunet, Pathe, has been appointed one of the Board of Governors of the Franco- American Board of
Commerce and Industry, formed to
promote business relations between
France and the United States.

Wilson
Sees Educationals.
"The River Grey and the River
Green," and "The Wanderer and the
Whoozit," Bruce scenScs released
through Educational were used on
President Wilson's return trip from
France on hoard the "George Wash-

ington."
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Cuts and Flashes
Bert Lytell will appear in a series
of three or four Boston Blackie pictures.
M. R. Loewenthal, in charge of Motion Picture Section of the Theater
Magazine, is no longer with that organization.
The old Balboa plant at Long Beach,
Calif., has been taken over by the
Art Film Co. of Iowa, with educational films its main line.
"Virtuous Wives," according to John
De Stefano, manager of the Queen,
Dallas, broke all records of six years
standing.
Jos. W. Stern & Co., have brought
out a love song entitled "Tears," dedicated to Norma Talmadge, with
words by Frank H. Warren and
music by S. R. Henry. Mr. Warren
is the writer of "Indianola," "Kentucky Dream" and other 'hits.

Sydney Cohen
was "big
Syracuse
yesterday,
even boss'
if tt
doesn't agree with N. A. M. F
Censorship ideas.

Publicity

It wouldn't be fair for me to say
that Virginia Pearson is the prettiest woman in New Rochelle, 'cause
I agree with Sheldon T.ewis that
she is one of the prettiest in the
whole country. You just ought to
sec her in that white velvet she
wears in "The Bishop's Emeralds."
I suppose it is a dress, or to be
correct,
I couldn't
to save ame"gown,"
where but
it hooked
up. tell
She greeted my cousin with open
arms and said, "Oh, my dear, I'm
so glad to see you. And to think
of you comin' all the way out here.
It's too good of you." I was introduced and with my heart just doin'
leaps, I took her hand>— the one
wearin' the great emerald. If Mr.
Tiffany could see that ring!
Well, MissPearsonjand my cousin
got into such a furious conversation that Mr. Lewis, Miss Pearson's husband took pity on me and
came over to talk with me. He
showed me a letter from Everett
Butterfield who's in France. It was
an interestin' letter and he said he
hoped to be home soon. Then Mr.
Lewis said lots of nice things about
his wife. Most all he talked about
was her, but I couldn't blame him
one bit. He told me that she has
been workin' pretty hard on this
picture and is very tired and has
been sufferin' with neuritis. As Miss
Pearson says, "T have a new company, a new director, a new scenario writer, a new studio and a new

car, so it's quite logical for me to
have
Herneuritis."
next picture will take her to
California, New Mexico and Arizona,— and then perhaps her next one
will take her to France.

* Address •

ARTS

"EUROPA AND THE BULL"

OLD

Augustus Thomas

Harry Raver

L

BETTER'OLE

Did you see my picture
at the Strand yesterday?)

BALL

in Photo »c«ne of
Oi, but the critics gave us a slap
in the eye on that last one but that
teaches me a darn good lesson.

Down".

Leah Baird

George Irving

To appear at

FOUR

and

, THE

An Artist's Model
FIGURE)

to "Upstairs

Reduce Fire Risk.
1 always thought a "knock out"
had somethin' to do with prize fightsIndianapolis. — Conference
hut the property boy at the studio men and A. L. Taggart, presidefoB
Board of Safety, was recenl
informed me that in "The Bishop's the
Emeralds'' Miss Pearson had a to discuss reducing fire risks by v
"knock out." Speakin' of knock inating crowded conditions in
outs you should have seen the last
scene they did the day I was there.
Pictures, not Statistics.
Jack O'Brien, the director, called Mr.
The annual meeting of the
Lewis to the stage and 1 went to
watch. Mr. Lewis went up to Miss tion for the Support of Jewish iilSocieties
at the H .on
Pearson and in the gentlest voice anthropic
Theater next Sunday night w
asked her how she was feeling and
for its feature a specific reporl
oh, said lots of sweet thinvgs so for- year's work of the 86 federal
eign to husbands. Then they staged
tutions by means of moving
the scene. They started with an
argument which grew more and
more intense. He grabbed her by
Saturday Morning Shows.
the throat and demanded the key.
Salt Lake City. — At a recent
She tried to push him off. You see
ing of the better film commit
the key was hidden somewhere in the Home and School League.
that velvet *dress. She said she
for the entertainment
initial children's
Sa
would die rather than give him that morning
were rfl
show to be held the first or the
key.
My!
it
was
thrillin'l
I
could
see scratches and bruises on her arm Saturday in March. This is the
when he held her. He tore her dress.
year of screen
the league's
workforto juil
pi
pictures
She fought him back and tore his better
hair. I never saw anything like the The work of the league has I]
way she tore his hair. She pulled dorsement of Dr. Ernest Smitlj
out so much that at last with his of schools, and Saml. G. Paul,'.]
back to the camera Mr. Lewis health comr.
cried, "Virginia, if T lose any more
hair
you it
livea day.
with me?"
Theywillcalled

Wanted, Female
(OF PERFECT

Selznick Pictures have launch a
campaign of national advertising u
Olive Thomas with special refei s

BILL ASKS:

They say it's a great
I
audience picture.
Do y<
know what that means
Ask Joe Plunkett,
Director of —

Mat*"

T&£&DAILY
Wanted

Address.

"

Box" 100, Wid's Daily
IN THE

COURTS

1 orld Film has Tiled suit in the
iireme Court against Boris L. Feinla of Mt. Vernon to recover on a
h<c made by the defendant on which
anient was stopped.
/judgment for $2,727 has heen eusri in altathe'Plays,
Supreme
against
HermanCourt Katz,
and
and Rose DeVVolf in a suit
Sob H. Corn to recover $2,650 for
isional services as attorney. The
laitts did not answer the suit.
A Correction.

Febru u

Screen Version of Famous Play Does Full Justice to the Original
Pauline Frederick in

"PAID

High class film salesman
with executive ability
for responsible position
in foreign country. Applicant must be able to
show highest reference.
State what languages
you speak and give full
details of your qualifications and experience.
To the right man this is
a golden opportunity, to
represent one of the
'largest film companies
in the world. State
everything in your letter. Applications held
strictly confidential.

Tlini

IN FULL"

Paramount.
DIRECTOR
Emile Chautard
AUTHOR
Eugene Walter
SCENARIO BY
Charles E. Whittaker
CAMERAMAN
J. Bizeul
AS A WHOLE
Strong drama, admirably
produced and well acted; will go over with
any sort of an audience as an impressive picture based on modern life in a large city.
STORY

Adaptation of Eugene Walter's renowned play, comes through in picture version without loss of strength.
DIRECTION
Always successful in bringing
out dramatic points in the action.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Little out of the ordinary reCAMERA

quired.
WORK

Composition of scene?

STAR

Plays with a sympathy and restraint
good.
in the appealing role of Emma Brooks, which
should rank as one of her best screen characterizations.
SUPPORT
Frank Losee supplies telling
portrayal of old sea captain; Robert Cain
good type for Jim Brooks ; Wyndham Stand •
ing gives manly portrayal of Jimsy.
EXTERIORS
Not often needed.
INTERIORS
In keeping with the story.
DETAIL
Plays an important part in bringing out the significant moments of the
drama.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Has no objectionable features.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,112 feet.
The compelling qualities in Eugene Walter's drama
are quite as apparent in the screen adaptation as when
the play was staged more than ten years ago. With
a small cast and a seemingly simple situation to work
with, the picture has been worked up to a dramatic
intensity seldom realized in photoplays based on somewhat similar themes.
"Paid in Full." as adapted by Charles E. Whittaker
and directed by Emile Chautard, remains true in spirit
and in fact to the original. It grips all through, on
account of the really a:1roit treatment in emphasizing
the vital situations and because of the uniformly cap-

able acting of players suited to the characters, which
in this instance, arc cons:derably more than stock
figures designed to fit into the situations. It might be
found that this very fact -the characters governing the
situations rather than the situations governing the
characters— has considerable to do with the supeiiority of this 1 ro luc'.i< n over many that might seem to
have equal possibilities.
Another essential point is the opportunity afforded
for detailed portrayals, fully realized by the four leading members of the cast. The action is never allowed
to drag, and, save for those who recall the stage play,
there probably will be a surprise in store with the
climax of the big scene of the picture, which w.,s
also the most memorable scene in the. play.
The human elements of the story remain quite as
pertinent to:lay as at the time the drama was written.
Salaries may have changed, but the temptation for
men to live beyond their incomes and in moments "f
weakness misappropriate funds. A theft, such as that
committed by Joe Brooks, is not an unusual occurrence
in photoplays but as it is presented here, tlnre is
much more than the actual commission of a crime, in
that the audience is made to understand the characters
thoroughly, the motives actuating the clerk and the
attitude of the young wife, who accepts his explanation of an increase in income without suspicion.
The small domestic problems liable to arise in any
household
are brought
out withlifelike
commendab'e
exactitude; then there
is the altogether
and sympathetic figure of Jimsy, who is willing to go to any length
to save the wife from the consequences of her husband's error.
After careful preparation, we reach the crucial passages, in which the husband reveals bis caddishness to
the full by sending his wife to plead with the old sea
captain after the theft has been discovered. It has
heen established that Brooks' employer is ready to do
pretty nearly anything for Emma, whatever may be
his opinion of her husband, and without unnecessary
bluntness, the purpose of the visit is made clear.
Having proved to his own satisfaction that the
woman is as thoroughly good as he believed her to be,
the sea captain presents her with a receipt covering
the defaulting clerk's obligations, permitting her to
return home with the faithful Jimsy. Then comes the
tragic, but appropriate conclusion, in which the husband, scorned by the woman who knows him in his
true colors, shoots himself, leaving the way clear for
the eventual union of Emma and her loyal friend.

i's Daily was in error recently
iting that Agnes C. Johnston had Title and the Name
of the Star Should Be Enough to Assure Patronage
led a judgment for $543 against
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
fcyfair Film Corp. and that the
da:it had appealed. The fact is
publicity of one form or another, ever since the New
Merely as a drama without the prestige of a name
while the plaintiff obtained the
York presentation in 1907. Probably it has been played
well known as "Paid In Full", or a star such as
lent the trial justice set it aside as
by traveling companies in your town and if you have a
Pauline Frederick, this would be a film calculated to
irccted a new trial, and the plain- please any audience interested in stories true to modern
stock organization, it surely has been included in the
low appealing from such order.
repertoire at one time or another.
commercial and social life. It is an out-of-the ordinary
If more than the name of the production is needed,
production in itself, and beyond that, from a box office
Some Upheaval.
you have a certain drawing power in Pauline Frederick,
angle, it possesses an exceptional drawing
power.
who, you are safe in stating gives a trulv notable characEugene Walter has written many plays, but, with the
Bpjpm's Universal
greatest isupheaval
is
shifting all
terization of Emma Brooks. You can't go too strong
exception of "The Easiest Way," his name is
in your declaration that the picture is superbly cast all
5 in the Mecca Building. possible
attached to none that has achieved a higher place on the
through. I would mention the names in connection with
ssvday it took 10 minutes to re- American
stage.
the characters likely to be remembered by many of your
scuer the publicity department.
patrons, Robert Cain as foe Brooks, Frank Losee as CapNo one who has followed dramatic events, even casutain Williams and Wyndham Standing as Jimsy Smith.
ally, can fail to recall this title which has been receiving

FRANCE

AMERICAN
DIVISION

Re ember — the public can smell a
3 cture— lay it on the shelf..
Herschel Stuart.
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NEW THEATERS

I putting It Over
is

saimlpa, Okla.— A local company
theater
planning the erection of a new $1U0,UUU.
here- to cost approximately
Work will be commenced within the
next month.

Ohkosh, Wis— Plans are being
completed for a new photoplay house
for this city to cost $60,000, to be erect-It
ed by Mendel Rice, of Milwaukee.
will have a seating capacity between
1,500 to 2,000 and will be located near
site of the Opera House. A large organ will be installed and an orchestra
be provided.
to open

Marietta, O.— Hippodrome
in Mav.

Brady, Neb.— Picture theater opened.
O'Xcil,
Neb.— Frank
open picture house.

Campbell

to

City, Neb— J. F.
Republican
Quiston opens picture house.

M.C-

Mullen

Falls Citv, Neb.— Jean
open Empress.
' Murray,
Murray.

Neb.— Puis

&

Co.

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

Showing Nazimova in "An Eye for
\n Eve," Manager H. M. Thomas of
the Rialto, Omaha, dressed his usherettes in Turkish harem clothes, decorated his magnificent theater with Oriental rugs, chairs and fixtures, and had
to turn away hundreds.

Showing Fred Stone in "Under the
Top," Thomas put on a big exhibit ot
plaster^paris animals, side show bana calliope and a ballyband.and used
hooners,

to
open

CHANGES

Table Rock, Neb.— Lcglcr & John,on leased old Table Rock opera
louse.

CLASSIFIED.
The classified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt want. It is the market
place when buyer and seller— employer
and employee or the small advertiser
can put his story before practically
every live exhibitor in the countrj
fvery day in the year, at nominal cost
Rate 50c per line. Cash with order.

HELP

HOUSE

Central City, Neb.— The Empress
taken over by Marshall Logan and
Ralph Demel.

WANTED.

Clear Lake, S. D.— T. L. Vought
sold
.Alhambra
to the Weis
Bros.

Atlantic, la. — Mr. Hardenbeigh reopen.
Egan, S. D.— B. F. Waterman takes
over theater here.
Davenport, la.— The opera house
remodeled, opened as a moving picture
theater.

who"to will
Give
man. three
right play
Organist—
good pay
a day,PiarTist
shows
reference, how long you worked in last place
DAILY.
S
WID
New Cannan, Conn. — Colonial sold
RS.
desired.
and salary
with Powers by Chick and Jones to R. Schumann.
Operator who is familiar general
handy
be
to
willing
and
machine
man pround the theater. E. E. K., WID S
Stamford, Conn. — Antonio Ceronimo
DAILY
oper- sold Alhambra to the Weiss Bros.
reference who can
Organist with Al Will
make right terms for
ate Austin organ.
right man. O. B. S.. Box 189 WID S
West Detroit, Conn.— Tom Lan.
DAILY

POSITION

WANTED.

caster, of Grand, leased

Ferndale.

Young man who is handy in all around
Seward, Xeb.— Mrs. Hartwig has
work in moving picture theater. Can fu"»sh
the Elite every day except
best reference. A. C. B.. Box 190 WID S closed
Saturday.
DAILY
in
e
Young man who has had experienc
Exchange wishes position in same capacity in
or around Albany. N. Y. M. L. M.. c|o
WID'S DAILY.
Suggestions
evenings
Censorship places in the
Operator wishes a position references
.
furnish
can
hands of a few individuals
.nly Reliable and
t. G. S.. care WID S
Can
an arbitrary power to dispose
DAILYoperate spotligh

Piano Player at liberty wants steady job.
Best of references Will go anywhere. V. I.
eare of Wid's Daily.

FOR

SALE.

Lobby displ" frnmes for 1 sheets, all brass.
Also ticket chopper in A-l condition. Box
■UK. WID'S DAILY

MAILING

LIST

FOR

SALE

LIST OF MOTION PICTURE THEATERS
•f the whole country. Any State or City.
ehee kin^
This list kept up to date by careful
branches of the Motion
Also list of other
Picture Industry. C. A. K. e> WID 8
BAILY. 71 W. 44th St.. N. Y. C.

at will of property of private persons worth millions.
It places in the hands of the
Censors a means of graft and
encourages graft. It is furthered are
by political
office
ers who
looking
for seekjobs

CARLETON
MADE
A Romance of the Air
and
we
made
the
Lobby
display!.
Every office of the Independent Sale*
Corporation
will have a complete set ,
for the first showing in their respective \
Cities— Showmanship
is behind
thii
mehtod and it has already won out in j
New
York, Boston and Chicago.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

A Lite Sentence
Wici's
Alma, Daily,
Mich.
Gentlemen :
To me it is inconceivable
at- •
should
that an exhibitor
conduct his business
tempt to "Wid's."
a
While
without
usually
exhibitor
small-town
stuff, and has
runs program
to take the bad with the good,
at least enables
your paper
from
"which
to know
him
t'other," so that he may book
certain types of pictures for
It
certain days in the week.
is also a great help in preand
paring advertising copy,
is of special value when it
so-called
to booking
comes
"specials," some of which are
regular
than
lemons
worse
And to run a
program stuff.
prices,
"special" at advanced
and then disappoint the public,
is nothing short of suicidal.
As long as I am in the show
business you may depend on
me for a life
sentence.
Yours
very truly,

COaIPlETE

line ok

Supplies and Equipment
for Studio and Theatre
'
National and Speer Carboi
MAZDA

CHARLES

F.

^S™

LAIViFS

CAMPBE.

14W-31stSt.K

A I
SEIUNG
R CI]
dt£5<? U-6tlCKE
CASH TREGISTE
iTi«iflO
■on&

oil UimdG

of

Thsob*

Tick*

losrss) (jflcor/s7t3Ke^£UiS?
IT3^
^S^i£l]

Liberty-Idlehour Theaters
(Signed) C. A. Manager.
Miller,

SUNDAY SHOWS
AND CENSORSHIP
Spokane minSpokane, Wash.— The
isterial association held a conference
with labor leaders relative to the
closing of picture
proposed Sunday leaders
pointed out
houses. Labor
that many musicians, etc., employed Oil
Sunday would be seriously affected
if the ministers insisted upon pushing
the proposed bill through. Members
of the Ministerial Association claim
they are simply seeking information.
Another One.
Lansing. Mich.— Rep. Smith of Port
Huron, has introduced a lull ill the
ng for a state censorship
providi
House
pictures.
of motion

Let Elias Do Your Titl
FRANCISCO
220 W. 42nd SI.

ELIAS
Phone Bryan! 9!

New York

--

Ustbuif&f.r/r
-maybe Stone hast

Room 801
On Board.
Portland. Oregon.— Wm. A. Graeper
Phone 2717 Bryant
145 W. ' b *
enue Theater,
manager of the Union-av
has been appointed a member of the
Motion Picture Censorship Board by
Baker.
Mavor
New

Police Matrons as Censors.
police
Terre Haute, Ind-Two
matrons, will be detailed by Mayor
shows
g
movin
the
Hunter to attend
report upon them
on Sundays and to
be immoral.
should thev prove

where they can make easy
money. It is opposed to the
principles of free speech and
freedom of the press.
irship Committee,
N. A. M. P. I.

POSTERS

OF PERFECTION

Companies.

Brooklyn
Albany— The
Capital, $10,000.
Supply Co.
junction with contracting and
work will provide for the pr
of motion pictures. Stockholdej
M. Bartsch, Fred Bartsch am
White. 410 Chaunccv street, lj

\lbanv— Forest Hills C<
Hall of Forest Hills. To
manage motion picture theate
ital $2,100. Directors: Cr
Caldwell, Robert Whyte *
Mizller of Forest Hills, N.
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*ropaganda Work
0 ;e Carried On for Sunday Pictu/es
in State.
t<> triD's />.,7/.n
ise, X. V.— Nearly 300 New
ate exhibitors
attended
the
nal eu
it the Onondaga
3t he rt
the State
Exhibitors
ing Sunday
The opening
session
of the crusade
' rospcrts never have been so bright
lit uniform acceptance of the Sun1; movies," Cohen told his hearers.
1 Howing a long discussion a camin of publicity was mapped out to
» arried into ever;, community in
U state. The principal forms of the
naganda will 1 e slides and trailers
> e used on all screens and four
li ite speakers to address the crowds,
hi work will start at once and was
e|n here by a vigorous attempt to
ban edi
ort in newspapers
unty. Wednesday night
F. Thompson of Niag. he local option bill for
and
Dr. Royal
S.
Iceland of New York addressed the
'ie only
fightreading
of the session
develer the
of the report
finance committee,
but what
' to be a lively tilt was subul and the report was accepted by
• te of 257 to 3.
No. 32

[ittle
Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
JERVICE. The old night1 mare back again. The most
flexible word in Webster's.
J promises much, it delivers
Itle. An intangible, phantomke old rogue that we've heard
pout for years yet never really
let. Everybody is again harptg service in their own invidual sphere. Well, here's
fir definition — Wid's delivered
lily to the desk of every prom>ent man in the industry, con,ining no blarney but snappy
[>ws gathered from far and near
(id the practical advertising an[rancements of the most sucssful concerns in film land.
;;rhaps we're wrong, but that's
ir idea of SERVICE.

L

*\

Authority

Mrs. Castle With Famous.
Mrs. Irene Castle, just returned
from Europe where she has been
doing war work for the past seven
months has been engaged to appear
in "The Firing Line" for Famous
Players — Lasky. The story was
written by Robert W. Chaml ers and
is laid in New York and Palm Beach
where it will be filmed.

Brady Dined
At the Ritz-Carlton— Welcomed
Back Into the N. A. M. P. I. Fold.

A. "Bill"
William
welcomed
They back
Brady
into the
fold of the N.
A. M. P. I. at a dinner '"n everything" at the Ritz-Carlton last night.
The dinner was arranged by mem1 the Producers and Distributors Committee of the association.
Arthur S. Friend of P-A acted as
toasttnaster and after the coffee was
served he called on a number O?
those present for expressions. Jules
E.i Bralatour of Eastman Film,
Commodore J. Stuart Blackton, and
ioljdi Zukor were among those
who spoke and of course William
A. told how glad he was to be back
in the fold.
As they say in the country newspaper, "a good time was had by all."
Among those present were:
Adorph Zukor, Arthur S. Friend,
John C. Flinn, E. J. Ludvigh, W.
W. Irwin, Walter E. Greene, FrankMeyer, Al Lichtman, Robert E. MacAlarney. Ralph Kohn, and Carl
Pierce, P. A., Richard A. Rowland,
Metro.; Tarkington Baker and R. H.
Cochrane, and George Kann, Universal; Louis Landry, Lewis Innerarity, Pathe; Dwight Macdonald,
Triangle; Albert Banzhaf, attorney
for D. W. Griffith, Theo. Mitchell
and A. L. Gray of D. W. Griffith;
Samuel Goldwyn and Felix Feist,
Goldwyn; W. C. Smith and Edward
Earle, Nicholas Power Co.; Tom
Wiley, J. E. Brukatour, Eastman
Film; Joseph Schenck, Norma Talmadge Prod.; Fred Neuman, Millar I
Ellison, J. Kempner, George Neugass, Marcus Loew, Loew Enterprises; S. L. Rothapfel, Rothapfel
Prod.: Kilbourne Gordon, A.. O
Brown, C. A. Miller, William R.
Hearst. C. F. Zittel, International;
J. Stuart Blackton, Blackton Prod.;
Joseph Plunkett, the Strand; John
Chalmers., James L. Hoff, M. P.
World, Fred J. Beecroft, M. P.
News; Louis F. Blumenthal, Exhib.
Trade Review; Lewis R. Reid,
Dramatic Mirror and John W. Alicoate, Wid's Daily.

Hearing Continued
Dependable

Dear Mr. Gunning :
I am handing you herewith
check for S10.00 to cover your
statement of February 3rd,
subscription
another
year. to "W.ld's" for
I take this opportunity of
expressing mv appreciation ol
your publication. We receive
all of the trade papers and
picture reviews, and not only
myself but also the advertising
staff have grown to depend
very largely information,
upon "Wid's"more
for
dependable
so than any other source.
Very truly yours
Broadway Amusement Co.
(Signed) G. A.President
Bush
Broadway Amusement Co.
Superba Theater Building,
San Diego, Cal.
C. D. Coran Waives Examination.
Chester D. Coran who, according
to a telegram signed by John H.
Spring, county solicitor of Nashua,
N. H. is wanted in that state for
alleged violation of the "Blue Sky"
law, waived examinat:oi yesterday
at the Jefferson Market Police
Court.
According to the police, Coran
is wanted in connection with an
alleged violation of New Hampshire's laws which prohibit persons
from selling stocks and bonds without a license.

Another Club
Proposed

for

the
Industry — Organization Meeting Today.
They're talking of starting another
club in the industry, so the organization meeting will be held in the
United Picture offices this morning
at 11.30 o'clock. "Pop" Hart, who
has a wide acquaintance in the industry is one of the chief believers
in the idea. It is expected that the
idea, which is to have an organization along the lines of the Hardwares
the Lawyers, and other big clubs,
will have a further boost at a Promenade Concert and Dance to be held
April 11 at the Commodore.
Miss Barriscale Leaves.
Bessie Barriscale accompanied by
Howard Hickman left for the Coast
yesterday where she will start her
next
production under Hickman's
direction.

Simmonds Concludes Testimony —
Grossman on the Stand
At the hearing yesterday b< 1
Federal Trade Commission on
H. Productions
and its allegi
fair trade competition,
Joseph
if W. li. <1oncludi

Id art
Co.,

Sim-

I.'. Dow Ian by investigation determined that Simmonds
sul d the prints of WilliamI only
S.
in

and

that the

Winik, a director
Winik is Simmonds' brother-in-law
as well have
selected A B or C asmight
W. H.
Willia
of House, Grossid Vorhaus, attorneys for William S Hart was next called by the
examiner to
testify. Mr. Grossman's
testimony
brou
act that
after W. IT was formed and the pictd gone forth an attorney for
W. H. called 01
in in response
to a letter written by Grossman to
W. H. Mr. Grossman told the attorney of the alleged damaging influence of reissued subjects under new
titles and that fans all over the
try were writing to Hart complainihese old subjects being reissued under new titles.
W. H. attorney
according to Mr.
Grossman promised some action on
(he t'tle questi h but Mr. Gr
said he wrote four additional letters
and did not receive a reply.
Hart left Triangle in July, 1917 and
proceedings were brought by Triangle
against Artcraft in an attempt to restrain the latter. A decision against
Triangle was granted in July 1917
and according to Mr. Grossman. W.
H. Production was formed in September, 1917 almost immediately after
the decision against Triangle.
The hearing will be continued tomorrow morning at ten o'clock at
which time Harrv T Shepard publicity
head for W. H. will testify. The Govenment's case will then he concluded
and a period of time granted the defendant to prepare the defense. After
that the case will go to Wa^l
for a final decision. Gaylord Hawkins represents the Government.
Goldwyn Through With Mae Marsh.
It is understood that Goldwyn will
not renew with Mae Marsh, and that
she is completing her last Goldwyn
production.
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Cutter Joins World.
Minneapolis— Bill Cutter, a veteran
film salesman in this territory, who has
been managing the New Liberty theater
for R. & F. in St. Paul, has been engaged by Manager Eschman of the
Minneapolis World Exchange to cover
Minnesota for that company.

Yoder
Dallas, Texas
the best known
west, has come
for Pathe.
"Bill" Yoder
in Texas and
name.

With Pathe.
— W. T. Yoder, one of
film men of the southto Dallas as manager
knows every exhibitor
Oklahoma by his first

F. C. ("Wid")
Gunning,
President
and
Treasurer;
Lynde
Denis,
Editor;
Joseph
Dannenberg, Vice-President and Managing
Editor; J. VV. Alicoate, Secretary and Business Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at Now York, N. Y., under
the act oi March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00 ; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign
$20.00.

Out on the Coast they are t
about Hobart Henley goin' ab id

Subscribers should remit with order
Adaress
all
communications
to
WID'S
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71-73 York.West N. 44th
St.,
New
Y.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-2

Cuts and Flashes

same time several lions will be turned
loose in the water with the actors.
I'll bet there'll be some
record
breakin' swimmin' that day.

Monroe Salisbury is the recipient
of a very unusual thing — a letter
Wallace Ziegler, former camerafrom a Japanese maiden. So seldom do the daughters of Japan
man with Lois Weber has re-joined
Universal, in the industrial depart- write to men they do not know,
ment. He spent seven months at the that Monroe regards this letter as
John Kellette assistant director in
front.
an exceptional compliment. This is the Evelyn Nesbit Company offers a
the letter :
reward for the return of a valuable
Commodore Blackton won't shoot
Fukagawa, Tokio,
book which he lost "somewhere on
for a month, so has rented his studio
Broadway." The book represents the
for a longer term to the Macdon
Gentlemens Honorable:
work of ten years and contains the
Comedy Co.
I take liberty to write to you. I addresses of 1500 actors indexed,
Japan.
am only one of Japanese girl.
You "Burglar. Dope fiends. Yeggmen.
Goyette Productions, Inc., have ac- come to Japan far away very much
What would he have done if he
quired distribution rights to "The and almost of all I have seen ana
had
been called upon to find an honest
charmed by your nice production. man.
Master Mystery" for Michigan.
Gunmen."
They always opened in Asakusa of
George Julian Houtain, Gray Seal Tokio. It so distance from my
Productions, will star Wheeler Dry- house, but when yours production
den in a series of one reel comedies, would come in the moving picture
George Walsh is very much concerned about his inebriate dog.
twenty-six of which will be released house, I shall have go everv time. I do
during 1919-1920.
not say more. For why? So I ask George is sure that somewhere in
you send Japanese girl your photo. the wilds of New Jersey the dog has
I will have many glads and much discovered a moonshine still, for he
runs away daily from the Fort Lee
thanks.
So I am yours true
studio and returns in a deplorable
Tsuru Kato.
condition.
Tf you

ever want

to use wild

goats in a picture, don't try to tame
them. If you tie them up for a
few days they become so docile as
to be apathetic and have to be prodded to work. At least that's what
Jack Pickford says and knowin'
about goats — wild or tame I'm takin'
his word for it in advisin' you.

There's no tellin' what thieves' den
Harlan Tucker's photograph adorns.
The glass frame in the lobby of the
Morosco theater was broken and a
beautiful likeness of Harlan was extracted— which is just the same as

In a new William Fox Sunshine
coined}', a 6o ft. yacht will be sunk
with So persons aboard and at the

stealin'.
The Tom Mix quartette continues
to get mixed up with more public-

SUNDAY SHOWS
AND CENSORS!
Little Rock, Ark. — Senate Bi
z&7 introduced by Senator Cal
provides for the more rigid «
ship of movie films before the
exhibited. The bill provides f<
creating of a State Board of
sors, consisting of two womei
one man, appointed by the Govi
.or a period of 3 years, which
pass upon the films.
More Opposition.
Tenn.— ^Localadoptee
preain Nashvile,
a recent conference,
olutions
opposing
legislation
Sunday.
mitting the opening of movk(
No Objection Here.
Hartford, Conn. — The Hat
Federation of Churches has o:
no objection to bills now befor
general assembly liberalizing
present Sunday laws.
Two

OLD

WANTED
Miscellaneous

say?
Listen Lester! Have you tipped
your exchange off to reserve the
Big Corbett Universal Serial that's
coming soon? It's going to be a
world beater for cash money.

Every bizarre detail
necessary to complete
the artistic atmosphere
and wild abandon of
the Four Arts Ball
annually given in Paris.

Leah Baird
Augustus Thomas
inquired!
it v.

'

George Irving
Harry Raver

Big Houses.

(Special Wire to WID'S DAIL
Los big
Angeles
— Grauman's
two
theaters,
each to will
cos
proximately a million. The 0
to be built on Sixth street near
and the other in the re=identia
trict. Sid Grauman will manage

BILL ASKS:

Did you see my picture
at the Strand yesterday?
They say it's a great
audience picture.
Do you
know what that means?
Joe Plunkett, Managing
Director of the Strand, al*
how much

business he did

iM%

THE COURTS

DAILY

, and paying an 8 per cent divi\\d that the stock- was worth
• par.
"cam alii ■ - that the defendliim that films of
I operations and medical prod largely for ednJ and instructive purposes, and
I in clinics in place of
dy. They induced him to
film and represented that
ia
dividends would be earned.
)ut he alleges that at the time
k se statements they knew
II \\ as in a hopeless conikruptcy, that it had lost
the start and used its
assets to pay salaries.
He
ivicl on dividends or royalties,
and Elkan denied the allcgad told the conn that the cori bankrupt but that its
now being used widely and
patrons are IT. S. Army
schools, the Surgeon
Gene United States and various
County societies, and among
iosed for them are
. Carre! of the Rockefeller
Dr. John
F. Erdman
and
V«1 Meyer.
The company
is
; infancy, and is increasing
they say.
They deny that
conducted
a stock-selling
Bong surgeons and physi-

Dorothy Gish in

"BOOTS"

Paramount.

Elmer Clifton
DIRECTOR
Martha Pittman
AUTHOR
M. M. Stearns
SCENARIO BY
John Leezer
CAMERAMAN
Has about all the elements
AS A WHOLE
that go to make up an interesting picture.
Well tied together, offers congenial
STORY
role for star and opportunities for atmospheric settings.
DIRECTION
Keeps things natural and
maintains suspense in the more dramatic
sequences.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Remarkably good under
some unusual conditions.
LIGHTINGS
Out of the ordinary in scer>es
representing London fog, also in those of an
underground passageway.
CAMERA WORK
Good.
STAR
Delightful in her eccentric way; possesses both sympathetic appeal and humor.
SUPPORT
Richard
Barthelmess
gives
clean-cut performance of young secret service agent; Pontine La Rue figures conspicuously in the cast.
EXTERIORS
... Look like the genuine thing
in foreign locations.
INTERIORS
Up to the standard of a high
class production.
DETAIL
Plays a big part giving the picture the requisite atmosphere.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Harmless
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5130 feet
Pictures in which Dorothy Gish appear never are
tame, neither are they conventional, for the star is
such a little dynamo of energy, so unexpected and
fascinating in her comedy ecccntricit'es that she cives
life and individual character to any story. "Boots" ia
no exception. It is a first class production irrespective
of the star, and with her it becomes an altogether delightful entertainment.
The humor may rot be as asser'ivs as in some of
Miss Gish's recent flms notably "The Hope Chest"
but it is quite enough to give a light touch to a story
based on a serious theme — that of Bolsheviki anarchists
attempting to blow up the building in whrch the king
of England, President Wilson and other heads of nations

Featuring of Life"
It Whirl

I Write,
Wire
or Phone
BlLMES C. WALTON
co JOHN
CORT
■Were
Bldg.
New York City.

Fontine La Rrc. who. ;s it turns out, is ai active instrument in putting thrcu h the Bolsheviki plot..
It is all plausible enough a
1 on the screen
in scenes that follow with considerable detail the efforts oi th° anaic ists t ; re a e a bwib and plant
it under th- bud 'i •;• 11 "'hirh the assemblages of
national leaders is t-> be held Richard has been delegated to get what information be can from Fontine
who is suspected of being mixed up in the affair, and
of course, it is no ■ e mis b e for a secret service
man to disclose his ains to a little slavey like Dorothy,
even if che dees become jealous. .
The first bomb plot goes wrong. The explosives
are set off in a street collision, and immediately the
anarchists get busy on another machine, which may
be put in place under the doomed building by gaining
access to the cellar through an underground passageway leafing to the boarding house in which the charact°rs of the story a e livi - g.
They build up fine suspense in the climactic sequences
of the film, alternating between the assembled delegates and the woman anarchist, placing the machine
with a time clock set so that the building will be blown
to pieces in fifteen minutes. She shoots one of her
confederates, who weakens at the thought of the
slaughter, but does not count upon meeting the little
slavey, who happens to dig a hole through the cellar
of the boarding house leading into the underground
passageway.
Wandering through the labyrinth of dirt and stone,
,sbe pounces upon the anarchist, gets the best of her
she pounnces upon the anarchist, gets the bect of her
after a damaging fight, and saves the assemblage of
kings and presidents. The romantic conclusion with
the secret service man is not difficult to guess.

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.

There is every reason to suppose that Dorothy Gish
is going to the top among screen stars about as rapidly as any of the younger players. Audiences that once
ar Withey who 'has been
J from a serious attack of see her have something to remember, apart from girlish
? influenza, has
recovered prettiness and the ability to wear becoming gowns.
( begin work next Monday Miss Gish has a strongly individual personality and a
pi a Talmadge's next picture. rare comedy gift. On this account, T think you are
safe in counting on her to draw better than the average star and will profit by giving her a chance to acquire a loyal following in your theater. She will do
the rest.

j|HRS. VERNON CASTLE
Ao Photographs and
ajlds-What Have You?

the
are assembled. This is a spy story with variations—
variations of a humorous character being supplied by
Mi s Gish as a slavey in a London boarding house
where she falls in love with Richard Barthelmess, not
knowing that he is in the employ of the secret service.
Credit should be given the scenario writer for dove«
and serious phase, of the story
tailing the comedy
loothly that they come through as harmonious
of the picture ;s a whole, rather than as melodrama with interludes
of forced comedy,
obviously
t in for the purpose of ge't'ng laushs.
Miss
lly funny in her expressions 1 f an awakening love for the young boarder at the house in which
she works,thatalsoRichard
in ind'eating
her jealousy
when
she
believes
is devoting
his attentions
to

Give Dorothy Gish Every Chance to Win New Friends; She Justifies
Anything You Can Do.

Withey Returns To Norma
Talmadge.

JWANTED

February 28. 1910

I^tar Again Shows Her Gift For Eccentric Comedy in Forceful Picture.

0 Zeller in the City Court lias
1 an inspection of the books
■orils of the Clinical Kiln
lit by Dr. Frederick K. Ream,
own dental sui
11st the
t ion. Morns
Bijur, president
tgfried Elkan, to recover $1,250
for 100 shares of stock in the
ind of false
•\ e In
.•I of the hooks that Elliiin the stock, and Bijur,
1
corporation, were
... rati i alsehi iod . in repI the corporation owned
10, had films valued
1 1017,

TCPURCHASE
IMMEDIATELY
L 3 & 6 Sheet Posters of

Friday

Most of the paper prepared by Paramount bears upon
the star and the comedy elements of the picture. From
ar advertising viewpoint, I don't doubt but that this
is wise, for Miss Gish is primarily gaining fame as a

mm d:enne and should be consistently exploited on
that score.
It would be well, however, at least in your reading
notices, to let folks know that there is a good bit of
spy drama in this production, which is in no way suggested by the title. A brief svnopsis of the plot might
rov- r the story without, however, mentioning that the
Bolsheviki are supposed to be responsible for the
anarchistic murders. Of course, there is no appreciable
sympathy for the Bolshevik movement among the average photoplay fans in this country, but it does seem a
little premature to present a political force, about which
so little is known, in such a damaging light.
In mentioning Miss Gish's recent pictures, call attention to "The Hope Chest," "Battling Tane" and "The
Hun Within."

Qzning BILUKEN COMEDIES
STATE RIGHT DISTRIBUTORS
Photoplays Financed and Exploited in all Markets.

PHONE

7442 BRYANT

Release Date
announced later

PHOTOPLAY TRADING CO.
729— SEVENTH AVE. N. Y.
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"Stars of Glory," A Pathe Special.
Leonce Perret's big patriotic production,
"Stars of and
Glory"
Cassinelli
E. K.featuring
Lincoln
will be released by Pathe Exchange.
Inc., as a special feature.
Gray With Pickford.
Jack Pickford has secured John
Gray to write titles for his first production, which will be ready for
release shortly. Art work on the
titles is being painted by Ferdinand Pinney Earle.
International News.
Effective March 5. the Screen Telegram, the tri-weekly news pictorial
issued by International through
Universal exchanges will he known
under the title of "International
News," and will as usual K" issued
each succeeding Wednesday thereafter.
Exchange Manager Gives Recitals.
Pittsburgh. — For the purpose of acquainting exhibitors in his territory
with one of the possibilities for exploiting Anna Case in "The Elidden
Truth," L. F. Levison, Select, is givrtes of Anna Case phonograph
recitals in the rooms of the Pittsburgh
Exchange.

CLASSIFIED.
The classified columns of WID'S
611 a long felt want. It is the market
place when buyer and seller — employer
and employee or the small advertiser
can put his story before practically
every live exhibitor in the country
every day in the year, at nominal cost
Rate 50c per line. Cash with order.

HELP

WANTED.

Organist — Pianist who will play three
shows a day, good pay to right man. Give
reference, how long you worked in last place
and salary desired.
S. R., WID'S DAILY.
Operator who is familiar with Powers
machine and willing to be general handy
man around the theater. E. E. K., WID'S
DAILY.
Organist with Al reference who can operate Austin organ. Will make right terms for
right man. O. B. S., Box 189 WID'S
DAILY.

POSITION

WANTED.

Young man who is handy in all around
work in moving picture theater. Can furnish
best reference. A. C. B., Box ISO WID'S
DAILY.
Young man who has
Exchange wishes position
or around Albany, N.
WID'S DAILY.
Operator wishes a
•nly. Reliable and can
Can
operate spotlight.
DAILY.

had experience in
in same capacity in
Y. M. L. M., c|o

"

Important Decision.

rights of members of musicians' unions
and Sim theaters by which they tire
employed has been handed down by
the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts. Because of the general
importance of the decision in other
states, a copy of the opinion has been
obtained
by by
Wid's
Daily. appointed
The casewas heard
a master
by the court who decided in favor
of the members of the union but the
highest court of the State rules to
the contrary, and holds that the minimum rule of the union was illegal,
and grants
sion says: the injunction. The deciThe Haverhill Strand Theater, Inc.,
is a moving picture and vaudeville
house. In the summer of 1916 it had
in its employ one Coburn, an i
who was a member of a musician's
union. No other musicians were employed. Before 1916 the union had
adopted a rule fixing the minimum
number of musicians who should be
employed in the different the;
Haverhill.. By this rule the Strand
Theater was required to employ live
musicians if it wished to emploj anj
member of the union. This rule had
been suspended during the summer of
Mn<K but at some time prior to Sept/ember 9th the union notified the
theater that it was about to enforce
it. From motives of economy the
theater wished to employ Coburn
alone, and upon being informed of
the union's intention to enforce the
rule, brought a bill in equity to enjoin the union from doing so.
On September lOth, Coburn left
plaintiff's employ "because of the
existence of said rule and penalties
incident to its violation." His wages
were $27 a week. Some time after
he left, plaintiff succeeded in hiring
a non-union organist at $00 a week.
The findings of the master, in addition
to the above facts, were as follows :
That the rule in question is enforced
against the members of the union by
either fine or expulsion; that there
has been neither a boycott nor strike
put in force or threatened by the defendants; that the defendants have
in no wise disturbed or interfered
with any existing contractual relation
of plaintiff, nor in any way threatened
the plaintiff or its business.
continuescarpenters,
: "There
is The
more opinion
money then
for masons,

position evenings
furnish references.
G. S., care WID'S

and plumbers in building a ten-story
store than there is in building a store
of two stories. If it is legal for
musicians to adopt a minimum rule
Piano player at liberty wants steady job.
Beet of references. Will go anywhere. D. T. fixing the number of musicians who
shall be employed in all the theaters
eare of Wid's Daily.
within its jurisdiction, it is hard to
sec
why a minimum rule may not be
FOR SALE.
adopted by the allied trade unions of
Lobby display frames for 1 sheets, all brass. masons, carpenters, and plumbers fixAlso ticket chopper in A-l condition. Box
ng the number of stories of which
206, WID'S DAILY.
every store to be erected in the busidistrict is to consist. * * *
MAILING LIST FOR SALE. What nesssuch
a minimum rule interferes

UST OF MOTION PICTURE THEATEHS
•f the whole eountry. Any State or City.
This list kept ap to date by careful cheeking.
Also list of other branches of the Motion
picture Industry. C. A. K. c|e WTJVS
»AILY. 71 W. 44th St.. N. Y. O.

Putting It Over

Bearing Upon Unions.
Rights of Musicians'
An important decision as to the

__ th store
is notwith
the fewer
.owner'sstories,
right to
the
buterect
the
owner's right to a free flow of labor
to erect a store with fewer stories.

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
up.
fcllozv
know how you cleaned

The Average Exchange can i I
the income on old pictures by i
tating it with a new lobby disr I
large percentage of the public I
seen the average good picture i J
new Lobby Display will get i j
return date.
Write or see us.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y

UtOJ!^- cash registbL
Milwaukee. — Here's the way George
Fischer, manager of the Alhambra. put
over "The Romance of Happy Valley" :
From the time the patron entered
the theater until he left it he breathed
the atmosphere of the production. On
entering the long lobby of the theater
. :ed between mil fences along
either wall hack of which cornstalks
ed dry brown fields.
Regulation patent medicine ads were
hi the fence, pumpkins rested
on the ground and cutout figures of
barnyard! inhabitants were here and
there. A group of three farmers singing and whittling was perched on the
fence, thanks to a suitable lithograph
and scissors and paste.

■f>r>ef oil Uinefa

days'
propsorts
even
fami-

Thaab*

.»*■?». . BPOAOWAV

1 ,ef.

M.VT ITV

Dryant 7392
Brocta
$ Mey

Hand Painted Ti
Illustrations-Photog:
220 Vest 49^ i
Room QOQ4
Ne^Ycr;

Over the entrance a false front of
a house was erected. As the patron entered he found himself in the living
room of an old-fashioned home. The
walls were covered with bright paper
and rag rugs were on the floor. A
hold-all was in one corner, an oldfashioned music box on a marbletopped table, a hat rack, quaint horsehair furniture placed about elsewhere
and old lamp chandeliers with glistening crystal pendants were overhead.
The wall paper was in reality
brightly colored calico which was
stretched over the walls, as paper
would not have stood the seven
wear. The furniture and other
>\ ere borrowed from all
of places, second hand shops, and
the homes of Milwaukee's first
lies.

of

0REIGN FILM TITLES
Are THE I SI
FRANCISCO ELIAS
220 West 42nd Street, New ik
Phone: "Bryant 9351 \

WE
300 New

HAVE

IT]

Copies For Sale oft*

One and two reel comedies anddra

Film & Supply Co.

CHARLES

N.

JAW1TZ,
145 W.
New York City

YOU

NEED

IT
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A prologue was staged most uniquely
before the photo-drama was given.
The Alhambra stage has three smaller
ones on it as part of the permanent
South Pekin. 111.— M. M<U
setting. On the left small stage live
will erect a combined tUtea; »
sheep, chickens and other rural animals were shown being fed while the garage building.
orchestra played the overture. The
Lipton, Ind — Brady and W: 1
right hand one showed a cornfield.
erect a theater.
It will tie
The center setting was that of the will
The Grand, and located at J W
interior of a farm house. A short
and Independence streets.
prologue was worked out in which a
chorus of local singers appeared made
Cobb, Wis. — The Amuse Co.
up as farmer folk who had come to
the house to rehearse for an entertainment. With the accompanist playing
Kulm, Lange
N.
D.—
Hi
Richard
to Edwin
open.
a ' square piano they sang all the old open.
favorite songs and made a decided hit
with the Alhambra audiences.
Houston, Tex.— The Avenue i*
Liberty Ave., was recently if
damaged by fire.

HOUSE

CHANCSS

Sharon, O— It is said that j»U
terests are interested in the rr Sh
erecting a motion picture hov. M
THE

"TIFFANY"
OF
GRAPHERS.

LITHO-

Canton,
111.— Princess reop'*
R. T. Gustine, brother of foriraO
ager.

7/kRKOGHIZED

<»BRADSTREET

Authority

1 FILMDOM
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Eight Subpoenaed

World Made Safe

irors To Appear Before Grand
Ji'y To-day in Graft Charges
;f exhibitors have been subB by the District Attorney to
a'before the Grand Jury to-day
ofiection with the alleged graft
lid by members of the Bureau
tj Prevention.
ler of Account's, David
h Id said that the exhibitors are
rge measure to blame if any
i exist. He said that the showfl r the sake of a few extra adi(s listened to advances that
I re been made by fire inspectors.
n time, according to Mr. Hirsh•e appealed to the Exhibitors
uto help in rounding up alleged
l£mt claims that he received no
tice. In some cases, when ex01 were called upon to give testi|Wr. Hirshfield says, they relb or feared to tell the truth.

Through Censors Wanted By Pennsylvanian — Some of His Ideas.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago — Ellis P. Overholzer, secretary of the PennsylvanVa tatc
censor boarJ, spoke before the Chicago Censorship Commission upon a
subject dear to his heart — a world
made
safe by censors.
Mr. Overholzer is touring the
country spreading propaganda urging state censorship, such as Pennsylvania now enjoys. He spoke of
a "congress of censors" to be held
in Chicago and outlined the things
that this congress should and should
not do.
In discussing "how we do things
in Pennsylvania" many of the film
companies came in for harsh treatment. He stated that the moral
character of pictures has not improved since tbe war ended except
some comedy-dramas, which he admitted had improved, though he did
not expect this condition would last.
Mr. Overhoher said 75 per cent
of the pictures made are melodramas which usuallv involve crime of
some sort. He referred to several
producers and their pictures as
glowing examples of the lurid, objectionable features that should not
be allowed. Ivan Abramson was
classed as "ignorant and troublesome'' and tbe titles "The Flame of
Passion:' "Forbidden Fruit" "Hell's
Crater," "The Evil Women Do" and
"The Girl Who Didn't Think" as
particularly objectionable.
Twenty per cent of the pictures
(Continued
on Page 3)

Two Metro's Started.
4 Dana has started "Madelon"
Sly wood for Metro. Edwin
w! is directing. Hale Hamilton
srted "After His Own Heart"
e'Ames Wilson.
No. 34

Mle Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
pjtE Moving Picture World
I has just reached its twelfth
^birthday. Twelve years is a
wtime in this great industry,
njindustry whose milestones
II been marked by giant
res of progress and whose
t e is more promising than
7k coming year promises
nl for us all, and upon the
i\ press of the industry rests
U| of the responsibility for
i juture development. Upon
1 vsts a solemn duty and obliitn to back to the limit those
i iples that stand for the
iq for healthy development
progress and fight sincerely
^ fearlessly, regardless of
rlnal gain, those elements
a tend to destroy the great
nlence of the American pubHiat has been built through
i;t endeavor.
A\ the youngest, we congraM you, Moving Picture
oi on your birthday as the
i[ trade publication in the
»ltry.

II

5 centf

in

0

u

And the Worst Is Yet to Come"

SUNDAY SHOWS
AND CENSORSHIP
Sunday Shows Needed.
Steubenville, O. — Rev. A. P. Bissel,
rector of St. Stephens church here,
addressing the Chamber of Commerce in support of a recreation program that included Sunday movies,
declared that the wage earners have
as much right to such Sabbath day
amusement as the more fortunate
have to their Sunday joyrides, clubs
and golf.

Hearing Concluded
H.— Hart Case is Finished—
Shepard Gives Testimony
The hearing by the Federal Trade
Washington — Oscar A. Price Assist- Commission of the alleged unfair
ant Director General of Railroads has trade methods practiced by W. H.
tendered his resignation effective April Productions in the distribution of
Willi. -1 S. Hart subjects was concluded on Saturday when Harry J
1 to accept the presidency of the UnitShepard, publicity manager for W. H
ed Artists Association, the "Big Four" took
the stand.
organization. He will make his headMr. Shepard was mainly asked to
quarters in New York City.
Mr. Price is an old newspaper man identify advertising matter sent out
by W. H. in exploiting the Hart reat one time being publicity director issues.
for a branch of the Treasury DepartThe Government's testimony is now
ment.
complete. Time will be granted for
W. H. to prepare a defense.

Price Joins "Big 4"

Resigns
as Assistant
Director
General of Railroads.

"We must provide some substitute for the saloon and the brothel
which we are driving out and we
will have to get away from the idea
of some reformers that husky men
Mr. Price recently visited Los Anof labor can be attracted and kept
geles, as noted and at the time, reports
contented with such amusements as were current that he would cast his
(Continued on Page 2)
lot with the "Big Four" organization.

.

W.

Musgrove Here.
Harry
Musgrove,
general manager
for Australasian Films, Etd., arrived
in New York yesterday morning.
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Cuts and Flashes
Oliver D. Bailey has sold the picture rights of "A Stitch in Time" to
Vitagraph.
Mitchell Lewis is about ready to
begin work on his third picture of the
rugged outdoors.
Daniel Gilfether playing in "The
Mantle of Charity" with Marguerite
Fisher, celebrated his seventieth
birthday last week at Long Beach.
Pictures Exclusively at Standard.
The Standard, Broadway and 90th
after March 10, will sfiow pictures
exclusively. The change of policy
came through Walter Rosenberghaving
out Joe Leblang's
interest bought
in the house.

More "Fillum"' Money.
Chicago — Dr. Walter NT. Thomas,
of South State street, has had Alexander Dennison, former member of
Chicago Beard of Trade, arrested,
claiming he paid $125 to Dennison
for stock in the La Fayette Film
Corp. and that the money was never
turned over to the company. Dennison denied the charge. He is estimated to be worth $150,000 and
repudiates the charge cf obtaining
money by false pretenses.

(Continued from Page 1)
'puss in the corner' and 'drop the
handkerchief," he declared. He added
that in his opinion, there would be
nothing unholy about carefully regulated Sunday moving picture
shows.

IN THE COUFS

had lost her voice. Kathleen couldn't
accept 'cause she said her "professional pants" were already at the
station.
Fritzi lost her voice. Katie lost
her trousers.
Which loss would you consider
the greater?
Seems to me that cats have their
day too. Never heard so many stories
about cats in my life. Pepper the
Sennett cat is despondent and unhappy. Pepper still claims to be in
the ingenue class and the picture debut of her two small daughters has
caused her no end of concern as to
her future opportunities.
Some folks are lucky! Lillian
Walker wanted a circus to come to
town while she was filmin' her picture, "The Love Hunger" so she
could use the animals for the scenes
and sure enough, one did.

Darling/'

SHOWS

Sunday Shows Election Issue.
Coloraio Springs, Col. — The authorization of Sunday shows in Colorado Springs is to be an issue in
the April election, an initiated petiInce Signs Players
tion having been filed recently with
Thomas H. Ince has signed Lloyd the clerk of El Paso county. The
Hughes for a long time contract. present ordinance forbids theaters or
Mr. Ince has also acquired William moving picture shows from operaThey
had a regular auijn
Conklin, Douglas Mac Lean, Doris
ting on Sundays.
"Everywoman" and Zukor he ,a 1
Lee and Otto Hoffman. Hughes makes
In opposition to the movement too.
dred aces and a flush — and i spas
his debut in Enid Bennett's new pic- are 2,000 c tizens. They have sent
ture. W. G. Gilmour, formerly man- a petition of protest to the legslaager of the Universal plant has been ture.
made superintendent of the new Ince
Gilbert M. Anderson h
studio.
sued in the Supreme Court f
Jersey Laws To Be Tested
Elizabeth, N. J.— The state "blue damages by Nicholas Widd
Business Good in Louisville
laws" will be tested on March 13 when complaint alleges that on
Louisville— A larger force of men eleven theater owners, charged with last the defendant empow
at Camp Taylor is resulting in the ex- "maintaining disorderly houses" by plaintiff to find a purchasei
hibitors here securing an excellent run operating their theaters on Sunday
of business.
will be heard.
films,
Mad," and"Son-of-aGun,"
"Red Blood and
the defendant desiring to
world rights for the first
the foreign rights to the thir
at $11,000 for the first, $.
the second and $5,000 for 1
for which Widder says he
get 10 per cent. Widder
that on Jan. 7 last through hi
the Inter-Ocean Corp. offe'
000
that for
the "Son-of-a-Gun"
defendant wouldamg
than the sum demanded
other two, but Anderson re
sell.

Just before Kathleen Clifford left
for California she received an offer
to substitute for Fritzi Scheff who

Folks are just waltzing in to see
Priscilla Dean in ''The Wicked

SUNDAY

Bert Lytell thinks the stock company
is
the best trainin' for stage and screen
actors.

A judgment for $865 has fclH
tered in the City Court ag;jstl
Peggy Hyland has a new one, Paralta Plays Inc. in a suijfl
girls. If a motor cop overtakes you
Photoplay Publishing Co. totem
and informs you that you are break- $816
for advertising from jay
in' the speed laws' just put on a August last.
baby
stare
and
say,
"Oh,
I
didn't
know you were a motor cop. I
The transfer tax appraisaj){
was only tryin' to get away from estate of Charles Frohman shYjf
a motor cycle. I'm awfully afraid of when
he died on the Lusr!
May 7, 1915, he had an estatii
$451.78 after all his debts wf|
Joe Martin, Hniversal's $10,000
orang-outang is a very versatile ac- although his gross estate was.
Al Hayman,
his parti
tor. He plays tragedy and comedy while
them."
died in 1917, had more than $
with equal skill. In the "Red Gloves" Concerning
a
valuation
of
he is seen as a fierce jungle
on
Mr.
Frohman's
he
creature and in Harry Burns's placed
1.250 shares in the Famous -,
new comedy, he plays a good nat- Charles Frohman Co., the repcjshl
ural crook who ransacks Burns' that half the entire stock w.jif
pockets and gets away with stick to Mr. Frohman for the film ™
pin, watch and wallet. Not forgethis players and that in 1917 <p£
ting a sly little look at the camera Frohman
estate sued the cc-ikf
which says "I guess that's doin' it." to recover damages caused by m

Beatrice Joy says the only trouble the studio the Famous Player io«!
about
the stage is that you work rain the Frohman stock for $32 a s -Jt.
ir
shine.
Want Taxes Refundei
Salt Lake City — Managers it4
And now Tom Mix has a scenario
writer cf his own. He is Richard Lake City theaters have petiti<4
commission for the re fur jog
Schayer former N. Y. newspaper city
man.
license taxes for the period tl|sj
were closed down on accourpi
Viola Dana thinks a Goodyear tire influenza. They ask that I ■
of the year's license taxes jj
should last a good year.
back to them.

iMA
Humor
■iello W "id' s rhis is

"om Terrissjisten - ■
Want to Reserve [ Space Here "or Five Weeks IIIbe With You Next
Vetk Bag and Baggage

ill Right %od bye -
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and Pathos Combined
"THE BETTER

March 3. 1919

in Film Version of "The Better 'Ole' "

'OLE' "

Cinema Corp. — World Film, Distr.
DIRECTOR
George Pearson
AUTHORS
Capt. Bruce Bairnsfather and
Capt. Arthur Elliot.
SCENARIO BY
George Pearson and T. A.
Welch.
CAMERAMAN
Not Credited
AS A WHOLE
Human
study of typical
British soldiers during the great war has both
humor and pathos.
STORY
Just enough to give continuity to
the action and to bring out the heroic qualities of Old Bill.
DIRECTION . .,
Gives an appearance of reality
to most of the scenes supposed to represent
army quarters near the front.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally Good
LIGHTINGS
Passable
CAMERA WORK
Fair
PLAYERS
Charles
Rock
supplies telling
characterization of Old Bill; Arthur Cleave
and Hugh E. Wright first rate as his two
chums.
EXTERIORS
Not often needed.
INTERIORS
Well devised to indicate quarters of the English soldiers.
DETAIL
Some good bits bringing out incidents of army life.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Will help to
give an idea of the intimate, personal phases
of the war.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
6,ioo feet.

One of the real S"rprises of the New York theatrilinucd from Poge 1)
cal season has been the great popular success of Capt.
Charlie
kind
"the
ri s'aP:tick
Bairnsfather's play, "The Better 'Ole'," now running at
vulthe Cort theater. The stage creation, based on the author's
■Jin originated, and whose
Mr. famous character, Old Bill, drew so well that after a
aty are beyond
htholzer
stated. expression"
brief engagement in a downtown theater, it was moved
'{rime serials and lurid titles
to one of Broadway's most popular houses and rezer's
mains among the at'ractions doing capacity business.
Is came under Mr. Overhol
asroundly
brvation and were
I merely mention the phenomenal success of the play
as an indication of the demand for entertainment of
I Pennsylvania rulings on pic- this nature. eithe<- through the medium of a drawing,
percentage
uiji affect only a small
tf he market the censor board a stage performance, or a p'cture. The foundation
in each instance is the human
appeal of a humorous,
I i- seeking re'nforcements
rcl othe- states ii an effort to
nit greater pressure upon the
resteers.
Rely Upon the Title and the Name
Ik Overholzer. declared
ChicaBox Office Analysis
:o'censor board should be divorcdfom the police department. The
The
humor
in
this
picture
presupposes
a moderately
bould be done by a com>n with full power to act, he well-cultivated audience. I can imagine small towns
He is opposed to the "pink in the south or west where a lack of knowledge of
t" issue!
for pictures
for English characters and cockney dialect, would prevent
; only.
many of the fine points in the film from getting over.
In the large cities, however, there is little danger of this
Ctor Oberholzer will addres? condition existing.
Michigan Federation of WoAs 1 have already mentioned, the play has proven
s Club^ at its annual meeting
the interest of I he New York public ;n the character
attle Creek, the Chicago Woof
B:ll, and there is no doubt that he will fina
3 Club and the Chicago Politi- an Old
equally enthusiastic reception in other cities with
■nality League. Kansas, Nepopulation. Don't look for an uproari"a and other western states are a cosmopolitan
ous farce that is going to keep your audience laughing
elded in his itinerary.
throughout the six reels, rather a character comedy
Censors May Move
.Ejrrisburg, Pa. — The State Board
f j.otion Picture Censors, whicli
isjbeen examining all films at
hi delphia, may move its offices
Governor Sproul believes that
e irious departments of the state
ivument should all be located
:r<

Monday,

sympathet'c character, such as Old Bill. Whether or
not the character. sties of English Tommies arc revealed as completely n the film as on the stage, need
not be d scusse I, for it is certain that the picture
1 resented by the Cinema Corp. has enough of the real
spiritinterest.
nf the author's creation to give it distinctiveness
and
There isn't much of a story in this study of English
soldiers who are no les> human because they are in
u.iiform undergo ng the dangers and sufferings which
the first Hngl sh army expc.ienced to the full. The
predominant quality of the film is comedy, but it is
comedy made more effective on account of the pathos
with which it is S3 closely allied. One is made to
feel the unquestionable spirit of these men, who laugh
and dance and indulge petty foibles, although they
have reason to believe that a few hours later they
may lie dead at the bottom of a trenc"i.
Charles Rock as Old Bill, is the leader of "the three
musketeers" who set out to do their bit for England.
The make-up of Rock is true to the author's sketches
and he portrays t' e figure in a natural vein that always makes him appear life a genuine human being.
Both Arthur Cleave and Hugh E. Wright also do
their sbare toward providing the come 'y, one with
his persistent love making, which is always interrupted
at a critical moment, the other with his unavailing
efforts to strike Ire from a patent matchbox, given
to him by a thoughtful friend before he left for France.
Small i-cidents of this kind are worked into the film
to good purpose, and frequently get a laugh where
the action gives ndicat on of dragging.
The strongest part of the plot, if it may be called
such, concerns Old Bill's discovery of a traitor who
has given information to the Germans making it
possible for them to blow up a bridge, and along with it
a few hundred Frenchmen. Instead of reporting the
matter. Old B 11, ingle handed, prevents the accomplishment ofthe German plan. In order to do this he
is obli- ed to crawl across No Man's Land, blow up
the bridge himself and then make his way back to the
English lines.
When the soldier is sent to the gua-d house for
leaving h's
permission,
he makes
(injection, butpest
soon, without
of course,
the heroic
action no
is disclosedto
_ the British officers and Old Bill gets the
laudation he deserves.

of the Author to Draw Business
for the Exhibitor.
with enough genuine humor to make good entertainment for an intelligent crowd.
In your exploitation, tie the picture up with the
play, which has received considerable publicity all over
the country through newspaper and magazine articles.
Also feature t'ie name of Capt. Bairnsfather whose
reputation is certain to be known to those in your community who keep up to date on literary and artistic
matters.
The pictorial end of your advertising should be dominated by drawings cf Old Bill as conceived by his
creator. These drawings have an eccentric, humorous
expression coinciding with the nature of the picture.
Then, of coarse, play up the title in every mention of
the film, counting upon it and the name of the author
to arouse interest.
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Coming BILLIKEN COMEDIES

STATE RIGHT DISTRIBUTORS
Photoplays Financed and Exploited in all Markets.

PHOTOPLAY

PHONE

7442 BRYANT

Release Date
announced later
TRADING

CO.

729— SEVENTH

AVE.

N. Y. C.
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HOUSE
Gems
Dear Wids:
You are blessed with much
a
patience, and as such is
virtue you are bound to reap
I
st—
harve
good
a
therefrom
hope I am the only one behind
valwith subscription, as your
ued daily— weekly— and especially the yearly tabulated book
form are like gems— they
invaluable informashine with
tion for exhibitors.
Yours very truly
(Signed) C. F. Ouellette.
Temple Theater,
Wallaceburg, Ont., Canada.

CHANGES

York, Neb. — Sun Amusement taken
over control of North at Columbus,
formerly owned by Billy Swan.
Oconto Falls, Wis.— W. R. Vincent
is owner of the Grand theater.
Plattsville, Wis. — Chas. Kistler leased the city opera house.
Mellen, Was. — George E. Root sold
the White to Geo. Downey.
Chilton, Wis. — The Princess reopened under George Aew of Sheboygan.
Omro,
Wis. — John
taken over the Gem.

G.

Bennett

has

Churches Oppose New House.
Wis. — W. J. Frueske takes
Boston — Representatives of the overAugusta,
Dreamland.
eight Protestant churches of South
George
Mgr.
with
Boston, together
Superior, Neb. — Empress reopened.
J Patterson of St. Vincent de Paul
Catholic Church, have joined in a
protest to Mayor Peters against the
Cody, Neb. — Charles Roley and John
erection of a $500,000 moving pic- Irwin purchased Cody.
ture theater adjacent to Phillips Congregational Church.
Alliance, Neb. — Imperial purchased
by H. A. DuBuque.

CLASSIFIED.

The classified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt want. It is the market
place when buyer and seller — employer
and employee or the small advertiser
can put his story before practically
every live exhibitor in the country
every day in the year, at nominal cost.
Rate 50c per line. Cash with order.

Kankakee, 111.— T. J. Roye bought
the Princess and rechristened it Chateau.
Tiffin, Ga. — Two idle picture theaters
here are opened. Mystic by Mrs.
Olive Emens and W. L. Oulip
of Tiffin, and the Royal by Clifton
Lawrence of Maple Grove.

Aurora, 111. — Sylvandell a dance hall
becomes a theater. It will have a seating capacity of 4,000. Cost of the new
Organist— Pianist who will play three
will be $60,000.
shows a day, good pay to right man. Give house
HELP

WANTED.

reference, how long you worked in last place
Bnd salary desired.
S. R., WID'S DAILY.
Operator who is familiar with Powers
machine and willing to be general handy
man around the theater. E. E. K., WID'S
DAILY.

Grand Saline, Tex. — McLeod & Sims
have just put $4,000 in improvements
in the Lily.

DAILY
Incorporations

San Bernardino, Cal. — Cleo Madison
Camden, N. Y. — The Opera House
block in Main St., in which is located Feature Film Co. Capital $50,000. Incorporators : Leon A. Rogers, John
the Arcade, has been sold to F. J.
Card and Sons of Earleville, who will de La Cruz.
POSITION
WANTED.
take possession March 1st.
Columbia, O. — Rialto Amusement
Young man who is handy in all around
Co. Capital, $25,000. Howard Reif
work in moving picture theater. Can furnish
Easton, Pa. — The Star, which has and others.
best
reference.
A.
C.
B.,
Box
190
WID'S
been
closed
since
the
epidemic
last
DAILY.
Fall, has been opened under new
Young man who has had experience in
Little Rock, Ark.— The BlytheExchange wishes position in same capacity in management. It has been newly paint- ville Amusement Co., Blvtheville,
ed, etc. A $5,000 organ has also been
or around Albany, N. Y. M. L. M., c|o
installed.
Capital, $3,000. A. B. Fairfield,
WID'S DAILY.

Organist with Al reference who can operate Austin organ. Will make right terms for
right
DAILY. man. O. B. S., Box 189 WID'S

Operator wishes a position evenings
•nly. Reliable and can furnish references.
Can operate spotlight. G. S., care WID'S
DAILY.

Dover, N. H. — -J. Frank Moore
has resigned as manager of the
Broadway and is considering the
Piano player at liberty wants steady job. management of a theatrical proposiBest of references. Will go anywhere. D. T.
tion in this city.

•are of Wid's Daily.

NEW THEATER;!

Ottumwa, la. — A new theatel
Albany, N. Y. — Charters granted: :ost $40,000 is being projectec)
The British American Pictures Morris Lince, owner of the Etj
Finance Corp., New York City. To there and J. B. Since, a Des Mil
distribute, exchange and exhibit capitalist. Plans call for a hou J
motion picture films and engage in 1,500 seating capacity to replac 1
all branches of the motion picture present Empire which Lince be
some weeks ago. It is expected J
business. Capital $20,000. Directors, T. L Ernst, F. H. Rutehorn the new house will be started irj
and Mien E. Moore, 766 St Johns spring and will be ready about Se ,
Ottumwa has five houses at pr><
Place, New York Citv.
Brandt Amusement Co., Brooklyn, and business is generally good t'
N. Y. To own and manage motion
picture nn-d other theaters. Capital
Utica, N. Y. — Extensive al".
$2,500. Directors. Abraham Baum- tions qqsting $100,000 are to
wald, Yetta Faumwald and Theodore made by Sidney Wilmer and W.Gutman, 438 Kosciusko street, L. Vincent to the Colonial, recc
purchased. Seating capacity wi. if
Brooklyn, N. Y.
G. & A. Amusement Co., Brooklyn, enlarged, etc.
N. Y. Vardeville anH motion picHuntington, Ind.— T. G. Per
ture attractions. Capital $0000
Directors, Lillian Lowy, A. F. Mayo owner of the Huntington Mc
Picture
Co., has announced tha
and Jo. I-e,-y, 7.77 Albany avenue, will start
the erection of a
Brooklyn, N Y.
house to have a seating capacit
The Dexter Amusement Co., Dexter, N. Y. Theatrical motion pictures
and other amusement enterprises.
1,000.
South Bend, Ind.— Local archi ts
Capital $1,000. Directors, Lazarus
L. Eerman, Chirles S. Moyer and are preparing plans for a new mi in I
picture theater on Michigan St. tie
William R. Lindsey, Dexter, N. Y.
Hnl Benedict Studios, Inc., New Blackstone which is to be erecte n 1
St., will be comp ;d
York City. To engage in a general So. Michigan
motion picMire anl photoplay busi- during the early summer.
ness. Capital $10,000. Directors,
Hal Benedict, George K. Hennings
Oswego,
N. Y. — Pierce & Mo>
and B. S. Hennings, 1777 Broadway, managers
of the Pierce, have
New York City.
granted a license to open their
McDon Pictures Corp., Inc., New theater.
York City. Theatrical and motion
pictures. Capital $10000. Directors,
R. N. Souffront, Edwin F. Morgan
THE
UNPARDONABLE
SIN
and William B. McNulty, 1022 CroHarry Starring
Garson's Blanche
Big
Production
Sweet
tona Parkway, New York City.
Will have a lobby display that sh
Alys Theater Corp., New York
reflect
Neilan's
masterful
directu
which will individualize both story a
City. Tn maintain theaters for mostar.
tion pictures and other amtis?ment
On
exhibition very shortly at t
salesroom.
offerings. Capital $1,000. Director1:,
KRATJS
MFG.
CO.
C. M. Rosenthal Sidney Goldsmith
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.
and Harry Revier, 1476 Broadway,
New York City.

president.
Indianapolis, Ind. — Ben Ross
Feature Film Corp. Capital, $10,000.
To conduct motion pictures. Benj.
Ross, Ethel Ross, Wetzel Schwartz,
incorporators.

Dryant 7392

broda $ Meyer

Hand Painted Title
Illustrations-Photograph;

Room

20Q4

Ne^ York, Ci

220 Vest 42^ St'
Let Elias Do Your Title
FRANCISCO
ELIAS
220 W. 42nd St.
New

Phone Bryant 93! |
York

FOR SALE.
Lobby display frames for 1 sheets, all brass.
Also ticket chopper in A-l condition. Box
206, WID'S DAILY.

MAILING

LIST FOR

Outfit

TOM

M«T OF MOTION PICTURE THEATERS
«f the whole country. Any State er City.
This list kept up to date by careful eheekiag.
Also list of ether branches of the Motieo
Hetwe Industry. C. A. K. el* WID'S
»AILY. 71 W. 44th It.. M. T. ©.

BRET

Titles and Scenarios

SALE.

Phones

It's a growing business still in its
infancy. I must hustle and grow
with it— Herman Brown.

THEY

SWELL
BOX-OFFICE
RECEIPTS.

Suite 616

) Bryant 589
Bryant 8419
220-W-42d-Sl

7^recockized
Authority

BeBRADSTREET
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time to time The National
has held special private reviews
V.rrlitzcr Hall taking up different
:spns in relation to motion picture
iq:tion and demonstratine them
hjiroper feature films. The review
ift, will be of this character.
'ij pictures selected are "The Girl
tj .Marsh Croft" by The Swedish
ijiiph Co. and "Out of the Fog,"
el pictures have been specially se;cjon account of the artistry shown
hr production and the exceptional
rt of the actors portraying the
r ters.
iscussion will follow the review
tlj Board wishes to demonstrate to
nds the effect that legalized censfc> is bound to have in restricting
tarding the development of the
til picture from the artistic standa
flEveritt D. Martin, the newly
Chairman
of The National
will preside.
No. 35

Me Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
NE of the hardest things
a salesman in our industry has to overcome is to
"dch the man who really
»vs. the honest-to-goodness
n, men of the business. If
ijcan see one man a day he
!•: completed a good day's
H*k. Why not make WID'S
>ILY YOUR salesman. It
*read every morning of the
■« by the very men you are
rpg to reach. Many suc«*tful advertisers have found
V that it brings definite re«^s. Why not prove it to
<jrself?

I.

His Firs t 7 en
Dear Mr. Gunning:
(Discontinued subscription)
I have enjoyed the criticisms
and profited by the good information contained in your
very up to date little trade
paper and should I, at some
future time, engage in motion
pictures, the first $10 I spend
will be for a year's paid in
advance subscription t o
"Wid's."
Good Luck.
Yours very truly,
(Signed) A. W. B. Johnson,
Birmingham, Ala.
New Production.
Los Angeles — It is reported that
"Give and Take," the new sevenreel Wyndhain Gittens Production,
will have its premiere performance
within a few weeks at one of Los
Angeles' largest theaters. The fea^
tured player is Edward Hearn.

SUNDAY SHOWS
AND CENSORSHIP
Four Bills Here
Sacramento— Of the four bills introduced into the California Legislature,
one would make it a criminal offense
to sell tickets of admission to any
theater when all the seats are occupied.Another
_
makes it a felony to
exhibit pictures that would cause class
or race hatred.
Another closes the studios and exchanges on Sunday.
Sunday Shows Closed
Chattanooga — Under orders from
Attorney General Chamlee all picture
shows have been closed on Sunday,
because of existing laws. "If the people
of Hamilton county do not want these
laws obeyed, take them off the statute
books," stated Gen Chamlee.
To Publish Titles
Bloomfield, N. J.— The Board of
Censorship has decided to publish the
titles of all pictures passed by the
board. Noble Bickler, member of the
board,
tion. will have charge of the publicaExchanges Taxed.
Cincinatti— Local
bill
taxes
exchanges $25 a year where more than
10 people are employed, and $50 where
{Continued
on page 2)

Cliff Smith with Texas Guinan.
Los Angeles — Cliff Smith will direct
the
two isreal
westerns
which was
"Tex"
Guinan
to be
starred.inSmith
the
director of all the western productions
in which William S Hart made
for "Triangle."
The Chaplin Studios
will
be used.

Price 5 cents

Schwalbe Dined
In Recognition of Loyalty to
Associates.

His

A testimonial dinner to Harry L.
Schwalbe, secretary-treasurer of
First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
as an evidence of appreciaton for
his loyalty to the Circuit and his
allegiance to his associates in it,
Chicago
Pictures — Advertising was given at the Hotel Astor on
For
Also Controlled.
Saturday night by a number of the
franchise owners and employees.
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
The dinner was arranged by Col.
Chicago — Moving pictures exhibit- Fred L. Levy, of the Big Feature
ed in Chicago will have to pass
Rights Corp., of Louisville, Ky.,
through the hands of two censor which owns the First National
boards according to an amendment to
franchise in that territory. "To show
Senator Buck's Illinois censorship bill Mr. Schwalbe that First National
inserted by the senate judiciary com- recognizes and appreciates loyalty
mittee.
as one of the great essentials of a
By the terms of the amendment, all successful organization. He had the
films must first be approved by the opportunity to desert the Circuit
state authorities, the department of under financially attractive circumregistration having control of the mat- Col. Levy.stances, and he refused to do it," said
ter. Chicago, however, may provide
any form of local censorship that the
Those present were Mr. Sch\valbe>
city authorities desire. Thus Chicago
J. D. Wiliams, Col. Levy, Louis F».
gets "home rule" with regard to the Mayer, John H. Kunsky, Frank Fercensoring of films. It also means a randini, R. D. Craver, Lieut. James
double charge to the producers, how- Anderson, E. M. Mandelbaum, E I.
ever, as they have to pay a fee for
Church, Jacob Fabian, Tr., William
each inspection.
Vogel, A. Warner, Harry Warner,
The Buck bill further was amended Moe
Mark, Walter Haves, Wynn
to give the state authorities control
Gray, Millard Johnover all advertising of films. This Jonesjson,Albert
Max Spiegel, Joe Lee, C. L.
was done, Senator Buck explained, Yearslcy, William Morgan,
George
to soften some of the sensational pic- Grant and E. J. Hudson.
ture advertising used on billboards in
front of theaters.
The amended bill was reported out
of committee favorably and indications are that it will pass both houses. Billboard
Plant to Be Operated
at
1918 Prices.
Ochs Off on Tour.
The Thomas Cusack Co., who conLee A. Ochs, vice-president of
trol a large number of billboard
United left NTew York on Sunday
on a special tour of the country in plants all over the country, have notithe interests of United Exhibitor
fied producers and distributors that
members, first travelling direct to the rates that were in effect during
Eos Angeles to consult with J. A. 1918 will be effective for the present
Berst. Ochs' visit at this moment year. This, despite that together with
is reported to be of special signifi- other billboard operators, the Cusack
cance and to be connected with im- organization put through an advance
pending important contracts. From of from 25 to 30 per cent effective
Los Angeles it is said he will take as of January 1, 1918.
up a special tour of the country in
It is understood that the bill puc«->
the interests of United exhibitor
members and will be absent from ing companies give as the reason for
the change of front the fact that,
New York for several months.
since the war is over, the operating
Before leaving for the Coast, Mr. and labor cost is reduced and that
Ochs concluded the final arrange- they are able to do business on the
ments for an intensive campaign ol dscale.
among exhibitors by special repreOn the other hand, many believe
sentatives, and an extensiYjg adver- that
the intended move met with such
tising campaign exploiting the Unit- opposition that the maintaining of
ed co-ooerative plan, and United star the advanced rates was deemed inattractions.
advisable.

Double Censors

Rates Down

DAILY
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C. E. Van Loan Dead.
Philadelphia. — Charles E. Van Loan,
well-known writer and at one time
says Charlie Chaplin's name figured "stunt" man for Universal, died an
in Rialto gossip largely when l.e Sunday in a hospital at Abington, near
was reported as one of the princi- here. His father, living in California,
pal backers for the new Pathe-Lehr- died from shock when he heard the
mann films.
A
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Copyright 1918,
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Chaplin
Backing
Lehrmann.
local report in Los Angeles
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Cuts and Flashes
Alma Rubens, Robertson-Cole star,
leaves to-day for the Coast.
Pathe lost one of its star salesmen when J. W. Brickhouse succumbed to pneumonia in Chicago.

A Chicago insurance agent s ;s u
Arabian discovered the "flu" i 1JJ
The Film Industry found it 58('eii
later.
As nearly as I can sense a pageful
of publicity entitled, "Grossmanesques" Harry Grossman's motto is
"Rest Rusts." To the poet who said
hell was a little corner just this side
of paradise where folks bewail the
opportunities they missed, he replies
that he hasn't a wail in his make up
and adds "A wail is nothing but a
joyous whoop in a state of suspended

mittance because he was a stranger to
him. "WJity", said Gentleman Jim.
"I'mi Jim Corbett." The old man eyed
him with suspicion sayin' "Never hearo.

o' ye."
May Allison is lookin' for a parrot
that can say "Torpedo Ahoy !" She
wants to give it to the charming enBillie Burke's next will be "Good
signs of a submarine chaser on which
Gracious, Annabelle !" a Paramount
she spent an afternoon recently while
picture taken from Clare Rummer's animation."
takin'
scenes in "The Island of InMaybe he's right.
play.
Herbert Rawlinson
is leading.
trigue" at San Pedro. It seems the
Los Angeles bein' dry, or as Arthur ensigns wanted a mascot and MayHelen Hocrle, well known as a
promised
them a parrot. If anybody
James says, if not dry at least descenario writer, has had "The Girl
natured, for the midnight frolic in knows of one that can say, "Torpedo
and the Job," a book relative to oc- Hale Hamilton's new picture "That's
Ahoy" send it to U. S. S. "C. 308 with
cupations for women accepted by
they had to build a roof garden May's compliments.
Henry Holt & Co. She is handling Good",
on the Metro stage. And even then,
publicity for "Our Pleasant Sins" when there aren't supposed to be any
Jack Pickford returnin' from a visit
by Thomas W. Rroadburst ana more around, they unearthed a cabaret
to the specialist who is treatin' him
working on scenarios as well.
for
ear trouble, ordered a pie for
and a real jazz orchestra and the actors had a taste of the gay white way. lunch, but when Jim Kirkwood told
him that the ex-Kaiser was also suffering from ear trouble, Jack found
When John Robertson went home to
fight influenza Hugh Ford started room for the pie on Jim's face in the
good old fashioned Chaplin way.
Marguerite Clark's picture "Three is
a Crowd" but now he's back again and
Maxwell Kargar says his idea of inMarguerite
says it's
novel to
ef iciency isa news photographer who
have two directors
on quite
one picture.
takes pictures with the brim of his
Alice Joyce was ill but Blanche
hat coverin' the camera lens.
Sweet arrived in town and the two
Hale Hamilton who has appeared
stars old
wenttimes
drivin'
and got that
to talkin'
over
so furiously
Alice before kings says now that thrones
forgot to be ill. Blanche takes the are "de trop" that he gets more publicity from
bein' an entertainer of bthe
credit for curin' Alice.
y
common
people.
James J. Corbett sighs, "Such is
Ja»-ies J. Corbett says he has
fame." The gateman at Universal
City, old Pap Wilcox, refused Jim ad- his lace shot from every angle.

PERSONAL

Sh-not a word to a
living soul — Marie Walcamp's
big serial thriller "The
Red Glove" is knocking 'em
dead all over the country —
sh— keep it dark.

Those desirous of seeing artistic, beautiful photoscenes —
an American millionaires first
visit to Paris — a charming artists' model — 1000 masked figures swaying to tuneful rhythm
— his young wife then dominating a series of tense dramatic
sequences, typical of America's
greatest playwright should attend.

had

SUNDAY
SHOW!
(Continued from page 1)

over 30 are employed. Anothe ian|

graph of the ordinance prov'jj
tax of $100 for "producers of id
picture films depicting event: [d
sons, scenes, plays, arts, co did
operas and other productions f< M
lease or rental."
Grand Jury Hears

Testim j,\

The grand jury heard te?i
yesterday relative to the
graft in the Bureau of Fire F]» I
tion. The eight exhibitors sti (. \
aed last week appeared befo
grand
jury and that
gave several
their tes'
It is expected
mi
be indicted this morning as
suit of the grand jury findin

'THE

Some Committee.
Lest
anyone
of
import
William
A. Brady has nam<
following committee to work
proposed clubhouse plans for
du = try:
C. F. Zittel,
cha
Adolph Zukor. Paramount; J;
Goldwyn,
Goldwyn;
Marcus
Loew Enterprises: Jules E.
tour, Eastman:
Richard
Roi
Metro;
William
Fox,
wh 1
handle
foreign
prospects
abroad : Commodore J. Stuart
ton and Ricord Gradwell, Wc

Harry Raver
Leah Baird
proffers

elite
■ Theaters after

in

"As

a Man

Thinks"

DirectedAugustus
byThomas
George Irving

-

BETTER'OLE
Did you hear about
"the lines outside"-

iM%
N THE COURTS
jriel Ostriche Brady has filed
Sn the Supreme Court against
jarents. Mr. and Mrs. Abram
;he for an accounting of her
igs as a film actress since 1911.
illeges that in 1911 when she
1 years old, she began her career
film actress and was then !ivrith her parents. Her parents
" her and
at time "emancipated
1 to permit her to retain all
ty isut
" filings as her own proper
that she would
I understood
9ver her money to them and
{would keep it for her safely.
jis given them $32,000, she says,
,of which was deposited in her
liand some in the name of her
ll as trustee. She alleges that
iave withdrawn some of it and
it for their own benefit and
Liberty bonds with part of
|he says they are entitled to
Q) under an agreement she made
>J $20 a week for her board and
;g and says they paid $2,000 to
\auffeur at her request and she
i back $6,500. She asks
iODunting of the remainder.
,uit for $7,000 over the film
to "Grumpy"
has been filed
_ Supreme
Court against Cyril
J; in behalf of Melville HamThe suit brought in the name
dcrick C. Callum on an assignlim by Hammett,
who
is in
ngeles, alleges that Mr. Maude
:d Hammett to dispose of the
. -ights to the play for which
mett was to get 5 per cent of
i*inevs paid to Maude on signle
'contract,
of the
paid,
3 of the2l/2 next.
4 of next
the
;ti> of the next and 10 per cent
I sums
above
$20,000.
The
top alleges that Hammett found
Imaser willing to sign a conBtMider which Maude would re,-ef$300,000 and Hammett's
share
.il have been $7,000, but the ded<|t refused to si0;:
libn Gosdorfer,
owner
of the
th Street Odeon theater, has been
cl l the Supreme Court by George
bi
because
srhe for had$5,0C*'JI
boughtdamages
a ticket
and
1 to the theater, one Jack
tick him in the eye. Rubin has
Jirected by justice Frlanger to
las to what Levy's duties were.

DAILV

Star Emotes Successfully in Drama
Florence Reed in

"HER CODE

OF HONOR"

Tribune Prod. — United Distr.
DIRECTOR
John M. Stahl
AUTHOR
Irene Reals
SCENARIO BY
Irene Reals
AS A WHOLE
Emotional drama presented
with considerable force; suitable vehicle for
the star.
STORY
Much of it convenient in arrangement; doesn't bring out anything new.
DIRECTION
Put punch into dramatic situations; didn't bother about fine points.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies; most of it passable
LIGHTINGS
Frequently harsh; little in the
way of delicate shadings.
CAMERA WORK
Adequate.
STAR
, Acts with considerable
feeling in
emotional passages; does her best to make
character seem real.
SUPPORT
William Desmond gives cleancut performance, Alec Francis also acts convincingly.

iy, March 4
Tu

Based on Familiar Meller Theme.
who enjoy highly emotional stories. Once more we
have the theme of a half-brother and sisWr about to
of their relationship,
marry each, of course, ignorant
e on the e\e of . the
g.
disclosur
in
disconcerting
until the dd
we
.

EXTERIORS
Some attractive shots on a
country estate.
INTERIORS
Correctly
furnished;
a few
elaborate sets.
DETAIL
Nothing out of the ordinary.
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Suitable
to
crowd that likes sensational pictures.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,800 feet.
Florence Reed seldom has an opportunity to smile
in this sombre drama of crossed emotions. First as
the French mother in the prologue, whose career is
ended by death in childbirth; then as the daughter
whose love affair gives every indication of a tragic
conclusion, Miss Reed is called upon for emotional acting; which unquestionably is her forte on the screen,
as on the stage.
"Her Code of Honor" belongs to a familiar school
of picture drama. It suggests the continental type of
film and does not reveal anything exceptional in the
way of plot development; but probably it will make acceptable entertainment in theaters catering to those

Renown

An audience at all familiar with the manner in winch
plots of this kind are worked out, realizes early in the
are
Desmond
VY'ihiam
Reed and
Florence
action
parentage
of their
the truth
hour when
bad half
for a that
in
becomes known. The surprise, if there is any, comes
at the very close of the picture, when, in order to
that deending, it is announced the
bring about a happyevidence
pair
to the contrary,
spite the seeming
are not blood relations
To make the most of the dramatic possibil ties, this
important revelation is reserved for the moment when
Desmond is about to shoot the woman he loves before
turning the pistol on himself. The emotional force of
these scenes is well enough registered, bnt the story
in its entirety is likely to strike a matter-of-fact American crowd as being rather artificial and at times overwrought.
The prologue, with Miss Reed as the French woman,
has something
of the
of "Sapho"
or "Zaza."
It is intense
and atmospheie
colorful. Then
they jump
to
twenty years later, Miss Reed playing the daughter,
left in the care of the kindly Alec Francis, who hail
befriended the mother during her days of suffering in
the Paris Latin quarter. The characters in the story,
proper are supposed to be socially prominent figures
in America.
Among the girl's admirers is William Desmond, to
whom she gives her love without reservation, not
knowing about the letter which her mother left with
Francis to be delivered to the daughter before her
marriage. Along with the letter is a ring, a duplicate
of which is said to lie in the possession of the man,
or a descendant of the man, with whom the mother
had been entangled.
At a reception where the engagement of Florence
and Desmond is announced, the prospective bridegroom
produces the fatal ring, which is cause enough for
the emotional flare-up, almost resulting in a double
suicide. Irving Cummings appears in the prologue,
cast.
Robert Frazer and Marcelle Rousillon, are also in the

of Florence Reed Should be Enough to Draw

Business.

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
The star of this drama is well enough known throughout the country to make anything she does a matter
of considerable interest. This is her first appearance
on the United Pictures Theaters' program, a fact which
should be duly mentioned in announcing "Her Code of
Honor". Probnbly most of your patrons have seen
Miss Reed, either on the stage or in some of her
previous screen interpretations, and it shou'dn't be
hard to get them into your theater on the strength of
her name.

force, but it is entirely lacking in humor, or in an expression of the natural phases cf life.
Miss Reed is supported by an eflic'ent company,
William Desmond and Irving Cummings being especially well known to photoplay followers. I would
include both of their names in your announcements,
also that of Alec Francis, who takes a prominent part
in the action. Most of your pictorial display, however, will naturally be devoted to portraits of the star,
or scenes from the picture.
"Her Code of Honor" is too trite as a title to cause
any special notice. Subordinate it to the name of
Florence Reed and try catchlines such as : "Supposing
the man you were about to marry turned out to be
your brother. What would you do? See how Florence
Reed lives up to her 'Code of Honor' in her latest and
strongest emotional drama." Or "The blindness of.

"hfiKleinman
Amusement
of
avenue has
filed suit Co.,
in the
Refer to the star as one of America's foremost emo>r|ne Court against Freeman
tional actresses, and promise that her talent is given
•nein of 1493 Broadway to re- tull scope in the portrayal of the heroine of this film.
e»5.000 which it is alleged BemIt strikes me that the picture is particularly well suited
n| improperly withholding.
to downtown houses and those in neighborhoods largely populated by foreign-born Americans, who are apt
Claims Film Stolen
to take moct readily to stories replete with emotionalleads ofto heart-throbs,
the brink of starring
ruin in 'Her
Code Reed.
of Honor'*
alove
drama
Florence
ism. You may count upon this having melodramatic
fejigo— H. C. Igel of the Universal
Rage preferred charges against
tBiller of 112 N. La Salle St., a
ke in motion picture films and
jeion machines, for the larceny of
hit Several films it is alleged have
stf.ously disappeared from the
ivjsal offices, and a man who said
DIVISION
OF FILMS
be jht a film from Miller appeared
220 WEST 42nd ST.
LONDON
hi;xchange to procure posters for
PARIS
NEW YORK
te.One of the missing pictures was
nc n Miller's office it is said.
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Cuts and Flashes
Monroe

Salibury, Universal, will

start "The Open Road" with Rupert Julian directing as ?oon as he
finishes "The Great White Darkness."
Norma

Talmadge, whose newest

production, "The Probation Wife,"
is to l)c released on March 9th, has
rented the Paragon Studios for her
next picture, a Russian story which
promises to 'be an exceptionally
elaborate
production.

"Sin" Territory Going.
Lesser has purchased the

rights
to 'The Nevada
Unpardonable
Sin''
for California,
and Arizona.
J. J. Allen of Toronto has the rights
for the Dominion of Canada while
M. R. Rosenberg of Seattle has the
film for Washington, Oregon, Idaho
and Montana.

DAILY

Title Changed.
Pathe has changed t' e name ci
Perret's "Stars of Glory" to "The
Love.''
Unknown
Crume with Universal.
R. L. Crume has been appointed
publicity representative attached to
the Universal Montreal exchange.

Now they've got a new censor
before the bunch in Albany.

SUNDAY
{Continued
A

diamond appraiser recently remarked that Fannie Ward could, if
she would go into the Diamond Horseshoe of the Metropolitan, "make the
celebrated blaze of gems look like the
apologetic flickerings of a field of
rhinestones." It seems Fannie began
her adventure in gem collectin' when
she became the bride of the late Joseph
Lewis, many times a millionaire, who
was associated with Barney Barnato
and Wolf Joel in the operation of
South African diamond mines. The
largest single diamond she owns is
called "The Rose of the Rand." She
also has a coronet containin' 2,000
flawless diamonds. The only other
coronet in the world like it is among
the Russian crown jewels, but that one
holds several imperfect stones, so
Fannie"s much better. 2,000 flawless diamonds. ! ! ! Oh, Fannie won't
you wear it some day on Broadway so
we can look it over !

SHOW!

from page 1)

advertising used, is one of the
drastic ever proposed
in the U
And the Nebraska show
When you see Tom Santschi in a States.
exhibitors
and
exchange
men,]
screen fight, don't believe that he hits staging the hottest fight ever ti
his opponent — that is, not with all his
The bill has been recommende<
strength, for early in Tom's life he passage by the educational comrr
learned that all his strength was dan- of the Nebraska house, to who
gerous in a fight. When a boy, he was referred. It will come up
in the house about M
fought with a rival over a little girl discussion
10.
and with one punch nearly killed the
lad. The vision of police, prison, juries
In the meanwhile the Nebraska
and gallows made so much of an im- men are hard at work. Daily
pression on Tom that since then he ferences are held in Omaha. Tel of prominent Nebras
has
alwayssays.
"pulled his punches," as thousands
Mr. Egan
have signed petitions proto
against the bill, and these pets
will be taken before the legisl]
According to Charles F. Carter, the at the psychological moment. N>
statistician extraordinary, 52,368 screen every moving picture house in
smitten Sandows have realized that state is running slides arguing ag
they were not intended to show up the bill. Exhibitors themselves
Douglas Fairbanks and have gone back four-minute speakers selected foi
to plumbing and horseshoeing since occasion, are appearing before
picture patrons in many the
Feb. 2, the day when "One Every ing
and presenting the evil results
Minute," the Paramount-Flagg com- will follow the passage of th«
edy that showed up the would-be- The Central Labor union of Lin
movie-hero,
was released.
the capitol city, adopted a resol
protesting against censorship. (J
labor bodies in the state are expj
Charlie Ray appears to be very well to follow suit.
satisfied with his new home at Beverly
Full page newspaper advertise:
Hills. He's especially enthusiastic over pointing out the evils of the profj
the gardens and grounds which com- bill, are being run in the large
mand abeautiful view of the surround- newspapers.
Editorial support oj]
ing countryside and says, "It was worth showmen has been almost unaniqil

Ruth Roland says if anyone wants to
do her a favor Jhey will help her find
a name for her pretty new bungalow in
the Wiltshire section of Los Angeles.
She promises an oil painting of herself
to the person sending the most appropriate title. No suggestions like "The
Idle Hour" or "The Happy Home" will
be considered. Ruth says there are striving for."
already ten "Idle Hours" and twelve
Will M. Ritchey says photoplay"Happy Homes" ocupied by film stars.
Twelve happy homes ! I had no idea wrights
hard
to have
sell a his
goodsympathy.
idea as itIt's
is as
to
there were so many.
get one.

Leah Baird
(the most beautiful
is to be starred in
pretentions motion
tions during the
months.

I hate to talk about myself, but
listen Steve — Universal Special attractions are the biggest attractions
in the world today— How come?
Ask any wise exhibitor.

girl in pictures)
a series of six
picture producensuing twelve

They will be from the pen of
Augustus Thomas, produced by
Harry Raver and personally directed
by George Irving. The first release
will be the New York success.
LEAHSTAR
BAIRD

"As a Man

Thinks"

OLD

BILL ASKS:

Did you hear about
"the lines outside"
the Strand last week,
the packed night shows,
the record-breaking matin
the hearty laughter and
( occasionally )—
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Fox Sails

Still Hearing Testimony.

The grand jury continued i's investigation yesterday into the alEstablish European Distributing
System.
leged graft operations in the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Assistant
William Fox, Winfield R. SheeI and Abraham Carlos, general District Attorney Alfred J. Talley
•esentative, sailed yesterday said that as yet there were no
developments to report.
on the Aquitania for an ex[ed stay in Europe. While
ad they will make plans for a
extension of Fox film produc,nd distribnti- g facilities— plans Byoir and Thomas on Way Back
to America.
ch include the establishment of
ios and a big laboratory in
Carl Byoir associate chairman of
ice and the development of the
distributing the Division of Films and L. R.
for
system
ent
pictures in Great Britain and Thomas of the North American M.
P. Inc., sailed on the Adriatic
the continent.
from Liverpool March 4.
fore sailing Mr. Fox in an inByoir sailed from New York
Bw said he felt that this was a on Mr.
the Rochambeau with Charles S.
liarly opportune time for the Hart a few days before President
ilishment of a producing pbnt
Wilson left for Europe on his first
because of the new relajrope
between the United States and trip. He went abroad to wind up
the
affairs of the committee abroad
■ nations that fought with us
and close the foreign offices.
le war.
Thomas was "commandeered"
hile in Paris they will lease an byMr.
the committee last September to
jitive building and erect a lab- aid in the work in Holland and
iry. Studios will be either Belgium where he spent most of
d or built in Southern France,
his time.
exart location of tb.es" has not
The Division of Films is recalling
een determined, this depending all of the men that were maintained
ical conditions.
abroad doing propaganda work.
Fo\- officials, if time permits,
I lo make
an inspection
of
Musgrove
111 With
"Flu."
conditions in the Balkan
Harry Musgrove, general manager
j, with a view to extending the for Australasian who reached New
:ies for distribution in Greece, York Sunday was taken ill with the
inia,
Bulgaria,
Serv'a, Albania influenza immediately and is now
European
Turkey.
confined to his bed.

ittle Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate

OW — not yesterday — not
to-morrow — but NOW is
the time to build for the
ture. These are the good
days. This is the time to
* busy. Exhibitors all over
e country are hungry for
mething new, something difentj, something with a
allop". If you have it, tell
sm through the advertising
umns of WID'S DAILY,
I watch the result — and
er all it's results that count
Eh. Boy?

Attach Effects

Pictures, Inc. — Irate
Looking for Harold
J. Binney.
New Haven,
Conn. — A report in
the New Haven Register says :
"Pyramid Pictures Inc., Harold J.
Binney, president, which came to
this city some time ago and established a motion picture studio on
Crown street, between College and
High streets, has collapsed with a
crash, its president has disappeared,
In Presenting
Production
Proves and the studio, trunks, and what
scenery
there was, attached is the
Successful.
claim of creditors of the concern
Once again it has been proven and stockholders who are trying to
that the "impossible"' can be done. realize what little they can on their
claims. The exact amount that the
When the wise people in the indus'company' received from innocent
try heard that Harry Garson in- purchasers
of stocks is unknown
tended presenting "The Unpardonbut
it is believed to be in the neighable Sin" in Detroit before it was
borhood of $10,000.
shown in either New York or Los
"The Packard Motor Co., has a
Angeles, they declared that it was
for $250 as rental of th.:
an "impossible idea" and that it claim
studio,
and has attached goods of
"couldn't be done."
the concern to the extent of $450.
According to reports from De- Deputy Sheriff John J. Maley served
troit, however, it apparently has
been done. The business so far the writ of attachment. They set
forth in ther complaint that Binney agreed to pay a rental of $3,000
this week registers: Sunday ("openTues$3,o8i;
per
annum for trie studio but failed
Monday,
ing)$3,187
$4,754;and
day,
Wednesday, with a to make the first payment which
blizzard raging, $3,192. This_ busi- came due February 1. Their suit is
ness was done at $1 top, in the returnable in the court of common
Broadway-Strand which seats 1,40°
and is two blocks away from the
"Attorney Jacob P. Goodhart is
real center of the cityHandling the claims of the stockPhotographs show that there were pleas.
holders, and to quote one of the
two lines, four deep, extending for stockholders, who told a Register
a block around the theater; one line representative that he had been
of those who had purchased seats 'fleeced of $3,000.' 'everything down
and were waiting to get in, and the to the last toothpick has been atother line waiting to buy seats.
Kashin in Canada.
"The company on their arrival in
State right operators visited Detroit on Sunday and a number of this city attempted by various stunts
Kashin of the Broadway is in Montreal instituting some changes in the deals were completed. Clark and to get publicity for their enterprise,
tached.'
Holman theater for Universal. From Rowland secured the feature for the
most prominent of which was
there he goes to Toronto to arrange West Virginia and Western Penn- to stage a fake movie scene in front
sylvania,
at
a
price
reported
to
be
of
the
postoffice during the nco-i
for the premiere of "The Heart of
Humanity." The theater has not been that
the largest
for Hatch
a feature
fo>- hour.
section.paid
Frank
bought
"This bit of acting attracted n
chosen as yet.
rights for Ohio, Sol Lesser for Cal- large crowd and trie police bad
Zierler is Dined.
ifornia and J. and J. Allen for Can- trouble keeping order. It was later
ada. Garson reserves the right to discovered that there was 110 film
Sam Zierler, manager of the Big
U exchange was tendered a lunch- play all first run housesin territory in the machine that was being used.
"Another trick pulled by the maneon yesterday by the office staff of sold, and will retain, it is said, conagement was to have the leading
siderable territory where he will exthe exchange. The place was Murladv of the company, one Vangy
picture. Ithouse
will beat present"
ray's and the occasion Zierler's 27th ed in ploita theBroadway
$2 top, Valentine, appear at a nrominent
birthday.
and in Los Angeles at the Majestic
local restuarant on New Year's Eve
at $1.30 top.
and stage a dance for the benefit
Advertisers Meet.
The Associated Motion Picture
"They said it was a war picture,
Advertisers, Inc., held the regular and it wouldn't go," said W. H. of the patrons."
Pyramid
Pictures
were to have
meeting and luncheon yesterday at Rudolph of the Garson organization,
through the Sher-y Service.
which Capt. "Jimmie" Loughbor- "but it's cleaning up. Why? Be- released
Yesterday
afternoon
Mr.
Sherry
ough discussed the employmentcause it's a good picture."
Rudolph left yesterday to join said, however, that they had never
for-soliier problem. Capt LoughGarson
in
Detroit
borough will have this ent re matIt is understood I received a production
Binne}',
e was quite from
anxious
to
ter in charge and he plans to edu- several important
state right buy- ' and that h
cate the exhibitor to run slides.
,rs also left vesterdav for Detroit,
see him.

Sailing For Home

No. 37

Johnson Going to Australia.
Millard Johnson of Australasian
Films, Ltd., will leave on the S. S.
Ventura from San Francisco on
April 8 for Australia. Mr. Johnson
who is making this trip for the
first time in six years is going on a
combination vacation and conference with Australasian directors.

Innovation

Of

Pyramid
Employee
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Naomi Cliilders is to be leading
woman for Hale Hamilton in "After
His Own Fleart."
The McKenna Logging Co., McKenna, Wash., will show pictures
twice a week to their employes.
William Fox has acquired the
rights to "Checkers," and Thomas J.
Carrigan has been engaged in the
leading role. Jean Acker will play
ing.
opposite. Richard Stanton is directMabel Withee met a number r
New England exhibitors at Mp'm
Film offices, Boston, when thej
run off "Once to Every Man."

Bert Ennis, publicity director for
S-L pictures has been home fcr the
past
week suffering from an attach
of neuralgia.
print of went
Ashley
Miller's
"Made
in AAmerica"
aboard
the George
Washington, and the President may see
the
production on his return to
France.
Muriel Ostriche was a happy girl
yesterday. Her big brother. Major
Thomas J. Brady returned with the
old 7th Regiment and, as she put it,
she was "the happiest girl in the
A brand new silver
and red sign
■
world."
ornaments the door of the LubinSawyer office in the Longacre
Building. It reads: "S-L Pictures"
where once stood "General Enter-

prises."

Sliter Back With Mutual.
Pittsburgh — Fred Sliter is now in
charge of the local Exhibitors Mutual exchange. Sliter was i;i charge
of the \"ew York branch when he
left to ■ o with the D. vision of Films
in charge of exports to Mexico.
Sloman's
New
Work.
Los Angeles — "The Westerners,"
Xote for the grumblers against the
Stewart Edward White's novel, first of
the series of books to be put on the delivery of soldiers' and sailors' mail —
Mary Anderson sent a post card to
screen by the Great Authors, Inc., will
be direc ed by Edward Sloman. The a friend in the navy and addressed it
"(lark Irvine, U. S. S. Cheyenne, care
producing staff under Mr. Sloman con- of
it. the Atlantic Ocean. He received
sists of David Howard, assistant director, and John Seitz, cameraman.
When Lewis J. Selznick saw the
financial record of his son's first production, he went right out and bought
a bank so's to be prepared for the
second.
Added to Frank Keenan's many accomplishments i'the
s
ancient art of the
lute." He has the most complete collection of data concerning the instrument possessed by any individual. No
wonder his landlord calls him a "lute
tenant."

riic man who said the "only good
Indian is a dead one," should see Bebe
Daniels playing an Indian princess.

what kind of a distri

Four"
the "Big
ing system
gonna have?
Big Incorporation.
Wilmington,
has _']
procured
here Del.
for — theCharter
lnternatij
Church Film Corp., New
York,
capital of $1,250,000.

Seeking Studio Site.
Palm Beach, Fla.— Carle E. C
ton, of Crest Pictures, and Johri
Watts are here in search of a looj
for a studio. Mr. Carlton conli
plates moving the Long Island stl
to Florida and expects to have
company of artists here in the 1
future to "shoot" some big exte
scenes.
essary. And so it happens that she is
"Fools Gold" Sold.
seen only in those quiet resturants
Spokane, Wash.— The Washing:
where she may "dine without din."
Motion Picture Ccrp., which'
into the hands of a receiver last
When John Emerson had his bat- has disposed of its first and c
tle with influenza, he had his para"Food's
Mitchell Lewis
and Gold,"
directed
nhernalia brought from the studio to production,
his sick room so that he might super- Larry Trimble, to an Eastern syi
cate for $3o,ooo cash and .so per c
intend the cutting of his picture. NowFrank Woods who snapped the lig- of the gross. Receiver F. K.
aments in his back while lifting a Broom says the company will i
heavy load in his garden and was con- be able 1o pay off all indebtedi
fined in bed in tight bandages, has and resume operations again
had his pen, papers and telephone soon as the weather will permit
transferred to his sick room so that he cost about $40,000 to prod
"Fool's Gold," according to
might attend to his office duties.
Broom. He says that two pictt
will be completed this summer
Truly there is no end to what some the studios at Minnehaha I
folks think film stars can do for unner the reorganized compan
them. A man writes Elinor Fair to
please find a wife for him. This man
is thirty years old and says 'he was in
the navy "for the war." He wants a
wife not over 30 or under 28, to
weigh 125 pounds and have light hair
if possible. As light hair is simply
athinking
question
a littleforperoxide,
I'm
of of
applying
the position
mvself. A man who was in the navy OLD BILL ASKS:
"for the war" must be a hero indeed.

Kathleen Kirkham says the men who
jump into a haberdashery and buy a
new wardrobe occasionally, have no
idea of their luck. It takes what she
terms "tall shopping" for a woman to
supph new clothes nowadays with the
Claire Du Brey has knitted a hat
current aviating prices.
that can be worn spring, summer, fall
She's right.
and winter.
Al Ray is young — Elinor Fair is
Wish she'd send me the recipe.
young — Arthur
Rosson
is young.
John Gilbert took his bride to the
Their pictures ought to be full of
snows for a honeymoon. That's novel,
vouth and cvervthin'.
anyway.
UH-HUH — sure you're right.
The critics walloped us
again — but that means a
"ioo
on the
next percenter"
start.

Wonder

Just how Kathleen Kirkham reasPicture actors get more energetic
ons that dining in cafes that advertise "orchestral din" affects one's work every day. Harry Von Meter has
I cannot figure out. But she does written and anplied for a copyright on
and I suppose that is all that is nec- a clever vaudeville sketch.

Did you hear about
"the lines outside"
the Strand last week,
the packed night shows,
the record-breaking matine
the hearty laughter and
(occasionally) the tears
of the audiences?--

s!i^l
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Strength

Hunter*
pfoct-ucet*

FEATURfNC
BLANCHE

BATES

WID'S SAYS:

"It is a good
office bet."

box

bq QoldwqtxJ

THE

Montagu

COURTS

ticc Erlanger
in Special Ses, has refused
the injunction
bt by Octagon Films, Inc. who
t to restrain Harry Grossman
disposing
of 3oo shares of
of Octagon.
As before noted
man left the Octagon, where
as general manager
and the
ued to restrain him from disj of the stock.
In his denial
iman declared he was making
fiirt to dispose of the stock.
Kelly Joins "Roxy."
Kelly will leave the M. V
to work with the Rothapf.T

Situations

Love in

DIRECTOR
Harry O. Hoyt
AUTHOR
Wallace C. Clifton
SCENARIO
BY
Clara S. Beranger
CAMERAMAN
Alfred Moses.
AS A WHOLE
Rather crude in spots, but
presented with some force.
STORY
Sensational rather than plausible;
has plenty of action and advances to a
fitting climax.
DIRECTION
Works hard for effects; occasionally seems a bit rough.
PHOTOGRAPHY
For the most part clear.
LIGHTINGS
Conventional
CAMERA WORK
Passable.
STAR
Acts with melodramatic
intensity,
but a poor make-up detracts from his appearance.
SUPPORT

Virginia Hammond satisfactory
as the wife; George LeGuere and Muriel
Ostriche carry other conspicuous roles.
EXTERIORS
Meet requirements.
INTERIORS
Frequently
suggest
hasty
studio construction.
DETAIL
Clothes supposed to be true to
fashions of twenty years ago look a bit odd:
extras should have been used to give animation to scen° following football game
CHARACTER OF STORY
, Censors won't
object.
LENGTH
OF
PRODUCTION
4793 feet.

Probably this will be a popular picture in many communities, although it is a bit crude in the development of
the story and in the presentation. On the other hand, there
are elements of melodramatic strength, which director
Harry O. Hoyt has put across successfully, and these
should be enough to hold the attention of an audience that
likes its photoplay entertainment in strong doses.
There is plenty of plot, enough dramatic conflict and a
conclusion likely to take well with a fair crowd. Whether
or not the climax arrives as a complete surprise is incon-
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Analysis

Because of its dramatic strength this looks to me like
a safe proposition for theaters in which the clientele is
not too fussy about the points of photoplay production. It is essentially a picture for houses catering to
transients, rather than for a family trade in a conservative neighborhood, which might be offended by the theme.
Montagu Love is among the really well known photoplay stars, and although his performance in this doesn't
rank with some that be has given in other pictures, I
would try to CP.pitali": on his name, recalling him to your
fans by mentioning his work in earlier picture", such as
"Stolen Orders,
rhe Cabar-t.
To Him That Hath"
and "The Grouch." The fact that in "The Hand Invisible"
he does not interpret an heroic character, need not be referred to in your publicity.

Meller

Across

sequential, inthat an effort has been made to center the
interest in the characters and the coming of the retribution forecast for Montagu Love in the first reel, when he
assumes a Napoleonic attitude and feels justified in discarding his wife because she does not bear him a child,
Manx years elapse before he pays the penalty for his
hardness, but when it due-- come the payment is complete.
Some of the twists in the story appear rather Eo
but all in all the author worked fairlv consistently from
the original premises. Montagu Love is a prominent financier who turns from hi.-, wife when she suffers an accident which prevents her fulfilling bis wish, that of
giving
name. birti't to a child destined to earn- on the family
With almost incredible brutality he leaves his wife,
Virginia . : . r. ::iond, secures a divorce and within a short
time marries Martha Mansfi°l '. a society debutante who
is forced into the match by her ambitions mother, irrespective of the fact that the girl is in love with a young
civil engineer, who is killed in an accident.
Montagu is overjoyed when he becomes the father of
a son. As the years pass, his personal life centers in the
development of the boy, that he may be bis successor.
Meanwhile the mother dies and his first wife is living
in uncomplaining seclusion with relatives who befriended
her at the time she was discarded. Muriel Ostriche, the
eldest daughter in this family, is about the age of George
LeGuere,
the financier's
son. people fall in love,
As mightplaying
be expected,
the two young
but the uncompromising father objects strenuously to the
match, because Muriel is the daughter of the man who
prophecied his eventual ruin. Presently, however, he is
persuaded to concede to the union and preparations are
made for the marriage. In the course of the household
upheaval an old desk is moved, out of which drops a
photograph of the civil engineer who had been killed.
Montagu notices that his son strongly resembles the
photograph, and the. suspicion aroused by the likeness is
turned into a certainty by the inscription on the back of
the picture. The boy he has cherished is in reality not his
son. Following a paralytic stroke, the financier dies, with
the knowledge that the promised retribution has come to
pass. In the cast are William Sorrelle, Marguerite Gale,
and Kate Lester.

You're Safe in Telling Your Folks That This Has
Box

1 the Doings at Universal.
icilla Dean is enjoying a three
vacation while her director,
rowning is finishing "Prairie
■ with Alary MacLaren.
man Dawn, has been engaged to
a two-reel trick picture with
:ern setting- Twelve Universal
;es report, a record number of
"The isRed
B bookings
the releaseon date
two Glove"
weeks

Likely

"THE HANDWorld
INVISIBLE"

of

Le&otv1

of Dramatic

Frtdaj , tiforch 7. 191!

for the

Intense

Moments

Exhibitor.

For those who follow World pictures, it would be worth
while to refer to others in the cast, particularly George
LaGuere, Muriel Ostriche, and Virginia Hammond. You
are intense
safe in melodrama
assuring your
folks that
is
in which
there"The
is aHand
real Invisible"
plot and
some sympathetic interest aroused by the characters. If
you get them in, there is not much danger of their
leaving before they know how the story ends.
The title "The Hand Invisible' ma\ be used in connection with catchlines such as "Do you believe that all men
must suffer the consequences of their misdeeds. A Napoleon of finance thinks he can escape divine retribution, but
he is disillusionized in 'The Hand Invisible,' a thrilling
drama starring Montagu Love." Or "Fate proves stronger
than the power of wealth in Montagu Love's newest
drama
'The Hand
Invisible.' "

YORK CITY •

! Now B o o k i n g — "The
Restless Three." A Robert C. Bruce Scenic.
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Exchange Changes
Minndapolis— Harry D. Graham,
formerly with George Kleme and
'has gone to Omaha to take
Pathe.Pathe.
over
Pittsburgh— Harry E. Reiff, formerly
citv salesman, is now office manager
of "Universal, succeeding J. J. Spandau.
Seattle— J. S. Nelson, is back with
Mutual.

Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

Seattle— W. L. Doudlah, once with
When "Yankee Doodle in Berlin"
Fox, is now working Oregon territory the Sennett Comedy opened at the
for Select.
Tivoli, San Francisco, ten of the bathing girls appeared on the stage in
Washington— George W. Fuller, for costume.
years with Pathe, is manapast gertwo
for Metro.
A Possible Stunt.
San Francisco— Jack Frazier is back
in field with All Star Dist. Inc.
San Francisco — W. O. Edmonds appointed West Coast district manager
for Hodkinson.
Portland, Ore.— Ed. M. Loy
Mutual, now at San Francisco.

with

San Francisco— Meyer J. Cohen, in
charge of General has been succeeded by W. E. Matthews.
Des Moines — Freddie Martin,
formerly with Metro and Triangle,
is now on road for Metro, out of
Chicago.

CLASSIFIED.
The classified columns of WID'S
W a long felt want. It is the market
olace when buyer and seller — employer
md employee or the small advertiser
-an put his story before practically
wry live exhibitor in the country
•very day in the year, at nominal cost.
*?ate 50c per line. Cash with order.

HELP

WANTED.

Organist — Pianist who will play three
shows a day, good pay to right man. Give
reference, how long you worked in last place
tnd salary desired.
S. R., WID'S DAILY.
Operator who is familiar with Powers
machine and willing to be general handy
man around the theater. E. E. K., WID'S
DAILY.
Organist with Al reference who can operate Austin organ. Will make right terms for
right man. O. B. S., Box 189 WID'S
DAILY.

POSITION

WANTED.

Young man who has
Exchange wishes position
or around Albany, N.
WID'S DAILY.
Operator wishes a
•nly. Reliable and can
Can
operate spotlight.
DAILY.

had experience in
in same capacity in
Y. M. L. M., c|e
position evenings
furnish references.
G. S., care, WID'S

A Big Contract
Charlie Chaplin has just signed the biggest contract of his
career.
He has engaged Thomas A.
Wood, weight 502 lbs., to play
opposite
him —in not
him.around
74 inches
the ontrip
his waist line, one leg of his
pants would make a suit of
clothes for a man of ordinary
size, he wears a size 21 collar,
a 13 shoe, an 11 glove, and he is
two inches short of six feet
around the chest, with an expansion of six inches.
He also is the largest Elk
and is a member of Brainerd,
Minn., Lodge No. 615.

»

New Laboratory Starts. M
Under the personal supervisjH
Wladimir Almazov, well known |
industry here and abroad in lab.. U™
work, the Almazov Film Labor. R;
Inc., will enter the field with I
in New York, and an extensivefij
in New Jersey.
The corporation has taken ovjre
modeled,
and re-equipped
the df

plant,atat present,
Hudson a Heights.
has,
productive 'I
of approximately
half a mill
of film a week, but addition; |nu>
chinery has been ordered to 9
this output.
It is equipped with a title p tijH
A special edition of the novel "The
shop, with modern presses, ace
Fifth Ace," under the new title "The
ience for the producer, enablin [A
Red Glove" is being printed by Crosset
Improved Express Service
to order his titles from the H
& Dunlap and is being illustrated with
Omaha, Neb.— There was joy script, where the printing of th fib
photographs from the seriaj. The
book is to be widely advertised by about the exchanges last week — the is done, and other conveniences
the publishers, and booksellers will announcement was made that four
two-ton trucks, each manned by a
gladly co-operate with exhibitors byTHE UNPARDONABLE SIN
displaying the new edition in their crew of two men, would be put on
at once for the sole purpose of
Harry Starring
Garson'sBlanche
Big Productio
show windows.
Sweet
handling the film business. Two
Will have a lobby display that 1
reflect
Neilan's
masterful
direct
trucks
will
collect,
and
two
will
deHearing Next Monday.
which
will individualize both s
liver film.
andOn star.
Manchester, N. H. — Chester H.
exhibition very shortly at
salesroom.
"If we only had some way whereCoran, extradited from New York for
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
by we cou'd get through a shipment
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.
alleged
violation
of
the
"blue
sky"
by
taking
it
to
the
depot
ourselves,
laws of this state, will be given a
at the last minute, we would be
hearing on Monday next.
perfectly happy," said Manager Balexchange.
lantyne of the Exhibitors' Mutual
Dryant 7392
"Red Lantern" in April.
Broda £ Jvleyc
"The Red Lantern" a Nazimova
production, will be released in
April. The production which was More Shooting on "Slow Motion."
Charles P. Watson, head of the
directed by Albert Cappelani was
Illastrations-Photogra;
made at a cost said to be $250,000, Novagraph Co., which produces the
slow
motion pictures distributed by
and is said to be the most pretentious production that has gone Pathe has just returned from Lake
Room QOC4
Netf York, (
through the Metro releasing chan- Placid where ice skating was filmed.
nels.
The company is also filming educational matter along the line of
220 Vest 4<2r^St'
medical operations and workings of
Albert E. Smith at Family Renuion.
WE
HAVE
IT
mechanical devices in factories.
Albert E. Smith, president of Vit300 New Copies For Sale or |
"Roxy"
Producing.
agraplh, plans to go to California
One and two reel comedies anddram
about the middle of March and coinFilm & Supply Co.
cident with his departure from the
The first "Roxy" production is unN. New
JAWTTZ,
145 W. 45Ht
East, a number of brothers will be
der way at the Bacon-Backer studio, CHARLES
1 orh. City
journeying, literally, from the four Wally Van directing a comedy written
YOU
NEED
IT
quarters of the globe, to a family re- by George V. Hobart.
union at the home of Mr. Smith's
father in Santa Barbara. George
All Comedy Week.
Smith, a brother of Albert E. Smith,
is now enroute from London. First
It's to be comedy and nothing but
THE BEST PICTURE
Lieutenant Victor Smith, another comedy at the Rialto next week.
to make money.
brother, who was abroad with the
Dorothy Gish in "Boots," will be
Must have a perfect develop,
American Expeditionary Force, is on the feature. Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
his way back, and a third brother, J. Drew in "Once a Mason" is the secnegative
ondary pictorial number. And even
P. Smith, is on his way from AusREX LABORATORY (INC! |
tralia. In all, there will be seven the Rialto Magazine carries a spice
brothers at the reunion which will oc- of comedy with a Mutt and Jeff anhas developed H?rry Keepe
imated cartoon. Hugo Riesenfeld has
cur about March 17. This will be
negatives. Ask him and th
carried the comedy idea on through the
the first family reunion since 1886. musical
phone
Tremont 1995 for f
numbers as well.
particulars.

Hand Painted 7L

m

Piano player at liberty wants steady job.
Bast of references. Will go anywhers. D. T.
aare of Wid's Daily.

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE MISCELLANEOUS.
Two home projection machines. Never
been used. Use standard size film. Excellent
for home, school, or church. Regular price
$60.00, for sale $35.00.— J. W. A— Wid's Daily.

—

First Selznick Print Comi 1
The first print of
the
SjH
Picture Corp., "Upstairs and |
cut and titled by Charles Gihfl
due in New York in a few dajlH

v

Never take anybody into confidence except your audience." — Hugo
Riesenfeld.

MADE

A. LITHOGRAPHING fCORR
A.nei wcrr

It fcrw^roRK city
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OREIGN FILM TITLES
S
THE
BE.
FRANCISCOAreELIA
220 West 42nd Street,

FROM
DISTINCTIVE
DRAWINGS.

New Y01

Phone: "Bryant 9351

j^recockized
Authority

fjfcB&ADSTREET
)f FILMDOM
=
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.ubin in Los Angeles
]*an

of

Pictures
May
Films Again.

Wants

Re-enter

Long Eaton, England.
Wid's Daily,

,os Angeles — Sigmund (Pop) Lu"
, of Philadelphia,
has arrived
e to "look around, and enjoy the
ate for a while."
r. Lul in .caid he might take a
rto the business
again but
ICH they talk of the millions
to get anywhere now, that
; him think.

Dear Sirs:
I regret to announce that
the following weekly numbers
of "Wid's" have failed to ar
rive. I set great store by your
review, and shall esteem it a
great favor if you will forward the following dates of
issues desired.

Prints Stolen
limed

Yours faithfully.

to

Have
Been
Found
in
Wilkes Barre.
- T. Rogers. New York ex:lnge manager of Paramount, reesterday from Wilkes Barre>
here Walter S. Casterlin, of
tl Sterling theater, Wilkesbarre,
m held for the appearance of the
j nil Jury next month.
■ logcrs declares that a print of
J ow White," one of "The Love
i sk" and
prints
belonging
to
krld and Triangle were found in
Iperlin's possession, and were obi by him from salesmen who
them.

Missing Copies

The Long Eaton New Palace
Theatre Co.. J. L. Harriman
P.S. — If you cannot see
way clear to let me have
free charge same up and
your account. I must

"em."

Of

your
these
send
have

J. L. H.

Co-operation

Exchangemen
and
Planned.

Exhibitors

(Special wire to WID'S DAILY)
Wood with Goldwyn.
Seattle — A luncheon was given on
nk Wood, late leading man Wednesday at the new Washington
hotel
by the Northwest Film Board of
Thanhouser, assistant director
Paramount and World has Trade to Exhibitors of the State, to
d the =elling force of Goldwyn place before them a plan of organizing
ted to the New York ex- exhibitors as associate members of the
Mr. Wood says he is the board, the two organizations to function separately on their separate quessalesman with the studio extions, but to work together when to
igence to go on the road.
their advantage. The luncheon was
No. 38
attended by all the leading exhibitors
of Seattle and neighboring towns. Enthusiastic speeches endorsing the idea
were made by leading exhibitors. The
By Jack Alicoate
Board of Trade counsel explained the
working out of the idea.
Han you conceive of a more
! powerful force in the civic
A Pathe Release.
and intellectual
developVirginia Pearson Photoplays, Inc.
ent of our great land than
will
release
through Pathe. The new
le daily newspaper. — unless it
producing company will make six or
|i the motion picture?
This
eight pictures during the coming year,
lestion was recently debated
: the Brady dinner and will
the first of which is "The Bishop's
Emeralds," adapted from Houghton
wavs remain a mooted quesm. However, think for a min.
Townley's famous novel by Frank
Beresford. The other stories will be
:e what the daily press means
based on well known novels and plays
the life of a community
and at least two stories will be specialid of the result if there were
ly written for the star.
> daily newspapers.
What
le big metropolitan
dailies
$100,000 For Industrial Film.
e to a city and state, WID'S
Washington — Appropriation o f
I 1AILY is to the film indus$100,000 to make moving pictures of
\y. Advertisers can reach the
American industries for promotion
|fti market
efficiently
and
of trade at home and abroad is adI <onomically through the colvocated by Secretary of Commerce
ims of WIDS DAILY.
Redfield.

little Ad Talks
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Stars' Income Tax Over $3,000,000.
Los Angeles — The income tax of the
principal stars and directors now on
the Coast is said to aggregate
$3,000,000.

Price

5 cents

Ambitious Dream
Running
Into the Millions
Studios for Ten Stars.

With

Los Angeles — A
moving-picture
plant containing at least ten studios
for as many stars, and costing in the
neighborhood of $3,000,000 is the
dream of the Bonnie-Reed Film Manufacturing Co., according to a statement made to the Public Welfare
Committee of the City Council. It
was stated that the project is well
along and that plans have been consummated for the expenditure of $1,500,000 during the coming year.
It is proposed to build the plant on
a forty-acre tract which faces on SunJefferson City, Mo. — Parts of inset boulevard, between Bronson avedecent pictures which have been
nue and WKlson place. Plans of the
stricken out of motion-picture films company were outlined by its manaby the Pennsylvania Board of Cenger, F. S. Reed.
sors of motion pictures, were exhibitDiscussion
of the proposed plant
ed before the joint committees of the
came
up while the Welfare Committee
Senate and House in support of the
pending measure to create a similar was considering a request from citizens of South Hollywood that the
board of censors in this State.
Besemeyer tract at Sunset boulevard
Former Judge Thomas Hennings and
Bronson avenue be excluded from
and E. V. P. Schneiderhahn of St.
Louis, Rev. Father Joseph Selinger the -motion picture zone No. 2. A
of this city and Ellis P. Oberholtzer, large number of citizens were present, and they voiced a strenuous prosecretary of the Pennsylvania Board,
test against the zone. It was argued
spoke in favor of the bill.
Oberholtzer said that when he was that a moving picture plant in that
in St. Louis he found that 18 films section would depreciate the value of
which are being shown there or have contiguous property.
Making a plea in opposition to the
been advertised, have not been permitted on screens in Pennsylvania protest, Mr. Reed admitted that he
without first being reconstructed by was personally interested because of
the elimination of certain scenes. He the contemplated moving-picture
said that three films advertised for plant. He said the project will be
St. Louis had been rejected outright one of the largest and most important in Southern California.
by his board.
The proposed bill provides that the
Mr. Reed said Mrs. Prudence Bonboard shall be composed of three
nie, a film actress, and W. H. Henmembers, to be appointed by the
Governor to censor all films before ning, are associated with him in the
enterprise. It is planned to build at
they can be shown. Oberholtzer said least ten studios now and more as
that the fee of $1 for inspection of there is demand for them, he stated.
each film would pay all expenses of
has a plant at Niles,
the board. The chairman of the board butThewillcompany
remove it to this city, Mr.
is to receive $2,500 a year and the Reed said.
other members $2,400.
Mr. Reed is the inventor of the
It provides that one member shall embossed film, which gives motion
be a woman.
pictures the same appearance of depth
as is the case in stereoscopic views.
Club Women Against Censors.
This he will manufacture at his plant,
' Omaha, Neb- The Omaha Woniaiif and will sell to his tenants, expecting
Club, a prominent local organization this to be an added inducement to
is on record as being opposed to state companies to sign up with him.
censorship. There was a wordy battle.
The work of building is to be commenced at once, it is stated, and is
Labor Union Against Censoring.
to start with the three companies of
Lincoln, Neb. — The Central Labot thf* Bonnie-Reed concern, which will
Union has adopted resolutions con- begin making film plays as soon as
demning the censorship bill now be- the first unit of stage soace is comfore the legislature.
plete. The engagement of players and
directors will begin within a short
Another Opponent to Censors.
time. The company also is to have
Osceola, Neb. — Mayor V. C. New- a plant at Redondo Beach for the
(Conlinued on Page 3)
manufacture of furniture.
Salesmen Meet Tomorrow.
Film sa'esmen will Tie addressed
tomorrow- at the 48th street theater
on educating exhibitors of the State
to fight the Sunday closing law.
The state will be divided into districts for the campaign.

SUNDAY SHOWS
AND CENSORSHIP

Cuts and Flashes

Vol. HI Mo. 64

Siljriay, March 8, 1919

Price 5 Cents

Strand
Programs
on Tour.
A number of Middle-West theater
Viola Dana's next will be "Made- managers have made an offer to
Jon" from Mary E. "VVilkins novel. It Joseph Plunkett, of the Strand to be
is a story of life in the lumber camps.
suppled with a typical Strand pro-

Dorothy Dalton will come to New
Copyright 1918, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., York to appear in a series of InceParamount
pictures with Eastern
FILM
FOLKS,
Inc.
SrerWv,'S^v£I-TYby WID'S
FILMS
and locales.
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and
Treasurer;
Lynde Denig, Editor; Joseph
Dannenberg, Vice-President and Managing
Editor ; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business Manager.
William S. Hart's next will be "The
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1318, Poppy Girl's Husband," released
»t the post office at New York, N. Y., under March 1G.
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
ef Greater New
York, $10.00 one year; 6
Edward Coxen will play one of the
months,
$5.00;
3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign
Subscribers should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New
York, N. Y.
Telephone: Vauderbilt 4551-2
Los Angeles
Office:
605-606-607 Wright
&
Callender
Bldg., Telephone
Broadway
383.
Hollywood,
Cal., Office: 217-218
Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone,
Hollywood
1603.

leading parts in "Desert Gold."

The idea is in the discussion stage
gram.
as yet. The plan, however, would I: e
to have one such program in each
large city from Coast to Coast. Tbe
Strand management would engage
the soloists, but the instrumental
orches'ra would be located in tlie
particular city since the traveling
expense would be too large. Thus
the Strand show playing in New
York would be duplicated at the
?ame time all oyer the country.
Well,
bution?

what

about

dis

IN THE COURTS!
Supreme Court Justice Cohalan ■

Wants Writers Helped.
As part of a campaign to get editors of leading newspapers and magazines in closer touch with the activities
of the film industry Carl Laemmle,
Universal, recently sent out over 3,000
personal letters to editors asking
them to co-operate with film producers for the betterment of the
screen.
He pointed out the great need for
more and better stories for screen
production and urged the editors to
encourage young writers to turn their
attention to the screen and to assure
them that there was a good market for
original ideas.

If John Gilbert thought when he
planned his honeymoon and took his
bride to the snow country away from
everyone they knew, that he would
escape the gaping public he was mistaken. Some smart Aleck saw his
name on the register and told the
hotel manager, with the result that
just as John was congratulating himself on a successful retreat he walked
Union, Mo. — Albert Rabenneck will
begin the erection of a new theater. into the dining room to the strains of
It will be 50x96 feet and will have the Lohengrin wedding march and
a capacity of about 500.
found his table heaped with flowers.
John thinks this is a very small
world indeed.
We old timers know that white
curtains are colored yellow to prevent
"In lating" and sometimes if things
have to be hurried up a bit, they are
dipped in coffee. This happened on
the Roscoc Arbuckle stage the other
da>' and a young coffee fiend with
pretty blue eyes, new to the studio
exclaimed she would "just love to
act in the movies," because they gave
the actors such good coffee to drink

granted for
an anapplication
by Stephen
^'-1
Lynch
order requiring
the I -m
ney Olcott Players, Inc., to give |W
ticulars in their suit against him hi
the U. S. Exhibitors Corporat In
Frank G. Hall, and William OldknB
to recover $53,500 alleged to be
on the sale to the corporation of
plaintiff's film, "The Belgian,"
$75,000. M'r. Lynch wants the pi; J
tiff to state whether he made any!
that one could smell it all over the the alleged false representations |
studio.
the effect that the corporation
Ora Carew has had her car re- $75,000. above all liabilities
painted from a shell pink to a sky blue.
George Backer has brought an
tion in the Supreme Court agai|]
Jack Mower has gone north to visit his ranch — and look over all the Joseph Simmons to recover
alleged to be due. The plaintiff s|
goats he's collected.
that in September last he sold the
Mary Anderson has received a let- fendant the rights to the film, '".
ter from an aged admirer in Detroit Cast-Off," for the entire world']
who compares her favorably with the elusive of the United States, Cans;
South America, Australia, Afr;
Mary Anderson of other days.
Scandinavia, France, Spain and Poi
gal for $2,887, and only $3S7 has b
Claire Du Brey has given her "police dog" that stole so cleverly for
her, to her director, Maurice Tourneur.
New Hirsh Company.
She admires her director so much that
Nathan Hirsh has started the -;
she wants the dog to steal for him
awhile now.
won Film Corp., with offices in
paid.
Godfrey
Building.
The
compj
Sometimes Bertram Grassby wishes will handle state right attractior
he was not so versatile. If he plays
a villian, he wears a beard — if a man
about town, — a moustache, a hero, a
shave. His life is just one round of
to be or not to be.

Augustus Thomas
(the dean of successful American
dramatists) is the author from whose
pen will be adapted the series of
Fourstar Pictures during the ensuing
year starring

Leah Baird

Mrs. Charlie Chaplin — Mildred
Harris — for a straight week is the
straightest tip I know. Five genuine Jewels — No paste.

Hiram,

AUGUSTUS THOMAS
AUTHOR

The first production is a story laid in the
Bohemian art circles of Paris and the
homes and salons of upper Fifth Avenue
— replete with scenes of luxury, wealth
and
the quiet intensity
elegance and
of the
realmoving
"400."
Its dramatic
swift
sequences resulted in a great New York
triumph.

"As a Man Thinks"

OLD

BILL ASKS:

Did you hear about
"the lines outside"
the Strand last week,
the packed night shows,
the record-breaking matine
the hearty laughter and
(occasionally) the tears
of the audiences?

If you

didn't have a "line" on all
this, and act on it, you
were a poor showman!

DAILY
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'News

itke

LNTANAMO, CUBA—
ic Pathe cameraman.

follows

Uncle

. CAL.— is surprised with a deep
California
lliny tali
N. J.lent
returns to the Peace Conthe George Washington.
111. — mother
V smalle
_ lest
in the world, three
half feet tall.
■ one-half
IALA, C. A —
resident of Guatemala
attends the
of the new
Military
Academy
which replaces the one wrecked
irthquakc.
ANCISCO, CAL —
-four suffragettes who have served
jail, arrive in prison garb.
>RK CITY—
the 27th, New York's own,

hss. i!

today
WDAY SHOWS
iND CENSORSHIP

Saturday,

Harry Carey's Admirers Will Find
Harrv

ensor Bill in Wisconsin.
son — Assemblyman Oakes
troduced a bill that would
» a state board of censors.
tima in Favor of Shows.
, Wash. — Theaters will reopen here on Sunday. Petligned show that 5,307 voted
aters and 2,999 against.

Released Monday —
[Judge Rumhauser's Misae." International Carbon Comedy.

8,

This Film Up to Their Expectations

Carey in

,l,nit- And it is fitting that each conflict should be increasmgh severe, until they reach the final strug^
tween the star and the villainous halfbreed, played by
Joe Harris. This combat is prolonged to get the maximum of thrills, with Carey in the position of a true hero
who has discarded his gun and set out to kill his enemy
empty handed.
No audience can follow unmoved the battle between the
two men, leading to the summit of a perilous cliff. Then
for a conclusion, the halfbreed, takes a sensational fall
over the edge of the precipice, after wh
es only
long enough to confess to a murder that Carey is suspected of having committed. Prior to this there are
other fights, in which Neva Gerber and the priest, played
by J. Farrel McDonald, figure, along with Carey and
Harris. These may be counted upon to hold the attention where the story interest lags.
The author's plot is reminiscent of previous stories
devised for a North woods setting. We
find all the stock
figures for a tale of this description. There are the cattle
rustler, in reality an heroic person, portrayed by Carey;
the halfbreed who betrays an Indian girl and then refuses
to marry her; the daughter of the manager of the Hudson Bay Company store; her father in danger of being
turned over to the mounted police because he sells liquor
to the Indians, and the fighting priest, who rules his
flock by physical as well as spiritual power.
Out of these characters, they develop a storv much as
might be expected. The Indian girl's father is killed
by the halfbreed. Then events are so arranged that suspicion falls on Carey, who up to this time, has successfully eluded the police, on his trail for cattle-rustling.
Some ingenuity is displayed in manocuvering his frequent escapes from the representatives of the law, whom
he is evading when he encounters Neva Gerber, at the
mercy of Joe Harris, who has carried her off by force.
It is here that Carey concludes to settle accounts with
the halfbreed, and their fight is carried to the termination
already noted. In earlier sequences we find some pleasing scenes between Carey and Miss Gerber, consequent
upon their meeting and the progress of their romance. The
sub-titles are appropriately worded and the picture profits
by intelligent direction.

"A FIGHT
FOR LOVE"
Universal.
DIRECTOR
Jack FoH
AUTHOR
Eugene B. Lewis'
^?£££10AN BY
• E«fene
B. Lewxs
CAMERAM
B. F. Reynolds
AS A WHOLE
Development a bit slow, but
all in all the picture is calculated to attract
and hold the attention.
.STORY
Conventional in theme; designed to
bring about dramatic incidents.
DIRECTION
Puts force into the fight sequences and generally makes characters appear natural.
PROTOGRAPHY
Clear.
LIGHTINGS
Good throughout; a few really
artistic effects.
.CAMERA WORK
Scenes well composed;
long shots show up exteriors to advantage.
STAR
Acts with considerable
force.
SUPPORT
Joe Harris gives sinister interpretation of halfbreed; Neva Gerber meets
requirements of heroine; J. Farrel McDonald
and others appropriately cast.
EXTERIORS
Look like the real thing for
1
a story of the North woods.
INTERIORS
Conventional.
DETAIL
Nothing unusual.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Inoffensive meller.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,615 feet.

ntinucd from page 1)
Fights and stunt stuff occupy such a big place in Harry
i 'tie to Lincoln, to oppose Carey's pictures that if there isn't something exciting
jlensor bill. He has offered his happening all the time, fans are apt to be disappointed.
rbes to the picture men
of the Tt wouldn't be strictly true to say that this drama of the
North woods drags, but once in a while it does seem as
if the story might be advanced at a faster pace. The
characters
are planted in their relative positions, but conJkdictment Charges Dropped.
in, Ohio.— Eight indictments to a climax.siderable footage is utilized in carrying things through
|theater
II an-}- owners,
Mackay forandoperation
Arthur
When things begin to get dull, the director brings in
jaters on Sunday, were drop- a fight scene, such as Carey knows how to play to the
Legalize Michigan Shows,
ing, Mich. — Senator Bren>ill to legalize Sunday shows,
rown out of the senate, but
irought up for re-consideraith revisions. The bill gives
s the right of local option.

March

Out-of-door Stuff Makes Good Contrast to School-Girl Type of Picture
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Well informed fans know about what to expect in a
Harry Carey picture, therefore, in giving prominence to
the name of the star you are establishing the character
of your offering, irrespective of the title it carries. "A
Fight for Love" is no exception to the rule. In fact,
it is a typical H'arry Carey picture, which, despite the
conventional nature of the story, seems certain to satisfy
admirers of the star.
In selecting your features for the week, this should
work in especially well if you need an out-of-doors story,
offering attractive locations and melodramatic action.
With many of the producers turning out fragile narratives of the school girl type, it is well to present an occasional strong, physical-action drama by way of contrast. "A Fight For Love" comes under this head and

FRANCE
PARIS

should provide a
too much girlish
Arrange your
elements in this

welcome change for folks who are getting
sweetness in their photoplays.
publicity to emphasize the picturesque
drama, calling attention to the fact that

it was photographed in California's Bear Valley, that it
introduces the northwest mounted police, Indians, halfbreeds and cattle rustlers and is throughout, a picture of
rapid movement and thrills.
Other films in which Harry Carey has appeared are
"Thieves' Gold," "The Scarlet Drop," "Straight Shooting,"
"Hell Bent" and "Wild Women." Refer to some of these
in advance announcements and publish the names of the
principal members of the cast, Neva Gerber, Joe Harris,
J. Farrel McDonald and Mark Fenton.

AMERICA

CORPORATION

DIVISION

FILMS

OF

220 WEST 42nd ST.
NEW YORK

LONDON

Mil '
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KINOGRAMS

Here is how a brother exhib-

itor put his show over. Send
FIGHTING 27TH COMES HOME FROM
FRANCE.— Heroic division, which helped
along your ideas. Let the other
crush the vaunted Hindenburgr line, returns
to New York on the monster transport.
fellow know how you cleaned
Leviathan, with its commander, Maj. Gen.
up.
John F. O'Ryan.
WILSON GREETS CITY AND STATE
EXECUTIVES.— President with Secretary
of Labor Wilson, holds conference with governors and mayors to solve nation's business and labor problems resulting from
army's
demobilization.
Springfield, Mass. — At Poli's PalPRESIDENT PAYS VISIT TO GRANDace, when "Sis Hopkins" was put on
SON.—Crowds cheer the Chief Executive as
he passes through the streets of Philadel- by Gordon Wrighter he placed a mammoth slate in the lobby. A profesphia on the way to see his grandson and
namesake,
Woodrow
Wilson
Sayre.
sional female cartoonist, attired in the
PRESIDENT WILSON SAILS FOR
FRANCE.— Aboard the U. S. S. George regulation "Sis Hopkins" make-up,
Washington, the president leaves New York was engaged to sketch Mabel
on his second trip to Paris to attend the Normand as she appears in the play
closing days of the Peace Conference and
to back his plan for a League of Nations. right before the eyes of the ticketCLIMB MOUNTAIN FOR SNOWBALL
seekers and bystanders. The slate
FIGHT.— Pleasure seekers of California was placed on the wall of the lobby
abandon the sunny valleys to take part
in real winter sporting events near the and the artist was on a platform,
clouds— natural toboggans provide plenty sketching the various stunts and
of thrills.
pranks as she saw them on the
KINOGRAMS FINDS A NEW INDUS- screen.
TRY.—Tracy Matheweson, our Kinographer,
If you cannot obtain the services
while exploring the bayous of Louisiana, discovers how "genuine curled hair" mattresses are made — from Spanish moss gathered by of a professional cartoonist, perhaps
the Hermit of Little Pigeon.
there is a competent amateur cartoonist in your city who would be willing
to do the work for modest compensation.

McAdoo
Coming East.
Los Angeles — On or about April
5, William G. McAdoo, counsel for
the "Big Four" will leave for New
York.

CLASSIFIED.
The classified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt want. It is the market
place when buyer and seller — employer
and employee or the small advertiser
can put his story before practically
every live exhibitor in the country
every day in the year, at nominal cost.
Rate 50c per line. Cash with order.
HELP

WANTED.

Organist — Pianist who will play three
■hows a day, good pay to right man. Give
reference, how long you worked in last place
»nd salary desired.
S. R.. WID'S DAILY.
Operator who is familiar with Powers
machine and willing to be general handy
man around the theater. E. E. K., WID'S
DAILY.

William H. O'Neil Dead.
Manchester, N. H.— William H.
O'Neil, manager of the Auditorium
and Palace, and vice-president of the
Exhibitors League of New Hampshire is dead, of heart trouble. Interment took place several days ago.
To Investigate Films for Children.
Peru, Ind., — Appointment of a committee in each city in the state to investigate motion pictures in so far as
children attending them is concerned
was favored in action taken at the
opening session of a meeting of the
board of directors of the congress of
Mothers and Parent-Teacher associations in Indiana.
E. F. Warner in Los Angeles.

Los Angeles — Eltinge F. Warner,
owner of "Field and Stream,"
"Smart Set," and other magazines, arrived here to join Zane Grey and the
other members of the novelist's producing company. Besides a number
Organist with Al reference who can operate Austin organ. Will make right terms for of general outing subjects Warner
owns
the
James Montgomery Flagg
right man. O. B. S., Box 189 WID'S
DAILY.
comedies.

POSITION

House Changes

Putting It Over

Harrisburg, Pa. — Nathan Appell, of
York, connected with Wilmer and
Vincent has bought the Rajah, ReadPhiladelphia — H. Segall has taken
over the house at 3342-3346 North
13th street.
St. Louis — Louis K. Sidney to man
age new Pershing theater.
Dubuque, la. — Liberty being renovated.

I ncor por ations
Columbus, O. — Brassfield-Garner
Amusement Co., Ironton. Capital.
$5,000. Herschell Brassfield, Harold
Garner, John Crocket, incorporators.
Trenton, N. J.— A. D. F. Amusement
Co., 120 Market St., Newark, Capital,
$2,000, to conduct enterprises. Wallace F. Armstrong and Wm. M, Drake,
of Patterson, and Fred W. Falker,
of Newark.
Indianapolis, Ind. — Ben Ross Feature Film Corp., Capital, $10,000.
Benj.
Ross,
Ethel
Ross,
Wetzel
Schwattz, incorporators.
New Theaters.
Tulsa, Okla. — Theater Owners and
Managers Association, Oklahoma
City. Capital, $5,000. Ralph Talbot, Tulsa, Thos. H. Boland, Oklahoma City, incorporators.

NEW

THEATERS

Enid, Okla.— -A New brick and
hollow tile, modern theater is to be
erected here at a cost of $75,000.
C. G. H.arryman, owner of the Royal
is interested.
Des Moines la. — It is expectef
that the A. H. Blank theater in
course of completion at 6th and
Grand Ave., will be opened early
this spring.
Sharon, Pa. — A new theater and
arcade to cost about $150,000 is projected. It will be located on Porter
st. Out of town people are said to
be interested.
Film Lost.

WANTED.

Houghton, Mich.— R. E. Kelley,
W. H. Prod, have sold "Mickey" for representing A. S. Hyman, a Detroit
had experience in
Florida, Alabama, Tennes- film agent, lost his show on the Copin same capacity in Georgia,
see, North and South Carolina to S.
Y. M. L. M., clo
per Range train coming into Houghton from Lake Mine. He had about
J. Samuels.
position evenings
$100,000 of pictures.

Young man who has
Exchange wishes position
or around Albany, N.
WID'S DAILY.
Operator wishes a
•nly. Reliable and can furnish references.
Can
operate spotlight. G. S., care WID'S
DAILY.

Piano player at liberty wants steady job.
Bast of references. Will go anywhara. D. T.
asre of Wid's Daily.

H. B. Wright,
Select saleflH
has gone over to Mutual.
J. S. Nelson, manager of Rose I !
ter, Colfax, returned to crld posij
of salesman with Mutual.
F. M. Simonton back with Ml/
after service in the army.
W. L. Doudlah, former Fox sa
man, now with Select.

San Francisco— Murray Haw 4
for Ii
manager
branch
is now
pendent Sales Corp. here.

Denver— Pen S. Cohen is ff
representathe for Indepem it
Sales Corp. out of the local offic
Pittsburgh— Leonard
formerly . with Metro,
Goldwyn

G o 1 d s t 11,
is now

Pittsburgh— Harold Rodner, is A
on road for United.

Seattle— H. H. Hurn, former nj|
Fox. Triangle, returned from tr
ager
assistant manjj
now
ing camp,
H.
home
with
has
with

K. Brin has returned to
in Seattle after several moi
American
in Salt Lake. 1
taken
a position
of salesn
Universal.

THE BIG FEATURE F ^UKE
is in a class with the regula theatr;
show and should be exploited as sn
We make a lobby display that tor
vidualizes the production and lifts
out of the picture RUT— Woman i
other productions on exhibition in i
show rooms.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

Let Elias Do Your Title
FRANCISCO
ELIAS
220 W. 42nd St. Phone Bryant 93!
New York
COMPLETE

LINE OF

Supplies and Equipment
for Studio and Theatre
National MAZDA
and Speer
Carbc
LAMPS
CHARLES
AL. HE»-DRICKSON

F. CAMPBE
14W-31stSt.r

Charge d' A flairs

THE BEST PICTURE
to make money.

Outfit

A. LITHOGRAPHING /CORR
r 406 WE/T 31 JT- ^

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE MISCELLANEOUS.
Two home projection machines. Never
heen used. Use standard size film. Excellent
for home, school, or chnrch. Regular price
J60.00, for sale $35.00.— J. W. A.— Wid's Daily.

Exchange Change

A Pest: One who with such kind
intent, yet would he visit overlong
and speak his hokum to disgust.
Herschel Stuart.

.NEW

THEY

MAKE

YORK

A

Must have a perfect developenegative

REX LABORATORY

(INC)

CITY

GREAT
PRODUCTION, GREATER.

has developed Harry Keeper1
negatives.
Ask him
phone Tremont
1995 and
for the'
ful
particulars.

7/fc>RE<OCH!ZED

feBRADSTREET
f FILMDOM
01-. VII, N*o

60

Authority
:undav,

Price 2^ cents

March 9. iwi9.

JESSE D. HAMPTON

Presenting

J. Warren Kerrigan
Current production : " The End of the Game "
Coming: "The Best Man"
DISTRIBUTED

BY

IV, IV, Hodkinson Corporation
THROUGH

PATHE

EXCHANGE,

Inc.

j^pk

BILLIE
Adolph

^Illcor ^presents

BURKE
in.
; ( By airarL^emeirt -witli
V Ziegfi^ld. ; Jr^-j

Good Gracious
"
Annabelle
e
ictur
umouritff>
^Cpaf

By Clare Kummer

Directed by George Melted

A Rollicking Farce for
A Bewitching Girl
''THAT'S
"Good
Gracious, Annabelle!"
A And Billie Burke is just the girl to p'ay i£
a merry
taletoofa an
beauty
whoIt'swas
married
manirrespon
whosesible
name
shs
didn't know — a rough miner who wore whiskers !
There's a chase after two shares
stock,
misunderstandings galore and a heap ofofgenuine
fun.
lot One of Billie Burke's best. That's saying a

| FAMOUS

PLAYERS -IASKY

CORPORATION*^

News of the Week
in Headlines
Monday.
No.

65.

Sunday,

March

9,

Price

25c
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Chicago pictures will pass two boards of censors
if pending legislation is adopted.
Cliff Smith to direct Texas Guinan.
Chattanooga, Tenn. shows must close on Sundays.
National Board of Review selects Nazimova's "Out
of the Fog," to demonstrate strides made in artistic photography in America.
Charles E. Van Loan, well known author, former
"stunt" man of Universal, dead, at Philadelphia.
C. F. Zittel named chairman of the special comdustry. mittee to work on proposed clubhouse for inMuriel Ostriche Brady
sues parents for accounting.
Wednesday.

SATAN

Bda Bara in
Fox

( >scar A. I'rice, assistant Director General of
Railroads becomes president of the United
Artists Association.
Grand Jury investigation into alleged graft practiced by members of Fire Prevention Bureau,
continued.
Dr. Ellis P. Overholzer gives some ideas on undesirable pictures before the Chicago Censorship
Commission.
Tuesday.

LOVE
Page
33

Famous Players sign Houdini for a series of mystery stories.
Adolph Zukor to again lead industry in next Liberty
Loan Campaign.
Hiram Abrams named general manager of the distributing organization of the "Big Four". "Bennie" Schulberg to be his assistant.
Yale Photoplay Corp., formerly operated by A. D.
Flintom, Des Moines,
closes out business.
Thursday.
Frank Lloyd leaves Fox.

Probably will make

specials.Goldwyn leaves for Coast.
Samuel
fewer and better pictures.

Will make

Pathe changes title of "Stars of Glory" to "The
Unknown Love."
Red hot fight being waged in Nebraska over proFriday. laws.
posed censor and Sunday
William Fox sails to establish distributing and
production plants in Europe. He will be away
several months.
Pyramid Pictures,- Inc., Harold J. Binney, president, closes down New Haven plant. Studio
fixtures, etc., attached by creditors.
William Fox secures "Checkers."
Washington M. P. Corp. sells "Fool's Gold" and
will resume operations.
First "Roxy"
production — a George
V. Hobart
comedy— directed Saturday.
by Wally Van, started.

Bonnie-Reed Film Mfg. Co. talking of ten studios
and $3,000,000 investment in Los Angeles.
"Pop" Lubin talking of re-entering the business.
Virginia Pearson Prod, to release through Pathe.

ttHt

AIL.Y

Sunday, March 9,

Let's Bury the Program Forever

ten dollars for a feature, he decided that he coi
Who said 52 a year?
Oh Boy! Aint it good for the old heart to real- . go fishing, and get his money back, but when
paid one hundred dollars a dav for a feature,
ize that the bosses of the big producing organizaworried enough about how he was going to >,
tions are busy these days proclaiming froi". the
housetops the fact that they have no i.itentior. of the hundred back, that he did some definite pit
girfg and stirred up enough excitement amo
trying to make all the pictures in the world, but
intend to concentrate upon the admittedly difficult, the natives to be sure that ne was going to l
the coin back again. This additional effort to
task of making pictures good enough that they
trieve the hundred at stake, invariably result|
will be booked on their merits?
in a business sufficient to pay a larger net pre
We don't need to kid ourselves into the belief
over the heavy rental than he had received as
that the program contract is gone forever, and the
profit on the days when he ran ten dollar pictur
chances are that before 1919 is over, we will find
In the past few years the film theater h
several more final lart gurgled attempts of the
graduated from the store-room show to the w(S
man clutching at a straw, who wants to force Mr.
derful structures which now dot the country
Exhibitor to take something he doesn't want in
ing more dignity to the films than to the theat J
order to get something which he does want.
insofar as their places of exhibition are concern*
It has been most interesting and certainly gratiThe coming of the big theaters, with a capaci;
fying to me, in the past few months, to find that
from one thousand to three thousand, and an a
practically every prominent leader of the old "52
mission price of from fifteen cents to sixty c.n
a year" faction has, of his own accord, come to me
has lifted the problem of the producer
with the admission that the system was all wrong.
of the rut, and set a goal of possible profit nevj
For years, these men have declared that it was impossible to produce a few pictures and justify the
before equalled in any industrv or amusnne'
enterprise ot any character.
overhead expense necessary for a distribution orThis tremendously increased possible revets
ganization. To-day they are forced to admit that
has
given a new incentive to the producer anj
they can make more money with a few good picous to make specal nroductiens. It justifies t
cures than they can with a lot of ordinary pictures.
man who has been grinding out 52 a year j
The exhibitor has helped the slow-moving proabandoning
this policy forthwith, to attempt •
ducer to the realization of this fact by demonstrapresent a limited number of attractions suitan
ting that he can make tremendously more with
for these big, beautiful, theaters.
a splendid picture, thereby justifying a very
Last year about this time, I said in an editori
heavy rental. At first when these instances were
that the film business was in the hanas oi aboj
demonstrated, and the exhibitor called for more
one hundred people. I would not increase th
specials, the producer insisted that these special
number by one at this time and if anythii.g, mig
productions were freaks. It took a lot oi Hammerreduce it, because to-da1" most anvone can S'
ing to finallv convince Mr. Producer that any exthat it rests with the handful of exceptional
ceptionally well-made production with definite
box office value, could make more net money for capable creators, both stars and directors, and;
would sav that they do not number over fifty
the producer at three times the' rental than the
make the truly big films that are going to be ab
ordinarv program routine bunk which came
to command top rentals and draw exception
through on the regular 52 a year basis.
business at the box office.
As I have pointed out many time in the past,
After the films have been made, they must f
one of the psychological reasons that the exhibitor made more money net on a bie special than he intelligently distributed and intelligently exploi
did on a routine release secured at one fifth
ed to the public or they will fail miserab1- as hi
been evidenced by the success of a good pictui
the rental, was that the exhibitor, being an ordinin one territory and its failure in another throug
ary human, only came to and dug in when he had
bad handling, so that I will say again that the
(Continued on Page 36)
enough at stake to worry him a bit. If he naid

z
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'reatment and the Acting of Star are Features of new Metro Comedy.
Viola Dana in

"SATAH

JUNIOR"
Metro.

Herbert Blache
jjjRECTOR
jlJTHOR '
Van Zo Post
June Mathis
fcENARIO BY
John Arnold
CAMERAMAN
/, A WHOLE
Bright comedy that will
amuse any sort of a crowd; shows star at
her best.
oy
Adaptation of "Diana Ardway
(fORY
for the
Van Zo Post; first rate material
screen.
Keeps things moving all the
IRECTION
bits
unexpected
some
way and introduces
of business.
Excellem
HOTOGRAPHY
tfGHTINGS
Carefully modulated to get
artistic results.
Composition of scenes
jCkMERA WORK
good.
Sj'AR
Always attractive in interpretation of
spoiled girl.
JpPPORT
Milton Sills natural in character
of playwright; Lloyd Hughes, Alice Nolan
and others have congenial roles.
KTERIORS
Many of them offer charming
views of picturesque country.
fc'TERIORS
and refinement. Suitable to homes of wealth
jlfcTAIL

Sub-titles add to humor of story;
concluding scene ends picture with a laugh.
OARACTER
OF
STORY
Nothing
to
which exception may be taken.
JJNGTH OF PRODUCTION ... About 5,000 feel
rlere is an instance in which the acting and the
ljatnient are the making of a picture, for the story
pi itself, introducing only a few characters of real
Ibortance. does not look like adequate substance for
re reeK As it works out, however, this is a more
nn ordinarily effective comedy, unusual in a number
■(respects and quite the th:ng for Viola Dana, whose
pliant personality is revealed in a delightful fashion,
lithe situations are so well handled that a spectator
llcertain to become interested, and will not notice
U lack of a complicated plot. Miss Dana, holding
R attention all the time she is on the, s-reen, has
wmrable support in the person of Milton Sills, play-

ing an author, whom she is determined to marry,
whether lie likes it or not. Most of the action 1developed between these two with some supplementary
humor furnished by a Chinese servant, who appeais
at inopportun° moments with some embarrassing
comment. Others in the story are required to do
little except give animation to the background against
which the conflict betv\een the girl and the author is
presented.
A more exasperating minx than that drawn by Miss
Dana has seldom been pictured. She is the spoiled
child of a milliona're, living on an estate with her
aunt during the absence of her father, the only member of the family who pretends to be able to control
her whims. Being in the habit of doing precisely as
she pleases. Viola insists upon riding an ungovernable
horse and is in danger of lei ig thrown, when she is
met on the roadwny by Milton Sills, living in the
neighborhood, while he writes plays and entertains
actresses.
Milton, treating Viola as a spoiled child, takes tfce
horse away from her. substituting his own mount to
carry her home. Fascinated by such decisive treatment
and interested in Sills' reputation fcr doing shocking
things, Viola wants to know him better. Uninvited,
she goes to his bungalow the next day, secretes herself
under the pillows en a lounge, and is discovered by
the playwright in a scene to which thev give a fund
of humor.
A luncheon follows and henceforth Viola continues
to dog the footsteps of the man she has decided to
marry. On one visit she flies into a temper and wrecte
the furnishings of the bungalow: on another, when Sills
has summoned a companionable ac'ress to give the
girl a lesson, Viola gets all the better of a hair-pulling
bout, after wh ch the guest is quite content to leave.
As a last resort, Sills introduces a vounger brother,
figuring that the g'rl will fall in love with him; bat
instead, the youth is easy prey for Viola, who unfeelingly declares that she wants a man fcr a hu=binc\

not a boy.return
Then,of with
the announcement
proaching
ap-'
her father,
Viola decides ofto the
hasten
matters by eloping with Sills.
How she inveigles him into an automobile an*
drives him far out into the country with her aunt
In
to a fil*
interesti
?urfUut',
ng ngclimax
fces,/°,
that holds
all theniake
way.?n Just
to br
about a satisfactory conclusion, there is a scene ne^r the
ia
which the playwright confesses that his heart hasendbeeo
won by t^e persistent l'ttle Viola

Sure To Go With Any Sort Miss
of AnDana.
Audience; Centre Publicity on
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
ir're not running much risk with a Vio'a Dana
•e under any circumstances, but comedies, with
Dana or any other star, don't
surpass this
stained interest. I happened often
to see it as the
ure of a Sunday show at a Broadway theat-r
xe it was received with every sign of approval bv
rge audience. There appeared to be no time durwhich the attention was not held and many of the
its drew laughs.

he title is effective and T would display it in conction with a picture of the star in the get-up of an
'active httle feminine Satan. Metro probably has
of Miss Dana in her Satanic costume
which i =

used during one brief sequence. Pictures of the star
111
title.guise may serve to carry out the meaning of
the this

It shouldn't be difficult to find other attractive scents
showing Miss Dana either in riding garb, or in same
of her fetching frocks. Make a big display of these in
your lobby, also use something to indicate the richness of the settings and the beauty of the mountain
country in winch the exteriors were photographed
I
would talk about this as an unusual comedy in
storv
and in treatment, giving your own assurance that >'<
is among the best of the Viola Dana pictures.

.*£

MM-»@ia
Joseph M. ScKenck

\

NOR.
"THE
TALMAD^
presents

in another of .her peerless screen creations

PROBA

TION

h<) Angie Ousle^ Rooser

irected b$ 5. A. FRANKLIN

WIFE"

Sii^l AILY
heda Bara Her Usual Self In Crude But Forceful Meller
Theda Bara in

"WHEN

MEN

Fox.

DESIRE"

TOR
J. Gordon Edwards
ORS . . . E. Llcyd Sheldon and J. Sear'e D-wl»y
RIO BY
Adrian To^nson

with many fans. Wherever there is a :hancc to appeal
to the patriotism of the crowd by introducing the American flag, or having Theda burst forth into singing "The
Star Spangled Banner." Director Edward: has utilized
the opportunity. It may be questionable taste to show
the Stars and Stripes on the screen for so cheap n
melodramatic purpose, but this did not I i thei the Fox
producer.
The story is supposed to transpire at the time America
''eclared war on Germany, and United States citizens in
that country, made haste to get passports permitting them
to leave. Poor Theda is in an awful fix, because Raymond
Xye, a power in the German Army, locks upon her as a
desirable comnanion. He repeats, with unnecessary frequency, that German officers in war time, are permitted
to possess any woman they happen to fancy.

"AWA-'
J0V,n W. Bovle
WHO,p
Mav b- crunt^d
oi to
satirfv a TVds "a*a cr^wi
^Dy stuff workel alon" conven'en'
lines: authors showed technical s''ili in handling of trie maf'tel
ION
Grod enough for production
that d^^s not depend upon fin- "oint)GRAPHY
Van-s- much of it poor.
INGS
Hard and frequently chalky
Theda's sweetheart, the American aviator, played by
Fleming Ward, reaches Switzerland, but there is no relief
on plavers' faces.
JA WORK
OH-wv.
for the unfortunate woman who tries to keep Nye at a
respectful distance. At one point, when her predicament
Her u'-ual self; doesn't reveal any un.becomes especially hazardous, an obliging bom! dropped
expected qualities.
RT
No one calls for particular menby an American aviator, falls on the house, ne.ir1, lulling
the German officer.
tion; G. Ravmond Nye. Fleming Ward and
F^ward Elkus ar~ passable.
This gives Theda her chance, for it happens that a
>IOT?S
Mieht
look better if w«»ll
Herman woman spy, also in the building a1 thi lime, is
photographed.
crushed under the wreckage. Miss Bara appropriates the
passports and the important secret document: fe isted
IO^S
Studio
sets suggest
hasty
workmanship.
to the spy to be carried through the French lines. Impersonating the dead woman, Theda arrives a1 the G
L
Doesn't figure much.
ACTER
OF STORY
Not the thing
border where she is delayed by more German officers,
for a family trade.
who look to her to relieve their loneliness
4,800 feet.
While Miss Bara is being detained, her companion
ITH OF PRODUCTION
■if the war is over, Theda Bara is still having
reaches Fleming Ward. The aviator jumps into an airplane and starts to the rescue of his sweetheart, who is
[with German officers who think she is worth
about. In this melodrama, a typical Theda Bara
having troubles of her own with an assortment of wouldbe lovers. Her identity is not discovered, iboweyer, until
n all through, the leaders of the German army
take their admiration for the Fox star, more
Nye, having recovered from his injuries, appear- at the
than the activities of the allied forces. They
post
and
enters inthe
woman's apartment where she has
Ward
secreted
a closet.
't leave poor Theda alone, and all the while a
U. S. aviator is waiting to escort her to AmerThere is plenty of action, bringing thrills, of the obto safety.
vious sort, in the final sequences, resulting in the death
e is apt to consider this story seriously. It is
of Nye and the escape of the two patriots. The producnatic and decidedlv unreal, but possesses elements
tion is about on a par with a story that neve advances
beyond ..
melodramatic crutdeness.
utinue to make Theda Bara's photoplays popular
>

■f ,

Will Go With Loyal Followers Of The Fox Star
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
le respects, Theda Bara*, pictures are. among, the
> exploit. Folks either want to see Miss Bara on

ing lobby pictures because there '"are a n(j»
aatic
scenes, some revealing Theda in starting i ostumesf
Probably you would not gain;rnucb by calling attention
to the war angle of the story. It offers nothing rj,ew and
the public will consider, it secondary to the sex, theme
display of the star's name.
For the others who
suggested by the title. Whether it is true or not, fhe seniprovc of Theda, or the type "of photoplays
in
sation-craving crowd may be attracts ' b\ a synopsis of
ne appears, no advertising is effective.
A deepthe plot indicating that the theme bears upon the brutal
rejudice will keep them out of the theater.
attitude of German officers in appropriating women. '
You might indicate that Miss Bara goej thSougfi a
) Men Desire" is a typically suggestive Fox title,
series of thrilling adventures in escaping tlit fate of
im this film, I would make the most of the drawer of the name of the picture, in conjunction with
American women left at the mercy of the fhm army. In
■lie star, using stills showing the sensational passthe case of a star such as Theda Baia, it is not necessary to use space in recounting her previous pictures.
in the action.
It shouldn't be hard to secure striken, or they don't, and in order to attract those
I among her consistent followers, little is needed

LOUIS

B. MAYER

"Presents

Anita Stewart
in a Lois Weber 'Production

"A MIDNIGHT
From the story by MARION
of "THE

ROMANCE'
ORTH, author

PRICE OF A GOOD

TIME"

Full

of those 1

Office touches tsJ
Lois Weber kncs
so well how to Jl
over.
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Comedy Meller of Yankee Hero In S. A. Republic Will Satisfy
William Desmond

"WHITE-WASHED

in

WALLS"

Jesse D. Hampton
Prod.— Exhibitors
Mutual.
•IRECTOR
Park Frame
UTHORS
Ethel and James Dorrance
CENARIO BY
George Elwood Jenks
AMERAMAN
Harry V. Harris
IS A WHOLE
South
American
meller
comedy with titles which burlesqued the action making it satisfying entertainment.
TORY
Evidently a meller kidded in the
making with rather good comedy results.
IIRECTION
Rather elementary but good
enough to get by.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varied
from
good
to
just fair.
JGHTINGS
Some very good bits but generally ordinary.
JAMERA WORK
Varied, but satisfactory
as a whole.
TAR
Pleasing personality with smile that
wins.
UPPORT
Satisfactory types; Miss Brunette appealing.
XTERIORS
Fitted atmosphere.
NTERIORS
Get by, nothing elaborate.
(ETAIL
Acceptable
because
South
American .atmosphere is uncertain quantity.
HARACTER OF STORY
Burlesqueing of
action makes it comedy all the way.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION .... About 4,800 feet.
C70od-natured Bill Desmond has such a darn pleasing
pile that you are willing to f-irg;ve many thirgs when
e is the hero of a production. In this they have very
fcparcntly taken a South American Republic melorama with a Yankee hero and twisted it into a comjy by burlesqueing the action at times and kidding
in the subtitles all the way.
[The story tells about one of those little two by four
Duntries where a Keystone type of ruler thinks he's
'II powerful, with the result that he naturaily clashes
,ith friend hero who is the boss of some stone-cutters
\ho arc chipping out beautiful figures on the new
alaee being erected from the poor folks' money to
^itisfy the vanity of aforesaid ruler.
When the American gang remembered it was the 4th
f July and stopped work to celebrate
they caused

enough disturbance to bring one of the boss' generals
clown to arrest them, with the result that smiling Bill
beaned the funny willun general, and this gave the
scheming vamp who wanted her sweetheart general to
be the big boss, a chance to hide him in the mountains
and pull a fake funeral to register that Desmond had
killed the gink.
Bill was ordered shot in front of the white-washed
wall, but he talked the old guy into having a statue
made which gained him a reprieve with the to-be-expected result that in the meantime the dead general
was "discivered" and the execution halted at the psychological moment.
Of course Bill had to win the big boss' neice during
the course of the five reels, Miss Fritzi Brunette being the rather appealing an I pretty niece. They probably figured that it was quite essential that she be
called a niece because such a funny, fat, little president
could hardly have such a good-looking little daughter.
There is nothing particu'arly worth while about this
from a production viewpoint, and at times it becomes
pretty slow, but the fact that it's a burlesque saves it
many times and it will undoubtedly get by as entertainment, pricipally because there's no element that
actually jars.
There was one mysterious character introduced who
served the purpose of discovering the supposedly dead
general, and this bird who was ouite evidently an
Irishman although dressed f.s a native, was finally
identified by a title in which he said he was wanted in
the States for a little shooting affray. Th:s mysterious
individual really had nothing to do with the story except that he and his donkey drifted in when needed, he
being a convenient sort of a guy who was always willing to step in whenever the author thought it was time
to pull something.
The title comes from the fact that they bad a habit
of standing people against a white-washed wall and
pumping them full of perfectly good lead. It is a
question hrwever, whether the average individual will
connect this title with this meaning until they have
seen this picture.
The vamp, her admirers, and some of the extras, overacted quite regularly but this w|as all excused by the fact
that the titles continued to kid them. In the cast were Jay
Dwiggens, Jack Richardson, Carmen Phillips, Walter
Perry and Frank Lanning.

It Can Get By But Talk About Bill and Explain is Comedy
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
I As a program routine release, this can get by very
iktisfactorily because it earns a few laughs and quite
1 number of smiles.
I Bill Desmond is deserving of better things, because
e is a likeable cuss, but it is possible that your averse fan will not complain particularly of the fact that
|iis production is not at all heavy, because they may
pt notice as readily as we do, the fact that this is
fretty airy stuff that drags quite a little in spots.
The name of Fritzi Brunette is worth giving attention
), because Fritzi has been on the screen a leng time
|nd will be remembered by many of your fans.
1 I would make it very clear that this is a comedy of
! smiling American's experiences when condemned to
|eath in a South American Republic. Unless you
ve them this sort of explanation, the title "White-

Washed

Walls" will probably mean very little to your

gang.
Since the title of this has so little meaning, it would
seem to me to be advisable to center most of your attention on Bill Desmond, getting a good photograph
of Bill registering that pood, likeable smile, and invite
your gang to <-ome down and see this smiling Irishman
rather than to try to explain how good the picture itself is.
Really the only chance you have of their looking this
over and leaving satisfied is that they'll like Bill. If they
like him, and I th'nk most folks do, the film will get by
I would not figure this as anything more than a program offering and unless you have it coming to you
on a regular contract, it is not good enough to justify
you reaching out for.

'CMS

house
CYCO

WEEKS

showing

QUINNS

LosAngeles
Theatre

The Los Angeles crowds defied the influenza, they
braved the rains, they simply couldn't ,keep away
Week after week they jammed Quinn's Theatre. The
wonderfulness of the picture spread like wild-fire
and for eight solid weeks they held them out.
Directed by KING W
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Sig Basic Thought With Excellent Character
Some
Meller
Helen Eddy in

"THE TURN

OF THE

Brentwood

ROAD"

Film Corp.

RECTOR
King Vidor
THOR
King Vidor
JJENARIO BY .... S. P. Trood and Olga Printzlau
;.MERAMAN
W. H. Thornley
^A
WHOLE
Very pleasing character
studies and underlying thought offset by
ordinary meller situations that marred general effect.
J^RY
Had good basic idea but flopped
when undertook to register thrilly moments.
SECTION
Excellent in characterization
development; very ordinary in action sequences.
PJOTOGRAPHY
Very good, with some
truly artistic bits and some scenes that fell
below par.
JHTINGS
Much that was very pleasing,
particularly exteriors, with some interiors
quite ordinary.
CJMERA
WORK
Varied, but averaged
very well.
Y\R
Has appealing personality that wins
an audience.
SPPORT
Good types except those in meller sequences.
BTERIORS
Registered pleasing atmosphere.
flTERIORS
Those in homes
good, but
fortune telling sequences rather poor.
DlTAIL
Many little touches that appealed,
with some good subtle suggestions.
EfARACTER
OF
STORY
Points
good
moral which offers advertising possibilities.
LiNGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,400 feet.
he nine weeks run of "The Turn of the Road" at
m's Theater in Los Angeles, naturally attracted quite
[ of attention to this production. While the fact that
Quinn was interested in the film since he was presentt as an example of the sort of production his exhibitor
nization wanted to sponsor, there is no question
it the fact that he proved, in running this film so
1 that a production carrying certain merits can be
for a long run, even though it has weakness and
Id not be accepted casually by the average theater
r as a tremendous film viewed from the old standard

Studies

Marred

By

of appraisement, which has always been star or big name
of material.
The greatest asset of this little production is the fact
that it starts right, with a careful dcvolpment of characterization which makes the audience thoroughly acquainted
with the principals in the story to such a degree that they
are interested thoroughly in them rather than in the action.
There is an underlying thought which leans decidedly
towards Christian Science, this thought being that
the man who seeks God will only find Him where he finds
love, there being no God where love does not exist.
The author goes on the basis that sorrow comes from
the absence of love, and the production as it stands, would
be tremendously better if the director and author had held
more to the development of this thought and to the consistent portrayal of his characters doing human things
instead of to plunge them as has been done, into an
artificial, melodramatic situation which misses fire entirely insofar as conviction might be registered.
The early scenes are truly excellent, but when the death
of the mother at the birth of her boy is shown, I believe
too much emphasis has been given to this incident because
it would seem to indicate too clearly the attendant dangers
of birth. This might easily be very objectionable to many.
After hero has left home because of the death of his
wife, we find him very conveniently brought into the same
building with the shero, he having been taken there to be
hypnotized so that a scheming vamp might marry him for
the estate he was to receive, while friend shero has been
brought there by the willun for the w. k. rape scene
which has been abused so frequently by producers of meller, for no real reason.
It seems to me that if these meller incidents were
eliminated, the film would be better than it stands this
minute, but I presume that the makers are figuring that
it is still necessary to have a certain amount of meller in
any offering in order to register with certain classes.
In the last reel we find hero home, with his boy speaking many titles which get over the Christian Science
thoughts, and while the philosophy expounded by the
youngster is quite deep, it is quite possible that this might
have happened.
The players were all quite satisfactory with Ben Alexander and Miss Eddy carrying off the honors. The fortune
telling lady and the wicked willun were not particularly
impressive. In the cast were Winter Hall, George Nichols.,
Lloyd Hughes and Pauline Curley.

Appeal of Story and Characters Will Put This Over Big if
Well
Advertised
Box

Office Analysis

irould say that "The Turn of the Road" is a very good
particularly if you get over the fact that the film
ters a character development on the part of. a young
who became obsessed with the idea that the world was
rrong. There is a strike incident in this which to my
I should be soft pedaled, just as I would soft pedal
Melodramatic experiences of the hero and shero in the
advertising this I would play up the character study
e, particularly centering attention upon little Ben AlexI who made a hit in "Hearts of the World," showing
ires of him with the very cute puppies, which do quite
towards registering entertainment value. You can
emphasize the presence of Miss Eddy, referring to her
appealing little lady who has worked in so many
eorge Beban's productions. Her name may not mean
to your fans, but most of them will remember her

for the Exhibitor.
face, particularly if you remind them of what films she
has worked in.
If you will investigate a bit, you will probably be surprised to learn that there are a great many Christian Scientists in your community, and a great many more folks
who are decidedly interested in this study. Consequently I
would suggest that this film be registered as one which
is built for entertainment purposes witb an underlying
thought that has a genuinely inspiring moral.
In your advertising, play up lines like: "Are you selfish
or do you attempt to help others? Have you found happiness, or are you wearing yourself out looking for it? Do
you love children? See 'The Turn of the Road' and realize
what
you may
be missing."
I would
be careful
not to make extravagant claims as
to the production value of this film because it is not big
except in that it carries a genuine thought and registers
some very pleasing character work.

in'Tftc Lamb
^"The Uon"
TVeSented by NATIONAL
FILM CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

Billie flits top-notch speed inthis.Her
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determines tomartfy her to a rich
maris son just for revenue.
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Unlikely Plot Has Romantic Quality
Earle

Williams

in

"A GENTLEMAN
OF QUALITY"
Vitagraph
DIRECTOR
James
Young
(VUTHOR
Frederic
Van
Rensselaer
Dey
SCENARIO BY
Frederic Van Rensselaer Dey
CAMERAMAN
Max Dupont
&S A WHOLE
Highly improbable, but has
some
interesting moments in the progress
of a colorful romance.
5T0RY
Adaptation of book of the same name.
DIRECTION
Utilizes players and story
material to the best advantage.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally very good.
FIGHTINGS
Satisfactory.
CAMERA WORK
Nothing out of the ordinary required.
JTAR
Acts with sincerity in dual role;
altogether makes the most of characters
that are difficult to credit as real.
iUPPORT
No one stands out in particular; Katherine Adams, James Carpenter.
Ronald Bryam and others fulfill needs of
the story.
5XTERIORS
Not many required.
NTERIORS
Always in good taste.
)ETAIL
Does not call for special comment.
IHARACTER
OF STORY
Harmless.
.ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4139 feet.
Once more we see Earle Williams in a dual role, and,
S usual, he presents both characters with sufficient sinerity. That the story is improbable and lacking in any
lusion of reality-, is no way the fault of the star, or of
le treatment supplied by director James Young. It must
e accepted as highly colored, romantic fiction worked out
) a convenient conclusion, or not at all.
There is a fair degree of mystery and uncertainty in
tgard to the relationship of the two men played by Wilams, but an astute spectator is likely to anticipate what
coming when the film is about half run, and Williams,
I the character of John Ashton, who knows nothing of
is parentage, has glimmers of boyhood recollections when
5 wanders about the old house which he occupies as Lord
)hn Hertford. Taking into consideration what has gone
:fore and putting two and two together, it is not difficult

{J The oply studio
concentrating on
the production of
features to the exclusion of all other
details. Productions made by contract. Perfect facilities for individual
producing units
with or without contrac tees' supervison.

Which

Get

It

By

to guess that the man impersonating the missing Lord
John, is in reality his twin brother
Alter a few introductory scenes, ' lid in \merica and
designed to show how Williams, a^ John \shton, comes
to leave the man who had adopted him in his youth, the
action switches to England where Lord John, also played
by Williams, is being married to Katherine Adams, as
Lady Marcy.
Immediately following the ceremony, there comes a
mysterious message calling the bridegroom into the garden
of the estate from which he never returns Considerable
footage is devoted to an indication of th( dismay of the
bride and the unavailing efforts put forth in an attempt
to find the missing man. Then Ashton, having wandered
to England, is injured on a London street and carried
into a club where he is identified as Lord John.
Mentally confused as a result of tin accident, Ashton
submits to the kindly treatment of Ladj Matey and others,
none of whom have any doubt about his identity. It
transpires that he slides naturally into the position of the
titled Englishman and wins the lo\ e of the bride who
exerts every means to restore his memory. Meanwhile,
a cousin of the family is searching foi Lord John, whom
he locates in India.
This cousin immediately starts for England, but, at the
convenience of the author, he is shipwrecked and stranded
on an island for seven years, allowing ample time for the
complications between Ashton and Lad\ Marcy to become
more serious. A spiritual problem is introduced by making
much out of the anguish of Ashton, who is unable to decide whether his duty lies in accepling the position and
the woman thrust upon him, or in bringing unhappiness
by disappearing.
Finally, he is persuaded that he should remain, stipulating, however, that the marriage ceremony shall be performed again. After the lapse of seven years, the cousin
appears, bearing information concerning the missing man,
but the happiness of the couple, now the parents of a
child, is saved by a message announcing the death of Lord
John. To clear up the affair complete!}, a confession from
the woman responsible for the disappearance of the man,
establishes Ashton as his twin brother who had been kidnaped when an infant. These concluding sequences are
none too convincing, but may be accepted as a legitimate
part of a romantic narrative.
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Trust To The Popularity of the Star: Fair Program Offering
Box
Earle

Williams

"A GENTLEMAN

Office

Analysis for the

in

Exhibitor.

picture is taken from a novel by Frederic Van RensseirJ

OF QUALITY"

D£ this
instance)
, think
it would
be he
wisehasto been'jl
re£ej|
Vitagraph
^ James
Young
as the
director,
because
Earle William:, has had many stronger pictures than this, sponsible for many first rate pictures produced for variM
but it may be passed through as a program offering, with- concerns, some of which should be recalled by your m
out, however, saying too much about its merits.
If you trons. The cast is efficient, but does not include any 'id
have found Williams to be a safe drawing card, you don't except the star who possesses individual drawing poyl^
need to worry about your folks rejecting "A Gentleman Catchlines: "Suppose a woman accepted you as <l
of Quality," which, whatever it lacks, has romantic ele- husband and you knew you were not the man she d
ments.
married, would you break her heart by disclosing e
Beyond the name of the star, there is not much to work truth, or would you sacrifice your honor by becoming ,1
with as a basis for exploitation, so I would give Earle imposter?
See how Earle Williams meets the problenn
Williams
and his pictures all the prominence
possible, 'A Gentleman of Quality.'"
Another one: "In 'A Ger;subordinating the title ro a secondary position, mention- man of Quality,' Earle Williams places a woman's haj-^
ing, however,
in your idvance reading notices, that the ness above his own honor. Did he do right?"
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Simple Story Comes Through
Shirley Mason in

"THE WINNING

GIRL"

Paramount.
IRECTOR
Robert G. Vigncla
UTHOR
George Weston
CENARIO BY
Will M. Ritchey
AMERAMAN
C. E. Schoenbaum
S A WHOLE
Mild but generally pleasing,
profits by some human interest touches.
TORY
Adaptation
of George
Weston s
story, which appeared in the Saturday Evening Post under the title of "Jem of the Old
IRECTIONRock."
Makes the action seem natural.
HOTOGRAPHY
Good.
IGHTINGS
Passable.
AMERA WORK
Along conventional lines.
PAR
Is unaffected and pleasant in interpretation of ingenue characer.
UPPORT
Niles Welch, looking youthful
and handsome as the hero, is not called upon
for anything unusual in the way of acting;
Theodore Roberts gives artistic character
portrayal of old major.
XTERIORS
About the usual thing.
YTERIORS
Conventional.
ETAIL
In accord with the story.
HARACTER OF STORY
Wholesome
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,290 feet.
Folks who have become accustomed to seeing Shiiy Mason and Ernest Truex together, may be a bit
lrprisfd at finding Miss Mason going it alone in the
alms of stardom, with Niles Welch as her leading
;an. To say that the presence of Truex is not missed,
ould be to discount the worth of this snappy young
:tor, but even without her capable partner. Mis?
rason appears to considerable advantage in a story
jmprised of rather familiar ingredients.
Asa star, she has her share of the qualities possessed
r the young actresses who make a specialty of inBnue roles. She is pretty, sincere and profits by a
inning personality, which is particularly suitable to
character such as that of Jem Milligan, the self-ap-

As Pleasing Picture, Well Acted
pointed leader of a brood 01 children. There is
nothing extraordinary about her actim.;, bit it suffices,
characteriin conjunction with a distini
zation offend by Theodore Rob< >
11 meaning
but ineffectual old major, sv
lebts, with no
apparent means of extricating hims< U from the deluge.
Although there is no similarity in plot or incident,
the general
tone of this prodiu
.nests "Mrs
Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch." It has the same wholeelements and here, as in 'Mrs. Wiggs.'':
some, likeable
the family
of children is an important factor. Prob- •
ably the most lovable, and at the same time aggravating person in the story, is Theodon i1' berts, as Majoi
Milligan.
Nothing turns out according (o his dreams. _ He"
wants
a boy,girl,
andwhom
instead,
offspring
of his
is
a little
he the
calls
Jatnesina,
themarriage'
nearest
feminine approach he can find to James, the name he
had selected for his expected son When Mrs. Milligan dies, the major, lacking judgment, as usual, marries a widow with four children, thereby adding to his
troubles, which he meets in a Micawbei -like fashion — ;
always waiting for something to turn up.
Shirley is the only aggressive one in the entire out-j
fit. Though little more than a child, she wins the ad-i
miration
Welch, mother
in the role
the home ofof Niles
his wealthy
whileof onan aav'ator.
furloughat J
Of course, the mother will net listen to a match with!
the daughter of the impoverished Milligan, so when]
Welch goes back to France, it is with the understand-j
ing that they will wait and se< how things turn outj
after the war.
j
The demand for labor in a textile factory afforcrsi
Shirley her opportunity. Along with flic other four!
children, she finds work at fifteen dollars a week, theni
inspires the old major 10 take a iob at twenty-two per;
and altogether they earn a family income sufficient to
wipe out their debts and the mortgage on the house.1
Shirley proves herself a heroine by capturing a spy in
the act of damaging material to be used in airplanes;
thereby winning the favor of Welch's mother. When
the aviator returns, wounded, it is understood that the
girl will be welcomed as his bride.
In the cast are Harold Goodwin, Lincoln SteadmanL
Clara Horton, Edythe Chapman and Helen Dunbar.

Frank Lloyd
DIRECTOR
M. P. D. A.

Sunday, March 9, :]j

Talt^DAILY
Try To Interest Your Regulars

In The Star; Mention Niles Weld

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Shirley Mason in

"THE

WINNING

Paramount.

GIRL"

Probably it will require a little more than the usual
boosting to get your crowd interested in Shirley Mason
when she is not In partnership with Ernest Truex, but
if you are taking Paramount service and figure on
getting Miss Mason's pictures from time to time, it
seems worth while to go out of your way to increase
the following of this little actress.
"The Winning Girl" is a good picture to start with.
It offers a character suitable to the star, and all told
is a wholesome film, likely to win the approval of
your women patrons, in particular. Give Miss Mason
a fair chanrr-, and T see no reason why she should not
make good.

Among leading men, Niles Welch has a reputati!
worth considering. Let your patrons know that he
seen in this picture in support of the star, also rail
a point of the appearance of Theodore Roberts, w
lias been responsible for so many admiraMe sere
portrayals that his name has an appreciable drawi'j
power. You might mention that he played in ''An
ona" and Cecil B. DeMille's "The Squaw Man." be
comparatively recent releases likely to be recalled
the public.
Here, as in other cases where a picture Is found.]
upon a Saturday Evening Post story, it is well to cl
attention to the fact, giving the title under which 1j
narrative appeared. In this instance, announce tl
"The Winning Girl" is based on George Weston's SI
urday Evening Post story, "Jem of the Old Rock." <

THE LINES OUTSIDE
THE STRAND

Last Week have resulted in
Applications for

<<

THE BETTER

'OLE"

From the Leading First-Run Theatres of the
Country. The List, which will shortly be published, will be
a "WHO'S WHO" of America's
Live- Wire
Showmen.

Will You Be On It ?
SEE THE NEAREST

WORLD-FILM

EXCHANGE

TO-DAY!

— MA
AILV
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Latest Vivian Martin Film Has
Vivian

,"YOU NEVER

Martin

in

SAW SUCH
Paramount.

A GIRL"
Robert Vignola

jttptor

^LSTr
'
George Weston
bmirio'b'y"
Marion Fairfax
^EARAMANY
•.'.•.•.•.'.'.■.•..
Frank
Garbutt
ion
product
pretty
Rather
I A WHOLE
of characterizat:on
charm
on
ng
dependi
rather than dramatic force.
_
.
■ Free adaptation of novel entitled,
-)RY
'The Kingdom of Hearts' Desire."
Gets best results out ot
SECTIONsituations.

Clea*"OTOGRAPHY
conventional.
Mainly
jHTINGS
a
shot from
Scenes
WORK
MERA
varity of angles.
which
in
role
of
type
the
in
Appears
\r
she is at home; acts gracefully and looks
attractive.
PPORT
Harrison Ford manly as hero;
Mayme Kelso supplies natural portrayal of
country
type; others in large cast fulfill
needs of the story.
TERIORS
The right thing for scenes
supposed to transpire in the country.
rERIORS
Correct.
TAIL
Properly looked after to get the
desired atmosphere.
ARACTER OF STORY
Harmless.
NGTH OF PRODUCTION
45^ feet.
'ovel'.y of theme is not one of the conspicuous atnte< of this story.
Under various titles and with
rences, the narrative unfolded in "You Nev>aw Such A Girl' has been used before with reas
ble sucee=s. It has some charm in the characterion of a country girl, played by Vivian Martin,
) in the interpretation of Fannie Perkins, as ported by Mayme Kelso, and, all tolrl, comes under
head of a "pretty" picture.
robably the best sequences, in that they give the
• her fullest opportunities for sympathetic acting,
le in the opening reels, where Vivian lives on a
Ely farm.
There is a touch of pathos in the pre-

on't Disappoint Those Who
Box

Office

here is no reason why you should make a particular
It to get this on your program, but if it is coming
pu in the ordinary course of events, I wouldn't worry,
luse it lines up as an average film. Most of your
:s are well enough acquainted with Vivian Martin
■ the style of pictures in which she usually appears,
to build up any false hopes of something particularly
in this instance.
all it a typical Vivian Martin production, naming a
dozen or so of her pictures which may be recalled.
Be will do: "Molly Entangled," "The Fair Barlarian," "Unclaimed Goods," "Viviette" "Her Country
i," "A Petticoat Pilot" and "Mirandy Smiles."
br advertising purposes "You Never Saw Such A
i" looks to me like a cumbersome
title.
It is too

But Little Force

Charm

Some

dicament of the child, who is followed by misfortune,
even to the death of her aunt and uncle who ha.l
reared her from infancy. Dressed in overalls, Vivian
makes her first acquaintance with the outside world
when a tourng automobile, carrying Harrison Ford
and his wealthy mother, stops at the gate. The youth,
an army officer home on a furlough, is attracted by
the ingenuous little girl and th:s is the start of a
romance which is developed some time later.
Deprived of all sources of revenue and seeing no
opportunity frr earning a living in the Green mcuntain village, Vivian and her one friend, Mayme Kelso,
the school teacher, set out upon a strange pilgrimage
inspired by an advertisement in a magazine, to the
effect that there is a demand for antique furniture.
Rummaging through an attic filled with relics, Vivian
gets together a collection of antiques, which she figures on taking to the city, utilizing her uncle's rickety little flivver as a means of transportation. Also,
in her search through the attic, she discovers a letter
establishing- her as a grand-daughter of Harrison
Ford's mother.
The incidents of the journey of Vivian and her companion are presented with considerable humor, and ill
a way that arouses sympathy for the helpless pilgrims,
who reach the city only to find that the demand for
antiques has been filled. Then, to increase their tribulations, the di1api:lated little flivver is badly damaged
when it is run into by a truck.
With no place else to turn to for help, Vivian insists that they go to her grandmother's residence,
never fearing but that her welcome will be cordial.
It happens that the house is closed, also it is marked
for the operations of a burglar who is making his
headquarters in the neighborhood.
Between the activities of the burglar, the perplexity
of Harrison Ford, who returns to find Vivian installed
in the family home, and the horror of the grandmother
when she learns of the claim to relationship advanced
by the girl, they manage to work up plenty of complications. Fmally, the place of the girl as a rightful
heir to the fortune is established, nor is there anything to hinder her marriage to Harrison whose parentage goes back to another branch of the family.
In the cast are Willis Marks. Edna Mae Cooper,
Herbert Standing, John Burton, Edythe Chapman ard
others.

Are Looking
Analysis

15

for the

For

A

"Pretty"

Picture

Exhibitor.

long to fit conveniently into electric lights and contains
too many words to be remembered readily. This being so,
it is best to make your display on the name of the star,
working in the title as best as you can. Be careful of
abbreviations which, unless they are wisely arranged,
are apt to work out badly.
It might be worth while to mention that the source of
the picture is George Weston's "Kingdom of Hearts' Desire," but I don't think you can count on many of your
patrons being familiar with the novel. Harrison Ford
as Vivian Martin's leading man, is the member of the
supporting cast most likely to attract young women
patrons. He has appeared in a number of successful
pictures in recent months and is, I understand, becoming
increasingly popular.

Here is a feature to thrill not only your
patrons but you — you who have seen so
many pictures that your heart will not
respond to anything that is not superrises
dramatic. ANITA STEWART
in
to unlooked - for emotional heights
"FROM HEADQUARTERS." Her portrayal of the trusting "Rose Peters," with
her honor and her very life entoiled in
the web that was spun by a too-confiding
love, will not soon be forgotten by those
who see in "FROM HEADQUARTERS"
a veritable half-tone of Life itself.

Directed by
RALPH
INCE

GEORGE

Edited by
RANDOLPH

Wherever men and women are swayjd
by love and hate, passion and fury, jet
ousy and revenge, it is certain that ttc
ANITA
STEWART
featur.
"FROM HEADQUARTERS," will m
called the most vivid picture of life eija
flashed on a screen. This powerful pol|<
drama has more real heart throbs in b
five wonderful reels than in any eight re|i
ever shown. It will shatter every presn
conception
of what capacity busirm
means.
VITAGRAF
CHESTER

Produced b\
1st Pirn \k\ s, Inc.
1 Antonio, Ti \ vs

Directed by
J
'RANK.

foreign

Po\VJ

I.J.

rights controlled
Photoplnys, In. .
h

St.,

n>

»

■>

ni-ii

7 rank Powell presents

HOUSE PETERS
I THE FORFEIT
rlousE Peters is a finished, virile actor — some critics
call him a great actor — and in this play he rises to, the
height of his work for the screen. He has a big vehicle
— a strong, stirring, dramatic story of the southwest —
and the result is a picture far above the ordinary. If your
audiences don't sit enthralled by this play; if they don't
clamor for more of the same type— well, you'd better
move to a more wholesome neighborhood. Book it— and
watch your box office receipts.
DISTRIBUTED

BY

W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
THROUGH

PATHE

EXCHANGE,

Inc.

-

Didn't need New York to
"Put It Over9'!!
Stopped busy Detroit dead
still in its tracks! !
All eyes turned on the
Broadway Strand— even
business was forgotten!!
Opened in Detroit
Sunday,
March
2nd,
for the First Time Anywhere to

$4,754.80

Receipts!!

11,000

Paid Admissions!!

20,000

PeopIeTurned Away

$100,000 EssrtfS

Breaking All Box Office Records!!!
Upsetting All Traditions of Showmanship!

Address

BOX OFFIG
STATEMEM
Sun., March 2-$4,75<i
Mon., March 3—3,081
Tues., March 4-3,18/1
Wed., March 5-3,19)!
ch6-3,19)J
.,MarADVANCED
Thurs
AT PRICES
TO $fl
IN

A

THEATRE

SEATING

OIJ

1400
AND— JUST
AROUND
'I
CORNER FROM NOWHERE!!
NOTE.
At the time of going to pr*»
lines at the Broadway Strand, in a bl ic
blizzard, still extended around the)l
leading from both directions^
The -p
ence in the gross receipts of Sunch i
the weeks days is accounted
for 1 '
Matinee
Prices which
prevail
on*
days! !

The Biggest Opening The Wk
WRITE OR WIRE QUICK FOR FIRST RUN I
HARRY

GARSON

With

BLANCHE
Directed

SWEET

in Person by

MARSHALL

100.000.00!!
1 One Hundred Thousand
irs worth of Territory sold
>pening day to such shrewd
rsas
CLARK & ROWLAND
restern Penn. and West Virginia

FRANK

HATCH

Ohio

SOL LESSER
California

JULE & J. ALLEN
Canada

made
it a point to be in
I
bit at the opening, and apfmately over $100,000 in of|or other territory refused !!

NEILAN

The Great Big 10 Reel Production of

"The Unpardonable
MAJOR

RUPERT HUGHES' astounding story which has already
sold over the 2,500,000 mark.

Acknowledged by all who have
seen it to be one of the few Big
things of the Screen-and backing
up this opinion by the Biggest Opening ever accorded any other
Production anywhere-by the tremendous business being done daily, and by the unbounded enthusiasm of the audiences, such as
has never been witnessed in any
theatre, which proves again-

Sin"

The Story Is The Thing!!

i Ever Seen— BAR NONE ! ! !
(TERRITORY— PERCENTAGE
ONLY
HALL

NEW

YORK

The Prophecy—
The germ of United's idea was the organization of a produc"
ing and distributing company controlled completely by the
exhibitors of the Nation — a co-operative, self-supporting
medium for placing high grade film productions in the hands
of exhibitor-members at the lowest possible cost — eliminating
the middleman and his profits. The founders of United foresaw the wonderful growth of this idea and its far reaching
benefit to the exhibitors of America.

The Fulfillment--

From the germ of an idea United has grown into a powerful
instrument in the hands of its exhibitor-owner — an instrument that to-day is serving high grade film productions to
more than 1,900 theaters of the Nation — productions that are
breaking house-records from Coast to Coast — an instrument
that is placing these high grade film productions in the hands
of its exhibitor-members at a cost far lower than they could
possibly obtain them elsewhere if they were buying these
productions as individual units instead of through the
channels of co-operative purchase. United Picture Theatres
of America has fulfilled its prophecy and its youthful success
is only an indication of its future power.

Our local exchange manager will prove to your satisfaction
that you can save big money by becoming
a stock holding member NOW.
UNITED

Branches at WORLD

FILM

Foreign Distributor:
DAVID P. HOWELLS, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave, New York

Exchanges
For Canada:
REGAL FILMS, Ltd.
Toronto, Ont.

UNITED PICTURE THEATRES of AMERICA, Inc.
1600 Broadway

J. A. BERST, Pres.

New York

Sunday,

tA'4A

March
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Star Gives Effective Impersonation of Sis Hopkins in Well
Produced Film
Mabel Normand

in

Bowers, in the role of Ridy, the village-store clerk, and
Sam De Grasse, as the shrewd financier of the neighborstory. hood, assist materially in a natural presentation of the

"SIS Goldwyn
HOPKINS"
DIRECTOR
Clarence G. Badger
ART DIRECTOR
Hugo Ballin
AUTHOR
Rose Melville
CAMERAMAN
Percy Hilburn
AS A WHOLE
Mildly entertaining picture,
capably produced and acted.
STORY
Enough like the play on which it
is based to satisfy those who have become
acquainted with the character of Sis Hopkins through the original medium.
DIRECTION
..,
Gets the right sort of atmosphere for a picture of this stamp.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good.
LIGHTINGS
Some attractive effects.
CAMERA WORK
First rate.
STAR
Will be liked in her interpretation
of famous comedy character.
SUPPORT
Thomas Jefferson gives capital portrayal of Pa Hopkins; John Bower?
appears
to advantage;
cast well balanced
throughout.
EXTERIORS
The right thing for a story
located in a country village.
INTERIORS
Up to requirements.
DETAIL
Contributes considerably to tone
of the production.

CHARACTER

OF STORY

Wholesome

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
'.. . 4932 feet'.
In view of the fact that the humor in "Sis Hopkins"
depends largely upon the dialogue, it is much to the
credit of Mabel Normand that the film version comes
:hrough with an appreciable comedy force. This is not
a remarkable picture, nor one that touches exceptional
heights of humor, but all in all, it makes satisfactory
intertainment.

Miss Normand interprets the famous character in the
Jroper spirit, using her gifts for comedy expression to
:he full. Her make-up is true to the Sis Hopkins tradi;ion and she misses no opportunity to get a laugh through
ncidental bits of by-play. Thomas Jefferson deserves
special commendation for his altogether sympathetic and
inely judged portrayal of Pa Hopkins,
whereas
John

No Question about Drawing Power
Box

Office

The plot is necessarily secondary to the characterization of the folk in the little village of Harmony, which
gives indication of becoming wealthy because of the discovery of valuable oil deposits. Sis and her "Paw" are
a bit vague about what an oil gusher is, but on one point
the old farmer is definite. Sis must go to school and get
an education, even if it means placing a mortgage on
the property
This decision coincides with an incident that has a far
reaching effect on the lives of the girl and her dad. On
the way home from the village store, with the devoted
Ridy as an escort, Sis spills a can of oil in a pool of
water located on their land. De Grasse, who is looking
over the property with a view to taking a mortgage,
happens to drink from the pool, whereupon he decides
that he has struck an oil well. Of course, he keeps the
discovery to himself, devising a scheme whereby he may
add it to his possessions.
Sis is sent to a young women's seminary at De Grasse's
expense, a condition which arouses ire in the heart of
the jealous Ridy. Then the wiley promoter informs Pa
Hopkins that he wants to marry his daughter as soon as
she has acquired the reauisite educational finish. They
get a good deal of comedv out of scenes at the school,
where Sis declines to abide by any of the conventions
and is always in hot water with the principal, played
by Eugenie
Ford.
She overhears a conversation exposing the plan of the
crafty De Grasse, which is reason enough for her to
run away and seek help from her village swain. They,
too, taste the water from the oil-flavored po^I aid
realize the purpose of De Grasse's interest in Sis. In
order to bring about something of a climax in the last
reel, there is a race to the office of an attorney in a
neighboring ttown where the papeos transferring the
property are to be signed, unless the girl and her sweetheart arrive in time to interfere.
The upshot of the matter is that Pa Hopkins is paid
a big price for his farm before the buyer learns that it
contains no oil at all, except that spilled from a can.
These concluding scenes are presented in a spirited and
entertaining fashion.

If

You

Exploit

it Properly

Analysis for the Exhibitor.

The drawing power of "Sis Hopkins" is unquestionible. Probably Rose Melville's famous impersonation
s known better to the past generation of theater goers
:han to the present, but even so, the character has such
i definite place among figures in American literature
hat the screen interpretation will be welcomed by a
rreat number of photoplay fans.
This should be an easy film to exploit on account of
he fame of the title, also because of the renown of the
:tar, whose comedy attainments have been reealed sufficiently in the past to assure a wide interest in
*r interpretation of this character. Providing you played
Mickey," Miss Normand's most recent success in a broad
omedy role, this would be a good film to foliow up with,

assuring your patrons that the star is equally fortunate
:nInher
appearance
as "Sis." use plenty of stills of the
exploiting
the production,
star in her fantastic get-up, always bringing in the title
of the picture. Refer to the film as an authentic version
of Rose Melville's stage work and mention Thomas
Jefferson and John Bowers as members of the cast.
To attract attention, have some one dressed in a Sis
Hopkins costume, with the characteristic pig-tails and
carrying a slate, stationed in front of your theater. 1
would also make a special effort to circularize the family trade in your community, for this is a wholesome
picture for women and children and should be a
particularly strong matinee attraction.

MA
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SISTERS

By Carl Laemmle, President of the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company

I 3 |F "The Heart of Human| ity" is one of the two
I— ■ ■ greatest pictures ever
made — and that seems to be

the unanimous opinion of those who
have seen it— it ought to interest you
in all other Jewel Productions and
Universal Special Attractions.

You have missed some mighty fine
pictures if you have not shown EVERY
Jewel and EVERY Universal Special
Attraction. You have missed pictures
thathave made and are making remarkable
profits for exhibitors everywhere.

"The Universal has shown
greater improvement in quality than any concern in the
picture business during the
past year".
Mr. Holubar's picture " The Heart
of Humanity" is not the only evidence
of this amazing improvement by a long
shot. Run your finger down the whole
list of Jewels and then run it down the
whole list of Universal Special Attractions
andtheyoulot.won't find a single weak sister
in

The Universal OUGHT to know more abouv
what you need than anybody does, and most mod
estly I will admit that the Universal does know
And it puts that knowledge on the screen, righ
where it will do you the most good.
It's rather odd and a little bit funny to note hofft
some of the exhibitors who have been star-nutt'jl
are now "discovering" that the Universal is making;
the kind of pictures that they need in order to gel
real profits.

I don't know of a time lr
the Universale whole history
when we received such ava
lanches of congratulatory let
ters and telegrams as we have beeij
receiving during the past few months!
Big exhibitors who gave us the coir
shoulder not so very long ago ar
now speaking right out in meeting lik
regular humdingers, telling us that we'r
making the finest pictures on the market
This is all very nice. We don't mini
it a bit. We don't even cringe under thi
patronizing condescension. We don't cat
a tinker's dam how you wake up, so lorn
as you do wake up to the fact that therei

BIG PROFIT AND REAL PRESTIGE FO
YOU IN JEWELS AND UNIVERSAL SPECIA
ATTRACTIONS.

Years ago I told you something that I no
repeat, as follows, viz., i. e., to wit, thus: — Use tl
brains God gave you.

lA'AA AIL.Y

Much

Humor and Pathos Combined
"THE BETTER

83

in Film Version of "The Better 'Ole' '

'OLE' "

Cinema Corp.— World Film, Distr.
•IRECTOR
George Pearson
UTHORS
Capt. Bruce Bairnsfather and
Capt. Arthur Elliot.
CENARIO BY
George Pearson and T. A.
Welch.
AMERAM AN
Not credited.
S A WHOLE
Human
study of typical
British soldiers during the great war has both
humor and pathos.
TORY
Just enough to give continuity to
the action and to bring out the heroic qualities of Old Bill.
IRECTION
Gives an appearance of reality
to most of the scenes supposed to represent
army quarters near the front.
HOTOGRAPHY
Generally good.
IGHTINGS
Passable
AMERA WORK
Fair
LAYERS
Charles
Rock
supplies telling
characterization of Old Bill; Arthur Cleave
and Hugh E. Wright first rate as his two
chums.
XTERIORS
Not often needed.
>JTERIORS
Well devised to indicate quarters of the English soldiers.
ETAIL
Some good bits bringing out incidents of army life.
HARACTER
OF STORY
Will help to
give an idea of the intimate, personal phases
of the war.
ENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
6,100 feet.
[One of the real surprises of the New York theatri1 season has been the great popular success of Capt.
jirnsfather's play, "The Better 'Ole'," now running at
e Cort theater. The stage creation, based on the author's
nous character, Old Bill, drew so well that after a
ief engagement in a downtown theater, it was moved
. one "f Broadway's most popular horses and reBins among the attractions doing capacity business.
I merely mention the phenomenal success of the play
an indication of the demand for entertainment of
Ss nature, either through the medium of a drawing-,
stage performance,
or a picture.
The foundation
1 ea:h instance is the human
appeal of a humorous,

sympathetic character, such as Old Bill Whether or
not the characteristics of English Tommies are revealed as completely in the film as on the stage, need
not be d'scu-se 1, for it is certain that the picture
presented by the Cinema Corp. has enough of the real
of die author's creation to give it distinctiveness
spirit
and interest.
There isn't much of a story in this study of English
soldiers who arc no less human because they are_ in
uniform undergoing the dangers and sufferings which
the first English army experienced to the full. The
predominant quality of the film is comedy, but it is
comedy made more effective on account of the pathos
with which it is so closely allied. One is made to
feel the unquestionable spirit of these men, who laugh
and dance and indulge petty foibles, although they
have reason to believe that a few hours later they
may lie dead at the bottom of a trenc'i.
Charles Rock as Old Bill, is the leader of "the three
musketeers" who set out to do their bit for England.
The make-up of Rock is true to the author's sketches
and he portrays the figure in a natural vein that always makes him ap; ear like a genuine human being.
Both Arthur Cleave and Hugh E. Wright also do
their share toward providing the come 'y, one with
his persistent love making, which is always interrupted
at a critical moment, the other with his unavailing
efforts to strike lire from a patent matchbox, given
to him by a thoughtful friend before he left for France.
Small incidents of this kind are worked into the film
to good purpose, and frequently get a laugh where
the action gives indication of dragging.
The strongest part of the plot, if it may be called
such, concerns Old Bill's discovery of a traitor who
has given information to the Germans making it
possible for them to blow up a bridge, and along with it
a few hundred Frenchmen. Instead of reporting the
matter, Old Bill, single handed, prevents the accomplishment ofthe German plan. In order to do this h#
is oblised to crawl across No Man's Land, blow up
the bridge himself and then make his way back to the
English lines.
When the soldier is sent to the guard house for
leaving h's
permission,
he makes
odjection,
but pest
soon,without
of course,
the heroic
action no
is disclosed to the British officers and Old Bill gets the
laudation he deserves.
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Rely Upon the Title and the Name of the Author to Draw Business
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.

"THE BETTER

'OL ' "

Cinema Corp. — World Film, Distr.
The humor in this picture presupposes a moderately
well-cultivated audience. I can imagine small towns
in the south or west where a lack of knowledge of
English characters and cockney dialect, would prevent
many of the fine points in the film from getting over.
In the large cities, however, there is little danger of this
condition existing.
As I have already mentioned, the play has proven
the interest of the New York public in the character
of Old Bill, and there is no doubt that he will fina
an equally enthusiastic reception in other cities with
a cosmopolitan population. Don't look for an uproarious farce that is going to keep your audience laughing
throughout the six reels, rather a character comedy

For

State

with enough genuine humor to make good entertain
ment for an intelligent crowd.
In your exploitation, tie the picture up with th
play, which has received considerable publicity all ove
the country through newspaper and magazine article
Also feature the name of Capt. Bairnsfather whos
reputation is certain to be known to those in your con;
munity who keep up to date on literary and artisti
matters.
The pictorial end of your advertising should be dominated by drawings of Old Bill as conceived by hj
creator. These drawings have an eccentric, humorou;
expression, coinciding with the nature of the picture
Then, of course, play up the title in every mention c!
the film, counting upon it and the name of the authc
ro arouse interest.
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A Spectacular Five Reel Drama
Written and directed by GEORGE

FRANCES

RIDGWELL

featuring

and

; Scenario by L. CASE

RUSSELL

ALICE MANN

Supported by a strong cast, including Emile J. de Varny, Colin Campbell, Donald Hall, John L. Russell, Harry Fischer and Charles Robbins.
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Novelty of Theme

Is Outstanding Point of Attention-Holding Meller

Mary MacLaren

"THE

AMAZING
Universal.

in

WIFE"

HRECTOR
Ida May Park
,UTHOR
Elinor Chipp
CENARIO
BY
Ida May Park
IAMERAMAN
King Gray
Holds the interest because
iS A WHOLE
of intelligent treatment of unusual plot.
;TORY
Not likely to happen, but offers
first rate fiction material.
)IRECTION
,.. Characters generally made to
seem real; close-ups utilized to advantage.
'HOTOGRAPHY
First class all through.
.IGHTINGS
Usually
well judged;
some
artistic scenes.
CAMERA WORK
Good.
STAR
Fairly
successful
in registering
emotion; her performance would profit by
more variety in an indication of changing
moods.
SUPPORT
Frank
Mayo
acceptable
in
straight role; Stanhope Wheatcroft supplies
notably
convincing impersonation
of man
who is partially crippled.
EXTERIORS
Attractive.
INTERIORS
Up to the standard of a first
class production.
DETAIL
Correct.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Doesn't aim to
point a moral; just entertainment.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,500 feet.
I This story is the amplification of one idea, which,
however improbable it may seem, has the advantage
of being novel and lends itself to dramatic development. The central situation might happen once in a
nousand times. It never would occur to a reasonably
autious human being to take a chance on putting it
rough.
To the be>t of my belief, no picture, directly or inirectly cencerned with the war, has hit the angle
ken by Ida May Park in this melodrama, which opens
ith the heroine in an unusual predicament, follows
er through equally strange happenings and leaves her
s a triumphantly happy victor over fate and the schemes

Will Keep Folks Interested;
Box

Office

of the man who tries to pull the props from beneath
her insecure social foundation. The plot is unusual
enough to arouse curiosity, and the incidents bearing
in a manner sumcupon its development are presented
e of
affair.a semblanc
the whole
ity
to give
bil
i( ntly natural
usi
.
pla
way.
under
story
the
getting
in
wasted
is
time
No
About half a reel is utilized in showing how Mary
MacLaren marries "a poor but honest" laboring man,
largely because she counts upon him to support her
invalid mother. The wedding feast at a small restaurant
has a tragic outcome. The groom makes the mistake
of noticing a woman at an adjoining table, much to
the disgust of her husky escort, who kills the flirtatious
husband with one blow.
Mary is left a widow before she becomes a wite;
then her mother dies and she is seated in lonely despondency on a park bench when she reads in a newspaper of the death of an army lieutenant bearing the
same name as her deceased husband. It is here that
the happy idea on which the picture is based, develops.
Not having anything to lose and much to gain— the
officer's family is wealthy— Mary presents herself at
the home, claiming that she is his widow and produces a marriage certificate as proof. After a few indications of surprise, the girl is accepted and in the
weeks to follow finds her chief companionship in the
company of a partially crippled and quite unhealthy
minded nephew.
One of the dramatic moments of the film is realized
when Frank Mayo, as the officer reported killed, returns, merely wounded. As the story is unfolded, the
spectator is uncertain concerning the attitude Mayo
will assume toward the girl who is passing herself off
as his widow. Finally, for the sake of his mother, who
has become attached to Mary, he decides not to reveal the truth and they carry through the supposition
that they are man and wife, only, however, for the
sake of appearances.
The crippled nephew is aware of their secret, and
being in love with the girl himself, tries to force her
into accepting his attentions. Having placed her in
several compromising positions, he incurs the wrath
of Mayo and the issue between them leads to a physical combat. After this, the inevitable conclusion is
scon reached, with a marriage ceremony placing Mary
legally in the position she had usurped.

Good For Any Class of Audience

Analysis for the Exhibitor.

The novelty of this picture is a strong point in its
name; one was her husband, the other she never met.
Mary MacLaren believes that both are dead and she
&vor — strong enough,
I should say, to discount the
gambles with fate for a high stake in 'The Amazing
nprobability of the story and to make it a genuinely
Wife', an extraordinary drama."
ppealing attraction for any audience that likes photoIn addition to the title, you may rely upon the name
lays departing from the conventional
rut.
If you
of Mary MacLaren to attract fans who are familiar
nee get folks into your theater, you may rely upon
with Universal pictures and are acquainted with the
heir waiting to see how the author brings Mary Machigh average maintained by this Universal star in her
Laren through her troubles, which are enough to cause
performances. If you have played any of her recent
jiny young woman a number of sleepless nights.
features, don't fail to mention them by name.
Then speak of this as an Ida May Park production,
"The Amazing Wife" is a fair title which should be
Implemented
by
catchlines
calculated
to arouse
figuring that people are acquainted with the work of
directors. There is no doubt about well-informed pic.iriosity, such as:
"She passed herself off as the
ife of a soldier killed in the war, but he returned to
ture followers acquiring the habit of keeping track of
authors and directors, which is an altogether wholeinfront her with the lie. What did she do?
Don't
liss seeing Mary MacLaren in her emotional drama,
some tendency, to be encouraged by you exhibitors
The Amazing Wife',"
Or, "Two men had the same whenever you have a chance.
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the latest and greatest feature comedy
in five parts
u

YANKEE DOODLE BERLIR
featuring

BOTHWELL BROWNE,
J
FORD STERLING, MARIE PREVOST, BEN TURP1N
and an all-star Sennett cast

The biggest and funniest laugh-film in years(Sol Lesser bought the rights to all the Pacific Coast States before
he was half through reviewing the picture )

Applications for Territorial Rights will be considered
in the order of their receipt
Address

HIRAM

ABRAMS

Longacre Building, Broadway and 42nd Street
New York City
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Star Emotes Successfully in Drama
Florence Reed in

"HER CODE

OF HONOR"

Tribune Prod.— United Distr.
DIRECTOR
John M. Stahl
AUTHOR
Irene Reals
SCENARIO BY
Irene Reals
AS A WHOLE
Emotional drama presented
with considerable force; suitable vehicle for
the star.
STORY
Much of it convenient in arrangement; doesn't bring out anything new.
DIRECTION
Put punch into dramatic situations; didn't bother about fine points.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies; most of it passable
LIGHTINGS
Frequently harsh; little in the
way of delicate shadings.
CAMERA WORK
Adequate.
STAR
, Acts with considerable
feeling in
emotional passages; does her best to make
character seem real.
SUPPORT
William Desmond gives cleancut performance, Alec Francis also acts convincingly.
EXTERIORS
Some attractive shots on a
country estate.
INTERIORS
Correctly
furnished;
a few
elaborate sets.

DETAIL
Nothing out of the ordinary.
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Suitable
to
crowd that likes sensational pictures
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,800 feet.
Florence Reerl seldom has an opportunity to smile
:n this sombre drama of crossed emotions. First as
:he French mother in the prologue, whose career is
:nded by death in childbirth; then as the daughter
whose love affair gives everv indication of a tragic
inclusion, Miss Reed is called upon for emotional actng; which unquestionably is her forte on the screen,
is on tiie stage.

"Her Code of Honor" belongs
a familiar school
>f picture drama. It suggests the tocontinen
tal type of
Jim
andplot
does
not reveal
anything
exceptio
"in the
^ay of
developm
ent: but
probably it willnalmake
acceptable entertainment in theaters catering to those

iAILV

Based on Familiar Meller Theme.
who enjoy highly emotional stories. ( >nce more we
have the theme of a half-brother and >i ter about to
marry, each, of course, ignorant of their relationship,
until the disconcerting discosure on the c\e of the
wedding.
An audience at all familiar with the manner in whi< h
plots of this kind are worked out, realizes early in the
action that Flor nee Reed and Wil iam Desmond are
in for a bad half hour when the truth of their parentage
becomes known. 1 he surpri e, if t ere is any, comes
at the very close of the pictiue. when, in order to
bring about a happy ending, it is announced that despite the seeming evidence to the contrary, the pair
are not blood relations
To make the most of the dramatic possibil ties, this
important revelation is reserved for the moment when
Desmond is ahout to shoot the woman he loves before
turning the pistol on him-elf. The emotional force of
these scenes is well enough registered, but the story
in its entirety is likely to strike a matter-of-fact American crowd as being rather artificial and at times overwrought.
The prologue, with Miss Reed as the French woman,
has something of the atmosphere of "Sapho" or "Zaza.'' It is intense and colorful. Then they jump to
twenty years later. Miss Reed playing the daughter,
left in the care of the kindly Alec Francis, who had
befriended the mother during her days of suffering in
the Paris Latin quarter. The characters in the story
proper are supposed to be socially prominent figures
in America.
Amongshe the_
girl'sher
admirers
is William
Desmond, not
to
whom
gives
love without
reservation,
knowing about the letter which her mother left with
Francis to be delivered to the daughter before her
marriage. Along with the letter is a ring, a duplicate
of which is said to he in the possession of the man,
or a descendant of the man, with whom the mother
had been entangled.
At a reception where the engagement of Florence
and Desmond is announced, the prospective brideeroom
produces the fatal ring, which is cause enough for
the emotional flare-up, almost resulting in a double
suicide. Irving Cummings appears in the prologue,
Robert Frazer and Marcelle Rousillon, are also in the
cast.

Renown of Florence Reed Should be Enough to Draw
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.

The star of this drama is well enough known throughut the country to make anything she does a matter
considerable interest. This is her first appearance
the United Pictures Theaters' program, a fact which
ould be duly mentioned in announcing '''Her Cede of
cmor".
Probably
your patrons have seen
iiss Reed, either onmostthe of stage
or in some
of her
evious screen interpretations,
and it shouldn't
be
irdname
to get them into your theater on the strength of

Refer to the star as one of America's foremost emo|ona! actre ses and promise that her talent is given
[Ml scope in the portrayal of the heroine of this film.
1 strikes me that the picture is particularly well suited
I downtown houses and those in neighborhoods large1' populated by foroign-born Americans, who are apt
> take mo=t readily to stories replete with emotionalm. You may count upon this having melodramatic

Business.

force, but it is entirely lacking in humor, or in an expression of the natural phases of life.
Miss Reed is supported by an efficient company,
William Desmond and Irving Cummings being especially well known to photoplay followers. I would
include both of their names in your announcements,
also that of Alec Francis, who takes a prominent part
in the action. Most of your pictorial display, however, will naturally be devoted to portraits of the star,
or scenes from the picture.
"Her Code of Honor" is too trite as a title to cause
any special notice. Subordinate it to the name of
Florence Reed and try catchlines such as: "Supposing
the man you were about to marry turned out to be
your brother. What would you do? See how Florence
Reed lives up to her 'Code of Honor" in her latest and
strongest emotional drama." Or "The blindness Of
love leads to the brink of ruin in 'Her Code of Honor',
a drama of heart-throbs, starring Florence Reed.

<3IVE>»TAKE
A dramatic romance of
things as they are,
woven about the greatest
issue of the day — the
gigantic theme of

CAPITAL
sniLABOR
Not a propaganda film,
but a rapid-fire Story
of mystery, suspense,
surprise— the dignity of
labor, the greed and
great-heartedness of
men — the laughter and
tears of women.

In 7 Reels

Wyndha
Production

ITTENS
osAnse/es
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Star Shows up to Advantage
Dustin Farnum

"A MAN

in Passable Meller of North Woods.

in

IN
THE OPEN"
United.

IRECTOR
Ernest C. Warde
CJTHOR
Roger Pocock
]ENARIO BY
Fred Myton
AMERAMAN
Not credited.
S A WHOLE
Convenient meller; likely to
satisfy a crowd that is not too critical.
rORY
Adaptation
of Roger
Pocock's
novel: offers plenty of material for screen
action.
IRECTION
Usually succeeds in putting
force into situations.
HOTOGRAPHY
Varies; generally good.
IGHTINGS
Nothing out of the ordinary.
AMERA WORK
Passable.
rAR
Has role well suited to his virile personality.
JPPORT
Herschall
Mayall, Lamar Johnston and others meet requirements
of the
story.
XTERIORS
Some attractive scenes.
YTERIORS
Conventional.
ETAIL
comment.
HARACTER OF Doesn't
STORY call for particular Harmless.
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION . .
5,700 feet.
For an actor of Dustin Farnum's type, "A Man in the
pen" is a suitable story. Tt affords plenty of chance for
rceful acting in picturesque, out-of-door locations, and
together comes through as a picture likely to go well
tth a crowd that is partial to western stuff. The plot
not particularly novel, nor is it at all times convincing,
It it suffices for a film depending largely on physical
:tion, developed through intensely melodramatic situa)ns.
Mr. Farnum is in every way qualified to make the most
j a character such as that of Sailor Jesse. His manner
Id personality suggest strength, which is one of the
lief requisites in an interpretation of this kind. In the
fmpany supporting the star, capable performances are

Telephone

Bryant 7190

supplied by Herschall Mayall, Claire Du Brae and Irene
Rich. The chief criticism to be offered bears upon the
advancement of the story, which occassionly appears too
abrupt in the introduction of situations without sufficient
preparation.
For instance, Farnum's hasty marriage to the fake medium, played by Claire Du Brae, is a bit surprising in
view of their acquaintance. This tendency to present
about the motivation may be overlooked, however, if one
takes the picture merely as frank melodrama aiming to
realize scenes of a forceful character. In this, the director and the players have been generally successful.
Farnum portrays a gullible, simple-minded sort of a
man, in the habit of accepting people without suspicion.
He is an easy victim for the wiles of Claire Du Brae
who shows her real nature immediately after .their marriage. Instead of being discouraged, Farnum decides
upon drastic measures to bring out the better side of the
woman's character which he figures will be benefitted by
a healthy life away from the influences of the town.
But this proposed regenaration doesn't appeal even a
little bit to the woman, who has no intention of being
deprived of the companionship of her congenial associates.
She fools her husband into believing that she has killed
herself, whereupon Farnum takes up his abode in an isolated cabin. His only neighbors are Herschall Mayall,
as a drunkard husband and Irene Rich in the role of his
wife, an opera singer who is doing her best to reform
her mate.
As might be expected, Farnum and Irene Rich meet,
and in her he finds his ideal of a true woman. When
Mayall conveniently dies, thinking that he is free, Farnum weds Irene and everything runs along smoothly
until his first wife, whom be believes to be dead, reappears with her accomplice who sets out to make things
uncomfortable.
They work up scenes of appreciable dramatic force,
before disclosing the fact that the medium never was legally Farnum's wife because of a matrimonial tie formed
prior to their meeting. With this revelation, there is
nothing to interfere with the continuation of the happy
union between
Dustin and Irene.

SPECIALIZED

SERVICE

The commercial future of the Motion Picture Industry wil
depend largely upon the wisdom with which its future problems
are solved. These problems call for close study and specialization.
The Republic Laboratory is a result of specialization and
today is a recognized factor of primary importance in developing, printing, etc.

REPUBLIC

Producers who recognize scientific results at minimum
should avail themselves of our specialized service.

LABORATORIES

729 Seventh Ave., New York

Inc.

cost

afe&
Meets Requirements of Program
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Picture. Play up Dustin Farnum

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Dustin Farnum

"A MAN

in

IN THE OPEN"
United.

This can't be placed among really high class productions, but it possesses qualities that should make it a
satisfying picture from a box office angle. Dustin Farnum
has done enough to attract a following, which no doubt,
will be interested in seeing him in a role well designed
to reveal his personality in a favorable light. I wouldn't
bank on this as being extraordinary, but I see no reason
why it shouldn't do very well for one day's showing.
In case your folks don't remember what Dustin Farnum
has done in the past, refer to any pictures of his which
you have shown. "The Tight of Western Stars," is among
the productions worth mentioning in connection with the
actor's name.
There is a chance of arousing some in-

terest among fiction readers by announcing "A Mar
the Open" as an adaptation of Roger Pocock's nove
the book is still on sale at your local dealers, it sh
be possible to get some helpful advertising co-opera
Exploit the picture as a thrilling romance, promi:
that it contains plenty of stirring dramatic mover
You can't go wrong in making such a statement, for
film, even if it does fall short on some of the fine poii
of production, has its full share of thrills.
Herschll
Mayall, Lamar
Johnston,
Joseph Dowling,
Claire ]l
Brae and Irene Rich are well enough known to justij
the use of their names.
If you are going to take the United Pictt!
Theaters' program regularly, I would exert some effi
to familiarize your patrons with the name, United P:
ture Theaters, and with the stars you count on presei
ing week from week, among whom Dustin Farnum w]
figure prominently.

Crowds Riot!

Turmoil Reigns! i
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THE RAILROADER

A picturization of the aggressive career of a famous politician.
A screen version of Albert Payson Terhune's
novel,
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Strength of Dramatic
Montagu

THE

Situations Likely

Love in

HANDWorldINVISIBLE"

HRECTOR
Harry O. Hoyt
AUTHOR
Wallace C. Clifton
SCENARIO BY
Clara S. Beranger
;AMERAMAN
Alfred Moses.
IS A WHOLE
Rather crude in spots, but
presented with some force.
ITORY
Sensational rather than plausible;
has plenty of action and advances to a
fitting climax.
JIRECTION
Works hard for effects; occasionally seems a bit rough.
>HOTOGRAPHY
For the most part clear.
JGHTINGS
Conventional
JAMERA WORK
Passable.
ITAR
Acts with melodramatic
intensity.
but a poor make-up detracts from his appearance.
IUPPORT
Virginia Hammond satisfactory
as the wife; George LeGuere and Muriel
Ostriche carry other conspicuous roles.
iXTERIORS
Meet requirements.
NTERIORS
Frequently
suggest
hasty
studio construction.
)ETAIL
Clothes supposed to be true to
fashions of twenty years ago look a bit odd;
extras should have been used to give animation to scene following football game.
IHARACTER OF STORY
Censors won't
object.
■ENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4793 feet.
Probably this will be a popular picture in many comainities, although it is a bit crude in the development of
le story and in the presentation. On the other hand, there
-e elements of melodramatic strength, which director
arry O. Hoyt has put across successfully, and these
kould be enough to hold the attention of an audience that
res its photoplay entertainment in strong doses.
[There is plenty of plot, enough dramatic conflict and a
Inclusion likely to take well with a fan crowd. Whether
r not the climax arrives as a complete surprise is incon-

To

Office

Analysis

ecause of its dramatic strength this looks to me like
afe proposition for theaters in which the clientele is
too fussy about the fine points of photoplay producIt is essentially a picture for houses catering to
isients, rather than for a family trade in a conserv■e neighborhood, which might be offended by the theme,
lont'agu Love is among the really well known photoy stars, and although his performance in this doesn't
k with some that he has given in other pictures, I
Id try to capitalize on his name, recalling him to your
s by mentioning his work in earlier pictures, such as
|olen Orders," "The Cabaret," "To Him That Hath"
"The Grouch."
The fact that in "The Hand Invisible"
does not interpret an heroic character, need not be reed to in your publicity.

Meller

Across

sequential, inthat an effort has been made to center the
interest in the characters and the coming of the retribution forecast for Montagu Love in the first reel, when he
assumes a Napoleonic attitude and feels justified in discarding his wife because she does not bear him a child.
Many years elapse before he pays the penalty for his
hardness, but when it does come the payment is complete.
Some of the twists in the story appear rather forced,
but all in all the author worked fairly consistently from
the original premises. Montagu Love is a prominent financier who turns from his wife when she suffers an accident which prevents her fulfilling his wish, that of
giving birth to a child destined to carry on the family
name.
With almost incredible brutality he leaves his wife,
Virginia Hammond, secures a divorce and within a short
time marries Martha Mansfield, a society debutante who
is forced into the match by her ambitious mother, irrespective of the fact that the girl is in love with a young
civil engineer, who is killed in an accident.
Montagu is overjoyed when he becomes the father of
a son. As the years pass, his personal life centers in the
development of the boy, that he may be his successor.
Meanwhile the mother dies and his first wife is living
in uncomplaining seclusion with relatives who befriended
her at the time she was discarded. Muriel Ostriche, the
eldest daughter in this family, is about the age of George
LeGuere, playing the financier's son.
As might be expected, the two young people fall in love,
but the uncompromising father objects strenuously to the
match, because Muriel is the daughter of the man whoprophecied his eventual ruin. Presently, however, he is
persuaded to concede to the union and preparations are
made for the marriage. In the course of the household
upheaval an old desk is moved, out of which drops a
photograph of the civil engineer who had been killed.
Montagu notices that his son strongly resembles the
photograph, and the suspicion aroused by the likeness is
turned into a certainty by the inscription on the back of
the picture. The boy he has cherished is in reality not his
son. Following a paralytic stroke, the financier dies, with
the knowledge that the promised retribution has come to
pass. In the cast are William Sorrelle, Marguerite Gale,
and Kate Lester.

You're Safe in Telling Your Folks That This Has
Box

Put

for the

Intense

Moments

Exhibitor.

For those who follow World pictures, it would be worth
while to refer to others in the cast, particularly George
LaGuere, Muriel Ostriche, and Virginia Hammond. You
are intense
safe in melodrama
assuring your
folks that
is
in which
there"The
is aHand
real Invisible"
plot and
some sympathetic interest aroused by the characters. If
you get them in, there is not much danger of their
leaving before they know how the story ends.
The title "The Hand Invisible" may be used in connection with catchlines such as "Do you believe that all men
must suffer the consequences of their misdeeds? A Napoleon of finance thinks he can escape divine retribution, but
he is disillusionized in 'The Hand Invisible,' a thrilling
drama starring Montagu Love." Or "Fate proves stronger
than the power of wealth in Montagu Love's newest
drama
'The Hand
Invisible.' "

BJi^fenz
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vital.
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romantic .

increase
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every

prices

It has plots aplenty
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It

exploit unusually

Its sets

attract new clients

magnificent.

advertise novelty

Its cast

over show his

It was directed by

It is a connected

competitor

a genius.

story of vast
interest.
It is

and

please his patrons.

is lavish.

Was made to set
before the world
the benefits of a
society of nations
It does so in vivid
and sensational
form.

are

is superb

It was produced

by

a successful
studio
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master.

It is the most
timely subject ever
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GODS
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conceived

and

comes at a time
when every living
man, woman and
child is reading,
talking or writing
about a league
of nations.

suspenseful.
It is
of the screen.
A
subject the
theatre can show
with pride and
which will entertain as it startles
and enthralls.
The rivers of the
world are swollen
from the tears of
the bereaved.
Little wooden
crosses dot the
lands of Europe
like the sands of
a desert.
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larry Carey's Admirers Will Find This Film Up to Their Expectations
Harry Carey in

"A FIGHT
FOR LOVE"
Universal.
IRECTOR
Jack Ford
UTHOR
Eugene B. Lewis
CENARIO BY
Eugene B. Lewis
AMERAMAN
B. F. Reynolds
S A WHOLE
Development a bit slow, but
all in all the picture is calculated to attract
and hold the attention.
TORY
Conventional in theme ; designed to
bring about dramatic incidents.
IRECTION
Puts force into the fight sequences and generally makes characters appear natural.
ROTOGRAPHY
Clear.
IGHTINGS
Good throughout; a few really
artistic effects.
AMERA WORK
Scenes well composed;
long shots show up exteriors to advantage.
TAR
Acts with considerable
force.
UPPORT
Joe Harris gives sinister interpretation of halfbreed; Neva Gerber meets
requirements of heroine; J. Farrel McDonald
and others appropriately cast.
XTERIORS
Look like the real thing for
a story of the North woods.
IJTERIORS
Conventional.
lETAIL
Nothing unusual.
HARACTER OF STORY
Inoffensive meller.
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,615 feet.
Fights and stunt stuff occupy such a big place in Harry
By's pictures that if there isn't something exciting
ippening all the time, fans are apt to be disappointed.
wouldn't be strictly true to say that this drama of the
orth woods drags, but once in a while it does seem as
Ithe story might be advanced at a faster pace. The
Bracters are planted in their relative positions, but conierable footage is utilized in carrying things through
a climax.
KVhen things begin to get dull, the director brings in
fight scene, such as Carey knows how to play to the

limit. And it is fitting that each conflict should be increasingly severe, until they reach the final struggle between the star and the villainous halfbreed, played by
Joe Harris. This combat is prolonged to get the maximum of thrills, with Carey in the position of a true hero
who has discarded his gun and set out to kill his enemy
empty handed.
No audience can follow unmoved the battle between the
two men, leading to the summit of a perilous cliff. Then
for a conclusion, the halfbreed, takes a sensational fall
over the edge of the precipice, after which he lives only
long enough to confess to a murder that Carey is suspected of having committed. Prior to this there are
other fights, in which Neva Gerber and the priest, played
by J. Farrel McDonald, figure, along with Carey and
Harris. These may be counted upon to hold the attention where the story interest lags.
The author's plot is reminiscent of previous stories
devised for a North woods setting. We find all the stock
figures for a tale of this description. There are the cattle
rustler, in reality an heroic person, portrayed by Carey;
the halfbreed who betrays an Indian girl and then refuses
to marry her; the daughter of the manager of the Hudson Bay Company store; her father in danger of being
turned over to the mounted police because he sells liquor
to the Indians, and the fighting priest, who rules his
flock by physical as well as spiritual power.
Out of these characters, they develop a story much as
might be expected. The Indian girl's father is killed
by the halfbreed. Then events are so arranged that suspicion falls on Carey, who up to this time, has successfully eluded the police, on his trail for cattle-rustling.
Some ingenuity is displayed in manoeuvering his frequent escapes from the representatives of the law, whom
he is evading when he encounters Neva Gerber, at the
mercy of Joe Harris, who has carried her off by force.
It is here that Carey concludes to settle accounts with
the halfbreed, and their fight is carried to the termination
already noted. In earlier sequences we find some pleasing scenes between Carey and Miss Gerber, consequent
upon their meeting and the progress of their romance. The
sub-titles are appropriately worded and the picture profits
by intelligent direction.

Put-of-door Stuff Makes Good Contrast to School-Girl Type of Picture
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.

vv ell

informed fans know about what to expect in a
irry Carey picture, therefore, in giving prominence to
J name of the star you are establishing the character
offering, irrespective of the title it carries.
"A
r Love" is no exception to the rule.
In fact,
s a typical Harry Carey picture, which, despite the
entional nature of the story, seems certain to satisfy
irers of the star.
selecting your features for the week, this should
c in especially well if you need an out-of-doors story,
ing attractive locations and melodramatic action.
:h many of the producers turning out fragile nares of the school girl type, it is well to present an oconal strong, physical-action drama by way of con"A Fight For Love" comes under this head and

should provide a
too much girlish
Arrange your
elements in this

welcome change for folks who are getting
sweetness in their photoplays.
publicity to emphasize the picturesque
drama, calling attention to the fact that

it was photographed in California's Bear Valley, that it
introduces the northwest mounted police, Indians, halfbreeds and cattle rustlers and is throughout, a picture of
rapid movement and thrills.
Other films in which Harry Carey has appeared are
"Thieves' Gold," "The Scarlet Drop," "Straight Shooting,"
"Hell Bent" and "Wild Women." Refer to some of these
in advance announcements and publish the names of the
principal members of the cast, Neva Gerber, Joe Harris,
J. Farrel McDonald and Mark Fenton.
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Mr. McAdoo, Chaos, and Other Matters
Here is another interesting contribution on the
Zukor-Williams-Hodkinson controversy; W. W.
Hodkinson of the W. W. Hodkinson Corp. writing

builder, an organizer. And as a big business mil
Ido.welcome him, just as the exhibitors of the count I

to J. D. Williams, manager of the First Nat'l. Exhibitors Circuit.
March 5, 1919

"It is my conviction simply that somebody wJ
a real brain is going to do big things for this ij
dustry. If it is Mr. McAdoo, I shall take off ni
hat to him, and work beside him, with the keen<(
pleasure. If it is somebody else, I shall give hif
the same co-operation. But, mark my words — aii
mark them carefully : Somebody is going to c
ordinate the motion picture industry so that bo
the exhibitors and the producers get a square de«i
and it is only upon the basis of a square deal,
mutual give and take, that any industry or a:
other structure can ever live.

"Dear

Mr.

Williams:

"Your letter of February 28th, a copy of which
appeared in "Wid's" of last week, has been read by
me with keen interest, and indicates that finally the
age of reason is arriving in the motion picture
industry.
If so, there is hope for the future.
"It must be faced as true, however, that some of
your reasoning is very faulty. Of course, this is
merely my own opinion; but it is the opinion of one
who has consistently endeavored to shape his past
conduct by reason, primarily. Perhaps from the
clash of our views a few sparks may result that will
illumine a dark place or two in our industry.
"Now, in the first place, your letter indicates that
I would have to consider William G. McAdoo a
superman in order to assume that perhaps he is
going to shape his course for the best interests of
the picture industry rather than for the narrow
and selfish interests of his clients, the so-called
United Artists. You say that Mr. McAdoo is 'a
man who asks nothing more than to make enough
money to support his family and himself and that

"That is so obvious that it is a truism. B1
frankly, I would need to have pointed out to t
a single so-called big concern in this industry ti
has common sense enough to accept this truism ai
to work in harmony with its fundamental law, i!
stead of bucking it. The picture industry as
exists today — right straight through, from one si
t« the other- — is the most ridiculously disorganiz'
industry in the modern business world. ExhibitC
and producers fighting each other and cutting ea«
other's throats ! This or that organization, for ij

stance,
with else
prideruns
to the
fact to
thatits ifintf
"U.
McAdoo pointing
or anybody
counter
ests it will be able to bring chaos ! Of course*
'obviously Mr. McAdoo has entered the motion
picture industry with the intention of making
can. Anybody can bring chaos. But it takes visi'l
to bring co-ordination.
money.'
"And this brings up another point. You s
"The almost universal acceptance of this point of
in your letter that the exhibitors are amply able^
view is, in my opinion, one of the fundamental
weaknesses of our great industry. What I mean is take care of themselves, come what may. Thi:i
this : It seems impossible for any motion picture well on this, Mr. Williams. Ask yourself this o
man to conceive that anybody else can be in this question : Where would the picture theater businffl
particular business except for the coin he can rake
of this country be today, in what stages of devfi
opment would feature pictures, longer runs at
out of it. Grab off the coin — and the public and
everybody else be damned! Is that the motto of higher prices be today, if you and I and perha
a few others had not actively fought against ovt
the industry? It certainly seems so; and that is'"
one big reason why the industry itself is in a state
whelming opposition, finally succeeding in devisiii
of chaos, just as it always has been.
perfecting and pushing through to completion, %.
distribution policies upon which the whole giai
"Now it occurred to me in regard to Mr. Mcmechanism of the industry now depends ; the mec
Adoo's affiliation with the United Artists that here
anism which took the business out of the che
at last was a big business man coming into . our
midst. For many years, even before his connection
five-cent class? The exhibitors fought us tin
with the Federal Government, Mr. McAdoo has
tooth and nail. Only gradually did they come
been a business man as well as a lawyer.
He is a realize that the things we insisted upon, the thit
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lich are now accepted as standard in the indus■( were for their own best interests.
'No, sir! The exhibitors couldn't do it then.
took a mind which could see not only their
)blems but those of the producer as well. And
: exhibitors can't do it today without that same
:p. Don't fool yourself for a minute. They are
t doing it. The exhibitors are just as far from
ving their own problem as they ever were. Bease they are fighting the producers, competing
linst them, when co-ordination is the prime
cessity.
"As to the star situation : Of course the stock
jument is that the stars make money for the
hibitors (which is partly a fallacy) and that
;y are thus worth all that they individually reive. I say that this is a surface argument, and
it the whole industry is suffering and will coniue to suffer because it thinks on the surface only.
is true that the star draws money for the exhibi■ on that star's picture ; it is true that the public
interested in the star's personalities ; it is true
it the star is justified in taking -all the financial
yard he or she is able to as a direct result of
s condition. / don't blame the star. But I do
f that it is a reflection on the average intellect
the industry to go on building institutions upon
irs as a foundation, institutions to be wrecked
er by the star's withdrawal. To take just one
Itance, where, today are the corripanies that
Iped build Charlie Chaplin, and in doing so built

themselves upon him?
arc their names?

Where are they?

What

"The star is a valuable asset to both producer
and exhibitor. But I would not suspend any big
organization from a star or number of stars, for
if the connection is severed, the organization crashes
— dead. Again, do not misunderstand me. I am
in favor of utilizing the personalities of players
and rewarding them adequately and in proportion
to the value they contribute to the industry; but
this contemplates suspending the stars from the industry— not suspending the industry from the stars.
The latter is fatal. Don't you consider it an index
of a future condition that one concern which
claimed 120 weeks booking out of a total of 150 on
Broadway last year, has no booking at all on Broadway this week?
"In conclusion let me say simply this : No concern or organization, be it producer, exhibitor or
group of stars, that is working solely in its own
selfish interests can ever last in an industry as big,
as vital to the American public, as is the motion picture industry. Not until an organization comes up
big enough and broad enough to work disinterestedly for the good of the business as a whole, will
there be anything permanent. This is the handwriting on the wall, Mr. Williams. If there are
those who can't see it, there are at least a few who
can.
"Sincerely yours,
(Signed)

"W. W.

Hodkinson."

Short Subjects
tty Arbuckle's comedy "Love," fails to live up to
standard of Arbuckle's recent releases. Excepting
prards the finish where some rather clever stunts
is developed, there was little in the comedy to excite
lerest and when seen on Broadway failed to develop

through four minutes of clever, rapid-fire humor.
Released as an added part of the new series or

picker excepting where the trick ladder was used.
iome of the titles used attempted to perpetuate
mor of the vintage of :8i2. It was a distinct dispointment to many.

"From Scales to Antlers." the first release of the new
Outing Chester Series was shown at the Strand and
added a breezy out-of-door note to the program. It
follows the adventures of a party of complete anglers
who went into the Canadian woods to fish but remained
to film the giant moose in all the grandeur of his native
surroundings. The second Chester picture is entitled
."Teddy Birds" and will be shown at the Strand next
week. It is grouped about the activities of the late
Colonel Roosevelt during a visit to one of the Gulf Coast
Bird preserves and gives a number of intimate scenes
showing the national hero with the birds he loved.

Bo! The Camels are coming!" says "The
r" in "Ravings of a Roundex" "Next year the
s man's lunch will consist of FOOD. The
re going dryer than a kippered herring. They've
11 the FUN out of FUNNELS."
ounder" is a witty chap, some say he is "Bugs"
vho can keep audiences
laughing
continually

International Cartoons, through Educational. "Rave
No. I," entitled "Prohibition," is now available.
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Let's Bury the Program Forever
(Continued from Page 2)
are no more than fifty truly big business executives who know thoroughly the work of distribution and exploitation.
We find on the other hand, the indication of the

change of policy on the part of producers, to pre-I
sent a series of films to be sold as a series, and
feel that this is a verv good plan. Undoubtedly
the exhibitor has much greater protection when
he knows the director of a series as well as the
star, or material to be used, because while it is
freely admitted that the star or the story carries
the box office value, it is certainly beyond question, true that the director has the definite responsibility ofmaking or breaking the production.
More so to-day than ever before, the director is
important, because as the size of special productions develops, it becomes essential to find directors capable of producing the proper output,
and the responsibility has naturallv increased in
proportion to the amount of money to be expended, and the intricate characterization development needed to successfully register the best
value of the star, or the material in hand.
- It is quite difficult at this time to determine just
what sort of a battle may materialize before next
Fall. If all would l'sten to reason, we will have
that long desired open market where each manufacturer will present what he has to sell on its
merits and allow the exnibitor to buy, with the
man willing to bid the most able to secure anything he wants.
Unfortunately, the personal desire for domination may not have been entirely eliminated, and
we may have a conflict this Summer and this Fall
between the larger factions based upon a situation
where one faction will say to the theater owner
that if you play the productions of our competitor,
we will be unable to do business with you. This,
of course, will not be presented in exactly that
language, but that will be the gist of it. Should
such a situation arise, it would mean that we
would have probably the biggest battle we ha . e
ever had between distributors, because we have
more at stake now than ever before, due to the
erection of the many big theaters capable of turning over tremendous sums every week.
So far as the independent producer who plans
to make a few truly worth-while films a year is
concerned, I believe that present market conditions justify his investment more surely than ever
before. We Have enousrh big theaters at this
time capable of paying tremendous rentals, who
really cannot afford to allow an exceptional picture to pass by, so that I consider it an absolutely

safe investment for any indeoendent manufa
turer to, at this time, proceeu to make trul- b
worth-while special productions. Bv that I do i
mean that any man can go out and make a six*seven reel feature and sell it at a big profit jt
because it is six or seven reels. It is absolutf
essential that the film b • particularly well ma
and that it have a certain definite box office val
in either the star or material drawing power.
From where I sit I believe that the First Nr
ional is going to be able to secure tremendo
prices for their specials, and the exhibitor w
handles them intelligently should make an exQ
lent profit. I would also say that the Paramoul
Artcraft specials, the Metro specials, the F
specials, the Universal specials, and in fact t
specials of any organization which are sold inc
pendentb- of a program, should be able to bri:
in tremendous rentals. If I were a producer'
this time, I would certainly let the other fellc
try to provide the routine stuff unable to eg
mand big rentals from the better houses.
The organization of the "Big Four" which vl
beyond question a political move at first to bio
a prospective and threatened combine, has u
doubtedlv served a great purpose alreadv. a
providing it is carried through, it will be a t
thing for the industry, because if developed alo
the lines now laid down, it will provide at lej
one big specialized distribution organizati
wherein the exhibitor will be able to book sen
of productions absolutely independent of a]
other series.
All the big distributors report that business!
on the boom. Certainly indications from all o\i
the country register the fact that the theaters a
doingshould
exceptionally
well. Ityear
seems'
me wj
th
this
be a wonderful
for tothose
know the business, and the future looks betj
than ever before for those who deserve it.
The big productions are forcing into idlend
some of the thousands who used to provide t
52 a vear programs, and th • big theaters are clj
ing some of the store-room shows, but it seems.:
me that that is an excellent development for t
general good of everyone, and I say that the 0
portunity at this minute for the man who reai
knows his work is ten times greater than it h
ever been in this most remarkable infant industi
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A STORY OV^l GIRL
WHO CAME BACK.
ONE OF THE TRULY GREAT
PICTURES OF THE SEASON
WILLIAM FOX
PRODUCTION
XHRICTJED

CHABLES

BY

DRAB1JN

STANDARD
PICTUR.ES

FOX

FILM CORPORATION
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Humphrey Pictures, In^
PRESENT

Grace Davisoi
and

Conway Tearl
IN A

SUPER PICTURE
The
Supporting Company
includes :
Gretchan Hartman
Florence Billings
Ina Brooke
Matilda Brundage
Maggie Weston
Mabel Wright
Huntley Gordon
Anthony Merlo
Jean Gautier
Edward Boulden
T. J. Bastion
and many others

William Humphrey and George Edwardes
have made the scenario from

Hall

A Popular Book
Watch for Further Announcements
It will be directed by William Humphrey whose lo;
connection with the Vitagraph as director and rece
successes of "Babbling Tongues" and " The Unchi
tened Woman " will not soon be forgotten.
The production will be made upon an unsurpassed sa
of magnificience and no expense willl be spared to mat;
this an offering of the highest grade, This is the fir
picture of the Humphrey Pictures, Inc., and it will I
followed by consecutive productions of the same scale I
merit.
Photography:
Under the supervision of
Harry A. Fischbcck

Scenarios:
Under the supervision
George Edwardts Hat

Humphrey Pictures, Inc.
1465 BROADWAY

SUITE 402

William

Humphrey

President and Gen'I Manager
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Talking Pictures

Keep It Up
Franklin, Pa.

[lish Producers Anxiously Awaiting Marconi Invention,
ondon, — Film producers are keenly
Tested in the "talking pictures"
luced by the Marconi wireless syswhieh. Godfrey Isaacs, managing
sctor of <he Marconi Co. says
e reached the stage of a commercial
;rprise.

"Wid's,"
New York City.
Enclosed find check — couldn't be without
it — keep
up
your good work.
(Signed) O. C. Lindeman

To Go Limit

Price 5 cents

.. Jury Hearing.
There were no developments in the
graft
investigation
yesterday.
The
Grand Jury is still hearing testimony
of exhibitors. The hearing will be
resumed today.
Parsons

to

Produce

Abroad.

Los sonsAngeles,
"Smilinghave
Bill"applied
Parand Billie— Rhodes
for passports to the British Isles,
key.
France, Spain, the Balkans and Tur-

The trip overseas, if passports can
Prosecution
of Film
TheftsWhat we are eager to know," said
Paramount Fighting.
be obtained, will be shared with the
). Typett of the Transatlantic Film
Paramount has determined to
stars by several members of Parsons'
"is whether the voices will move stop film thefts, and to go to the company.
Their intention is to film
at with the actors on the screen limit to bring this atiout. Because a series of comedies abroad.
whether they will be produced of tiiis they intend to vigorously
Ban on Children Removed.
lout the phonographic tang. If prosecute the charge against Waltcr
S. Casterlin, (Sterling theaters.
Montreal, — A deputation of promivoices coming from the apparatus Wilkcsbarre, Pa. who, as noted,,
nent picture men have prevailed upon
all directed in one spot, they will has been held for the Grand Jury Walter Mitchell, treasurer of the
.impress the listener with the idea under $500 bail for receiving stolen province of Quebec, to withdraw the
; they are coming out of the mouths
• bill which would have kept children
goods.
under 15 from attending theaters.
Prints • of Faramount's "Snow
he people who are moving about
World's "A Girls Folly". "A Square
the stage.
Deal" and Triangles "Little
["hat is one reason why a talking Miner's Romance", as well as
ure, worked by synchronized pho- other prints were located in Wilkesbarre, and Casterlin is said to have
raphy, has never been a success.
Pastor Favors Pictures.
(rireless can be used to overcome had somethilng to do with their
appearance
there. Some of the
difficulty it will make a great
San Francisco — Rev. Roy Campprints
were
secured,
according
to
bell
uses films of Biblical characters
irence."
Casterlin, from the Star Film' Co. in his sermons. He is in favor of
(an exchange) when it was sold out using pictures in that way and
Engel Back in Los Angeles
on constable proceedings to meet thinks they are extremely beneficial.
ds Angeles — Joseph W. Engel, a claim held by Casterlin.
ro's treasurer arrived here after
A former film salesmen is likely
Colfax Would Show Films.
riding his company's annual meet- to figure in the /proceedings, ais 1
in New York. Mr. Engel stopped
_ Colfax, Wash. — An ordinance deCasterlin
claimed
he
paid
this
man
in Chicago on the way Vest to
close p'ctures
Su :day
$100 for Paramount prints, and that was notsigned tointroduced
: the local exchange.
as aonresult
or
firm never received
the money.
protests
signed
by
the
people
of the
Muqh credit1 is paid to Irving town.
No. 39
Brown, of the Reel Delivery Co.,
for the investigation made which
Sunday
Shows
for Worresulted in the charge being filed Favors
cester.
asrainst Casterln.
Worce;ter — Counc'Iman Charles
By Jack Alicoate
E. Scott has come out in favor of
overestimate the
DO not
Sunday shows here. Public sentipower of advertising.
ment is strong for pictures here on
Would
Restrain
Film
Many people surround
tie Sabbath.
ng
isi
with a haze
advert
Friend of Countess Von Bernstorff
rf mystery. Something inSyracuse Standard for Films.
angible and miraculous — an
Wants <rWhom the Gods Would
Sy r a c.'u s e — The Post-Standard
:asy road to success. Nothing
Destroy"
Suppressed.
that it cannot diss further from the truth. AdAn application for an injunction by says editcrially
cover wlce the harm is in dramat'c
vertising isneither miraculous
Pauline Lewis will be heard this morn- and news weeklies. It commends
lor infallible. Simply an ecoing before Justice Cohalan in the Suplomical means of making
reme Court against C R. Macauley Senator Thompson's proposition of
ales and good will. From it
Photoplay Co., and Harry Reichenbach local opt:on.
i reflected the policy of the
to restrain them
from
showing
of j
irm it represents. Make your
Calls Movies "Places of Evil."
further advertising "Whom the Gods I
dvertising ring true. The day
Would
Destroy".
The
objection : Arlington, N. J.— Rev. J. Robert
i Barnum is past. In its
stated is a scene in which Von Bern- Clark calls the movies "places of
tead has dawned efficiency,
storff and his wife are dining and jevil" and that they "are fact taking
particularly
to a caption that it used, the place of saloons." The pastor
ight
m
r
ry
fro
stra
'ell you sto
worded
as follows : "Bernstorff and
lie shoulder and you'll hit the
that a p'cture producer told
his American wife whom he used to said
ulls eye nine out of ten times.
him that the public demanded sen(Continued to page 2)
sational lyre of pictures.

little Ad Talks

In

SUNDAY SHOWS
AND CENSORSHIP

Wolper Signs Chaufard
French Director Will Make Five
Specials Yearly.
Another contract of importance
has just been signed by Isaac Wolper rf Mayflower Film whereby
Emile Chautard, the noted Fn ,icb
director has been placed with Mayflower for a number of jears, to
produce five big specials annually.
The new company will be known
as Chautard Productions and will
commence operations next week in
Los Angeles. Some production may
be in the Fast. This new contract
is similar to the George Loane
Tucker agreement whereby Mr
Tucker has complete charge of
production activities and the expenditure ofmoney. No limits will
be placed on either Chautard or
Tucker as to time, or money to Be
spent. The pictures will be specials in every sense of the word. As
yet distributing arrangements for
the Chautard pictures have not been
selected.
Mr. Wolper leaves for the Coaot
on Wednesday where he will complete arrangements for the securing
of two more well-known directors,
to produce on the Tucker-Chautard scheme. He will also complete
studio facilities to handle the four
companies which he will have upon
the signing the two new directors.
Wolper is negotiating for a number
of big stage successes for picture
purposes.
Select Has One Wolper Special.
It also developed on Saturday
that Wolper had concluded a deal
with Select whereby that company
will handle "Bolshevism on Trial'' a
six reel
rades" byspecial
Thomas based
Dixon. on "ComSelect is ready to release the feature but before starting to do so.
an extensive advertising campaign
will be conducted. It is understood,
tbat the distributing company will
"play up" this production, which it
will handle as a special more so
than any other film it has released.
Metro Activities
Dana's latest picture has been
1 from "Madelon" to "Madelon
ed Woods". It is from a novel
ie Wilkin
=.
ers
that Prey"
is the title of
ell's new picture. It is one of
iton Rlackie" stories by Jack
f which Lytell will make
a
Lytellincluding
is surrounded
a notffsl
Henry by Kolker,
Currier and Joseph Kilgour. 1
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Cuts and Flashes

Fred

Myton

is doin;

itv for "Desert Gold."
Title of Constance Talmadge's
next release has been changed to
Vol. VII No. 66

Monday, March 10. 1919

Price 5 Centt

"Experimental Marriage.'- Tt was
termed "From Saturday to Mon-
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"Break the News
to Mother"
will
be released the end of the month.
Corrinne Griffith will appear in the
O. Henry story "The Unknown
Quantity" for Vitagraph.
The leads in "The Heart of Humanity" appeared in person at the
Los Angeles
all last week.

Kinema,

Barbara Castleton has been engaged
Ala.,
to play the leading role oposite H.
B.
Warner.
The
Rialto,
Birmingham,
slightly damaged by fire.

TlTfHE~COURTi|
Supreme Court Justice Cohalan b
signed an order dismissing a suit
Frances G. Jackson against the 3
mous Players-Lasky Corp., the Pal
mount Pictures Corp. and Emma
Clifton, on the application of El]
John Ludvigh, counsel for the defen
ants, because the action has be]
settled.

Fox in Utah.
Salt Lake City, — The Fox Film Co.,
of New York has been granted permission to carry on business in the State
of Utah. The new company is incorporated for $150,000.
Suckno Active
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Albany, N. Y. — Samuel Suckno, proprietor of Regent theater, one of Albany's leading motion picture exhibitors, has leased Proctors Annex theater on North Pearl st. The Annex
has been one of the most popular picture houses in the city and has been
under the management of F. F. Proctor for a number of years.
Manager Suckno also intends erecting a new house in the West End,
with seating capacity of 1,500.

At last, a question of great importance has been settled. Viola
Dana lias named her dog! The name
"Scamp." A floorwalker in a Los
Angeles department store is to be
credited with this honor. Viola pondered much over Fido, Buster,
Rover etc., but was still undecided
when the little fellow went with
her on a shopping tour and proceeded to cet lost. Viola sent in
a wild alarm to the manager of the
store and practi-ally the entire;
force began a search for him. He
histled and woof-woofed to
no avail. Apparently he had vanished in air. Finally, the afore:aid
floorwalker, through an inspiration
be'itt'ng a higher genius, called out
"Here, Scamp." The wcrd sent a
thrill of satisfaction to his dog S3til
and le came bounding out of his
hiding place.
Rarely has a subject of state involved more discussion and we are
'1 to the fli orwalker for e^acting
a new Viola.
story from the Metro's
P. V about
T. Flayes Hunter says that in
filming Zane Grey's famous novel,
"Desert Gold" he is going to select
his cast so carefully and with such
fidelity to ihe original types drawn

says
If anyone can beat the photographic
effects in Universal Special attractions we hope they'll succeed — but
we don't look for it.

by
author
that a'l
havetheread
the story
will those
think who
the
characters have stepped out of the
pages of the book.
Ha'rry S. Northrup and Joe King
had what their property boy called
a "peach of a fight" in "The Way of
(he Strong." Flarry was knocked
down twelve times, fell against a
brass fender and raised a lump on
his knee the size of an ostrich ejg.

Have you heard who Select's ne
star is?

As he was binding up his wounds,
he remarked that some day he was
going to get hurt in this business.
Mother

Mollie McConnell is godmother to twenty children of film
stars. She claims the godmother
record.
I guess she wins.
When Ridge we 11 Cullcm wrote
his novel "The Fcrfeit," Texas was
not dry and the saloon played an
important part in the story. But
now Texas is dry and Frank Powell
is having (he time of his young lii'e
fmdirg a location that doesn't look
like a "cross be' ween a gentleman's
resort and an ice cream
parior."
We've heard of stars receiving
many nan 'some gifts from admirers but Mabel Normand who
receives an allotment of West Virginia peanuts regularly sets a new
standard. In order to show her
appreciation, she has had a roaster
installed near her dressing room
and now everybody's eating peanuts around the Goldwyn
studios.

In a suit of Paul Dickey against ti;
Mutual Film, Corp. for an accounti.
of the defendant's profits from t
play, "The Come Back," on the grouj
that the title is the exclusive propel :
of the plaintiff, the Appellate Divisij
of the of
Supreme
Court
hasholding
reversed'
ruling
the lower
court
tlj
the plaintiff is entitled to an accoir
ing as well as to an injunction again
the further use of the title.

Lord, moving
Franker,R. Mass.—
and
Da\'
Walter pictij
Worcest
theater have filed petitions in baij
ruptcy.
Would Restrain Film
( Con filmed from page 1)
spreadmurder,
his campaign
of arson, saboti;
and
.
Harry Reichenbach said that Faul j
Lew is is authorized to act for a worr]
THE
who, he understands, "represents
i]
Countess Von Bernstorff, forme
Jeanne Luckmeyer, an Araeric
woman. Reichenbach said the fi
was shown to a number of stockhold
in Los Angeles recently and that W
was the only showing given.
Reichenbach's defense will be tj
the
crimes
against
Yon Be 3 ■
storff
werecharged
actually
c< trrnitted,
ir'nat an alie
■
-h as '

They say Madge Kennedy Is Countess, has no ri '
i the couj
spending a great deal of time in of the country until the signing
the gymnasium and swimming pool
at the Goldwyn studios ii anticipation of a role with athletic tendencies.
peace.
M
Allison is getting more and
more rnmbunct:ous in every picture.
In "Orchestra D-2" she throws a
bottle of ink in the villain's face.

OLD

BETASKS:
BILL
TE

Isn't it a fact R'OLE
Let's hope Bert Lytell doesn't get
that the stage plays
the burglar fever. He's using a
real honest-to-goodness burglar's which have year runs
kit in "Boston Blackie."

make

you laugh and—

nMH
Roulette

DAILV

Wheel Plays Important Part in Meller Staged in Gambling
House Atmosphere.
Madlaine Traverse in

"GAMBLINGFox IN SOULS"
DIRECTOR
Harry
Millarde
AUTHOR
S. J. Warshawsky
SCENARIO BY
Denison Clift
CAMERAMAN
Harry
Gersted
AS A WHOLE
Gambling
house
meller;
doesn't
offer much novelty in plot or characterization.
STORY

TOM
TERRISS
Director of
ION AND THE MOUSE"
With Alice Joyce
Coming
E CAMBRIC

MASK"

icorporations
polis — Calvert-Harrison FeaCorp., Indianapolis; Capital
|To manufacture feature motilms; directors, E. H.
S. Harrison, Albert May,
fcose and E. J. Flannery.
He, Tenn. — Dreamland TheaUeville.
Capital $1,000. In■ J. T. Brooks, H. L. Ault,
Sam Braden and H.

Works up to obvious dramatic situations; audience usually knows what is coming before it happens.
DIRECTION
Permits a lot of "acting," in
an effort to give^strength to clashes between
the principal characters.
PHOTOGRAPHY
,
Passable.
LIGHTINGS
For the most part ordinary
CAMERA WORK
Nothing unusual.
STAR
Well suited to role of woman
v.'ho
becomes an operator in a gambling house.
SUPPORT
Adequate, with Murdock MacQuarrie, Herbert Heyes and Mary Mclvor
in the cast.
EXTERIORS
Not often needed.
INTERIORS
Conventional.
DETAIL
A roulette wheel is made the center of interest throughout the production. It
plays a large part in the development of the
story.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Hardly the thing.
for youngsters.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,400 feet.
Madlaine Traverse really has a co-star in this picture, and with all due credit to the actress, I am inclined to think that the co-star is of first importance
in putting over the plot. It is a rou.let'e wheel, which
fiom first to last is made the guiding factor in the
lives of the characters. Some it drives to ruin, others
,it treats more kindly, but whenever a critical point in
the stcry is reached, the decision is left to the revolving wheel.
In some ways this takes responsibility from the
author, who is to a large degree, relieved of the necessity of having his people use their
own
judgment.

Citv. — The Wisima Film
0,000. Charles F. Wilcox
J. Ganny, vice-president ;
. secretary-treasurer ; H.
tional director.
nto. Calif. — National Mo^e Camera Co., Los Angeles,
s, IT. M. Rubey, J. E. LeonPlante and C. G. Logan.
ck $10,000, all subscribed.
(wan, author of "The State
"Playing the Game," and
[der of the Age," is doing
'iting for Cecil B. de Mille
lod.

*») NEW 10RK CITY <^>

^vings of a Rounder."
' the same
reel with
lge Rumhauser^s MisY released today.

1

Instead of deciding on one course or another, they
turn to the ever present roulette machine and abide
by its dictates. The picture does contain a fair amount
of excitement and melodramatic conflict, but it is of the
elementary sort that has little character foundation.
Also, the film might achieve greater interest if more uncertainty were maintained in regard to the climax, which
is not difficult to anticipate.
When her husband has been ruined and driven to suicide by a dishonest broker, Madlaine Traverse conceives
a spectacular revenge. She has no resources of her own,
beyond considerable nerve and a few becoming gowns,
but this is capital enough to back her plan.
Knowing of a certain gambling house frequented by the
son of the broker who caused her husband's downfall,
Madlaine persuades the properictor of the establishment
to place her in charge of the roulette wheel. She figures,
of course, that this will give her a chance to bring
about the ruination of the boy and through him, settle
scores with his father.
The scheme works out satisfactorily, in that Madlaine makes a hit with the gambling crowd, on account
of the novelty of having a woman acting as banker. Lew
Zehring, interpreting the youth for whom the trap was
being set, has no reason to suppose that he is taking
chances under impossible conditions, whereas the woman
is taking no chances at all, owing to a magnetized ring,
which she holds over the table, causing the ball to stop
on whatever square she chooses.
When Zehring* s bank roll is " gone, she spurs him into
securing more money by calling him a quitter, like his
father before him and all the rest of the family. After
such
taunts,more
the tests
boy steals
stocks wheel,
from his
office
and once
the roulette
thisfather's
time ending
his evening's play completely ruined, which brings deep
gratification
to Madlaine.
Her problem
comes, as the audience knows it will,
with the disclosure that the youth has married Madlaine's
daughter. The scene in which she is confronted with
this relationship is presented with force and gives the
star her best opportunity for acting that rings true. To
settle the mix-up, the roulette wheel is once more brought
into play- when Madlaine stakes herself against the
gambling house, controlled by a man who wants to
marry her. She wins the property and naturally, for the
sake of her daughter, returns the stocks stolen by the
misguided boy.

Questionable For Family Trade, But May Appeal to Men Patrons.
Box Office Analysis for the- Exhibitor.
This isn't the sort of a thing for a conservative family
trade, although it doesn't contain anything which may be
termed actually objectionable. The trouble is rather in the
tone of the whole affair, in that it carries a gambling
house atmosphere all the way and leaves everything to
the decision of a game of chance. It seems to me to belong in downtown houses catering to transients, among
whom there is a large percentage of men.
For a production aiming at sensationalism and achieving it to a fair degree, "Gambling in Souls," is a suitable
title It indicates just about such a melodrama as the
Fox people have prepared for Miss Traverse. Probably
the best angle to hit in your publicity would be in emphasizing the point that this is a vivid story of gamblinghouse characters. Pictures in which the roulette wheel
figures may be shown, but it wouldn't do to say too much

JJ7-AVENUE (
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about its operation, because of a well founded prejudice
against a detailed depiction of gambling devices.
Providing you are due to get this on a contract arrangement, and wish to please a crowd that does not take
kindly to melodramas painting life in lurid colors, I
would slide it through quietly, aiming to run something
light and cheerful to fill out the program. If you close
your show with a bright comedy, the chance of sending
your folks home in a good humor will be considerably
increased.
For catchlines try something like, "Life or death;
wealth or poverty depends on the turn of a wheel in
'< .ambling in Souls,' a thrilling melodrama starring Madlaine Traverse." Or "Playing for the highest stakes in
a woman's life, Madlaine Traverse beats gamblers at
their own game in 'Gambling in Souls,' an intense drama
of love and sacrifice."

jsm

coming BILUKEN COMEDIES
STATE RIGHT DISTRIBUTORS
Photoplays Financed and Exploited in all Markets.

PHOTOPLAY

PHONE

7442 BRYANT

Release Date
announced later
TRADING

720— SEVENTH
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Among

Exchangemen

Omaha— Phil Goldstone, for years
a leading- exchange man here h;s
returned from service in the
navy, and resumed his desk in the
Sterling exchange. "Things are
looking fine," he said. "The Independent film game never was better."
Pittsburgh — Norman Stadiger has
joined General.
Pittsburgh — L. R. Cohen, formerly
salesman for Universal and Quality ex
changes, now with Fox.
R.

Pittsburgh — Capt.
World,
resigned.

J.

Kinder.

Baltimore — F. B. Wathne, engaged
by Peter Oletzky, manager of the
Baltimore Film Exchange, to handle
the Universal
output in Baltimore
territory.
St. Louis — Ted Morse has been appointed manager for United, succeeding Floyd Lewis.
Spokane— -L. J. Carter, formerly
booking man for Universal, is with
Pathe Exchange as travelling man.
McAdoo
Coming East.
Los Angeles — On or about April
5. William G. McAdoo, counsel for
the
York."Big Four" will leave for New

The classified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt want. It is the market
place when buyer and seller — employer
and employee or the small advertiser
can put his story before practically
every live exhibitor in the country
every day in the year, at nominal cost.
Rate 50c per line. Cash with order.

WANTED.

Organist— Pianist who will
three
•hows a day, good pay to right play
man. Give
reference, how long you worked in last place
»nd salary desired.
S. R., WID'S DAILY
Operator who is familiar with Powers
machine and willing to be general handy
DATTar°
theater.
E. E. K., WID'S
Organist with Al reference who can operate Austin organ. Will make right terms for
DAILY™*"'

S"

POSITION

^

189

Wn)'s

WANTED.

Young
man
who has had experience
in
Exchange wishes position in same
capacity in
WIDa'rs0UDnAl&banyi

^

Y'

M-

L-

M"cl«

.„?,? T>
r u,WIghe5
a furnish
Positionreferences
eveninga
•nly.
Reliable
and can
DAILY6

"PoU'Kht-

G.

Putting It Over

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know
how you cleaned

Cincrnatti — Theater promoters
of
d and Detroit are seeking to
purchase the cafe property of G. W.
Schuler on Vine street for a movie
home site.

E. D. Bingham, Studio IV J
E. Douglas Bingham hajfl
gaged as studio director f jfl
Films.
Bingham was tec.
rector in charge of the Ir«|
serial vPatria"
and "THI
Eye" the Wharton serial.

Marietta,- O. — C. & M. Amusement
The Average Exchange can
Co. is arranging to open their new
the income on old pictures t!
$150,000.00 Opera House May 1. It is
bilitating it with a new lobby
of the new type fireproof construction,
A large
of the
not
seenpercentage
the average
goodp\<
and will seat 1200. It will be a conand the new Lobby Display
Los Angeles — Billy Parsons and Isa
vertible theater, vaudeville, motion
many
a return date.
dore Bernstein, of the National Film pictures and opera.
Write orKRAUS
see us.MFG. CO.
Corp., went into the exhibiting game
220 West 42nd St., N
and showed exhibitors how "Hoop
DeKalb, 111.— Reported that Geo.
la," a circus picture featuring Billie Karras, former operator at the Princess, and now located at Effingham,
Rhodes,
could
be
"put
across."
Parsons took over the Kinema thea
is having a building remodeled for
ter, which seats 1,855 persons, with 65 use as a motion picture theater.
cents as top price. The Kinema was
turned into a regular circus lot with
Pittsburgh
Reported into
that a Newell's
Hotel
will be— converted
moving
all the "peanut, popcorn, etc," atmos
phere abounding. The entire front
Announce
Your
P p
was transformed to resemble the en picture house.
on Film
trance to a circus tent, with full can
Elizabeth, Pa. — Mrs. McGinley,
vased top, and side drops that were owner of Strand, is to build $3o,ooo Give our service a trial id
replicas of the circus ticket wagons house.
how smothly your progr 1
used in the outer lobby. The inside
lobby was dressed with a number of
Give our service a triafifl
Gary,
Ind.—
$50,000
house
to
be
the old-time side show drops. The
how
smoothly your progi II
avenue.
ushers were all dressed in clown cos- built here at Broadway and l6t'
Write to-day
tumes of a bright yellow, and the head
usher as ringmaster, which was most
DANIEL'S STUDIO! Id
Baltimore, Md. — Improvements to
attractive and effective. The show
220 V,%
opened with an orchestration that was cost $15,000, being planned for the Room 317-318
New York
Leader,
248
Broadway,
by
Pearce
characteristic of the Hickville circus,
and Scheck.
and the picture was introduced by a
typical barker in full ringmaster costume.
Some 200 twenty-four sheet special
block stands were used, in addition
Brockton, Mass. — Globe wil be turnto many three sheets in advertising the :d into a skating rink.
feature

Don't Interrupt o
Show With Si]

House Changes

Broda ($ Me\

CLASSIFIED.

HELP

la}t4%zsr
NEW THEATERS

S., care

Hand Painted 1

A big play was made for the patronage of children, and horns which reminded the kiddies of circus time,
were distributed around all the schools.

Lewiston, Me. — Charles Horbury
has sold the Music Hall to Mystic
Theater
Co.

Stanley Gets Victoria.
Harrisburg, Pa. — The Victoria
has been sold to the Stanley Booking Corp. of Philadelphia which will
take control May 4.
The Victoria is the largest picture
house in Harrisburg, having a seating capacity of 2,200. J. A. George
will remain as manager under the
Stanley ownership, it is announced.

Fontanelle, la. — Arthur Coleman to
reopen picture house.

Stone Films Through World
Los Angeles — The Lewis S. Stone
Productions, Inc., will make eight
productions a year, the American
rights for which have been acquired
by the World; the Inter-Ocean has
contracted for the foreign rights.
Baltimore, Md.— Majestic, 320 S.
Broadway, has been taken over by
T. W. Miller, a newcomer in Baltimore.

Spirit Lake, Idaho — Henry Kreck
has remodeled and reopened the
Cozy,
was burned some
months which
ago.

Illustrations >-Photot
Room
220QOQ4
Vest Ne^^o:
42ri

THE BEST PICTUF j
to make money.
Must have

REX LABORATORY
Pueblo, Col. — V. Eccher and Tony
Bianchi, leased
Northern
Ave. the Pike's Peak on
Alameda, Cal. — The Strand on
Bank st., has purchased the Alameda
on Santa Clara ave.
Dallas, Tex. — J. C. Shannon, formerly with Hodkinson at Kansas City,
in charge of Pathe office.
Kansas City— J. J. Millstein of Vitagraph Denver
ferred here. office, has been trans-

1

a perfect de'B
negative

(C)

has developed Harry Ki*
negatives. Ask him an hr
phone Tremont
particulars.

1995 f«,'i

OREIGN FILM TITLE
AS
FRANCISCOAre ELITHE

!

220 West 42nd Street, New
Phone: 'Bryant 9351

WID'S

Piano player at liberty wants steady job.
""* °J S&^S58WiI1 *8 »nywh«r«. D. T
.-«.*.
•are of Wid's Daily.

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE MISCELLANEOUS.
Two home projection machines. Never
been used. Use standard size film. Excellent
for home, school, or church. Regular price
J60.00. for sale $35.00.-J. W. A.-Wid's Daily
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One of the first words Webster wrote
up for his dictionary was "advertis„,„„„
. ^_
ing."
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e
GracDecide
e Days'
jThre
in
Justice
Cohalan Will
J Macauley-Bernstorff Case.
he next three days, Jusi C0I1:. Ian of the Supreme Court
iloing to be a picture expert. He
iro in: to decide whether "Whom
Destroy,"
the Macauley
>els the
Countess
von
imlinc Lewis, a California socierprl, who purports to represent a
Jtive of the Countess, brought an
suit, against!
Macauley
Harry Relchenbach,
and yesBy Justice Cohalan
granted an
notion for three days to Miss
s during which time he will exile the picture.
Final decision
then be rendered.
''White Heather" Arrives,
aurice Tourneur's
"The
White
ther" arrived here yesterday. It
probably
be
distributed
by
imount as a special.
New Hulsey House.
ial wire to WW'S DAILY)
lllas, Tex. — Plans for the seclargest motion picture theater
United States wnich will be
(1 here, have just been comd bv E. H. Hulsey, head of the
i|iey Theaters in Texas. The
»ng cap-city will be 3,500, and
Ease will cover floor space of
St6o feet, and will have every
i-date feature. Construction
(begin before January 1st next,
i^ey says.
No. 40

.ittle Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate

picture busiflHE motion
ness is essentially a daily
paper industry. Big things
happen every day. Revotionary changes occur over
ght. and that is one of the
j compelling reasons for
ID'S
DAILY.
To print
the
ws while
it IS news
so that
ije busy executive can read in
few moments all of import;ice that is happening in this
' smendous industry, and
Ire's a point worth rememllring — advertising here will
l| seen because WID'S
"iVILY IS read, and we'll
1 'tch our time against yours
1 prove it WILL bring rets.

Needs Daily
Athena HalL
Port Jefferson, N. Y.
Dear Sirs :
Your valuable little publication has been coming to me
very irregularly.
Most all of the film that I
am running is from two to
three weeks release, and my
program copy has to go in to
the printer eleven days in advance of last picture, so you
see the importance of my receiving the Daily promptly.
Will you kindly arrange to
have each publication sent in
an early mail.
Very truly yours,
Fred C. Griswolc1.
per J. B. Overton
New Club Incorporated.
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Albany, N. Y.— The Motion Picture Club of America, has been incorporated. The purposes of the
organization, which will have its
principal office in New York, are to
provide a center for all branches of
the motion picture industry where
its members, from all parts of the
United States and foreign countries,
may assemble and discuss industrial
and social problems, and to promote
a spirit of co-operation generally.
The incorporators are : William VHart, Charles M. Rosenthall Charles
Steiner, Lee A. Ochs, Jake Schwartz,
Morris Needle, Gttstave Konigswald, Charles F. Haring, Isaac
Hartstall, Samuel G. Bock, and T.
William Brandon of New York
City. Louis M. Blumenthal of Jersey City, N. J. Herman F. Jans.
Maplewood, N. J., and Fred J. Dol
linger, Long Island, N. Y.
How It's Done.
Ames, Ta. — The city council was
about to pass an ordinance prohibiting the showing of Theda Bara pictures, particularly "Salome," in
Ames. Manager Sidney Meyers of
the Fox exchange here hurried over
to Ames with a print of the picture.
He invited the city councilmen to
view a private showing. ReluctantU
tbey accepted the invitation. Gladly
they remained to see trie picture.
Enthusiastically they not only refused to pass the proposed ordin;
ance, but urged all their friends to
go see "Salome."

I,

Harry Aitken Back.
Harry Aitken, formerly prominent
in Triangle affairs, returned on Sunday from Europe, and dashed about
Broadway awhile yesterday.
He has been investigating conditions abroad, and it is said may produce there. Gossip says he may
have several important directors
working with him on his foreign
proposition.

SUNDAY SHOWS
AND CENSORSHIP
Indianapolis — Sunday shows will
continue throughout Indiana for
another two years at least.
Pictures will not be censored in
Indiana for another two years at
least.
The Indiana legislature closed at
midnight last night and up to the
hour of going to press, neither bill
had been brought out again, and
there was every indication that both
hadleast.
been "killed" for the present
at
Charles C. Pettijohn of Exhibitors Mutual, who has been active in
the Indiana fight, was quite satisfied
lata yesterday that everything
would work out all right, and that
neither bill would re-appear, the
censorship bill having been killed
in the Senate and the Sunday closing never getting out of the committee. It is understood over 500,000 names appeared on petitions
advocating Sunday shows, were sent
to the legislature. It is also said
that t'-'ere are more Sunday shows
being given in Indiana now than
when the legislature took up the
question of closing them.
The chief help given Sunday
shows was the att:tude of Mayors
of leading cities of the State who
1 came out whole-heartedly in support of Sunday picture amusement.
Hearing Saturday.
Omaha — Next Saturday, the lower
house of the legislature will begin
a hearing on the bill proposing a
board of censors for all moving picture film and moving picture adver1
tisements shown in Nebraska \s
the hour of this fight nears, showmen of the state are decidedly uncertain over the outcome.
During the week ending March
9, th^se things occurred, which
might 'cad to the belief that the
showmen will win :
Newspapers all over the state
were unanimous in expressions.
(Continued on page 2)

Price S cents

Off For Fight
Many
Distributors
and Producers
Albany. off Today
as Well as for
Exhibitors
Parlor cars seats, lower berths
and draw'ng rooms for Albany were
a premium yesterday. The industry is sending many notables to
Albany where the hearing before
the Joint Codes Committee of the
Legislature is scheduled for tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock.
It promises to be interesting. Not
only is it possible that the Sunday
show measure may become tied up
with po'itics, and be made a party
issue, but the Rev. O. R. Miller,
Sup't. of the N. Y. Civic League,
who is leading tie opposition,
may
drop a bombshell at the hearing
with charges of money being spent
to 'nlluenre members of the Assembly to vote for the bill. "The movie
trust is bu; ing everyone in sight,"
he declares. "I cou'd hive sold
myself for a handsome sum. I may
explode a bomb at the hearing that
will rave the way to land someone
in Nearly
the penitentiary."
everyone of importance in
the d'stributing and producing end
of the business will attend the hearing. Sydney S. Cohen will lead the
Exhibitors L.?agu? delegation, and
a banner crowd Is expected to add
to the interest of the occasion.
Getting Down to Business.
Oscar Price, president of the
Unitedrived inArtists
"Theyesterday.
Big Four" arNew York
Hiram Abrams, general manager
of the distributing company will
arrive tomorrow.
A hand-shaking, general get-together meeting will follow.
Incorporation of the concern, and
other legal matters will be straightened out probably by the end of the
week.
It is understood
McAdoo
will arrive that
very WiU'am
shortly G.
in
New York, and not next month as
was expected.
Kashin Controls Montreal House.
M. Kashin, manager of the Broadway and Symphony, is now manager ofintheMontreal.
Holman, This
Universal's
theater
change
was the result of Mr. Kashin's Cam
tQiari trip. The new management
will become operative March t6.
The policy provides for extensive
advertising and lavish lobby displays. Kashin will make frequent
trips there from New York.
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Cuts and Flashes

Price 5 Cents

Copyright 1918, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York,
Y. by WID'S FILMS and
FILM
FOLKS,N. Inc.
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and
Treasurer; Lynde Denig, Editor; Joseph
Dannenberg, Vice-President and Managing
Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New
York, $10.00 one year; 6
months,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign
$20.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New
York, N. Y.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-2
Los Angeles
Office: 605-606-607 Wright
&
Callender
Bldg., Telephone
Broadway
383.
Hollywood.
Cal., Office: 217-218
Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone,
Hollywood
1603.

Imperial, Sacramento, condemned
as unsafe by Health authorities.
There are rumors on the Rialto of
the engagement of Gordon Trent of the
Wheeler Oakland just out of the
Telegraph and Arabella Boone of Pho- army supports Miss Dana in the
toplay.
production now being filmed.
Unique animal pictures will be seen
in the initial William S. Campbell
special comedy, as yet without a permanent title, to be released through
Universal in the near future.

Flora Finch has been engaged by
Albert Capellani for a new comedy
company he is organizing. Work
will be started on the Coast.

In Providence this week, Madam
Betty Howe will appear in the first
of the series of productions in which Petrova is playing against P^trova.
Leah Baird is to be featured. In At Keith's she is appearing in per"As a Man Thinks". Miss Howe will
son, and a block away at the Eminterpret the role as first played bypire she is appearing in "The PanGail Kane in the stage production.
ther Woman."

Terriss Completes ''Cambric Mask."
Tom Terriss has just completed
direction of Robert W. Chamber's
"Cambric Mask" with Alice Joyce.
This makes the fourth Chambers' story
this combination has done in the past
18 months.

"The Red Glove" fits Marie Walcamp as a glove ought to fit — and
there's an iron hand inside it. The
punchiest serial we have made yet —
and that is the truth.

on

the

Alb

Publicity
R. L. Crume. well-known Cana>
newspaper writer will act as piH

After Thieves.
Rochester, N. Y.— Erwin J. W.
Huber, has announced that the recently formed Vigilance Committee
will conduct its work an a larger
scale in rounding up film thieves.
Exhibitors Unite.
California exhibitors have formed
the United Theater Owners' Association, and have opened offices at
the headquarters of the American
Photo Player Co., 109 Golden Gate
ave., San Francisco.

Are you going
pinochle party?

exchange.
manager
of

the

Universal

'•-.

John Wiltsach has been
to do the publicity for the Virg
Pearson Photoplays, Inc.

Arvid E. Gillstrom, Fox director,
say s herectorgot
bein' ina the
diwhen, the
as aidea
stuntof actor
movies, he jumped from the roof of
one twelve story building to another.
He barely cleared the fifteen feet between the roofs and landed on one
foot instead of two with the result
that in saving himself he lore nis
hands
saysa that
minute terribly.
lie decided Heit was
whole verylot

A picture on my desk of Tom Mix
and his pal (his horse Tony) presents
a very loving pair indeed. Tom says

that a cowboy who doesn't love his
horse is a pretty hard hearted proposition, and if he doesn't treat him
right selfhe's
out oflikely
luck. one day to find himSpeaking for himself, Tony wants
the world to know that he has helped
easier to tell other people what to Tom out of many tight places.
do than to have them tell him.
Bertram Millhauser who is writing
Tom Mix's director. Edward Le the scenario for Pearl White's serial
ays he will think it over the "The Lightning Raider," comes forth
next time he lets Tom Mix pick out to say that in this serial, Miss White
a location. Tom scoured Arizona for will imt do the "stunts" she has done
a location he thought was right for before. She personifies that anomaly
"The Wilderness Trail" and when he of serials, the logical heroine — who
found it he wired the rest of the com- thinks.
But she will always have to think
pany to join him at Flagstaff. He
ik them fifty miles over the just one think ahead of the villain.
trail on horseback and showed them
his pel location.
In "The Way of the Strong" we are
CI se up of the company all in.
promised to se : Anna Q, Nilsson in a
Caillot model "that reveals her in all
Viola Dana says if you want a the loveliness that won her recognition
thing (b .tie well, do it yourself. Which as an artists' model lie fore she beaccounts for that young ladv's recent
luminary
in pictures."
tour of inspection through her Hollywood home adorned in overalls and
paint brushes. Beginning with the
Gladys Brockwell isn't so busy at
flower pots and hanging baskets she the studio that she can't find time for
painted everything in sight and a her work at the U. S. Employment
mal could not have done bet- Office in Los Angeles. She has brought
fifty soldiers and fifty jobs together so
far and she says she will not cease
working until the soldiers' employment
The story about Theda Bara's beau- solved.
problem in Los Angeles has been
tiful limousine liein' painted and upholstered ina "distinctive brown" and
Hurray for Gladys !
havin'hieroglvphics on the door is
certainly true 'cause I rode in it and
when I asked her what that was paintIn Stella Gray. Hale Hamilton's
ed on the door, she said, "My mono- leading lady, Metro promises us a newlight — to shine brighter later.

gram."

T. D. Bonneville, late generali
mo of the Division
of Films,
partment of Public Information
now
the publicity and advertis
manager of the Oliver Films

SUNDAY

SHOWS

( Continued from page 1)
both
in editorial
and
in
columns, condemning the bill.
Chamber of Commerce, l
eial clubs, labor unions, the Cli
ing House association of Om;
the Manufacturers' Association
Omaha,
the stale,
Llotel and.
Men's
tion of the
manyAssc;
ot
smaller organizations went cM
ord as opposed to the bill.
The Woman's clubs at
and lTa = t:ngs, Neb., which forme
alon>' with other clubs in the si
federation, endorsed the bill, s
communications, by wire and n
to the governor and to state ref
sntatives, saying they had endor
the bill under erroneous impress
and wished to remove their nai
from the petition. Other Worn*
clubs, si ce they learned the
of the hill, are renorte 1 decic,
regretful that

tlr y en 'or e 1 it.

^ BETTER OLEl
OLD

BILL ASKS:

Isn't it a fact

that the stage plays
which have year runs
make you laugh and
cry and laugh, — Bing,
Ring ! like that.

DAILY

V. Hayes
Ktmter
5fo<t-uoet*

Z£0gftlerl
Le&orv
i)RAMA TIC
MIRROR says:
tory good; photoraphy '^excellent;
ffect I wholesome;
ichnical ^hancfc
ng, excellent.

Excellent Vehicle For Star Who Acts With Great Appeal.
Norma

ood has been appoint</cr of the Ivy Pictures Corp.
ay, following the in( of bankruptcy proceedings
the corporation.

Talmadge

"THE PROBATION
Select.

in

WIFE"

DIRECTOR
s. A. Franklin
AUTHOR
Angie Ousley Rooser.
SCENARIO BY
Kathryn Stewart
CAMERAMAN
David Abel
AS A WHOLE
Well produced and kept in
teresting all through; should go with any
kind of an audience.
STORY
. . . .,
Gives star a congenial role; rather
improbable in development, but makes good
screen material.
DIRECTION
Always kept the acting in
natural mood.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good.
LIGHTINGS
Showed up star to advantage
and made sets appear attractive.
CAMERA WORK
Scenes well composed.
STAR
Once more reveals her exceptional
ability in conveying emotion through facial
expressions.
SUPPORT
Thomas Meighan appears genuine in role of husband; Aleck B. Francis
supplies finished character portrayal.
EXTERIORS
Satisfactory when required.
INTERIORS
Adequately furnished; scenes
in
dining room of the Claridge are the real
thing.
DETAIL

THE COURTS
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Miss Talmadge seems to have a
new gown for every scene; details that go
to make up a first class production are sup-

CHARACTER
STORY
plied. OF
special appeal for newlyweds.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

Should

have

4,900 feet.

If the author aimed to give Norma Talmadge an opportunity to do many different things in the course of five
reels, he succeeded admirably in "The Probation Wife,"
a story which follows the star through the ups and downs
Woods has filed an an- of life, and leaves her as a contented mother, giving a
Supreme Court to a suit friend some wholesome advice concerning the best method
linkead, for an account- of handling a husband.
roceeds of the film rights
The moral of the tale is not assertive, but none-the-less
Clay," which were sold there is a substance of worldly wisdom in the attitude
Exchange.
Woods says r> f Miss Talmadge, playing a young woman who points
the plaintiff $1,875 and
to her own experiences as an example. Sub-titles used
:nt nothing is due him.
to convey the arguments are intelligently worded and
Dccasionally humorous, the main point being that in order
i)oug's" New Studio.
Cal. — "Doug''
Fairsed the Clune Studio
luctions for the Unitts Corp. will be made. The
now undergoing
a comBox Office Analysis
fhauling, which
includes
g of a new indoor glass
There is no need to make a point of Norma Talmadge's
age, to be equipped with increasing popularity. Probably most of you exhibitors
lighting system, a large who have played tier pictures during the past few months
ge and a new alminis- and have compared your receipts with those resulting
from the appearance of other stars, are ready to concede
ilding.
production to be staged that Miss Talmadge can stand the test of oretty nearly any
propaganda
film for the competition.
ory Loan in accordance
In some respects "The Probation Wife" is a better ve:ent request from Joseph
hicle than "The Heart of W'etona," which was based on
a
theme likely to meet with disfavor in some communiSecretary
to the Prcsities. Mere there is nothing that you need hesitate about
offering to a family trade, and there is every opportunity
for interesting acting. I doubt if any picture has given
7V\
Miss Talmadge a chance to do so many different things,
or to wear a more stunning assortment of gowns.

lo hold a husband it is well to let him know that you are
having just as good a time as he is; also make him jealous
if he gives indication of seeking other attractions. Bringing oul tins idea, tin re is a story of an odd character,
madge.
interpreted with much variety and feeling by Miss TalThis life history, being presented in the form of a narrative after the girl has come through her trials and is
living in domestic satisfaction, lacks the suspense attached
to a story, the end of which is kept in doubl
if the form of presentation does detract from the suspense, the fault is not serious, in that the situa
because of their contrast and dramatic interest, are sufficient to make the picture consistently diverting.
Arguing that her girlhood was totally unpromising, Miss
Talmadge visualizes her life in a New York dive where
she was under the domination of a woman who claimed
the right of guardian. These scenes are colorful and
afford the star a chance for some intense acting. It
is here that she first meets Thomas Meighan, a noted
novelist, who, with his fiancee, visits the dive in the course
of a slumming tour.
Meighan, impressed by the girl's sincerity and her desire for a fair chance in life, gives her money that she
may leave the house ; hut the money is promptly appropriated by the woman who runs the place. Next we find
Miss Talmadge in court where she persuades the judge
to send her to a reform school as the lesser of two evils.
As an inmate of the institution, Miss Talmadge is shown
leading a life of drudgery with no hope of an improvement in conditions. These scenes are a hit overdrawn,
in giving the impression that girls sent to state schools
are abused. The audience, however, sympathizes with
Norma in her determination to run away.
By good fortune she meets Meighan, who. still charitably inclined, marries her, this being the one way of
preventing her return to the institution. Of course, it is
understood that the marriage is only for the purpose of
giving Norma his name and that in due time she will
be permitted
to get the
a divorce.
Meanwhile
fiancee
has become
wife of another
man. the
on author's
account
of his money, still wishing, however, to continue her
affair with Meighan.
Alec B. Francis, portraying a kindly and deeply understanding friend, notes that the writer and "his probation
wife," are falling in love with each other, although they
don't quite realize it. In order to force Meighan's appreciation ofhis wife, Francis pretends to be in love with
Norma himself, whereupon the jealousy of the husband
asserts itself. Scenes in these concluding sequences are
particularly well handled.

Don't be Afraid to Promise With
Something
You. Good.

Folks Will Agree

for the Exhibitor.
A selection of stills for lobby display should include
pictures of the star in each phase of the story, first in the
gaudy costume worn at the dive, next as she appeared
in the girls' reformatory, then as the richly gowned wife
and finally a scene showing Miss Talmadge as a con
mother, A pictorial collection of this kind should suggest the varied qualities of the production.
Catch lines may be devised along this angle: "Do you
know howr to hold your husband? Tears and sighs won't
keep him at home. What will? See how Norma Talmadge answers the question in 'The Probation Wife'",
or "Did you ever guess that loVe may be killed by too
much kindness? See Norma Talmadge as 'The Probation
Wife' in her most interesting picture dealing with the
husband and wife problem."

NEW YORK OTY*^_e

"ie Little High Horse"
i )bert C. Bruce Scenic.
3' king at Educational
EJhanges.

H

Send for

C00I1
•FANCo.
rtlng'
\fentilt^^

Booklet- II
in©ton Ave.
NewYork-^
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NEW THEATERS

On Broadway

Among

House Change

Exchangemen

Grand Rapids, Mich.— A theater is Rivoli— Norma Talmadge "The ProWife."
Rivoli bationPictorial.
135-13" Cresto be centbuilt
street. on the site of
Prizma Natural Colors "Florida

Chicago— Charles L. Casanave, Exhibitors' Mutual, at Pittsburgh will
d 1 work for Vitagraph.

Hamilton, O.— Jewel Photoplay Co.,
Sennett Comedy "The Village
through J. H. Broomhall and J. A. Sports."
&t. Smithy."
Schwalm, managers, acquire the
— Dorothy
Charles hotel property, High and hront Rialto
Rialto
Magazine.Gish "Boots."
street for a new theater.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew "Once
approaching
Boston— The Waldorf
Lloyd-Pathe
Comedy "Look Out
a
Mason."
completion.

Pittsburgh — Seida Teplitz,
with Penn Film Service.

Strand— Anita Stewart "A Midnight
modern thea- Below."
Manchester, N. H — AStrand,
with a
ter to be known as
Strand Topical Review.
Romance."
seating capacity of 2,500, is to be built
Outing-Chester "Teddy Birds."
on Elm street.
Topics of the Day.
Sennett Comedy "The Village
Lansboro, N. D.— Cowan and Leftwich opened Rex.
Smithy."
Broadway — Mildred Harris "When

Opera House.

is now

Girard, Kan — H. R. Barker j
R. Somers, of Iola and el
have taken over Bluebird«f"

Seattle— James
Talley,
formerly
with
the Clemmer, now on road for
Mutual.

Neodesha,
Kan. — PrincesiBJ
enlarged
and
improved.
T !1
capacity will be 1,000.

Great Bend, Kan. — Regent
is under
management of C. C.

Philadelphia — "Pop"
Sam
Ford
now with Quaker City Exchange.

Baltimore — A. G. Buck is leaving
Goldwyn to take charge of Baltimore
Booking Co.

Bethany,
Mo.— F. H. Fra
sold the Elite to Chas. Zimrj

Philadelphia — Arthur
Hyman,
with
Triangle, has gone to. Vitagraph.

Cleveland, O.— The Atlas j
operated by George Epstein, I
S. Hoffer.

Philadelphia — Gus Krug, formerly
a Broadway
Girl Loves Topical
"
Digest.
Stiperior and Metro exCharles Chaplin (second week) with the changes,
has gone to the Capitol
Film Co.
"A Dog's Life."
Topics of the Day.
Steele City, Neb.— Bundy and Fre- New York— Today Henry Walthall
hart opened theater here.
Indiana Notes
"The False Faces."
Wednesday Thomas Santsch:
Keeney House Opens.
Extensive improvements are be"The Railroader."
Kingston, N. Y. — The new house on
ing made in the lobby and interior
Thursday Gladys Brockwell "The
Wall street was opened last night by
of
the Orpheum at Lafayette.
Frank A. Keeney. Receipts went to Forbidden Room."
Friday Harold Lockwood "Thv>
the Red Cross. House seats 1300 and
Great Romance."
has an orchestra of 20.
The Sipe at Kokomo, formerlyBessie Love "Carolyn of the used for road productions, is to be
conducted as a combination motion
Saturday Montagu Love "The picture and vaudeville house.
Corners."
CLASSIFIED.
Hand Invisible."
Sunday Anna Q. Nillson "The
A new house is to be erected at
The classified columns of WID'S
Brazil, by a Chicago syndicate. The
611 a long felt want. It is the market Way of the Strong."
at Broadway
Houses. building will be erected on the site
place when buyer and seller — employer Next Week
occupied by the Brosius Department
and employee or the small advertiser
Features', at Broadway houses Store, which was destroyed by fire
can put his story before practically next week: Rivoli; Elsie Ferguson about a year ago.
every live exhibitor in the country
every day in the year, at nominal cost "The Marriage Price.'"
Rialto; Rex Beach's "The Brand."
Rate 50c per line. Cash with order.
Rusiness has been so good with
Strand; Fred Stone "Johnny
Get
the motion picture exhibitors in InYour
Gun."
dianapolis recently that the State
HELP WANTED.
Industrial Board has had to issue
Another
for Robertson-Cole.
Organist — Pianist who will play three
Robertson-Cole have purchased orders to managers warning them
shows a day, good pay to right man. Give
about overcrowding.
reference, how long you worked in last place "The Turn in the Road," which was
produced by the Brentwod Fjlm
The Sunday business in Indian»nd salary desired.
S. R., WID'S DAILY.
Corp., under the direction of King ape l:s has shown a steady increase
Operator who is familiar with Powers Vidor. Helen Eddy. Little Ben
since
first of the year, the exlibitorsthesay.
machine and willing to be general handy
Alexander and Lloyd Hughes are in
man around the theater. E. E. K., WID'S the cast.
DAILY.
The Mecca Theater Co. is the
Denial.
Organist with Al reference who can operate AuBtin organ. Will make right terms for
name of a newly organized concern
Alice Joyce announces that there
ri*-ht
man.
O.
B.
S.,
Box
189
WID'S
which will operate a moDAILY.
is absolutely no foundation for the at Marion,
tion picture house at 3oth and
Washington sts.
"rumor"
reported
in
the
current
isPOSITION
WANTED.
sue of a vaudeville publication to
the effect that she has signed a
The New Grand at Evansville,
Young man who has had experience in
Exchange wishes position in same capacity in contract to star for Famous Pleyersor around Albany, N. Y. M. L. M., clo Lasky. Miss Joyce's contract with will be thoroughly renovated and
WID'S DAILY.
Vitagraph does not expire until refurnished at the close of the season. New seats will be installed and
June 1920.
i 1 {
Operator wishes a position evenings
the lobby and front of the building
•nly. Reliable and can furnish references.
will be materially changed.

Central City, Neb.— The Auditorium
has been opened.

Can
operate spotlight. G. S., care WID'S
DAILY.

Atlantic City. N. J.— T
taken over by Stanley Cc
delphia.
Fire Causes Suit
Indianapolis — Universal FJ
has sued George Terrill, an ]
or at Crothersville, Ind., fj

damages as a result of the ■■]
tion of a print of "The Kais'l
Beast of Berlin." in a fire)
destroyed Terrill's theater, j

SHERRILLS NEW PRODUC1.il
"Once To Every Man"
I
has a unique Lobby Display trl
in keeping with this Gripping I tin
Interest story. Now on exhibit ill
our salesroom.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. T. I

Let Elias Do Your 11
FRANCISCO
ELLj

220 W. 42nd St. Phone Bryar 3S1
New York
COMPLETE

LINE OF

il

Supplies and Equipmfl
National
and and
SpeerThea'l
CiM
for Studio
MAZDA LAMPS

CHARLES

AL. hemdrickson
Charge d'Affairs

F. CAMf<
14W-3Ut

4
THE BEST PICTUR1

Piano player at liberty wants steady job.
last of references. Will go anywhere. D. T.
are of Wid's Daily.

VV

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE MISCELLANEOUS,
Two home projection machines. Never
been used. Use standard size film. Excellent
for home, school, or church. Regular price
$60.00. for sale $35.00.— J. W. A.— Wid's Daily.

Louisiana, Mo. — W. A. Bif
sumed control of the BurtjiJ

LITHOGRAPHING IC0RP.

<* 406
You cannot be successful as an
exhibitor
without
a liberal adver
tising policy — H.
hambra, Toledo.

C.

Horator,

Al-

THEY

WE/T

31 JT.

HAVE PROVED
SUPERIORITY.

^

THEIR

to make money.
Must have a perfect deve
negative

REX LABORATORY

(II)

has developed Harry Ke<|
negatives. Ask him and |
phone Tremont 1995 foil
particulars.

j^recockszed
Authority

ffBRADSTREET
IT FILHDOM
VII
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New Selling PI

"Music

March

Hath

Distributing
Plans of Soon.
"Big 4" to be
Announced
Very tired from a trip across
country, Hiram Abrams reached
New York yesterday morning. Eefore he took up the vast accumulation of telegrams and mail on his
desk, he said he wanted to go home,
and rest.
Plans for distribution of the productions of the "Eig 4" will be announced probably within a few
days. Pro luctions will be released
independently, however, and Abrams
admitted that "exhibitors will not
have to buy a Fairbanks to get a

lie new arrangements go into
t about May
1. Paul Brunet
ijhad the plan under considerafor some months, during which
he iias been perfecting
deder the new plan the Capelfcatures will be presented and
Pathe
specials,
the
Frank
pan productions, Fannie Warj.
[others to be added, will go out.
e first Capellani production 1o
ileased under the new plan will
ph,
with Creighton Hale
June Boy!"
Caprice.
No. 41

By Jack Alicoate
25,000 for an idea Some
iron men for a little idea.
You bet it is but just the
Fe that was the amount rely paid by a big corporation
one idea and its president
it was the best investment
((id
! ever made. Everyone has
eas but they mean nothing
llless developed. Our adverting and art department are
t»mposed of men with ideas,
fe'll welcome the fact that
|>ur early childhood was spent
! Missouri. If our ideas regter they are yours for the
king. If not, we'll do the
jrrying. Our time is valuable,
It not too valuable to match
;ainst your s — a n d — y our
lone is handy.

Abrams Back

Charms."

tpted by Pathe, Provides Special Feature Department.
Jcause of the increase in busiduri'ig the past year, Pathc
it necessary to enlarge
Belling organizatio 1, and to dill the ptesent sales department
1 two parts. Features will be
lulled by a special department
I salesmen under the
ilagenui t of Tom North. All
I subjects such as serials, comK Pathe News and Pathe ReI will be handled bv a special
« subject department which will
4de the present sales force, un| the management of W. S.
Isliiiu'. These departments will
iflnder the supervision of F. C.
ifnby. the present sales manager,
h usumes the title of director of

little Ad Talks

Price 5 cents

12, 1919

Churches Take Back Seat for Pictures
Interesting

Report

Made by Chicago
Professor
After Investigation.
(Special wire to WW'S DAILY)
tion pictures have on children. Of
Chicago — At the last meeting of
the Chicago censorship commission, 100,000 children tested, over 50 per
Prof. Ernest W. Burgess, teacher of cent were vitally affected by picture
sociology, University of Chicago, shows.
stated that in his opinion, based on
"Parents of today are confronted
an exhaustive study of the matter, with a different child welfare probthe church has taken a back seat
lem than that faced by our forefor motion pictures. Instead of the
fathers," declared Prof. Burgess.
church being the secondary influence "The average child is more influenced by the movie than by the
on the welfare of the youth of our
country, it has been relegated to church and it is the parents' duty
the fourth class. The three import- to see that children are kept from
ant influences, according to the pro- seeing harmful pictures."
fessor, are the home, the school,
Dr. Fred Z. Zapffee, a neuroloand tiie picture theater.
gist, was of the opinion that children should attend film performances
The professor's report was based
on observations made by 237 teacn- only once a week, and the shows
ers of the fourth, sixth, eighth and should not be longer than one hour
high school grades of the effect mo- and a half.

Chaplin, or anyone else."
Oscar A. Price will leave his post
with the government on the 15th
and is expected to come to New
York immediately, when conferences will be held and the actual
work of the new organization will
be planned. Mr. Abrams has not as
yet met Price. Offices will be established, and it is said they will be
located in the Fifth avenue section.
Abrams confirmed the fact that
the first of the releases would be a
Fairbanks, and that it would be in
readiness by the Fall. And he
smiled as he discussed some of the
many rumors that have been circulated regarding his connection with
the United Artists. With regard to
the rumor that he and Schulberg
represented Adolph Zukor. he
laughed. "That," he said, "is probably why we took the biggest stars
Paramount had away from them."
"We believe that the United Artists is the biggest thing that has
ever happened in the film business.
We knew it would be when we left
Paramount. This is sure," he added, "we rec gnize one thing absolutely, niat the exhibitor must make
money for the industry to work
out successfully. And we propose
to make money for the exhibitor.
That, in a nutshell, is the United
Artists' purpose."
Australia
Rid of
of Australasian
"Flu."
Millard
Johnson,
Films, Ltd., has received official
cables from Australia to the effect
that the "flu" ban has been removed
and that theaters are now open.
The houses in Sydney were opened
last week and in Melbourne this
week.
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Cuts and Flashes
1

It is reported that Johnny Dooley
will appear in a series of comedies.
Price 5 Cents

J. C. Shannon, reported as being
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New Circuit.
Chariton, Ta. — J. L. Adams, has
established the Southern Iowa Moving Picture circuit. He controls trie
bill posting rights and tliese theaters in these towns: Lincoln and
Iris, Chariton, Millard, Crcston,
Olympic, Knoxville, ana the New
theater, Leon. He has just bookeu
all the First National releases.
New Exchange.
Salt Lake City, Utah.— George
Mayne, manager of the American,
will start an exchange at 52 Exchange place, to be known as Super
Film Attractions, and will handle
state rights features in Utah, Idaho,
Nevada, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado and New Mexico.

Kate Price has been engaged to
furnish the comedy element in the new
Antonio Moreno-Carol H o 1 1 o w a y
serial.
J. Warren Kerrigan's latest, "The
Fnd of the Game" will be released
1 y Pathe March 24.
Aaron Jones expects to go to Los
Angeles on March 17 for two
weeks.
Stuart Paton and John B. Clymer
collaborated in writing the story for
Monroe Sa isbury's next Universal
Special, "The Great White Darkness." The story deals with life in
a North Woods lumber camp.

Aitken's Plans.
Harry Aitken is not ready tfl
nounce his plans for the futunH
will likely return to Europe i: Jk
early future and ;t is not un tfi
that he will produce while abi d|
Thomas

Doris Kenyon loves to buy things.
It doesn't much matter what she
buys so long as she can part with
her money. It was only through the
greatest strategy on the part ot
Theodore Dietrich, president of the
De Luxe Pictures that she was
saved from paying $.1000 for a cow
down in North Carolina recently,
because "it was such a beautiful
cow." But you know what they
say about an ill wind. Well — while
Mr. Dietrich was chasing the cow
and its owner away, Doris was left
alore with her pocket book, and a
mountaineer succeeded in selling
her a funny looking yellow stone
for $25. It was such a funny one
that Doris had it appraised by Tiffany's experts, who pronounced it
a rare water topaz and offered her
$250 for it. So Doris encouraged,
goes merrily on buying -things.

Vanderbilt's yacht, "Water Witch,"
she had the novel experience of
bein' escorted by forty aviators
who flew over the film party and
standing in their machines, saluted the
star.
Evidently the tales of the fabulous
sums paid to artists have invaded
the precincts of tfee southern darky.
Recently, while filming some scenes
in the cotton fields for Gladys Leslie's next picture "Miss Dulcie from
Dixie," a negro cotton picker refused a dollar to pose saying, "No
sah. You all make 'bout a hundred
dollars on ma pitcher, an' you only
pay me a dollar? No sah, I don'
pose for any such compensation."

Moore certainly has an admirer in Mrs. Horator, wife of Toledo's most prominent exhibitor.
When Tom was made a star, she
immediately requested her husband
I wonder if Professor Bruner of to sign for the series, and when
Kioto, Japan, knows how much Ruth "Just for Tonight" was shown she
Roland appreciates the image he sent sat up until 3 A.M. watching it run
her. She has named it Siko. While
in the sun or studio lights, Siko is off.She's a fan worth while.
just a dead image, but, oh. — listen to
Ruth. "In the realm of deep shadows
Victor Schertzinger, Dorothy
and shifting tones, with an accent of
-tor, sat at the studio
highlight, the image becomes an en- piano recently and composed a jazz
chanted object. I am able to travel
thousands of miles to the land of the number that has "caught on" so
lished. that shortly it will be pubcherry blossom, drifting dreamingly well
along a rainbow way of restful deThere's no ehd to the inspirations
around a studio.
Some image !
lights."
Some people think good pictures
Anna Lehr's ambition in life is to
are a matter of brainstorms, but
Theda Bara says she likes to restory writer and she's very
be
member her trip to Florida Cape busya short
studying psychology and human
we know they're a matter of head- where she
went for some scenes nature. So if she should look at you
aches. The Universal is a company
in "A Woman There Was." Besides with a vacant stare, remember that
that works for its money.
takin'
some
scenes
on William K. she's studying you.

says.

Again they are asking what : m
General?

Tom

and Byoir Back.

Carl Byoir, associate chairm ol
the Division of Films, Conirll
on Public Information, returnijl)
this country yesterday on the Ifatic. On the same hoat withjl
was L. R Thomas, of the ?1
American Film Co., Inc., whcj|
doing propaganda work fori
division in Holland and Belgiu ■
Hodkinson to Distribute Ar I
W. W
Hodkinson Corpoiiti
will distribute the new Artco :ia
of which Harry Raver is thcjJ
ducer. The first of these prji

tions with Leah Baird, "As al
Thinks" will be released next rjl
under the trade name
O'Brien

Select's

New

of "
St£

Eugene
O'Brien,
it is rep J
hasO'Brien
been signed
by Select.
is under
a four^jj

contract with Paramount whictj
gan last September* Paranra
Star."
however, has loaned O'Brien t9
lect.
At the Select o dices, it wa«
possible to secure any stated
owing to the absence of Levj
Selznick who is home with a >l
nor could O'Brien be reiched. \

OLD BILL ASKS:
sn't it a fact
that the stage plays
which have year runs
make you laugh and
cry, cry and laugh, Bing, f 1
like that?
And that this I
of heart grab has been fou I

DAILY

'athe'News
No.

Ethel

Clayton in

"PETlIGREW'S

CITY—
osa gives
wounded
parties
in and
about

never happen, it is all absolutely possible and it has
been so convincingly played without over-reaching at
any time, that I think it will register big with any
class 1 f audience.
The situation developed naturally around an orphan
pnva/e in a Long Island camp about ready to sail to
the (.rent War, and because of his lack of anyone to
wr te him a letter, and because he envies the boys who
have photos of their sweethearts and wives, we find him
buying a picture of a chorus girl just so he might have
a pretty face to look at.
Out of curiosity he goes to the theater, sits in the
first row, and stares so wildeyed at the girl that he
attracts her attention. Waiting at the stage door for
her, he gets away with an introduction and an invitation to have a sodie water, with the result that their
acquaintance continues and she, through the adoring
bashfulne=s_ of this regular boy, is brought to understand that it is all wrong for her to sell herself to a
nrllionaire idler as she had planned.
The return of the heroes from the war was very well
handled and in several places I am qu'te sure that there
will be many handkerchiefs working in your audience.
The scene where the chorus girl and the soldier boy
went to the church to spend their last five minutes
together, has a real wallop in it.
As to general production values, this is quite satisfactory without being elaborate. The back stage scenes
were very well handled, and t^e camp stuff was taken
in a real camp. Director Melford is deserving of particular credit for the exceptionally clever manner In
which he has matched in studio shots with real scenes
taken
in
beautifully. New York city. They certainly dovetail

GIRL"

Paramount
Famous Players-Lasky
DIRECTOR
George Melford
AUTHOR
Dana Burnett
SCENARIO BY
(DON
KNGLAND—
Will
M. Ritr.hey
W KinK and Queen ride to Parliament CAMERAMAN
Paul P. Perry
new session.
AS A WHOLE
.. Little gem of characterizaSI AN A MO,camerman
CUBA— with the Atlantic
tion study that will win any audience because
of human touches.
interesting scenes.
STORY
Very slender but provided char■fcNGEL, RUSSIA—
acterization opportunity that was truly endoughboys
in the new retertaining.
ft of North

soldiers
the Big

Russia.

DIRECTION

M ORLEANS,
LA —
P. Mardi Gras
II, N. J.—
I
':ige bombing plane is wrecked
ie\on uHicers have a narrow escape.
1MB0AT
ui world's

SPRINGS,
COL.—
records are beaten

in

high

llBert Green.

o day
Publicity

Wisely
concentrated
0:1
human touches, centering attention by closeups of Miss Clayton and Monte Blue.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally good but not
exceptional.
LIGHTINGS
Gocd, except a trifle contrasty
at times.
CAMERA WORK
Averaged very well.
STAR
Gave just the right shadings to characterization to give sympathetic scenes real
wallop.
SUPPORT

Blue shared honors with star;
others satisfactory.
EXTERIORS
Registered atmosphere nicely; matching of studio stuff with real New
York scenes best have ever seen.
INTERIORS
Good musical comedy atmosphere; generally pleasing.
DETAIL
Many good little touches registered with a bang.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Delightful; had
no "poipers", no willun, no meller; just likeable human folks.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
.... About 4,600 feet.

Charles Gerard did the millionaire idler nicely and I
want to thank whoever is responsible for keeping him
from becoming a willun.
In one or two places, as for instance when the
soldier boy first met the chorus girl, the titles didn't
exactl}' seem to meet the action, but these did not jar,
enough to offend particularly.
Someone should speak to the technical staff tor
lettering a book store with the word stationery spelled
"stationary."

icago — Harry
Rlice, a former
ber of the Chicago
American
Say, tell the world about this little picture.
It ain't
has accepted the position of got no meller, no willun, no "poipers" or nothing o'
city and advertising
manager them there things, but boy, it has got kick.
The story is really not a story, it is just a little
he Universal
exchange.
Mr.
c| succeeds Irving Mack, who has character study but it holds you every minute because
i, into the advertising business vou are thoroughly interested in the unusual adventure of Private Pettigrew.
a extensive scale.
While many folks might think that this story couid
n

Explosion
Causes
ment.

12, iqiq

Delightful Human Character Studies Make This Great Entertainment

22

RK

Wednesday, March

Excite-

Make a Noise About This.

Special to WW'S DAILY)
l Icago — A bomb exploded in the
: ray of the Dante
theater, at
ifted and Taylor
streets about

It is Truly a Little Winner

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.

'clock last Saturday night.
■; the several hundreds of patThis isofnot
a big spec'al
feature,
but step
it certainly
1 in the picture theater into a a whale
a program
subject.
You can
right outis
t . Several women and children
and make a lot of fuss about what a pleasing little
) bruised in the stampede from production this is, and I would lay stress upon the
i beater. The theater was slightthere is no willun, no "poipers," no melop xnaged. The police believe the fact that
drama, just a lot of delightful human stuff having to
c was aimed at an Italian grocdo with one of Uncle Sam's boys and a chorus girl.
1 xt door to the house.
Yoti can emphasize the fact that it 's about the best
story that Ethel Clayton has had in a long time, and
,1 would play up the presence of Monte Blue by using
a cut of this youngster with the caption underneath:
"This is Pettigrew. You'll like him. He and his girl
are sure to win you."
VENUE I TLj NEW 1DRK CITY ^e>

You might go after this along this l'ne: "Did you
think chorus girls are terrible vamps? See 'Pettigrew's
Girl'. It will tickle you and give you a few little heart
jumps
the same
time." like this : "Do you think all
You atmight
use lines
chorus girls are terrible vamps? Then see "Tettigrew's
Girl' and realize that some of them are human."
As program stuff runs, I would say that this is
about 95 to 100 per cent, counting the average program production at about 40, and it is only about once
in 50 that we find a film that really rings true all the
way and is as genuinely entertaining as this one.

IP

Sky
"The Washington
Patrol" puts your audience on the seat of a
mili$ary "s tunt" plane.

FRANCE
PARIS

AMERICA

CORPORATION

DIVISION

FILMS
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220 WEST 42nd ST.
NEW YORK
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KINOGRAMS
JOHN BARLEYCORN DROWNS— Thirtyfive thousand dollars worth of liquor, smuggreat expense, in vioIndiana
gledlationintoof the
state atdry law, is dumped
into
"WOMAN IS PEACE leader,
DELEGATE.-Miss
leaves tor
Mary Anderson, labor
laFrance to represent American women Only
the Peace Conference.—
borers
at
woman
to attend conferencee.
AssociaMEET.—
FIDDLERS
OLD TIMEconventio
n at soldiers home in
tion holds
Atlanta, Ga.— Entertain Confederate veterans
dances of
and heel-and-toe
quadrille
with

"cARUSO
MARRIES
HIS WIFE.—
Notedof
singer
remarries
to comply
with rule
Catholic church.— Major La Guardia, congressman aviator who received medals for
heroism in Italy, weds.
MARDI GRAS CHEERS CITY— After four
years of sorrow, the old French quarter of
New Orleans lifts veil of mourning and
little children laugh and dance once more.

DISTRIBUTED
BY
WORLD
PICTURES.

CLASSIFIED.
The classified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt want. It is the market
place when buyer and seller — employer
»nd employee or the small advertiser
can put his story before practically
■every live exhibitor in the country
every day in the year, at nominal cost.
Rate" 50c per line.

HELP
Organist — Pianist
ihows a day, good
reference, how long
and salary desired.

Cash with order.

WANTED.
who will play three
pay to right man. Give
you worked in last place
S. R., WID'S DAILY.

Operator who is familiar with Powers
machine and willing to be general handy
man
around the theater. E. E. K., WID'S
DAILY.
Organist with Al reference who can oper»te Austin organ. Will make right terms for
ri«ht
DAILY. man. O. B. S., Box 189 WID'S

POSITION

WANTED.

Young man who has had experience in
Exchange wishes position in same capacity in
or around Albany, N. Y. M. L. M.t clo
WID'S DAILY.
Operator wishes a position evenings
•nly. Reliable and can furnish references.
Can
operate spotlight. G. S., care WID'S
DAILY.
Piano player at liberty wants steady job.
Bast of references. Will go anywhara. D. T.
•are of Wid's Daily.

HOUSE CHANGIj

Putting It Over

More
"Money well

Here is how a I rothei
iter puy t his show
along
over.

exhibSend
our ideas.
e other
know
how Let th cleaned

Praise
spent — Wid's is

Call Report False

Exporters well versed in Australian affairs said yesterday that the
report recently publ-shed here to
the effect that all American manufacturers were to be kept out of
pushed in. "And all I did was to Australia wasi an e/fror (of cable
get out some heralds and put an ad transmission. The report, if true,
would have the effect of keeping
in the paper,-' he said.
out among other commodities, 10,ooo.ooo
nually. feet ot American film anOmaha, Neb. — Director Harry
Silverman ot the big orchastra at
Millard Johnson of Australasian
the Strand was at his best in fur- Films, Ltd., who exports about 70
per cent of the film to the Comnish'ng the music for "Fatty" Armonwealth, said his company, since
buckle in "Love." Chickens crowed it did propaganda work for the
cows mooed, and water splashed on Government, would know if such
occasion. When Fatty kissed the an embargo had been passed. Mr.
hem of his lost sweetheart's wed- Johnson said that other Australian
ding garment, a long-drawn-out exporters had received no inkling
kiss sounded from the orchestra of the move.
pit. The comedy drew crowds and
The report probably originated
lots of laiughter; and the music
over the embargo on aniline dyes
helped wonderfully, according to passed by the Commonwealth govManager Stolte.
ernment, said Johnson.
Exporters say if such a move had
b°en taken, English production
"Abe Martin" to Universal.
would not be sufficient to supply
Arrangements have been com- the Australian demand. In fact,
pleted with Kin Hubbard, creator one exporter said that English films
of the "Abe Martin" stories and are being used there now in addisketches, for the contributing of
tion to the vast amount of Ameribits of his wit to the New Screen
can films
Magazine being issued by Universal.
At the British Consulate it was
Mr. Hubbard, an adopted Hoosier, slated that in an effort to ascertain
has made his "Abe Martin" stories the accuracy of the reported emin several hundred newspapers, one
bargo, a cable had been sent to
of the niost interesting features of Australia; that the Consulate knew
these publications.
nothing officially of the purported
action, and that no reply had as
yet been received to the cable.
"The Better 'Ole."
This week "The Better 'Ole" is
Ready for Hearing.
playing at the 8ist Street Theater.
Manager Shakman, talking of the
(Special wire to WID'S DAILY)
business being done, declared fat
Albany — Many
important
film
the crowds attending on Monday men are here to attend the hearing
Committee
were far better than the usual Mon- before the Joint Codes
day attendance; and this, despite omorro wafternoon.
that his clientele as a rule did not
care to see productions of the
"The White Heather."
dramatic stage, presentation of
Hiller & W-lk, who have charge
which had occurred in New York.
of sales for Maurice Tcurneur pro"They prefer, evidently, to see the
ductions, announces that this proplavs rather than the pictures," he
duction will be state righted. In
said.
yesterday's issue it was reported
that Paramount would probably sesure the feature.

Outfit

A

Good pictures and longer runs
FOR SALE MISCELLANEOUS.
will eventually solve the problems
Two home projection machines. Never for exhibitor and producer — why
been used. Use standard size film. Excellent
for home, school, or church.
Regular price not now? — E. Mandelbaum, Loew's
|60.oo. for sale $35.00.— J. w. A.— Wid's Daily. Stillman, Cleveland.

w

MADE

LITHOGRAPHING fCORR

40 6 WE/T
A.c\G
wc rx

31
si II.
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TO PLEASE
THE
INATING.

Pa. — The

Orpheum 1

Evansville, Ind. — William Casevl
prietor of the Royal, has lease I
Alhambra for 8 years.

Exporters Think Embargo on Australasian Films a Mistake.

FOR SALE.

Carlisle,

hejoperated by W. Cooper.
Heading, Pa. — Katherine Kani{3
controls Gem in Spring City.

invaluable."
Sig.) C. M. Waterbury,
Chippewa Theat. Co.
Chippewa Falls, Wis.

up.
fellow

Stanton, Neb.— When E. J. Kramer of the Rialto showedyou"Shoulder
0lGIRLdayWOULD OUST BURLESON—
Miss Julia O'Connor, president of Boston Arms" here last week, the crowd
"Hello Girls," is greeted in Washington by
labor leaders as move is launched to have rushed into his house in such massTI S. give up wire control.
es that the front windows were
TRAIN TROOPS DURING TRUCE.-Pick
of Italian army keeps in condition during
time of armistice by daily training near
enemy's border while waiting signing of
formal peace treaty.
FOR DRY PERIOD.— CaliforPREPARE
nia fruit growers, expecting orange juice
to supplant whisky after July 1, clear out
walnut groves to make room for new orange
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DISCRIM-

THE UNPARDONABLE SIN
Harry Starring
Garson'sBlanche
Big Production
Sweet
Will have a lobby display that si
reflect Neilan's
masterful
directi
which
will individualize both st
andOn star.
exhibition very shortly at
salesroom.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

The God of Mirth says,For Live Exchange Mei
to write for informatio:
as to release date, star;
etc.
Photoplay Trading Co
Photoplays
729 financed
7th Ave.
and exploited in all market

Dryant 7392

broda $ Meye

Hand Painted Td
Illustrations >-Photograf
220 ^est 425^ St;
Room Q004
Me-*? York, <
THE BEST PICTURE!
to make money.

Must have a perfect develol'
negative
REX LABORATORY (IN(
has developed Lyman Bi-J
ning's negatives. Ask i 1
and then phone Trem'ti
1995 for full particulars.

0REIGN

FILM TITLES

AS
B£l
FRANCISCOAre ELITHE
220 West 42nd Street, New Y.
Phone: "Bryant 9351

j&recoohized

fcBftADSTREET
f FILMDOM

YIT

Thursdays,

\'o. 69

Big Gathering
.wbled
.inday

to Hear
Discussion
on
Opening
Before State
Legislature.
trial wire to WW'S DAILY)
an)- — Many
important film men
j red before the Joint Codes Comyesterday to present arguments
g why legislation should be
I that would legalize Sunday
I New York State.
l'v S. Cohen headed the Ex' League
delegation
and many
Blown
film men
were there
with
attorneys.
committee took no action alould
be discerned
that
flers of the Committee were either
mpathy
with
having
Sunday
or letting each community depether or not it wanted shows
Sabbath.
Selig Busy on Serial.
William
N. Selig is now in
Ifcngeles supervising the makthe new animal serial with
1 Hansen
and Irving Cumcalled
"The
Lost
City
Anfel
is directing.
Eight'"'
cs have
been finished
and
move are coming,
ort and
Import
Film
Co.,
llready contracted for the forlts. The serial will be soid
itically on the state right plan.
No. 42

We Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
USINESS
is booming
everywhere. Never in the
history of our country
I has
the
future
been
■iter.
Big things will be
fomplished
in the coming
ir and our great industry has
taonderful future before it
Aney conditions are looserup. The public is buying
:ks. They are buying on a
ig market. Efficient advertg never afforded more ;n
I way of results.
WID'S
IILY is growing in popular
with every new day. Tt is
ig. Include WID'S DAILY
^rour advertising appropriaBuy on a rising market.
tjiays.

Authority

More

March

Praise

Enclosed please find check for
$10 for one years' subscription.
Sure would be lonesome without
the daily.
Yours truly,
(Sig.) Walter M. Huffman, Mgr.
Bijou Theater,
Orange, N. J.
Car Strike Hits Jersey Towns.
Reports availabl . at the hour of
going to press indicated that btts"ness has been affected by the strike
of motormen and conductors on the
lines
of the Public Service Ra'lways
Co

Newark, Hackensack, Jersev City.
Bayonne, Fassaic, Flizabeth and a I
through northern New Jersey practically no cars were running and
business was affected in the theaters.

SUNDAY SHOWS
AND CENSORSHIP
New Censor.
Philadelphia— Harry L. Knapp, dramatic critic of the Inquirer, has been
named chairman of the Pennsylvania
Board of Censors, succeeding Frank
R. Shattuck, who, as noted, died recently.
Up Again in Connecticut.
Hartford, Ct— The movement to
legalize Sunday moving picture shows
in Connecticut seems likely to come
before the General Assembly again
by means
of a substitutemade
bill," by
according to an announcement
Senator Klett of the judiciary committee, which reported unfavorably on
the bill previously prepared.

Price 5 cents

13, 1 9 1 9

Famous
Players in Big Deal With
International—Five Million Involved
Allan Dwan, Robert Leonard and Probably Marshall Neilan to Direct
Specials for "Cosmopolitan Productions" — News Reels and
Hearst Comedy Cartcons Not in Deal.
Announcement was made yesterday of a deal between
William R. Hearst and Adolph Zukor by which Hearst, under
the name of "Cosmopolitan Productions" will produce nine
specials and two spectacles this year, to be released by Famous
lJlayers-Lasky. International Film, of which C. F. Zittel is president, will make the productions. Over $5,000,000 is said to be
involved in the deal.
New

Comedies.

Mark M. Dintenfass will shortly isle a series of two reel comedies.
"Griff" Here
Next
Month.
David Work Griffith is expected
here next month to complete arrangements for the season of repertory of
his productions.
On Location.
The Warner company producing the
new Gerard story is working at Laddin Rock Farm, near Stamford, Conn.
William Nigh directing.
Unger on Graft Case.
Albert B. Unger, assistant district
attorney, is now active in pushing
the graft proceedings against the
Fire Department. Lie promises
some developments next week.

Chaplins Sold in Far East.
William M. Vogel who handles the
foreign market for the First National
Refuses to Pay Fine.
Ohaplins has received word from
Bristow, Okla.— C. W. Griffin, De Geoffrey Nye, who left New York in
Luxe, who refused to pay a fine for December that the comedies have been
ppening on Sunday, was sustained in sold for China and the Philippines.
his contention by the Mayor, who said Mr. Nye is now on the way to Singaie
doubted the validity of the Sunday
pore and India.
ordinance.

In making the announcement
Zittc! said: "The specials produced
by us and distributed through
Famous Players-Lasky will be
known as 'The Cosmopolitan Productions.' This year we will produce nine feature pictures and 1 ossibly two spectacles. Next year and
the years thereafter wc will produce
12 feature pictures and possibly 3
spectacles. The sp?ctacles, which
we contemplate, will set a new record in that phase of the industry
and will consist of from eight to
twelve reels. The big production
will be the presentation of The
Dark Star' by Robert W. Chamber-.
We have leased the entire Paragon
Studios in New Jersey for the taking of this pxture and the 75
sp daily built sets required for this
production will be constructed 01
the three great stages of the studio,
Allan Dwan, recognized as cne of
the big directors of the industry,
will have charge of the production.
"We have also taken an entire
flc r of the Biograph Studios, where
Robert E. Leonard will start another
big production April 1.
"On June 1, ore of the best-known
directors in the United States will
join us. I cannot mention his name
at present as I do not wish to have
his present duties invite complications. His name, however, is a

Wolper Off for Coast.
Isaac Wolper, president of Mayflower
Film Corp., left yesterday for the synonym
for greatness."
This director
in all probability is
Coast where he will complete arrange- Marshal Neilan.
ments with two new directors. Mr.
"The Cosmopolitan Productions
Wolper upon signing these two will
way conflict with our trithen have four producers with him. will in no
weekly news reel, released under
He will also secure a studio to house
t' » independent titles of Heirshis four companies.
George Loane Tucker, the first of News, International News and UnibyThis
legalization."
versal Current events, and released
was the conviction voiced by the Mayflower directors to be enRev. Francis J. Burns at the open
by
Universal
or with the "Shennanas noted, has finished "The
{Continued
page 2)
forum meeting of the Women's Miracle gaged,
"Happyon Llooligan,"
and
Man." It goes through Art- igan Kids,"
Welfare league.
craft as a special.

Up to the Public.
St. Paul — "A drastic censorship of
moving pictures will not lift the
moral standard of film productions
unless people express their wish for
higher standards. People are not
made good by laws, and the photodrama cannot be effectively purged
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Clyde Bruckman who writes
ball stories for the Saturday Evening Post, has been appointed special
sub-title writer for the Lyons-Moran star comedies.
J. Warren Kerrigan's latest picture "The End of the Game'' will
be released by Hodkinson, Marc'.i
24,
and not by f'athe as stated yesterday.

-

DAILY

Earl Williams will appear in ''The
Usurper" frr Vitagraph, in which
Nat Goodwin played some years
ago. Lo-ise Lovely will play opposite him and James Young will
direct.
t'athe will release, "The Unknown
Love." with Dolores Cassinelli and
E. K. Lincoln, on April 27..

R. W. Holman, formerly with the
Wall Street Journal and later in the
Muriel Ostriche, World Film, Navy is now assisting in the publicity
and her publicity director, Regina
B. Kruh, are making a trip through work at McClure's.
New England where Miss Ostriche
will make personal appearances at
J. Frank Brockliss will handle forthe leading theaters.
productions.
eign rights to the Artco "Four Star"

Hearing

a

lot

about

Tri

proposed production plans L

Deal With Fairuis

Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Cal lender BIdg., Telephone Broadway 383.
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank BIdg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone,
Hollywood
1603.

( Coiltinucd from page 1
"Silk Hat Harry" cartoon, r

Garrett in Miami.
Sidney
Garrett, president
of J.
Frank Brockliss has left for a trip
to Miami, of four weeks' -duration.
It is purely a pleasure trip.

by InEducational,"
commenting continued
on the cc

Held for Alleged Misrepresentation.
Chicago — Walter L. Herdien,
former president of tne American
Commercial Film Co., of Delaware,
Priscilla Dean states that she
now defunct, was held to the grand she wants to play a Sunday school
jury in bonds of $2,500 on a charge teacher interested in charity or
of operating a confidence game, by somethin'. She's afraid the public
Judge Frank Graham, March 8.
Herdien, who resides on Kenmorc is gettin' a wrong impression from
her wild sent
pictures.
Theresponsible.
followin'
avenue, was accused by E. W. Gers- limerick
to her is
tel, of Calumet avenue, of misrep- There
was
a young
star
named
resenting the assets of the film comPriscilla
pany at the time of the sale of Who
at home
was
as sweet
as
$1,000 worth of stock to Gerstel.
vanilla
But you never can tell
For she acted like ****
When
she
played
in a cinema
thrilla.
Mabel Normand couldn't bear
pumpkin until just recently. While
filmin' "Sis Hopkins'' her director,
Clarence Badger, ordered her to
sprawl head over heels in a grove
of big pumpkins. Mabel did as she
was loll and landed squarely in the
center of an overly ripe pumpkin,
the juice sprinklin' her face.
Her friends say she ate pumpkin
pie for her dinner that night for the
first time.

Ray — Ray — Ray— The critics have
just discovered Priscilla Dean which
puts them only a year behind the
public. Cheer up, fellows — go see —
"The Wicked Darling."

According to the Vitagraph correspondent with Antonio Moreno and
Carol Hollaway at Truckee Cal. the
weather up there is a bit chilly. He
says "Only a Perry or a Stefansson
would feel at home here. One's
thoughts freeze on their way from the
brain to the writing paper, ink must
be carried in a heated thermos bottle, a blow torch must be applied to
the face after shaving to remove
frozen soap, and an ice pick used in
turning the pages of a book."
Now won't you appreciate steam
heat?

Peggy
she'swild
going
to
have
a lotHyland
of fun thinks
shooting
geese
on the Santa Cruz islands and she has
packed her shot gun in her trunk. But
we are confidentially informed by her
director, Lynn Reynolds, that the
shot gun is booked to disappear mysteriously— until after Peggy herself
is shot in the more important scenes.
If Mrs. Stccker wasn't the wife of
Universal's animal trainer, we doubt
that she could stand so calmly by
while an orang-outang pulls a blanket from the crib of her five months
old baby.

tion, Adolph Zukor said: "r*
ly, I am very much satisfied t
that Mr. Hearst not only ca
lisli the works of our most/
authors, but also can put the
pictures. This meets a put
mand. It makes possible tl
ducing of pictures that couh
only with the aid of Mr. He.
know that tb° efforts Mr.
will make will spare no expi
make pictures worthy of the 1
and worthy of their stories,
glad, not alone from the stai
of business, but for many
reasons that mean the uplif
the film business as never
that we have the distribut
"THE
these pictures — and I am re
say I am conHdent we can do

the undertaking."
One of the most important
of the big deal is that the
organization will be able t<
authors and writers und
Triangle publicity is loud in praise upon
tract with the various Hear:
of Hazel Daly's work in "A Wild lications, and in addition to h
Goose Chase". They say that in publicity obtainable throug
Margaret Sherwood she depicts truth- Hearst publications, the circ
fully a "woman all alone who has to of which is faid to reach a >
of the population of this coin
fight
her are
ownmany
battles".
There
doing that.
Fay Tincher
playing
"heavies"
at
Universal
City says
she just
loves to
part happy couples
on the screen.
Well, that's different.

to

BETTER OLE

There's a new grave in Mixville
that causes genuine grief to Tom Mix. OLD BILL ASKS:
His faithful horse "Old Blue" is dead. sn't it a fact
After serving Tom in many of his
that the stage plays
dare-devil
rides about
in pictures,
was
pensioned
a year"Old
ago.Blue"
He
broke his leg recently and had to be which have year runs
chloroformed. Tom cried like a baby

make you laugh and
cry, cry and laugh, Bing, ill
And that thi: ril
'Tis whispered that Charlie Chaplin like that?
no longer frequents the Vernon Coun- of heart grab has been fo id
and
wouldn't
at him."
is buried
in a look
corner
of the "Old
ranch.Blue"

try Club and that he meets all admiring feminine glances with a "don't

see you look".

right in my fill — lum an<th
that's why the reviewed-

DAILY

Outing - Chester
Pictures
•distinction

to

any

program.

latiire — Human Nature —
Good Nature
rom

Scale< to Antlers."
"Teddy Birds."
Ulahooing
on tl'e Anarika."
-, More Maids and Mermaids."
ioio-Serics of 52 pictures
released weekly.
For ful; particulars write

C. L. CHESTER
^cst 41st St.

Xew York City

N THE COURTS
[fe Appellate Term of the SuCourt has denied an applicay Bert Levy and Sidney Ol^or permission to appeal to the
illate Division of the Supreme
it from the decision of the Aplj:e Term letting; aside four
jients for $1,500 each they got
list the World Film Corp., ror
•onver^ion of films. The plaintly that the judgments were reSd on the ground that the films
rrcrrly lost and that during
rial the defendant offered to
\k them, but they declare there
sio attempt to return the negaat any tirve and no evidence
Render at the trial. They think
rdict of the jury in their favor
iti be upheld.
icord, Mass;. — 'Captain David
has brought action against the
ijhester Amusement Co., and at1 both theaters now under
by that company in Concord,
ling that the leases have been
In.
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Meller

Farce

That

Misses

Bryant Washburn

"SOMETHING

Thursday, March

Sadly Will Hardly
Average
Fan

in

Make

Good

13, r < > 1 «>

With

It is a bit difficult to believe whether they were
trying to make this a fast-moving fare- or a melodrama with comedy touches.
As it stands, I would say that the farce is ralhcr
meller and the meller rather funny. The plot hinges
around the "poipers" and the last portion of the offering was a wild scries of battles and chases resulting from the theft by the hero of the sate in
re;:osed the docume t proving that the bu lcsque
willuness had paid blackmail to the keeper of an asyli m who was illegally holding the rightful owner of
estate, being used by the willuness, this rightful owner being the aged father of friend shero.
They started this off with the delightful 200 feet
showing Bryant Washburn as a very tired young
idler and then we found his valet masquerading at the
home of the willuness where was also the aforementioned shero, daughter of the man held prisoner in the
asylum.
Stirred up by a doctor who tried to give him a beating, our young hero discovered his servant's masquerading and decided to do a bit of it himself. This brought
him into the shero's home, with the result that he
helped her steal the safe which contained the "poipers. '
Things happened in a manner that will cause most
members of the average audience to groan. Whenever
a character was needed to blow in on some particular
scene, in he blew. The titles were pa nfully mechanical and stilted and the attempts to gain laughs by this
use of comedy stuff in the titles missed fire invariably
becuse it was so noticeably forced.
Miss Anna Little as the shero and Mr. Washburn
as the hero had little to do but stick round and go
through the motions. Charles Gerard was the masquerading servant and Adele Farrington the burlesque
willuness.

TO DO"

Famous Players-Lasky — Paramount.
DIRECTOR
Donald Crisp
\UTHOR
Maxmillian
Foster
SCENARIO BY
Will Ritchey
ART DIRECTOR
Wilfred Buckland
CAMERAMAN
C. Edgar Schoenbaum
AS A WHOLE
Meller farce that missed
decidedly most all the way.
STORY
Painfully convenient plot of masquerading servants, scheming willuness and
fight for "poipers."
DIRECTION
Paid too much attention to
action and too little to characterizations.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Just good; varied decidedly.
LIGHTINGSordinary.
Few
very good;
generally
CAMERA WORK
Not good as a whole.
STAR
200 feet. Had "walk through" part after first
SUPPORT
Types all right but action situations made them overplay.
EXTERIORS
A few beautiful shots; generally ordinary.
INTERIORS
Just acceptable; composition
not particularly good
DETAIL
Painfully convenient happenings
marred continuity.
Titles too explanatory.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Not objectionable.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION .... About 4,600 feet.
This smarted off beautifully, with Bryant Washburn
presented in what looked like a great characterisation
part. He was registered as an extreme example of the
idle rich, very much like George M. Cohan's character
in his new show, "A Prince There Was."
Unfortunately, however, the plot of this was a painful mixture of rap'd fire action meller and farce that
bordered en burlesque, with the result that the comedy
attempts missed fire because the players moved about
too much, and the melodramatic incidents failed utterly to convince as anything nearly real, because the
situations were of the ''just happened" type witho'it
anything in either the playing or the treatment to make
it convince.

I'll say our shero was some little detective who so
suddenly and nonchalantly discovered the valet was
masquerading. There was no indication of how she
discovered this, unless she was a sure 'miff reader of
character.
I'm afraid from an entertainment viewpoint this will
be considered quite bla-a-a-a-a by the average intelligent fan, although it may get by because it keeps
mov'ng after it goes wrong.

Duck It if You Can or Kid It in the Ads.
B^x Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
I can't see this particularly, unless it may sneal;
through with the ga g that just drop into your house
for "something to do." The sugges^'on of the title
and the idea of waking up a young idler was not well
developed in the treatment, so that you can't conscientiously ca'l this anything but a melodrama farce, and
certa:nly, unless you must shoot it, I would put it on
the shelf.
If you must nlay this, I would go very easy about
promis'ng anything except that tlvs is a wild story of
the adventures of a Wealthy idlet who suddenly discovered that he was almost dead because he had l^een
sitting still too long.
It would be decidedly advisable for you to kid this
in your advertising
explaining
that it has a w ll'.'n.

"poiper-s," a scheming adventuress an' everything, as
well as a pretty shero and a liveable hero. You might
suggest that they come in and laugh at the adventures
of the hero idler who joined a crew of servants masquerading as noblemen at an "almost society" reception.
The fans who have come to expect Washburn in a
quiet character study will probably be disappointed
in this unless you make it clear that this is a melodramatic farce.
As a comedy angle in your advertising, you might
play up one idea used in the plot, that being "Can you
nrove that you're not insane? Are you sure you can?
See Bryant Washburn in 'Something To Do'."

NEV/KORKCITY-

[ Intimate shots of half-dozen big stars. "The
j'hotoplay Magazine
j»creen Supplement."
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Falls City, Neb,
ed the Empress.
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send

House Changei

John Mullen open-

Pittsburgh, Pa. — Benjamin A
sky is now manager of the Ga

Philadelphia, Pa.— The new C
is has opened its doors again unde;
agement
of J. Sullivan.
along your ideas. Let the other
Auburn, N. Y. — Regent formerly the
fellow know how you cleaned
Philadelphia, Pa. — Tivoli no
Cornell in Green street, has opened,
up.
trols BelleVue on Front stre>
period of five years.
Plattsburg, N. Y. — The Colonial on
Bridge
Easton,street is to be rebuilt.
Salt
Lake
City.
Utah.-M
Dallas, Tex. — The "never-go-to-a
Pa. — The
Star
has
been "Virtuous Wives," Hippodron'r
movie" crowd of Dallas had their line
opened
under the manageme
up broken by Hal Norfleet of the Hip
George W. Dwyer.
when he put on "The Fighting Roose- opened.
From Neck Up.
First he got the Public Library to
TOURNEUR
MADE
WOMAN
"Why don't you run more educaannounce that a complete list of the
tional pictures?" demanded the club
Our work reflected the spirit of
Colonel's
literary
works
were
availvelts" able. Then he secured co-operation lady with cultured spectacles. "You
and we made the LOBBY DISPL :
lave an hour of drama and a half
great
the endorses
state
from the schools, and arranged a con- hour of comedy and only fifteen
buyers director
in every and
instance
i:
claim.
test for the best essay on the Colonel's minutes of scenic and travel picTaylor Holmes
life. This prompted an interest which
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
Star
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.
the pupils discussed at home.
Hugo Riesenfeld drummed on h:s
"I figured," said Norfleet, "that not desk with his long musical ringers
of the Latest
one of these pupils would fail to re- and looked thoughtful.
Triangle Special
spond to my newspaper advertisements
"Madame — I— 'er — fifteen minutes
tures."
of the fact that the production por- out
of 'two hours is about all the Announce Your Future Fein
trayed
his
life
and
activities.
They
f>
would surely want to see how near- public wants from the neck up."
on Film Instead of Slid*
ly their versions of his life, as related
Looks Like War.
in their essays, conformed to the
Introduce your programs wri
The calm at Metro was disturbed
CLASSIFIED.
screen
Localversion."
chapters of the Red Cross yesterday when it was learned that the house leaders Your screen itfJ
iield meetings the week preceding the National Guard units had been order- afford to be without one. 0
ed to hold themselves in readiness to trailers are active as well as a sti
The classified columns of WID S opening at the Hippodrome. The executive head of each chapter had been go to Buffalo where reported Bolshe- Price list available.
all a long felt want. It is the market
employer notified of the forthcoming presentation, viki are supposed to be at work. Jack
♦uace when buyer and seller—
Write to -day
+ad employee or the small advertiser md of the fact that Colonel Roose- Meador and Arthur James are both
ly
practical
before
story
velt virtually had willed 'his share of officers in the Machine Gun Comuin put his
pany of the new Seventh Regiment.
every live exhibitor in the country the profits, until all men in Service
DANIEL'S STUDIOS, 1
cost. had been returned to their homes, to
every day in the year, at nominal
the Red Cross. There was not a
Room 317-318
220 W. 4 M
Another?
Kate 5'>c per line. Cash with order.
New York
chapter meeting at which a speech was
HELP WANTED.
not made announcing- this fact, and
(Special wire to WID'S DAILY)
members were urged to attend, both in
Chicago — Norma Cook, whose
Organist^Pianist who will play three
support
of
the
Red
Cross
pledge,
and
father was convicted of killing
ihows a day, good pay to right man. Give
reference, how long you worked in last place out of respect to the former President. "Billy" Bradway, at a sensational
Let Elias Do Your Ti:s
This carried the news into more trial here this week, has decided to
S. R.. WID'S DAILY.
and salary desired.
Operator who is familiar with Powers homes. Dallas became genuinely inFRANCISCO
ELLA
machine and willing to be general handy terested.
enter
pictures
it
is
said.
Miss
Cook's
testimony was supposed to be for
man around the theater. E. E. K., W1DVS
DAILY.
The announcement was conveyed to the state, but it proved an aid in
220 W. 42nd St. Phone Bryant it
the Red Cross auxiliaries in all of the saving the slayer of her aged sweetOrganist with Al reference who can operheart from the gallows. She will
New York
ate Austin organ. Will make right terms for Dallas clubs, including the most exTight man. O. B. S., Box 189 WID'S
clusive of the women's organizations, go to New York, she says, where
DAILY.
into the public schools and private she hopes to get an engagement.
schools and many of the industrial
POSITION
WANTED.
concerns where the Red Cross 'has
Gourdeau Due Here.
COMPLETE LINE OF
other
auxiliaries.
Young man who has had experience in
Exchange wishes position in same capacity in
So, Norfleet struck directly at the
J. E. Gourdeau, Far Eastern repSupplies
and Equipme
or around Albany, N. Y. M. L. M., c|o class who had rarely, if ever, patronresentative for Australasian Films,
for Studio and Theatij
WID'S DAILY.
ized motion pictures, and he won them Ltd., has arrived in San Francisco
Operator wishes a position evenines it.
over. Wbrd-of-mouth advertising did from Singapore. He is due in New
National MAZDA
and Speer
LAMPS Cani
•illy. Reliable and can furnish references.
York the end of the week. As
Can
operate spotlight. G. S., care WID'S
OAILY.
noted, Mr. Gourdeau will make ar- CHARLES
CAMPi2
AL-SDd-AC^ON F.14W-3
1st<N
POSITION WANTED— Operator, with lirangements to Far
ship East.
new prints
or"
subjects to the
He will
cense, at present engaged, wishes connection with house doing business in South
make his headquarters in the AusAmerica, where his knowledge of this marBuilding. tralasian offices in the Godfrey
ket can be utilized. Address Box J. A.,
O'Neil,
Neb.— Frank
planning picture theater.

Campbell

"IT'S A BEAR

this office.

TO

RENT

WANTED
TO RENT— Sma
cutting room must be
anent. Box 200, c|o "Wid

THE BEST
to make PICTURE*
money.

projection and
able and perm-

An exhibitor should not try to
bargain on pictures. It doesn't pay.
If
a manager knows his business
FOR SALE.Daily."
and is on the job as he should be,
he will make money by his presenFOR SALE MI«CEI LANEOTJS.
tation of subjects and not rely on
Two home projection machines. Never reductions and cut-throat methods
been used. Use standard size film. Excellent
for home, school, or church. Regular price to swell his revenue. — "Doc" Hora»60.00. for sale $35.00.— J. W. A.— Wid's Daily ter, Alhambra, Toledo, Ohio.
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Must have a perfect devel1 &
negative
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has developed Lyman Bailing's negatives. Ask n
and then phone Trerrit
1995 for full particulars.
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Warners Busy
rd Feature and Government Film
Practically Completed
I Warners
are busy on their Amur Gerard story and expect to
it finished by April 15.
Mother feature produced with the
tration of the Government has
(.been practically completed. Abe
aier was in Washington to consult
a Federal officials about it. While
Sstory and name have not been
r,ged it is known that Gilbert P.
ifilton who directed some of the
iier features some years ago and
f with Triangle directed it. This
.re will be handled by the Warners
Srer the country in the nature of
■'d show and the bookings will be
id from New York.
Fox Going Into Mexico
tj. Xeubeler and T. Colon are
kf into Mexico for Fox to estabiTheadquarters in Mexico City
t tour the country, to lay a
Ration for a wide-spread dis1 ting- system.
Something Doing
an Winik, of Western Import
w in his way to the Coast
Roy Aitken, president of the
any has been for some weeks.
>| Davis, head of the Western
rt in England and George F.
A of Green Films are also travwestward.

No. 51

ittle Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate

ID'S now covers the motion picture industry like
the proverbial blanket.
inhibitors, Directors, Stars and
ihcutives— in fact people of
fit prominence everywhere
|| WID'S
regularly
because
tarries
the news
to them
like
i| elegram— clear, concise and
ijiirate and as quick and efTently as a nation-wide corps
^correspondents can gather it.
[}'0U want the news while it's
»l news, read WID'S.

To-morrow, Tuesday, being
a legal holiday, there will be no
issue of Wid's Daily.
"Sourdough"

Shows
tures

Alaskan

Pic-

(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Seattle — "Alaska Jack," formeriy
a Government guide in the Yukon,
is presenting some pictures of Esquimo life and of wild animals in
their natural habitat in the north

SUNDAY SHOWS
AND CENSORSHIP
Outlook

at Albany.

(Specie! wire to WID'S DAILY)
Albany — The outlook on legalized
Sunday shows is not so bright. It
appears doubtful whether the bill
will pass, and it may even not be reported out of the committee.
On the other hand those here working for the bill insist that favorable
action will be taken by the Legislature.

5 cent*
W. H. Case UpPriceAgain
Federal Trade Commission Will Resume Hearing To-Day — No Immediate Decision Expected
The Federal Trade Commission
will resume the hearing of the W.
H. Productions case on the reissue
problem this morning at Room 401,
New York Post} Office Building

( Iriginally," it was intended to hear
testimony on Saturday but at the
country at Joseph Danz' Rialto. The
day.
request of the Federal Trade ComAlaskan, who is a real "sourdough,"
mission, it was deferred until togives an interesting lecture to accompany the pictures, which are unusual. Both pictures and lecture
It is understood that the case was
were very much liked here. He is
Another Bill
revived at this time so that House,
planning to tour the entire counGrossman and Vorhaus, attorneys
try. He carries with him an Esquimo boy, who helps to advertise
DAILY**
for William S. Hart could bring evitoY. —WID'S
(Special
Albany,
N.
Assemblyman
Slathe film by sitting out in front dre
dence dealing with the copyright
ccr of Buffalo has introduced a bill
ed in the regular Esquimo costums
to permit any municipality of Hart's photograph, and also matof squirrel skin. He also carries designed
is conduct motion picture shows for
ters pertaining to the judgment
with him various skins for decorat- education and recreation on Suning the front of the theater, and
against Triangle at the time Hart
day's from 2 to 6 o'clock P. M. in fall of 1917.
they served to draw a great deal of armories,
school houses, in any state. gave his services to Artcrart in the
attention to the Rialto.
country or municipal building or
The matter will be no means setin any hall or room furnished rent
tled immediately as W. II. Producfree, provided the pictures offered
Kane Evades Sheriff
tions will be granted time in which
are censored by the local board of
Topeka, Kan. — A race with the recreation serving without pay and to prepare a defense.
Sheriff to get out of town before
by the local executive
he could be detained, enlivened the appointed
authorities, and provided that there
recent visit of Arthur S. Kane, Se- is no charge for admission.
lect, to his old home city.
Answering Hodkinson
He finished only a few jumps aMinnesota Breathes
Strand Theater,
head of the Shawnee County p_eace
officer in grabbing a train for KanMarshalltown, Iowa.
St. Paul — Exhibitors are breathing
sas City.
easier.
The
proposed
censorship
It all happened during the tour bill has been, killed, and the bogie
which he is just finishing. When
is buried for two years at least.
Wid's
:
In answer
to Hodkinson's
he reached Topeka and called up
paragraph:
"Where
the
Companies that
helpedarebuild
on, his former partner, Roy CrawTo Visit Chicago
ford, he found there was a highly
Wm. A. Brady will head a deleimportant lawsuit for damages on
Charlie
MakingChaplin?"
the best comedies
trial in the District Court brought gation of the N. A. M. P. I. which
that have ever been produced
by Mr. Lester H. Crawford, the will visit Chicago next Friday when
without high priced stars, viz:
the position of the Association on
Mack Sennet Comedies.
veteran Kansas theatrical manager,
censorship will be presented to the
against the publisher of the Topeka
Further, to refute the arguState Journal. Crawford wanted
Chicago Censorship Commission.
ment: Tom Ince has more
box office attractions to his
Kane's testimony in the case, whicR
arose through the newspaper pubcredit than any producer in
for "Bolshevism on Trial."
the world, bar none, as his
lishing a charge that the Crawfords' Campaign
Select is planning a big publicity
theater was a fire-trap. Then the
pictures deliver and not his
race to beat the Sheriff started, be- and advertising campaign for "Bolstars, and have ever since the
shevism on Trial" to be handled as a
cause Kane did not desire serving as
days of Mutual masterpieces
an expert witness. And he won special.
and
before.
A contract has already been signed
by two jumps.
The director is the real anfor a large electric light sign on
swer. Where is Blanche Sweet
Broadway, and orders given for a
without Maqk Sennett, etc.,
Farewell Luncheon.
thorough billboard campaign which
will
plaster
New
York
and
vicinity
A number of important figures in
etc., — Who Yours,
made "Peggy,"
Tom Ince or Billie Burke?
film circles will attend a farewell j with 24 sheets. Besides this, advertising intrade journals and newsluncheon at the Astor to-day at 12 :30 !
papers has been planned at a scale
given to Mr. and Mrs. Martin John- I
Jolly Jones, Jr.
son before their departure for the j far exceeding anything Select has
done before.
South Sea Islands.
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CUTS AND FLASHES
Fritzi Brunette will play opposite William Russell in "The Signet
Vol. VII No. 80

Monday, March 24. 1919

Price S Cms

of Sheba."

in the South Sea Islands through Exhibitors Mutual. They will send batches of the new film to New York as
soon as it is filmed.

Copyright 1918, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York,
Y. by WID'S FILMS and
FILM
FOLKS,N. Inc.

Metro publicity department is working over time and is sending out special
Harry Cohn head of Song Hits
stories, plan books and a number of Photoplays of Universal has arrived
in
New York. He produces the single
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and
on "The Red Lantern." The enTreasurer; Lynde Denig, Editor; Joseph stills tire
country is being covered in the reel song hits for Universal
Dannenberg, Vice-President and Managing campaign.
Editor ; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Busi-

ness Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1913,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
"Uncle George" Melford is bad?
the act of March 3, 1879.
on the West Coast again, after his
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
•f Greater New
York, $10.00 one year ; 6 Eastern trip, during which he dimonths,
$5.00;
3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign
rected Billie Burke in "Good Gra$20.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
cious, Anabelle!"
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson will
York, N. Y.
release their new series of productions
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-2
Los Angeles
Office:
605-606-607 Wright
& for which they will spend three years
Callender
Bldg., Telephone
Broadway
383.
Hollywood,
Cal., Office: 217-21S
Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone,
Hollywood
1603.

Albany, Oregon — C. F. Hill, formerly manager of Seattle Goldwyn
territory, and Ed. I. Hudson, who
controls the two houses here, have
bought the Atlas in Roseburg, a
neighboring town, and have closed
it for two weeks to redecorate it
before opening. They havte also
acquired
Medford. control of the Rialto in

Realism
Ellen Cassity who plays in "Checkers" for Fox knows what Robert Elliott means by realism. The other day
at the Victor studio while filming a
scene in which Elliott strikes a glass
of wine from Jean Acker's hand,
Elliott used so much vim that a piece
of the broken glass hit Miss Cassity
in the eye. The injury was not serious.
"Children" Feature Booked
"And the Children Pay," featuring
Bliss Milford and Garrett Hughes, has
been booked for the entire Poli circuit
of theaters. The Natsam Features of
Boston have secured the feature for
New England.

says
When

Marie

Walcamp

grips you

with ''The Red Glove" you'll be her
prisoner for 18 high-tension
weeks.

Imogene Devore says that in Cali- first class in every respect.
fornia the mind of the high salaried
screen star in the springtime lightly
"The Idle Hour" has a novel finish.
turns to thoughts of high powered There is no clinch.
cars. If a star sallies forth in a new
The Fox P. A. savs there are sixty
car with nickel trimmings, you are
sure to see one the next day with persons in Tom Mix's new picture
silver trimmings and gilt initials on including Mexicans, Indians and Indian squaws.
the tonneau. To be strictly a la mode
When is an Indian not an Indian?
one must drive in a coat of yellow
leather, long buckskin gloves, and be When she's a squaw.
Us women do have our troubles.
seen in earnest conversation at the
afternoon tea hour with the gold
braided doorman of a fashionable hoI'm sorry that I'm forbidden to
name the star who is the greatest
tel.Sort 'o reminds me of somethin' favorite in the garlic-loving Italian
Thackeray said a long time ago, "A districts, for he has a strong followcoach and four are toys more precious
than happiness" in Vanity Fair.
After a recent first night, Geraldine
Farrar took her guests to an all night
Jack
Martin,
Commodore
Blackton's
restaurant
where butter cakes are a
assistant, Wishes to inform certain
experts on the touch system that the specialty.
Three guesses.
Commodore does not necessarily own
the Commodore Hotel, and that he,
Owen Moore says the occasional
J. W. Martin, is not the J. W. Martin,
owner of a cafe upstate that is coin- method that Reginald Barker has of
rehearsing a scene for a whole day,
ing money.
marks a vast difference from the times
when he (Owen) used to play two
Met Oscar Apfel tearin' down the pictures a week.
street a mile a minute today. He's
lookin' better and younger than ever.
Winifred Westover and Viola Dana
If the word "pep" could be represented have had thrilling experiences lately,
by an individual, Oscar's the boy.
both resorting to gun play. Winifred
Louise Lovely's pet dog is posi- surprised theives in her home shortly
after midnight, and at the point of
tively not named "Tipsy" it's "Tippy."
I don't know why, but it is.
a perfect 38 demanded that they "go
away from there." Viola hearing
By some oversight the director let strange noises the other side of her
Oswald McGee smoke a Wheeling door fired through the panel only to
discover the next morning that she
stogie in the forum scenes of "Julius
Cresar." Outside of this the film was had shot her cat's tail off.

Understand William H. Taft J.
Counsel for the "Big Fivo

IN THE COURU
Supreme Court Justice Cohaljl
denied an application by Mrs.]|
Louise Lewis to vacate an atta'M

against the pictures, "Calibre 3 ai
"Love and the Law," or "The m
Train." in the possession of then
Film Corp, and a bank deposit ]1
Pacific Bank. The pictures a: i i
money were attached by Rob 1 1
Wortham, who got a judgmeJJ
$1,066 against Edgar A Lewis, all
alleged that before the case wall
in January Lewis assigned the I uri
to his wife and transferred hi m
account in her name to prevtjl
plaintiff from collecting anythiili
then left for Honolulu to remil
definitely. Mrs.
Lewis contem «
_
j|
the property attached all belongs II
and that her husband has not j e!
Honolulu to remain indefinitely 1

Buys "Mickej
M. Rosenberg
R. Rosenberg,
De jfl
Features, Seattle has purwj
"Mickey" for Texas, Arkansas. W
homa, Mississippi and Lota*
This marks a departure from 111
berg's activities since heretoffj
has handled features in the
west.
Harry MazeJenks
Jenks,
Hereowner o|
ma Photoplay and the Clai|
Film Studios in England U
arrived in this country. He iij
ping at the Astor.
Mr. Jenks was selected to pf
the film of the Mayflower Tj
tenary which is being sponsoj
Lloyd George, the Duke oil
naught and a number of I
notables.

W
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Released
today — "S nap
Cheese"
with Judge Rtj1
hauser and Silk Hat Ha!
Live Stock Co-
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Gets Across As Entertaining Comedy With Some True
Characterization

From
Bryant Washburn

"POOR

cales of Antlers"

in

BOOB"

Paramount
DIRECTOR
Donald Crisp
AUTHOR
Margaret Mayo
.p through the forests of far
SCENARIO
BY
Gardner
Hunting
I nothern Quebec we pursued
CAMERAMAN
Frank Garbutt
the primitive, passing the
AS A WHOLE
Similar in most respects to
mt of the flashing trout, spyprevious Bryant Washburn comedies; has
birds and small animals,
a number of good points.
prising the white-tailed deer,
STORY
Adaptation of play lends itself to needs
1 at last entering into the
of the screen.
ad of the Moose. None of
DIRECTION
Gets effective atmosphere in vilm looked pleasant, and all relage scenes.
•mbered important dates as
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
\n as they realized what was
LIGHTINGS
Nothing unusual demanded.
Opening, but nevertheless we
CAMERA WORK
Conventional.
i"close-ups" of them all— from
STAR
Acts sincerely and succeeds in bringls- A
ing out the human qualities of the leading
es g to theure,big bul
babiisin
i'
ardg the
r-ra
pict
townin
character.
;— and heart-quicke
all
SUPPORT
Wanda Hawley well cast in role
>ugh.
of a stenographer instrumental in bringing
about the "Poor Boob's" success; Dick Rosson and Theodore Roberts are numbered in
AN OUTING
first rate company
EXTERIORS
. Appear genuine.
MESTER PICTURE
INTERIORS
Office and hotel sets suffice.
DETAIL
Sub-titles kept in mood of the story
account for a number of the laughs.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Harmless comedy
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,307 feet.
The characterization in the first reels of this comedy
(eville, Cal. — Frank R. Jones of is stronger than that toward the close, when thing?
'.itro, who formerly appeared at are allowed to happen rather arbitrarily, in order to
■cade as singer, has purchased carry the plot through to a fitting conclusion. This
|,yhouse and will act as manager. convenient arrangement need not necessarily lnrm
the production as a whole, for all in all it is amusing
iix City, la.— L. Weil of Royal and well done.
i smodel house to seat 1,200.
Some folks, however, may wish that the study of
human nature had been carried through more normally, according to the promise of the opening sequences,
ajoll, la. — Geo. Van Teicher has
fcyal.
in which Bryant Washburn is seen as a village ne'erdo-well, generally referrd to as the simp, merely because he lacks the spunk to assert himself. There
Louis — King's is under manage- feems to be a chance here for a trulv human narrative,
kf Louis K. Sidney.

but the characterization is largely overshadowed by the
somewhat artificial plot development toward the close.
We ?ee how ineffective the "simp" is when a shrewd
lawyer calmly appropriates a canning factory, which
should have gone to Bryant, who receives just enough
money to take him to the city where he gets a $25
a week job. Maintaining the same self-erf acig attitude, and considering himself a failure because he
has been called such ever since his boyhood, Bryant

g'l
althoi and
of tl e rut,
indication of getting
no stenographer,
gives
Hawley,
by Wanda
played out
a br ght
an energeti: office boy, presented by Dick Rosson. try
to wake him up.
A number of these office scenes are accurately depicted, centering the interest in the three characters
the "s'mp"
already inmentioned
always
trouble withandhis showing
irritable why
employer,
Theodoreis
Roberts. When a big contract is hanging fire, Dick
Rosson, for the joke of the thing, introduces Bryant
to the prospective customer as the silent parMer of
the firm. Just before this, Waida Hawley has given
the boss a bit of advice which accounts for his getting
the contract, and by way of celebration, he announces
a week's vacation for his office staff, informing Bryant
that he may forget to come back.
At this juncture, the stenographer tells the despondent clerk that it is time for him to learn how to throw
a bluff. To carry through her admo itions, Wanda
insist? that Bryant return to his home community in
the guise of a millionaire, with Dick Rosson acting
as h;s valet while she takes the place of secretary.
An automobile is secured and they make a triumphant
entry into the village.
Here the plot begins to run along extravagant lines,
but there is quite a bit in the way of comerly and
village characterization in the incidents preceding
Bryant's acquisition of the factory, which a few years
before had been taken away from him. Owing to
Wanda's clever manipulations, the "Poor Boob" ends
by doing the townspeople a favor in allowing them to
invest money in his manufacturing plant. Some incidental touches ofwhen
comedy
are derived
from the clerk's
disillusionment
he meets
the sweetheart
of his

pUSE CHANGES

francisco — Max Blumenfeld of
my will shortly reopen Jewel on

:k Street.

ifieda, Calif. — Kalisky, Lamb and
al have bought Alameda,
and Park theaters here.
Getting Together
to I FID'S DAILY)
He, Wash. — The
Northwest
Joard of Trade held luncheons
hibitors in Tacoma and Portorder to get exhibitors of
ritory together to present to
the plan
for mobilizing
a
army of film men and exfor fighting
movements
threaten the industry in the
Northwest.

No Danger of This Falling Flat if You Exploit it Properly
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
There can be little doubt about this scoring reasonably well as a program comedy picture. If you are
familiar with the type of stories in which Bryant Washburn is in the habit of appearing, you may judge pretty well the general tone of this film. It is up to the
standard of his recent productions and possesses, what
so many photoplays lack, a bearing on actual life.
It strikes me as being distinctly worth while to
work to increase the following of this star. He is
consistently portraying types found in commercial life
with an unassuming sincerity that makes them appear
like real human beings. Mr. Washburn is to be commended for avoiding the conventional mannerisms of
a moving picture hero and the more your folks see of
him, the more they will come to realize the worth of
his natural method of acting.

FRANCE
jic without a headache" is a
*tt good slogan for any exhibirjr. E. Carpenter. Paramount»flss, Salt Lake City.

boyhood dreams, now the fat girl of the village. Of
course, he turns to the little stenographer, who hai
transformed him from a failure into a success.

PARIS

The star is fortunate in the cast selected for his
support in this film, Wanda Hawley, in particular,
standing out as an admirable exponent of a clever
young business woman who matches her feminine wits
against the blustering irrascibility of her employer.
Miss Hawley certainly should be mentioned in your
publicity, as should Theodore Roberts, although his
interpretation of the business man is not remarkable.
The name of Margaret Mayo, as the author, will
mean something to patrons of the theater who assoher with For
the catchlines
famous farces
"Baby Mine''
and
"Twin ciate
Beds."try something
like: "Do
ycu know the value of throwing a bluff? Bryant Washburn didn't and that's the reason they called him the
'Poor Boob' in his latest Paramount comedy." Or,
"Have you ever t'ied to figure out the dividing line
between success and failure? If you haven't, you can't
afford to miss seeing Bryant Washbilrn in 'Poor Boob'."
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Putting It Over
Vitagraph certainly realized
the value of a good story.
They paid Robert W. Chambers $10,000 in 'cold cash' for
"THE CAMBRIC MASK" and
you will soon see ALICE
JOYCE supported by a splendid
cast.
This makes the fourth Chambers story we have done, and
when you will see the scenes
of white robed riders sinking in
the quicksand you will agree
with me that it is a 'winner.'
Yours for a cleanup,

Directing.
^

€/^-

P. S— Released April 7, 1919-

Rothapfel Program May First
"Roxy" expects to finish his first
program on May 1. The comedy has
been finished : "The Elegie", a picturization of a musical piece is being made
now and "Roxy" himself, assisted by
Wally Van, is directing the five reel
feature.

CLASSIFIED.
The classified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt want. It is the
market place where buyer and seller
— employer and employee or the
small advertiser can put his story
before practically every live exhibitor in the country every day in
the year, at nominal cost. Rate 50c
per line. Cash with order.

HELP

WANTED.

Organist with Al reference who can operate Austin organ. Will make right terms for
right man. O. B. S„ Box 189 WID'S
DAILY.

POSITION

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his shozv over. Send

Pittsburgh — Walter S. Ainsworth, ia
now on the road for the Day Film Co.

along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

OPERATOR— Position wanted by experienced operator. Willing to go out of town.
References as to character and ability. Address, Operator, this office.

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE MISCELLANEOUS,
Two home projection machines. Never
been used. Use standard size film. Excellent
for home, school, or church. Regular price
$60.00, for sale $35.00.— J. W. A— Wid's Daily.
Pathe Type, all aluminum construction,
six aluminum film boxes, automatic shutter.
Inquire, Gen. Lab. Corp. 637 — 8th Avenue,
N. Y. C. Phone Bry. 6183.

220 West 42nd St., N. Y,<

Pittsburgh — Ben Goldstein, formerly with Fox in Detroit, transferred

Seattle — One of the leading deMinneapolis — Sidney J. Goldman is
partment stores has been co-operat- manager for Chicago, Milwaukee,
ing with the Coliseum during the Minneapolis, Omaha and Des
past week to show their new styles Moines circuit of Universal.
to the women of the city. The store
brought out a professional manneMinneapolis — Jack O'TooT, formquin from the East and engaged her
with Hodkinson, now reported
to present the latest in costumes with erly
United.
for all occasions at their store in
the afternooji and at the theater in
Detroit — Stanley W. Hatch branch
the evening. The Coliseum was
has left Metro and has been
packed the three nights that the manager
succeeded
by M. C. Hughes, of
fashion show was staged.
Chicago.
Detroit — When Manager Schreiber of the Blackstone ran "The Midnight Patrol," recently, he decorated
the lobby in Oriental style and had
100 Chinese lanterns festooned over
the sidewalk in front of the house.
In addition the house ushers wo^e
Oriental costumes.
Omaha, Neb. — The monthly theater calendar issued by the management of the Ideal presents, a unique
method of advertising. The calendar
is in the form of a poster 10x16. The
days of the month are set in boxes
and are printed in light blue ink.
An overprint in black gives the name
of the attraction for each day.

NEW THEATERS
Cleveland — Euclid

open.

Kenosha, Wis. — Chas. Pacini of
Majestic, will erect an $80,000 theater
here.

Joe manager
Schnitzer,hasUniversal's
generalto
sales
just returned
town after a five weeks' trip
throughout the country visiting the
various exchanges.

Courtenay,
will open.

N.

D. — Fred

Photoplay Trading Cj
etc.
Tel. Bryant 7442

A. LITHOGRAPHING /CORR
*

40 6 WE/T
^NEW

YORK

LITHOGRAPHS

31 ST.

Film

Dryant
7392
BrocLa
$ Mey

OF NO REGRETS

(New outfit)

developed

and

TOM

A

CITY

FLAT

Helmers

at your service,
LABORATORY
EXCLUSIVELY
FOR LANGUAGES
TITLES IK
•ALL

Hand Painted Tr
2QO Vest A®£ S
Illustrations-Pho"
Room 20Q4
Ne^YcrV

WORK
delivered

in one

THE BEST PICTURI

hour,

to make money
Must have a perfect develoijl
negative

REX LABORATORY

BRET

Hackensack — Eureka
Newton, manager.

Titles and Scenarios

opens.

Sam

Newark— Fred W.
Wenlworth
plans
Place. house to seat 3,300 on Bradford
Rutland, Vt.— Albert S'. Black and
Mine Picture Corp. has taken over
Shrine Building for theater.
Bennington, Vt.— J. H. Whintey will
build on North Street.

(»!]

has developed Lyman Broe ■
negatives. Ask him and then n
Tremont
1995 for full partiatM

Marmarth, N. D.— P. J. Hacki and
F.
here.O. Barber are planning theater

Kensol, N. D.— A theater has been
opened here under management of Ed
La Qua and V. J. Munt.

|

729 financed
7th Ave.
Photoplays
and exploited in all

RUSH
Fort Dodge, la. — Plans are in pro
gress for a theater by Henry Luebke,
Willis Johnson and John Julius, to cost
$40,000.

The God of Mirth says
For Live Exchange M
to write for informati
as to release date, sta1

Schnitzer Back

CAMERAMEN

WANTED.

tion as manager of house somewhere near
York. Have had managerial experience. Address, Manager,
this office.

The Average Exchange can in I
the income on old pictures by ■
bilitating it with a new lobby di
A large percentage of the pubt
not seen the average good p
and
many thea new
returnLobby
date. Display ■&
Write orKRAUS
see us.MFG. CO.
j

here.

Wyndmere, N. D.— C. W. Irwin has
MANAGER — Middleaged man desires posi- opened Gem.
New

Exchangemen

Milwaukee — I. Gcttleson, formerly
with Jewel has gone to Chicago to
take charge of north side sales.

8419
Phones \I Bryant
Bryant 5896
Suite 616
220-W-42d-St.

0REIGN FILM TITLES
Are THE BM
FRANCISCO ELIAS

ARE YOU USING

Leaders and Trailers
to individualize your theatre
full of action, very artistic
and well executed.
WeLargest
Serve Broadway'
Theatres s
Write

to-day

DANIEL'S STUDIOS, Inc.
Room

317-318
220 W. 42nd St.
New York

220 West 42nd Street, New ' *
Phone: "Bryant 9351 ■*■
I

GET

SATISFACTORY

SI$

ERNEST
STIB
"THE TITLEMAA
MOTION

Producer of
PICTURE Till

HIGHEST
145 OF
W. THE
45th St.

GR/'%
Bryil
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' FILHDOM
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Case Hangs Fire

Industry Closed
Business was shot to pieces yester[al Trade
Commission
Takes
day when the troops paraded. Some
of the firms tried to keep their forces
Iditional Testimony-Hearing
busy
in the morning but generally
i Adjourned Indefinitely.
John Dowlan
who
is speaking there was nothing do
[he investigation of the
bl Trade Commission into the
fd unfair trade methods of W.
ompany
resumed
on Monday.
iner had introduced into
Pennsylvania Hits Sunday
Shows
i'S DAILY)
ny the contracts signed

SUNDAY SHOWS
AND CENSORSHIP

pseph
I and

Simmons
representing
the Western
Imports
old Hart films
were
ed and
also
papers
from
jiited States District Court rethe
suit
brought
by
rtcraft when Hart
ices to the later corn-

Price 5 cents

Missing It
Buffalo, N. Y.
Wid's Daily, March 24, 1919.
Spent a week here. Seems
like a month without your
Daily. Will make sure to get
it in advance when I go out
of town again.
Chas. H. Streimar,
Modern Feature Photo Plays,
New York City.

Harrisburg, Pa. — The House Judiciary Special Committee by a vote of
18 to 6 voted against the Rorke bill
News to Abrams
which provides for an amendment to
When Hiram Abrams was asked
the Sunday laws so as to permit pic- regarding the reported building of
lure shows on the Sabbath.
theaters by the "Big Four" in Europe, he said, "I have heard nothing
Ryan's Views on Censorship

hearing
was adjourned in{Special to WID'S DAILY)
ly. Walter X. Seligsberg atChicago — At a meeting of the about it.'
for W. H. said that Joseph Chicago Censorship Commission,
ids had to go to Europe beExhibitor Makes the Ballis dying mother
expressed held last Friday, Arthur Ryan, per- Woman
sonal representative of D. W. Grifthat she see him before the
cony Bring Top Prices from
fith and associated with the United
Ir. Seligsberg said that if the Artists Corp. stated he was opposed
Country Swains
i an arrange to resume to censorship of any kind. Air. Ryan
La Sueur, Minn. — Hats off to Mrs.
„ before April 15 when said there was some hope foi Fed- Starkey, who. with her son, runs the
Star. She has been worried because
ids expects to sail, he will
eral censorship, but none for state
Is testify again.
or city censorship.
the young folk — the Romeo's and their
pet Juliettes — would not sit down
"Let the motion piceturc industry stairs. The balcony became known as
Brandt Returns
work out its own destinies, unhind- "Lovers Lane." And it was always
Brandt, of Universal has
ered and you will have better pic- packed. So she pondered long as to
New York after a few
tures and more satisfactory results," just what to do. Being a woman she
I stay at Universal City. said Mr. Ryan.
would not deprive
R's them
& J's pay
of their
At the next regular meeting of the pleasure.
j reports that Eddie Polo will
But she the
made
for
■ew serial in a month which commission Wm. A. Bradv. president it. She switched her prices. Now
in 18 episodes of two ree!s of the N. A. M. P. I., Walter W. you can buy parquet seats lower at the
Irvin, chairman of executive com- Star than for the balcony.
mittee of national association, and
Paul Cromelin, president Interocean
Johnsons Off.
Film Co. will give their views on
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson were
No. 52
censorship.
tendered a luncheon on Monday
afternoon at the Astor, preparatory
to their leaving for a long trip
Unsatisfactory Outlook in Ohio
through the Cannibal Islands of the
Columbus O. — According to un- South Seas. They expect to be away
By Jack Alicoate
official caucus taken of the Ohio severarycars, but will forward mateHouse of Representatives by a Dayrial as soon as it is ready. Their
p since WID'S
DAILY
ton man representing Montgomery new release will be made through
tarted to take daily adverCounty the Banker Bill will be Exhibitors-Mutual.
ting, ithas shown a steady
beaten in the House. His figures
Harry Houdini acted as toastmas:onstant increase in advergive 65 against bill and 39 for it.
A '
illiam J.
1 space.
Advertisers now
The farmer representatives from Clark, president of Exhibitors-Musmaller counties are all against the
tual. Alexander J. Bayfus, and J.
•be shown— "Oh! Promise
bill; _ Exhibitors are still signing H. Blackwood of Robertson-Cole
isn't as popular in these
petitions and hope to flood the leg- and others, wished the Johnsons
|gf efficiency as a real perislature with names in favor of Sun- Godspeed in their trip. Martin
r It's
results
that
day opening. Although the result Johnson also spoke. A motion picd WID'S brings home
of the straw vote looks doubtful
ture was taken in front of the Astor
:on because it is read,
managers stoll hold out hope that the of all attending the luncheon. The
you're in doubt, we'll be
conditions will change and that the Johnsons left on Monday for Chithe opportunity to prove
bill will be passed. The fact that
cagoinand about
will start
for "the
a dry legislature is in power is also Pacificisco.
ten days,
fromSouth
San
against the bill.

Me Ad Talks

Romeos Pay

"Yankee Doodle" on Tour
Lesser Arranges
With
Sennett
to
Show Bathing Girls With Film
Lesser who has closed for
the
|. 1 eni
I >oodIe in Rerlin" is
withto "YanSennett has arranged with th<
edy producer to show the famous
Sennett
bathing
girls in person
v herever the picture plays.
1 figures that six companies
\,ill be
to keep up with
the bookings of the film. Arrangements are now being worked out
whereby the companies will be kept
going: one batch appearing in the
Paramount two reel comedies, one
or two groups traveling lack to the
studio and the remainder appearing
in conjunction with the film wher( ver it plays. It will be a road show
proposition.
Another for Select
It is understood that "Break the
News
to Mother''
in which
Pearl
Shepard is featured, will be released
through Select.
Meador and James on Parade.
"Jack" Meador and Arthur James
shed civilians on Monday and donred the khaki once more. It was
only for a short while, however.
Both Meador and James are lieutenants inthe Machine Gun company
of the 7th Regiment, which met the
old 7th or 107th, 27th Division as it
is known now, and escorted the
veterans to the armory Monday
afternoon.

"U" Films Shown Abroad
"The Heart of Humanity" will
open the Campoamor theater, Havana, Cuba's newest and largest
house, April 1. This is the first
showing of the Holubar production
anywhere outside of the United
States.
"The" Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin"
has entered its third week at the
Gaumont Palace, Parts.
Capt. "Vic" Eubank Here
Captain Victor Eubank, formerly
producing manager for Essanay and
recently discharged from the army
has severed his connections with the
Chicago company and is now in
Xew York, stopping at the Friars
Club. While Capt. Eubank is not
yet _ ready to announce his future
business plans, it is understood that
he may affiliate with one of the
largest
producing companies in the
East.
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CUTS AND FLASHES
Thomas II. Ince has secured Joseph
"Marie, Ltd.,' Alice Brady's Select
for March will be released this week.. DeGrasse to direct Ince productions.
Was with Universal.
Vol. VII No 81
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Lieut. Nelson Evans, of the Evans'
Studios, Los Angeles, has been discharged and will return to the coast
next week.

Despite her accident recently Virginia Pearson is now, as she puts it "in
better health than ever."

Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.

Tvrad Pictures, Inc., have acquired
The Motion Picture Producers'
Association of Los Angeles held its
annual election of officers recently, American and Canadian rights to "Your
and Charles H. Christie, of Christie
Wife and .Mine."
Comedies, was elected president.
Finds Demands for Scenics

Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
•f Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months,
$5.00; '3 months, $3.00. Foreign
$20.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New
York, N. Y.

Raymond Harris, back from a tour
Harry S. Stone of the Photo Prodof the East and Middle West in the
uct Export Co. has closed a contract for the United Kingdom for interest of Outing — Chester Pictures
a majority of the productions con- reports that the demand for scenic and
trolled by this company. Ihe con- ''back-to-nature" comedies is greater
tract runs over a long period.
than before the war.

Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-2
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 383.
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone,
Hollywood
1603.

we gave Monroe Salisbury

"The Light of Victory" we gave
a wonderful fine actor his
big chance.
Cast your eye
over
this particular picture.

Publicity
Good Stunt

Big Telegram
Goldwyn
is sending out a j
piece of publicity to exhibitors a
Magdalene"
in the fc
Winifred Westover has adopted the Modern
Truly art is ever at the mercy of
an enlarged Western Union te
mechanics. A -playful underwood writes. hobby (in keepin' with the times) of
They say it is the "biggest telegr;,
"No man on the screen can play the makin' a collection of verses, letters ever
received."
It probably
happy go-lucky-sort of a chap better and autographs signed with the own- measures 17 x 22 inches.
er's finger prints.
Novel idea!
than Bull Desmond."
Twenty wounded soldiers just from
Bertram Grassby has adopted what the hospital and over-seas called at the
Knapp Dinner Called Of1
he considers an original idea in going Metro office to ascertain if Viola
to bed by an alarm clock, instead of Dana were in town. Upon finding she
{Special
DAILli
Philadelphiato — WID'S
The dinner
getting uo bv one. But how can that was not they asked about her leccnt
to be given to Harry L. 1
be, Bert? Folks that get up by one releases. Metro proceeded to show was
the new chairman of the |
have to go to bed by one or how could them.
board to-night has been pos'
they hear it in the morning? All
One of the soldiers said of '.he pro- for the present. A definite d:
vaudeville rights reserved.
not been selected as yet.
jection room: "Gee. some dug-out."
"Winkin' Blinkin' and Nod one day,
sailed off in a wooden shoe" — but the
feat they accomplished was mild compared with one executed in the interests of "Upstairs and Down". They
say Olive Thomas, Claire Du Brey, and
an old skipper went to sea in a freighter, a life boat and a grouch. — (the
skipper starting in the grouch). Three
people goin' to sea in two boats and a
grouch.
Figure it out for yourself.

When

watching the parade.

Dayton, O— Mark Gates W
ing Director of The Dayton, r.
the last two months had a
envelopes that go out of his I
stamped with an inscriptiorj
reads. "Buy Bonds of The \
Loan" Mark Gates, FilrJH
man, Montgomery
County, J

Ascher Open Another
Chicago — Ascher Brothers opened
another new picture theater at Montrose Bhd. and Lincoln St. last Saturday. It is known as the Rosewood.
Chaplin Big in Egypt
William Vogel has been informed
by Leo Ellegardt who controls the
Egyptian rights to the Chaplin-First
National comedies that "A Dog's
Life''gone
which
has
over just
big. opened in Cairo

Everybody in the film busirsi
New York worked yeste \f

Whereas word has been received
from one Leatrice Joy to the effect
that much of the joy has been taken
out of life for her by the insistence of
editors in printing her name Beatrice,
and furthermore inasmuch as she owns
a mammoth scrap book, from which the
conventional Beatrice stares at her as
an evidence of the unimaginative press
we do resolve acting upon our belief
in the personal rights of the party of
the first part, to mend our ways and
do solemnly swear, hence forth from
this clay on not to knock the c
1 out
>f Leatrice.

The Robertson Cole P. A. says
that in "Modern Husbands" Henry
Walthall has a powerful story dealing
with the inconsistency of modern husbands and the "oversights" of wives.
Oversights indeed! Who can blame
the modern
wife for bein' oversighted?
She
has to be.
I'm writin' a book on the movies —
a big book. There's too many little
books on the market now that are no
good in proppin' up a chair when the
leg is broken.
—
They say Dustin Farnum's slogans
are "Fresh air" and "Sunshine.'*
When not workin' at the studio he
is either duck huntin' or motor boatin'. He never eats a noon day meal,
never drinks and smokes but sparingly. Isuppose all this accounts
for that manly grace we admire.
Kitty Gordon's recipe for "Italian
stew" sounds good and anybody
wishin'it along.
it can just say so and I'll
send

Fighting Deposits
Phoenix, Ariz. — Angered ij
attitude of some of the proi
companies regarding deposit
eral exhibitors have gotten to
and
have hadwhich
a billitpassed
Legislature
is sai '
work out that film companie
be unable to do business the
less the bill is vetoed by Gov.

bell.
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"An Essay
of The Scenic
Hills'
Robert
C. Bruce
"Bruce at his best" sa>
M. B. News.
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First Class Comedy Reveals Attractive Select Star At Her Best

LtkeN ews
No. 26
fcjSHOTT,
!

ENG.—
a" bids farewell to her regher marriage
to Commander
howing also the wedding.

INICA, CAL-hows thrilling -•>'' mile auto
I Many scenes taken from aeroplane.
1 FRANCISCO,
CAL —
War
Baker
and
General
o camp
on their tour,
hilization
facilities
of
the
$f YORK, N. V.—the „.
, ^.
. .
„..,
Wild .
Division
2ith
Liccomiug of
lisiasni reigns as metropolis welcomes
parade
monster
Showing
ST her bovs.
Jsplendidly decorated 5th Avenue.
ITSMOITH,
ENG —
hniral Jellicoe, hero

of

Jutland

leaves

<D, O—
_
. ,
be used in Victory Loan, tested,
liraculous feats.

|n the courts
Sltice Hotchkiss, Supreme Court,
■anted the Emar Amusement Co.
■unction restraining the Corner
nement Co. from interfering with
-luii of the Standard on
Lijav, and the giving of picture
os.'
l(e suit of Robert E. Wortham
st Edgar A. Lewis and his
Mrs. Mary Louise Lewis, has
settled and dismissed and the
ment has been vacated,
distribution of the Lewis pro11 by the Parex Film Co. has
en affected by the Wortham
The negative has, they say,
been in their posession.
4le Shepherd" for Jack Pickford
:eles — Mrs. Charlotte Pickpurchased from Fox "The
herd of Kingdom Come" for
ord. Will be released through

Constance Talmadge in

"EXPERIMENTAL
Select MARRIAGE"
DIRECTOR
..."
Robert
Vignola
AUTHOR
William G.J. Hurlbut
SCENARIO BY
Alice Eyton
CAMERAMAN
Frank E. Garbutt
AS A WHOLE
Entertaining all the way; unusual enough in basic situation to strike
folks as being novel.
STORY
Adaptation of play presented in New
York under the title of "Saturday to MonDIRECTION

Brings out comedy value of incidents, particularly in the final reels.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good.
LIGHTINGSday."
Reveal players and sets to advantage.
CAMERA WORK
Acceptable.
STAR
Attractive, as usual, and acts in a pleasing light comedy vein.
SUPPORT
Harrison Ford, as the leading man,
divides honors with Raymond Hatton in the
character of a playwright; other roles satisfactorily portrayed.
EXTERIORS
Seldom
required.
INTERIORS
Furnished in excellent taste.
DETAIL
Always seems correct; titles a big
factor in putting over comedy.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to which
any one can object.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,803 feet.
Frequently it happens that an unsuccessful play is
transformed into a first class picture. William J. Hurlbut' s
farce. "Saturday to Monday", had a brief run on the
sta.se, but as a screen production, under the title of "Experimental Marriage", it bids fair to enjoy considerable
favor, more in fact, than many films taken from stage
plays of greater merit.
Constance Talmadge is an excellent exponent of the
young woman steeped in feministic ideas, to the extent
that she fears entering into the conventional marital bond
because it necessitates a sacrifice of personal liberty. She
acts the part with a lightness and delicacy truly charming, and is given the best sort of support by Harrison
Ford and Raymond Hatton, in particular, and Vera Sisson
and Walter Hier during several essential scenes. Director
Vignola must be credited with having kept the picture
in a consistent comedy
mood,
always
refraining from

resorting to broad
1 the sake of laughs.
At the outset, the story does not give indication of anything extraordinary in the way of a comedy plot, but
little by little they work up to situations of a distinctly
humorous nature. About" a reel is consumed in bringing
Constance to the point where she accepts Harrison Ford
as her husband, stipulating, however, that their arrangement holds only from Saturday to Monday of each week,
to be free during the remaining days, with no questions asked.
Some directors would have produced a risque film
From a plot of this kind, but you may be certain that
"Experimental Marriage" is kept perfectly clean. For
their first Saturday to Mjonday experiment, the bride goes
to the apartment of her husband in a building where there
arc strict rules against women being entertained. When
it is ten o'clock Monday morning, and according to the
terms of the agreement, Constance must leave, it is plain
that her interest in carrying on her work as president of
the Woman's League, ha
trdent.
On this particular morning, Walter Hier, living in the
apartment above Ford, is entertaining Vera Sisson at
breakfast, as the conclusion of an all night studio party.
Of course, it is a perfectly innocent affair, but that does
not make it any easier for the host to let his guest out
of the building without her being discovered by the
watchful superintendent.
In this predicament, he calls upon Ford for aid, and
Constance, just about to leave, overhears the telephone
conversation in which her husband appears to be on
terms of intimacy with another woman. Her jealousy
is entirely feminine, and not at all feministic. After
making a cooly dignified departure, she docs what almost
any woman would do under the circumstances, cries a
bit and then returns to her husband's quarters.
She finds Vera Sisson coming out of the bedroom,
and naturally is unwilling to accept the explanation that
she merely entered the room by way of the fire escape,
in order to avotd the superintendent. To avenge herself, Constance puts through an elaborate plan calculated
to make Ford jealous, using Raymond Hatton, a playwright, as "the man in the case."
Because these scenes are very well acted and humorous in themselves, they bring the picture through with
a quantity of laughs, prior to Constance's decision that
she wants to be married just like any other woman. The
Saturday to Monday contract is altered to include the
remaining days of the week.

The Kind of a Picture That Many Exhibitors Are Looking For
But Seldo m Find.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Exhibitors everywhere are looking for good comedies
of a type superior to the slapstick variety. To supply
these is one of the big problems confronting producers,
and when a picture really comes up to the mark, as does
"Experimental Marriage", my advice is to grab it and go
to some trouble preparing the right sort of exploitation.
Probably you have run some of Constance Talmadge's
recent pictures, in which case you know that she is
coming along very nicely as a star, with every prospect
of gaining a large following as time goes on. The productions with which she has been associated have consistently maintained an atmosphere
of refined comedy.
Select is showing good judgment in surrounding the
star with able players. By this time most of your folks
may be expected to know' Harrison Ford

and

they are

sure to welcome him as a leading man, whose clean-cut
personality harmonizes with the youthful freshness of
Miss Talmadge. In addition to Ford's name, I would
mention Raymond Hatton, Vera Sisson and Walter Hier.
The play from which this picture was adapted had too
brief a career to warrant your relying upon it as an
advertising asset. None the less it lends a certain dignity
to a film to announce that it is taken from a comedy,
written by an author as well known as William J. Hurlbut and staged on Broadway. For catchlines try : "Do
you believe that jealousy is a part of love? Constance
Talmadge finds that it is in her 'Experimental Marriage' ".
Another one, "How would you like to be married from
Saturday to Monday and free the rest of the week5
Constance Talmadge tries it in 'Experimental MWriage' ".
Send for „

C00I1
H picture business is a hyphensdjhow business — always a storm
at rwise a funeral. I am fond of
til.— E. V. Richards Jr., Saenger
moment Co., New Orleans, La.
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KINOGRAMS
TO VICNATION PAYS HOMAGEcrowd
m hisTORIOUS TROOPS— Greatest
division as
tory cheers the fighting 2Jth last
parade
in
Avenue
it swings up Fifth
welcome
before demobilization. First great who won
soldiers
is accorded the gallant
fame on the battlefield.
DECORATE HEROES OF "T.H-Ge!,e"1
shed
O'Rvan and General Barry pin Distingui
the
Service crosses on twenty-four men ot
persons cheer.
division while fifty thousand
RACEING
THRILL
WINS
DURANT
Thousands see world's most daring auto
drivers in annual road race at Santa Monica.
the life of one at perilous
Cat.,
curve. which cost
Ten
PROTEST SENTENCE OF DEBS—Park,
thousand socialists gather in Central
former
New York, to voice their belief that
for president should be freed.
candidate

RIGHT O'WAY— Five hunGIVE A RIVER
ed
dred buildings and many streets are sacrificbig
to make room for the Scioto river inOhio.
flood prevention project at Columbus,
FIREMEN TRY OUT GAS MASKS-War
eouicment, which saved thousands from
the battlefields, proves,
Poisonous gases on work
fire in Columbus
valuable in rescue
Ohio.
The
NAVY TO SCRAP BATTLESHIPS—
are docked
Indiana, Iowa and Massachusetts Navy
Yard,
at League Island
for dismantlingphia.
near Philadel

On Broadway

HOUSE

Rivoli — William S. Hart — ''The Poppy Girl\Pictorial
Husband."
Rivoli
and Prizma.
Lloyd Pathe Comedy

"A. Sammy

in
Siberia."
Rialto—
Pauline
Frederick — "The
Woman on the Index."
Rialto Magazine.
Bruce — Educational — "An

Essay

WANTED.

Organist with Al reference who can operate Austin organ. Will make right terras for
right man. O. B. S., Box 189 WID'S
DAILY.

POSITION

WANTED.

MANAGER — Middleaged man desires position as manager of house somewhere near
New York. Have had managerial experience. Address, Manager,
this office.
OPERATOR— Position wanted by experienced operator. Willing to go out of town.
References as to character and ability. Address, Operator, this office.

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE MISCELLANEOUS,
Two home projection machines. Never
been used. Use standard size film. Excellent
for home, school, or church. Regular price
M0.0O. for sale 135.00.— J. W. A.— Wid's Daily.
Pathe Type, all aluminum construction,
six aluminum film boxes, automatic shutter.
Inquire, Gen. Lab. Corn. 6.T7— 8th Avenue,
N. Y. C. Phone Bry. 6183.

Camp Fremont, Calif. — R. F. Cohen
buys Fremont.
Benson., Minn.— Mrs. J. H. Wright
has sold Dreamland.
San Francisco — Frank L. Browne
formerly with Alhambra now manager
of New Fillmore.

Le Mars, la. — Sisk and James have
politan.
sold
out.
San Francisco — Empr'is
reopened.

Strand— D. W. Griffith's— "The Girl
Who
Stayed
at Home."
Strand
Topical
Review.
Day."
Sennctt Comedy— "Reilly's Wash

Albany — The Gray Seal Productions, Inc. have increased their capital from $25,000 to $50,000.

Topics of the Day.

New Theaters

Gouverrteiir, N. Y, — A. Papayankos
of W'atertown will build here.
Syracuse — Dancing
hall to be remodelled into theater seating 1,000.

THE
BIG FEATURE
PICTURI
is in a class with the regular
atrical show and should be explo
as such. We make a lobby dM
that individualizes the production
lifts it out of the picture RUT—
man and other productions on exr
tion in our show rooms.
KRATJS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

Washington — Johnny Payette is assistant manager at Crandall's Metro-

of 'he Hills."
Lennett Comedy- -"Reilly's Wash

Broadway
— Rupert Julian — "The
Day."
FireBroadway
Flingers."
Topical Digest.
Topics of the Day.
Universal Special — "The Glorious
Twenty-Seventh."
Comedy — "Lay Off.''
Lyons-Mo
New
York —ran
To-day— Bessie BarrisDISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
cale — "Hearts Asleep."
PICTURES.
Wednesday — Bryant Washburn —
"Poor Booh."
Thursday — George Walsh— "NevJack Pickford Statement Coming
er Say Quit."
with authorFriday
— Priscilla Dean — "The
Los Angeles— It is statedfull
statement
ity from Mrs. Pickford,
Silk-Lined
Burglar"
Franklyn
Farfrom Jack, together with his honorable num — "Go Get 'Em Garringei."
ciischar.ee from the Navy, will be given
Saturday — June Elvidge — "The
public at the right time and place Love Defender."
and through the proper channels.
Sunday — Viola Dana — "The ParisI tan Tigress."
CLASSIFIED.
Features Next Week
The features at the leading theaThe classified columns of WID'S
ters next week will be as follows :
fill a long felt want. It is the
market place where buyer and seller Rialto— Charles Ray— "The Sheriff's
—employer and employee or the
small advertiser can put his story Rivoli — Marguerite
Calrk — 'Three
before practically every live ex- Men and a Girl."
hibitor in the country every day in Strand — Billie
Burke — "Good
GraSon."
the year, at nominal cost. Rate 50c
cious Annabelle."
per line. Cash with order.

HELP

CHANGES

Increase Capital

Jans Incorporates
Trenton — The Jans Distributing
Corp. nesshas
beenJersey.
chartered to do busiin New
Jans recently acquired rights to
"The Unpardonable Sin" in Jersey.

The God of Mirth says,For Live Exchange Met
to write for informatioi
as to release date, stars
etc.

•O

Bradbury Recovers.
R. N. Bradbury, who directed Antonio Moresno and Carol Holloway in
"The Iron Test," their first Vitagraph
serial has recovered from his long ill—
nes and has reported back to the
studio, where he has again taken up
his work.

Photoplay Trading Co,
Tel. Bryant

COMPLETE

/V LITHOGRAPHING /CORR
*

406

WE/T

31 JTT.

WORKS OF
ACTION

ART

AND

CHARLES

EFFECTS
Everything Electrical for Theatres.

San Jose, Calif — Hippodrome openNaucatnck, Conn.— R. C. Cabol of
Park has leased Lyric for ten years.
Providence, R. I— Theater to be
built here for James Bartley of
Seekonk.
La Grosse, Wis. — F. L. KopperberRer and F. R. Schwalbe to build $100,000 house here to seat 1,300.

14W-3lstStEl

DEPARTMENll

220-W. 42nd St., New York
B.vrant 7595.

Yo»K

THE BEST PICTURE

Let Elias Do Your Titles
FRANCISCO
ELIAS
20 W. 42nd Sf.

Carliu

We edit and do complete work It
English and Foreign language
from Titles to the Screen.
Exhibitors Booking
Agency
{
Tel.

New

LAMPS

F. CAMPEU

TRANSLATION

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC
STAGE LIGHTING
CO.
W. 50 It! ST.

Speer

MOTION
PICTURE TITLlj
OUR SPECIALTY

Martinsburg, W. Va.— H. P. Thorn,
owner of Apollo buys Colonial.
Grand Rapids— G. C. Nichols,
Superba, will build at Bond Ave.,
and Crescent St.

and

MAZDA

AL. HE^DRICKSON
Charge d'Affairs

240

LINE OF

Supplies and Equipmen
for Studio and Theatre U

^

National
LIVING

7442

7th Ave.
Photoplays729 financed
and exploited in all market

Phone Bryant 9351

New York
Dryant 7392

Broda £ Meyep

Hand Painted Titles

Illustrations-Photography
220 ^est 4254 St.
Room QOC4
NeV York, City

Must

to make money
have a perfect developed t
negative

REX LABORATORY

(INC

has developed Lyman Broenii >
negatives. Ask him and then phi
Tremont
1995 for full particular) U

GET

SATISFACTORY

SER C

ERNEST
STEW
"THE TITLEMAN
MOTION

Producer of
PICTURE
TITL f

OF THE HIGHEST
145 W. 45th St.

GRAB 'J
Brvan'fl

7/^recochized
Authority

BPADSTREET

f FILHDOM
II. NO.

Satirical Film

Thursday,

March

Paramount Leases Universal Studio
Paramount has leased the Universal studio at Fort Lee and will
occupy it throughout the summer, by
which time the new plant in Long
Island city is expected to be completed. A number of important productions will be made there, and the
studio is being put in first rate condition.
It is reported that Captain Victor
Eubank, formerly of Essanay, and
late in the service, will be studio
manager.

e Made by All Star Company
With Censorship as Plot
is understood that one of the
ioses of the present trip to Los
Jeles of P. A. Powers, of Unipl. is to arrange for the produci of a feature which will show
\ satirical manner, the many
pes of censorship of pictures,
i this production it is expected
a every important star on the
it wil be cast, and the direction
[be supervised by the ablest men
ie business, including Griffith.
tmuel Goldwyn at a studio lunch
tjos Angeles made the statement
las part of the campaign plan(Special to WW'S DAILY)
!< against the proposed Federal
i State censorship bills that he
Cleveland— Sunday
opening
bill
ordered the making of a picture, reported favorably by House Committee.
We
have
won
first
blood.
jhich a number of the stars of
organization will appear, snowThe above wire has been received
line value of pictures to all dements of social and commercial from Fred Desberg.
^as well as to the government
Mr. Desberg is one of the most
it, and how the proposed censor- prominent exhibitors fn Cleveland
ij'will hamper important produc- and a well known exhibitor of the
ifof pictures in every b.ran;h.
Ohio State Screen League.
Ie press is to be asked to assist
Baker Tells Experience
le anti-censorship campaign, he
Jefferson City, Mo. — S. J. Baker,
ii
petitions
T>e
rod"Besides
by all whicfi
branches
of the will
picture
manager of the St. Louis branch of
■ess from producers to exhib- due First National Exhibitors' Circuit
and former motion picture censor of
Kansas City, Mo., appeared last week
Traveling
before the Judiciary Committee of the
I J. Selznick, Select, is on his State Legislature and "showed cause"
Ito the Coast.
why the bill providing for the creation
ar A. Price, United Artists,' of a State Board of Moving Picture
Los Angeles last Saturday for Censors should not be passed. Baker
J York.
was delegated by St. Louis exhibitors
and exchange managers to address the
committee.
Exhibitors throughout the state are
No. 53
fearful that the drastic measure will
be enacted. The fate of the bill will
be known early in April.
Baker, in his address, said that his
experience and his observations conBy Jack Alicoate
vinced him that the censorship of pictures in Missouri is unnecessary.
W quantity as in quality the
"While censor in Kansas City I
[contents of WID'S DAILY
looked at productions day in and day
fare so attractive as to make
out for six months — often assisted by
ithe most closely read publia committee of obliging ladies who
represented the Parent Teachers' AsWon in the film industry.
sociation, the Collegiate Alumnae and
1>or advertising message here
others,"
Baker told the committee
I certain to command attenmembers. "During that period I
reviewed 3,500 reels of film. Out of
gjn because there is no
those
I totally rejected only two picjbwding either of reading
tures— both of which had been rejected
wtter or of advertising space.
four years prior and the owners of
■I you would place your ad
which had tried at least once a ye.-.r
Trtising where it will be seen
during those four years to exploit them
but without success.
-Jse WID'S DAILY.
(Continued on Page 2.)

SUNDAY SHOWS
AND CENSORSHIP

tittle Ad Talks

Price
More
Wid:

Kind

Words

Marion, Ind.

Mighty fine magazine you
are putting out now. You are
to be is congratulated.
Daily
distinctively in a Wid's
class
by itself, and they'll have to
go some to catch up.
More power to you,
Edgar Allen Moss,

5 cents

Goldwyn Active

On Coast-Production Plans Include
A Barrie Play for Pauline
Frederick
Los Angeles — Goldwyn has secured
the rights to a book of J. M. Barrie's
one act plays, including "The Twelve
Pound Look" in which Ethel Barrymore toured. It is said Pauline
Frederick will be given the production
which
Barker. will be directed by Reginald

Rights to Jerome K. Jerome's
"Fanny and the Servant Problem"
have also been secured for Madge
Kennedy. When produced on the stage
Grey Films Through Hodkinson
it was called "The New Lady BanThe series of Zane Grey special tock" and was made into a musical
productions, now being filmed at comedy
Rainbow
Girl." in a new
Mabel "The
Normand
lias started
the Robert Brunton studios will be
and plans are being prepared
released through the Hodkinson cor- comedy,
for
Geraldine
Farrar
to
work here this
poration. The first of the series is
summer.
"Desert Gold" which will probably be released in May.
Cole and Seeley Due
R. S Cole of Robertson-Cole is
Fabian Building Two Houses
expected in town the end of this
Paterson. N. J.— J. Fabian who
from the Coast. It is expectholds the First National franchise weeked that
Walter Hoff Seeley will
in New Jersey plans the erection of return from Europe this week also.
a $500,000 house at Church and Ellison Sts., to seat 4,000 that will be
Atkinson In Hollywoo3
modern in every respect.
W. E. Atkinson, business manager
Fabian is also building a new
house at Market and Broad Sts., the for Metro has arrived in Hollvwood
he will stay a week. Richard
busiest corner in Newark, to ac- where
A. Rowland is also there.
comodate 3,500.
Adv. Mgr. 'The Chronicle."

"Canibals" Goes Big in Chicago
(Special

to If ID'S DAILY)

Irving Lesser in Chicago
Chicago — Irving Lesser and Mike
Rosenberg are here en route to
New York. Sol Lesser will leave
or so.Coast for New York in a week
the

Chicago — Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of the South Seas" opened
here at the Randolph theater and
is going over big. Receipts for the
Forty Single Reel Westerns Sold
first day, Monday, were $1,800.
The Film Market, Inc., lias closed
The new State Lake theater which
with the Jans Dist. Corp. for the
opened with "What Every Woman
negative to 40 single reel Tom Mix
Wants" is now playing "The Turn Westerns which will be released on
in the Road" to big business. These the state rights market.
are all RoberTson-Cole-Exhibitors'
Franklin E. Backer will be in charge
Mutual productions.
of sales.
Foreign Rights on ''Sin" Sold
The foreign rights on "The Unpardonable Sin" have been secured
by the Apollo Trading Company
from Harry Garson. As yet none
of the territory has been resold by
Apollo. Capt. Benjamin Hides, who
i- in London for Apollo will pay
S] ""''' attention to the exploitation
of . production in Europe. South
Ami ican territory will be handled
from New York.
They also control the rights to
New York S'ate.

Dolores Cassinelli with Capellani
Arrangements have been made by
Adolphe Osso whereby Dolores Cassinelli will be directed by Albert
Capellani in a new company of the
star's called the Cameo Pictures
"Corp. Release will be through
Pathe.
There will be about ten productions a year and the first will be
started immediately. George Archainbaud formerly of World will altion.
ternate with Capellani in the direc-

Thursday,
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CUTS AND FLASHES
Mildred Harris's next Jewel pronamed "Home."
has been shortly.
It will be duction
released
Vo! Vil No 82

Thursday. March 27.

Copyright 1918,
Inc Published
New York. N.
FILM
FOLKS,

1919Prlee 5 C»»!s

Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Y. by WID'S FILMS and
Inc.

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and
Treasurer: Lynde Denig, Editor; Joseph
Dnnnenber-.'. V ice-President and Managing
F'litor: J W. Alicoate. Secretary and Business Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
»t the post office at New York. N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.

Claire Merserau, Violet's sister, is
being starred in Pollyanna by Klaw
and Erlanger.
John L. McCutcheon succeeds
Richard Turner as Manager of Production for Gray Seal Productions.
"The Red Glove" is pfeying five
big Chicago houses simultaneously.
A

Griffith release tTirough Art-

Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
«f Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 craft about May 15 will be "The
Chink and the Child" one of the
months, $5 00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign
Limehouse stories.
$2(1.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Rothacker
is making
an industrial
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New
for Standard Oil.
York, N. Y.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-2
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Cullender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 383.
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone,
Hollywood
1603.

Goldwyn Spring Releases
Mabel Normand in "The Pest™ released April 20, director, W. Christy
Cabanne.
Geraldine Farrar in "The Stronger
Vow," released April 27, director,
Reginald Barker.
Tom Moore in "One ot the
Finest," May 4 director, Harry
Beaumont.
Madge Kennedy in "Leave it to
Susan" May n, director, Clarence
Badger.
Rex- Beacfi's_ "The Crimson GarBarker denia" May- 18, director, "Reginald

"The Red Glove" is getting redder
and redder but Marie is just as cool
as ice. Some steel-nerved lady!

Charles H. Christie visitin' British Columbia for the first time in
several years, was surprised to be
served in a Vancouver hotel with
biscuits with the name "Christie"
stamped on them. He had forgotten that for years Christie biscuits
have been famous in Canada. It
gave him an idea and now he has
set out to make Christie comedies
as famous in Canada as Christie
biscuits.
Good idea.

Lewis S Stone and his companv, including Jane Novak and Lloyd Ingram,
his director are snowed in at Pine
Crest, California.
Arrow Film will move from its
present location, the twelfth floor
of the Times Building to a suite in
the Candler Building. The change
will take place about May 1.
The New York Tribune of last Sunlay devoted considerable spaa to a
signed story by Alice Bradv on the
'Movie as a School of Acting". Miss
Brady attributed
much of her success
and the position she has won as a
stage star to her training in motion
pictures.

Hear First Nationals got ji
kind of a new feature or other

( Continued from page 1) j
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SHOWT

"It did not need censorship to iq
those pictures out of Kansas CitHJ
any place else in Missouri, foifl
exhibitors refused to run them, ad
would not have done so even itfc
the"Someo
censors
upon them, j
ne approval
remarked that theJjiB
picture industry is growing and 11
more and more films are made m
year. The motion picture indus'M
growing — but fewer producti^M
being made every year. The ;
of merit, and the great majori
companies are meritorious cotna
are making pictures that are \i 9
some, clean and totally fit for tflM
lie to see.
It must be all of six hours since
"It is very true that some objtfl
I've received any Metro publicity, able pictures are offered
to exdjl
but this story keeps the average
about right. Instead of buying a men, and in some instances, t
hibitors.
But
there
are
mk
new tire for his car with the $60
The motflJH
bonus coming from Uncle Sam, Bert such pictures shown.
Lytell will give it to the Red Cross. ture man, with his investmer.
afford to show unclean picture
Hale Hamilton had a birthday and the producers of an objection^BB
Harry Franklin gave him a party. seldom make a second one; ffU
Mrs. Franklin baked a cake on broke trying to market the first. 1
"I venture to say that offhaawB
which she placed 17 candles. Gifts
consisting of toy balloons, a train of one of you gentlemen can tell m me
totally unfit picture that has ■
cars, a bag of marbles, tin soldiers
etc. decorated the nursery.
produced
the oflastthem
year."
And not inone
could!

The Rev. Dr. George C. Houghton
George Beban wanted to play in
rector of the famous "little church
around the corner" says that despite a picture after his own heart, so
the general opinion to the contrary- he produced one with his own
he has never married runaway cou- money. It is called "Hearts of
ples, in fact he has always required
the consent of the parents. It is
to be understood by this that the
Now that Pearl White has bought
little church at which Albert Ray
and Elinor Fair are married in haste a 20 acre estate at Bayside she says
she is the largest individual propin "Married in Haste?' does not
Men."
erty owner in New York City.
represent our own "little church
Cecil De Mille better not take any
around the corner."
more chances lettin' folks' fly his
There's a still picture before me airplane 'dause the first time, he
of Frank Keenan and Catherine did, they landed in a clump of trees.
Adams in "The Silver Girl" and I hope he doesn't do it again 'cause
judgin' from their sweet expression we can't spare him.
they might be listenin' to Gounod,
but no — for it's written plainly beMarie Universal
Walcamp and "Curley"
low that the rapt expression on their Stecker.
animal trainer,
faces is caused by the doleful, have founded a home for friendless,
homeless
dogs. Already there are
creepy howling of a lonesome
coyote.
IS inmates lea-din' a perfect dog's
life,
rambling along the green lawns
They say Otis Snapp wore Cam- and bathing in the sunshine and
pell's underwear in the forum scene clear running brooks on the grounds
of TheDogs.
Marie Walcamp Home for
of "Julius Caesar" and spoiled a Stray
couple of hundred feet of negative.

New Circuit Breaker
Louisville,
Ky.— The
Ulm
cuit Breaker, with an author;
tal stock of $25,000 with shares ;ed
at $5 each have filed articl
corporation.
The concci
an electrical device for breakinfffl
cuits which is attached to the mstc
in
a moving
showlimil
and '
prevents
fires. picture
The debt
000.
The
incorporators
witl
shares each are: Jacob Ulm
Ulmer, Fred Kellner and L. D. G: Dt

<W*
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Nation-wide distribution
through fifteen exchangesGet in touch with our
nearest representative.

DAILY

fIT many people
British Guiana, and fewer
1 still travel up the Esseand
Indian coorial,
)by0
1
Potaro, and then far
the
Anarika creek, to where
gs of natives are felling
great ironwood trees, so
It you and I may have hardod floors In our apartlits. The fact that ironpd logs sink to the bottom
fen rolled into the river
gs at the topsy-turvy charBr of all our adventures on
i astonishing picture trip.

an outing
Tester picture
I THE COURTS
py before Supreme Court
0 Lydon has decided that Dr.
Tan Doren Young, one of the
bown surgeons in the city,
jay $1,000 to Mrs. Katherine
ney for the use without her
ion, of a film of a .surgical
>n. The operation was un|nd the plaintiff alleged that
(Young's request she permitlil to take the film for presenijbefore medical societies in
Krest of science, but that he
ie film to the Eugenic Film
•| it was used in the picture,
Mrs. Feeney asked $20,000.

JERBERT

\blache

\Now Directing

fAZIMOVA
in

"HE BRA T"

March
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Intelligent Performances Help to Lift Story of Slight Merit
Elsie Ferguson in

Ballahooing

a"
on the Anarik
ever see

Thursday,

"THE

MARRIAGE
Artcraft

PRICE"

DIRECTOR
Emile Chautard
AUTHOR
Griswold Wheeler
SCENARIO BY
Eve Unsell
CAMERAMAN
J. Bizuel
AS A WHOLE
Fine performances by star and
supporting
players
give some
interest to
slight plot.
STORY
Offers opportunities for characterization, but lacks strength as a screen narrative.
DIRECTION
Makes
the most
of material
which is not inspiring.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies; some scenes lack
sharpness.
LIGHTINGS
Might have brought out several
lavish sets to better advantage.
CAMERA WORK
Scenes generally well composed. Her beauty is one of the chief assets
STAR
of thepoise.
production; acts with her usual grace
and
SUPPORT

Excellent; with Wyndham Standing, Lionel Atwill and Robert Schnable in
characters that count.

often required.
INTERIOR
^-Jt^t^tFc?S
Furnished inNot
perfect taste; supa correct background for the people in
the plystory.
RETAIL
Reflects credit on the director.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Little in the basic
theme to distinguish it from countless other
photoplays.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4.S39 feet.
The cast is all that saves this from being a decidedly
disappointing production. And it is doubtful if even
the fine performances supplied by Elsie Ferguson and
those in her support, alone with the well judged presentation achieved by Director Emile' Chautard, will
compensate for the want of a more impressive story,
especially with folks who think first of the subject
matterstaging.
and care less about the artistic points of acting
and

The faults in "The Marriage Price" are of omission
rather than commission. What is done is done well,
but as a whole the drama fails to arrive at anything
really convincing and leaves an audience hike warm and
unimpressed. One reason for this is that the story
in all its essentials, has been presented many times'

before. There is nothing startling to picture audiences
in finding a young society woman deprived of her
fortune and placed in the position of being forced to
marry or earn her own living. That is about all there
is to the inbasic
"The Marriage
Price'' and
the
manner
whichtheme
it is of
developed
is not unusual
enough
to give fresh significance to an old plot.
As a matter of fact it is difficult to see just what price
Miss Ferguson pays for her marriage. To be sure, she
misjudges the man who treats her with commendable
consistency, and goes through the requisite amount
of emotional misery, but all in all she is not called upon
for any great personal sacrifice, unless the humbling
of her pride be considered such.
From a production standpoint, the picture starts off
very well with scenes of a lavishly staged dinner at
which the wealthy young heroine celebrates the winning of the blue ribbon by her favorite horse. These
scenes are indicative of the luxury of extravagant
society functions, but their picturesqueness might have
been Brought out more fully by better lighting. Their
relation to the plot is justified, in that they serve to
introduce the characters destined to figure most prominently in the action.
Shortly after the festive dinner, Miss Ferguson receives word of the suicide of her father who leaves
her penniless. As generally happens in movie stories,
the heroine is soon reduced to abject want, even, it
appears, to the verge of starvation. Of course, she
might marry, or she might accept the friendly advances
of a married man, but discarding all proposals with
an independent toss of her head, the dethroned society
queen, sets out to become a moving picture actress.
Fans, particularly young women, are likely to be interested inthe scenes showing Miss Ferguson applying
for a job at a studio and going through the tests which
she fails to pass. Finding that she is poorly equipped
to pay her own way through life, she thinks more
kindly of marriage, the two most eligible men being
Lionel AtwTll and Wyndham Standing.
They complicate the plot by placing Atwill, a caddish
sort of a person, in the employ of Standing, who Beats
out his rival in the love game, although the bride displays httle enthusiasm about her husband and is ready
to credit the tales of deception and trickery carried to
her by the disappointed Atwill. Standing is placed
in a most unpleasant light in the eyes of his wife, and
his financial ruin is nearly accomplished before they
wind up the story with the inevitable reconciliation.
In the Anthony.
cast are Maud Hosford, Marie Temper and
Clariette

Trust to Name of Star,
also Mention
Chautard as the Director
Box Office Analysis
for the Exhibitor,

If you can get a picture by on the strength of names,
there is a chance of your doing good business with
"The Marriage Price," although your folks are not
apt to leave the theater in an enthusiastic
mood. Probably Elsie Ferguson is a big city, rather than a small
town star, but on the strength of her personality and
exceptional acting ability she deserves every chance
to enlarge the circle of her admirers.
Her name comes first, of course, as a drawing power
for the picture,
it should
supported
concerned in thebut
production. "be
In this day, itbyis others
worth
while to announce that a picture was made by an
artist of the established reputation of Emile Chautard
Well informed fans are likely to recall some of his
other films and to expect a production oT artistic value.
Miss Ferguson is generally conceded to be one of
the most beautiful women in pictures.
Certainly no

C00I1

other actress is better suited to an interpretation of
characters representing breeding and refinement. Bring
out the fact that as a stage player she ranks among the
best of the young American actresses and let your
folks judge of her beauty for themselves by arranging
an attractive layout of pictures showing the star in various poses. If you can secure a large portrait, I would give
it the place of prominence fn your lobby, with a dignified statement to the effect that the famous star of
the stage and screen is coming to your theater in
"The Marriage Price."
Catchlines: "Between poverty and a man you didn't
love, which would you choose? See how EKie Ferguson answers the question in 'The Marriage Price'.''
Another one : "Do you believe you might become a
motion picture star if you only had a chance? After
you have seen the studio tests in 'The Marriage Price'
you may think differently."
Send (or

%7yt£?g^

Vfentiltrting'

Booklet- II
•xin&ton Ave.
New York—

aMUNEW

DAILV
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Putting It Over

itor put his show over. Send

Montclair, N. J.— George
Sick of
the Montclair
says ground
will be
broken soon for his new theater in
St. Clair Heights.

along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how yon cleaned

Newark, N. J. — The New Anita at
77 Sixteenth ave., opened with
"Woman."

n[>.

Sapulpa, Okla. — G. Petropol, plans
new
000. theater erected at a cost'of $100,-

Here is how a brother exhib-

£
TAYLOR
HOLMES
Now Starring in

IT'S ABEAR
TRIANGLE

—"IT'S

Des Moines, la. — For his lobby decorations on Priscilla Dean in "Kiss or
Enid, Okla. — C. G. Harryman,
Kill," Manager Jess Day of the Palace
had a two-toned cutout of the star in a World will build a new house
most amorous pose at the top and with
her position reversed and a pistol in $100,000.
her hand at the lower half of the
New Castle, Pa.— West Penn
frame. It was striking and stopped St. play Co. will build on North
the passerby.
For "The Eleventh Commandment"
he used a big Bible reproduction hanging from the canopy
with inthebold,
"eleventh"
commandment
printed
black
letters.

SPECIAL

Critics Everywhere Say
A BEAR"

CLASSIFIED.

Vitagraph's Anita Stewart Releases
Exhibitors are pointing out that
the Anita Stewart releases by Vita'
uraph are not clearly defined as to
whether they are new or old pro
ductions. It is understood, however,
that exchange men and salesmen
have been advised by Vitagraph not
to misrepresent these productions to
the exhibitors, however, as new
"Virtuous Men" at the Fulton

The classified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt want. It is the
market place where buyer and seller
— employer and employee or the
small advertiser can put his story
before practically every live exhibitor in the country every day in
the year, at nominal cost Rate 50c
per line. Cash with order.
HELP

WANTED.

Organist with Al reference who can operate Austin organ. Will make right terms for
right man. O. B. S.. Box 189 WID'S
OAILY.

POSITION

WANTED.

MANAGER— Middleaged man desires position as manager of house somewhere near
York. Have had managerial experience. Address, Manager,
this office.

New

OPERATOR— Position wanted by experienced operator. Willing to go out of town.
References as to character and ability. Address, Operator, this office.

FOR
FOR SALE

SALE.

MISCELLANEOUS,

Two home projection machines. Never
been used. Use standard size film. Excellent
for home, school, or church. Regular price
W0.00. for sale J35.00.-J. W. A.-Wid's Daily.

Pathe Type, all aluminum construction
six aluminum film boxes, automatic shutter
Inquire Gen. Lab. Corp. 637-8th Avenue,
N. Y. C. Phone Bry. 6183.

THEATERS

of the
to cost

F. Miller to build

Salt Lake City, Utah— Tom
to build.

220. West 42nd
CAMERAMEN

Wilkes

■San Francisco — Picture house to be
built on Catalina Island. Wm. Wrigley Jr. interested.
Inter Ocean Buys Glaum Feature
Foreign rights of the "The Goddess of Lost Lake," a Brunton proin which
Glaum by
li
starred, duction,
have
beenLouis'
purchased
Inter Ocean. The transaction was
handled through Federal Photoplays, Inc., which is supervising the
marketing of the picture.

St., N.

(New outfit)

FI AT.
RUSH

PhotoMercer

Cambridge,
Mass. — Central Square
opened. Operated by Gordon interests.
Hillsboro, 111.— T

THE UNPARDONABLE SI
Harry Garson's Big ProduejJ
Starring Blanche Swe
Will ha^e a lobby display
reflect
Neilan'sindividualize
masterful bo
which will
and star.
On exhibition very shortly^!
salesroom. KRAUS
MFG.
CO.n

Film

developed
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CO
LeadersANand
CIJ-Traei

JR
to individualize
your tl at
full of action, very ais:
and well executed.
We Serve Broadwa t
^^~~Largest
Write Theatres.
to-day

of "Virtuous
theThe
firstpremier
Ralph Ince
attraction,Men,"
will
take place at the Fulton on Sunday
evening, April 6. E. K. Lincoln is
Ford Weekly in 4,000 Houses
the star.
Under Goldwyn distribution the
The presentation at the Fulton
Ford
Educational Weekly, is now
will be surrounded with many distinctive features including a special said to be above the 4,000 mark,
musical score.
being shown under contract in that I DANIEL'S STUDIOS, I
number of theaters.
Room 317-318
220 W. - id
New York
The lobby display has been preA separate _subsidiary system ot
showings is now being developed
pared
by
experts.
Original
"paintings by Clarence F. Underwood,
COMPLETE LINE OF
schools, lodges, agriR. G. Morgan, Gustav Michelson in factories,
cultural organizations and granges.
and other well known illustrators
Supplies and Equipm<
In many communities it is being
will have prominent place in this shown in the public schools and in
for Studio and Theal
display.
the headquarters of trades unions.
National MAZDA
and Speer
Ca«l
Many of the leading exhibitors
LAMPS
Weeks Leaves for Coast
and exchange men are expected to
CHARLES
F.
CAMF9
C. A. Weeks, treasurer of the Zane
be present.
Grey Pictures, Inc. and Great AL. HEMDRICKSON 14 W-3 1 st N
Charge d'Affairs
Foreign Rights Secured
Authors Pictures, Inc., left New
Bech Van Siclen & Co., a new firm York on Wednesday for a flying
11
in the export and import field as trip to Los Angeles where he will
confer
with
B.
B.
Hampton,
presfar as pictures are concerned, but
THE BEST
PICTURE
to make money
ident qf the two organizations, and
one of the largest firms in the exMust have a perfect develop >J
porting market generally, has se- other associates in the western ofnegative
fices. He will remain only a week,
cured foreign rights to the Blackton
purpose of the trip being solely
REX LABORATORY (IK
production "A House Divided" and, the
under the direction of L. C. Wheeler to consult with his associates upon
has developed Lyman Broe ■
will start distribution immediately. some of the details of the service
negatives. Ask him and then ■
Prints will be distributed to the 3o campaigns to be put behind the first
Tremont
1995 for full particul -t
foreign offices of the firm where productions of the two companies.
trade showings will be given.
Mr. Wheeler was formerly in
GET
SATISFACTORY
SlW
charge of the London offices of
W. N. Selig.
Robert W. Priest of the Film
Market has been appointed sales
agent for the production, American
rights of which have not been dipposed of It may be released on a
state rights basis.

ERNEST STE

POSTERS

WITH

A

PUNCH

"THE Producer
TITLEMAi*
of
MOTION
PICTURE TIT a
OF THE HIGHEST GR/fo
145 W. 45th St.
Bry; 1

7^rkochized
Authority
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I Foreign Markets
[ Be Invaded by Big Four — ExI changes to be Established
k Los Angeles report says that
■t meeting of the United Artists
Jo. it was decided that in addition
string of theaters to be se1 Europe, the South Amer! Japanese markets also will
I invaded. A representative
will
to Europe to study the prob'1 to establish a distributing
Later exchanges
are to
hiished
in South
America
lid the Orient, especially Japan.
ideas
regarding
selection
ot
md certain business details
the marketing
of pictures
.hanged and it was stated
tt it will be the policy of the
up a better relaFt
een the exhibitor and
shipobetwbuild
producer.
Tippett Here
>hn Tippetf of the Trans-AtlanFilin Co. Ltd., has arrived in
I York from London. Transic is the European distribuchannel^ for Universal. He
for Universal City at once to
with Carl Laemmle.

l-othy Phillips Renews
Contract
orothy Phillips has signed a two
I contract with Universal.
This
s the star to "U" until Feb. 1.
Most of her work will be tin-,
irection of Allan Holubar.

No.

54

ittle Ad Talks
By Jack AJicoate

HABIT is a peculiar old
rogue, many times likable, oft times our best
Wend. WID'S DAILY is now
fi habit with the film industry.
kA man may read this magarine or that: occasionally an
itlhistrated weekly — but he
■ever fails to read a newsIs printed
s the
every daypaper.
andWID'Scontain
lews of the motion picture
World in clear and concise
lorm, it is liked because it is
Ibelieved in, it Alls a universal
iind immediate demand.

SUNDAY SHOWS
AND CENSORSHIP
Bill Reported Favorably
(Special -wire to WID'S DAILY)
Albany, N. Y. — Senator Geo. F.
Thompson's bill designated to permit the
exhibition of motion pictures on Sundays has been reported favorably by
the Senate Codes Committee. The
Donohue Assembly Sunday Bill was
amended to conform with Senator
Thompson's Bill and was also reported
favorably by the Codes Committee.
The Sunday proposition now comes
before both branches of the legislature
for final passage.

Price

Gladstone

LeavesPresident
Goldwyn of to Hodkinson
Become Vice-

&Theaters,
Southern

Philadelphia, Pa.
Gentlemen :
Please find enclosed Money
Order for $10 for my subscription of your daily and I wish
to say that I am very well
satisfied with same.
I think
it is the best published.
Very truly yours.
Benj. Borowsky,

Corporation.
"Fred" B, Warren, onj of the

Another Hodkinson

To Handle Zane Grey Pictures as
In Chicago
One of Four Big Lines of Product
William A. Brady, Gabriel L. Hess,
The identity of the second of the
"Al" Lichtman, John C. Flinn and big new lines of product to be handled
Paul Cromelin are in Chicago where by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
they will represent the -N. A. M. P. I., is revealed with the announcement that
the Hodkinson organization is to
before the Censorship Commission.
handle the Zane Grey Pictures, Inc.
The announcement of the first of the
Kick About Low Grade Films
new Hodkinson lines was made in tin".,
Concord, N. H. — After a lengthy paper two weeks ago, when it was ofdiscussion the Board of Trade has
ficially given out that the Augustus
made this statement : "There was em- Thomas-Harry Rayer Artco Prod.,
phatic comment on the general low known as the Four Star series, would
grade of pictures shown in the city, son.
be put up on the market by Hodkinthe obvious antiquity of such good
It is the opinion of Mr. Hodkinson
films as appear, the reported cheapness of the service and the con- that the Zane Grey Pictures,
which
will
be produced
upon a large scale,
sistently high price of admission."
are worthy of being offered
ductions of the highest type.
Pioneer Secures ''The Boomerang"
Announcements of the plans and acPioneer Film consummated a deal
tivities of the Zane Grey Pictures, Inc.,
on Monday whereby they purchased have already been made, but the identity
of
the
organization chosen to disworld rights to "The Boomerang"
tribute these new pictures has been
i "super feature" produced by the
National Film Corp.
withheld. It is the author's own company; the books of Zane Grey will be
"Issy" Bernstein brought the print
with him from the Coast and is co- used as the basic material for the
operating with M. H. Hoffman and productions, and the author himself
Cithers of Pioneer in arranging for will cooperate in the making -of the
exploitation, sales,, etc. He will
pictures.
The Zane Grey company is new
leave for the Coast next Tuesday.
working on the first production of the
"The Boomerang" features Henry
B. Walthall, and is from the Wm.
series, "Desert Gold," The part of Dick
Hamilton Osborne story published Gale is being played by E. K. Linin 1Q12, dealing with conditions re- coln.
garding the meat packing conditions
I d B. P.. Hampton is president of Zane Grey Pictures, Inc. : Van
in and about Chicago. When published the story created a sensation. Campen Heilner, one of the editors of
It is understood that the production Field
& Stream,
is an associate
has the endorsement of the Con' *
he organization of there-«v>n<i'1
sumers League of America, ana of The man mainly
l^a-Xu
pony
the U, S. Dept. of Labor.
is Eltinge F. Warner. oi»u.; .
Robertson-Cole have a contract
with National for their five reel features, but this contract allows National to produce two super features
mnually.
"The Boomerang" is. one
Df
them.

i Stream" and "Smart Set," who "discovered" Zane Grey when he was a
struggling writer nearly a dozen yer.rs
ago. T. Hays Hunter is in charge of
the
of "Desert
New direction
York offices
of the Gold."
corpora*"The
on
are at 3 E. 44th St.

5 cents

Warren Changes

Best Published

best known men in the indi s'.ry,
and by ma y accredited with Raving had much to do with tl e success of Goldwyn, of which he was
vice^presid Mit. has become vicepresident of the W. W. llodkinCorp. His resignation from Goldwyn is effective April t.
Warren's duties with Hodkirs n
will likely be of the same nat rj
as his former connection, where he
had much to do with the gene: al
policy of the organization, but g;r. e
most of his time to sales promotion,
advertising and publicity.
Who will succeed Warren
Goldwyn is not known. It is believed, however, that Alfred Weiss
may take over certain sales promcion work which Warren has handled, and Kenneth MacG wan will
be the new publicity head. Felix
Feist is also likely to handle
seme n a ters w 1ch heret< f ie
\\ ere taken charge ot by Warren.
In trade circles Warren has been
credited with being one of the
builders of the Goldwyn organization. Even prior to the completion
of the first Goldwyn production,
two years ago, he made the name
Goldwyn known here and abroad
through one of the most unusual
sales campaigns in motion picture
annals.
Sin.ce December he has been in
sole charge of the merchandising
plans and distribution of the Ford
Educational Weekly for Goldu
and under his direction this feature
is under contract in more than 4 Ojo
theaters.

"I think Mr. Warren shares my
opinions as to the necessity for
integrity of product and the improvement of relations existing between the exhibitor and distributor
of pictures," said W. W. Hodkinson. "During the past year the
Hodkinson Corporation has proceeded with great deliberation to
build an internal organization capable of doing the big things we
have in prospect. We have not
wished to expand too quickly, for
that has been one of the big fault
of the industry both In its busines
and production sides. I am now
I gathering about me both the men
and the product that will make our
company's name stand for a definite
quality in production and. service.
inued on (-age 4)

sfe^ki
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will release Frank Keenan's
Silver Girl" April 8.

World Film will distribute "Wives
of AUn" and "The Still Alarm" in
Minnesota, South Dakota and Wisconsin.
Philip H. White is film editor for
Lewis S. Stone Prod.
e Holt, formerly directing for
American, with Universal.
Marion Davies has begun work in
the Paragon Studio on "The Dark
Star", a screen version of the novel
by Robert W. Chambers. Allan Dwan
is directing.
Sessue Hayakawa's next production will be "The Courageous
Coward" written by Tom Geraghty.
William
Worthington
directed it.

Dustin Farnum has started work at
t! e Brunton Studios on "The Harvest
of Shame" by Tom J. Geraghty.
Melville Brown, who has ,
number of comedy ideas for Charlie
Chaplin and who has also written several scripts for Mabel Normand, will
scenarios for Lyons and Moran.

I red Levy, President of the
Big "Feature Rights Corp., holder of
the First National Exhibitor's Circuit franchise for Kentucky and Tennesee has been made chairman of the
Kentucky Division in the National
Campaign for the Jewish War SufI't:.tv One of the first steps taken
by Col. Levy was to line up the
motion picture theaters to aid him
by running
slides.

Darnel Gets Contract
Andrew Karzas, owner of the
Woodlawn and other Chicago
theaters has closed a contract with
the Daniels Animated Studio for a
series of leaders and trailers for the
Karzas theaters. Daniels supplies
the big theaters along Broadway
with animated leaders and this new
deal is reported to be the largest
ever closed for that kind of work.
Show Health Film to Women
Chicago — The newly created department of education for women of the
State Department of Health, division of
social hygiene, gave five lectures in
various parts of the city this week, illustrated by the government film "The
End ot the Road."

Say, Mr. Exhibitor, have you j
your "special tax" to the Gov
mentyet?
Only one day left. J

Publicity

I believe that Frank Currier really did tell Harry Northrup that the
watermelons in his back yard at
Patchogue L. I. grew so large that
he cut them lengthwise and rented
them out for canoes in the Summertime. Frank is rational on every
subject but Patchogue. Last winter he told us that the snow neve
bothered the people in Patchogu.
"Oh no," said he, "we have tl
whole town steam heated. The
pipes are laid under the streets and
the snow melts long before it
reaches the ground. Wonderful
place. Patchogue." And his au:lience
dispersed.

separated Gaston from several of
the :lollars awarded to bim for workdone in the support of Marguerite
Clark. If any one should stop me
suddenly on the street and ask me
what my first impression was of
Gaston, I'd say it was his delightful
French accent and his almost American sense of humor.
\ clear old man,

oh probably

P. B. Dana, for the past year i
Famous Players-Lasky and at I
time of his resignation, on the
vertising staff, has left that org
zation to become publicity and |
vertising manager for Arrow F
Mr. Dana was at one time in cat
of all Mid Western publicity j
Famous Players with headquar
in Kansas
City.
Ralph, D. Robinson, is now attaii
to the local staff at Metro. He:
formerly at the Hollywood studios
Another Keeney House
_ Williamsport,
Pa.— Frank
Keency/s
new
house
opened, j
night.
It is located on the site
the former Lycoming Opera Hot
and has seating capacity of 1,6;

nearly 70, came into Charlie Gill's
agency the other day to pay a commission. Having paid it he saf.I,
"I owe von this extra 25 cents, Mr.
Gill" "What for?" asked Charlie,
Chaplin In Airship Line
"Why I worked an extra scene in
- Angeles — Charlie Cl/aplin
another set at the studio and they to invest in an airship line wh
gave me $2.50." "Well," said Charlie will operate between Los Angti
"Suppose you buy an extra cigar and Catalina Island, according t
with the extra 2$. cents." The old local report. William Wriglcy,
man smiled and said, "Well, just as the chewing gum king, recer
you say, only that's the way I feel purchased fTie islands. The airs
about it." When he had gone Mr.
comedian.will be a "sideline" to
venture
Gillcent
said,
"That's probably'the
best
25
investment
I ever witnessed.

My cousin wrote a lot of songs
when she was young and foolish
and finding herself suddenly beside
a piano and Paul Scardon, proceeded to try them out on him. She
has_ never forgotten what a good
audience he was, and says now that
she has composed some new ones
she'd like to sing them for him if I'll go out of my way to place him
he wasn't so infernally busy all ■n future."
Truly, honesty is the best pol'cy.
tlie time.

Gentleman Jim Corbett has more
good friends than any cuss in
the country.
Coming — "The
Midnight Man" — a real serial.

Gaston Glass, he of the black
eyes and blacker hair, who has been
a favorite ever since he first came
to this country with the divine
Sarah, is still laughing over the
trick played and played sucessfulIv on him while working at the
Famous Players studio by an im
poster posing as a press agent who

W "Boston Blackie"' Bert Lytell
had to be thin and emaciated looking so he starved himself for a
week and grew a beard, too. Then
he had to be fat. So he went to
bed at eight o'clock every night and
lived onjnilk and eggs. Thin in a
week! Fat in a week! What a lot
of money you could make Bert,
on a book.
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Farrar-Kerrigan-FarnumVlarsh-Storey-'Stars as they
are" in The Photoplay
Magazine Screen
Supplement.

aM3
0T1CE TO 1 HE

otion Picture
Trade
e in the course of production
photodrama entitled,

luous Sinners
ONEER FILM
)RPORATION
!>6 West
46th. Street,
I New York, N. Y.
All Rights Protected.

.ytell in Bartlett Story
ell, Metro, has started on
is Den" a story written
rick Orin Bartlett and
feared in the Saturday
Post.
George
D. Baker

to Boost Liberty Loan
Hire entitled "The Price of
pled from the official film
the government, photo:he thick of battle, is shorted in behalf of the Vic_Dan.
has been assembled and
the direction of Frank R.
director
of the Bureau of
f the Treasury Department,
fcnnon and Terry Ramsaye,
?h LaRose
of the Rialtou- cutting desk.
jterial for the picture was
rom the film files of the War
toy special
permission
of
, and from the films of
Department and other oflerstood that the picture has
assembled for the purpose
ry theater 'exhibition, but
an incidental instrument of
•Loan gatherings of various
total
of 140 prints'
are in
for national
distribution.

Has 'Virtuous Sinners"
has for its latest productions Sinners" which was
coast under the direcimett J. Flynn. It features
iwley and Norman Kerry,
vill control the New York
Jersey rights but will sell
i the country on the state
nouncement of this new
larks a departure in the
Pioneer. It is the firs*'
be made by Pioneer with
oney. From now on the
will be interested in firoduction. Already sevrtant deals are pending.
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Goes Over As First Rate Mystery Story.
Harry T. Morey in

Production Has Atmosphere.

. <ie\ ised onrj
ertainit does not 1
n the
1 the underworld
. but
lent and a certain inti
calculated
to
attention,
from
the
huh
the
with a one-armed
man, known
to be
.it among
New
York criminals.
In 51
1 1 ts the story has the qualities usuafty
found in serials, subordinating
heart Interes'l to plot
is engaged
to Betty Blythe, the
I former governor who is
I havthe -reactionary element in city politics.
.1 miiii nt member
of the reform
groi
a bit worried
ibout the affiliations of his father-in-lawto-be, but this in no way affects his relationship with
likeness

"FIGHTkNG
DESTINY"
Vitagraph
DIRECTOR
Paul Scardon
AUTHOR
Stanley Shaw
SCENARIO
BY
Edward J. Montayne
CAMERAMAN
Robert Stuart
AS A WHOLE
Depends largely upon mystery
element and surprise climax; likely to hold
the attention.
STORY
Nothing
that could be expected
to
happen,
but serves the purpose
of crook
meller.
DIRECTION
Puts spirit into fight sequence
and keeps things moving at a lively clip.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Clear
LIGHTINGS
Well judged in night scenes.
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR
Forceful in type of role he has frequently played in the past.
SUPPORT
Up to the Vitagraph standard;
crook characters convincingly portrayed.
EXTERIORS
City street scenes will strike
your folks as being genuine.
INTERIORS
Show a commendable regard for
correctness.
DETAIL
Particularly good in giving atmosphere to scenes supposed to be enacted in
Chinatown resort.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Won't offend.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,301 feet.
In one respect, at least, the author and director of
this picture have been successful. They have succeeded
in presenting a mystery and keeping its solution beyond
the vision of an audience until the concluding sequences
of the film. "Fighting Destiny" has what few pictures
possess, a real surprise climax, and more than that, it
maintains through earlier reels an interest likely to make
tolks want to know how things turn out.
Stanley Shaw has written a meller along rather extravagant lines, but altogether it comes through as a fairly
entertaining picture, owing to the swiftness of the action,
the mystery element already mentioned, the sincerity
of the performance supplied by Harry T. Morey, and
the underworld atmosphere achieved with considerable
exactness, especially in the scenes supposed to transpire
in Chinatown.
To pull the plot to pieces en account of its lack of
plausibility would be beside the point, for it is a frankly

On the i
the wedding, after the pro
tive bridegroom has attended a bachelor dinner, things
begin to happen. While Morey is assisting on.' of the
intoxicated guests to reach his home, an automobile flashes
id runs into a tree. The occupants of the car, who
hastily disappear, are Betty and a one-armed man, surely
a strange companion for the girl. Then to add to the
mysterj the young political reformer, on returning to his
intoxicated companion, finds that be has been beaten up
by thugs.
The next surprise of a startling night comes when
Morey reads a note from his fiancee announcing that she
cannot be married as planned, because it is necessary for
her to perform a higher duty; also she warns against
any effort to find her, a warning to which Morey pays
no attention.
He is surprised at the noncommatal attitude of Betty's
father toward the whole affair, but receives some encouragement from the district attorney, although even he preserves a disconcerting silence in regard to the onearmed man. Having tried all the customary means of
tracing his missing fiancee, Morey determines to get at
ottom of the matter without the assistance of the
police. Disguised as a beggar he follows first one clue
and then another until he gains access to the undei
resort conducted by the crook politicians.
They pull some good fight scenes in these sequences,
resulting in the shooting of the woman supposed to be
Bettj Not until the very conclusion is it revealed that
the girl is in reality the heroine's twin sister, who had become a drug addict anil fallen into the power of the
one-armed man. Be'tty had gone in quest of her erring
sister and was in no way harmed by the experience.

Contains Appeal For Folks That Like Underworld
Worth Playing.
Box Office Analysis
It strikes me that pictures of this kind are needed on
the Vitagraph program, which presents so many girlishly
pretty stories enacted by ingenue stars. If you are
running the Vitagraph films you should welcome a virile
meller such as "Fighting Destiny". The picture is not
emarkable, but it has the quality that makes mystery
fiction popular with many
fans and magazine
readers.
As a star, Harry Morey needs little introduction to
your regulars, who will remember him as one of the
veteran Vitagraph players. Ever since the day of one
and two reel pictures, Morey has been a familiar figure
on the screen, rising to the position which he now rccupies through steady and consistent work. He is not
the typical hero, but he possesses a force of personality
which harmonizes well with a character of the kind found
in "Fighting Destiny."
Although
the picture touches on underworld
life, it

FRANCE

for the Exhibitor.
contains nothing objectionable to a conservative clientele.
Don't be afraid to let folks know that the scenes lead
into Chinatown
these fascination.
haunts of New
lower
East side dens,
have aforcertain
Try York's
to get
stills presenting the action in the "begg
Also
show two contrasting pictures of Morey, one in conventional attire, the other presenting him in the make-up of
a pan-handler, using a line. "He is both in 'fighting
Catchlines; "If you want to see the real Chinatown,
take
a trip
Destiny'
". with Harry Morey in 'Fighting Destiny', a
drama filled with mystery and suspense." Or, "Supposing the girl you were going to marry disappeared on the
night before her wedding, leaving a note warning you
against trying to find her, what would you do? See
how Harry Morey solves the mystery in 'Fighting

".
AMERICA Destinv'CORPORATION
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New Theaters

MakeYourDate
"Your Wife and
Wednesday,
April 2nd
Mine"
3 P. M. SHARP

Wurlitzer Fine Arts
Hall
120 WEST

41st ST.

Tyrad Pictures, Inc.
729 SEVENTH

AVE.

Phone

5426

Bryant

Washington — George V. Atkinson
formerly with Mutual now with Super
Film Attraction and goes to Charlotte*

000.

WITH

AT

Duquesne, la. — A. E. Berg to build
a new house here.
Cost $75,000.
Enid, Okla. — New house cost $85,-

In the Open Market

Services Offered

Detroit — Kunsky will build a Hippodrome seating 3,000.
Brazil, Ind. — Chicago company to
build.
Pisgah, la. — Sherwood and Silsby
of Moorehead will build here.
Baltimore, Md. — The Govans has
opened.
Dallas, Texas — To start Hulsey
July 1.
Sandusky, O. — Lyceum re-opens.
Baltimore, Md. — -Chicago real estate broker looking for site.
Boston,
Mass. — Gordon's
Central
Square opened.

— William
Farrell
with
N. St.Y- Louis
Standard
Film in eastern Missouri.

Another Chain
Cumberland,
Aid.— The
Theater Circuit has been fo:
the purpose Theof operating
theaters.
company
(
Theaters in Maryland and V
ginia, and plans to erect sev
houses during the summer ;
made.
A large house will bj
at this place. Flovd Liniger |

Earl E. Reece, 'I
Films
will
dis port, Prest.
Educational
in the ton, D. C, V.-P.

Toronto — Regal
tribute the Ford
Dominion.

Nazimova's

Seattle — The Exhibitors film Exchange have contracted for the distribution ofOuting-Chester Pictures
throughout Alaska, Washington,
Oregon, Northern Idaho and Montana. This means that they will be
shown In the Jensen and Von Herberg circuit.

Production

"THE RED LANTERN-"
has an American-Chinese !i
which we have worked into i\
display that faithfully repress!
■»ctly what the ticket purchase \
see on the screen. Now ready 1
saleroom.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
I
220 West 42nd St., N. Y

Rich With Vitagraph
H. Thompson Rich has joined the
Johnson's Entertainment
scenario staff of Vitagraph. Mr. Rich
Chicago — Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnwas formerly editor of the Forum and
son were entertained at a luncheon
contributing editor to Smart Set, and given at the Hamilton club on Tuesday, after which the second installMunsey's.
ment of "Cannibals of the South Seas"
was
shown
by Roderick Ross, chairman
Serials Wanted
of the moving picture committee of
After a long tour Joe Brandt, Universal, says serials are in bigger demand today than at any time during
the past four years.

the club. The Johnsons also made perappearances
the Randolph
theater,sonal
where
the at'
cannibal
pictures
are being shown this week.

Indianapolis. — The Motion Picture
Exhibitors' Assoc, of Indianapolis, Munsey's.
through Chas. Olson, Chairman, has
tendered to Mayor Jewett the use of
the screens in all the picture houses of
the city to combat "Bolshevism" or any
other breed of anarchy.
( Continued from page 1)

The God of Mirth saj

Warren Changes

I shall next week make a compreCLASSIFIED.
hensive announcement of the product that I have assembled for our
new season together with some
The classified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt want. It is the plans for a releasing innovation
which I am certain will win exhibmarket place where buyer and seller
—employer and employee or the
itor support immediately."
small advertiser can put his story
"My affiliation with Mr. Hodkinbefore practically every live exson is founded upon business logic,"
hibitor in the country every day in is Warren's explanation of his
the year, at nominal cost. Rate 50c
change. "My first reason is founded on the memory that six years
per line.
Cash with order.
ago when W. W. Hodkinson founded the Paramount organization the
HELP WANTED.
producer-distributor and the exhibitor were not engaged in a blood
Organist with Al reference who can operBte Austin organ. Will make right terms for feud. They were not at each other's
throats. They did not feel that
right man. O. B. S., Box 189 WID'S
DAILY.
there was any necessity for their
being enemies. A thousand Strands
and Rialtos and their equivalents
POSITION
WANTED.
in all of the large cities of the
MANAGER— Middleaged man desires posi- country are operating today because of the initial Hodkinson vition as manager of house somewhere near
New York. Have had managerial experision that pioneered in good picence. Address, Manager,
this office.
tures at decent prices.
"Mr. Hodkinson has always^had
OPERATOR— Position wanted by experia lesson to^teach. I believe in the
enced operator. Willing to go out of town.
Eeferences as to character and ability. Ad- things he Is going to do, and I
dress, Operator, this office.
want to help do them.
"I have the friendliest and best of
FOR SALE.
feeling for the Goldwyn organization of which I have been a part
since it was organized and this is
FOR SALE MISCELLANEOUS,
further evidenced by the fact that a
Two home projection machines. Never few hours before my resignation I
been used. Use standard size film. Excellent
for home, school, or church. Regular price purchased additional Goldwyn stockSJO.OO, for sale $35.00.— J. W. A.— Wid's Daily. on "which f had an option."
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Let Elias Do Your Titles
FRANCISCO
ELIAS
TRANSLATION
20 W. 42nd St.

MOTION

Phone Bryant 9351

New

DEPARTSflll

PICTURE

Till

our specialtt™

York

We edit and do complete woijn
English and Foreign langlW
from Titles to the Screen. I
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220— W. 42nd St., New Yoifi
Tel. Byrant 7595.
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Illustration
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Price 25 cents

D.W.
GRIFFITH
Presents
H

The
GirlWhoStayed
An AETCKAFT

Picture

At Home0

That Makes It Unanimous !

Ar.ments.
Y. Times: Adds to its producer's long list of achieveN. Y. Sun: Cast heavily coated with talent.
N. Y. World : Excellent example of the artistic work of
D. W. Griffith.
N. Y. American : H*e has again done something different.
N. scale.
Y. Post : Typical Griffith piece: done on a gigantic
N.
A/.
N.
N.

Y. Telegram: Dramatic and intensely interesting.
Y. Evening Sun : In every respect worthy of Mr. Griffith.
Y. Mail: It is the best of his Artcraft series.
Y, Journal of Commerce: Refreshingly new.

■ct

adapted from the story by S. E. V. Taylor,
photographed by G. W. Bitser; personally
directed by D. W<. Griffith.
£•! FAMOUS PIAYERS-IASKYCORPOMTION

1

m
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Wednesday
Pennsylvania
Legislature
defeats
bill which
would legalize Sunday pictures.
A-m her Brothers open another house in Chicago.
Fox sells "Little Shepherd of Kingdom
to Jack Pickford.
Thursday.

order.

71-73 West
41th St.,
New
Telephone:
Vanderbilt 4551—2

Fox will establish headquarters in Mexico.
Martin Johnson
and wife leave for South Sea
Islands where they expect to spend the next
three years taking pictures.
Federal Trade Commission resumes hearing on
W. H. Prod. case.

GIRL'S HUSBAND
page 27

Come"

All star cast will produce satirical film dealing
wth censorship problem.
Paramount leases Universal studio at Fort Lee.
Goldwyn secures Barrie one-act plays, including
"The Twelve Pound Look."
k'nson.
Zane
Grey Pictures to be released through HodDolores Cassinelli
to be directed
by Albert
Capellani.
Features to be released
through
Pathe.
Ford Educational being distributed in over 4,000
housesBech Van Siclen and Co., large import house, secures foreign rights to Blackton's "A House
Friday.
Divided."
"Bg Four" reported planning to establish their
own exchanges in foreign markets.
Dorothy Phillips renews contract with Universal.
New York Senate favorably reports Sunday picture legislation.
National
production,
"The Boomerang,"
sold to Filml
Pioneer
Film.
F. B- Warren, vice-president, Goldwyn, resigns
and joins W. W- Hodkinson Corp. Will practically have same work there as with Goldwyn.
Pioneer Film produces "Virtuous Sinners." \f&f
make several more productions.
New chain started in western Maryland with
eight houses.
Saturday.
Adolph Zukor and L. J. Selznick in controversy
over Selznick's activities with the Myron Selznicktention
productions,
and not giving sufficient atto Select affairs.
Many prominent English buyers in this country.
Catherine Calvert with Famous-Players-LaskyGrand Jury returns four indictments in alleged
graft cases.
Broadway Theater to pass to Philadelphians.
Universal may secure another Broadway house.

•WELL ILL BE
i

will "set em wild" with this first of
his big new feature comedies. Albert
E. Smith, President of Vitagraph, told
Larry the lid was off the cash-box and
Larry spent 93% of what was in the
till on this one.

Well I'll Be

is a comedy of super feature quality
Go to it— and clean up !

•
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Child Star Acts Naturally In Well Developed Story
Baby Marie Osborne in

"THE

SAWDUST

DOLL"

Diando
Prod.— Pathe, Distr.
RECTOR
William Bertram
THOR
Agnes C. Johnston
ENARIO
BY
Agnes
C. Johnston
MERAMAN
Not Credited
A WHOLE
Best Marie Osborne picture issued in some time; has human interest and story value.
ORY
Well worked out to give child
star a suitable vehicle; final reel contains
considerable suspense.
RECTION
Acting is kept in a natural
vein; incidental bits of business
made
to
register.
;OTOGRAPHY
Good
SHTINGS
Night scenes carry atmosphere.
MERA WORK
Satisfactory.
;\R
Is attractive and cute without being pert.
IPPORT
,. . Sambo, the famous little pickaninny, is big assistance to Marie; Jack
Connolly and Claire DeBrey do all that is
required in principal adult roles.
TERIORS
Village scenes appear genuine.
fERIORS
r
Conventional.
&AIL
Some telling bits that add to the
human interest of the picture.
IARACTER
OF STORY
Reflects the
spirit of childhood.
WGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,685 feet.
]om time to time it has been necessary to point out
< weakness of the story material provided for Baby
: e Osborne, always however, with full recognition of
e lifficulties presenting themselves in finding just the
; sort of plot substance for the child actress. After a
( sssion of rather negative pictures, it is a pleasure to
S : the really good qualities in "The Sawdust Doll,"
li li contains a real story and at the same time is well
i d to Baby Marie and her colored partner, the little
c ninny, Sambo.
I this instance, we have a plot which should be inI kg to the average photoplay fan, even if he does

not happen to be partial to depictions of child life. There
is some first rate characterization of an elementary sort,
in presenting the nature of the lonely little girl, who
longs for a mother and takes a sawdust doll as the best
mailable substitute. Director Bertram should be commended for the way in which he has handled Baby Marie,
in that she appears more like a normal child than she
has in a number of her previous films, and less like a
precociously bright product of the studio.
Naturally, the plot is so devised that first interest centers
in the activities of the children, but other phases of the
story, concerning Baby Marie's father, a village blacksmith, played by Jack Connolly, and Claire DeBrey, in
the character of the demonstrator of beauty lotions, have
not been slighted. The heart interest theme running
through the picture, and brought out at every opportunity, has to do with Baby Marie's craving for motherly
affection, which has always been denied her.
The child plays matchmaker when Claire comes to
town and after an unsuccessful attempt to interest the
populace in her wares, joins forces with the owner of
the local drugstore, who places her in the show window
in order to attract attention. Connolly resents seeing
the young woman forced into such unpleasant notoriety
and proceeds to beat up the druggist, thereby gaining
the respect of Claire.
The child, however, is the real means of bringing the
two together. She proposes the marriage, which sounds
good to Claire because she wants a home and someone
to support her. Things work out rather badly, the easeloving young wife being unaccustomed to the monotonous
simplicity of life in a village and the drudgery of keeping
house. Some sympathetic scenes are realized in reBaby Marie's
disappointment
in the mother she
has takenvealingsuch
pains to
secure.
Then Connolly prepares to go to war. Coincident with
his departure, the druggist, in league with German agents,
concocts a plan for wrecking the train on which the
soldiers are leaving town. From this point, the plot is
well arranged to keep up suspense and provide a dramatic
climax in which the children play a conspicuous part
by being instrumental in thwarting the train wreckers.
The final reel also brings about a change of heart in
the mother, who determines to be all that Baby Marie
and the simple minded blacksmith have longed for.

Take A Chance On This, Even If Previous
Marie
Films Have Failed To Register

Osborne

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
are safe in playing this before almost any kind of an
It has enough points in its favor to raise it
the level of most pictures presenting child stars,
lould go even with a crowd that is in the habit
sing by entertainment featuring juveniles. The
interest is a big factor, and save for occasional
hich seem overdone, the sentiment is kept within
Hess to say, the best chance for the film is in
orhood houses, especially at matinee showings,
a don't need to be afraid of "The Sawdust Doll,"
ith the night crowd. I think you are entirely justiassuring your patrons that this is one of the best
Baby Marie Osborne pictures, and that whether
they have cared for the earlier films, they will
erested in this.
remember correctly, Sambo had an inconspicuous
the production immediately preceding "The Saw-

dust Doll", a fact which may be recalled by fans who
follow pictures closely, because the little pickaninny
is almost as great a favorite as the star herself. I would
make it clear that he comes back in this picture in a fullsized role, thereby discounting the impression that may
have been left on folks who were disappointed at not
seeing him to better advantage in the last release.
More than in most cases, it would be well to give a
fairly complete outline of the story, enough, at least, to
make it plain that this production, unlike some of its
predecessors, contains a genuine plot and has a conclusion offering suspense creating melodrama. In addition to pictures of Baby Marie and Sambo, I would
use others of Jack Connolly and Claire DeBrey, also
something to represent the race between the automobile
and the train that comprises a large part of the final
reel.
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He slapped the pompous little governor on
the back and asked
him to have a drink.
Yankee blarney saved
him from death against
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wall" in a LatinAmerican republic.
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Central American
politics.
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Plot Holds Well in Picture That Comes Up To Program Average
Louise

"THE

Huff

LITTLE

in

INTRUDER"

World.

°scar Apfel
RECTOR
H. S. Sheldon
THOR
Clara S. Beranger
ENARIO BY
Alfred Gondolfi
MERAMAN
Holds the interest most of
A WHOLE
the way; profits by a surprise at the finish.
Keeps things happening; improbaORY
bilities may be overlooked.
Action is held at a fast tempo.
RECTION
[OTOGRAPHY
Generally sharp.
Conventional.
3HTINGS
MERA WORK
Passable.
AR
Has pleasing personality which increases effectiveness of the character of a
young woman supposed to be a crook.
PPORT
Johnny Hines works hard to
get comedy, but has few opportunities;
George MacQuarrie and Stuart Holmes
satisfactory in conspicuous roles.
iTERIORS
irERIORS
like
part
fTAIL
•ARACTER
:NGTH OF

Don't figure much.
Occasionally
look too much
studio construction, but for the most
suffice.
Doesn't call for particular mention.
OF STORY
Harmless.
PRODUCTION
About 4,700 it.

,pe plot running through these five reels is ample to
ity the picture without the need of anything conspiculin the way of characterization. As a program offeri "The Little Intruder" does very nicely, making a
ttenial vehicle for Louise Huff, always a pleasing star
Be is given a fair opportunity.
.{though it is too improbable to call for serious conoration, the plot devised by H. S. Sheldon and done
.tscenario form by Clara S. Beranger, has commendable
J ities from the viewpoint of entertainment.
Audiences

are apt to feel sympathy for the resourceful young woman
who is taken for a thief and becomes a detective that
she may watch the movements of a suspected wife. Not
until the concluding part of the last reel do we know
how the plot is going to be worked out, and in view of
what has gone before, the surprise climax is justifiable.
The romantic and comedy elements in the story are
slight. It might have been wise to give Johnny Hines
more chances to develop humorous scenes, but folks
probably won't worry about what the production misses,
if they get into the spirit of the story and become concerned about its solution. Stuart Holmes, one of the
veterans among screen willuns, carries the part of the
would-be home wrecker in a sufficiently sinister manner,
whereas George MacQuarrie as the jealous husband, and
Christine Mayo as the wife, fill their roles adequately.
MacQuarrie' s jealousy is at the basis of the plo't. He
is determined to find out exactly how far the flirtation
between his wife and Holmes has progressed and in order
to do so leaves Christine at a summer resort and goes
to New York to engage a detective to watch her. At
his New York residence, he finds a note from a niece
living in the west, announcing her intention of payinging them a visit. This paves 'the way for the entrance of
Louise Huff.
Louise wanders into MacQuarrie's residence, is followed by a policeman and accused of being a notorious
thief. To save her from arrest, also to use her for his
own ends, MacQuarrie asserts that she is his niece, gets
rid of the policeman and then explains to Louise what
she is expected to do, a proposition that the girl accepts.
As a member of the household, she soon wins the confidence of the wife, who makes little effort to conceal her
growing intimacy with Stuart Holmes. During the intervals between watching the movements of the pair,
Louise finds time to carry on a love affair of her own
with Johnny Hines in the character of the wife's brother.
Some of these scenes are pleasingly presented and offer a
necessary element of comedy romance.
There is no need to go into the details of the plot
through which Louise traps Holmes, who, in reality, cares
more about Christine's jewels than about herself. All
of the characters end up at a police station where the
box of jewels, supposed to have been appropriated by
Louise and her accomplice, turns out to be only a box
of candy.

"Trust Means Confidence"
Our experts act in any capacity having to do with
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Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Louise

"THE

LITTLE

points likely to counterbalance shortcomings in the I
duction as a whole.
In exploiting "The Little Intruder," which by the r
is a first rate title, make the most of advertising p?!

Huff in

INTRUDER"
World.

As a vehicle for Louise Huff and Johnny Hines, this
does not come up to their recent World release, "The Crook
o Dreams" : It lacks the human appeal and comedy so
well blended in that production. But even granting some
deficiencies, "The Little Intruder" strikes me as being
a satisfactory program film.
The combination of Miss Huff and Hines is one of
the most attractive being presented by World. Both of
them suggest youth in its romantic stages and they play
scenes with a light touch of good humor. If you don't
feel that your folks are especially well acquainted with
Miss Huff, I would make an effort to bring her to their
notice, for everything that she does has certain good

presenting scenes played by Miss Huff and Hines. '!
might refer to the picture as a comedy drama witij
surprise climax that is going to keep spectators guesV|
until a the
concluding
isn't give
necessary
into
detailed
synopsissequences.
of the plot,It just
a suggestoj
of the story, trying to indicate that the end is too g
to be disclosed in advance.
Catchlines something after this fashion might be ui
"How would you like to be arrested as a thief and
turned into a detective that you might remain oui

jail? That is the experience of Louise Huff in 'The L
Intruder'."
Another one: "What do you think of a 9
who marries a man because she prefers her own dorm ic
troubles to those of other people?
See Louise Hu£|
her charming characterization of 'The Little Intruder1!

BOOK THIS
MONEY-MAKER
SHALL
WE DO
with
him

ffl William Hohenzollern is at the
Bar of Justice, ffl Within a week
or two, the Peace Conference
will decide his fate, <I The Story
is on the Front Page of Every
Newspaper and on the Lips of
Millions.
CIThe big, gripping drama that
tries the ex-Kaiser, sentences him,
and carries out the Sentence, As
The People Want. *]JTie up
your Theatre Now with this
tremendous box-office attraction.

WorldBackedFilm
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blks Will Like Many of the Scenes, Even If They're Not
pressed by the Story
D. W. Griffith presents

"THE GIRL WHO

STAYED

AT HOME"

Artcraft
HRECTOR
D. W. Griffith
ifTHOR
S. E. V. Taylor
BMERAMAN
G. W. Bitzer
if A WHOLE
Has some fine points, but falls
below the standard of Griffith productions.
MDRY
Episodic; introduces many characters
but fails to connect them as harmonious figures in the narrative.
iRECTION
Many
of the scenes have the
usual Griffith touches; some thrills in the
war sequences.
JOTOGRAPHY
Most of it very fine.
iHTINGS
,
Artistic and varied.
MERA WORK
The "soft focus," first introduced in "The Greatest Thing in Life,"
is used to advantage with Carol Dempster as
the subject.
JlYERS •
Carol Dempster and Clarine Seymour make their initial appearance as Griffith players; Miss Seymour is particularly
effective in role of cabaret dancer; Robert
Harron and other old favorites are in the
cast.
TERIORS
Have considerable variety; much
of the action is supposed to transpire in
France.
TERIORS
Adequate.
[TAIL
Helps to put the picture over when
the story drags.
IARACTER OF STORY
Has a patriotic
angle; the draft law figures in the plot.
4GTH OF PRODUCTION
6,672 feet.
some respects Griffith is at a disadvantage. He has
people to expect something approaching perfection in
productions and when they fall short of that, he in! criticism that would not be leveled at a less 'famous
:tor. To say that "The Girl Who Stayed At Home" is
^pointing,
might be going too far, because it contains
T fine scenes, but in its entirety the picture does not
1 a number of the producer's previous films, even
! for which no special claims were made,
le story is loosely constructed and fails to give the
r of impression resulting from an artistically blended
action.
Although
many
characters are introduced,

Greatly

interest is aroused in comparatively few of them and the
action does not always carry conviction. Possibly one
trouble is that an effort has been made to cover too much
ground in a story that presumably was conceived and
mapped out while we were still at war.
There is a leaning towards propaganda in parts of the
picture relative to the operation of the draft law and the
training of soldiers at army cantonments. But as it
stands, there is no apparent moral that has not been
driven home many times before in photoplays, and at
times it looks as if Griffith had pieced the picture together to include all of the remaining war stuff which
he secured while in France.
Considered separately, there is much to commend in a
number of the episodes, especially those played by
Robert Harron, as a dapperly dressed, ineffective youth,
and Clarine Seymour as a cabaret dancer, who remains
true to her love for Bobby despite temptations presenting themselves while he is at the front. Miss Seymour
is a real find for a role of this description and her
appearance in coming productions may be looked forward
to with interest.
One thread of the story concerns an old Confederate
veteran who went to France at the end of the Civil War
and is living there with his daughter, Carol Dempster,
when the European conflict starts. Miss Dempster, a
new acquisition to the screen, possesses considerable
beauty and acts with the requisite sincerity in scenes
played with Richard Barthelmess as Bobby Harron's
brother.
It is unnecessary to follow the details of the plot as it
brings about the transformation of Bobby from a hollowchested idler into one of Uncle Sam's soldiers. We see
how the father, interpreted by George Fawcett, tries to
have his son given a deferred classification, and how
eventually, the boy is shifted to class 1, trained at a
cantonment and sent to France where he meets his brother
who has preceded him. The battle scenes are realistic
and intense, as might be expected in a Griffith production,
and there is sustained excitement in the sequences dealing
with the treatment of the Confederate veteran and his
daughter when they fall into the hands of Germans.
These war sequences make first rate photoplay entertainment, even if they are only slightly dissimilar from
what Griffith has offered in earlier pictures. My own
guess is that when an audience leaves the theater, it will
remember most pleasurably the charm of the scenes introducing Harron and his cabaret sweetheart.
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The Name of Griffith and the Right Sort of Exploitation Will
Assure Business
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
D. W.

"THE GIRL WHO

Griffith presents

STAYED
Artcraft

AT HOME"

As a box offi. i
ild come through
quite as successfully as Griffith's |
rtcraft films.
"The Great Lov
'
in Life" and
"The Romance of Happ
about
the shortcomings
' folks
probably won't detect them
m
10 the
notion that anything Griffith does must be right.
To announce a Griffith film is enough to arouse interest among intelligent followers of photoplays. Needless to say, the name of the director should be made to
stand out in all your of exploitation, for he is the star no
matter who his players may be. In announcing the cast,
give first place to Robert Harron, George Fawcett and
Tully Marshall.
Then, if you can get sufficient news-

paper space, try to make something of the fact that 1
picture introduces two new actresses who no doubt
be used by Griffith in subsequent productions.
You can secure pictures of Carol Dempster and Clat
Seymour from Artcraft and they might be published M
with brief bioeraphical sketches. I wouldn't say m
about the operation of the draft law figuring in the st',:
rather play upon the human appeal of the principal clj
acters and the heart interest in the development ||
pretty romance.
"The Girl Who Stayed At Home" is too long to be
ideal title from an advertising standpoint, but it ha
certain attractiveness which you may amplify by rcferi
to the picture as a story of the part American woi
played in the war. You are safe in assuring your patr
that they will get thrills out of the war scenes, wl
figure largely in the final reels.

WILLIAM RUSSELL

P. S. Harrison, in Motion Pictunj
News, March 1st issue, says of th<
last William Russell release:

"BRASS BUTTONS"
By STEPHEN

FOX

Directed by HENRY

KING

LADIES will gasp at the way Russell woos and wins the
society girl he thought a ladies' maid.
MEN will thoroughly enjoy the scenes in which Russell, as a
New York cop, bluffs the gunmen of Sawtooth, Arizona, who
had boasted that no sheriff could tame them.
EXHIBITORS will proclaim this picture one of the peppiest
they ever screened
and make arrangements to repeat it.

William Russell Productions

Distributed by PAT HE

"frith 'Where the West Be
gins1 Russell adds another goni
picture to the long list of his sue;
cesses . The plot is full of actiox
and it has been handled well
It holds the interest undimin
ished from start to finish.
William

Russell

Successes

Now

Available:

"Hobbs in a Hurry"
"All the World to Nothing"
"When a Man Rides Alone"
"Where the West Begins"
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Crude Draggy Propaganda Meller Made Along Old School Lines
"THE SIN OF THE

WORLD"

United Film Co. Prod.

HRECTOR
Thomas Rickettn
lUTHOR
Thomas Jefferson
CENARIO
BY
Thomas Jefferson
AMERAMAN
Not Credited
iS A WHOLE
Painfully draggy
incoherent
meller marred
by old school technique
is
surely not good entertainment.
TORY
Was painfully elementary action meller with awful results of liquor as central
theme.
HRECTION
Technique very old school with
ordinary production values and always more
action than characterization.
HOTOGRAPHY
Varied from good to poor;
generally fair.
IGHTINGS
Generally
too uniform;
rarely
art'stic.
AMERA
WORK
,
Ordinary.
LAYERS
Registered like old two reel casts
with ingenue bad.
iXTERIORS
No effort for artistic composition.
NTERIORS
Only fair, with some bad back
drops.
iET AIL
Much too much that was poor.
HARACTER
OF
STORY
Preaches
well
known prohibition moral, but that battle has
been won.
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,200 ft
ht old
ttle time ago
-ohibition
ither
a deadso

man John Barleycorn had been ruined some
by the legislatures, and my hunch was that
far as propaganda was concerned, was
issue.

Nevertheless there is still floating around this very
'dinary melodrama which has no other excuse for exlence than the fact that it was supposed to teach men
)t to drink.
This production was recently shown in a
st cli- theater, the manager giving the alibi that he
ought it would teach a good lesson.
My suggestion
s that the lesson was unnecessary since after the first

of lulx ii wont matter whetl 1
n has been taught
or not.
The storj of this wandered and wandered through a
tremei
in which pi
d Mil and in and out.
The I
'iing man who was a great preachthe doctrine of prohibition with the result that he
tid I ider of men.
The
a drinker was fired and then w - found
iiis discharged ma
le to tempt friend hero
to drink and drink until he got to be a regular stu, after
it was neo
bring hero around again and
him as having learned the lesson of never again.
There was no particular sense to the story or thi con
struction of i; because the characterizations did not ring
true.
For a man
who had always
|
liquor as much as the hero did, it was certainly illogical to have him go as far wrong as he did and
One slip might have been possible, but that
should have cured him.
The cast made no particular impression, with the
lady who did the shero stuff proving rather an
unfortunate choice because she not only failed to photograph well hut she registered as a very noticeable amateur. Her name is Loys del Kay. It seems mean to
say it, but her screen impression was somewhat similar to her name.
With much footage cut out of this, most of the titles
revised and some of the crude spots eliminated, it might
be a possible 4400 ft. program subject for one of the
smaller program companies. As it stands now, it is all
wrong from any viewpoint, because it is too long, it's
tiresome, and contains much bad footage which is not
necessary in any way.
There is very little attempt to register characterization in this, most of the footage being devoted to recording the action incidents which made up the wandering
tale of destruction by liquor.
The cast is not particularly to be blamed as a whole
because better stories and better direction would have
made it possible for them to have made a much better
impression. Among those who appeared were Ed. Coxen,
Mrs. Nanny Wright, Arthur Moon, W. A. Barrows and
Vivian Rich.

00 Late as Propaganda and Will Disappoint If Title is Featured.
Box

Office

Analysis

As thisbecause
stands, itI will
can't notsee satisfy
it as abutgood
for any
jater
will betantagonize
ur patrons.
Fans are accustomed
to seeing
good
:hnique, artistic atmosphere,
intelligent treatment
of
ftracterization, and at least some effort to secure artic photography
in present day pictures.
This pro:tion is all wrong from that viewpoint.
f course the title "The Sin of the World" is an insting title and you may have a hunch that you can
some money with that title and not have to worry
aut whether your fans like it or not, but I want to
e you a very important warning,
that it is always
y bad business to play up a trick title on a bad picbecause you are ruining for yourself the possibilof cashing in in a big way a good title when you
e a sure 'nuff picture to back it up.
rtainly I feel that you will all agree that prohibition
dead issue so far as propaganda goes, so that you
hardly justify your playing of this film on such a

;.

oviding this is very materially edited both as to
fgth, titling, and elmination of much of the crude
^f, it would be possible to use this as a routine

for the

Exhibitor

program offering, but even then it would be nothing
that you can afford to make a fuss about and to me it
seems that every exhibitor should have realized by now
that it is more important for him to be able to conscientiously recommend everything he plays, than to be able
to make money by freak advertising of poor films.
You undoubtedly have found that your fans have become
more critical each month, and we have reached the
day when you should concentrate upon pleasing, with a
policy established of holding the best pictures just as
long as your circumstances will permit, and you will
probably be surprised when you start trying out longer
runs to learn how easy it is to do much business on a
good picture which is held over for more than the normal
booking.
If this should come your way, the only possible chance
of getting by with it, and even then you are open to
criticism, is to make a mystery of what the sin is, and
then you are running the chance that if you do much
advertising on it, you will find your fans expecting a
big picture with the result that they will go out disappointed when they do not find a worth while production
travelling under that most comprehensive title.
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Bill Brady's Right
By Carl Laemmle, President of the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company

I^^-^lHLN the moving picI yy I ture men gave a ban-

imiiiiiiiiiiuiiiNihiiiiiimiii cjuet to

w

i ill am

±\>

Brady as a slight token of the
high esteem in which
they

hold him, the Hon. Bill gave them
something in return, and it was
straight from the shoulder. He gave
them a little fire and brimstone, right
after the dessert was served.
He said, among other things: — "Thisbusiness of stealing stars from one another and
boosting salaries and bidding against each other
for stories and plays until salaries aid prices are
shamefully out of proportion HA S GOT TO
STOP! I hold that that man is dishonest who
approaches another man's employee and offers
him more money than he is getting to come over
and play

with him."

Then there was violent applause,
most of it coming from the men
who had been guiltiest of stealing
stars and boosting prices and salaries
to shameful proportions.
Not only did they applaud Mr. Brady's
sentiments but they seriously made up
their minds not to steal another star
nor boost another price until the next
morning.
Banquets are fine stuff, and Bill Brady never
said truer words in his life. But, gentlemen of the
jury, all the banquets and true words combined
wont stamp out the evils that are strangling the
whole industry unless you stand up on your hind
legs and positively refuse to book pictures which are
EATING
UP THE PROFITS OF THE
BUSINESS.

There

is never

any

real sacrifice

involved

standing up for principle. You've been "educated ity
to high prices and extravagant methods.
You alm<|
believe they are necessary to your success.
But the Universal has demonstrated that waste and extr;l
agance are as unnecessary in the production of high qual
pictures as in the production of any other goods in any ot!
line of business.

The "Universal has shown
greater improvement in quality th;
any other concern." That's the tali
of the trade. Yet we brought tB
result about without paying exorbitsj
prices for stars or plays or stories. Tha^
why THERE'S MORE PROFIT FOR YOU IN JEWEj
AND UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS THAN
ANY OTHER PICTURES ON THE MARKET.
Some of you are still judging the Universal
the quality of some of the short reel stuff we rm
several years ago.
And that's one of the most fool.
mistakes you ever made in your life.

Jewels

and

Universe;

Special Attractions are the ogj
STANDARDIZED brands that
know of. They are not strong t|
week and poor next week. You nen
have to take the bad to get the good. Yi
book only what you need---and you c
book with your eyes shut without runnii
the slightest risk.
The public and the press have given us m<
praise than I ever believed could be showered up
any one concern. That's because our pictures hi
been worthy of it. And they've been worthy of
because we've kept to the right" and have ne
indulged in the insanity that all but wrecked i
industry.
Bill Brady's right!
He made a great speech.
I likei
because I've written most of it during the past few months,
all the speeches and writings are futile unless you regulate I
business hv the way you do your booking
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Gets Across As Entertaining Comedy
, , , Characterization
Bryant Washburn

"POOR

in

BOOB"

Paramount
DIRECTOR
Donald Crisp
AUTHOR
Margaret Mayo
SCENARIO BY
Gardner Hunting
CAMERAMAN
Frank Garbutt
AS A WHOLE
Similar in most respects to
previous Bryant Washburn comedies; has
a number of good points.
STORY
Adaptation of play lends itself to needs
of the screen.
DIRECTION
Gets effective atmosphere in village scenes.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Nothing unusual demanded.
CAMERA WORK
Conventional.
BTAi-i
Acts sincerelv rn ' succeeds in bringing out the human qualities of the leading
character.
SUPPORT
Wanda
Hawley well cast in role
of a stenographer instrumental in bringing
about the 'Poor Boob's" success; Dick Rosson and Theodore Roberts are numbered in
first rate company.
EXTERIORS
Appear genuine.
NTERIORS
Office and hotel sets suffice.
DETAIL
Sub-titles kept in mood of the story
account for a number of the laughs.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Harmless comedy
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,307 feet.
The characterization in the first reels of this comedy
stronger than that toward the close, when things
re allowed to happen rather arbitrarily, in order to
arry the plot through to a fitting conclus:on. This
onvenieit arrangement need not necessarily h'rm
le prodrction as a whole, for all in all it is amusing
nd well done.
Some folks, however, may wish that the study of
liman nature ha 1 been carried through more normal, according to the promise of the opening sequences,
1 which Bryant Washburn is seen as a village ne'erp-wi'll. generally referred to as the simp, merelv beuse lie lacks the spunk to assert himself. There
r-ms to be a chance here for a trulv human narrative,

With Some True

but the characterization is largely overshadowed by the
somewhat artificial plot development toward the close.
We see how ineffective the "simp" is when a shrewd
lawyer calmly appropriates a canning factory, which
should have gone to Bryant, who receives just enough
money to take him to the city where he gets a $25
a week job. Maintaining the same self-ettacing attitude, and considering' himself a failure because he
has been called such ever since his boyhood, Bryant
gives no indication of getting out of the rut, although
a br.ght stenographer, played by Wanda Hawley, and
an energetic office boy, presented by Dick Rosson, try
to wake him up.
A number of these office scenes are accurately depicted, centering the interest in the three characters
already mentioned and showing why the "s.mp" is
always in trouble with his irritable employer, Theodore
Roberts. When a big contract is hanging fire, Dick
Rosson, for the joke of the thing, introduces Bryant
to the prospective customer as the silent partner of
the firm. Just before this, Wanda Hawley has given
the boss a bit of advice which accounts for his getting
the contract, and by way of celebration, lie announces
a week's vacation for his office staff, informing Bryant
that he may forget to come back.
At this juncture, the stenographer tells the despondent clerk that it is time for him to learn how to throw
a bluff. To carry through her admonitions, Wanda
insists that Bryant return to his home community 111
the guise of a millionaire, with Dick Rosson acting
as his valet while she takes the place of secretary.
An automobile is secured and they make a triumphant
entry into the village.
Here the plot begins to run along extravagant lines,
but there is quite a bit in the way of comedy and
village characterization in the incidents preceding
Bryant's acquisition of the factory, which a few years
before had been taken away from him. Owing to
Wanda's clever manipulations, the "Poor Boob" ends
by doing the townspeople a favor in allowing them to
invest money in his manufacturing plant. Some incidental touches of comedy are derived from the clerk's
disillusionment when he meets the sweetheart of his
boyhood dreams, now the fat girl of the village. Of
course, he turns to the little stenographer, who has
transformed him from a failure into a success.

No Danger of This Falling Flat if You Exploit it Properly
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
There can be little doubt about this scoring reasonly well as a program comedy picture. If you are
niliar with the type of stories in wh'ch Bryant Washrn is in the habit of appearing, you may judge pretwell the general tone of this film. It is up to the
Hard of h's recent productions and possesses, what
many photoplays lack, a bearing on actual life.
it strikes me as being distinctly worth while to
jrk to increase the following of th:s star. He is
isistently portraying types found in commercial life
:h an unassuming sincerity that makes them appear
; real human beings. Mr. Washburn is to be commded for avoiding the conventional mannerisms of
loving picture hero and the more your folks see of
, the more they will come to realize the worth of
natural method of acting.

The star is fortunate in the cast selected for his
support in this film, Wanda Hawley, in particular,
standing out as an admirable exponent of a clever
young business woman who matches her feminine wits
against the blustering irrascibility of her employer.
Miss Hawley certainly should be mentioned in your
publicity, as should Theodore Roberts, although his
interpretation of the btismess man is not remarkable.
The name of Margaret Mayo, as the author, w.ll
mean something to patrons of the theater who associate her with the famous farces "Baby Mine'' and
"Twin Beds." For catchlines try something like: "Do
you know the value of throwing a bluff? Bryant Washburn didn't and that's the reason they called him the
'Poor Boob' in his latest Paramount comedy." Or,
"Have you ever tried to figure out the dividing line
between success and failure? If you haven't, you can't
afford to miss seeing Bryant Washburn in 'Poor Boob'."
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First Class Comedy Reveals Attractive Select Star At Her Best
Constance Talmadge in

"EXPERIMENTAL

Select

MARRIAGE"

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
STORY

Robert G. Vignola
William J. Hurlbut
Alice Eyton
Frank E. Garbutt
Entertaining all the way; unusual enough in basic situation to strike
folks as being novel.
Adaptation of play presented in New
York under the title of "Saturday to Mon-

DIRECTION
Brings out comedy value of inday." cidents, particularly in the final reels.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good.
LIGHTINGS
Reveal players and sets to advantage.
CAMERA WORK
.. Acceptable.
STAR
Attractive, as usual, and acts in a pleasing light comedy vein.
SUPPORT
Harrison Ford, as the leading man,
divides honors with Raymond Hatton in the
character of a playwright; other roles satisfactorily portrayed.
EXTERIORS
Seldom
required.
INTERIORS
..Furnished in excellent taste.
DETAIL
Always seems correct; titles a big
factor in putting over comedy.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to which
any one can object.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet.
Frequently it happens that an unsuccessful play is
transformed into a first class picture. William J. Hurllmt's
farce, "Saturday to Monday", had a brief run on.Jthe
stage, but as a screen production, under the title of "Experimental Marriage" it bids fair to enjoy considerable
favor, more in fact, than many films taken from stage
plays of greater merit.
Constance Talmadge is an excellent exponent of the
young woman steeped in feministic ideas, to the extent
that she fears entering into the conventional marital bond
because it necessitates a sacrifice of personal liberty. ■ She
acts the part with a lightness and delicacy truly charming, and is given the best sort of support by Harrison
Ford and Raymond Hatton, in particular, and Vera Sisson
.and Walter Hiers during several essential scenes. Director
Vignola must be credited with having kept the picture

in a consistent comedy
mood,
always
refraining froi
resorting to broad farce for the sake of laughs.
At the outset, the story does not give indication of arr>
thing extraordinary in the way of a comedy plot, bi
little by little they work up to situations of a distinct]
humorous nature. About a reel is consumed in bringin
Constance to the point where she accepts Harrison For
as her husband, stipulating, however, that their arrangf
ment holds only from Saturday to Monday of each wee!
both to be free during the remaining days, with no que;
tions asked.
Some directors would have produced a risque fili
from a plot of this kind, but you may be certain th?
"Experimental Marriage" is kept perfectly clean. Fc
their first Saturday to Monday experiment, the bride gci
to the apartment of her husband in a building where thet
are strict rules against women being entertained. Whe
it is ten o'clock Monday morning, and according to tl
terms of the agreement, Constance must leave, it is pla
that her interest in carrying on her work as president (
the Woman's League, has become less ardent.
On this particular morning, Walter Hiers li\ iit-a in tl
apartment above Ford, is entertaining Vera Sisson
breakfast, as the conclusion of an all night studio part
Of course, it is a perfectly innocent affair, but that doi
not make it any easier for the host to let his guest 01
of the building without her being discovered by «
watchful superintendent.
In this predicament, he calls upon Ford for aid, ai
Constance, just about to leave, overhears the telephoi
conversation in which her husband appears to be (
terms of intimacy with another woman. Her jealou;
is entirely feminine, and not at all feministic. Aft
making a coolly dignified departure, she does what almo
any woman would do under the circumstances, cries
bit and then returns to her husband's quarters.
She finds Vera Sisson coming out of the bedrooi
and naturally is unwilling to accept the explanation th
she merely entered the room by way of the lire escap
in order to avoid the superintendent. To avenge he
self, Constance puts through an elaborate plan calculati
to make Ford jealous, using Raymond Hatton, a pla
wright,
as "the
in the
Because
these man
.scenes
arecase."
very well acted and humo
ous in themselves, they bring the picture through wi
ashequantity
decision T!
tj
wants toofbelaughs,
marriedprior
just to
likeConstance's
any other woman.
Saturday to Monday contract is altered to include ti
remaining days of the week.

The Kind of a Picture That Many Exhibitors Are Looking For
But Seldom Find.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Exhibitors everywhere are looking for good comedies
of a type superior to the slapstick variety. To supply
these is one of the big problems confronting producers,
and when a picture really comes up to the mark, as does
"Experimental
it and go
to
some troubleMarriage",
preparing my
the advice
right is
sortto ofgrab
exploitation.
Probably you have run some of Constance Talmadge's
recent pictures, in which case you know that she is
coming along very nicely as a star, with every prospect
of gaining a large following as time goes on. The productions with which she has been associated have consistently maintained an atmosphere
of refined comedy.
Select is showing good judgment in surrounding the
star with able players. By this time most of your folks
may be expected to know Harrison Ford and they are

sure to welcome him as a leading mm, whose clean-M
personality harmonizes with the youthful freshness '
Miss Talmadge. In addition to Ford's name, I wotl
mention Raymond Hatton, Vera Sisson and Walter Hie!
The play from which this picture was adapted had ti
brief a career to warrant your relying upon it as i
advertising asset. None the less it lends a certain digni
to a film to announce that it is taken from a corned
written by an author as well known as William J. Hut
but and staged on Broadway. For of
catchlines
: "j
Constafl
love? try
you believe that jealousy is a part
Talmadge finds that it is in her 'Experimental Marriage
Another one, "How would you like to be married frC
Saturday to Monday and free the rest of the wea
Constance Talmadge tries it in 'Experimental Marriage
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Production is Big Factor in Putting Over
Robert W. Chambers' Story

Alice Joyce in

"THE CAMBRIC

MASK"

Vitagraph
DIRECTOR
Tom Terriss
AUTHOR
Robert W. Chambers
SCENARIO BY
Gene Mullin and Tom Terriss
CAMERAMAN
Joe Schellinger
AS A WHOLE
Forceful
drama
introducing
some well drawn characters.
STORY

of Robert W. Chambers'
novel ofAdaptation
the same name.
DIRECTION
Particularly good in handling of
village types; gives movement and suspense
to climax in the last reel.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good.
LIGHTINGS
Frequently artistic.
CAMERA
WORK
First class all through.
STAR
Attractive in a role well suited to her
personality.
SUPPORT
Impressive
character
portrayals
supplied by Herbert Pattee, Roy Applegate,
Bernard Siegel and Jules Cowies.
EXTERIORS
Afford the atmosphere demanded by the story.
INTERIORS
Properly furnished.
DETAIL
Some effective bits.
3HARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to cause
adverse comment on moral grounds.
.ENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,145 feet.
If Vitagraph continues to give Alice Joyce story
naterial of the quality found in Robert W. Chambers'
'The Cambric Mask," there is no reason why she
hould not progress steadily in increasing her followbg among photoplay fans. This production does credit
0 everyone concerned, and with the exception of "The
The Lion and The Mouse" marks the best work Tom Ter|ss has accomplished since he has been directing Miss
oyce.
JThe fine points that go to distinguish a superior propction are evidenced in a number of ways.
Village
ters, an important
factor in working
out the
, are drawn
with commendable
naturalness,
not
esqued, as so frequently happens
on
the
screen.

and the surroundings arc true to the life of a community such as thai suggested in the story.
¥ou will find that the first reels depend
largely
in the
progn
romance
between
Mice Joyce, as a
- icretary and Maurice
Costello, who
plays the part
several
crafty villagers.
Because
they are well acted and
lace in advam i
ory,
these
early
nigh to hold the attention while
1 being made
for the more
intense
drama of the last reel.
The community is dominated by a clan called the
"\\ hite Rider.s," who take the law into their own
hands after the manner of the famous Ku KIux clan,
making it their business to get rid of undesirable
neighbors. Because he won't give up the property
which he has purchased from Alice Joyce's weakling
father, and because he declines to heed warnings that
he must leave town or suffer the consequences, Maurice is marked for the vengeance "of the "White
On the night of his capture by the band, lie has
reason
to doubt even the loyalty of Alice, who, through
aRiders."
chain of circumstantial evidence, appears to be in
collusion with the organization. As a matter of fact
her father is one of them not from any ill intent, but
because he is cowed by the leader. Alice, however,
has no part in their proceedings, and when Maurice
is overpowered, she herself dons the costume of the
"White Riders," overtakes the column of horsemen,
and riding next to their prisoner, succeeds in cutting
the rope which, binds his hands.
Being given a chance to gain his freedom, Maurice
escapes, and it is not long before the difficulties over
the property are satisfactorily settled with the rightful owner in full control.
There is much more to the story than has been
indicated here, and all through it is handled in a logical, convincing manner. The production supplied by
Director Terriss and the acting of Miss Joyce and
other members of the cast, lift it well above the average of program releases.' This is an instance in which
a famous "best seller," comes through in screen form
in a way likely to satisfy those who enjoyed the book.

'his Can't Miss Fire if Your Advertising is Worked

Along Right Lines

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
kS you no doubt have read in advance announceVitagraph paid a large price for the picture
to Robert W. Chambers' story, a price that
|as considered justified on account of the advertising
fue of the author's name, in conjunction with the
)t material offered in the novel. "The Cambric
isk" probably would be a sure money maker, even
the picture did not come up to the high standard
lich it maintains.
/ith the exception of "The Lion and the Mouse," it
loubtful if Vitagraph has issued any film for some
le which measures up so well from the box office
?le. I certainly would get this and play it for all it
forth, making a big_ splurge on the name of the
lor, figuring that a large number or your patrons
re read the book and on that account will want to
the picture.

An energetic exploitation campaign is sure to draw
patrons
and of
you"attracting
may restthem
assured
thatfalse
theypretences.
will not
accuse you
under
In order to reach book lovers as well as fans, make a
special effort to get the active co-operation of local
book dealers, who should be ready to work with you,
knowing that there is always a market for Chambers'
works. You might try the old stunt of offering a
copy of the hovel as a prize for the best brief essay
describing the film.
There's no danger of going too far in boosting Alice
Joyce as the star. Many old timers remember her
from the single reel days and they will welcome a
chance to see her in feature productions of the calibre
of this and "The Lion and The Mouse." I wouldn't
bother much about Maurice Costello, beyond mentioning that he is in the cast. Tom Terriss should be
given credit for a high class production.
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October 31, 1918,
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-
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"There is punch in these dramatic situations.
It is a highly emotional story, full of melodramatic force."— Wid's Daily
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Intelligent Performances

Help To Lift Story of Slight Merit

Elsie Ferguson in

"THE

MARRIAGE
Artcraft

n

PRICE"

[RECTOR
Emile Chautard
JTHOR
Griswold Wheeler
JENARIO BY
Eve Unsell
VMERAMAN
J. Bizuel
3 A WHOLE
Fine performances by star and
supporting
players give some
interest to
slight plot.
rORY
Offers opportunities for characterization, but lacks strength as a screen narrative.
ERECTION
Makes
the most
of material
which is not inspiring.
HOTOGRAPHY
Varies; some scenes lack
sharpness.
tGHTINGS
Might have brought out several
lavish sets to better advantage.
^MERA WORK
Scenes generally well composed.
CAR
Her beauty is one of the chief assets
of the production; acts with her usual grace
and poise.
IPPORT
Excellent; with Wyndham Standing, Lionel Atwill and Robert Schnable in
characters that count.
INTERIORS
Not often required.
IfTERIORS
Furnished in perfect taste; supply a correct background for the people in
the story.
TAIL
Reflects credit on the director.
ARACTER OF STORY
Little in the basic
theme to distinguish it from countless other
photoplays.
NGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,539 feet.
he cast is all that saves this from being a decidedly
appointing production. And it is doubtful if even
t!: fine performances supplied by Elsie Ferguson and
fcse in her support, along^ with the well judged prestation achieved by Director Emile Chautard, will
Inpensate for the want of a more impressive story,
ttecially with folks who think first of the subject
Itter and care less about the artistic points of acting
l'l staging.
[he faults in "The Marriage Price" are of omission
her than commission. What is done is done well,
,: as a whole the drama fails to arrive at anything
IIlly convincing and leaves an audience luke warm and
htnpressed. One reason for this is that the story,
[all its essentials, has been presented many times

before. There is nothing startling to picture audience*
in finding a young society woman deprived of her
fortune and placed in the position of being forced to
marry or earn her own living. That is about all there
is to the inbasic
"The Marriage
Price'' and
the
manner
whichtheme
it is of
developed
is not unusual
enough
to give fresh significance to an old plot.
As a matter of fact it is difficult to see just what price
Miss Ferguson pays for her marriage. To be sure, she
misjudges the man who treats her with commendable
consistency, and goes through the requisite amount
of emotional misery, but all in all she is not called upon
for any great personal sacrifice, unless the humbling
of her pride be considered such.
From a production standpoint, the picture starts off
very well with scenes of a lavishly staged dinner at
which the wealthy young heroine celebrates the winning of the blue ribbon by her favorite horse. These
scenes are indicative of the luxury of extravagant
society functions, but their picturesqueness might have
been brought out more fully by better lighting. Their
relation to the plot is justified, in that they serve to
introduce the characters destined to figure most prominently in the action.
Shortly after the festive dinner, Miss Ferguson receives word of the suicide of her father who leaves
her penniless. As generally happens in movie stories,
the heroine is soon reduced to abject want, even, it
appears, to the verge of starvation. Of course, she
might marry, or she might accept the friendly advances
of a married man, but discarding all proposals with
an independent toss of her head, the dethroned society
queen, sets out to become a moving picture actress.
Fans, particularly young women, are likely to be interested in the scenes showing Miss Ferguson applying
for a job at a studio and going through the tests which
she fails to pass. Finding that she is poorly equipped
to pay her own way through life, she thinks rjiore
kindly of marriage, the two most eligible men being
Lionel Atwill and Wyndham Standing.
They complicate the plot by placing Atwill, a caddish
sort of a person, in the employ of Standing, who Beats
out his rival in the love game, although the bride displays little enthusiasm about her husband and is ready
to credit the tales of deception and trickery carried to
her by the disappointed Atwill. Standing is placed
in a most unpleasant light in the eyes of his wife, and
his financial ruin is nearly accomplished before they
wind up the story with the inevitable reconciliation.
In the cast are Maud Hosford, Marie Temper and
Clariette Anthony.

Trust to Name of Star, Also Mention Chautard as the Director
Box Office Analysis
f you can get a picture by on the strength of names,
e is a chance of your doing good business with
! Marriage
Price," although your folks are not
0 leave the theater in an enthusiastic mood.
ProbElsie Ferguson is a big city, rather than a small
1 star, but on the strength of her personality and
optional acting ability she deserves every chance
enlarge the circle of her admirers.
r name comes first, of course, as a drawing power
the picture, but it should be supported by others
erned in the production. It is worth while to
mnce that a picture was made by an artist of
established reputation
of Emile
Chautard.
Well
tmed fans are likely to recall some of his other
and to expect a production of artistic value.

ss Ferguson is generally conceded to be one of
Certainly no
most beautiful women in pictures.

for the Exhibitor.
other actress is better suited to an interpretation of
characters representing breeding and refinement. Bring
out the fact that as a stage player she ranks among the
best of the young American actresses and let your
folks judge of her beauty for themselves by arranging
an attractive layout of pictures showing the star in various poses. If you can secure a large portrait, I would give
it the place of prominence fn your lobby, with a dignified statement to the effect that the famous star of
the stage and screen is coming to your theater in
"The Marriage Price."
Catchlines : "Between poverty and a man you didn't
love, which would you choose? See how Elsie Ferguson answers the question in 'The Marriage Price'.''
Another one: "Do you believe you might become a
motion picture star if you only had a chance? After
you have seen the studio tests in 'The Marriage Price'
you may think differently."
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Big Stories
LOUIS B. MAYER will pay
any price for big stories for

ANITA STEWART
^ The Rights to "Virtuous Wives" cost big money
but it paid exhibitors- -ask them.
^butTheit Rights
to ''Mary
Regan" cost big money
will pay
exhibitors.
^ The Rights
to "Inits
Oldsuccess.
Kentucky" cost big money
Nobody
doubts

ANITA STEWARTATTRACTIONS

ARE BIG FROM

FIRST NATIONAL
STORY

They Pay Exhibitors!
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Goes Over As First Rate Mystery Story.
Harry T. Morey in

"FIGHTING

DESTINY"

Vitagraph

DIRECTOR
Paul Scardon
AUTHOR
Stanley Shaw
SCENARIO BY
Edward J. Montayne
CAMERAMAN
Robert Stuart
AS A WHOLE
Depends largely upon mystery
element and surprise climax; likely to hold
the attention.
STORY
Nothing
that could be expected
to
happen,
but serves the purpose
of crook
meller.
DIRECTION
Puts spirit into fight sequences
and keeps things moving at a lively clip.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Clear
LIGHTINGS
Well judged in night scenes.
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR
Forceful in type of role he has frequently played in the past.
SUPPORT
Up to the Vitagraph standard;
crook characters convincingly portrayed.
EXTERIORS
City street scenes will strike
your folks as being genuine.
[NTERIORS
Show a commendable regard for
correctness.
DETAIL
Particularly good in giving atmosphere to scenes supposed to be enacted in
Chinatown resort.
:HARACTER OF STORY
Won't offend.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,301 feet.
In one respect, at least, the author and director of
lis picture have been successful. They have succeeded
1 presenting a mystery and keeping its solution beyond
le vision of an audience until the concluding sequences
i the film. "Fighting Destiny" has what few pictures
is, a real surprise climax, and more than that, it
Attains through earlier reels an interest likely to make
Iks want to know how things turn out.
Stanley Shaw has written a meller along rather extravgant lines, but altogether it comes through as a fairly
tertaining picture, owing to the swiftness of the action,
mystery element already mentioned, the sincerity
the performance supplied by Harry T. Morey, and
underworld atmosphere achieved with considerable
Ktaess, especially in the scenes supposed to transpire
Chinatown.
To pull the plot to pieces on account of its lack of
ansibility would be beside the point, for it is a frankly

Production Has Atmosphere

melodramatic story, devised only for passing entertainment. Lifelikeness it does not possess, except in the
presentation of some of the underworld characters, but
a has a swiftness of movement and a certain intensity
ted to grip the attention, from the time the
heroine disappears with a one-armed man, known to be
1 guiding spirit among New
York criminals.
In some respects the story has the qualities usually
found in serials, subordinating heart interest to plot
complications. Morey is engaged to Betty Blythe, the
daughter of a former governor who is suspected of having dealings with the reactionary element in city politics.
Being; a militant member of the reform group, he is
a bit worried about the afliliations of his father-in-lawBetty. but this in no way affects his relationship with
to-be,
( )n the night before the wedding, after the prospective bridegroom has attended a bachelor dinner, things
begin to happen. While Miorey is assisting one of the
intoxicated guests to reach his home, an automobile flashes
li\ and runs into a tree. The occupants of the car, who
hastily disappear, are Betty and a one-armed man, surely
a strange companion for the girl. Then to add to the
mystery the young political reformer, on returning to his
intoxicated companion, finds that he has been beaten up
by thugs.
The next surprise of a startling night comes when
.Morey reads a note from his fiancee announcing that she
cannot be married as planned, because it is necessary for
her to perform a higher duty; also she warns against
any effort to find her, a warning to which Morey pays
no attention.
He is surprised at the noncommital attitude of Betty's
father toward the whole affair, but receives some encouragement from the district attorney, although even he preserves a disconcerting silence in regard to the onearmed man. Having tried all the customary means of
tracing his missing fiancee, Morey determines to get at
the bottom of the matter without the assistance of the
police. Disguised as a beggar, he follows first one clue
and then another until he gains access to the underworld
resort conducted by the crook politicians.
They pull some good fight scenes in these sequences,
resulting in the shooting of the woman supposed to be
Betty. Not until the very conclusion is it revealed that
the girl is in reality the heroine's twin sister, who had become a drug addict and fallen into the power of the
one-armed man. Betty had gone in quest of her erring
sister and was in no way harmed by the experience.

Contains Appeal For Folks That Like Underworld
Worth Playing.
Box Office Analysis
It strikes me that pictures of this kind are needed on
Vitagraph program, which presents so many girlishly
ettv stories enacted bv ingenue stars.
If you are
ining the Vitagraph films you should welcome a virile
eller such as "Fighting Destiny".
The picture is not
larkable, but it has the quality that makes mystery
tion popular with many
fans and magazine
readers.
\s a star, Harry
Morey needs little introduction
to
ur regulars, who will remember
him as one of the
teran Vitagraph players.
Ever since the day of one
d two reel pictures, Morey has been a familiar figure
the screen, rising to the position which he now series through steady and consistent work.
He is not
: typical hero, but he possesses a force of personality
bich harmonizes well with a character of the kind found
"Fighting Destiny."
Although the picture touches on underworld
life, it

Dramas.

for the Exhibitor.
contains nothing objectionable to a conservative clientele.
Don't be afraid to let folks know that the scenes lead
into Chinatown
these fascination.
haunts of New
lower
East side dens,
have aforcertain
Try York's
to get
stills presenting the action in the "beggars' den". Also
show two contrasting pictures of Morey, one in conventional attire, the other presenting him in the make-up of
a pan-handler, using a line. "He is both in 'Fighting
Catchlines : "If you want to see the real Chinatown,
Destiny'
". with Harry Morey in 'Fighting Destiny', a
take
a trip
drama filled with mystery and suspense." Or, "Supposing the girl you were going to marry disappeared on the
night before her wedding, leaving a note warning you
against trying to find her, what would you do? See
how Harry Morey solves the mystery in 'Fighting
Destinv' ".

1 F" real, soundly built drama interests your audiences; if they
like a he-man star, not a tailor's dummy, supported by a finished charming actress— both of them in big parts— if they like
to be thrilled and moved by a really big story, beautifully directed and beautifully produced— then book this picture.

Frank Powell presents

House Peters » The Forfeit
Supported by Jane Miller

Directed by Frank Powell

Produced by Sunset Pictures, Inc., San Antonio, Texas
DISTRIBUTED
Foreign rights controlled
by Federal Photoplays, Inc.
3 East 44th St, New York

BY

W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
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Millinery Establishment is Biggest
Alice Brady in

"MARIK,
Select LTD."
IRECTOR
Kenneth
Webb
UTHOR
Louise Winters
CENARIO
BY
Jane Murfin
AMERAM AN
Al Ligori
B A WHOLE
Women may enjoy the display
of hats in a fashionable millinery snop, even
if they don*t think much of the story.
(TORY
Lacks strength.
IKKCTION
Made most of the scenes appear
natural.
HOTOGRAPHY
Good
IGHTINGS
.. .„ ...Bring out the expressions of the
players effectively.
AMERA
WORK
Conventional.
TAR
Does all that could be expected with
an uninspiring role; makes good use of her
pleasing smile.
UPPORT
Frank
Lcsee
supplies convincing
interpretation of wealthy roue; Leslie Austen
gives cl.an-cut impersonation in straight role.
TERIORS
Street scenes in New York are
the real thing.
JTERIORS
Most of them represent a millinery shop.
►ETAIL
Out of town
folks will enjoy the
cabaret scenes.
ARACTER
OF
STORY
Warns husbands
to be careful about their wives' bills.
NGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,937 feet
[When a film is lacking in merit and apologists seek
sparately for good points, it has become 'the custom
call it a "woman's picture," because from the viewtat of a man it may contain scenes that their wives are
pected to like. It is easy to believe that this will be
bsted as just the right thing for feminine audiences,
that it is virtually a dramatization of a millinery shop,
hich
supposed
to be the mos't alluring of all places
the is
feminine
mind.
And there is no denying that Alice Brady and her
■nine co-workers in the cast of "Marie, Ltd.", display
pinning array of hats, calculated to hold the eye
liile the mind wanders away from the story to a con-

AIL.Y

Factor

in Alice

Brady's

Latest

ti mplation of things moi e
When
the
na\ e l>< en run an
ips to summ;
its, jusl one point stands out 'that there is profitable
grafting even in the hat business and that, as usual, the
man is expected to pay the price. Of course, Alice has
mi u~e for the crooked methods of her mother who runs
the I11 tli Vvenue shop, and in the end is permitti
reform her, but as the spectator sees it, the reformation
doesn't appear any too genuine.
Alice comes from the west where she has been 1
in the healthy atmosphere
of the plains, never glli
that thei
thing questionable about the
ou
her income
she is forbidden to come to New
York, the daughter ignores the instructions of her mother,
feeling that she will give her a pleasant surprise by ap]
ing unexpectedly.
On the train she encounters Leslie Austen, a straighti I chap who, it turns out, is engaged to the dau
-I < olonel Lambert, a wealthy rounder played 1>\ I
With the best intentions in the world, Alice plans
to assist in the millinerj business and is willing to start
as an apprentice without her identity being known, a condition which is made possible becaus the mother happens
to be enjoying a vacation at Atlantic City at the time
of the daughter's arrival.
It doesn't take long for the girl to discover that there
ner.hing mysterious about the way the business is
conducted with patrons such as a reigning musical
comedy favorite, who buys hats recklessly at exhorbitant
she by
doesn't
know
until later
that her
the
hills prices.
are beingButpaid
Colonel
Lambert
and that
mother gets a rebate from the dancer for the overcharges.
Just to complicate matters and to carry on the plot, the
philandering colonel, takes a fancy to Alice and the mother
does everything in her power to bring about a match,
even to the extent of causing a misunderstanding between
Alice and Leslie in order to gain her end. Some of the
few dramatic moments of the picture are realized during
tlie scenes played by the star and Losee, when he threatens
the ruination of her mother unless she concedes to his proposals. Having made the most of the dramatic possibilities
in this situation, they allow Alice to return to the man she
really loves.
In the cast are: Mrs. Gertrude Hillman, Josephine
Whittell and Gladys Valerie.

Go After Women Patrons Along the Line That You Have a
Picture Telling All About Hats
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
You may run this on the strength of Alice Brady as a
tr and pass it through to good business, even if the
Iry does not come up to the mark generally reached in
Beet pictures. "Marie Ltd." isn't such a weak film that
lu need fear to run it, for it unquestionably has some
lod points in the production and carries an atmosphere
kcly to appeal to woman.
There's no dodging the fact that it is essentially a picIre of hats and it might he well to make a point of this
I your advertising with a line something to this effect:
If you want to take your pick of hats from the most exlusive models displayed on Fifth Avenue, visit Alice
( ady in 'Marie, Ltd., " Or : "Perhaps you are thinking
lout your new spring hat. If you are, you can't afford to
jiss seeing the latest models from Paris shown in 'Marie,
td.,' Alice Brady's most recent picture.

Following out the same idea, you might secure advertising co-operation from the millinery shops in your town,
at least to the extent of being permitted to place cards in
show windows announcing the date on which you will run
the picture.
Providing you want catchlines in addition to those already suggested, try: "There are tricks in every trade.
You will learn some new ones when you see Alice Brady
in 'Marie, Ltd.,'" also "After you have seen 'Marie, Ltd.'
you will have a better idea of why your wife's hats cost
so much." There's not much to be said about the romantic phases of the story, so I would stick to the bat angle
as a basis for publicity, making the. most, of course, of
the name of Alice Brady as the star.

A romance that will make your
audiences say they have seen
a mighty good picture— and a
star that never fails to play
to big business.

Released throug5K
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Excellent in Every Way. Hart Presents
A
Character With Great Force
William S. Hart in

"THE POPPY

GIRL'S
Artcraft

HUSBAND"

IRECTORS
William S. Hart and Lambert
Hillyer.
UTHOR
Jack Boyle
3EN ARIO BY
C. Gardner Sullivan
AMERAM AN
Joe August
S A WHOLE
Remarkably fine picture from
every standpoint; strong heart interest story
beautifully handled.
irORY
Based on story of the same name published in Red Book Magazine.
ilRECTION
Brings out full value of situations and gains real suspense in dramatic
moments.
HOTOGRAPHY
Excellent.
IGHTINGS
Some notably artistic effects on
interiors as well as exteriors; final scenes on
a par with best that has been done in the
way of atmospheric photography.
CAMERA
E'AR

WORK"
Composition fine all through.
.Drops his western bad man characterizations and appears in a new type of role, that
of a convict; acts with great expressiveness.
SrPPORT
Juanita Hansen well cast as the
Poppy Girl; Walter Long, Fred Starr and
others add much to the picture.
KTERIORS
Many of them taken on the
streets of San Francisco; always suitable to
the story.
CTERIORS
Correct.
CJTAIL
Important factor in giving class to
the picture.
itARACTER OF STORY
Human narrative
without any objectionable features.
[|NGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,806 feet.
m a moment of enthusiasm it would be easy to term
h a great picture. In all departments it comes
Ibugh as an extraordinarily effective photoplay, cer!| to convince admirers of Bill Hart that there is no
<son why he should confine himself to portrayals of
rltern bad men.
'hotographically, the film is a masterpiece, with
opes at the conclusion that touch the high points of
il artistry in the presentation of some glorious bits
I tountry where the convict and his little son seek
I pie. But even more important than the technical exI [nee of the film, is the fact that it offers an irresistibly
haling human story, filled with true sentiment.
It is

New

Kind

of

particularly fortunate that in putting aside his chaps and
sombrero, Hart was able to find a vehicle so admirably
calculated to show him to advantage in a new type
of role. There can be no question p.bout the public
being willing to allow their favorite to abandon his
western make-up if he continues to give them stories
oL this calibre.
The plot has the simplicity of genuine drama. Unnecessary complications are avoided and the treatment
is such that interest in the convict and the little son
for whom he longs, is never allowed to drop. It is
doubtful if Hart has ever given a performance that
strikes more directly and truly at the heart; moreover
the sentiment, which is such a conspicuous factor
throughout the production, is at no time maudlin.
At the beginning, we see Hart in convict garb seated
in a cell dreaming of incidents in his life prior to his
being sent to jail for fourteen years. This introduction
is so well handled, by means of a series of dissolves,
that before half a reel has been run we have a fair idea
of the nature of the convict and know enough of his
past history to construct a mental background for
subsequent developments.
"Hairpinfinement
Harry,"
he is called,
is in solitary
because heas resented
an intimation
that conhis
wife, the Poppy Girl, had not remained true to him.
He awaits the day when he may see her and his son,
confident in the belief that they will be ready to greet
him when he passes through the jail _doors. Instead,
he is met by "Boston Blackie" and on the trip to San
Francisco, "Hairpin Harry" learns the truth from his
The Poppy Girl has married Big Mike McCafferty,
the detective responsible for Hart's arrest. The bitter
disappointment
of the released convict is feelingly
pal.
expressed, and sympathy for him grows still keener
when, broken hearted, he returns to his old haunts on the
Barbary Coast. Some of the most moving passages
in the picture, show Hart with his son, whom he meets
on the street near the home of his former wife. He
makes a playmate of the boy, meanwhile preparing to
even up scores with the woman who has wronged him.
Fearing to have "Hairpin Harry" at liberty, the
Poppy Girl persuades her detective husband to "frame"
him, that he may be returned to confinement.. Hart
being warned of the plan, steals into the apartment of
the woman and is about to brand her on the cheek
with a device he has carved out of copper, when he
hears
way. the sobs of his son in the adjoining room, and
relents. Taking the boy with him, he maRes a get-a

No-w oompletift^ £ov Gol<2w>4w
*
\nother Rex Beach Production
«
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Is Sure Money-Maker.

Sunday,

March

30,

Don't Be Afraid to Guarantee Something Exceptional

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
William S. Hart in
"THE

POPPY

GIRL'S
Artcraft

HUSBAND"

By all means run this if you possibly can for two or
more days. It's bound to please folks as few pictures
do arid you will benefit by the word of mouth advertising following your first showing. From comments
I've
heard,
many isfans
throughout
the
country
haveit anseems
idea that
that Hart
limited
to a certain
type of character. "The Poppy Girl's Husband" will
make them change their opinion and freshen the interest in one of the screen's most sympathetic actors.
Everything put out in the way of exploitation by the
Artcraft people is designed to drive home tne fact that
Hart is giving something different in the way of a
character portrayal.
Use the pictures showincr'him in

BACKED

li

THE
TELL
AND

it is the reaping

hard. "

Je?

FIRST
MOTION
PICTURE
TO
THE
TRUTH
ABOUT
THE
CAUSE
EFFECT
OF
VENEREAL
DISEASES.

•** Sgt. RAY McKEE
-"BILLY HALE"
Directed by

LIEUT

E. H. GRIFFITH

PUBLIC HEALTH
1493

WIN

»

Produced for
War Department Commission on
Training Camp Activities

" Sowing Wild
Oats ts easyprove

^Y THE GOVERNMENT

FIT TO

&r

that may

convict attire with closely cropped hair, and pron
your patrons that until they have seen this produc',
they have not had a chance to know what a versa!
and appealing actor Bill Hart is.
There is no danger of being too emphatic in y
assertions. It might even be wise to supplement y{
customary announcements with a personal endoi
ment guaranteeing the worth of "The Poppy Gii
Husband," as a heart interest story and as a phc
graphic masterpiece.
It is hardly_ necessary to bother about giving a
of previous Hart pictures, because everybody kn<J
what this actor has done. Mention that the story
published form was one of the series of "Bos !
Blackie" adventures, written by Jack Boyle and p|
lished in the Red Book magazine. Juanita Han |
should be referred to as Hart's leading woman.

FILMS

Broadway— Suite 211—Thone
NEW

YORK

CITY

Bryant

9496

muwB
n

THE FIRST OF A
SERIES OF THE
SWEETEST STORIES
EVER TOLD

MARR

HASTE

INTRODUCING

TWO

NEW

STARS

ALBERT
RAY-ELINOR FAIR
IN ROLES
TYPICAL OF IDEAL AMERICAN
YOUTH
A WILLIAM
EXCEL PICTURES

FOX PRODUCTION
CQY

FILM CORPORATION

THE PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
HAS SECURED

THE MOST
SENSATIONAL
PRODUCTION OF THE DAY
WITH

HENRY B. WALTHALL
Jl Stupendous Romance of
Love and Intrigue, Labor
and Capital
It Soars Through
The Palaces of
Wealth and
Sounds the

From the novel by
Wm. Hamilton Osborne
Directed by Bertram Bracken
Produced by
National Film Corp. of America
Producers of TARZAN

Depths of
Degradation
In the
Hovels
Of the
Poor.

Endorsed

by

THE CONSUMERS LEAGUE
OF AMERICA
And the

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR I
And
Every
Red-Blooded
Man
And Woman Who Work With Brain
And Muscle.
A Production that is heralded by U. S. Officials
as the solution of this country's greatest menace.
Apply for Territory to

Pioneer Film Corp., 126 West 46th St., N, Y. City

j^recochized
Authority

BRADSTREET

FILMDOM
,ii. n
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To Inspect Grand Jury Minutes
Abraham
Levy, counsel
for Dr.
William F. Doyle, suspended chief of
: . \ ention and
r Handling City and State
under indictment in the alleged graft
Bookings.
scheme in thi
h is served noil an agreeci oi tl
District Attorney that he
North
and
will
as!
alsky
to-day for an
her who control
New
on of the minutes of the Grand
its for "The Unpardon- Jury which include the testimony by
liandle the bookings of
, City and State. which he was indicted.
- to Buffalo toir the openity. The feature will
r, Syracuse
\lliany before playing
City.
The reason for
To Bring up Rorke Bill
lical change is partly
Harrisburg — Despite the negative
ure a theai ork for a few weeks. recommendation of the Judiciary
committee of the House of
stated that the second .Special utatives
on the Rorke bill
being directed by Wil- to permit Sunday concerts and enli is practically finished.
tertainments, supporters of the meassnre declare they will organize a
move to get the bill again on the
Iitman on Sales Trip
calender during this week. They hope
htman of Famous
Players
a "light" house and will make
away on a sales boosting cam- for
every effort to have the action of the
will be gone several weeks. committee overruled and a fight resumed on the floor of the house. It
will require only a majority vote to
hip Committee
Back
restore
the bill to the calendar. TheA. Brady, Gabriel Hess.
atrical men liable not given up the
i and Walter Irwin are
fight to get the bill through and one
York from their Chi- of
the representatives, Mr| Norton, of

Bin"
in Buffalo
feature Will Not Open Here —

SUNDAY SHOWS
AND CENSORSHIP

elivercd one of his usual enIssions on censorship along
general lines he has used
months in public places.
hi was made before the Chi■ which has
ated out 'of office; effective
No.

56

le Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
i a publication
urpasses all previous
ords in its field for
evity of time in achievccess and number of
:ers attached to it— it
e moving; forward unMOMENTUM
OF
S DAILY is showing
ble growth because fl
,ed a long felt want,
en of film land who
ruth and time guard
WID'S
q.Y by reading

A Kick
Scenic Theaters
Bellefonte, Pa.
Dear
Wid's like
:
I would
to know what
I have done. I appreciate
your valuable little kicker and
I have not received it for 5
or 6 weeks. I feel sure my
subscription has not run out;
think I am paid until July, and
I want the paper. Have hated
to not have it all this time,
and just neglected kicking like
I should have before. * * *
Be sure and notify me when
my subscription
runs out so
I can renew. Yours,
T

C. Brown.

Whartons Busy

Price 5
Chautard Starts

cent«

Director's First For Mayflower Will
Be ''Plunder" — Five Coming
First Year.
Chautard who recently signed
er to produce s<
as his first "Plunder" the S
Evening Posl
by Arthur
Roche. I
adaptation \
will be si:
Lee this w eek.
Chautard will also produce Thomas
plans a I Papei
.pecials durr." - arrangements
ing 1919. Distributing
i decided upon.
Isaac Wolper. president of Mayflower is expected back from Los
Angeles in a few days and announcement of the two new M;,
directors is expected.

Mabel Condon Coming
Seven
Reeler Dealing
With
Mabel Condon who knows everyBolshevism — Made in Utica.
b< dy will be here in ten days
The Whartons have just finished a to ^dispose of a six reeler made by
Frederick SulWvan with a cast inick.
seven reel production called "The
cluding Jack Mulhall and Helene
Red Peril" that deals with Bolshevism.
The last scenes were shot at the
Oliver studios yesterday but the proDarrell Resigns
duction itself was made in Ithaca.
Berks cJitnty, said : "If those back- In the cast are the old Wharton fa(Special to WID'S D4ILY)
frlfe the bill can get enough votes let
vorites, Peggy Snow, King Baggot
Detroit — Charles H. Darrell. Manthem put it on the calendar again." and Joe Bailey. Release will be in a
few weeks.
ager of Kunsky's Adams the large
Sunday Shows Have Closed Dives
down town theater has resigned.
Ted Wharton said : "The locale of
Motion pictures as an antidote for
Darrel came
from Minneapolis and
story is America and I wouldn't
crime were described to the Mercan- the
t given the Alhambra,
be at all surprised if the Bolsheviki
tile Affairs Committee of the Legis- attempted to blow us up. We hit •in mtly getting the larger theater.
lature.
straight from the shoulder. It re- His future plans are unknown.
Speaking against the bill to bar picveals the attempt to start Bolshevism
tures on Sundays, Attorney Hiram E. in America and shows some startling
Miller said:
Pathe To Distribute
'Many dives existed in Gloucester. facts regarding the movement."
The Zane Grey pictures controlthen came the Sunday movie show.
led by Hodkinson will be released
The dives are out of business now.
through Pathe exchanges..
Jans Secures "Hearts of Men"
Their former patrons, many of them
All
the Hodkinson product is
H. M. Jans who controls the New
seafaring men, now find wholesome
pleasure in an evening at the movies. Jersey rights to "The Unpardonable handled by this releasing organizaSin" has obtained the franchise on
"The police will tell you that many "Hearts of Men" the Beban feature
a young man who formerly passed for
tio i.
that territory.
Short Reels
Sunday night at a gambling table is
no\v_ a regular attendant of the
Two Fox Films in Production.
movies."
Senator Curran of Roxbury said
Dear play
Wid's isn't
:
The
always the
Hyland has started work on
that police records show that more arthing. Patrons used to see the
lice Court" by George
Barr
rests were made on Sundays before
-.ame of the feature picture or
licon,
under
the
direction
of
the movies were permitted to open
•<ne star before they went to
William C. Dowlan, who is a new dithan since that time.
rector for Fox.
the show : now they look for
Madlaine
Traverse
is
also
at
work
the short reels on the bill.
"**
Oppose
Sunday
Shows.
The lobby cards tell.
Nashville, Term. — Petitions presenton a new
film
called
"High
Flame"
Very truly yours,
direction of Harry
Millard.
ed in the senate against the passage
Herschel Stuart
of a bill providing for Sunday picture Botlj productions are being made in
shows.
Hollywood.
Finish
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Lou Rodgers, sales manager of
Paramount's New York exchange
has been made special representative for Paramount.

held for the Actors' Fund at the Polo
Grounds on Sunday, April 13.
Fans for Fans
A

Eugenechief
Mullin,
Universal's
new
scenario
will arrive
in Universal
City to-day.

Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.

Lieut. William S. Howard with
the artillery in France and before
entering
service, Metro'sarrived
exchangein
manager the
at Minneapolis,
New York on the Natsonia.

Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
•f Greater New York, $10.00 one year ; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreien
$20.00.

Pearl White is to be one of the chief
attractions at the big field day to be

fan

manufacturer
has just arranged with Joseph M. Schenck
to
use attractive autographed photographs
of Norma Talmadge. Three million
Pans will be distributed during the
summer months, free to the audiences
at all the Loew's theaters from New
York to the Coast. There will be
local advertisements on the backs, but
no writing matter on the photograph
of Miss Talmadge, which will be reproduced incolors, save only her name
in her own handwriting.

Subscribers should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New
York, N. Y.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-2
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3839.
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone,
Hollywood
1603.

Picture Theater at Home
Swampscott, Mass. — Charles E.
Phillips has his- picture shows at
home. The auditorium in which
the pictures are shown is 50 by 20
feet and the color scheme brown
and gold. . The lighting system
gives the proper atmosphere.
Phillips has two projection machines and the films are stored in
a fire-proof vault. Phillips has 60,OOO feet of film covering all sorts of
educational subjects and comedies.
Phillips purchased his first 1,000 feet
of film at the time President McKinlcy died. It is called "A Bull
Fight in Mexico."

Hear William H. Taft may jco
Mrs. Charlotte Pickford and Olive
Thomas both directly interested in
Jack Pickford missed him at the
Brunton studios the other da\ and
of course went looking for him.
And where do you suppose they

Playin' at bein' angry must be
quite a job, but the Universal stars
are certainly there with the new
ideas. Priscilla Dean says she hates
music so when she has an angry
scene to play she has the orchestra
strike up a tune just as the scene
foundstudio.
him — inNoan heairplane
over starts, — while Dorothy Phillips who
the
would llyin'
positively
has them play in disnot promise not to do it again. .He adorescordmusic
which she admits drives her
is determined to out-do Cecil Dewild.
\i
"
M.m
Lai en is aggraMille — at least in the air.
vated into a fury only by a German
uniform which accounts for the tact
Fritzi Brunette is learning the per- lhat an extra man Is always or, ban j
when Mary has a tantrum— on the
fumers' art' She is busy now in screen.
spare moments with test tube':,
cracked ice, table salt and funnels,
Kathleen Kirkham says she knows
capturin' the fragrance of fresh
flowers in her own California gar- a perfectly honest young man who
dens. I'm anticipating that you will took a lady's umbrella by mistake
soon ask all for a name for your from a restaurant one day. The
manufacture, so I'll suggest right lady told him of his mistake au:v
now that you call it "Bouquet Bru- he apologized profusely. That same
nette" when you start your race evening he stopped in a shop to get
with Coty.
several umbrellas he was having
repaired and on his way home he
met the same lady. She smiled
Will M. Ritchey, writer, says his
best working hours are from 9 A. M. sweetly and said, "You've had quite
to 12 P. M. with just enough time a successful day, haven't you?"
off to walk to the house for his
If the stage property man who
meals Sounds sensible, but I'm disappointed. I thought all writers usually grumbles a lot about bein'
burned the midnight oil and drank overworked could spend a day in
the s':udio where furniture sets, carstrong coffee.
p< is. bottles, china-ware, bric-a brae,
curtains, bedding, automobile plates,
King Vidor believes in realism so lamps, oil paintings, bird cages, mahe has engaged a real colore.!
chine guns and knitting needles have
"mammy" who cooks real fried lo be located in a burr}', I guess
chicken waffles and everythin' in the he'd go back to the theater and his
kitchen
scenes
in "Better
Times." single prop list thinkin' he had an
easy job and didn't know it.
Mary Pickford has been idle six
Bessie Barriscale says without
months this year and her Uncle Sam
earnestness, temperment, and abilThere are several serials on the
isn't happy over it, 'cause last year
ity, good clothes are useless to an
screen but only one in the public eye — she handed over $210,000 to him via actress.
the tax-collector.
"The Red Glove."

sel for the "Big Five."

Publicity

Phillip W. Alexander ha:
pointed publicity man attach
versal's exchange
in San
Universal's
field publicity
totals 25 men.
Opposed
Censors! r
Arthur
Ryan, to personal
tive for D. W. Griffith win
did not make
the stateme
nsorship Comn
"there was some
hope fq
censorship" as cuoted.
He
"This is absolutely incorr
e unalterably oppo
kind of censorship."
Nip and Tuck in Conr
Hartford, Conn. — It is ex
the motion picture bill wf
house by a close vote.
G.
from New
Haven,
says:
went through the senate by
26 to 3. While no one re
what the house will do, I
measure will be passed by
And if should be passed."

<*&? ISO 7"4VfNUE ( ^\)
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On first-run programs i
every large city-"The
Photoplay Magazine Sci

Supplement."
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Meller, Lacking in Plausibility, May Go With an Uncritical Crowd.

and Mermaids"
I iris such as these have never
I been
on the screen — the
home
girls
of America,
otographed at their camp in
; Maine woods, where they
jrform a hundred
strenuous
i tdoor wonders each day. Slim
I sturdy, they flash through
! water in long dives, bend
I the mutual drive of the canoe,
sh over the meadows on the
Cks of wiry ponies.
An eyeener for mere man!

AN OUTING
HESTER PICTURE

1 THE COURTS
t testimony
of Oliver
Lloyd
I of Los Angeles, now with the
'. Macauley
Plays,for Inc.,
iductionPhoto
manager
Trirj Film at the Culver City plant
tear and succeeded Edwin G. Patit as studio manager,
has been
e|in behalf of the Triangle in the
i son to recover for breach
of employment.
Sellers
id that he was quitting because
had given him six weeks
he didn't report for work
Sellers said that while
>n got only $150 a week he
$300 after July 1, last.
lamination Sellers testi'lair
answer
to questions
an actress,
that concerning
she was a
iter for Triangle prior to
last and that Patterson
had
him to discharge her. He said
was getting $50 a week when
discharged on Patterson's orthat he (Sellers) re-engaged
ke charge of reading at $85 a
'hen he became manager.
He
at lie has since married Miss
that he bore any resentment
Patterson for having her dis-

!

Rupert Julian in

Maids, More Maids

"THE

tent of deceiving

the wife

of
the life,
character
who
en in
but nothing

FIRE
FLINGERS"
Universal.
In thi 1
1 of Rii
ell, Julian condu
print shop, adopts a brutal attitude toward his wife,
Jane Novak, and plans to dope with Fay Tincher, his
tenographer, who is perfectly willing t0 share the
$200,000 which Julian appropriates, although a large part
of it does not belong to him. This is the way tl
stand when two convicts just released from jail, v
they had learned the trade of printers, appear at the
shop and apply for employment.
After they have worked half a day, the proprietor of
tabliahment assumes a peculiarly vindictive attitude
and discharges both of them without pay, because he has
learned from the town's chief of police that they have a
prison record. One of the convicts, Richard Hatton,
also played by Julian, bears a strong resemblance to the
man who has discharged him. WJth his companion, he
goes to Olwell's house where both of them are eating
dinner when Julian, in the other character, returns home
badly intoxicated.
Planning to hide the money he has stolen he takes a
loaf of bread, cuts it into slices and makes sandwiches
out of the $200,000 in bills. This package, done up in
paper, continues to figure throughout the picture, but
no one ever thinks of looking to see what the sandwiches
are made of. Olwell, in a drunken frenzy, kills himself
by falling against the fireplace and the two convicts, being
in the room at the time, conclude that they will be accused of murder.
It is at this juncture that Hatton conceives the happy idea
of impersonating the dead man, which he does by removing his beard and appropriating Olwell's wardrobe. He
get's away with it beautifully, the wife's only comment being
that he seems to have acquired an unfamiliar softness of
character. After a few days, Hatton even undertakes to
conduct the business of the man whose shoes he is filling,
and seems to be in a fair way to succeed, until questions
arise about the missing $200,000. Finger prints have been
taken of the dead man and those of Hatton, on record at
the penitentiary, have been sent for. Strangely enough, the
wife, a relative of the chief of police, has charge of the
finger print records, so when it is necessary to prove that
the man is Olwell and not Hatton, she is able to produce satisfactory evidence by juggling the cards. In
order to make things right from a matrimonial standpoint, we are led to suppose that the woman has fallen
in love with the man who has taken her husbasifc'
place
and will legalize their relationship by a correct
marriage.

DIRECTOR
Rupert Julian
AUTHOR
William
Neil
SCENARIO BY
.Waldemar Young
CAMERAMAN
Ed Kull
AS A WHOLE
Has some striking situations,
but much of it fails to be convincing.
STORY
Taken
from story published
in the
Saturday Evening Post.
DIRECTION
Sometimes
permits
too much
"acting;"
goes after strong
scenes
rather
than
realism.
PHOTOGRAPHY
First rate.
LIGHTINGS
• • Nothing exceptional.
CAMERA WORK
Double exposures smoothly
handled.
STAR
Appears in dual role necessitating sharp
contrast in characterization.
SUPPORT
..••
Jane Novak
lacks variety in expressing emotions of the unhappy wife; Fdy
Tincher appears
to advantage
in comparatively small role; others meet requirements.
EXTERIORS
Nothing out of the ordinary.
INTERIORS
Suffice.
DETAIL
Titles written in melodramatic mood.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
...... .Harmless meller.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5,776 feet.
Probably the Saturday Evening Post story from which
this picture was adapted contains subject matter giving
justification for the title, "The Fire Flingers," which
has no apparent connection with the film version.
Here is a clear case of preserving the title on account
of its advertising value with readers of America's big
fiction weekly, without bothering about its application to
the screen production. This may be good business, but
it is rather mystifying to an audience that tries to discover a connection between what a film is called and
what it presents. It might have been wiser to find a
suitable title for the picture and then make the original
name stand out prominently as the source from which the
story was taken.
As a vehicle in which Rupert Julian may display his
versatility as an actor, this does reasonably well, although
a number of the situations are open to question on the
score of plausibility, as so frequently happens when a
dual characterization is made the basis of a plot. An
audience may find it difficult to credit the ease with
which one man assumes the identity of another, even to

Try to Capitalize on the Fact That This is Taken From a Saturday
Evening Post Story.
for the Exhibitor.

Box Office Analysis
In theaters catering to a crowd that likes melodrama in

You don't need to bother about trying to explain the
connection of the title and the subject matter of the picture, let your folks worry about that after they have
seen the film. Among names in the cast most likely to
attract notice, I think Fay Tincher comes first, owing to
her long time connection with Universal films as comedienne. Jane Novak also might be referred to, even if
there is nothing conspicuous abou: her performance in

"strong doses, this should have a very fair appeal, although it isn't the sort of a picture that you would be
justified in making a special effort to secure. Audiences that examine films closely and poke fun at inconsistencies will find plenty of ioop holes in "The Fire
Flingers,"
which must be accepted as extravagant meller,
or not at all.
As a drawing, card, you can't place too much reliance
upon the name of Rupert Julian, because, although he
has directed many first rate pictures, I doubt if the public iri most neighborhoods is well acquainted with him
as a star. Naturally, his name should be given stellar
prominence in your exploitation, but I would make almost as strong a point of the story having been taken
from "The Fire Flingers" published in the Saturday
Evening Post. All producers seem to figure, probably
correctly, that the advertising value of a Post story is
large.

FRANCE

i«l> a few exhibitors have yet
*|ered
"Advertising"
55
Wit.
of that
the success
of their is
busi•i'-A. H.
Hilton,
Paramount
!?T, Lewiston Idaho.
PARIS

this
^Forproduction.
catchlines ' use: "Dead men tell no tales, but finger
prints do. See how a few marks on a cardboard reveal
the secret of a man who has assumed the identity of ananother in 'The Fire Flingers,' an intense drama adapted
from the famous Saturday Evening Post story." Or
"Are you sure you know your own husband? Possibly
you will be less certain after you have followed the experiences of the wife in 'The Fire Flingers'."
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Putting It Over
There is Something
Different
ABOUT

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned

Albany, N. Y. — Following companies
have been granted charters by Secretary of State; —
Liberty Square
Theater
Co., Port
["hi atrical, vaudeville, operatic and motion
picture business and

up.

4 Your Wife and
Mine
Wednesday, April 2nd
AT

3 P. M. SHARP

Wurlitzer Fine Arts
Hall
120 WEST 41st ST.

Tyrad Pictures, Inc.
729 SEVENTH

AVE.

Phone

5426

Bryant

Hodupp Again With Pathe
Hodupp capacity
is again after
with a Pathe
in V.an H'.
important
brief
absence. He will visit the various
exchanges to inspect Poster and Shipping Departments and put them into
first class conditions.

iany, N. Y.— Albany Strand Thea- I
Yonkers, N. Y. — Folks here are
Buffalo,
To build
and mantalking about the way the Hamilton
heaters. N. Y."
Capital
$115,000.
Di- |
I
rectors: Moe Mark, Lynn Mass., Mas
! them in to see tne show.
The Hamilton engaged a motion Spiegel, New York City, aivl Evgene L
picture photographer to take » l-.alk, Buffalo, N. V.
inic M. P. Co.
Motion picture
series of pictures of the merchants
.S500. Director^ :—
and other prominent men of Yonkers, which was shown under the M. II. Screws. Montgomery, Ala.; Mae
title of "Who fs Who in Yonkers," ' l'l irady and Jacob H. Goctz, 427 E.
and in connection with the showing 158tb st, New York City.
Wilson Theater, Inc., New York.
of the film a large number of prizes
were awarded in an identification Theatrical and motion picture procontest.
ducers and exhibitors. Capital, W00.
The picture was shown for two Directors :— Hermann Vigel, Alice Polweeks, the first showing only a back (ack and Pauline Lebenstein. ;?0G0
view of the men. Each man bore 34th St.. New York City.
a number, and the person identi^Burton George Prod., New Y jrk.
fying the largest number of men To produce and exhibit motion picfure
from the back view received the rid photoplav films. Capital, $50,000.
Director: — Thomas A. Kerbv.
first prize.
The second week's showing was
in the form of solutions to the
identification problems, the back
view of each man being shown first,
followed by the front view of the
qmc man
This idea can be worked up by
any manager. The cost of making
such a film would be comparatively
small.

May

s^_^The classified columns of WID'S
^"fiTT
a long
the
market
place felt
wherewant.
buyer It
and isseller
— employer and employee or the
■mall advertiser can put his story
before\ practically every live exhibitor in the country every day in
the year, at nominal cost. Rate 50c
per line. Cash with order.
WANTED.

Organist with Al reference who can operate Austin organ. Will make right terms for
right man. O. B. S., Box 189 WID'S
DAILY.

POSITION

apital, $3,000.
Di RolloDirecand
!<I Dena, Port Chester.

virtuous m
LATEST

WANTED.

MANAGER— Middleaged man desires position as manager of house somewhere near
New York. Have had managerial experience. Address, Manager,
this office.

OPERATOR— Position wanted by experienced operator. Willing to go out of town.
References as to character and ability. Address, Operator, this office.

Allison, "The
Island of Intrigue", April 7, director, Henry ptto.
Bert Lytell, "Blackie's Redemption",
April 14, director, John Ince.
ArioIa Dana, "Madelon of the RedCarewe. woods", April 21, director Edwin
Emmy
Otto.

Wehlen, "The Amateur Adventuress", April 28, director, Heary

Hale Hamilton,
"After
His
Heart", May 5, director, Plarn
lin.

Own

May Allison, "Orchestra D-3", May
12, director, George D. Baker.
The specials for April are:
Harold Lockwood, "A Man of
Honor", director, Fred Balshofer.
Nazimova,
Red Lantern",
director
Albert "The
Capellani.
"The Man Who Stayed at Home"
witli an all star cast was originally to
go out
in April
been
deferred
untilbut
the the
fall. release "has
Fine House Planned

Los Angeles— The largest motion
FOR SALE.
picture house west of Chicago is
planned by local interests to be
built on Hill St. The Hippodrome
FOR SALE MISCELLANEOUS,
Theater Co. is reported interested,
Two home projection machines. Never and the deal will involve over
been used. Use standard size film. Excellent
$r, 600,000
ground and building.
;™™ome' s<;h°°l. °r church. Regular price The house for
will seat 3,700.
MO.OO. for sale $35.00.-J. W. A.-Wid's
Daily

SUCCESS

SAWYER 3 LUBIN'S
E. K. LINCOLN.
ON TRADE

SHOWING

FULTON THEATRE
•APRIL.©

8:30P.

M

TITLES PRODUCED

B1

b ERNESTTITLEMAN
STERNI ,
bkvant THE
8973.

10r5W45T-*ST

A. LITHOGRAPHING /CORK
r - 406
■ NEW WE/T
YORK

THE

CITY31

BEST GOOD.
IS NONE

JT.

^

TOO

Metro
Releases
Metro releases for April are :

CLASSIFIED.

HELP

The Average Exchange can
tne income on old pictures byincres
ret
bilitating it with a new lobby displ;
A large percentage of the public r
not seen the average good picfr
i»nd the new Lobby Display will 1
a return date.
many
KRAUS MFG. CO.
Write or see us.220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

o

n

E

I

G

The God of Mirth says, —
For Live Exchange Men
to write for information
as to release date, stars,
etc.
Photoplay Trading Co.

N

O-rT

ORElrvi

AND
51
PHONE
BRYANT 93
ELIAr
1 n e0-r-T E.22 CIWJ TTCO4212 J-T.

Tel. Bryant 7442

IRAN

7th Ave.
Photoplays729 financed
and

ARE YOU

exploited

in

all

markets.

USING

Leaders and Trailers
to individualize your theatre
full of action, very artistic
and well executed.
WeLargest
Serve Broadway's
Theatres
Write

to-day

DANIEL'S STUDIOS, Inc.

Room 317-318
220 W. 42nd St.
New York

Dryant 7392

Broda £ Meyep

Hand Painted Titles
Illustrations-Photography

220 ^est 4<2^St
;
Room 2QQ4
We^ York. City

CAMERAMEN

(New outfit)

FIAT
fUm

jF 00m

RUSH

developed
2003—220

at your i
•ALLLABOR*
LMI
EXCLUSI
Te

WORK
ered

and
deliv
W. 42d St.

FOR TIT!
in one
i.nan

THE BEST PICTURE
Must

to make money
have a perfect developed
negative

REX LABORATORY

(INC)

has developed Lyman Broening
negatives. Ask him and then phoi
Tremont
1995 for full particulars.

*,i 7^RECOCHIZED
Authority
Price S cents

Close Export Deal

Gillespie Brothers Sell Select Product
And "Hear
Arid."
closed
two export d

•

to Rico and
The 0.1
hi at this si
he is quote
to then nor to us."
one of those who were neliip and
that
at first
o recon-

eported

of Hiram
I

ms

was

Salm,

l

bon.

Bernstein Goes^We2t

Isado

for the Coasl
to dis
:>.i!l Parson
ights i
York for a short stay.
Billboar

c for Warwick
irted
that
r consideririe Corelli's
"Sorrows
of
>r Robert Warwick.
Also recret Service" he
ar in "Told in the Hills."
Warwick

Santo Domingo.

hevism On

Twenty-fi

will be

Trial"

joined
Famous
ted that he had been
t

inia Pearson

Release

'athe, of the first Virginia
ip's EmNo. 57

\ttle Ad Talks
By Jack Ali-oate
or the producing or distributing concern with short subjects, comedies, scenics or
the advertising columns
S DAILY offer an unual opportunity.
Your small
here will command the
;ention as a large ad elseere and the cost will still
small. If you would
reach
! greatest number of possible
lyers in the film industry each
', at one cost you can do so
concentrating
in the newser
all read— WID'S
ILY. they

e put

out.

The

:

Denial from Hopkins
(Specie
S DAILY)
Harrisburg — Reports that C
Hopkins, manager of the thr<
risburg theaters controlled by
Paul Swar in Pictures
Decision Reserved
1 Vincent, had purchased the
Abraham
Levy, counsel
for Dr.
Pictures Corp. have contract- Gilbert building, a three story-brick
i F.
Doyle,
indicted
on
ed with Paul Swan, for a series of ness
structun
i street,
center of the city,
and t'i:
charges
of Fire Department
graft,
Before
this, Post
was
1 it for a picture house,
applied to Judge
Rosnlsky
yester- pictures.
of were denied by Hopkins.
He exday for permission
to inspect the identified with the production
he made the purchase as a
minutes
of the Grand
Jury.
He scenics and travels.
Swan is noted
said this was preparatory to a move as a painter and a dancer
1
investment
and
will
leastand is he rooms
in the building for offor the quashing of the indictments. just out of the army.
He 1
fice purposes. As the Gilbert strucJudge Rosalsky reserved decision. considerable publicity and hs
ture adjoins the Victoria, recently
styled
"the
world's
most
perfect purchased by the Stanley Corp., it
Dooley Starts Work
ivas reported also that the building
Some time ago, he painted a series might be used for an addition to that
Johnny Dooley who recently
of Nazimova in her Ib- house, but the rumor was not cona company known as Dooley C me- of pictures
sen characterizations.
dics, Ino, started actual work at the
by the Victoria management.
BiogrSpli studios yesterday on the
man." Robert Lieber Here
first of the twelve comedies that are
Warren Joins Hodkinson
to be made yearly. As yet distribuFred B. Warren
joins the HodRobert Lieber, president of the Fii ;t
ting arrangements have not been National, is here with his family for
kinson Corporation to-day as vicea few days.
completed.
president.

Tuesday.

April
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FILM FOLKS,

CUTS AND FLASHES

;

Price 5 Cm

-

Mildred Cpnsidine will write Mary
Pickford's next story, according to
Los Angeles reports.

Loan.

Wid's Film and Film Folks.
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Y. by WID'S FILMS and
Inc.

According to a Los Angeles report
Robert Warwick will have Kid McCoy live with and train him.

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and
Treasurer: Lynde Denig, Editor; Joseph
D:.nnenberg, Vice-President and Managing
Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business Manager.

Edwin Willat was cameraman for
"False Faces" and not Irvin Willat,
as credited recently, in the review of
that production.

Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
•f Greater New York. $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00 ; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign
$20.00.

Exchange members of F. I. L. M.
Club are arranging plans for the
distribution of films for the Victory

Constance Talmadge's next Select
'ill be "The Veiled Adventure."

It is proposed that each exchange will handle a certain territory for distribution
and booking.

Arnold
Brothers
N. D., lost by fire.

Bijou, Harvey,
Loss $6,500.

Fire recently destroyed the films at
the Gem, Council Bluffs. The operator
was badly burned.

Subscribers should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New
York, N. Y.
Telephone:

Vanderbilt

4551-2

Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3839.
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone,
Hollywood
1603.

Some
William

United Appointments
T. Butler is now
with

United working New England.
erly with Vitagraph.

Form-

E. Maxwell comes from Minneapolis to New York to assist Charles
Johnson.
Ben Abrahams is now in St. Louis.
Lester D. Wolfe, formerly with
General, is manager at Buffalo.
Homer Howard, former Buffalo
manager will do special work there.

I'm gonna

pay $io a

IFirst
am. National's next big

SUNDAY
Why is it whenever one gets a
Mary Anderson just doesn't know
new bungalow in California the first what to do — whether to support a
thing they do is to get a pail of paint, male star or be featured in comedy
with an interest in the picget into overalls and "go over" dramas tures?
Why hesitate, Mary? Supeverything in sight. Winifred Westport
yourself by all means.
over is the latest to do this. She's
Stencilifig her furniture in flowery design, and wielding a paint brush generally over her new entire house.
Jack Mower's ingenious barber
says that soon he will be giving
cloves with shaves, for after July i
Tom Santschi is always busy. He's there will be perfume jags, glows
workin' now with Anita Stewart and from lilac highballs, witch hazel
just the minute he finishes, Fox wants cocktails, bay rum fizzes and hair
tonic rickeys.
him back again to do some more he-

SHOWl

ANDCENSORSH*

In Worcester
Worcester,
Mass. — The
ques I
of opening the moving picture til
ers on Sundays in Worcester majflB
come a burning issue.
It is anl
sue that is argued with a good >!
of acrimony.
In New
Haven, 1
law forbids
the out-of-door
bl
concerts
that are regularly
gil
on Sunday afternoon.
The fine L

merely
any isconcert
is not ofattending
sacred music,
$4, but "■
fine, it seems,
is never
collec
J. Barney Sherry who plays a Would
fines be collected
or <?
character part in support of Mary terms imposed, if the movies opt
Miles Minter in "Yvonne From on Sunday in Worcester?
Paris" arrived at Santa Barbara
with is trunks. Director Flynn said
Thomas Bedding, Editor
he couldn't possibly use all tfnjse
clothes but Barney said he had 'em
Thomas Bedding will in futuii
so he thought he'd bring 'em along. editor-in-chief of "The Cinema Nf
That's right, hold on to 'em. Clothes now in its third year of publici
is clothes these days.
and founded by the members <w<
Cinema Camera Club. Bedding,
More stealin' goin' on in Califor- been identified with the literatujf
nia;Ora Carew's dressing room has this subject for a long time, and
been rifled. It happened at the formerly editor of "The British J
of Photography" and other j
Who couldn't be a Beau Brummel ! Santa Monica races while she was rial
lications.
watchin' the speed carnival, — the
room bein' her coupe
John Gilbert has a very small niece dressing
vvhHi is fitted up for convenience
who is rather precocious. While tak- on location.
ing a liaili recently, her sister wondering why she stayed in so long,
When Marion Davie* went to
went to the door and called, "Sister,
ay*T29 7™AVENUE
are you ever coming out?" The child work on "The Dark Sxar" at the
answered, "I'll be finished in a minute. Paragon studios, sne walked into a
Cartoon Comedies are the
bare dressing room for the first time
I'm on my last leg now."
in her life. But everybody from her
today.laugh-makers. 'Where
real
Are The Papers" released
Marie Walcamp is using a revolver leading man to the smallest stage
hand
went
scurrying
for
fittings
and
If you want to hear the gallery in "The Red Glove" that was picked
soon
pink
curtains,
cushions,
rugs
up on the Marne battlefield by Jacques
gods go mad, given 'em Eddie Polo in Jaccard who went overseas with the and. pink paint appeared as if by
"Grizzlies."
magic.
Now all is serene.
''The Lure of the Circus."
man actin'.
Advice even from a villain can be
good. Thomas G. Lingham says that
to be a successful villain one must
be a nifty dresser. "For how," he
asks, "is the city slicker to beguile
the country lassie unless he dazzles
her?'' Speaking from long experience
in this— in the movies, he gives a few
hints to young men on how to preserve their wardrobe. "Buy two suits
and two pairs of shoes at the same
time and wear alternately. Cut a little
of the small end of your necktie at
intervals.

say*

aft«M

(THE COURTS
'Id Smith, sued in the Supreme
claim
of
M. Kenned)
to ci impel him
mling debts of the Krihc was
a
Jer of the Kriterion before
Into bankruptcy in 1915, filed
ifcr in the Supreme
Court alnneily acted as agent
ion in a fiduciary call that he was instructed not
he check .in which his claim
but he ignored instructions
and endorsed
the check. It
I that the claim on the check
1 satisfied.
Smith
alleges
he assets
of the Kriere disposed of to pay the
d that the stockholders
re> surplus and are not liable
laims
s>mbardi,
reports Ltd.-'
have
it that
ine will appear in the
1 of "Lombardi, Ltd."
Russell at Rivoli
|i Russell for the first time
recn career will show at a
Wway theater. He has
Iced to play the Rivoli next
f'Brass Buttons.'
Kolker a Director
*
■,Kolker, one of the best known
; ien in the business, and an
y long' experience, has taken
(fag. He will have charge of
[United production for Dustin
■Harvest of Shame."
|y Kolker was with Metro and
port said that he was aid:ting. The United contract,
i his first work in charge
ction.
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Adaptation of Clever Stage Comedy Has Entertaining Qualities.
Billie Burke in

" GOOD

GRACIOUS,
Paramount ANNABELLE

"

DIRECTOR
George
Melfford
AUTHOR
Clare Kummer
CAMERAMAN
Paul Perry
AS A WHOLE
Fairly amusing comedy in which
the
situations are ample to keep up the interest.
STORY

Adaptation of stage play of the same
name; makes good material for the screen,
although the brightness of the dialogue in
the original is missed.
DIRECTION
Brings out comedy value of in(
cidents.
PHOTOGRAPHY
.'
Very good
LIGHTINGS
■ ■ . .Nothing out of the ordinary.
CAMERA
WORK
,
Adequate.
STAR
Will be liked in this role; appears well
in becoming
gowns
and acts in pleasing
comedy vein,
j SUPPORT
Herbert Rawlinson suits character
I
of husband; Crauford Kent, Frank Losee and
others meet requirements.
EXTERIORS
Some
attractive scenes photographed on an estate.
INTERIORS
Suit the action.
DETAIL
Cleverly written sub-titles contribute
largely to the humor of the picture.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to offend.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,246 feet.

As a stage play, "Good Gracious Annabelle" was
notable for the cleverness of its dialogue, rather than
because of anything remarkable about the plot. To
those who saw the play, it may be something of a
surprise to find that the plot comes through in picture
form in a satisfactory manner. 2fifr""dinar ample oppor
tunity for humorous complications and giving Billie
Burke a chance to appear well in a congenial role.
niversal Activities
Naturally, many of the laughs gained through the
ire Flingers"
has
been
> a special attraction
by bright repartee of the characters are sacrificed, but the
writer
of the subtitles evidently made a close study
and will be released some
ril.
of the original script and succeeded in utilizing some
of its effective dialogue.
larey's next production first
Wouldn't
Man who ed
he
I
"Bare
is been reJnam

l'? English
Univ
ofche
pett
d ersa
Citv
Universal
s rea
is conferring with Carl

April

The director, also, should be credited with providing
a production which adheres to the spirit of Clare
Rummer's comedy. The character of Annabelle Leigh
does not present any great difficulties for an accomplished actress, such as Miss Burke, who lits altogether smoothly into the interpretation of the resourceful young woman who receives her income every quarter, whereas, as she says, she needs it every minute.
As might be expected, the story is considerably amplified in the picture, giving visual evidence of much
that happens off-stage in the play. After a few scene's
establishing Annabelle and introducing a number of
her impecunious friends, they switch back to the
period in the heroine's girlhood when her father was
killed in a squabble over mining stocks and she was
forced to become the wife of a crude westerner, known
as "the Hermit."
The marriage, however, is little more, than a form
gone through to give the girl a legal" right to the
Hermit's name. Rather than keep her in the lonesome
cabin, where she persists in crying perpetually, the
magnanimous husband allows her to go east and at
the time the story opens, Annabelle is living in New
York in extravagant style, not even remembering what
her husband looks like.
The plot centers around efforts tq^acquire two shares
of stock in the mine, these shares, in the possession
of Annabelle being sufficient to give control of the
property. The husband comes east to secure them,
not knowing that a wealthy investor, played by Crauford Kent, is also doing his best to get hold of the
stock. By this time, the Hermit has dispensed with
his beard and become a correctly attired man of the
world, whose identity is never suspected by Annabelle
when they meet in a hotel lobby.
Much of the action transpires on Kent's Long Island
estate, occupied during most of the picture by the
young wife and her friends, who through a peculiar
twist of circumstances are engaged as servants, while
the Hermit husband is there as a guest during the
absence of the owner. The mix-up over the two shares
of stock, which eventually are returned to Rawlinson,
and the manner in which Annabelle comes to recognize
her husband and accept him as the man she is ready
to love, provide substance for a number of amusing
sequences, acted with spirit and well handled by director George Melford.
In the cast are Gilbert Douglas, Gordon Dana, Delle
Duncan, Olga Downs and others.

Try to Interest Stage Patrons as Well as Film Fans in Appearance of
Billie Burke.

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibito-.
to interest stage patrons in her screen performance.
You needn't expect a remarkable comedy in this,
This should be easier to do on account of the fame
but it is a genuinely entertaining picture, especially well
suited to audiences that favor light, prettily presented
of Clare Kummer's "Good Gracious Annabelle" when
,stories acted by a first rate cast. Some of the humor
it was presented in New York a few seasons ago and
conceded to be one of the brightest comedies of the
in "Good Gracious Annabelle" may be a trifle elusive
for a crowd used to getting laughs from burlesque and
year. Miss Burke's name, in conjunction with the
islapstick, but in cities and the larger towns, where
title of the film and the name of the author, should
many of your patrons are familiar with the best in
be sufficient to arouse attention. I would keep my
stage plays as well as in pictures, I can see no reason
advertising on conservative lines, making pictures of
why this should not get over very nicely.
the star the main factor in the lobby display.
Billie Burke should prove a good box office star in
If you want catchlines try something like: "Supalmost any community. For many years she has reposing you hadn't seen your husband since the day
ceived considerable publicity calculated to make her
you were married and he came back, and you
after
name known to practically everyone who has even a
didn't know him, and then he proved to be the one
slight acquaintance with the famous personages of the
man you could really love. This is only one of the
Kstion of advertising is a stage. She has done enough film work to give her a
following
among
fans,
but
also
I
would
make
an
effort
amazing happenings in 'Good Gracious Annabelle,'
R:. A careful analysis of
Bbilities should determine
starring Billie Burke."
Lambs
in
Films.
First Christie-Special
Bradford Score for Beban Film
yihe method of exploitation,
Los Angeles — Probablv the highest
slmit in expense. After a
James C. Bradford musical direc"Sally's
Blighted
Career,"
the
first
priced
film
ever
shot
was
recently
Knit, advertising becomes. of the Christie two-reel comedies with
tor of the Broadway has been enmade here at the Lasky studio for
Ueo. L. Hays, manager,
write the musical score for
been
completed. use in the Lambs' Gambol. Over SO of "Heartsgaged toof
If Amusement,
St, Paul, Fay Tincher, has
Men" the Beban feature
prominent
male stars appeared.
Will be released April 20.
being handled by Hiram Ahrams.
filler who wrote a story
ia Dean is supervising the
at Universal City. Rollin
directing and a temporary
t picture is "The Chatter-
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On Broadway
Rivoli — Marguerite
Men
and Pictorial.
a Girl."
Rivoli

You Have a Date
WITH

Rialto — Charles

Ray — "The

Lloyd-Pathe

Wurlitzer Fine Arts
Hall

Ditmars
Twists."

41st ST.

729 SEVENTH

Specializing

Serials
foreign

1. T\VO

rials
popular

1

are

very

d columns of WID'S
Thea classifie
long felt want. It is the
fill
*"* market place where buyer and seller
—employer and employee or the
small advertiser can put his story
before practically every live exhibitor in the country every day in
the year, at nominal cost. Rate 50c
Cash with order.
per line.

r,
pected
C. A.

who

Polar

Thomas — "To-

Thursday— Frank

Keenan — "The

picture, after :twhich
came a some
"teaser"
long showing
of
the action. The picture had 'em lined
up for nearly a block every day of
the week's run, and established a new
record for a Thursday attend

Bennett— "Partners

/ Hyland— "The
Rebellious
Three."
Saturday — Louise Huff— "The Little Intruder."
Sunday— May
Allison— "The
Is-

Address,

Box

New

fits
Ad-

FOR SALE.
MISCELLANEOUS,

Two home projection machines. Never
keen used. Use standard size film. Excellent
for home, school, or church. Regular price
180.00. for sale $35.00.— J. W. A.— Wid'u Daily.

Trenton, N. J.— The Three Star
Amusement Corp., Newark. Capital
$:?r>,000. To operate a motion picture
business, and take over the amusement
business conducted by Max Ginsberg,
200 Main st, Paterson. Incorporators:
Max Ginsbc-?, Benjamin Ginsberg,
and Morris Ginsberg. They are all
residents of 631 Valley Road, Upper
Montclair.

I'thing Electrical fo

-STAGE

240W.

Castle, Pa.— Plans are being
r the erection of a new house
hington
St., to be one of the
in
the city.

L1G.

50™

ST.

IRANCI/CO
1 ^^^ 0 n
e AKE. 1 G
Hb
ilm
t 1 El
i

1 «

Lansing,
— To to
erect
Arcade theaterMich.
building
costa new
$175,000,
on So. Washh
W. S. Butterfield president of the Bijou AmuscCo., Inc., interested.
Lewiston, Me. — An open air theater
to be erected here, this spring, if plans
now under consideration are carried
out. R. N. Stevens of Boston, Mass.
interested.

V- T

PHONE
OREMO

BR
J"TYAM

1 N E-r-T
220
WEJ-T
TRANSLATION

D!

MOTION
P1CTI
CUR SFECIALT*
We
edit and
cor-:
English
and doForci;
from Titles to the Screen.
Exhibitors Booking
Aglfl
220— W. «nd St., New ■
Tel. Byrant 7595.

COMPLETE

I

Supplies and Equifl
for Studio and Thea:
National MAZDA
and Speer
G|
LAMPSB

CHARLES

F. CAMK

4 W- 3 1st

AL. HE^-DRICKSON
Charge d' Affairs

WANTED.

to put on a program
of music that
your sho1
to ability.
this office.

UNPAKDONABLM

THEATERS

Incorporations

Trenton, N. J.— The Fabian, Zucker,
Steiner Co., Newark, Capital $300,000.
To operate picture houses and other
A Live Wire Man, desires a position as
1
:ass house somewhere amusements. Incorporators: Jacob Fanear New York.
Have had managerial exFabian, and
SimonEmil
H*.
perience in high-class
houses.
Address, Class, braham
all of N.
Paterson;
Wire, this office.
Zucker; Herman Steiner, and Leo
Orchestra Leader — A man who knows how Steiner,
all of New-ark.

POSITION

SALE

NEW

THE

Harry Starring
Garson'sBlanche
Bi; SwA
Will have a lobby d
reflect will
Neilan'sindividual
mast
which
and star.
On exhibition very shortly
salesroom. KRAUS
MFC
CO.
220 West 42nd St., N/B

ran Bill

McComb, Miss. — A new house it to
ted J. E. Alford of the Saenger's Amusement Co., of New Orleans,
ested.
Seating capacity, 1,500.
"The
Features Next Week
-H.
Sutton
o»
"Bras?
The a1
; ;ntg theDuluth
may Wash.open.
Spokane,
xt
week
will
be
as
follows
:
Rialto
igue."
Dorothy Gish— "Peppy
Ottawa,
Out.— Loew
circuit
Rivoli — William
erect $250,000 theater building.
WANTED.
Russell —
ed.
-New Waldorf openBarrymore
Strand
— John
Buttons."
Test
of Honor
can manage
a first run
nl knows
Lynn, Mass.-

and
past
positions.
T., this office.

FOR

America

Russell rinTalbot
"Wheredidthesome
Westinteresting
Begins,''
things by way of announcement. For
four days prior to its first showing,
he had a soloist sing "Out Where the
West Begins," based on Chapman's
popular poem. Following the song
there was flashed on the screen a
slide announcing the coming Russell

*»Reed — "Her

of Honor."
Wednesday
— Olive
Silver Girl."
Friday— Enid
ton."

CLASSIFIED.

HELP

Scenic — "The

New York—
To-daj — Florence

markets. They already handle H'oudini
;

Denver — When

Broadway — Priscflla
Dean — "The
Broadway Thief."
Topical Digest.
Exquisite
Topics of the Day.
Rod
Cross
Film— "The
Land
of
1
olsheviki."
Lyons-Moran Comedy — "The Wife

5426

in

Comedy — "Just

Outing-^Chester — "Guided- and
MisBear."Guided."
Christie
— "Hard Luck."
Topics ofComedy
the day.

, Inc.
Tyrad PicturesAVE.
Bryant

Sher-

"With
CarIn."
Droppedi it-Educational—
ranza in Mexico."
Strand — Billie Burke — "Good Gracious,Topical
Annabelle." Review.
Strand
m."
Analysis of Motion
— "Turns and

3 P. M. SHARP

Phone

along your ideas. Let the other
up.
fellow
know how yon cleaned

Rialto Magazine.

To-morrow, April 2nd

120 WEST

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send

Sidney Drew Comedy — 'The
Amateur Liar."
Charles
Chaplin
"His Prehistoric

' Your Wife and
Mine
AT

Putting It Over

Clark— "Three

VV LITHOGRAPHING ICORR
* 406 WEH
31 JT. >
SAWYER

THEY

INCREASE
PRODUCTION
VALUE

THE
Must

BEST PICTURE
to make money
have a perfect developed
negative

REX LABORATORY

(INC)

has developed
Lyman
Broening's
negatives.
Ask him
and then
phone
Tremont
1995 for full particulars.

FULTON

THE/

TITLES PRO

ERNE

7^recochized
Authority

tf<?BBADSTREET

if FILMDOM
<l>L

VIII.

Xo

Friday, April 4.
Price

Second National
Work
Along
Lines
of First
ational — Not Connected
With
Existing Organization
Kst National is to be followed
Js Second National although the
m in the new organization are
Hlentified in .any way with the
Jonnel or franchise holders of
if First National. Incorporajust tiled for the
^Krganizalion at Albany show
■ it is to have 5,000 shares
Bmmoii stock, with active capdof >->5.ooo and that Harry Revier,
■director, Charles M. Rosenthal,
Attorney well known in the film
J. Opoznauer are inwed. The latter is identified
i a concern manufacturing
Ben's dresses known as "Lady
•-Gordon, Inc." located at 29 W.
Ben thai said yesterday that he
)|d not discuss i>lans of the
fern as yet, but that the 6ralzation would
work
along the
ije line-- as the First National.
ill distribute
productions
ae by
important
independent
-." he said, "and we will
ntified with us some
very
t people.
Because of conis. etc.. we cannot make known
[Identity at this time.
But they
tell important people."
le offices of First National
staled that until something
own of the plans of the new
that they did not care to
the matter.
M>.

60

ittle Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
m> he machine
gun en,
enviable reputation for its
work in the p.-.st great
"had a definite duty to perm and did it because of its
dd fire. WID'S DAILY enjoys
eputation for rapid fire circution among
the "live wires''
the film industry.. It is read,
lieved in, and filed for referee. The machine gun is some
n— WID'S
is some
pubcation.

Regarding
The
following
ceived yesterday
from Richard A.

Nazimova
telegram
was reat Metro
offices
Rowland:

Lost

Without

Bismarck
B
would
feel
I
Wid s. Keep it
costs

It

5 cents

World Stars Coming
D.

Theater
smarck, N.
lost without
cerely,
coming at

"Charles Bryant, Nazimova's manager, wishes
denysigned
Lee NaziOch>'
statement
thatme heto has
mova and brand it as a lie. Only
all
picture contract Nazimova has i;
Very sin
with the Metro and has practically
G. E Wingreene
a year to run. Lee Ochs has repeatedly made this statement tha^
he has signed Nazimova and it is a
Division Through
pleasure to me to have him repudiated in this manner."
Domestic
Work
of
Government
Body
Finished — Awaiting Return
of
Foreign
Commissioners
Censorship Ideas
The Division of Films has closed
Of N. A. M. P. I. Committee Head its doors.
Rejected by A. M. P. A.— Quigley
Domestic booking have all been
Gives Ideas
played to and most of the office
The Board of Directors of the staff in the suite on 48th Street has
A. M. P. A. (the Advertisers Asso.) been disposed off. The only drawback to a final shutting of the doors
yesterday held an open meeting and
rejected a suggestion from Chair- is the expected arrival of three or
four of the foreign commissioners.
Hess the
of the
Censorship
mitteeman of
N. A.
M. P. I.Com*
that A representative from South America is due this week and a little later
members of the Advertisers' take up
with their employers the question one from Archangel and Eastern
Russia.
When these men submit
of discontinuing advertising in a
Western trade publication because the amount of film returned and
of the attitude of its publisher to-, their financial statements, the final
wards censorship.
financial report of the Division will
The request was made upon the be submitted to Congress and with
Advertisers several weeks ago, but the passing out of office of the enbefore taking action on the question
tire Committee on Public Informaon May 1, the Division of Films
the Advertisers' requested a state- will tion
cease to function.
ment from Martin J. Quigley, the
The offices of the Division have
publisher. Yesterday Quigley appeared at the luncheon meeting and been sub-let in part to the picture
read excerpts of editorials to dem- division of the Department of Labor.
onstrate that he was opposed toJ The rest of the suite will be disposed of shortly.
censorship, and that he had inform-*
Charles S. Hart, chairman of the
ed Hess,, as Chairman of the Ccn-t
sorship Committee
of the Chicago Division
has tendered
his resignasituation
where as was
he said,
some|| I tion
whichwork
becomes
effective" "when
form
of censorship
inevitable.
the final
is completed
Car!
It was on receipt of his telegram j Byoir, associate chairman of the
that Hess informed the A. M. P. A. I committee on Public Information
Goldwyn had desired to withdraw and Mr. Hart, it is stated definitely
its advertising from his publication will remain in the film business.
de the suggestion that other
.
advertisers
follow suit.
Coming East
When Quigley finished talking,
the A. M. P. A. passed a resolu- Many
Representatives
of the "Big
Four" on Way Here
tion endorsing his attitude on censorship.
Coming east and due to-morrw or
are Oscar
A. Price, presHess, who had been invited to the Sunday
luncheon,
arrived
as Quigley
fin- denl of the United Artists Corporaished, and subsequently they had a tion and Mrs. Charlotte Pickford.
long talk.
With
them
are also
Louis
D.
Y.esterday, Gabriel L. Hess_ said Thompson who will be personal repthat prior to his Chicago visit, he resentative for Mary Pickford and
had only one idea on Mr. Quigley's Walter S. Rand who will act in like
attitude toward consorship but after capacity for Douglas Fairbanks,
that visit he w-as assured that Mr. A Los Angeles report has it that
Quigley's attitude toward censorship Wellington Wales, studio manager
was for the best good of the indus- for Mary Pickford will be appointed
try.
treasurer of the United Artists.

Company Will Distribute Chaplin Reissues— Blackwell Contract Not
Renewed
Ricord Gradwell, president of World
Film that
Corp.,
Wid's heDailj
day
in a told
few days,
will he aide
to announce
the names
of two new
World stars.
Mr. Gradwell said that production
at Fort Lee has been resumed.
Evelyn Greeley has been made a
star and will- be seen in '"Relations."
Montagu Love who at present is
slightly ill at home will shortly start
work Elvidge
in a bigsupported
"super-special"
and
June
by Arthur
Ashley will make a picture.
Gradwell said : "Last summer we
kept seven or eight companies at
work with the result that we had 25
productions ahead of schedule.
"I have been approached by various producers who want to cut releases and limit production and thus
be in aitors,position
dictate
but I wantto to
say to
thatexhibthis
company
will beand
run exhibitors
as a commercial institution
will
be . supplied with one release a
World will have five companies at
work when production is in full
swing and Mr. Gradwell, s;
terday that negotiations are now under way for the securing of two new
stars and that in a
he
would
week."Ijc in a position to announce

them.

He stated that a second story for
Evelyn Greeley was being written
iff authors. He made the interesting announcement that
Blackwell's contract with World
had expired and that it was not
ing to be!! renewed.
C:5.
World has just completed an
agreement with George K. Spoor
whereby the Chaplin
"A ri
Night at IThe
the
Show." and "Shanghaied" will be
handled by that company. A separate arrangement has been made
whereby
will distribute
"Triple World
T
other
of the Chaplin
Regarding the deal involving the
5-? English
features
which
World
will handle. Mr. Gradwell said that
ceived a cable only yesterday
which
said that several negatives
w on the way to America.
Incidentally,
Mr. Gradwell
mentioned that fact that by arrangement
with United, the Peerless Producing
Co., a subsidiary
of World
will
(Continued on Page 4)
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Monroe Salisbury's latest Uni- Eddie Kelly, the stunt man, reversal, temporarily called "The Great , turned with the George Walsh cornfrom Miami yesterday.
White Darkness," has been definitely
named "The Blinding Trail."
Strand will show the first Briggs
Mable Regnier will lecture on "Fit I
:o Win," the Public Health film "Skin-nay" one reel comedy next
in the ship-yards and large plants week.
of Brooklyn. The film is playing
at the Grand Opera House, BrookThey say members of the publiclyn.
ity staff of Paramount let their

Richard Rowland's return to New
York will be deferred a week, according- to a wire received at the
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside local offices. A special messenger,
•f Greater New York, $10.00 one year: 6 is on his way to New York with
ronntlis.
$5.00;
3 months,
$.100.
Foreign
a print of "The Red Lantern."

smokes "die" while viewing the
Elsie Ferguson picture, "Eyes of
the Soul" and not one of them
walked out until it was all shown.
Must be some picture!

Subscribers should remit with order
Adorer
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New
York, N. Y.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-2
Los Aneeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3839.
Hollywood. Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone.
Hollywood
1603.

New Magazine for Open Market
The Juvenile Photoplay Distributors, Inc., a new company in the
Godfrey Bldg. lias already sold seven
territories on "Boy's Life Screen
Review" a news weekly magazine
edited by Jack Cohen formerly of
Universal. Juvenile has the world's
rights. The company is composed
of William Stoermer, Samuel Matthews A. D. V. Storey and Jack
Colin and will specialize in juvenile productions.
"Boy's Life" is the first of the
pictures made by Boy's Life Prod.,
of A. D. V. Storey is president.
The Company is official producer
of pictures for the Boy Scouts of
America.

say$:
Priscilla Dean is a new kind of
Star. She gives the exhibitor a
run for his money.

SUNDAY SHOWS
AND CENSORSH
Sunday Bi 1 Passes
(.Special u-ire to in OS DAILY
Albany — Senator George F. Tho
bill provid:ng for the exhibi
of Su:id:.\ mot mi pictures in the «*
nvmities of the Stace was passed
terday in the Senate by a vote Oi
to 21. lunt.
Twenty-six votes was a nei
The bill will probably go hi n
ally
on
Monday
wherjk I
chances for passing the measure
said to be excellent.
Hearing Monday
Trenton,
N. J.— Social
Well
Com ihtce ot the Senate will giv
he ring on the Sunday
show
next Monday.
It went through
House yesterday.
Powers

Back

P. A. Powers of Universal has j
returned
to New
York
front
coast.
Empey With Select
Arthur
Guy Empey
will star
Select in "Hell on Earth" a non a
story
to
be
directed
by Willi
North.
Le aire Perret in pointing out the
Madge Kennedy plays Rosie Mendelmodest} i E M u shal Foch says, "While
sohn in "Daughter
of Min=.''
She
In Paris I met Marshal Foch and
Iso plays Lady Diantha 'ciuse that's
when I complimented him upon his what Rosfe thinks she should be. The
preat military achievements, the Mar- scenario writer not bein' stingy lets
shal smiled and said that in his everybody
in the cast do the same
opinion the allied armies were all
thing
and
that's
why we're goin' to
members of a great orchestra
together in the war and that
erybody playin' a dual role in
he had the good fortune to wield
liter of Mine."
the baton for a time— that's all."
Between scenes at the Goldwyn studio, Mabel Normand and Owen Moore
In order to familiarize herself with
enjoy matchin' reminiscences of the
boxing for a scene in her new serial, old Biograph days, where they first ap"The Tiger's Trail" Ruth Roland spent ■ eared and received $5 a day. Owen
several hours each day with Benny s?vs the first day Mabel worked she
Leonard learnin' to jab and uppercut asked him in a whisper when the peoin the correct style — and she learned.
ple were paid — and if they always
She knocked the villian— cold, and he
had to be sprinkled with water mixed got it.
with equal parts of ice.
Viola Dana has discovered something. It's a man who didn't know
1 [\ land went to see one of of the war
with Germany. He lives
her recent pictures and was so afraid in the heart of California Redwood
of bein' recognized and called on for forest, where Viola met him one day
a speech that she sat through the per- while she was takin' scenes for "Madeformance with her fur collar turned up
Ion of the Redwoods." He told her
and four heavy veils over her face.
he was a veteran of America's greatest war and displayed a G. A. R.
Louise Lovely has a watch cat that campaign hat as evidence. Viola enshe declares to be as good as any
lightened him and he replied, "So we
had trouble with them bolognas, did
watch cently
dog
she
ever
saw,
havin'
resent a strange man at her door
we?
Well, Well."
to the hospital for repairs.
They say Bert Grassby who is cast
William Humphreys is very busy for a heavy role in "Yvonne 1-Yom
Paris'' is perfectly suited to the part
these days. In fact he's so busy that of the society idler.
he hasn't time to tell us the name of
Whadda they mean — perfectly suited.
Grace Davidson's new production. He
just has time to say, "I'll tell you more
Anne Luther writes now that the
dangerous scenes in "The Great Gamlater".
ble" are finished she intends to do a
F.mory Johnson keeps everybody at
the American studio in a harmonious little loafin' around Palm Beach.
That's fair enough.
mood by his banjo playin.'

Fox

Secures Another

(s>na/ K-irc to 11 'ID'S DAILY
. Louis — Fox interests have
cured the Liberty
and will mi
extensive
improvements
during
Summer.
Edward
L. Hyman v
be manager.
Rogers Out of General
W. F. Rogers, for the past i
months sales manager for Gene
Film is no longer connected v\
that company. No one has repta
liim at General. His future conn
tions are not known.
Cohen to Make Comedies.
Jack Cohen, it is understood, i
make a series of comedies and,
this work it is expected that Ha
Cohen, who has been doing the S(
Hits for Universal will assist hin
Laemmle

Due

April 15.

Carl Laemmle is expected back;
New York April 15. With him v
be John Tippett, English repres ;
tative for Universal, who will pr
ably sail for London a few d;
after his arrival in New York.
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Did you see how one exhibitor used "The Storm"
page 1362 of the last
Trade Review.

arfwpt
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Extravagant Meller Not Likely To Convince A Critical Crowd
Kitty

W Cody
{RACIER
Now

LEADS

working in

neur's
Tour
ctor
Two Latest
Specials
Rectnt Appenrai.ces

n't Change Your
d"
1'Husbkaeny"
c
"Mi
s"
rrowed Clothe
s
'
jFor Husband
"
y
l
On
d"
legally Marrie
s
h Bride'
ing"
Awa
To
he ken
released
[en, Women and
Money"
(Female of the Species."
ib producing
Feat the ''The
Biograph
The film will be in six reels
lid to he a story with a retractor like Tarzan.
Burton
I lirecting.
The length will
■. reels. Charles Logue
((ie With Eugene Moore
1 A. Logue one of the most
nario writers has been
! y the Eugene Moore ProducI to write the story and con;r the first photoplay.
Mr.
n for his work in conith "My Four Years in Gersveral Madge Kennedy pica number of serials.
ictures at Home
ture camera and pronplified in construction
■ate in cost that pracme who can now
afin ordinary stilj camMfhereafter
make
and disown moving pictures, is
Use of the Camo Corp. or^ A. L. Berman, with ofAstor Trust Bldg.
Film
fct half the standard size.

4o Diismiss Indictments
Kl Levy, counsel for Dr.
|j. Doyle, under indictment
H moving picture frauds
m notice on District Attor*i that he will argue before
||alsky to-day for the disci the indictments
against
Ihlds that the evidence upon
H indictments were handed
B consequential and irrele-

Gordon

in

"THE SCAR"
World

DIRECTOR

Frank

Crane

CAMERAMAN
-...Lucien Tainguy
AS A WHOLE
Too artificial to carry conviction; presents Kitty Gordon as a cold blooded vamp.
STORY .......Has enough action but seems far removed from life.
DIRECTION
Doesn't bother much about fine
points.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies; generally good
LIGHTINGSWORK
6
Ordinary:
CAMERA
.Very
fair.
STAR "

Has a chance to exemplify
coldness to the full; presents the haughty
sort of
portrayal that the story requires.
SUPPORT
Irving Cummings appears much as
usual in principal role in support of the
star; David Herblin, Ruth Findlay and
others fulfill demands.
EXTERIORS
Nothing to cause special comment.

INTERIORS
Passable.
DETAIL
Occasional
slips such as that in
which the rear, supposed to disfigure Kitty
Gordon's shoulder is forgotten in later reels
when she appears in an evening gown.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Extravagant meller.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet.
Here is an instance where there is no effort to
arouse sympathy for the star, even at the very finish.
From first to last, Kitty Gordon is seen in a portrayal
of a thoroughly wicked woman whose misdeeds are
numerous and ii'irepented. Having driven others to
1 atli or desperation, she meets retribution in the final
reel by going insane and the picture closes with a
glimpse of the statuesque star within the enclosure
of an asylum.
Most of the action is too improbable to be taken
seriously, which is just as well, for the story is anything but elevating. Some audiences may fall for the
extravagant meller that is a part of many of the
scenes, but a critical crowd is more likely to find many
of the situations so ridiculous that they may be dis-

missed with a smile.
As a vehicle for Kitty Gordon
points 111 "The Scar"
^ed in its favor'
in that it keeps her 111 the foregroun
d most of the time
and permits her to exert all the wiles of a thorough
going vamp, whose chief pleasure in life is the destruction of men who fall under her spell.

Slir starts operations in South America
where, dcample
evidence
as to the true nature of the
woman, Irving Cummings, making a tour of the counand
try, falls an easy prey to her blandishments
her back to the United States, without bothering about the formality of a marriage ceremony.
Love
in a cottage is entirely too tame for Kitty, unless it
is helped out by more than the love supplied by one
man, therefore the adventuress loses no time in caster charms over Irving's best friend, presented by
David Herblin.
Naturally, it is not long before the affair becomes
known to the husband, whose remonstratioi
with anger. There is a pleasant little family squabble
in the library, during which Kitty discharges a revolver, the bullet from which scratches her shoulder.
This is sufficient grounds for accusing Irving of an
attempt to kill her. He is sent to the penitentiary
and the wife proceeds to make merry with his successor.
Much is made of the scar on Kitty's shoulder resulting from the bullet wound. In fact one of her pleas
to the jury is that forever after she will be forced to
dispense with evening gowns, thereby appearing at
a disadvantage with other women who are able to disclose their charms more fully. This appeal moves the
stern hearts of the jurymen, who never guess how
Kitty is fooling them, for a few reels later the star
appears in a low cut gown, revealing no blemish on
the smooth white of her neck and shoulders. Considering that the picture gets its title from the scar
episode, the director slipped rather ba
True to her nature, the vamp tires of her ntw lover,
yet lives in dread of the time when her husband will
be released from the chain gang. As a convict on
parole, he marries an innocent girl and Kitty, failing
in all her efforts to disrupt their home, obligingly
goes insane after the requisite amount of emoting
and mental agony caused by recollections of the
lives she has ruined. In the cast are Jennie Ellison,
Eric

Mayne,

Charles

Dugan

and

Paul

D'oucet.

Not Worth Bothering About Unless You Have A Lot of Kitty
Gordon Fans
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Unless you figure that you have a lot of Kitty
Gordon fans, I wouldn't bother about running this
if you can get something more lifelike and convincing in its place. For the ordinarily conservative
American crowd it probably will have little appeal,
for the theme is unpleasant and there is really no
sympathetic character to relieve the gloom, unless
an exception be made of Ruth Findlay whose part
is of slight importance.
A really fine production may redeem shortcomings in a photoplay, but there is nothing to brag about
in the presentation of this meller. As already pointed
out, audiences are likely to detect inconsistencies
which, with the customarily keen fans of to-day, are
apt to be fatal.
The best chance for the picture appears to me to
he in theaters catering largely to foreigners who like

emotional stories keyed to a high pitch, and don't
worry a great deal about the fine points of production. It is quite possible that this will go very well
in the South American and Mexican market, especially as the adventuress is supposed to hail from Latin
America, which provides the locale for the preliminary scenes.
Providing you are going to run this, I would handle
it. on the lines of a sensational vamp picture, making
the most of Kitty Gordon's reputation as a famous
beauty. You will not go far wrong in stating that she
has plenty of chance to emote in the role of a South
American courtesan who goes about wrecking the
lives of men. As in previous pictures, you may
make a point of the fact that she wears stunning
gowns.
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Sherman Here
Harry L. Sherman is in town to
arrange for the distribution for the
Star To Produce on His Own— Ger- Lehrmann comedies. Lehrmann formerly of Sunshine (Fox) fame is
aghty to Be Editor-in-Chief
Fred Stone who appeared in a series making
comedies. a series of 12 independent
of Artcraft pictures will form a comhis own picture-;.
to make
pany
Winik and Aitkens Returning
"Tom"
J. Geraghty,
who has just
Hyman
Winik, Roy and Harry AitDesert
"The
called
picture
a
completed
Born" for Nazimova will be editor-in- ken of Western Import are en route
chief of the new company. Geraghty is to New York from the Coast. Roy
one of the best known scenario and Aitken has been in Los Angeles since
original story writers in the business January 1. Winik and Harry Aitken
having done stories for Hayakawa, went there recently.
Dustin Farnum and Marshall Neilan,
and other stars and directors. He arrived in New York Yesterday.
Geraghty already has written the
first picture to be used for Stone
/V LITHOGRAPHING ICORR
called 'Wilkes in Hawaii." Producw 406
tion will likely be made in the East.
■ NEW WE/T
YORK CITY31 SI. A

Stone Heads Company

' World Stars Coming

Frank Reicher
PRODUCER OF
FEATURES

( Continued from ['age 1)
make a series of big special productions which will hav,e a new
United star, a United director and
will be supervised directly by J. A_
Berst of United. Two of these specials will be made simultaneously in
the Peerless studio. United, according to Mr. Gradwell, is now negotiating for one of the most famous
of the dramatic stage successes for
the first of the series.

Schulberg Leaves United Artists
B. P. "Bennie" Schulberg formerAt United,, J. A. Bcrst refused to
ly of the Zukor organization and
say
anything regarding- the new star
for
manager
general
t
assistan
later
reported to be with United. He conthe United Artists has resigned to
firmed generally the fact that a series
devote his entire time to an inter- of a dozen specials would be produced at Fort Lee.
national film company. The company plans to operate all over the
world, excluding United States and
At the General offices in the abCanada.
sence of Acting General Manager
Yesterday Schulberg said that he Gulick, nothing could be learned on
could not further discuss his plans. the General Film version of the disWhen asked regarding the rumors
tribution of the Chaplin re-issues.
afloat he said, "They are all true."
N. E. A. Directors Meet
It is understood that Schulberg is
The board of directors of the
identified with large European finanNational Exhibitors Association will
cial interests.
complete plans to-day for their national organization. They were at
CLASSIFIED.
work all day yesterday and last
night. When the meeting is adjourned to-day it is expected that
The classified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt want. It is the definite plans will be announced for
market place where buyer and seller the securing of all important ex•s as members.
—employer and employee or the
small advertiser can put his story
Peter J. Schacfer, president, said
before practically every live ex- last night that plans are progressing
hibitor in the country every day in rapidly and that before adjourning
the year, at nominal cost. Rate 50c the questions of Sunday opening and
per line. Cash with order.
[lip will be probably taken
up.
HELP WANTED.
Those present at the meetingwere: Peter J. Schaefer, Chicago;
Manager,
who
can
manase
a first
run
Ernest
Horstmann, Boston; Dan
house,
one
who
lias initiative
and
how
to pvit over
a show.
State
salary
ex- Chamberlain, Minneapolis; Dr. Charpected and past
positions.
Address,
Box
les Hespe, New Jersey: Louis F.
C. A. T., this office.
Blumenthal, New York; Frank Rembusch,
Indianapolis; Ira Mosher,
POSITION
WANTED.
Buffalo; W. H. Lynton, Little Falls;
A Live Wire Man, desires a position as
AlfredPhiladelphia.
Black, Maine; Judge O'Donmanager of a high-class house somewhere
ncll,
near New

Live

Wire,

York. Have had managerial experience in high-class houses. Address,
this office.

Orchestra Leader — A man who knows how
to put
on a program
of music
that fits
your
show.
References
as to ability. Address Leader, this office.

On

His

Way

Chicago — Louis B. Mayer stopped
off in Chicago on Tuesday and Wednesday enroute from Boston to the
Pacific coast.
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MARY PICKFORIf

CaptainRiddJr.
An AKTCRAFT

Picture

They've
been waiting
.September
new Mary
Pickford since
picture.
Here it is !

A clean-up for you !
B"~Rida Johnson Youno.
Marion.
Directed by

15th

Give it a long run !

' Scenariolbv FrancesZ
William D. Taylor
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Whartons
complete
seven
reeler,
Peril," based on Bolshevism.
Tuesday.
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Virginia Pearson Production, "The Bishop's
Emeralds," to be released May 18.
Paul Swan, dancer-artist, to make series for Post
Pictures Corp.
1 1 Warwick to make several more productions for Famous Players following "Secret
Wednesday
Service."
Gray Seal Prod., planning six five-reelers starring Myrtle Sledman.
Stuart Paton organizes independent company to
make eight productions a year in Los Angeles.
Evelyn Nesbit to leave Fox at expiration of contract this month.
Thursday.
Directors of National Exhibitors Association
meet in New York. Planning to secure exhibitor membership throughout countryRobertson-Cole
with Jury's Imperial Theaters, Ltd. of allied
London.
National Film to make superfeatures instead of
program release. Hcdkinson will distribute.
Goldwyn to continue handling Capitol comedies.
Friday.
Second National Exhibitors Asso. files incorporation papers. To operate along same lines as
First National.
A- M. P. A. (Advertisers) rejects suggestion of
Chairman Hess, Censorship Committee,
N. A. M. P. I. of taking up with their employers
the question of discontinuing advertising in a
western trade publication because of the attitude of its publisher towards censorship.
Division of Films practically completes its work.
World
Film to secure two newr stars. Carlyle
Blackwell contract not to be renewed.
World
distributing Chaplin re-issues formerlv handled by General.
—Fred Stone to make independent producdons.
B. P. "Bennie" Schulberg resigns as assistant
general manager of United Artists. Will represent big European organization, purchasing independent productions.
Saturday.

J. Selznick
Lewis
in Select. to purchase Adolph Zukor's
interest
Vitagraph
to move
entire producing plant to
Hollywood next fallMotion Picture Exhibitors League of America,
Peter J. Schaename of new exhibitors body.
fer, Chicago, president.
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The Value of Good Comedies
The battle for big special features has been pretty
well fought and won. A man who knows the business feels very safe today in spending gobs of
money on a special attraction because the exhibitor
stands ready to dish out regular coin of the realm
to secure anything that is truly worth while as a
special attraction. The next move for Mr. Exhibitor is to come out of the trance regarding comedies
and realize that he can make a feature of an exceptional two reel comedy which will justify him
paying a very good rental for it.
You exhibitors may not know it, but it costs a
lot of dough to make a really good comedy. Many
■of our comedy producers have been spending more
money on two reel laugh getters than the average
feature concern has put into their five reel program stuff. There is no question in my mind but
that the average fan will get more entertainment
out of an excepticnal two reel comedy such as Mack
Sennett, Christie, Arbuckle, Lehrmann or any of
the other worth while makers turn out, than he
;gets out of the routine five reel stuff which is just
another revamping of the old bunk.
Comedies arc absolutely necessary on any program and the exhibitor who doesn't know it should
get out of the show business. I realize that you

It is quite possible, that one of the reasons thj
you have never realized the exact value of yo
comedies is that you have never advertised the]
sufficiently to get full value at the box office wh
you show them.

Just take a little tip from me ai

check up your comedies carefully, so that when y( 1
have a particularly good one you can rave about
in your advertising to such an extent that your fa:
become acquainted with the fact that they csj
get a good laugh at your house.
You can see very clearly today that more big prj
ductions are being made than ever before, and tr
is due to the fact that the exhibitors have shown]
willingness to pay big rentals and advertii
heavily with gratifying results at the box officl
What holds good in the case of special featur
will also hold good in the case of special comedi
and I want you to give that a little thought.
At the same time and for the very same reasotj
I think you should give more attention not only I
the selection of your short fillers such as sceni
weeklies, and educationals, but you should car
fully check up these short subjects and adverti
them fittingly so that you get your proper box offifl
return.

'edies is to show a genuine willingness to pay real
rental prices whenever you can get a particularly

As an example of what might result from til
proper handling of a short film I will say till
every man who has played the short subject rj
leased by Pathe showing an analysis of basela
by the camera which slowed up the action, h.
found that the public raved over this particuW
little film not only as a very interesting subject bl
as a real comedy.

■good laugh getter.
The Chaplin stuff has definitely established the
fact that a two reel comedy has tremendous draw-

I have heard people talk about this in mail
cities where they have remembered it out of huj
dreds of films because it was so decidedly uniqf]
and so truly funny.

fellows want to buy your stuff as cheap as you
•can buy it, and certainly I don't blame you for
that, but it's a fact that you only get what you pay
for, and the quickest way to get more better com-

ing power, and for your own good, I want to suggest that all of you give a little more attention to the
rproblem of the comedy producer by encouraging
him wherever possible to make better productions
through your willingness to rent them at a liberal
,price.

Buy your short stuff carefully and advertise ■]
properly.
It will certainly justify your attention]

tM*
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Story, Well Presented, Makes Very Passable
Mary Miles Minter in

"INTRUSION

OF ISABEL"

American
Prod. — Pathe, Distr.
DIRECTOR
. . .••
Lloyd
Ingraham
\UTHOR
Joseph
Franklin
Poland
\S A WHOLE
Passable
program
release
which should be favorably received in most
theaters.
3TORY..
Holds together, although it appears
to have been written to fulfill the requirements of a technically correct "movie" plot.
DIRECTION
Workmanlike
in the handling of material supplied.
PHOTOGRAPHY
•
Clear
FIGHTINGS
Bring out the beauty of the
star, and show up sets at their best.
AMERA WORK
Satisfactory
. -....Makes the most of kittenish mannerfSTAR
isms and expressions, which are the chief
demand of the leading character.
5UPPORT
Alan Forrest is adequate in role
of hero; Margaret Shelby and others suffice
in supporting characters.
EXTERIORS
All that the picture needs
INTERIORS
First rate.
DETAIL
-Doesn't call for particular notice
CHARACTER OF STORY
Photoplay concoction that is entertaining in an entirely
innocent way.
[LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,750 feet
I The value of a picture of this sort depends fundamennpon the number of photoplay patrons who come up.
down (anyway you want to look at it) to the pro's estimate of the calibre of amusement
patrons.
\\\ through, in story, production
and acting, it reveals
Ik commendable craftsmanship, but if one looks for a spark
Ibf inspiration — putting genius out of the question — he may
: look, and look again and look in vain.
haps some of you exhibitors recall the rise of Mary
1 Miles Minter.
If you do you may go back to the time —
[approximately five years ago — when she appeared
as a
actress in a picture sponsored
by the Frohman
ment Co.
Her beauty was unceniable
and she
ed what so few children do, a genuine dramatic
I spark that brought her to the attention of producers.

Program

Release

Since then she has ripened into a mature ingenue screen
actress it it is not incongruous to speak of maturity in
connection with a girlish development— but there is still
a promise without a fulfillment of the things to be expected of so gifted a young woman, for there is no escaping the charm of her personality, or the fluency of
her art. if she is only given scope, instead of being tied
down to the obvious tricks of the actor's profession.
This picture, as many others of earlier issue, is modeled
along lines that the public is supposed to like, always
figuring that the type of story which has been accepted
in the past will continue to be received with favor. Miss
Minter seems to be classed in the script writer's mind,
which is apt to be a literary reflection of the business
office, as a golden-haired ingenue with a pretty smile, who
is at her best when she exerts elementary appeals to
sympathy in a character that weeps a bit, smiles on occasion and is the poor, innocent victim of brutal man.
Miss Minter can do these things as well as any of her
her screen sisters in the realm of stardom. There is no
fault to be found with what she does, rather one wishes
that she were given a chance to blossom forth into something permitting a display of individuality, which this
picture, for all its conventional correctness, does not allow-.
"Intrusion of Isabel" is jtijt a plain, serviceable program
release telling the story of the tribulations of a sister
and brother who come to New York without money and
encounter all sorts of difficulties.
Some ingenuity was displayed by the scenario writer
in accounting for the boy becoming the valet of a wealthy
bachelor, Alan Forrest, while he pretends to his proud
sister that lie has entered into a business partnership. Because Mary is badly in need of money, the brother, in a
moment of weakness, "borrows" from the bankroll of his
employer. Accused of theft he disappears, and presently,
Mary, accompanied by her faithful negro mammy, appears
at the home of Forrest, believing that she has a right
to occupy the rooms, supposed to be allotted to her brother
in accordance with the partnership arrangement.
Xatu rally, Forrest falls in love with his pretty guest,
but affairs are rather badly mixed on account of the
efforts of an adventuress to entangle him. The story
has a surface plausibility and is well presented by a cast
including J. Parks Jones, Lucretia Harris, George Periolat
and Mary Land.

Up to the Standard of Previous Mary Miles Minter Productions
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Probably you have found that Mary Miles Minter plays
very fair business, especially with a matinee crowd. No
latter what the quality of the production in which she
rs. she possesses enough charm on her own account
ve it interest to many fans, whose number might be
icreased if, as suggested in a previous paragraph,
the
btar was supplied with material of a mare distinctive natre.
"Intrusion of Isabel" is up to the requisite program
tandard and I wouldn't hesitate about running the fiim
it is coming your way, although you cannot promise
anything extraordinary. Just play up the name of the
Star, utilizing as many of her pictures as posible in your
display. Try to get hold of a large sized portrait,
ivhich. attractively framed, might be made the central
fcoint of interest.

For catchlines try something on this order: "Supposing
you believed your brother to be the partner of the man
you loved, and found that he was merely his valet. This
is one of the surprising discoveries made by Mary Miles
Minter in her latest production, 'Intrusion of Isabel.'"
Another one, "Alone in New York without a penny or a
frie: ' to turn to, would you lose your nerve? Mary Miles
Minter, the plucky little heroine of 'Intrusion of Isabel,'
comes through the experience with a millionaire husband as her prize."
Miss Minter is too well known to require identification with most picture followers, but even so it would
be well to refer to some of her recent photoplays, particularly if they have proven popular at your theater.

we it is
THE TOLEDO

HIPPODROME
TOLEDO,
Loyal B. Ccms,

Nelsoh W. Gocceon,

COMPANY

OHIO
President

Treasurer
W. E. Ibwin. Secretary
ERNST H. KXINCK, Manager

Metro Pictures Corp, ,
Cleveland, 0hioo
C. E. Almy, Mgr.
Sear Sir:
Permit me to congratulate you on the class of
productions the Metro Corp. are putting out, we have just
closed our regular run (three days) on "Hitting the High
Spots'1 starring Bert Lytell, and I can truthfully say,
that it was one of the best pictures of its class that
we have ever shown on our screen.
I can say this same thing of numerous other
pictures of the Metro Corp. and one in particular "Our Mrs.
McChesney" starring Ethel Barrymore which I will put
in the 100$ class.
We have shown Metro Pictures in our theatre
continuously for the past fifteen months giving each
picture a three days run and I want to say that, I think
it is the most consistent program of any on the market
today.
Sincerely yours,
Hippodrome Theatre
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New Fox Stars Come Through With First Rate Comedy
Albert

Rav

and

"MARRIED

Elinor

Fair

in

IN HASTE"

Fox.

RECTOR
Arthur Rosson
&THORS...E. Lloyd Sheldon and J. Searle Dawley
LMERAM AN
Roy Klaffkie
I A WHOLE
■■
Comedy that should get
over in houses of almost any class.
ORY
Nothing
strikingly
novel
in the
theme of the extravagant young millionaire
who makes good, but treatment is fresh.
RECTION
Shows
an appreciation
of
comedy values.
OTOGRAPHY
Varies, sometimes lacks
sharpness.
3HTINGS
Rather
uniform;
no attempt
at anything out of the ordinary.
MERA
WORK
■ . Conventional
ARS
Make a first rate team; both possess
snap and youth.
(PPORT
•
Thomas Jefferson stands out in
small part finely acted; others are adequate,
without registering anything in particular.
BTERIORS
...■■
Fit the action
JTERIORS
Hotel
room
and other sets
carry the right atmosphere.
|T AIL
The Fox title writer was on the
job with a succession of puns, some of which
revealed considerable ingenuity; a taximeter
ticking off the dollars is made to serve as a
laugh getter.
jlARACTER OF STORY
Clean comedy
INGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,600 feet
flbert Ray and Elinor Fair start very well in their
1) production on the Fox program. Both have
ltsing personalities, well suited to comedy inter3, and they give promise of interesting films
dome. This is a clean picture, enlivened by laugh
rroking situations which are enough out of the or■ry to strike most of your folks as being novel.
tie Fox title writer helped a let, also the director
ibetting full value out of all the opportunities
rented, and so did the authors of the story who
r i !■] the young players with congenial material;
tt this does not at all detract from the personal

Film

success scored by Mr. Ray, and by Miss Fair, who
is a decidedly pretty girl, delightfully young in appearance.
The director made much out of the possibilities of
a taxi as a producer of comedy. From an introductory scene, when the cab is seen in front of the
entrance to Ray's home, right up to the close of the
picture, the taxi and the sleepy driver are introduced
at frequent intervals and always with humorous effect,
for the audience comes to appreciate the predicament
of the young- millionaire, so pressed for ready cash
that he must keep the cab, because he cannot pay the
bill for the ever rising meter.
They get good incidental business out of this situation and carry it through to the conclusion where we
see the bride and groom, relieved of their financial
embarrassment, yet so accustomed to riding and sleeping in a taxi that they have their bedroom furnishings adorned with headlights and meters.
Although the theme of the story is not extraordinary, there are enough novel twists to keep it interesting all the way. Ray knows nothing about money,
except that the fortune left him by his father in care
of a trustee should be spent in large quantities as
quickly as possible. His bride, Elinor Fair, possessing
sensible ideas about economy, decides to reform her
spendthrift partner and in order to do so secures the
co-operation of the hard-headed trustee who holds the
strings to the money bags.
Just to give Ray a taste of what it means to be
poor, they make it appear that the trustee has absconded with the fortune, leaving the spoiled millionaire to carry through a honeymoon without even
enough money to pay a taxi fare. Matters go from
bad to worse when the bride and groom run up a
big hotel bill and acquire other debts which Ray attempts to settle with checks that are returned N. G.
by his bank.
The business transaction that serves to pull him out
of his difficulty is a bit fantastic, but it gives a
chance for some broad comedy. Then they pull a
surprise at the finish, by making it appear that the
trustee had actually stolen the fortune, but at the
last minute he comes to the rescue of the reformed
Ray, who has made good on his own account. In
the cast are Don Bailey, B. M. Turner and William
Elmer.

Give Your Folks A Chance To Get Acquainted With Albert
Ray And Elinor Fair
Box

Office

Analysis for the Exhibitor.

stars always require more than the ordinary
lint of boosting. Sometimes they're worth it and
times they're not, and it strikes me that this is
Jlstance in which it will pay you to go out of your
pto give Albert Ray and Elinor Fair a hearty sendfith your regulars. As indicated in a preceding
traph, they are a likeable pair who may be counted
Inot only in this picture, but in future productions

111.

Y, who, incidentally is a relative of Charles Ray.
|rly well known to followers
of the screen, a'iJh heretofore he has never received stellar promAs a boy he first became connected with the
in the role of Buster Brown,
later going into
/ille and finally devoting his talents to pictures.
Fair is being advanced as one of the youngest

of important screen favorites. She has enough beauty
to make her popular and combined with an effective
screen appearance, she reveals genuine acting ability.
You are perfectly safe in showing "Married in Haste"
with confidence that it will not disappoint your
audience. Let folks know that you are introducing a
new combination that bids fair to occupy an important place on your program in months to come.
For catchlincs work along this angle: "Do you believe in marrying a man to reform him? The wise
little bride in 'Married in Haste' does, and she gets
away with it. Here is a comedy just made for newlyweds." Or, "Supposing you wanted to cure a spendthrift husband; how would you go about it? Albert
Ray and Elinor Fair will help you to answer the question in their first Fox comedy, 'Married in Haste'.

#<H
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Foreign Meller of Old School Dressed Up for the American
"YOUR
Tyrad

WIFE AND

MINE."

Pictures— State

Rights.
ECTOR
Not credited
i>ERVISED
BY
Winifred Dunn
ENARIO
BY
Not credited
[iWERAMAN
, Not credited
A WHOLE
Meller of the foreign school
^
which stands a chance only in the cheapest
houses.
RY
Another version of the struggles
of a persecuted hero and shero against two
thorough-going villians.
IJtECTION
■ . .More according to the American ideas than is customary in many pictures made in Europe.
(DTOGRAPHY
Varies;
some
of the
backgrounds indistinct.
|HTINGS
A few pretty effects; generally well judged.
BlERA WORK
Satisfactory
^R
Eve Dorrington screens beautifully
in most poses; her acting doesn't call for
special comment.
lj*PORT
None of the players are known
in America; according to the usual method
of Continental acting they gesticulate freely
and emote with ease.
RIORS
... A number of fine shots on
attractive locations in Italy.
IERIORS
Well furnished
f AIL
Quite a bit of stunt stuff, such as
the shero's daring leap from a window; audibe fooled
by the dummy baby
used inencesa won't
number
of scenes
CER
OF STORY
Old fashioned
meller undisguised.
TH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,400 feet
ably this 10-20-30 meller was made before the war.
it might have been, for it goes back to the
ive stages of photoplay production, insofar as
:ory is concerned, the treatment and the acting of
who know nothing about the impressiveness of
int.
only thing that suggests an advancement over the
f film with which the market was flooded a numyears ago is the direction, which utilizes more

Market

close-ups than we are accustomed to in the product coming from an Italian studio. The photography, also,
is for the most part satisfactory and many of the locations are very fine indeed; but all in all it is a picture
which is suited only to the cheaper theaters where
audiences like large doses of extravagant meller. Some
of the stunt stuff is startling enough, but other scenes
fall flat on account of obvious absurdities, such as the
use of a dummy figure in place of the baby which figures
largely in the story.
In preparing this for the Amerrican market, the film
was edited to bring it into accord with American tastes
wherever possible. There are decorative art titles and
the wording of the inserts is in the slang of the streets,
but no amount of camouflaging can hide the fact that
that the picture is a foreign product and possesses little
in the way of art to be compared with that in many
photoplays prepared in American studios.
The plot theme is as old as pictures. And the only
relief from out-and-out meller comes with occasional
suggestions of comedy supplied by a strong-armed acrobat— a sort of understudy for Maciste — his companion,
an agile youth, and the dog that accompanies them on
their wanderings. These three, calling themselves Kip,
Kim
conspicuous
part in
working
out ofandtheKop
plotplay
and' a the
two acrobats
are the
responsible
for the most part of the stunts, without which the film
would be hopelessly weak.
Lord Gregory, an Englishman with a fortune, has
enjoyed a year of honeymooning with his bride when a
brother and sister, whose characters are suggested in
the art titles by depictions of a wolf and a cat, conceive a deep plot to steal the title and money. Like all
villains1 in mellers of this type, the conspirators are
uncompromisingly despicable. As they confess to eachother, and to the audience, they will stop at nothing
to gain their ends, whether it be the secreting of a
bomb in the hold of Lord Gregory's yacht, or the
placing of the body of the baby heir on a railroad track
in front of an approaching
train.
There is no need to follow the intricacies of the manoeuvering of the schemers, who, at all events, are a
resourceful pair and good fighters. In fact the woman
puts up the best scrap in the picture when she is caught
by the giant acrobat. If an audience laughs at the
wrong time don't be surprised, because the situations
sure do go beyond all reason.

lay Get By In Cheap Houses But Will Seem

Absurd

to Most Fans

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
ividing you are conducting a first class theatre for
s who have been brought up on meritorious photoand know the difference between what is good
hat is bad. ''Your Wife and. Mine" cannot be
ered as an attraction. The few good points it
ses in photography and locations' are counterbalby the melodramatic abturdities in the story and
rated acting that will fail to convince anyone
r with a naturral mode of expression.
arently, the title was selected on account of its
ising value, for it has no connection with the
and indicates a study of domestic relationships as
are known to Americans, which is entirely misbecause there is nothing that comes within the
normal life. The editing of the film no doubt

helped it considerably, but a good picture cannot be
made unless there is substance behind it.
In fairness, however is should be said that there is a
reasonable prospect of the production doing good business in cheap neighborhoods that once swelled the bank
account of producers of 10-20-30 stage mellers. Americans of Italian descent for example, may find much to
entertain them in the hectic romance, also they probably
will appreciate the beautiful locations photographed in
their fatherland.
You know frrom past experience whether or not you
have a clientele in sympathy with a film of this character,
and if you have, it probably would not be unwise to take
a chance on "Your Wife and Mine." Try to get a "thrilly" musical accompaniment and handle the production as
a sensational meller filled with startling action.

FIRST NATIONAL
will soon announce the title
of the most sensational film
the world has ever seen.

Thousands of wealthy adults in New York,
Chicago, Philadelphia and Boston have already seen it— and all paid $10.00 per seat.
The First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc., has been chosen by the capitalists
who own the film to present it to the American people.

Watch for Announcement
A First-Nationa
Money-Maker
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unan Appeal is Strong Factor In Adaptation
Corinne Griffith in
"THE UNKNOWN
Vitagraph QUANTITY"

TOR
Tom Mills
T!OR
O. Henry
lAKIO. ABJ
■ G. Marion Burton
»'RAMAN
Tom
Malloy
WHOLE
Interesting
adaptation
or
human story kept entertaining all the way.
if
Based on story of the same name;
makes good screen material.
:3TION
-Brings out city atmosphere in
neighborhood of Washington Square; a number of effective touches.
COGRAPHY
Clear
iriNGS
••
Good on players and sets.
VIIRA WORK
Mostly straight stuff.
...Isn't called upon for much acting, but
appears natural and
is sympathetic.
3DRT
Huntley
Gordon
well
cast
in
straight role; Jack McLean makes the most
of character of Corinne's weak brother;
others fill requirements.
TRIORS
Street scenes are the real thing.
^IRIORS
Always
,correct.
' •
Situations
are arranged to hit the
high spots and dispense
with unnecessary
action.
&ACTER OF STORY
....... .Points the moral
that love is "the unknown quantity" through
which problems may be solved.
*TH OF PRODUCTION
4,264 feet.
Corinne Griffith is the star in this picture,
Ifcracter of Mary Boyne is not prominent enough
rue it stand out above other figures equally inesable to the carrying out of O. Henry's tale. It
1 3 way a reflection on the actress that the players
ijng in her support arouse quite as much inHn the figures they interpret, as does the star.
listory was not written to place all the emphasis
>i person and it is to the credit of the adapter and
!Or Tom Mills that the spirit of O. Henry was pree without any distortion of the relative values of
trrative. As in so many of the famous writer's
e there is something- of a moral which is never
vi to protrude to the detriment of the action,
ppreciates at the end the point that is being
cat r.nd realizes that it has been reached through
t depiction of the lives of a number of ordinarily
t folk.

rank

of

O.

Henry

Story

f» Vflashes
1 thc,
at the beginning, we have a
tew
of atmosphere
New York in
the vicinity of Washington
Square, showing the contrast between the homes of the
wealthy aristocrats still living in that section,
and
their poor neighbors on adjoining blocks. This contrast which always plays such a conspicuous part in
U. Henrys writings, is adequately suggested in the
picture.
Also, we find many interesting little touches that
go to make the lives of the folk shown on the screen
seem real. The bakeshop where Corinne Griffith assists her father in disposing of loaves of bread to the
poor of the neighborhood is undeniably genuine, while
right around the corner is the mansion of a millionaire
speculator whose life seems far removed from petty
financial worries.

But as the story advances we are given an illustration of the really close relationship between people
who appear to be separated by all the laws of society.
The speculator, played by Harry Davenport, sees an
opportunity to clean up a few millions by cornering the
flour market. Naturally, he doesn't stop to worry
about where the pennies to make up the millions are
coming from.
Flour goes up, the price of a loaf of bread advances
to seven cents and the baker around the corner is
ruined. Mentally deranged by his trouble, he sets fire
to the shop and is sent to an institution for the criminal insane, leaving his daughter to fight her way with
no assistance, save that provided by a weakling Brother,
who presently is "framed" by some of his crook associates and sent to jail on a charge of murder.
Meanwhile, the speculator dies leaving his fortune to
his son Huntley Gordon, who returns from playing
the social game in England to meet new responsibilities. Locating an old college classmate, now a watchmaker, he asks how he may make reparation for the
injuries done by his father in amassing millions from
the pennies of the poor. The watchmaker, a philanthropist and philosopher in his way, declares it is impossible, pointing to the tragedy of the baker's family
and asking how such wrongs may be undone.
Gordon goes about things in a practical fashion, securing a capable lawyer who has the boy acquitted on
the murder charge, arranging for the father to be
treated for his mental malady wlijah is not serious,
and finally marrying the daughter tff the family. The
solution of the problem, as arrived at here, offers
love as a cure for the evils of the world.

Lloyd
DIRECTOR
M. P. D. A.

sunday.
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Make As Much As You Can of the Author's Name. Folks Will
Like the Film
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Corinne Griffith in

"THE UNKNOWN

Vitagraph

so much in putting a picture across; also it ft
a certain kindliness of spirit calculated to leave ai
ence in a cheerful frame of mind.

QUANTITY"

As indicated in an earlier paragraph, this can hardly
be termed a genuine starring vehicle for Corinne Griffith, although her name, of course, will be given first
prominence. What is really more important, however,
is that the picture comes up to a high program standi
ard in every department and seems certain to interest
an audience that likes wholesome photoplays.
If you have run any of the previous O. Henry pictures, you may estimate their drawing power, feeling
assured that this touches the mark of earlier' adaptations of the writings of America's famous author.
It has atmosphere and the human appeal which means

VRIA^CQLE

When you run "The Unknown Quantity" look
previous O. Henry pictures which you have sho
refer to them by name. Then try catchlines sor
like this: "What is 'The Unknown Quantif
solves the problems of life? O. Henry disco\
and you may see how it works out in the sere
sion of one of the author's most popular storie
ring Corinne Griffith."
Another line might be worked along this angle
hear a lot about socialism, but do you kno
social justice may become practical? If yor
see O. Henry's answer in his story of povei
riches, 'The Unknown
Quantity'.''

"PRESENTS

Crane Wilbur
IDOL OF THE MATINEE

in

"Devil M'Care
(By J- FRANCIS

TfUNBA'R

•J Juanita Hansen is the cute little manicurist whom th
hero introduces as a novelty in a Western tonsorial pa
lor. There she wins fame and fortune.

Crane

Wix-bur.

xrr

*Devil"M'Care"

TRIANGLE

•J There's romance
and intrigue in "Devil M'Care
that will excite the most satiated picture-goer.

Released by the
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■kr Frolics Through Rather Broad Farce.
Mary

Pickford

"CAPTAIN

Mary

in

KIDD,

Pickford-Artcraft

JR,"

Special
'COR
William D.Taylor
H>R
Rida Johnson Young
IRIO
BY
Frances
Marion
^AMAN
Charles Rosher
.jVHOLE
Slender story thread developed into very broad farce with much
Keystone hokum.
Had just slender idea of search for
treasure, which, when found, was letter of
advice.
t"ION
to
broad ..
farce and Ran
hokumrather
bits too
with strong
considerable dependence upon beautiful exteriors to
hold up class of offering.
IfGRAPHY
Generally excellent; some
beautiful exterior bits.
[tNGS
Generally very good; many
I exceptional shots.
E A WORK
Generally pleasing
Frolicked through action in manner
to please kiddies, but work will not add to
i! her dramatic reputation.
MRT
Satisfactory, with "constabule"
played too broadly at times.
pIORS
Generally very pleasing; some
beautiful shots.
[TORS ....•■..Some very good; some ordinary.
\\,
Some of farce hokum too forced;
I many scrap book titles, some rather ancient.
&CTER
OF
STORY
..........
Will satisfy
I as broad farce; certainly very light.
IH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet.
riig this from a viewpoint of entertainment,
Lis l'ickford doing the rollicking ingenue with
siff, the offering should satisfy generally be| earns a goodly number of laughs, but there
I ingerous possibility that fans who have come
It big films from Miss Pickford will have a
{ f disappointment when they leave the house,
■ the offering is certainly very light, with a
I touch of Keystone hokum running through
t- way.

Should Tickle Kiddies

It would seem to mc to be decidedly advisable for
you to advertise this very carefully or to make it clear
to everyone that this presents Mary in a happy-golucky farce designed for laughing purposes, with a
thought underlying it which should serve as an inspiration to everybody. If you will approach this from
that viewpoint, no one can come out and complain,
because this certainly does register some laughs, and
the atmosphere provided as a background is not only
satisfactory but decidedly artistic at times.
I am quite sure that the average film fan is not
familiar with the story of "Captain Kidd, Jr.," so that
there will be a certain amount of interest in the searching for the treasure which occupies most of the
footage, with the discovery of a Jetter of advice instead of millions in wealth serving as a surprise twist
at the end.
We have a parrot and a pet goat introduced early
in the offering, and these animals divide honors with
a Keystone "constabule" played very broadly in registering the farce laughs. The parrot is given a lot of
spoken titles, mostly slang expressions of a profane
sailor, which fit in nicely to bring laughs when they
are needed.
Little Mary and her curls hold the center of the
stage a goodly part of the time, although she did not
have much to do except dig in the dirt and stick
around for the finish. The story only provided action to the extent of showing Mary and her friends
move to a small town where they proceeded to dig
up a farm in search of the hidden treasure. Much
of the footage was devoted to hokum incidents with
-the "constabule" and his trick Ford commanding quite
a lot of attention. Once or twice the "constabule" rather stepped out of bounds for a Pickford-Artcraft production, when we found him doing such stunts as
a typical Keystone slide and fall on soapsuds in a
hall.
There is no denying the fact that these things got
a laugh, but it is also true that the public expects
this sort of thing in a Mack-Sennett rough house
film rather than in an Artcraft special.
In the cast were Douglas MacLean, Spottiswoode
Aitken, Robert Gordon, Winter Hall, Marcia Manon
Victor Potei, Mrs. Moore, William Hutcheson and
Clarence
Geldart.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiihitmrninuiiiiiM

"The Pacific Coast is the Logical Place to make Release Prints"

\ie Sanborn

Laboratories, Inc.

is the logical place on the Coast to do your release print work. We control
exclusive rights on the Handscheigh Color Process. Super excellency is the
reason for our making release prints for Douglas Fairbanks, Authors Photoplay
Co. (Anna Luther Releases), "Smiling Bill" Parsons Comedies and the sample
print work of at least ninety per cent, of the big productions made on the
West Coast.

LNBORN

LABORATORIES

Culver City, Los Angeles, Cal.
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Be Sure To Emphasize This Is Farce.
Then It Should Plea
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Mary

Pickford in

"CAPTAIN
Mary

It might be well to use some lines like thisyou ever had a parrot?
You will sure get
laughs
from
the
one
which
appears
in

KIDD, JR/'

Pickford-Artcraft

Special

I would say that "Captain Kidd Jr." is a good
title for a Pickford production, and there is no doubt
about the fact that this should prove a particularly
satisfying film for the kiddies. You should make a
special effort to get a big turnout for your matinee
business, and surely the parents and kiddies who see
this together will go home more than satisfied.
As regards your evening business, if you will concentrate your advertising upon registering the fact
that this is a rollicking farce wherein Mary and her
friends have a lot' of fun in searching for hidden
treasure on an old farm, you should be able to forestall any possible complaint as to the broadness of
the farce in this.
It must be remembered that a great many folks
decidedly prefer to see light entertainment which
gives them a chance to laugh as they go, and because of this reason this film may surprise you as to
She manner in which it is received.

You Jr\"
might say: "Have you ever had a seen
Kidd,
to search for buried treasure? Come have
time with Mary Pickford in her funny se;
buried millions shown in 'Captain Kidd JrV
I wouldn't just present this as a Mary
special without registering the
type of story, ,
she has done some radically different things;
your fans should come expecting this to be i
Maris" they would feel disappointed, whereas
come with the knowledge that it is a farce, t
undoubtedly go away entirely happy, and thr
tising of the film as a farce will certainly (
for you in building your matinee business
is probably no one except Charlie Chaplin wh'
more popular with the kiddies than Mary ]
and in this she certainly has delivered a pr
that should tickle the youngsters.
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PUBLIC HEALTH FILMS ANNOUNCES ITS
DESIGNATION BY THE U. S. PUBLIC HEALTH
SERVICE TO PRESENT
THE FAMOUS FILM

"Fit To Win'
AS THE OPENING SHOT
OF THE BIG BATTLE TO MAKE THE WORLD
SAFE FOR POSTERITY

with Sgt. RAY McKEE
" "BILLY
HALE 'I
'Personally directed by Lieut. E. H. Qriffith

PUBLIC HEALTH

FILMS

1403 Broadway—Suite 211— 'Phone Bryant 9496
NEW YORK CITY
¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥
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lljht Romance

Will Have Best Chance With Women

Marguerite Clark in

'THREE MEN

:roiR

AND

A GIRL"

Paramount.

Marshall Neilan
B)R
••.. Edward Childs Carpenter
((RIO BY
Eve Unsell
RAMAN
...H. Cronjager
IfVHOLE
Possesses some charm in
1 1 atmosphere and is pleasingly acted by the
star and supporting company.
H
Adaptation of Edward Childs Car1 penter's play, "Three Bears."
[iTION
••
Keeps
acting in pleasant
T comedy vein.
BGRAPHY
Sharp.
HINGS
• • Generally pleasing.
ELA WORK
Good; several particularly attractive shots towards the close of
the film.
Charming as ever ; uses the girlish
mannerisms always associated with her performances.
flRT
Richard Barthelmess, Percy Marmont and Jerome Patrick make a first rate
trio in the characters of the woman haters.
[MORS
Scenes in woods on border
' of lake are particularly inviting.
HtORS
Conventional.
WL
Appears correct.
BCTER OF STORY
Light romance.
TI OF PRODUCTION
4,3oi feet
s as this story unquestionably is, it possesses
likely to make it a fairly popular offering, esfwith a matinee
crowd
which is apt to favor
jte Clark.
The efforts at comedy are not nocessful, but there is a pleasant vein of romance
hrough the five reels, compensating to some
least, for the lack of a stronger story.
: play from which the picture was taken, "Three
i Girl" is decidedly sentimental in its treatment
titude of three men, supposed to be confirmed
ters, but easily won over by the smile of the
little star. The theme has long been a popular

and Children

one on the stage, as well as in pictures, and there is nothing noticeably new in the way it has been handled here.
The expected happens, as it always does in stories of this
kind, with first one, then another of the men capitulating to the heroine, each trying to hide his weakness from
his fellows.
Those who are familiar with Miss Clark's method of
acting, may readily imagine the sort of character portrayal
she offers in the part of Sylvia Weston, a young woman
of considerable independence who objects strenuously
to becoming the wife of an uninteresting man, picked
out for her on account of his wealth. Such pressure is
brought to bear, however, that she gets as far as the
church ' altar before she balks completely and horrifies
the wedding guests by running away.
Still clothed in nuptial finery, she escapes through the
woods, finally making her way to the country home of
her father, which as it happens, has been rented for the
summer by a trio of bachelors, Richard Barthelmess,
Percy Marmont and Jerome Patrick, who are determined
to get beyond the reach of women. Their dismay may
be imagined when they return from a day on the lake
to find Marguerite occupying their quarters.
Of course they can't turn her out into the woods, especially as she claims a right to at least part of the
house, so there is really nothing to do but make the best
of matters, when the girl's faithful old nurse appears as
chaperon. A small building near the main house, serves
for the two women, and the estate is marked off with a
rope, it being understood that Marguerite shall not trespass beyond the boundary line onto the territory held by
the woman-hating males.
They get some comedy out of the incidents relative
to the softening of heart in each of the bachelors, who
soon vie with one another in trying to make Marguerite
comfortable. Richard being the youngest, naturally becomes the favorite, and after a few misunderstandings,
the romance between the pair is brought to a pleasing
conclusion with a moonlight scene on the lake and the
two lovers paddling about in a canoe in blissful contentment. Photographically, much of_ the concluding reel is
effective, although the story grows somewhat slender
after the outcome is obvious. In the cast are Ida Darling,
Charles Craig, Sydney D'Albrook, Betty Bouton and
Maggie H. Fisher.

>ks Good For Matinee Bus iness Especially
Theaters

in

Neighborhood

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
is going to rave about this; it is too light and
nal. If you feel the need of showing strong
>, I wouldn't bother much about "Three Men
rl." Its best chance, no doubt, will come in
ood houses where the patronage of women and
s a considerable factor and where Marguerite
y find her most loyal following,
on attracting mothers and their children, for
re is entirely harmless and should appeal to
regard sex mellers with doubt. I wouldn't
at it is as good as a number of Miss Clark's
oductions, which, however, might be mentioned
advance announcements. "The Seven Swans,"
;]an Poor Man," "Prunella"
and "Uncle Tom's

Cabin," would be suitable pictures to select in connection
with the name of the star.
Just how much you can rely on the advertising value
of the title of the play from which the picture was taken,
is doubtful. Outside of New York, where, under the
name of "The Three Bears," the piece was produced
in 1917, I doubt if the original work will be recalled.
Nonetheless, it would pay to refer to the film as a
screen version of a popular Broadway success, naming
Edward Childs Carpenter as the author.
Richard Barthelmess is becoming increasingly popular
as a leading man, enough so to warrant you in giving
him some publicity as the principal actor in support of
Miss Clark. I would also make a point of mentioning
that the production was directed by Marshall Neilan.
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HODKINSON TAKES L]
WITH FOUR BIG LIN!
1 Zane Grey Pictures, Inc.
Zane Grey's own company — the biggest series
under production — starting off with a remai
turization of "Desert Gold," the famous no
most popular of all American novelists.

2 Augustus Thomas— Harry Raver
Four Star Artco Productions
A series of powerful photodramas, directec
Irving and featuring Leah Baird} beginni;
splendid production of Mr. Thomas' famou:
a Man Thinks."

3 J. Warren

Kerrigan

in even better pictures, concentrating all the
ularity of this virile star in a new series of pi*
the highest type.

4 Wait!
This one is so big in scope that we are goin{
for a separate announcement, all its own. Bui
it — for it is going to be the most importa
productions actually initiated since the birth
pictures.

WW Bodkins

E W. W. Hodkinson Corporation now takes
long prepared-for position of leadership in the
Ipon picture industry, with four big new lines of
n>duct that will stand out, taken together, as the
^t pictures now being produced. The opposite
pge tells you what they are.
1 H E first two have already been announced.
The Kerrigan pictures are a living example
of our selective machinery, for Kerrigan is the
only line we have kept out of our entire past
year's product.
The fourth new line is so big that we are
holding its announcement for a later date.
When we do announce it, present idols will
totter.
We have taken the lead. No other concern
is going to put out a better line of pictures,
because no other concern is free to do it; no
other concern is free from producer or exhibitor domination. We are.
we can't we
get will
pictures
come down
up to
. our Itstandards
cut ourthatreleases
to one a month— or one a year. But this we
stand on: We are going to lead and continue to
lead from this day forward.

Vorboration

527FifthAve.
ISfewYbrk

FILMICIDES
By Carl Laemmle, President of the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company

HJinmmmifiiiiiiiiNLi; -,

TJHE non-cancellablecoacon
I tract is a sugar- ted
*
I pill that looks good to
the eye and even tastes good
to the palate but, oh boy, when
it gets down into your interior and
begins to work it can raise considerable hades with your gizzard !

The exhibitor who signs such a document needs a guardian. He is mortgaging his future.
No producer WHO HAS CONFIDENCE IN THE
QUALITY OF HIS FUTURE PICTURES will ask an
exhibitor to sign it. The only reason why any
producer even thinks of submitting such a contract
is because he wants to protect himself against the
exhibitor when some of his pictures ARE NO GOOD.

In these days of big surprises and
great big pictures, it is the height of

folly
tight
THEY
leave

for any showman to tie himself up so
that he CAN'T TAKE THE BIG THINGS WHEN
COME ALONG. Every exhibitor should
two or three days open every week,

and

he should keep a whole week open EVERY

MONTH to be ready for such pictures as "The
Heart of Humanity", for example. And next Fall
the market will be flooded with just such great big
pictures!
Dozens of exhibitors who have booked The
Heart of
solid with
thev had
then PUT
Heart of

Humanity" had already booked themselves
other stuff, some good, some bad. But
to accept all of this stuff and pav for it and
IT ON THE SHELF WHILE RUNNING "The
Humanity".

In this respect the average exhibitor is just as wasteful,
just as careless, just as extravagant as are the producers who
boos d star salaries to the skies and who are bidding up to
outlandish figures for plays and stories.

Why should you tie yourself up?
Are you afraid you wont be able to
get enough good stuff to fill in at the
last minute? Why man alive, the market contains SO MUCH MORE THAN YOU NEED
that you've got the whip hand all the time.
The only reason why the madness of
$10,000 a week salaries ever blighted the
industry was because YOU permitted it to
florish for a time. The only reason why
such idiocy as the non-cancellable contract iseven considered for a moment is
because you didn't bang it a hard rap the
minute it reared it's dangerous head.

While all these supposedly
clever schemes were being hatched,
while all this film politics was being
played by the filmicides and filmsheviki,
the Universal has been plugging alon[
and plugging along, interested in but
one thing — the making of good pictures
—uniformly good pictures that are better
than the strongest contract ever drawn up,
by the smoothest film lawyers in captivitj'
That's why they all admit that "the Univer
has shown greater improvement in quality than any
other concern".

That's why you can shut your
eyes, book any "Jewel" or .ai

"Universal Special Attraction" and b<
dead sure that your people are going tc
be satisfied and that YOU are going
make a splendid profit.
Filmicides have come perilously close to murdering your business with ruinous prices, crazy
schemes and pop-eyed politics. It's time you operated on 'em,!
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Extravagant

Meller

Not

Likely To Convince A Critical Crowd

Kitty Gordon in

"THE SCAR"
World

SCENARIO
By
CfERAMAN
as A WriULb

STORY

Hamilton Smith
.....Lucien Tainguy
Too artificial to carry conviction; presents Kitty Gordon as a cold blooded vamp.
• ..Has enough action but seems far removed from life.

DIRECTION
Doesn't bother much about fine
points.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies; generally good
LIGHTINGS
;.*
Ordinary!
CAMERA
WORK
.Very
fair.
STAR
Has a chance to exemplify haughty
coldness to the full; presents the sort of
portrayal that the story requires.
SUPPORT
Irving Cummings appears much as
usual in principal role in support of the
star; David Herblin, Ruth Findlay and
others fulfill demands.
EXTERIORS
Nothing to cause special comment.
INTERIORS
Passable.
IDETAIL
Occasional
slips such as that in
which the scar, supposed to disfigure Kitty
Gordon's shoulder, is forgotten in later reels
when she appears in an evening gown.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Extravagant meller.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet.
Here is an instance where there is no effort to
arouse sympathy for the star, even at the very finish.
(From first to last, Kitty Gordon is seen in a portrayal
lof a thoroughly wicked woman whose misdeeds are
numerous and unrepented. Having driven others to
death or desperation, she meets retribution in the final
reel by going insane and the picture closes with a
se of the statuesque star within the enclosure
lof an asylum.
Most of the action is too improbable to be taken
(seriously, which is just as well, for the story is anything but elevating. Some audiences may fall for the
extravagant meller that is a part of many of the
scenes, but a critical crowd is more likely to find many
lof the situations so ridiculous that they may be dis-

d with a smile. As a vehicle for Kitty Gordon,
v>me points in "The Scar" may be urged in its favor,
in that it keeps her in the foreground most of the time
and permits her to exert all the wiles of a thorough
going vamp, whose chief pleasure in life is the destruction of men who fall under her spell.
She starts operations in South America where, despite ample evidence as to the true nature of the
woman, Irving Cummings, making a tour of the country, falls an easy prey to her blandishments and
brings her back to the United States, without bothering about the formality of a marriage ceremony. Love
in a cottage is entirely too tame for Kitty, unless it
is helped out by more than the love supplied by one
man, therefore the adventuress loses no time in castcharms over Irving's best friend, presented by
Daviding herHerblin.
Naturally, it is not long before the affair becomes
known to the husband, whose remonstrations are met
with anger. There is a pleasant little family squabble
in the library, during which Kitty discharges a revolver, the bullet from which scratches her shoulder.
This is sufficient grounds for accusing Irving of an
attempt to kill her. He is sent to the penitentiary
and the wife proceeds to make merry with his successor.
Much is made of the scar on Kitty's shoulder resulting from the bullet wound. In fact one of her pleas
to the jury is that forever after she will be forced to
dispense with evening gowns, thereby appearing at
a disadvantage with other women who are able to disclose their charms more fully. This appeal moves the
stern hearts of the jurymen, who never guess how
Kitty is fooling them, for a few reels later the star
appears in a low cut gown, revealing no blemish on
the smooth white of her neck and shoulders. Considering that the picture gets its title from the scar
episode, the director slipped rather badly.
True to her nature, the vamp tires of her new lover,
yet lives in dread of the time when her husband will
be released from the chain gang. As a convict on
parole, he marries an innocent girl and Kitty, failing
in all her efforts to disrupt their home, obligingly
goes insane after the requisite amount of emoting
and mental agony caused by recollections of the
lives she has ruined. In the cast are Jennie Ellison,
Eric Mayne,
Charles
Dugan
and Paul Doucet.
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Not Worth Bothering About Unless You Have A Lot of Kitty
Gordon Fans
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor,
Kitty Gordon in

"THE SCAR"
World

Unless you figure that you have a lot of Kitty
Gordon fans, I wouldn't bother about running this
if you can get something more lifelike and convincing in its place. For the ordinarily conservative
American crowd it probably will have little appeal,
for the theme is unpleasant and there is really no
sympathetic character to relieve the gloom, unless
an exception be made of Ruth Findlay whose part
is of slight importance.
A really fine production may redeem shortcomings in a photoplay, but there is nothing to brag about
in the presentation of this meller. As already pointed
out, audiences are likely to detect inconsistencies
which, with the customarily keen fans of to-day, are
apt to be fatal.

The best chance for the picture appears to me to
be in theaters catering largely to foreigners who like j
emotional stories keyed to a high pitch, and don't
worry a great deal about the fine points of production. It is quite possible that this will go very wel!
in the South American and Mexican market, especially as the adventuress is supposed to hail trom Latin
America, which provides the locale for the preliminary scenes.
Providing you are going to run this, I would handle
it on the lines of a sensational vamp picture, making
the most of Kitty Gordon's reputation as a famous
beauty. You will not go far wrong in stating that she
has plenty of chance to emote in the role of a South
American courtesan who goes about wrecking the
lives of men. As in previous pictures, you may
make a point of the fact that she wears stunning
gowns.

Kaiser Threatens Suicide
if Brought to Trial for
Crimes by Allies

SHALL
WE DO
■with

him

SThe

Peace Conference is de-

fallof Germany's
bating the fate
en Ruler.
Sensational
stories in
every newspaper in the world
furnish powerful front page publicity to exhibitors booking this
timely picture.

flThe big, gripping drama that
tries the ex-Kaiser, sentences him,
and carries out the Sentence, As
The People Want. <ITie up
your Theatre Now with this
tremendous box-office attraction.

ration
World Film Corpo
Publicity
Backed by McClure
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Reasonably Well Done Freak Film With Curiosity-Arousing Title
Lew

Cody & Rosemary

"ARE YOU LEGALLY

Theby

in

MARRIED?"

Robert
Thornby
Prod.
DIRECTOR
,
Robert
Thornby
ART
DIRECTOR
Robert
Bmnton
AUTHOR
Miles Dobson
SCENARIO
BY
.......
Henry
Christeen
Warnack
CAMERAMAN
Sol Polito
AS
A WHOLE
Reasonably
well
done
freak feature on divorce law problem.
STORY
Designed
entirely
to register
marked discrepancies between divorce laws
in various
States.
DIRECTION
.....Gave satisfactory atmosphere and dramatic values although not
particularly distinctive or effective.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally
satisfactory.
LIGHTINGS
Some very good, many just
fair.
CAMERA WORK
Varied from fine to fair.
STARS
........
He, a wicked
schemer;
she, very
good although not photographed to best
advantage.
SUPPORT
Generally
satisfactory.
EXTERIORS
Just good.
INTERIORS
Generally very good.
DETAIL
Gave
evidence
of having
been
exceptional attention to treatdone
ment. without
Will make
OF STORY
CHARACTER
many think and bring much business to
s.
yer
,
law
..... About 4,500 ft.
OF PRODUCTION
LENGTH
Considered from the viewpoint of a sensational freak
feature, this production has a satisfactory setting, with
the cast registering dramatic action to get over the thought,
but at no time does this really build into compelling dramatic moments, nor does it manage to do much of anyliing except create a conviction that many folks may have
'a lot to worry about because of the Supreme Court decision which is cited in this film as an indication of possible
■rouble for many divorced folks who have remarried.
I After sitting through this, the thought creeps in that
by some lawyer's assothis has been produced

ciation because the presentation in this manner of the
Supreme Court decision about divorces, will certainly
cause thousands to hunt up a lawyer in a hurry to get
some advice as to the legal status of their own divorce
and marriage.
The entire film is centered around a decision by the
Supreme Court that a constructive service upon one of
the parties in a divorce suit, served in another State,
doesn't hold. In other words, if the wife establishes a
residence in Reno bj the law which makes Reno such a
popular State for unhappy wives, and the husband is
served by what is called constructive service, the husband being in another State, the divorce granted tinder
such conditions would not be legal in another State.
The film makes a plea for uniform divorce laws, and
there is a long foreword going into the details of why this
is needed, explaining that no two States in this country
at this time have the same divorce laws.
Lew Cody, our handsome he-vamp, is the central figure
in this fillum, and we find Lew married to Rosemary
Theby, with Rosemary becoming unhappy with good
cause, to the extent that she goes to Reno and secures
a divorce.
Later on Rosemary marries again, at which time Cody,
who has sunk to a low level, bumps into a Supreme Court
decision registering this ruling about constructive service
being illegal. He proceeds to blackmail his former wife
by threatening to have her arrested for bigamy, until finally
the second husband comes in and wallops Lew on the
chin.
Lew takes the matter to court and the Judge rules
that Lew is right and that Miss Theby's divorce was
illegal, basing his decision upon the constructive service
point, and again taking occasion to say that the only
•-emedy for this unusual condition would he uniform
divorce laws.
Hero tries to shoot Lew, is stopped by an officer in
the court room, and Lew rushes madly out only to be
run down by an automobile and killed. This getting rid
of Lew on the finish, was quite convenient as a means to
bring a happy finish, the entire story leaving the impression of something thrown together to register a legal
In the cast were Nation Welsh, Henry Woodward.
point.
H. J. Barrows and Roy Laidlaw.

If You Like Sensational Stuff, This Will Cause Talk and Does
Present a Real Problem
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
While this is hardly a production that the bigger thea|ers who avoid the sensational will care to present, it is
film that will undoubtedly get some business if you
are able to go after it from the sensational angle. The
title is naturally going to create a lot of discussion and
[he film does justify the title because it apparently
brings tin a rather important point in reference to the
jivorce situation as it stands in this country today.
In every community there are some people who have
been divorced through a process similar to that described
in the film, and from what is recorded on the screen, it
would seem that they have something to worry about.
The production is not big from a dramatic viewpoint,
jut it is satisfying and is really quite a bit better than
ilms of this type generally are. A sensational subject
ike this, based upon a problem idea, is too frequently
flapped together with very amateurish
treatment.

The presence of Lew Cody and Rosemary Theby should
help quite a bit in your advertising, because both are quite
well known, but I would concentrate upon freak advertising, asking the question "Are You Legally Married?"
rather than to promise anything as to the merits of
the production itself.
You might use this sort of a line: "If you see 'Are
You Legally Married?' you may want to hunt up a lawyer.
Don't miss it."
It would be advisable in your advertising to be careful that you do not tip off the story or register the fact
that the film deals with the divorce problem because that
immediately satisfies the curiosity of the multitude, so
that they know what it's about, and if they have not
been divorced they are not concerned so much. As a
result, you will have to depend most entirely on your
title and questions which will arouse curiosity without
in any way divulging the exact character of the problem
presented.

rvs*E
PubeDIA
OF THE

VAN
Produced

by

Winsome

Start

Corporation

Adapted from the famous
$10,000 prize story by Leona
Dalrymple.

The first of a series of exceptional stories in which Miss
Rubens will be presented.
As a daughter of wealth she
prefers the life of the open and
secures a green van for a trip
to Florida. The picturesque
beauty coupled with the thrilling adventures of this journey
furnish all the elements of a
successful picture.
Released through

MUTUAL

EXHIBITORS
ROBERTSON-COLE
DIVISION

OF

COMPANY
FILMS
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Characterizations Are Big Factor In Picture
I

in
on Davies
MARRIED"
Select

"GETTINGMariMARY

DIRECTOR
Allan Dwan
\UTHORS
John Emerson and Anita Loos
;AM ERAM AN
Lyman Broening
\S A WHOLE
Will interest on account of
its human qualities; probably the best thing
that Marion Davies has done on the screen.
$TORY
Adroitly arranged to hold attention throughout story built on conventional
theme.
DIRECTION
Has fine touches in getting
atmosphere
and expressing character.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally first class
.IGHTINGS
Some fine effects on interiors
> AM ERA WORK
Composition of scenes is
notably good, especially in indicating the
cold atmosphere in the home of the intolerant Boston family.
5TAR
Decidedly attractive in appearance
and gives natural performance.
•UPPORT
• • Finely balanced cast, with Norman Kerry and Mat
Moore
in principal
roles.
EXTERIORS
Not often needed.
NTERIORS
Evidence a keen regard for
correctness in giving characters appropriate
surroundings.
)ETAIL
Nothing missed that might add to
the picture; Boston bull dog is made an important factor in a number of scenes.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Entertainment
without objectionable features.
,ENGTH
OF PRODUCTION., ....About 5,000 feet
tctcrization is a really strong element in this piclic story for which was prepared by John Emerson
iita Loos.
A hare summary of the plot probably
not suggest anything out of the conventional
rut,
deals with the old theme of a lonesome girl whose
-j for the normal pleasures of youth is squelched
stern guardian. This is the basis of the story, but
1 has been effectively amplified by a detailed depiction
h tors that ring true to American life.
n Davies was not particularly fortunate in the
'nicies supplied her for screen presentation, which

Starring Marion Davies

makes it all the more worthy of note that in "< I
Mary Married" has a picture calcul;
el the nega■ live 11
it by a film such as "The Belle of New
York.
In fairness to Miss Davies, whether
you have
liked her earlier releases or not, 1 think you should take
a look at this and judge foi I
about its drawing
Most of the situations are
human, from the
qualil s
first
which we meet Marion at the mercy of
her flinty stepfather, wh 1
dm in life is to perpethe tradition
up to
him as the senior survivor.
Nobody is going to feel a
bit sorry when he inadvertei in,t< th< elevator
and falls to his i!
will that requires
his step daughtet to live for one year with his bro
family in Boston.
If she refuses to <1<> this, ,,,- marries
within the twelve months, it is stipulated that thi ■
shall "0 to the dead man's hi
Having had a fair taste of what it means to live with
' on, .Marion decided that she would
rather he independent though penniless, and is about to
turn down the inheritance when a woman, who has been
swindled by her stepfather in a stork deal, appeals for'assistance. Feeling that it is her duty to pay back the money
taken under false pretenses, Marion goes to Boston to
comply with the terms of the will.
Scenes of real worth in their expression of character
are achieved with the presentation of the home life of
the Boston Bussards, a family comprising Frederick Burton,
as the austere bead of the household, Amelia Summerville as his haughty wife and Constance Beaumar as the
daughter.
Figuring that if he does not inherit the fortune left
by his brother, be will have to go to work, a really disgraceful thing, Burton plans to make things so uncomfortable for Marion that it will be impossible for her to remain throughout the year, thereby fulfilling the terms of
the will. As a matter of fact, life would have been quite
intolerable under the unfriendly roof had it not been for
the timely appearance ot Norman Kerry, a weabu Boston
bachelor, who falls in love with Marion and arranges
things so that their marriage takes place in a few months.
Also it transpires that the dead man's estate when settled,
totals $1.30 and a War Saving Stamp.
The picture profits by many touches, reflecting credit
on the director and on the cast, which includes Mat Moore
and Elmer Grandin.

if ou May Play This Feeling Confident That Your Folks Will Be Satisfied
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
how far Marion Davies has progressed as a box
ittraction among motion picture stars is an open quesPerhaps you have tried some of her earlier reand been disappointed, but that is no real reason
whi should not give "Getting Marv Married" a
e. I certainly think it will please most audiences
count of the sincerety of the characterization and
v interesting enough to hold the attention through
eels,
•xploiting the star, it would be well to make quite
of fuss about her fame as a musical comedy
y. Practically every one who keeps in touch
he stage and the screen is fan^ilar with her name,
011 are safe in declaring that this film gives her
est opportunity offered thus far to show what
n do in pictures.

It' ought not to he difficult to land a portrait cut of
the star in your local paper, along with a human interest story relative to the rapid rise of Miss Davies
from obscurity to prominence. Having done all that
you can to capitalize on the name of the star, I would
mention others in the cast, notably Mat Moore, who, as
you know, is a member of the well known Moore family.
The fact that this story was written by John Emerson
and Anita Loos also is worthy of attention, for this pair
is receiving so much publicity that their connection with a
production is likely to be taken as a point in its favor
by those who keep posted on film matters. Treat the
picture as a character comedy mentioning that it was
made under the supervision of Allan Dwan.

SESSUEJfAYAKAW

eous
gouraO
toward

Oriental girl
entangled in th
meshes of the (Decider
Hayakawa sacrifices pos
tion and honor to prote
her happiness and is brande
a coward.
Tsuru Aoki as the Japane
maiden is delightful in hei
efforts to imitate he
western sisters in everythk
from high heels to powde

puffs. production will brn
This
Hayakawa and his delight
ful wife many thousand nev
admirers.
It was
Haworth

produced
by th<
Pictures
Ce

poration.
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Adaptation of Clever

M^
t
Stage Comedy

Billie Burke in

GOOD

GRACIOUS,
ANNABELLE!"
Paramount

[ECTOR
George
Melfiord
J'HOR
Clare Kummer
klERAMAN
Paul Perry
1 WHOLE
Fairly amusing comedy in which
the situations are ample to keep up the interest.
(<Y
Adaptation of stage play of the same
name; makes good material for the screen,
although the brightness of the dialogue in
the original is missed.
MIXTION
Brings out comedy value of incidents.
1TOGRAPHY
Very good
CITINGS
. . Nothing out of the ordinary.
HERA
WORK
Adequate.
tl
Will be liked in this role; appears well
in becoming gowns and acts in pleasing
comedy vein.
1PORT
Herbert Rawlinson suits character
of husband; Crauford Kent, Frank Losee and
others meet requirements.
C'SRIORS
Some attractive scenes photographed on an estate.
TRIORS
Suit the action.
JAIL
■ ■ Cleverly written sub-titles contribute
largelv to the humor of the picture.
I.RACTER OF STORY
Nothing to offend.
BJTH OF PRODUCTION
4,246 feet.
ige play, "Good Gracious Annabelle" was
the cleverness of its dialogue, rather than
anything remarkable
about the plot.
To
d who saw the play, it may be something of a
to find that the plot comes through in picture
(sc
in a satisfactory manner, affording ample opporand giving Billie
complications
for humorous
a chance to appear in a congenial role.
the
ura'.ly. many of the laughs gained through
pt repartee of the characters are sacrificed, but the
a close study
ifr of the subtitles evidently made
fc original rcript and succeeded in utilizing some
/live dialogue.
tor, also, should be credited with providing
Induction which
adheres
to the spirit of Clare

AIILY

27

Has Entertaining Qualities

Kunimer's comedy. The character of Annabelle Leigh
does not present any great difficulties for an accomplished actress, such as Miss Burke, who fits altogether smoothly into the interpretation of the resourceful young woman who receives her income every quarter, whereas, as she says, she needs it every minute.
As might be expected, the story is considerably amplified in the picture, giving visual evidence of much
that happens Annabelle
off-stage inand
the introducing
play. After aa number
few scene's
establishing
of
her impecunious friends, they switch back to the
period in the heroine's girlhood when her father was
killed in a squabble over mining stocks and she was
forced to become the wife of a crude westerner, known
as "the Hermit."
The marriage, however, is little more, than a form
gone through to give the girl a legal right to the
Hermit's name. Rather than keep her in the lonesome
cabin, where she persists in crying perpetually, the
magnanimous husband allows her to go east and at
the time the story opens, Annabelle is living in New
York in extravagant style, not even remembering what
her husband looks like.
The plot centers around efforts to acquire two shares
of stock in the mine, these shares, in the possession
of Annabelle being sufficient to give control of the
property. The husband comes east to secure them,
not knowing that a wealthy investor, played by Crauford Kent, is also doing his best to get hold of the
stock. By this time, the Hermit has dispensed with
his beard and become a correctly attired man of the
world, whose identity is never suspected by Annabelle
when they meet in a hotel lobby.
Much of the action transpires on Kent's Long Island
estate, occupied during most of the picture by the
young wife and her friends, who through a peculiar
twist of circumstances are engaged as servants, while
the Hermit husband is there as a guest during the
absence of the owner. The mix-up over the two shares
of stock, which eventually are returned to Rawlinson,
and the manner in which Annabelle comes to recognize
her husband and accept him as the man she is ready
to love, provide substance for a number of amusing
sequences, acted with spirit and well handled by director George Melford.
In the cast are Gilbert Douglas, Gordon Dana, Delle
Duncan, Olga Downs and others.

Try to Interest Stage Patrons As Well As Film Fans In Appearance of Billie Burke
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
fi_ needn't expect a remarkable comejdy in this,
js is a genuinely entertaining picture, especially well
a to audiences that favor light, prettily presented
'j,s acted by a first rate cast. Some of the humor
jood Gracious Annabelle" may be a trifle elusive
'jcrowd used to getting laughs from burlesque and
jHck. but in cities and the larger towns, where
i of your patrons are familiar with the best in
I plays as well as in pictures, I can see no reason
Jthis should not get over very nicely.
lie Burke should prove a good box office star in
lit any community. For many years she has ren considerable publicity calculated to make her
1 known to practically everyone who has even a
I acquaintance with the famous personages of the
I She has done enough film work to give her a
wing among fans, but also I would make an effort
Brest stage patrons in her screen performance.

This should be easier to do on account of the fame
of Clare Kummer's "Good Gracious Annabelle" when
it was presented in New York a few seasons ago and
conceded to be one of the brightest comedies of the
year. Miss Burke's name, in conjunction with the
title of the film and the name of the author, should
be sufficient to arouse attention. I would keep my
advertising on conservative lines, making pictures of
the star the main factor in the lobby display.
If you want catchlines try something like : "Supposing you hadn't seen your husband since the day
after you were married and he came back, and you
didn't know him, and then he proved to be the one
man you could really love. This is only one of the
amazing happenings in 'Good
starring Billie Burke."

Gracious Annabelle^'

The Strongest Emott.
Playofthe Seasoi

MADLAIN
TRAVERS
in aWilliam

Fox DRA^

TMT DARf
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OF A WOMAI
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in Plausibility, May
Her, Lacking
Rupert Julian in
"THE FIRE FLINGERS"
Universal.

CTOR
. .■•
R«Pfrt J"1)3"
Neil
William
jqr
Young
Waldemar
ARTO BY
Ed Kul1
.V
DRAMAN
Has some striking situations,
WHOLE
.
but much of it fails to be convincing
in the
from story published
Taken
;Y
Saturday Evening Post.
too much
permits
Sometimes
CTION
"acting;" goes after strong
scenes
rather
than realism.
rate
First
rOGRAPHY
• • Nothing exceptional.
[TINGS
Double exposures smoothly
ERA WORK
handled.
.
Appears in dual role necessitating sharp
contrast in characterization.
lacks variety in exJane Novak
..•■
ORT
pressing emotions of the unhappy v/ife; Fdy
to advantage in comparaTincher appears
tively small role; others meet requirements.
out of the ordinary.
Nothing
ERIOKS

mooa.
' Titles written in melodramatic .Suffice.
Harmless meller.
....
OF STORY
ACTER
5,776 feet.
DH OF PRODUCTION
■he Saturday Evening Post story from which
ture was adapted contains subject matter giving
Fire Flingers," which
the title,n "The
tfon for connectio
with the film version.
pparent
s a clear case of preserving the title on_ account
big
dvertising value with readers of Americas
■eeklv without bothering about its application to
This may be good business, but
en production.
that tries to disher mvstifving to an audience film
is called and
connection between what a
wiser to find a
been
have
It might
presents.
title for the picture and then make the original
out prominently as the source from which the
,nd tiUcn
is

FRIORS
L

vehicle 'in which Rupert Julian may display his
y as an actor, .this does reasonably well, although
£■ of the situations are open to question on the
■ plausibility, as so frequently happens when a
uracterization is made the basis of a plot. An
1 mav find it difficult to credit the ease with
tie man assumes the identity of another, even to

A1L.Y

Go With

An

Uncritical

Crowd

th'- extent of deceiving the wife of the character who
disappears. Strange things do happen in life, but nothing
quite so strange as the author has devised for the people
figuring
"The l-'ire
Flingers."Olwell,
.
In the in person
of Richard
Julian conducts a
print shop, adopts a brutal attitude toward his wife,
Jane Novak, and plans to 1 lope with Fay Tincher, his
pert stenographer, who is perfectly willing to share the
$200,000 which Julian appropriates, although a large part
of it does not belong to him. This is the way things
stand when two convicts just released from jail, where
they had learned the trade of printers, appear at the
shop and apply for employment.
After they have worked half a day, the proprietor of
the establishment assumes a peculiarly vindictive attitude
and discharges both of them without pay, because he has
learned from the town's chief of police that they have a
prison record. One of the convicts, Richard Hatton,
also played by Julian, bears a strong resemblance to the
man who has discharged him. With his companion, he
goes to Olwell's house where both of them are eating
dinner when Julian, in the other character, returns home
badly intoxicated.
Planning to hide the money he has stolen he takes a
loaf of bread, cuts it into slices and makes sandwiches
out of the $200,000 in bills. This package, done up in
paper, continues to figure throughout the picture, but
no one ever thinks of looking to see what the sandwiches
are made of. Olwell, in a drunken frenzy, kills himself
by falling against the fireplace and the two convicts, being
in the room at the time, conclude that they will be accused of murder.
It is at this juncture that Hatton conceives the happy idea
of impersonating the dead man, which he does by removing his beard and appropriating Olwell's wardrobe. He
gets away with it beautifully, the wife's only comment being
that he seems to have acquired an unfamiliar softness of
character. After a few days, Hatton even undertakes to
conduct the business of the man whose shoes he is filling,
and seems to be in a fair way to succeed, until questions
arise about the missing $200,000. Finger prints have been
taken of the dead man and those of Hatton, on record at
the penitentiary, have been sent for. Strangely enough, the
wife, a relative of the chief of police, has charge of the
finger print records, so when it is necessary to prove that
the man is Olwell and not Hatton, she is able to produce satisfactory evidence by juggling the cards. In
order to make things right from a matrimonial standpoint, we are led to suppose that the woman has fallen
in love with the man who has taken her husband's
place and will legalize their relationship by a correct
marriage.

Try To Capitalize On the Fact That This is Taken
Saturday Evening Post Story
Box Office Analysis
:rs catering to a crowd that likes melodrama in
ses, this should have a very fair appeal, alit isn't the sort of a picture that you would be
Audia special effort to secure.
making
it examine films closely and poke fun at mconwill find plenty of loop holes in "The Fire
which must be accepted as extravagant meller,
all.
,
,.
reliance
drawing card, you can't place too much
name of Rupert Julian, because, although he
ted many first rate pictures, I doubt if the pubSst neighborhoods is well acquainted with him
Naturally, his name should be given stellar
Ice in your exploitation, but I would make al\strong a point of the story having been taken
Fire Flingers" published
in the Saturday
I Post.
All producers
seem to figure, probably
that the advertising value of a Post story is

from a

for the Exhibitor.
You don't need to bother about trying to explain the
connection of the title and the subject matter of the picture, let your folks worry about that after they have
seen the film. Among names in the cast most likely to
attract notice, I think Fay Tincher comes first, owing to
her long time connection with Universal films as comedienne. Jane Novak also might be referred to, even if
there is nothing conspicuous about her performance in
this production.
_For catchlines use: "Dead men tell no tales, but finger
prints do. See how a few marks on a cardboard reveal
the secret of a man who has assumed the identity of ananother in 'The Fire Flingers/ an intense drama adapted
from the famous Saturday Evening Post story." Or,
"Are you sure you know your own husband? Possibly
you will be less certain after you have followed the experiences of the wife in 'The Fire Flingers'."
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Interest Is Fairly Well Maintained In Drama
Mae Murray in

"WHAT

AM

I BID?"

Universal
CTOR
Robert Z. Leonard
HORS
Harvey Thew and John B. Clymer
NARIO BY
Harvey Thew and John B.
Clymer.
|ERAMAN
••••••
Allan Ziegler
{i WHOLE
Moves a bit slowly, but has a
number of effective situations.
IRY
Laid in an elementary backwoods settlement; aims to arouse
sympathy
for ill|
treated girl.
ECTION
Gives force to dramatic action;
succeeds
in suggesting
appropriate
atmosphere.
ITOGRAPHY
• • Much of it very fine.
ITINGS
Artistic results frequently achieved.
ERA WORK
Exteriors shot from effective angles.
Offers a first rate impersonation.
ORT
Willard Louis and John Cook supply impressive character portrayals; Ralph
Graves shows up well as young man who
comes to Mae Murray's rescue.
[(ERIORS
A big factor throughout
the
picture; most of them taken in the woods.
RIORS
Only cabin sets required.
IL ••
Mae
Murray sometimes uses too
much make-up, especially on her lips.
ACTER OF STORY
Nothing likely to
give offense.
H OF PRODUCTION
5.700 feet.
ther or not the authors of "What Am I Bid?"
ny actual foundation for the basic theme of this
is of no great importance. Just to make it
eal, an introductory title refers to a village in
t is the custom to auction off the orphans to the
bidder that they may not become a burden on
munity. There is no harm in imagining such a
for the purposes of fiction, even if it might
cult to locate a place where it is practiced.
story is worked out, the auction block bean important factor in arousing sympathy for
array, as a neglected child of the North woods,

of the North Woods

commonly referred to as "that brat of Yarnell's." After a long series of trials and tribulations, culminating
in the death of her drunkard father and unwelcome
advances on the part of the bullying saloon keeper,
Mae, for the final climax, is being auctioned off when
her lover breaks through the ring of bidders and ends
the proceedings.
There are times when the story drags for want
of enough material to permit a continuous development of new situations; but my guess Is that most
lolks will find it an enjoyable picture, partly because
of the performance given by the star and largely on
account of the force of a number of the characterizations, notably those supplied by Willard Louis, as the
brutal saloon keeper and John Cook, as the drunken
father.
Locations and atmosphere count considerably in a
production of this stamp, and they have been carefully
looked after by Director Leonard, who has made the
film picturesque, even when the dramatic element grows
thin. Miss Murray really does very well in her depiction of the neglected child, who goes about clothed in
rags and fights to keep her father reasonably sober.
From the first it is apparent that she is playing a
losing game, until Ralph Graves, known as "The
Stranger," appears among the woodsmen and takes a
fancy to Mae, whom he champions through her adversities. Ralph is looked upon with suspicion by
Willard Louis and his accomplices, who are carrying
on an illicit traffic in liquor. Then the enmity against
"The Stranger" increases when Louis notes his increasing friendship with the girl. The saloon keeper
wants her for himself and has persuaded the dissolute
father to sign a paper transferring his daughter in
payment for his supply of liquor.
As might be expected, they lead up to a fight In
which Graves is overpowered by his enemies and almost killed. He is nursed back to health by Mae, and
when his father and fiancee try to persuade him to return eart, he sticks to the girl who has proven her
loyalty. Before the auction block climax, they introduce a number of scenes containing considerable suspense and acted with the requisite intensity. It may
be noted that it takes more than rough garments to
disguise Miss Murray's beauty. Numbered in the cast
are Gertrude Astor, Joseph W. Girard and Chief Dark
Cloud.

Chance of Satisifying Average Crowd Even If It Isn't Big
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
may not come up to some of Mae Murray's
s pictures, but it maintains a very fair average
■est and should go over successfully as a box
roposition. I wouldn't promise too much, rather
the advertising pull of the star's name and
ittractiveness of the title.
(t Am I Bid?" is altogether an excellent name
:ture of this stamp, and strikes me as being par■ strong in connection with Mae Murray, who
•emembered as the star of "Her Body in Bond."
I Go Slow," and "The Bride's Awakening." It
Kcate a certain sex element, which the picture
it possess, but that won't do any harm insofar
Icting patronage is concerned, and your folks
P that the title really applies to the subject
in the picture.

Try catchlines along this angle. "Did you every hear
of a community where the orphans were auctioned off
to the highest bidder? It sounds cruel, but that's
what happens in Mae Murray's human interest drama
of the North woods, 'What Am I Bid?'." Another
one, "They called her 'that brat of Yarnell's' and
placed her on the auction block, in this intensely human
drama, 'What Am I Bid?' starring Mae Murray."
Most fans are familiar with the career of this Universal star, but even so it would be well to land
biographical sketches in newspapers, going back to
her Winter Garden days, and making a point of the
contrast between the favorite dancer of the White
Light district and the actress interpreting the character of a neglected, poverty stricken orphan.
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is the theme of Thunder Bolts
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lm Men Go Home
and Davies Accompanied By
nmonds Sail On Saturday
Frederick Green of Edinburgh
fcms 24 theaters in Scotland
one of the biggest film men
eat Britain accompanied by
Davies, head of the London
1 of Western Import, will sail
jndon on the Mauretania on
av. With them will be Joseph
Mids of W. H. Productions.
:n and Davies have just refrom Los Angeles. Simis going to London primarivisit his sick mother. This
indicate that the Federal
Commission hearing will be
ned until Simmonds
returns
Europe which
will probably
about four weeks.
itken on Western Tripp
•y Aitken of Traingle Film
ent on a Middle Western trip
lately on his arrival from
: returned to New York on
ay and at once left on a secip. He is expected in New
n a few days. The purpose
journey is not known.
Universal Serial Named
ersal has permanently duble new serial starring Grace
I and Elmo Lincoln, "Elmo
ighty." This goes out the
week in July following "The
Jove" which J. P. Mac Gowan
thing at Universal City.
No.

63

ttle Ad Talks
By Jack

Alicoate

lie circulation of any pub1 lication is valueless unless
it reaches the people you
1 to reach. It is not the
jper of times your ad is
tied that counts, but the numpf times it is seen. WID'S
pad and advertising here IS
i,_and the best evidence of
is the fact that our subiiers everywhere pay $10.00
ty for WID'S DAILY. If
ipublication is worth $10.00,
Iworth reading.

First National Annual Meeting
The First National Exhibitors' Circuit will hold an annual meeting of
franchise holders the latter part of
April. The confab will bring all
of the circuit directors to New
York. While it has not been definitely settled, the date will probably be around the 21st of April and
the place, the Astor. The conference will last several days.

SUNDAY SHOWS
AND CENSORSHIP
Banking Interest Aid
Arthur S. Kane, Select, says, that
much of the credit for the recent defeat of the censorship bill in Nebraska was due to the activity of
the banking interests and various
Chambers of Commerce which went
to the front for pictures and against
the censorship bill. The big business men at the foundation of these
organizations passed the word to the
hostile lawmakers that the proposed
legislation would be regarded as unfriendly by organized business. The
Exchange men and exhibitors made
a ten-strike in working through
them.
Voting on Sunday Shows
Sterling, 111. — The question of Sunday pictures will be put to popular
/ote at the election to be held April
15. Sunday shows are not permitted
now.
Houdini To Leave for Coast
Harry Houdini now under contract with Famous Players-iLasky
will leave for Hollywood on the
16th of April to start work on his
first picture. John Gray and Arthur
B. Reeve are the authors.
Wolper Back in Town
Isaac Wolper, president of Mayflower immediately upon his return
from Los Angeles went to Boston..
He is expected back in a day or
two. It is expected that Wolper
will announce the remaining two in
the quartet of Mayflower directors.
Players' Union to Fight
Los Angeles — The Motion Players' Union plans to fight against
those who demand the customary
seven per cent charge for securing
positions for the players. The union
which is a part of the American
Federation of Labor and has a
membership of over 1,000, and plans
to appeal to the State Labor Bureau.

Service
Svenaka Biografteaterns
Filmsbureau
Stockholm,March
Sweden
14, 1919.
ToHaving
the Editor
:
been of aWid's
subscriber
for two years now, I want to
express to you my very best
thanks for the good and reliable service your paper has
given me in making up my
mind which American pictures
would be suitable for our
Scandinavian market.
Perhaps more than anywhere else the sort of pictures
you give your recommendation, clean and logical stories,
well acted and directed, are
appreciated and en vogue in
our territory. Our customers
don't care for silly serials and
mellers of the conventional,
old-time type. The better part
of our cinema men, both exchange men and exhibitors,
stick unanimously to the
high ideals of the moving picfor. ture art which you so bravely
and intelligently are fighting

5 Cents

World Gsts Another
Acquires
"East
and West''
with
Shirley Mason — Announcement Expected.
Ricord Gradwell announced yesterday that World Film has acquired "East and West" with Shirley Mason. The feature will be distributed through World exchanges
effective immediately.
This follows on the announcement
of the handling of the Houdini serial
in the West. World promises to
make an interesting statement very
soon. This is believed to be in
connection with the two new stars
Mr. Gradwell promises,

Price Due To-Day
President
of United
Artists Back
from Coast — Rumors relative to
Foreign Rights
Oscar A. Price, president of the
United Artists Association, is due
to arrive from the coast today after
his first conference with members
of the Big Four.

Reports were circulated yesterday
that the rights to certain foreign
territory — Great Britain especially — ■
had been acquired by two important film men from London and
Swedish Production Shown
Scotland.
It
was
learned on good authority,
(Special wire to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago — The only Swedish mo- however, that foreign rights to the
tion picture in America is being productions of the United Artists
shown at the Aryan Grotto, former- would probably not be disposed of
ly the Chicago, on Wabash Ave. It for some time to come.
is called "The Girl from the Marsh
"Flu" Again in Australia
Croft" and was written by Selma
Lagerlof, who won the Nobel prize.
Advices
received from the homo ofThe film was made in Sweden with
fice of Australasian Films state that
a Swedish cast.
the "flu" has again broken out in
Australia. The cable adds that the
Another?
metropolitan theaters have been closed
and that the situation is worse than
(Special wire to WID'S DAILY)
ever.
Chicago — In connection with the
"blue sky" investigations being conducted by the court it developed that
the United States Moving Picture
Co. may be in trouble. Otto E.
To Make Six For Independent Sales
Freund, whose name appears on a cirRelease
:ular of the company's, stated he had
sunk $4,000 cash in it and that one
Charles Miller, for a time with
holding might bring the company out Triangle and later with Goldwyn
of the hole. This is a $30,000 interest own.
has formed a new company of his
in the Rialto.
The company was incorporated about
He will make a series of six pro1914 and about $>1 10,000 worth' of
ductions, probably all of them to
stock it is said was sold. The comthis year. They will be repany has given up its offices and the lea- "d dethrough
Independent Sales
books of the concern are locked up Corp. and the Film Clearing House.
'n a safe and have been for three
Production is going on at the
BacDn-Backer studio on 38th Street.
Sincerely yours,
Oscar Henberg, Mgr.

Mille 1 to Produce

years.
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M. Vance, formerly with

"Variety" has become associate editor of "The Dramatic Mirror."
Hale Hamilton took a flying trip
to Chicago to visit his mother.
Sol Lesser will be in New
shortly.

York

for

S. S. Krellberg is in Atlantic City
a few days.

Charles
New York

Christie is expected
to-morrow.

in

David P. Howells, exporter now
in London will soon De back in
New York.
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Universal Doings
G. F. Green who owns 24 theaters
in Scotland met Carl Laemmle and
John Tippetts at Universal City last
week.
Norman

Dawn has finished a com-

edy called "Sinbad the Sailor." It is
in two reels and has a number of
trick photographic effects in it.
Lyons and Moran have finished

When Lewis S. Ston? at work on
E. EC. Lincoln is doin' a lot of trainin'
these days for "Desert Gold." He rides "Mien's Desire" discovered provisions
horseback every mornin' and then runrin' low and no chance of renewwhenever he has a day of rest he in- them, and the snow so heavy that
spends it climbin' mountains. When automobiles couldn't get through, he
he gets home at night all tired out he suggested that the company walk from
spends a half hour in the sulphur baths Pine Crest to the lower reaches of
S2n Bernardino Mountains — and they
before dinner. He says it's better than
Even Jane Novak, leadin' woman,
gytn trainin' and keeps him in "fine did.
waded through the snow for four hours
It ought to.
ind said she didn't mind it.
trim".
Isn't the artistic temperment
'grand'
?
Norma Talmadge is expectin' a visit
from her sisters, Constance and Natalie

two comedies called "Three in a
Closet" and "Wise Wives."
andwelcome
she is plannin'
a "studio shower"
to
them.

Gee ! I'm glad Abe Martin "the grand
old man of Indiana" is goin' to be on
the screen. He's a blue eraser — I mean
an eraser for the blues, and just wait
and see if what I say doesn't come
true.
Dustin Farnum has sold his speed
boat, "Over the Top" 'cause he's buildin' a bigger and a faster one. But
he still has a soft spot in his heart for
"Over the Top". He noticed that the
fellow who bought his boat had painted
a big green arrow on her side and
had renamed her "The Spearmint" advertisin' a chewin' gum.
"To what base uses do we sometimes
come," moaned Dusty.

We Challenge — yes, challenge, any
producer to show you a more
realistic and punchful
serial than
"The Red Glove."

Jack Mulhall always was a funny
fellow. I hear he went fishin' the other
day and the fish snubbed him somethin'
awful all day. Finally toward evenin'
he let his line rest a minute while he
lit his pipe. A bite caused the line to
vibrate. Some one told him he had a
bite and he said, "Well, let him wait.
He's kept me waiting all day."

Never knew before that Ruth Roland was a sleep walker. She got up
in the night recently and put her
jewels in the pockets of her pajamas.
Discoverin' her jewel case empty in
the morning she sent in wild alarms to
the fire department and everythin' only
to have the laundry maid appear with
the bag of jewels. What's good for
sleep walking, besides stayin' up all
Raoul Walsh hasn't much to say in night?
ra;sc of Jersey. His fine Swiss stop
Richard Stanton who's directin'
watoh wasn't exactly hittin' on all
cylinders, and he took it into a shop "Checkers" for Fox isn't takin' any
for repairs. After the man had taken more chances on the weather for his
the watch apart he discovered, a hair outdoor scenes. Hes already lost seven
had become clogged in the mechanism. days waitin' for proper weather, so
he's decided to do out door scenes in
"Good" said Raoul, "now how long the
studio. He shows a side view of
will it take you to put it together
Brooklyn Bridge with New York
again?" "Oh," replied the Jerseyite, painted
on the drop.
"you'll have to take it to a jeweler for
that. I'm a blacksmith, I am".
Mary MacLaren is wearin' ginghams
Charlie Ray used to be a draughts- and old shoes in "Prairie Gold" and
man and began life in an architect's says, "I feel it in my bones (of my
office — I mean as soon as he grew feet of course) that I am going to
up.
be comfortable
in this picture".

Have you heard where
Five" will meet next?

Publicity
Select will back "Hell on
the new film in which Art!
Empey will star with a big 3
ing campaign, the first pi
which will be electric sign
tising. The first one will be
and Broadway.
"Wait and See" a new s<
been dedicated to Constan
madge, and "Almond Ey
been specially written for
Talmadge in connection wi
forbidden City" in which .
played a Chinese role. Jo;
Stern is the music publisht
Trenton, N. J.— Three Star 1
ment Corp., 1640 Market St ;
$25,000. To take over pictur
of Max Ginsberg, Patersc
rators.
Ginsberg, Benj. Ginsberg, t

NEW WHO
<^*7S9

<f
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"It Beats The Dut<International Cartoon, iti>
Happy
This week. Hooligan — E A
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Indiana Notes
Luna-Lite
at Marion,
has
ited and remodeled.

Social Unrest Is Basic Theme For Meller Produced On A Large Scale
E. K. Lincoln in

Brentlinger,
manager
of
ty, Terre Haute, has gone
t Angeles.
w $35,000 house is to be erectis spring at Noblesville, for
serican Amusement Co. The
ructure will be located at the
of Clinton and Ninth Sts.
land ten-cent pictures will be
at the Grand, at Terre
jfter May I, according to an
;ement by Manager Galligan.
[ore the Grand has been debcclusively to stage produc-

I. O'Donnell, manager of the
at Washington, has purchased
niipmcnt of the Princess at
ville. which abandoned busi^pril 1.
Mystic at Rushville, Ind., was
ecently by E. W. Albright to
Huntsinger and R. D. Simpif Kokomo. Huntsinger foroperated at Kokomo, and
on has been in the insurance

k is progressing
rapidly on
■ house that is being erected
th Bend, which will be known
Rlackstone.
ion picture shows may be
free in the city parks in Inolis this summer under the
es of the recreation departjf the board of park commis5, according to a recent promade by Mayor Jcwett.

Tuesday, April 8, 1910.

"VIRTUOUS

MEN"

S-L Pictures

DIRECTOR
Ralph Ince
TECHNICAL
DIRECTOR
Charles Chapman
AUTHORS
Arthur H. Sawyer and Ralph Ince
SCENARIO BY . . . .Arthur H. Sawyer and Ralph Ince
CAMERAMAN
William Black
AS A WHOLE
Melodrama with some strong
points; a bit slow at times but should satisfy
most audiences.
STORY

try.

• Up-to-date in treatment of theme relative to Bolshevik conspiracies in this coun-

STAR

Probably no photoplay has depicted with such accuracy
and completeness, the operations of a large shipbuilding
plant, and it may be noted that these shipbuilding scenes
become a legitimate part of the story. Equally effective
in their way, arc the sequences in the early part of the
picture presenting the unrest among the laborers in a
lumber camp where seditious propaganda is being insidiously spread.

scenes utilizing many
are those in a lumber
much of the action.
Generally good.
effects frequently ob-

The types used in these lumber camp scenes r.re impressively true to life and one feels the thrill of reality
in the mob fight among the laborers, inflamed by liquor
and the doctrine of revolt. In sowing the seeds of revolution, an effort is first made to strike at the very basis

WORK ....
Composition of scenes first
rate.
.Acts forcefully and is well suited to the
role of a leader of men.

of America's shipbuilding industry by preventing the operation of lumber camps.

DIRECTION
-..Shipyard
men well handled, as
camp; puts force into
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
Artistic
tained.
CAMERA

to spread anarchistic doctrines. Folks who keep in touch
with public affairs cannot fail to lie interested in a subject of such importance, and they will find much to commend in the way it has been handled by Arthur H. Sawyer
and Director Ralph Ince.

SUPPORT

Excellent cast all through, including Robert W. Cummings, William B. Mack,
Grace Darling and Clara Joel in important
Characters.

EXTERIORS
Lumber camp
and shipyard
scenes are the real thing.
INTERIORS
Correctly furnished.
DETAIL
Generally satisfactory.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Preaches the loyalty
of labor.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 7,800 feet.
"Virtuous Men" may be one of the greatest advertising
titles of the season, but it is going a bit far to exploit the

E. K. Lincoln is introduced into the camp community
as a sort of "wanderer with a past", hailing from New
,York and the comfortable life of a wealthy sportsman.
John P. Wade, as the president of the lumber company,
is striving to overcome the dissension among the laborers
that he may fulfill contracts for timber with which to
construct ships. He takes a fane to Lincoln and gives
him a chance, a chance which is fully realized when the
hard-hitting easterner thwarts the scheme of the boss of
the gang, who is in reality an anarchistic leader.
A spectacular forest fire marks one of the high points in
this part of the production. Shifting the action to the
east and following the ramifications of a quite complicated plot, the details of which need not be gone into
here, they show how the fight against the government
is carried on in devious ways, until as a last resort, a
time bomb is placed in the hold of a ship about to be
launched. Lincoln, made superintendent of the shipbuilding company after Wade has been injured in an "accident" carefully fanned by the plotters, once more displays his ability to control men by preventing a strike at
a critical time. The}' work up quite a bit of suspense in
connection with the bomb, showing how it is planted and
how at the last minute Lincoln prevents the explosion.
Clara Joel figures as the villianess in league with the
conspirators, and Grace Darling as the daughter of the
president of the lumber camp. Among others in the cast
are Irving Brooks, Edward Talbot and Danny Hayes.

picture as "The Great Melodrama of the Year. It has
many good points, both in subject matter and treatment,
but it cannot be classed among really big pictures. The
story interest is not maintained in a manner that warrants
the use of the word "great" whereas the acting, generally
good though it is, does not appear remarkable.
of the chief points in the production's favor, from
:k J. Rembusch, chairman of theOneviewpoint
of popular appeal, is that it deals with a
ard of directors of the Nat.
condition much in the foreground, both here and abroad —
Exhib. Asso. was one of the the condition of labor relative to capital and the efforts
rs at the joint convention of
diana and Indianapolis boards
lorsers of motion pictures for
Title Will Help To Get Folks In.
Give
les at the Claypool hotel in
apolis. He spoke on the good
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
of pictures among children.
Mew

York
Companies.
There are many reasons why this should prove a profitable production. The theme is in its favor, the picture
rial wire to IVID'S DAILY)
was
made on a large scale with many scenes that are
ny — Tatra Productions Corp.,
'ork City. General motion pic- bound to prove impressive, and there is a cast containing
Usiness. Capital $30,000. Di- a number of names which should interest photoplay fans.
»: Frank O. Johnson, A. V. E. K. Lincoln was an admirable selection for the star
•ski
ty. and Henry Sieminski, Jer- of a story of this type, and he gets efficient support from
John P. Wade, William B. Mack and others already
mentioned.
You will be justified in handling the film as a strong
.ny, N. Y. — Parboro Corp.,
Stead, N. Y. Motion pictures. melodramatic production, dealing with problems of contemporaneous moment. In advance announcements play
1 $S,ooo. Directors : Leopold
Theodore Gutman, and Isidor upon the magnitude of the scenes, such as those produced at the lumber camp, culminating in a spectacular
ch 736 Park Ave., New York
forest fire; also those at the shipbuilding plant where

It A Big Display

thousands of workmen are utilized. But best of all from
an
angle,
is therather
title unlike
"Virtuous
even
if itadvertising
does indicate
a story
that Men,"
found here.
Most people probably will be interested in seeing what
sort of manly virtues are revealed, and they will have
no just cause for disputing the_ conclusion announced
toward the end of the picture, that the chief virtue of
man is courage. A brief resume of the plot will be sufficient to keep folks from thinking that the film is a
sequel
to publicity
"Virtuous material,
Wives." I would be careful to menIn all
tion that this is a Ralph Ince production, affording an opportunity for a strong character portrayal by E. K. Lincoln. Also place some stress upon the fact that the story
shows the loyalty of American labor in upholding the
traditions of the country.

sM!
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~ Lew Cody 9
Now Working With

P
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Rivoli — William
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

•

? "MICKEY"

!

»? »!»?»!»

New Theaters

Albany, N. Y. — Gem Films, Inc.,
New York City. To engage in all
Binghampton, N. Y. — New Strand
branches of the motion picture and to seat 1,876..
theatrical business. Capital $50,000
Directors : Clara Slocker, I G. RusToledo, Ohio.— O. L. Bradley to
sell and Edith Ennisson, 514 West erect Urincess theater to cost $200,135 St.. New York City.
000 and seat 1.500.

CLASSIFIED.

Chattanooga, Tenn. — Signal
Amusement
Co... to build picture
house.

The classified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt want. It is the
market place where buyer and seller
St. Louis — Scherer Bros owners
— employer and employee or the of the Mikado, to build a new house
■mall advertiser can put his story here to cost $175,000.
before practically every live ex
hibitor in the country every day in
San Jose, Cal. — Latest Ackerman
the year, at nominal cost. Rate 50c
& Harris theater opened. Cost $200,per line. Cash with order.
000.
HELP

Russell — "Brass

Rivoli Pictorial.
Buttons."
Cartoon — 'Happy Hooligan."
Post Scenic — "Sunshine and Shad-

Rialto Magazine.
ows."
Bruce Scenic — "Before Breakfast."
Semon-Vitagraph
comedy — "Well,
I'll Be—"
Strand
— John

Barrymore — "The

Test
of Honor." — "A
Outing-Chester

Wasmanipol

Strand ly-"
Topical Review.
Week-End."
Topics of the Day.
Briggs comedy— "When

Manager, who can manage a first run
house, one who has initiative and knows
how to put over a show. State salary expected and past positions. Address, Box
C. A. T., this office.
CAMERMAN.
Excellent position for man
who will go
to India
Contract. Exceptional opportunity.
See David B, Howells, 729 Seventh Ave.

Erie,

Brunswick,
ment Corp.

N.

to

Pa.— M.

Slotkin

J.— Victory
build.
will

Needs a Friend."
Broadway — Monroe
Blinding
BroadwayTrail."
Topical

Salisbury — "The
Digest.

Charles Chaplin — "The Bank."
New York — to-day — Fred Stone —

Orchestra Leader— A man who knows how
to put on a program
of music that fits
your show.
References as to ability.
Address Leader, this office.

Pittsburgh — Quality Fil
has
purchased
"Thelocal
Libera
Harrv
Raver for
ter
THE BIG FEATURE
PICT
is in a class with the reguh
atrical show and should beN, ex
as such. We make a lobby
that individualizes the product,
lifts and
it outother
of the
picture RU'
man
productions
on
tion in our
r: nms. CO.
KRAUSshow Mt-G
220 West 42nd St

D2PARTY

MOTIONOUR PICTURE
SPECIALT T'li
We edit and do complete w .1 ,
English Titles
and to Foreign
Ian 'ii i
from
the Screen.
Exhibitors Booking
Agi nt.
Tel. 220—
Byrant
7595.St., New ' '«•
W. 42nd

Ant

■O IrLrM e TiITIGI
^

forThursday
Gold." — Mae

Murray — "What

AmFriday—
I Bid."Vivian Martin — "The Lit-

Rivoli — Ethel

Clayton — "Pettigrew's

Rialto — Tom

Moore — "A Man

his
money."
Strand
— Madge

WE/T

©./■T

O

IXC

NC
[RA

|
GrELECj
FEElectrical
Everything'
for The |
EF
UNIVERSAL
STAGE

LIGHTING^

Kennedy — "Daugh240

J\,
LITHOGRAPHING
fCORR^
" 406 WE/T
31 JT.
YORK

CITY

SWELL BOX
RECEIPTS

OFFICE

W. 50™

ST.

New

COMPLETE

LINE OF

Supplies and Equipm j
for Studio and Thea
National MAZDA
and Speer
LA Mrs CJ
al. he^drickson
ii«i
CHARLES
F.ia\y;
CAM*

Charge d' Affairs

THE BEST PICTURE
Must

42

and

ter of Mine."
Girl."

' NEW

220

E/-T
LPHONE
BRYAN1
IGH
j

I N

Saturday — Kitty Gordon — "The
Quantity."
Sunday — Bert Lytell — "Blackie's
Redemption."
Features Next Week
Scar."
The features at the leading theaters next week will be:

i

ore:

tle Comrade."
Corinne
Griffith — "The Unknown

THEY

Correct relations between Distributor and Exhibitor will ever be
impossible until each have the good
will of the other at heart — N. M.
Trafton, O-Row-Nay
Circuit.

hr

reel Ktl

Tulsa, Okla. — E. L. I
Watt Smith bought Oklah
to "The Shepherd of the

"Johnny Get Your Gun.".
Wednesday — Torn Mix — "Fighting

build.

WANTED?-

ION
POSIT
A Live
Wipe
Man, desires a position as
manager of a high-class house somewhere
near New York. Have had managerial experience in high-class houses. Address,
Live Wire, this office.

rights for 5- sjilL

TRANSLATION

A Feller

WANTED.
New

San Francisco — E. H.
Peerless
Film
Service

Fox cartoon — "Mutt and Jeff."
Rialto — Dorothy Gish — "Peppy Pol-

?

and

In the Open Maiiij

On Broadway

Putting It Over

Indianapolis— A. C. Zaring of the
Garrick and the North Star recentleading exa score ofKane,
ly gatheredgreet
Select.
A. S,
Aj^
Recently With
^
hibitors to
The discussion which ensued took
the
form
of
an
inquiry
as
to
how
1
Lois Weber
ft
best to advertise a neighborhood
theater, and it was generally agreed
among those present that one of the
ways was to obtain as many
9 Cecil B. De Mille ^ bestsheet
stands as possible within
24
the immediate vicinity of the house,
? and
After
^
to keep them covered with litho
of forthcoming at*
a long season
^^ announcements
tractions. J.A. Victor, of the Two
cent ina 50to per
attributed
Johns, crease
in attendance
this policy.
Another exhibitor testified that on
several occasions on which he had
of forthcoming atposted notices
tractions, and had been unable to
secure the film, owing to one reason
or another, the number of kicks at
his box-office had convinced him
that
the 24 sheet stands were being
Albany, N. Y— Colorcraft Corp.,
deal in motion picture films, machine very closely scrutinized by his
New York City. To manufacture and
patrons.
■
and appliances. Capital $10,000. Directors George
:
N orris, R. Lynch and
E. V. Tock. 115 Broadway, New York
City.
Easton, Pa. — Theater seating 2,200
to be built in Northampton St.

r
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to make money
have a perfect developed
negative

REX LABORATORY

(INC)

lias developed Harry Keeper's
negatives. Ask him and then phone
Tremont
1995 for full particulars.

I 4 W O I Si

.

lj It took eisjht years of concent:
nt of m.
betterme
the the
devotion totoejain
jl pictures
Jl
reputation of i
lj the best in "illustrated and plain

L

ERNEST STE

l| Bryant;

THE T1TLEH

!| 8973.

145 W

45'

BRADSTREET

y^RECOdHIZED

Authority

RLMDOM
VIII. NO.
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amkruptcy Filed
Action Taken Against Genal Film Contracting Co.
tition in bankruptcy has been
1 the United States District
Southern District, against
neral Film Contracting Co.
ditors art- the Interstate Film
1.000: Herbert H. Yudkin,
nd Frank M. Williams, $600.
eged that the company transassets and conveyed money
itors.
■s are being drawn to serve
officers by a United States
1.
jeneral Film Contracting Co.
1 with General Film. It was
originally
so that contracts
secured for General Film. The
ting company secured the
t and General Film acted as
:ribtttor for the product ob)y the former.
■eason for the formation of
itracting company, it is beon good authority, was to
e the securing of contracts
General Film itself, had,
jderstood, several law suits
• lire. A specific instance of
ts, is believed to be the case
only a few days ago.

Saturday,
Famous Shelves Another
Famous Players Lasky will shelve
the new Lina Cavalieri picture "The
Rose of Grenada." The reason is
because the production does not live
up to the standard set by Famous.
Contest in Bluebird Exchanges
Universal is offering a prize to the
Bluebird booking
exchange
thateach
does
th'je,
heaviest
during
month.
The first prize was won by Lou
Baum, manager of the Cincinnati
exchange.

SUNDAY SHOWS
AND CENSORSHIP
Tennesseans
Upon
Charges
Chattanooga, Tenn. — About 100
merchants and others were served
with summonses to appear before
Justice H. A. Caulkins and answer
the charge of violating Sunday closing laws.
Fight for Chattanooga Shows.
Chattanooga, Tenn. — Preparations
are being made for the operation of
motion picture shows on Sundays.
The three members of the supreme
court who declared Sunday shows unlawful, are no longer on the bench.

Expects Act Repealed.
Phoenix, Arizona. — George Silverthorn
says that the censorship law,
,erators Want Raise
recently enacted in Arizona, will be
■al — It is understood
that repealed,
adding:
frators union is asking
an
thing slipped through when
fcr day and wages that range the"This
people and the exhibitors were
I a week in what are styled* not looking. However, we do not belass houses to $29 a week
lieve that the law, as it • stands, will
lass houses. In return for
for recognition
the union ever see the light of day of enforcement. Besides being too drastic, it
s a supply of experts.
is an infringement on personal liberty.
The people of Arizona would never
No. 67
stand for that sort of thing."

tie Ad Talks
[By Jack Alicoate

.EMBER

Napoleon's
eat question "What ha<;
B done?" Well, we plead
to being the first to
news, and only news.
o print unbiased indet reviews, first to offer
service to exhibitors
vertisers alike and first
:le the big problems of
ustry sincerely and fear_ If Napoleon were alive
i_he'd be using
WID'S
favertising
medium.

Women Vote Down Sunday Shows
_ Galesburg, 111. — In the city election the greatest interest was centered in the fight on Sunday shows.
It is claimed the women opposed
the
measure
which was defeated by
600.
Churches Plan Sunday Shows
Watertown, N. Y. — According to
a local report churches here are considering installing picture machines
and giving Sunday shows if Gov.
Smith signs the bill allowing local
option for Sunday shows. Asbury
church is already considering purchasing a projection machine.
Hoboken, N. J.— The Strand, Washington St., will open soon with a
Griffith' production.

A pril 12, 19 1 9.

Service
Wid's

New Rochelle, N. Y.
Daily,

Early last week we got in
communication with Senator
Henry J. Walters at Albany
in regard to his anti-Bolshevik Bill as applied to a special
production we were contemplating, entitled "Bolshevism
—Shall We Permit It?"
We were to leave for Albany that day to talk over the
official sanction, when in the
morning
read in Wid's
Daily
that the IWhartons
at Ithaca
had produced a similar picture.
Our trip would have cost us
at
Wid's
I least
don't $250.
know Without
how far
we
would have gone. I'll spend
$10 to save $250 any time.
Some odds. Doesn't this apply to the exhibitor also?
Sincerely
yours,
Harris Gordon.

Ball a Success
"A GoodAt Time
Was Had By All"
the Commodore.
Everybody went home early this
morning saying he or she had a
good time at the ball of the Motion
Picture Club of America at the
Commodore
last night.
Lou Rodgers of Famous Players
was in charge of the entertainment
committee and Lou gathered a lot
of good talent. The following well
known folks were noticed in the
crowd: Sophie Tucker, June Day,
Dolores Cassinelli, Juliette Belleau
of the Century Roof, Jojo the clown,
Bernard Granville, Madame Petrova,
Marjorie Rambeau, Edith and Mabel
Taliaferro, Pearl White, Herbert
Rawlinson, Herbert Moore, speaker
of the New Jersey assembly and a
bunch of well known exhibitors.
Herman Jans, of the New Jersey
Metro was bustling around as head
of the reception committee.
Sunday Bill to Die

Price 5 Cents

Mrs.
O'Grady
Answers Questions

Replies

Propounded by
Advertisers' Association
Deputy Police Commissioner Mrs.
Ellen O'Grady took her little typewriter in hand yesterday and pounded
out the following answers to the questions propounded to her by the A. M.
P. A. — the Advertisers Association.
The questions are given preceding the
answers so that the Commissioner's
replies will be more readily, appreciated :

1. Can you name ten theaters in New
York City in which, to your knowledge
salacious pictures have been shown ?
Answer : Let the general public answer
that ciuestion.
2. C:.n you name three salacious or licentious films which you have seen or which
you knew to have been shown in New York
during the past year?
Answer: I am not going to be a medium
of advertising those pictures.
3. Can you name one motion picture exhibitor, who makes a practice of exhibiting
suggestive, immoral, or licentious films?
Answir: I have seen a picture where a
man attacks a girl in a most bestial manner,
using
teethclaim
to tear
girl'sjudge
clothes.
4. Dohis you
to abeyoung
a better
of
films than the parents of children who attend
the theaters?
Answt r : The parents never see half the
pictures that the children see.
5. Do you know that 60 per cent, of the
films shown in New York are later shown
in schorls and churches throughout America?
Answer : In my mail today are letters
from school principals, clergymen, societies
and respectable, law-abiding men and women,
and oti-.ers, praising my stand.
G. Can you produce one child of the many
you say have been ruined by the films?
Answer: I can, but I hesitate to do that.
Girls have been brought here and have made
confessions. If I get the consent of the
parents I will make the names public, but
why she ud I brand those unfortunate girls?
7. Aiv you aware that the law gives the
license commissioner the power to close any
theater showing
an indeceent picture?
Answer:
answer
that. Let the license commissioner
8. Ca:i you give the name of any one film
producer that has obtained an injunction to
restrain the commissioner from performing
his office?
Answer: That also can be answered best
by the license commissioner.

The Commissioner declared she had
received stacks of mail following her
declarations regarding the presentation of pictures, and offered excerpts
from some of them.
From one letter she read :
"And we know from experience that
the darkened precincts of motion picture houses are the haunts of degenerates, seeking to corrupt the morals
of youths. Under the pretext of teaching a moral lesson we see attacks
on women, habits of immoral women,
and drug fiends, pickpockets, safebreakers, firebugs, thieves, and murderers, and the underworld in general

(Special wire to WID'S DAILY)
Trenton, N. J.— Friends of the
Hyland bill permitting Sunday
shows, have decided not to push the
bill in the Senate, but to allow it
to die. This was anticipated sev- are continuously shown."
This letter, the Commissioner said,
eral days ago, as noted.
Dr. Hespey of the New Jersey Ex- was from a society, whose name she
hibitors League will send Senator would not divulge. Taking up another letter, which the Commissioner
Hammond a letter showing why the
(Continued on page 4)
bill should have passed.

Saturday,

April
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CUTS AND FLASHES
Vat. V!!l No. 10

Saturday, April 12. 191S

Price 5 Cm):

Charles Ray goes back to a country boy role in "Greased Lightning."
D. W. Griffith sent to China for

Artcraft pictures, won first prize in
the annual exhibition of photograpy
in the Royal Salon in London. The
work was a study of Miss Gish in

two trees to be used as "atmosphere" for his forthcoming Artcraft,
"The Chink and the Child," based
on "Limehouse Nights."

her character of "The Girl" in Mr.
Griffith's famous . war picture,
"Hearts of the World." Hendrik
Sardov of the Hoover Studios in
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and
Hollywood, California, is the artist.
Treasurer; Lynde Denig, Editor; Joseph
Kay LaureL rated by Harrison This makes his sixth winning, the
Dannenberg, Vice-President and Managing
Editor ; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Busi- Fisher as the most beautiful girl in same award having been made last
ness Manager.
the world, has an important role in year to his photograph of Mrs. Gish
with her two daughters, Lillian and
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, Wallace Reid's forthcoming Paraat the post office at New York, N Y., under
mount, "The Valley of the Giants.
the act of March 3, 1879.
Dorothy.
Mae Murray in "The Delicious LitA photograph of Lillian Gish, of
tle Devil" will play at the Broadway
Terms
(Postage
Outside6
•f
Greater
New free)
York,United
$10.00Sta'ss,
o:ie year;
the Griffith players
appearing
in next week.

Copyright 1318,
Inc. Published
New
FILM York.
FOLKS,N.

Wid's Film and Film Folks,
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IN THE COUP!

Harry O. Davis, through 5s
torney, Arthur Butler GrahjJ
instituted suit in the Unitei bl
District Court, against Dal
lasco and John L. Hobble, Id
claim for infringement of 0
right.
When Davis was associat j
Universal he copyrighted til
ary rights to a play entitlil
Little Belgian" and produc 1
a picture of that name. H|l

Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-2
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3839.
Hollywood, Cal.. Office : 217-21S Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone,
Hollywood
1603.

Tribute to Sidney Drew.
The remains of Sidney Drew were
cremated at Union Hill, New Jersey
on Thursday. Simple ceremonies
marked the services at his former
home on Park Avenue. Only a few
•personal friends were present.
A tribute was paid to the actor
when four army aeroplanes circled
over the house in memory to Sidney Drew and his son, S. Rankin,
killed in action in France.
Arrow has closed a big sale for
the "Huns Within Our Gates" for
China, India, Burma, Ceylon and
Straits Settlements.

George Larkin at work out on locaBesides bein' the leadin' man in "As
ith Ruth Roland in "The Tiger's a Man Thinks" the first of a Harry
Trail" received a message from his Raver— Augustus Thomas pictures,
wife which read. "Can you come
home? Father seriously hurt. Am Henry Give is an artist'. I know 'cause
right now he's busy designin' twelve
giving him milk toast." "Milk toast," front pages for "Zii's" Sunday Amergroaned George, "of all things."
Breakin' all the speed laws of all
the states combined George arrived
Francis McDonald is thinkin' of
at his home in Glendale and demand- changin' his name to Frank or somein' to be told the worst said, "Is thin' 'cause everybody is sendin' him
caps, pink garters and camisoles.
father better or is he — " "Father?" boudoir
echoed his wife in surprise. "Oh I
guess I left out a word in my mesFlorence Reed thanks her press
sage. I meant to say the father
agent for the distinction she encanary was hurt."
joystress
of bein'
prominent
ac(Chorus of men readers) "Just like
who hasthenotonly
received
a mash
note from Japan.
a woman."
r ne thing I miss at the movies is
"Moochie,' a bare foot dancer was
tb chance to let my hatpin graze the
gei ' lemen who must smoke between brought from New York to Los
Angeles
to appear in two scenes in
acv* and who always crowd past me
in the theater. There isn't time for Kitty Gordon's new picture "Playanyihing between reels but a breath.
things of Passion." "Moochie" arrived in Los Angeles in the afternoon, appeared in her specialty and
They say Thomas H. Ince has some
very rare pieces of antique colonial then boarded an east bound train,
furniture in his new offices at Culver spendin' just three hours in Los
City. Even the building is colonial in Angeles.
That's all right if there's no
retake.
type and looks somethin' like the
George Washington home at Mount
Shin T. Ide a Japanese fan of
Vernon.
Ninonhashi, Tokio, writes Kathleen

You've played Grand Opera Stars
and Printer's ink Stars — why not
try an Exhibitor's Star for a change?
Priscilla Dean. Four corking successes.

Two Fords and a telephone pole
somewhat marred the. atmosphere on
the third reel on "Daniel Boone."

Clifford, "I am waiting with outstretched neck for your delightful

Did you know that Leah Baird is
a scenario writer? She has written
stories for Norma Talmadge, Anita
St- wart, E. K. Lincoln and Earle Williams. That's doublin' in brass isn't
it?

Where is Alice Joyce? She started out for White Sulpher Springs,
pictures."
West Va. and now she isn't there.
Her secretary
fearsfor
she's
but
offers
no reward
herlost,
return.
There's a hitch in that somewhere.

S. & K. Amusement Co., ManhatIn Japan recently Mary MacLaren
tan, motion pictures, $15,000; M. J.
won three consecutive contests among
film fans of Tokia, Nagasaki and and A. Schultheis, H. Koston, 1,145
Longfellow
Ave.
Yokahama.

Lvceum
so similar
in plotn
that the is
play
"Daddies"
nO'U
ci'dent to "The Little BeljW
to give him a right of actio: cj
ment.
A suit for $5,000 damages
sonal injuries has be
Supreme Court asainst th
borough Theater Co., owne
American Movies Theater
East Third St., by Edward G:
He alleges that on Feb. 2,
was so badly beaten by an e
of the theater after he had
admission that he susti
broken
leg.
- Los Angeles. — Incompatil
■ mperament is the ground 1
4ax Davidson seeks a
livorce" from Charles P._and Charles E. Sullivan, his
partner. Davidson says he
direct for Sullivan Prod,
also to act for them.
CA

Dooley's First "Office
Dooley'sForce."
first
be Johnny
"The Office
Bide
Dudely
of
the
World."
The
cast
Burton,
George
Reynoli
Hall
and
John
Camer
Schulze is directing.
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Barrymore Shifts from Comedy and Gives Superlatively Fine
Performance in Drama

LtkeN ews
^E,

Saturday,

loan—

he nation prepares for the fifth and

oday
uce To Make Long Trip
:rt C. Bruce, scenic director
iucatioual leaves next Saturr Quebec, to begin his sixth
trip to secure material
for
releases,
Mr. Bruce's route
t a secret, owing to the fact
B one of his previous expediwhen various places he invisiting were announced in
ess, three or four other camnly decided to visit the
Icinity.
Me will journey into
led corners of the west

"THE TEST
OF HONOR"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
John S. Robinson
AUTHOR
E. Phillips Oppenheim
SCENARIO
BY
..Eve Unsell
CAMERAMAN
J. Monteran
AS A WHOLE
Finely produced melodrama,
which shows what may be done with a sensational story when it is artistically handled.
STORY
Adaptation of E. Phillips Oppenheim's
"The
Malefactor;"
comes
through
on the
screen without loss of power.
DIRECTION
Avoided the unnecessarily obvious and gave a tone of refinement to the
scenes
PHOTOGRAPHY
Sharp
LIGHTINGS
........Wisely
modulated
to give the
picture variety and bring out the expressions
of the players.
CAMERA WORK
High class.
STAR
Switches from comedy to dramatic portrayal and offers remarkably impressive performance.
SUPPORT
A superior cast all through; Constance Binney makes a decidedly attractive
ingenue.
EXTERIORS
Suitable when required.
INTERIORS
Just what would be expected in
homes of wealth.
DETAIL
........Small bits of business
add to the
picture; no time is wasted in depicting superfluous action.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Tense melodrama.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,684 feet.
Followers of the stage have had ample evidence of
John Barrymore'- as a dramatic actor.
In some
respects he is without
is has been rcco"
sincehis superlative!)- fine performance in Galsworthy's
"Justice," an artistic triumph which he bids fair to duplicate in the
currentLionel.
production "The Test," presenting John
and his
brother.
Up to the present time, screen patrons have had an
opportunity to see this gifted star only in light comedy
roles, which he has handled with all the skill of a finished
actor, although it now appears that his highest talent in
screen port!
I ; on the stage, may lie in
serious drai
pretations.
Certainly, his pi
of Martin Wingrave in the picture version of E. Pi

Play This Up in a Big Way.

Oppenheim's novel, "The Malefactor." is a masterly piece
ork, illustrating what may be done with a character
-led to an artist trained
in the finer modes of emotio
il
icly, "The Test of Honor" is not radically different
from many other screen melodramas, but on account of
the treatment and th very fine performances supplied by
other members of the cast, as well as the star, it is far
superior to what audiences have come to expect in melodramatic stories. ; about the picture produces
- which 1 olds the spectator in rapt attention
while the plot is being unfolded. From first to last, they
make the situations seem real and arc careful to avoid the
conventional I neyed twists, so frequently the
authors and directors.
The plot material is ample, but the predominant feature
of the production
is the treatment
through which the
is maintained at a high emotio::.
n 1 the
characterizations are made to ring true. There is an air
of refinement about the people who figure in the dramatic
conflict, arising out of misdirected love impulses. Although the character interpreted by Barrymore is not
blameless in the affair with Marcia Manon, as the wife
of a man for whom she does not care, sympathy is
<1 for the third member of the triangle, who more
lys for any emotional digressions.
With a swiftness of movement that swings an audience
right into the heart of the story, with never a moment
in which the interest is allowed to lapse, we see the
progress of the affair culminating in a fight between
Barrymore and J. W. Johnson, as the husband. Johnson
is injured, but it is made clear that he may he revived
en a heart stimulant, which his wife, because she
wants to get rid of him, refuses to administer.
The man dies and because there is no way of proving
that the wife was in reality responsible for his death,
Barrymore is sent to jail where he serves seven years.
Much of the star's acting in the jail episodes recalls his
portrayal of the convict in "Justice". His expression of
feeling is equally strong and he never resorts to the ordinary tricks of the screen player striving to arouse
sympathy.
Equally fine are the situations advanced after Barrymore's release from jail that he may pick up the loose ends
of a life that has been very nearlv ruined. All of the
players in the picture are so admirably suited to their
roles that it would be unfair to pick out any one for
special mention. They work together smoothly, producing a harmonious effect that places the production in the
class of a de luxe melodrama.

Your Folks Will Certainly Like It

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
My advice to you is to hook this picture in preference
to any drama that has been released by the ParamountArtcraft people in a number of weeks. It is the real
thing, both from an entertainment and artistic standpoint
and in some ways marks a distinct advance in the art
of producing melodrama for the screen.
No matter how critical your audience may be, or how
much they may he inclined to scoff at the customary
meller, you do not need to feifr criticism of this picture
for it has tone and class all through and gives a really
correct indication of high society life in its more sensational aspects. The fact that it presents John Barrymore
as the star, is recommendation enough for many fans,
who should be particularly interested in seeing him in his
first dramatic photoplay.

fank Reicher

PRODUCER OF
'EATURES

Film Men Sail
G. Frederick, of Green Films,
Edinburgh and Tom Davies, English head of Western Import, together with Joseph Simmonds of
Western Import sail for Southampton to-day on board the Mauretania.

Be sure to mention in your advance announcements
that "The Test of Honor" is more than ordinarily important, in that it reveals what the star can do in serious
roles. Promise your folks that he is quite as good an
emotional actor, on the screen as on the stage. Refer
to his performances in "Justice" and "Redemption" in
order to attract the attention of followers of the stage
and then for the benefit of your fan crowd, make some
mention of comedies in which he has appeared, such as
"On the Quiet" and "Here Comes the Bride."
E. Phillips Oppenheim certainly should be mentioned
as the author of "The Malefactor" on which the film
drama is based. Also it might be wise to use the names
of Constance Binney. Marcia Manon and others who figure in an exceptionally strong cast.

Pictures Better Than Oil
Los Angeles — Commenting on the
report that indications of oil have
been discovered on the property occupied by the Vitagraph studio and
a big offer made for the land has
been refused President Smith says:

"I consider the making and distribution of pictures along the lines we
have pursued, more important than
production of oil. Instead of oil
wells you will soon see many additional buildings on our property
devoted to making productions."

Saturday,

April

ISM!

12, 1919.

KINOGRAMS
GET REAL WELCOME HOME— Veterans
of tank corps from overseas march in
Chicago parade that ends in surprise banquet
for the men.
CAPITAL GREETS NAVY HERO— Yeomancttes draw up for review in Washington
as Admiral Sims, commander of the war
zone fleet tomes home again.
HOLD VETERANS AS ALIENS— Americans who enlisted in Canadian and British
units arrive in New York on the Mauretania, but are detained pending citizenship
proof.
MOVIE STARS SELL PAPERS— Mary
Pickford,
Fairbanks,
and
other "Doug"
screen favorites
turnCharlie
newsie Ray
to
help big Salvation Army drive in Los
Angeles.
ANTI-PROHIBITIONISTS MEET— Thousands throng historic Boston Common in
formal protest against enforcing the new
bone-dry amendment. Labor leader makes
address.
U. S. TOdays
SAVE
WASTED
POWER—
War's
heatless
furnish
a lesson
that makes
officials study water power possibilities and
find interesting sights near Los Angeles.
GREAT CROWDS GO FISHING— Smelt
run starts in Sandy River and 40,000 take
a day off and crowd banks of stream near
Troutdale.
Autos block road.
MOTORCYCLISTS CLIMB MOUNTAIN—
Three riders from Atlanta send machines
over roadless grades of Stone Mountain, and
find coming down is harder than going up.
SIDNEY DREW, FILM STAR, IS DEAD—
Kinograms shares the regret of the host of
friends and admirers of this loader in
comedy.
OUR KINOGRAPHER FINDS SPRING IN
OHIO — Out in the woods he finds a novel
interpretation
of the season's spirit.
BABY TANKS PARADE FOR LOAN—
Eighteen war turtles from France trundle
across city on way to western centers to
help boost Victory Bond Sale.

DISTRIBUTED
BY
WORLD
PICTURES.

PAlkV

obscene or immoral pictures to be
shown in public. If Mrs. O'Grady
:i:ally knows a*y motion picture
{Continued from page 1)
said was written evidently by a woman theater that is showing immoral
films,
why does she not have the
of education, and which came from
proprietor arrested at once?
Connecticut, she read :
"Mrs. O'Grady is not the ultimate
"I am so thankful that a woman
has taken up this matter, and hope judge of what is immoral. That rests
with the law. She can take a man
that you will be able to drive them
but even she cannot conout." "Them," the Commissioner ex- into court,
vict him. This country would be
plained, meant licentious, immoral,
in
a
worse
way than it is now if
lewd pictures. Another letter, this one
from a school principal in New York, every reformer had the power to
force
his
ideas
as to public morals
commended the stand of the Commissioner, and stated that school children on the community."
Mrs. O'Grady spent the greater
are being led astray, that truancy is
of the day with a delegation
on the increase, recommends the pas- part
of
women who are to go to Albany
sage of an ordinance prohibiting
school children from attending moving in support of Assemblyman Slater's
bill, establishing a state board of
pictures during school hours, com- censors.
plained that older people took the
children in, and said that in some
instances these older people were in
the employ of moving picture folk.
The principal specified a particular
{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
house on Third Avenue as being a
Los Angeles— Due to illness
chronic violator of the law.
Monte Blue who was to play op"I am not opposed to moving picposite Lila Lee in "The Daughter
of
the Wolf" under the direction
tures," said the Commissioner. "I approve of the coming picture. I think of Irvine Willat will not be able to
they are the highest kind of art. They work. Elliott Dexter will do the
are the greatest power for education
in the world today, with the proper
Oakman With Nell Shipman
pictures shown. I love to go to the
Wheeler Oakman has been signed
moving pictures, and enjoy the clean, part.
to play the leading role in Nell Shipeducational films.
man's picture "Wap! the Walrus"
"It is the immoral, the filthy, the for the Shipman-Curwood Co.
sacrilegious that I object to; no others. Case Against Lehrmann Dismissed
And I am in favor of Sunday moving
The case against Henry Lehrmann
pictures that are clean, uplifting and charged with the embezzlement
I feel satisfied that the greater part of a film valued at $32,000 from Fox
of the better people likewise favor Film was dismissed In Court on
Sunday pictures.
Thursday because of lack of evi"For after the first of July, when dence.
prohibition goes into effect, clean
moving picture houses will help to
keep the family together. You know
and I know that every one goes to the
Modern Feature Photo Plays Inc.,
moving pictures, and we both know
through Charles H. Streimer, has
that
one doesn't
go to that
church."
Sheevery
concluded
by saying
the purchased from the G. & L. Features
Board of Censors fell down in its duty the rights to "The Scarlet Trail" in
New York City and State.
when it passed such pictures as are
being shown. She indorsed the moveOmaha — Globe Film Co. owns
ment for a more stringent censorship
and said that she thought the Slater rights to "Eyes of the World" in
all
Mid-Western States.
bill a good one and a move in the
right direction.
St. Louis — Standard has bought
Board of Review Action.
rights to "The Real Roosevelt" for
Missouri, Kansas and Southern IlThe National Board of Review is- linois.
sued the following statement :
"The trouble with Mrs. O'Grady is
that her interpretation of what is
Doll-Van
Film Corp. has bought
'objectionable' and that of the law 'Once to Every Man."
are in conflict. She does not need
THE BIG FEATURE
PICTURE
a board of censors to suppress immoral pictures. This power already
is in a class with the regular theatrical
show
and
should
be exploited
exists in the hands of the Police
as s«ch. We make a lobby display
Department.
that individualizes the production and
lifts it out of the picture RUT— Wo"There is also a Commissioner of
man and other productions on exhibiLicenses who can at any time, withtion in our show rooms.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
out recourse to the police, revoke
the license of any person who allows
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

Mrs. O'Grady

Replica

Coast Brevities

In the Open Market

Playing the
your music is
Can the brass
B. Franklin,
Buffalo.

picture means that
an accompaniment —
band effect. — Harold
Shea's Hippodrome,

To

State Right "Birth of a Race"
"The
Birth of a Race" is to be
distributed in the state right market by Renco Film Co. of Chicago.

CLASSIFIED.
The classified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt want. It is the
market place where buyer and seller
— employer and employee or the
■mall advertiser can put his story
before practically every live exhibitor in the country every day in
the year, at nominal cost. Rate 50c
per line. Cash with order.
HELP WANTED.
Manager, who can manage a first run
house, one who has initiative and knows
how to put over a show. State salary oxpected and past positions. Address, Box
C. A. T., this office.

POSITION

THE BEST PICTURE

WANTED.

A Live Wire Man, desires a position as
manager of a high-class house somewhere
near New York. Have had managerial experience in high-class houses. Address,
Live Wire, this office.
Orchestra Leader— A man who knows how
to put on a program
of musie that fits
your show.
References as to ability. Address Lender, this office.
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GREAT
PRODUCTION GREATER

Must

to make money
have a perfect developed
negative

REX LABORATORY (INC)
has developed Harry Keeper's
negatives. Ask him and then phone
Tremont
1995 for full particulars.

J. Grubb Alexanc
ITER
1
WRITER
FEATURE
inuities— Til

Originals — Continuities —

Sixteen Productions in 19 i8
Including Starring Vehiclej (or

Bessie
Louise
Gladys
Sessue

Barriscale
Glaum
Brockwell
Hayakawa

Two in Production

now:

"Shifting Sands" —
Staring' Henry B. Wal i

'The Starring
Thunderbolt"
Katherine — Macck )i
On the Fire:
"The Bleeders"— To Star Kath ni
Macdonald in her second sup
feature

Pounding the littleold Underwo ai
65l0 Sunset Boulevard,
Hollywood, Calif.

Taylor to Exploit Specia
Wayland H. Taylor, formed; n
D. W. Griffith, has been enga 1
manager of a special depai le
created to explok "Fires of 3 tl
the Famous Players Salvation n

picture,
on a large scale. Mr ' i
handled
features. "Intolerance" and oth l

Capt. Merritt Crawford, fo: ;ei
of Motography is now doing Aa
publicity
work for several o ;1
stars.
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Bollard

-and the story is worth every cent of it.
Marshall Neilan says:
"It's the greatest pictureThe I magnificent
ever made."
photoplay

is by Charles Rosher.

"Daddy Long Legs" ff& 6 or more reels
Noteit until
that we
start advertising
we didn't
knew what
we had.

A First National Money-Maker

GRIFFITI

/The Girl WN
«»
Stay
ed At Horn
An ARTCRAFT
Piciue
presents

It Means Money!
THE daily press reviewers, the trade paper reviewe
and the public are unanimous in their praise
D. W. Griffith's Artcraft picture "The
Girl W
Stayed at Home".
"Super-film", "best since 'Hearts of the World
"story of real appeal and power", "more heart thro
than 'Birth of a Nation'," "best of Artcraft series
"Griffith is a genius" — so goes up the chorus of prai
What does it all mean?
It means money in the pocket of the exhibit
who shows "The Girl Who Stayed at Home".
It means
a chance to cash in on the name
D. W. Griffith and his superlative work.
It means a box office winner of the very first ch
It means a long run for pleased patrons.
It means added success and greater prestige J
the exhibitor.
It means money!
Adapted from the story by S. E. V. Taylor, Photographed
by G. IV. Bitzer — Personally directed by D. IV. Griffith.
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News of the Week in
Headlines
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Price 25c

Sunday, April i3, 1919.
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World will handle Houdini
serial in fourteen
western states.
Harry M. Jenks of London in New York on important mission.
Tuesday.
Charles Miller making series of independent
productions.
Wednesday.
"Birth of a Nation" and "Intolerence" sold for
Switzerland. Deals practically completed for
other European sections.
New York Senate passes Sunday local option bill.
Justice Mullan decides for defendants in suit
of Percy L. Walters and James B. Clark against
number of stockholders of General Film.
Adolph Osso in Paris completing important deal
whereby American stars and directors may
produce abroad. Important French interests
interested . Right to all Goldwyn productions
secured for France and other sections of Europe by firms interested.
Thursday.
National Film and Pioneer in important deal.
L. J. Selznick purchases Backer studio.
Fairbanks' first independent release will be handled as Famous Players specialTest vote indicates proposed Sunday local option
for New Jersey will be defeated.
Federal Trade Commission finds Lasso Pictures
Co. guilty of unfair trade competition in selling re-issues under new names.
Paramount
shelves second
Caruso production.
Sidney Drew, of Drew comedies, dead of uremia.
Friday.
Deputy
Police Commissioner,
Mrs. Ellen A.
O'Grady charges juvenile delinquency to lurid
and suggestive pictures.
W. W. Hodkinson Corp- changes selling policy.
Hereafter all productions, old and new, to be
sold singly, under contract.
Leaders of Methodist Episcopal church consult
D. W. Griffith in view of plan to show pictures
in all their churches.
Oscar A. Price, United States', fixes Sept. 1 as
release for first "Big 4" productions.
It will
be a Fairbanks.
Charles C. Pettijohn advises A. M. P. A. how to
fight censorship and Sunday closing.
Saturday.
Deputy Poke Commissioner OfGrady answers
questions
propounded
by Advertisers' Association relative
to her statement.

aliffel

DA1L.Y

Sunday

April

13, J

"Get Into Politics/9 Pettijohn's Advice
C. C. Pettijohn of Indiana, counsel for Exibitor's Mutual, who has been active in the censorship and Sunday closing fights in Indiana and
several other states "talked out in meetin' " when
he told members of the A. M. P. A., the Advertisers organization of the industry in New York,
what must be done to meet conditions in the
future.
Said Pettijohn: "I want to discuss the issue
of whether or not the motion picture industry
is doing the right thing in staying out of politics.
The picture industry must get into politics ; it
cannot be avoided. The only way to fight censorship and other evils of this industry, is to get
into politics and get into it with both feet.
"The professional reformers and their satellites
have put John Barleycorn out of business, but
their salaries must continue and their jobs must
be kept open. They must now reform and regulate something else, and the only question is,
who is next? Some people say cigarettes and tobacco, but, gentlemen, that is all bunk. Their
next job is motion pictures. And with these professional salaried reformors we will find hundreds
of petty, grafting, politicians who for years have
heard about the millions that are made in the
movies and whose palms are itching for action.
"If you do not think that motion pictures are
next, let us stop and consider what has already
happened. During the three past months, eleven
state legislatures have had introduced into their
bodies, laws providing for the censorship of motion pictures in some form or other, but cigarettes
and tobacco have been attacked in but one. If
this were a ball game and the score was eleven
to one, at the end of the third month or the third
inning against us, I should say that the other fellow is hitting our pitcher harder than they are
hitting the spit ball artist ot the tobacco trust,
and that it was almost time to patch up the infield and stop making so many errors and run in
a few pinch hitters in an honest effort to pull
\this game out of the fire.
1 "Within the next year the motion picture industry must either arrange to combat this condition or we are going to have censorship, Sunday closing, and other evils heaped upon us to
an extent undreamed of. We have simply got
to get into politics and stop fighting defensive
battles only. We must start an offensive fight.
The average legislator who votes with these reformers does so because he is afraid of them, because he needs their organization, and because
he does not want any organized action against
his candidacy. He will line up with us upon the
same theory.

"It doesn't do any good in a real, practical way,
a committee of important men to go before legisla 1
bodies at the last minute and make speeches.
We r
been 'accessories after the fact* for enough bum le !
lation.
If we will be 'accessories before the fact'
a little while we may be able to demonstrate that
have not been kidding ourselves about the power
screen and that possibly this power of the screen t
really exist.
"We have heard a great deal of talk about Mr. McA
coming into this industry and what he is going to dc
elevate it. I have a great deal of respect for Mr.
Adoo. But he will come nearer building another tur
under the Hudson River than he will reforming and re
ganizing the motion picture industry. This indust
no different from any other industry. Its brains
plans, its course and its future must come from
the industry. If we wait on Mr. McAdoo it will re
him five years to familiarize himself with the deta
this business and then it will take him fifty years
all of his ability to bring together ten men in this in
try, whom I could name, and who must be brough
gether for concerted action before anything can be
complished.
'When Carnegie was in the steel business condi'
there were very similar to those existing in this in
try, but look what has been accomplished there by c •
centration and co-ordination. I contend that what
been done can be done. They developed Schwab's
Cory's in the steel industry, and we are going to dev
the men necessary to do the trick in our industry,
as they did, providing we can find a few men who
blessed with that greatest of all virtues — unselfish
They must be men who can go for several days wii
using the pronouns "I, we or us" until they be
nauseating, and we are going to develop these men
within our own ranks.
"What is needed in this industry is (1) to orgai
nationally.
When
I say 'organize nationally' I do
mean one of those 'things' that spell disaster, but I ra j
to organize as do the' political parties.
First, let's h j
a state organization in each state and then a natic
body made up of representatives
from these organ
tions.
Let's have at the head of each of these org
zations the best practical agent or attorney obtaii
who knows politics.
Let his word be law — not a b|
exhibitor, because he won't work to the extent this Wij
calls for. This is a year round job — twenty-fours ev
day for the next two years at least.
We do not wi
this man's interest divided, and he shouldn't be inl
ested personally
in any branch of the Motion
Pic
business.
Let's
pay
that
man
well.
We
cannot
him too much if he delivers.
With this kind of a n
at the head of each state organization,
quiet effe
work can be done.
I mean political work and polit:
work that is practical and expedient.
(Continued on page 32)
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Film and Bathing Girls in Person Will Be Sure Fire.
Comedy Hits on High
Bothwell Browne

"YANKEE

DOODLE

in

IN BERLIN"

Mack Sennett Special — Sol Lesser Dist.
JIRECTOR
Richard Jones
JPERVISED BY
Mack Sennett
UTHOR
Mack Sennett
S A WHOLE • •
Sure fire slapstick comedy with
Sennett stars in well known hokum registering big because they impersonate Kaiser and
his crew.
ITORY
American aviator, female impersonator, has wild experience getting information
from Kaiser Bill.
ttRECTION
. .Kept it moving, registered rapid
fire laughs by action and gags with kidding
Kaiser titles that will be sure fire.
hOTOGRAPHY
.,. .Generally good.
IGHTINGS
Very little attempt for artistic
effects
AMERA WORK
.Excellent in stunt stuff with
some very clever trick double
exposures.
ITAR
Registered splendidly as girl and did a
wicked dance for Kaiser that will bring down
house.
JPPORT
-..All the Sennett regulars registered
big.
KTERIORS
Quite satisfactory.
4TERIORS
Very good; did not matter much.
iETAIL
Snaps, with stunts beautifully tricked.
HARACTER
OF
STORY
Combination
of
meller and kidding Kaiser that is sure fire
as comedy.
fcNGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5.000 feet.
Sol Lesser has grabbed a sure fire cleanup in taking
is latest Sennett five reel special for the U. S. and
tiding to put it out as a road show attraction together
ith eight of the original Sennett bathing girls travelling
ith each special road show. If that doesn't stand 'em out
the gutter I'll quit trying to pick a winner.
The bathing girl thing is sure fire in this because I don't
tve to tell any show man how the diving girls have alfcys been one of the best ballyhoos for a carnival com-

pany and we all know how the Winter Garden and the
Follies depend to a great extent upon their ladies of the
chorus.
The Sennett bathing girls are known to millions, where
the beauties of New York's musical shows seldom leave
New York. To be able to show these gels in their
bathing costumes on your own stage, should be a sure
fire attraction.
Aside from the personal appearance of the girls, I
think that this latest five reel Sennett special is a cleanup
in itself
veryroutine
timely hokum
combination
nett all because
star castit'sin a the
twistedof toa Senfit a
scenario which centers entirely around the Kaiser and his
personal troubles during the war.
We have the regular Sennett stars like Ford Stirling,
Charlie Murray, Ben Turpin, Marie Provost, Chester
Conklin and others, with Bothwell Browne, the female impersonator, doing the lead. Browne is presented as an
American aviator who goes to Berlin by aeroplane, and
posing as a woman, makes a hit with the Crown Prince
and Hindenburg and then with the Kaiser.
After Browne got set, we had the well known Sennett
routine of bedroom gags, only they had a tremendously
greater effect due to the fact that it was the Kaiser whose
wife discovered him with a vamp, while Hindenburg and
the Crown Prince chased around trying to get a look-in.
There is plenty of ruff stuff such as bouncing bottles
and other paraphernalia off of one another's bean, and
our dean comedy producer gets away with an Oriental
dance by Browne for the Kaiser and his crew which would
never be permitted in a film in any way except that it
should be done by a man in a comedy before the Kaiser.
Browne certainly shakes a wicked "shimmie."
The fun gets going early and keeps riding without a
let-up, right to the end, and we have one of the best
trick stunts ever staged by Sennett registered for a finish
where Browne is rescued from the top of the Palace in
Berlin by an aviator. Most of your wise ones are going
to have to guess a little bit to know how this is done
because it certainly looks good.
For thrills, speed, action, fun, and the sure fire kidding
the Kaiser stuff, this is undoubtedly the best thing that
has ever been produced.

As Road Show Will Be Tremendous Cleanup.
Grab It if You Are a Show Man
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
'iguring this as a road show with the girls appearing in
son, since that is the manner in which the attraction
il be handled for the first few months at least, I would
iy that it is one of the best sure fire propositions that
!;s ever been offered in this country.
If it doesn't clean
) in every city, it will be nobody's fault but the man's
charge of the exploitation.
IConsidered as a film alone, for those who will play
I after the road show idea has been worked out, if Mr.
lesser ever decides to play it in _that way, I believe that
|« film itself will stand alone as a special that will not
Illy pull big business, but will more than please. It is a
[inclusive proof that we can have special attractions that
jfe only slapstick comedy.
To be sure, he who would be technical would say that
is only a routine Sennett roughhouse slapstick, hut it

must be remembered that the fact that this deals with
the war and particularly with the experiences of an
American hero in the Kaiser's palace, gives the film an
exceptional value, just as Charlie Chaplin's "Shoulder
Arms" proved one of his greatest successes because of the
timely character of the material.
Each of the road shows, as I understand it, are to
carry original Sennett girls who are being trained by Mr.
Sennett to do posing, and an act which will be quite
worth while. Of course the chiel thing to depend upon
is their appearance in person and the fact that they will
draw tremendous business, but it will be' gratifying to
know that truly intelligent attention is being given to
make sure that the appearance of the girls will give them
a chance to do something which will make a favorable
impression.

It's as great
in size and theme

■aMfazr
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Very Forceful Propaganda
Special Government

That Tells Plain Facts in Human

Film

"FIT TO WIN"
S. Public Service Prod.

U.
{ECTOR
.....Lieutenant E. H. Griffith
A WHOLE
More forceful and to the point
than anything ever done as propaganda because deals with situations as they exist.
JRY
..Experiences of several men in service
shown, registering how, when and why three
of them slipped.
IECTION
Quite satisfactory in registering
desired incidents with little attempt for artistry or dramatic technique.
DTOGRAPHY
Generally satisfactory.
iHTINGS
••
Ordinary
WERA WORK
Little attempt for artistry.
^YERS
Rather well chosen as to type.
rERIORS
Mostly registering camp life.
'ERIORS
Suited atmosphere.
rAIL
Called spade a spade with no attempt
to camouflage.
&RACTER OF STORY
Preachment against
dlSC3.SC*

UGTH OF PRODUCTION
....About 5,500 ft.
lere's no nuestion about this being strong stuff. No
but the Government could get away with it. It is a
idid thing that the Government has done it because
any independent producer presented such a picture
ould have been accused of doing it from a sensational
point with the idea of attracting crowds because
le "ruff stuff" shown,
presenting this, the Government has separated men
I
worn en in the audience, and in many cases they had
ate shows, one day for men only and one day for
:n only. This was quite advisable because the film
tell things that should be presented forcibly for the
ral good of humanity, and yet it would be bad to
nt this to a mixed audience where many might drift
ithout knowing exactly what they were going to see.

Way

This production is conclusive proof, if any further were
needed as to the tremendous value of propaganda by
pictures showing how much more can be impressed by
visualizing on the screen certain conditions and thoughts
than could ever possibly be hoped for through the printed
or spoken message.
In the preparation of the scenario and the working out
of the film. Lieutenant Griffith has kept the human element uppermost at all times so that the film will be
particularly effective in reaching young men, because
he has used in many instances the common vernacular
of the boy who thinks he's smart, and has shown the
folly of young men who drift into the wrong sort of
companionship, putting a kick into his action by demonstrating very clearly that the time has passed when it was
considered smart to be with wild women, one title registering with considerable force the fact that today, being
seen with a woman who is all wrong is conclusive proof
that you are an easy mark and a boob.
There can be no question of this being a powerful
preachment, and certainly any audience is going to have
to approve of it very heartily. It cannot be considered
entertainment, as we consider the ordinary production
entertainment, but no one can or will say that they are
sorry they saw it, and surely most folks will hunt up their
friends and advise them that they should see it.
The production has not been an expensive one to make
and the director did not waste money or footage in creating an artistic production, which was just as well, since
his purpose is accomplished by what he has done just
as well as if he had worried a lot about artistic effects.
The intent was to drive home certain facts and conditions,
and the film does it as it stands without offending as to
technique, so that it is really gratifying to realize the
Government's money was not wasted in a more expensive
or elaborate production which would not have helped any
in making it forceful propaganda.
The tvnes in the film were well chosen.

Emphasize Government Backing and Show to Men and
Women Separately
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Duld say that you not only should play this from the
int of doing good in your community, but I really
that you can play it and make it a box office
on, providing you go about it in the right manner.
oubtedly the film should be shown to every one
country if the Government had to do it without
an admission charge,, but it so happens that the
in mind is so constituted that curiosity for the
on attracts and consequently this, with the Govit back of it, stands as a good commercial proposiscommendation is most decidedly in favor of showmen only at one performance and women only at
ler instead of attempting to separate them in the
If you are going to try to separate them in the
this should only be attempted where you can put
11 in the balcony and the ladies downstairs, and
len it would be just as well, if possible, to show it
er way, because many of the incidents picture so
things that are not generally spoken of, that
going to get laughs from many of your roughnecks
ioubtedly some of your ladies in the audience will
ided and you will be criticized for showing such
even though the Government backs it.

By all means emphasize the fact that this is a Government film. Make it clear that the United States Public
Health Service not only produced this attraction but that
they are back of it as to distribution and exhibition and
they feel that every American man and woman should
see it.
Do not call it a sensational film in your advertising and
do not go after it from the viewpoint that it is entertainment, but state clearly that this is a preachment for the
good of the community, presented humanly, with experiences of the men who made up the great American
army shown very clearly in this Government production.
I would not play up the name of Director Griffith very
much because it is possible that if you were to do so
there would be a misunderstanding in the minds of many
who might think that this was a production made by the
producer of "The Birth of a Nation," "Hearts of the
World," etc. It is always better never to mislead in the
slightest degree.
Don't be afraid that this is too strong for your community. The day has passed when sex can't be mentioned
and certainly any right thinking American is going to
commend the showing of this film providing it is handled
in your theater in a dignified manner.

m\

JOHNSON
FINANCE

& HOPKINS CO.

CONSTRUCTION

CAPITAL

MANAGEMENT

398 Fifth Avenue
New York City

ANNOUNCE
On April 15 their organization will move from its present
address and will occupy the entire third floor of the Tecla
Building— Fifth Avenue below Thirty-Seventh Street.
This company exclusively is handling the sale of securities of

SUN-LIGHT

ARC

CORPORATION

manufacturers, under special contract, of the SUN-LIGHT
LAMP, which generates 100,000 candle power.

ARC

Sun-Light Arc Corporation is organized under the laws of the
State of New York, capitalization $1,000,000. J. Justice Harmer,
President; J. Searle Dawley, Vice-President and Treasurer;
W. Louis Payne, Secretary.
Accomplishments of this powerful light, with its perfect actinic
value, are well known. Famous Players-Lasky, Vitagraph, and
other large producing organizations have used this light.
Highest endorsements have been received from Cecil B. De Mille,
Jesse Lasky, Hugh Ford, J. Stuart Blackton, Ralph Ince, Wally
Van, Marguerite Clark, Alice Brady. Sun-Light Arc was used
in the production of "Seven Swans," "Virtuous Wives," "Common Cause," "My Cousin," "Private Peat."
The lamps are not sold, but are leased on annual contract.
Officials anticipate that net earnings will be at the rate of
$400,000 annually within the near future, and it is expected the
stock will be on a dividend basis within twelve months.
A limited number of shares are offered at $15.00 per share in
one-hundred share lots.
Communicate at once by mail with JOHNSON & HOPKINS
CO., 398 Fifth Avenue, New York City, or with FRANK
ELLIOTT, their Western representative. Wright & Callender
Building, Los Angeles, Cal. Further details may be obtained
or a demonstration arranged by appointment.
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Nothing Big But Makes Congenial Material for Vitagraph Star
Bessie

"A YANKEE

Love

in

PRINCESS"

Vitagraph

IRECTOR
David
Smith
UTHOR
Bernard
McConville
3ENARIO
BY
Bernard
McConville and
Bessie Love.
AMERAMAN
Not credited
S A WHOLE
Very light, but should go
with admirers of Bessie Love.
TORY
Slender plot for five reel subject;
affords star a chance to give varied characterization.
IRECTION
. .••
A number of the situations
ingeniously handled.
HOTOGRAPHY
Good all through
[GHTINGS
Attractive effects frequently
achieved.
jAMERA WORK
Dissolves expertly used
in a number of instances.
TAR
Should be liked in role of Irish girl
whose father suddenly comes into a fortune.
JPPORT
Robert
Gordon
makes
manly
and impressive
hero; George
Pierce and
Aggie
Herring
supply effective portrayals.
XTERIORS
Have variety and always make
suitable background for the story.
JTERIORS
Some
of them
elaborately
furnished.
ETAIL
Brings out significant points in
the characterization.
rtARACTER OF STORY
Harmless romance.
SNGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,646 feet
jThe plot in this is very slight indeed, and at no time
ps it rise to anything that can be termed dramatic. In
le, the picture is similar to others that Bessie Love has
he in the past, and is satisfactory in that it provides
t star with a character in accord with the youthful charm
k knows so well how to exercise. When there is
jiger of the scenes dragging, it is possible to find interest
Jfollowing the performance of Miss Love, who is given
feellent support by Robert Gordon, George Pierce and
figie Herring.

The comedy in the picture is not of the uproarious
kind, none-the-less, it will get some laughs, particularly in
the first reels when Bessie is seen in the ragged clothes ot
a little Irish girl whose father is a contractor and whose
mother spends most of the day over the washtub. Miss
Love seems quite content to sacrifice her good looks in
order to give an artistic interpretation. While she plays
with the ragged little boys and girls of the neighborhood,
she lives in a dream world of her own, imagining herself
as descended from Irish nobility. The chief purpose of
the story is to show how the dream is to some degree
realized.
After a number of amusing situations handled in realistic fashion by the star and other players, George Pierce,
as the father, suddenly comes into a fortune, owing to the
success of an invention he has perfected. The simple Irish
folk prepare to live on a scale in accord with their newly
acquired wealth, the first move being the sending of
Bessie to1 a fashionable school for girls.
Scenes during the boarding school sequences of the film
are not unlike what has been done before in a depiction
of life in an institution of the kind. But Bessie, by reason of her pranks, and her determination to be taken into
the select society of her snobbish schoolmates manages to
keep things moving at a fairly lively clip. She boldly
announces that she is an Irish princess, and, when asked
to produce the coat-of-arms of the family, she loses no
time in taking steps to secure the desired token of aristocratic ancestors.
While the girl is being developed at school, her parents
take a trip to Ireland where they acquire a whole houseful of heirlooms. They see no reason why the relics
should not be passed off as their own inheritance, nor
why Bessie should not be gratified by the possession of a
coat-of-arms.
Everything goes along smoothly enough until the
former owners of the costly furnishings come to America,
followed soon after by Robert Gordon, who it develops,
is the real heir to the property. The phase of the
plot concerning the acquisition of the heirlooms is not
made particularly interesting, attention being more completely centered in the progress of the romance between
Bessie and Gordon, which has the expected conclusion.
In the cast are J. Carlton Weatherby, Katherine Griffith,
Lvdia Yeaman Titus and Max Asher.

bout on A Par With Other Bessie Love Pictures.
Program Release

Should Get by as

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
as is usually the case with Bessie Love pictures, this
la slender, rather pretty romance, entirely harmless in
Jtone and best suited to audiences in which there are
jny women and children. The film was we'l produced
|1 has enough in its favor to warrant you in showing
Jas a program feature, particularly if you are running
Neighborhood theater and go after matinee patronage.
Because of the unpretentious character of "A Yankee
fincess," Iprogram
would make
a special
to getto a interest
strong
pporting
of short
reels effort
calculated
|c who prefer to have their entertainment varied with
jne subjects of an informative nature. In addition to a
\vs reel it would be well to run a scenic or travel subIt, likely to give your patrons something to think about
<er they leave the theater.

There's not much chance of going
the routine
method of exploitation in dealing with beyond
this subject. Make
as much as you can out of pictures of the star, first as
the raggedly clothed child, then during her boarding school
days and finally as a beautiful young woman, richly
gowned. These pictures might be placed in a row suggesting the variety of the character portrayal supplied by
Miss Love.
For catchhnes try: "If you wish hard enough perhaps
you will get what you want, like Bessie Love in 'A Yankee
Princess,' a romance of dreams that come true," or,
"Did you every try to buy happiness with money? Whether
you have or not, you will be interested in the rise of
the O'Reilly family from poverty to wealth. See Bessie
Love as 'A Yankee Princess'."
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Mr. J.Frank Hatch,
912 Longaoro Building,
Hew York City, H.Y.

THE

BUSINESS •
SECURED
IN

Dear I.Ir . Hatoh: -

THREE

I have just finished looking at

THAT
FOLLOWED

WAS

WEEKS

"Tempest and Sunshine", a dramatization of Mary J.

BY

Holme' 3 novel of the same, name, and I am of the

MR.

ONE

BUHLER'S

opinion that this photoplay will find favor with the

CRITICISM

majority of the exhibitors throughout the country, owing
to the faot that the book has been widely read, and it

the family and prove an excellent box office attraction.
Yours very truly,
:HE STAHLEY COiiEAIIY.
Managing-Director.
A LUCRATIVE
REALIZES
THE

J. FRANK

BUV
FOR
POPULAR

HATCH

THE S H REWD C ALCU L ATOR WHO
DEMAND
FOR CLEAN LIN ESS OF

FU LLY
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912 bSi^DpNG NEW

YORK,

TERRITORY!
tafc

being a clean production it will make an appeal, to all
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lh!
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Romance

With War Background

Dolores Cassinelli, and E. K. Lincoln in

"THE UNKNOWN

LOVE"

Leonce Perret Prod.— Pathe, Distr.
tECTOR
Leonce Perret
[CHOR
Leonce
Perret
MERAMAN
..
Alfred
Ortlieb
5A WHOLE
Finely produced film; stronger
in picturesque and artistic qualities than in
values.
dramatic ncerns
's
i
mance
ereicans girl
RY with a Co
om Amsh
ld
seen.
ha never ro
so ier whan
N
O
t
on
I
migh have been beneActi
ECT
fited by a faster tempo; but most of ythe situandled in a decidedl sympations werenerha
thetic man .
[pTOGRAPHY
Beautiful all through.
IIHTINGS
Many superb effects.
MERA WORK
On a par with the lightings
and photography.
fkRS .
Give natural performances and altogether make the most of the story material
provided.
irERIORS
More than ordinarily attractive,
especially those on a country estate.
("ERIORS
,
Some
of them
elaborate.
,>PORT
Robert Elliott, Bradley Barker and
W. Cook are principal players in support of
the stars; all of them suit characters.
TAIL
Art titles reveal ingenuity; audiences
may notice that an American train is used
on what is supposed to be a French railroad.
(VRACTER OF STORY
.Romance with war
background.
■JGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet.
iridently this picture cost a lot of money and it
linly reveals expert craftsmanship in every departt, but no amount of artistic finish can alter condi5 which make the fate of war films a bit uncertain,
ifar as the production is concerned, there is no
ition about this being enough out of the ordinary
warrant its being handled as a special feature, and
n it comes to a test, the beauty of the film may
pensate for the lack of a more unusual theme, or a
y of strong dramatic qualities.
le romance is sincere enough as interpreted by
3res Cassinelli and E. K. Lincoln, but picture fans

iail.y
Profits By Fine Production.

have become accustomed to seeing many stories of
fundamentally the same type, even if they have not
been so lavishly handled. The plot is not calculated
to leave the outcome in doubt after Miss Cassinelli, as
the daughter of a wealthy American sea captain, starts
a correspondence with a lonesome soldier in France,
and is so charmed by his letters that she falls in love
with him, although they do not meet until the last reel.
Only a very romantic young woman would allow her
emotions to be swayed so completely under what appears to be slight provocation, but this may be overlooked in view of the license granted the writer of a
romantic story. At the beginning, where we have
scenes indicating youthful vivacity on the glorious
country estate where Dolores entertains her friends,
there is no suggestion of the sombre passages which
comprise most of the later sequences of the production.
Despite the ardent courtship of Robert Elliott, in
the role of a naval officer, Dolores permits her interest
to become more and more completely centered in the
overseas soldier, E. K. Lincoln, whom she has adopted
under the guise of a war godmother. She doesn't
know, and it doesn't matter much insofar as the carrying out of the plot is concerned, that the photograph
which she dreams over is not that of her adopted
soldier but one that he borrowed from his pal to send
to Dolores.
Much of the action is supposed to transpire in France
where we follow with sufficient detail the life of the
American soldier and see how Lincoln is wounded,
seemingly fatally. On receipt of the news, the girl
determines to reach France and see her unknown lover
before he dies. She persuades Elliott to take her
aboard a ship bound for Europe, although he is violating regulations in doing so.
Scenes that may strike an American audience as being unnecessarily depressing are developed with a submarine attack on the ship and the shooting of Elliott,
followed by a sea burial and much tragic mourning
expressed in a truly continental manner by Dolores.
In due time she finds her lover recovering from his
wounds in a hospital and presently they return to
New York where we have a series of scenes concerning
the final days of the war and the peace day celebration.
It seems a bit strange to find Lincoln out of uniform
some weeks before the country had started to demobilize its troops.

Coming Releases Featuring--*

BESSIE BADRISCAEE
HEAUIS ASLEEP "<***JOSSELYNrS WIFE^
Directed

HOWARD
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HICK,V1A^4^>
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Its Success Depends Largely on Attitude of Public Toward War Film
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Dolores Cassinelli, and E. K. Lincoln in

"THE UNKNOWN

LOVE"

Leonce Perret Prod. — Pathe, Distr.
This will come to you as a special feature and if you
are going to put it across properly it probably will
necessitate a special line of exploitation likely to make
folks think that they are going to see an extraordinary
production.
In some ways it will fulfill the promise, for few films
of recent issue have touched a higher mark in artistic
production. Whether or not your folks will accept a
photoplay on account of its pictorial worth, even if
they have had enough war stories, is up to you to
decide.
Be sure to connect this with Perret's previous production, which will be recalled by the public, "Lafayette, We Come!" presenting Lincoln and Dolores Cas-

LAUGHS !

sinelli as the stars. This film received considera' I
well merited attention and "The Unknown Lovl
deserves to be classed with it.
It might be wise to emphasize the romantic pha: j
of the story rather than the war element. Then yj
don't want folks to conclude that it is all done in]
sombre vein, so I would try to get stills taken from tj
earlier passages, introducing a gathering of you
folks at a fashionable summer resort. Many of the J
scenes are so pleasing that they will be sure to attr;
attention if you give them a suitable lobby display
All exploitation material should refer to this ast
Leonce Perret special production and should cai!
the names of Lincoln and Miss Cassinelli, for the
rector and his two stars are closely associated in t
minds of those who keep track of motion picture •!
liances. The two leading players should get an ev
break in your reading and pictorial publicity.

THRILLS !

CHEERS !

Book the famous authorized Roosevelt Drama

u

Our Teddy "
Showing the Traits That Made Him Loved ;
The Deeds That Made
Him Famous
^he Production the Newspapers, Schools,
Boy Scouts, Charitable Organizations and Col. Roosevelt's
hosts of friends are solidly behind
Produced by

McCLURE

PRODUCTIONS

Distributed by

FIRST

NATIONAL

ill

aldEI
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ban Gives Strong Character Portrayal in First Independent Release.
George Beban in

"HEARTS

OF MEN"

Hiram Abrams, Prod.
'.ECTOR
George Beban
rHOR
William M. McCoy
;NARIO
BY
Not credited
ilERA MAN
....••
Not credited
interest picStrong heart
|A WHOLE ture with chief characterizat
ion similar to
type Beban has supplied in the past.
^RY •
Has appeal and possesses enough of
a plot to give continuity to the situations.
SECTION
• • Gets the most out of every
opportunity for pathos; close-ups frequently
used to advantage.
DTOGRAPHY
Generally very good.
[HTINGS
Have variety and are particularly good in bringing out the star's facial
expressions.
KERA WORK
Some effective long shots;
angles on scenes well chosen.
kR
Portrays the character of an Italian
in his inimitable way; makes strong appeal
to the heart.
!>POP.T
••.... George
Beban's
little son Is
prominent figure in the story; Mabel Van
Buren and others are adequate in supporting
roles.
rERIORS
Scenes on Arizona desert
look like the real thing.
ERIORS . .,
Conventional sets answer the
purpose.
fAIL
Many fine touches contributing to
the human quality of the production.
IRACTER OF STORY
Wholesome
and
sympathetic.
IGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,500 feet.
ram Abrams "presents" his first production and it
mighty good one, bringing back George Beban in one
S truly sympathetic portrayals of a big-hearted Italian,
nearly a year since this accomplished actor has made
een production and audiences are certain to welcome
Appearance in "Hearts of Men," which in many reIs is on a par with the best things he has done.
ie story is not startling, but it is founded on human
is in its depiction of emotional relationships existiet\veen a son and his a^ed mother, then later as the
of the father turns to the child who is dependent
him. Of romance, in the accepted sense of the word
>plied to a love affair between a man and a woman,
: is comparatively little in this picture; rather we
a heart-stirring expression of a beautiful, unselfish
tion.

h points in the production are reached when Beban
net' at the bedside of his dying mother, when
well to his son, who is being taken to Italy,
liner still at the very close of the story when the
boy, whom
the Italian supposed to be dead, enters the
cabin where Beban, mourning in loneliness, is too moved by
emotion to believe the testimony of his own eyes.
Screen acting of the highest order results from the
situation worked up here, as the actor reflects through
a remarkably varied series of facial expressions, the fluctuating feelings of a man gradually awakening to a sense
of reality, and the fact that his son is actually with him
in flesh and blood, and not a mere vision conjured up by
his distorted mind. These scenes are handled superbly
and here, as well as in earlier sequences, close-ups are
adroitly used to bring the players into closer contact with
the audience.
With a few exceptions, needed for the purpose of contrast and to give the picture a plot, the characters used
here are wholesome, kind-hearted folk. Having been
swindled in a real estate deal, which Beban puts through
that he maybe able to take his aged mother to the "high
and dry" climate ordered by a physician, the Italian finds
himself the possessor of a most unpromising stretch of
land in Arizona.
Recognizing the predicament of the stranger, the settlers
in the neighborhood come to his rescue by assisting him in
building a house to which he may bring his invalid
parent. They make considerable, of the warm heartedness of these seemingly crude men, who become devoted
to Beban's little boy and to his mother when she makes
a hopeless fight against the disease of which she is dying.
The pathos in the death bed scene is strong but not overdone. In fact it is a point in favor of the production
that, despite the nature of the story, Beban kept it free
from sentimentality.
After the death of the mother, the Italian is persuaded
to marry in order that his little boy may profit by a
woman's care. He writes to a cousin in Italy who arranges
for the sending of a bride to America, Mabel Van Buren
appearing in the role of the frivolous Italian girl, who
flirts with the clerk at the village store, even at the time
she is being married +o Beban.
Presently her affair with the clerk grows serious and
she arranges to elope with him to Italy, taking the boy
with them. The letter which Beban receives announcing
the death of his son, is a fake and the friends that had
helped him through previous difficulties manage to get
the boy back. Some fight action comes toward the end
of the picture when Beban strikes oil on his property
and there is a struggle to prevent the claim being
usurped by a band of wandering desert men.
In the cast are Sarah Kerman, Harry Rattenbury,
George Pierson, Clarence Burton and Hop Sing.

tfas the Qualities Certain to Make it Popular With Almost Any
Audience.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
lolesome pictures with a strong heart appeal that do
George Beban, Jr., who is as likeable a youngster as has
wander off into maudlin sentimentality are not so
been seen in pictures for some time.
irous that you can afford to pass by a production of
Probably little would be gained by referring to the
lescription. Probably there is no actor on the screen
films in which the star appeared a number of years ago.
The titles of most of them have been forgotten, but fans
can approach George Beban in this particular type
will recall Beban as the famous interpreter of Italian
fiaracter portrayal, and you may be certain that his
characters on the stage as well as on the screen. Play
|»rmance here is well up to the standard of earlier
him up on this score, using pictures showing the appeal
ayals which many of your patrons may recall.
of his facial expressions, preferably in scenes played with
Wouldn't worry about the lack of a strong love rohis son.
•;e of the conventional sort, for there is plenty of
This may not come under the head of a big special
ional appeal in the relationship between father and
made to ring so true that it cannot fail to arouse a
production, but it certainly is superior to the average
program release and you will be justified in arranging
•athetic response in any normal man or woman. In
to run it for more than one day.
publicity, make quite a bit of the appearance of

"THE FOLLIEIi
Poor, wealthy old grandfather.
Perhaps he wanted to die. It a!
most seemed like an expected va ,
cation. Anything to get away froi <
three nagging relatives.
But along came
Olive from tl i
"Follies."

GIRL"

Then he quickly sat up and too i
notice.
So did the relatives, who expecte I
to inherit so much wealth.
For a i
their chances of shortly mournin :
this invalid as one of the "Dea ;
Departed" quickly vanished.
Of course the relatives scheme t
rid themselves of the little intrude] :
But even they are shocked whe !
they discover their married cousi
Ned and the Follies Girl — in neg
ligee.
She leads them
a merry
chas<.
And then
?
Say, fellows — this is Oliv
Thomas at her best. You kno\i
what that means to your box offic* i
especially
when
it's a Triangle
proi ;
duction with
Triangle
photograph}

Olive

Thomas

Story by W. Carey Wonderlejj
Direction Jack Dillon.
Photographer Steven Norton.
Released April 27th.

TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
1457 Broadway

New

Yorl !
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Dorothy Gish Amusing as Ever in Comedy
Dorothy Gish in

"PEPPY

POLLY"

Paramount

[RECTOR
UTHOR
CENARIO BY
fcMERAMAN
> A WHOLE

Elmer Clifton
Frank E. Garbutt
M. M. Stearns
John Leezer
.Entertaining and rather unusual; performance of star does much to lift
the picture.
ERECTION
Made the scenes seem human:
particularly good in handling action laid !n
a reformatory.
*OTO GRAPH Y
Most of it first rate.
IGHTINGS
Nothing out of the ordinary.
iMERA WORK
Composition of scenes good.
I'AR
in her
plays
the ..Humorous
part of Peppy
Pollyinimitable
for ali itway;
is worth.
TPPORT
.......Richard
Barthelmess makes likeable hero; others are well suited to roles.
ITERIORS
...,
.Pleasing
ITERIORS
......... .Add to atmosphere of scenes.
ETAIL
Some effective comedy incidents; a
monkey is responsible for a number of laughs.
HARACTER OF STORY
Concerns the mismanagement ofa reformatory.
5NGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,719 feet.
Dorothy Gish doesn't need much of a story in order
I be entertaining. She is so bright, vivacious and
jquely humorous that there is no danger of scenes in
^ch she appears becoming wearisome. Once in. a
ile, however, the star has been particularly fortunate
"nding story material of just the right sort, and then,
n the case of "The Hope Chest" we have a producof exceptional comedy value.
jPeppy
is notbuta it
remarkable
as
plot is Polly"
concerned,
profits by story
many insofar
decidedly
an situations which have some bearing on actualiin showing life as it exists in a reformatory. The
e is rather serious, but without making light of an
ortant matter, it has been handled in a comedy
ner, with Dorothy Gish supplying most of the.
edy.
ey start off with plenty of snap, utilizing scenes
latcd to give
visual evidence of Dorothy's
un-

i3

of Unusual Type.

quenchable animation. She goes job hunting and after
each disappointment bdbs up with renewed vigor,
spurred on by a realization of the fact that she hasn't
even enough money to buy supper and no friends likely to advance the cash. At the end of a day of fruitless searching, Dorothy is sent to the office of Judge
Monroe, played by Edward Peil, and through him gets
the place of secretary to a society woman.
Many of these introductory scenes are entertaining
and they serve to prepare the way for the story
proper, which concerns Dorothy's determination to expose the abuses in the Melville reformatory where one
of her unfortunate friends is confined. Accompanying
her employer and other members of an investigating
committee on a visit to the institution, Dorothy sees
enough to convince her that the matron is mismanaging things rather badly.
She tells Judge Monroe about it and pleads to be sent
to the reformatory that she may have an opportunity
to study conditions at a close range. Wiien informed
that she must break the law in order to be sentenced
to a jail term, Dorothy proceeds to have herself arrested. She gets a good bit of fun out of scenes showing her efforts to become a thief. The police refuse
to pay any attention to her, so, in desperation, she
throws a brick through a window, appropriates a part
of the contents of the shop, then quietly walks up to a*
squad of officers and has herself taken into custody.
As it happens, Dorothy does not come before Judge
Monroe in court and she is sentenced by another judge
who knows nothing of the circumstances, to three
years in the Melville reformatory Dorothy soon gets
into trouble with the matron who is trying to frame
a case against the house physician, Richard Barthelmess. Dorothy and Richard join forces to show up the
abuses practised at the institution and of course in
the end, they are successful.
Some of the most amusing situations develop with
Dorothy's escape and her ride in an ice wagon, pursued
by the prison attendants.
The love story in "Peppy Polly" is not a very important factor, but it suffices to give the picture the
touch of romance, well handled by Miss Gish and
Barthelmess. Others in the cast are Emily Chichester,
Kate V. Toncray and Josephine Crowell.
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Work to Build up Following for Star.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Dorothy Gish in

"PEPPY

POLLY"

Paramount
You can't go wrong in running this, especially if you
have shown some of the earlier Dorothy Gish productions and started to build up a following for the
r'ar. All of her, photographs have been so good that
hey may be expected to build business, increasing the
interest in each new film as it comes along. If your
folks are not well acquainted with Miss Gish, it is
time that they had an opportunity to recognize her as
(,ne of the most individual and entertaining comediennes
on the screen.
Mention "The Hope Chest" and "Boots" as two of
the star's recent pictures and assure your patrons that
they will find Miss Gish equally amusing In her por-

<I The o/nly studio
concentrating on
the production of
features to the exclusion of all other
details. Productions made by contract. Perfect facilities for individual
producing units
with or without contractees supervison.

trayal of the girl who becomes an inmate of a reforn
fury in order to find out what it is like.
You mi
use lines bringing
out the reformatory
angle of
1 tory, such as "Dorothy Gish breaks her way 111 and
of a reformatory in 'Peppy Polly,' an original conn
with a big idea."
Another line might be worked along this idea. "I
posing you wanted to be sent to jail, how would }
go about it? Dorothy Gish, in 'Peppy Polly,' can't
any attention from the police until she heaves a br
through
a store
window."
The name
of Miss
Gish will, of course, be the c\
drawing card, but I would also pay some attention
Richard Barthelmess who is coming along so well
a leading man that his presence in a picture proba
means something to many of your patrons. Most
the exploitation
paper
prepared
by Paramount <
phasizes the comedy elements of the story.
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The

BRUNTON

Melrose Avenue

Works

You Are Knewn"

BRUNTON
STUDIOS
ROBERT

Your

Recent Productions
"Madam Who"
"A Alan's Man"
"Patriotism"
"Carmen of the Klondike"
"Turn
of a Card"
" Alimony"
"The One Woman"
"More Trouble"
"The Btlls"

COMPANY
Los Angeles

"Sierra
the Sixties"
"All ofProng"

PERFECT
DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
MOTION
Established 1910

QUALITY SERVICE
^B|cr-i,

Tinting —

Toning —

PICTURES

MADE

Titles

TO ORDER

Industrial — Photoplaylets — Educational
MCLTIPLE-SET

STUDIO

FOR

RENT

1339-51
Diversey Pky.
CHIGAGO

DYNAMITE!
e big W. W. Hodkinson Corporation proetions, beginning April 20 and including
I past product released through this
eanization —
a be rented singly by the exhibitors, on
:ir value and on their merit, without
fling up for series or groups. Can be
eked on the sane and only sound principle
[permitting the exhibitor-customer to
ifwhat he wants with his money.
A can buy one, two, four, ten or thirty
ryiuctions without signing away your
ifc liberty and the independence of your
latre.
fat a misfortune it has been for the great
iltos and Strands and the equivalent
litres like them in the large cities of the
itttry to have to sign up solid from thirty

to fifty-two weeks of their calendar year,
thereby shutting themselves out of available big productions in the market.
This would not be a misfortune if the thirty
to fifty-two pictures they contracted for
were of a maintained standard, but they
have not been and under present producing
faulty conditions never can be.
The producing allies of fine talents and
capacities who are now making productions
for release through W. W. Hodkinson Corporation are working slowly and carefully
under selective operating conditions to
deliver the best productions in the market
and to insure better pictures by making
fewer pictures.
Under such conditions they not only desire
us but prefer us to offer them singly to
exhibitors of the nation.

NDKINSON
■i eleven years of pioMtt in motion
pictures.
m confidence

and

I■

exhibitors.

nation's

W much

bigger

trust
profits.

¥.¥. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue , New York City
Distributing through PATHE Exchangejncorporated

nrecvea oy
HOWARD

HICKMAN

A picture of extraordinary
drawing
power
in its unusual merits,
popularity of its star and the fame of the book from which it has been adaj
Miss Barriscale already a prime favorite will rise to the pinnacle of popul
ity in this subject which furnishes her a role rich in big opportunities.
A distinguished supporting cast has been supplied and includes Nigel Ban
Kathleen Kirkham, little Ben Alexander, Jos. Dowling, Leslie Stewart, Margin
DeLamott, Josephine Crowell, George Hackatron, Helen Dunbar and Tom Gil

Kathleen
Norris

rocmcecj joy

B.D.FEATVPeS
Miss Norris' graphic pen has furnished many best sellers. The greatest of
these, perhaps, is "Josellyn's Wife."
In its theme it strikes a big note and has all the elements of love, suspense,
sympathy and romance. In its characterizations it is unique and brings to the
screen a new kind of story, the popularity of which will be long-lived.
It will register long-run records in many theatres and be recognized as the
most wholesome entertainment offered on the motion picture screen in some time.
Released through

Exhibitors Mutual

ROBERTSON-COLE
DIVISION
Banker,
and
Expol

OF
rr. for

COMPANY
the

FILMS
Producer

IT'S

OLD IT'S NEW!
By Carl Laemmle, President of the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company

^tliimminiiHimiiiii .,

r?jVERY now and
LEj then some bright
new light of the picture industry startles
us all by announcing a brand
new stunt, some long felt
want, something that will
serve as a panacea for all the
ills the exhibitor is heir to.
No matter how hoary its hair, no
matter how long its whiskers may
be, the idea is always "brand new."
The trade papers give it gobs of
publicity just as seriously as they
accept the advertising of the bright
new Chris Columbus who discovers
a new principle of booking fillums.
Well, the very newest old thing or the
very oldest new thing that is now occupying the spotlight is the program. Yes,
the much abused program containing
features, topical pictures (alias news reels) ,
serials and comedies. In other words,
your whole show all ready made up and
ready to run.

It's so old, it's new.
And it's a good thing, provided
you get it from a company which is
producing goods of uniform quality.

You can get thh
new old thing from
the Universal in muci

better shape than you c;i
get it anywhere else, for t
is the talk of the trade th$
"the Universal has shovn
greater improvement
ii
quality than
any othr

n."
conc
TheerUniversal
has had more ex] ■
rience in the proper balancing of su 1
a program of variety than anybojr
else has had. It's no small job. 1
requires a great big, effective, cleu

organization— and the Universal has jl
that. And when the job is done, you ;jt
the benefit of the keenest brains in in
business !

Book everything you need from t \
Universal and you solve your biggt
problem in the simplest manner, to :fi
nothing of the express charges you save ajlj
the many annoying details you sidestt .

If our Universal Special Attractions and Jevjsl
are making money for you, why not use all 't
rest of our product — our serials, our three wecy
news reels, our comedies and our novelties ?
You've tried shopping around and you've foil
it doesn't yield a profit. Just for the fun of it, vlj
not begin to make some money for yourself.
I
the whole Universal output, or as much of
you can get, and find out how it feels to have
money left over after paying for your show !

Jay. April

sH^
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Strong Meller Has Human

Appeal in Many of the Situations.

Gladys Brockwell in

"PITFALLS

OFFox A BIG CITY"

RECTOR
Frank Lloyd
THOR
...Bennet R. Cohen
ENAKIO BY
Not credited
JMERA MAN
Not credited
}A WHOLE
Underworld meller forcefully
presented.
JORY .. .-..Is fairly plausible for a narrative of
this type and gives a chance for plenty of
action.
RECTION
Usually
gets the most out of
scenes; succeeds in making players appear
natural.
JOTOGRAPHY
Varies; generally good.
5HTINGS
.Nothing extraordinary.
MERA
WORK
Acceptable
J\R
Acts with considerable feeling and gets
her characterization across at all times.
PPORT
Well balanced cast with William
Scott, William
Sheer and Neva Gerber in
conspicuous roles.
ITERIORS
......... .Street scenes in slums of city
appear genuine.
ITERIORS
Up to requirements.
(TAIL
Some effective bits of comedy registered during action in cheap restaurant.
[ARACTER OF STORY ...... . .Keeps on the safe
side of the moral line.
GTH OF PRODUCTION
4,600 feet.
itfalls of a Big City" is not quite as lurid as it
ds. but it is a sufficiently stirring meller, made to
the atmosphere of the underworld. Gladys Brockis really very fine in the portrayal of the girl
k who reforms on account of her love for a
iger sister, whom she determines to shield from
sordid things of life.
cause the picture is very well acted, especially
he star, and because it contains situations of genhuman appeal, this strikes me as being superior
ost films of its class. Instead of depending entirepon meller action and fight stuff, the director evily made a sincere effort to give lifelikeness to the
figures.
Every once in a while there is the

AMERICAN

MARY

FILM

19

DAILV

sincere bit of character interpretation, and the picture
possesses, what one so seldom finds in a frankly melodramatic story, some welcome bits of humor resulting
naturally from the situations.
>st of the interest centers in Gladys Brockwell
and her brave fight to go straight. Her ambition in
life is to make her little sister, played by Neva Gerber,
a lady, and in order to do so she slaves uncomplainingly in a tenement district lunch room.
But living down the past is no easy matter. Her
old pal, William Scott, is released from jail and she
ides him to stick to an honest job. They get
tabic feeling out of the scenes between Gladys
and the man whom she sets on the right tiack; also in
snowing the emotional reactions of the girl when
her sister comes from boarding school to visit her.
There is a chance for some really emotional :,
in these passages, which is fully realized by the star.
Just when things seem to be straightening them- out, another of the old crook crowd returns to
his former haunts. Unlike Scott, this ex-convict, portrayed by William Sheer, has no intention of mending
his ways. Moreover, he insists that Gladys assist
him as in the past, threatening to ruin the career of
the sister if she refuses.
One of the telling scenes shows a fight between
Gladys and Sheer when he attempts to force his attentions on Neva Gerber; but the biggest moments
of the picture come later, with the incidents consequent upon the sister's being introduced to society
at the home of one of her wealthy friends whose
brother she is engaged to marry. Sheer picks out the
night of the party as a suitable time to rob the house
and he so maneuvers matters that Gladys is found
by the police under circumstances indicating that she
had a hand in the affair.
Fearing to do anything likely to harm the reputation of her sister, Gladys is unable to tell the true
story which would free her from suspicion. She goes
to jail and is released only by reason of the loyalty of
William Scott, co-operating with a detective who had
taken a fancy to the girl. They locate Sheer and after
a struggle force him to make a confession which
clears Gladys.
In the cast are Al Fremont, Ashton Dearholt and
Janis Wilson.

CO., Inc. Presents

MILES

MINTER

. . in . .

"The Intrusion of Isabel"
By JOSEPH

FRANKLIN

POLAND

Tell your patrons this picture presents Mary Miles
Minter in the very kind of a story they'd pick for her
themselves if the selection were up to them —
Tell your patrons the cast includes good looking Alan
Forrest, dependable George Periolat. and Margaret Shelby,
Mary's very own sister —
Produced by
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY. Inc.
Samuel S. Hutchinson, Pies.

These Mary

Directed

by

LLOYD

INGRAHAM

Tell your patrons the story reaches its climax in the
home of a millionaire where little Miss Minter has gone
because she believes she has been invited there, whereas
she is really regarded as an intruder —
THEN

watch the box office for results.

Miles Minter Subjects Now
Available at Pathe
_
Exchanges:
Distributed by
"The Eyes of Julia Deep"
"Wives and Other Wives''
PATHE
"Rosemary Climbs the Heights"
"The Amazing Imposter"

ttft«frter
Looks Like A Good

Sunday April i;

Bet With A; Crowd That Favors Underwor]
Sensations.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Gladys Brockwell in

"PITFALLS

OF A BIG CITY"
Fox

I can see no reason why this meller should not have
a strong appeal in many communities. It is likely to
go well in cities where folks are more or less familiar
with the haunts of the underworld, also it is just the
sort of thing to interest a sensation loving crowd in
small towns where everything pertaining to the mysteries of a metropolis has a certain fascination.
"Pitfalls of a Big City" strikes me as being a decidedly good advertising title and it suits the story. I
would give the title more than the usual prominence

and follow through with a somewhat sensationa
of advertising, using stills that reflect the more
matic situations in the picture.
You don't need to be afraid to promise your pa
that this film will give them an idea of under'
life in New York. As a matter of fact, pictur
this stamp are more true to facts, in regard to
and characterizations than the old type of stagerr
I would make quite a bit of the portrayal provide
Gladys Brockwell because she certainly does a 1
put human appeal and pathos into the situations.
Catchlines: "Did you ever stop to figure out the
gers confronting a girl left unprotected in New 1
See 'Pitfalls
of a Big 1,000
City'."
one,disappe
"It is
mated
that between
and Another
1,500 girls
New York every year. See 'Pitfalls of a Big City
you will know the reason why.."

II I

This is the Time for Big Thinking
Business is neither so abnormal as it was nor so normal as it will bi
yet the tremendous possibilities for the future lead men of vision t j
the conclusion that the time to make every preparation is now.
May
Imagine, therefore, the value of a reliable laboratory in constant
tone
-.vith midst
every ofimprovement
in the art
of developing
and printing
— i|
the
the film industry,
backed
by an organization
of film
unusui
completeness.
This is the service of the REPUBLIC
LABORATORIES,

REPUBLIC

you?

Telephone

Bryant 7190

LABORATORIES

Inc.:

729 Seventh Ave., New York
IEBSSI

11 1

WID'S DAILY

$1.75
1—
A binder
copy orderly
BIkeeps
NDyour
E
R
and makes it readily convenient for

reference.
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Comedy With Many Amusing Situations Is Sure to Get Laughs
William Russell in

"BRASS BUTTONS"
William Russell Productions — Pathe Distr.
ICTOR
Henry King
HOR
■•
Stephen Fox
ERAMAN
. .••
Not credited
1 WHOLE
•
Bright farce-comedy, acted
with spirit and well produced throughout.
Y
Expertly put together to give variety
to the situations and keep the action interesting.
JCTION
Keeps things moving at a fast
tempo
and makes
much
out of incidental
bits of business.
TOGRAPHY
... . .Generally sharp
JITINGS
..•..
Bring out the expressions
on
players' faces; no call for unusual effects.
ERA WORK
••
Good
?
1
Finely suited to leading character; one
of the best pictures he has had in some time.
PORT
Eileen Percy is easy to look at;
I
Frank Brownlee
and Bull
Montana
siderable to the humor
of the
action. add conERIORS
-City street scenes and the main
thoroughfare in a western town meet the
needs of the story.
TRIORS
•• Adequate.
ML
Some of the titles are likely to get
laughs; the production
indicates
a regard
for correctness in small matters.
RACTER OF STORY
Clean comedy.
3TH OF PRODUCTION
4,685 feet.
author of this story, Stephen Fox, supplied a really
ous farce-comedy plot that holds all the way and
isible enough, according to the conventions of light,
ous entertainment. As produced by William Rus■oductions, it comes through as a clean comedy, good
fi for first class houses, yet never above the heads
average crowd that is accustomed to having points
red in an unmistakably obvious fashion.
the author has been given due credit for devisstory that departs from the usual rut and keeps
interest during the entire five reels, the director
r should receive highly favorable mention
for
made a lot out of situations which would not score

so emphatically, save for adroit treatment. Bull Montana
gets many laughs, as usual, and Frank Brownlee as the
policeman who loans his uniform to Russell, thereby placing himself in a peculiar predicament, is responsible for a
good share of comedy.
Several hundred feet are utilized effectively in a presentation of an episode in one of Arizona's "wildest and
wooliest" towns, which Russell contracts to clean up within twenty-four hours. The leader of the bad men of the
region makes a specialty of his skill as a marksman.
Nothing has ever daunted him ; even to shooting the buttons off the mayor's coat, an exploit of which Russell
has heard before he agreed to turn the town into a lawabiding place.
The new chief of police, for that is the capacity in
which Big Bill visits Sawtooth, Arizona, undertakes to
torment the much dreaded "bad man" by conducting a
little target practice on his own account. Having reduced
his victim to abject terror, he proceeds to duplicate the
accomplishment of shooting buttons from clothing, without injuring their wearer. These scenes are sure laughgetters, as are those in which Bill has his first encounter
with Bull Montana and conclusively proves that he is the
better fighter of the two.
Complicated as the plot of the story is, it is not difficult to follow, from the time that Russell, a man of
wealth and social, position, is fascinated by the beauty of
Eileen Percy and follows her home. He learns from
Frank Brownlee, the officer on the beat, the name of the
young woman and then makes the startling proposal that
he shall wear the policeman's uniform and perform his
official duties during certain hours of the day, in order
to be near Eileen.
The scheme might have worked out about as planned,
save for the presence of a maid in the house, also a radiant
blonde, who persisted in becoming confused with her
mistress. Then Bill accepts the offer of the mayor of
Sawtooth to clean up the Arizona town, it being understood that if he completes the job within twenty-four
hours, Eileen will marry him on his return. The intricacies of the plot are too numerous to enumerate, the
really essential fact being that things are kept entertaining and provide a suitable groundwork for a rapid action
comedy. For the most part, the titles are written in a
humorous vein likely to score, but once in a while they
go over the border line into plain nonsense that may
strike some folks as being silly.

Don't be Afraid to Boost This: Your Crowd

will be Satisfied

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
uld interest some of you exhibitors who follow the
ork shows and place reliance on a Broadway ennt, to know that "Brass Buttons" was the feature
n at the Rivoli for a week and gave every indicapleasing audiences. If a picture of this stamp
ets over with the type of patrons found at this
it strikes me that it ought to be sure fire with a
cal crowd more accustomed to broad comedy,
re not taking much of a chance in booking this
no matter what sort of a clientele you are cateror it is entirely clean comedy free from anything
fht give offense to the most particular audience,
eral enough in its appeal to remain within the
f those who like elementary humor. If William
continues to get stories as good as this, he will
d to worry about advancing in popular favor.

"Brass Buttons" is an appropriate title, in that much of
the action concerns men in uniform. Be sure to display
a picture of the star in the garb of a policeman, possibly
using a line something like "William Russell is coming
to clean up the town. You had better get acquainted with
him in 'Brass Buttons' at the Blank Theater". Another
one: "In order to win the girl he loved he had to round
up a town-full of bad men in twenty-four hours. How do
you suppose he did it? See William Russell in 'Brass

In addition to boosting the star, it would pay you to
"
let
folks know
that the cast includes Eileen Percy, Frank
Buttons.'
Brownlee and Bull Montana, who always adds much to
any production. If you are looking for a fast moving comedy certain to get over with your crowd, here is your
chance.

by

^/TKiiniieiiboli
AN

EPIC ROMANCE

J. GRUBB
All Star Cast:

OF EVERYDAY

LIFE

ALEXANDER

Katherine Macdonald, Thomas Meighan, Forrest Stanley, Adda Gleason,
Spottiswoode Aitken, Master Breezy Reeves, and others

Directed by COLIN

CAMPBELL

KATHERINE MACDONALD
and her own Company now engaged]
in making a series of special productions during the coming year, which
will merit your booking them because of their quality.
No method of distribution as yet arranged until we show our first pictures*'
Now in production, " The Bleeders," from the Young's Magazine story of that name.
Executives
CHAS. E. EVANS
SAM E. RORK

STUDIOS.— Girard and Georgia Streets— LOS ANGELES
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>cial Unrest Is Basic Theme For Meller Produced On A Large Scale
E. K. Lincoln in

"VIRTUOUS

MEN"

S-L Pictures

Ralph Ince
CTOR
Charles Chapman
INICAL DIRECTOR
Arthur H. Sawyer and Ralph Ince
iORS
Arthur H. Sawyer and Ralph Ince
fARIO BY
William Black
. .••
ERAMAN
WHOLE
Melodrama with some strong
points; a bit slow at times but should satisfy
most audiences.
jy
• • Up-to-date in treatment of theme relative to Bolshevik conspiracies in this country.
....Shipyard scenes utilizing many
JCTION
men well handled, as are those in a lumber
camp; puts force into much of the action.
TOGRAPHY
Generally good.
Artistic effects frequently obITINGS
tained.
ERA WORK ..••
Composition of scenes first
rate.
j
Acts forcefully and is well suited to the
role of a leader of men.
>ORT
Excellent cast all through, including Robert W. Cummings, William B. Mack,
Grace Darling and Clara Joel in important
characters.
ERIORS
1
Lumber camp
and shipyard
scenes are the real thing.
ERIORS
••
Correctly furnished.
AIL
'••
■RACTER
OF STORY
of labor.
jTH OF PRODUCTION

Generally
Preaches satisfactory.
the loyalty
......About 7,800 feet.

Ctuous Men" may be one of the greatest advertising
jf the season, but it is going a bit far to exploit the
It has
Great Melodrama of the Year."
as "The
!:
good
points, both in subject matter and treatment,
cannot be classed among really big pictures.
The
interest is not maintained in a manner that warrants
e of the word "great", whereas the acting, generally
(though it is, does not appear remarkable.
a of the chief points in the production's favor, from
nit of popular appeal, is that it deals with a
uich in the foreground, both here and abroad —
11 of labor relative to capital and the efforts

to spread anarchistic doctrines. Folks who keep in touch
with public affairs cannot fail to be interested in a subject of such importance, and they will find much to commend in the way it has been handled by Arthur H. Sawyer
and Director Ralph Ince.
Probably no photoplay has depicted with such accuracy
and completeness, the operations of a large shipbuilding
plant, and it may be noted that these shipbuilding scenes
become a legitimate part of the story. Equally effective
in their way, are the sequences in the early part of the
picture presenting the unrest among the laborers in a
lumber camp where seditious propaganda is being insidiously' spread.
The types used in these lumber camp scenes are impressively true to life and one feels the thrill of reality
in the mob fight among the laborers, inflamed by liquor
and the doctrine of revolt. In sowing the seeds of revolution, an effort is first made to strike at the very basis
of America's
industry by preventing the operation of lumbershipbuilding
camps.
E. K. Lincoln is introduced into the camp community
as a sort of "wanderer with a past", hailing from New
York and the comfortable life of a wealthy sportsman.
John P. Wade, as the president of the lumber company,
is striving to overcome the dissension among the laborers
that he may fulfill contracts for timber with which to
construct ships. He takes a fanc^ to Lincoln and gives
him a chance, a chance which is fully realized when the
hard-hitting easterner thwarts the scheme of the boss of
the gang, who is in reality an anarchistic leader.
A spectacular forest fire marks one of the high points in
this part of the production. Shifting the action to the
east and following the ramifications of a quite complicated plot, the details of which need not be gone into
here, they show how the fight against the government
is carried on in devious ways, until as a last resort, a
time bomb is placed in the hold of a ship about to be
launched. Lincoln, made superintendent of the shipbuilding company after Wade has been injured in an "accident" carefully planned by the plotters, once more displays his ability to control men by preventing a strike at
a critical time. They work up quite a bit of suspense in
connection with the bomb, showing how it is planted and
how at the last minute Lincoln prevents the explosion.
Clara Joel figures as the villainess in league with the
conspirators, and Grace Darling as the daughter of the
president of the lumber camp. Among others in the cast
are Irving Brooks, Edward Talbot and Danny Hayes.

Title Will Help To Get Folks In.

Give It A Big Display

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
be are many reasons why this should prove a profit- thousands of workmen are utilized.
But best of all from
induction.
The theme is in its favor, the picture
an
angle,
is therather
title unlike
"Virtuous
even
if itadvertising
does indicate
a story
that Men,"
found here.
dade on a large scale with many scenes that are
Most people probably will be interested in seeing what
Pto prove impressive, and there is a cast containing
sort of manly virtues are revealed, and they will have
no just cause for disputing the_ conclusion announced
ijjber of names which should interest photoplay fans.
toward the end of the picture, that the chief virtue of
{Lincoln was an admirable selection for the star
man is courage. A brief resume of the plot will be sufDry of this type, and he gets efficient support from
ficient to keep folks from thinking that the film is a
Wade,
William
B. Mack
and others already
tied.
sequel to "Virtuous Wives."
ill be justified in handling the film as a strong
In all publicity material, I would be careful to mention that this is a Ralph Ince production, affording an opaatic production, dealing with problems of conJineous moment.
In advance announcements play
portunity for a strong character portrayal by E. K. Lincoln. Also place some stress upon the fact that the story
lie magnitude of the scenes, such as those proshows the loyalty of American labor in upholding the
It the lumber camp, culminating in a spectacular
traditions of the country.
are; also those at the shipbuilding plant where
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passive Sets Add Considerably to Meller Well Suited to the Star
William Farnum in

"THE JUNGLE
Fox

TRAIL"

fcTOR
Richard Stanton
OR
■ • George V. Hobart
Jj\RIO BY
Adrian Johnson
[RAMAN
Harry Plumpton
fciVHOLE
Meller likely to hold attention;
much of it laid in a jungle atmosphere.
\f
Capably constructed to keep the action intense.
PTION ••
Crowd scenes in Oriental settings well handled.
IOGRAPHY
Most of it good.
ITINGS
A number of artistic effects.
[RA WORK
••
First rate.
1
Gives force to the leading character by
reason of his virile personality.
DRT
Edward Roseman, Anna Luther and
Anna Lehr among those in a well balanced
cast who add considerably to the production.
RIORS
Many of them very good in giving the proper background to a story supposed to be laid in Africa.
JIORS
-Frequently elaborate; a number
of the sets built on a massive scale.
IL
Some of the titles are unnecessarily
long and lack naturalness; incidents connected with the customs of an African tribe
made effective.
ACTER OF STORY
Won't offend
TH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet.
her this story was made to suit the elaborate
jings in the possession of the Fox organizawhether the sets were built to meet the needs
narrative, doesn't really matter.
What an audi:ice and appreciate is the impressiveness of
E the structures supposed to represent the temples
ifrican tribe. The sets are an important fact >r in
this photoplay appear more costly than the usual
1 releas;.
I of this type run along much the same general
ith only such variations as an author may devise

to give some originality. This is a bit extravagant in the
situations developed and, of course, is far from life-like,
but it makes reasonably interesting entertainment for
those who are content when a photoplay maintains a
fair degree of excitement, which this docs.
William Farnum is permitted to display his muscular
power, this time as a hunter in the wilds of Africa where
his life is plotted against by men in the employ of his
implacable enemy. To account for the African scjnes,
enacted with considerable melodramatic intensity, they
take Farnum into the jungle where he is supposed to be
hunting for a tiger that is wanted by a museum.
He doesn't know how the cards have been stacked
against him and how the two men in his escort have
guaranteed that he will never leave the jungle alive.
Like all unbeatable heroes, however, Farnum has a charmed
life, which enables him to pass tiir. u"h many predicaments. When it appears that he is doomed to die of
starvation, Anna Lehr, in the character of a native girl,
comes to his rescue and guides him to the home of her
people.
One of the effective situations in the picture is reached
with the scene showing the attempt to kill the infidel
whose presence at the temple is deemed obnoxious to the
gods. The victim's hands are tied to heavy stakes driven
into the ground and his head is held above poisonous
fumes ; but this pleasant manner of doing away with
undesirable visitors does not work in the case of Farnum,
who, with superhuman strength, releases himself from the
bonds.
Henceforth, he is regarded as a god by the superstitious
natives. Running parallel to the scenes in Africa is the
other part of the story laid in America, where Farnum's
death is reported. The shock kills his mother and his
sweetheart is about to consent to a union with the wealthy
suitor who planned her lover's death, when the supposedly
dead man returns and straightens matters out. Much
of the detail in the picture was effective, but every once
in a while, the title writer allowed his imagination too
free a scope and prepared explanations of the situations
that were unnecessarily long and not especially convincing.
Among those in the cast are Lyster Chambers, Mrs.
Sara Alexandra, Anna Schaeffer. Henry Armetta and
G. Raymond Nye.

Handle It as a Sensational Film Promising that Farnum
Appears to Advantage
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
cnsational elements in this production are enough
across with the many fans who like melodramatic
Dns and welcome every chance to see William
in his manifestations of strength. In many reis strikes me as being superior to a number of
ires in which the Fox star has appeared of late
C is no apparent reason why you should not play
isfactory business.
are likely to be impressed by the lavish settings
ju may refer to in your advance announcements,
E is no question but that the picture is presented
ire elaborate scale than is customary in program
Maybe the Fox organization will supply you with
I some of the temple scenes which would appear
in your lobby.

Handle "The Jungle Trail" as a thrilling story that
takes the characters into the wilds of Africa and follows
Farnum

through hazardous adventures, prior to his escaping from the trap set by his enemies. The jungle
end of the story is more interesting and unusual than the
scenes transpiring in the United States, so I would concentrate on bringing it out in your pictorial displays wherever possible.
The title, although it lacks novelty, should do very well
for advertising purposes in connection with the name
of William Farnum and the sensational exploitation paper
which the Fox organization has prepared. This is distinctly the kind of a picture that appeals to boys who get
their biggest thrills out of adventure stories.

THE WORLD'S

MARCUS

GREATEST

EXHIBITOR

LOEYV

has booked that

sin jm) per

SEAT
I
I
|
Picture for all his New
York and Brooklyn
Houses.

There has never been
a picture halt as full
of sensations.
Title will be announced soon

I
A First-Nationa
Money-Maker

U April
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Barrymore Shifts from Comedy and Gives Superlatively Fine
Performance in Drama
John Barrymore in

"THE TEST OF HONOR"

Paramount
t:3TOR
John S. Robinson
nOR
E. Phillips Oppenheim
SARIO
BY
..Eve Unsell
MIRAMAN
J. Monteran
.WHOLE
Finely produced melodrama,
which shows what may be done with a sensational story when it is artistically handled.
)Y
Adaptation of E. Phillips Oppenheim's
"The Malefactor;" comes through on the
screen without loss of power.
5CTION
Avoided the unnecessarily obvious and gave a tone of refinement to the
scenes.
rOGRAPHY
Sharp.
{(TINGS
....
Wisely
modulated
to give the
picture variety and bring out the expressions
of the players.
tlRA WORK
High class.
I
Switches from comedy to dramatic portrayal and offers remarkably impressive performance.
^ORT
A superior cast all through; Constance Binney makes a decidedly attractive
ingenue.
TRIORS
Suitable when required.
jRIORS
Just what would be expected in
homes of wealth.
AIL
... Small bits of business add to the
picture; no time is wasted in depicting superfluous action.
2ACTER OF STORY
Tense melodrama.
TH OF PRODUCTION
4,684 feet.
wers of the stage' have had ample evidence of
arrymore's ability as a dramatic actor. In some
i he is without a rival, as has been recognized
is superlatively fine performance in Galsworthy's
:e," an artistic triumph which he bids fair to duplicurrentLionel.
production "The Jest," presenting John
s the
brother,
to the present time, screen patrons have had an
Snity to see this gifted star only in light comedy
hich he has handled with all the skill of a finished
Ialthough it now appears that his highest talent in
portrayals, as well as on the stage, may lie in
s dramatic interpretations.
Certainly, his playing
irtin Wingrave in the picture version of E. Phillips

Play This Up in a Big Way.

Oppenheim's novel, "The Malefactor," is a masterly piece
of work, illustrating what may be done with a character
of this description when it is entrusted to an artist trained
in the finer modes of emotional expression.
Basicly, "The Test of Honor" is not radically different
from many other screen melodramas, but on account of
the treatment and the very fine performances supplied by
other members of the cast, as well as the star, it is far
superior to what audiences have come to expect in melodramatic stories. Everything about the picture produces
a tenseness which holds the spectator in rapt attention
while the plot is being unfolded. From first to last, they
make the situations seem real and are careful to avoid the
conventional and hackneyed twists, so frequently the
standby of authors and directors.
The plot material is ample, but the predominant feature
of the production is the treatment through which the
action is maintained at a high emotional pitch and the
characterizations are made to ring true. There is an air
of refinement about the people who figure in the dramatic
conflict, arising out of misdirected love impulses. Although the character interpreted by Barrymore is not
blameless in the affair with Marcia Manon, as the wife
of a man for whom she does not care, sympathy is
aroused for the third member of the triangle, who more
than pays for any emotional digressions.
With a swiftness of movement that swings an audience
right into the heart of the story, with never a moment
in which the interest is allowed to lapse, we see the
progress of the affair culminating in a fight between
Barrymore and J. W. Johnson, as the husband. Johnson
is injured, but it is made clear that he may be revived
if given a heart stimulant, which his wife, because she
wants to get rid of him, refuses to administer.
The man dies and because there is no way of proving
that the wife was in reality responsible for his death,
Barrymore is sent to jail where he serves seven years.
Much of the star's acting in the jail episodes recalls his
portrayal of the convict in "Justice". His expression of
feeling is equally strong and he never resorts to the ordinary tricks of the screen player striving to arouse
sympathy.
Equally fine are the situations advanced after Barrymore's release from jail that he may pick up the loose ends
of a life that has been very nearlv ruined. All of the
players in the picture are so admirably suited to their
roles that it would be unfair to pick out any one for
special mention. They work together smoothly, producing a harmonious effect that places the production in the
class of a de luxe melodrama.

Your Folks Will Certainly Like It

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
advice to you is to book this picture in preference
I drama that has been released by the Paramountift people in a number of weeks.
It is the real
both from an entertainment and artistic standpoint
1 some ways marks a distinct advance in the art
iducing melodrama for the screen,
matter how critical your audience may be, or how
they may be inclined to scoff at the customary
', you do not need to fear criticism of this picture
has tone and class all through and gives a really
t indication of high society life in its more sensaaspects._ The fact that it presents John Barrymore
; star, is recommendation enough for many fans,
sould be particularly interested in seeing him in his
ramatic photoplay.

Be sure to mention in your advance announcements
that "The Test of Honor" is more than ordinarily important, in that it reveals what the star can do in serious
roles. Promise your folks that he is quite as good an
emotional actor, on the screen as on the stage. Refer
to his performances in "Justice" and "Redemption" in
order to attract the attention of followers of the stage
and then for the benefit of your fan crowd, make some
mention of comedies in which he has appeared, such as
"On the Quiet" and "Here Comes the Bride."
E. Phillips Oppenheim certainly should be mentioned
as the author of "The Malefactor" on which the film
drama is based. Also it might be wise to use the names
of Constance Binney, Marcia Manon and others who figure in an exceptionally strong cast.

EXHIBITOR or SHOWMAN?

I

It makes little difference, — for
you're bound to make money with

NOW

FLORENCE

REEEI

in her big S. R. O. Super-picture

"Her Code of Honor*
Produced by Tribune 'Productions, Inc.

"Sure to make money"
—
Morning Telegraph

— and

soon

KITTY

GORDON

in the Biggest Box-office Attraction in Two Years

"Playthings of Passion''
!]%y Wm. Anthony McGuire

^Directed by Wallace Worsley

The Exciting Adventures of a
Social Butterfly in the Realm of Love
3,000 UNITED THEATRES

UNITED

PICTURE

1600 BROADWAY
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THEATRES
INC.

OF AMERIC

J. A. BERST, Pres.
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ilar Stars Are Best Feature of Meller Based on Conventional Plot
Montague Love and June Elvidge in
"THE

QUICKENING
World

FLAME"

TOR
DR
lRIO BY
ilAMAN
IVHOLE

.....Travers Vale
Elizabeth R. Carpenter
Giles R. Warren
Alfred Moses
Meller handled in conventional way; some rather effective situations

r angles, but
Doesn't
strike
particularly
new
suffices
for any
picture
of the type
TION
■■....Allows some of the action to
appear a bit crude.
DGRAPHY
!
Generally
clear.
1NGS
Conventional
RA WORKS
Passable
(
• • Both of them act sincerely and do
all that is possible with the characters pro! vided by the author.
'RT
Adequate, with Jack Drumier and
! Albert Hart in important roles.
HORS
Suffice
IORS
Answer the purpose
L
•• . . Nothing exceptional enough to
cause comment
VCTER OF STORY. . . ■ . .Censors won't object
*H OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 ft.
igu Love _ and June Elvidge
are a first rate
combination and should be able to put this
bcross, even if it does not advance beyond conjil meller, constructed around a time-honored
ft introducing situations which have been utiljnuch the same form many times before.
kes me, that the story does not do justice to
Jity of the two
World
stars,
who,
when
fair chance, are able to portray sympathetic,
and convincing stage characters. Throughout
this production Miss Elvidge is seen in a
cannot be expected to exert any great appeal,
hange of heart in the musical comedy star whom
fcprets, comes too late to alter the impression
:n the audience.
Elvidge has revealed _ such a congenial
perin roles requiring a display of kindly emotion
|ieems a waste to find her cast as a vamp at
'cy of an, evil-iminded
paralytic/, whom
she

passes off as her stepfather when in reality he is her
husband. When it becomes necessary to bring out
the softer phases of the woman's character, the director uses many of the old expedients, placing particular emphasis on the response of the actress to the
ingenuous appeal of the child of the man she has
deceived.
The first part of the picture is devoted to a presentation of incidents leading up to the meeting of Montagu Love, as a wealthy American lawyer, and June
as a reigning favorite of the London musical comedy
stage. Without much premeditation, Montagu asks the
actress to marry him, a proposal which she accepts
after her decision has been influenced by her crippled
companion, who figures on getting money from Montagu.
The boredom of a quiet, domestic life with her
lawyer husband soon proves too much for June, and
she takes advantage of one of his brief absences to
entertain a party of her theatrical friends who are
pretty thoroughly intoxicated at the time that the husband— as all husbands will in "movie" mellers —
returns home unexpectedly. This revelation of his
wifes' true character is quite enough for the conservative American, who returns to New York while
June resumes her career on the stage.
The second woman in Montagu's life is the freshly
innocent niece of his law partner. The friendship
which grows between them is harmless, but when
Love reads a report of June's death in a train accident, he naturally presumes that there is no reason
why he should not marry again. Years pass and the
pair are entirely happy in their love for each other
and for their son, when the actress, accompanied by
her crippled companion and the Japanese valet that
figure throughout the story appears in America and
proceeds to blackmail Montagu.
Not until the final reel is it explained by the repentant June that the man with whom she has been
living is her husband and that she had never been
legally the wife of Montagu. They bring in quite a
bit of meller in the final scenes, eventually getting
rid of the villain, by having him topple over a cliff.
It should be said in favor of the plot that up
to shortly before the close of the picture there is
doubt about how things are going to turn out. In
the cast are Mabel Ballin, Frank Quong, Rodney McKeever
and Bert Leigh.

iie
Names of June Elvidge and Montagu Love to Draw Patronage
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
outine program offering you may be able to
over on account of the popularity of June
and Montagu Love rather than because of
usual quality of the story. There Is no reason
U shuld make any particular effort to get "The
Bng Flame" if it is not coming your way,
D don't need to be afraid of offending your
roviding
you don't load them
to expect
lory
could
hardly be called uplifting
for
I in which there are many young folks, but
ther hand, it is kept free from objectionable
"ranting that people
don't mind
a picture
a matrimonial
mix-up
which
places
the
child in doubt.
They finish with all the reentirely straight, so no one can say the
its to the success of wrong-doing.

"The Quickening Flame" is just an ordinary title
without any particular bearing on the subject matter
in the picture. It probably wouldn't attract much attention on its own account, therefore I would make
as much as possible out of the names of Montagu Love
and June Elvidge, bringing in some references to previous photoplays in which they have appeared. It
might be well to indicate that Miss Elvidge plays a
musical comedy star, for folks are apt to be interested
in portrayals of stage favorites.
For catchlines try something like- "Supposing you
had been married for five years and had a son, when
your first wife, whom you supposed to be dead, reappeared. Such is the predicament confronting Montague Love in 'The Quickening Flame,' a drama in
which he co-stars with June Elvidge." Or, "Is your
past buried? Montagu Love thought his was until it
returned to haunt him in 'The Quickening Flame,' a
heart interest drama of strong emotion."

(QjDPlCTURES

Alice Brad
P resents

MARIE, LTD.
By Louise Wiateri

Scenario by Jane Muffin

Directed by KENNETH WEBB
As clean and breezy as the American Girl it portrays
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Short

ry among producers of educational and scenic reels
ning keener with the recognition that interesting
[of nature are always an attractive part of a
\. Certainly, the standard maintained in single
aes of this type is improving, in that one seldom
y subject run at a theater of importance which is
[class in the matters of photography, lightings and
position of scenes.
g the Outing-Chester films, either in the hands of
js or scheduled for an early distribution, "Up in
iAffr Alligators" stands out as a particularly
Shy subject, possessing
practically all of the
'liable to interest an audience.
It shows originShe treatment of a study of animal life, has occa>uches of natural humor, and profits by artistic
l the panoramic views taken from an aeroplane,
was selected for the making of this picture,
,11 that one needs to know, from a pictorial
bout alligators.
We see them in various stages
and learn something of their habits, the methods
by hunters in capturing them and the way in
ley are transported.
Here, as in other OutingIpictures, we find distinctly clever titles, written
rine Hilliker.
r film of a different nature, but decidedly good as
tibject, which is made complete in giving an idea
rritory traversed, as well as the customs of the
f the region, is "Mr. Outing Floats a Dream."
has as its basis a trip up the Amazon with
orth-while places along the banks of the sleepy
ut aiming at more than a mere collection of
c cameraman was careful to get significant incit help to make One familiar with the South
s in their social and business life.
be noted in connection with films of this stamp
portant advance made over scenics of an earlier
Results from more attention being paid to the conS the subject, by reason of which the spectator
a definite impression, never achieved in a mere
ikge of fragmentary scenes.
e artist of the camera is Robert C. Bruce, whose
Ms of nature are being distributed with pronounced
ijby the Educational Film Corp. An outstanding
;|of Mr. Bruce's work is his treatment of cloud
iwith an entrancing variation of light and shadow.
nr he is presenting long shots or intimate close-ups,
i^he faculty of always seeming to set his camera
sbost effective angle.
piof the scenes in "Sundown," a sort of screen tone
I »ve the atmosphere of an artist's painting. One
i tsses actual colorings in this film, for it is tinted
II that reflects nature as it appears to the eye.
bsuch as those achieved here come pretty close to
ii perfection from an artistic standpoint, and they
Lily followed by an equally fine light and shadow
I the moon rising over the shimmering waters of
1* Hummed lake.

AILV

Stuff
Supplementing the pictorial beauty of "Separate Trails,"
another of Mr. Bruce's compositions, is the human note
which has been made a prominent factor in so many of
his films. Once more we see the dignified Great Dane
that accompanies the wanderer on his travels, climbs to
mountain peaks at the heels of his master, shares his
quarters when they crawl into a tent for the night, and
never overacts, even when he has the whole scene to
himself.
Giant trees, waterfalls cutting a sparkling pathway
through the dense green of a forest, and much more in
the way of a depiction of nature in the wilds, we find in
this film. Some of the shots indicate considerable daring
on the part of the man who made them for the action leads
to the perilous pinnacle of cliffs, where the intrepid Great
Dane stands silhouetted against the sky, while the sun
sinks into a bank of clouds on the horizon.
But still more startling in its indication of the risks
encountered by the travelers is "Frozen Thrills," a study
of glaciers at Mount Ranier. Many of the effects gained
here are little short of marvelous. We see glaciers from
all angles and through all changes brought about by
atmospheric variations. Even apart from the attractiveness of such a picture from a photographic viewpoint, this
would hold the attention of a spectator who merely followed the explorers on their adventurous trip.
In "The Wolf of the Tetons," another in the Bruce
series, the Great Dane, again playing the leading role
has a supporter in a wolf that becomes his companion.
The way these two animals act together, never looking
at the camera, will surprise those who know how difficult
it is to make dumb animals do just the right thing at the
right moment. Like the other Bruce films, this introduces
many impressive stretches of country, but it will get over
most emphatically on account of the presence of the
Great Dane and the wolf.
Probably many of you exhibitors who run a certain
amount of short stuff to fill out your program, miss the
chance of getting new patrons by advertising single reel
films which may attract more favorable notice than a
five-part feature.
Undoubtedly photoplay fans are becoming familiar with
such names as Outing-Chester and Educational, and many
of them will be attracted to your show if they know that
your program contains a scenic study bearing the trade
mark of a producer who has become known for the high
quality of his output.
Particularly in neighborhood houses, where you are
catering to a family trade, including men who have little
use for an unconvincing story, it would pay to really
exploit these films, which have so much to commend them
to those who like artistic subjects that are instructive as
well. You can do this without going to any great expense,
thereby increasing the reputation of your house as a
place that people may visit and be benefited, in addition
to being entertained.
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" Get Into Politics "
{Continued from page 2)
"In Michigan and Indiana two bills for censorship
were introduced in each of these legislative bodies. Very
little regarding these bills was ever printed anywhere, but
these bills were never reported out of committee. They
were quietly, and politically handled. That is the sort
of defensive work that must be done. If twenty per cent
of the people in this county could put over prohibition —
and they have done it— what could happen to pictures?
The great bulk of the people in this country may not
want prohibition but they are going to have it anyway The great bulk of the people do not want censorship but they may get it, because when legislative
nominations take place and campaigns are on, the reformers
and the Sunday closing crowd line up and get the candidate on record as being with them. Then it is too
late for us to do anything.
'It is no use to talk about money and assessments. The
liquor interests had more money than they could spend.
But prohibition is here.
If we could line up forty percent of the screens in this country I will say that we
can defeat any nominee who runs for office, whether
he is put up for road commissioner or Governor.
But
to do this requires a practical, political organization in
each state, and quiet, sensible work — not committee meetings. The salaries of these paid representatives need
not worry anybody — they can be met by using the money
spent each year in telegrams notifying everybody at the
last minute that something has happened and 'to attend
another meeting* and 'wire their congressmen and -enators.'
"Now just a little word on the censorship subject. The
chief objection that I have to those who would have censorship isthat thev are creatures who suffer from 'misconstrued emotions.' But these 'misconstrued emotions'
must be dealt with and sometimes we do make pictures
which step beyond the line of decency.
We have a little
work that we can do in our own back yard, and I, for
one, am positively opposed to dirty pictures. This industry
must have an argument for its offensive drive — we must
be able to say in that argument
that we stand for
things that are clean and decent, that we are educators,
and that our industry is being used for bigger and better
things than the amusement of the licentious individual.
"There are pictures which are entitled to censorship, and
I have seen ■• ulgar, misleading advertisements, pi sibly
written by some of you men, which are entitled to censorship, but they are the exception instead of the general
rule, and we a.e in a better position to handle them in
our own industry than to have them handled by the panhandlers from without. So let's not forget to do a little
handling ourselves and do it effectively.
"If we are to indulge in an offensive movement as
well as a defensive one we must have material at hand
;to use. . . hy not in your organization,
establish a
clipping bureau among yourselves
so we may have a
central filing point for all clippings and editorials, etc.,

that have a definite bearing upon the questions a*
lems of this industry?
When necessary, these
can be sub-divided and filed and can be used
nish information and aid to individuals of imports
are desirous of aiding and opposing measures
this industry.
"I want to read to you an extract from the
Senator Metzger before the Indiana State Sena
the Sunday opening bill was up for discussion.
short but it is a literary gem. It is the kind
and argument that an exhibitor would cut out
away, and it is the kind of clipping that will
two years from now before some legislative b*
attacks the running of motion pictures on Sunds
is part of wh->t Senator Metzger had to say:
" 'Having blithely aided in making Indiana a
and barren desert, I have viewed unmoved tin
of my fellow-citizens curing on vine, but now
that the proposal to restrict the picture shows an
the Bevo-filling stations occasions me some disco
" 'Which is more demoralizing to the commit
seductive curves of Theda Bara in "Cleopatra," t
rotundity of "Fatty" Arbuckle in a bathtub, or t
of the south elevation of Senator Wolfson in
and suede spats chasing a golf ball about the
Sunday afternoon? Is the picture of Douglas 1
kneeling before Pauline Frederick in a field (
buttercups and vowing to pay off the mortgag
old home when he is released from prison :
scandalous than a group of lepislators with
at half mast playing pinochle at the club? Is tl
thing more reprehensible in the entire calendai
than the greatest of all indoor sports where a plaj
one card to a straight open in the middle and b
opener with aces up?
"I suggest that twice a year, for two weeks e
ducer and distributor and exhibitor in the con
owns or controls any billboards where 24-shee
shown, donate them twice a year, for two week
organization, and that you men get together i
the greatest 24-sheet that was ever whipped tog
ploiting anything.
Let's stick this 24-sheet up
the United States and let it be an attack upOj
minds and intolerance.
Let it be an argumeni
of this beautiful industry, that should not have
to apologize for when you consider the great w
done, and let this 24-sheet be flashed in front
individuals to convince the people of this
the motion picture industry believes in itself,
not afraid to fight, and that it is ready to kii
of any man who wants to run for office with
promise
to a lot of long-haired he-virgins a
haired female wall-flowers who are today drawix
to help wreck this industry. Then you will find
fellows will come around and see the picture
they want to run for office instead of our goin
after they have been pledged to vote against

Iere's \Oim Chance!
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0 El'iRECTion of Harry Millarde
GREATEST PICTURE -A PHOTO-PtAV
THAT EVERY HUSBAND AND EVERY WIFE MUST
SEE
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CORPORATION

"VIRTUOUS MEN"~SMASHING
READ WHAT
THOSE WHO KNOW

BIG SUCCESS!
SAY:

"Should prove a profitable success." — Wids.
"It is gorgeously staged — has at least six big
punches." — Harriet Underhill, New York Tribune.

"Strong melodramatic appeal — full of action — ex
traordiuary fight scenes — photographic effects excellent— acting of a high order — A Sure Firf
Climax,"
Rockwell,
Exhibitors
Trad
Review. — Helen

"It has the greatest fight I ever saw, even including 'The Spoilers.' The audience will eat it up." —
Robert E. Welsch, Managing Editor, M. P. News.

"It is a real entertainment — is sure to be a Big
Box Office Success/' — Henry Cole, Exec. Secy.;
M. P. Exhibitors League of New York.

"Numerous Mob Scenes — all of them realistically
directed by Ralph Ince. E. K. Lincoln was seen
to advantage in star role." — M. Head, N, Y.
Herald.

"Will make big money for the exhibitor."—
Morris Kashin, Managing Director Symphonj
and Broadway Theaters, New York.

"It is a big melodrama, with excellent comedy
relief — possesses real entertainment qualities. The
Ball Room Scenes are the most extensive evershown on the screen." — Edw. Weitzel, Associate
Editor, M. P. World.

"Every man, woman and child should see it."—
Paul Swinehart, Managing Editor, N. Y. Clipper
"A spectacular forest fire marks one of the higl
points. E. K. Lincoln is admirable selecti >n fo;
the star." — Wid's

A Flood of Letters, Wires and 'Phone Calls from

STATE

RIGHTS

BUYERS

From Coast to Coast has followed
The First New York Presentation of
Starring
"VIRTUOUS
MEN"
E. K. LINCOLN
Personally Directed by

RALPH

INCE

"VIRTUOUS

MEN"

The Greatest Money Getting Title of the YearA Ralph Ince Film Attraction

STATE

RIGHTS

BUYERS

Wire — Write— Phone or Call to secure your territory
ARTHUR

H. SAWYER

IB

BRYANT 3271

Foreign Rights Sold to J. FRANK

HERBERT

LUBIN

NEW YORK
BROCKLISS,

Inc., 729 Seventh Ave., N. V

"Peril of Our Day1

of Fox's Trip To Eucome
New Stars Coming
5—
t out this week, to all
by Jack Leo, viceof the Fox Film, reveals
of William
:he outgrowths
Bp to Europe.
* now under way on
[ side include the acquisition
of new stars of world
addition to the presThc second promise
t stories written
by
en who head the litnot only in Amerion
,cr the world.
The
i.hasized is that these
on? will be made by Amern such places as Chat:rrv. Belleau Wood, Verdun
:r famous points of historerest
throughout
Europe.
; spent some
days on the
:lds looking over possible loStufor these productions.
France
and England
will
ompanies
sent over,
itories, according
to
anient will not be war stories
|r-the-war plays of interest
lublic.
igether with Winfield SheeAhraham Carlo-; is now in
Sydney Abel, head of the
department is now on his
meet them.
They plan to
i May and in the early part
will" tell in detail to the
nch managers, their plans at
lal convention of the organ[cAdoo On Way East
m G. McAdoo is on his way
irrival.ake up "Big 4" affairs
No.

72

\tle Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
,J most valuable attribute a
hiblication can have is
fbat intangible something
1} "Reader Interest." The
l»f boiler plate copy is now
Ifro recollection. Since its
tion, WID'S has gone af,tews— and has succeeded
(Setting it. That's why
!*S is read and believed in
rwrhaps that's why adveri) ask for more space —
0 more— and still more.

J

Catholic Newspaper so Classifies
Uncensored Pictures
(Special lo WW'S DAILY.)
a loWorld"
New er
— "The
Chicago
cal Catholic
newspap
carries a
three column article smashing the
uncensored picture. The article was
written by Rev. Father F. G. Dinneen, a member of the Censorship
Committee appointed to draft a
new ordinance to regulate moving
pictures in Chicago. The attack is
construed as a way of the investi,.ofat
back"
Messrs gating
Bradv,
Irwin,
Cromelin
"getting
commission
M. P. I., for tnelr recent
the N. A.
statements relative to the Chicago
system of censorship.
" The strength of the attack is necessarily lessened by virtue of the
fact that in all probability the Chimay be legCensorsOct.
of office
Boardout of
cagoislated
1, if the
proposed bill for State censorship
J. Frank Brockliss, prominent in exporting circles and C. E. Shurtleff,
formerly sales manager of Hodkinson and Select who have combined under the name of C. E. Shurtleff, Inc., with offices at
729 Seventh Avenue, for the production of Jack London
Stories.

Brunet Denies Report
Reports alleged to have been circulated at the instance of a competitive producing concern to the effect
that Pearl White is now appearing in
her last Pathe serial were yesterday
branded as false by Paul Brunet.
Seabury Resigns
William M. Seabury Is no longer
connected with the Film Clearing
House, Independent Sales Corp., the
Rothapfel Picture Corp., or any oth(x enterprise with which these companies are now affiliated.
Nesbit Plans in Tv/o

Weeks

Evelyn Nesbit terminates her Fox
contract upon completion of "My
Little Sister" and in about two
weeks an announcement will -be
forthcoming regarding her future activities.

Henley in Town
Hobart
Henley,
Goldwyn
tor arrived in New
York
day morning.

direcyester-

Rowland
Returns Today.
" A. Rowland, Metro, will tie
back in his office today from the
coast with a print of "The Red
Lantern."

Actor

Files

Suit

Clifford Bruce, through Goldsmith and Rosenthal, attorneys, has
filed suit to recover $1500 from the
Smith-Foley
Co., of Toronto.
House, Grossman & Vorhaus,
representing the Canadian company will file a reply in a few days,
charging a counter-claim.

Here is the black faced headline
over the Dinnecn article :
passes.
"Investigation Substantiates Uncensored Motion Picture as Greatest
Menace of Our Day.
«'Fr Dinneen, S. J., One of Committee That Gathered Facts, Gives
Idea of Results of investigation,
Pointing Out Effect of Motion
Pictures upon Unformed Minds;
Offer
Judges
and
Teachers
quotes from an
Dinneen
Father
in
Irish Studies"
article in "The
which pictures were referred to as
"Pied
and most effective
the latest
Facts."
of how the commission
He told
of Hamlin."
Piper
addressed a questionnaire to 500
teachers, and the questions and_ replies formed most of the article.
The investigation disclosed, according to these answers, that children
attended pictures varying from one
a day to once a week, and that the
most congested districts were where
they attended most frequently.
About 80 per cent, of the replies
declared that "frequentation of pictures was a serious hindrance to
school work and mental developOne question asked:
What
do you think will be the
effect on the rising generation.
Experienced teachers know that,
"As the twig is bent, so the tree is
inclined."
Therefore, their progment."
nostications are more than guesses.
From excessive and indiscriminate
they preof the movies,
attendance
(Continucd
on page 4)
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Whittaker Wrote
Salvation Film
Charles E. Whittaker, responsible
for many Paramount and Artcraft pictures, is the author and
Edward J >sc was the director of
"Fires of Faith," the production
made by the Famous Players in
co-operation with the Salvation
Army.
J
Billie Burke in Loan Work
Billie Burke has been invited to
Washington to participate in the
opening of the Victory Loan drive
next Monday. It is understood she
will be the only female picture star
to participate. She was invited by
Frank R. Wilson, in charge of the
publicity.

$ay$:
Do you know any better actress or
one more popular today than Dorothy Phillips. The Box-office says:
"I'm satisfied!"

Agnes Christine Johnston has
been added to the Ince scenario
staff. She recently did the continuity for Mary Pickford's "Daddy

Dorothy Dalton, Ince-Paramount
star arrived in New York early in
the week. She will produce a
series of pictures here.

Longlegs."
Adolph Zukor has taken up the
Marion Davies the former Ziegfeld
beauty, has purchased an aeroplane
fistit for the "Four Minute Men"
for practical use, and will begin tak- who worked for the Liberty Loan
ing lessons on it in Staten Island and has sent a tart statement to
next week, under Kathenne Stinson.
Rev. Percy Shelby of Philadelphia
The scenario for Vitagraph's next
Bessie Love picture, was written by
Rida Johnson Young especially for
Miss Love and is being directed by
David Smith. Wallace McDonald
and Otto Ledderer are in the cast

who charged that they were "well
paid" for their labor.
Xiles Welch appears
a
Martin's
leading
man
mount's "Little Comrade."

Vivian

Para-

Over at the Lambs the >
Why?
Clifford Bruce the "Com!

Publicity
Edward Weil, for a Ion i
connected with Laurence W]
his theatrical enterprises haf
engaged to do the publicity }
connected with "The Unparc)
Sin" at the Broadway.

Bradford Working on "SI
James C. Bradford, musical ;
tor at the Broadway has be
gaged to write the musical sc J
Bert Lytell says that on days of "The Unpardonable Sin." r
Corinne Griffith says "If only the
also direct the orchestra
camera had been working what a rest he hasn't a thing to do but pre- Broadway during the run of til
serial episode we would have had.
pare for tomorrow's work.
This all happened the other day
Another movie star "bothered
Up In The Air
when they were takin' some railroad
scenes in her new picture and the about clothes." Jim Corbett with 18
Hereafter when United Pi
entire company was thrown into a suits to keep in order remembers need speedy action in delivi
ditch from a flat car. The bruise? fondly the days when as another
prints, or getting someone J
bein' distributed evenly among the kind of a star his wardrobe consist- from one exchange point to a)
ed of a pair of trunks, shoes and a all they will have to do will}
company, no argument was raised bathrobe.
with the unruly locomotive.
call up Lieut. George L. M
formerly of the British Roy;1
George J. Tucket, millionaire
ing
tellhehim
interviewer bein' disappointed want Corps
done. and
Then
willwha
hc;
sportsman of Canada in pictures for in An
seein' Forrest Stanley called up
his
little
airboat
and
wiz
awa
his
home
and
asked
his
wife
a
few
fun and receivin' $3 a day in Christie comedies was told by Julius Stern
Lieutenant has a long war :
is just buying
|
quietly so as not to offend the other questions concernin' him. his wise and United
"alsos" that he was to be put on a little lady replied "Well, he works
Nuff
sed.
guarantee so he could be sure oi very hard and leads a normal life."
Novel Use of Comedies
three days work a week. George is
t. — Five of the latest
boa
Chicago
thinkin' of giving Julius a yacht or
James J. Corbett, of Universal tie comedies were exhibited
somethin' for his kindness.
recently umpired a game in Los An- special feature by the Chicapi
geles between the Chicago "Cubs" and News which put on a special
What are lost jewels and auto acthe Los Angeles "Angels." William for the election night crowd
cidents nowadays compared with G.
McAdoo threw the first ball — and cording to the Daily News, tl
Bert Grassby's tonsorial difficulties? at "Doug" Fairbanks. He missed him.
A new story every week. A beard
pie whose candidates were
The game was put on by the Los An- were thus able to bear up un(
long — a beard short — no beard at
geles Examiner for the benefit of the
grief and the remainder 0
all — a moustache curled — a mous- Salvation Arm v.
crowd felt still better.
tache straight — smooth face — rough
Terrace Gardens are usin:
face — each has its turn.
News from the Opry House back- comedies as special feature
The Bolsheviki demonstration home; "Wild Women" is booked their supper show.
show
Small Town
Guy."
scene in Emmy Wehlen's new pic- to follow "The
ture "The Amateur Adventuress"was
In Anita Stewart's new picture,
stolen.
Otto given
bein' him,
dissatisfied withHenry
the extras
hid Tom Santschi is again under Maray* '29 T™«VEN0E ( ~frj
the camera in a shed near the studio
shall Neilan's direction, the last
and standin' on a box on the ten foot time bein' in "The Country God
line called for actors to play parts Forgot"
for Selig.
in his next picture. Result — a riot
The Stars as They Are
Baby Marie Osborne says after
Photoplay Magazi;
The boys around the barracks at
her coast to coast "kissing tour"
Screen .Supplement — E
that "Jimmie" that after summin' up all the kisses
believe
wouldn't
Mons
sun'
r
Harrison
was an
actor till he took she received from high officials,
elusive, original, distill
tive
'em into Paris to see a Christie mayors and governors, she really
comedy. Then they all agreed he thinks she prefers ice cream. The
was — a good one.
ingratitude
of women!

^snMLfUffm
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Lew Cody 9
"WID

said—

f

"Lew Cody as the 'I'm
goin' to get you' guy
certainly put it over.
"Lew looks the part
and-say-- he played it!

l

"I'm worried a bit
about some of the
'wimmin.'
"I'm afraid the/11 be
annoying Lew — the
reckless nonchalant
devil."
Now working with

Director Tourneur

Adolph Zukor had invested the
ilf million Select profit in 1847,
r 1987 he would have enough to
lay all United Artists Pictures a
ill week.

ften «C W1>
e Could

Do Better.

1 Christie Comedy

Changes

pries H. Christie of Christie
jedies, who returned
to New
| yesterday
from
Boston,
rend that hereafter Christie protons, both single
reelers
and
•feels specials, will be handled in
lEngland by the American Fea■{Film Co., E. A. Golden, manChristie Comedies were fordistributed in that section by
oston Photoplay Co.
istie productions
are
being
:d in the Denver territory by
Irrow Photoplays Co.

i if you wish to place
ji3,000 to $30,000
i non-dividend industrial stock
Should pay a small dividend in
r «nths, large dividends in 1920
dliormous dividends in'1921 and
BTffter, write at once to
i\

orison & Hopkins

Effective Situations in Story Holding to the Line Usually
Followed in Harry Carey's Films
Harry Carey in

"BARE FISTS"
Universal

DIRECTOR
Jack Ford
AUTHOR
Bernard McConville
SCENARIO
BY
Eugene B. Lewis
CAMERA MAN
John W. Brown
AS A WHOLE • •
Lacks the snap possessed
by some of the Harry Carey pictures, but
all in all makes first rate entertainment.
STORY
Adaptation of story by Bernard McConville; offers leading character suitable to
the star.
DIRECTION
Gives animation to a number of
fight scenes and succeeds in putting over
some natural characterizations.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Clear.
LIGHTINGS
Generally good; a few fine effects.
CAMERA WORK
.Long shots especially well
handled.
STAR
Has a role calculated to arouse sympathy; will satisfy his admirers.
SUPPORT
Betty Schade adequate as leading
woman; Joe Harris and others in the supporting company fulfill needs of the story.
EXTERIORS
Very fine locations for country
intended to represent southwestern Kansas.
INTERIORS
...
Conventional
DETAIL
Adds to the atmosphere of the picture.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to offend,
unless it is the branding of a boy by cattle
thieves
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5,750 feet
Practically all of Harry Carey's pictures carry an outof-doors atmosphere which is decidedly refreshing. The
characters
smackin of~the
plainsstyle
and ofthere
is athey
certain
wholesomeness
the rugged
drama
are
called upon to interpret. "Bare Fists," the latest Universal production presenting the cowboy star, is no exception to the rule, although it lacks the swiftness of
movement found in some of the earlier pictures.
Insofar as the plot is concerned the film might have been
cut down considerably, possibly a full reel, without sacrificing anything vital to the narrative. On the other hand,
there is enough of interest in the situations and in the

performance supplied by the star, to hold the attention of
an audience. Where the plot action grows thin, they
introduce personal touches of characterization, some of
which- have .1 strong sympathetic appeal, such as the scenes
111 which Cart'., condemned to die for a murder which he
did not commit, pays a last visit to his aged mother withholding from her the fact that he has been sentenced
to be hanged the following morning.
In this saint reel there is one incident, effective though
it is, which is open to question because it may be too
harrowing for sensitive spectators. Harrv's little brother
has wandered out on the plains where he finds horse
thieves preparing to brand cattle which are a part of
Carey's herd. Two of these rustlers, who, incidentally, are
responsible for the innocent man's having been found
guilty
iron.of murder, brand the boy on the breast with a
hot
This bit of action may be considered necessary to the
plot, in order to account for Harry's breaking away from
the sheriff and following the thieves that he may be
revenged before he dies. But these final sequences, undeniably necessary to the story, might be explained without a picturization of the branding episode. Possibly,
before the film is released the scene will be cut down to
a mere flash, thereby lessening its brutality.
The picture gets its title from a promise which Harry
gives to his mother after his father, a town marshal,
has been shot by outlaws. The grief-stricken mother
makes her son give his word that he will never carry a
gun, even for defense. Thereafter Harry goes unarmed,
although conditions in the rough community where horse
thieves thrive, make it difficult for a man who must rely
upon his bare fists for protection.
His particular enemy is enacted by Joe Harris, leader
of the cattle rustlers, and in love with a Spanish girl
to whom Harry takes a fancy. Harris, with his confederates, manages to "frame up" the unarmed man so that
he appears to have shot one of his enemies. Tried by
fellow townsmen he is convicted on evidence which seems
conclusive and his life is saved only at the last moment
by information disclosed by a girl who happened to see
the whole affair. The story is told in a simple, straightforward way and profits by some natural human touches
in reflecting the feelings of the principal characters under
stress of emotion.
In the cast are Vester Pegg, Molly McConnell, Anna
Mav Walthall and Howard F.nsteadt.

Will Satisfy Admirers of the Star.

A Safe Box Office Bet

Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
If Carey visited your town in the course of his coast
Among the Universal stars, there probably is none
to coast tour, it would be well to capitalize on the
with a more loyal following than Harry Carey, particfriendships he made by his personal appearances. Call
ularly throughout the west and in small towns in other
attention to his having been seen at your theater, giv^rts of the country. People know just about what to
ing the date and reviving some of the publicity which
expect in a Harry Carey picture and they will not be
he probably received in your local newspapers at that
disappointed in "Bare Fists", which carries the expected
time.
It is safe to assume that folks who have seen a
osphere. You are safe in running this film, relying
upon the star to put it over
player in person will be more interested in his subsequent pictures.
The title is unusual and catchy, in connection with
the name of Harry Carey. It has the advantage of being
Providing you want to refer to earlier films, some of
brief and to the point in suggesting the theme of the
which you may have run, you can mention "Three Mounted
story. I would plav it 111 b't, working it into catchlines
Men," "Hell Bent," "A Woman's Fool," or "A Fight
"ch as : "You have seen Harry Carey handle a gun.
Now see his latest drama of the west, through which he
for Love." Handle this drama of the West and try to
fights his way with 'Bare Fists'." Another one : "They
get some stills bringing in the little boy, Howard Encalled him a coward because he was known as 'the man
steadt, who adds much to the human appeal of many
who wouldn't shoot.' See 'Bare Fists' and you will
of the scenes.
know the reason why."
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"Peril of To-day"
• (Continued from page 1)
diet the development of a superficial, nervous, emotional people, weakened physically and morally, and
carried away by an abnormal craving for pleasure and excitement
which seriously impair their sense
of responsibility and higher ideals
and
things.earnest endeavor ior higher

Frank Reicher
PRODUCER OF
FEATURES
Permanent

Committee
Matter

on

O'Grady

The A.M.P.A. (Advertisers) yesterday appointed a permanent committee to deal with any developments that may arise in the O'Grady
matter. Harry Reichenbach is
chairman and the members are
Nels Granlund, Bert Adler and Joseph L. Kelly.
Mr. Kinney of "Editor and Publisher" spoke to the Advertisers on
mutual problems connected with
motion
picture publicity.
The following were elected members:
C. C. Pettijohn, Exhibitors Mutual; Harry P. Diggs, Rothapfel
Pictures Corp. ; Kenneth MacGowan,
Goldwyn, and Joseph L. Kelly,
Rothapfel
Pictures
Corp.

CLASSIFIED.
The classified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt want. It is the
market place where buyer and seller
— employer and employee or the
■mall advertiser can put his story
before practically every live exhibitor in the country every day in
the year, at nominal cost. Rate 50c
per line. Cash with order.

HELP

WANTED.

Manager, who can manage a first run
house, one who has initiative and knows
how to put over a show. State salary expected and past positions. Address, Box
C. A. T., this office.

POSITION

WANTED.

A Live Wire Man, desires a position as
manager of a high-class house somewhere
near New York. Have had managerial experience in high-class houses. Address,
Live Wire, this office.
Orchestra Leader — A man who knows how
to put on a program
of musie that fits
your show.
References
as to ability.
Address Leader, this oSice.

Another: What suggestion can
you make toward the solution ot
this problem, especially for the welfare of children?
Keep the children away from the
movies at night, arrange special matinees with pictures suitable for children, make more use of motion picturps for educational purposes, organize neighborhood committees to
co-operate with the censor board in
the suppression of abuses.
Judge Trude of the Boys' Court
brought to a session of the commission a small-sized arsenal of guns
and weapons taken from young
criminals who, according to Father
Dinneen, had gotten some of their
ideas and inspirations from the prevailing gun play and hold-up scenes
in the movies. The juvenile court 'Is
crowded every month with the cases
of 600 or 700 delinquent boys and
girls, and Judge Arnold of that court
told the commission that in practically every case the movies had been
at least an aggravating cause. Of
very special import and significance
was the testimony of the head of the
child welfare department of the
schools. He said that 10,000 cases
of incorrigible and troublesome
youths were sent to his department
for investigation and scientific disciplinary treatment last year, and
that all of them had been more or
less seriously affected by frequentation of the motion picture shows.

the murder c

Northwest Notes
"Birth" has had a record two
weeks' run at the Rex, Seattle, manager Hamrick booked it originally
for one week but held it over on
account of the big business.
Hamrick has arranged to bring
back "Mickey" for Easter week and
is expecting big business, in spite of
the fact that it has already played
three weeks at the Clemmer.
The Exhibitors' Film Exchange
has bought the Northwest rights for
"The Unpardonable Sin." It will be
put out as a road show.
There has been an influx of Alaska exhibitors into Seattle this week.
Capt. Lathrop, who controls most ot
the theaters above Juneau, and who
is just opening this month a fine new
house in Cordova, spent about three
weeks in the city making bookings
and buying film for distribution
throughout Alaska. He left the first
of the week. Others were from
southeastern Alaska; W. D. Gross,
manager of the Coliseum, Juneau,
and also owner of the Alaska Film
Exchange; Mr. and Mrs. John Spicket, managers of the Dream, Juneau.
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SATISFY
PARTICULAR PEOPLE

TRANSLATION

DEPARTMENT

MOTION
PICTURE
TITLES
OUR SPECIALTY
We edit and do complete work in
English
and
Foreign
languages
from Titles to the Screen.
Exhibitors Booking Agency,
220— W. «nd St., New York
Tel. Bryant 7595.

First

Comedy

The K. B. Clarendon
Cornel
Inc., are nearing the complctioi]
their first picture in the Hal fll
diet Studios at College Point.
Capellani has engaged a numl
soldiers who, prior to donning
ki. were students at various cd
for parts in "Oh Boy."
"The Third Degree,'' Is n
dergoing final cutting by Al
son, who edited "The Lion ;
Nazimova's

Production

"THE RED LANTERN"
has ar: American-Chinese the
Mouse."
which -*ve have worked into a .
display that faithfully represent
actly what the ticket purchaser
see on the screen. Now ready
salesroom.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St.. N. Y.

j BRYANT

i 897-5 I

General Laboratory Corp.

Motion Picture
Photo Apparatv
CAMERA
ATTACHMENTS
DEVELOPED
& REPAIRS
EXPERIMENTAL
WORK

A- LITHOGRAPHING /CORR

MADE

Putting It Over

Finishing

h had created

so much talk the "Other Woman," a
young girl of 18, had poisoned the
wife. The Sunday before "A Wornice" opened at the Colonial abig tour-column aa appeared
in tlie Sunday paper, which continued this implication. The picture
broke house records at the Colonial.

Tel.

Advice
G. Expert
J. BADGLEY
Bryant
637-8 8th A

6183

CAMERAMEN

(New outfit)

FIAT
RUSH

at yonr

WORK

Film developed and delivered in
Room 2003—220 W. 42d St. Tel. Brya

Dry ant 7392

Seattle Wash. -The advertising for
"A Woman's Experience" was cleverly tied up to a murder case which
was just then the talk of the town
by Gilbert Heffron of the Colonial.
Heralds, which were distributed to
the patrons of the Colonial a week
in advance implied a similarity between this picture and the murder
by a few suggestive sentences added on the back of the regular folder. The window card posters also
carried on the implication by means
of a bottle of poison in the center,
while above a red wing was marked
"The Other Woman," and leading
from this to the opposite corners
of the triangle two red lines guided
the eye to two other circles, labeled
"The Husband" and "The Wife." In

Broda ^Meyep

Hand Painted Titles
Illustrations-Photography

LIGM'
EI^IfEO'

. 'Everytftiri3>E4eetrical forThe3'."ii
UNIVERSAL
ELECT
STAGE LIGHTING I

220 ^est 4<2^ St
Room 2004
Netf York, City
24-0 W. 50™
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THE BEST PICTUl
Must

to make money
have a perfect develo
negative

REX LABORATORY

(IN*

has developed Harry Keep I
negatives. Ask him and then pi '
Tremont
1395 for full particulii
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ffifiwhAIIStf

ake Fine Specials During Next
Year.
in Dwan.
one of
the
best
n directors in the business has
ntract with
Mayflower
e year to produce
five

eagerness to get to the pictures they
boll their meals, crowd their digestive apparatus and losi
value of what they eat."
It was suggested that the small
offenders be penalized one "movie''
for each time he is detected "bolt-

ing." H. O. Davis Coming
an's identification
with thirdMay-of
- him as the
Harry O. Davis, formerly of Uniuartct of directors secured by
versal ami Triangle is expected in
jompany.
His pictures will be town from Los Angeles about May
a a> the Allan Dwan
Prod. I. Announcement may be expected
In- series will be made then of his future plans.
-<>n >tudio which
Mayr has taken over.
in at present is working
on
I Davies' latest picture but
ut with
Mayflower
is Special Meeting Called of All Branch
fce May 19. Inteniational statManagers — Kane To Talk
iterday that Dwan was engagSelect has called a special meeting
theni for individual pictures.
of all the branch managers in the
'flower expects to
announce
irth director in about a week. United States for Monday, Tuesday,
luting arrangements
for the Wednesday and Thursday at Hotel
ard and Dwan productions will Astor.
nounced
shortly.
Twenty-one branch managers will
be in town to be addressed by GenPictures vs. Digestion
eral Manager Arthur S. Kane, with
ago— According to a report of the meeting presided over by Lewis
D. W. Redfield, vice-president J. Selznick. The purpose of the call
! Evanston
Parent
Teachers' is to tell the sales force of the new
Evanston
children
would Selznick pictures with Olive Thomas
see moving pictures than eat. Eugene O'Brien and Elaine Ham. Redfield states that there is merstein.
lining increase in malnutrition
The first three days will be decplains the trouble thus :
voted entirely to business and on
: children are not giving pre- Thursday the party will be guests of
tention to their food. In their Lewis J. who will take then to Providence in a special car. Olive
No. 73
Thomas is the guest of the Governor
of Rhode Island and a ball is to be
given in her honor that night.
On Monday the men will be given
dinner at the Astor. attend a show
By Jack Alicoate
and wind up at Palais Royal. On
Tuesday, there will be a dinner, anecord breaking is now apparently a weekly occurother show and then Ziegfeld's Midnight Frolic. On Wednesday dinrence with WID'S DAIner
at
the Astor, another show, and
por the past four weeks
then the Century Roof.
■S shown a constant infce in advertising carriei!.
Those who will attend are ■
1 weeks and each a record
T. O. Tuttle. Atlanta; Chas. R.
Rogers,
Boston: S. S. Webster, Bufftker — and there's a reason
Dig compelling reason befalo: Fred C. Aiken. Chicago: Harry
1 this accomplishment. AdH. Hicks, Cincinnati: Sam E. Morders now appreciate the
ris, Cleveland; C. C. Ezell, Dallas; H.
■rtising value of WID'S
E. Lotz, Denver; James O. Kent,
lever before. This publicaDetroit: A. H. McLaughlin, Kansas
: has proven beyond quesCity; B. E. Loper, Los Angeles; H.
.its effectiveness as an adA. Rathner, Minneapolis; H. G. Till,
ising medium. One can
New Orleans;
Henry Sieg'el,
York;
C. W. Taylor.
Omaha; New
M.
theory all day, but it's
1 to get away from facts
Milder. Philadelphia; Leo. F. Levison,
Pittsburgh;
H.
L.
Knappen,
San
id it's facts that prompt
srs to use space in
Francisco; Albert W. Eden, Seattle;
D'S.
J. C. Ragland. St. Louis; V. P.
Whi taker. Washington.
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Convention

Price

Mrs.

O' Grady

Mrs. O'Grady is like her
namesake, who after spending
50 cents riding on a merrygoround, said : "I squandered ail
my money, rode all day but
didn't git nowhere."
Imagine our courts conducted in a manner to permit a
witness who, when asked a
question said — ''I wont answer
that, it might be the truth, or
untruth.
Mrs. O'Grady does not make
a direct answer to any one
question. She evades every
query. She resorts to the fact
that she has gotten letters
from respectable persons, and
permits this to stand as an indictment against films and
exhibitors.
If we took into consideration every letter received
against the Hylan administration, the police
and alllong
Hylan's
relatives
we would
ago
have condemned them — but
we did not heed the letters
from weak kneed fanatics and
still have confidence in the
Hylan outfit.
Associated Motion Picture
Adv. Special Committee
Select Suing Constance Talmadge.
Los Angeles. — Select has filed suit
against Constance Talmadge claiming
that she has been negotiating with
First National, Robertson-Cole and
Louis B. Mayer, thus violating her
contract.

5 Cents

Big Gathering
Of

First

National Franchise
Holders and Exchangemen
Twenty-six of the largest theater
and op< rators in the United
States will convene here next Monday as members
of the First National
occasion willExhibitors'
be theCircuit.
second The
annual
meeting of the franchise owners of
the circuit.
Simultaneously the m 1
the -'<> First National exchanges
owned and operated by these exhibitors will hold their first annual
convention in New York. Both conventions will be held at the Astor.
Plans for the meeting of the exhibitor members of the Circuit include
the announcement by the Hoard of
Directors
1918-1919, of new conNationaltracts for
recently entered into by First
The joint convention of franchise
owners and their exchange managers
is a form of co-ordinated effort without precedent in the operation of a
distributing or exhibiting organization. Plans made by the members
for the purchase and release of productions will be referred to the convention of exchange managers,
where the commercial problems concerning them will be debated and
uniform
sales campaigns adopted for
distribution.

In several instances the franchise
owners will be accompanied by men
associated with them in their respective theater enterprises, and who
by virtue of their financial and executive interests in the exhibiting
activities of these members, are directly interested in First National.
At the offices of Robertson-Cole, it
A number of the branch managers
was stated that they had not been
will be present with their assistants
dickering
for Miss Talmadge's
service.
First National
stated there
was and leading salesmen.
nothing at all to say.
• On Monday the First National
exchange managers will be tendered
Joseph Lee, Mr. Mayer's personal a luncheon in the Astor and on Tuesrepresentative, said "there isn't a
day evening, a dinner will be
damned
it". current for some to the franchise holders, also at the
Reportsthing
haveinbeen
Astor.
time that Miss Talmadge would not remain with Select.
Among
the visitors in town last'
night were :
A.
H.
Blank,
Des Moines, Iowa; J.
Wid's Daily carried a wire from
Los Angeles the early part of the week H. Von Herberg, Seattle. Wash.;
William
Swanson,
Salt Lake City,
that Miss Talmadge would shine under
Utah: Harry Nolan, Denver, Col.,
the banner of First National."
and Herschel Stuart, Dallas, Texas.
Rowland Back
Walsh Starts New One
Richard A. Rowland returned from
George Walsh will start a new picthe Coast yesterday with Mrs. Rowland. Contrary to expectations, he
ture for Fox on Moaidav
in Fort
did not bring 1 print of "The Re1 Lee.
Tt
Wriffe "The Sev'h Person" by Benjamin McCutLantern" with
cheon. brother of George Barr. He
Syd Chaplin is expected in New has another story waiting, "The
York to-morrow from the coast.
1
Man Who Awoke."
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Loew

has

AND
arranged to

show Doris Kenyon's picture "Twilight" at the New York, and is
planning an extensive advertising
campaign to exploit it.
Universal Screen Magazine contains some interesting scenes of the
heart in action.
Monroe Isen, who for six years has
been in the employ of the Universal
Exchange, New York, sailes today on
the S.S. Heridia for Panama, where
he will be branch manager of Universal production in the Canal Zone. Isen

Tippett in Chicago.
Chicago — John
Tippett
of
the
Trans-Atlantic
Film
Co., Ltd., of
London
is stopping off here for a
few days.
A request has come into the Goldwyn offices for photographs of all
mes.
their stars includin' Sherlock HolGlad to welcome
Ruth
Rowland
in the "Grass Widow Club."
Up to date no one has claimed
Mabel Normand as their long lost
daughter — for April.
King Vidor "wants what he wants
when he wants it." He wanted a
lake. There wasn't one. He built one
and trimmed it to suit himself. He
made it big enough for one man to
drown in. Haven't heard who did
the drowning for the test but it
must have been someone with a
heavy date the other side of the
Jordan.
As if ZaSu Pitts hadn't enough on
her shoulders, they cast her for a
girl named Scroggs.
Jack McDonald is worried. He has
lost the key to his safe deposit vault.
It contains stocks, bonds, insurance
papers and a stick of grease paint. It
is the grease paint that causes all
the worry. It's just the right shade,
and oh, so scarce. He offers a reward of half the stick — and no questions asked — for it's return.
Emmy Wehlen was all enthusiastic
and everythin' over Henry Otto's
proposed trip to Venice for some
scenes, until she learned that there's
a Venice also in California.
Not bragging or anything but
you EVER seen anything
beautiful than the photography
putting into our pictures these

have
more
we're
days?

was booker in the Big U Exrhange for
4 years and salesman for two years.
Helpful Advertising
Following the announcement

that

Pathe will release "Topics of the
Day", Funk & Wagnalls Co. says a
daily "newspaper" is being planned,
which will appear in most important
of the 4,000 newspapers to be utilized to carry the hejading "TwX>
Million Twinkling Eyes." It will
exploit the Literary Digest, and at
the same time set forward the screen
series as a feature.

In somethin' like six weeks 3 ,'n
gonna hear about a big star in
Macauley — a girl.

Loew Returns

Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3839.
Hollywood Cal., Orfice : 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone,
Hollywood
1603.

Horater's New House
Toledo, O.— "Doc" H. C. Horater
managing director of the Alhambra,
is about to let the contract for a
new 1,500 seat house in the heart of
the theater district. It is expected
that it will be opened to the public in the early fall.
Horater is a great advertiser and
exploiter of big productions.

FLASHES

Juanita Hansen says she hopes one
day to live down her "bathing suit
record." Why Nita? It's a record becoming so few.

Controls
Cleveland
Situation.— ■
New
Houses
in Canada.
Marcus Loew returned yeslB
from a trip through the Middle ■
that included Memphis, St. LouisjH
cago and Cleveland.
Loew confirmed reports that bU
taken over the exhibitor conl a
Cleveland by the acquisition ofl
Mall, the Alhmabra and his pS
theater, the Stillman. The schemtH
A director's life is just one thing wise includes three theaters whicH
after another. In a hurry to get to
work Richard Stanton turned a cor- be finished by the end of the yeaifi
ner near the Fox studio and found of them will seat 4,000, the s<B
the road dug up so badly that his 3,600, and the third, 2,800. The ffl
car couldn't pass. The digger, a possession takes place to-morrow
gentleman from Matteawan in frock Loew yesterday.
The Euclid, the latest Cle\
coat and silk hat, told him that a
friend of his who paints green fences theater, will run for 22 weeks a;
the
end of that time it will b'
with purple edges had told him of a
buried treasure. Richard hesitated attached to the Loew circuit.
other
theaters will have the
between burying the man with his
"Loew" prefixed to the name 0
treasure or sending him back to house.
Matteawan. He decided on the latLoew plans the erection of II
theaters of which 7 or 8 will
ter.
Canada.
Toronto will have 3;
Tom Mix did an off screen stunt
don 1; Ottawa 1; Kingston 1;
the other day. He drove his own
Montreal 1. The remainder wi
automobile between an embankment
and a car with a broken steerin' built in this country. At the p'
wheel that was headed for the em- time, Loew extends his operatio:
far west as Kansas City. He sai
bankment. There's only one part he does not intend building IOC
of the story that I can't understand. theaters as reported but, like the (
The disabled car contained the camland incident, he hopes to acquip
eraman and $S,ooo worth of para- number of new houses.
phernalia, but when it overturned in
He leaves this week for a tt
the road six occupants were thrown
to look over the siti
out. Did Mix mix occupants with Cleveland
there.
paraphernalia? — and if so why are
such things allowed?
Birmingham, Ala. — Uip-to-dat<
tures for negroes will be shown a
Pauline Frederick is enjoyin' a 315 No. 18th St. Theater has
visit from her mother who is de- leased by an Atlanta firm.
lighted with the workings of the
studio and quite ready to agree
with the many who praise her
beautiful daughter.
Fred Goodwins who appeared in
some of Charlie Chaplin's best
pictures, writes from England (now
that he has put a crimp In the
Kaiser's army) that he hopes to
be back in the studios by summer.
There's another soldier clamorin'
to be "adopted" by Madge Kennedy.

"The Play is not always
the Thing" — your patrons
want to know about your
short subjects

sfe^l
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Mae Murray is Seen at HerPer
Best
intyStory Well Adapted to Her
sonali
Mae Murray in

No. 33
E ROCK, ARK.—
iviator flies under a bridge on the
as River.
)UTH, ENGLAND—
ral Beatty, chief of the British Navy,
ired by soldiers and civilians.
, CAL.—
>rnia's
stock are groomed
annual prize
Statelive
Picnic.
C DEEDS OF THE WAR—
imatization of the heroic deed of John
if Chicaco. 111., of the 6th Regiment
I. C, presented by the U. S. Treasury
nent. Frank Wilson, Director of

».

ION—
'RANCISCO,
CAL.—
HToo, a Chinese baseball expert, gets
3 from the first game of the Pacific

(EN, N. J.—
irst German liner, "Kaiserin Augusta
1," to enter New York Harbor, after
ir, completes
her first trip to this
transporting U. S. troops.
ANCEgiant railway batteries which bomLaon
and
rivalled the Germans'
is."
(NGTON, D. C—
irtng Circus of Yankee and captured
anes make flight over the Capital to
itory Loan publicity.
ORTH,
TEXAS—
Shriners turn out in a spectacular
tration.

oday

hat stars can United
Artists
to Replace Benny
Schulberg?

'hen SC WO
iw Will It Be Possible?

Universal Doings
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•THE

DELICIOUS

LITTLE

Universal.

DEVIL"

DIRECTOR
Robert Leonard
SCENARIO BY
John Clymer and Harvey Thew
CAMERAMAN
Allan Zeigler
AS A WHOLE
Better adapted to the star
than most of the pictures she has had in recent months.
STORY
Offers a chance for some true
characterizations of Irish types and keeps the
situations interesting most of the time.
DIRECTION
Shows realization of the
value of natural comedy scenes in conjunction with the unfolding of the plot.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Most of it exceedingly good.
LIGHTINGS
With few exceptions well
judged in bringing out expressions on the
CAMERA players'
WORK faces; some artistic effects. First rate.
STAR

Sure to be liked in this ; has an
opportunity to wear pretty clothes and to
dance.
SUPPORT
Richard Cummings and Harry
Rattenbury give strong portrayals of Irish
characters; others in the cast wisely selected.
EXTERIORS
Fulfill needs of the story
INTERIORS
•■
Those showing sporty cabaret
restaurant carry considerable atmosphere.
DETAIL
Occasionally the star's clothing is
reduced to very nearly next to nothing.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Won't offend, unless scenes in which Miss Murray is scantily
attired are considered too daring.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,650 feet.
Whoever picked this story for Mae Murray had the
right idea, for it shows the former Winter Garden
beauty in the type of character with which she is associated in the public mind. She has a chance to act,
in fact to give a first-rate characterization of a little
Irish girl with a rich brogue, but beyond that there
are scenes affording her an opportunity to dance charmingly and look radiantly fetching in some ultra costumes.
The only real fault to be found with this picture is
that it seems unnecessarily long, which is too bad, for

if some of the scenes were cut and the action speeded
up, "The Delicious Little Devil" would be a more than
ordinary satisfying photoplay. Even as it stands it
is above the average and should help considerably in
boosting the stock of the little Universal star, who
obviously is a painstaking artist.
The variety offered in the role of Mary McGuire is
distinctly in its favor, yet the story is so constructed
that Mae is permitted to appear in various guises without being untrue to the character of the girl who is
first seen as a member of a true Irish family, living
a hand to mouth existence in a tenement. Mae's
father and uncle believe that work is superfluous as
long as they can get enough to eat and have the bills
paid by the women of the household — the mother who
takes in washing and the daughter who is a hat check
girl at a sporty restaurant.
Much is made of the characterization in these early
scenes, some of which bring in quite a bit of natural
humor, for which Richard Cummings and Harry Rattenbury are largely responsible. Then Mae loses her
job and the meagre income of the establishment bids
fair to reach the vanishing point. When things look
particularly black, the girl sees a story in a newspaper concerning the disappearance of a famous dancer
who had a notorious affair with a foreign count.
Following her reading of this illuminating piece of
news, she finds an advertisement in the paper for a
girl to become the premier dancer and hostess at a
roadhouse which is just about to make a bid for a
fashionable trade. Of course, Mae gets the job and
from this time on, at frequent intervals, we have a
chance to see what the Winter Garden dancer can do
on the screen when she utilizes her early professional
training. These scenes are interesting in themselves,
also they are given a true place in the carrying out
of the story.
The father of one of the gilded youths who has fallen
in love with Mae, plans to disillusion his son by showing up the girl in her true light at a supper party in
which wine flows feeely. All along Mae has retained
an innocent attitude and her chief difficulty in assuming the character of the notorious dancer is in suggesting a sophistication which she does not possess. Intead of working out as supposed, however,
the Irishman
party is himself,
the meansthatof Mae
convincing
theshe
boy's
father,
an
is all that
should
be.

Emphasize Cabaret Atmosphere in Exploiting This.
Like It

Folks Will

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitors.
Although there is much in the story in addition to
the parts dealing with cabaret life, I would make
them the chief point in exploitation material, emphasizing the fact that "The Delicious Little Devil" shows
the famous Winter Garden beauty much as she appeared on the stage. The title is a good one in connection with the name and reputation of the star and
I would give it a liberal display.
This story gives a reverse twist to the career of a
cabaret dancer. Instead of trying to live down an
I don't know what sort of stills Universal has preevil reputation, she is called upon to indicate a moral
pared for the exploitation, but if they send you anyar Allen who appeared in "The
recklessness of which she never was guilty. You
thing of Mae Murray in the more startling of her dancjlove" will star in a series of
ing costumes, by all means give them a prominent place
comedies under direction of
might bring out this point in your advance announcein
your
lobby,
for
it
is
not
in
human
nature
to
pass
ments; then try catchlines along this order: "She
"lements.
answered an advertisement offering a great future for
by, without at least a moment's attention, a picture as
a girl with a past. What do you suppose happened
alluring as the star frequently presents in this production.
to Mae Murray in 'The Delicious Little Devil?'"
Send (or .,
e Weaker
Vessel"
by Elmer
srth
of the
Universal
staff
be Mary McaLaren's next,
ton Hall will be in the supnd Paul Powell will direct,
ert Julian is shooting some
i for "The Open Road" in
acinto Valley.
ie Walcamp is holding up the
episode of "The Red Glove"
>e of an injury she received
eek.

By all means take a chance on this picture and give
it as much boosting as you consistently can for it
strikes me as being one of the best things that Mae
Murray has done. It has real popular appeal for a
small town audience as well as big city folks, in that
many of the scenes deal with fast life in New York,
a subject that never loses its fascination for a rural
community.
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KINOGRAMS

COURTS

Putting It Over

When a suit of Sydney Greenridge
against the Universal Film Exchange of New York came to trial
before Supreme Court Justice Pendleton, counsel for Greenridge consented to the dismissal of the com-

OHIO'S State
MEN back
RETURN—
Soldiers
the
Buckeye
from France
are ofgiven
a hearty greeting in Cincinnati and in
Here is how a brother exhibCleveland where they march through an
avenue lined with flowers.
it' r put his show over. Send
LINKS INVADE CITY— Fleet of war turtles assembles at St. Louis ready to begin
along your ideas. Let the other
Victory Loan campaign. Camouflage artists
put regulation war paint on their mounts
fellow know how you cleaned
before the drive starts.
plaint.
up.
NAVY GUNS HELP WIN THE WAR—
New navy pictures show I ig rifles built for
Supreme Court Justice Hotchkiss
dreadnaughts and mounted on railroad cars
inted an application to disin aciion on French battlefield.
continue a suit of Henry Clay Grant
THEso PRESIDENT'S
Two men
look
much like the DOUBLES—
chief executive
that
B. C. — On two days of the against the Peerless Feature Prod.
they arc often mistaken for him. Would
week preceding the showing of Co., to recover damages for injuries
they fool vou?
"The U. ells" with Frank Keenan, The case has been settled.
LIEUT. WILLIAMS IS CITED— A dramaN. M. Trafton of the O Row-Nay
tization y1 the Victory Liberty Loan organization of one of the heroic deeds of the war
Circuit, concealed all over the auMorris Besdine has filed an action
and an appeal to vou.
ditorium, sleigh bells connected in- 111 the City Court against the GreenREMAKE THE MAP OF EUROPE— In a
little room in Paris a sub-committee of the
visibly with shoemaker's thread.
Peace Conference settles the boundary dis- All lights at the end of the first lierg-Gordon Amusement Co., owner of the Windsor Theater at 823
putes that follow the war.
SIGNS OF SPRING— KINOGRAMS offi- show were gradually dimmed ana
3rd ave. to recover $1,250 commiscially report on the weather and show you
finally extinguished so that the
sions alleged to be- due. The plainhow the spring fever epidemic is beginning
house was absolutely black. The
tiff asserts that in March last the
to spread.
BAD JUDGMENT CAUSES LONG WALK
bells were then all simutaneously defendant engaged him to find a
— Betting on the wrong mayoralty candidate set in motion and after 15 seconds
purchaser for the Windsor, willing
in Chicago forces two clubmen to start hike
a sign dashed (not on the screen) to pay $25,000, of which $18,000 was
for New York.
IS OFFICIAL PEACE SCULPTOR— Capt. "See Frank Keenan in 'The Bells'." to be in cash and $7,000 a purchase
Derwent has assignment at Peace Conference
Tlie sign was set at the side of money mortgage, subject to a chatand is seen busily at work on bust of Premier
the proscenium arch on the stage
Clemenceau.
tel mortgage of $1,700 on the de-

DISTRIBUTED
BY
WORLD
PICTURES.

Big Capitalization
United

Artists' Incorporate
With
$1,400,000 Capital
Wilmington, Del. — Incorporation
papers have been filed here for the
United Artists' Corp. to produce and
exhibit pictures, plays, etc.
T. L. Croteau, P. B. Drew and M.
M. Clancy, all of Wilmington, are
the incorporators and the capital is
fixed at $1,400,000.
Oscar A. Price, president of the
United Artists' said yesterday that
there was nothing to be added regarding the incorporation save that
none of the stock would be marketed
and that members of the Association
had taken up all the stock.
Offices will be determined upon
and probably an announcement with
regard to two additional stars to
join the organization, will be made
within the next few days.

and was about three feet square,
constructed with Beaver hoard. The
three sides and top and bottom were
faced on the front with printers'
three ply blank white cardboard
with the lettering cut out and backed with red tissue paper. In the
dark theater this sign with three to
four inch letters, stood out, and was
lit by one sixty watt lamp which
flashed on and off quite rapidly. Ten
more seconds of this and the operator exposed a slide on trie screen,
one line at a time, reading: "See
Frank Keenan in 'The Bells' here.
It went over big.
Village Trustees Row

Over Bara in

fendant's organ. The plaintiff says
he found a purchaser but the defendant
has refused to make the
sale.
Producers Rights Established
In the decision of the United
States circuit court of Appeals filed
yesterday
sustaining
Mayer's
decision that
Oliver Judge
Morosco
has
picture
"Peg toof J.
My Hartley
Heart"
without rights
any to
rights
Manners, the author, except royalties, a point of greatest importance
has been established.
The court held flatly that a producer who spends a large sum of
money in making a play possible is
entitled to the fruits of his labor and
that an author would not be entitled
after a play had been successfully
launched by a producer to go into
a competition with that producer by
making or producing a picture play.
It further held that a contract giving a producer the exclusive rights
to produce, perform and represent a
play means exactly what it says and
gives him all these rights which cannot be limited unless an expressed
limitation is contained in the contract.

"Salome"
Chicago — Whether or not Gross
Point, a suburb of Chicago, is to
have moving pictures, is to be decided by the village trustees.
The battle was started by J. E.
Wecker, who operates a house in
Evanston, when he saw the stream
of people paying admissions at a
Chicago "loop" theater to see Theda
Bara recently. He cursed the day
that
gave Evanston a censor, and
CLASSIFIED.
proposed to rent Gross Point's town
hall and display Theda Bara there.
The classified columns of WID'S
town trustees, however, have
fill a long felt want. It is the notThegiven
their consent.
market place where buyer and seller
"He don't get no permit, if I can
— employer and employee or the
says Nicholas Miller, one
■mall advertiser can put his story help
trustees.
of the it,"
before practically every live ex"You say he's gong to show
hibitor in the country every day in movin' pictures of ladies without
the year, at nominal cost Rate 50c
much clothes?" asked Edward Zeutper line. Cash with order.
schel, president of the board. "When
up?"
to open snorted
he goin' Miller
is Trustee
HELP WANTED.
when he WE
Pipe-Organist for theater in town, close to heard that Pres. Zeutschel lent his
New York.
Must furnish references.
Steady
for the right man — Address, D. A. moral support to Theda Bara and
i
r/o Wid's.
Wecker, and there's a merry fight
POSITION WANTED.
on
"Salome" comes to
townoveror whether
not.

A Live Wire Man, desires a position as
manager of a high-class house somewhere
near New York. Have had managerial experience in high-class houses. Address,
Live Wire, this office.
Orchestra Leader — A man who knows how
t» put on a program
of musie that fita
your show.
References
as to ability. Addrera Leader, this office.
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FEATURE

Originals— Continuities— Till '.
Sixteen Productions in 1918
Including Starring Vehicles for:

Bessie
Louise
Gladys
Sessue

Barriscale
Glaum
Brockwell
Hayakawa

Two in Production

now:

"Shifting Sands"—
Starring Henry R. Wall

WORK-

to make money
have a perfect developed
negative

REX LABORATORY (INC)
has developed Harry Keeper's
negatives. Ask him and then phone
Tremont
1995 for full particulars.

|

'The Starri
Thund
ng erbol
{Cathe t"—

rine Macdoi J

On the Fire:
"The Bleeders"- To Star Kathe
e
Macdonald in her second tupe
feature

Pounding the littleold Undeuvoc t
65l0 Sunset Boulevard,
Hollywood, Calif.

Rembusch in Town.
Frank Rambusch, of Indian;
is in town on his way backPhiladelphia where he atten^
meeting of the Motion Pictun

gineers.
THE
WHITE
HEATHER
Maurice Tourneur's new product
will have a very beautiful lobby 1
play that shall be in keeping v,
this English-Scotch romantic dra:
The display will reflect the prod
tion in every detail. Ready Shor
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 W. 42nd, N. Y. C.
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THE BEST PICTURE
Must

Zittel Funeral Yesterday
Carl Florian Zittel, Jr., only son
of "Zit" of Evening Journal
fame
was laid to rest yesterday.
Interment was in Woodlawn.

YORK
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Just a glimpse
at that $10^ per Seat
Picture
The most sensational thing
he screen has ever seen

Title announced soon

A First National
Money-Maker

A

FILM

THAT

WILL

MAKE

THE

BLOOD

OF

AMERICAN

WOMEN

BOIL

.

Jesse

L, LaskV

present?

CECIL ftDeMILLE*
For Better, For Worse
//

PRODUCTION

AnABTCRAFTPicture

THE VALUE

OF A NAME!

CECIL B. DEMILLE'S name has real box office value.
His productions are triple-starred — star stories, star acting
and star production.
The
public has come to expect greatness from Cecil B.
DeMille. His name stands for sumptuous setting, wonderful acting, absorbing plot, wealth of detail and —
Money in the box office!
In "For Better, For Worse" there are all these things.
Make it pay big by doubling your run.
Scenario

By Edgar Selwyn

by Jeanie

Macphersan

I1 ADOLPH
FAMOUS
PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
ZVXOKPres. JESSE L.lAStBICVicePrvs. CECIL B.DE MOLE .0;nWbrCe/wni£
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Balboa Studios, Long Beach, reported sold
to
•Master Pictures' Corp.
Zeena Keefe signs with World for series
Henry ]',. Warner restrained by court from
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'ACanni?',
.in films inTuesday
view of contract with Tolin
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'"" ac<luires
Theater, BroadRichard
Rowland, Symphony
Metro, favors percentage
Wednesday
plan of booking.
&
Plans being completed for refinancing General
Him.
Frank Tichenor may resume general
management.
Although not passed by Senate, Hyland bill allowing Sunday shows reaches Governor of
-New Jersey, who refuses to sign it.
Jack Pickford denies allegations made follow
his honorable discharge from the service. ing
Slacer Bill seeking censorship for New Yorkpasses Assembly to Senate.
Myron Selznick announces 30 production
s in
eluding six specialThursday
s for the next year:

Charles Giblyn
resigns as director general .of ,
[. . ,,. ..:
Selznick Pictures.
Hall. s sell
Warner'
"The Other Man's Wife" t<i; Frank ■

'Sol Lesser arrives in New York to arrange
showing of "Yankee Doodle in Berlin."
J. ];rank Brockliss, exporter, identified with C
k. Shurtleff in producing Jack London Stories.
Macklyn Arbuckle to produce comedies in
San
Antonio, Texas.
Charles Ray signs with Thomas H. Ince.
Wil
make eight Paramount pictures.
Friday.
Frank Lloyd joins Goldwyn
Formerly directed
W ilham Farnum.
\\ illiam Fox completing negotiations to make
productions abroad with American player
s.
William M. Seabury resigns from Film Cleari
House and other Frank G. Hall enterprises. ng
Chicago
Catholic
publication
smashes
uncenSaturday
sored pictures.

Franchise holders and exchange men
of First
-National assemble for annual meeting
Monday.
Marcus Loew acquires control of Cleveland
ture situation. Will build 17 houses and picacquire about too more throughout
country.
Mayflower Film secures Allan Dwan for
one
year to direct specials.
L'nited
Arti
1 >elaware
incorporate
Si. 4 •;().()()().
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not
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Wid's Reported Exhibitor Opinion on Waste and
Duplication in Trade Paper Advertising Just
One Year Ago After Careful Investigation
For some unknown reason, it generally takes a
long time to get needed reforms started in this
weird and wonderful fdm industry. But sooner
or later the good always works out and right now
we are having a startling example of the producer
and distributor being informed as to exhibitor
desires as the result of an agitation which has
developed from an announcement made by the
First National of their intention to begin the
elimination of waste and duplication in trade
paper advertising.
The First National investigated conditions and
found that the exhibitors were complaining bitterly of the unnecessary waste and duplication
in trade paper advertising. I could have a lot
of fun if I started out sometime to print an "I
told you so" book, but right now, principally because it applies exactly to the present situation,
and also because the logic is just as sound now
as it was a year ago, if anything more so because
more exhibitors have bestirred themselves, I am
printing again some extracts from the statement
which was made on May 2nd, 1918, when I returned from a four months' trip of investigation
and
began
to print WID'S as a daily instead of a
weekly.
Following these extracts from the statement
of May 2nd, I am giving parts of an editorial of
May 26th, 1918, which also registers opinion as
I found it and tells of interviews with prominent

producers and exhibitor executives in which I
made an effort to make clear this state of mind
i.f the exhibitors for the general good of everyone concerned.
The following is from the issue of WID'S
dated May 2nd, 1918:
You're busy.
Everyone of any importance in this business is busy. The
individual who is not busy is not worth while.
In the very extensive and comprehensive trip during
which in the past four months I visited the most prominent
individuals in the exhibiting, the distributing and the producing departments of the industry, I made special inquiries with reference to the "trade paper" situation.

They Don't Read Them.
Invariably the answers were the same : "I don't have
time to read them. Because of the press agent bunk, I
wouldn't know what to believe if I did." Most everyone
said: "I read the ads., skim the headlines and then put
it to one side, intending to read some particular article
later when I have more time."
Rarely does that time come, and after a few of the
bulky collections of press agent sayings accumulate Ihey
go into the waste basket unread.
Good Money Wasted.
Everywhere exhibitors are complain ng over the advertising money being wasted by the distributing companies
in the various trade papers. They all say "These worn out
adjectives don't sell us any film, and I never see more than
one of the seven or eight books he prints this a^. in anyway. Why doesn't the producer spend this money in helping us reach the public?"
Real Service Needed.
Mr. Exhibitor is right. The producers need exploitation
service departments in their exchanges, with men then
on the job to actually see that the exhibitor gets the propei
assistance in putting over a film. These men should maki
regular trips to the theaters playing that company's films
That is practical, efficient business.
Bulky Papers' Printing Costs.
The old style bulky weekly trade papers lose from fif;cej
t0 twenty-five dollars on every yearly subscription.
I
costs about twenty to twenty-seven dollars a year to issu
each copy, and they get in return two dollars a year ft
the subscription. The advertiser pays the differencewhich when figured at several thousand times 25 heromi
quite a sum paid out by the producers each year fur prirfj
ing cost of trade papers alone.
Wid's will never be bulky for two splendid reasons : 1 >■
is that it becomes hard to read ; the other is that \m
the cost of publishing exceeds the revenue from subscri
tions, the publisher is at the mercy of the advertiser. Wit
intends to keep clear of any such embarrassing conditioi
Wid's will always be independent.
A Complete Service.
Wid's was built for service. It now presents a caj
prehensive, intelligent service to the entire industry

It Looks Like Service Idea Will Be Developed
The following is from the issue of May 26, 1918:
When I landed back on the Gay White Alley I took
several days of comparatively valuable time to make personal calls on the executive heads of the various big producing and distributing organizations here in New York

to give them the benefit of the information I had gathej
i" my four months' trip, chiefly in presenting to thenr
one fact which stood out to me above everything eke: .j
being, the imperative need of doing somcth ng .0 help
average exhibitor sell his picture to the pubhe.

I.ril 20, 1«H<>
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f man I talked to, after looking wise for a few
,, promptly decided that it was certainly a "Great
ind surely an essential need. I told them that was
very well but the day of approving things in words and
forgetting them so far as action was concerned, had
ted into the distant past, and that it was going to be
ssary for them to do something besides make promises,
hey hoped to make good with the exhibitor in the
want you fellers to line up on this idea and insist
getting action ! My point about this whole propoI is just this : The conditions which exist in the film
less are such that the methods of the past have all
ercd around the idea of wishing the junk onto the
mtor and then letting him wonder how he was going
fct rid of it. It has been a game of bunk,
eoretically it's perfectly all right for the producer
back and say: "If I can sell it to the theater-owner,
lid worry about what he does with it!" But everyln the film business who hopes to stay in the film
ness knows that that theory is all wrong in practice,
nditions which have attended the development of this
tendons industry have been such as to place thousands
heaters in the hands of men who are very capable
ness men, but who are not students of psychology, or
wnien". The producer is dependent upon those men
his income, and if he expects to be able to continue
eceive a reasonable revenue from these theaters he
aid the owners in so presenting his product that a
t can be made and the public satisfied so far as is
ible.
rgetting the part of the discussion which applies to
heoretical duty of the producer to assist the theaterr, and considering this problem from a purely selfish
y-getting angle, I insist that it would be good business
ny exchange to have a complete Service Department
h would have nothing whatever to do with the sale of
but would devote its entire attention to assisting the
itor to exploit and present pictures,
made very clear the fact that the exhibitors everye are complaining over the appalling waste of good
y by the producer in unnecessary advertising in a lot

AILY

of so-called "trade papers" that arc never read, and the
even more costly waste of sending out thousam
books that are called "Exhibitors Help'' and "Exhibitors Plan" books. This exhibitor Aid material is for the
most part ridiculous in the eyes of the intelligent exhibitor, and worthless to the exhibitor who, knowing
no better, attempts to make use of it.
Any real showman knows this to be a fact, and if
some of the producers who pay tremendous bill
printing and for unnecessary advertising would spend a
few months talking with worth-while exhibitors, there
would soon be some sensational shifts in advertising
and exploitation policy.
I tell them that efficient service departments would
not only win them new customers but would make it
possible for a large percentage of their customers to
cheerfully pay more money for film.
When I speak of service bureaus, I don't mean the
sort that we've heard so much about in "trade paper"
interviews, without anything tangible ever resulting.
I mean that there should be one or two men in each
exchange center who will have no duties other than
the actual work of getting exploitation matter in the
hands of the theater-owner. I think that these men
should spend a good part of their time making the
rounds of the company's customers, so that they will
come into personal contact with the exhibitor and be
in a position to know his individual troubles and the
needs of his particular community
Sit down tonight and write a few letters to the Big
Bosses of the companies you are now doing business
with and tell them how much you would appreciate
such a service and how willing you would be to pay
more money for their film just the moment they assist
you in making it possible to realize more profit with
their product.
A few letters from you live wires will put this thing

|A//t*J C^

Now — it's up to YOU !
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Mr. Charles Werner, Manager,
i'etro Pictures Corporation,
St. Louis, Mo.
My dear

Werner

-

I want to join with the many showmen to
voice my profound admiration and sincere appreciation for
the indescribable wonder of Nazimova's artistic character
portrayal in "Out of The Fog" and the unusual dramatic
value of this 100/£ classic, - not that I look back with
less enthusiasm to "Eye for Eye" "Toys of Fate" and "
"Revelation" but rather in wonderment as to her forthcoming productions.
their

ideal.

My clientele

have

found

in Nazimova

Metro deserves the congratulations and
thanks of the entire amusement seeking public for presenV
ing this famous artist in such master creations and I
sincerely extend to Nazimova and the entire Metro
organization my best wishes for a long happy and wholehearted future of successful achievement.

Secy & Mgr . ,
Belasco Theatre
Quincy,

METRO

111.
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Comedy Impersonation of Mabel Normand Lifts Story
That is Not Unusual.
Mabel Normand

in

"THE PEST"

Goldwyn
:CTOR
W. Christy Cabanne
10R
Melville W. Brown
SRAMAN
Percy Hilburn
WHOLE
Depends mainly upon
humorous incidents, although there is some
meller.
'Y
Seems a bit artificial at times and
occasionally lacks clearness.
ICTION
Handles scenes in a way to
give the star every chance to score.
rOGRAPHY
Usually
sharp.
TINGS
Satisfactory.
ERA WORK
Mostly straight stuff.
!
Her unique personality and gift for
humorous expression do much to make the
picture interesting.
'OR i
Cast is well balanced with John
Bowers and^Alec B. Francis in conspicuous
roles.
CRIORS
Country scenes are the real
thing.
RIO RS
Conventional.
UL
Helps to put comedy across.
RACTER
OF
STORY
Nothing
to
cause objection.
iTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet.
'toplay story there is nothing extraordinary
which in its essentials runs along conflal lines, with a not unexpected disclosure at the
_ that the heroine is in reality the daughter of
It'll y judge and the rightful heir to his estate. But
ere is little in the plot to cause particular
:nt, it should be received with favor because of the
unity afforded Mabel Normand to exercise her uncomcclv gifts.
ment of the story is held up in
|i Miss Normand on the screen that she may
mos' certainly will, in her portrayal
is 1 ommonly
known
throughout

the neighborhood a
I hi Pe 1
1;
■ with the comedii 1
make out of incidents which, in themselves, are of 110
d regWherever there is a
great consequence.
istering ahumorous expression, Miss Normand is cei
promaterial
the
where
tain to realize it, and frequently
interactress
vided is not inspiring, this resourceful
polates comedy on ber own account.
As a farm house drudge, clothed in rags and
tomed to abuse, Mabel dreams of better days which
no indication of arriving until she is invited to
a dance at the judge's home.
Never guessing that the invitation was extended
in order that she might provide
entertainment for the guests by reason of her ridiculous
appearance,
Mann, aii aglow with anticipation. go>
thi party clad in a gown loaned by her host.
There is humor combined with a touch of pathos in
the experiences of the girl, who is ignored and humiliated.
No one sympathizes with her except the kindly judge and
tha judge's nephew, John Bowers, a studious youth who
is living with his uncle. After insults have been heaped
upon her, Mabel leaves the house in a rage and is followed by John, who declares that he has loved her ever
since the days when they worked over lessons together.
In order to make a story, the author brings in some
melodrama, concerning efforts to rob the judge and the
scheme of Charles Girard to marry the girl whom he
' supposes to be heiress to the fortune. There is no need to
go into the ramifications of the plot as it progresses to
a climax revealing "The Pest's" true identity. An old
ring which she wears on the night of the dance is instrumental in bringing about her identification as the
daughter of Francis.
These sequences of the story are not especially convincing, but they may he accepted as a necessary part of
a picture which gets most of its interest from the performance supplied by the star, who may he relied upon
to keep things moving when other elements in the production lack strength. Director Cabanne found atmospheric settings for the picture and handled an able cast
in an effective manner. Appearing in support of Miss
Normand are Leota Lorraine, Jack Curtis, Pearl Elmore,
and James Bradbury.

iy il up as a Laugh Getter Suited to Talents of Comedienne.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
want this picture, depends mainly
011 figure Mabel Normand as a drawing atI at your theater.
The photoplay is not exceptional
to justify any great enthusiasm, but, as
n earlier paragraph, it is lifted by the actthc star whose
reputation as a comedienne
is
to all film fans.
10 actress on the screen is better adapted to
mlcs than Miss Normand,
and here, as in a
of her recent productions, she is seen in the type
fccter with which she is associated in the public
Wake as much as you can of the star's fame as
Jpreter of comedy, promising your folks that in
t" her talents are given full scope.
Mention
I and some other successful pictures in which
appeared.

Most of the paper prepared by Goldwyn places emphasis on the humorous aspects of the film, the line
which should be followed in all exploitation material, for
the melodramatic part of this story won't mean very
much to a crowd that expects laughs when it goes to the
theater to see Miss Normand. It should help some to
announce that the picture was produced by W. Christy
Cabanne, a director who may be counted upon to get
the best out of the material handed him.
For a catchlinc try: "Look out for Mabel Normand in
'The Pest,' she's coming to the blank theater on such
and such a date," or "Maybe you think you know what
it is to live with 'A Pest,' but you won't know the real
thing until you have seen Mabel Normand in her latest
comedy- creation." Altogether this is a film likely to go
well with children, therefore I would make a particular
effort to get a matinee patronage.
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We World Stars Appear in Picture That Goes Over in Good Style
World

Film Stars in

"3 GREEN

World

EYES"

SECTOR
Dell Henderson
THOR
Not
credited
SNARIO
BY
Wallace C. Clifton
HERA
MAN
Not credited
A WHOLE
Filled with complications that
hold the attention; introduces a number of
the World Film stars.
5RY
Free adaptation of an old play which
is not named.
^ECTION
Keeps up the suspense and is generally satisfactory.
TOGRAPHY
Clear
HTINGS
For the most part effective.
"ERA
First
YERS WORK • • .An all star cast in..;..
which
no rate.
one
stands out in particular; Carlyle Bflackwell,
Montagu Love, June Elvidge, Evelyn Greeley and Johnny Hines carry the principal
roles.
'ERIORS
Many of them decidedly attractive.
ftrERIORS
Provided suitable background for
the scenes.
DiTAIL
Doesn't call for special comment.
|(ARACTER OF STORY
Entertaining in an
entirely harmless way.
flNGTH OF PRODUCTION
....5,973 feet
ossibly the unnamed play which is credited with
ing provided inspiration for this production is Sar's "The Scrap of Paper,," the most famous of the
lerous stage works constructed around a compliid plot in which a letter is the basic factor. But in
far as "3 Green Eyes" is concerned, the original
ce is of slight importance, for the adanter t"rned
what is virtually a new plot, and a very good one
i the viewpoint of entertainment.
rith commendable adroitness, Wallace C. Clifton
trived to give a surface plausibility to the situations
[•ked
a decidedlyvehicle
complicated
which makes
)tablyinto
satisfactory
for the story,
introduction
of the
it prominent players on the World Film roster. SitSons are so devised that no one is particularly promIt, all working harmoniously to give a smooth prestion of the action.

As in all plays of this type where the characterization is necessarily subordinated, things do appear to
happen rather conveniently, but that is unavoidable in
the untangling of the many mix-ups into which the
people figuring in the plot are led. The story aims to
create interest and suspense and in doing this it is dissuccessfulj moreovei there is nuke a bit of comedy, much of which is supplied by Johnny Hines, whose
style of humor has proven effective with fans.
Instead of one pair of lovers, we find a sextette in
"3 Green Eyes," comprising Montagu Love and June
Elvidge, Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley and
Johnny Hines and Dorothy Dee. The emotional affairs
of these characters are so interwoven that they all have
a legitimate place in the story. At the beginning, June
Elvidge is in love with Carlyle Blackwell, an impecunious architect whom her mother does not regard as a
suitable match when the wealthy Montagu Love is
available.
Because their relationship was to some degree surreptitious, the lovers had found a hiding place for their
notes in the base of a statue standing in the drawing
room. It is in this compartment that the scrap of paper
which figures so largely in the plot is secreted. Persuaded by her mother that Montagu is the man for her
to marry, June disregards her own inclinations and accepts him, leaving a note to Carlyle explaining her action. But is so happens that the architect is initired
by being thrown from a horse and is therefore unable to
visit the secret post office until after his sweetheart has
become the wife of Montagu.
Two years pass before June and her husband return
to their estate, and Carlyle is engaged to design plans
for the enlargement of the buildings. This, of course,
once more brings him into the life of his former sweetheart and they resurrect thai letter which she wrote on
the eve of her mariage, still hidden under the statue.
It is apparent that it would be disastrous for this note
to fall into the hands of her husband, and June feels
that it is rather risky to leave it in the possession of
Carlyle; therefore, enlisting the aid of her intimate
friend, Evelyn Greeley, she undertakes to get back the
tell-tale bit of paper. Such is the foundation for a plot
containing many twists and a sufficient number of surprises, before Carlyle decides that Evelyn is in reality
the girl he wants for his wife.
In the cast, besides the stars, are Jack Drumier. Matilda Brundage, William Black and Yusti Yama.

Make the Unusual Cast the Chief Point in Your Advertising
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
rom a box office standpoint there is no doubt about
being one of the strongest productions that World
has released in some time, and more than that, it
|i picture that will satisfy your folks after you get
I certainly would try to book "3 Green Eyes",
•ing to use it on whatever day of the week you conmost advantageous for a good drawing attraction,
account of. the presence of so many World stars
ight to be easy to arouse interest in this producMake quite a bit of fuss about there being an allcast, which will give fans a chance to see half a
ten of their favorite players in the same film. Your
|)licity should carry the five names; Carlyle Black 11, Evelyn Greeley, Montagu Love, June Elvidge and
[inny Hines, and then go on to announce that "3
sen Eyes" offers the only chance to see all of these
rs together.

A lobby display will naturally include personal portraits of the stars, which in a case of this kind are of
greater importance than scenes from the picture. The
title is all right from an advertising angle, but don't let
folks imagine that this is merely a mystery story. Tell
them that it contains a good bit of comedy, along
with an element of romance.
Bear in mind however, that whatever else you may
do in the way of exploitation - the big opportunity
comes in emphasizing! the announcement that five
important^ players are to be seen in the same picture.
There is no need of going into detail about the plot.
which is too complicated to summarize in a brief
space; rather keep folks guessing about the kind of
a film they are going to see.

Anita Stewart's

"MARY

nex

REGAN"

Leroy Scott's Sensational
Novel of Big Pleasure
in New York.
Directed by Lois Weber

ANITA
"A

Two

New

STEWART'S
Productions

MIDNIGHT and
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are

ROMANCE"

WIVES"

WARNING
All of my recently produced Pictures are
bein£ released through
the First National
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fine

Treatment
Fannie

Is Big Factor
Story A
Ward in

•THE CRY OF THE WEAK"
Astra Prod.— Pathe Distr.

JRECTOR
.Gaorga
Fiumaaric*
UTHOR
Onida Barter*
CENARIO
BY
Ouida Beraara
AMERAMAN
A. C. Miller
3 A WHOLE
Forceful drama, acted with
emotional power aad kept tana* all through
Not remarkable, bat profits by exrORY
cellent treatment.
IRECTION
Puts sceneg oYier at a fast
tempo
that never allows the attention
to
wander.
HOTOGRAPHY
High class
IGHTINGS
Many atmospheric effects, especially in the night scenes.
AMERA WORK
Angles on scenes well varied
TAR
Interprets emotional role with considerable feeling calculated to reach the sympathies of an audience.
KUPPORT
Frank Elliott, as the husband, and
Paul Willis, as the brother, are suitable to
the roles.
XTERIORS
Only a few required
KTERIORS
Correct for the homes of people of wealth.
RETAIL
The film is cut to keep the action
speeded up; small points likely to heighten
the atmosphere are carefully regarded.
HARACTER
OF STORY
Drama pointing
the advisability
of reforming,
rather than
punishing criminals.
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,760 feet
■Closely knit all through and maintaining an emotional
Btensily that is not often found' in photoplay dramas,
lis latest production of George Fitzmaurice's, starring
jknnie Ward, moves so rapidly and holds the interest so
■fccessfully that your folks will scarcely realize it to be
■ five reel production. In every way it is an artistic
Bcomplishment, reflecting credit on all concerned, especHy the director, star and author.
"The Cry of the Weak" is another indication of the
ndency of producers who keep abreast of the times,
eliminate
everything
that Scenes
''<• superfluous
in
tting
only the
high spots.
are short
lion is made to move at a speed that
ates actual life during a period of excitement

^ell

Worth

Running

aandstory,
the
approxisuch as

In Making
Success

Constructed

that represented here. A few brief sequences at the opening
serve to establish the characters, which number only four
of any importance, and to introduce the theme in an
argument between a district attorney, Fannie Ward's husband, played by Frank Elliott and a judge, interpreted by
Walt Whitman.
Elliott is something of a criminologist, who stoutly
maintains that the only way to handle law-breakers is to
P» judge
them behind bat-,
the more humane
holds to the belief that many offenders may be transformed into useful citizens if they are placed under beneficial influences, a contention in which he is supported
by the district attorney's wife.
1 iter 1 i- idequate introduction, they swing into the fast
action of the drama on a night that the judge returns
home from one of his debates with Elliott, whose house
is directly across the street. Whitman is assaulted and
finally shot by two young thieves who are attempting to
rob his safe. One of them jumps out of the window, the
other makes good his escape by climbing, on to the veranda
hi Elliott s ii"tise and entering the room occupied by
Fannie Ward.
By this time the police are on the trail of the thieves
and have traced one of them to the house of the district
attorney. While a search is being made, Fannie Ward
is attempting to shield the fugitive who turns out to be
her young brother. Expert direction makes much of the
scenes transpiring on this fateful night.
It is reasonable enough to suppose that the woman
would try to save the youth, also, knowing the severe
views of her husband, that she would not dare to take
him into her confidence. The traged of the wife's predicament, torn between love for the boy who has gone
wrong, and fidelity to the man whom she does not want
to deceive, is finely indicated by Miss Ward through a
number of genuinely emotional passages.
Also, much is made of her plea to her husband when
he finally discovers the fugitive and insists that he shall
be turned over to the police, waiting on the floor below.
Here they cut back to a depiction of early incidents in
the life of Fannie Ward and her brother, showing how,
living in poverty and trained to be a thief, the boy never
h->d a fair chance to go straight. At the close of the film,,
they work the story around to introduce evidence proving that the shot which wounded the judge had been
fired by the other thief. The conventionally happy ending brings in a letter from the boy to his sister, telling of
his progress on a western ranch where he is free fromevil associates.

In Any Type of
Something Good.

Box Office Analysis
This is altogether a very well balanced production, in
itat it is not limited in its appeal to any one .type of
eater. The picture is distinctive enough in its presentaa and acting, also in the possession of a theme open
discussion, to be suitable to the most critical class of
idience, yet sufficiently general in its melodramatic
rce not to go over the heads of those who are enterined first of all by thrilling stories.
In booking "The Cry of the Weak" you may count upon
string a really high class melodrama, probably one of
ie best all round pictures that Pathe has issued in some
oie. You are safe in boosting it to your patrons as
wnething that they cannot afford to miss, and in making
oint of the fact that it is a strong drama based on a
e which is in no way offensive.
Jo don!
ve found Miss Ward to be a reliable
r in your neighborhood,
for she is known to prac-

Well

Theater.

Promise

for the Exhibitor
tically every one familiar with the records of stage celebrities who have become screen stars. Mention the pictures in which she has appeared recently, notably "Common Clay" and try to land sketches of her career in
your local newspaper. George Fitzmaurice, as the director, should figure in exploitation material, for his
name has been associated with many high class films.
d vising catchlines, introduce the. problem presented bv the treatment of law-breakers, something after
this fashion : ''Do you believe that criminals are the
victims of their own instincts, or the outcome of an
evil environment? See how this important question is
finswered in 'The Cry of the Weak,' a stirring, drama starring Fannie Ward," or "Should a man that breaks the
law be sent to jail, or given another chance ? In 'The
Cry of the Weak,' Fannie Ward's latest drama, the question is answered with a plea for charity."

rs Mutual

Acknowledged
Walthall's greatest
picture, A production in both story
and characterization that will long
stand as his best
work.

NATIONAL FILM
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
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eller Utilizing the Eternal

>AILV

Triangle
Climax

Madlaine Traverse in

• THE LOVE Fox
THAT DARES"
IRECTOR
SENARIO BY
CMERAMAN
1\ A WHOLE

Harry Millarde
Denison Clift
Frank Good
Meller acted with considerable intensity and makes suitable vehicle
for the star.
£ORY
Modeled along conventional
lines; is generally plausible
JRECTION
Gets the most out of
dramatic scenes, especially in the climax in
the last reel.
HOTOGRAPHY. .Varies; sometimes lacks sharpness.
]GHTINGS
■•
,
Not much attempt at
artistic effects.
ClMERA WORK
Ordinary.
S'AR
Appears much as she has in previous productions; forceful in an emotional role.
SfPPORT
Thomas Santschi gives strong
portrayal of the husband; Frank Elliott acceptable in role of the villian.
KTERIORS
■
Some attractive shots on
locations intended to represent Pasadena.
ITERIORS
Adequate
1JTAIL
..... Doesn't figure much.
HARACTER OF STORY
Brings in old
theme of wife who ruins her husband on account of her extravagance.
iDNGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,500 feet.
1 [During the last reels, at least, this picture is intense
cough in a melodramatic way to satisfy the most
Went of sensation lovers. The climax between the
rsband and wife, introducing, of course, the inevitable
■jrd party, is worked up to a high degree of suspense,
:d until the conclusion there is some doubt about the
etcome.
I Particular mention is made of these final sequences,
Icause they mark the high points of a story which
Inot especially unusual in plot theme, or in the treatajnt during the earlier passages. As a vehicle for
Qadlaine Traverse, who as you know, makes a
•;cialty of her ability to emote, it does very well in-

Works Up

to Forceful

deed and should j^et by as an average program offering in the meller class.
Once again we have the story of an extravagant
wife who drives her husband to the verge of ruin,
and then turns for assistance to a wealthj man who
lias never ceased to love her and resent her marriage. In
utilizing a theme of this description, the only opportunities for novelty are in the treatment, and it may
be said to the credit of the director and the players
that they have given some freshness to a number of
the scenes.
The first part of the film serves to show how serious
is the predicament into which Thomas Santschi, as the
husband, has been forced, a condition which his pleasure loving wife fails to recognize. In fact, she assumes
the attitude of an injured woman whose happiness is
being sacrificed by her husband because he devotes
all of his time to business. More than all else, just
at this time, she counts on a trip to Pasadena and
Santschi promises to gratify her wish when his business affairs are better adjusted.
Having been given two weeks in which to raise $80,000
he goes to Frank Elliot, a millionaire friend of his, and
more particularly of his wife's, for a loan. Elliott is
willing to advance him the money, boldly asserting, however, that in return for the assistance, Santschi must eoncede to granting his wife a divorce, a proposition which
is answered by the husband with a blow, damaging to
both the countenance and the self esteem of Elliott.
The husband
decides, however,
that fortune or no
fortune the most precious thing in life is the love of his
wife who has gone to Pasadena alone, soon to be followed by Elliott, also by a jealous girl whom the millionaire has cast aside.
She sends a disturbing message to
Santschi to advising
him reputation
to go.- to Pasadena
he
wishes
protect the
of his wife.at once
It is if
here,
after Madlaine has raised $30,000 by pawning her jewels
and attempted to borrow another $50,000 frorn the millionaire who persists in making love to her, that the most
dramatic moments in the picture occur.
At the very last, Elliott is conveniently
shot by the
girl he has wronged and Santschi is given convincing evidence of the faithfulness of his wife.
Also, a fortunate
financial deal saves his threatened fortune.
In. the cast
are Mae Gaston, Thomas Guise and George B, Williams.

rank Lloyd
DIRECTOR
M. P. D. A.
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Running

in Neighborhoods Where Emotional
Are Popular.

Storig<

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Madlaine Traverse in
If you are running the Fox pictures right along]
should be worth 'while to go out of your way to inert
"THE LOVE Fox
THAT DARES"
the popularity of Miss Traverse, whom the Fox pe<
are evidently banking on as an emotional star. '
Sex mellers based on the eternal triangle when they
Love that Dares" is a fair example of the films in w£
are reasonably well presented, as in this case, are certain
she has appeared in the past and may be taken as an
dication of the type of picture you will receive it
to have an appeal in many houses, especially in the cheaper
neighborhoods where the emotional style of picture is time to time in months to come. Providing you fig
that you have a following for sex mellers, try to get yj
always nopular. As photoplays of this stamp go, "The
folks acquainted with the work of this star.
Love that Dares" is acceptable and you should not have
any difficulty in -putting it across as a program feature.
Among the players in the cast, Thomas Santschi' I
be counted upon to have a considerable number of
Play it up in a sensational way, making as much as
mirers in your neighborhood, because he has been bef
you can of the title, which does very well for a melodramatic Tex film, even if it is not strikingly unusual.
the fan public for a long while and has figured in nu
productions of the first class. A catchline likely tfl
Try it with a catchline something like this : "What would
you do for love? Madlaine Traverse is ready to sacrifice
tract the attention of women might read : "Is your
travagance driving your husband to ruin? See Madia!
her, life in this stirring drama, showing the unselfishness
of a woman's devotion."
Traverse in "The Love That Dares."

Goldwyn cDeliversStar Value —

Pauiine Frederick
Beauty and power united by intelligence and
building on success after success, have given
Pauline Frederick a following possessed, by no
other emotional star of screen or stage. From
"The Eternal City" to "One Week of Life"
runs a record of pleased patronage that means
absolute box office draw.

Story Value —

ONE WEEK OF LIFE
She was married to a drunkard. She ached
for one week of life in a paradise of love. And
she found another woman to take her place.
What happened in those seven terrible, magical
days is the story that Cosmo Hamilton of
Cosmopolitan fame has written especially for
Goldwyn.

GOLDWYN

PICTURES

CORPORATION

Samuel Goldwyn, President
16 East 42nd Street
New York City
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Effective Situations in Story Holding to the Line Usually
Followed in Harry Carey's Films
Harry Carey in

"BARE FISTS"

Universal
SCTOR
Jack Ford
HTHOR
Bernard McConville
\RlO BY
Eugene B. Lewis
RA MAN
John W. Brown
i?A WHOLE • •
Lacks the snap possessed
by some of the Harry Carey pictures, but
all in all makes first rate entertainment.
(DRY
Adaptation of story by Bernard McConville; offers leading character suitable to
the star.
SECTION
Gives animation to a number of
fight scenes and succeeds
in putting over
some natural characterizations.
»1DT0GRAPHY
Clear.
JHTINGS
Generally good; a few fine effects.
jidERA WORK
-Long shots especially well
handled.
HiR
Has a role calculated to arouse sympathy; will satisfy his admirers.
H>PORT
Betty Schade adequate as leading
woman; Joe Harris and others in the supporting company fulfill needs of the story.
'ERIORS
Very fine locations for country
intended to represent southwestern Kansas.
K'ERIORS
Conventional
JJTAIL
Adds to the atmosphere of the picture.
fl\RACTER OF STORY
Nothing to offend,
unless it is the branding of a boy by cattle
thieves
,HGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,75<> feet
kpctically
all of Harry
pictures
carry an outfloors
atmosphere
which Carey's
is decidedly
refreshing.
The
■farters smack of the plains and there is a certain
nlesomeness
in the rugged style of drama they are
a|:d upon to interpret.
"Bare Fists," the latest Unitjal production presenting the cowboy star, is no exion to the rule, although it lacks the swiftness of
emenl found in some of the earlier pictures,
sofar as the plot is concerned the film might have been
down considerably, possibly a full reel, without sacrianything vital to the narrative. On the other hand,
is enough of interest in the situations and in the

performance supplied by the star, to hold the attention of
an audience. Where the plot action grows thin, they
introduce personal touches of characterization, some of
which have a strong sympathetic appeal, such as the scenes
in which Carey, condemned to die for a murder which he
did not commit, pays a last visit to his aged mother withholding from her the fact that he has been sentenced
to be hanged the following morning.
In this same reel there is one incident, effective though
it is, which is open to question because it may be too
harrowing for sensitive spectators. Harry's little brother
has wandered out on the plains where he finds horse
thieves preparing to brand cattle which are a part of
Carey's herd. Two of these rustlers, who, incidentally, are
responsible for the innocent man's having been found
guilty of murder, brand the boy on the breast with a
hot iron.
This bit of action may be considered necessary to the
plot, in order to account for Harry's breaking away from
the sheriff and following the thieves that he may be
revenged before he dies. But these final sequences, undeniably necessary to the story, might, be explained without a picturization of the branding episode. Possibly,
before the film is released the scene will be cut down to
a mere flash, thereby lessening its brutality.
The picture gets its title from a promise which Harry
gives to his mother after his father, a town marshal,
has been shot by outlaws. The grief-stricken mother
makes her son give his word that he will never carry a
gun, even for defense. Thereafter Harry goes unarmed,
although conditions in the rough community where horse
thieves thrive, make it difficult for a man who must rely
upon his bare fists for protection.
His particular enemy is enacted by Joe Harris, leader
of the cattle rustlers, and in love with a Spanish girl
to whom Harry takes a fancy. Harris, with his confederates, manages to "frame up" the unarmed man so that
he appears to have shot one of his enemies. Tried by
fellow townsmen he is convicted on evidence which seems
conclusive and his life is saved only at the last moment
by information disclosed by a girl who happened to see
the whole affair. The story is told in a simple, straightforward way and profits by some natural human touches
in reflecting the feelings of the principal characters under
stress of emotion.
In the cast are Vester PeRg, Molly McConnell, Anna
May Walthall and Howard Ensteadt.

Will Satisfy Admirers of the Star.
Box

A Safe Box Office Bet

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.

nong the Universal stars, there probably is none
a more loyal following than Harry Carey, particy throughout the west and in small towns in other
of the country. People know just about what to
: in a Harry Carey picture and they will not be
(pointed in "Bare Fists", which carries the expected
You are safe in running this film, relying
the star to put it over
: title is unusual and catchy, in connection with
»me of Harry Carey. It has the advantage of being
and to the point in suggesting the theme of the
I would play it up bier, working it into catchlines
Is "You have seen Harry Carey handle a gun.
see his latest drama of the west, through which he
Bhis way with 'Bare Fists'." Another one : "They
him a coward because he was known as 'the man
wouldn't shoot.' See 'Bare Fists' and you will
the reason why."

If Carey visited your town in the course of his coast
to coast tour, it would be well to capitalize on the
friendships he made by his personal appearances. Call
attention to his having been seen at your theater, giving the date and reviving some of the publicity which
he probably received in your local newspapers at that
time. It is safe to assume that folks who have seen a
player in person will be more interested in his subsequent pictures.
Providing you want to refer to earlier films, some of
which you may have run,
Men," "Hell Bent," "A
for Love." Handle this
get some stills bringing
steadt, who adds much
of the scenes.

you can mention "Three Mounted
Woman's Fool," or "A Fight
drama of the West and try to
in the little boy, Howard Ento the human appeal of many
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Nothing Startling, but Should Get by With Admirers of the Star
Earle Williams in

THE

USURPER"
Vitagraph.

DIRECTOR

B^K.:::::::::v":;;:::::::::--?n SS

SCENARIO BY
I N Morris
CAMERMAN
I.. .'...'. Not 'credited
AS A WHOL
E
.Makes !.
passabie entertainm
ent
wnDV
although dramatic moments are not frequent
.....
...Adapted from stage play in which
Nat Goodwin appeared.
DIRECTION
Utilizes material to the best
advantage.
PHOTOGRAPHY

Clear
LIGHTINGSartistic effects. Generally well' judged;' a few
CAMERA WORK
Nothing out of the ordinary
°1AK
Not called upon for unusual acting;
CTTr>or>i3J:ives natuTral interpretation of character
t>yjffUKT
. . . .Louise Lovely makes pleasing English heroine; other popular Vitagraph players
included in the cast.
EXTERIORS
Suitable in representing English estate.

INTERIORS
....Up to the Vitagraph standard
which is high.
DETAIL

maintained.Atmosphere of story is consistently
CHARACTER OF STORY
Romance, introducing some drama.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet
Only theater patrons whose memories go back a number of years will recall Nat C. Goodwin in "The
Usurper", therefore this pictorial version of the old time
play as it comes to the screen, is virtually an original
work. The main points of the stage piece were taken
as a foundation for the plot of the photoplay, but there
appears to have been no hesitancy about making
changes where it was deemed advisable for the purposes of the screen, which is entirely permissible.
This can scarcely be placed among the best of the pictures in which Earle Williams has been starred, nonetheless itmakes very fair entertainment of a superficial
sort and no doubt will be accepted with favor by the
many admirers of the Vitagraph actor, who has a con-

genial role and is ably supported by a cast including
Louise Lovely in the role of an English girl. Exteriors
for the scenes transpiring after Williams has gone to
England to take possession of the estate, which he has
purchased, are distinctly attractive and throughout, the
picture carry a tone in keeping with the kind of life
they are intended to indicate.
The character played by Earle Williams is John Maddox, an American ranchman, who having amassed a
fortune in Arizona, decides to go to England with his
sister and live the life of a wealthy country gentleman,
One cause for his decision is a sentimental recollection of Louise Lovely, the daughter of an aristocratic
English family, whom he met while she was touring
the States. It so happens that adverse fortune places
the Dulyerton estate on the market and Williams purchases it, with the understanding, however, that he
shall live there nominally as a guest of the family of
whom Louise is a part.
The plot of the story is rather thin, in fact there
would scarcely be any plot at all, save for the unpleasant episode between Louise's maid, portrayed by
Bessie Eyton, and Frank Leigh in the character of the
caddish Englishman to whom she is betrothed. What
drama the story possesses, hinges upon Earle's determination to prevent Louise's marriage to the man
who had wronged her maid and attempted to escape
responsibility.
Out of this situation they manage to get quite a few
complications and misunderstandings and work up
some suspense on the night that Louise and Leigh
have planned to elope. Holding the girl to a promise
that she has made some time previously, to take him
to "the haunted tower" on the first stormy night,
Earle succeeds in keeping the girl away from Leigh,
also in convincing her of his perfidy after she has]
met the father of the wronged woman, who is hiding
in the tower because he is threatened vith arrest for
having sworn to kill his daughter's betrayer.
The upshot of this night, which brings the climax,
of the story, is the complete discomfiture of Leigh,
and the success of Earle in persuading Louise that:
he is the man for her to marry. Included in a cast
that comes up to requirements in every respect, are.
Bob Russell, Billie Elmer, Jay Morley, Atuirey Chap
man, Bessie Eyton, and Lillian Langdon.

Pass it Through as a Routine Program Feature and Folks Won'tj
Kick
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Program offerings of this kind, coming along from
week to week without marking anything novel in the
way of photoplay production, do not suggest
opportunities for exceptional exploitation. "The
Usurper" is just a satisfactory five-reel romance which
no doubt will be accepted by a crowd that is not led to
expect anything startling.
Rely upon the popularity of Earle Williams to get
folks in; then make the rest of your program as
strong as possible, so that you will have a well
balanced show in which all the burden is not placed
on the feature. Whatever "The Usurper" lacks, you
may count upon having an entirely clean picture, for
the wronged girl situation is treated in a way that cannot give offense.

Even if few folks recall "The Usurper" as a stage!
play in which Nat Goodwin starred, it might lend:
dignity to the picture to mention the source and con-i
nect it with the name of the famous actor who recently
/ died. Probably the most popular member in the cast,
outside of the star, is Louise Lovely who should be:
mentioned
in your exploitation as Earle Williams'
leading woman.
In selecting pictures of the star, try to give a suggestion of the varied atmosphere of the story by showing him in sone scenes wearing a cowboy costume
and in others a^ a dapperly dressed Englishman. Unde:
portraits of Williams and Miss Lovely you might run
a line : "She called him 'her buckskin knight' ir
'The Usurper,' a romance leading from the plains 0!
Arizona to the estates of England's aristocracy."
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Emotional Drama Is Finely Be
Acted
auty in Locations of Exceptional
Monroe

lated to leave an audience under the spell of a delightfeeling.fully sympathetic photoplay, presented with charm and

Salisbury in

•THE BLINDING
Universal

TRAIL"

RECTOR
fHORS

Paul Powell
and John
B.

Stuart Payton
Clymer
MERAMAN
E. J. Ullman
A WHOLE
Fine production, profiting
by a decidedly attractive Northwoods atmosphere; strong in heart interest.
RY
Plausibly developed and sound in
its depiction of character.
SECTION
Made the situations appear
natural, achieved moments of pathos without over-reaching for effects.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Notably good, especially
in snow scenes.
tfGHTINGS
Some
are striking; artistic
all through.
AMERA WORK
Up to the requirements
of a high class production.
ffAR
Portrays with real feeling the role
of a man who goes blind.
jfifPPORT
Contrasting characters of young
women are convincingly suggested by Claire
Anderson and Helen Eddy; other roles suitably filled.
KTERIORS
Figure
largely throughout
the production and are notably fine.
ETERIORS
Luxuriously furnished mountain camp supplies appropriate background
for much of the action.
DTAIL
An important factor in getting
full emotional value out of the situations.
BARACTER
OF STORY
••
Heart interest
drama with some comedy relief.
liNGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,600 feet.
i from any angle you wish to consider it, this is a more
Up ordinary strong production. The exteriors in a snowIjered forest are extremely attractive to the eye and
ird just the right background _for a narrative of this
ription ; hiit more vital to the success of the picture
lie fp.-t thi»> the story is touchingly human, a trifle
perhaps,
-' certain to stir the emotions and calcu-

Monroe Salisbury gives a very fine performance indeed
in the character of the lumber camp superintendent, who,
owing to an accident is stricken blind, later recovering his
sight and then losing it again after he has married the
frivolous girl, who is unintentionally the cause of his
affliction. It is a role expertly devised to permit the exercise of sympathetic appeal, but in the hands of a less restrained actor it might easily have been exaggerated.
Mr. Salisbury never over-reaches and is doubly effective
on that account.
Much of the picture demands a delicate treatment to
prevent a violation of good taste in dealing with the personal, intimate things of life, and it may be noted that
the director never permits the scenes to go beyond the line
of v.hat is artistically permissible. Just once in a while,
the plot appears to be conveniently arranged to make
dramatic incidents possible, but for the most part the characters seems to be working out their own destinies, which
is greatly to the advantage of the picture in making it
seem real.
Attention is caught at the opening with scenes laid in
the snow-covered forest where Monroe is the superintendent of a lumber company visited by the daughter and
niece of the owner. A comparatively few episodes serve
to show the contrasting characters of the two young
women, both of whom, it is apparent, take a fancy to
the handsome lumberman.
In a coasting accident, Monroe, in order to prevent running into Claire Anderson. «-"'des his sled into a tree and
the injury causes blindness. Claire, partly for the romantic novelty of the adventure, maneuvers Monroe into marrying her. Presently a son is born to them and later we
find Claire, true to her frivolous nature, carrying on a
love affair with Arthur Maude. One of the strongest
scenes in the picture shows the fight between Monroe and
the man who tries to steal his wife; another one, truly
pathetic, depicts the death of Claire, who in her last moments has repented bitterly, rwing to motherly love for
her child.
Helen Eddy, as the woman whose true beauty Monroe
was unable to see until he became blind, supplies an appealing character portrayal. Others in the cast are Johnnie
Cook and Alfred Allen.

ICTOR KREMER
/7ZA/

FEATUQES

Independent Producers!
We want your product for the State Right and Foreign
Market. Four Languages Spoken. J. H. Mayer in charge
of New York office.
VICTOR
KREMER
FILM
FEATURES
105 West 40th Street,

-

-

-

New York.

-

-

- Phone Bryant 8352
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By All Means Run This. It is Sure to Attract Favorable Commenli
Box

Office

Analysis

Monroe Salisbury in

for the

Exhibitor.

emotional actor, has one of his finest opportunities i
"The Blinding Trail," and that the picture is sure 1

"THE BLINDING
TRAIL"
Universal.
"The Blinding Trail" is enough out of the ordinary in
subject matter and treatment to warrant you in going out
of your way to run it. Photoplays with a deep emotional
appeal, certain to be appreciated by audiences that remain unmoved by the crude type of meller, are not, as
you know, frequently found.
Monroe Salisbury has been hitting a very good average
in his recent productions and it seems reasonable to suppose that he has acquired a considerable following. If
you have run any of his pictures during the past few
months, and have found that they went well, you will not
go wrong in showing this, announcing that Universal's

appeal.
Make a point of arranging a pictorial display giving i;
idea of the beauty of the snow-covered locations whic
harmonize with the title. Tell folks that Salisbury is sujj
ported by one of the most evenly balanced companies thr
far assembled to support him, mentioning the names <
Claire Anderson, Helen Eddy and Arthur Maude.
For catchlines try: "He couldn't see the beauty of tf
true woman who really loved him until affliction sharpene
the vision of his soul. Don't miss Monroe Salisbury in 'Tl
Blinding Trail,' a deeply human drama of the Nortl
woods." Or this : "Did you ever try to imagine how
would feel to be blind? See 'The Blinding Trail,' Monr<
Salisbury's latest and most appealing drama."

BOOK
the famous authorized Roosevelt Drama

"Our Teddy ":
A Rousing American
Drama
of Adventure and Achievement
The Production the Newspapers, Schools,
Boy Scouts, Charitable Organizations and Col. Roosevelt's
hosts of friends are solidly behind
Produced by

McCLURE

PRODUCTIONS

Distributed by

FIRST

NATIONAL

neb
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Started Fine But Ended as Routine Metier of Well Known
Situations
Grace Darmond

WHAT

EVERY

in

WOMAN

WANTS"

lampton — Robertson— Cole — Exhibitor's Mutual
ECTOR
Jesse Hampton
HOR
••
William
Parker
NARIO BY
William Parker
MERMAN
Not Credited
S A WHOLE
Reasonably good program offering started better than it ended.
ORY • •
.Began as character study and ended
as ordinary meller of convenient incidents.
IKKCTION
Carried individual incidents satisfactorily but development too episodic and
jumpy.
IOTOGRAPHY
Varied from fine to fair;
generally satisfactory.
GHTINGS
Occasionally
good ; generally
satisfactory.
lMERA WORK
Averaged good
AR
Decidedly beautiful although not always lighted to best advantage; looks like
excellent possibility.
JPPORT
Just good with Stanley too stiff
KTERIORS
A few good shots; generally satisfactory.
ITERIORS
Some good, some bad; several bad
•
back drops and some bad wall paper.
ETAIL
Generally satisfactory, but jump to
murder was too sudden.
JARACTER OF STORY
Nothing objectionable
or new.
ENGTH of PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet.
This started out like it was going to be a good character
fay registering the battle of the young lady who tries
fcet along on a small salary in a city, and when her
is gave her permission to buy all the clothes she wanted
1 charge them to him, it still looked good, because
[to that time there were possibilities of good character
ltrast, with touches that would be quite human, but the
thor evidently got tired and drifted into the ordinary

melodrama with the result that from that time on
it was just a fillum and a rather ordinary routine fillum
at that.
Every now and then there was a noticeable effort to
register some thought, but outside of some rather good
the plot failed to materialize the character study
ently to offset the ordinary calibre of the physical
action.
At the end, with shero married to boss who no longer
desired her and was playing with a former friend vamp,
we found hero aviator doing an Enoch Arden return
with complications presented in the murder of hubby,
who was a rough guy anyway and had it coming to him.
Of course, to make it more intrikut, both hero and shero
thought each other guilty of the murder, but the audience
understands all the time that it has been done by one of
the servants so that- this development in the scenario fails
to start anything of particular consequence. Since hubby
has been murdered, we know that it is only a question of
footage when they will give us the regulation clutch. It
arrived in due course.
I can't figure that this sort of production registers as
real entertainment because it drifts into the ordinary too
soon. Had it continued as a character study of the problem of the young girl getting along, with human touches
and without the ordinary melodrama, it would have had a
much better chance because there's no question about the
fact that film fans are sick of seeing the routine meller
situations ordinarily handled.
The general atmosphere, the playing and the treatment,
are not bad, and as a routine offering this will be satisfying, but it certainly will not make anyone enthuse particularly.
Miss Darmond was very beautiful at times but could
have been photographed to better advantage in many of
the scenes. She makes a very pleasing appearance and if
given some big opportunity with excellent direction, should
step out rapidly.
Wilfred Lucas was a mean guy as the hubby, Barbara
Tenant did the varap with the customary treatment, and
Forrest
Stanley wasactory.
the hero. Stanley's hats didn't fit and
he
was somewhat

Has Good Title And May Satisfy But You Should Advertise
Carefully
Box

Office analysis for the Exhibitor

[riiis is rather a good title and if your fans are not too
feting, it is quite possible that you can bill this one
h freak advertising and do rather well.
is decidedly advisable however, to consider well the
iytical ability of your fans to know whether or not
m are going to be disappointed when they find that this
flfts into an ordinary meller. The character study about
"th the theme is centered, gets lost after the first reel
[two and in these days ordinary melodrama situations
tjd more than they have here to get them over.
I'ou probably have guessed already that the thing which
IK' woman is supposed to want is clothes. It would
In however, that the best angle to advertise this would

be to arouse as much curiosity as possible about that
particular thought without telling them what it is that the
picture claims every woman wants.
Unless you are willing to drag .them in and not worry
about whether they like it or not, I would advertise cautiously, particularly as to the use of descriptive adjectives,
because this is not a great film and is just satisfying as a
melodrama based on very old situations.
Grace Darmond is a very beautiful girl and you should
be able to attract a little attention if you will make plentiful use of some good photographs of her. Wilfred Lucas
and Barbara Tenant are both well enough known to justify your calling attention to their presence in the cast.

That Bluebird Plan
By Carl Laemmle, President of the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company

more
I T'Sgratifying

HJIIIiMIIIHKINIIIIIIII^

than
to be

able to say that exhib-

Every picture in tl|
lot is as good to-ck}
as it was the day S

a keen interest in the new Bluebird plan, whereby 67 of the
finest Bluebirds ever released

not been shown in your neight(i

are offered to exhibitors on a booking
plan that constitutes probably the
most amazing value on the whole
market.

hood,
penny its
fromageitsdoesn't
value detract
because, <iii
you are aware, not one fan in :i
thousand knows when a picture J
released. All he wants is good enk

It is proof that a great many exhibitors
have come down out of the clouds; and
that they are doing their booking on a
commercial basis At Last !

tainment, and better entertainment a
never offered than you will find in til
67 handpicked, carefully chosen Bluelh
Successes.

SiiiiihijiniMiiiuinifH

itors everywhere are showing

You can operate at a minimum cost all summer
if you will adopt the Bluebird
plan. onYouthe quality
don'tof any
have
to
gamble
picture
you book, because every single picture of the 67 is a Proven Success.
Every one has been praised by critics,
exhibitors, and the real judge — the public.
The more you book of the 67, the less
the cost to you per picture.
That's the whole story in a nut-shell.
It's one of the oldest and most firmly
established principles of business.

was released; and you hav(,;j
list of stars that is simply II
markable.
If the picture rli

Our advertising department has issM
a little folder telling the whole story, gill
the list of plays and the list of stars. I
you don't know the whole story, ask I
nearest Universal exchange for a cop;w
the folder.
The plan is sensational and it isj
only scheme I ever heard of that will i
ble you to Cut Down Your Operat *
Costs Right Away without sacrificir
single bit of pulling power. Book eno
of the 67 Bluebird successes to get
price 'way down, then treat them jus
enthusiastically as you would treat m
higher priced pictures and Turn Y
Summer Business into a Reality
Profits instead of a Nightmare of Los
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i English Production Has Convincing
Atmosphere
Dealing with Gypsies
Harma

Photoplays Prod, presents

"A ROMANY

LASS"

State Rights
DIRECTOR
Martin
Thornton
AUTHOR
Ruben Gillmer
SCENARIO BY
Ruben Gillmer
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
An English production with
many scenes carrying the atmosphere of
Scotland; enough out of the ordinary to
interest.
STORY
Concerns gipsies and the son of an
old Scottish family; conventional in many
respects but has some unusual features.
DIRECTION
Good in the presentation of
Gipsy life and in the introduction of types
true to the locale of the story.
PHOTOGRAPHY
.Most of it sharp
LIGHTINGS
Passable
CAMERA WORK
Conventional
PLAYERS
James
Knight
gives satisfactory
performance in leading role; others meet
needs of the action.
EXTERIORS
Attractive, in that they present
a country unfamiliar to American audiences.
INTERIORS
Look right for a home in Scotland.
OETAIL
.... -..The
director used small incidents
to suggest the life of a Gipsy tribe.
tHARACTER
OF
STORY
Combination
of
romance
and drama without
objectionable
features.
i.ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
......About 6,ooo feet
■Strong in its Scottish atmosphere
and true in its
■epiction of Gipsy characters, "A Romany
Lass" is
Bnough out of the ordinary to make it an interesting
production
for audiences in this country, as well as
Broad.
It is not a remarkable picture, but techniKlly, in such matters
as photography and settings,
[* comes
up to the requisite standard;
moreover it
pifolds a story which has some odd features.
^For instance, it is unusual to find an author carryhis hero through
five reels as a coward,
afraid
defend himself whatever abuses may be heaped upon
Such, however, is the case with the son of a
jud Scottish family, played by James Knight. _ In)ductory scenes serve to bring out the seemingly
iven nature of the youth, who is the laughing stock
his club fellows and a bitter disappointment to his

Story

A1L.Y
in

assertive father. Also, it is explained in these opening passages why the young man's nature is weak,
although in past years he had won a reputation for
bravery while serving with the English army in Africa.
After displaying extreme valor during a perilous
attack, something snapped in James Knight's brain.
leaving him hopelessly timid, despite all efforts of
physicians and brain specialists to bring him back
to a normal condition. This is how matters stand
when a tribe of wandering Gipsies locates on the
MacLean estate and Knight encounters the beautiful
young Gipsy queen, Marjorie Villis, who comes to
his assistance when he meekly submits to being beaten
up by the bully of the camp.
The Gipsy atmosphere in these scenes is especially
good, profiting by many incidental bits of business
expressing customs and character. The types presented certainly look like the real thing and go a
long way toward giving the picture a tone of reality,
which can only be achieved when a production is
made in a locale appropriate to the story.
There are times when the development of the plot
seems unnecessarily slow, also there are a few minor
inconsistencies, such as the assumption that the father
would continually berate his son for cowardice, knowing all the while that he had proven himself an intrepid soldier and that his weakness is the result of
a mental malady. Then again, it is hardly likely that
the head of an aristocratic Scottish family would urge
his heir to marry a Gipsy girl, as happens in this
picture.
At all events Knight does marry the Gipsy, a very
forceful young woman who is accustomed to dominating all with whom she comes in contact, and in consequence of the marriage, the bully of the tribe, also
in love with the girl, plans to do away with his successful rival. There is some melodrama of the conventional type consequent upon the efforts of the
bully and his accomplices to "get" their man, who
has not even the courage to put up a fight when his
enemies walk away with his bride.
The sudden change in Knight's nature is due to a
blow on the head which restores him to his normal
self, after which he proceeds to prove his valor in
an unmistakable way by entering into a life or death
struggle. The fight scene in which the antagonists
are armed with knives, is particularly well handled
and different from the conflicts usually found in
American productions. The conclusion of the picture
is about what might be expected.

Not Particularly Big, but Should Have Good Chance as
State Rights Film.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
■'A Romany
Lass" will be distributed
as a state
pts production, and although it is not a remarkable
n, I can see no reason why it should not be reanably successful.
It has the advantage
of being
lit of the ordinary in atmosphere and characterizaBii especially at this time, when
the number
of
aglish films on the market is small.
")uring
period of ofstudios
the war
exhibitors
received
It of thetheproduct
outside
of this country.
erefore pictures of this stamp will come to many
Jtoplay patrons as something of a novelty.
You
not need to worry about the quality of the prottion from a technical viewpoint, for it maintains
rery passable standard, even if it does not reveal

all the qualities with which those accustomed to the
best in American pictures have become familiar.
The players, well enough known in England, will
not mean much to an American audience, so I would
not bother about giving particular prominence to the
cast, although you might mention James Knight, Marjorie Villis and more especialy Charles Rock, who
portrayed
leading
Better dealing
'Ole."
Let folkstheknow
thatcharacter
you havein a"The
romance
with the lives of Gipsies as they are found in their
natural haunts. I wouldn't try to hide the fact that
it is an English picture, for audiences won't be deceived and there is no reason to suppose that they
will be less interested because they realize that the
, film comes from abroad.

AN OPPORTUNITY
FOR
EXHIBITORS
THE FIRST NATIONAL
EXHIBITORS ASSOCIATION
lake, this opportunity of informing their
members and other exhibitors, that owing
to the tremendous business which has 're-\vA
suited from the showing jof

PETROVA

PICTURES

in conjunction roith her vaudeville appearance, they will be glad to furnish

MADAME

PETROVA'S

route and all information upon application

|

THE FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS CIRCUIT, INC.

TfcMt AILV
Mae Murray is Seen at Her Best in Story Well Adapted to Her
Personality
Ii

"THE

DELICIOUS

Murray

in

LITTLE

DEVIL"'

l ni\ ersal.
.DIRECTOR
Robert Leonard
SCENARIO BY
John Clymer and Harvey Thew
CAMERAMAN
Allan Zeigler
• \S A WHOLE
Better adapted to the star
than most of the pictures she has had in recent months.
5TORY
Offers a chance for some true
characterizations of Irish types and keeps the
situations interesting most of the time.
■HRECTION
...Shows realization of the
value of natural comedy scenes in conjunction with the unfolding of the plot.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Most of it exceedingly good.
FIGHTINGS
With few exceptions well
judged
in bringing out expressions on the
CAMERA players'
WORK faces; some artistic effects. First rate.
5TAR
...
Sure to be liked in this; has an
opportunity to wear pretty clothes and to
dance.
5UPPORT
Richard Cummings and Harry
Rattenbury give strong portrayals of Irish
characters; others in the cast wisely selected.
iXTERIORS
Fulfill needs of the story.
INTERIORS
Those showing sporty cabaret
restaurant carry considerable atmosphere.
B)ETAIL
Occasionally the star's clothing is
reduced to very nearly next to nothing.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Won't offend, unless scenes in which Miss Murray is scantily
attired are considered too daring.
B.ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,650 feet.
[I Whoever picked this story for Mae Murray had the
Bight idea, for it shows the former Winter Garden
Beauty in the type of character with which she is assofliated in the public mind. She has a chance to act.
K fact to give a first-rate characterization of a little
Brish girl with a rich brogue, but beyond that there
Bre scenes affording her an opportunity to dance charmEglv and look radiantly fetching in some ultra cosThe only real fault to be found with this picture is
it seems unnecessarily long, which is too bad, for

if some of the scenes were cut and the action speeded
up, "The Delicious Little Devil" would be a more than
ordinary satisfying photoplay. Even as it stands it
is above the tveragi and should help considerably in
boosting tin- stock of the little Universal star, who
ob\ ii iusIj is a painstaking artist.
The variety offered in the role of Mary McGuire is
distinctly in its favor, yet the story is so constructed
that Mac is permitted to appear in various guises without being untrue to the character of the girl who is
hi si seen as a member of a true Irish family, living
a hand to mouth existence in a tenement. Mae's
father and uncle believe that work is superfluous as
long a^ they can get enough to cat and have the bills
paid 1>\ tin women of the household — the mother who
takes in washing and the daughter who is a hat check
girl at a sporty restaurant.
Much is made of the characterization in these early
scenes, seme of which bring in quite a bit of natural
humor, for which Richard Cummings and Harry Rattenbury are largely responsible. Then Mae loses her
job and the meagre income of the establishment bids
fair to reach the vanishing point. When things look
particularly black, the girl sees a story in a newspaper concerning the disappearance of a famous dancer
who had a notorious affair with a foreign count.
Following her reading of this illuminating piece of
news, she finds an advertisement in the paper for a
girl to become the premier dancer and hostess at a
roadhouse which is just about to make a bid for a
fashionable trade. Of course, Mae gets the job and
from this time on, at frequent intervals, we have a
chance to see what the Winter Garden dancer can do
on the screen when she utilizes her early professional
training. These scenes are interesting in themselves,
also they are given a true place in the carrying out
of the story.
The father of one of the gilded youths who has fallen
in love with Mae, plans to disillusion his son by showing up the girl in her true light at a supper party in
which wine flows feeely. All along Mae has retained
an innocent attitude and her chief difficulty in assuming the character of the notorious dancer is in suggesting a sophistication which she does not possess. Intead of working out as supposed, however,
the
party
the meansthatof Mae
convincing
theshe
boy's
father,
an Irishmanis himself,
is all that
should
be.

[Emphasize Cabaret Atmosphere in Exploiting This.
Like It

Folks Will

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitors.
Although there is much in the story in addition to
the parts dealing with cabaret life, I would make
them the chief point in exploitation material, emphasizing the fact that "The Delicious Little Devil" shows
the famous Winter Garden beauty much as she appeared on the stage. The title is a good one in connection with the name and reputation of the star and
I would give it a liberal display.
This story gives a reverse twist to the career of a
cabaret dancer. Instead of trying to live down an
don't know what sort of stills Universal has pre?d for the exploitation, but if they send you anyevil
reputation,of she
is called
indica'e
a moral
recklessness
which
she upon
never towas
guilty.
You
g of Mae Murray in the more startling of her danccostumes, by all means give them a prominent place
might bring out this point in your advance announce,'our lobby, for it is not in human nature to pass
try catchlines offering
along this
order:
answered ments;anthen advertisement
a great
future"She
for
without at least a moment's attention, a picture as
a girl with a past. What do you suppose happened
ring as the star frequently presents in this protion.
to Mae Murray in 'The Delicious Little Devil?'"

i all means take a chance on this picture and give
s much boosting as you consistently can for it
ces me as being one of the best things that Mae
•ray has done. It has real popular appeal for a
11 town audience as well as big city folks, in that
iv of the scenes deal with fast life in New York,
lbject that never loses its fascination for a rural
intimity.

PHOTOGRAPHED
ATTHERI5KOFUFE

MARTI
JOHN50N
S^TUtSOVTUSEi
He'll tell you it's profitable— mighty profitable
He'll
tellshowed
you it has the greatest advertising angles of an 1
ever
he

He'll tell you it jammed his theatre at every showin
g
He'll tell you that
was the talk of the town and tl
audiences were neverit more
pleased with a picture
He'll tell
you that it's a big money maker— and that's w|
want
to know
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Interesting Theme Given Fine Treatment in Adaptation of
Stage
Leah Baird in

"AS A MAN

tici

THINKS"

Harry Raver Prod.— W. W. Hodkinson, Distr.
RRCTOR
George Irving
UTHOR
Augustus Thomas
&MERAM AN
. A. A. Cadwell
i A WHOLE
Strong subject admirably
produced and well acted.
ORY
Adaptation of Augustus Thomas' renowned drama; well suited to the screen.
IRECTION
Keeps the acting natural and
gets full value out of dramatic conflict.
rIOTOGRAPHY
Most of it very fine.
GHTINGS
Have variety and bring out
the sets to advantage.
UMERA WORK
Good.
iAR
Makes the character of the mother
seem real; indicates emotion without overacting.
PORT
Henry Clive and Warburton
Gamble are among others that appear to advantage in a first rate cast.
ERIORS
Street scenes are about all the
story requires.
RIORS ■
Sub-titles help to bring out the
meaning of the story; child is used to arouse
sympathy.
RACTER
OF STORY
Discusses the
question of an equal moral code for men and
women; also touches upon relationship of
Gentiles and Jews.
GTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
n presenting "As A Man Thinks" on the screen.
: producer was not afraid to tackle a big play deal1 with vital questions in (he relationship of men and
pen, also introducing racial problems and prejudices
they exist between those of Jewish faith and ChrisIndifferently handled, there arc parts of this
■which might l.c questionable for a picture audience
uprising people whose views of life are so widelv
'erent: but it is much to the credit of those conned in tin production, that it comes through ■
ng drama which cannot offend any reasonable speccr what his prejudices.
i certain dignity is given to the picture by making
)lain through
introductory
titles, that the theme is
ous. It
the moral standard which should
t in the marital relationship by the adoption of a

Certain to Attract Business.

years. Then Clive sues to Tan's taking bis wife and
child with him. Me meets Warburton Gamble, portraying an art critic who is given a place on Clive's
maga7inc and together they start out to see Paris, as
men seeupon
it. Clive
by her.
a pretty artist's model,
enters
a mild attracted
affair with
There does not appear to be anything particularly
serious about this incident, but the husband rather
foolishly deceives his wife as to the identity of the
woman when they happen to encounter each other on
the street. The lie he has told does not become known
until some months lalcr, when all of the characters
have returned to America and T.eah sees a photograph
of the model whose name is disclosed to her.
With this cause for estrangement, the situation is
prepared for the yet more vital misunderstanding which
causes the husband to suspect the fidelity of his wife
and even to doubt that he is (be father of their son.
He learns, what the audience has known for some time.
that years ago Leah and Gamble had been in love, and
that the marriage had been prevented by the girl's
father on account of the unsavory reputation of the
man, also because be is a Jew.
Little by little the gnawing suspicion that is eating
into the husband's heart, grows keener and he is ready
to believe the worst when his wife rather foolishly encourages the attentions of her former sweetheart and
is enveigled into his apartment where they are found
by the husband.
This leads up to the strongest dramatic scene in the
picture, culminating with the separation of husband and
wife and the beginning of divorce proceedings. With
considerable skill and without permitting interest in
the story to lapse, the author introduces circumstances which establish beyond doubt, the innocence
of the woman and make the ultimate reconciliation
plausible.
Throughout, the picture is acted in a natural vein,
never descending to cheap melodrama, yet bringing
out the force of the drama to the full. In the cast are
Chas. C. Brandt, Hetty Howe, Alexander Herbert and
Joseph Smiley.

Exploit This in a Big Way.

Box Office Analysis for the
pictli

I from stage plays offers as likely
ctive exploitation
as this version
• a Man Thinks," probably the most vvidel} known
dramas written by Augustus Thomas.
\1
i it is a number of years since the play was pro111 New York, it is still remembered as a work
lower and the title in itself is enough
to
I a good bit of attention.
danger of your going too strong in boostis production, for it will back up about anything
iy. It docs justice to the original and offers a
for discussion which is apt to start folks talking
have seen the film.
If you can do so con"cntly, I would figure on running it for two or three
j thereby profiting by word of mouth advertising
ch the picture is sure to receive.

to w ives as well as to husi" oblem under discussion
ige, they swing into the
a preachment.
Henry Clive, a successful
time they are introduced
the serenity of their love
son. .1 D03 of some seven

without aii undue wast
story, which never becomes
ill Baird is the wife of
young publisher, and at the
there is nothing to disturb
iul for their

Exhibitor.

First emphasis in your exploitation should be placed
on the fame of the play and of the playwright who is
recognized as the dean of American dramatists. Pro
viding the stage work was ever presented in your town,
T would dig back in the files and find the date, which
should be mentioned in reading matter recalling the
performance. Try to get your dramatic editors to discuss the relative
and screen
form. merits of "As a Man Thinks" in stage
Leah Baird is the star of the production and may be
counted upon to attract the following which she has no
doubt secured during the years that she has been a
favorite in pictures. Mention George Irving as the director and give your personal guarantee that you are
offering a really worth while drama.

Announcement
^ United today has each and every picture sold
by contract for its cost plus all expenses.
^ United has just started to grow. By Fall United
will have twice as many theatre members as it has
today.
^ On or before June 1 st, United will make one
of the most important announcements ever made in
the history of the industry.
^ Therefore, on or before June 1st, the price of
United stock to exhibitors will be increased
from $250.00 to $350.00 per share.
J. A. BERST, President

United Picture Theatres of America, inc.
1600 BROADWAY

NEW
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s This Film Its
lehind The Scenes Stage Atmosphere Give
Best Chance
Mae Marsh in

HT SADIE"
Goldwyn
IPOTUG
R
„o

. . Lawrence Trimble
Lewis Allen Browne

Edward W, Willat
...... .'.'.'.'■'...
AMAN
Moderately entertaining pic'HOLE
has an opportunity
Marsh
Mae
which
in
f ture
,..„„_.
to appear attractive.
i 10 vv
Fairly well developed, although
| it offers nothing particularly novel
Brings* out the full value of
|TI0N
Generally clear
LrAPhT
..Nothing out of the ordinary
^INGS
Will be liked in a character that has
considerable appeal.
Walter Hiers, Wellington Playt,rt
s and others do very well
ter, Alec. B. Franci
in an evenly balanced cast.
Anwer the purposes of the story
•?IORS
• Appropriately arranged
i-TORS
Helps to create a back stage atmorphere
ML
harmless
lACTER OF STORY. ..Light and
About 5,000 feet.
|TH OF PRODUCTION
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lay way extra
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and
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compa
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comed
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pear artificial. Beyond the perfor
that calls for particular

there is little in the picture
C°Ev"nnif things don't ordinarily happen as obligingly
probably was
as they do for Sadie Sullivan, the author
to have its
safe in assuming that an audience prefers
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sudden rise to
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How

To Decide

Who

For a long- time "Roxy" Rothapfel had the
film crowd licked on the question of who was the
best exhibitor, because Roxy in his two theaters
in New York put frills into presentation that
made these houses distinctive. Recently, to the
great surprise of many, Roxy bowed out and announced that he was going to make pictures.
Then the question arose, who should be considered the best exhibitor?
I have, and always have had some very decided opinions about this question of what the
necessary qualities are to make a hundred per
cent exhibitor. I have a lot of respect for presentation stunts, although I am not in favor of
the highbrow stuff, but decidedly prefer popular
ballads as sung by the two clever girls at Grauman's' or the illustrated song organ numbers as
organists in the ^Yest have been playing them
for some time, but what I want to emphasize at
this time above everything else is the fact that
to my mind, presentation is the least important of
the three necessary elements that go towards the
making of a truly successful hundred per cent
exhibitor.
In considering the qualifications of the various
showmen now handling big film theaters in this
country, I would say that they could be estimated
on the basis of forty per cent for the ability to
pick good films, by which I mean, films that will
get business and films which will please; forty
per cent for exploitation ability, and twenty per
cent for presentation and house managemen .
In the past, with conditions making it compulsory for an exhibitor to pick good, bad and
indifferent films from producers who enforced
such rulings, the ability to pick pictures was given
little opportunity, and exploitation and presentation were of chief importance, with such exhibitors as Rothapfel who had the two best theaters
in the City of New York to work with, able to
concentrate almost entirely upon presentation.
Conditions have changed now and with the
open market a fact, the future successful exhibitor
will be the man who can pick good films and exploit them to the best advantage, ami can present
them reasonably well, witli that being decidedly
the third value.

Is

AILY

^iindav. Anril ?0.

The Best Exhibitor

Even in the old days, it has been frequi
demonstrated that the ability to pick pictures)
particularly the exploitation of these films,
istered the difference between routine busil
and exceptional profit, and after all, the filn
dustry is a business for the purpose of ma
money more than it is an art for the expres
of someone's artistic ideals.
There are a good many men in this cou
today who will elbow one another for the r.
tion of the best exhibitor because where one 1;
in one degree, the other lacks in another de°
One is a great man on exploitation and othe
a better judge of films.
I do not believe that it is possible at this t
to pick the best exhibitor in this country becj
conditions up to now have not given the ex
itors full opportunity to work as showmen, tl
having been limitations as to their right to se
the particular subjects which they wanted top
From now on we are going to get a cha
to si/.e up the dozen or more leading exhibitto see who really delivers the nearest hund
per cent be:ause the open market situation is In
and the intelligent exhibitor is breaking av\
from the old prehistoric idea of having a ho
policy that had to change at a stated time, i
we are getting to sure 'nuff show business wh
gives unlimited opportunity to the men who
big enough to step in and make good.
It is going to be very interes'ing to watch
development of the next few months, seeing vv
manages to deliver nearest a hundred per c«

If anyone fee's that they have very good reatM
why my estimate of forty per cent for ability
choose films, forty per cent for exploitation ||
twenty
per cent for presentation
is wrong,
would 1 e very glad to hear from them becav.
this is a problem of some consequence since t
education and development of the exhibitor alcv
the right lines is the most important need in til
business today.
As .soon as the exhibitor as|
mass is convinced as to just what he should cd
centra'," on to become a hundred per cent shol
man, we are going to come that much
fartl
in our campaign of education
which makes f|
the best results for everybody concerned.
Now, who'll have a say about my percental
division of the necessary ability to make a lui
dred per cent showman?

»h

WELL SAVE THE
PEACH FROM THE
TONG- NOBODY
WILL KNOW WE
DID IT
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PEACHES

Dead Cats !
W. W. Hodkinson has begun and will continue to offer
motion picture productions of the higher type to exhibtors singly under contract. We are not doing this
merely because we know exhibitors prefer the system of
wide open bookings, but because toe, too, consider it a
sane step in picture marketing.
You have been told for years by producer-distributors, by
organizations that have to sell the product they make,
that pictures cannot be sold singly because the overhead
cost of distribution is too high. Therefore, they have
insisted on selling "program" or "star series."
Program or star series are all right conducted by a neutral
concern which has no interest in issuing weak or unfit
product, and which has the ambition to select only the
best product.
We tell you that program and star series, under present
producing conditions, are the refuges of scared producerdistributors who know that they are going to have a good
many poor, weak pictures in between their stronger
pictures. They have a lot of pictures that will not stand
alone and that you would not buy except where you take
them sight unseen in programs or series.
Programs and star series are the "safety first" devices
of producers who lack courage or confidence in the
pictures they make. They want a "sure thing" for themselves, with you, the exhibitor, taking the gamble.

HODKINSON
was and is the first
great merchant in
motion
pictures.
dreams and theories
have a persistent
way of coming true.
again becomes a
first-run factor.

We have taken one of the motion picture industry's
dead cats, tied in a bag weighted with scrap iron and
thrown it over the rail to sink. Any and all productions \
distributed through the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation'
are available to you individually under contract. We
invite you to buy, on merit, exactly what you want.
Other companies will follow our lead.

Watch and see.

W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Distributing through PATHE Exchange, Incorporated

—
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In Men Gathering
•er of Select's Force on Way —
fty First National
Men in
Saturday
bunch is coming on every
for the two big conventions
held at the Astor beginning
K Select's force is apparently
1 behind time for up to late
day, the following were here:
rles R. Rogers, Boston; Sam
jorris, Cleveland; Albert W.
I Seattle, and Harry Lotz,
r.
i/ever. by this morning the
r number of them will be here
end the opening day of the
ence.
I First National group will
libout seventy members prespen everybody gets in. Among
day afternoon arrivals were:
f. Brainerd, Oklahoma City;
, Weiss and F. C. Seery, of
ro; W. P. Dewees, Vancouver;
Km" Anderson, Richmond, and
jTally, Los Angeles.
He Supporting Alice Brady
ard Earle is supporting Alice
i in the picture now in proi at the Famous Players
1 in Fort Lee. He and KenjVebb, who used to work to| at Vitagraph, are having an
lome" week.
No.
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Me Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
nd to thee, WID'S DAILY
Do I pay tribute
For thou didst come
^ly moons ago
th a flourish of trumpets
3 promise to carry to us
ezy news and unbiased reiews
1 real service and
•n didst I wink my wicked
re
3 cry to myself "Hokum."
I I hath watched thy profess
h each new sunrise
1 with skeptic eye
sn unto
me
hast
thou
roven
>rthy of thy promises
d fulfilled thy duty many
aid.
dd nature bring us more
an duty well fulfilled?
LAH!
Omar Kayam, 1919.

April 21,

Would Restrain Gilchrist
Isaac Silverman, who acquired the
rights to the film "Fit to Win"
throughout the United States, has
filed an injunction to restrain John
F. Gilchrist, Commissioner of Licenses from interfering in any way
with the exhibition of the picture,
originally produced for the War Department.

Film Tangle Fixed

1910.

Price 5 Cents
Mrs. Drew to Continue
Comedies.
Mrs. Sidney Drew will continue
the production of Drew comedies. Relative to Rights of Scenario Writers in Court Decision
It will naturally be some weeks before she will undertake production.
An important ruling in the interA comedian will be secured to play
est of scenario writers has been
opposite her.
made by the Appellate Term of the
Release will continue through
Famous Players on a one-a-month 'Supreme Court in an opinion handed down in a suit of Agnes C. Johnschedule.
ston against the Mayflower Film

Important

Sunday Bill Passed

Select Has Had Bolshevism Picture

Governor
Smith
Signs Thompson
Measure— Slacer Bill Killed
Approved
(By Long Distance Phone)
A dispatch from Washington pubAlbany — Governor Smith signed
lished on Saturday told of the investigation by the Department of the Thompson bill early Saturday
granting local option to
Justice into a method of exploita- afternoon,
tion of a Bolshevism picture. The the communities of the state. The
bill
is
effective
immediately.
plan was to placard the town in
which the film was shown with red
The Slacer bill, which provided a
flags and then have soldiers tear Board of Censors under the superthem down.
visions of the Board of Regents has
been killed by a Senate Committee
The film referred to is "Bolshe- under the charge that it had been
vism on Trial" distributed by Select.
That company said a certain mo- "defectively drawn."
tion picture journal had viewed the
picture and that in a special service
section the representative of that
paper had suggested the above mentioned stunt as a means of advertising the picture.
(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Fred Fishback now
Select has been visited by two has
his own comedy organization
Secret Service men who viewed the
producing
two reelers, the first of
film. The titles were sent to the which features
Edith Roberts. Space
Chief of the Bureau in Washington has been leased at LKO studios but
and already a wire has been received they will not be marketed under the
saying that it was O. K.
LKO brand.
Frank Beal is to direct Gladys
The trade paper responsible will
carry an editorial next week ex- Brockwell in the film production of
plaining that the stunt did not come Karl Edwin Harriman's story
"Sadie", for Fox.
as a suggestion from the Select publicity department, but from a memFrank Lloyd who has been enber of its own staff whose enthusigaged by Goldwyn as director comasm out-ran his discretion. The
work May I, announces he
entire matter was brought to the expects tomencing
produce his own pictures
later.
attention of the Department of Justice by the "New York Call" the
Cleo Madison is to form her own
Socialist paper who took up the
company, her first production being
matter in Washington.
the picturization of "The Red SerSecretary Wilson of the Depart- leading pent,"
part.Juan Delacruze will play a
ment of Labor said that he did not
know if a law could restrain such
actions, but that he thought that the
Weeks Back From Coast
suggestion embodied a dangerous
method of causing riots all over the
Charles A. Weeks, of Zane Grey
countrv.
Pictures, has just returned from Los
Select, it is understood, will not Angeles. He says that "The Westerners," aStuart Edward White picbe compelled to make any changes
in the film and that not only will
ture, and "Desert Gold," by Zane
it be permitted to show it, but an Grey, have been completed. Both
endorsement will be received from of these will be released within a
the Secret Service.
month through
Hodkinson.

Coast Brevities

Ruling

Corp. The plaintiff sued in Municipal Court to recover $500 for
services in writing a scenario on the
ground that the defendant agreed to
pay this sum. She got a verdict
from the jury, but the trial justice
set the verdict aside. The plaintiff
appealed and the Appellate Term deciding in her favor reinstates the verdict and directs the defendent
to
Justice Guy, writing the opinion,
says that the Mayflower corporation
set up the defense that it was agreed
between the parties that the scenario
must be delivered in ten days and
be entirely satisfactory, otherwise
the plaintiff would not get her $500.
It was liveralleged
that inshetime
failed
dethe scenario
andto that
it did not satisfy the defendant.
It was established by convincing
evidence, says the court, that the
plaintiff delivered the scenario to
Miss
Hyland,
the defendant's
who was
to appear
in the play star,
and
who was authorized to accept a play
suitable to her, and that she returned
it to the plaintiff with the suggestion
that changes be made which were
made and which then caused Miss
Hyland to approve the scenario.
The plaintiff said that the defendant's president told her that Miss
Hyland had left his employ and that
he couldn't use the play but that if
she would make a fresh copy he
would try to sell it. The plaintiff
did so. Accordingly the court finds
there was abundant evidence to justify the verdict for the plaintiff.
F. P.-L. Managers to Meet
The district managers and members of the home office of Paramount are to meet in New York
sometime toward the middle of next
month to discuss several matters relative to Famous Players distribution.
It has been rumored for some time
that Famous will adopt an open
market booking policy in the fall
similar to that recently announced
by Hodkinson.
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Alec B. Francis, a Goldwyn player,
met a stranger who turned out not
to be such a stranger after all.
Alec didn't know him at first and
the stranger said, "Why don't you
know me? I was the publicity man
in Johannesburg, Africa, who kept
that story out of the papers, when
you were playing there 15 years
ago." The stranger was a stranger
no longer. He was a friend.

Joseph I. Rosenblum, assistant
sales manager, Piedmont Pict. Corp.
will not be connected with that firm
after today.

Clyde Fillmore who went to the
coast with "The Little Teacher" Co.
refused many offers in the east to
appear on the screen. Just as we
had come to believe he really meant
it, word comes that he's facing a
Fox camera in Los Angeles. Another case of California climate.

Robert Gordon recently signed,
by wire to play the featured leading man's role opposite Sylvia
Breamer in the next production, has
arrived from the coast.

Because the managers of the Chicago Cubs and the Los Angeles
Base Ball Club were nice and kind,
King Vidor got some real base ball
scenes for "Better Times."

Cuts and Flashes

Remington With World.
Minneapolis — H. C. Remington,
for seven years a traveling salesman has joined the forces of the
World Film Corp., and will tour
North Dakota.

Jack McDonald says that any man
who steals another fellow's grease
paint is worthy of bein' called a
"movie."
Kenneth

Macgowan

and

Ralph

Block, Goldwyn's new publicity directors are arrangin' a policy that

will not only give the public "what
it
wants," — but what it ought to
have.
John Bowers is said by his director to be "pliant." He's really versatile, but pliant is newer.
Here's another "little Eva." Louise
Lovely at the tender age of eight
made 'em cry in "Uncle Tom's
Cabin." At fourteen she made 'em
cry some more as "Camille," in
which play she starred through Australia. From little Eva to Camille
in six years!
That's gettin' there.
I'll be switched if I'll print this
new story on Bert Grassby's beard.
They're comin' too fast.
Saw a blonde young man suspiciously close to six feet and handsome
last night in the subway and try as I
could I could not place him. But he
yawned — and then — oh shades of my
past!— 'twas no other than Bill Bailey
who used to smile so vretty in the
sun
days.out on location in the old Edison
Charlie Murray says "The brand
on a cigar is not as musical as Piper
Heidsick."

congratulations:
TO

the Strand and to the Rialto, two of New York's
picture palaces, whose anniversaries are being celebrated this week. They are castles that shadows built.

Congratulations, too, on the anniversary bills: at the
Strand, Mary Pickford in "Capt. Kidd, Jr.," an Artcraft
Picture; at the Rialto, William S. Hart in "The Money
Corral," an Artcraft Picture.
Rialto's sister theater, the Rivoli, has Elsie Ferguson in
"Eyes of the Soul," an Artcraft Picture.
Such are the Paramount and Artcraft Pictures whose

sags
One sure way to get 'em coming
these days is to have a picture of
Priscilla Dean in your lobby.
She pull, gentlemen, mon Dieu, how
she pull!

What between stars and lav ia
L. J. seems to be busy, doesri 4
Strand Anniversary
The Strand is celebrating its ■
anniversary this week. Joe PluB
has arranged a nicely balanceoB
gram headed by Mary PickfcM
"Capt. Kidd, Jr."
ican
composer
written a si
Henry
Hadley,haswell-known
.' »
number for the Strand Ove I
It is called "The Spirit of the I

Next Nazimova in Summe
Metro does not intend rele
ments."
"The
Brat," the next NazimovjJ
duction,
late of
summer
fall.
In until
a number
cases, O'l
1
reports that the film has been!
ed for two weeks and that i
under discussion for month 1
It is understood thnt Metro wij
this to advantage in its publici
starting the agitation for montq
all over the country.
Nazimova
is now
in New
with Charles Bryant.
They w
main here for a short time sec
material
and then return tc
Coast.
Rialto Third Anniversary
The Rialto celebrates its thir
niversary
this week.
The
house is being touched up to|
the occasion.
A special messenger has.
reached New York with a pr:
"The
ago. Money Corral," the Willi
Hart feature, which is the
tion there for anniversary
Hart finished the production a
A quartet that sang at the li
politan has been engaged to r
vocal selections.

shadows are building castles all over the land.
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Tom

. C. L. Chester,
20 W. 41st Street,
New York.
(ear Mr.

query to

over the 'phone as to the
cial Outing-Chester Picture
[.'• the super program I will
fc^e during our Fifth AnniFsary Week, April 20th, let
1 say that I have screened
for regular release for that
*ek, the first half of "CamBiring Through Africa," and
3d that it meets very satisjtorily the exacting demands
' this super screen program.
Cordially,
Jos. L. Plunkett,
Managing Director.
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loolworth 5 and
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When

T-B

was shown
to

P-F-C
ey said it was the
eatest State Rights
^traction ever and
xmediately closed for

World

Moore in

Goldwyn
"A MAN AND
HIS MONEY"

Chester:

regard to my

April 10, 1919.

Comedy Scenes Help To Raise Story That Is In No Way
Remarkable

York
April

Monday

Rights

DIRECTOR
Harry
Beaumont
AUTHOR
Fflederick
S Isham
| SCENARIO
BY
Not credited
CAMERMAN
George
Webber
! AS A WHOLE
Some humorous incidents
in a production that maintains a fair degree
of interest.
[ STORY
Devised to bring out comedy attainments of the star; some meller towards
DIRECTION
finish.
',
register.
(the
IPHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERAWORK
dinary.

Succeeds in making the points
Sharp
Generally well judged.
Nothing out of the or-

STAR

Has the type of character that he
may be counted upon to handle effectively.
•■
Seena Owen is attractive as
usual in the leading feminine
role; others
in cast are up to requirements.
jEXTERIORS
• • . . Supply an artistic background
for many of the scenes.
INTERIORS
Furnishings
are always
in
I
keeping with the situations.
DETAIL
Comedy business resulting from
Moore's playing nurse to a number of pet
dogs gets across.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Clean comedy.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet.
The comedy in this picture is likely to pull it through
where the story lacks strength, for there is nothing unusual about the vehicle provided for Tom Moore under
the title of "A Man and His Money." It is merely another version of the story of a wealthy youth who seems
to he slipping down hill because he is too liberal with
his spending account, but recovers in due time and makes
SUPPORT

good.
Incidental bits of comedy business, as they are developed
during the time that Moore is reconstructing his charracter, may be counted upon to get laughs which is
about all that need be expected in a light entertainment.

Once in a while the plot becomes a bit extravagant,
but this need not materially detract from the enjoyment the spectator is apt to receive in following Moore
on the course he selects, after he lias proven to his
own satisfaction that the life of a spendthrift is disappointing.
Early scenes serve to indicate the wild career which
the young hero is leading, thereby causing his estrangement from Seena Owen.
On one particularly depressing "morning after" he
decides to tie up his fortune for a year so that temptation will be removed, a decision heartily approved by
his lawyer. Following this drastic action, Tom undergoes various privations and is badly in need of a job
when he reads an advertisement in a newspaper calling
for an able-bodied man to do odd jobs around the house,
house.
He applies and is accepted, his official position being
that of manager of the kennels, the kennels comprising
four pet dogs that stand high in the esteem of the wealthy
woman who turns out to be Seena Owen's aunt. Probably the best comedy scenes in the picture result from
Tom playing nurse to his charges, a menial service to
which he is willing to submit in order to be near Seena.
Sydney Ainsworth is introduced as a suave villain, who
is laying a trap to catch the girl and her fortune and has
an efficient assistant in Claire Du Brey, who manages to
get a place in the household. Realizing what is going
on. Tom feels that he is needed as a protector, whether
Seena wants him or not. and when it comes to the climax,
at an attempt made by Sydney to compromise the girl
when he tricks her into accompanying him to a road house,
Tom is on hand to rescue her.
These final scenes move with considerable spirit and
make a fitting conclusion for a story that is frank fiction.
All of the characters are capably presented and the production isup to the requisite standard. Included in the
cast are Kate Lester, Sydney Deane and Edwin Sturgis.

Give Tom Moore A Chance To Increase His Following Among
Your Patrons
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Although this doesn't justify any big promises, there
is no reason why it should not come through as an average
program offering containing enough humor in the situations and the incidental bits of business to keep your
fans entertained. I wouldn't make a particular effort
to get the film if it is not coming your way, but if you
are due to run it on a contract arrangement, you don't
have to worry about hurting business.
Now that Tom Moore has been elevated to stardom,
it is up to you to give him a fair chance to enlarge his
following among your patrons. He certainly has a likable
personality and a gift for comedy expression which will
not go unappreciated as long as he is given the right sort
of story material.

day is passed when the exhibiirried his capital about in his
t. Exhibitors are now business
I their communities. And their
ng will continue to grow hightheir class of entertainment
ves. — Arthur S. Kane, gen.
rer, Select.

The star appears more at home in a role of this type
than in a western character such as he is called upon to
interpret in his last Goldwyn picture. He acts naturally,
revealing a keen sense of comedy values and is given
first rate support, notably by Seena ( )wen, portraying
the
who js the inspiration for the young millionaiiV> girl
reformation.

FRANCE
AR1S

AMERICA

Handle "A Man and His Money" as a refined comedy
without going into much detail in summarizing the plot,
which is of less importance in the production than the
incidental scenes treated in a way certain to get laughs.
Try to find stills bringing out the humorous incidents,
particularly where Moore is shown as the guardian of
the pet dogs. These scenes are rather unusual and more
likely to get over than anything else in the picture.
Catchlines : "Would you give up a fortune and go to
work because you thought that was the only way to win
the respect of a girl you loved? Tom Moore does in 'A
Man and His Money,' a Goldwyn comedy." Another one :
"How would you like to become a valet to a kennel of pet
dogs in order to be near the girl you loved? Tom Moore
tries it in his latest Goldwyn comedy, 'A Man and His
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Recent Appearances

"Don't Change Your

WHILE THE FOUR PEOPLE
MOVED
TOWARD The
EHOOFFiCE
FROM
THE INSIDE
LINE
ARE BOING i-ieiR TiCKETS
THE
TRAFFIC
POLICE
MAN TURNS AND STARTS two FROM
EACH SIDE OF The CURB
LINE
TmEN Two MORE
FOLLOW
thEM FROM
EACH
OT THE TWO
DOUBLE

Money"

Exchangemen

Portland, O.— Vernon R. Moore
Just out of army, with Paramount.
San Francisco — Chaa. I. Luntz
formerly Paramount branch manager at Los Angeles, now here.
Minneapolis — Phil Relsman goes
from Goldwyn to Triangle as special representative in Chicago.
Omaha, Neb.— C. L. Peavey, now
managaing Farman's Lasky Exchange
succeeding G. E. Akers, transferred to
Kansas City.
Pittsburg— W. J. Hagerty, for a
time with Triangle as branch manager in Indianapolis has joined the
Independent Sales Corp., as branch
manager here.
Oakland.
Cal.— H.
bought Golden Gate.

Y.

Heroud

CLASSIFIED.
The classified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt want. It is the
market place where buyer and seller
— employer and employee or the
■mall advertiser can put his story
before practically every live exhibitor in the country every day in
the year, at nominal cost Rate 50c
per line. Cash with order.

INSIDE

LINES

AND

SO

Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Sendalong your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.
Baltimore, Md. — When James J.
Hartlove. Manager of the Crescent
booked "The Lure of the Circus," he
determined that he would make his
house look as nearly like a circus as
it was possible under the circumstances. He had the regular shaped
theater with a large domed entrance.
Consulting a painter friend of his.
he secured with the assistance of
the 24 sheet stand/ a quick flash to
go over the main entrance and illuminated itwith hanging arc lights
in front. Below this he arranged a
regular circus sideshow. In the center
a ticket office, with a little sideshow
barker back of it. At either side the
entrance was draped in tent canvas

with the signs "Entrance" & "Exit"
The tent canvas was crudely decorated with pictures of clowns and
signs. Mr. Hartlove secured all the
old circus paper that he could find
and for a whole block on either side
all that you could see was the Crescent's circus flare. Of course, he
HELP WANTED.
couldn't keep this up for all the epiPipe-Organist for theater in town, close to
sodes, but the interest that he comNew York. Must furnish references. Steady
position for the right man— Address, D. A.
pelled for the first episode was unusual.
T., c/o Wid's.

POSITION

Spokane,
take over

Wash. — Hood
auditorium.

Srai*
and

ON.

AD

Camden, N. J. — Strand opens
der
Lewis Pizerto. Book thr
Stanley.

INFiNITUM-

THE UNPARDONABLE SIN
Harry Garson's Big Production
Starring Blanche Sweet
Has
a lobby
display
that w
reflect
Neilan's
masterful both
directs
which
will
individualize
sta
and star.
I n exhibition now in our salesroo
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
salesroom.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

Los Angeles traffic rules and regulations against sidewalk congestion in front of theaters have been solved by T. L. Tally, owner of
the First National franchise for Southern California, and proprietor of
Tally's Broadway, in a manner that enables him to keep waiting lines
just twice as great as he did before and in perfect order no matter
how great the crowd becomes.
The accompanying diagram illustrates his plan. The only expense
involved is the salary of a "traffic policeman" employed by Mr. Tally

"Men, Women and

Among

THEATER

Concord, O.— J. B

Birmingham,
Ala. — Atlanta ]
ing Pict. Corp. leased propert
312-314 North 18th Street. To
colored house.

Only"
V
egal
"Ill ly Married"
I "A
•
Bride's
Awakening"
M
To be released

qp

New
build.

Waterbury, Ct.— Poli, is negotr
for the purchase of McGrath prr
cor. East Main St., and Phoenix
for an entrance to his proposed
house.

tor Tourneur's
Direc
Two Latest Specials

Husband"
▼
"Mickey"
*> "Borrowed
Clothes"
•
"For Husbands

?

THE FIRST PATRONS IN EACH
OF THE TWO LINES WAIT ING
HERE ARE PERMITTED TO OO
FGK-'VARD AT THE SAME TIME
A5 THE TWO ON THE OPPOSITE
SIDE Of THE LOESBY

HE STAfT^
THE PERSON
AT
T-<E HEAD
C>* EACH
OF
TncSE
TWO
ONES TOWARD
THE
EO«
Oft'Ci

n Lew Cody

NEW

Tally Handles Crowds

WANTED.

A Live Wire Man, desires a position as
manatrer of a high-class house somewhere
near New York. Have had managerial experience in high-class houses. Address,
Live Wire, this office.
Orchestra Leader — A man who knows how
t* put on a program of music that fits
your show. References as to ability. AdSr—
Leader, this office

Stars to Help Navy Quota
The A. M. P. A. have arranged
to enlist the services of 15 stars
toward sending the navy quota of
the Victory Loan subscriptions
"over the top."
The stars are: Alice Joyce, Ger-

aldine Farrar. Marguerite Clark,
Florence Reed, Norma Talmadge,
Mary Pickford, Mabel Normand,
June Caprice, Anita Stewart, Elsie
Ferguson, Madge Kennedy, Billie
Burke, Clara Kimball Young, Pearl
White and Theda Bara. Each of
these stars will be sponsor for the
battleship to which she is assigned
and she will devote what time she
can spare to soliciting subscriptions
to Victory Bonds, such bonds to be
Credited to the record of the ship.
Two definite assignments have
been made. Pearl White will be
sponsor for the LJ. S .S. Pennsylvania, and the other naming Norma
Talmadge as sponsor for the Idaho.

■W^
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Kane Out

Mayfair Film Not Mayflower
It was inadvertently stated in
yesterday's
issueinvolved
that theinMayflower
Film Co. was
a suit in

iel E. Morris, New General
^nager for Select, Charles
the Appellate Term of the Superior
Rogers, Sales Manager
Court with reference to a suit regarding a scenario. The name of
h tlie arrival of Select branch
the firm involved was the Mayfair
town yesterday it de- Film Corp., not the Mayflower Film
:d that Arthur S. Kane, general Corp.
jcr, would relinquish his position
Making Scenes in Public
ds the end of the week, and
As part of the Victory Loan
i h succeeded by Samuel E.
campaign,
yesterday John Emerson
sent manager of the CleveAnita Loos directed Ernest
incinnati territory. Morris and
Truex and Louise Huff in a scene
clznick's trusted lieutenants
rmerlj general manager of from "Oh, You Women," in the
window of the Aeolian Company, on
Iznick organization.
St.
Rogers now in charge of 1 42dDorothy
Dalton later made and
1 territory will be sales' address and there were other stunts
to stimulate bond selling.
The crowds were so enthusiastic
Woody,
field manager
for
lias also resigned.
it was necessary to enlist the aid
tatement was issued yesterday of the police to restore order.
me relative to his resignation,
g that after a rest he would
Business Affected
nee his future plans.
He may i Exhibitors
in the middle west say
or himself, although it is re- J the davlight saving
plan is hurting
that he may affiliate with one 1 business.
One exhibitor estimated his
leading distributing organiza- | business is out fifty per cent.
Some
1 smaller towns in the Middle west, ineluding Harlan. Glenwood,
Coin and
Woodbine. la., kept the old time and
Select Convention
show business is ereat.
exchange men of Select will
wn to work today. There was
Siegle-Fox Suit Settled
Ormal talk yesterday morning,
The libel suit of A. E. Siegle
fast night all of the visitors against Fox Film has been settled
taken to see "Three
Wise This action has been pending for
and to Reisenweber's later. nearly four years in the Michigan
ht they will see "Tumble In" courts, having developed when Sieter go to the Century roof
gle was branch manager for the Fox
orrow after seeing "Light- in Detroit. Testimony was taken
ey will go to the Midnight from a number of Michigan exhibitors. Damages of $50,000 were askNo.
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title Ad Talks
By Jack All. Jate

e nurchasigg ower of the
.o-^ands who .ead WID'S
every day is unquestioned,
ey represent the cream of
: industry. They are its repentative members — the men
o do big things — the men
o buy. When you advertise
WID'S,
you to
reach
very
n you want
do the
business
h and you can reach him
.ciently and consistently
:h a daily campaign, and
t us show you how other
cost is ridiculously small,
xessful advertisers are doit

Some

Price 5 Cents

Week!

First National Annual Meeting; franchise holders and exchange men
Select exchange men in
special conference. Strand and
Rialto celebrating anniversaries. "Big 4" expected to
announce several new stars.

Holders Specials
Eight Neilan
For First National — Annual Meeting
of Exchangemen and Franchise
Marshall
Neilan will make
a
series of eight special productions for First National
to be
distributed during the next two

This was the outstanding feature
of the
morning session of th<
years.
National
annual meeting yesterday.
The First National product)
Director
to Make
Specials — Con- be started about June 1 and
stance Talmadge Undecided
to be ready for release about
Joseph M. Schenck has formed pected
Oct. 1.
a new company known as Film
The announcement was made at
Specials, Inc. for which Edward
Jose will produce. Schenck is the luncheon tendered to the exchange managers. It is understood
president of the new company, Dave
Bernstein, treasurer of the Loew that several important announceenterprises is treasurer and Edward sions. ments will be made at today's sesJose is vice-president.
The First National members voted
Jose at present is directing Norma to increase their capital from $50,000
Talmadge in "By Right of Con- to $150,000, to provide for a larger
quest" and when that is completed, bank balance in New York. The
he will start work on his first speover a million now incial. He will make six features dur- circuit has
vested in deposits, etc.
ing this year. Distributing arrangeThe franchise holders held a pow
ments have not been discussed as
pow during the day, but chief inSchenck who is Constance Tal- discussion
terest centered
in the opened
exchangemen's
which
at 10
madge's manager said that nothing o'clock with Lieut. "Jim" Anderson
has been done regarding Miss Tal- of Richmond presiding. There was
madge's
future activities as yet in all
yet.
probabilities she will not continue an interesting discussion as to
was best to sell producwith Select, according to Schenck. whethertions onitindividual
contract rather
He says that the contract with Select
than
selling
the series, and the conwas signed by Mrs. Talmadge when
census of opinion was that selling
Constance was a minor. On Saturindividual productions was the betday, Constance reached her majorter
way.
The question of a bookity, said Schenck, and now she
ing charge based on population of
holds that the Select contract is
void.
cities and towns was discussed
Schenck has been looking for a yesterday afternoon.
studio, for in the future, no matter
George E. Blaisdell of the "Moved.
what Miss Talmadge does her proWant Care Used
ing Picture World" spoke on "The
ductions will be made in the East. New York Viewpoint — -Why Ex-The National Board of Review is
The rumor still persists that she change Managers Are to Blame."
W. E. Lusk. Cleveland, spoke on
sending to all studio managers an will become affiliated with First
appeal that more care be used in the National.
"The Inspection, Projection and
Care of Films in the Exchange, in
presentation of scenes In which
"Protestant ministers arc portrayed
Goldwyn Returns May 1
the Theater and During Transit,"
in a r:r ulous and humiliating manSamuel Goldwyn, president of and last night A. J. Beecroft of the
"Exhibitors'
Herald" spoke on "The
ner." The appeal has been issued Goldwyn, will return to the execuas the result of complaint from the
tive offices in New York about May Value of Concentration," and Lee '
Federal Council of the Churches of
Goldberg of the Louisville branch adfrom the Goldwyn studios, CaliChrist, which it is said represents
dressed the gathering on "Suggested
fornia. He will bring with him a
125.000 churches.
definite idea of the scope and direc- Forms of Co-operation Between Ex-

Jose With Schenck

tion of the
company's
plans
for the
United to Increase Stock Cost
coming
season
which are
forecast
as
According to an official announce- being on a more significant and imment made by President Berst, of
portant basis than anything before
United, the price of United Stock disclosed by producers.
to exhibitors will be increased "on
Coincident with Goldwyn's return,
he offices of the picture corporation
or
beforefigure
June is1"$250.
to $350 a shire.
Present
vill be moved from their present loThe announcement adds that by
cation on 42nd St. to greatly inFall United anticipates having
creased floor space in the new Windouble its present quota, over 2,3oo :ield Building at 469 Fifth Ave., cormembers.
ner 40th St.

All the exchangemen of the First
National were guests at dinner at
the
Astor. Today's Program
changes."
10.00 a. m. "The Troubles of First Nationnl's Auditing Department" — By
George Grant, Auditor.
10.15 a. m. Onen Discussion.
10.30 a. m. "The Contract Department and
The
Branch
By
William
Morgpn.Managers"
Manager Contract Department.

(Continued on page 4)
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Cuts And Flashes
Lincoln, Neb., has passed an ordinance forbidding the use of wagons
or automobiles, bearing banners, on
the streets of that city.
Petrova's vaudeville tour has been
extended. In Philadelphia, Holy
Week, all records for attendance
were broken and according to the
Keith Management no such interest
has been shown since the advent of
Bernhardt into vaudeville.

to Build $500,000
Theatre

Signal Corps Film Showing
The War Department announces
John Manheimer is to build a the first showing for sale of official
theater in Brooklyn that will cost war pictures, made in Europe by
the Signal Corps of the Army, to
$500,000. It will be at Albermarle
Road and Flatbush Ave., and will be held to-day at 1 :30, in the projecting room of International Film.
seat 2,500. It will be finished in An officer
of the Signal Corps and
the early part of the coming year.
a representative of the War Department News Bureau will be present
to arrange details.
Tippett Back in New York
The price placed by the Signal
John Tippett, of the Trans-At- Corps on these films is 10c. per
foot
for prints and 80c. per foot
Film Corp.,
Universal's
Englishlantic
branch
has reached
New York
for duplicate negatives. No exclufrom Chicago.
sive rights accrue to any individual.
When Henry
door of Kathleen
the glass broke
scattered over the

Otto slammed the
Clifford's limousine
and the fragments
sidewalk. Kathleen

said, "O, dear, people will think we
are having a rough house". "Not at
all, my dear," said Henry, "they will
merely think your diamond necklace
The hub-bub about Alice Joyce has became entangled and the gems scatsubsided and she will be back to work
tered on the pavement. I've been
next
Alice. week. Don't scare us again thinkin' that over and though it
doesn't sound a bit like Henry, it
seems to me that he indicates that
Adele Buffington who used to sell Kathleen's necklace might be more or
What do you think?
tickets in the box office of a down less glass.
town theater decided she would write
Ray Kirkwood, lightweight pugilist,
a scenario — and she did. Thomas H. has charge of the buildin' of a gymnasium for Charlie Ray where he will
Ince purchased it for Dorothy Dalton
train for his next picture. Charlie
and the young lady is no longer a
says he doesn't know which he likes
ticket seller. She's on the Ince best, the rings, the trapeze, the bars,
scenario staff. Sounds like a fairy the ropes, the dumb bells — or the
shower
bath.
story, but it's all true.

Maybe Hartley Manners and au.
rette Taylor will break into 8
fillum game.

Incorporation.
Trenton. N. J.— The Libert]
ter Co, Inc, of 177-179 Smi
Perth Amboy, Harry Meyers
Capital $100,000, divided intc
shares at $100 each at par. In<
ators : Gabriel Rosen, Beniam
boy.
vack and Hary Meyers, Pert
Trenton N J— Creston Featur
tures, Inc.. $100,000; Frank B.
nle, Amanda Trinkle, Elion B.
nle, all of New York.
Albany, N. Y.— The Cc
Floria Film Corp., Manliatan, !
F. de Martimprey. G. W. and
Colby,

THE

BETTER

MOVING

PICTURE

THEATRE.

THE

better
moving
picture
theatre
to-day
is a
mighty monument to the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, and to the keen showmen who are
exhibiting Paramount and Artcraft Pictures.
For five years Adolph

Zukor,

Jesse L. Lasky

55

East

59th

St.

Los
Angeles.
Cal. — Premier
Corp., Walter Wright, Barnev >
P. Keraws, and D. P. D
subscribed,
incorporators. $5. Capital stock $'!

and

their associates have been building these better theatres— building them not with bricks and mortar but
with ideals.

Albany, N. Y— Jester Films
$50,000; Manhattan; Motion pic
S. Edw.
Ginsburg, H. S. He<
mer,
Isaac
Forty-second

Bernstein,
Street, New220 Y tres

Albany, N. Y. — Dooley Excl igc
Inc., Syracuse, motion pIcH
$160,000; H. V. Kennedy, J«
Crosby, T. W. Dooley, Syracu.jl

These ideals, taking form in better pictures, have
made possible these better theatres. Paramount and
Artcraft Pictures have created a nation of patrons for
the splendid moving picture theatres directed by the

Territorial
Sales Sales
ClosesCorp;B
De';
The
Territorial
sold the Jester comedies for M
Michigan and Kentucky to the ■
dard Film Service of Cleveland
the Western Pennsylvania and m
Virginia teritory to Albert A. 9

exhibiting

land isof18 Pittsburg.
put
comedies a The
year. Jestei ut-

These
made

geniuses

of America.

ideals, these pictures, these exhibitors

the moving picture the giant — respected,
mired and loved — that it is to-day.

have
ado^1

729 7™XV£NUE

nowon*!
Listen— everybody has read "The
Fire Flingers" and everybody wants
to see it in pictures. Rupert Julian
made it and plays the leading role.
What more do you want?

Stfll ADOLPH
FAMOUS
PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
■V~
ZUKOR Pres. JESSE L. LASKY V>cv Pna CECIL B. DE MILLE D/rvaarOeMnl

V^*- /*i

'-NEW

YORK-

J

"A Sweet Pickle"— I
ternational Cartoon, wi
this week
Judge
Rumhauser— Rive

m)m
en film stars are to appear =^
whips durins the Fifth Liberty =;
Wonder
which
one
Jack =
iford will stand for and

icnlS-C WO

T-B
was shown
to

P-F-C
y said it was the
\\eatest State Rights
ktraction ever and
wmediately closed for

iVorld Rights

Violet Palmer,

Garreth Hughes and

Paul

Everton in

World
"GINGER"
DIRECTOR
Burton George
AUTHOR
Burton George
SCENARIO
BY
Ray Schrock
CAMERAMAN
Freddie Brace
AS A WHOLE
Possesses considerable heart
appeal, especially in sequences dealing with
children.
Altogether
an acceptable production.
tSTORY

Concerns the development of a poor
girl who is saved from an evil environment
by a kindly judge.
DIRECTION
Makes most of the situations
seem natural.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
No attempt for unusual effects,
but generally satisfactory.
CAMERA WORK
First rate
PLAYERS .....
Violet Palmer makes a natural and
pleasing child, who, during later sequences,
appears
as a young woman; Paul Everton
son.
and Garreth Hughes suit roles of father and

[EXTERIORS
Many attractive scenes on country estate; views of action supposed to take
ate First Anniversary
place in France are less impressive.
Ohio. Should the print
Little out of the ordinary demanded
in time for showing, INTERIORS
test production "The Red DETAIL child life. Some good bits in a reflection of
rn, with Nazimova, will go
Wholesome enterthe Dayton here for Anniver- CHARACTER OF STORY
tainment
Week, starting either the first
4,760 feet
cond week in May. At that LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
the Dayton will have been
When mature actors have the physical qualifications
one year. "Mickey" opens
27, for a week, and a second for an interpretation of child roles, they frequently give
a truer indication of youthful spirit than actual chilif business holds up.
dren, lacking in artistic training and generally suffering- from self-consciousness. It would be difficult to
Star System Outgrown
find three youngsters who could get as much out of
few years ago, the "star system" the early scenes of this picture as do Violet Palmer,
Jon the pictures firmament, and Garreth Hughes and Raymond Hackett, all of whom
; while the public was satisfied,
convincing fashion and score wherwe hear growling, grumbling, act ineveratherenatural,
is an opportunity to register a sympathetic
touch.
unjustly,
the
"star
system"
is
fed for all the misfortunes of
picture industry. Really, the
Photoplays dealing with child
life are
numerous
[ion is that the American public enough, but few, of recent issue at least, have the sinKgrown the "star system." —
cerity and emotional
appeal found in "Ginger,"
al3. Hampton.

Exploit This On Its Merits.

; Koerpel With Goldwyn
ttle. Wash.— J. A.
Koerpel,
Box Office Analysis
last week announced his resigB from the management of the
Because the stars in this picture are not particularlyd office, is now manager for
well known to the average fan crowd. "Ginger" may
vyn.
require more than the customary amount of boosting
«n he announced
last week to put it over properly. It strikes me, however, that
ie was leaving World it seemed the picture warrants considerable effort on your part,
n that
Koerpel
would
not for it -<s more than likely to please your patrons after
be connected with any film you get them in.
my, he having arranged to
You may count upon a wholesomeness that makes it
up a film department for a big a particularly acceptable film for matinee audiences. I
ting and exporting
company. would handle it as a story of child life which presents
of the agreements which he youthful nature in a convincing manner and brings
Sd into cannot be broken, so in incidents that will recall their own experiences to
ill represent a concern doing almost everyone. Although the war figures to some
:ss in South America and
degree in the film, I would pass over that angle of the
\ in addition to his Goldwyn story rather lightly, because there is nothing in the
battle scenes to distinguish them from others that have
rant Pictures in Brookline
©kline, Mass. — This aristosuburb of Boston is all upset
the idea of a picture theater
installed.
The
townsfolk,
than the church leaders, are
ig to secure permission for a
so they will not have to go
iston to see their favorites.

. April 22, 1919.

Child Life Is Finely Suggested In Picture Containing
Considerable Appeal.

Be a Chaser.

When

DAILV

ii the story is simple enough and save for the
•nee of its interpretation in the leading roles
i not stand
ything extraordinary. Final
sequences which transpire after a lapse of live years,
and switch the characters to France where the two
boys are in the army and Violet is a Red Cross nurse,
suffice for a conventional conclusion to the narrative,
but they are not as likely to impress an audience as
the earlier scenes in which Violet is a little girl.
Miss Palmer's performance merits the highest praise,
because she is natural, unaffected and scores her points
without obvious effort. She suggests the transition of
a girl of the tenements to a cultivated young woman
without making the transformation in character seem
unreasonable. Moreover, she really looks the part of
the child, who is adopted by Paul Everton, in the role
of judge before whom she is brought for sentence
after she has been made an accomplice in a robbery.
An atmosphere of poverty and degredation is adequately supplied in the preliminary scenes. We see
how Violet, known as "Ginger," is led into trouble, how
she is destined for the career of a thief and how she is
saved by the judge who takes her to his home and
proceeds to experiment in the beneficial influence of a
wholesome environment. The girl enjoys her pretty
clothes, she finds a congenial playmate in the judge's
son, Garreth Hughes, but she still remains loyal to her
old friend Tim, who always championed her in squabbles with the children of the tenement house district.
They bring in a number of incidents true to childish
reactions, such as the jealousy of the two boys and
1 ringer's dismay when she thinks she is no longer wanted in the houehold. Like any little girl might, she runs
away, but soon thinks betcr of it and returns to receive a hearty welcome.
After Ginger has completed five years of school training, her convict father, released from jail, confronts the
judge with a demand for his child, and on being refused, starts a scandal in the town connecting the name
of the girl and her guardian. This leads to a misunderstanding between the two boys, both in love with
Violet and resenting anything that reflects upon her
reputation. Here, as in so many other pictures, they
bring in the war as a means of clearing up the situation by causing petty disputes to be lost sight of in the
face of a great trial. Even the convict father is regenerated, and the two youths meeting wounded on
No Man's Land, are ready to die for each other. They
close the picture with a military wedding making Violet
the bride of Garreth Hughes.

Folks Will Be Satisfied.
for the Exhibitor
been shown in earlier productions.
Introduce Violet Palmer to your folks as a beauty of
the stage and the screen who is qualified to play a
child of twelve, or a young woman of twenty with
equal facility. Use pictures showing her in the frock
of a little girl, with others representing her as a decidedly attractive young woman. Stills including the
two boys should also help in bringing out the character
of the story.
It might be well to mention that Garreth Hughes is a
well known stage actor, who has played with the
Stuart Walker company and has appeared in a number of important plays presented by Klaw and Erlanger
and other producers. Paul Everton also may be remembered for his stage portrayals in plays such as
"The Lion and the Mouse" and "the Third Degree."

Brockliss to Handle Zane Grey
Eckels Here for Film
Series
C. E. Eckels, of Chicago is in
Sidney Garrett, president of the
New York to purchase the negatives
for one and two reel comedies and J. Frank Brockliss Co., has purchased the entire foreign rights of
one, two, and three reel dramas. "Desert Gold," and all the Zane
He is here for about one week.
Grey Series.

Davis of Montreal Here
Miaurice M. Davis, head of the
Davis Amusement Co., of Montreal,
who had been in town for the past
few days returns
to theto Astor
tomorrow. He is here
purchase
some

films for Canada.

Eight Neilan Specials
(Continued from page 1)
10.45 a. m.
11.00 a. ra.
11.15 a.
11.30 a.
11.43 a.
12.00
12.30 p.
2.00 p.
2.30 p.
3.00 p.
3.30 p.
4.00 p.
4.30 p.
5.00 p.
5.30 p.
6.30 p.

Open Discussion.
"Optical Illusions"— By J. Dannenberg,
Managing Editor Wid's
Daily.
m. Open Discussion.
m. "How
We
Get
Exhibitors
Tb
Book New
Chaplins
At $15 A
Day Minimum"— By A. B. Knox,
Manager Salt Lake City Branch.
m. Open Discussion.
m. "The Trade Journal's
Part In
The Industry"— By W. A. Johnston, Publisher Motion
Picture
News.
m. Luncheon.
m. "First
National— Past— Present
And Future"— By Its President.
m. "Helling
(Not a typographical
error)ley Mason,
The Exhibitor"—
By LesManaging
Publisher
Exhibitors' Trade Review.
m. Open
Discussion
of
Service
Ideas In Use By Branches.
m. "The
Bolshevik"—
By
George Celluloid
Blair,
Eastman
Kodak
Co.
m. Open
Discussion
of Fire
Prevention Measures Employed
By
Different Offices.
m. "Prospects
for
11120"—
By
Harry
Schwnlbe.
Secretary-Treasurer
First National.
m.
•Reverse
English"—
By
E. First
J.
Hudson.
Publicity Dept.,
National.
m. Adjournment.
m. Dinner For First National Members and Managers.

Among those present were : Fred
Dahnken. T. L.. Tall v. 1. H. Kunsky,
E. H. Hulsev. ]. D. Williams, Adolph
Linick, E. V. Richards, E. I. Church,
Fred Levy. Thos Saxe, A. J. Gillingham, Jacob Fabian, A. J, Jones, Robt.
Lieber, H. T. Nolan, J. B. Clark, Max
Speigel, E. B. Johnson, Moe Mark,
F \ . Fischer. \V. P. Dewees, Tom
Moore. N. H. Gordon, M. L. Finkelstein, T. H. Boland, H. Schwalbe.
E M. Mandelbaum, W. H. Swanson,
A. H. Blank, Nathan Ascher, Henry
Brouse, T. E. Larson, Frank Ferrandini, Wm. Sievers, P. J. Schaefer,
R. A. Rowland, and A. Freedman.
Branch managers : B. Cunningham.
Floyd Brown, A. C. Seery, Harry
Scott. L. Bickel, Harry Weiss, W. J.
Heenan, W. E. Lusk, A. Cubberly.
berly. Thomas B. Spry, Jack Brainard, M. Asher, C. J. Briant, R. H.
Clark, L. D. Balslv, M. Tohnson, J. S.
Skirboll, J. H. Ashby, W. E. Knotts,
J. P. Anderson, C. R. Beacham, J. J.
Linger, Lee L. Goldberg, S. S. Schwarz,
H. J. Fitzgerald, S. J. Baker, C. E.
Holuh, and A. B. Knox.

CLASSIFIED.
The classified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt want. It ii the
market place where buyer and seller
—employer and employee or the
■mall advertiser can put his story
before practically every live exhibitor in the country every day in
the year, at nominal cost. Rate 50c
per line. Cash with order.

HELP

Putting It Over

L I G M

Broadway Passes from "U" Sunday
The Broadway passes from Universal's Wands at 11:30 o'clock Sunday evening. B. S. Moss takes
charge the next morning.

COMPLETE

A. LITHOGRAPHING /CORR
T
POSTERS

Pipe-Organist for theater in town, close to
New York. Must furnish references. Steady
position for the right man — Address, D. A.
T., c/o Wid's.

POSITION

New Theaters

Pittsburgh — Large plot of g:
Rivoli — Elsie
Ferguson — "Eyes
of on Sth Ave., Corpolis purchase!
which
a large house will be er.1
Rivoli
Pictorial.
Here is how a brother exhibSeating capacity 1.000, and will!
the Soul".
itor put his show over. Send
Post Scenic — "The Cloud."
$S5,000.
W. R. Wheat, Jr., will
charge.
Lloyd-Pathe — "Young Mr. Jazz."
along your ideas. Let the other
Rialto— William S. Hart— "The
fellow
knozv how you cleaned
Clinton, Mass. — House to cost!
up.
Money
Corral."
Chaplin
Revival — "The Adven- 000 to be erected bv Philbin Bros
Walter J. O'Toole.
Seating cap
Rialto Magazine.
Strand— Mary Pickford "Capt. Kidd,
Omaha, Neb. — When "Hearts of
1,800.
Ware,
Mass.— St. Jean Hall
Strand Topical Review.
Humanity" was shown at the Bran- turer."
deis, Manager Joy Sutphen mailed
be used as a picture house. Camt jt
Topics of the Day.
special invitations to 5,000 Omahans
parties
interested.
Briggs Cartoon "Skinnay's School
plastered the city with paper as it
was never covered before for any
and
Scandal." Chester — "Cameraring
THE BIG FEATURE
PICTURE
Outing
film, and waged a big newspaper
is in a class with the regular tl
campaign.
atrical show and should be exploit:
through
Africa."
Bray Cartoon — "Out of the Ink
as such. We make a lobby displ
One new idea worked, so far as
that individualizes the production a
Omaha is concerned, was to send out
lifts
it out of the picture RUT— W ,
Special Strand Number — "A Trip
complimentary tickets to the minman and other productions on exhi!
isters in the city. The ministers Through the Strand."
tion in our show rooms.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
Murray "The Dewere asked to recommend the pic- Broadway — Mae
220 W. 42nd, N. Y. C
licious Little Devil," second week.
ture to their friends if they saw ht.
Broadway Topical Digest.
Well."
In the intermission, a trench scene
Topics of the Day.
was shown. A sergeant and eight
Jr." — "The Hula-Hula
Chaplin Revival
men from Ft. Omaha were in tlie
trench on the stage attired as overScenic — "Versailles."
seas fighters. Suddenly a bomb burst
York — Today — Gladys
Brockand the men dashed over tne top. New
Dancer."
well—
"Pitfalls of A Big City."
One by one they toppled over, amid
Wednesday — House Peters — "A
the glare of bursting shells, trie
Everythiftg. Electrical for Tr
patter of musketry and the roar of Thunderbolt of Fate."
UNIVERSAL
ELE
Thursday — Earle Williams — "The
heavy artillery. Miniature airplanes
STAGE" UGH TIN
hummed through the air overhead.
Friday — Doris Kenyon "Twilight."
As the last man fell the house sudSaturday — Five World Stars —
denly became dark, and a spot of Usurper."
light slowly developed the figure of "Three Green Eyes."
240 W. 5012 ST.
New
V0
a Red Cross nurse in the air over
Sunday — Emmy
Wehlen — "The
the field. The apparition was not Amateur Adventuress."
an apparition at all, but%a real singNext Week's Features
er, who sang the song "Heart of
The attractions at the leading theaters next week will be :
Humanity."
While the picture was on at the
Strand — Geraldine Farrar "The
o
n
E
I GELI/-ii]
Brandies an entire window of the big
RANCI/CO
downtown ten-cent store was decStronger
Vow."
Rivoli
—
Charles
Ray
—
"Greased
orated with copies of the song, and
I l_ M
.TITLE"*
AM
the largest department store of the
Rialto— Cecil B. De Mille's "For
city had a huge "Heart of Human- Lightning."
0 R E M O J"T
PHONE
BRYANT 9:1
ity" sheet over its music department Better, For Worse."
220
WE/T
42^-3
where the song was on sale.
Kashin has Own Theater
Another stunt was used when a
1 N E/-T
want-ad appeared in the Lost and
M. Kfashin will return from NewFound columns of the newspapers,
port News, Virginia, today where he
TRANSLATION
DEPARTMEN1 1
reading:
arranged for the opening of the VicLOST — My pocketbook containing
MOTION PICTURE TITLES!
tory theater there. Kashin owns it
OUR SPECIALTY
two tickets to "The Heart of Hu- entirely. The house which seats 1,000
We edit and do complete work il
manity," Brandies theater, Wednes- has a vaudeville and picture policy.
English
and
Foreign
language
day evening, and $1,000 in cash. Refrom Titles to the Screen.
This will not affect Kashin's local
turn the tickets, never mind the activities.
EXHIBITORS
BOOKING AGENC
220— W. 42nd St., New York
money. — T. V. Bryson, Conant Hotel.
Tel. Brvant 7595.

WANTED.

406

WE/T

31 JT.

WITH
POWER

'-J

PULLING

Must

"The wise showman gives the public what it wants. I have learned
the public likes short stuff. What
do you like yourself? Ten to one
you like variety in a program yourself!" Art Stolte, Strand, Omaha.

to make money
have a perfect developed
negative

REX LABORATORY

(INC)

has developed Harry Keeper's
negatives. Ask him and then phone
Tremont
1995 for full particulars.

LINE OF

Supplies and Equipment !
for Studio and Theatre ji
MAZDA LAMPS
__|
National and Speer Carb<

CHARLES F. CAMPBEL
ASg%Pflg£°N 14W-3htSt.|

THE BEST PICTURE

WANTED.

A Live Wire Man, desires a position as
manager of a high-class house somewhere
near New York. Have had managerial experience in high-class houses. Address,
Live Wire, this office.
Orchestra Leader — A man who knows how
to put on a program of music that fits
your show. References as to ability. Address Leader, this office.

On Broadway

TITLES
i REFINED
"APPROPRIATE

LETTERS
ILLUSTRATE

N
ESTBRYANTSTER
j ERNPHONE
89/3.

!

145 W. 45T^ST.

!?B&ADSTREET

7/fcRKOCHIZED
AUTHORITY

i FILMDOM
VIII.

No.

-M.

Wednesday,

2.5, 1919.
Price 5 Cents

Select Workers

To Take Active Part

With First Nat'l.

WID'S DAILY
ers Re-Elected — Williams ReGentlemen ;
pointed at Closing Session.
I believe that your paper is
-1 night
as necessary to an exhibitor as
with
Incehis machine and if it were a
vvill release a series of
case of "have to" I would pay
igh First
the subscription out of my
nnin.y with i'<_'l). Further
own pocket rather than have
was
made
that
he
it stop coming.
greater opportunity
Yours very truly,
ind with bigger produch mds of a n )ted director.
Herbert Shear, Mgr.
,
Hire of the dinner
to the First Naj
rs and
exlinner closed
,
irganiza- Producticns New Under Way to Be
Released Under New Plan
>terday the presi
Five stories for Metro stars will be
j
c-elected, there v
I
among
the
directors, starred shortlj at the Hollywood
of \'i'\v \ ork, succeed- studios for release under the new
Iltcr I! Haves, of the Strand, policy Metro intends following.
At the present time, Metro is two
Willi
n- was
re-appointed m nilis ahead on its old system and
when those pictures are cleaned up on
I the annual
meeting
closed the one-a-week policy, the new method
1st nighl - ession. all the fran- will be started. Last year Metro's releases were 86, 52 regularly weekly
plriers will remain here for a
two, during which time it is pictures, 24 specials, at two a month
d that announcement
will be and 10 Nazimova and extra Screen
f the addition of one or more
productions like ''The Milwhose productions
will be re- Classics
lion Dollar Dollies" and "My Own
1 First National.
United
Slates."
rt Lieber, president of the First
Future output yearly will be someal, addressed the exchange manthing like 36. While each star will
fter lunch on "The First Na- produce a series the exhibitors will be
Past. Present and Future." He able to book them individually and
bat in the early days it was a
Hi with him as to which way not on a star-series basis.
The pictures about to be commenced
National would go; whether it
on the West Coast are :
amount to a great deal, or nothrd that events of the past year
"Full o' Pep" by Robert F. Hill with
Hale Hamilton directed by Harry
(Continued on page 4)
Franklin.
"One-Thing-at-a-Time-O'Day" by
No. 75
William Dudley Pelley with Bert
Lytell, directed by John Ince.
"Pliant Patricia" by Anne and Alice
Duffy with Viola Dana, directed by
By Jack Alicoatc
Henry Otto.
"Free" by E. V. Durling with May
t:re's a flock of salesmen
Allison, directed by George D. Baker.
for you, Mr. Advertising
"Family Trees" by E. Forst with
Man.
Willing,
energetic
Emmv Wehlen directed by Herbert
efficient salesmen
going
Blache.
xtly to the desks of the
The Nazimova productions.
men of film land bright
early every morning
of
Italian Buyer Here
year.
These
salesmen
Constantine Potsios, representing
Br tire and always get to
Gaytis and Mosco of Rome is in New
man.
They have proven
York looking for films. His offices
f ability to produce. If you
are in the Longacre Building.
use these salesmen
call
iderbilt 4551 and ask for
Barash With World
r manager.
Their salary
small and
their
records
Nat Barash, just out of service, and
wr results.
Try them and
telling how things were in France,
will take up his old territory in the
ve to yourself
that
it
middle West for World Film, leaving
s to advertise
in WID'S
almost immediately.

Metro's New Policy

trie Ad Talks

April

11. C. Cornelius of Grand Rapids,
Mich., vice president and secretary
of the Exhibitor's Mutual will hereafter take an active part in the management of the company.
Cornelius has been the active head
of the Wolverine Brass Works at
Grand Rapids and is heavily interested in other western Michigan industrial and financial concerns. He
has been associated with A. Clark
in the ownership of Consolidated
Tii iters. Inc., of Grand Rapids and
one of the group of Grand
R.v ids capitalists vvlio purchased
control of Mutual last November
1 1 ganized it.

To Make Industrials
Ur. "erwood
and
Underwood
Form
New Department — Work Started
Underwood and Underwood have
formed a new department to make
industrial films. P. R. Ponemon,
manager of the Commercial Department, is in active charge of the new
work.
It is understood that Underwood
and Underwood have arranged to
back up their new venture with a
systematized sales campaign.
They will -maintain their own staff
of photographers.

Hear

Discussions on Salesmanship —
Party at Night

Select branch managers and home
office officials got down to work yesterday morning at the Astor and kept
things moving all day. Everything
was of a business nature and
i. under the n « regim
discussed at length.
Among
1
ires( in were
. ul iilin.
I nger, general manager
of M01
Canadian
Phil Selznick of Cleve and, Dav<
nick of Boston. Assistant Branch
Manager Bedell. Chicago; M&rrjs
Safier of Boston; Assistant General
Manager J. J. Rotchford, Purchasing
Agent C. C. Rvan, Walter 1. Porgis,
J. A .rd,
Derham,
B. L.
Faral'la,
M.
Sharr
Treasurer
Morris
Kohn, G.General Manager Arthur S Kane, Lester
Adler, Publicity Manager Vivian M.
Moses, Henrv Seigel, New York: M.
Milder, Philadelphia; Charles R.
Rogei . Boston; S. S. Webster, Buffalo; V. P. Whitaker, Washington;
Leo F. Levison, Pittsburgh ; Sam F.
Morris. Cleveland: Harry H. Hicks,
Cincinnati: James 0. Kent, Detroit;
Fred C. Aiken. Chicago; J. C. Ragland, St. Louis: C. W. Taylor,
Omaha: A H. McLiughlin, Kansas
City; H. A. Rathner. Minneapolis: T.
O. Tuttle, Atlanta: H. G. Till. NewOrleans ; C. C. Ezell. Dallas; H. E.
Lotz. Los Angeles : H L. Knappen,
San FYancisco: Albert W. Eden,
Seattle. Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Blank
of Des Moines. Harry Rapf, Mrs.
Lewis J. Selznick. Mr. Finklestein of
St. Paul: Edith Koch, private secretary to Lewis J. Selznick; Myron Selznick. President of Selznick Pictures ;
David Selznick. secretary of Selznick
Pictures, and Howard Selznick.
Later the crowd assembled to at-

Famous to Distribute Briggs Pictures
Contracts have been signed which
give Famous Players-Lasky world
rights to distribution of Briggs Films.
These comedies based on the cartoons
by the star of the New York Tribune,
have been picturized by John Joseph
■Harvey, whose first picture, when
shown last week at the Strand, caused
much favorable comment. The contend the performance
of "Tumble
In"
tract just closed, is for a one reeler followed
by a visit to
the Century
weekly for one year, first release to be Roof where Ed Wynn had some fun
made in September. It is understood with the party throwing in a number
that several three-reeler specials are of lines about L. J. and others of the
being considered.. The comedies are Select party. Among those attending
being made in the Excel studio, the theater party were Elaine HamYonkers.
merstein, and her mother. Miss Hammerstein, who is to be a Select star,
met many of the field workers.
Pageing Mary Regan
The discussion of business affairs
will continue today at the Astor.
They were paging 'Mary
Regan;
Mary
Regan" yesterday
through
the Astor
corridors
Woody to Take Rest
about lunch time. All the film
folk recalled the name, and wonJ. S. Woody who resigns from
Select
intends
taking a vacation for a
dered. Then somebody saw Joe
Lee and recalled that this was
few weeks before announcing his future plans. He was general sales
the title of Anita Stewart's next.
manager at Select.
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John C. Flinn and Billie Burke] Augustus Phillips and Joseph Kilhave returned from Washington j gour have been engaged by Metro
where Miss Burke opened the Vic- for important parts in Bert Lytell's
tory Loan.
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F. I. L. M.

Club

to Build

Chicago — In order to comply with
the city fire ordinance which compels all exchanges to move from the
"loop" district on or before July
1920, the F. I. L. M. Club of Chicago, has selected a site at the corner of Ninth and Wabash aves. and
a twelve story building will be erected to house all the big film branches
in Chicago. It is expected it will
be completed by April of next year.
It is estimated it will cost $1,200,000.
To make industrials

"The Unknown Dancer" is the 'cond Caprice-Hale picture.

PUBLICITY
In "The Red Lantern" Albert
had smile.
an awful
makin'
aCapellani
Chinaman
The time
interpreter
told him many funny stones in
vain. Finally in desperation he
asked him in Chinese how he would
like some fungus soup, and oh —
you should see the smile. Well, you
will, shortly.

In Mother Mollie McConnell's
wardrobe there's everything from
grand dame aigrettes to washwoman's flannels.

The coming George Walsh picture
"Help! Help! Police!" is laid at Palm
Beach and it is said we will see $25,000,000 worth of millionaires and
fashion in scenes taken at the Breakers and Royal Poinciana hotels.

R. Cecil Smith, continuity writer
on the Thomas H. Ince scenario staff
in Culver City is planting a new
garden. He plans to go the pickle
man one better and raise 58 varieties
mer.
of edibles in his back yard this sum-

In "Millions of Money" the horse
"Eternal" that Miriam Cooper rides
has been the favorite in most of the
races in which it had been entered
and is booked as the favorite in the
American Derby at Churchill Downs.
The lucky number of three seems to
follow A. J. Herbert. Three brothers,
three sisters, three trips across the
Atlantic and three releases in one
Month. He played Private Pennyquick in "The Man Who Stayed at
Home" on the London stage, on the
American stage and on the American
screen, makin' another three.
William Farnum has received a
letter of thanks from the business
men of Miami 'cause of the business
he brought to Miami durin' the filming of "The Jungle Trail".
Tom

Mix,

who

is booked

for

greater stunt's than ever, in "The Romance of Cow Hollow" says he always -thought only tenderfeet used
the pommel of a saddle to hold on to,
but he was guilty of this recently
when he used the pommel to save
himself from a 1,500 foot fall over
atime.
precipice. Can't be proper all the
I hafta laff every time I think of the
way Priscilla Dean tangles up those
dress-suit cracksmen in "The Exquisite Thief." A perfect picture,
I'll say.

Guess

Fritzi Brunnette

likes

playin' opposite Mitchelj Lewis
judgin' from the nice things she
says about him.

Enid Bennett's new picture "The
Law of Man" is said to be from
the
That's"imagination"
new anyway. of John Lynch

Charles Ray has secured a sparring partner and a rubber and is now
in
midstdo of
a physical
trainin'
thatthe
would
justice
to an aspirant
for championship ring honors. This
is all in preparation for the fight
scene in his next picture. Of course
bein' the hero he must win, but
Charlie says he's goin' to win without thephoneaid
ordersofto the
his director's
opponent megato lay
down.

John W. Krafft, formerly or to
editorial staff of the Indiana lis
Star has been added to the lfl
staff of Universal's publicity del
ment. He will be in charge ol
press service department and m
Universal Bulletin, issued weekM
Al. Piantadosi and Co. song it
ers have written a song called Oh
You Women"
to go of
out that
with.'amous
Players picture
[J
Ramsaye Leaves Rialto
Terry Ramsaye has resigne
director of publicity for the I
and Rivoli, effective as early
successor can be installed.
Ramsaye is leaving for the
on a vacation of some weeks
on his return will divide hi.
tentions between Kinograms, a
reel in which he is interested
his writing pf frivolous fictio

Pete Smith's Got Somethi.
Pete Smith has got the greJMt
collection of "stills" ever of thtm
at Aeolian Hall on Monday e
Dorothy Dalton spoke for the w
tory Loan. The pictures shov tht
police pushing back the crovwbiB
He managed to get lots of 19
in
too.the morning- and evening p< ijj

Thomas Kerrigan doesn't want another fight scene for sometime: The
freight
car fight
in "Checkers"
linger in
his memory
for will
aye
(whatever that is). He has a black
eye and a blue spotted face. But
you ough'ta see the other fellow.
Jack Mower was "all set" to get
away on a fishing trip, rods, flies,
tackle, blankets and everything,
when they called him back to the
studio
to play
leadin'
Business
does another
interfere
so part.
with

Record Braking
Des featuring
Moines, la.—
"The Red
tern,"
Xazimova,
has™i»
booked by the Rialto for a SoliiJB
of two weeks. There was nei|J
picture, run by thei theaters 1J
selves,
ever one
shown
in before.
Des Moint;or
more than
week,

-#tff»%1I
NEW WO"^

pleasure.
They say the reason Clarence
Badger never loses his head or
yells through a megaphone or tears
his hair when things go wrong is
because he was once a newspaper
reporter and learned to keep cool
durin' excitement. Lot o' people
wish more directors had had this
advantage.

0^*739:

"The

trade mark

of ai

who has become
producer for
the high quab
known
Daily.
Wid's
ity of his output."—

afe^l
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Rapid Action Keeps Farce Comedy Interesting.
The Star

No. 34

iDELPHIA,
PA.—
famous
deMr
famous Philadelphia
New Year "Mummers"
antics to boost
tctory Loan.
ISLAND,
CAL.—
submarines that have seen years
the Panama
Coast are now in
overhauling.

;la-

fii'Ids as seen from an airplane.
, PRANCE—
■ration of the world is focused upon
itoric palace at Versailles where the
ertlemeni of the war will be made.
:NZ, GERMANY—
the Yankee doughboys on the Rhine.
ORK CITY—
Circus is in town and visits a hos;o spread joy among sick children.
IOME. RAINBOW!—
Fighting 69th, the vanguard
of the
iw Division,
receive
a tumultuous
ig as they return home.
7ICTORY DRIVE IS ON—
the great drive opened in New York.

oday

the man who showed

.B.toP.F.C.
innot find an original
ilea, the library is
pen until 9 o'clock
>r flatheads.

toon ISC WD
: all new.

T-B
was shown
to

P-F-C

ey said it was the
eat est State Rights
traction ever and
mediately closed for

Aforld

Margarita Fisher in

"CHARGE

IT TO ME"

American Prod.— Pathe, Distr.

AUTHOR
l.R°y
V. WTefferson
AUTHOR* -•■
NeU1
SCENARIO BY....
L V Jefferson
CAMERAMAN
Not Credited
Ai> A WHOLE
Rapid action farce-comedy
that is played with animation and holds the
attention.
STORY
Works up to situations without much regard for plausibility, but answers
the needs of a production of this stamp
DIRECTION
Kept things moving at a
fast pace, especially during the second, third
and fourth reels.
P"0HTOGRAPHY
Varies;
LIGHTINGS
A trifle generally
harsh at sharp
times
CAMERA WORK
Satisfactory
STAR
Appears much as she has in pre„„„
vlous comedies; displays plenty of vivacity
SUPPORT
Emery Johnson fulfills requirements ofmystified husband; Bull Montana
contributes
materially to the comedy
scenes.

EXTERIORS
No call for anything exceptional
INTERIORS
...... Studio sets answer the purpose
DETAIL
Film is closely cut to keep
action at a rapid tempo; titles help to get
laughs across.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Clean farce-comedy
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
Instead of waiting until the last reel to work up
the climax to its height, L. V. Jefferson, the author
of this farce-comedy, brought about the most exciting of the laugh provoking situations during the
middle sequences of the picture, and devoted the final
scenes to explanations and the inevitable reconciliation between the husband and wife, who have been
the center of an odd sort of domestic storm.
As in all frank farces of this description, it is necessary to accept the original premise without a close
scrutiny as to its likelihood, and then to follow the
author _ in the up-building of his plot, also without
complaining if the development appears convenient
liii rather
than probable. Taken in the proper spirit,
"Charge It to Me," should get by as first rate light

When

Rights

Brown With Pioneer
diard Brown, formerly with BenChapin in the exploitation of
ncoln Cycle has been engaged as
ity man for Pioneer.

Townley Here
jM. Townley, general counsel
I Lone Star Film Corp. is in
It is understood that he is
ating for the production of a
'erial.

Wednesday,

Will

Get

Over
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A
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Story Suits

entertainment, for it is clean in subject matter and
rapid in the movement of the story, which introduces
a strange assortment of characters.
For a theme, the author took the predicament in
which a wife may be placed when she is not given an
allowance by her husband. The Davises. played by
Margarita Fisher and Emory Johnson, are newlyweds,
who have yet to adjust themselves to a living basis.
The young wife is permitted to make purchases, always
with the understanding that they shall be charged,
which
the title.accounts for "Charge It to Me" being used as
Her problem reaches an acute stage when she wants
to buy a birthday present for her husband and has
no money to pay the bill. She hits upon the happy
idea of using her car as a taxi, thereby earning the
requisite amount as a chaufferettc. Margarita is altogether too attractive, for each one of her patrons
falls in love with her and follows up the acquaintance.
Among her conquests during a few days of service
as a taxi driver, are an elderly clubman, an effeminate
dude, a matter-of-fact insurance agent and a sentimental burglar, who is played with tine effect by Bull
Montana. In regard to the present she contemplates
buying, she asks the advice of each, whether a smoking jacket or a dressing gown would be the preferable
Such is the foundation for the farce, which is
carried through with considerable spirit as one by
gift.
one the men appear at the house, and Margarita proceeds to use them as models for the dressing gown
which she is designing. Of course, the husband enters at
an inopportune moment, and as it is impossible for
her to explain the presence of so many strangers, she
gives the visitors different relationships. The clubman is introduced as her father, the insurance agent
as a former husband and so on, until Emory Johnson
flies into a bewildered rage.
To complicate matters still further, a bag of silver
stolen by the burglar, is traced to the house by detectives, who insist upon searching the premises.
Only at the very last does Margarita justify herself
in the eyes of her husband that the birthday celebration may be
carried
through with all of the wife's
new found
friends
as guests.
In the cast are Augustus Phillips, L. S. McKee,
Budd Post, George Swan and J. Farrell MacDonald.

Crowd

That

Likes

Photoplays

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
If you want a lively farce-comedy, there is no reason
why you cannot rely upon "Charge It to Me" to fill
the bill. It isn't a remarkably humorous production,
but it maintains a very fair average throughout, and
is entirely free from anything objectionable, either in
the story or its treatment. As a vhicle for Margarita
Fisher, it is in accord with what fans that have followed her work of late may expect.
Providing you go about it in the right way, you
should be able to build up a consistent following for
Miss Fisher in comedy films of this type. Audiences
will come to know that her pictures are wholesome
and suitable to a family trade, even in conservative
neighborhood houses. To offset their lightness, however, Iwould make a special effort to get some short
reels of a serious nature, which will interest folks
who do not respond to photoplay farces.

FRANCE

Naturally,
yourIt chief
publicity play will be on the
comedy
'Charge
to Me'.''
name of the star, but don't fail to mention Bull Montana, who is well known in connection with Pathe
comedies. He always may be relied upon for some
laughs and it pays to notify folks when he is in the
cast.

AMERICA
DIVISION

PARIS

"Charge It to Me" is a catchy title, which may be
worked into advertising lines likely to attract the
notice of women. For example, you might work
along this idea : "Does your husband give you an
allowance, or does he say 'Charge It to Me'?
Whether he does or not, take him to see Margarita
Fisher in her latest comedy of domestic life." Another one might read: "Did you ever try to earn your
own spending money without confiding in your husband? Margarita Fisher does in her most amusing

CORPORATION
OF

FILMS

220 WEST 42nd ST.
NEW YORK

LONDON

KINOGRAMS

Putting It Over

GREAT DRIVE OPENS FOR VICTORY
Here is how a brother exhibLOAN— In New York, former Secretary
McAdoo speaks for the loan at Victory Way
itor put his show over. Send
where captured German cannon and a great
pyramid of German helmets reminds his
along your ideas. Let the other
hearers of the victory that has been won.
VOICE FROM THE SKY URGES LOAN—
fellow know how you cleaned
up.
Ir. Washington an airman through :i wifeless telephone speaks into a r.llgnovox on
the ground urging upon thousands the necessity for subscribing.
SEND TANK UP PIKE3 PEAK— Denver
Victory Loan enthusiasts drivo a tank up
the highest automobile roa^ in the worlrt ! Omaha, Neb. — Manager Harry
and find Colorado snow more difficult than
Watts, the Strand, is aiding the VicFlanders
mud.
tory loan campaign with a big stage
FIRST OF RAINBOW HOME— V 'ifrhting
69th gets great welcome as regiment, iirst
unit of famous division, comes up New York setting of a front-line trench scene,
harbor aboard transport Harrisburg.
CALIFORNIA WELCOMES SONS— Bar- with a lighting effect from behind,
rage of flowers falls before heroes as they
picturing "VICTORY LOAN" on the
march up the streets of Los Angeles.
BIG FIELD IN MARATHON— Running in canvas as the sun comes up over the
excellent form Carl Linder wins over 46 battle field.
other entrants on Boston Course.
FIRST EASTER PARADE SINCE WAR
BEGAN— Great crowds parade New York
streets while in Atlantic City the rtoardwalk
is thronged with the biggest (fathering that
■ amous
resort
has ever known.
BRING HOME WOUNDED— Hospital ship
{Continued from page 1 )
Mercy arrives in New Yoik with wounded
men from overseas.
had demonstrated conclusively to him
FOUGHT ' IN ITALY: CHEERED AT
HOME— The 332nd regiment that saw action that it was going to mean a great
against the Austrians is cheered in review
deal. Within a year, he said, the
in New York and its members decorated
bv an Italian general.
important banking and film interests
MOTORCYCLES CLIMB HILL IN MAD
CONTEST— Up 72 per cent, grade darin?
of New York had paid attention to
rid rs drive gasolene mounts and get bad
Firs! National, and he did not think
spills.

Ray With First Nat'l.

DISTRIBUTED
BY
WORLD
PICTURES.
Big Purchase Reported
Kansas City, Mo. — N. J. Flvnn and
Chas. W. Harden of The First National Film Co. have just returned
from New York after having spent
ten days in looking over the market
of state rights pictures. They succeeded in closing contracts for the
following productions for Kansas
and Missouri : "Woman," "Tempest
and Sunshine," "Wives of Men,"
"The Still Alarm," "Once to Every
Man," "When The Desert Smiled,"
"The Fires of Hope," "The Web of
Intrigue," "Human Shuttles," 54
single reel Westerns featuring Tom
Mix.

CLASSIFIED.
The classified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt want It it the
market place where buyer and seller
— employer and employee or the
■mall advertiser can put his story
before practically every live exhibitor in the country every day in
the year, at nominal cost Rate 50c
per line. Cash with order.
HELP

WANTED.

Pipe-Oi-ganist for theater in town, close to
New York. Must furnish references. Steady
position for the right man — Address, D. A.
T., c/o Wid's.

POSITION

WANTED.

A Live Wire Man, desires a position as
manager of a high-class honse somewhere
near New York. Have had managerial experience in high-class houses. Address,
Live Wire, this office.
Orchestra Leader— A man who knows how
U put on a program of music that fits
your show. References as to ability. Address Leader, this office.

any

more need be said.

The cost of a picture, he maintained, had nothing to do with the
sale of it, and the real answer was
the profit existent at the end of the
week's run. He admitted that the
Board of Directors may have made
some mistakes, but pointed out that
this may have been due to the diffi
culty of a business in which there
was no fixed standard, and where so
.much depended on the whim of the
public. He complimented the exchangemen and said that much of the
success of First National was due to
their efforts.

Indiana Notes
Raymond Behler, of Garrett, Ind.,
has awarded the contract for the
erection of a new $5,000 addition to
his house.
C. E. Rogers,
proprietor
of the
Crump,
Columbus,
has installed a
bre s -en.
F. M. Redding, of Erie, Pa., has
taken over the Idle Hour at Upland,
and has changed the name to Cryrtal.
Work will be started soon on a
new $125,000 theater and office building at Broadway and Sixteenth St.,
Gary, for L. H. Glueck.
S. Barrett McCormick, managing
director of the Circle, Indianapolis,
entertained about 1,800 newsboys at
a theater party at the Circle.
Carl Gast, of Akron, has bought
the building formerly used as a railroad station at Winona Lake and
will convert it into an up-todate picture theater.
Stars Assigned to Ships
The A. M. P. A. has selected by
lot the following stars to be sponsors for battleships during the Victory Loan.
Arizona, Clara Kimball Young;
[daho, Billie Burke; Pennsylvania,
\nita Stewart; Utah, Elsie Ferguson: Arkansas, Alice Joyce; New
Mexico. Pearl White; Oklahoma,
lune Caprice; Mississippi, Madge
Kennedy; Wyoming, Geraldine Far■ar; Delaware, Marguerite Clark:
Nevada, Norma Talmadge ; New York
Florence Reed; Texas, Mary Pickcord; Florida, Mabel Normand;
North Dakota. Theda Bara.
A telegram of thanks has been received from Admiral Cowie.

Plans were later presented for the
formation of a permanent body of the
exchangemen. The name decided upon
for the new organization was "The
First National Sales Club."
J\ LITHOGRAPHING (CORR
There were several interesting discussions during the morning sessions.
The early session did not have an
exceptional attendance, due to the late
LITHOGRAPHSDESIGN
OF ORIGINAL
hour at which the Monday evening
affair ended.

*?*'.*?*
I* Lew Cody t
-^

•

Now

working

^W

I

When he served in the Spanish-American War , James P.
Anderson, First National, acthe titletoof it"Lieutenant."
He has quiredstuck
since. The
day of his arrival at the Astor
he was thirsty. He ordered
some liquid refreshment served
to his room. A few moments
later he was called.
"We cannot serve liquor to
anyone
the service/' said a
feminine invoice.
Anderson exploded. Later
someone informed the service
bar that he was an ex-service individual and he was refreshed.

"HERE IS THE MAN YOU WANT'
Cuban Young man, with knowledge
of Spanish and the film business in
the West Indies, wants a position as
translator, correspondent or similar
position. — Address J. It., c o Wid's.

1

Recent Appearances

"Don't Change Your J

▼
"Mickey"
*
"For HusHusb
ands
band"
1^
? "Borrowed
Clothes"

•
"A Bride's
f
"Illegally
OnlyMarried"
"
V
fift
Awakening"
"Men, Women and

?To

p BIG
fTHE

be

released

Money" PICTUR
FEATURE

is in a class with the regular
atrical show and should be expli
as such. We make a lobby dis
that individualizes the production
lifts it out of the picture RUT—
man and other productions on ex
tion in our show rooms.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 W. 42nd, N. Y. C
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Ronald Byron 111
Friends of Ronald Byron heaflll
regret yesterday that he was s<|jj
ill at the Royal Alexandria IHj
in Calgary. He was taken il'W
Company. with the Shipman-CW*
working
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jHeads Confer

Select Wins First Blood.
Select has won first blood in the
C. K. Y. Corp. — Clara Kimball
Young suit. Judge Weeks in the
Special Term, Part I, of the Supreme
Court handed a decision down yesterday which permits Select to try
the case here although Miss Young
is in California. She will have to
come East for examination.

l National Franchise Holders
Ieet Behind Locked Doors
st National Franchise holders
nehind closed doors yesterday
fiscussed matters of importance
ping which it is expected ofnnouncement will be made to1 There was an air of secrecy
j the meeting which lasted unTruex With V. B. K.
:e last night.
Ernest Truex has been singned to
ile a number of the exchangewill leave today the franchise do a series of comedies for the
rs will remain in the city for V. B. K. Company, of which A. J.
Van Beuren is president. He will
il days.
t night the exchangemen saw probably do two reelers.
t of the newest Anita Stewart
Seigmann With Universal.
I Regan" which was hurried
|r their special benefit.
George Siegmann, formerly of the
exchangemen held a lengthy Griffith forces has been signed by
sion and presented a resolu- Universal to direct features. While
\o the directors that all pro- the star and the story are being kept
ms secured for release be up secret at present, Siegmann has
standard
of the important
already started work.
tions handled by the circuit.
t no manager need attempt
a feature which might be
ered of the type known
as
By Arrangement of Pioneer With
sister." Considering that the
National— Will Be Specials
ngemen operate an a commis»sis this was considered unDetails of the recent deal entered
in that it might be compara- upon between Pioneer and National
easy to foist on the exhibitor Films, as noted, reveal that the six
I production with the under- specials to be made for Pioneer will
lie that he could not secure star Henry B. Walthall.
ore important attractions unPioneer will finance and supervise
e booked the weaker.
production which will be on the
Coast. National enters the deal
fith Repertoire Next Month
only insofar as the services of WalD. W. Griffith repertoire will
thall are under control of "Smiling^'
sented at a Broadway house Bill Parsons.
aing May 12. All of the GrifAnnouncement will be forthcomjiccesses will be shown. Grifing shortly of the first of the Walthall series as well as the director.
• expected here about May 1.
seller's Sign for Vitagraph
tier Brothers Enterprises of
ro are reported to have bookI Vitagraph features for their
uses.

Six Walthalls

ittle Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
he strongest endorsement
a publication can have is
the confidence of its readand advertisers.
WID'S
grown
phenominally
in
last year .Its circulation
enlarged
by leaps and
inds. It now
carries the
■ertising
of
practically
ry big producer in the intry and back of this steady
wth is that one compelling
rd CONFIDENCE.

Wid's Value
Royal Opera House,
Port Hope, Ont., Canada.
Gentlemen ;
would rather be without a
day's receipts than a copy of
Mr. Gunning's criticisms and
advice are the greatest helps
I know of, and he certainly
has my very best wishes.
Sincerely yours,
J. S. Smart.

Miller's First

Lewis Independent
Leaves
With

Select— Kathlyn
Him — Scenario
Katterjohn

Williams
Doing

Los Angeles — Mitchell Lewis and
Kathlyn Williams will head a producing company of their own.
Monte Katterjohn has been engaged
to write scenarios for their joint
appearance.
Lewis has been released by Select from his centract, according to
L. J. Selznick.

Salesmanship
Managers
Topic of Day for Select Branch

Now

Under son
Way in— Herbert
RawlinCast
Salesmanship was the topic at yesterday's session of the conference
Charles Miller, formerly with
of Select Branch Managers at the
Metro, who, as noted, will produce
President Selznick and Genindependently, has started work at Astor.
eral Manager Arthur S. Kane were
the Bacon-Backer studio in his first on the
firing line.
production which will be released
The meeting opened with a rethrough Independent Sales Corp.
quest for a general discussion of
Herbert Rawlinson. Florence Billings, Stuart Holmes and others are sales policy and the method of interesting the disinterested exhibitin the fii"t production. Albert
or. A number of very valuable
Cowles is assistin? in directing and
facts
were
set forth by the various
Edward
Earl is cameraman.
managers relative to the methods
employed
in their respective offices.

Field Changes

Switches
Preliminary
to Big Drive
Preliminary to a big sales campaign and policy of regional exploitation for the benefit of exhibitors,
the Hodkinson Corp. has effected
the following changes or reorganizations: Atlanta: E. L. Byers, for
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida :md
Tennessee.
Albany: H. R. Wimsatt, who has
had charge of both the Albany and
Buffalo territories for Hodkinson,
and has now been delegated to cover
Filmed from Hall Room Boy Car- the Albany territory exclusively.
toons— West Coast Doings
Buffalo: H. LaMott LeVay, formerly with Goldwyn, Boston organi(Special wire to WID'S DAILY)
zation.
Los Angeles — Williams Parsons
Boston: W. H. Dunbar, succeedhas negotiations under way with a
ing W. H. Bradley, formerly with
prominent director to produce a ser- Triangle.
ies of one reel comedies, 52 in all
Detroit: D. Leo Dennison, formerly Paramount, and for the past year
adapted from the cartoon "The Hall
Room Boys" the rights to which he manager of General succeeding C.
recently acquired in New York.
A. Meade, resigned.
Indianapolis : J. C. Mack, This ofDana Starts New Picture
fice has previously been handled
through the Cincinnati office.
(Special to WID'S DAILY.)
Salt Lake
City: D. E. Schayer.
Viola Dana started work this week
His appointment places the Salt Lake
on "Pliant Patricia" under the di- City territory on its own footing
rection of Henry Otto. Irving
Cummings is playing opposite Miss instead of being handled under the
Dana.
(Continued on page 4)

Comedies From
Parsons

No. 76

Price 5 Cents

Hodkinson

Kane asked for opinions regarding the policy of various managers,
which resulted in a heart-to-heart
general talk. It was purely a house
meeting, with matters of Select policy, Select service and Select Pictures given a thorough
discussion.
At i.3o P. M. the morning session adjourned and the party went
to the roof of, the Astor to pose for
a group picture, luncheon was next
in order and the afternon meeting
opened
at 3 of
o'clock
a continued
discussion
the with
subjects
of the
morning: conclave.
In the evening the Select party
was taken
see "Lightnin'
then
to the to
Ziegfeld
Frolic. " and
"The Betrayal" to Open
Arrangements were completed
yesterday by the Lenox Producing
Corp. with Klaw & Erlanger, for
the Illinois Theater, Chicago, for
the engagement there of "The Betrayal," an historical motion picture
drama by J. A. Barry which will be
presented
theater on for
May the5- first time at that
After that engagement it will be
brought to New York. J. J. McCarthy and Theodore Mitchell have
gone to Chicago to take charge of
the local engagement.
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Making Friends"

Wid's at
Film
Film44thFolks,
Daily
71-73andWest
St.,
Y. by WID'S FILMS and
INC.

ONCE there were men in the moving picture
business who operated upon the theory that
money.they didn't need to make friends to make

F. C. ("Wid")
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and
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Lynde Gunning,
Denig, Editor;
Joseph
Dannenberg, Vice-President and Managing
Editor: J. W. Alicoate, Secrtary and Business Manager.
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Screen
Club
Ball To-night.
The Screen Club ball will be held

Hear there's going to be quite a
change in Paramount selling policy.

Cuts And Flashes
The elventh floor of the Longacre
Building is now divided between
Metro and S-L Pictures.
Vitagraph denies that the team of
Montgomery and Rock will split
and that Montgomery will star and
be directed by Rock.

at Webster's Hall to-night. Among
the patronesses are: Helen Chadwick; Louise Huff; Gail Kane; Peggy

Marguerite Courtot, screen beauty,
has returned after an absence of a
year, and will be seen in Guy Emlect.
pey's picture, "Hell on Earth," Se-

O'Neil; Peggy Shanor; Mabel Juliane
Scott; Claire Whitney; Violet Palmer
and Dorothy Greene.
One of the features of the ball
will be a motion picture program;
special lighting arrangements having been made, the lighting system
being secured from the Hal Benedict Studios.

First Lieutenant Larry Darmour,
U. S. Signal Corps, photographic
division, is back from the war.
Shortly he will take up his work
again as assistant to Pell Mitchell,
editor of the Gaumont Graphic and
Gaumont News.

Samuel Goldwyn

is busier than a

one
armedLoan.
paper hanger boostin' the
Victory
Claire Du Brey appears at the Fox
studio at such regular intervals that
they liken her to a comet.
Minter
is learnin'that
to
actMary
a laMiles
francaise
— whatiever
Elinor Fair has no use for beauty
parlors or paints 'cause her skin
is so perfect.
I have a rival.

They made friends neither for themselves nor
for the industry of which, temporarily, they were
a part.
"No matter how you get the money, get it!"
was their policy.
The wreckage of their businesses lies forgotten.
The geniuses who created the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation came into the industry with
new ideals. They wanted to make friends.
"What's the use?" the so-called "wise" ones
asked them.
"What's the use of breathing?" they answered.
"If you don't make friends, your business dies."

*g

feS*

«^»

For five years the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation has been making friends — for itself, for
the moving picture industry and for the exhibitors
who show Paramount and Artcraft Pictures.
It was not an easy task. Anyone can have high)
ideals. Only brilliant, sincere men and women
can live up to them.
The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation has
furnished the exhibitors the steadily improving
quality of productions that have raised the stand-1
ing of the moving picture theatre in every community.
And so prosperity has come to the industry.
Now the moving picture is the national amuse- 1
ment. Its advance has been a splendid tribute to
those men who believe in making friends.
And to these men and their associates, to the,
ideals the
expressed
Paramount
and Artcraft
Pic-'
tures,
industryinlooks
for continued
leadership.;
They have been tested by time, they are experienced, they are fitted to continue for the
industry the task they have so well performed.

a^r

Tie your horses! Clear the way!
Eddie Polo's coming in the famous
Cyclone Smith Adventure Stories —
two reels at a crack — each story
complete, with a happy ending and
everything.

729 7"AVENUE '

^J

NEW YORK CITY -^r>

The Photoplay Magazine
Screen Supplement— ExStars

clusive pictures of "The
As They Are."

im. K* FAMOUS
PLAYERS -LASKY COPvPORATION £
ADOLPH ZUKOR JVra JESSE L.LASKY Vm Pnss CECU, B DE MILLE OrMtri
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State Rights Buyers
ACT

NOW

Be Liked On Account Of Its Romatic Qualities And The
Acting Of The Star
Gladys Leslie in

"A STITCH
IN TIME"
Vitagraph
DIRECTOR
Ralph Ince
AUTHORS
Oliver Bailey and Lottie Meaney
SCENARIO BY
Edward Montayne
CAMERAMAN
Jules Cronjager
AS A WHOLE
....
Appealing love story in
which the piquant Vitagraph star appears to
x- advantage.
STORY
Runs along conventional lines in
showing how an artist comes to realize the
true worth of an illiterate little girl; plot
is amplified by intelligent treatment.
DIRECTION
Makes scenes appear natural and
keeps acting in convincing strain.
PHOTOGRAPHY . .
Good all through
LIGHTINGS
...Always satisfactory in bringing
out the expressions of the players.
CAMERA WORK
Up to the requisite standard
STAR
Has the opportunity to reveal her
pleasing personality as the daughter of an
Irish caretaker.
SUPPORT
Eugene Strong is convincing as
leading man; Agnes Ayers suits role of society girl.
EXTERIORS
Don't figure much
INTERIORS
Furnished in good taste
DETAIL
The director used close-ups liberally in order to place characters on intimate
terms with the audience.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Pleasing romance
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
.About 5,000 feet

Probably not many folks will recall "A Stitch in
Time" as a stage play, but that need in no way lessen
their enjoyment cf this decidedly pretty love story,
in which Gladys Leslie has a character admirably
suited to her personality. The picture is not pretentious, in that a simple heart interest narrative is unfolded in a conventional way. Nonetheless it strikes
me as having considerably more appeal for the average fan crowd than the customary love story as interpreted on the screen.
Miss Leslie is peculiarly gifted to provide a sym=
portrayal of a little girl such as Phoebe-Ann,
111 who, by pathetic
reason of her goodness of heart and innate
cleverness,
turns out to be the inspiration
and the

HING NEW UNDER THE SUN

B

J
*
*
J
*
*
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Acceptible

As

A

salvation of a wealthy young bachelor, who has determined to mould his career along artistic lines. The
young Vitagraph star seems to be developing considerably as an actress. With each picture she indicates abroadening in her method of conveying emotion.
Although there is no call for any great depth of
expression in the interpretation of the heroine in this
story, there are moments when the part demands a
display of feeling which Miss Leslie realizes to good
purpose. In addition to her performance, which is
certain to be liked, audiences will find interest in
following the portrayal of Eugene Strong as the artist, Agnes Ayres as the society girl, who is ready to
marry him on account of his wealth, realizing that
there is no love between them, and Earl Schenk, who
makes a sufficiently smooth and ingratiating philanderer.
The atmosphere of the story is not unlike that
which is frequently found in tales dealing with artistic
and society life, scenes alternating between a conventionally correct home of a wealthy family, and
what is supposed to be a Washington Square studio,
although it, too, is furnished on an expensive scale.
Against the wishes of his father, Eugene Strong,
persists in painting pictures that do not sell, also in
spending his nights in riotous living, producing a mental condition that is scarcely conducive to successful
work. One day his caretaker is sick and sends her
daughter, Phoebe-Ann in her place. Phoebe immediately takes a fancy to the handsome young bachelor and with true feminine intuition, supplemented
by information supplied by the butler gathers that
he is on the wrong track if he wants to make good,
independent of his wealthy father.
Although Eugene does not realize it at the time,
Phoebe is the cause of his dropping his sporty friends
and concentrating on work, moreover, without his
knowledge, she sells one of his paintings which brings
in a much needed check. The outcome is not difficult
to imagine, with the ignorant little girl blossoming
into a ra'diant young woman, who is instrumental
in disclosing the unfaithfulness of Eugene's society
fiancee. Ordinary as this plot may appear in a brief
summary, it is consistently entertaining by reason of
the acting and a production which is adequate in all
departments.
In the cast are Charles Walton, Cecil Chichester,
Charles Stevenson and Julia Swayne Gordon.

Program
Release,
Matinee Crowd

Especially

For

A

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Here is a simple love story that rings true and may
personality and they will find this picture on a par
with films in which she has appeared recently.
be counted upon to reach the sympathies of many folks
There is no cause for any great advertising splurge,
in your audience. As program pictures go, "A Stitch
for the production has nothing on which to base extraordinary promises. Rather follow your customary
in Time" seems to be a safe bet for a single day's
booking, in neighborhood theaters more particularly
method of exploitation, working to get a family trade
than in downtown houses where sensational material
on the claim that you have an entirely wholesome
is apt to be in demand.
subject, entertaining to youngsters as well as adults.
By this time you know about where Gladys Leslie
For those who follow pictures closely and are acstands among the stars you are accustomed to prequainted with the reputation of the Inces as directors,
senting. Perhaps you have found that she draws
it may mean something to know that this was made
especially well at matinees, in which case you may
by Ralph Ince. Also, it would be wise to include in
your announcements a reference to the story being
arrange to show "A Stitch in Time" on a day that you
consider most suitable for appealing to an afternoon
an adaptation
of the
Stitch inwith
Time",
patronage. Women and children are certain to reeven
if most of
your stage
folks play,
are "A
unfamiliar
the
spond to the

sympathetic

qualities

Universal Buys Book
Universal has purchased the
screen rights to "The Little Brother of the Rich" by Joseph Medill
Patterson, editor of the Chicago
Tribune. It will be produced with
an all star cast.

of Miss

Leslie's

original.

Rosenberg Back From France
Al Rosenberg, brother of Mike
Rosenberg of Seattle has just returned from France. He expects
to return to Seattle, after he is
discharged and take active part in
the De Luxe Feat. Film Co.

Another Brooklyn House
A theater to be called the New
Albany will be built at St. John's
Place and Albany Avenue by the Albany Theater Co. The seating capacity
will be 3,000 and the cost $300,000.

WILLIAM C. DOWLAN
Feature Director
Producing Artistic Features with box office
drawing power.
Now

Putting It

in
Fox Film Productions
Director of

"Restless
StarringSouls"
ALMA RUBENS
of which WID says: "It's I
decidedly human and J

HANDLED."
WELL
■ ■■BBH9HBBHBHa.HHlP
With

Capellani

(Special to WID'S DAILY.)
George Archainbaud, formerly
with World, is now with Albert
Capellani Prod, and will direct the
next Creighton Hale-June Caprice
production. He will alternate with
Capellani. He has but recently left
the service.

along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

Platinum Watch

to Kane

The office force of Select yesterday presented Arthur S. Kane,
retiring general manager with a
platinum watch. The presentation
address was given by Morris Kohn
and Arthur S. Kane responded. L. J.
Selznick added a few words in conclusion.

CLASSIFIED.
The classified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt want. It is the
market place where buyer and seller
— employer and employee or the
■mall advertiser can put his story
before practically every live exhibitor in the country every day in
the year, at nominal cost Rate 50c
per line. Cash with order.

HELP WANTED.

Putting It Over
Walter Griffith, manager of Poli's
Bijou, New Haven Conn., for the first
time in three years played Sessue
Hayakawa in "The Courageous Coward." The Bijou lobby was entirely
decorated with Japanese lanterns and
Oriental trimmings, gotten up in a
most unique manner. Griffith did not
stop at his lobby in putting over the
picture, but had his girl ushers in
Japanese costume, with the Chrysanthemums placed at the sides of their
heads, incense burning pots, streamers,
etc. It gave every stamp of the
Orient.
Lee Ochs Back
Lee Ochs returned yesterday from
a long trip during which he visited
a number of Western exchanges.
It is understood that while in Los
Angeles, Ochs completed arrangements for a number of important
productions, details of which cannot be made known at present in
view of existing contracts of the
stars involved.
Howe

Assisting Heffron

{Special to WID'S DAILY.)
Elliott Howe, formerly director
for Frank Keenan is assisting Director Thomas N. Heffron in the
making of Dustin Farnum's latest
drama, "The Harvest of Shame."
Robert Brunton is personally supervising the production.
Dancer With Lasky
(Special to WID'S DAILY.)
Margaret Loomis, formerly dancer with Ruth St. Denis has been
engaged for the leading role in the
Lasky production under the direction of George Melford.
Next Billie
Chaudet Preparing

Miller Supporting May All

( Continued from page 1)

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send

Directing

PEGGY HYLAND

Archainbaud

\
M
t
Field Changes
Over
DAILY
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Rhode's

supervision
of the Denver
office.
Washington: Rudolph Berger,
succeeding E. C. Stembler. The
Washington office is divorced irom
the jurisdiction
of Philadelphia.
The Hodkinson offices in Philadef
phia are manned by Charles E. Henschel; Pittsburgh by E. C. Moore;
Chicago by E. C. Fielder assisted
by E. S. Rowley. Fielder also has
jurisdiction over Cleveland with D.
W. Phillips as assistant. Kansas
City is handled by P. C. Wreath,
who previously has had jurisdiction
over St. Louis. This latter office
is now upon an independent footing.
A conspicuous feature of the reorganization in the 30 Pathe
branches, out of which service is
made to exhibitors, is to make each
office entirely independent of each
other.

SUNDAY SHOWS
AND CENSORSHIP
Boston — The Senate refused to reconsider its action with regard to
Sunday shows, although a long debate developed when the question
was presented. The bill allowing
Sunday shows has been rejected, as
noted.
Atkinson Fighting Censorship
Chicago — Sam Atkinson, manager
of the Hoyburn Evanston, has been
appointed field secretary for the central west by the N. A. M. P. I. and
will work in conjunction with Peter
J. Schaefer to fight adverse censorship legislation.

A Live Wire Man, desires a position as
manager of a high-class house somewhere
near New York. Have had managerial experience in high-class houses. Address,
Live Wire, this office.
Orchestra Leader — A man who knows how
to put on a program
of music that fits
your show.
References
as to ability.
Address Leader, thta office.

THE

Releases

RANCI/CO
ELk!
o itrc m E t.iti:;
I G s
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ORErvlO-TT

_ NEW

We

WE/T
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Meet Me at

The Screen Club Ball
to-night

WEBSTER'S HALL

AW.

PHONE
BRYANT J5I
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WE/"T AZZtn
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Leaders

USINr

and Trahr

to individualize your th it
We Serve Broadway
Largest Theatres , 1
New Subject each Mont I
Rental Write
basis $5
per mon ■■',
to-day

DANIEL'S STUDIOS, <£)
37-38
220 W. 4 tf
New York
COMPLETE

A. LITHOGRAPHING ICORR
w 406

'

Prints of Stock Subjects $10 id

Famous Players will release "Oh
You Women," May 4.
They will release "Chimmie Fadden," with Victor Moore April 27.

Bonnet."

HEATHER

ARE YOU

Jefferson City, Mo. — The proposed
censorship bill has been lost, and as
it cannot be found and it is impossible to secure consent to file another; Missouri will not have censorship for two more years at least.

(Special to WID'S DAILY.)
Louis Chaudet, national
film director is preparing Billie
Rhodes'
next superfeature
story "The Blue

WHITE

Maurice
new prods
will
have aTourneur's
very beautiful
lobb>
play that shall be in keeping
this Enclish-Scotch romantic dl
The display will reflect the prison in every detail. Ready Shi
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

Censorship Bill Lost

31 ST.

CITY

A

add original ideas to the sub-

T., c/o Wid's.

WANTED.

(Special
to WID'S
George
Baker
is now DAILy
work
"Free,"
a comedy by WK11
which Metro has purchased f<!
Allison's next vehicle. Up
completion he will adapt "I
Bony Light,"
another
Evening
Post story
for BertSr
ing.
who started this week ii
Baker's adaptation — "One TI
a Time O'Day" a circus st
William Dudley Pelley whi
peared originally in the Sz
Evening Post. John Ince is

Room

Hoyt With Fox
Arthur Hoyt having resigned from
Pipe-Organist for theater in town, close to
New York. Must furnish references. Steady Universal is temporarily associated
position for the right man — Address, D. A. with Fox.

POSITION

(Special to WID'S DAILl]
Henry Miller, Jr., has be
gaged in the cast of May A I
Father's
"His on
latest comedy,
of 1
the directi
under
Swickard
Metro
News

THE BESTjectsPICTURE

to make money
Must have a perfect developed
negative

REX LABORATORY (INC)
has developed Harry Keeper's
negatives. Ask him and then phone
Tremont
1995 for full particulars.

LINE OF

Supplies and Equipme
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MAZDA LAMPS „ ,
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f FILMDOfc

AUTHORITY
Saturday, April 26, 1919.
Brady

"Big 4" Film
Quarters
ire General
Exchange

in

of important

Gives

Dinner
ined a number
film men at dinner his.

Godfrey Bldg. May i.
Select Convention Ends
head
York
Select concluded its convention of
iv of Hie Godfrey
managers
yesterday
by
4"- exchange
occupied by
the g New
showing a print of the Olive Thomas
ange of the General Film
''Upstairs and Down."
[Possession dates from .May I,
it Oscar XV. Price vvi'i
Lasky in Town
Diere on Monday to start work.
Jesse Lasky arrived yesterday
I is understood that an apprais- from the Coast. He is making his
h now being made of the ex- usual Spring visit and will probatges of the General Film
bly be here about six or eight
Eghout the country, and that an weeks.
bate of their value will be prefed to the "Big 4" with a view
Margaret Marsh to Produce
piling the property to the United
Margaret Marsh, whose most recent
1st?'. It is understood, however, work was as co-star with Herbert
JLnything
the "Big like
4" have
no idea
of us- Rawlinson in "The Carter Case,' has
as many
exchange
£rs as General Film possess — formed a company of her own for
in the United States and 6 in the production of two reelen. and it is
understood that production will be
Ua.
begun at an early date.
in
May
1,
when
the
"Big
4"
get
n to work an announcement will
made of their selling plan, and
Important Meeting #in Illinois
r representatives will immediateChicago — Notices have been sent
legin booking for the first Fair- broadcast urging every exhibitor to
fcs release early in September.
attend a meetng of the Motion Picit was stated that Select
ture Asso. to be held at the Morritn t^e ninth
son Hotel. April 29. Tt is intimated
I
tLat certaiu measures about iu be
General Exchange is located, introduced before the legislature
at Select yesterday, it was stat- should at this time be knocked out
hat the first impression was that or they will have a decidedly harmfloor was to be the ninth but
ful effect upon the exhibitors.
Airships
possibly another floor had been
n. In the absence of Morris
ffl, treasurer, who is in Boston,
Syd Chaplin, Charlies brother and
Bng definite could be learned of
business manager, went to Washingfet's intended
exchange
locaton last night with Oscar A. Price.
hesident Price was the guest Syd is purchasing airships for the
Chaplin airline ferry between Cataferday of editors of the trade lina
Islands and Los Angeles. On
Its at luncheon at the Astor.
Wednesday he is going to an important meeting of aeroplane men at
No. 78
Atlantic City, and it is intimated
that he and Hiram Abrams will
journey to the Shore in an airshi;>.
' -oate
Ramirez-Torres Leaves Pathe
Manuel Ramirez-Torres, who has
i hundred thousand circubeen identified with Pathe for i3
■ lation would mean nothing to the advertiser if
years — a longer time than any other
individual connected with the Pathe
e did not reach the really big
Bn of the industry. The men
Exchange, has resigned as Manager
no really buy. The men who
of the Scenario Department to enter
Kn their name on the dotthe film export business. Ram!d line. To reach him efirez has organized the Selection
Film Service, Inc. and has secured
Eently and economically
the agency for the Pathe films for
pre is no better medium
the West Indies, and in addition will
San WID'S DAILY, and
handle
the Select product for that
te'll match our time with
territory. He plans to widen his
pur's in proving it.
field of operations later.

liave

New

Attle Ad Talks

Hammons Going Abroad
E. W. Hammons, Vice-President
and General Manager of Educational, sails Monday on the Adriatic
for London, to begin a four weeks'
trip through European cities in
search of new things in single-reel
film attractions. An important international business arrangement
is in prospect and Hammons hopes
to .close the matter.

Six Palaces
To

Cost Over
$3,500,000 To iBe
Built in Philadelphia
Philadelphia — Six of the largest
motion picture theaters in Philadelphia are soon to be erected at a
total expenditure of more than
$3,500,000. The smallest of these
will seat 2,000 persons and the cost
of each will range from $225,000 to
$1,000,000.

The Stanley Co. will erect a
$1,000,000 house at Nineteenth and
Market sts., with a seating capacity
of 4,000. Others to be built will be
located at 52nd and Chestnut sts,
Market st. between 7th and 8th St.,
one in Logan and another at Broad
St. and Allegheny ave. This will
have a seating capacity of 5,000 persons and will
cost
more
than

Price 5 Je:
Young Millionaire

'3

In Effort to Resurrect Stan
Industrial Films— $500,000
Wasted
Anthony J.
Drexel, Jr.,
Philadelphia millionaire,
money in an effort t 1 remrrect the
Standard
Industrial
Fib
order that h
of dollars invested in stock
corporation
may
lie saved,
fact was made
known
in
preme
Court when young
Drexel,
who is the son-in-law of George J.
Gould, and Eliot Norton, a lawyer,
who were directors of the Standard
Industrial Films, filed an answer to
an application by Louis Symes for
the appointment of a receiver of the
assets of the corporation
pending
the trial of the suit lie has brought
to compel the directorgood about $500,000 alleged to have
been wasted
because
tl
ted Louis B. Jennings to mi
the business.
Drexel and Norton say that there?
has been no negligence in the management of the corporation
deny that they issued false statements about the prospects of the
company to aid in the sale of the
stocl . Thev al

■

Joseph E. Cohen, owner of the sets and that fictitious notes were
put among the assets.
Norton a!Allegheny, at Frankford and Allegheny aves. and his four business 'ege.^ in. an affidavit
"the plan
of the that
business
held
ssociates, will erect this house on of operation
the site of the old Convention Hall. every promise of success" when It
The new Stanley to be erected at was promoted by Jennings and Philip O. M. Mills. Mills went to France
19th and Market, will be the last
word in theater construction. Jules with the American army and Jennings was then; left in sole charge
Mastbaum said he would spare no
of the business, because
he
has
expense to make it the most beau- knowledge of the
moving
tiful in. the country. It will stand business.
When this country
on a lot 176 by 200 feet, the plot
the war, Mills enlisted
alone costing $600,000. One of the ed
American
army
and
was
new features will be private elevaDrexel also enlisted and
hs
tors leding to the. boxes. Construc- been released while Jennings
tion will soon begin,
under
indictment
and
has
n
been tried.
Ronald Byram Dead
"The business had not beer,
$1,000,000.

Word reached New York yesterday that Ronald Byram, an Australian, died from pneumonia in Calgary, where he was making a picture with Nell Shipman. He had
a host of friends among the younger folk in the profession.
ings
Even Oppose Sunday Loan ShowEaston, Pa. — Lehigh Vailey Epworth Leaguers in convention here
have adopted resolutions opposing
the showing on Sundays of the Victory Loan points.

doned," said Norton. "Notwitl .
ing the difficulties we hav
we are using all the resources
command ^to put the business
profitable basis.
Mr. Drexe!
sisting and we. still believe th<
ness can be made
profitable,
during the war no capital co
obtained.
Through moneys put
1
by myself and Mr. Drexel we
obtained the services of Mr. Saunders who is head of our projected
Educational Department, and he hr.s
been continually engaged in cr-:
assets for the stockholders."

Saturday,

April

j6, iqio.

Cuts And Flashes
Josie Sedwick is now with Universal.

*tl »! I He 24
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Copyright VMS.
•Inc. Published
New
FILM York,
FOLKS,N.

Price 5 J. Is

Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Daily at 71.73 West 44th St.,
Y. by WID'S FILMS and
INC.

Johnny Dooley is working at the
Biograph studio.
Winter Hall supports Dorothy
Phillips in "The Right to Happiness"
her next Universal picture.

F... C. ("Wid")
President Joseph
and j Joe Brandt won the prize for the
Treasurer;
Lynde Gunning,
Denig\
Editor;
Vii -Pn lent and Managing | best slogan to cover the tri-weekly
Editor;
J. W. Alicoate, Secrtary and Busi- ]
ness Manager.

International release. It is "Say Inter-

Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.

What the prize is has not been
national."
revealed.

Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
trf Greater New
York, $10.00 one year; 6 I Minneapolis Film Board of Trade
oonths, $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign, is warning exhibitors that unless
Subscribers should remit w'th order
■Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY,
71-73 West
44th St., New
York,
N. Y.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 1551-2
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3S39.
Hollywood Cal.. Orfiee: 217-21$ Hollvwood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone,
Hollyw o id I60:i

Two

More Houses

Albany, N. Y. — Two more theaters
Vt to be added to the list of Al6any houses. Hugo Lercher and H.
HeJJman are the prime movers of
tne. Royal Theater Co., which will
erect a large house in the South End.
It will have a seating capacity of
1,50(5 and will cost about $6o.ooo.
The other house will be built by
Samuel Suckno and Co. It will be
located in the central section, the
•pprp.ximate cost being $200,000. The
•eatmfe arrangements will provide
■fof 1T800.
Suckno is proprietor of the Regent* and recently purchased Procnoted. tor's Annex on North Pearl St. as

With* every episode of "The Midtugjit Man" young Jim Corbett
grows a little younger and hits 'em
a little harder.
Watch and wait.

promises of salesmen are fully
Shown in the actual contract that
they should take care not to sign
the contracts offered.

IN

THE

COURTS

William G. Massarene, the architect engaged to reconstruct the
building at 95th Street and Broadway as the Symphony theater has
testified in the Supreme Court in
suits by various creditors of the
Kennedy Theaters Co., to recover
sums due them for work on the theater. The architect said he was to
get 10 per cent of the cost of the
work, which amounted to $44,000,
and thrt he got his final payment
from the attorney for Thomas F.
Healy. owner of the property, on
April 10 last.
Under an order signed by Justice Hotchkiss a jury in the Supreme
Court will determine whether the
approval of the reconstruction plans
for the building was a violation of
the law. If the jury holds that the
Building Department was not justified in approving the plans the lease
of
the theater by Tvro interests will
halted..

Japt. Eddie Rickenbacker, the
A lerican Ace of Aces, who is in
C .icago, has, it is said, received a
The General Film Co. Inc. has
fluttering
offer tofrom
"Doug"
Fair- been sued in the Supreme Court for
banks to come
California
to work
in
to be released by the $9,000 by Harry Lipscheutz on an asBig pictures
4.
signed claim of the Serial Producing
Co. The complaint alleges that on
June 4, 1917, the Serial company
made a contract with the defendant
by which the General Film Co. of
Canada got the Canadian rights to
"The Great Secret" to June 4, 1920,
and was to pay the Serial company
40% of the gross rental for the 18
episodes. It is alleged that the disThe Illinois censors are on the
tributor collected $15,000 of which
$6,000
was due the Serial, and that
job again. They do not entirely approve of the attire worn by Martin when demand was made for the return of the films because of the nonJohnson's cannibals They believe
payment of the $6,000 the defendant
styles consistin' of a nose ring and
a bit of paint should be discouraged. refused to comply. For this reason
The Chicago Herald and Examiner the plaintiff asks $3. 000 damages in
says : "These meddlers are perhaps addition to the $6000.
sincere, but they go on the theory
In the suit of Virginia Tyler Hudthat what they don't know will not
son aganist the World Film for
hurt them. They cling to that provincial stupidity which conceives all damages for breach of a contract
by
which
she was engaged as
foreigners as wicked and all uncomprehended things as dangerous. They scenario writer for a year at from
represent the element that fought $50 to $100 a week during the
the Appellate Division of the
against the admittance of Balzac's and period,
Supreme Court has decided that the
De Maupassant's novels, the element
that blushed when French was spoken judgment for $1,983 obtained by the
plaintiff in the City Court and as
imagining because they couldn't under- affirmed by the Municipal Court
stand it that it was highly immoral !" was too much and has decided that
she is entitled to only $300 or for
Joseph Dowling who supports Bes- three weeks work at $100 a week.
sie
Barriscale
in
"Josselyn's
Wife"
has a remarkable album in which are
More Territory Sold.
photographs of himself in 50 different
characters from the Ex-Kaiser to Old
Hiram
Ahrams has sold Beban's
Black Joe.
"Hearts of Men" to Arthur S. Hyman, for Michigan ; Tom Moore, for
Tn the four fifteen episode serials
Delaware, District of Colthat William Duncan has made for Maryland,
umbia and Virginia ; Roland and
Vitagraph, he has used 10,000 pounds Clark for Western Pennsylvania and
of gun powder, five tons of dynamite West Virginia. Other territory has
and 5,000 ft. of fuse.
been disposed of, as noted.
He believes in explosive scenes.
Heavy Bookings on "Red Lantern"
There's lots of thrills promised in
Metro reports two weeks' booking
B ill ie Rhodes new picture, "The Love on "The Red Lantern" in the Merrill, Milwaukee, and the Madison,
Call", — one of which is Billie firin' a
Detroit, The Ziegfield, Chicago, will
pistol
shot
right
into
the
villian's
heart.
run it indefinitely. The print of the
picture will be here Saturday and
Beatrix M"ichelena was introduced the film opens at the Rivoli, week of
by Henry Savage as a light opera May 4. Metro will probably have
prima donna at the age of fifteen.
a trade showing before then.

Frank H. Hitchcock returns
abroad today.
Now watch Qei
Film reorganizations.

PUBLICITY
Changes at Universal.
J. L. Johnson, assistant to Tar;
ton Baker, publicity director at
versal for the past five months 1<
to-night for Minneapolis where he
be in charge of the publicity foi
Finkelstein and Ruben circuit
houses.
Lucein Hubbard leaves Univers
join the scenario staff of Vitagi
under George Randolph Chester
will be replaced by John W. I
and Johnson will be replaced1
M. Lowell Cash who installed a
licity department for the Big U
change. Fred Baer just back
France takes Cash's place.
Metro has been given a do
spread on "The Red Lantern
the picture secton of the Phil;
phia Record. The New York
bune has also given it a spt
That paper has used movie <
four times and each time the s
was devoted to Metro.
Metro has put out a press S
double the usual size and a sp al
edition of Metro Picture News'!
voted entirely to Nazimova.
Building Movie Town
Calistoga,
Cal. — Representat
of the Seller Film
Co. are
making arrangements to make
eral large productions.
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"The Restless Three"-c
Robert C. Bruce Sceni
ped es.to Educashipexchang
— just tional

aM5!
ktheN ews
No. 35
ORK
the

CITY—
at aids the
1 1 rs t German
bj Yankees,
Drive

Victory Loan.
submarine
to
tours the East

racers of the South make
■ on one-mile dirt track.
THE QUESTION OF THE HOUR—
of Premier
Orlando
and Foreign
who
advance
Wilson
who Italy's
upholdsclaims
the
small Slavic nations to the
SS.—
is sails to the North Sea to
of the mines laid down by
ed States during the war, the minework.
NTIC—
peeding home
on the big
how they amuse themselves.
SPRINGS, COLO.—
•tank climbs Pike's Peak in the
the Victory Loan.
KK CITY—
all season is opened at the Polo
by the New York and Boston teams.
EVENS. MASS.—
uncus 2l!th Division appears in a

w "Big Four" run out of =.
, will McAdoo float another =
and
=

ten «-e WD I

Boomerang"
lie
e Most Talked of
tcture in America
ite Rights Buyers!
istigate This Money
letter Before Your
Territory is Gone
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NOW!

'odds Rights Controlled by
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One Of The Finest Pictures In Which Star Has Appeared.
Treatment Excellent
Elsie Ferguson in

"EYES OFArtcraft
THE SOUL"
DIRECTOR
Emile
Chautard
AUTHOR
George Weston
SCENARIO
BY
Eve Unsell
CAMERAMAN
Jacques
Bizuel
AS A WHOLE
Remarkably appealing
romance, produced in a sympathetic manner and beautifully acted.
STORY
.Adaptation of "The Salt of the
Earth," a Saturday
Evening
Post story.
DIRECTION
Realizes
every chance
for
an expression of sentiment, but never permits the situations to become maudlin.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very fine all through
LIGHTINGS
Give soft atmosphere to the
scenes that always harmonize with the story.
CAMERA
WORK
Nothing
wrong
STAR
Seldom has had a better chance to
display the delicacy of her art in interpreting a sympathetic character.
SUPPORT
........ Wyndham
Standing, as the blind
soldier, shares honors with the star; others
all that the action needs.
EXTERIORS
Suffice
INTERIORS
•■
Many of them attractive
DETAIL
Titles help a lot in enforcing the
romantic passages between Miss Ferguson
and her soldier lover; children occasionally
used to advantage.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Truly appealing
love story with tragedy of war as the basis
of the theme.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION ... . .About 5,000 teet
Not many photoplay stories justify the term "beautiful," in the conception of life, feeling and self-sacrificing love which they suggest. Here, however, is
a really beautiful romance, a tragic aftermath of the
war that points the way to hope and courage for
those who have suffered a great affliction. It suggests
that "The Eyes of the Soul" may see farther and
deeper than a more physical vision, and that through
the perception of the soul, lasting happiness may be
reached.
The picture is so well done in every way that one
never misses the lack of rapid action. Rather we have
an engrossing portrayal of the birth and growth of
a spiritual romance
between
two people, drawn
to-

You Can't Go Wrong

On This.

April

_'6, 1919.

Story And

gether by a unity of feeling, although their paths in
life appear widely dissimilar. Miss Ferguson has
given many excellent performances on the screen, but
it is a long time since she has had a character so
winning and so well calculated to bring out the softer
moods ofdancer.
the actress' art, as that of Gloria Swan, a
cabaret
She is simple, unaffected and delightfully human in
expressing the nature of the girl whose heart remains unsullied. We are led to suppose that Gloria
is not especially brilliant, no more does she enjoy the
life at the Palm Garden and like many other young
women in similar circumstances, she dreams of a
that will mean ease and luxury.
Am. Jul, her admirers are the press agent of the
show, who dispenses a worldly philosophy, and a
wealthy judge who tries to persuade Gloria to marry
him, even if there is a considerable disparity in their
ages. Because the judge is kind, and because such a
marriage seems to present the best solution of life,
Gloria is induced to accept the proposal. This is the
way matters stand when Fate brings Wyndham
Standing, a soldier blinded in the war, into her life.
She is driving through the park with the judge when
they almost run down the blind man. Wyndham's
pitiable plight appeals irresistibly to Gloria. It
arouses the mother instinct to assist the helpless, and
the woman's instinct that responds to the indomitable bravery of a man who faces a life of darkness
without complaint.
This meeting is the beginning of a friendship which
grows closer and closer, one that is indicated in the
action on the screen by many delicate and significant
scenes that actually make clear the emotions through
which the two characters are passing. Wyndham has
only three hundred dollars left, and nobody to turn
to after that is gone. Gloria recalls a song, one of the
soldier's " own compositions which he has sung for
her. It happens that something of a heart interest
nature is needed for the show in which she is appearing at and
the Palm
Garden. She
introduces
Wyndham's
ballad
is instrumental
in having
it published.
In this way, the living problem of the man is partially solved; but naturally Gloria will not be satisfied until he marries her, which he hesitates to Jlo^
feeling- that he would be too great a handicap. Very
fine indeed are the closing passages, showi»g how Miss
Ferguson ,with true feminine adroitness, overcomes the
opposition of his conscience. In the cast are George
Backus. J. Flanigan and G. Durpee.

Advertise In A Dignified Way

Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
still fresh in the minds of many readers, who surely
By all means get this and boost it without reservawill be interested in seeing how the subject comes.
tion, because it is the kind of story that is good at
through on the screen.
any time, but particularly so just now when wounded
You might make something of the stage atmosphere,
soldiers are returning and many families are feeling
which figures in a numbier of the scenes, and promise
the tragedy that follows in the wake of war. Very
your folks that Miss Ferguson never appeared more
few photoplays of recent issue have the genuine heart
beautiful than in the character of the cabaret dancer.
Wyndham Standing occupies such a prominent place
appeal found in "Eyes of the Soul," and especially
for a neighborhood house clientele, it comes pretty
in the story and plays the blind soldier with such
close to being an ideal production.
conviction that he deserves conspicuous mention.
It is always worth while to call attention to the
All of your advertising in connection with "Eyes of
original source of a story taken from the Saturday
the Soul" should be devised along dignified lines, in
Evening Post, and in this instance the advertising value
accord with the reputation of the star, whose hold
of referring to a printed narrative is particularly apon stage patrons is considerable, and because it is
parent. Under the title of "The Salt of the Earth,"
a picture that does not harmonize with sensationalGeorge Weston wrote a study of character which is
ism.
"ShV'Opens Big
Hearing Next Month
Diench
Sails
Brookline,
Mass. — The Brookline
Ernest A. Dench sails today on
Chicago — Harry Garson's feature
Selec; nen gave an informal
hear"The Unpardonable Sin" opened
ing to petitioners of three moving the Carmania for an extended trip
Sunday at the new Randolph for an
picture licenses yesterday. After the to England in the interests of Gray
ex';nded engagement. Judging from hearing the board voted to give
a jg , Productions.
He has resigned
the recent crowds the film will public hearing in the Town
Hall, I
......
b' ak all records at this house.
as publicity director.
Tuesday. May, 6.

-
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KINOGRAMS
BASEBALL SEASON OPENS— Thirtythousand tager fans crowd Polo Grounds to
see first game between Yankees and Red Sox
in 1919 race for the pennant.
BRING GERMAN SUB HERE— Although
engine is disabled Lt. Comm. Hulings with
a crew of 34 American sailors brings captured U-toat into New York harbor.
SEC. DANIELS VISITS PARIS— Head of
Navy is greeted by Foreign Minister Balfour
of England. Other Peace Conference scenes
show President Wilson's Paris home.
GIVE MEDALS TO WOUNDED— Men at
Walter Reed Hospital in Washington turn
out when two of their number are able to
appear to receive reward for valor.
HOW WE GET PEACE REPORTS— Unusual pictures show method by which the
Trans-Atlantic cables bring the messages
daily transmitted from Paris to the State
Department.
DESIGN
VICTORY
America's
famous
artists
work on PANELS—
great paintings
that
are hung in Victory Way to help get cash
to bring home lads from overseas.
TRAIN FOR HARNESS MEETS— A Kino
journey to the camp of Ben White, famous
maker of harness track champions at Macon,
Ga. , and an intimate study of his methods.
303, 0n0 SING FOR COUNTRY— Recordbreaking crowd gathers at Forest Park,
St. Louis for Victory campaign and follow
leader in patriotic songs.
Gen. Wood speaks

DISTRIBUTED
BY
WORLD
PICTURES.
Russell's Contract Finished
William Russell, now producing
"Flying A," (American Film Co.),
finishes his contract with that company
when he delivers eight pictures. Of
the series, six have already been
turned over to Pathe for distribution.
It has been rumored that Russell
will leave American when his contract
expires.

CLASSIFIED.

•^i—"' -511-Thea

classified columns of WID'S
long felt want. It it the
-arket place where buyer and seller
—employer and employee or the
•mall advertiser can put his story
before practically every live exhibitor in the country every day in
the year, at nominal cost. Rate 50c
oer line. Cash with order.

FOR

SALE.

Pathe moving picture camera complete,
three sets of lenses, for sale. Also 11 x 4
still camera.
Address, Camera % Wid's.
A genuine and gilt-edged proposition. I
will sell my two picture houses at Trail and
Nelson, British Columbia at a sacrifice, if
an all cash deal. These houses have been
earning from two to ten hundred a month
for past three years. Reason for selling is
wife's
Full Itparticulars
on request.
This ishealth.
no bunk
will bear the
strictest
investigation.
Pleaseanddon't
unless I you
have
got the money
meanapply
business.
am
making no price. I am asking for your
offers and some one is going to get a real
bargain.
N. M. TRAFTON,
Trail. B. C. Box 619

HELP

WANTED.

Pipe-Organist for theater in town, close to
New York. Must furnish references. Steady
position for the right man— Address. D. A.
T., c/o Wid's.

Storm Gathering
Against
Cheap,
Trashy
Pictures
Says Head of National Juvenile M. P. League.
In an open letter to the New York
Times Mrs. Adele F. Woodward,
president of the National Juvenile
M. P. League says in part :
"The "strenuous protest of Mrs.
O'Grady against indecent motion
pictures is strikingly similar to
many received recently at the office
of the National Juvenile Motion Picture League. Producers of motion
pictures would profit by heeding
these protests.
"It would be a pity to see the
'movie' houses suffer the same fate
as the saloons, for the motion picture, if produced correctly, is one
of the most powerful agencies for
imparting- knowledge, aside from the
entertainment value which it undoubtedly contains.
"Public opinion and common decency will sooner or later demand
that the trashy, sentimental, and
cheap melodramatic theme will have
to go. The producers of motion
pictures who do not see the handwriting on the wall will later be
forced to see it. The great public
conscience, which has so recently
adopted prohibition, is now turning
its attention to all saloon substitutes
— the spotlight is now directed on
the pictures of crime and vulgarity"
which have for so many years been
an insult to the intellect of adults
and a menace to the welfare of children and young people.
"All over the country the storm
has been gathering, and concerted
action is becoming stronger in favor
of decency in motion pictures. The
danger lies with our young people
and children Millions of them

Putting /r Over
Here is how a brother exhib! his show over.
Send
fellow

knoiv

how

you

he other
cleaned

1

WRITER

FEATURE

Originals— Continuities— 1
Sixteen Productions in I9li
Including Starring Vehicles (1

Detroit, Mich. — Manager Guise, of
the Majestic, pulled a new stunt last
week. Guise had a strong suspicion
that blondes were much more popular with screen followers than
brunettes, so he decided to learn
definitely.
So he put on a contest.
Grace Darmond, a dashing blonde
with blue eyes and fair skin, played
the first four days in "What Every
Woman Wants." The last three
days, Geraldine Farrar, a very pronounced brunette with jet black hair
and black eyes, played the last three
days in "Shadows." Guise watched
the receipts closely to see which
type proved the most attractive to
Detroit movie fans, and he found
that on the returns the star of
"What Every Woman Wants'" was
entitled to the honors.
"Of course, I had to leave Sunday
out to give the two stars the same
number of days," said Guise, "but
even then, Miss Farrar had the advantage as Saturday alwajra is better than any other week day. But
even with this advantage, JMuss Darmond won out, so I gue^s it's safe
to say the people here like blondes
best.
"And I didn't judge the contest
by the number of men attending,
either. Women were counted, too."
Pays War Tax; Released
Louisville, Ky. — Refusal to pay
the io percent war tax on admissions to his house at Franklyn during December, January and February caused the arrest of C. E. Burch
by Federal authorities. He was released on bond of $300 by the United States Commissioner at Bowling Green after he had paid the
$720 due the Government.

every day attend the 'movie' houses
One million Chicago children alone
attend the movies daily. Their presence cannot be ignored. The two
types of pictures which are now receiving a strong demand are those
which accurately impart knowledge
and the family film, the latter ranking high in wholesome entertainment and comedy value.
"Education of public taste is the
most powerful method of destroying
Pathe
Due
Next Week
the objectionable film; not that our
Charles Pathe head of the house
people actually demand salacious of Pathe is expected in New York
and indecent amusement, but they
do not resent it openly. Each in- the early part of next week.
dividual who feels that a picture is
revolting should register that protest.
No motion picture manager will
consider it good business to continue to play a type of picture which
J\ LITHOGRAPHING ftORR
offends his audience. A half dozen
W-. 40eWE.TT ,31 /T.
A
sincere protests from an audience
- - NJfW: YORK -.CITY
will insure a lively protest to the
producer from the manager of the
theater. A half dozen protests from LITHOGRAPHS OF SUPERIORthe theater manager will insure a
ITY
deep concern on the part of the

producer."
Special Committee Meets
A special committee of the N. A.
M. PI. met yesterday to discuss plans
POSITION
WANTED.
and ideas of furthering co-operative
Orchestra Leader — A man who knows how
work with church associations, with a
t« put on a program
of musie that fits
view of aiding in the fight against
your show.
References
as to ability
Adcensorship.
*re» Leader, thta office.

J. Grubb Ale]

THE BEST PICTURE
Must

to make money
have a perfect developed
negative

REX LABORATORY

(INC)

has developed Harry Keeper's
negatives. Ask him and then phone
Tremont
1595 for full particulars.

Bessie
Louise
Gladys
Sessue

Barriscale
Glaum
Brockwell
Hayakawa

In Production now:
'Shifting Sands"—
Starring Henry B. W; \
Starring {Catherine Mac i

The Thunderbolt"—

On the Fire:
"The Bleeders"— To Star Ka 1
Macdonald infeature
her second si]
Pounding the little old Under? J
6510 Sunset Boulevard,!
Hollywood, Calif.
!

THE BIG FEATURE PICTU
is in a class with the regulal
atrical show and should be exil
as such. We make a lobby <]
that individualizes the products 1
lifts it out of the picture RUll
man and other productions on ( j
tion in our
rooms. CO.
KRAUSshow MFG.
220 W. 42nd, N. Y. C.
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Mrs. Sidney Drew
Drew comedies.

in

to continue production of

First National Exhibitors Circuit, franchise holders and exchange managers assemble for first
annual convention.
Select exchange men meet for discussion of sales
problems.
Strand and Rialto celebrating anniversaries with
special programs. Tuesday
Samuel E. Morris new general manager for
Select succeeding Arthur S. Kane. _ Charles
Rogers to be sales manager, succeeding J. S.
Woody.

United Pictures announce stock increase from
$250 to $350 per share.
Edward Jose to make special features. Joseph
M. Schenck interested.
First National announces a series of eight specials
to be made by Marshall Neilan.
Wednesday

Underwood and Underwood to make industrials.
First National announce Charles Ray to make
special series beginning Jan. 1, 1920. Directors
re-elected. Exchange managers of First National organize sales
club.
Thursday
Ascher Brothers, Chicago, book Vitagraph.
Ernest Truex signs for a series of comedies for
B. V. K. Co.

to make six specials for NaHenry B.tionalWalthall
Film -to be released through Pioneer.
Many changes noted in Hodkinson field force.
dently. Lewis leaves Select to produce indepenMitchell

present
J. J. McCarthy
5. "The Betrayal" opening in Chicago toMay
directGeorge Siegmann, formerly
Friday with Griffith,
ing for Universal.

CORRAL

. . .•■

illie Rhodes in
National

MONEY

n

News of the Week
Headlines
Monday

21

Alexander Pantages, head of vaudeville circuit,
reported in deal to produce and operate large
chain of houses.
Molly
Kingto make six specials for American
Cinema
Corp.
William Fox expected back from Europe early
next month.
Important foreign deal closed for Nazimova production.
Saturday
"Big 4" secure headquarters in Godfrey Bldg.
General Film exchanges throughout country
being appraised for possible sale to United
Artists.

OF MINE
Page 23

Anthony J. Drexel, Philadelphia millionaire, trying to revive Standard Industrial Films.
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Grind Show Policy System All Wrong To-day
For years the exhibitors have pleaded against
the 52 a year program policy of the producer and
of course they have been absolutely right. I
have been one of the leaders in the fight against
this system because it was all wrong, but I want
at this time to also call attention to the fact

du

I know definitely that all of the big produ
will announce this Fall that the bulk of
product will be released on a basis whereb
individual picture will be sold on its merits
is the most welcome news that has ever
handed out for the real showmen
dustry.

in the filtr

that I have persistently, for many years, insisted
that longer runs by the exhibitor were absolutely essential in order for the producer to be

It is true that the half-baked,
incompe
theater manager who has been running his h<

able to abandon his program system.
It has taken a lot of education to get a few

on the grind show policy, without the abi
to pick, exploit and present special subjects,

of the more aggressive showmen to get away
from hard and fast rules established in the early

feel very much at sea under this new arrai
ment which will make it harder for him to

five cent grind-show days of this game, but the
past year has shown a wonderful advancement
and now that the producers have decided that

back in an easy chair or loaf around
in
theater office secure in the knowledge that
has his attractions scheduled several monthi
advance.

the exhibitor is sufficiently advanced to permit
of them switching to the open market, I want
to make it clear and emphatic that it is up to
the exhibitor now to prove his showmanship by
encouraging the producer with the open market
policy sufficiently to have him continue forever
along that line.
The great mass of exhibitors still feel that

I say that the day has come to eliminate
type of exhibitor, and the men who really hi
money in theater property should wake up i
hurry to the fact that if they themselves are;
capable of running their theaters as they she
be run in this new era, and if they have noil
this time a manager who has the ability to p <

they should not abandon their policy. In other

exploit and present, they should immediately sij
out and bring in young blood, essentially chcJ

words, that they should either run a picture

ing men

a week, three days, two days or one day, changing at regular intervals. This is idiotic and

guarantee that the results from such activityk
the part of the men who own theaters is gol
to bring value a hundredfold to everybody cl
cerned, which means the theater owner, the py,

nothing but a relic of the grind show days when
pictures were a novelty and not theatrical attractions.
Last year, hundreds of really good pictures
were unable to break into thousands of theaters
where they should have played, simply because
the managers of those theaters had already
booked in advance mediocre subjects which not

who can pick and exploit, and

I jn

lie who pays their good money, and the produB
who has
offering.

the

ability

to

make

a worth -wli

The idea that pictures should be changed!

only did not bring them a profit, but did, and

regular intervals is a thought from the old ba'.j|
hoo days.
It's all wrong now.
Any showiri
knows that film fans shop to a marked degi

this is very important, antagonize the great
American public which so hopefully and will-

in choosing their entertainment today. This ll
been conclusively
demonstrated
in every cl

ingly continues to support pictures despite the
poor general average of the product.

in the country and in every small town by 'I
{Continued on page 24)
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Adven ure Story Profits By Plenty of Action And Some
Thrilling Situations
Peggy Hyland in

•MISS ADVENTURE"
Fox
Lynn F. Reynolds
•IRECTOR
Roach
J- Antnonv
UTHOR
F- Reynolds
Lynn Dev
rENARIO N BY ".'.....
Jennings
JAMERAMA
Adventure story is kept enS A WHOLE
_
tertaining most of the way.
Deals with a girl who is adopted
T0RY
by an old sea captain when she is left an
orphan in California.
Gets full force out of the exllRECTION
citing action.
.... Vanes; generally good
HOTOGRAPHY
Passable, without going in tor ar.IGHTINGS
tistic effects.
AMERA WORKlarly in sea scenes. Some good shots, particuHas a role that demands more athletic
TAR
than acting; works hard to put the
ability
characters across.
Frank Brownlee
• Edward Burns
UPPORT
and George Hernandez amcng others who are
up to requirements in supporting company.
■ • • • • The right thing for a story of
XTERIORS
scenes figand sea
beach
sort, in which
this ure
y.
gel
lar
. ,
requirea
sets
ional
convent
Only
INTERIORS
■ Generally correct in ,contributing
the atmosphere.
)ETAIL to......'•■
Nothing to cau e
OF STORY
CHARACTER
objection.
.
5,000 feet
Length of production
in "Miss AdPeg^y Hyland certainly has edall ofthean work
actress in any one
enine" that should be expect
the Fox
uction There are tiipes in this picture when
in
almost seems to be cut to rival George Walsh
rigging of a
batic agility. She climbs around the side
cliffs,
of
like a regular sailor, falls over the
s other
u-'ged into the water and undergoes variou
omforts.
_
daring
•cause there is so much action and quite a bit ofqualities
t stuff rather than an account of distinctive

Drive Home

in the story, "Miss Adventure" makes a first rate photoplay, particul a crowd that likes to have something doing every minute. Right at the start, m a prologue
eggy's being him as a little girl, there is
account
iently realistic light on shipboard when mutineers
CTew and kill the little girls father.
in.
with
do awaj
^iiu oners a suthbnet and animated
prologue n is for
the scenes supposed to be laid in a
cient introductio
ar fc- lii Francisco
eggy is the
ward of a retired sea captain. Subsequent to this, she had
'Oped to get a reward lor
been taken Dy a Sim
delivering her al an address named in a letter lelt with
died. But with the arrest
he
before
father.
the child by the
of the smuggler, i;cggy comes under the kindly protection
Herby George
effect,
of the sea captain, played with fine nandez.
......
.
Uf course, there has to be a real villain in the story m
order to make trouble for i eggy, a role that is nnrusted
who fears
as the son of Hernandez,
rge Webb,
bis father's fortune will go to the girl and therefore
- to get rid of her. A chance offers itself when the
smuggler, released from jail, reappears, still hoping that
claim a reward for taking_ the girl to her relatives
in tliisj country.

George and the released convict interpreted by Frank
Brcwnke, concoct a pleasant little scheme to get the
young woman into their power, and Peggy, unsuspectingly
their hands by longing to pass through advenpiays into
ture:, such as she reads about in Highly colored fiction.
She is enticed onto the smuggler's boat which is taken
out to sea, and presently Peggy finds herself alone on a
deserted island with her craving for adventure more than
satisfied.
About this time the hero, in the person of Edward Burns,
been commissioned' to find the girl in
appears. He Has
order that she may receive the fortune to which she is heir.
Chance guides his yacht into the vicinity of the island
,,11 which Peggy is stranded and he sees her signals of
distress. They get quite a bit of excitement out of the
rescue scenes and that wind up the story with Peggy's
sending the scheming George Webb about his business and
Probably the best characfinding a true lover in Burns.
terization in the picture is supplied by Hernandez, but
already menother roles are capably filled by the actors
tioned and severat additional players in characters of less
prominence.

A
The Point That This Is A Tale Of The Sea Giving Star
Good Chance
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

e story with plenty of action, "Miss Ad[As an adventur
comes through with considerable force, and I can
enture"
attraction
ee no reasonjwJiyJt^ould_notj3e_a^ popular
to
it is superior
respects and
In a number ofofferings
n many houses.""Hyland's
are sate
you
recent
leveral of Miss
of
n
attentio
the
hold
will
it
that
1 running it, feeling
ty.
pur audience and probably increase the star s populari
I Emphasize the fact that you have a film dealing largely
Gth adventures of the sea, mentioning some of the more
place in your program
kartling happenings, if you have a product
ion. You may
a use fillers connected with the
incidents
«t brief accounts of a number of the sensational
rom the Fox press sheet, which will serve to give your
the him.
of
ristics
characte
blks an idea of the dominant

a romance of the deep blue sea, |
" 'Miss Adventure,'
in j
starring Peggy Hyland," is an appropriate line to use
I
advertising the picture. Then you might announcelos.
almost
who
Hvland as "A poor litle rich girl
life before she finds her fortune." Much of the papei
I. bring out
pared by the Fox organization is designed
and the scenes on
the atmosphere of the fishing village stranded
is
heroine
the
where
the desert island
Among members of the cast whose names should mean
been runsomething to your fans, especially if you have
any regularity, are George Herning Fox pictures with
nandez and Frank Brownlee. I would refer to botn of
these players in advance announcements and try to get a
Hernandez in his fisherman makeup, which is
picture
the
real ofthing.

Men"'
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Vy RALPH
PROVES "Directed
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Hpid Action Keeps Farce Comedy
Margarita Fisher in

"CHARGE

IT TO ME"

Interesting.

Story Suits the Star

entertainment, for it is clean in subject matter and
rapid in the movement of the story, which introduces
a strange assortment of characters.
For a theme, the author took the predicament in
which a wife may be placed when she is not given an
allowance by her husband. The Davises, played by
Margarita Fisher and Emory Johnson, are newlyweds,
who have yet to adjust themselves to a living basis.
The young wife is permitted to make purchases, always
with the understanding that they shall be charged,
which accounts for "Charge It to Me" being used as
the title.
Her problem reaches an acute stage when she wants
to buy a birthday present for her husband and has
no money to pay the bill. She hits upon the happy
idea of using her car as a taxi, thereby earning the
requisite amount as a chaufferette. Margarita is altogether too attractive, for each one of her patrons
falls in love with her and follows up the acquaintance.
Among her conquests during a few days of service
as a taxi driver, are an elderly clubman, an effeminate
dude, a matter-of-fact insurance agent and a sentimental burglar, who is played with fine effect by Bull
Montana. In regard to the present she contemplates
buying, she asks the advice of each, whether a smoking jacket or a dressing gown would be the preferable

American Prod. — Pathe, Distr.
tECTOR . . . • ■
Roy W. Neill
THOR
L. V. Jefferson
JCNARIO BY....
L V. Jefferson
LVERAM AN
Not Credited
[A WHOLE
Rapid action farce-comedy
that is played with animation and holds the
attention.
DRY
Works up to situations without much regard for plausibility, but answers
the needs of a production of this stamp
RECTION
. . .•■
Kept things moving at a
fast pace, especially during the second, third
and fourth reels.
OTOGRAPHY
Varies; generally sharp
RHTINGS
A trifle harsh at times
RlERA WORK
Satisfactory
'\R
Appears much as she has in previous comedies; displays plenty of vivacity
PPORT ■ •
Emory Johnson fulfills requirements ofmystified husband; Bull Montana contributes materially to the comedy
scenes.
PTERIORS
No call for anything exceptional
rERIORS
....... .Studio sets answer the purpose
Such is the foundation for the farce, which is
TAIL
Film is closely cut to keep
gift.
carried through with considerable spirit as one by
action at a rapid tempo; titles help to get
one the men appear at the house, and Margarita prolaughs across.
ceeds to use them as models for the dressing gown
fcRACTER OF STORY
Clean farce-comedy
which she is designing. Of course, the husband enters at
MGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,00c feet
an inopportune moment, and as it is impossible for
of waiting until the last reel to work up
her to explain the presence of so many strangers, she
climax to its height, L. V. Jefferson, the author
gives the visitors different relationships. The clubfarce-comedy, brought about the most excitman is introduced as her father, the insurance agent
the laugh provoking situations during the
as a former husband and so on, until Emory Johnson
sequences of the picture, and devoted the final
flies into a bewildered rage.
to explanations and the inevitable reconciliatween the husband and wife, who have been
To complicate matters still further, a bag of silver
r of an odd sort of domestic storm. _
stolen by the burglar, is traced to the house by detectives, who insist upon searching the premises.
S in all frank farces of this description, it is neciry to accept the original premise without a close
Only at the very last does Margarita justify herself
Ltiny as to its likelihood, and then to follow the
in the eyes of her husband that the birthday celebralor in the up-building of his plot, also without
tion may be
carried
through with all of the wife's
new found
friends
as guests.
iplaining if the development appears convenient
In the cast are Augustus Phillips, L. S. McKee,
ler than probable. Taken in the proper spirit,
arge It to Me," should get by as first rate light Budd Post, George Swan and J. Farrell MacDonald.

Will Get Over With A Crowd That Likes Farce
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
f you want a lively farce-comedy, there is no reason
r you cannot rely upon "Charge It to Me" to fill
1 bill. It isn't a remarkably humorous production,
it maintains a very fair average throughout, and
ptirely free from anything objectionable, either in
story or its treatment. As a vhicle for Margarita
er, it is in accord with what fans that have fold her work of late may expect.
oviding you go about it in the right way, you
Id be able to build up a consistent following for
Fisher in comedy films of this type.
Audiences
come to know that her pictures are wholesome
suitable to a family trade, even in conservative
jhborhood houses.
To offset their lightness, howfc I would make a special effort to get some short
I of a serious nature, which
will interest folks
) do not respond to photoplay farces.

"Charge It to Me" is a catchy title, which may be
worked into advertising lines likely to attract the
notice of women. For example, you might work
along this idea: "Does your husband give you an
allowance, or does he say 'Charge It to Me'?
Whether he does or not, take him to see Margarita
Fisher in her latest comedy of domestic life." Another one might read: "Did you ever try to earn your
own spending money without confiding in your husband? Margarita Fisher does in her most amusing
comedy
'Charge
to Me'."
Naturally,
yourIt chief
publicity play will be on the
name of the star, but don't fail to mention Bull Montana, who is well known in connection with Pathe
comedies. He always may be relied upon for some
laughs and it pays to notify folks when he is in the
cast.

LOOK BEFORE YOU BOO
-By Car/ Laemmle, President of the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company

AKE the case of
Priscilla Dean, for
example:
How many people
in the picture business

dreamed a few short weeks
ago that Miss Dean was so
soon to become A Brand

New

Source Of Revenue

for the exhibitors of the world?
How many of you dreamed that
this (then) practically unknown girl
would today outpull the stars whose
names have been household words
for the past few years?
It only goes to prove one vitally
important thing which you ought to remember every day of your life, namely,
that the picture business is so full of
unexpected twists, and it changes so rapidly from week to week that You Ought

To Be Ready For Any New Turn.

Just apply this to the way you do
your booking. Those of you who
were booked up solidly for months

ahead, had to turn down the Priscilla
Dean Universal Special Attractions because you had no room for them. And
now that it is too late and you find the
other fellow simplv minting profits with
every Priscilla Dean picture, you regret
it bitterly but vainly.

Why permit yoi
self to get caught t\
way again?
Why

tie yourself up

tight and
that swiftly
you when
can't mi
freely
sc
NEW profit-maker coi
into the business?
Keep more dates open than
have kept in the past.
Be ready
every good thing that bobs up.
market is so full of pictures tha||
run no earthly risk in keeping
open, elastic booking system.

The exhibitor who OVERB0(
and then has to put pictures on the I
and pay for them without using them
cause he wants to grab the newest' 1
guilty of the craziest and most ex
agant waste. The way to prevent iffl
book the stars or pictures that make<j
fits for you and then keep plenty of 1
days and also an open week every m
for the extra big features that will
the market from now on.

Booking with your eyes shut k
going to make any money foi
in these days of swift changes.

Look before you bo<

TdiJtA AIL.Y
Child Life Is Finely Sugge *ed In Picture Containing
Considerable Appeal
rjlet Palmer,

Garreth Hughes and

Paul Everton in

"GINGER"
World

[(ECTOR
Burton George
L'HOR
Burton George
^NARIO
BY
Ray Schrock
fiERAMAN
Freddie Brace
3A WHOLE
Possesses considerable heart
appeal, especially in sequences dealing with
children. Altogether an acceptable production.
RY
Concerns the development of a poor
girl who is saved from an evil environment
by a kindly judge.
ECTION
Makes most of the situations
seem natural.
6TOGRAPHY
Good
JHTINGS
No attempt for unusual effects,
but generally satisfactory.
IERA WORK
First rate
lYERS ....... .Violet Palmer makes a natural and
pleasing child, who, during later sequences,
appears as a young woman; Paul Everton
and Garreth Hughes suit roles of father and
son.
fERIORS
Many attractive scenes on country estate; views of action supposed to take
place in France are less impressive.
ERIORS
Little out of the ordinary demanded
"AIL child life. Some good bits in a reflection of
LRACTER OF STORY
Wholesome entertainment.
JGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,760 feet
hen mature actors have the physical qualifications
n interpretation of child roles, they frequently give
ler indication of youthful spirit than actual chilI lacking in artistic training and generally sufferirom self-consciousness. It would be difficult to
three youngsters who could get as much out of
fearly scenes of this picture as do Violet Palmer,
Bth Hughes and Raymond Hackett, all of whom
in a natural, convincing fashion and score wherthere is an opportunity to register a sympathetic
l.

ptoplays dealing with child life are numerous
Igh, but few. of recent issue at least, have the sinf and emotional
appeal found in "Ginger,"
al-

Exploit This On Its Merits.

though tin- story is quite simple and save for the
excellence of its interpretation in the leading roles
would not stand out as anything extraordinary. Final
sequences which transpire after a lapse of five years',
and switch the characters to France where the two
boys are in the army and Violet is a Red Cross nurse,
suffice for a conventional conclusion to the narrative,
but they are not as likely to impress an audience as
the earlier scenes in which Violet is a little girl.
Miss Palmer's performance merits the highest praise,
because she is natural, unaffected and scores her points
without obvious effort. She suggests the transition of
a girl of the tenements to a cultivated young woman
without making the transformation in character seem
unreasonable. Moreover, she really looks the part of
the child, who is adopted by Paul Everton, in the role
of judge before whom she is brought for sentence
after she has been made an accomplice in a robbery.
An atmosphere of poverty and degredation is adequately supplied in the preliminary scenes. We see
how isViolet,
known
as "Ginger,"
howis
she
destined
for the
career of isa led
thiefinto
andtrouble,
how she
saved by the judge who takes her to his home and
proceeds to experiment in the beneficial influence of a
wholesome environment. The girl enjoys her pretty
clothes, she finds a congenial playmate in the judge's
son, Garreth Hughes, but she still remains loyal to her
old friend Tim. who always championed her in squabbles with the children of the tenement house district.
They bring in a number of incidents true to childish
reactions, such as the jealousy of the two boys and
Ginger's dismay when she thinks she is no longer wanted in the houehold. Like any little girl might, she runs
away, but soon thinks better of it and returns to receive a hearty welcome.
After Ginger has completed five years of school training, her convict father, released from jail, confronts the
judge with a demand for his child, and on being refused, starts a scandal in the town connecting the name
of the girl and her guardian. This leads to a misunderstanding between the two boys, both in love with
Violet and resenting anything that reflects upon her
reputation. Here, as in so man}' other pictures, they
bring in the war as a means of clearing up the situation by causing petty disputes to be lost sight of in the
face of a great trial. Even the convict father is regenerated, and the two youths meeting wounded on
No Man's Land, are ready to die for each other. They
close the picture with a military wedding making Violet
the bride of Garreth Hughes.

Folks Will Be Satisfied

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
cause the stars in this picture are not particularly
known to the average fan crowd. "Ginger" may
pe more than the customary amount of boosting
at it over properly. It strikes me, however, that
picture warrants considerable effort on your part,
t is more than likely to please your patrons after
Ket them in.
iu may count upon a wholesomeness that makes it
rticularly acceptable film for matinee audiences. I
d handle it as a story of child life which presents
hful nature in a convincing manner and brings
fcidents that will recall their own experiences to
fet everyone. Although the war figures to some
fee in the film, I would pass over that angle of the
I rather lightly, because there is nothing in the
I scenes to distinguish them from others that have
■shown in earlier productions.

Introduce Violet Palmer to your folks as a beauty of
the stage and the screen who is qualified to play a
child of twelve, or a young woman of twenty with
equal facility. Use pictures showing her in the frock
of a little girl, with others representing her as a decidedly attractive young woman. Stills including the
two boys should also help in bringing out the character
of the story.
It might be well to mention that Garreth Hughes is a
well known stage actor, who has played with the
Stuart Walker company and has appeared in a number of important plays presented by Klaw and Erlanger
and other producers. Paul Everton also may be remembered for his stage portrayals in plays such as
"The Lion and the Mouse" and "the Third Degree."
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ARE FILM COMPANIES AND BIG CAPITALISTS TO BUILD
AND ACQUIRE CHAINS OF THEATRES AND
GRADUALLY CRUSH INDEPENDENTS?
From

From "N. Y. Morning Telegraph, ' ' April 20, 1919

"Variety," Dated April 18, 1919

Indianapolis, Ind., April 16, 1919.
Walter W. Irwin was here last week in consultation
with local capitalists who contemplate the erection of at least
one picture house of large seating capacity.

From

"Variety," Dated April 18, 1919

Atlanta, Georgia, April 16, 1919.

Cleveland, Ohio, April 18, 1919.
Cleveland motion picture interests were vitally affected by
an amalgamation of local photo-play houses this week, which
involves property valued at S4, 000, 000. The Stillman, the
Mall, Alhambia, the New Euclid, not yet finished, and several other new ones to be erected, are included in the transaction. Messrs Fred Desberg, E P. Strong, Joseph Laronge and Mark Greenbaum, representing the Mall, Alhambra and Euclid, have joined their interests with those of
Marcus Loew, who controls the Stillman, and these houses
will henceforth be operated on the Loew policy, and will have
the advantage of Mr. Liew's wide anting facilities.
It is expected that a new Company will be formed to
handle this chain of theatres, with a minimum capitalization
of 84.000,000, which is very moderate, considering the fact
that outside of the theatrical interests involved, the realty details present a transfer of SI. 000,000, which will include
title to the leasehold and realty of the Stillman, Mall,
Alhambra and Euclid theatres.

The S. A Lynch Enterprises, operating a string of
theatres in the south, is rapidly extending its theatre holdings throughout the southern section of the countrj — it is
reasonable to assume that the Lynch plans are part of .the
general Paramount-Artcraft plan—as the Lynch people hold
a 25-year franchise from Paramount-Ajtcraft for the entire
south.
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Fox is reported to be developing similar plans and to have already acquired several, theatres in cities outside the New York zone where he has previously conducted theatres.
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The best way for exhibitors to unite' is through United —
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Capital is always "scary," always looking for easy things, not looking for trouble. NOW
is the time for
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Should Be Liked on Account Of Its Romantic Qualities And The
Acting Of the Star
Gladys Leslie in

"A STITCH IN TIME"

Vitagraph
CTOR
Ralph Ince
ORS
Oliver Bailey and Lottie Meaney
ARIO BY . . . • •
Edward Montayne
RAMAN
Jules Cronjager
WHOLE
. . .••
Appealing love story in
which the piquant Vitagraph star appears to
advantage.
Y
Runs along conventional lines in
showing how an artist comes to realize the
true worth of an illiterate little girl; plot
is amplified by intelligent treatment.
CTION
Makes scenes appear natural and
keeps acting in convincing vein.
OGRAPHY
Good all through
TINGS
...Always satisfactory in bringing
out the expressions of the players.
RA WORK
Up to the requisite standard
Has an opportunity to reveal her
pleasing personality as the daughter of an
Irish caretaker.
PORT
Eugene Strong is convincing as
leading man; Agnes Ayers suits role of society girl.
JETERIORS
. . .•■
Don't figure much
ITERIORS
Furnished in good taste
KTAIL
The director used close-ups liberally in order to place characters on intimate
terms with the audience.
HARACTER OF STORY
Pleasing romance
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION ......About 5,000 feet

salvation of a wealthy young bachelor, who has determined to mould his career along artistic lines. The
young Vitagraph star seems to be developing considerably as an actress. With each picture she indicates a broadening in her method of conveying emotion.
Although there is no call for any great depth of
expression in the interpretation of the heroine in this
story, there are moments when the part demands a
display of feeling which Miss Leslie realizes to good
purpose. In addition to her performance, which is
certain to be liked, audiences will find interest in
following the portrayal of Eugene Strong as the artist, Agnes Ayres as the society girl, who is ready to
marry him on account of his wealth, realizing that
there is no low* between them, and Earl Schenk. who
makes a sufficiently smooth and ingratiating philanderer.
The atmosphere of the story is not unlike that
which is frequently found in tales dealing with artistic
and society life, scenes alternating between a conventionally correct home of a wealthy family, and
what is supposed to be a Washington Square studio,
although
it, too, is furnished
on an expensive
scale.
Against the wishes of his father, Eugene Strong,
persists in painting pictures that do not sell, also in

spending
his nights
riotous living,
producing
a 'mental condition
that isin ccarcely
conducive
to successful
work. One day his caretaker is sick and sends her
daughter, Phoebe-Ann in her place. Phoebe immediately takes a fancy to the handsome young bachelor and with true ' feminine intuition, supplemented
by information supplied by the butler gathers that
he is on the wrong track if he wants to make good,
independent of his wealthy father.
(Probably not many
folks will recall "A Stitch in
Although Eugene does not realize it at the time,
a stage pla3r, but that need in no way lessen
Phoebe is the cause of his dropping his sportv friends
leir enjoyment
of this decidedly pretty love story,
and concentrating on work, moreover, without his
knowledge, she sells one of his paintings which brings
Gladys Leslie has a character admirably ' in
a much needed check. The outcome is not difficult
jlted to her personality. The picture is not pretento imagine, with the ignorant little girl blossoming
bus, in that a simple heart interest narrative is unttded in a conventional way. Nonetheless it strikes
into a radiant young woman, who is instrumental
e as having considerably more appeal for the averin disclosing the unfaithfulness of Eugene's society
fiancee. Ordinary as this plot may appear in a brief
■e fan crowd than the customary love story as infrpreted on the screen.
summary, it is consistently entertaining by reason of
the acting and a production which is adequate in all
Kiss Leslie is peculiarly gifted to provide a symdepartments.
phetic portrayal of a little girl such as Phoebe-Ann,
bo, by reason of her goodness of heart and innate
In the cast are Charles Walton, Cecil Chichester,
Iverness, turns out to be the inspiration
and the
Charles Stevenson and Julia Swayne Gordon.

Acceptable As A Program

Release, Especially For A Matinee Crowd

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Here is a simple love story that rings true and may
J counted upon to reach the sympathies of many folks
lyour audience. As program pictures go, "A Stitch
1 Time'' seems to be a safe bet for a single day's
loking, in neighborhood theaters more' particularly
en in downtown houses where sensational material
: apt to be in demand.
By this time you know about where Gladys Leslie
Bnds among the stars you are accustomed to prepting. Perhaps you have found that she draws
toecially well at matinees, in which case you may
[range to show "A Stitch in Time" on a day that you
insider most suitable for appealing to an afternoon
ktronage. Women and children are certain to repond to the sympathetic
qualities of Miss Leslie's

personality and they will find this picture on a par
with films in which she has appeared recently.
There is no cause for any great advertising splurge,
for the production has nothing on which to base extraordinary promises. Rather follow your customary
method of exploitation, working to get a family trade
on the claim that you have an entirely wholesome
subject, entertaining to youngsters as well as adults.
For those who follow pictures closely and are acquainted with the reputation of the Inces as directors,
it may mean something to know that this was made
by Ralph Ince. Also, it would be wise to include in
your announcements a reference to the story being
an
of the
Stitch inwith
Time",
evenadaptation
if most of
your stage
folks play,
are "A
unfamiliar
the
original.

Lnd Icier own company
in

J 1ST
Photoplay
by
EARLE SNELL

Supervised and Directed by
GEORGE E. MIDDLETON

MissMichelena's greatest contribution to
the ^silent drama , even, better than
her "Salotny Jane" ancf Salvation Nell"
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matter.
Our appreciation of Miss
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As Director, Author And Star, Bill Hart Puts Over A Stirring Drama
William S. Hart in

"THE MONEY
CORRAL"
Artcraft
DIRECTOR
William S. Hart
AUTHOR
William S. Hart
CAMERAMAN
Joe August
AS A WHOLE
Hart wears his sombrero
again and puts over a thrilling picture
STORY
Moves from the western plains to
Chicago where the cowboy rounds up a gang
of crooks.
DIRECTION
Hart knows how to handle others
as well as himself in registering dramatic action.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Particularly good in sequences
dealing with attempted bank robbery at
night.
CAMERA WORK
-.Composition of scenes first
rate; shots of crowd at rodeo taken from an
effective variety of angles.
STAR
Sure to delight his admirers in a virile
characterization.
SUPPORT
... Jane Ncfvak satisfactory in small
part; Herschel Mayall good type for crooked bank manager.
EXTERIORS
Always the right thing, whether
action is laid in the far west or in Chicago.
INTERIORS
Provide suitable background
DETAIL
Titles are kept in character; careful editing has removed everything superfluous to the story, which hits the high spots
all through.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Drama with a few
touches of sentiment.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5,192 feet
1 Bill Hart is up to his old stunts in this picture, after
ief interlude in which he- played the convict in "The
Girl's Husband." He has taken his familiar
rero down from the shelf and reapppears as the
ficient cowboy who is able to make a complete
>f anything he tackles, whether it be shooting at
eo or rounding up a slick gang of crooks in Chicago.
Money Corral" is a typical Bill Hart picture
one of the best of the productions that this star
put out. It has action galore, atmosphere in plenty
jd a really appealing touch of sentiment in some of
he situations
rmc
snuduuiis as they are developed between the cow-

Harry

boy hero and Jane Novak. In addition to playing a
character that figures in practically all of the scenes,
Hart is credited with having written and directed the
story, assisted by Lambert Hillyer.
Here, as in other productions from the same source,
it is apparent that the film was considered carefully in
every detail, in order to get a photoplay not only correct in atmosphere, but one that moves with a snap and
force right from the opening scenes and never permit
the interest to wander. Worth mentioning because they
are invariably made to play a large part in strengthening the characterizations'in Hart's films are the titles,
always introduced at the proper moment to drive home
a dramatic point and phrased in language natural to
the people depicted on the screen.
The fascination of the opening scenes in "The Money
Corral" is irresistible for those who fancy portrayals
of western life. Bill throws up his job on a ranch because the boss objects to his attending' a rodeo where he
wants to match his skill as a sharpshooter against that
of other marksmen in the state. After this brief introduction, they swing into decidedly realistic scenes
of a rodeo, and it sure does look like the real thing,
with a big crowd in attendance and the cattle men in
competition.
Hart gives such a convincing illustration of his superiority as a marksman that he is offered a chance to
go to Chicago by the president of a railroad who needs
a fearless watchman to look after his property, which
is being systematically robbed by mysterious thieves.
At first, Bill doesn't want the job, but he changes his
mind when he sees Jane Novak, a relative of Winter
Hall's, the railroad president.
Quite a bit is made of the scenes consequent upon
Hart's decision to visit- the western metropolis, and his
experiences, social and otherwise, after he arrives there
and is introduced to society. But the really dramatic
and exciting action in the picture develops a little later, when Bill proceeds to carry through his job as watchman, despite notes warning him that it will cost him
his life.
The picture is particularly well developed through
these rapid action sequences, resulting in Hart getting the best of the gang that tries ineffectually to
trap him. There is no let down in the action, until the
conclusion is reached with the cowboy setting out for
a Montana home with Jane Novak as his bride. Besides those already mentioned, the cast includes Rhea
Mitchell and Patricia Palmer.
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That Bill Is Back As A Cowboy. The Picture
Is Sure To Please

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
William S. Hart in
on Broadway, there can be little doubt about its sue-,
cess in other communities where Hart is even a greater favorite.
THE MONEY CORRAL"
The melodramatic phases of the story, concerninr]
Artcraft
the roundup of the gang of crooks, figure largely; but.
I would not lose sight of the earlier scenes introducing!
Bill Hart's last picture no doubt was somewhat of an
experiment, because it was hard to tell how fans would
in a spectacular way the happenings at the rodeo. Try
receive their cowboy hero when he shifted to a difto select your exploitation paper so that it will brinji]
ferent sort of characterization. Here he is back in a
out both of these elements in the picture, and let youi|
familiar guise, offering a drama of action and sentiment
patrons know that Bill continues to be the cowboy]
that in every way is in accord with what folks have
that they have learned to admire.
been led to expect.
It is hardly necessary to waste newspaper space ati
There is no danger of overestimating the qualities
mentioning other Hart productions, because everyond
knows
what he has done; nor does the story call for s
of "The Money Corral", which from a production angle
is a masterpiece of its kind. I happened to see it run
detailed summary; rather concentrate on boosting tht
at the Rialto when even standing room was at a premerits of the picture, mentioning the cast which is
mium and it was apparent that the audience was innotably good. Jane Novak, in particular, has enougr
tensely interested right through the unfolding of the
friends to make her name count in connection witr
five reels.
When a picture of this stamp goes so well
a production.

This is the Time for Big Thinking
Business is neither so abnormal as it was nor so normal as it will be,
yet the tremendous possibilities for the future lead men of vision to
the conclusion that the time to make every preparation is now.
Imagine, therefore, the value of a reliable laboratory in constant touch
with every improvement in the art of developing and printing film — in
the midst of the film industry, backed by an organization of unusual
completeness.
This is the service of the REPUBLIC LABORATORIES. May we serve

REPUBLIC

you?

Telephone

Bryant 7190

LABORATORIES

729 Seventh Ave., New York

WID'S DAILY

$1.75
1—
BIkeeps
A binder
copy
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NDyour
ER
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reference.
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Mixture of Romance
Billie

"THE

Rhodes

LOVE
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And Adventure In Western Setting. Should Satisfy
in

CALL"

National Film, Prd. — Mutual
Robertson Cole-Exhibitors
DIRECTOR
Louis W. Chaudet
ART DIRECTOR
Martin J. Doner
AUTHOR
Marjory Benton Cooke
SCENARIO
BY
E. M. Ingleton
CAMERAMAN
, Ross Fisher
AS A WHOLE
••
Nothing exceptional, but
should get by as an average western story
STORY
Loosely constructed at times, although the plot leads to some effective situations,
DIRECTION
Gives animation to crowd
scenes and affords the star every opportunity
to register
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally very fair
LIGHTINGS
Few
attempts
at unusual
effects.
CAMERA WORK
.......... Some good long shots;
interiors might have been taken from a greater variety of angles.
STAR
Appears
attractive in character
of
rough
little girl known
as "the kid"; demands for exceptional acting are few.
SUPPPORT
Actors suit western types
EXTERIORS
Carry the atmosphere to be
expected
in scenes
representing
a sheep
ranch.
INTERIORS
Conventional
DETAIL
Little to cause comment
CHARACTER OF STORY
Harmless mixture of adventure and romance.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet
LAs a vehicle for Billie Rhodes, who is equally attractive
fcether she is seen in fashionable gowns, or in the simple
fcarb of a western girl such as she interprets in this inLove Call" does very well.
At times the
Kry seems a trifle too loosely constructed, introducing
■aracters that bid fair to take a conspicuous place in the
ire dropped, but this need not mate1 from the interest aroused by the situations
: h Miss Rhodes
figures, as she fights her way
ircumstances.
I The atmosphere of a western sheep ranch is convinctgly suggested in the locations that form a background
for much of the action.
Likewise, it is to the advantage

of the production

that the director was fortunate in his
for characters in the community where
-1 meet Billie Rhodes as the daughter of a rough
ir sailor who spends most of his time
getting drunk and bragging about his exploits on the
sea.
e for a certain kindly interest in his daughter, who,
he determines shall have an "eddication" whatever else
in her life, there are no redeeming qualities
in the character of "The Mate." He enters into a
drunken brawl, is shot and avenged by the faithful girl
who '
man that e"ded the career of her worthless parent. Still loyal to his memory, "The Kid" sets
out to fulfill his ambition for her by acquiring an "eddication," vague as she is about the proper course to follow in attaining it. Thus far her literary attainments
have been confined to an ability to read the lettering
over saloon doors.
Mounting her pony, she sets out for the unknown and is
guided by good fortune, always such a faithful ally of
scenario writers, into the companionship of a trustworthy
adventurer, who, just for the novelty of the experience,
has become a sheep-herder. Their meeting is brought
about by means of a quite sensational rescue scene, in
which the sheep-herder saves the girl's life and then
provides shelter for her in his cabin.
Billie soon falls in love with her protector, but there
still lives her ambition to get an education, because it
was the wish of her father. Bidding a fond farewell to
her lover, "The Kid" once more mounts her pony and
beads for the state university, located somewhere across
the hills.
At this point the scenario writer allowed himself considerable latitude for the sake of bringing about situations. When Billie rides into town she is met by a cowhoy who accompanies her to the university and proceeds
to become ugly when the president tells the girl that she
is not prepared to enter the school. They even cause
the cowboy to beat up the unoffending university executive, who is unsuccessfully defended by a crowd of
students. These scenes may get a few laughs, but they
sure do go beyond the bounds of reason.
Having served bis purpose in the story, the cowboy is
forgotten. A school is found for . Billie, but after a
brief experience, she abandons her "eddication" ambition
and goes baik to the sheep-herder who has patiently
awaited her return. In the cast' are Art Hoxcn, William
Dyer, T. Lloyd Whitlock and Harry T. Devere.

Count On The Star To Draw Business.
Give Her A Chance To
Make New Friends
. Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Most of the paper prepared in connection with this picon't bank on this as anything extraordinary, although
as some good points and may be carried through as
ture brings out the western atmosphere' which is prosuccess. If the film is coming your way,
nounced throughout the production. I certainly would do
is no need to worry about its causing a kick from
everything
possible to build up the following of Miss
rowd, so I would run it without, however, making
omises on its behalf.
Rhodes, who is an accomplished and pretty little actress
ihly Billie Rhodes
has not been seen frequently
and deserves every chance to make new friends. Give her
1 at your theater to give her a following among
individual portraits a conspicuous place in your lobby.
his, therefore I would make a point of mentioning
"The Love Call" is an adaptation of a novel by Marjory Benton Cooke, a fact which it might be well to
cent pictures, among them, "The Girl of My Dreams",
mention
in connection with a brief synopsis of the plot,
La", "The Lamb and the Lion", then going on to
giving enough of the fundamentals of the story to let
nnounce that in "The Love Call" the little star has a story
west giving her a chance to show her art at its
folks know that it is a romance of the plains in which
"best.
love and adventure figure largely.

ech, Van Siclen & Co.
INCORPORATED

Will buy for cash any production
of proven merit and will pay the
highest price consistent with the
quality of that production. Before
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Well Produced Adventure Story Brings Out A Number
Stirring Situations
J. Warren

"THE

Kerrigan in

BEST MAN"

Hampton Prod.— W. W. Hodkinson, Distr.
IRECTOR
Thomas
Heffron
&THOR
Grace L. H. Lutz
CENARIO BY
Arthur F. Statter
G. Edgar Schoenbaum
tMERAMAN
Interesting story of romance
A WHOLE
and adventure, capably handled.
ORY
• • Concerns efforts of the Secret Service to get a code which has been stolen; is
plausibly constructed.
Puts human appeal into much
([RECTION
of the action, especially that in which Kerrigan and Lois Wilson figure.
HOTOGRAPHY
••
Excellent
IGHTINGS
Have variety and give scenes
a natural appearance.
Good, even under diffiAMERA WORK
cult conditions.
JCAR
Is well suited to the role of the
Secret Service man.
rjppORT
•-.. Lois Wilson contributes much
to the picture by her beauty and her sympathetic method of acting; other characters
less important but satisfactory.
KTERIORS
Country views particularly
attractive.
to look genuine; scenes
Made
••
UTERIORS
photographed in coach of train are the real
thing.
Shows a careful regard for small
feTAIL
points that help to put the story over.
Aims to interHARACTER OF STORY
est without pointing a moral.
|SNGTH OF PRODUCTION
4.400 feet.
■fundamentally, this is merely another version of the
■olen papers" story in which a clever member of the
Lited States Secret Service outwits a band of conLrators, and in addition to doing a good job for the
Wernment, wins the girl he wants for a wife. But
ten if there is nothing novel in the basic elements of
ft plot, enough ingenuity has been displayed to keep
: narrative entertaining, particularly as the action is
&vincingly presented by J. Warren Kerrigan, Lois
I'ilson. and others in less conspicuous roles.

Of

A spectator who wants the details connected with all
circumstances presented, may wonder just what the code,
of such international importance concerns, for there is no
mention of the purpose of the conspirators in resorting
to desperate methods to get it into their possession. This
however, may be passed by as a matter of minor importance, for whether German agents or other agents
arc credited with the crime, has slight bearing on the
narrative, which holds because of its mystery, adventure and romance.
The scenario was developed with considerable skill to
give plausibility to the circumstances leading up to the
meeting between Kerrigan and Lois Wilson and to make
the progress of their acquaintance a legitimate part of
the central theme of the plot, which opens with Kerrigan
being commissioned by his chief to recover the stolen
code.
Only one man outside of the service is believed to be
able to decipher the lettering on the paper, an Englishman
due to reach New York where it is understood that he will
be met by his confederates. Kerrigan's job is to impersonate this English expert, who personally i's not known
to the American members of the gang of conspirators. A
slight change in appearance is enough to carry through
the deception and make possible a dinner party at which
Kerrigan manages to substitute a fake code for the real
one.
These scenes are handled quite cleverly and make a
legitimate introduction for the more exciting action to
follow, where the Secret Service hero is dragged into a
church and finds himself being married to a girl whom he
has never seen. This is explained on the grounds that
he is mistaken for another man, who has been abroad for
a number of years and who has schemed to marry Lois
Wilson in order to get her fortune.
These sequences are only the beginning of a long chase
in which Kerrigan and Lois are followed across the country by the conspirators, Warren still being unable to reveal his identity, because it is necessary to keep secret
all matters pertaining to the code. Little by little, however, the girl comes to have faith in him; then, after they
have passed through the usual number of stirring adventures, she is entirely ready to accept him as her
husband.
The picture profits by a really first class production
and by the able acting of the cast, including Alfred Whitman, Frances Raymond,. Clyde Benson, R. D. MacLean,
Bert Appling and others.

Should Go Over Nicely As A Better-Than- Aver age Program Release
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
lumber of respects this is superior to the customary
m attraction and you should have little difficulty
cutting it over successfully, if you supply the right
t of exploitation. The story is good from a popular
oint, in that things are kept moving at a lively
id there is nothing to give offense to any type of
Ifrobably you have found in the past that Kerrigan is
[teliable star, for during his long career on the screen
'has built up a following by reason of consistent work.
lien in the early short reel days he was a strong favorite,
Specially in small towns, and now that he is being given
St class feature material it is fair to suppose that his
lestige will increase.

"The Best Man" is a fortunate title, lending itself to
various kinds of catchlines. For instance, you might ask:
"Did you marry 'The Best Man' at your wedding? Lois
Wilson did when she unexpectedly became the bride of
J. Warren Kerrigan." Another one might read : "Suppose
you were forced into marriage with a man you had never
met. See what happens to J. Warren Kerrigan and Lois
Wilson
in 'The Beston Man.'"
In commenting
previous Korrigan productions, I
have mentioned the attractiveness of Lois Wilson and the
advantage of boosting her in connection with the star.
Here she exemplifies more conclusively than ever, her
right to be classed among the best of the yoiing leading
women and I certainly would give her a prominent
place in your exploitation.

CRANDALL

HARR

Entire Chain.

WASHINGTON
Theatres' Book*
HARDY

RAVE!

presentation of

AUGUSTUS THI
Famous Staqe Su

Starring

LEAH BAIR
The

Picture Girl Bea>

Directed by GEORGE Ik

What Wid's Says About This Picture:
' There is no danger of your going too strong in boosting 'As A Man Thinks,' for it will back up
about anything you say. It does justice to the powerful original play and offers a theme for
discussion which is apt to start folks talking after they have seen the picture .... I would
figure on running this for extra time, thereby profiting by word of mouth advertising which
the picture is sure to receive."
And the New York Telegraph says: "'As A Man Thinks' has all the earmarks of an Al boxoffice success." And the Exhibitors' Trade Review predicts: "'As A Man Thinks' will undoubtedly go over big and attract considerable extra money into the box-office of every
theatre that shows it."

W.W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York City
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)ne Of The Finest Pictures In Which Star Has Appeared.
Treatment Excellent
Elsie Ferguson in

"EYES OFArtcraft
HIE SOUL"
IUTHCm?R

Emile

Cha«tard

&BY:::
:;::.::;;;;;;;;:.G
Te^ll
AMERAMAN
Jacques

Bizuel
WHOLE
Remarkably appealing
romance,
produced
in a sympathetic
manner and beautifully acted.
ORY .
..... .Adaptation of "The Salt of the
In^r-pr™
' a Satur^y
Evening
Post story.
[IKiLLllUN
Realizes
every chance
for
an expression of sentiment, but never per.r^^mits the situaticns to become maudlin.

£ A

Kt0tmp^phy
.••• Very
fine a11re through
IUM11NU
6 ... •
Give
soft atmosphe
to the
L»n
scenes that always harmonize with the story.
kMERA
WORK
Nothing
wrong
rAK •■••;
Seldom has had a better chance to
display the delicacy cf her art in interpreting a sympathetic
character.
JPPORT
....
Wyndham
Standing, as the blind
soldier, shares honors with the star; others
all that the action needs.
ITERIORS
Suffice
p^^tORS
"
Many of them attractive
ETAIL
Titles help a lot in enforcing the
romantic
passages
between
Miss Ferguson
and her soldier lover; children occasionally
used to advantage.
JARACTER OF STORY
Truly
love story with tragedy of war as appealing
the basis
of the theme.
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4)749 feet
Not many photoplay stories justify the term "beaupi,"
the which
conception
life, feeling and sclf-sacicmg inlove
they of
suggest. Here, however, is
Ireally beautiful romance, a "tragic aftermath of the
Br that points the way to hope and courage for
Bse^vho have suffered a great affliction. It suggests
It "The Eyes of the Soul" may see farther and
Kper than a more physical vision, and that through
B perception of the soul, lasting happiness may be
ed.
picture is so well done in every way that one
misses the lack of rapid action. Rather we have
# grossing portrayal of the birth and growth of
iritual romance
between
two people, drawn
to-

You Can't Go Wrong On This.

Story And

gether by a unity of feeling, although their paths in
life appear widely dissimilar. Miss Ferguson has
given many excellent performances on the screen, but
it is a long time since she has had a character so
winning and so well calculated to bring out the softer
moods 1 ofdancer.
the actress' art, as that of Gloria Swan, a
She is simple, unaffected and delightfully human in
expressing the nature of the girl whose heart remains unsullied. We are led to suppose that Gloria
is not especially brilliant, no more does she enjoy the
life at the Palm Garden and like many other young
women in similar circumstances, she dreams of a
change that will mean ease and luxury.
Among her admirers are the press agent of the
show, who dispenses a worldly philosophy, and a
wealthy judge who tries to persuade Gloria to marry
him, even if there is a considerable disparity in their
ages. Because the judge is kind, and because such a
marriage seems to present the best solution of life.
Gloria is induced to accept the proposal. This is the
way matters stand when Fate brings Wyndham
Standing, a soldier blinded in the war, into her life.
She is driving through the park with the judge when
they almost
run appeals
down the
blind man.
pitiable
plight
irresistibly
to Wvndham's
Gloria. It
arouses the mother instinct to assist the helpless, and
the woman's instinct that responds to the indomitable bravery of a man who faces a life of darkness
without complaint.
This meeting is the beginning of a friendship which
grows closer and closer, one that is indicated in the
action on the screen by many delicate and significant
scenes that actually make clear the emotions through
which the two characters are passing. Wyndham has
only three hundred dollars left, and nobody to turn
to after that is gone. Gloria recalls a song, one of the
soldier's own compositions which lie lias sung for
her. It happens that something of a heart interest
nature is needed for the show in which she is appearthe Palm
Garden. She
introduces
Wyndham's
ballading at and
is instrumental
in having
it published.
In this way, the living problem of the man is partially solved; but naturally Gloria will not be satisfied until he marries her, which he hesitates to do,
feeling that he would be too great a handicap. Very
fine indeed are the closing passages, showing how Miss
Ferguson ,with true feminine adroitness, overcomes the
opposition of his conscience. In the cast are George
Backus, J. Flanigan and G. Durpee.

Advertise In A Dignified Way

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
all means get this and boost it without reservabecause it is the kind of story that is good at
time, but particularly so just now when wounded
Idiers are returning and many families are feeling
I tragedy that follows in the wake of war. Very
I photoplays of recent issue have" the genuine heart
'neal found in "Eyes of the Soul," ' and especially
neighborhood house clientele, it comes pretty
to being an ideal production,
is always worth while to call attention to the
rial source of a story taken from the Saturday
ling Post, and inthis instance the advertising value
referring to a printed narrative is particularly apJent. Under the title of "The Salt of the Earth,"
prge Weston wrote a study of character which is

still fresh in the minds of many readers, who surely
will be interested in seeing how the subject comes
through on the screen.
You might make something of the stage atmosphere,
which figures in a number of the scenes, and promise
your folks that Miss Ferguson never appeared more
beautiful than in the character of the cabaret dancer.
Wyndham Standing occupies such a prominent place
in the story and plays the blind soldier with such
conviction that he deserves conspicuous mention.
All of your advertising in connection with "Eyes of
the Soul" should be devised along dignified lines, in
accord with the reputation of the star, whose hold
on stage patrons is considerable, and because it is
a picture that does not harmonize with sensationalism.
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SELECT

MO PICTURES

A profitable attraction for every class of hou\

Ruling Passion'
^^4 Sele-cl Special

-vritl-u

Julia Dean
&
Edwin
Aide;
ZOr/tten and Directed by
Abraham S. Schomer"

LOST NEGATIVE
FOUND!
|| 50,000
PICTURE.

Alady bellhop's

fc

N*\ NOW

ETRELEASE
READY
CRFOR
SE
FOX

SUNSHINE
COMEDIES

±nese aiive jzxncoivors nave pootiex

MAX IMOVA

d/ieHED LANTERN
for runs

RIVO LI ,K&wYork, Iweek - HI ALT 0,Ve^lioines, 2wee)|
HBEE.TY, -Kansas &fy, 2 weeks -ALKAMBRA,Ic»^^,l wee-,
CALIEOBNIA,f^n^^>,l week -MADI SON , Detroit, I wee I
MILES-REGENT, Defw^iweek-PLAXA, SanDlego,lweek*

BHANI)ElS,Dwm/i^lweek-TOM MOOEE's Theatre, Washing 1
lweek-MERRlLVHi/wAw^,2weeks- EL PASO;LweeJ*
DALLAS, 1 week-HOUSTONlweek -BOSTONA^*, 2 week
SAVOY, ehicago,lweek.~ RLVlERA,Chicago Iweek- IRVJli
PARX, Chicago, 1 week- MIRRORJULoUne, I week-ZIEGEIE I
Chica0o.aweeks~ LIBERTY, Pittsburgh week- STANLEY, B|
deLphia, lweek-PHINCESS, Springfield, I week -MAJESTJ
Jackgok, Iweek -AMEKLCAN,^w^iu^,lweek- OBPHElf
gaksburq, Iweek -WOODL AWN, Chicago,! week-DAYTON,lwe
EIXTE,KaLarnazoo, 1 week-NEW GAIiPICK^mnra/W/s, I wee!)
NEW GARmCK,StPaul,lwee&~KEX,VuLutk,lv?eek~ STBAlj
Syracuse, Iweek- GRANDJULadison, Iweek -MALES TIC,itmflj
Iweek and others pouring in

V.

'The above will increa&
their runs and repeat
METRO

PICTURES CORPORATION

7/feRKOCHIZED

N»BBADSTRE£T

Authority

:f RLMDOM
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Prosperity Reigns
tof-Town
Men
Say Conditions
^re Excellent At All Points.
own
tions leveled at out-of-t
Jies
men around the Astor as to the
itions prevalent all over the
(try brought forth response that
fated but one thing— prosperity.
Irpresentative exchange men and
itical exhibitors while differing
jtly as to local conditions, say
j business in their respective
jtories is or the jump and that
(future looks bright, indeed.
I F. Mandelbaum, Cleveland,
National franchise holder,
I "In the Middle West, exhibi(seem to take more pride in
theaters than exhibitors in the
I Five cent admissions are very
j Music is more plentiful and
;r in Middle Western houses,
dlation is better. New theaters
(springing up, but there is a
fency to build less and make
:ing houses more elaborate.
:ut. "Jim" Anderson of Rich:ld, First National, said :
(he South is almost back to nor■ I think it is safe to say that
jentage of improvement is 100
'cent. Exhibitors are paying
•le the rentals they formerly
and they are doing it gladly
!der to get the productions with
right quality. The future cerI looks rosy. New theaters
»eing built rapidly."
illard C. Paterson bore out
" Anderson's remarks. Pateris president of the Southeastern
iter Managers' Asso., a new
• composed of exhibitors in
h and South Carolina, Georgia,
(una, Tennessee and Florida.
ilso controls the first run situain Atlanta.
No.

79

ittle Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
t proper introduction is just
k as necessary for your advertisement as for your
lesman— Why not let Wid's
aily be the medium to introice you to the live wires of
inland. Successful adveriers have tried it and found
at it pays — that it brings reIts— not theoretical but hont-to-goodness results— Don't
ly mere space — Buy results.

Indispensable
Arlington
Theater,
Akron, Ohio.
Enclosed find check for $10
for "Wid's Daily". Could not
get along without your little
Yours truly
paper.
Faust & Perilstein
Snitz Edwards with Keenan
Snitz Edwards one of little old
Broadway's best known regulars is
now working in a feature with Frank
Keenan at the Robert Brunton
studio in Hollywood. Snitz made
quite a hit as the character lead in
Clara Kimball Young's "Price She

SUNDAY
SHOWS
Paid."
AND CENSORSHIP
Indiana "Lobby" Cost
Indianapolis — The Indiana Exhibitors' League, in accordance with th
law, has filed a statement of the cost
of its lobby maintained here during
the Legislative session. It amount
ed to $4,562.97.
Concord, N. H.- — At a meeting of
the City Council resolutions relative
to a moving picture censor and the
appointment of a committee to censor pictures in Concord were received from the Board of Trade, G. A.
R, W. R. C, Daughters of Veterans, Concord Medical Club and the
New Hampshire Memorial Hospital.
Nashville, Tenn. — Toney Sudekum
manager of the Crescent Amusement Co., was arrested on seven
charges of having violated a section of the city ordinances, which
provides that moving- picture shows
should not be opened on Sunday.
Sudekum threw open all his moving picture houses to the visiting
soldiers Sunday at the request of
the general entertainment committee.
Smith Sails Today
George Smith, brother of Albert
E. Smith, president of Vitagraph,
sails for London today. Mr. Smith,
who has been here since March is
head of Vitagraph Co. of London,
Vitagraph's English branch.
Sales Force to Get Tips
Metro's field force within a radius
of 500 miles are in town to have
an informal
conference
on methods
of exploita.ion on "The Red Lantern."

Lehrmann Comedies Placed
First National will release [2 two
reel comedies a year to be made by
Henry Lehrmann, whose Sunshine
Fox.
comedies
were formerly released by

Price 5 Cent?

A. M. P. A. Curious

Special Committee Puts Pertinent
Points to The Times
Harry Reichenbach, chairman of
the special commitee of the A. M.
P. A. (Advertisers) sent the following letter to the Managing Editor
of the New York Times.
N. A. M. P. I. Adopts Resolutions Dear Sir :
and Will Carry Fight to Exhibitor
I constitute part of an industry,
In an effort to fight the showing of which during the past several weeks
salacious pictures the N. A. M. P. 1. have come to belive that the Times
have adopted a set of resolutions,
is vastly unjust to the motion picand after June 1, will make an effort
ture and the film producer.
to prevent pictures of that type from
First — you failed to publish the
being trolshown
by
an
attempt
to
conten
questions
propounded to Mrs.
exhibitors.
by the A. M. P. A., seemOne of the resolutions adopted O'Grady,
ing content to run a few of the
says: — That all members of the Na- questions and omitting the greater
tional Association of the Motion and more important part.
Picture Industry shall forthwith adYou publish an editorial in which
vise all their exhibitors that on and
after the first day of June, 1919, they you indict the majority of producers
of gross ignorance.
shall refuse to furnish any of their
You give full publication to anyproduct for exhibition in any theattacking pictures and "cut the
ater in which there shall be exhib- meat" thing
out of anything written in
ited after the receipt of such notice their favor.
any motion picture disapproved by
You have no one on your staff
the said National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry or from capable
the public's desires in of
filmtesting
entertainment.
which eliminations have been ordYour dramatic department never
ered or changes in titles or sub-titles sees any films except one or two
have been ordered by it but not projected at the Strand, Rialto or
made; and that the purport of this Rivoli.
paragraph be incorporated in and
In other words, you condemn
made a part of all contracts between something which, I may presume,
distributors and exhibitors hereafter your chief editorial writer rarely
entered into.
ever sees. And when he does, he
Other sections of the resolution :
to one or another of the above
That the National Association of the goes
mentioned houses, which by no
Motion Picture Industry take all means are representative of picture
steps that may be permitted by law
The letter from Mrs. Adele F.
to prohibit the exhibition of such production.
pictures as are by it disapproved or Woodward generalizes, as do most
from which eliminations or changes of the condemnatory articles. You
in titles or sub-titles have been or- have never yet published a specific
dered by it but not made.
instance of indecency in film producThat the National Association of tion.
the Motion Picture Industry shall
You generalize in your various
endeavor to cause to be adopted an attacks.
amendment to the constitution of
You headline your article "Bad
the United States prohibiting the en- Pictures."
Are there not bad newsforcement of any law abridging the
papers, bad women, bad shoes, bad
freedom of expression through the haberdashery, bad everything?
medium of the motion picture to the
The film has brought the Bible
same effect as is provided in article home to non-readers. Can you re1 of the ten original amendments to
call any daily paper spending a forthe constitution of the United States
tune to put before its readers, in
that were declared in force Decementertainment form, the "Birth of
ber 15, 1791, prohibiting the enactment of any law abridging the freeCan you recall any Sunday paper
dom of speech or of the press.
That the National Association of making a special of "The Shepherd
the Motion Picture Industry urge Christ?"
Have you ever, save once in the
the passage of a law by the next publication of the Holy Grail, made
Congress of the United States,
amending that section of the penal any specific effort to publicize the
law of the United States which now Bible so as to make its message at(Continued on page 4)
prohibits the transmission by mail tractive?
King?"
or otherwise of indecent pictures.

Wants Clean Pictures
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Cuts And Flashes
Harry
Rapp preparing
to
charge
of Select productions.
fol. »l I Ho. 26
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Copyright 1018,
Inc. Published
New York. N.
FILM FOLKS,

1919

""re 5 Cits

Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Dailv at 71.73 West -1 1th St.,
Y. by WID'S FILMS and
INC.

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and
Treasurer: Lynde Denig, Editor; Joseph
Dannenberg, Vice-President and Managing
Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secrtary and Business Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
el Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign,
Subscribers should remit with order
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY,
71-73 West
41th St., New
York,
N. Y.
Telephone : Vanderbilt 4551-2
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3839.
Hollywood Cal., Orfice: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone,
Hollywood
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Ben V. Barton, who has been president of the Central Amusement Co.
of Indianapolis since its inception in
1910, has disposed of his interests to
his partner, Charles M. Olson, and
has retired from the company. The
Central Amusement Company, which
operates the Lyric, Alhambra and
Isis, is one of the pioneer picture exhibiting companies in Indiana.
R. C. Gets Michelena Films
Robertson-Cole has acquired the
three Beatrix Michelena's for distribution through Exhibitors' Mutual.
The first is "Just Squaw" directed
by George Middleton.

take

When J. S. Woody retired from
Select the Home Office force presented him with a handsome pair
of diamond
link buttons.
James M. Davis, of the Isis, Salisbury, N. C, is in town with Mrs.
Davis.

Shipman to Manage Productions
Los Angeles — Ernest Shipman has
signed a two years' contract with
Canadian Photoplays Limited, of
Calgary, Canada, as business manager of the film productions of
James Oliver Curwood.
Nell Shipman of "God's Country
and the Woman'' and other Canadian stories by the same author
will be the star of the company.
Curwood has given the Canadian

company a two year's option on all
his published and unpublished stories.
The first production founded upon "Wapi, the Walrus" which ran
serially in "Good Housekeeping,"
is now nearino; completion at the
Looks Like Spring House Cles if
S. S. Hutchinson, president of the Brunton studios. The snow scenes
At National
Association J
American Film Mfg. Co., is due in were "shot" on Lesser Slav Lake,
80 miles north of the 55th parallel,
New
York
Monday
morning.
and at 30 degrees below zero. David
Hartford directed. Dal Clawson and
Director
To Be At Columbus
At Thomas H. Ince's new studios
Methodist Gathering.
at Culver City, a building to house Joseph Walker handled the photograthe Art Department
and
another
Dr. Christian F. Reisner, exec
phy.
for the wardrobe
will be erected,
chairman
of the .Methodist M:
house changes.
Men,
said
yesterday
that
I
W. Griffith; the director, woifl
Newark, N. J.— An award of at Columbus,
S. Zalud, creator of styles of hats,
O., June 26 to
was made by a jury in the i3 when the Methodist Church
capes, gowns and dresses has been $1,125
Circuit Court in an uncontested celebrate its founding, to direct
engaged by Universal Screen Magazine to show how designs are con- suit brought by the Brenon Dis- tures to be taken of the pa§
tributing Corp. 509 Fifth avc., New and other events which
ceived.
will
York, against Mrs. Lillie H. Webbe
place there.
Later the pictures!
secretary and manager of the Wil- probably
be shown
in the Mr
A song entitled, '"Oh, You Woliam Y. Webbe Co., formerly pro- dist churches of America, the
men," has been inspired by the title
prietors of the Goodwin Theater,
and theme of the John Emerson- 863 Broad st. The suit was to col- ber of which is said to exceed
of picture
houses
in the
Anita Loos special production of
lect rental on "The Fall of the Rothe same name to be released in the
States.
At
the
Griffith
offices, ^k
manoffs,"
leased
for
two
weeks'
near
Lasky.future by Famous Players- showing at the Goodwin last De- stated that nothing had been r.
cember.
from D. W. Griffith, but that
Reisner had probably communii
The summons in a suit of Paul
with
Griffith
himself
and .'«
73eck against Cora C. Wilkening, pleted
arrangements.
It was S'
Tnc. Cora C. Wilkening and Henry that Griffith was very much interB
R. Wilkening has been filed in the in the affair and that it was I
Supreme Court. The nature of the likely that he would either direfl
suit is not disclosed by Edward J. supervise the production.
Goldstein for the plaintiff.
Injunction Bill Passed
"When a girl is called upon to die
Sacramento, Cal. — The injun
Chester Beecroft has filed suit in
she should have somethin' to say
about it," says Mildred Manning, the Supreme Court aganst Ella J., measure by Senator Charles
playing
"The Westerners"
at she
the Clara E., and Allan L. Carey. The Lyon, designed to prevent a
Brunton instudio.
Mildred said
summons filed by the attorney for ing picture star drawing a a
just couldn't die while the music was the plaintiff does not disclose the above $6,000 per year from ji
ing his or her contract while
playin' for Bessie Barriscale's scene cause of the action.
filming- of a production is in
in the other end of the studio. Edgress has been passed.
ward Sloman, the director agreed
Supreme Court Justice GreenThe injunction provision, i .1
that as long as she was doin' the baum has directed a judgment for
dyin' she should have it her way. $4,085 by default in a suit of Zena claimed, is a tightening up of II
written
contract, which in its ]jfl
So when peace and quiet had en- Keefe against the Arden Photoveloped the studio, Mildred tried it
ent form does not afford the lfl
plays in a suit to recover $3,500 due
again and this time died to the entire satisfaction of Mr. Sloman, on a contract for ' $5,000 for six sought."Red Lantern" Shown.
weeks, and for $440 lent the defend(pictorially speaking).
ant. The Arden Company did not
"The
Red
Lantern,"
the I
awaited
Nazimova production, ■
appear
at the trial.
Harry Carey has returned to Holshown to a selected few on S;»
lywood after spendin' six weeks
Wilmington, Del. — Messers. Ginns
tourin' around western cities and and
']M
Wetstein to remodel Lyric on -day morning by Metro.
lettin' folks see how he looks off
the screen. He must have had a Market St. and to re-open shortly as
Rialto.
strenuous time for he's gone on a
vacation. His next picture is called
o^*" 729 7-AVENUE I ^L J NEW WK C
"A Man of Peace."
<$?^"or
AMERICA,
Albert Capellani is trying to secure Augustus Mac Hugh, the author of "Officer 666" to write scenarios for his company.

"Griff" May Dire<

IN THE

COURTS

1

A fice
typist
who
recently
to
western picture
"The scene was
The chap who says "The Midnight
Man" isn't The-Serial-with-a-Punch
doesn't know young Jim Corbett's
right — and left. They're on the way!

left
lawyer's
type a stories
forof-a
company writes,
played to a weird

Outfit

and plaintiff dirge."
It takes time to think — do you
They say Nell Hardin makes a ever use it that way — Try it once in
peach of a love pirate in "Modern a while. — Mark Gates, The Dayton,
Dayton, Ohio.
Husbands."

Three "Educational" subjects on the Rialto Third
Anniversary Program last
week.

tM*
editing are vvonful. There is more
mine story in these
nics than in many
ion story films."

Arthur Northam
O. B. E.

GREAT BRITAIN
rhat the Strand will do
npetition
becomes
keen —
there be a field for big
it productions

t
^V
=^
=

Monday, April 28, 1910.

Stunts Of Star And Fast Action Are Biggest Factors
In
George Walsh's Latest

'"Outing-Chester's
uide d and Miss
ided'is a real treat,
ain the titles and

DAILY

George Walsh in

"HELP! HELP!
POLICE."
Fox
DIRECTOR
Edward Dillon
SCENARIO BY
Raymond L. Schrock
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Mixture of farce and meller
such as the Fox people are in the habit of
giving George Walsh.
STORY
Frequently runs wild, but offers enough
continuity to string the situations together
DIRECTION
Goes after fast action and succeeds in keeping the scenes animated
PHOTOGRAPHY
Sometimes lacks cleverness
LIGHTINGS
Ordinary
CAMERA
WORK
Good in registering action
taken from difficult angles.
STAR
Acts with his customary vigor and is a
big factor in putting the picture over.
SUPPORT
•Generally competent in roles that
don't call for much characterization
EXTERIORS
Many of them supposed to
begin in the vicinity of a Palm Beach Hotel.
INTERIORS
Answer the purpose
DETAIL
Titles are written in the kidding
vein characteristic of the Fox title writer.
CHARACTER OF STORY
....... .Clean comedy of
the elementary sort.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet

customary way, and climbing up the side
of a housein that
custom*™
enters an automobile
the
he
may gainhkew,se,J
access hf.
to an*Yer
room through a window seems
Walsh s habit of doing things in an unexpected
wJvallT,hTJyoccurr^ce for this energek manner
actor!
keepS
an audience entertained,
and no one is going to
take- stories of the stamp in which he is
-appearing with
undue seriousness If they did, it would be an'easy
matter
to Pick out a number of inconsistencies
in "Help' Help!
Police. For mstance, they start a seemingly
dangerous
fire m a hotel room occupied by the heroine, in
order to
The hero never thinks of turning in an
alarm and
°f thc build"S and
apparently
*« 'ide
no &£
one else* in"^
cTrry^er^
the hotel
is aware
of tne existence ofthe blaze which, for all that the picture indicates
burns nself out harmlessly after Evelyn Brent
has been"
taken unconscious
from the room. There
ends in the construction of a story, such asare many loose
this b ut thev
won't matter as long as the whole affair
kidding mood, emphasized by the sub-titlesis received n the
lo go into the details of the plot would be superflu
ous
keep
the
star
on
the
jump
as
he
tries
to
clearcalculated of
lZ^\h false
3T an0tuer -0ne of the concoctions
to
various
accusations. Among other things himself
he is susioom of his sweetheart immediately after her
have
foom o? hbemgAs *,thief.. because he is
found^njewels
the hotel
disappeared.
a matter of fact, Walsh wa
merely

Following a trial in which theft is only
These wild farce-mellers starring George Walsh have
one of the
E'ectfve^f^1
bUrglar' bUt hC —
COn™"
«2
charges against him he is released on
some of the qualities of a three-ring circus. So much
.bail, pendfng an
appearance before the grand jury. This
happens so rapidly that it is difficult to keep pace with
gives him an
will have tu work harder.
opportunity to add to the list of crimes -attributed
developments, and nobody is going to bother much about
t Thim
the continuity of the story devised to string the situations
Illilllllll together. After the director has finished with one exciting Towards the dose of the picture,
he
rounds
up
the
band
S
a S° *m ^"^'"S
down the true cSpS
dynski in Polish Film
sequence, he brings on another before an audience has
of thieves
the hut theyt0are™nusing
their headquarters
and, single-handed, puts up a strong as
rd Ordynski
of the Metro- had a chance to consider what has gone before, or question
fight For a clirrnv
Opera House, has sailed for its likelihood.
they, allow Walsh to trap the entile ou fit
in a moving
where he will have an imVan which he drives to the court house,
appearing Zt
Probably much of George Walsh's appeal as an acrobatic
part in the production which
star
depends
upon
his
always
doing
simple
things
in
the
at Inthethemoment
his trial
8 J
cted to present Polish his- most difficult way. If he wants to reach a veranda he
cast are set
EricforMayne,
Henry Hallam, Marie Burke
the making
in much
the
Alice Mann, Alan Edwards and
Joseph Burke
invariably leaps over the railing instead of walking up
iianner as "The
Birth of A
showed a phase of AmerStorical development.
Padwill appear in the producAbout What Folks Expect If They Know What Walsh Has Done
, O. Johnson, president of
tra Prod. Corp. and Joseph
In The Past
formerly
of Universal
are
abroad. Polish capital is beBox Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
e production.
Releasing arents have not been completsuch and such a date." Another one. "'Help!
Help!
Possibly George Walsh's pictures are a bit rough for
Police.' Nobody can stop George Walsh in
a really critical crowd in a conservative community, behis whirlcause they do not make even a pretense at being artistic;
3-L Film Not Shown
wind comedy coming to the blank theater. Or- "See
lid not show "Virtuous Men" but there certainly are many neighborhoods in which
George Walsh in 'Help! Help! Police,' the most
startare's Rialto last week. It is rapid-fire entertainment of this character goes over strong.
at Moore wanted to switch
ling of the Fox star's thrilling comedies"
There
is
plenty
to
laugh
at
in
a
film
such
as
"Help
!
Help
!
In case you have not been
in the habit of running Walsh
1 to his Strand theater and Police" and it is clean comedy that will not harm anyone.
films and think that the star needs an introduc
u did not want that done.
The title selected for this production is particularly
tion to your
audience, it might be worth while to ask folks
if thev
suitable, and properly displayed in front of your theater,
have
seen
the
screen's
most daring
itl can hardly fail to attract attention. Play it up in as
c actor- then
go on to invite them to your theateracrobati
for
big type as possible, using exclamation marks and placing
the
this production. If you get a chance to land anyshowing of
Angeles— The William S. it in a position where it will catch ths eye of the passer-by.
ical sketches in newspapers, make a point of biogrfphudio was the first to go over
You can use a line something like " 'Help ! Help ! reputation as an athlete as well as a comedian the star'.,
in the Victory Drive. Their Police,' George Walsh is coming to the blank theater on
ras $25,000 and they sub$3s, 000, Hart personally sub-

«n*J-C Wt>

bast Brevities

$30,000.

;1 Goldwyn left for New
jday to confer with Geralrrar before she comes west
c under the direction of
Lloyd.
Gilbert is working with
Hayakawa in his new picture
' ected by William Worth-
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Putting It Over

Lew Cody
"WID

if
»

said—

"Lew Cody as the 'I'm
goin' to get you' guy
certainly put it over.

»

along your ideas. Let the other
fellow knozv how you cleaned
up.

?

"Lew looks the part
and--say--he played it!

9

"I'm worried a bit
about some of the
'wimmin/

»

»

"I'm afraid they'll be
annoying Lew — the
reckless nonchalant

9

?

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send

devil."
Now working with

Director Tourneur

*?*!•?•!•
Pearson Out.
Minneapolis — E. R. Pearson has
resigned from First National and
Fred Cubberly, for the past two
months manager of Famous PlayersLasky has been placed in charge.
J. W. Allen, special representative
of Famous is temporarily in charge
of the branch.

Newark, N. J.— Capitalizing a
street car strike which otherwise
might injure your business is a good
idea. During the recent car strike
here, the management of The Hill
quickly
reading: got out 35,000 throw-aways
WALK!
Keep

Walking— A Good Habit
for Health.
Another Good Habit is to see
LOUIS BENNISON
in
"Sandy

Burke
Todayof atThe
the U-Bar-U."
HILL THEATER
"Come
Down
After Supper."
The Hill reports fine results through
this simple and inexpensive
stunt.
Street cars or no street cars, they
were induced to WALK to see the

picture.
A piece of film cut from the original of "Bolshevism on Trial" will
be given every patron of the Marcus
Loew theaters one week in advance
of the showing of the picture. It
shows one of the interesting scenes
from the picture.
Zion to Make Another

Blumberg Leaves Universal.
Zion Films will produce "The ReMinneapolis— L. M. Blumberg, Jr.,
birth of a People" starting work
assistant manager at Universal, has about May 10. Davd Pinski prepared the scenario which is said to
resigned.
be partly based upon incidents taken from the Talmud. "Khavah" the
Westcott Becomes Exhibitor.
first Zion production is nearing comMinneapolis — S. A. Westcott with
Fires.
Fox, resigned to become manager of pletion.
the Gem at Charles City, Iowa.

CLASSIFIED.
The classified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt want It is the
market place where buyer and seller
— employer and employee or the
■mall advertiser can put his story
before practically every live exhibitor in the country every day in
the year, at nominal cost. Kate 50c
•er line. Cash with order.

Fall River, Mass. — A fire in the booth
of the Savoy caused $500 damages.
Taylorville, 111. — Fire slightly damaged the Kincaid. Repairs will be
made at once.

( Continued from page 1)
The film producers have done so.
Each and every chapter of the
Bible and the Testament have been
picturized.
And at a loss to the producer.
Do Gimbels
you send
man department
to Macy's
and
and a other
stores to criticize their merchandise
and have you ever written a condemnation of the various book
stores which sell unexpurgated editions of Burns and other authors?
You have not.
Living within an environment,
where the horizon is Fifty Seventh
street and Broadway, do you not
wish to see beyond that point?
The average editor never attends
a film show.
The publisher of the average paper doesn't know the names of four
prominent film players.
As Chairman of the committee
formed by the Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers, I state emphatically that your paper has been unfair in the controversy beween us
and Mrs. O'Grady, while every other daily paper in the city has been
totally neutral in the matter and
published our contentions, as well
as her charges.
In your Sunday screen notes, you
deem it of interest, only to publish
current film bills at four or five
Broadway theaters. Those are not
neighborhood houses. The Regent,
Hamilton, Delancy Street, Audubon,
Dykeman and hundreds of other
houses, in outlying sections, are
playing more ambitious, more elaborate and more interesting programs, and are of interest to millions of people.
Some evening when your editor is
not sitting in front of his mirror,
admiring one of his rhetoric masterpieces and he feels like getting in
close touch with the people (which,
in the olden days an editor did, once
during his newspaper career), we
will call for him and convey him to
thirty Manhattan theaters in which
he can see the women and children
he imagines he is protecting, thoroughly enjoying themselves, and he
will not find one indecent or salacious film.

Boston, Mass. — Fire causes $3,000
damage to Olympia, 433 Broadway.

Two $i,ooo,ooo Theaters.
M. L. Finkelstein, of Ruben &
Finkelstein, of St. Paul, now in New
FOR SALE.
York, announces that he will build
Pathe moving picture camera complete, two $1,000,000 theaters, one in St. Paul
three sets of lenses, for sale. Also 11 x 4 and one in Minneapolis. The St. Paul
still camera.
Address, Camera % Wid's.
theater will be at St. Peter, 7th and 6th
streets and will be a six story steel
HELP WANTED.
structure. The upper floors will be
rented.
Pipe-Organist for theater in town, close to
New York. Must furnish references. Steady
The other house will be in Minneposition for the right man— Address, D. A.
apolis and likewise will cost $i,ooo,T., c/o Wid's.
ooo. It will be at Hennepin and 7th
streets
and the New Lyric, the presPOSITION WANTED.
ent house will be torn down.
Orchestra Leader — A man who knows how
to put on a program
of musie that fits
your show.
References
as to ability.
Address Leader, this office

A. M. P. A. Curious

Paterson,
N. J.— Fox's Empire to
be renovated and re-named American.

THE
WHITE
HEATHER
,
Maurice Tourneur's new produ
will have a very beautiful
lobby I
play that shall be in keeping
this English-Scotch romantic d»
The display will reflect the pn
tion in every detail. Ready SJk
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.
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Prints of Stock Subjects $10 d
Rental basis $5 per mon
Write to-day
New Subject
each Mont

'

DANIEL'S STUDIOS, A
Room 317-3
18 York
New
220 W. 4 4

T1TEE

SEEM

AUTISTIC ILLUSTRATIN
= HAND LETTERING !
PERFECT

ERNEST
145 ^EST

TRANSLATION

NEGATIVE1

STE

45^B ST.

DEPARTMf

MOTION PICTURE TITL
OUR SPECIALTY

'

We edit and do complete wor !>
English
and
Foreign
langu «
from Titles to the Screen.
EXHIBITORS
BOOKING AGE T
220— W. «2nd St., New Tor
Tel. Bryant 7595.

AT LIBERTY— Theatre Manar
Refinement, Ability, Appearance
Press Agent. Now General Mat
of Five of Detroit's Finest The«
Go anywhere. Age Thirty-two. S
and Percentage. Address H.
General Delivery, Detroit, Mich.

if
il
rr
I.
T
U

(New outfit) at yoo

FIAT
RUSH

Lithographs of no regrets

Trail

We Serve Broadway
Largest Theatres

CAMERAMEN

A, LITHOGRAPHING ICORR
* 406
WE/T
31 JT. >
NEW YORK CITY

and

to individualize your th n

•ALL Ll «

ubo or

EMU iU

WORK

Film developed and delivered 1» * ■»
Room 2003—220 W. 42d St. Tel. Br I

THE BEST
PICTUR FOR
to make money
Must have negative
a perfect develop

REX LABORATORY (I!
has
developed
negatives.
Ask himHarry
and
Tremont 1395 for full

thenKei '
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bankruptcy Filed
in Presented Against
General
(Film Co. in U. S. Court
etition in bankruptcy was filed
;ainst the General Film
f Max Sheinart, attorney in the
s District Court. The
i creditors whose names ap| in the bankruptcy proceedgainst the General Film Conig Co. appear: Interstate Film
»,000; Herbert H. Yudkin, $500,
rank M. Williams, $600.
he offices of General Film it
possible to communicate with
rer Gulick for a statement.
Goldwyn On Way
nre was received at the home
festerday saying that Samuel
ryn was en route to New York,
iron Id have an important ancment to make on his arival.
K. Y. Case Up Tomorrow
C. K. V. Co.— Clara Kimball
case will be argued
tornorfflrning in the Supreme Court.
ami Kirchwey, attorneys for
Y., will introduce
a motion
i temporary
injunction
K|ng Miss Young from worklscw here.
Bilger

mw$

7^recochized
Authority

Dead

(aphis, Tenn. — Harry A. Bilger,
:r manager of the Hopkins,
Hie, is dead here. He was
well known
in the South.
No. 80

Attle Ad Talks

By Jack Alicoate
JAIN are we reminded by the
First National and Select
Mentions of last week of the
le taken by the exhibitor and
iange man on the way things
handled by all the large comies here in New York. It is
ct that many times plans are
by the man whose vision exIs only to the Palisades. Our
tt land was never more rxos)us and our industry never ofd greater opportunities than
W. But the man who is to
:e the most of these oppcrities is the one who has his
to the ground, watching the
rse of events in Ipswich, Waoo and Tucson, as well as "iil
' New York.

Satisfactory
West Penn. Photo Play Co.,
New Castle, Pa.
34 S. Jefferson St.,
Gentlemen :
Enclosed you will please
find check in payment for one
year's
subscription
to WID'S
DAILY.
Your paper
has
proven very satisfactory to us.
Yours very truly,
M. Mathews, Treas.

Henley to Produce
Enters Affiliation With Hall of Independent Sales — to Make Four
Hobart Henley, formerly of Goldwyn, has entered an affiliation with
Frank Hall to release four pictures
to be called the Hobart Henley
Productions through the Independent Sales Corp., as specials.
Henley will start work on the first
of the series at the Bacon-Backer
studio in about two weeks.

Haggard Works
Filmed
FamousMade
Englishman's
in South Works
Africa to Be
An arrangement has been perfected whereby the works of Sir H.
Rider Haggard, famous English
novelist, will be filmed by the African Film Productions, Ltd., in South
Africa.
One of these books, "King Solomon's Mines," has already been
filmed by Harold Shaw, formerly of
London Films, Ltd., with Edna Fulgrath in the cast. This picture, together with "Winning a Continent"
and "Symbol of Sacrifice" are already in this country. All three
were produced in South Africa and
are 7-reelers.
Under the agreement, Sir Rider
will supervise the writing of the
scenarios.
In America the pictures will be
handled by the International Photoplays Dist., inc., of which Max A.
Schlesinger is president; M. Schlesinger, vice-president, and A. George
Smith, general manager. This company is associated with the International Variety and Theatrical
Agency, Ltd., African Theatres, India Films and Middle East, Ltd.,
commonly called the "South African
"Winning a Continent" and "SymTrust."
bol of Sacrifice" have already been
shown
in England.

Donovan
With World
Frank P. Donovan, former director
general of Macdon Pict. Corp., will
make a series of comedies with Gertrude Shelby for World.
Kashin
Opens
Offices
M. Kashin, retiring manager of
the Broadway, opened offices yesterday in the Strand theatre building. Announcement of his plans
will be forthcoming in a few days.
Preparing the Home
Oscar A. Price and Ralph Proctor
started to work yesterday in the
new
the United
in thequarters
Godfreyof Bldg.
but soArtists'
many
changes had to be made that they
will not get down to bedrock before
tomorrow.

Housecleaning
Among

Natl. Asso. Members
Expected to Prove
Big Aid in
Fighting Censorship
There was considerable interest in
film circles yesterday over the resolutions adopted by the N. A. M. P.
1. in the fight to kill off salacious
pictures. Interest was centered
chi( fly in how the exhibitor would
view the idea of having his bookings cancelled should he present
some picture which was not endorsed by the National Association.
When Chairman Hess of the Censorship Commission of the Natl.
Association was asked about this, he
said:
"There should be no difficulty.
All we ask is that clean pictures
should be shown. If an exhibitor
refuses to co-operate with us in this
and wants to show productions of a
salacious type we will be able to prevent him receiving good pictures,
and we all know that there aren't
enough pictures of the salacious
type around to allow anyone to operate by showing stuff of this type
alone.
"We

are cleaning house.
We anticipate no difficulty with any members of our Association.
W^
feel
sure everyone will co-operate
*
are sure this is going to pr i .
big step

forward."

It is generally believed
action on the part of the
P. I. is the first of a series
to be put through in an
fight off censorship during
few years.

that this
N. A. M.
of moves
effort to
the next

5 Cents

Talmadge Signed
Constance
With
First National for
Series of Six — Emerson Loos
To Direct
Constance Talmadge has signed a
contract for six pictures to be released through the First National
Exhibitors Circuit, Inc. The first
of the series will be released in August, and there will be one every
second month thereafter. First National's contract calls for an option
on six more productions when the
first group is completed.
30. First National releases per year
are now increased to approximately
The Talmadge pictures will be directed by John Emerson and Anita
Loos.
Joseph
Schenck
said last
week
that all productions
will be
made in the East.
The First National offices are all
smiles. They signed four contracts
in the last week, Ray, Neilan, Lehrmann and Talmadge, and are inclined to think that that is pretty
good
try to batting
conceal average.
that they They
had todon't
put
up a pretty good fight to get Miss
Talmadge.
Goldwyn

Preparing for Foreign
Invasion
Goldwyn announces that with the
signing of the treaty of peace at
Paris, Goldwyn pictures will be sold
in all the countries of Europe that
have been cut off from distribution
by the war. Arrangements for distribution with a newly formed
American company have been com-

Bacon With Hall

pleted.

To Make

12 Productions

for Inde-

pendent Release
Gerald Bacon, formerly vice-president of Sanger and Jordon, has
formed a company known as the
Gerald Bacon i'rod., financed by
Frank Hall for the production of
12 specials to be released through
Independent Sales Corp.
Bacon who is a producer, has engaged Oliver D. Bailey to direct
under his supervision. Bailej diWhirl Castle
of Life"
'•■ and rected
Mrs."The Vernon
a..d with
also
-he
Melting Pot."
Negotiations
are under way for
the securing of a star now appearing in a Broadway show.
Turrill Joins Famous Players
Howard Turrill, for several years
with Exhibitors-Mutual, will be associated with Whitman Bennett production manager, Famous Players.
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Cuts And Flashes
Alice Joyce
diary she has
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Chicago Meeting Today
(Spccial to WID'S DAILY.)
Chicago — Exhibitors are somewhat
upset over the meeting scheduled for
today at the Morrison. While in a
general way it is known that the
meeting will doubtlessly take up the
censorship problem there are some
exhibitors who cannot understand
how Peter J. Schaefer is mixed up
with the N. A. M. P. I. in the affair, in view of Schaefer's remarks
regarding the National body a few
months ago. Lewis F. Jacobson, general counsel of the N. A. M. P. I.,
and Sam Atkinson, field secretary,
are among the signers to the call
for the meeting.

is advertising
lost.

for

Capt. T. E. Duncan, who has been
serving on the general courtmartial
board at fort McArthur for the past
year, has just returned to the Lasky
studio and is playing in "Secret SerDorothy Dalton will fly from New
vice." to Albany today and after arYork
riving at the Capital will sell Victory Loan bonds.
Hodkinson has arranged to run
serially in ioo newspapers the story
of the next Four Star Production
which is now under way.
Hanford Osborne, formerly of the
New York Herald, has been engaged
to make stills for the Raver-Thomas
company.
R. L. Hoadley has returned to Exhibitors Mutual as head of the poster
department.
"Dawn," Eleanor H. Porter's
newest success, has been secured by
Commodore Blackton. Work will
be started after the present production is concluded.

If actors would only do as they
are told how much film would be
saved! Henry Otto directed an
actor to enter a restaurant and give
his order to the waiter. When the
camera was well on it's clicking
way, the youth with comedy aspirations entered and asked the
waiter if he had any pie "like
mother used to make? The waiter
said he thought he had. "All right"
said the actor, "then bring me some
pork
and beans."
(Laughter
strangled and drowned
by Henry Otto's shout, "Retake")
MayThe
Allison
owns hea issleepwalkin'
cat.
fact that
a Persian
cat makes no difference to the
Hollywood residents. He prowls
and that's enough. They have
asked her to lock him up. May
can't understand their attitude
'cause in her opinion the cat has
"a grand" soprano voice. The
opinion is exclusive.
Bryant Washburn has made quite
a hit as an old clothes man durin'
the Red Cross drive in Los Angeles. He went about shoutin'
"Any old clothes" in such a realistic manner that he is bein' congratulated upon a new characterization.

In the No-Man's Land scene of
"From Chateau Thierry to the Aisne"
'Most anybody can be deadly and Otie Sapp ripped his breeches on
grim but it takes a real actor to play some barbed wire. Ever since Otie
"Bare
Fists." — Harry
Carey!
has been wearin' a wound stripe.

On Broadway
Rivoli —
Charles
Ray — "Greased Lightning-'
Rivoli Pictorial.
Prizma — "Hawaii."
Sunshine Comedy — "The House of
Terrible Scandals."
Cecil B. De Millc's "For Better,
Rialto—
Rialto Magazine.
For Worse."
Cartoon Comedy
— "Mutt
and Jeff"
Educational
— Scenic
on Norway.
Geraldine
Farrar — "The
Strand—
Strand Topical Review.
Topics of the Day.
Sennett

Comedy — "The

Stronger

Little

More Inaependent Produce

Pathe — Natural
Colors — "Dark
Notice 'Em?
Vow."
Stolte Resigns
Outing
—
Chester
—
Second
Week
—
Spots
of
Nature."
Widow."
Omaha, Neb.^Art Stolte ha
"Camcring Through Africa."
ed as manager of the Strand, ac
New York — Today and Wednesday
cept the position of assistant to 11
"BoBlshcvism on Trial."
Blank, Des Moines, la., head <M
Thursday — Madlaine Traverse — A. H. Blank Enterprises, fra lis
"The
Love
That Dares."
owners in Iowa and Nebraska <tb
Friday — Harry Carey — "B a r t First National releases. Stol
reported, will have the manag [en
Fists." Bryant Washburn, "Some
of a big, new house which Mr. in!
thing
To Do."
Saturday
— Violet Palmer — "Gin is building in Des Moines. Durii hi
stay of several months in 0 .hi
Sunday — Emmy Wehlen — "Th: Stolte made a mark for himself $
showman, and won a large cin o
Amateur Adventuress."
friends. A farewell luncheon va
Next Week's Features
The
attractions
at the
leading given in his honor at the Loyal >t<
in Omaha.
theatres next week will be:
Hary Watts, manager of the us
succeeded Stolte as manager o th
Strand — Anita
Stewart — "Mary Strand.
Regan.
Rialto — Maurice
Tourneur's Red "The
To Correct Film Abuses
White
Rivoli Heather."
— Nazimova — "The "The Ungel'."
The F-I-L-M Club, compos1
exchange managers, and the E.
Broadway — First Weektors League will hold a meetin
Lantern."
morrow evening in the Ni!
pardonable Sin."
Room of the Astor at 8.15 tc
Annoyance
cuss the correction of film a
Chicago — ''Stench bombs" left in the in the business. A propositioi
Orpheum after the last performance been advanced to settle dispute
last Thursday night, caused the man- tween F-I-L-M members ant
agement some annoyance when the hibitors by having a joint 1
house was opened Friday morning. No composed of a number from
motive has been found, as Jonefc organization which will sclci
arbitrator.
Linick & Schaefer state they have had
no labor troubles.
Sydney Cohen, Samuel Bei
William Brandt, B. K. Bimbo
Managers Organize
E. Chadwick, and a number o
Atlanta, Ga. — The Southeastern hibitors and exchange men wi
managers association has been or- tend.
ganized. President, Willard C. Patterson, of the Criterion, Atlanta;
Gouverneur, N. Y.— To est
vice president, Percy Wells, of Wil- picture house by remodeling li
mington, N. C; secretary, B. Lee Hall theaters.
Smith, of the Tudor, Atlanta; treasurer, H. L. Cardoza, representative
William Russell's "Some il
of the Wells theaters, Atlanta.
will be released May 18. E>
Members of the executive com- Percy plays the lead.
mittee :E. A. Schiller, Loew representative, chairman; Frank Miller,
Augusta; Joe Barton, Toccoa, Ga.;
Walter Brockin, Bainbridge, Ga. ;
E. L. Stringer, Marietta, Ga.; W.
OF AFRICA
" ""A/fa
S. Mudd, Birmingham, and George
Waren, Columbia, S. C.
NEW 10RX CI" -M
o^729 7-AVENU!
Exhibitors from towns and cities
of Georgia, South Carolina, North
Carolina and Alabama were in attendance at the meeting. The as"Northern Norway"— an Edi
sociation was organized in the interest of motion picture managers in
this section.
l release— This week'
cationa
scenic feature at the Rialt
Theatre.
Everitt, Mass. — Crown sold by E. V.
Hyde to the Everitt Olypmia Co.

tM^
, overflow

will

be

biK.

Cecil B. DeMille presents

for worse"
"for better,
Artcraft

DIRECTOR
Cecil B. DeMille
AUTHOR
Edgar
Selwvn
SCENARIO
BY
Jeanie Macpherson
CAMERAMAN
Alvin Wykoff
AS A WHOLE
Remarkably fine production;
■man Mont. — Ground broken for
forcefully acted and unusual in treatment of
here to seat 800.
war theme.
STORY
Decidedly
human
in drawing
of
character and presenting their reactions when
•Jsburg. Pa.— Famous players
St.
America
entered
the
world
conflict.
Forbes
1018
at
g
si buildin
Marked
all through
by fine
|ong term. $50,000 to be spent on DIRECTION
touches which drive home the story.
piling.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
Many
artistic effects on the
idolph, Ct. — New house to be LIGHTINGS
jjfor Mrs. Kate Brock.
sets and in showing up the players to ad=
vantage.

New Theatres

iadelphia, Pa.— Abraham Wax to CAMERA
tat 1524-1534 South St.

kosh, W. Va.— Hugo Lerchman
[arrv Hellman to build on South
St." Estimated cost $60,000,
ingfield. Mass.— New Fox theaaring completion. To accommo3,500.
Lake
City,
\y to build new

Utah— Edward
Rialto.

ton. -Mass.— Snyder and Druker
d for license to build on the
Sge Corner District.

jwaukee, Wis.— Jos. J. Schwartz
^endle Rice to build at Fifth
Lincoln Aves.
eeling. W. Va.— Jas. Velos to
at Martin's Ferry; seating capac-

soo.

iton, Ohio.— E. E. Bender and
Abrams have purchased property
tte for a new theater.
Reeling, W. Va.— James Velos to
($75,000 house.

House Changes
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DeMille Puts Over A Winner in Offering New Angle on
War I heme and Heroes

II n-ticneral
of l'ni-z
re In holdManagers
a convention
in;
ily.
Kllurts
are
bi-inu
made
to;
core (he l'olo Grounds.
;

MhcnU'C WDi

DAILY

WORK
Scenes shot from a va=
riety of angles; on a par with the photog=
raphy and lightings.
PLAYERS
Gloria
Swanson
reveals
more
convincingly than ever before that she is an
actress of exceptional appeal and talent; El=
liott Dexter gives sympathetic interpretation
of young physician; Tom Forman suits role
of soldier.
EXTERIORS
Satisfactory
INTERIORS
Elaborately furnished and alstory. ways in accord with the atmosphere of the
DETAIL

Figures
largely in reaching
the
hearts of an audience; close»ups used with
fine effect; titles kept in the mood of the char=
acters;
theme. assist in bringing out the author's
CHARACTER OF STORY
Aims to show that
all the heroes did not go to war.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,767 Feet
DURING the height of the world conflict when every
influence was being brought to bear to develop
.1 fighting spirit among American men Cecil B. DeMille's "For Better. For Worse" might have been a
questionable production for general consumption, for it
boldly asserts that every hero was not in uniform.
But now times have changed, people have had a
chance to see events in a perspective not distorted by
inflamed emotions, and truths which might not have
been welcomed a year ago, may be received now in the

proper spirit. This applies to all forms of arl aiming
i" express human feelings, and the photoplay is no
oxcepl Ion.
In many respects, Director DeMille lias supplied one
of the mosi significienl productions of recent months.
Technically, 11 is very nearly flawless in the treatment
of the p'lol so thai points appealing to the sympathy
of an audience in making clear the nature of the principal characters are driven home with Irresistible
force, supplementing the directorial skill revealed all
through,of arc
Impersonations thai stand out by
reason
theirscreen
excellence.
Every player in the cast appears natural and seems
to actually feel the mood of the character presented.
There are no "efforts to arouse undue Sympathy for any
of the figures in the story which is without a villain.
The case of each is presented
in its true light from
the time thai the question of going to war, or remaining at home to perforin a necessary service, is faced.
Gloria Swanson is a patriotic young woman with two
equally worthy admirers. Elliott Dexter, a specialist in
children's diseases, and Tom Forman, an architect who
is among the first to enter the army. Personally, Elliott is anxious to accept a commission in the medical
corps lizes
himself,
despite
the criticism
which that
he reahe must but
suffer,
he becomes
convinced
his
higher duty lies in remaining at his post in the hospital when there is no one else to fill his place.
Scenes in the hospital, showing how the physician
arrives at this conviction, are beautifully handled, as
are those between the patriotically inspired Gloria and
Tom. whom she marries immediately before he sails.
because she is moved by his appeal, rather than on
account of a deep love for him.
The story is so tilled with human interest details
that in the course of a brief review it is not possible
to do credit to all the fine points. Gloria comes to
realize the heroism of the misjudged doctor who saves
a little girl, whom she has run down in her automobile,
from being a cripple for life. Tom, so seriously
wounded that he wants to die rather than return with
one side of his face practically torn away, sends word
of his death by a returning soldier, and Elliott and
Gloria are about to marry when the crippled man. made
presentable by a remarkable surgical operation, reFinal sequences of the picture are adroitly arranged
appears.
to make plausible a readjustment of relationships
whereby Gloria may become the wife of the man she
really loves and Tom may find recompense in the affections of Wanda Hawloy. who has loved him in secret
all along. The excellent cast includes: Theodore
Roberts, Sylvia Ashton, Raymond Hatton and others.

Worth Using for a Special.
Give Gloria Swanson a Chance
to Make Friends

The Box Office Analys is for the Exhibitor
This certainly is good enough to run as a special,
novelty and one that is going to cause comparisons
backed by all the boosting that you can give it. In a
with tive
some
of the best pictures they have seen, irrespecof length.
number of ways it is a remarkably strong woman's
Here, as in the case of Griffith and one or two other
picture, because it brings out so forcefully the finer
directors, the name of Cecil B. DeMille is the first
Incie, Ind. — Arthur Bennet bought
human sensibilities as they are most likely to And a
one to play up. Make a lot of the fact that this is a
reflection
in
the
feminine
nature.
Few
directors
have
pP. Davis
interest
in
Strand.
linCecil B. DeMille production going on to mention some
iments to be made.
used hospital scenes and children to better purpose
others that he has made, such as "Old Wives for New,"
than has Mr. DeMille in "For Better, For Worse," and
"We Can't Have Everything" and "Don't Change Your
all through there are life-like touches that can't fail
Jgefield Park, N. J.— Wm.
O. to
reach the emotions.
hke to remodel Strand, Park and
Whether the Artcraft people are ready to call Gloria
Sts.
Probably this is the first time that the hero of an
Husband."
Swanson a star or not. doesn't really matter a great
deal, for by sheer merit she certainly is working her
important production has been made "the man who
mden, Tenn. — Naoh
L. Rushing stayed at home," so you do not need to fear that the
way to the top of the ladder, and after folks have
Princess from W. P. Davidson. picture, either in plot substance or in treatment, is seen her in this they will be more than ever interested
merely another conventional war film. It is so disin knowing who she is and all about her. Next to Miss
tinctly different from anything that has been presented
Swanson, Elliott Dexter and Tom Forman are players
1 Francisco, Cal. — Arthur
Maitthat you may
justly promise
your folks a genuine
to build on Stockton St.
that you should not fail to mention.
7 City Texas — Askar Korn sold
> house to Lawrence and Albert
r.

Exhibitors Want Good Stories
ringfield, Mass. — Fox Co. buys
an on Hampden St. To rebuild
Back from a trans-continental tour
renovate and enlarge.
John Emerson declares that the public and the exhibitor want more good
ashington, Pa. — John Connors stories. He also believes that next
•s Strand, formerly managed by year will see longer runs which will
mean additional tans.
•y P. Clarke.

Five Fox features will be shown
to wounded men who will return to
this country on the hospital ship
"Mercy." The screen will be
stretched across the ceiling so that
the bed patients will not be compelled to move.

The American Amusement Co. of
Noblesville, recently purchased a
large lot at the corner of Clinton
and Ninth Sts., and will erect a
large motion picture theater on the
site. It will have a seating capacity
of about 2,500.
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Incorporations

Sunday Shows
And Censorship

Albany, N. Y.— S. L. K. Serial
Corp., New York City. To engage
in all branches of the motion pic(Special to WW'S DAILY.)
ture business. Capital $25,000. Directors :Harry Lewis, F. L. Dear,
Springfield, 111. — Decision was
reached yesterday by the House and S. S. Krellberg, 1476 Broadway, New York
City.
leaders to push the Buck state-wide
film censorship bill to early considAlbany, N. Y.— Valentine Theater
eration. As a result the Senate ju- Corp., New York City. To provide
diciary committee hearing will be for the production ot motion picheld it is said, next waek.
ture and theatrical attractions. CapiThe Havill bill, a counterpart of
tal, $35,ooo. Directors: Ira Knobel.
the Buck bill, is nOw before the li- Fannie Stein, and William Stein, 18
cense and miscellany committee. West 107th Street, New York City.
Both measures create a state motion
Albany, N. Y. — Superior Slide
picture
censor and deny "home rule" Service, New York City. To manuto Chicago.
facture motion picture slides, lanRepresentative Lyons, chairman
tern slides. Capital, $5,000. Diof the license and miscellany comrectors :Sam Pepain, Louis Goldmittee, said a hearing on the Havill
berg and Abraham Kurnick, 93o
bill will be held Sat., May 3, prob- Glenmore Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
ably in Chicago.
Albany — It's Up to You Co., New
York City motion pictures; $10,000.
A. E. Root, H. E. Edmonds, P. A.
Edmunds at Rialto
Zizelman, 38 Park Row.
Ralph Edmunds, well-known pubAlbany — Neptune Screen Developlicity man, started yesterday as pubment Co., New York motion piclicity director of the Rialto-Rivoli
tures, $50,000; W. S. Smart, E. W.
succeeding Terry Ramsaye.
Wassaman, A. W. Haab, 1987 Anthony Vve., Bronx.
Moss Takes Broadway
B. S. Moss took official possession
EXPORTERS
OF
FILMS
We are making certain classes of
of the Broadway yesterday.
Decothat will properly assist the exploirators are at work on the lobby pre
tation of American Stars appearing:
paring for the opening of "The Unpardonable Sin."
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in the Films you are sending: abroad.
We are making: certain claims of
this advertising matter especially for
export taking into consideration
duties and freights.
Low prices pre■

'

KBAUS
MFG.
CO.,
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C.

INSURANCE
SPECIALISTS
TO

THE

Theatrical
and
Motion
Picture
Industry
— and no words so adequately describe
our connection with the industries as
Insurance Specialists — For years our clients have been the biggest factors in the
business — We have made their problems
ours and they have learned from experience how an efficient organization like
ours can help them — ■
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COMPLETE
Supplies
for

CLASSIFIED
The clasified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt want. It is the market
place where buyer and selles — employer and employee or the small
advertiser can put his story before
practically every live exhibitor in the
country every day in the year, at
nominal cost. Rate, 50c. per line.
Cash with order.

FOR SALE
Pathc moving picture camera complete,
three sets of lenses, for sale. Also n x 4
still camera. Address, Camera c/o WID'.S.

HELP

and
MAZDA

CHARLES
AL. HENDRICKSON

and

THEATRE

Speer
Carbons
LAMPS

F. CAMPBELL
I^IV

**1cF<\r

International

WANTED

Orchestra Leader — A man who knows how
to put on a program of music that fits your
show. References as to ability. Address,
Leader,
this office.

Film

Service

Marion Davies Film Co.
Graphic Film Co.
Mayflower Photo Play Co.
Bray Studios
Tribune Productions
Humphrey
Post
PicturePictures
Corp.
De-Luxe Pictures
Renowned ArtPictures
Corp.
Catholic
Ass'n
Screencraft Pictures
Popular Pictures
Corp.
J.
E. Brulatour
Hiram
Abrams
Ben P. Schulberg

NY
n. I .

Charge d'Affairs

l"* VI . OlSlOl.,

TITLE

SEEMLCE

ARTISTIC ILLUSTRATING
= HAND LETTERINGS
PERFECT NEGATIVES

EENEST
STERN
145 >S/EST 45^a ST.
TRANSLATION

Our Clients Are

Marcus Loew Theatres
B. S. Moss Theatres
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
Paramount Pictures Corp.
Artcraft Pictures Corp.
Norma Talmadge Film Corp.
Fatty Arbuckle Co.
Selznick Pictures Corp.
Select Pictures Corp.
Paragon Films, Inc.
Erbograph
LaboratoryStudio &
B. Corp.
S. Moss Motion Picture

And Others
Re it your theatre, studio, star, director, office,
home or car — we can serve you efficiently and
economically — and our straight-from-the-shoulder, business-like methods will please you —
We are as close to you as your phone —

>EUBEN

WANTED

Pipi Organist for theatre in town, close to
\. u York. Must furnish references. Steady
position for the right man. — Address, D. A.
T., c/o Wid's.

POSITION

STUDIO

National

LINE OF

and Equipment

Among

DEPARTMENT

MOTION PICTURE TITLES
OUR SPECIALTY
Re edit and do complete work in
English
and
Foreign
languages
from
Titles
to the Screen.
EXHIBITORS BOOKING AGENCY
220
W.
42nd
St., New
York
Tel. Bryant
7595

80 Maiden

Phone

John

Lone

JNC; E RVICE
5425 - 5426- 5427-5428

7/fBKOCKiZED

?BBADSTREET

Authority

' FILMDOM
VIII.

Mo. 32

Sunday, May 4. 1919

Price

>5> cents

The Money
Corral
An A&TCfiAFT Picture
Written and Directed by Lambert Hillyer and William S. Hart
Photographed by Joe August
Supervised by Thomas H. Ince

{{

4
L\

FLOCK of punches," says Variety. "Plausible as well as pleasing,"
says the New York Post. "Good entertainment, Hart at his best,"
says the New York Times. "New and interesting angle in a Hart
picture," says the New York Telegraph.
"Suspense, love-interest, exciting
and admirably pictured," says the Moving Picture World.
Everyone will like this new William S. Hart Artcraft picture.
It's Hart at his best in the kind of part he loves to play.

I FAMOUS PLAYERS
-LASKY CORPORATION
Pres. JESSE I. LASKY Vice Pres. CECIL B.DE MULE Director General

1 ADOLPH ZUKOR
3

<-NEW

YORIO

J

News of the Week in
Headlines
Monday

VOL. VIT1. NO. 32.
Copyright
'ublfshed

Sunday May 4, 1919.

1919, Wid's

Daily at 71-73
WID'S FILMS

West
AND

Film and

Price 25c

Film Folks,

44th St.. New
FILM
FOLKS,

Inc.

York,
INC.

N.

Y.,

by

F, C. ("W'id") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Lynde Denig,
Iditnr; Joseph Dannenberg,
Vice-President
and Managing Editor;
\V. Alicoate, Secretary and Business Manager.
littered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, at the post office at
New York, X. Y., under the Act of March 3, 1879.
'erms

(Postage free) United
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Outside
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11 1.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, $20.00
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Features Reviewed
Dorothy

Dalton in
Paramount

Hary MacLaren in
Universal

THE

HOME

BREAKER
Page
5

THE UNPAINTED

jeorge Walsh in
Fox

WOMAN
Page
7

HELP! HELP! POLICE
Page
9

1arry T. Morey in
Vitagraph

BEATING

toarles Ray in
Paramount

GREASED

tfiirley Mason in
World

THE ODDS
Page 1 1
LIGHTNING
Page 15

THE UNWRITTEN

CODE
Page 17

;ecil B. DeMille presents, FOR BETTER, FOR WORSE
Artcraft
Page 19
nry B. Walthall in
National Film — Pioneer
zimova m
Nazimova

Prod. — Metro

THE BOOMERANG
Page 21
THE RED LANTERN
Page 23

ieraldine Farrar in ....
Goldwyn

First National contracts for six productions from
Constance Talmadge.
Petition
in bankrutcy filed against General Film
Co.
Hobart Henley to produce independently for release through Independent Sales Corp.
African Film Productions, Ltd. to produce all
of Sir H. Rider Haggard's works.
Illinois exhibitors meet in Chicago. To oppose
censorship and other bills.
Willard C. Patterson, Atlanta, elected president
of Southeastern Managers" Association.
Gerald Bacon Prod, to be released through Independent Sales Corp.
Wednesday
Charles Pathe arrives from France.
Famous Players announce they have secured
"Peg O'My Heart" in which Wanda Hawley
will appear.
Reginald Barker to produce independently upon
expiration of, his Goldwyn contract in June.
Lewis J. Selznick withdraws legal action against
Constance Talmadge. Sought to enjoin her
for violation of contract.
David P. Howells says large companies are dumping their product in France.
Thursday
Alma Rubens productions to be released through
Pathe.
Herman J. BroWn organizes circuit in Idaho.
Griffith repertoire season to open at George M.
Cohan theater May 12.
B. S. Moss to open million dollar house in Bronx.
Friday.

THE SIREN'S SONG
Page 27

Chester Conklin leaves Sennett for Fox.
Priscilla Dean reported very ill in Los Angeles.
Hodkinson to distribute ."Benjamin B. Hampton
Prod." the works of Stuart Edward White,
Winston Churchill and Emerson Hough.
Saturday

THE STRONGER VOW
Page 28

William
abroad. A. Brady sails for two months' stay

4itchell Lewis and Florence Turner in. .FOOLS' GOLD
Arrow Film
Page 25
leda Bara in
Fox

Henry Lehrmann to release twelve two-reelers a
year through First National.
Exchange men from all over the country report
business conditions as excellent.
National Association planning to prevent censorship by working closer to the National Board
of Review and to censor productions. Will
refuse exhibitors' productions if they show film
which Nat. Asso. condemn.
Robertson-Cole acquire three Beatriz Mitchelena
productions.
Tuesday

(first from the Exhibitors on
NAZI MO VA in.
The RED

LANTERN
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Only the Stuff That's Read — Does Any Good
- been quite some little discussion lately
ut trade paper advertising — especially since
st National declared
their intention to cut
I all the

publications

except

those

devoted

jlusively to the films.

graph that is read is much better than a column
that is passed up because it has the earmarks of
publicity hokum.
It's the stuff that's read that counts !

Ve love these discussions because it helps to
ister with the mahogany desk executives in
[V York the fact that real exhibitors — the

We don't have to yell about the fact that Wid's
Daily is read — Everyone knows that !

:s who

ually pay for all wastage must do is keep hammering to the men who handle the New York
bank rolls about the foolishness of spending

m.

count — do

think

about

advertising

Sways we have contended that too much
ney has been spent on trade paper advertising
I too little on truly intelligent local newspaper
doitation and real personal service to the
libitor.

What you fellows who run theatres and event-

money on what is not read!
Help the big executives to realize that they can
get what they want if they go after it.
Duplicated advertising is wasteful !

we believe emphatically that an advertiser
iuld buy enough space where it will be read
I tell his story, and should understand psychoy well enough to know that "publicity" given
a bait in getting advertising doesn't do him
• good.
tid'sDaily has opened their eyes in the film
stry. We have succeeded wonderfully on the
icy of selling advertising space on merit withprinting any publicity hokum.

The printing of bunk publicity that is never
read is wasteful !
Let's get more efficiency in the industry!
Advise them to spend their excess money in
helping you in a practical way with exploitation
expenditure and personal service in your own
community!
Keep working on it boys !
Do your share !
Write some letters !

by one who has news can get it in Wid's
:ther he advertises or not but we don't print
Its the press agent writes it— as a matter of
jwe have an efficient news gathering staff that
impts to gather and boil the news as it happens
hout waiting for the publicity departments
as a result we generally print the news before
regular old style publicity carbon copies are
t out.
tost of the companies have come to approve
ledly of the new era realizing that a para-

You've accomplished open market and better
films for longer runs — Your letters to executives
killed the old program!
You can get anything that is right by going
after it!
Go to it!

£vXu?| (jsy^y.
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Get Right With Your Job!
That funny little old ill wind that there's been
so much talk about — well, by heck, the old
beggar does step in ever so often and slip something to somebody.

I am sure that no exhibitor anywhere is goi:
to kick if the rental asked for a film is very hi
providing he is asked to take it or leave it on t
merits of that film alone.

Like a little booze now and then? — Yes? —
It has been whispered to me along the circuit that
some of you care for the stuff that is supposed to
cheer a bit — And now they're done goin' to take
it all away from us this summer — Tough? —
Yes — But look for little ol' ill wind — What's
it goin' to do to your box office?
Boys — this Prohibition stuff is going to bring
lots of loose money to pictures and it's a good
time right now to commence thinking about it.

We may have some exciting times with certt
wild fellows paying tremendous and seemind;
impossible rentals but that's all going to wq
out.

Already this year has proved to be the most
prosperous the film industry has ever seen. Exchanges are rolling in phenomenal receipts and
the real showmen are cleaning up.
Xow — I? ask you — there's it— Are you a real
showman
This season is going to bring us many things
we have been pleading for lo, these many years
— and these good things are coming just when
you who are real fellows can cash in on them to
the fullest. Are you prepared? — If not — why
not?
The dreams of years are about to be realized —
open market, longer runs, better pictures well
directed rather than star specials — an' everything— Can you step up and cash in — If you
can't — better sell out and let a better man go to
it— because if you don't sell the better man will
probably come along and go to it anyway and
then you won't have anything to sell.
There has been a really surprising amount of
comment about my recent estimate of the 100 per
cent, exhibitor as 40 per cent, for ability to pick
pictures, 40 per cent, for ability to advertise and
exploit and 20 per cent, for presentation. Many
real showman have written in to agree although
several insisted that house management called for
about half of the 20 per cent, for presentation.
Well, I meant general house management to be
included in with presentation, my point being that
in the future house management and presentation
such as won Rothapfel his reputation would be
decidedly of minor consideration as against judgment in booking and exploitation.
The manner in which all the real producers are
approaching the making of specials indicates conclusively that they have finally been awakened
to the fact that they can get big rentals and long
runs on real films and still keep the good will of
the exhibitors.

The fellow who pays too much too often w
just go broke — the same as he does in a\
business.
The intelligent showman who knows his bu
ness will know when to buy at a big figure a
when to lay oft.
But — and
that's my
point — in the comi:
year — buying
films for exhibition
is going
come into the commanding position of suprer
importance.
Then I want to call your attention to the w«
established and proven fact that thousands of
hibitors and exchangemen have been startled ;
observe in the past two years — that when
exhibitor did pay a big rental he invariably mat
more net profit — Because he got busy and p
the picture over — There you have it — the ii
portance of exploitation.
In other words, with all the big produce
companies swinging to an absolutely open marM
with each film sold individually, there will I
higher rentals, better exploitation, more net il
the exhibitor and because of the increased revenl
to the producer, better films. Because he mtfl
make better' films in order to sell them to advaj
tage when they are booked individually on mer
Truly, boys, it's going to be a great year. T
war's over, the country's prosperous, the prol
bition thing is going to throw new millions
the box offices, and if you are really a shopman— your fortune awaits.
Ask yourself some real questions. Check up
bit and find out just how good you are — and I
honest about it, and, s'ay — if you're not confide!
of being able to hold your own I want to advr
you to go hire some 100 per cent, helu or sell y<r
old show shop.
It's going to be a great year for the regulars
Are you 100 per cent, regular? — Now, don't It
yourself — Get right with your job !

(aXu?J
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JESSE D. HAMPTON

Present*

UPERIOP^

IPICTU

RES

UPEfUOfC
PICTURES

H.B.WARNER in the
first of his masterful
Jesse D. Hampton productions "The Man Who
Turned White."
A picture so gripping and
compelling in its story and
acting that it is certain to
be acknowledged one of
the year's best contributions to the silent art.
An

extraordinary photoplay that has been staged
at enormous expense with
a notable cast and unusual
in photographyIt is a picture that brings
Mr. Warner back to the
screen in the most virile
and powerful part he has
ever played.
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Star and Edwin Stevens Score in Bright Comedy Skillfully Handled
Dorothy Dalton in
"THE HOMEBREAKER"
Paramount
IRECTOR
Victor L. Schertzinger
UTHOR
John Lynch
CENARIO BY
R. Cecil Smith
AMERAMAN
John
Stumar
S A WHOLE
Comedy romance of business
and social life contains some unusual
features.
TORY
Offers a chance
for a number of
effective situations
which
are sure to get
laughs.
IRECTION
Brings out humor of the scenes
to the full and still keeps acting in a natural
vein.
HOTOGRAPHY
First rate
IGHTINGS
Nothing to cause special com=
ment.
AMERA WORK
Mostly straight stuff
TAR
Decidedly
attractive
when
she is
called upon for a display of vivacity; alto=
gether adds much to the interest of the pro=>
duction.
UPPORT
Edwin Stevens stands out in his
comedy impersonation of an elderly, conser=
vative business man who assumes the flip
pancy of youth; Douglas MacLean and others
are efficient.
iXTERIORS
Water
scenes
and those on
the grounds of a country estate help to give
the picture atmosphere.
NTERIORS
Conventionally correct
IETAIL
Titles are made an important con=
tributing factor to the humor.
HARACTER OF STORY
Clean comedy
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
VERY

now and again they bring in an unusual situation in the development of this comedy, which is
rried across with telling effect by Dorothy Dalton
nd Edwin Stevens, in particular, and other players
o a lesser degree. The idea behind the plot is not
larticularly novel, but that makes no difference as
long as the treatment has the requisite originality
Ivhich in this instance it assuredly has.
! One scene that folks are likely to enjoy, although
t has only an incidental bearing on the story, comes
a the opening reel after Dorothy Dalton has been
ntroduced
as a traveling
saleswoman,
who is per-

fectly well able to look out for herself. She is seated
in a coach of a western train when "a masher," having
been rebuffed la bis advances, shares the seat In front
with a little country girl. Passing through a dark
tunnel the man attempts to kiss the girl, whereupon
Dorothy
smashes him on the head with her traveling
bag.
At the next station, the masher and his woman
companion, seated in another part of the car, are dropped off the train and we do not see them again until
after a lapse of weeks, when Dorothy has returned to
New York and the pair, in a different get-up, are
posing as Russian aristocrats and doing about as they
please with the son and daughter of the traveling
saleswoman's employer.
It is established that Dorothy takes more than a
friendly interest in Douglas MacLean, the junior partner of the concern, who is the despair of his father
because he pays no attention to business, especially
now that he is under the domination of the pseudo
count. Edwin Stevens, the conservative father of the
pleasure loving Douglas, is at a loss to know what to
do, until Dorothy suggests that he give his children
a dose of their own medicine by seeming to return
to his second childhood.
Some of the best comedy scenes in the picture have
to do with Dorothy's education of Stevens in the art
of being youthful. They foxtrot together and indulge
in various other frivolities, much to the chagrin of
the younger members of the household and the two
crooks, who fear that Dorothy is going to marry Stevens, thereby getting the fortune which they plan to
secure for themselves.
With this as a basis, the story is worked up to a
climax in which the thieves rob the house safe and
figure to get away on their host's yacht while the
other guests "are dancing; but here again things go
wrong. Stevens and Dorothy happen to board the
yacht that they may rest from their exertions and
drift out into the bay, neither one of them knowing
how to operate the machinery. Dorothy does find the
stolen money however, and manages to get ashore
for aid while Stevens steers the craft in a circle until
another boat comes to his rescue. All of these scenes
are made decidedly amusing, prior to a pleasing conclusion when the game is won and Dorothy starts
on a real elopment with Douglas, who ..has been
brought to his senses. Frank Leigh and Beverly Travis give satisfactory performances as tne two crooks.

"an't Fail To Please a Crowd that Likes Wholesome American Humor
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Here is a typically American comedy with a background of business and an atmosphere likely to appeal
to folks that like straight wholesome humor, which
does not depend upon the old tricks to get laughs.
For high class theaters, particularly, this is quite the
;hing and it should help to increase the popularity
)f Dorothy Dalton, who has a distinctly likeable character in the person of the resourceful young saleswoman.
Probably it would be well to handle "The Homejreaker" as a comedy of business life, making a point
)f the fact that the star is seen as a saleswoman who
Hatches her brains against men and altogether gets the
jest of the argument. Characters of this description
lave been found popular on the stage in plays such as
'Maggie Pepper"
and there is no reason why they

should not be received with equal favor on the screen
when they are acted with the sincerity manifested by
Miss Dalton.
Let your patrons know that the star has a role unlike anything in which she has appeared recently, but
call their attention to some of her other pictures, such
as "Extravagance," "Hard Boiled," "Quicksand,"
"Green Eyes" and "Tyrant Fear." Edwin Stevens
offers such a telling comedy characterization in this
that I would give him second prominence to the star.
Catchlines : "Did you ever guess that a sure enough
home breaker might be the real means of keeping a
family together? See Dorothy Dalton in her most
amusing comedy, "The Homebreaker." or "When it
comes to a game of wits, who usually gets the better
of it, a man or a woman? If you are doubtful, see
Dorothy Dalton as 'The Homebreaker.' "

Watch for EVELYN

GREELEY

in "Phil-for-Short" < ** apfel p^^
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jniversal's Appealing Star Gets S tory Suited to Her Personality
Mary MacLaren in
UNPAINTED WOMAN"
Universal
ISCTOR
Tod Browning
HOR
Sinclair Lewis
NARIO
BY
Waldemar
Young
ItERAMAN
R. Ziegler
i\ WHOLE
. .First class production with
some natural comedy and moments of pathos
sincerely expressed by the star.
Y
Advances smoothly in tracing career
of a poor girl who becomes the wife of a
man considered her superior socially.
ECTION
Keeps
scenes
from
dragging
and supplies incidental bits of business that
help to make the storv ring true.
ftTOGRAPH Y
Most of it very good
rITIMiS
First rate
IERA WORK
Conventional
R
Gets considerable pathos out of the
character of the neglected wife.
[PORT
Thurston
Hall as a tramp who
Butler as the husband,
and David
reforms
t
supply first rate performances.
and village scenes al=
Farm
ERIORS
ways look right.
No need for anything elaborate
JRIORS
TAIL
Seemingly
trivial
incidents
are
made to contribute to the lireiikeness of the
production.
^RACTER OF STORY
Contains nothing
objectionable.
IGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,427 feet
a character such as that of the hired girl who is
nibbed by the relatives of her socially superior
iiniid in "The TJnpainted Woman." Mary MacLaren
videdly successful in expressing moments of pathos
in .Housing sympathy for the woman who feels
ily the indignities that are heaped upon her. Withoverreaching for effects. Miss MacLaren never
bb an opportunity to exert a human appeal; her
•d expressions are admirably judged and there is a
of sincerity conveyed through her acting.
should not be supposed, however, that all of this
reel production is done in a sombre key for there
scenes of really natural comedy, alternating with
IB of a more serious nature. Also there is quite
,t of true characterization in the depiction of viltypes in the town where Mary lives as the wife
"THE

of David
Butler, who
never reconciles
his snobbish
relatives to his marriage.
Cut off from the family bank account and obliged
lo earn his own living, David gets a menial job as a
mill worker. With his resourceful and faithful wife
making the best of things as they coine, they manage
to get along reasonably well, despite the attitude of
their neighbors. .Mary centers her love in her husband
and child, always trying to compensate for the trouble
she has caused.
One of the dramatic passages in the picture is
leached on the night of the fifth anniversary of their
wedding, when Mary lias made special preparations for
the return of her husband from his day's work. Miss
MacLaren expresses feelingly the pathetic loneliness
of the woman as she sits beside the carefully decorated diningroom table waiting for David to join her.
Finally she abandons hope of the little family party,
puts the child to bed and returns to keep her sad vigil.
Alternating with these scenes are others showing
how the husband is spending the night of his fifth
wedding anniversary. With a crowd of the town
loafers, he is getting drunk. Having spent all his
money he brings one of his intoxicated companions
back to the house. Mary serves them uncomplainingly but the evening ends in disaster for David suffers injuries in an accident from which he never recovers.
What may be considered the second phase of the
story, follows the career of the young widow after she
has established herself on a little farm for which she is
gradually paying. At this point Thurston Hall enters,
in the role of a confirmed tramp. One day he stops
at Mary's farm for food and is so influenced by the
kindly nature of the woman that he remains to help*
'*er with the work.
Months pass and the converted tramp remains true
to his faith, giving up booze and asking no reward
for his labor. In order to bring about a climax at the
close, they introduce a fight between Hall and Villard
Louis, one of the most objectionable of the town's
characters, who sets fire to the barn when it is
stocked with the summer wheat crop and then tries
to place the blame on Hall. The fire scenes, bringing
in the rescue of Mary and the child, who are trapped
in the flames, are handled in a spirited way and work
up to quite a degree of excitement.
The cast includes La Ra Lavarnie. Fritzie Ridgway,
Carl Stockdale and Lydia Yeamans Titus.

Contains the Elements Likely to Make It a Popular Picture
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.

'in the viewpoint of an exhibitor who prefers to
his show on a footage that keeps the feature
to the minimum length, this Universal producreleased in six reels, may
seem
unnecessarily
There is no question but that it could be shorwithout
sacrificing anything
essential to the
y. but even at that it should be noted in favor of
(direction that the scenes are not allowed to drag
that there is no obvious padding.
s a popular picture, "The Unpainted Woman" should
try well, for it offers a well balanced mixture of
na. natural characterization and enough comedy to
an occasional
laugh.
You may
rely upon your
s taking an interest in the story and they are
ain to be moved by the portrayal of Mary MacBn, who seldom has had a part more in accord with
strongest talents.

Probably the title is a good one to attract attention,
although it hardly indicates the nature of the production. Anything to do with a painted or an unpainted
woman suggests a narrative of sporty life, which this
most decidedly is not. In order to counteract a false
impression, try to make it clear in advance announcements that this story concerns simple folk living in a.
village and farm atmosphere.
After you have given the star all the publicity possible, both in reading matter and pictorial display, I
would devote some space to a mention of other members of the cast, a number of whom will be recognized
by your fans, particularly if you are in the habit of
giving them Universal pictures. Thurston Hall and
David Butler both figure prominently enough in the
action to warrant some attention.

COMING!
A Smashing Dramatic
Success That Will Make Film History
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ints of Star and Fast Action Are
LatestBiggest Factors in George Walsh's
George Walsh in
"HELP! HELP! POLICE."
Fox
ECTOR
Edward
Dillon
NARIO BY
Raymond L. Schrock
[ERAMAN
Not credited
I WHOLE
Mixture of farce and meller
such as the Fox people are in the habit of
giving George Walsh.
RY
Frequently
runs wild, but offers
enough continuity to string the situations to«
gether.
ECTION
Goes after fast action and suc=
ceeds in keeping the scenes animated.
TOGRAPHY
Sometimes
lacks clearness
1TINGS
Ordinary
,ERA WORK
Good in registering action
taken from difficult angles.
R
Acts with his customary vigor and is
a big factor in putting the picture over.
*ORT
Generally competent in roles that
don't call for much characterization.
ERIORS
Many
of them
supposed
to
be in the vicinity of a Palm Beach Hotel.
RIORS
Answer the purpose
AIL
Titles are written in the kidding
vein characteristic of the Fox title writer.
RACTER OF STORY
Clean comedy of
the elementary sort.
3TH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
BE wild farce-mellers starring George Walsh
Ive some of the qualities of a three-ring circus.
Bch happens so rapidly that it is difficult to keep
with developments, and nobody is going to bother
about the continuity of the story devised to
I the situations together. After the director has
led with one exciting sequence, he brings on anbefore an audience has had a chance to consider
has gone before, or question its likelihood.
Ibably much of George "Walsh's appeal as an
iatic star depends upon his always doing simple
s in the most difficult way. If he wants to reach
Hilda he invariably leaps over the railing instead
liking up the stairs: likewise, he never enters an

HARRY

automobile in the customary way. and climbing up the
side of a house thai he may gain access to a room
through a window, seems to be an almost hourly occurrence for this energetic actor.
Walsh's habit of doing tilings in an unexpected manner keeps an audience entertained, and no one is going
to take stories of the stamp in which he is appearing with undue seriousness. If they did, it would be an
easy matter to pick out a number of inconsistencies in
"Help! Help! Police." For instance, they start a seemingly dangerous lire in a hotel room occupied by the
heroine, in order to give "Walsh a chance to scale the
side of the building and carry her to safety.
The hero never thinks of turning in an alarm and
apparently no one else in the hotel is aware of the
existence of the blaze, which, for all that the picture
indicates, burns itself out harmlessly after Evelyn
Brent has been taken unconscious from the room.
There are many loose ends in the construction of a
story, such as this, but they won't matter as long as
the whole affair is received in the kidding mood, emphasized by the sub-titles.
To go into the details of the plot would be superfluous, for it is just another one of the concoctions
calculated to keep the star on the jump as he tries to
clear himself of various false accusations. Among other
things he is suspected of being a thief, because he is
found in the hotel room of his sweetheart immediately
after her jewels have disappeared. As a matter of
fact. Walsh was merely trailing the actual burglar, but
he cannot convince the detectives of this.
Following a trial in which theft is only one of the
charges against him. he is released on bail, pending an
appearance before the grand jury. This gives him an
opportunity to add to the list of crimes attributed to
him while he is attempting to run down the true culprits. Towards the close of the picture, he rounds up
the band of thieves in the hut they are using as their
headquarters and. single-handed, puts up a strong fight.
For a climax they allow Walsh to trap the entire outfit
in a moving van, which he drives to the court house,
appearing just at the moment set for his trial.
In the cast are Eric Mayne, Henry Hallam, Marie
Burke. Alice Mann, Alan Edwards and Joseph Burke.

BEAUMONT
M. P. D. A.

Producing for Goldwyn
Just Finished
One

of the

Finest
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About What Folks Expect If They Know What Walsh Has Dor.
In the Past
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
George Walsh
"HELP!

HELP!
Fox

in

POLICE."

Possibly George Walsh's pictures are a bit rough
for a really critical crowd in a conservative community,
■because they do not make even a pretense at being
•artistic; but there certainly are many neighborhoods in
•which rapid-tire entertainment of this character goes
over strong. There is plenty to laugh at in a film
such as "Help! Help! Police" and it is clean comedy
that will not harm anyone.
The title selected for this production is particularly
suitable, and properly displayed in front of your theater, it can hardly fail to attract attention. Play it
up in as big type as possible, using exclamation marks

and placing it in a position where it will catch tl
of the passer-by.
You can use a line something like "'Help!
Police,' George Walsh is coming to the blank t'
on such and such a date." Another one, " 'Help
Police.' Nobody can stop George Walsh in his
wind comedy coming to the blank theater." Or:
George Walsh in 'Help! Help! Police,' the most
ling of the Fox star's thrilling comedies."
In case you have not been in the habit of ru
Walsh films and think that the star needs an inti
tion to your audience, it might be worth while
folks if they have seen the screen's most daring;
batic actor: then go on to invite them to your t!
for the showing of this production. If you get a c
to land any biographical sketches in newspapers,
a point of the star's reputation as an athlete ai
as a comedian.

McCLURE PRODUCTIONS, Inc.
Announces

■

The "Silver

Chevron" Series

A series of two-reel pictures showing the romance of
Americ.ri industry during and after the war. A series crowded
with love and mystery, yet with a background of patriotic facts
that will grip and enthuse the motion picture public. Authorized
by the War
Department.
The plan of distribution will be
announced later.
For further information, address:

McCLUKE
PRODUCTIONS
Berkeley Building
New York
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rell Balanced Production in Which Story Interest is Always Maintained
Harry T. Morey in
"BEATING THE ODDS"
Vitagraph
SECTOR
Paul Scardon
THOR
Irving R. Allen
ENARIO BY
Edward
Montayne
MERAMAN
Robert Stewart
A WHOLE
Well balanced drama of crook
and business life forcefully presented
ORY
Adaptation of novel by Irving R.
Allen, entitled "The Money Maker."
OTOGRAPHY
High class all the way
pHTINGS
Make
sets and players
appear
natural.
MERA
WORK
Good
^R
Gives a sincere, impressive
perfor=
mance as a crook who reforms and becomes
a successful business man.
JPPORT
Betty
Blythe
and Jean
Paige
supply well contrasted
characterizations
in
roles of cabaret dancer and the daughter of
a steel magnate; others in cast appear suitable.
TERIORS
Not often needed
TERIORS
Have
variety
and
supply
a
correct background for the action.
TAIL
The picture was closely edited to
eliminate
everything
not essential
to the
story; many
of the sub-titles are notably
good.
ARACTER
OF STORY
Judicious treatment prevents any of the situations from giv=
ing offense.
NGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,317 feet
ARRY

T. MOREY is peculiarly well fitted to interpret a modern American business man. He has
requisite presence and registers the force comnly attributed to an executive in a high position.
''Boating the Odds," as in previous productions callfor a portrayal of the kind, Mr. Morey is conspiculy successful in suggesting the man of affairs which
is supposed to become during the later sequences
he story.
fie star certainly helps this picture materially, but
n apart from his performance, it is a production of
uine merit with a good plot as a foundation, profitby intelligent treatment to which all of the actors
tribute a fair share. The director was particularly
Mate in the selection of his cast, notably in the

Instance of the two women, Betty Blythe and Jean
Paige, one as an outcast, the other as an idealistic
girl, who has an important influence of Morey's career.
The story covers a considerable period in tracing
the upward rise of a man who is first met as a graft
collector in New York. There is really more than
enough plot material for five reels but this, of course,
is in no way a detriment to the picture, for it is much
bettor to have too much than too little story substance,
if the treatment is such that the progress of the characters seems plausible.
For an argument, the author assumes that every
man. no matter how far he may have fallen, has a
chance to rise. Also the story points out the importance of a woman's influence, either for good or bad.
When Morey is taken to the district attorney's office
for collecting money from an illegal resort, he appears
to have sunk about as low morally as a man very well
can, and considering the kind of a life he has chosen,
he selects a suitable companion in the mercenery cabaret girl, interpreted by Miss Blythe.
Without going into unpleasant details, the relationship of the pair is made sufficiently clear, also the hard
nature of the woman whose interest in her partner is
mainly due to the money he gives her. Through political influence, the graft collector is permitted to escape
jail and with Betty, he sets out for another city.
We see how. by using his wits, Morey, first as a
patent medicine salesman, then as a real estate dealer
and a little later as the manager of a business, pushes
his way to the top, feeling, however, the moral and
social drag of the woman with whom he is associated.
His meeting with Jean Paige opens his eyes yet more
clearly to the uplifting inspiration of a genuine woman.
True to her character, Betty gets mixed up in an
affair with a philandering millionaire, which gives
Morey an opportunity to break off their relationship.
Probably the most dramatic scenes in the picture concern the cabaret girl's marriage to a steel magnate,
who. of course, is unaware of her past, and the meeting
of Morey and Betty at the home where Jean is living.
Determined that the woman he loves shall not remain
even temporarily under the same roof as Betty, Morey
and Jean are married at once.
Later on, the lurid career of "the woman with a
past," is revealed to the man who believes her to be
his wife when in reality she already has one husband in jail. Of course she is discarded, and after
various misunderstandings which cause a break between Morey and his wife, the way is cleared for an
amicable conclusion. In the cast are George Majeroni.
Robert Gaillard, Eulalie Jensen and others.

be Kind of a Film that Men Will Like.

Certainly Worth Playing

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
ritagraph exhibitors, who are running the product of
concern regularly, should welcome a virile produc1 of this stamp, strongly in contrast with many
|the light pictures in which pretty ingenues figure,
bating the Odds" is a story for men as well as
pen and should prove a profitable attraction in alJt any type of house. The illicit relationship of
p of the characters during a part of the story, is
idled in a way that is not likely to give offense, so
ould not worry about the picture on that score.
Sorey strikes me as being a safe bet as a program
ture star, even if he isn't exactly the matinee idol
1. He possesses the strength of personality and
naturalness which many actors lack, and which
uld have a special appeal for men in your audience

who enjoy seeing characters on the screen such as they
meet in everyday life.
I certainly would play up this star in a conspicuous
way, calling attention to a number of his previous
Vitagraph pictures including, "Fighting Destiny,"
"Hoarded Assets," "The King of Diamonds," "The
Green God" and "All Man." You may assure your
folks that in "Beating the Odds" he has a picture up
to the standard he has maintained in the past.
Catchlines : "What do you believe to be the strongest influence in bringing about the moral regeneration
of a man who has gone wrong. Harry Morey finds
that his greatest asset is the love of a good woman."
Or, "See Harry Morey in 'Beating the Odds.' a powerful story of strong men and big business."

Harry A. Sherman
announces
an arrangement with the

First National Exhibitors
Circuit
By which that prominent distributing
organization will hereafter circulate
the famous Lehrman Comedies. We
are confident that exhibitors will be
as gratified by the significant affiliation
as are both principals.

Lehrman Comedies
Studio:

r i ;. - _ : ::...: .1 :.:hi

, i.

Culver City, Calif.

.n.i.'i.i.'i i.m.:, I'.NillMllllllltliiHnlliliiaillHIIMII-.iiii ' in ,i.::^il.i.' ij l:

\ PLEDGE
Grateful to the exhibitors of
the world for their splendid
support and inspiring encouragement inmy past
efforts, 1 hereby pledge all
my energy, will and power
to the creation of such a
high standard of film comedies as will create their future
interest in my activities. I
would like to have it believed that the consummation of these artistic results
means far more to me than
mere monetary returns.

HENRY
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Scenario by S. M. Weller

Directed by JULIUS STEGER
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Ray at His Best in Story Filled With Humor
Charles Ray in

LIGHTNING**
"GREASED
Paramount
Storm
Jerome
DIRECTOR
Julian Josephson
AUTHOR
Lyons
Chester
CAMERAMAN
Humorous picture of small village
AS A WHOLE
life, made human and appealing by star and
those in his support.
Has plenty of incident and is developed
STORY
in a way that holds the attention.
at all
correct atmosphere
Secures
! DIRECTION
points in an effectimes;tive puts
manner. over comedy
• .Always clear
PHOTOGRAPHY
No call for anything out of the
S
LIGHTINGordinary.
Good, especially in getting
CAMERA WORK
auto race scenes and those of a cross coun=
try chase.
Appears in a country boy character wnicn
STAR
he interprets in his usual inimitable way.
by
drawn
types accurately
..Village
SUPPORT
Hawley
and others; Wanda
Robert McKim
is attractive as the heroine.
Country town scenes are the real
EXTERIORS
thing.
,
conventional sets are needed
Only
RS
INTERIO
Small incidents are made an imports
DETAIL
ant contributing factor to the story.
comedy
Wholesome
STORY
OF
ER
CHARACT
with much true characterization.
feet
4,555
OF PRODUCTION
LENGTH
and
comedy
of
fund
a
such
gets
actor
an
WHEN
human appeal out of country boy characters, as
devote
to
him
does Charles Ray, it seems a pity for
his efforts to anything else. Admirers of this young
in ' Greased
star certainly will welcome his appearance which
is huLightning," a typical Charles Rayon story
types
village
of
depicti
its
morous and true in
d
appeare
he
which
in
picture,
last
Compared to Ray's
this
about
in a western role, there can be no question
value.
inment
enterta
having a greatly superior
m
Instead of tiring of seeing the Paramount star
characterizations that are more or less similar, picture
inng
with increasi
fans are likely to receive the actor
tor
terest, the better they become acquainted with him,wear
he has the genial qualities of personality which

Frank

and Lively Action

well and find their fullest expression in roles such as
that of Andy Fletcher, the village blacksmith who
possesses some genius as an inventor.
The fun in "Greased Lightning" stalls right at the
when Ray demonstrates his latest invenbeginning,
tion, an automatic potato peeler, before a committee
"of village skeptics," including the banker who happens to be the father of Wanda Hawley, the girl with
work out
whom Bay is in love. The invention doesn't
quite as expected, but this in no way discourages the
ambitious blacksmith, who is determined to win a
in the world and gratify Wandas
place for tohimself
ambition
have an automobile.
The banker regards an automobile as an unnecessary
extravagance, and when Ray is on the point of drawing
that he may purhis savings from the bank in order
chase a car, he is warned that he will have to cease
anything so fooldoes
he
if
his attentions to Wanda
ish. Then comes an opportunity to trade his disap_
pointing potato pealing invention for the dilapidated
remains of an old automobile, which Ray manages to
tix up so that it moves, at least with spasmodic "irregu,
larity.
out of scenes showThey get a good deal of comedy
sorts
all
from
ed
construct
car,
this
with
ing experiences
ends. The boy's disappoint-is
of mechanical odds and the
who
chap,
city
wealthy
ment is complete when
visiting the village and sporting a real car, meets his
broken-down contraption on a country road and rides
off with Ray's passengers, Wanda and her father.
Then comes a big country fair celebration in honor
of the oldest resident of the village, the mam feature
of the day being an auto race. Ray Axes up a machine
made one of the importand enters the race, which isThe
city chap selects this
ant factors in the picture.
day, the village being deserted, to rob the bank and
with the entire contents
is 'in a fair way to get away on
the race track, isad^
of the vault when Ray, still
starts in pursuit ol
and
g
vised of what is^ happenin

to keep
^he'sT final sequences are expertly handled director
the excitement up to a high pitch, and the
natural bits of charloses no opportunity to introduce
acterization. The atmosphere of a country village,
ion beto throughout the product
faithfully adhered in
making the picture the Pleasant
comes abig factor
Willis
includes
cast
entertainment that it is. The
and Otto
Marks, Bert Woodruff, John P. Lockney
Hoffman.

Lloyd
DIRECTOR
JVI. P. D. A.
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Let Folks Know that This Is a Typical Charles Ray Production
The Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Charles Ray in
"GREASED LIGHTING"
Paramount
You can't go wrong in showing "Greased Lightning,"
if you have a place in your theater for a wholesome
comedy, true to American life as it is found in country villages still uninfluenced by city sophistication.
Folks who have lived in the country will find many
scenes in this picture which will recall something that
they have either witnessed or experienced, and even
city people, who know nothing of the life presented,
cannot fail to respond to the good-natured humor.
It is pretty generally conceded that Charles Ray is
going stronger all the time, and as long as he sticks
to his country boy characterizations, he does not need
to fear a rival in his particular sphere. Providing you
ran "The Sheriff's Son," in which Ray stepped out
of his usual role, it would be well to make it clear to

AMERICAN

MARGARITA
"Charge

FILM CO., Inc. Presents
. . in . .

FISHER.

It To

By L. V. JEFFERSON
Here's aaccount
pictureorthat
lady, to
whether
charge
not, every
will want
see. Ifsheshehashasa
one she will doubly enjoy it. If she hasn't one it will
please her just the same. Men \yll chuckle over the
funny incidents as much as the ladies.
You can
Produced by
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, Ina.
Samuel S. Hutchinson, Pres.

your folks that in "Greased Lightning" he comes back
as the village boy they have learned to love.
You might make quite a bit out of the automobile
stuff in "Greased Lightning," showing the pictures of
the strange contraption which Ray devises in order to
please his girl. The car. in itself, is good for a laugh,
and it figures conspicuously in the action. Some of
the paper prepared by Paramount emphasizes the country fair auto race, which also is made one of the most
entertaining parts of the production.
For catchlines try: "If you want to know how tb
gasoline age affects the life of a small village, s
Charles Ray in the liveliest of his country boy comedies,
'Greased Lightning'." Another one: "The buggy riding
days had passed, so Charles Ray simply had to have a
flivver to keep somebody else from stealing his girl.
Come to the Blank Theater and laugh at the experiences of the greatest interpreter of country boy characters in his latest comedy, 'Greased Lightning'."

Me"

Directed by ROY W. NEILL
spread yourself on the advertising, book it for a
week and feel confident of its satisfying your patrons. "Charge It To Me" has action — pep — speed.
It is another Margarita Fisher success.
Distributed by
PATHE

"The Pacific Coast is the Logical Place to Make Release Prints"

The Sanborn Laboratories, Inc.
is the logical place on the Coast to do your release print work. We control
exclusive rights on the Handscheigh Color Process. Super excellency is the
reason for our making release prints for Douglas Fairbanks, Authors Photoplay
Co. (Anna Luther Releases), Smiling Bill" Parsons Comedies and the sample
print work of at least ninety per cent, of the big productions made on the
West Coast.

SANBORN

LABORATORIES

Culver City, Los Angeles, Cal.
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Story of Japan is Too Artificial to Carry Conviction.
Monotonous
Shirley Mason in
UNWRITTEN CODE"
World
DIRECTOR
Bernard
Durning
AUTHOR
Bernard
Durning
SCENARIO
BY
Bernard Durning
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Japanese
romance
of the
"Madame
Butterfly" order moves slowly and
seems
artificial.
"THE

STORY
Concerns love of young American
and Japanese girl, whom he finally deserts.
DIRECTION
Allowed many of the scenes to
drag and permitted some of the characters to
appear wooden.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally fair
LIGHTINGS
Night scenes frequently used,
but there is nothing remarkable
about the
lighting effects.
CAMERA WORK
Studio sets shot from the
same angle too often, making the background
seem monotonous.
STAR
Shirley Mason
doesn't look like a
Japanese girl, but she deserves credit for a
painstaking performance.
SUPPORT
Matt Moore satisfactory as the
young American;
Ormi
Hawley and others
fulfill needs of roles.
EXTERIORS
Nothing that really suggests
Japan, although some of the garden designs
are attractive in an artificial way.
INTERIORS
Rather
too obviously
studio
construction.
DETAIL
Efforts made to follow Japanese
customs don't count much.
HARACTER OF STORY
Based on the unhappiness likely to come of a marriage be=
tween people of different races.
.ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,024 feet
[RELEASED under the trademark of World, this pro!•» duction, unless I miss my guess, has been on the
helves for many months awaiting a suitable market.
*robably you exhibitors who have been in the game
or a number of years recall the time when Shirley
dason, along with her sister Viola Dana, was one of
toe Edison players. A little delving into records might
eveal the fact that this Japanese romance was one
f the last productions in which Miss Mason appeared
j.t the Edison studios. Certainly the list of names in
he cast would indicate as much.

Scenes are

But forgetting the source of the film and merely
considering its quality, as judged by the standard of
current feature releases, it must be admitted that "The
Unwritten Code" is lacking in a number of rather
important essentials, although it evidently was produced with considerable effort in regard to creating an
atmosphere true to the story.
Difficulties confronting a director who aims to reproduce a romance of Japanese life and make it seem real
are manifest, therefore it might be a bit unfair to take
the producer of this picture to task too severely for
having failed to give the spark of real life to the material he utilized. Much of the studio work is satisfactory in a conventional way, but it all too obviously
is a studio accomplishment; likewise most of the characters merely seem to be what they are, American
players doing their best to interpret natives of Tokio.
More serious, however, from the viewpoint of the
average audience that insists upon action in its stories,
is the slowness of the scenes and their lack of variety.
At no time do the developments move with snap and
one becomes rather weary of seeing first one and then
another group of characters brought in front of the
camera that they may indulge in a brief conversation,
the meaning of which is suggested in sub-titles. Perhaps the director was handicapped by the limited number of sets at his disposal, but whatever the cause, the
effect of monotony is the same.
Shirley Mason appears as Kiku-San, a little Japanese girl whose father considers her with scant consideration. Her brother is a student in America at the
time that Matt Moore, traveling in the Orient, visits
the American Club in Tokio. He takes an Interest in
Shirley, even starts to teach her English, and when
her father sends her to a gambling resort in payment
her.
of his debts, Matt plays the gallant hero by rescuing '
With the girl under his protection, against the advice of his friends, he sees nothing to do but marry her
and for a time they get along fairly well, despite the
efforts of Ormi Hawley, an American girl living in
Tokio, to cause a break. Gradually Matt begins to
neglect his lonesome little bride, whereupon her brother,
with true Oriental severity, threatens to kill him.
They settle matters by having the dissatisfied husband
and Ormi leave for America on the same boat and picture Kiku-San waiting patiently and sorrowfully
through the years for Matt's return.
the cast are Frank O'Connor, T. Tomamoto and
F. In
Wada.

^Jot Worth Bothering About, Unless It Is Coming to You on Contract
Basis
Box

Office

Analysis

for the

There certainly is no reason why you should worry
I, for any reason, this is not coming to you in the
feular course of events. I wouldn't take it from your
Itchange if you have a choice in the matter and are
prmitted to select something more likely to create
1 impression on your audience. Granting, however,
lat you must run it, just pass the film through quietly
tad try to get something strong in the way of short
[uff.
Every now and again, when you feel that your feafere does not warrant strong exploitation, there is no
irm in selecting that day to give additional publicity
1' single reels that you have booked, possibly a comedy
toich you know will get over, an educational or scenic
lbject, or a news weekly, particularly if you figure
tat the latter contains something of local interest. I
n quite sure that many in your audience will prefer

Exhibitor.

the short films, if they are good, to "The Unwritten
But on one point this picture is perfectly safe. Although it deals with the subject of marriage between
anCode."
American and a Japanese girl, there is nothing objectionable about the treatment. The whole thing is
such a romantic and improbable affair that people will
take it in that spirit, without much consideration of
the problem suggested.
Shirley Mason, as the star, probably has some drawing power in your neighborhood, especially if she has
appeared in productions made by Famous Players or
other concerns that have exploited her. Fans that follow the movements of players closely may wonder
about her appearing in a World production, but you
don't need to bother about trying to explain the circumstances.

PICTURES THAT NEED
NO ORCHESTRA !
By Carl Laemmle, President
Universal Film Manufacturing Company

| y |F YOUk could take ya
chun of the mone
that you spent for
FRILLS and stick it in the
bank each week you'd be just
that much better off than
you are now.
• Most of the big exhibitors in America
are overdoing the frill business and they're
paying ,ior it through the nose. Just because afew theatres on Broadway cut loose
with wild expenditures and spent thousands
of dollars for frills AND DID A BIG
BUSINESS FOR A TIME, some of you
followed suit. And you've been making
less and less PROFIT ever since.
Down in Atlanta the Tudor theatre has
only two things. First, Universal Special
Attractions. Second, a pipe organ. Its
competitors have frightfully high-priced
stars and frightfully expensive orchestras
and other frills.
Yet the Tudor, with its Universal Special
Attractions and its little pipe organ, GETS
THE SAME ADMISSION PRICE AS
THE COMPETITORS WHO
ARE
UNDER HUGE EXPENSE.

This proves two things,
proves that Universal Specis
Attractions have the pullin
power that needs no symphony orchestra
bolster the box office receipts. And it proi
that people prefer gooa pictures without fri
rather than mediocre pictures plus fril
In fact they are willing to pay JUST i
MUCH MONEY FOR THE FIRSl
even though the firsts costs the exhibit
much less than the second!
This is the newest phase of the pictu
business.
The Universal, as everybody ought
know by now, has "shown a greater ili
provement in quality than any other cc
cern"— and it is the oldest SUCCESSFC
company in the business. We are now t
dog because we have concentrated ALL o
efforts on the improving of our product.
We have never indulged in schemes
frills or star-stealing or stock-jobbing
any other things that have boosted the a
of pictures to the skies. We've simp
pegged away until we've left everybody e
behind on quality. That's why our pictu:
will make more PROFIT for you than
the fancy stunts on earth.
You're getting down to bedrock now, and thj
where the Universal stands — right on the solid fou
tion of quality. If you want frills, try elsewhere,
you want PROFITS, if you want to stick your mo;
in the bank instead of paying it all out every week
unnecessary expenses, book everything the Unive
makes. Then if you need more, fill in with the 1
pictures you can get elsewhere.
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DeMille Puts Over A Winner in Offering New Angle on
War Theme and Heroes
Cecil B. DeMille presents

proper spirit.
This applies to all forms of art aiming
id express human feelings, and the photoplay is no
"FOR BETTER, FOR WORSE"
exception.
In many respects, Director DeMille has supplied one
Artcraft
0j (i1(, I11(,st signiflcient productions of recent months.
DIRECTOR
Cecil B. DeMille Technically, it is very nearly flawless in the treatment
fcUTHOR
Edgar
Selwyn of the plot so thai points appealing to the sympathy
SCENARIO
BY
Jeanie Macpherson of ;"> audience in making clear the nature of the prin2AMERAMAN
Alvin Wykoff cipal characters
are driven
home
with irresistible
IS A WHOLE
Remarkably fine production; force.
Supplementing the directorial skill revealed all
forcefully acted and unusual in treatment of through, are screen impersonations that stand out by
war theme.
reason of their excellence.
STORY
Decidedly
human
in drawing
of
Every player in the cast appears natural and seems
characters
and
presenting
their reactions to actually feel the mood of the character presented.
when America entered the world conflict. There are no efforts to arouse undue sympathy for any
DIRECTION
Marked
all through
by fine of the figures in the story which is without a villain.
touches which drive home the story.
The case of each is presented in its true light from
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent the time that the question of going to war, or remainuIGHTINGS
Many
artistic effects on the ing at home to perform a necessary service, is faced.
sets and in showing up the players to ad=
Gloria Swanson is a patriotic young woman with two
vantage.
equally worthy admirers. Elliott Dexter, a specialist in
CAMERA
WORK
Scenes shot from a va= children's diseases, and Tom Forman. an architect who
riety of angles; on a par with the photog= is among the first to enter the army.
Personally, Elraphy and lightings.
liott is anxious to accept a commission in the medical
PLAYERS
Gloria
Swanson
reveals
more corps himself, but despite the criticism which he reaconvincingly than ever before that she is an lizes he must suffer, he becomes convinced that his
actress of exceptional appeal and talent; El- higher duty lies in remaining at his post in the hosliott Dexter gives sympathetic interpretation Pital when there is no one else to fill his place.
of young physician; Tom Forman suits role Scenes in the hospital, showing how the physician
of soldier.
arrives at this conviction, are beautifully handled, as
iXTERIORS
Satisfactory are those between the patriotically inspired Gloria and
NTERIORS
Elaborately furnished and dl= Tom, whom she marries immediately before he sails.
ways in accord with the atmosphere of the because she is moved by his appeal, rather than on
story.
account of a deep love for him.
»ETAIL
Figures
largely in reaching
the
The story is so filled with human interest details
hearts of an audience;
close-ups used with that in the course of a brief review it is not possible
fine effect; titles kept in the mood of the char- to do credit to all the fine points.
Gloria comes to
acters, assist in bringing
out the author's realize the heroism of the misjudged doctor who saves
theme.
a little girl, whom she has run down in her automobile,
HARACTER OF STORY
Aims to show that from
being a cripple for life.
Tom,
so seriously
all the heroes did not go to war.
wounded that he wants to die rather than return with
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,767 Feet one side of his face practically torn away, sends word
t
of his death by a returning soldier, and Elliott and
the was
heightbeing
of the
world to
conflict
every
L»Jl'RIXG
influence
brought
bear when
to develop
lighting spirit among American men. Cecil B. DeBile's "For Better, For Worse" might have been a
(uestionable production for general consumption, for it
foldly asserts that every hero was not in uniform.
I But now times have changed, people have had a
raance to see events in a perspective not distorted by
jiflamed emotions, and truths which might not have^
leen welcomed a year ago, may be received now in the

Gloria are about
when surgical
the crippled
man, made
presentable
by to
a marry
remarkable
operation,
reappears.
Final sequences of the picture are adroitly arranged
to make plausible a readjustment of relationships
whereby Gloria may become the wife of the man she
really loves and Tom may find recompense in the affections of Wanda Hawley. who has loved him in secret
all along. The excellent cast includes: Theodore
Roberts, Sylvia Ashton, Raymond Hatton and others.

Worth Using for a Special.
Give Gloria Swanson a Chance
to Make Friends
Box Office Analysis
1 This certainly is good enough to run as a special,
lacked by all the boosting that you can give it. In a
strong woman's
ftumber
L I
,of ways .,it , is. a remarkably„
Mcture, because it brings out so forcefully the finer
mman sensibilities as they are most likely to find a
Miection in the feminine nature.
Few directors have
Bed hospital scenes and children to better purpose
ten has Mr. DeMille in "For Better, For Worse," and
1 through there are life-like touches that can't fail
« reach the emotions.
Probably this is the first time that the hero of an
oportant production has been made "the man who
Layed at home," so you do not need to fear that the
Icture, either in plot substance or in treatment, is
lerely another conventional war film.
It is so dis|octly different from anything that has been presented
|:at you may
justly promise your folks a genuine

for the Exhibitor
novelty and one that is going to cause comparisons
witn some of the best pictures they have seen, irrespecof lenStntiveT
Here,
as in the case of Griffith and one or two other
dlrectors, the name of Cecil B. DeMille is the first
one to play up.
Make a lot of the fact that this is a
Cecil B. DeMille production going on to mention some
others that he has made, such as "Old Wives for New,"
"We Can't Have Everything" and "Don't Change Your
Husband."
Whether the Artcraft people are ready to call Gloria
Swanson a star or not. doesn't really matter a great
deal, for by sheer merit she certainly is working her
way to the top of the ladder, and after folks have
seen her in this they will be more than ever interested
in knowing who she is and all about her. Next to Miss
Swanson, Elliott Dexter and Tom Forman are players
that you should not fail to mention.

TRIANGLE
SPECIAL PRESENTATION

TAYLOR HOLMES
"TAXP
Photoplay of George Agnew Chamberlain's serial story
Three and a half million people who
have just finished reading "Taxi" in
the Cosmopolitan Magazine will be in
line at the various theatres of photoplay
when the Exhibitors show this picture.
Some box-office attraction.
Considering the star, you know that his
name signifies comedy of refinement

that will appeal to all classes of picture
enthusiasts.
"Taxi" means an unusual opportunity
of collecting profits. But furthermore,
it means attracting to your theatre the
kind of an audience that will be permaii ml and that will continue to give your
house the high standing it enjoys.

This is the smoothest and most swiftly running
vehicle in which "the jovial star" has ever been
presented. Maude Eburne is in the supporting
cast. Lawrence Windom directed.
Eeleased by the

Triangle] Distributing Corporation
1457 Broadway,

New York

inday, May 4, 1919
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Story of Capital and Labor Makes Suitable Vehicle for Walthall
Henry B. Walthall in
"THE
BOOMERANG"
National Film Corp., Prod. — Pioneer, Distr.
[RECTOR
Bertram
Bracken
JTHOR
William
Hamilton
Osborne
.ENARIO BY
Franklyn Hall
LMERAMEN
J. Brotherton and Walter (jriffen
> A WHOLE
Is of uneven merit, but works
up to some interesting dramatic situations.
"ORY
Adaptation
of William
Hamilton
Osborne's novel of the same name; has ef=
forts of capitalists to control food supply as
theme.
RECTION
First rate
in handling
mob
scenes;
generally
keeps acting in natural
tone.
IOTOORAPHY
Usually good
OHTINQS
A trifle harsh ' at times, but
nothing seriously wrong.
iMERA WORK
Composition of scenes is
well judged.
"AR
Acts with his customary expressiveness in a character offering quite a few pos=
sibilities.
IPPORT
Large cast in which the players
are, with a few exceptions, wisely selected.
iTERIORS
Scenes in city slums carry the
atmosphere of poverty and degradation.
TERIORS
Meet requirements
JTA1L
Some effective bits in bringing out
the essential points of the story; occasionally
the film might
be speeded
up by a closer
cutting of the scenes.
IARACTER
OF STORY
Presents the
problem of the poor when speculators increase
the price of food.
INGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,400 feet
ENRY B. WALTHALL seems to be particularly par■ fcial to lawyer characters. He almost appears to
taking a specialty of the type, so frequently does
portray young attorneys, who, after overcoming
sorts of difficulties, rise to power in the legal prosion as the result of fame gained in the direction
some important trial. In "The Boomerang" he is
trumental in bringing to justice a crowd of maleitors in high places, who are growing wealthy by
fving the poor.
When it came to adapting William Hamilton Os■ne's novel, the writer of the scenario evidently
ind a somewhat confusing amount of material with
ich to work, and at times the picture gives evidence

of the difficulties confronting the author and director
in their efforts to keep all angles of the various sided
story straight. There arc many characters and the
personal relationships arc sufficiently intricate, but
also there is the underlying theme of the story which
could not be ignored.
Once in a while the picture lacks that directness of
appeal which is always of value, but all in all it conies
through as a gen< rally interesting and well presented
production, containing enough drama in (he situations
and truth in the characterizations to hold the attention. Walthall certainly gives a thoroughly adequate
impersonation of the young lawyer whose career starts
out rather inauspiciously. partly because circumstances
point to his having become entangled with a woman,
although he is entirely innocent in the affair.
At the outset, it is established that a millionaire
meat packer, anxious for yet more power, has maiioeuvered an alliance between his daughter and the son of
his business rival, aiming to increase his chances of
getting full control of the food industry. Walthall, as
attorney for the company of which his father is president, objects to the proposed merger, but soon all
power is taken away from him, because of the scandal
connected with his name, causing him to be disinherited by his father and discarded by his financee.
Thrown on his own resources, Walthall starts at
the bottom of the ladder, prepared to fight his own
way. first taking a job as a common laborer, which
brings him in touch with the poor of the city, who
already are beginning to suffer on account of the rise
in the price of food.
Some of the most human scenes in the production
deal with a presentation of the life of the downtrodden,
whose champion Walthall becomes to good purpose
when he secures evidence that the food company is
selling bad meat, thereby causing an epidemic of poison cases. While the young attorney is preparing his
case, a stock market battle is being waged among the
meat packers, with Walthall's father leading one faction and the father of the girl to whom he was engaged
guiding the opposition. Several crooks, whose trickery
need not be followed here, play an important part in
this financial game.
Then comes the trial, with Walthall, acting as prosecutor for the state, bringing about the victory of the
people over unscrupulous money interests. In the
end, his good name is re-established and the interrupted romance with Nina Byron is resumed. The
cast includes Nina Byron. Helen Jerome Eddy. Jack
MacDonald, Nigel DeBruillier and a number of others.

irticularly Good For Communities Where Labor Problems Are Acute
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Che length of this production may make it someng of a problem for the exhibitor who is in the
rit of adapting his show to five-reel features and
e not care to eliminate short subjects for the sake
running a "special." From a dramatic point of
Iv, the picture could have been made equally inter |ng in a more condensed form, but no doubt the
beer people had a good reason for deciding on the
en-reel length.
I'The Boomerang" is not strong enough to justify
[extended booking, but may do very well for a showof one or two days, especially if you are appealing
1 crowd that is vitally concerned about food and
r problems. It has a certain contemporaneous inBt, in that just now pretty nearly everyone is talk-

ing about the high cost of living and wondering when
the advance in prices is going to stop.
Play the film up as a drama dealing with the problems of capital and labor, using as startling pictures
as you can get of the hungry mob howling for someone
to fill their empty dinner pails. There is nothing anarchistic about the story, so you don't need to worry on
that score, rather it is a plea for justice whereby folks
cannot be victimized by stock gamblers.
Walthall has not always been fortunate in the
vehicles selected to advance his career as a star, but
many fans remain interested in the work of this exceptionally talented actor, enough, no doubt, to make
his name a good drawing card, if you back it up with
the right sort of exploitation.
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the world-famed humorist wrote

KHAVAH
This is enough guarantee that the story
is one of the most gripping ever filmed.

ALICE

HASTINGS

with Giacomo MasurofT and Alex Tenenholtz
in

KHAVAH
will live in Film history, for it is a classic
Direction — Chas. E. Davenport
Ready for release Soon
The picture you will be proud to book

State Rights Buyers Wanted

ZION FILMS, Inc.
Greeley 3992
1400 BROADWAY
New York City
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Distinctive Star in Chinese Spectacle.

Makes Excellent General

Impression
Nazimova in
"THE
Nazimova

RED LANTERN"
Productions — Metro

DIRECTOR

liber*

kl'TIIORl» ...•
Bodley

From
Head.

•scenario nv
CAMERAMAN
\>

novel

by

Edith

Wherrv,

June Mathls and

Capellanl
published

Albert Capellanl
Kugene
Gaudio

V WHOLE
Distinctive
artistry of star in unusual
atmosphere \\ith big seta and mob scenes building it
Into spectacle at rail ; a story of Boxer revolution in
China.

ITORV

Dwells principally
upon difficulties of half-breed
girl shunned by Chinese, educated by whites but never
accepted as social equal.
OIRECTION
I sod entirely too much
footage in getting
early sequences under way but gives solidity to general
effect in spectacle scenes although mob rather old
school in action most of the time.
PHOTOGRAPHY
beautiful but

Generally
very
good effects.

good;

not

startlingly

MGHTIN'Gs.

good effects; generally satisfactory
etlmes better angles and more aril Id have helped.
STAR
Very uniiiue, distinctive
personality
holds your
attention even when
plot development
seems mechanical; she alone would
make
this big.
SUPPORT
Gene illy good but little more
than satisather inclined to overplay.
factory ; Beery
EXTERIORS
Practically
all built sets but rather well
done; night stuff quite effective.
INTERIORS
Registered
atmosphere
very
well
DETAIL
Generally satisfactory in maintaining environment atmosphere; occasionally cutting was in error
when scenes didn't match ; some bad titles.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Is at least different and star
and spectacle touches will undoubtedly make it satisfy ;
can't offend.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,700 feet

■HERA

V

■ . .Some very
WORK
S

tistic vignetting

KYONE who is checking closely on the industry today
iiioivs that Nazimova has come forward very rapidly in
1st year so that she now holds a place on the screen as
s her position has been in theatricals which is saying
terable, because she has stood out as a unique, distinctar on the stage for some years.
aziniova seems peculiarly titted to do the weird or fancostume spectacle because there is a suitable suggestion
foreign mystic about her. In this offering she is handi:1 with rather an ordinary basic plot as plots go, but
• has been spent lavishly in building big sets, supplying
eds of Chinese
extras and dressing
it all with lavish

costume so that anyone will surely be Impressed with the fact
thai this is n big effort.
(Tnfortunately, to my mind, entirely too much footage has
been given to the early part of the story which is devoted to
planting the position in the community occupied by the star.
To be true, she is always
interesting and holds the attention
bul the action lags terribly with the result that those who
liave come In to see a big picture may be rather tired before
I he i ory reallj erel s going.
Briefly, the i lot t- lis of a half-breed girl, shunned by her
Chinese neighbors who takes refuge in an A
rican mission
where she is educated, only to learn after she has fallen in
love with a young American, that she can never be accepted
socially by the whites.
Then conies the Boxer revolution
and
she is persuaded by the willun, who is also a half-breed, to
impersonate the goddess of the Red Lantern, a mystic personage supposed to preside over the Chinese
New
Pear, it
being arranged by the wicked wun that his phoney goddess
would explain to the superstitious Chinese revolutionists and
the ISmpress that victory was theirs if they would follow the
lead of the willun.
Since it was quite evident that the love affair between the
young American and the half-breed girl must end as a tragedy,
it looked like we might work to very big dramatic heights
but about half way through the picture they introduce the
star as her own half sister and we find the young American
falling in love with this English Nazimova which somehow
took all the edge off the dramatic suspense in the love story
and left only the accumulative effect of the big scenes involving the Boxer revolution.
The half-breed Nazimova finally commits suicide after her
cause is lost because the allied troops intervened and we find
young American and the English Nazimova happy at the end.
I may be all wrong, and certainly it is a big question as to
whether or not the public are ready yet for tragedies on the
screen, but I do believe that here was a supreme opportunity
to undertake a tragedy because the dramatic situations in
this would have been ten times more powerful if the English
half sister had never been introduced, or if she had been
played by some other character, allowing the star to build
right to the finish as the central tragic figure.
In giving the star the actual role, sympathy was never
really shown to the English Nazimova who was kept sort of
in the background and yet all the edge was taken off the
tragedy, which tool; much of the power out of the dramatic
scenes in which
the half-breed
Nazimova was involved.
Undoubtedly this is what we call a big film. There were
many people, mostly Chinese, big sets, some rather good effects
particularly the night street scenes, and many lavish eyepleasing groupings. If the production were reduced in footage very decidedly in the first three reels, it would be much
better as entertainment, to my mind ; however, it is possible
that Nazimova's distinctive personality may carry this slow
action sufficiently well to hold the attention until the sweeping
spectacular moments come.
In many places the titling was quite bad. Frequently the
titles marred the dramatic moments decidedly. For instance,
in one place a fellow rushes in and declares emphatically,
"I am a Boxer." I have a secret hunch that with the existing
ignorance as to the Boxer uprising, that there will be many
a ha, ha. come from that title, because to the average American, particularly the rough-necks, the declaration that "I am
a Boxer" means that he is a prize fighter. More intelligent
attention given to the titles would help this very decidedly,
because it slumps badly in spots, due to the weakness of the
titling in building the story.
In the cast are Mrs. McWade, Virginia Ross, Frank Currier, Winter Hall, Darrel Foss. Noah Beery, Harry Mann,
Yukio Ao Yamo and Edward J. Connelly.

Star and Magnitude With Peculiar Ad Angles Should Make This Big
Box Office Analysis of the Exhibitor.
You who have played Nazimova know how she has been
Bowing. Her success has been one of the sensational facts
pf the past year. In this you are able to present her unusual
plf backed up by a spectacular drama that has interesting
■vertising possibilities. It should get you real business if
rou handle it intelligently.
I To begin with, I would dwell particularly upon Nazimova's
■stinctive personality
and the fact that she is one of the
Host finished dramatic artists of either the stage or the screen.
Then play up the title in such a way as to make it mean
■ore to your public by calling their attention to the fact that
be feast of the Red Lantern is the Chinese New Year.

Very few people know anything about the Boxer uprising
except that there was such a revolution in China some years
ago. Vim can undoubtedly arouse interest in this production
if you will emphasize the fact by subtle suggestion that the
Boxers were sort of an advanced stage of Bolsheviks who attempted to overthrow the existing government in China. You
are perfectly safe in that statement, particularly if you use
the •advance stage" description. It isn't wise to go into particular detail as to the purpose of the Boxer cause except
that they intended
to overthrow the empire.
Go strong on calling this a tremendous dramatic spectacle,
showing and
the screen's
most atmosphere.
distinctive dramatic star in a most
unusual
interesting

Frank borzage
DIRECTOR

OF THE

CURRENT

FOLLOW

ISO

RELEASES:

Whom The Gods Would Destroy"
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Some Strong Situations in Mining
Drama, But the Story Frequently
Drags
Mitchell Lewis and Florence Turner in
"FOOLS* GOLD"
Arrow

Film

Corporation

ERECTOR
Laurence
Trimble
UJTHOR
M. A. Miller
SCENARIO BY
M. A. Miller
CAMERAMAN
H. A. Horn
^S A WHOLE
Has some effective scenes, but
fails to hold the interest throughout the six
reels; would profit by cutting and re-editing.
TORY
Loosely constructed with a last part that
has only a slight bearing on what has gone
before.
IRECTION
Mine explosion
sequences handled
in an effective manner; generally made the
most of uninspired material.
HOTOGRAPHY
For the most part good
IGHTINGS
Some
artistic effects; atmosphere
in mine during fire is well suggested.
CAMERA WORK. .... .Mountain exteriors taken from
advantageous points.
»TARS
Mitchell
Lewis
is forceful after his
usual manner, Florence Turner doesn't have
much chance to create an impression.
SUPPORT
Evelyn
Brent
and Kempion' Green
make an attractive pair of youthful lovers;
Wellington
Playter and others satisfactory.
EXTERIORS
Mountain
scenes photographed
in
the Cascade Mountains are one of the strongest features of the picture.
NTERIORS
Suit the story
)E I AIL
Many of the subtitles are decidedly
poor; plausible motives for the behavior of
the characters
are not always supplied.
;HARACTER
OF STORY
Melodrama
without
anything to offend.
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,ooo feet
F magnificent mountain locations, occasional spectacular scenes ami a few moments of strong rneloraiuatic action, were enough to provide a consistently
teresting six-rocl production, "Fools' Gold" would
et by very nicely indeed. Put unfortunately it takes
lore than these things to make a picture all that it
hould lie. from the viewpoint of an audience that is
g for a consistent story and plausible characteri Unquestionably,
there is a foundation
here for a
■st-rate melodrama well suited to the personality of
litchell Lewis, but many of the possibilities are wasted,
<e of a story that is loosely constructed, charac-

ters that do the author's bidding without the reason
for their behavior being made clear, sub-titles that
are Ineptly worded and too much footage devoted to
happenings not vital to the advancement of the plot,
nor of value in bringing out the natures of the people
concerned.
The story is divided into two parts, separated by a
number of years, during which the characters met in
the earlier sequences have undergone a radical change.
From a rough miner whose fortune is made when he
strikes "pay dirt," Mitchell Lewis has advanced to the
place of a wealthy mine operator, who has no sympathy for the troubles of common workmen ; the poor
daughter of a miserly squatter has become his socially
ambitious wife, and Florence Turner, her hair turned
white, is a poor widow living in the mining town with
her son, who is in love with Lewis' daughter.
Most of the interest during these last reels centers
in the romance between the two young people, played
by Evelyn Brent and Kempton Green; but towards the
close there is some really spectacular and exciting
action consequent upon the mine explosion and the
rescue of the men who have been trapped, among
them Green. These scenes were decidedly well
handled and serve to bring the story to a conclusion
with the meeting of Lewis and Florence Turner after
many years, and his recognition that he has misjudged
her. Also, we understand that he has undergone a
change of heart in regard to his attitude toward his
employes.
The plot in the opening reels, when Mitch and
Wellington Playter are introduced as partners on a
mining claim, is simple and direct enough. Each falls
in love with Florence who comes to the community as
a school teacher, but Wellington wins her, not quite
fairly however. As an upshot of various misunderstandings, Wellington is killed in a saloon brawl and
an attempt is made to place the blame on Mitch, because the two are known to have had a quarrel.
The squatter's daughter, whom the miner eventually marries, is instrumental in saving him and also
is responsible for his belief that Florence has been
false to their friendship. Lewis plays the scenes in
this part of the picture with the requisite force and
gives some appeal to the character. Unfortunately,
Miss Turner does not have an opportunity to exercise
her talent to any marked degree, but she fulfills requirements as do others in the cast, including Sarah
Truex. Francis Joyner. Harry Hyde and Elizabeth
du Barry Gill.

Mitchell Lewis and Florence Turner Should Draw Good Business
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Providing you are playing to patrons who are par- be
1 to stories with a western atmosphere and who are
©king for strong melodramatic action, you may be
le to put this over satisfactorily, even if it has
hert' Linings which prevent its being placed among
Ire-fire successes. No doubt the film cost a lot of
loney and before it reaches you, some of the defects,
nch as have been noted in regard to the sub-titles,
lay be remedied thereby strengthening the picture
s a whole.
In bidding for patronage, you have the names of
fro stars to work with, each well known, although
nth an entirely different crowd. As a virile actor
fco expresses brute strength about as convincingly as
oyone on the screen, Mitchell Lewis certainly has a
ig reputation, and you may count upon him to draw
I you supply the right sort of exploitation.
It might

worth while to refer to some of his best known pictures, such as "Code of the Yukon" and "Children of

Banishment."
The appeal of Florence Turner will be stronger with
a different class of fans, the old timers who remember
the short reel program days, when Miss Turner, as a
Vitagraph player, was one of the biggest favorites on
the screen. During the past few years she has done
little, but the loyalty of motion picture lovers wTill
make certain the cordiality of the welcome greeting
her return.
In advance announcements where you have a chance
to name the players. I would make quite a bit out of
the presence of Miss Turner in the cast, referring to
her early record so that there will be no question about
her identity. Others in the cast worth mentioning are
Wellington Playter, Kempton Green and Evelyn Brent.

A

Powerful Thing
'The effect of FLORENCE REED'S
performance is fairly stunning. One
sits in awe and wonders whether he is
looking on a mere celluloid figure or a
flesh-and-blood reality.

"Miss Reed has the benefit of an excellent company, in which William Desmond and Alec Francis are prominent,
but it is the actress herself who makes
'Her Code of Honor the powerful thing
Peter Milne in Picture Play Magazine.
it is."—

25% Over Normal
SAN

FRANCISCO

CALIF 28
1919 APR 29 AM 12 36
UNITED
PICTURE
THEATRES
OF
AMERICA INC.
1600 BROADWAY NEW YORK NY

FLORENCE REED HER CODE OF HONOR
FAR BEYOND OUR EXPECTATIONS
PICTURE OPENED AT OUR TIVOLI THEATRE APRIL TWENTY SEVENTH RECEIPTS
TWENTY FIVE PERCENT OVER NORMAL
MISS REED WITHOUT A DOUBT HAS
PROVED HERSELF ONE OF FILMLANDS
BIGGEST STARS
UNITED

2500
THEATRES
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AND
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UNITED PICTURE THEATRES of AMERICA, Inc.
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ror Better Films
Quinn
Here
to Push
His
eme— Studio Ready in Four
Months
.. Quinn of Quinn's Rialto, and
fcnt of the Motion Picture Cotive Asso. "i Los Angeles, is
iv York for about 10 days pushit for a studio in which
indent producers can make pic-

G •

Big Theater in Brooklyn
Glynne and Ward, owners of the
Alhambra in the Ridgewood section
of Brooklyn, and the Century in
Flatbush, plan the erection of a big
theater in Astoria, Long Island. The
house will be at Grand and Stein way
Avenues and will seat 3,000 people.
The cost will be ?400,000. An airdrome on the roof will scat 1,800.
There will be some stores and offices in the front of the building.
Actual work will start very shortly
and the entire house will be finished
in the fall. Thomas Lamb is the
architect.

The fact that Schulberg has affiliated with Tippett recalls a statement
issued by Schulberg when he left
tin "Big 4" that he would affiliate
(Special to WID'S DAILY.)
Los Angeles. — Blanche Sweet has with an internationdl film organization that would operate all over the
just finished "The Hushed Hour" the world but the United States and
second big production
under Mar- Canada.
shall Neilan's direction.
It has been known for some time
that a determined effort will be made
Col. Wm.
Selig returns West to by English film men to swing back
upervise
the serial taken at the the exporting center to London.
X- \ \ ork has been that center since
Selig Zoo starring Juanita Hansen the outbreak of the war.
uid Irving Cumtnings.
This move, it is believed, is the
first step of a large international
Herbert Standing is playing a combine that will buy the greater
of negatives of the good
leading part
in Tom Studios
Moore's under
pro- percentage
duction at Goldwyn
films and rc-sell them piece-meal
from London.
the direction of Harry Beaumont.

Coast Brevities

Office Abolished

Little Ad Talks

85

By Jack Alicoate
isn't the horse that leaves
iie barrier winging that al''s gets under the wire first
■or is it always the largest
<se that does the most work.
'big publication of general
Sulation may not always fit
•x specific campaign ecojiically. This is the age of
icialization — and WID'S
lILY believes in doing but
I thing and doing that
i. Good horse-sense is a
(tty safe guide and often
fes experience lots of tough
rf-k.

Lloyd Carleton is filming a six
reeler. Cast includes Ruth Clifford,
Edward Coxen, Andrew Robson,
Richard Morris and Louise Fortune.
Story by Christeen Warnack.
Bert Lytell is under the care of a
surgeon, having suffered painful injury which will cause the loss of two
wisdom teeth and scar his jaw, as
the result of having fallen from the
steps of the Hollywood Hotel.

H. C. Cornelius, vice-president
and secretary will likewise take a
more active interest in the business.
G. Munro Hubbard, who has been
treasurer of the company for the
past four or five months will be in
charge of the finances, with S. F.
Juergens as auditor and head of the
accounting department.
Colvin W. Brown continues as director of publicity and also in charge
of exploitation, exhibitor service and
advertising.
These changes are effective this
morning.
Grossman Off for Coast
Harry Grossman, Oliver Films, is
on his way to Los Angeles. He will
visit many large cities on his return.
Grossman will inaugurate special
advertising campaigns in the important territorial centers, including
local
tising. newspaper and billboard adver-

In Foreign Field
Schulberg to Represent John Tippett
in New
York

B. P. "Bennie" Schulberg, forcontrolling 10 of Detroit's leading
merly assistant general manager of
photoplay theaters, has resigned to the United Anists, will represent
connect himself with H. N. Nelson,
John Tippett in this country.
of Nelson Prod., Inc., as scenario
Tippett owns the Trans-Atlantic
writer and assistant to Nelson. NelFilm Co., Ltd., which handles Unison Prod., Inc., are entering upon a
versal in Great Britain. Tippett annew field of advertising film called
nounced Saturday that he had re"Posed from Life Photoplayets," for
newed his contract
with L'niversal
which Guest will supply the stories. for another
year.

• association owns 200 acres of
«t ween Los Angeles and PasaThe studio will be complete in
four months.
Already 20 com'flu Alhambra, which "Mike"
Glynne manages is the best theater
; are ready to produce there.
in the Ridgewood section.
f'move,
according
led
to mak<
fewer toandQuinn,
betteris
General Meeting Still On
es. He figures that independThe meeting of General Film
ies should
make
only
stockholders
is still in session. It is
nous a year.
For those
ho make a picture and learned that no definite course of action has as yet been decided upon.
ire financially hindered in maknd one, the association
idvanee money.
This will be
onlv when the producer is de- Exhibitors Mutual Does Away with
Assistant General
Manager
nn states that the companies
Exhibitors Mutual announces that
,vill occupy space must accept the office of assistant general mantain amount of supervision,
ager for that corporation has been
imas for example, will abolished. This statement comes
minated.
after the resignation of A. S. Kirkh producing organization will patrick who will enter the producing
separate
and
distinct
unit. field.
will have its business office and
William J. Clark, president and
ilso general manager, will take a
or's office.
more active part in the management
of the company's affairs.
'Fires of Faith" Opening
The only promotion noted is that
of Faith," the Salvation of S. J. Rollo who until now has
peeial made by Famous been sales manager. He will now be
Bsky, opens to-night at the titled director of sales and in charge
>r an indefinite run.
of exchanges.
No.

"designs

Detroit. — Harry R. Guest for the
past three years publicity representative for the John H. Kunsky Corp.

5 Cents

Al Santell, who formerly directed
Harry Mann and Kathleen O'Connor in Universal Comedies, has returned to Universal City to produce
a series of one reel comedies starring Neal Burns.
Mabel Normand has finished her
first Goldwyn picture under the direction of Victor Schertzinger.
Clare Alexander has been engaged
by L-Ko to play leads in thfcir
comedies
I

Herbert Heyes is to be starred at
the head of his own company.

Gilchrist Temporarily Restrained
Judge
August
N. Hand
in the
United States District Court has isrestraining order preventing
Commissioner
Gilchrist
from interfering with the showing of
the Public
Film "Fit
Win"
until
it has Heaith
been passed
uponto in
its
deleted form before Judge Mayer of
the District Court. The action comes
up on Wednesday.
City Loses on Health Film
Judge Cropsey in the Brooklyn
Municipal Court has granted an injunction restraining the City of New
York from interfering with the operation of the Grand Opera Hou.>
where "Fit to Win" is being shown.
The license for the theater expired
on April censes
30 and
oi LiGilchristCommissioner
refused to renew
it. The court action now permits
the exhibition of the film and technically the theater is operating without a license. The question of a new
license comes up today.
"Bill" Yearsley
Out Fishing
C. L. "Bill" Yearsley was on his
annual vacation
over Sunday.
He
went to the Catskills to catch catfish. Back at his desk this morning.
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has left New York

Cecil B. DeMille has started work
on

Irving Cummings will support
Viola Dana in "Pliant Patricia." His
contract with Paramount is effective at a later date.

"The

Admirable

Crichton,"

play.
adaptedmous from
Sir James Barrie's fa-

Win. S. Hart, assisted by Lambert
Hillyer, is directing his next pic"Mickey" is just completing its
ture entitled "Wagon Tracks," writF. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- fourth week in Seattle and has gone
urer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Joseph Dannen- so well that John Hamrick, who has
ten by C. Gardner Sullivan. He will
berg, Vice-President and Managing Editor;
J. VV. Alicoate, Secretary and Business been showing it during its third run be supported by Jane Novak, Robert
at the Rex Theater, has decided to son.
Manager.
McKim, Lloyd Bacon and Leo Pierit over yet another
week.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, hold
Copyright
1919, Wid's
Film
Film44th
Folks,
Inc.
Published
Daily at
71-73andWest
St.,
New York,
N. INC.
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
FILM
FOLKS,

at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Lucien Androit, formerly cameraTerms (Postage free) United States, Outside
man for World Film, has joined the
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Studios at Fort Lee.
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, Capellani
$20.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone: Yanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889.
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.

Universal is now releasing Mae
Murray's
Loan film used
during
the Liberty
fourth loan.

In the Courts

The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court has decided that the
Herbert Brenon Film Corp. must
pay a judgment for $23,641 to George
Arliss in his suit for breach of a
contract made in 1917 by which Herbert Brenon agreed to pay him $22,George Hopkins reports that he
500 for
"Faust,"
wrote Theda Bara's last picture "A was
to bestarring
made inin five
weeks. which
The
Woman There Was" in three nights. testimony in the case showed that
Northwest Convention in July
The first night feelin' rather good Lewis j. Seb.nick who was financing
Seattle — The Northwest Film he started the story out as a comethe corporation thought the terms
Board of Trade plan a big convenThe secondon night
bein' tired
overwork
the comedy
he agreed on were too high and retion of all motion picture men of from dy.
fused to carry out the agreement in
the Northwest to take place in Se- developed it into a drama. The
of the protest of Brenon. The
attle July 15-19, inclusive. W. J. third night havin' exhausted his spite
defence
was that although Brenon
Drummond was appointed director mental energy and supply of cockwas the managing director of the
general. It is planned to make this
tails, he became morbid and killed corporation
he had no authority to
the biggest and most constructive
off everybody — makin' a tragedy.
get-together meeting that motion
What a story you could write, make the agreement without the approval of Selznick.
picture men of this territory have George, if you could only manage
ever had, as well as the most pre- to string it along over a week.
An application by Robert Herbst
tentious from the standpoint of enfor the dismissal of a suit brought
tertainment. Itwill end with a big
Edwin Carewe says his birthday against him in 1912 by the Imp Films
movie ball in the Armory at which
it is planned to have at least three party was just the finest lie ever saw. Co. for $2,400 damages for breach of
He does not expect another like it, a contract to buy films for South
stars appear.
bearin'
in the
mindtime.
that July's creepin' America, has been denied by the
closer all
Appellate Division of the Supreme
Court. Herbst applied on the ground
that the plaintiff had failed to prosecute the action, and because he is
J. P. McGowan
lookin'
Universal
stables iswith
an over
idea the
of
now suing the Imp Company for
organizin' a polo team among the breach of contract. Counsel for the
He's Imp Company said that the delay
actors.
and for
picture indirectors
lookin'
the stables
the ponies. was
excusable because the suit was
one of about 40 turned over to the
Pearl White says you take two attorneys when they became counsel for the Carl Laemmle interests
teaspoonfuls of adventure, a large
dash of peril, a goodly portion of and they knew nothing about the action until the motion to dismiss the
and
mystery, flavor with romance
suit was made. The Court accepted
you have the elixir of youth. Sounds the explanation.
to me like some sort of a new cereal.

Famous Players
Lasky-Corporation

Goldwyn's back. Where's th
portant statement?
*
Liberty Loan Stunts
Today will be song publisfaei
at the Liberty Loan rally at A
Hall. Songs based on Para
successes will be sung by vau'
people engaged l>\ Famous P!
The songs will be: "Oh, Hf
"Oh, You Women"; "Fir
Faith": "Eyes of the Soul";
Gracious Anna" and others.
Briggs Paramount day will
name for activities there tonr
The entire Briggs troupe wil=J
scenes for their new picture
window
and Briggs will dra
tures of them as they work.
Texas Honors Texas
The Legislature of the St]
Texas seems to have taken
cognizance of the motion picfi'
dustry, and of the advertising
in the exploitation of Texas I
in the two reel Western prodt
now being produced by Fri
Amusement Corp. She has bi|
fered the use of the official :
the State of Texas in the ao
ing matter to be gotten out t
nection with these productio;
Connecticut Bill Killed
Hartford. — Governor Holcoi
killed a bill providing for exh,
of pictures on Sunday. It v
cently passed by the state f:
ture.

[Watch this Space for Others]
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Lois Weber's "When A
Loves" would be a winner even
didn't feature Mildred Harris
William Stowell — because it
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Dangers of Bolshevism Are Strongly Presented in Forcefully Acted
Drama

\asca Makes
Her Bow"
ake Itasca, I'll have you
w, gives the lordly Misippi its start in life. The
her of Waters there bei as a tiny, babbling
y of a streamlet, wobig uncertainly on its way.
ix>-ray!" the surrounding
lery yells, "Father is
ning how to flow!"

AN

OUTING

Chester Picture

at

the

Bn

dent nicimt pep in the

«»n«-C Wt>

OSCAR

WILDE

Select

Special

DIRECTOR
Harlev
Knoles
AUTHOR
Thomas Dixon
SCENARIO BY
Harry Chandlee
CAMERAMAN
Philip Hatkin
AS A WHOLE
Timely
subject
presenting
in
strong terms the absurdity and the trickery
of what passes under the name of Bolshevism
STORY
Adaptation of Thomas Dixon's novel en=
titled "Comrades."
DIRECTION
Handled
mob scenes expertly, in=
troducing excellent types to represent the va=
riety of people who have responded to the
gospel of "anarchy and ease."
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally very good
LIGHTINGS
Give a natural appearance
to the
plavers and the sets.
CAMERA
WORK
Scenes shot from effective
angles.
PLAYERS
Pinna Nesbit is successful in indicating the indealistic and spiritual nature of the
girl who is misled by false teachings; Rob=
ert Frazer, Leslie Stowe and others contribute
much to the production.
EXTERIORS
Scenes on island utilized for a BoI=
shevik colony are attractive.
INTERIORS
Acceptable
DETAIL
The titles are long, but valuable
in
driving home the argument of the picture; a
few
mistakes in spelling should be rectified.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Shows up breeders of
discontent in their own colors.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5,940 feet
HE timeliness ol the subject matter and its vital
importance make this a picture deserving of the
most serious consideration. On account of its vevi
bigness, the theme presents many difficulties, and it is
greatly to the credit of those concerned in adapting
Thomas Dixon's novel that they Inn e given the public
a photoplay as sincere and true as is "Bolshevism on

IT

SAYS:

"There is the same
world for all of us, —
and good and evil, sin
and innocence, go
through it hand in
hand. — To shut one's
eyes to half of life that
one may live securely,
is as though one
blinded oneself that
one might walk with
more safety in a land
10 M

"Bolshevism On Trial"

Almost everything tending to disturb the existing
Trial."
things socially, economically, or in a governorder of mental
way. has come to be classed as Bolshevism,
therefore this is a decidedly suitable title for an expose
of the results likely to be attained in following out
idealistic aims when they are commercialized by
self-seeking crooks. The purpose of the story, and one
that is adequately accomplished, is to give visual evi-

dence "I how things are likely to work out when law
and order have been abandoned
in I'avor of license
passing under the guise of liberty.
The picture was produced on a large scale, Introducing many scenes Of dramatic power am
' worth in the later sequences, when the ••ideal"
colony has been founded on an island and a disorganized mob run- wild.
Story interest is well sustained
and the director was particularly fortunate in his
selection ol types, so much like one is liable i,, encounter at an anarchistic meeting thai from ail appearances
many of the scenes might have been photographed at
ctual gathering of the apostles of Lenine and
Trotsky.
In writing the original story and in the efficient
adaptation supplied by Harry Chandlee, it was i
nized that the best way to drive home an argument
is to present both sides of the ,a>e and then show which
is right. To have presented all social reformers as
either knaves or fools would have been a trifle absurd.
therefore Hie tWO leading Characters are sincere idealfor the cause of
ists, aglow with youthful enthusiasm

justice.
Pinna N'esbil is a social worker who devotes her

life to alleviating the sufferings of the poor and sees
salvation in the foundation
of communities
where all
■■it
i an equal footing.
Likewise.
Robert Frazer. a
SOldier WOUnded
in the war and keenly alive to the
troubles or hi- fellow men. believing that Utopia may
be found through a close comradeship in which work
and the profits of work are fairly divided.
These two become easy victims for the anarchistic
leader, played with sinister power by Leslie Stowe.
Determined to cure frazer of his impractical notions,
the boy's wealthy father makes it possible for the
Bolshevik group to secure an island where they may
put
planstruth
of community
living ininto
operation."
Theretheir
Is much
to human nature
depicting
the
behavior of the motley throng of parasites and crooks.
Frazer's administration as chief comrade is shortlived, for it soon appears that nobody wants to do
any real work and that .Stowe and his accomplices are
merely using the two wealthy young idealists as tools
until they can gain their own ends. Of course, the
experimental colony proves to be a dire failure, and the
red flag is pulled down from the masthead to give place
to the Stars and Stripes, with a company of marines
iai the island to restore order. The cast includes
Howard Truesdell, Ethel Wright, Jim Savage and

Valda Valkryien.

Title is Sure To Attract Attention, So Play It Up Big
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

of pit and precipice."

iCAR WILDE'S

ady Windermere's Fan"
tsburgh, Pa. — Accused of perlg scraps of film to be thrown
on the floor of his exchange
4 Penn Ave., B. E. Wilkes,
ger of the Triangle Dist. Corp.,
med $50 by Magistrate Swee-

Exploitation for this picture is being supplied everyday in the news columns of the press. No one can
without seeing the word "BolShevik,"
up a paper
pick such
and
incidents as the recently attempted bomb
outrages serve to reinforce the pertinence of a story
dealing with anarchistic tendencies, which have swept
like .a plague from Europe to America.
In a way this might come under the head of a
propaganda picture, but you have no reason to fear
that it is wanting in entertainment value, because
it concerns important social problems. Its lesson is
conveyed through a thoroughly dramatic story, which
holds on its own account and is interpreted by firstPinna Nesbit, in particular, will be liked
class actors.

by your audience, for she gives a really appealing portrayal of the girl reformer.
"Bolshevism on Trial" is a striking title certain to
arouse curiosity, so give it as conspicuous a display as
possible. You might use lines such as: "Do you know
what Bolshevism really means'.' See this remarkable
photoplay showing the havoc caused by the doctrines
of anarchists when they are put into actual opera
tion." Or: "They put 'Bolshevism on Trial' in this
powerful drama and it is found guilty."
The nature of the subject may make it possible for
you to tional
get notices
newspaper
attention
outside Try
of the
in dramatic
columns.
to convenstir up
some editorial discussion relative to the differences
between Socialism and Bolshevism with the story unfolded in this picture as a basis for the argument.
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Putting It Over

I
?
^ Lew Cody^ 9
"WID

t

said—

"Lew Cody as the 'I'm
goin* to get you' guy
certainly
put
it over.

you

?

"Lew looks the part
and-say--he
played it!
"Im worried
a bit
about some of the

»

'wimmin.'
"I'm fraid they'll be
annoying Lew — the
reckless, nonchalant
devil."
Now
working

Here is hou a brother
Send
itor put his show over
other
along your ideas. Let theexhibhow
cleaned
fellow know
up.

with

Director Tourneur

f

<^?imr?«!»

Hugo Riesenfeld has very carefully planned his entire program at
the Rivoli this week so that it will
preserve the Oriental atmosphere of
"The Red Lantern," in which Nazimova is the feature attraction. As
the scenes of the photo-play are laid
in China, he has had John Wenger
decorate the lobby and the theater
with lanterns and temple banners,
while incense from numerous jose
sticks will perfume the air. Adolf
Bolm has arranged a Chinese fantasy, called "The Glow of the Lantern," which will be danced by three
of his pupils, and for which Wenger
has also prepared a set for the "Chinese Lullaby" from "East is West,"
which will be sung by Mary Ball.
The musical selection will be "A Chinese Honeymoon" and the Prizma
color picture will show picturesque
scenes of China.
Books

Best for Monday

Nights

Trenton, N. J.— Standard Corp.,
Omaha. — "Monday used to be a
444 16th St., West New York. Capi- poor night at the Grand," says J. E.
tal, $10,000. To deal in moving pic- Kirk. "They ran the cheapest posture paraphernalia, conduct theatrisible kind of pictures on that night,
cals and engage in other lines of just because it was a poor night.
business. Mrs. Jas. J. Johnson
Now I run the best pictures I can,
named as agent.
booking them for two days — Monday and Tuesday — and these are always among my best night of the
Dolores Cassinelli is making her week. For instance, I booked 'Don't
first production under the direction Change Your Husband.' This picture was put over big at the Rialto,
of Albert Capellani at Fort Lee.
a big downtown house, and why
Pierre Wolff, the noted French author, furnished the vehicle, an adap- shouldn't I get the benefit of the
tation of his play, "The Gutter," advertising at my theater?"
which ran in Paris over two years.
Franklyn Farnum, who for the
Des Moines, la. — Although "The
past few years has been appearing
is booked for the Rias a star, has been engaged to play Red Lantern"
alto for two weeks beginning May
an important role in support of Miss 11, the Nazimova songs are already
Cassinelli. The action depicted in being sung in the restaurants of the
"The Gutter" centers around seven city, in the big downtown departimportant characters.
ment stores, and in many of the
homes in the city. Manager MetzCLASSIFIED
°er is going to distribute hundreds
of little red lanterns and he is putThe classified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt want. It is the market
ting stickers on automobile shields
place where buyer and seller — em- and everywhere else over the city.
ployer and employee or the small
He is and
planning
a "front," special
other features.
advertiser can put his story before music
practically every live exhibitor in the
country every day in the year, at
First two Mack Swain comedies
nominal cost. Rate, 50c. per line.
:>re entitled "Ambrose Day Off" and
Cash with order.
"Ambrose, The Deserted."

Cassinelli ?s Next

FOR

Omaha, Neb. — R. S. Ballantyne, formerly manager of the Mutual exchange, has accepted the position as
manager of the Muse. Ballantyne has
been in the show and film business in
Nebraska and Iowa for 12 years.

New Theatres
Hamilton, Ohio — Another new theater planned on S. 3rd St. Cost $130,000
including modern fittings. A large
organ will also be installed. Harry
Silver and Harry Turberg of Chicago,
interested.
Phila. Pa. — Paul J. Hennon, Jr., preparing plans for the erection of a theater at 1724 Market St.
Dayton, Ohio — Danii-Hunt Conitr.
Co., awarded contract for preliminary
work on the new Victoria. Wi A.
Keye», Schwind Realty Co., interested.
Hartford Ct — Theater to cost $50,000 to be erected at cor. Franklin Ave.,
by Jos. Glassman, drugrgiit, 239 Franklin Ave.
Tampa,

Fla. — Strand

Amuserrsnt

Co. to build.
Rumford, Me. — Union Theater •"*»
to build.
Decatur, 111.— P. W. Gebhardt to
build on Water and Packard Sts.
Chicago, 111. — Jos. Lotko, pres.
Brighton Theater Co. to build on
Archer and Sacramento Aves.
Want

Alleged

Thieves

Punished

A number of film companies have
sent letters to Judge Swann at the
District Attorney's office urging
strong methods against the five men
now under indictment for alleged
film thefts.
Dooley

Working

on

Second

Johnny Dooley is now working on
his second comedy of the Biograph
studio. Martha Mansfield supports
him together with Tom Blake who
played with Nazimova

in "Out of the

the most

prominent

Houdini

Houdini was met at the Sa
station by Studio Manager
Kley and others including a
ber of newspaper and publici
•who had been lying in wait f
with a number of stunts of e
lion which they figured he w<
unable to perform. They c
and roped him to one of t
wheels of a locomotive. Wh<
believed he was secure the
him he might release himsel
could. He did so in less
minute.
AUCTION

Ott<gti6

—STUDIO
SPACE
AVAILAB
Thanhouser Studio, New R
complete, up-to-date set
properties and equipment
or small studio. For ten
don Pictures Corp., 200 I
N. Y. R. M. Souffront, ph
Cortlandt.

UTILE

WANTED

Orchestra
Leader — A man who knows hew
i program ;is of tomusic
fits ~~
sho\ References
ability.that Add
leader,
this office.

Originality counts for more in the
show business than anywhere else
and
it's scarcer
Scarcer there — take a tip
and
it's
— . Mark Gates, The Dayton, Dayton, Ohio.

P

re
E
ILM
n jt t
REMO.TT
N

-

vSEEVT

AUTISTIC ILLUSTRATING
= HAND LETTERING!
PERFECT NEGATIVE

EHNEST

STEF

45IH

ST.

^New Outfit) at you frrt

F.I.A.T.

EXCLUSnjfl
LABORATiY
FOR TIU
ALL LAN

<
I

WORK

of merit.
Film developed and

ANCI/CO

o

OF SOULS

I he First National's big pr
turn of "Ravished
Armenia" ]
complete
outfit
for a
Show consisting suitable
of paintings,
colored framed window display
large folding frames containing
colored photos, traveling case
also in readiness. All on exhil
at our salesroom.
Kraus Manufacturing Co.,
220 West 42nd
New York

RUSH

WANTED

Stunts

Harry Houdini is at work
Lasky studio, Hollywood, un
rection of Irvin Willat on t
six-reel mystery picture writ
Arthur B. Reeve, author .
Grey.
"Craig Kennedy" stories, ant

CAMERAMAN
Fog."

women's

organization known as the isj
in
the country
have formed"
Federation
for Better
Film \\
to fight censorship. Mrs. Har
Barry
is president.

145 "WEST

Lithographs

camera
complete,
sale.
Also 11 x 14
nera, c/o WIDS.

Pipe-Organist for theater in town, close to
New York. Must furnish references. Steady
position for the right man. — Address, T>. A.
1 i o Wid's.

POSITION

Seattle — C. J. Tevlin, traveling auditor from the New York headquarters of Fox, is spending two weeks
here.

Women Opposed to Censoi
It is understood that about

SALE

Pathe
moving
picture
three sets of lenses, for
lera.
Address

HELP

Among Exchangemen

ELIAr
I
G
TIT

N
LE/

THE
Must

AND

ADC
•
PHONE
BRYANT
9351
2 E-r
20 -TWE/"T
42 2£ -TT.

delivered in

BEST
PICTUF
to make
money
have

a

perfect

REX LABORATORY

dev* pi

(DM

has developed
tives.
Ask
himHarryand Keeper's
then
Tremont

1995

for

full

parti< «*•

I?BBADSTREET

J^RECOCKIZED
AUTHORITY

i FILHDOM
No. 34

Lurid Ads

Universal
Gives Dinner
Universal gave a dinner last night
at
the
Astor
at
which plans
^to Exploit Pictures in Chicago
discussed for the fitting celebration
ppeared in Herald-Examiner
of Universal's seventh anniversary
.' to WILTS DAILY.)
which will be celebrated in June.
They
are fighting
tin The company came into existence
— 11 1 1 > I'ill here, and it is on May 20, 1912.
are not needed.
That
t the Herald-Examiner picture
|h showed
these
three
ads,
iside each other, in the issue of
At Famous
Include
Frederic
Gage
|
Advanced to Assistant to
•Salle. May 4, "The End of the
Walter R. Greene
' descrihed as "The Most
Co-incident with tin issuance of
i:y Discussed Photo-Drama of the call for a special meeting of
.ay."
igantic Dramatic Upheaval in branch managers and special representatives of Famous Playcrs-Lasky
Morals."
re Sensational Than 'The starting May 12, "Al" Lichtman, general manager of distribution yesterof a Nation,' More Daring
day announced the following proIlords
'Damaged
Goods.'
are not
minced in this motions:
Frederic
Gage, formerly Sales
(landing story in dealing with
ff the most unsavory problems Manager, has been promoted to the
position of Secretary to Walter R.
|e— the havoc wrought by sex Greene,
in Charge
of Distribution.
retion — and the lesson
goes
Sidney R. Kent, formerly Special
Representative in supervision of the
■ Band
Box, May
4, "When Kansas City, St. Louis, Omaha and
Betray," described as:
stirring drama of human frail- Des Moines branches, has been promoted to the position of Sales Manager and took up his new duties in
: Star week of May 4, "The New York May 1.
Mart," described
as "N. Y.
Myron H. Lewis, formerly ManaARET PERILS EXPOSED!"
ger of the San Francisco branch, has
dashing,
daring
adventurebeen
promoted to the position of
of New York's Underworld."
girl from Italy, a man from Special Representative with permanent supervision of the Kansas City.
• Avenue, hopelessly
entangled
* band of Human Vultures and St. Louis, Omaha and Des Moines
branches.
liysterious influence of the OriJohn W. Allen, Special Representative, as noted, has been placed^ in
nddition the Star used a 4-inch,
a girl meagerly attired, permanent supervision of the Chicago, Detroit and Minneapolis
■being pose.
branches.
|e Slave
Mart"
is said
to be
John W. Hicks, Jr., as noted, has
Bid
picture
of 4,000
feet.
It isa
been appointed manager of the Mint {Continued on page 2)
neapolis branch. Hicks was formerly branch manager for Goldwyn at Minneapolis and vcviouslj
No. 86
had been associated with the Famous Players-Lasky Corp. in the
St. Louis and Omaha offices.
Those who will attend the meetBy Jack Alicoate
ing: Harry Asher, Boston; W. E.
KNOWLEDGE is Power"
Smith, Philadelphia; C. E. Holcomb.
Atlanta; Louis Marcus, Salt Lake
*■ It is the stepping stone to
: big things of life, for withCity; Herman Wobber, San Fran
t knowledge of the endeavor
cisco; and the following special repdertaken no man can be a
resentatives: H. H. Buxbaum, Pittsburgh; John W. Allen, Chicago, anc
:cess in his vocation. WID'S
Myron H. Lewis, Kansas City.
ings to the industry every
y that information — be it
Davis Here
ws or advertising — so necsary to the man who desires
Harry O. Davis former production chief and vice-president of Triknow TODAY what is gol on IN HIS INDUSTRY,
angle, is in New York stopping a.
the Algonquin.
le responsible man is the
Mr. Davis is not yet prepared
liably informed man.
knowledge certainly is
to say just what he intends doint;
>wer."
but he did state that he will "sta?
in the big town."

Sales Promotions

Little Ad Talks

Price

Tuesday, May 6, 1919
"Fire of Faith" Opens
"Fire of Faith" opened lasl nighl
at the Harris theater. The audience was practically composed of
invited guests.
A prologue was arranged depicting the interior of a part of Rheims
cathedral with some wounded soldi( rs being cheered by Salvation
Army
girls.
George W. Beynon led the orchestra of sixteen men and a S( Ktctte sang "Fires of Faith," specially
written for the production. After
that the projection began.
Among those present were Cath< rine Calvert, Ruby de Renter, and
Eugene O'Brien who appear in the
picture as well as Adolph Zukor,
Paramount officials and a number
of Salvation Army
people.

Who

5 Cents

Mystery
LunchAt
Was the Little Man
Important

the

Party?

Scene, the Claridgc, Parlor B.
yesterday about 12.30 p.m.
In the cast: Adolph Zukor, Arthur Friend, Famous Players; Pat
Powers, Universal; Charles C. Pettijohn,torsand
Clark ofothers
ExhibiMutualWm.
and J.several
of

the industry, AND, a little, slender
man who was probably of importance.
As the party arrived they quietly
reached Parlor B, and for once no
one would say what it was all about.
Investigation disclosed that Parlor B had been secured for a luncheon by Charles C. Pettijohn. Late
yesterday when Pettijohn was found
he said: "Oh. my birthday falls on
Ala;, 5 and I had a little party."
But he smiled in a peculiar manner.
None of those attending the
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
luncheon would discuss what took
Los Angeles. — Thos. Ince intends
starring Doris Lee under name of place. Interest is chiefly aroused in
Doris Meredith, with Douglas Mc- who the little man in the gathering
Lean in two or three pictures. The was. He has not been a familiar
first will be "What's Your Husband figure in picture circles, at all
events.

Coast Brevities

Antonia
Doing?"
Vitagraph

Moreno
for two

has signed with
more
years.

Griff's

First

"Broken Blossoms," an adaptaHcdda Nova, engaged by Univertion from Thomas Burke's "Limesal to do "The Spitfire of Neville," house Nights," and dealing princiwritten by Joseph Franklin Poland.
pally with the episodes of "The
Thurston Hall will be leading man
Chink and the Child," and "Twinand George Siegman will direct.
kle Toes," has been chosen for the
opening
offering
the D. W. season
Griffith motion
picturein repertory
Bessie Love will start work this
week under direction of David at the George M. Cohan Theatre,
Smith on her new five-reel produc- May 13. Griffith will arrive from
next Monday.
tion for Vitagraph. The new play Los Angeles,
will undoubtedly be an adaptation
from Florence Morse Kingsley's
Story for
O'Brien
novel, "Hurrying Fate and Geral"The Perfect
Lover,"
a story that
appeared in Harper's has been purLyons and Moran have started
chased
Eugene
O'Brien.
duction forforthe
Selznick
pictures Prowill
their 250th Universal Comedy enbe on the lower stage of the Biotitled
"Love
Thy
Neighbor."
dine."
studio.
comfirst to beO'Brien
followed will
by Olive
Bill Desmond is working on his graph mence
Thomas and then Elaine Hammerthird Jesse Hampton production, "A stein.
Hamlet."
Sagebrush
Buck Bill Hearing
William Russell's next picture ror
American will be "Stuff of Heroes."
Chicago. — The Chairman of the
be Winiwill Thurman.
himMary
with and
Appearing
fred Westover
House Judiciary
committee
informed the officers
of the has
newly
Winik in Chicago
formed M. P. A. of Illinois, that an
exclusive hearing for the opponents
Hyman Winik, of Western Im- of the Buck censorship bill will be
port,, left yesterday for Chicago,
where- he intends seeing the opening held in Springfield on May 20.
Producers, exchangemen, exhibiof "The Betrayal," at the Illinois
tors and screen stars will attend the
theater. He will be back in town meeting.
on Wednesday.

tMA
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Cuts And Flashes
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Wanda Hawley lias just been
Thomas H. Ince has approved
placed under contract for three
plans and specifications for the con- years more to play leads for Parastruction of new big laboratory at
mount. Her big work of the year
Vol. VIII No. 34
Tuesday, May 6, 1919
Price 5 Cents his studio in Culver City. This will
be finished inside of three months. will be in the title role of "Peg O'
Ince will make his own release
My In Heart."
the report published several
Copyright
1919, Wid's
Film
Film44th
Folks,
Inc. Published
Daily at
71-73andWest
St.,
days ago with reference to the opprints.
New York,
N. INC.
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
FILM
FOLKS,
erations of the Int. Photo-Play Dis.
"Nugget Nell" is title selected by
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- Dorothy Gish for her next Para- it was stated that Harold Shaw, formerly of London Films, Ltd., had
urer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Joseph Dannenmount
release.
Story
written
by
berg, Vice-President and Managing Editor;
J. W. Alieoate, Secretary and Business John Cornish and being directed by produced "King Solomon's Mines."
Manager.
Elmer Clifton. Cast includes David This was in error. The production
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, Butler, Raymond Cannon, Wilbur made by Shaw was "Winning a
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
Continent," with Edna Fulgrath.
Higby and Emily Chichester.
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$20.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889.
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.

It's goin to be mighty inte )tj
watchin' developments at a
mount's
distribution
meeting

Lurid Ads
(Continued from page I)
being run very slowly, about
50
minutes to a show.
The comment was expressed that
the lurid ads of the Star are furformers. nishing fine ammunition for the re-

Fay Tincher sits in the last row
of the balcony and chews her fingerGabriel Hess, Goldwyn, chairman
nails durin' the first run of her pic- of the N. A. M. P. I. Censorship
tures.
Committee said yesterday that regarding this situation he could only
Albany, N. Y. — Film Investing
repeat
what a special National AsGeorge Cohan will celebrate his
sociation committee had told the
Corp., New York City, $100,000; P. next birthday on July 4th — safe, sane
Kaiser, Jr., J. B. Hopkins, M. H. and sober.
Censorship Board in Chicago a short
Langer, 242 East 21st St.
time ago that if the District Attorney of the County would enforce the
present laws that there would be
Albany, N. Y.— And all the Kings about
Mabel
McQuad^
is
still
talkin'
the day she visited the U. S. S. no such condition existing.
Horses Corp., New York City, theShe was the guest of
Mr. Hess said that a certain few
atricals and motion pictures, $50,000; Pennsylvania.
Lieutenant Robert M. Goldberg
N. Clark, F. Calvin, W. K. Hall, 7
exhibitors in Chicago made a pracwho showed her how she could send
tice of having lurid posters made
Pine St.
a wireless telephone message. Ma- that had little or no bearing on the
bel has no more use for nickle tele- action for the purpose of attracting
Dover, Del. — burton-King Picthe crowds that favored salacious
tures Corp., $250,000; S. B. Howard, phones.
films.
Donald Hudson, Robert K. Thistle,
of New York.
If you see Guy Empey with a
He again repeated the stand anMeerschaum and amber cigarette
nounced by the National Association last week in consoring its own
holder just remember that it's 100 films. Mr. Hess said that by the
years old. and handle it accordingly,
that is if he will let you near enough. first of June the new plan will be
You see it was a gift from Victor working in full swing and that this
Stewart's great grandfather to his plan would prove an effective weason who in turn ht-.ncled it down to
pon in stopping such practices.
The National Association at the
his son's son who gave it away to
Guy Empey.
presenttails oftime
is working
out will
the dethe scheme
which
be
announced in a short time.
Dustin Farnum and his director
T. N. Heffron, were both members
Unpardonable Sin
of the Chauncey Olcott company
years ago, when they were sure of
"The Unpardonable Sin" bought
sixty dollars a week for forty weeks for Colorado, Wyoming, New Mexin the year. Forty weeks used to be
ico, Utah and Nebraska by the Merit
the actors dream of heaven — now Film Co., of Denver; Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas by E. H. Hulit's fifty-two (gone up like everythin' else).
sey of First National.

Incorporations

"The
New Moon"
To be released early in May

In Courts
Thomas H. Grace has filed
tion in the Supreme Court i
the Mascot Amusement Co.,
of Loew's Circle Theatre, 6C
and Broadway, for $5,000. 1
leges that he was seated in
chestra seat with his wife vi
man beside him became abusi'
disturbed the peace and the p
asked the protection of th>
ployees of the defendant. Th
sured him he was in no dang
he claims the man assaulted hi
caused injuries for which he :
Los employed
Angeles. — on
William
I'D
Vaull,
a contnM
the Shipman-Curwood Co., hail
suit to recover $400 for salanjH
was employed last FebruarB
when he presented himself foilH
as a film actor, he says his stfl
were refused. The salary vj
be $100 a week.
Thomas W. Lamb, architect
been sued in the Supreme Co:3
the Madison
Amusement
Coil g
$100,000 for alleged ncgligerL
failing
to Madison
file plans company
for a t iti
which the
they could have completed ptj]
the passage
of the Zoning!
them
hal
which, from
they building,
claim, hasand pre'
them with the lot at Broadwz
181st St. on their hands.
The
Interstate
Films Cor]
filed suit in the Supreme
against
Boris Feinblatt
of
Vernon,
to recover
$95 for
leased between Jan. 12 and A]
The suit of Harry F. Rob
and Rufus S. Cole, against Co
Ham Selig over the sale
Selig's motion picture libra
Robertson-Cole has been sett!

#\f»%

A Norma Talmadge Picture
More people are seeing Dorothy
Phillips today in "The Heart of Humanity" than are seeing any other
actress on the screen. And "Destiny" is coming up.
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Artificial Story Has Plenty of Plot Complications But Little
Characterization
June

m

ou Never Know

PARK

ER

The Director
ffRANK POWELL

d :i (bought
the
old
Genwouhl
take
the bankruptcy
you
remember
wlien
you
to write
them
for permisto eat ?

^=^=
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:==
^=

m u-e wo
rt

of

thins

will

Dell

Henderson
e. Forst

DIRECTION
Doesn't bother much
about regis=
tering characters, but succeeds in putting the
plot across.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies; most of it passable
LIGHTINGS
Usually good, although none of the
effects are out of the ordinary.
CAMERA
WORK
Conventional
STAR
Does the best she can with a character
not calculated to arouse much sympathy.
SUPPORT
Allan Edwards,
George
MacQuarrie
and Ned Sparks among others in a competent
cast.
EXTERIORS
Nothing exceptional required
INTERIORS
Studio sets that answer the purpose

Your BLuck"
y
RT

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

CAMERAMAN
Philip Hatkin
AS A WHOLE
Melodrama containing plenty of
action; generally well presented by the play=
ers.
STORY
Artificial in substance, but is strung to=
gether with some expertness.

The Production

ILBE

in

"The Social
Pirate"
World

The Star

XJSE PETERS

Elvidge

stop.

DETAIL
Doesn't call for particular comment
CHARACTER OF STORY
Crook meller without
objectionable features.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,920 feet
ALTHOUGH it possesses little life-likeness, either in
the story or the characters concerned, "The Social Pirate"
probably
by as content
passablewith
entertainment with
audienceswill
thatgetremain
the
old-style photoplay, in which more attention is paid
to devising a complicated plot than to transcribing actualities on the screen.
The shortcomings in this production are in what has
been left undone rather than in errors committed. The
plot is followed through in sufficient detail, but those
concerned have not succeeded in making the people
figuring in the action appear like real human beings.
From first to last they seem to be merely doing the
bidding of the director. This being so, it is only
natural that the sympathy aroused for even the principal of the characters, June Elvidge as a girl sus-

pected of various wrong doings for which .she is not
responsible, Is slight.
Had more attention been paid to giving the Illusion of reality to the story provided by 1:. Forst, "The
Social Pirate" might have become a much more interesting film and one providing a really suitable character for Miss Elvidge, who always plays with sincerity and realizes chances for appeal whenever they
present themselves. As it stands, she can hardly do
more than give a conventional portrayal of the South
American
girl who comes to New York and gets Into a
lot of trouble.
Like so many oppressed heroines, she is unable to
find employment until an opportunity is given her
to appear as a performer in a cabaret where she fails
to gel ever with the crowd because her act lacks pep.
When the place is raided, the proprietor tries to place
the blame
June, who is summoned to court the followingon
morning.
Things might have come out all rights for the girl
had not chance caused her to find a valuable bracelet,
which she proposes to advertise in the newspapers, but
as it happens — things have a way of just happening in
this story — she is taken ill and the doctor called to
attend her writes a prescription on the back of the
sheet of paper on which June had written her advertisement of the lost bracelet.
Still pursued by ill-fortune, the detective that raided
the cabaret, has been engaged to trace the missing
bracelet, which the girl inadvertently takes out of
her handbag during the course of the courtroom proceedings. Her explanation that she had already prepared announcement for her find is not accepted by
either the detective or the judge and she is sent to
serve a term in a reformatory.
After her release, June, back in a boarding house
room, is playing on a violin when the son of the
wealthy woman who had lost the bracelet chances to
pass by the house, and is so impressed by her musical
talent that he engages her to appear at a musicale to
be given by his mother. Of course, this starts a romance between the two, but to keep up the complications and add to the girl's tribulations, they introduce
a trio of crooks who go to the country home planning
to make a rich haul with June as their tool.
Without following in detail the action during these
reels, it may be said that things are kept moving with
sufficient animation until the final sequences bringing
about the exoneration of the heroine. Included in the
cast are Laura Burt. Lillian Lawrence, Winifred Leighton and May Hopkins.

Slide it Through as a Routine
Program
Box Office Analysis
for theProduction.
Exhibitor

»• owes eyes to h/^lf of lifeAnf May L/VF SECURELY
>jrHoi/frrt otfF Bunded omeseif
i>HE "\IC-HT WALK sdird MoRF tflKT)/
4«N0 OF Pit p,HO PRECiPiCE^

;L*oy Wihdfrhere's Bh/1
rl'ld Building in Pittsburgh
IrWire to WID'S DAILY)
Imrgh. — The World Film
Brill occupy a six-story buildpi Forbes street which will lie
\t H. S. Morgan. Cost will
q»t $60,000.

Folks Won't Kick

There's nothing in this picture to cause particular
enthusiasm, so if it happens to be on your list I would
handle it in a routine way without promising your
patrons that you are giving them something extraordinary, because the chances are that most of them won't
agree with you after they have seen the film.

upon June Elvidge to make the most of the character
placed at her disposal, so I think that you are safe in
tiguring that she has created a worth-while following
among your fans. Certainly she is the best bet in the
exploitation of this production, and I would give her
name and pictures a generous display.

As a program release, however, "The Social Pirate"
may fill the bill for one day's showing, especially if
you are playing to a crowd that likes crook melodramas
with the trimmings of social life as it is conceived in
a motion picture studio. Scenes dealing with wealthy
society possess the kind of atmosphere that is always
pleasing to women that enjoy seeing a crowd of
smartly dressed folk in a ballroom.
Whatever a story may lack, you may always count

"The Social Pirate" is a conventional title, but probably an effective one from an advertising angle, although Miss Elvidge, as seen here, is not in reality a
pirate of any kind, rather a girl who is the victim of
unfortunate circumstances. Unless I am mistaken, a
series of pictures were released several years ago under
the name of "The Social Pirates," but probably not
many fans recall the earlier films, so there is little
danger of confusion.
Send for .,
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D. W. GRIFFITH
REPERTORY
Denoting a
the history of
Embracing
and diversions
stage.

SEASON

world epoch in
the theatre.
motion pictures
of the speaking

Initial offering "BROKEN
BLOSSOMS," a Chinese romance, shown for the first
time.
Entire program under the
personal direction of David
Wark Griffith.
Season opens Tuesday Evening, May 13th, at 9 o'clock.

£EO COHAN
Broadway
New

THEATRE

& 43d Street
York City

Cohen Leases Theater
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the
Exhibitors League, has leased the
Bronx Strand at Westchester, Union and Prospect Avcs. for a term
of years. Total rental is estimated
at $175,000.

Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his shoio over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
jellow know how you cleaned
up.
Seattle. — Jensen and Von Herberg,
managers of the Greater Theaters
Co., managed to get more than the
usual amount of business during the
showing of Wallace Reid's "The
Roaring Road." Notes were sent by
Von Herberg to the automobile dealers of the city suggesting that they
bring their entire force to see the
big race shown in this picture. He
offered to reserve as many seats for
one night as might be asked for.
The auto dealers responded readily,
with the result that almost the entire lower floor of the Liberty was
reserved for the auto trade that
night.

DAILY
On Broadway

Burton Holmes Contest
Starting today in St. Louis a
ton Holmes contest that will
Rivoli— Nazimova, "The Red Lan- the entire country, will be in
In small towns
mai.
'Marated.
ry
Prizma — "China."
cities conduct
arrangements
be
will
it, and will
in the'
Mutt and Jeff Cartoon— "Sir Syd- with
the newspapers.
It is pi
to show
one
travelogue
a
Rialto— Maurice
Tourneur's
"The for
four weeks and then issue
tern."
tionnaires
on the films and
White
RialtoHeather."
Magazine.
prizes.
Children will have the
Bruce
Scenic-Educational — "The tivities filmed and then see
"Pale Pack Train."
selves on the screen later. Ar
ney."
prize will be one admission
Cartoon — "Judge."
week for a year and for grow
a bound volume of Burton H
Rumhauser."
Strand — Anita.. Stewart —
travelogues will be given.
Strand Topical Review.
New Ince Idea
Outing Chester.
A new scheme for the exploi
Topics of the Day.
of his stars and pictures is to
Regan."
.itli augurated
by
Thomas
H.
Bray
Cartoon — "A
Knight
Every week a film will
Broadway
Week — Blanche which will be called "The Off
Some
Owls."— First
Film Weekly," and which will
Sweet — "The Unpardonable
Sin."
intimate shots of the I nee st
New
York — Today — Mary
Pick- their homes and during their
ford— "Capt. Kidd, Jr."
hours.
The film will also sho'
Wednesday — Fannie
Ward — "The the scenes are filmed and will
effect, just like a visit to the
Cry
of the —Weak."
Thursday
Enid
B e n n e t t— These weeklii s will lie I
"The Law of Men."
of charge
to exhibitPublicity
mount-Ince pictures.
Friday — George
Walsh — "Help!

Los Angeles. — When "The Birth
of a Nation" was put on here Joseph
Hazleton told of the assassination
of Lincoln. He was a program boy
in Ford's Theater, Washington, at
that time. His address proved a
feature of the showing.
Help!
Mae Police!"
Marsh — "Spotlight
Sadie."
Selznick
Pictures intend b
Hirsh Selling Territory
Saturday — Shirley
Mason — "An each one of its sta
Series of six Security Pictures
sive an advertisin .
Omaha — "I used to argue against Unwritten Code."
composed of "The Eternal Penalty,"
Sunday — Norma
Talmadge — -"The
Henry Koltcer and Christine Mayo, Chaplin. I have been converted.
followed in exploiting "L'pstai
Chaplin here.
in 'Shoulder
willhim.
be New Moon."
"In the Days of Daring:" Tom Mix, shown
Come Arms'
and see
Next Week's Features
"Roses and Thorns;" Leonore Ul- Especially those who object to him
EXTORTERS OK FILMS !
rich, "She Pays;" Julia Dean and
The attractions at the leading theaWe are making certain class>
invited. I'll guarantee your,1
ters will be:
Louise Hull, "Justice," Cyril Scott; are
money
back
if
you
want
it
after
seethat will properly assist the ej]
and "The Guilty Woman," Marie
Strand — Mary Pickford — "Daddy
tation oi' American Stars appe 1
Empress, have been sold by Nathan
ing 'Shoulder
in the I ilms you ;ire sending ah l
The
above Arms.'"
was on a slide that
Hirsh to Pemi. Film Service of
We ;:re making certain (lain I
Down."
M.
C.
Monaghan
of
the
Apollo,
28th
RivoliLegs."
— Norma Talmadge — "The
Pittsburgh, for Penn. and W. Va.;
Long
this advertising matter especial]]
,1"1 taking
export
KRAI S into
Minn., N. and S. Dakota, Wis., Kan., and Leavenworth Sts., showed at his
MFti. consider]
duties
ami freights.
Low CO.,
prices)
Neb. and Iowa, to Phil Goldstone of house before Chaplin was played NewRialto
Moon."
— Marguerite Clark — "Let's
last
week.
Sterling Film Co., of Omaha, and
220 W. 42nd St., X. V. C. !
Broadway — "Blanche Sweet — "The
Ala., Ga., Fla., N. and S. Car. and
"Now," says Monaghan, "I am
Tenn. to Savini Film Co. of Atlanta. figuring on suing the A. H. Blank
Unpardonable
Sin."
who own the First NaElope."
The Southwestern r'ilm Corp. pur- Enterprises,
tional franchise here, for damages.
R. C. Closes Eastern Deal
chased Oklahoma, Texas and Arkansas.
The crowd not only "smashed every
Robertson-Cole has just closed a
record at my house, but it was so
"Persuasive Peggy," with Peggy
©
n
e
i G
Hyland, has been sold to Mickey great and so enthusiastic it smashed deal with the Oriental Trading Co.,
of Soerabaya, Java, for the handling
Mrr
U
Film Co. Chicago, for Illinois and nearly everything else."
ITLI
M
t
■
T
r
i
of
their
attractions
in
the
Dutch
This was about the sixth run of
Indiana.
MO/T
E
R
East
Indies,
Straits
Settlements
and
O
m
"Shoulder Arms" in Omaha.
the Federated Malay States.
t
CLASSIFIED
n
e
a
n
T
y
p2h2o0 wcrBr 42 a;
Karel Hymans, head of the OrienFinnegan With Famous
I N E-/-T
tal Trading, closed the deal for his
The classified columns of WID'S
Frank W. Finnegan, short story company. Leon Schlesinger, with
fill a long felt want. It is the market
place where buyer and seller — em- writer, has been placed under a year's offices in the Candler Bldg., v ill
COMPLETE LINE
ployer and employee or the small contract with Famous Players-Lasky represent the company in the U. S.
advertiser can put his story before to work in the scenario department
Supplies and Equipti
El
practically every live exhibitor in the at the West Coast studio, under the
for STUDIO and THI
XCO
country every day in the year, at supervision of Frank Woods.
CI
National RAand
Speer
N
nominal cost. Rate, 50c. per line.
(
Cash with order.
MAZDA
LAMPS

FOR

CHARLES

SALE

AL. HENDRICKSON

Pathe moving picture camera complete,
three sets of lenses, for sale. Also 11 x i4
still camera.
Address, Camera,
c/o WIDS.

HELP

WANTED

Pipe-Organist for theater in town, close to
New York. Must furnish references. Steady
position for the right man. — Address, D. A.
T . q Wid's.

POSITION

WANTED

Orchestra Leader — A man who knows hew
to put on a program of music that fits your
show. References as to ability. Address,
Leader, this office.

It started 'The Play is the Thing,*
"The Star is the Thing," "The Producer iswhat?" "The Exibitoris? XI"
Wm. G. McAdoo please answer.—
E. V. Richards, Jr., Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans, La.

THE BEST
PICTURE
to make
money
Must

have

a perfect
negative

REX LABORATORY

developed

(INC.)

has developed
HarryandKeeper's
negatives. Ask him
then phone
Tremont
1995
for full particulars.

F. CAMPiii
1/1 W

llrfC
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Naval
Court
Martial
Commanded
Silence, Heretofore, He Says

■ Adolph Zukor — Plans for Releasing Not Settled

Los Angeles. — Jack Pickford, in a
statement issued by him, denies emphatically that he was dishonorably
discharged from the navy, and added
that he had not talked on the subject
previous to this because he had been
ordered by the president of the court
martial to maintain silence relative
to the matters regarding which he
testified in a recent naval investigation.
His discharge from the navy, he
claimed, came four months after the
court martial of officers in the east
and was granted so that he could
the army.in a propaganda picture for
engage

ce Brady has just signed a new
^act with Adolph Zukor. This
js that she will be one of the
mount or Artcraft stars, alijh nothing definite as to releasplans of her productions has
■determined upon as yet.
kor has had Miss Brady under
art for some time but her propns were released on the Select
•am. However, as Zukor is no
■ connected with Select the
y productions will hereafter go
S part of the regular Zukor ofclosing of the Zukor contract
les of various rumors recently
■Illation that Miss Brady would
ice independently.

Industry Closed
St of the big film offices were
1 yesterday because of the 77th
on parade.
No.

87

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
T is the desire of the Department of Labor to stimu; business by suggesting to
sent advertisers that they
grease their space and to
i^spective advertisers that
y bring their plans to a
lid and start advertising imfdiately.
The
surest
and
quickest
ty to bring business back to
pre-war basis is to overlie the general apathy
to
ring which
exists in the
ids of many people at pres. Advertising will do this.
We would like to see more
lil advertising and more najal
advertising."
IOGER
W. BABSON,
Director General, Information and Education
Service, United States Departmei.i of Labor.

5 Cents

Pickford Talks

Splice Brady Signs

Karger Here
xwell Karger, director general
(duction for Metro on the coast,
:d in New York yesterday.
je D. Baker was expected but
fl not arrive for about five days.

Price

complete statement is
as Pickford's
follcrws:

Outlook Bright
For Formation of Canadian Co-operative Exchange — Protest Proposed Tax
(Special wire to WW'S DAILY)
Toronto. — ■ Representative
exchange men and exhibitors were in
session yesterday at the King Edward hotel for the purpose
of organizing an exhibitors' co-operative
exchange.
Many
of those present
are elated over the prospect of forming an important body, pointing out
that the number of shareholders in
the
new
organization
will
easily
reach 135, with a total subscription
list of $50,000.
Practically
all _ of
yesterday
was spent in perfecting
the organization..
On Monday the delegates took up
the question of what might be accomplished, especially with regard to
taxation, and later forwarded a protest to Ottawa against the proposed
15 cent reel tax. Monday afternoon
there was general discussion over
the proposed exenange, and the
evening was given up to entertainment. Over 500 attended the social
affair at the King Edward.
Ascher's to Build in Cincinnati
Cincinnati. — Ascher Bros., of Chicago, have obtained a 40-year lease
on the property at Vine and 7th Sts.
and will build a house to seat 2,500.
The house is to cost approximately
be ready next Thanks$400,000givingand
Day.

Louise Huff Series
Louise Huff has been signed to do
a series of six pictures for the American Cinema Corp. She starts work
at once.
John M. Stahl is now directing
Mollie King for the same company
at the Mirror studio.

Controls 3 Houses
A new company has been formed
known as the Triar Amusement Co.,
which has taken over three theaters
in Rockaway, the Casino, Arverne;
Hollands, at Hollands; and the
American Music Hall at Seaside.
i"They have been renamed: the HolI land is now called the Rivoli, the
} Casino, the Rialto, and the Ameri{can Music Hall, the Riviera.
Gerald Gallagher, formerly assisI tant manager of the Broadway, will
"be in charge of the houses, which
I.will be called "Three R's of Rocka-

"I was granted an honorable discharge which shows that my standing was of the very highest, and
which recommends me for further
enrollment.
"Needless to say the government
is not in the habit of recommending
men for further enlistment who are
not fit for service, and the rating
shown in my discharge indicates that
I am eligible for further enlistment
at the present time.
"The reason I have, not denied recent newspaper reports which declared Iwas dropped from the service, was that I had been ordered by
the president of the court martial
not to discuss the naval case in which
I testified and I felt I owed it to the
government to abide by this order.
"However, these reports have
grown to such proportion I have
been forced to make a statement in

Pickford said supplementary to his
my
own behalf."
statement
that he has been accepted
as a member of the Allied World
War Veterans of Los Angeles, an
organization composed of veterans
who were honorably discharged from
The Triar company will have a service. He said the organization
number of houses located in the the- had made a complete investigation
atrical district in addition to the of his case, and that he would not
three in Rockaway. Incorporation have been accepted by it if it had
found that he was dishonorably dispapers are being filed in Albany.
charged from the navy.
j way."
Three Weeks' Run
Toledo, O.— H. C. Horater, of The
Sherry Features Through
Independent
Alhambra, has booked "The Red
Lantern" for a solid run of three
Sherry Service Features will
■weeks, starting May 18. This makes be All
distributed through Independent
the second picture that Horater has
Sales. Special salesmen will also be
run three weeks. "The Heart of used.
Humanity" being the first.
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Geraldine Farrar will leave New j "In Search of Arcady" is the name
York May 10 for the Goldwyn stu- of a forthcoming Billie Rhodes pro
dios at Culver City.
duction
"Cissy" Fitzgerald, who made her
debut several years ago with George
Edwards' famous "Gaiety Girl" company, is working at the Rothacker

Tonight will be Lambs' Club
Night at "Fires of Faith," at the
Harris. A block of 300 seats has
been bought by the club members
as a testimonial to the work done in
the war by the Salvation Army, to
whom the entire profits of the run
will be turned over by Famous
Players-Lasky.

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Joseph Dannen- studios in a series of two-reel comeberg, Vice-President and Managing Editor;
dies, with J. Gunnis Davis. The seJ. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
Manager.
ries will be known as the "Cissy and
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, Bertie" comedies and will be deat the post office at New York, N. Y., under
void of slapstick.
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign.
$20.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Harry E. Aitken, president of the
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
New York Motion Picture CorpoYork, N. Y.
ration, has filed an answer in the
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Supreme Court to the suit of WilCallender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889.
liam N. Brewer, as a stockholder
B. A. Rolfe is certainly an obligin'
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood employer.
His chauffeur lives a
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd., mile
nearer town than he does and of the N. Y. M. P. Co. for an acTelephone, Hollywood 1603.

In the Courts

Incorporations
Albany, N. Y— The Modern
Comedies, Inc., of New York City.
To manufacture motion picture and
photoplay films. Capital, $25,000.
Directors: Herman Obrocki Jr.,
Charles Lang and Neil Hickey, 293
East 8th Str et, New York.
Albany. X Y. — Jaybee Amusementmotio
Co., L p oc '. .i n imsX. ness,
Y. Atheater
genera!
proprietors
i
g xs.
Capital,
$5,000.
Dir.c
Jacob
Belinsky,
Harry Altm n iiid Joseph Dubinsky,
819 Cauldweli Avenue, Brooklyn,
N. V.
Albany, X. Y.— The Allied Theatres, Inc., has increased its capital
stock from $5,000 to $20,000.

he stops by in the morning to pick
him up. At night he drops his
chauffeur at his home and drives the

rest of the way himself, puttin' the
car insystem.
the garage himself. That's
some
took his pony,
outBilltoHart
Exposition
Park "Brownie"
the other
day and put him to a speed test by
racin' him with a thorough-bred.
Brownie got off a length behind and
finished a length behind provin' he
had the speed of a racer. But Bill
says Brownie is goin' to remain in
pictures in spite of his fling on the
turf.
David what
Butler kind
says of
you acan't
be too
careful
receptacle
you use to carry gasoline to your
car. The other night, in the dark, he
picked up a milk bottle which looked
— but wasn't and discovered that
milk loses its nourishing properties
when fed to a motor.
Bert Lytell lost a whole boat load
of fish recently — by not goin' after
them.
Rex BeachHe iswill
plannin'
summer
Tacation.
write his
a scenario
and a novel. Outside of that he
won't have anything to do.

Stanley Anxious to Leave N.j
It is learned that Stanley Bo«|
of Philadelphia,
is extremely
ous to withdraw from the locaj
hibition circles. At present the
ley theater on Seventh
Ave.
counting against Aitken and other 42nd St. is the only nouse whic!
officers. Aitken admits that the company controls although it i]
Triangle Film Co., of which he is derstood that they still have a
in the North Star, 1250
president owns 75 per cent, of the terest
Ave. which is being operated by
stock of the corporation but denies
ney Cohen.
other allegations.
According to information, Sb
wants to concentrate all energj
Philadelphia.
In a suit of Ethel Grandin Smallwood and Raymond C. Smallwood
Another Brooklyn Theafc
against George Kleine to recover
A $150,000 theater will be b
$3,242 as the value of negatives of
John's
Place and Utica
photoplays which they allege the St.
Brooklyn,
for Isaac Miller of]
defendant has withheld Supreme Union St.
It will be a two
Court Justice Mullen has signed an structure and have 1,700 seats.
order to take the testimony of the
plaintiffs in Los Angeles. Kleine
Select Appointments
alleges that the plaintiffs do not
S. S. Webster, formerly Bi
own the picture and has made a counterclaim for $10,000 for breach of an representative for Select, has.
agreement and for $1,178 for money transferred to the Cleveland 1
tory succeeding Sam. E. Morris,!
advanced.
general manager.

J. Stuart Blackton had filed an answer in the Supreme Court to a
suit by the City of New York to recover a personal tax on an assessment for $25,000 in 1917 Blackton
says that during that year he was a
resident of Oyster Bay and not of
Manhattan and that the City had no
jurisdiction to assess him $25,000 or
any other sum in 1917.
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Paramount Pictures

David J. Selznick has beet)
pointed New England manager
ceeding Charles R. Rogers,
by ai
turn has appointed Morris Sa
be sales manager for that sect

Ad Man
Wanted

Corporation
[Watch this Space for Others]

WE DON'T TALK INSURANCE— WE SELL IT

— On the basis that our long experience with this industry enables
us to serve you efficiently and economically. Our clients include
practically every important producing organization. There must be
a reason.

Polo is said to be the most dangerous game on earth. It must have
been named after Eddie. See why
in "The Lure of the Circus."

ubbn"
De
-\eal

LS
Ling; ER.y ice

V., Jnsumnce K_^ 80 Maiden Lone
. . Phone John 5425 - 5426- 5427-5428

First National
Capable assistant to mana
advertising department of
York office. Apply in writi
giving in detail experience, I
salary and present connect*
if any. Address the Mana)
Publicity Department, The F
National Exhibitors Circ
Inc., 6 W. 48th St., New Y<
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Laughs Gome Often in William Russell's Latest Comedy

rth

William

No. an

\ s PAGEANT—
nerlca helped win the war! The
Victory is illustrated in n treat
panorama
depicting
every
eonphase i>f warfare.
)KK CITY—
baseball in the Knipire
State
it tlulit for Sabbath
entertainnun and 40,000 attend the first
K CITY, N. .1.—
ttor sees the noted resort from
. at an altitude of 2,000 feet.
, I |{ INCE—
ry Maker and General
Pershing
X i; F. College
in France
s soldiers study agriculture.
FRANCK—
extends a hearty
welcome
on
•UBKe Victory to the British hebottled up the German fleet in
us raid.
iKK CITY—
red heroes travel in "tubs." Consoldiers get a new sensation as
I conveyed
to a picnic in motorfLEY,
MASS.—
>ry College
seniors take
its before graduation.
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Russell

in

"Some Liar"

William Russell Productions — Pathe, Distr.
DIRECTOR
henry
King
AUTHOR
James Oliver Curwood
SCENARIO
BY
Stephen
Fox
AS A WHOLE
Lively comedy with meller trim*
mings makes good vehicle for trie star.
STORY
Adaptation of a novel by James Oliver
Curwood.
DIRECTION
Uses comedy possibilities in situa
tions to good advantage.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Yaries; generally passable
LIGHTINGS
Ordinary
CAMERA WORK
Adequate
STAR
Sure to be liked in his portrayal of an inveterate liar, who has difficulty in living up
to tales of his accomplishments.
SUPPORT
Eileen Percy makes pretty heroine;
Haywood
Mack
and
Gordon
Russell
give
strong performances.
EXTERIORS
Scenes
in western
mining
town
about what is generally found in pictures of
this nature.
INTERIORS
Nothing pretentious
needed
DETAIL
. . . .Satisfactory for a western comedy film
CHARACTER OF STORY
■
Entirely harmless
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
About
4,780 feet

IN the character of Robert Winchester McTabb, William Russell has a chance to exert his comedy gifts
also to reveal his prowess as an athletic actor when
it comes to fight stuff. He is genuinely amusing and
at the same time forceful in his portrayal of the "coffin
theater, Strand, Rialto,
and cradle" salesman, who lies just because he enjoys
Paramount
week, this
it and then finds it difficult to justify himself in the
why.
eyes of his gullible auditors.
The plot in this production is improbable enough
from any angle you want to consider it. but that does
not keep it from supplying the structure for a first-rate
comedy entertainment working up to some situations
Irs which may properly be termed novel. From the time
rhat Bill Russell blows into the mining town of Yellow
Jacket. Arizona, and edifies the gambling hall crowd
Making Picture
rener of Penna., is in
ive-reel production planElks for the U. S. Fednal Board. H. E. HanBox Affice Analysis
be the producer, and it
Exhibitors who have checked up on the drawing
Claire Whitney will be
power of stars, no doubt, have found that William
Russell stands high at the present time and is steadily
adding to his followers. Even if this production were
S"vVvs;
disappointing, which it is not, you could rely on the

with an oration of his exploits as a soldier, tilings begin
to happen, largely through the instrumentality of
Eileen Percy who is traveling incognito that she may
secure some papers before they are used to damage
the reputation of her wealthy father.
No sooner does Eileen meet Bill than she commissions him to "get" her enemy and the papers, even If
11 means resorting to murder. To complicate matters
Still further, they have Bill gel into a mix-up with
Gordon Russell, a gambler who also is out to murder
Haywood Mack, the man that Bill is after in order to
oblige the girl.
With this arrangement as a basis, they plan a
three-cornered right, each man trying to get the better of the other while Eileen stands on tne side lines
and urges them on quite heartlessly. As a matter
of fact, Bill is not half as brave as he has pictured himself, but when it comes to a brawl from which he cannot gracefully extricate himself, he puts up a stiff
fight, then returns to the girl, enlarging upon what
lie has done in his characteristic way.
For instance, he assures her. with all sorts of vivid
details to back up his assertion, that he has killed
Mack, whereupon Eileen is regretful because she has
not secured the coveted papers. Nothing daunted, the
heroic Bill offers to return immediately to get them,
despite the fact that he probably will fall into the
hands of the sheriff's posse.
Probably some of the most effective scenes in the
picture come on the night that the three enemies meet
and after a three-cornered figfct in which first one,
then another, appears to be getting the best of the
argument, Mack is actually killed by Gordon Russell
who also is anxious to make a favorable impression on
Eileen. Bill finds himself in the predicament of either
claiming that he committed the murder or conceding
that he is a liar, so he boldly asserts that he killed
Mack
and is ready to be hanged rather than change
his story.
Here we have the odd situation of both men stoutly
asserting their guilt, and it almost comes to a double
hanging before evidence turns up which clears Bill
and forces him to admit to Eileen that he is a confirmed liar. Of course, he promises to reform and that
ends a story that is handled throughout in a lively
comedy spirit.

A Safe Program Production for Any Type of Theater

strength of the star's name to draw patronage.
The secret of his success is not hard to find. He has
a genuine, wholesome personality and a happy faculty
of not appearing to take himself too seriously on the
screen, which enables him to register comedy characters in a natural, convincing manner. If you figured
it out, you probably would find that a large percentage of the laughs in "Some Liar" and in previous
pictures, such
"Brass Buttons,"
attributable to theas individual
work of are
the directly
star.
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Deposit
Bonds
Wanted
Harrisburg, Pa. — Led by Fred J.
Herrington of the Idle Hour, Pittsburgh, a number of exhibitors of
that city have organized under the
name of "The American Exhibitors
Asso. of America," and are seeking
to pass a bill through the Legislature the chief purpose of which is to

for the Exhibitor
Treat this as a comedy, not forgetting, however, to
let folks know that there is plenty of fast action of
the western mining town variety. A wise selection of
advertising paper would include fight scenes as well
as comedy incidents, always, of course, emphasizing
the name of William Russell. In your advance announcements itwouldn't do any harm to bring in some
mention of Eileen Percy, for she certainly is an attractive young leading woman who adds charm to the
picture.
Catchlines: "Think of the biggest liar you ever
knew, then double his ability and he won't hold a
candle to William Russell in 'Some Liar,' a comedy
with a punch." Or: "If you want to know why they
called him 'Some Liar,' see William Russell in hi»
newest western comedy.

have the distributing and producing
companies file bonds equal to the
amount of advance payments made
by exhibitors.
Under the provisions of the bill
all distributing organizations operating in Pennsylvania must secure a
license from the State Board of
Censors,
which
body also has the

power to revoke the licenses, and all
distributors must deposit with the
Censors bonds equal to the amount
of advance payments made by exhibitors to them.
The proposed measure is known
as the Soffel Bill and would be effective Jan. 1, 1920, if passed.
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KINOGRAMS
ST. I.OIIS GREETS HERO SONS—
Greatest crowd in history gives Missouri
heroes the most inspiring; welcome home
accorded war veterans in any city of the
United
States.
RED SOX OPEN HOME SEASON.—
Monster crowd greets world champions
as they play first game of the season on
home grounds — Babe Ruth is accorded
rousing greeting by the fans.
GIRL 13 SETS BOND RECORD.— Colonel Pauline Hinkle gets junior bond
selling championship by disposing of
more than $2,000,000 worth of bonds —
and she has many noted buyers.
WOUNDED
YANKS PLAV GOLF.Convalescents from Ft. McPherson make
use of the smallest golf course in the
world at the Bobby Burns club near Atlanta, Georgia.
WOMAN PILOT LAUNCHES SHIP.—
Old river boat, after many years of serstarts the
season'sat work
again with
Mrs. vice,
Nettie
Johnson
the wheel.

tM&
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow
know how you cleaned
up.

New Theatres

Chicago— Warrington at Oak Park
will be opened by H. H. Goldion.
Richmond, Va. — Largest pictura
house in Richmond to be erected. Jaka
Wells to manage.

Coast Brevities

Putting It Over

Omaha. — Showing Nazimova in
"Out of the Fog," Manager H. M.
Thomas of the Rialto, used lighting
and sound effects superior to anything ever seen in Omaha before.
The entire front half of the theater
was employed as a background on
which was thrown the effects of rolling clouds. While the cloud effect
was on, a baritone singer sings
something about the ocean deep. No
GEN. CRITCHLEY YISITS U. S.—
Youngest British General was granted particular song is necessary; any
commission when 27 years old. Prince, good, heavy ocean song will do. As
the general's dog, also is a veteran of he finishes, the real storm begins.
the war.
The wind whistles, the thunder rumPADEREWSKI AT CONFERENCE.—
bles and roars, the lightning glares.
World renowned pianist, recently named
The
lightning effect is made more
premier of the new Republic, heads Polish delegation at the Paris Peace Con- realistic by the flashing on and off
ference.
of the lights behind the scene, and
OPEN
AIR
PASSENGER
ROUTE.
also in the dome of the theater.
Atlantic
City hotel launches
first aerial
service to carry guests from Philadelphia, During the storm, unannounced, the
picture takes its place on the screen
Pa., who
dislike riding on trains.
WOUNDED SEE BALL GAME.— Con- with the clouds. Nazimova, terror
valescent soldiers, sailors and marines, stricken, is at the window, and behome from the war, are admitted free
fore he knows it, the spectator is
to baseball park in Chicago.
deeply interested in the story. In
DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD alcoves in front of the house were
rocky shores, with a lighthouse peerPICTURES
ing out over a stormy sea.
The picture brought the biggest
Easter crowds that ever patronized
the Rialto.
Saratoga, N. Y.— Talk of buil4«
tag new theater.

DAILY

Showing "Common Clay," Manager Harry Watt, of the Strand,
Omaha,, Neb., secured 100 pounds
of common clay and had a local
sculptor make a woman's head from
it. The clay is mounted in the lobby,
on display.

Lew Cody;

Los Angeles. — Albert Ray and
Elinor Fair have started won; at
Fox studios on "Be a Little Sport."
Scott Dun lap is directing. In the
cast are Lula Warrenton, George
Hernandez, Lcota Lorraine and Eugene Pallette.
Bert Lytell will start work this
week in "It's Easy to Make Money."
written by John H. Blackwood.
Finis Fox is writing continuity and
Edwin Carewe will direct.
Emmy Wehlen expects to start
work in a week on "A Favor for
a Friend," under direction of John
Ince. The original story is by Luther A. Reed.

Now Working With

\ Director
®
Tourneuf
'
•

*?

\\

Recently With

And
Weber

Lois

.

a*
Van Campen Heilner, Asst. Director for T. Hayes Hunter, is leaving
for the East for the summer. Upon
his return he will again resume his
position as Hunter's assistant.
Directors Exchange Compliments
There was an exchange of congratulatory telegrams yesterday between Maurice Tourneur and Alfred
Capellani on the occasion of the first
showing of "The White Heather" at
thetheRialto
and Both
"The of Red
at
Rivoli.
theseLantern"
French
directors have kept up the warm
friendship which began when they
were students in Paris.
Rochester

Wants

Better

Pictures

Rochester, N. Y. — -Conferences
have been held here between Orrin
G. Cocks, of the National Board of
Review, and the Social Welfare League for the purpose of improving the
quality of pictures shown and to do
away with some of the lurid advertising, posters and lobby displays.

^$

Cecil

\
aa

B. De

Mille'l

After
a long season

m

1 "MICKEY" I
EXPORTERS

OF

FILMS

Wc have
many advertising
that
will properly
assist the "li
e:
I at ion of American Stars appe
in the Films you are sending ab
We are making; certain classi
this advertising matter especiall
export, taking into consider
duties and freights. Low price?
KRAUS MFG. CO.,
vail. 220 W. 42nd St., N. V. C.

Beulah Livingstone Promoted
Beulah Livingstone, who, since
Jan. 1, has been acting as General
Press Representative for the Norma
Showing of English Features
Chelan, Wash —Ruby hat re-opened.
W. Arthur Northam, representing Talmadge Film Corp., will also be
AUTISTIC ILLUSTDATINC
(Chicago — New
theater
for
south a groUp 0f British producers, is hold- at the head of the publicity depart= HAND LETTERING;
ment for the Constance Talmadge
aide. United Theaters
Co. owners.
ing
a
special
showing
at
Loew's
PERFECT NEGATIVES
New York Roof this week; the Film Corp. This gives Miss Livingstone the unique position of being
showings as follows: Yesterday
the only woman in the publicity field
CLASSIFIED
"The Kiddies in the Ruins" and to handle the press work of two big
145 ^EST 45^ ST.
"God and The Man." To-day, picture corporations.
The classified columns of WID'S
Constance Talmadge will begin
fill a long felt want. It is the market "Nearer, My God, To Thee" and
place where buyer and seller — em- "Uncle Remos-Brer Rabbit." May work on May 26.
CAMERAMAN (New Outfit) at your
ployer and employee or the small 8, "God Bless Our Red, White and
advertiser can put his story before Blue," and "Cherrio Chums — Well,
I
Be
Blowed."
May
8,
"A
Soul's
practically every live exhibitor in the
LABORATOB
country every day in the year, at Crucifixion" and "Cherrio Chums —
EXCLUSmfl
nominal cost. Rate, 50c. per line. Hot Stuff."
FOR TITLE ft
A. LITHOGRAPHING ICORR
Cash with order.
* 406 WE/T
31 JT.
^
ALL LANG'S
RUSH
WORK
FOR SALE

TETLE

SEESIl

EUNEST

STEJ^

F. I.A. T.

Pathe moving picture camera complete,
three sets of lenses, for sale. Also 11 x 14
still camera.
Address, Camera,
c/o WIDS.

HELP

Posters that command

the eye.

Film

developed

and

delivered in W

WANTED

Pipe-Organist for theater in town, close to
New York. Must furnish references. Steady
position for the right man. — Address, D. A.
T., c/o Wid's.

POSITION

WANTED

Orchestra Leader — A man who knows hew
to put on a program of music that fits your
show. References as to ability. Address,
Leader, this office.

Not until our public learn to see
the silent drama, first reel first, will
they ever absorb the whole virtue
of the photo picture play. — N. M.
Trafton, O-Row-Nay Circuit, Trail,
B. C.
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Some Infant !

Tellegen Signs

Price

S Cents

Joyce On Stage

yn Secures Star to Play Opposite Farrar

To Divide Her Time With Pictures
— Tom Terriss to Support Her

i Tellegen, husband of Gerallarrar, and a romantic actor of
unci', was signed yesterday to
with his wife, Geraldine FarGoldwyn productions.
They
avc Saturday
for the Coast
productions will be made une direction of Frank
Lloyd.
1 plans for the productions
made by Hugo Ballin.
inp to this country in
Hth Bernhardt.
His greatest
success was "Blind
Youth."
■ried Geraldine Farrar in 1916.
I four
pictures
for
Para'The
Victory
of Consci"The Explorer";
"The
Un;wasand before
"The Long
Trail."
the Paramount
Is Players affiliation.

Alice Joyce, Vitagraph star, will
appear in a dramatic production in
the fall. The play called "The
Heart Thief" was written by Tom
Terriss who is Miss Joyce's director
in pictures. He will likewise support her in the legitimate production.
The appareance of Miss Joyce on
the legitimate stage will in no way
tract.
interfere with her Vitagraph con-

Ready To Start
Canadian
Exhibitors
Co-Operative
Organization Ready to Carry On

Dexter's First Chosen
tt Dexter, now a Famous
star, as noted, will work in
Change
Your
Wife"
under
[>n of William C. De Mille as
he finishes nis part in "The
ble Crichton."
The Riesenfeld Dinner
:Hugo Riesenfeld, managing
• of the Rialto-rtivoli, was the
5t night at a dinner given to
rs of the trade press and crithe daily newspapers, as well
ortant members of the staff
two theaters, at the Commo
It night.

No.

88

ittle Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
feODORE ROOSEVELT
R responsible for the stateh "Nothing is ever setfmtil
is settled this
RIGHT."
fe its itinception
indusps been wrestling with the
|(em: "How, when and
to advertise" — and
ly "where." First Nationdeclaration of independhas already commenced
|ear fruit, because it is
&lly right and justly sound
— there is still room for
jvement and the sooner
uestion is settled RIGHT
[•etter for all concerned —
•modestly — we must adhat five trade publications
everal too many.

You may think the Daddy looks too old for four years but remember
four years in the film business is a "generation."
Remember four years ago Hodkinson was at the head of Paramount, Selznick was running World Film, Goldwyn wasn't born, etc.,
etc., etc.
"Wid's Daily" in a year has become an institution.
McBride 111
J. E. McBride, of the Fox organization, isill at home, suffering from
indigestion. He has been away from
his desk for the past two weeks.
Spiegel in Atlantic City
Max Spiegel of the Strand is in
Atlantic City recuperating from an
attack of ptomaine poisoning.

Strand Program Tour Abandoned
It is understood on good authority
that the proposition to send Strand
programs on tour will be abandoned
because of the tremendous cost necessary to maintain a traveling organization of such size.

Hart with Oooley
William V. Hart, one of the oldest
film men in the history of the game,
Harma Productions Take Offices
is now associated with the Johnny
Harma Productions, Inc., have Dooley Film Comedies, as business
taken quarters at 46 W. 24th St. The manager.
Hart was one of the first exchange
office is in charge of Henry Howse,
technical director for Harry Maze managers of the General in the heyday of its career. Later he went to
Jenks who is now on his way to
Mutual.
England.

(Special wire to WID'S DAILY)
Toronto. — Canadian Exhibitors in
convention here for the past two
days have completed all preliminary
work and there is every indication
that the co-operative exchange will
be a success.
A large number of exhibitors took
stock in the exchange. The first
film to be distributed will be selected
and a manager appointed to conduct
the business. It is expected that the
directors will announce the name of
the manager in a rew days.
Directors elected: J. C. Brady, the
Madison; A. Alexander, Park and
Doris; T. Scott, J. Crang, Oakwood,
Dr. Richardson, Crown, all of Toronto; George Swanwick and Fred Guest
of Hamilton; J. S. Smart, Port Hope,
and A. A. Cooper, Huntville.
The convention closed with all
visitors taking a drive about the city
and ter
stopping
at were
the Oakwood
where they
snapped theaby a
Pathe cameraman.

To Liquidate

General Film will liquidate. Whether or not there will be a reorganization has not been determined at
this time. As previously noted the
United Artists' are expected to take
over a number of the exchanges of
the General.
Winik Back
Hyman Winik of Western Import
returned from Chicago yesterday.
F-I-L-M Club Meets
The F-I-L-M Club met last night
in the Pathe Exchange, Mecca Bldg.,
to discuss a number or suggestions
made
as noted,
to correct
existing'
differences
between
exchange
men
and exhibitors.
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Price 5 Cents

tMA
Flashes

D. L. Faralla, formerly assistant
Comptroller, has been appointed
Comptroller for Select Pictures.

DAILY
Reichenbach vs. Times

In answer to Harry Reichenbach's
letter to the "New York Times" relative to the O'Grady matter, it appears thatfrom
the "Times"
turned
the letter
the A. M.
P. A.over
to

James O. Spearing, editor of the
motion picture department who says
Raymond S. Harris, sales manager that he does not deem the letter
for Outing-Chester, is in Canada on worthy of answer, since the A. M.
P. A. is biased.
a business trip.
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and TreasReichenbach immediately anurer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Joseph Dannenswered, inquiring whether or not the
Southard Brown, formerly chief of
berg, Vice-President and Managing Editor;
T. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
paper
referred to Spearing, the
staff of the Benjamin Chapin organiManager.
O'Grady
statement or that of the
zation,
is
handling
publicity
work
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
National Juvenile M. P. League.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under for Pioneer Film.
Copyright 1919,
Inc. Published
New
N.
FILM York,
FOLKS,

Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
INC.

the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$20.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889.
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd., William Duncan went to a meeting
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.
of film men held recently at the Ho-

CLASSIFIED
The classified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt want. It is the market
place where buyer and seller — employer and employee or the small
advertiser can put his story before
practically every live exhibitor in the
country every day in the year, at
nominal cost. Rate, 50c. per line.
Cash with order.

HELP WANTED

Joseph De Grasse, now in New
York, will direct Dorothy Dalton at
the 56th St. studio. The first story
will be one of Apache life. Work to
be started in a few days.

alfalfa. That's a vamp worth while.
Al Santell celebrated his return to
directing
for aUniversal
by buyin'
new
car and
bright green
shirt. a
Plenty of fresh air, sleep and soap
is Marie Walcamp's beauty secret.
Sounds cheap enough.
Katherine Curtis, the society butterfly that flitted into pictures, retains
her quiet taste in motor cars. She
still has her foreign built limousine
with chauffeur to match.
Bein' a typical picture actor, Joe
Martin the $10,000 Universal ape just
couldn't help but escape. He climbed
up a pole carrying high voltage
wires and would have been electrocuted if the current hadn't been shut
off just as he began to devour the
insulation.
Hero's luck!

The "Tiffany" of Lithographers.

D. W. GRIFFITH
REPERTORY
Denoting a
the history of
Embracing
and diversions
stage.

SEASON

world epoch in
the theatre.
motion pictures
of the speaking

Initial offering "BROKEN
BLOSSOMS," a Chinese romance, shown for the first
time.
Entire program under the
personal direction of David
Wark Griffith.
Season opens Tuesday Evening, May 13th, at 9 o'clock.

MEO COHAN
Broadway
New

THEATRE

& 43d Street
York City

))

"The New Moon
To be released early in May

A Norma Talmadge Picture
Ask your better half to pass on
Mary MacLaren in "The Amazing
Wife." She'll tell you why women
are gripped by its overpowering
drama.

A Chet

Withey Production

(

TJLTEE
SEIfti
AUTISTIC ILLUSTDATIf
= HAND LETTED I NGi
PERFECT NEGATIVE

ERNEST

STE

145 ^EST
CAMERAMAN

"Long Arm of Mannister" Finished
Pioneer Film has received word
that the second Walthall special,
tel Alexandria to discuss the Victory
Long Arm of Mannister," has
Loan. A bell boy took him to a "The
been completed.
parlor and left him there. Bill listened to the
makin'
half
an hour
and speech
wondered
whyfor there
was no one there he Knew. Then he
found out that he was attending a
A- LITHOGRAPHING IC0RR
meeting of the sociation.
Retaili Hardware As* 406
WEH
31 JT.
^

Charlie, the Universal elephant
havin' killed two men durin' his
periodical sprees, tore away the
FOR SALE
other day bent on a rampage that
Pathe moving picture camera complete, started out like a hum-dinger, but
three sets of lenses, for sale. Also 11 x 14
still camera.
Address, Camera, c/o WIDS.
Marieback
Walcamp
vamped
lurin'
him
to his cage
with him,
a bunch
of
Manager for high class Open Air Moving
Picture Theater. Must have a thorough
knowledge of booking. Give experience and
salary. Good opportunity for right man.
Box A. R. N., this office.

De Grasse to Direct Dalton

EXPORTERS OF FILJ'
H'e have many advertising '
that will properly assist the
tation of American Stars ap]
in the Films you are sending i
We are making certain clat
this advertising matter espeelx
export, taking into consld
duties and freights. Low prto
KRATJS MFG. CO.,
vail.
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. f

45T-H SI .
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Ad Man
Wanted
First National
Capable assistant to mar w
advertising department of W
York office. Apply in wrig.
giving in detail experience, %
salary and present connec n>
if any. Address the Man %
Publicity Department, The *t
National Exhibitors Cii ft.
Inc., 6 W. 48th St., New \ t
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Screen Version of "The ThirdCent.
Degree"
DramaGomes Near Being a 100 Per
COMING

1

[OUSE PETERS
The Production

m
=

foil Never Know J
Your Luck"
By

J

PARKER

g

The Director
FRANK

POWELL

=

i S. Moss makes a biff mistake =
It putting his name on the ==
headway Theater.
==

ftm fl-C Wt»|
|e*H need It.

=

Ro thapfel Giving Banquet
tacy" will tender a banquet on
y evening at the Astor. The
r Rothapfel program will be
a at the Rialto Friday morning
I o'clock.
Chautard's First by June
lile Chautard's first production
[ayflower, "Scrap of Paper" will
iished by the end of the month.
i-ADy WiHoeRnef?^

in

"The Third
VitagraphDegree"

The Star

pILBERT

Alice Joyce

s*ys[

DIRECTOR
Tom Terriss
AUTHOR
Charles Klein
SCENARIO BY
Phil Lang and Eugene Mullin
EDITED BY. Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph Chester
CAMERAMAN
Joe Schelderfer
AS A WHOLE
Remarkably fine version of fa=
mous stage drama admirably produced and
strongly acted; may be classed as one of the
strongest pictures released by Vitagraph.
STORY
Intelligent adaptation of a play that has
been prescribed
by many
traveling compa=
nies and innumerable stock organizations.
DIRECTION. .. .Marked by many significant touches
which heighten the tense atmosphere of the
scenes.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Especially good, notably where dif=
ficult effects are required, such as those dur=
ing the "third degree" episodes.
CAMERA WORK
First rate
STAR
Exerts considerable appeal in her por=
trayal of a young woman who is ready to sac=
rifice everything in order to save her husband.
SUPPORT
Gladden James
gives a superb performance during trying scenes, such as those
when he is called upon to indicate the emo=
tions of a man weakening under "third de=
gree"
methods; the cast throughout is entirely
efficient.
EXTERIORS
Don't figure much
INTERIORS
In keeping
with a production
of
high calibre.
DETAIL
The film was edited and titled in a way
that never permits any vagueness in the
storv, nor allows the action to drag.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Human interest drama
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5,545 feet
'TITHE Lion and the Mouse" was a first-rate photoA play, but there can be no doubt about this screen
version of Charles Klein's equally famous "The Third
Degree" being superior to the earlier production in
which Alice Joyce also starred, under the direction of
Tom Terriss. Few, indeed, have been the screen adaptations of stage plays which have come through in
pictorial form with the force, sympathy and fidelity
to the spirit of the original found here.
Great credit is due Tom Terriss for his handling of

the big moments of the picture, such as those during
which Gladden James is pat through the third degree.
It is doubtful if this young actor ever gave a truer
performance than that of the young man forced into
a confession through hypnotic Influence, and supplementing the Lmpressiveness of his acting is truly expert direction which utilizes every means to increase
the suspense of the situation. A scene particularly
worthy of note is that in which the eyes of the tortured man are reflected on the revolver held before
him by his tormentors.
While scenes such as this. and the uniformly fine
acting of the players guided by Director Terriss, have
much to do with the marked impression left by the
picture, I have a notion that a fair share of the credit
for the building up of the story, with every point properly planted and no incidents that seem superfluous,
belongs to Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph Chester who
are credited with editing the film.
There are many touches that indicate the craftsmanship of a trained fiction writer, who, through long
experience has learned the art of including what is
necessary and excluding all that is superfluous to the
progress of a story. As is customary in turning a
stage play into a screen drama, the action starts earlier than in the spoken version, but as handled here
there is nothing that can be called unnecessary to a
full understanding of the plot.
When Gladden James, as Howard Jeffries, Jr., and
Herbert Evans, as Robert Underwood, are at college
where Gladden meets Alice Joyce in the role of a
waitress and marries her, one may wonder at an incident such as that in which Gladden is hypnotized by
a fellow student. This is just a brief episode, but its
importance is apparent later on when a memory of
what has occurred before, appreciably heightens the
effect of the sequences during which Gladden is hypnotized into confessing to a murder which he did not
commit. All through, the film gives evidence of a
careful consideration of the value of each scene in
reaching the emotions of an audience.
Miss Joyce is not called upon to express great variety of feeling in the portrayal of the self-sacrificing
wife, but the part does demand an appeal to the sympathies which she is completely successful in realizing. Her sincerity and naturalness are big factors in
revealing the devoted and determined nature of Annie
Sands. Anders Randolph is ideally suited to the role
of Jeffries, Sr. ; Hedda Hopper has the poise and refinement needed for the role of his wife; George
Backus appears to advantage as the lawyer and others in the cast are all that the story demands.

Let Folks Know That You Have Something Out of the Ordinary
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
By all means get "The Third Degree" if you possibly can and figure to hold it for a run of several days,
backed by a heavy exploitation campaign. If you are
playing in a neighborhood where a big picture has a
fair chance to clean up on its merits, you won't need
to worry about getting a full return on your investment.
No doubt you will receive considerable assistance
from the Vitagraph Company, outside of the usual advertising material, in putting this over, for it will be
liberally exploited on billboards and you will be supplied with high-class paper to use in connection with
your showing. After you've seen the picture, I think
that you will- feel justified in having given your patrons a personal guarantee as to its merit.
Everyone who keeps in touch with the stage knows

"The Third Degree," at least by name, and probably
many of your folks have seen it acted. Find out just
when it was presented in your town, either by a traveling company or in stock, and call attention to these
performances in your advance announcements. Send
personal invitations to dramatic editors to see the film
and possibly you will be able to arouse some discussion concerning the relative merits of the play and the
Alice Joyce surely will be a good drawing card with
picture.
your regular fans, so give her a lot of boosting; she deserves it. Let folks know that the production was directed by Tom Terriss and don't be afraid to tell them
that it is one of the strongest pictures bearing the
Vitagraph trademark.
Send for .,

Cooli
r>«E always

Pale!"
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Some of Our Readers Send Congratulations]
"Wid's Daily," a Year Old Today— What They Say About the Boiled
News Service Added to Wid's Reviews.
Adolph Zukor
Paramount

Jesse Lasky
Famous
Players-Lasky
Wid's conceptive criticisms on the
Wid's reviews have helped to make
exhibitors think, and in making them technical and producing ends of the
think it has made them more care- business have been one of the contributing influences which has
ful. By that I do not mean that
exhibitors are not thinkers but that brought about a healthy reaction in
Wid is a thinker and knowing this, studio and scenario work. This reaction has completely eliminated the
it gives the exhibitor the opportunity to realize that he should care- idea that anything would do just
fully consider the productions he "because it was for the movies."
presents or his individual clientele.
William S. Hart
Frank L. Newman
Wid's Daily is a valuable medium
Royal-Regent, Kansas City
between producer and exhibitor.
Wid's Daily is really the only one You play no favorites. Your knowlpublished that I can get all I want
edge of the needs of both helps correct many mistakes. I welcome your
out of in a very few minutes. I
need not look through a big maga- advice with as much good spirit as
zine to find out the meat of the im- I appreciate your praise, because you
portant news which I should know. know what you are talking about.
My best wishes for the continued big
More power to you!
success of the Bradstreet of Filmdom.
W. S. MacLaren
Majestic-Colonial Jackson, Mich.
W. W. Hodkinson, Pres.
To our mind Wid's Daily is the
and
One Hundred Per Cent, magazine
F. B. Warren, Vice-Pres.
for every live exhibitor. Suffice to
Hodkinson
Corp.
say that it is the first piece of mail
The greatest service you can renopened in our office each morning,
der, and that you have rendered, the
and its contents are carefully perused and afterward filed away for motion picture with Wid's is to tell
the
truth about bad pictures. In
ready reference. In fact, it is our
course of time, if not instantly, this
film "bible."
policy will stop producers from
When you started Wid's Daily,
pictures by keeping exyou
took a the
gambler's
no making bad
hibitors from buying them.
one merits
success chance,
mat hasand
come
to this clever publication of yours
Harold B. Franklin
as you do.
Best wishes for your continued
Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, N. Y.
success.
Congratulations!
The only thing that puzzles me is
Frederick L. Collins
how
got commenced
along withoutpublishing
"Wid's"
beforewe you
McClure's
daily. Best wishes for further
London, England. — Wid's Daily, your
in the year it has been in the field, success.
has crowded a decade of real, conThomas H. Ince
structive motion-picture activity into
its work. It has gotten to be that
Wid's has such a salient personwe can't call it a day without the arality that it is quite unique among
rival of the spectacled boy who moving picture reviews. Producers
solemnly deposits Wid's upon our may agree or disagree with its pundesks. Those of us whom duty calls
gent criticisms but these are always
to London and Paris regret that
there is not a European edition of expressed with a sincerity that commands attention and respect. Personally, I welcome expressions of
Wid's Daily. Keep up your good
work! The idea that appeared so opinion that have such freeness of
revolutionary a year ago has proved viewpoint and keenness of vision.
to be distinctly evolutionary for
me, is always full of valugood. Good luck to the second year Wid's,abletosuggestions
and inspiration that
make it invaluable as a chronicle
of Wid's Daily!
of the ever changing conditions of
A. J. Moeller
our creative enterprises.
Theatre DeLuxe, Detroit
Congratulations on the first anniCarl Laemmle
versary of Wid's Daily. Your little
paper is as essential to me, and
I have always considered it folly
should be equally as essential to to say "it can't be done," especially
every exhibitor desirous of keeping in the moving picture business, but
conversant with the doings in the I freely confess that when you
motion picture world — as is the daily started your daily, I had an idea
newspaper in that exhibitor's town that the trade would not support it.
who is desirous of knowing what is
And now you're a year old!
going on in the world about him.
The reason why your daily did not
Success to you and the daily, may die a-bornin' is simply and solely beyou both live long and prosper.
cause you've made it snappy, read-

able and reliable. One feature that
has been particularly pleasing is the
care you have exercised in verifying
rumors before printing them, and
heaven knows there are enough rumors in this business to fill an hourly
newspaper instead of merely a daily.
I congratulate you with all my
heart. I know how you feel, now
that you have one whole candle on
your birthday cake. The Universal
will have seven of them pretty soon
and
that. we still feel like a youngster at

the reviews of productions, si
"up - to - the - minute" inforr J
What strikes me as almost as]
ing is that baseless rumors arel

published.
the staff
of 'J
Daily"
whom OfI have
personalis
there does not appeal to be orj
not fully qualified to act on]

Bradstreet's of Filmdom."
Robert Brunton Studios, ]|
Los Angeles, Calif.
We have found the Daily til
valuable addition to motion ]|
publications. It supplies us |
many exclusive items of botifl
Cecil B. DeMille
sonal and business interest and!
My best wishes for your first birth- pies a unique position in a s\
day. Wid's Daily is a lusty infant, ized field for the disseminati
and if it continues at- the present
rate will be the Pantagruel of the motion picture information. W1
film world. Success and prosperity sider
now a nee
dustry.Wid'sforDaily
institution
the motion pictd
in your work of service to the motion picture industry.
Paul Brunet
Albert Capellani
Pathe Exchange
Capellani Prod.
Good luck to Wid's Magazil
This
How hasimportant
a our
factor
Wid's its First Anniversary.
Daily
become in
industry?
The one copy that I receive at the has filled a big want in the in<:
its first
'
studio actually passes down the line in
continue
to year
do so. and I know
and during the waits between scenes,
first June Caprice, men Creighton
Charles Miller
Hale, Miss Cassinelli, Mr. MennesCharles Miller Prod.
sier,
day. Mr. Jerkowski, Mr. Baron and
Many
happy
and prosperoi
even the property men read it every "Daily."
turns
on the birthday
of
You
deliver
the
goods
—
keep
it
up.
Everyone in the Industry
him a wonder, and if he contiir
Sid Laurence
grow during the coming year,'
fluence and popularity, he will
Alhambra Theater, Detroit
great help to his Daddy.
I find in my work that Wid's
Theo. L. Hays
Daily is the best "Right to the minute" paper ever published, the news
that we get daily is hot off the wire, Managing Director New Garric
New Liberty, St. Paul
you never miss anything that is of
any value to the Film Industry.
Congratulations on the succ
Congratulations tor your first year arrival at the first mile-stone r
and trust that your second is one
Terse, truthful
timely,
hundred per cent, better than the progress
of "Wid'sandDaily."
first.
Dailv" fills the bill.
I always will be a big booster for
Hiram Abrams
Wid's.

Paul

H.

Cromelin

have daily
come news.
to rely on
forWereliable

Wid's

Wm. L. Sherrill
Frohman Amusement Corp.
Wid's Daily needs no commendatory remarks from anyone. It has
proven its worth, and has within the
space of one year accomplished what
heretofore might have been considered impossible, namely, an enviable reputation, and a position that
makes the publication indispensable
to any progressive motion picture institution, whether producer, exchange or theater.
I Its strength lies in its imparti| ality and intelligent discrimination,
not alone with respect to news published, but also in connection
with

I read Wid's Daily every d
fore I leave the office, and
found it always
contains aut
news.the very latest, up-to-the-n
and

The

Mark M. Gates
Dayton, Dayton, 0

Congratulations on your first
versary. Always look forwai
receiving Wid's Daily with its;
news and unbiased reviews. !
that you will have many morel
anniversaries. My sincere
wishes with you, always.

H. C. Horater
Alhambra
Theater,
Toledo,
I would
not do without
Daily.
I have learned to look I
first thing in the morning.
It
me posted.
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Conference On

5 Cents

Cohen's Suggestions

jf of Review and N. A. M. P. I.
) to Meet Next Week
} joint committee of Board of
Ik members and National Asion members met on Tuesday
'ither
plans forthea closer
co-opfi between
two bodies.
Ii-uit- "i th.it committee have
ikept secret.
riel I.. Hess of Goldwyn, chairf tin National Association cenp committee refused to cornon any action taken, but said
■arly next week another meetfould lie held at the terminaif which a statement covering
pmniittee's action would be isnoted. the X. A. M. I'. I. exjto have its plan of self censoriiy early June. While nothing
pen mentioned specifically it is
i that perhaps in June exhibifho insist on showing salacious
«s will find themselves under
. The plan provides, it is un>o(l for a warning at first. Exrs will endeavor, it is said, to
I get service from one of the
ition companies but will find
^onc of the big distributors will
h film. In case of arrest, it
Proof of Anita Stewart's
drawing power taken at Strand Theatre
during run of "Mary Regan."
>e necessary for that exhibitor's
f to be bought up. The NaI Association plan is said to Will Release Seven Drew Comedies
such an emergency.
Famous Players-Lasky announSp
that in accordance with the origwial Ready
for Opening
of Repertoire
Atkinson
Returns Today
schedule seven Paramount-Mew
Season — To Visit Columbus
comedies
will
be
released
during
the
I E. A'tkinson, Metro business
David Wark Griffith will arrive in
Jer, returns to his office today current season.
*
a three month trip throughout
Following the death of Sidney New York this morning from CaliBun try.
Drew, considerable speculation has
fornia to prepare for the opening of
been evident among -xnibttors, par- his repertoire season at the Cohan
ticularly those who have contracted theater, Monday night.
for the entire series of comedies, as
No. 89
mpanying him are his sister,
to whether or not the}' would lie de- Miss Ruth Griffith ; his niece, Ruth
livered.
Nazimova
to Return
Gilbert Griffith;
"Billy" Barthelmess
Bitzer, his
By Jack Alicoate
cameraman:
Richard
Nazimova will leave New York
and Hough Wortham, his technical
next
week
for
Los
Angeles.
manager.
TID'S DAILY is popular because it has a definite misOn his way back to the Coast in
New
Scenic Concern
m to perform and fulfills
June Griffith will stop at Columbus,
O.,
when the Methodist Church will
(Special
to
WID'S
DAILY.)
at mission conscientiously
Seattle. — A new film producing celebrate its founding, to direct the
d fearlessly. It is filmdom's
company
has
just
been
formed.
The
s to be made of the p:
ly daily newspaper. Its readAdventures Pictures Co., for the pro- While here Bitzer will "shoot" some
s find their time well spent
duction of fine scenics. Work has
d profitably invested. It
scenes also to be used in this producalready
been begun in the North;<m which is likely to be shown in
nply goes back to the funwest.
country.
mental law of supply and
every Methodist church in this
mand. There is a demand
The officers are Jo'ui Rantz, exhibitor. Bremerton. Washington,
f WID'S DAILY and WID'S
who is president; H. H. Brownell,
Wintroub Here
MLY has successfully filled
general manager, wro resigned from
it demand. These are direct
\f.
Wintroub,
of the Fonthe position of manager of the Ex- tenelle Feature manager
d simple statements, easily
Film Co., Omaha,
hibitors Mutual exchange in Seattle
termined by submitting the
Neb.,
is
in
New
York.
He has alto form this company; and J. G. Sill,
idence to yourself as the
ready purchased the Gale Henry
production manager, who resigned
ipreme Court.
comedies
produced
by
Bulls
Eye for
as photographer for Robert Bruce, Nebraska and Iowa.
in order to join this organization.

Griffith Here

Little Ad Talks

Price

Still Under Consideration Between
Exchangemen
and Exhibitors
The F-I-L-M Club has as yet
taken no action on the recommendations made by Sydney Cohen, president of the Exhibitors League, last
week. The exchangemen met on
Wednesday evening in the Pathc Exchange
to discuss
the proposed
sures.
The meeting
attendedmeaby
representatives of 15 exchanges
lasted until 1:30 yesterday morning.
A thorough discussion from all angles was entered into.
A committee appointed two weeks
ago by J. A. Hammell, president of
the Club to meet the exhibitors met
yesterday afternoon and drafted a
letter to Cohen sayrng that by the
next meeting it was hoped to make
some definite reply.
The committee is composed of
J. S. Hammell, Navy Film Service,
ex-officio; J. E. Chad wick, Merit
Film, chairman; Sam Zierlcr, Big U,
and Sam Eckman, *5oIdwyn, representing the F-I-L-M Club and the
following from the Exhibitors League: Sydney S. Cohen, chairman;
Charles O'Reilly and Sol. Berman.
A number of the exchange men
have found it necessary to refer certain of the suggestions to their home
offices for consideration.
Sherry Touring Territory
William L. Sherry at present is on
a trip in the middle west, covering
a number of exchange centers preparatory to an announcement of the
field force personnel which will work
through the Film Clearing House.
Lunch to Rose Tapley
(Special to WID'S DAILY.)
Chicago. — Lewis F. Jacobson, general counsel for the M. P. E. A. of
Illinois, and Field Secretary Sam Atkinson tendered a luncheon to Rose
Tapley at the Hotel Morrison, at
•Adiich the representatives of the
trade press and newspapers were
present. The lunch was for the purpose of completing arrangments to
attend the meeting with the Judiciary Committee on May 20, at Springfield, at which time the opponents
of tlie Buck state censorship will be
heard.
Chicago. — Fitzpa*ric*K and McElroy, representatives of the Ford Educational Weekly, have taken_ additional space in the Century building.
Joe Brandt
versal City. is on his way to Uni-
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Cuts And Flashes
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"Some Liar," William Russell's
latest film, will play at the 81st St.
Theater next Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday.
Price 5 Cents

Alice Mann, formerly with VitaCopyright 1919, VVid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., graph and Paramount, will appear
in the new two reelers to be proNew
York,
N.
Y.,
by
WID'S
FILMS
and
FILM FOLKS, INC.
duced by McClure.
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Joseph DannenSyd Chaplin had
berg, Vice-President and Managing Editor;
J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business from serious injury
Manager.
in which he was a
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
lantic City collided
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$20.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889.
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone,
Hollywood
1603.

a narrow escape
when an airship
passenger at Atwith an auto.

"Fatty" Arbuckle has bought the
Vernon, Cal., baseball team. He is
now a full fledged magnate.
Harry Reichenbach's list of queries
to the New York Times regarding
its attitude to the film industry has
been sent by the Illinois Exhibitors
Asso. to every newspaper in that
state.

Among Exchangemen
Pittsburgh, Pa. — O. A. Hullanger,
formerly with Universal, to handle
"The Finger of Justice" in West
Virginia for J. H. Martin.

Address

Incorporations

Irene Castle is in Lake Placid takig scenes for "The Firing Line."

The Universal players must have
a good tin-re in the Universal cafeteria if this story is a sample. Eddie
Polo and Jim Corbett were lunching
at near by tables when suddenly Jim
raised his voice, "They tell me Eddie
Polo didn't work today, his double
was sick." Silence for a few minutes. Then
Eddie's voice,
they
hired the
Convention
Hall "Yes,
in Kansas

Albany, N. Y. — Hy-Art Film
Corp., New York City, motion pictures, $100,000; J. D. Perry, J. D.
City for a conclave of Jim Corbett's
and M. Lapsley, 140 West 93d St.
doubles." Then they shook hands
and called quits.
Albany, N. Y. — Luck Production
Co., New York City, motion pictures
got the meanin' of R. S. V. P.
and theatricals, $5,000; H. Devries, at I've
last. Alice Walsh, on of the
D. L. Salmon, J. D. Buhrer, 17 Bat- beauties that help support Wheeler
tery Place.
Dryden in the Gray Seal Comedies,
says that R. S. V. P. is always put
Albany, N. Y. — Jaybee Amusement at the bottom of notes that girls in
Co., Inc., $5,000; Brooklyn; moving
her set send to "Johns." If accepted
picture business and theater proprie- it
means, Rush Some Violets Please.
tors; Jacob Bclinsky, Harry Altman,
I'm so glad I know.
Joseph Dubinsky, 819 Cauldwell Avenue, The Bronx.
A landslide slid itself right in front
of the train that was carrying Bessie
Love and her company back to Hollywood. While they were waiting
for a special train that was on the
way to meet them, Bessie had a lot
of fun with a newsboy on the train
who said if she would buy a package of figs from him that he would
arrange for a special train for her.
She bought the figs just as the train
arrived and Bessie complimented the
boy on his splendid service.

Pittsburgh. Pa. — Frank Windstein,
formerly of Fox and F. L. McNamee
new in the business, now with Universal. W. J. Fitzpatrick has resigned and A. H. Schnitzer will take
his territory.
Pittsburgh, Pa.— Harry E. Reiff,
assistant manager of Universal Exchange, will settle disputes with exhibitors. Manager Stern will devote
his time to the sales force.

Burr E. Clements has been sil
the Supreme Court by the Harf
National
Bank
for a balanc
$16,975 due on notes of the
rion Film Co., made in 1915.
complaint
alleges that the
ant endorsed notes of the i!:
Operator Injured by Blazing Film pany for $25,000. $15,000 and $J0O
in February
and March,
19
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Roe Gard- that the corporation
was adj: _
ner, operator at Apollo, 348 Monroe bankrupt in June of that
year]
Ave., was slightly burned when a but the sum sued for has been
film caught fire.

Wheeling, W. Va.— H. G. Panghorne, formerly West Va. representative for Famous Players-Lasky
Corp.,territory.
is now representing Metro in
this

After Material
V. B. K. Film Corp. are seeking
material for the Ernest Truex comedies, work on which will be started
in the early future.

5— WE INSURE

Artcraft Pictures
Corporation
[Watch this Space for Others]

YOUR

INTERESTS

— Buy the safest, surest menus Insurance— Our expert advice is
yours for the asking and we cover every branch of the business. Did you ever hear of "Insurance Service"? — Well that's
what we have to offer— Can » ■■• explain further how we can serve
you — Better.

A Bluebird isn't as big a bird as a
buzzard
darn sight
prettier. Webut
haveit's67 aselected
Bluebirds
at summer prices to brighten your
eyes.

Reuben
I

Insurance
P.hona
John

In the Courts

The estate of Shelley Hul ,ias
been appraised at $13,004 grosJJ
$7,903 net, which went to his jfe,
Josephine
S. Hull.
He had \
Pittsburgh, Pa. — Norman S. Car- in cash, personal effects wi
rol, formerly manager of the Pitt, to 107 and United
Cigar Store;!
stocks worth $4,007.
go withtions Co.Supreme Photoplay Produc-

No.

WE PROTECT

Some birthday, wasn't it?

AMUELS
ERVICE

SO Maiden Lane
5425 - 5426 - 54Z7 - 542B

Samuel*

The Appellate
Term
of th !
preme
Court has decided that
R. Levy, who was branch maj
for the World Film in Minnes;
cannot
defend
a suit by the!
company against the America (
rety
Co., which
went
on If
bond.
The
film company
a :
that because Levy rented a c
film for less than the price ret t
he had embezzled the differenc i
is trying to collect on the
Levy
denied
leave to
defendthe thecharge
suit inandon •
protect the bonding
company!
the
Appellate
Term
circumstances
are notholdssuchth: 1
permit
the suit.Levy to be made a pal'
"Khavah"
first showing
Trade Showing
of "KhavEof
Films will be held at Wurlitzei
next Monday

at 3 o'clock.

Morric Ryskind, of Famous
ers-Lasky
publicity
departnu
handling the special advertisin and
running at the
exploitation
on Harris.
"Fires of Faith 'ow

afcpt

..

t
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English Meller Is Given Fine Production.
Maurice

Tourneur

"The White Heather"
Tourneur Prod. — State Rights

DIRECTOR
Maurice
Tourneur
AUTHORS
Cecil Raleigh and Henry Hamilton
SCENARIO
BY
Chas. Whittaker
CAMERAMAN
Rene
Guissart
AS A WHOLE
Artistically produced melodrama
containing
some
unusual
underseas
scenes;
has popular appeal.
STORY
Adaptation
of
renowned
Drury
Lane
melodrama.
DIRECTION. . . . Marked all through by fine touches
which
help to make
the characters
seem
human.

•ank Reicher
'RODUCER OF
EATURES
fllgeussion as to who origisl open bookings is like,
|.v old isopened
Ann." it The
■mself
just exhibias the
wolf stuck its front paw thru

but Director Tourneur did m.l rely upon it alone to
give interest
to his picture.
Right from the start, when the action opens in the

PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Many atmospheric effects which
add materially to the beauty of the produc=
tion.
CAMERA
WORK
Composition
of scenes good;
undersea
fight photographed
with the Wil=
liamson submarine tube.
SUPPORT
Well balanced cast with Ralph Graves
as the hero, H. E. Herbert as the willun and
others who give adequate performances.
EXTERIORS
Locations well chosen to carry the
impression
of landscapes
in Scotland.
INTERIORS
A number of impressive
sets; al=
ways in keeping with the atmosphere.
DETAIL
Care was shown in securing the right
costumes
for people living in Scotland
and
England;
Director Tourneur deserves
credit
for avoiding anachronisms.
CHARACTER OF STORY
English meller of the
old school that makes strong picture material
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,ooo feet

HERE is .-in instance where the screen has much the
better of the stage in the presentation of a melodrama for a modern audience that would laugh at the
Old tricks of meller production, which were good
enough to get by in the theater a quarter of a century ago. Bui you can bet that the very same so
phisticated crowd won't laugh at the tricks in Maurice
Tourneur's
picture atversion
of "The stuff
White
Heather."
They will marvel
the undersea
as something
Musicians on Strike
novel, startling and a remarkable photographic accomplishment, and they will find the story human
rouis. — Practically all of the
icture houses are likely to be and interesting, even if it is based on the old wrongt music during the summer as wife-neglected -< hi Id theme.
t of the exhibitors League reto meet the demands of the
ins union for a $10 a week inand the right to dictate the
r of musicians to be employed
Box Office Analysis
Igth of working hours.
As already indicated, the artistic value of this production is high, but more important to you exhibitors
who have to worry about the box office, it looks like
k/fffvs Soys:
a genuinely popular film with any sort of a fan crowd.
Those that are particular about the fine points of a
picture, in photography, setting's and the like, will
find their tastes gratified; the gang that merely wants
a story with a hero, a willun and a wronged shero.
won't be disappointed, and folks that crave something
fresh and startling will get it in the undersea stuff.
Figure it out for yourself and you will find that
"The White Heather" strikes a mighty high average
as a money-making proposition. A picture containing
such a variety of appeal may be classed as a safe bet.
There are a number of advertising angles that you
may hit, but the strongest seems to be in playing up
mix office door.

henU-C Wt)

Has Appeal for Varied Tastes.

'•"t&eyHAoWo
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Reichenbach on Trip
Harry Reichenbach, special representative for Macauley's "Whom the
Gods Would Destroy" leaves on
Saturday for a week's trip through
the East. He will visit all First National exchanges to boost the production.

Undersea Stuff Helps

The treatmenl accorded the subjeel by Director
.Maurice Tourneur accounts for its success,
lie had
ordinary enough material to work with. I > 1 1 1 he dressed
it up in a truly artistic production ami the result la a
technically excellent picture, which has enough human
appeal to make it popular with folks who look first
of all for stories containing heart Interest. Also it
possesses a novel sensation in the undersea scenes
into (he climax.
worked
There is Utile new to give fans in the way of fights
between hen, ami willun when both have their feet
firmly planted on the land, but to find deep sea divers
struggling in the wreckage of an old ship at the bottom of the ocean, sure does provide a fresh sensation
This encounter, terminating with the death of the
•willun and the finding of the precious marriage document, provides the bin dramatic novelty of the film,

Presents

banquet hall of the Scottish manor preserved
family seat by t,he aristocratic Camerons, the picture,
from a production angle, has class. Interiors, wherever
necessary, are richly furnished, the costuming is above
reproach and the exteriors might pass for paintings
of landscapes in Scotland.
No less line in their way are the scenes supposed to
be enacted on the London stock exchange, where the
father of the wronged wife meets a tragic death after
he has been ruined and disgraced, and in the courl
loom during the trial that goes against the woman
because she can produce neither the document nor a
witness, and here there is a chance to iuirodueo some
Angus. The director has succeeded in giving animation and the appearance of actual life to scenes utilizing many people.
one of the strong qualities of the picture is its
variety in locale and characterization. From the homes
of aristocracy, the spectator is led to the haunts of the
underworld in following the search for the missing
witness, and here there is a chance to introduce some
effective slum characters in surroundings indicating
a suitable degradation. While the story is admittedly
melodramatic, the acting is generally kept in a natural key. which helps to strengthen the sentimental
passages and heighten the sympathy for the wife, sincerely acted by Mabel Ballin, and for her two faithful
lovers, one of whom sacrifices his life on her behalf.
The child is introduced frequently to strengthen the
heart appeal.
In the cast are Ben Alexander. Jack Gilbert, Spottiswood Aitken and others.

Play Up Submarine Photography
for the Exhibitor
in a sensational way the fight under water, telling
your folks that it is a marvel of submarine photography and giving a big display to pictures showing
the action in which the two divers figure. Although
underwater photography is not new on the screen,
there no doubt are many people who never have seen
any of the films in which it has been used, at all events.
not as a part of a dramatic story.
Then it should be worth while to emphasize the
fact that "The White Heather" is a picture version
of a Drury Lane melodrama. Of course, comparatively few picture patrons know anything about "The
White Heather" as a play, but anything carrying the
Drury Lane trademark sounds exciting. Be sure to
credit Maurice Tourneur with Inning made the production, referring to his last picture, "Woman."

Tivoli on Market
Montreal. — The Tivoli is reported
for sale. Sam Freed, owing to the
death of his father-in-law, will take
over the business formerly conducted
by the latter. The property is held
at a valuation of over a million, including building and site.

Barring 10 Cent Shows
Milwaukee. — H. J. Fitzgerald, First
Natl., is refusing to allow any of
their productions to be shown for
less than 15 cents in his territory.
He is urging exhibitors to charge 25
cents for all First National attracford. tions, and 50 cents for Mary Pick-
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Some Expressions
Following will be found additio
of "Wid's
Daily," which occur
Robert Lieber Pres.
First Natl. Exhib. Circuit
You have made quite a mark for
a fellow as young as you and I take
this opportunity of wishing you long
lite and continued
success.
day

CodWithy
^ Le
NowwWorking

\gSF

? Director
|?
Tourneur
9•
Recently With
>^
r

9

Lois

Weber
And

'
•

W. E. Lusk
Cleveland, Ohio
I'll buy a drink on Baby's Birthday. It is only a year old I know,
but it is a grown up yearling. Congratulations.,

t

Cecil B. De Mille ▼

f
After
•
fljA a /o»^ season
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2. "MICKEY"
American

Releases

following "Flying A" releases
areTheannounced:

nal expressions relative to the birthred yesterday:

POSITION

WANTED

Producing Artistic F ■.
tures with box ofij
drawing power.
Now Directing
in

In the year of its existence, Wid's
Daily has achieved the unique position hitherto enjoyed only by Wid's
Weekly, with the added advantage
not only of being an absolutely reliable barometer of the industry but
the timeliness of its news made possible by its daily issue makes it invaluable to producer, director, and
exhibitor alike. My sincere congratulations with every wish for continuation of this splendid service.

PEGGY HYLANft

Fox Film

Product!

E. Mandelbaum
Director of
Loew's
Stillman, Cleveland,
O.
Congratulations on your first anniCongratulations on your first birthversary. You have kept faith. I
day. You are a healthy kid; you cut
Starring
a full set of teeth the first week of hope the succeeding years will bring
growth so well deyour existence and have shown re- the consistent
served through your first year policy.
markable ability in masticating your
food ever since.
Allan Rock
Sometimes your bite makes us
It is today, what the news ticker
smile and sometimes it smarts a
bit, but all in all it has been a is to the stock broker on Wall Street
the sight, hearing and voice of the
of which WID says: ' I
healthy little bite from a wonderful —industry.
decidedly human I
little kid.
I am enclosing herewith a broadTom
Terriss
axe to be used as a rattle as a little
WELL HANDLED" I
Allow my humble congratulations (SjaMafsiaiarsrsMaMSMaMEMait
token of the day.
to be added to the many who will
undoubtedly wish you the best of
E. V. Richards
luck and success on this, the first
Nazimova's Production
Genl. Mgr. Saenger Amusement Co.,
anniversary of Wid's Daily. This
"THE RED LANTERN"
Inc., New Orleans
barometer of the motion picture inhas an American-Chinese tl
which we have worked into a i
to Wid's
Daily
has now
the sign
"SET
andCongratulations
its fearless policy.
FAIR" dustry
well
registered
upon
its

Restless Sou
ALMA RUBEN

display that faithfully repre

newsy pages and there is no reason
why your infant progeny should not
be a harbinger of good luck and conprosperity
in the motion picturetinued
industry
of today.

Putting It Over

Orchestra Leader — A man who knows hew
to put on a program of music that fits your
show. References as to ability. Address,
Leader, this office.

Feature Directoi

Reginald Barker

Charles C. Pettijohn
Exhibitors
Mutual

"Charge It to me," Margarita
Fisher, direction R. William Neill,
just released.
Frank Reicher
"Some Liar," William Russell, diCongratulations.
We
cannot
do
rection Henry King, Xvlay 18.
without the Daily.
"A Bachelor's Wife," Mary Miles
Minter, direction Emmett J. Flynn,
June 1.
"Trixie from Broadway," Margarita Fisher, direction R. William
Los Angeles. — The California
management makes the announceNeill, June 15.
ment that not only is there a checkroom for parcels but there is also
"Virtuous Men" Sales
a checkroom for babies and a baby
First Natl. Exhih. Exchange of Pat- carriage garage as well. The nursery, which is one of the special
erson, has bought "Virtuous Men"
for New Jersey.
conveniences of this theater that
Canadian rights have been sold to especially appeals to mothers, is unThe Big Four, Ltd., Winnipeg.
der the care of a nurse, so that a
mother can leave her tiny one in
CLASSIFIED
there with perfect confidence that
The classified columns of WID'S the kiddie will be well taken care of.
fill a long felt want. It is the market
The nurse has put in a little register and now every time the little
place where buyer and seller — employer and employee or the small ones come their names are put in
advertiser can put his story before the book.
practically every live exhibitor in the
country every day in the year, at
Chicago. — The following naive
lominal cost. Rate, 50c. per line.
note precedes the photoplay, "The
Cash with order.
End of the Road," at the LaSalle,
on Madison street: "If a girl realized
FOR SALE
that she became 'shop worn' through
Pathe moving picture camera complete, allowing herself to be embraced or
three sets of lenses, for sale. Also 11 x j4 kissed during flirtation episodes
still camera.
Address, Camera, c/o' WIDS. with young men, she would probably resolve to save her caresses for
HELP WANTED
the man she meant to marry."

Manager for high class Open Air Moving
Picture Theater. Must have a thorough
knowledge of booking. Give experience and
salary. Good opportunity for right man.
Box A. K. N-, this office.

" WILLIAM C. DOWLJI

In Open Market
Chicago. — Jones, Linick & Schaefer
have from
bought
Orders" for
Illinois
W. "Stolen
A. Brady.
San Francisco, Cal. — J. A. Wallach
sold Cory to W. F. Haussler.

shall see what
on thethescreen.
exactly
ticket Now
pure'i
in our salesroom.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.
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Cosmopolitan Magazine published it
Hundreds of newspapers are printing it

Louis B. Mayer has given exh ibitors ^^~^Z!^n.
another
Star - Sto ry - Di rector
Combination in

'MARY

REGAN"

Leroy Scott's sensational novel
of Big Pleasure in New York
with

Anita Stewart

i

Directed by
Lois Weber

A First National
Attraction
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JESSE

THE WOMAN

L.LASKY

"Presents

THOU GAVEST
BY HALL

CAINE

Directed By HUGH
Scenario by BEULAH

FORD
MARIE

DIX

Hugh Ford

TH

REE powerful factors absolutely assure the box office success
of "The Woman Thou Gavest Me."
One is the world famous story by
Hall Caine.
The second is an all-star cast including
Katherine MacDonald, Theodore Roberts,
Milton Sills, Jack Holt and Fritzi Brunette.
The third, and perhaps the greatest, is the
masterly direction of Hugh Ford.
Admittedly one of the foremost producers
in the theatrical and motion picture worlds,
Hugh Ford has rapidly won an international
reputation.
Among his brilliant stage successes are
"Joseph and His Brethren," "The Garden of

Allah," "The Melting Pot," "The Yellow
Jacket," "Potash and Perlmutter."
His remarkable skill on the screen is proved
by such hits as "Sapho," "The Prince and the
Pauper," "Such a Little Queen," "Mrs.
Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch," and Hall
Caine's "The Eternal City."
Hugh Ford is a personal friend of Hall
Caine; knows the facts surrounding the startling story of "The Woman Thou Gavest
Me" ; knows from his travels, the scenes in
England, India and Africa which are covered
by the action.
The result is a big, thrilling, red-blooded
production that means record crowds and
record profits for exhibitors.

FAMOUS
PLAYERS•—NEW-LASKY
CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKORPrey. JESSE L.LASKY
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Pres. CECIL B.DEMILLEZ>/mJbrCene/ni
YORKy
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can make pictures. Tuesday
Sales promotions at Famous Players-Lasky.
Robertson-Cole closes important deal with Oriental Trading Co. for Far East.
Harry
York. O. Davis, formerly of Triangle, in New
Wednesday
Alice Brady signs with Zukor.
Ascher Bros, of Chicago to build $400,000 house
in Cincinnati.
To seat 2,500.
Louise Huff signs for series of six pictures for
American Cinema Corp.
Jack Pickford files denial regarding charges relative to leaving the Navy.
Elks
making picture for U. S. Federal Vocational
Board.
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Many notables in the industry send congratulations on first birthday of WID'S DAILY.
Lou Tellegen signed by Goldwyn to co-star with
his wife, Geraldine Farrar.
Canadian Exhibitors Film Exchange ready to
start work.
Friday
General Film to liquidate.
Board of Review and N. A. M. P. I. to meet
next week.
Famous

Players-Lasky will release seven Paramount-Drew comedies.
David Wark Griffith in New York for opening of
repertoire season at Cohan Theater, May 12.
Musicians on strike in St. Louis.
Saturday
Premiere
of S. L. Rothapfel's First Unit Program
at Rialto.
H. O. Davis, formerly with Triangle, appointed
managing editor for The Ladies Home Journal.
Percy L. Waters, head of Triangle. S. A. Lynch
out.
N. A. M. P. I. fighting distribution of "Fit to

Win."
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eke a Pencil and Figure Out What New Policy Means
|| those who have been working persistently
Avitli occasional wild ravings of pleading for
■ lav when films would he considered as protjons to be sold on their merits, it is most
to sec how every producing organizaffin the business is today making a very sinrjeffort to get the best directors instead of
v little curly-headed chicken that may have
imanners towards certain influential persons
fteresting hours.
ch has been said about the star evil, and
itors some times have raved overtime on

i subject, but it hasn't really been a "star"
jkLord bless you — No — There
never have
! enough real stars — It's been the "chicken"
Such of the confusion has, of course, resulted
ij the fact that the "influential ones" or the
Hieing friends of the "influential ones" have
|d the "chickens" by the mucli abused (in
Ilm business) title of "star."
■Treason many theatrical folks ha\ e long
ed down on film folks is the fact that on the
pcing stage it is epiite a bit more difficult to
a "star" and "stick" as a "star" than in
lms.
e reason this has been true is very simple,
been the fault of the film sales and distri>n systems.
!l the speaking stage a producer must sell
■'star'' to the public direct and if the public
't agree with the producer's opinion then it
a sure enough bank roll to continue to force
'star."
the film business it has always been very
rem. The producer has been selling to the
[itor and the great bulk of the exhibitors
■ been sticking to the relic of the "grindRovelty of the movies" policy of changing
I day or several times a week, which made
Issible for him to force "the star" on the
ic after the producer had forced said sort 'Star" on him.
fck of organization on the part of the exhibimd a "grab the coin while the coin's good"

policy on the part of the producer
awful system possible.
It was always basically unsound and
to go but it is to be regretted that it
sary for the public to have to force

made

this

was bound
was necesthe issue!

You don't need to kid yourselves!
The coming change has been forced by the
public. It has been a slower process but in the
past two years they have registered their objection to poor pictures so emphatically that the
message of the poor starring box office has made
itself felt!
Producers have looked things over and noted
the big takings of the good films that have been
given a half-way chance and by contrasting this
with the awful business of the poor stuff, there
was no mistaking the danger signal !
It is so hard for most of the so-called "wise"
Broadway gang to get right with themselves that
it will be a long time before many of them really
realize what has happened.
This booking good films on their merits and
playing them as long as they will pull a profitable
business causes such a switch in possibilities that
the pencil pushers who muss up all Mrs. Astor's
table cloths are getting dizzy with the mental
gymnastics caused by the extra cyphers which
loom up in the calculation of what a truly great
film given a fair chance under the new merit
booking system may do.
Everyone admits that no films in the past with
the possible exception of D. W.'s "Birth" have
tever been given half a chance. If you want to
really understand that fact talk to seme of your
good friends outside the business and find out
how many of the fine films of last year they
missed. Then ask them about the big stage successes and see how many they missed.
Try it out on yourself! Check up on the stage
hits. You have seen most of them because they
were played on their merit. If they were real
hits you heard about them and had a chance
to get to see them. But — with films — well, by
the time Bill told you about that great film it
was gone and never again did you know where
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I thapfel Unit Very Weak.

Short Stuff Ordinary.
Tiresome

S. L. Rothapfel's

First Unit Programme
Ulnd. Sales Corp. — Film Clearing House,

Inc.

h=R\ ISED BY
S. L. Rothapfel
ECTOR
Wallie
Van
HORS
"False Gods'* by E. Lloyd Sheldon;
"Wild Flowers," by George V. Edward
Hobart. Earle
ilERAMAN
i^ WHOLE
Comedy good; short stuff quite
weak; feature poor.
'RY
Feature plot very ancient and ordi=
nary with inconsistencies
and woeful
lack
of real dramatic moments.
1 ECTION
Failed to register distinctive or ar=
tistic atmosphere or production
values and
bored with countless scenes of "people in and
out" without
developing
characterizations;
never really made you believe it.
[. TOGRAPHY. . . .Generally
ordinary;
frequently
poor.
(ITIMiS
Nothing that could be called distinctive or artistic; frequently flat.
LI ERA WORK
Ordinary
JYERS
Not a real personality in cast
BERIORS
Lacked artistry as to composition
and lighting.
1£RI0RS
Very ordinary
generally
and certainly not of a calibre now expected in real
features.
Some very badly misplaced scenes and
FIL
several jarring inconsistencies.
ACTER OF STORY
Generally rather blaa,
telling of time=honored tempted wife situation
IpTH OF PRODUCTION,
About 5,500 feet, with three short features
tjLY this was a real disappointment.
It is cerpinly to be regretted that S. L. Rothapfel, who had
finding very high in the exhibition field, should
■it such a weak combination as this as his con}on of what
exhibitors
should consider a good,
Jilete program.
It is weak from the start in that
ihort stuff is not even as pleasing as the average
jpresented in any first-class theater today, and the
e is painfully tiresome and very ordinarily done.
comedy,
"Wild
Flowers," s which
closed the
im, was rather good and appealed particularly as
ily bright spot on the bill. It gets over because
ie novelty of the idea which is simply a presenof a day of the life of the average New York
woman," aided wonderfully by some very good

Feature Poor and

nut titles which were made particularly funny by animated cartoons.
The name of the feature is "False Gods." Grace
Darling, Hugh Thompson, Florence Hillings, Alfred
Hickman, Harry Mestayor and Ida Darling were the
principals and there is not only DO box office value
in any of these names but I am sorry to have to report
that there is not a truly sympathetic character in the
plot. Every character is a negative one ami there is
not a personality in the east dominant enough to rise
above the character in such a way as to lift any single
scene out of the rut.
The story is the old, old junk about happy husband
and wife made unhappy by husband's success which
brought the wife into the temptations of society, cans
iug misunderstandings with finally a murder where
one he-vamp kills the other and the wife confesses
because she thinks hubby did it. Certainly this sounds
familiar to all of you. Of course, they finish with
everything lovely and the saddened pair happy again
in their little home.
As the key structure of the plot they had to provide
business difficulties for the husband who was an architect and this was done by a strike being declared on
a building. I would like to be informed as to when
architects have been contractors and in what way a
strike would effect the business career of an architect.
In one sequence in about the last of the first reel
where the characters were all gathered in a drawingroom, there was some terrible juggling of scenes which
jumped the characters all over the place and back
again in a nerve-wrecking manner which makes this
almost a Chinese puzzle. All through the production
the architect and his wife and all the other principals,
for that matter, spent practically all of their time
in a home which was, according to a title, supposed to
belong to Ida Darling. This seemed peculiar, to say
the least.
The chief fault with this, however, was its utter
failure to impress, interest or stir the emotions. It
dragged terribly. There was so much of the "people
in and out" that it became very tiresome and never, at
any time, did the director build any of his characters
into that very desirable intimacy which gives an audience a true concern as to what is going to happen to
them.
The production values from every viewpoint were
quite ordinary but had the dramatic strength been
sufficient this might have been forgiven. As it stands
the feature certainly registers as decidedly ordinary.
It is not eveu up to the standard of the ordinary program of the past year.

Weakness of Program Makes Forcing Inadvisable.
Possibilities

Has No Ad

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
ant see this from any angle as a box office value.
is 110 individual item in the program that will
y advertising and even if you wanted to try to
this and take a chance on your public liking it,
rious elements do not present what are ordinarily
ered good advertising possibDities.
There are
sonalities to talk about, there is no title to get
in on, there is nothing new or novel about the
\ and if you try to put this over as an example of
L. Rothapfel, the New York exhibitor, conl ideal as a unit program, you are only going to
I whatever prestige Mr. Rothapfel may have with
fans and at the same time make them question
judgment.
presenting this for a trade showing, the Rialto
itra did its best with special music, and most of
kvited audience who had been brought together
1 circumstances which would naturally make them
the benefit of the doubt, were prepared at the

outset for much approval. Before the feature was
half over the audience was cold, then they began to
twist in their seats and it was plainly evident that
everyone was decidedly bored, until the novel comedy
brightened things up at the finish.
Without the benefit of the Rialto presentation and
the warmth of an invited audience, this program hasn't
a chance. It is certainly to be regretted that Mr.
Rothapfel has failed to deliver in this effort but it
only goes to prove that a good trombone player is not
always an expert violinist just because he decides that
he should be. It is surprising, however, that a man who
has had Mr. Rothapfel's opportunity, should not have
been a better judge of his finished product with the
result that he could have realized its weakness and
have waited until he had managed to make something
worth while. That again, however, only tends to
prove the fact that the producer who is too close to
his own brain child frequently is unable to pass proper
judgment upon it.

D. W. GRIFFITF
REPERTORY

SEASOfi

Out from the far places he comes once each year, bringing with him
the matchless treasure of his long labor.
Up from the South with "THE BIRTH OF A NATION,"
popular dramatic entertainment ever created.

the most

Then from Babylon and glorified Palestine with "INTOLERANCE,"
the mightiest spectacle man has ever conceived.
Last, from the Fields of Flanders with "HEARTS OF THE WORLD,"
the epic of the war made for the French and British Governments.
And now, from London and China, DAVID WARK GRIFFITH brings
for its first showing to the world :

"BROKEN BLOSSOMS"
As startling an advancement in the cinema art as were the other triumphs of this world genius.
A drama of profound emotion; of exquisite delicacy; of terrific strength.
It is a worthy expression of Mr. Griffith's great talents in their rich
maturity.
The offering will be introduced by an impressionistic prologue of original conception.
D. W. GRIFFITH'S
history of the theatre.

Repertory Season denotes a world-epoch in the

Following the premiere of "BROKEN BLOSSOMS," other offerings
are to include "THE FALL OF BABYLON," an expansion and amplification of the thrilling Babylonian episode in "Intolerance," and a modern
American story, "THE MOTHER AND THE LAW," based on the original story as first related in "Intolerance," with additions and changes.
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cellent Character Studies in Distinctive Production.
Anita Stewart in

Anita Stewart registers as a pretty shero in distress
because father was a crook and the part of the film
establishing her refusal of a big detective for fear of
spoiling his career Is .ureal, but after she does wed a

"Mary Regan"
Louis

B. Mayer — First

feCTOR
i HOR
NARIO BY
„ERAMAN

National
Lois Weber
Leroy Scott
Lois Weber
Dal Clawson

A. WHOLE
Character development and
cellent
technique
impress
favorably
waits too long for real kick.

ex=
but

RY

Struggle
of crook's daughter
to keep
straight runs too long before climax.
IiCTION
Registered excellent characters and
atmosphere holding interest remarkably well
considering slenderness of plot.
ITOGRAPHY
Generally excellent
HTINGS
Many very good effects
tERA WORK
Quite pleasing; some unusual
angles.
R

Pretty, but did not hit high spots in emo=
tional work; overshadowed at times by cast.
IPORT
Excellent characterizations
SERIORS
Distinctive
":RIORS

Very good; always carried convic=
ty."
veyr "set
;Mne
n
n
cellent bits; first reel devel=
a
o
IL
i
tt opment fine. ex
er
study with
Charact
ACTER OF STORY
meller finish; cannot offend.

i|QTH OF PRODUCTION

Sags in Middle

6,661 feet

rich young loafer to reform him, the climax lags and
the finale finds the audience still interested but no
longer sitting on

the edge of their seats.

Miss Stewart is at times overshadowed by the strong
characterizations registered by others but always she
is good to look at and some of her closeups arc indeed
beautiful.
Director Lois Weber certainly presented her characters so that you came to know them intimately and
the action interests always but somehow the big
moment never comes.
The production atmosphere was decidedly distinctive
and from a photographic and technical viewpoint the
values are very high.
The first reel shows the master hand in the surprising amount of story that is intelligently presented in
a very short time.
Excellent titles helped materially.
Surely this character study type of production, so
flawlessly done as to atmosphere, is an advance in the
right direction over old-time "straight action" films
and you may be most agreeably surprised to learn that
your audiences have come to appreciate well done characters much more than "action situations."

[jllE is ail excellent character study that holds perfectly at first and then slumps because it fails
t high spots in emotional climaxes after the charis and their relations have been clearly established.

Don't get an impression that this is weak. It has
been exceptionally well done. But it lacks the kick
to make it truly big.

m first two reels are great, then it sags and the
8 melodramatic climax is too late.
It lacks a real
in about the third reel.

In the very excellent supporting east were Frank
Mayo, George Hernandez, Hedda Nova, Carl Miller.
Barney Sherry, Brinsley Shaw and L. W. Steers.

Prepare Them for Characters. Should Get Money and Please
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
©uld say that you can put this in any house, do
business with it and satisfy your fans.
Many
t>e very much pleased.

Make use of Anita Stewart photos and always refer
to Lois Weber as the wonderful character painter of
the motion picture screen.

it as a "character drama."
Play up the fact
t is not just an action film but a story in which
anions Lois Weber has drawn some most interest|aracters with Anita Stewart as the storm center
ensational society blackmailing plot.

If your fans approach this looking for characters
they are going to like it. If they come in looking for
a star film or a dramatic film with a kick in every

oceutrate in your early advertising on this inter; angle: "Are you like your father or your mother?
Regan feared she would be like her father."

reel they may be disappointed. It is always good
business to key your ad campaign so as to get your
cash customers in the proper frame of mind.

ifrft
to find it. It was lost in the ballyhooing done
about the new stuff.
It's going to mean great things, folks, for
everyone who can deliver, and I say again that
he who protests against the coming method of
merit open booking does so only because he lacks
faith jn himself to stand up in fair competition
and win out on ability.
If you want to jump with joy — take a pencil
and figure out the new possibilities.
As for the old scarecrow — "there won't be
enough good films" — that should hand anyone a
good laugh.
The law of supply and demand has never gone
wrong except when forced wrong as it has been in
the film business in the past.
There has been a tremendous overproduction
of films for the past few years even with the
quick change policy dominating. Does anyone
want to argue that with fewer but bigger houses
playing each good film as long as it will draw
profitably that we still won't have over production?
Of course, we'll have over production and the
tremendous returns made possible for the really
worth-while films will guarantee the making of
enough FINE productions.
The only weak spot in the present scheme of
things is the scarcity of capable, intelligent, directors, big enough to really make the best.
Money alone has never made a great film. There
have been numerous notable instances of stupendous sums expended without avail.
It takes
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great directors to make great films. You J
easily recall many very expensive films that w
awful.
Some were never even released.
I have been pleading with producers for rm
years to give more thought to directors.
O
when literally forced to recognize this need
the action of the public have they come to
the truth.
What will be the answer?
In the coming year the thirty best directc
and there are only about thirty — real ones — i
portant fact — isn't it— are going to realize in t
measure for their services. And well they sho1
because booking films on merit and playing tb
for long runs means not only getting people
but sending them out boosting to send ot)
patrons in which is your director's job, for
alone makes or breaks the entertainment value
any production.
I told them to begin to develop directors ma
years ago. Now they'll all start — but it tal
time and means many, many bad guesses. Mei
while those few who have proved themsel'
will get their just reward!
And I believe everyone
will be glad of
It is sane and sound and for once it looks 1
the film industry in America is going to bej
to resemble a regular business !
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•AND THE CRITICS SAID:
"Sessue Hayakawa is worth seeing in any photoplay."
—Helen Pollock, The Morning Telegraph.
ligent

Coward' contains a loi thac will interest film fans."— Helen
Rockwell, Exhibitors Trade Review

"One can always be sure of a generous amount of intel"Sessue
Hayakawa
does colorful
acting in a Hayakawa
picture.
'The Courageous MacDonald, Moving Picture World

work."
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Screen Version of "The ThirdGent.
Degree"
DramaGomes Near Being a 100 PetAlice Joyce in

"The Third Degree"
Vitagraph
)IRECTOR

Tom

Terriss

VUTHOR
Charles Klein
iCKNARIO BY
Phil Lang and Eugene Mullin
-IDITED BY. .Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph Chester
;AMERAMAN
Joe Schelderfer
VS A WHOLE
Remarkably fine version of f a=
mous stage drama admirably produced and
strongly acted ; may be classed as one of the
strongest pictures released by Vitagraph.
»TORY
Intelligent adaptation of a play that has
been prescribed by many
traveling
compa
nies and innumerable stock organizations.
DIRECTION. .. .Marked by many significant touches
which heighten the tense atmosphere of the
scenes.
•HOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
JGHTINGS
Especially good, notably where dif=
ficult effects are required, such as those dur=
the "third degree" episodes.
:AMERA ing
WORK
First rate
»TAR

Exerts considerable appeal in her por=
trayal of a young woman who is ready to sac=
rifice everything in order to save her husband.
JUPPORT
Gladden James gives a superb per=
formance during trying scenes, such as those
when he is called upon to indicate the emo=
tions of a man weakening under "third degree" methods; the cast throughout is entirely
efficient.
•XTERIORS
Don't figure much
NTERIORS
In keeping
with a production
of
high calibre.
)ETAIL
The film was edited and titled in a way
that never permits any vagueness in the
story, nor allows the action to drag.
•-HARACTER OF STORY
Human interest drama
.ENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5,545 feet
rpilE Lion and the Mouse" was a first-rate photof-i- play, but Miere can be no doubt about this screen
ersiou of Charles Klein's equally famous "The Third
tegree" being superior to the earlier production in
rhich Alice Joyce also starred, under the direction of
'om Terriss. Few, indeed, have been the screen adapof stagewith
plays
come and
through
in
tctorial tionsform
the"which
force, have
sympathy
fidelity
0 the spirit of the original found here.

Great credit is due Tom Terriss for his handling of
the big moments of the picture, such as those during
which Gladden James is put through the third degree.
It is doubtful if this young actor ever gave a truer
performance than that of the young man forced into
a confession through hypnotic influence, and supplementing the impressiveness of his acting is truly expert direction which utilizes every means to increase
the suspense of the situation. A scene particularly
worthy of note is that in which the eyes o£ the tortured man are reflected on the revolver held before
him by his tormentors.
While scenes such as this, and the uniformly fine
acting of the players guided by Director Terriss, have
much to do with the marked impression left by the
picture, I have a notion that a fair share of the credit
for the building up of the story, with every point properly planted and no incidents that seem superfluous,
belongs to Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph Chester who
are credited with editing the film.
There are many touches that indicate the craftsmanship of a trained fiction writer, who, through long
experience has learned the art of including what is
necessary and excluding all that is superfluous to the
progress of a story. As is customary in turning a
stage play into a screen drama, the action starts earlier than in the spoken version, but as handled here
there is nothing that can be called unnecessary to a
full understanding of the plot.
When Gladden James, as Howard Jeffries, Jr., and
Herbert Evans, as Robert Underwood, are at college
where Gladden meets Alice Joyce in the role of a
waitress and marries her, one may wonder at an incident such as that in which Gladden is hypnotized by
a fellow student. This is just a brief episode, but its
importance is apparent later on when a memory of
what has occurred before, appreciably heightens the
effect of the sequences during which Gladden is hypnotized into confessing to a murder which he did not
commit. All through, the film gives evidence of a
careful consideration of the value of each scene in
reaching the emotions of an audience.
Miss Joyce is not called upon to express great variety of feeling in the portrayal of the self-sacrificing
wife, but the part does demand an appeal to the sympathies which she is completely successful in realizing. Her sincerity and naturalness are big factors in
revealing the devoted and determined nature of Annie
Sands. Anders Randolph is ideally suited to the robot Jeffries, Sr. ; Hedda Hopper has the poise and refinement needed for the role of his wife; Georgr
Backus appears to advantage as the lawyer and oth
ers in the cast are all that the story demands.

Let Folks Know That You Have Something Out of the Ordinary
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
By all means get "The Third Degree" if you possily can and figure to hold it for a run of several days,
acked by a heavy exploitation campaign. If you are
(laying in a neighborhood where a big picture has a
air chance to clean up on its merits, you won't need
3 worry about getting a full return on your investment.
No doubt you will receive considerable assistance
rom the Vitagraph Company, outside of the usual adertising material, in putting this over, for it will be
berally exploited on billboards and you will be sup]lied with high-class paper to use in connection with
our showing. After you've seen the picture, I think
lat you will feel justified in having given your patMis a personal guarantee as to its merit.

Everyone who keeps in touch with the stage knows
"The Third Degree," at least by name, and probabh
many of your folks have seen it acted. Find out just
when it was presented in your town, either by a traveling company or in stock, and call attention to these
performances in your advance announcements. Send
personal invitations to dramatic editors to see the til in
and possibly you will be able to arouse some discus
sion concerning the relative merits of the play and the
picture.
Alice Joyce surely will be a good drawing card with
your regular fans, so give her a lot of boosting ; she deserves it. Let folks know that the production was directed by Tom Terriss and don't be afraid to tell them
that it is one of the strongest pictures bearing the
Vitagraph trademark.

Si&
\

^H^^fflH
77hs is the girl he found
himself married to!
it is one of the finest screen creations of

her latest Select Picture

REDH
b_v Henry I .^vi. ^u~..
Scenario and direction by CHARLES

MAIGNE
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Artificial Story Has Plenty of Plot Complications But Little
Characterization
June

Elvidge

in

"The Social Pirate"

World
DIRECTOR
Dell Henderson
| AUTHOR
E. Forst
CAMERAMAN
Philip Hatkin
AS A WHOLE
Melodrama containing plenty of
action; generally well presented by the plaj
ers.
STORY
Artificial in substance, but is strung together with some expertness.
DIRECTION

Doesn't bother much about registering characters, but succeeds in putting the
plot across.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies; most of it passable
LIGHTINGS
Usually good, although none of the
effects are out of the ordinary.
CAMERA
WORK
Conventional
STAR
Does the best she can with a character
not calculated to arouse much sympathy.
SUPPORT
Allan Edwards,
George
MacQuarrie
and Ned Sparks among others in a competent
cast.
EXTERIORS
Nothing exceptional required
INTERIORS
Studio sets that answer the purpose
DETAIL
Doesn't call for particular comment
CHARACTER OF STORY
Crook meller without
objectionable features.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,920 feet
ALTHOUGH it possesses little life-likeness, either in
the story or the characters concerned, "The Social Pirate"
probably
by as content
passablewith
entertainment with
audienceswillthatgetremain
the
ild- style photoplay, in which more attention is paid
ising a complicated plot than to transcribing actualities on the screen.
The shortcomings in this production are in what has
been left undone rather than in errors committed. The
plot is followed through in sufficient detail, but those
■concerned have not succeeded in making the people
figuring in the action appear like real human beings.
From first to last they seem to be merely doing the
bidding of the director. This being so, it is only
(natural that the sympathy aroused for even the prinicipal of the characters, June Elvidge as a girl sus-

pected of various wrong-doings for which she is not
responsible, is slight.
Had more attention been paid to giving the illusion of reality to the story provided by E. Forst, "The
Social Pirate" might have become a much more interesting film and one providing a really suitable character for Miss Elvidge, who always plays with sincerity and realizes chances for appeal whenever they
present themselves. As it stands, she can hardly do
more than give a conventional portrayal of the South
American girl who comes to New York and gets into a
lot of trouble.
Like so many oppressed heroines, she is unable to
find employment until an opportunity is given her
to appear as a performer in a cabaret where she fails
to get over with the crowd because her act lacks pep.
When the place is raided, the proprietor tries to place
the blame on June, who is summoned to court the following morning.
Things might have come out all right for the girl
had not chance caused her to find a valuable bracelet,
which she proposes to advertise in the newspapers, but
as it happens^things have a way of just happening in
this story — she is taken ill and the doctor called to
attend her writes a prescription on the back of the
sheet of paper on which June had written her advertisement of the lost bracelet.
Still pursued by ill-fortune, the detective that raided
the cabaret, has been engaged to trace the missing
bracelet, which the girl inadvertently takes out of
her handbag during the course of the courtroom proceedings. Her explanation that she had already prepared announcement for her find is not accepted by
either the detective or the judge and she is sent to
serve a term in a reformatory.
After her release, June, back in a boarding house
room, is playing on a violin when the son of the
wealthy woman who had lost the bracelet chances to
pass' by the house, and is so impressed by her musical
talent that he engages her to appear at a musicale to
be given by his mother. Of course, this starts a romance between the two, but to keep up the complications and add to the girl's tribulations, they introduce
a trio of crooks who go to the country home planning
to make a rich haul with June as their tool.
Without following in detail the action during these
reels, it may be said that things are kept moving with
sufficient animation until the final sequences bringing
about the exoneration of the heroine. Included in the
cast are Laura Burt, Lillian Lawrence, Winifred Leighton and May Hopkins.

(Slide it Through as a Routine
Program
Box Office Analysis
for theProduction.
Exhibitor
There's nothing in this picture to cause particular
enthusiasm, so if it happens to be on your list I would
^handle it in a routine way without promising your
patrons that you are giving them something extraordinary, because the chances are that most of them won't
;ree with you after they have seen the film.
As a program release, however, "The Social Pirate"
may fill the bill for one day's showing, especially if
(you are playing to a crowd that likes crook melodramas
with the trimmings of social life as it is conceiyed in
fa motion picture studio. Scenes dealing with wealthy
society possess the kind of atmosphere that is always
pleasing to women that enjoy seeing a crowd of
smartly dressed folk in a ballroom.

Folks Won't Kick

Whatever a story may lack, you may always count
upon June Elvidge to make the most of the character
placed at her disposal, so I think that you are safe in
figuring that she has created a worth-while following
among your fans. Certainly she is the best bet in the
exploitation of this production, and I would give her
name and pictures a generous display.
"The Social Pirate" is a conventional title, but probably an effective one from an advertising angle, although Miss Elvidge, as seen here, is not in reality a
pirate of any kind, rather a girl who is the victim of
unfortunate circumstances. Unless I am mistaken, a
series of pictures were released several years ago under
the name of "The Social Pirates," but probably not
many fans recall the earlier films, so there is little
danger of confusion.

ifrfrt A1LV
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A Plea for the "Putting Over" of "Bad Picks"
From Bert Adler, one of our real old-timers in
the exploitation game, comes a letter with the
request that I print it without making any
changes — and since I love a good friendly little
argument — here goes —
"May 7, 1919.

Now that Bert has had his say — I want to come
back to the defense of my original percentage
estimate of real exhibitor worth, which was 40
per cent, for exploitation, 40 per cent, for selection of films and 20 per cent, for presentation
and house management.
Bert makes

'Dear Wid :—
"Please write an editorial soon, re-writing
those exhibitor percentages !
"Give 'advertising and exploitation' fifty
per cent. I don't care where you take the
necessary ten from.
"But unless you give 'A. & P.' the highest
average — not an even average with 'Selection'— you are leaving yourself open to a
charge of inaccuracy. The ability to exploit
counts for more than the ability to pick
because exploitation can put over even the
'Bad Picks.' I know that time and again
when you were a publicity man you got over
poor pictures because you developed strong
advertising points in them.
"Of course, the man who knows how to
select, finds his advertising battle half won,
but the big thing is that if he is human and
puts his cash occasionally into the wrong
pictures, his exploitation abilities are going
to put such pictures over for him — whereas
the exhibitor who does not know how to exploit would find such bookings an unfailing
source of loss! You as much as admit this
when you tell about the 'well' established and
proven fact that thousands of exhibitors and
exchangemen have been startled to observe
in the past two years — that when an exhibitor did pay a big rental he invariably made
more net profit— BECAUSE HE GOT
BUSY AND PUT THE PICTURE OVER.
There you have it— the importance of exploitation.'
"Right you are, Mr. Wid.
"So be consistent and re-write that percentage table. It does not give the truth,
as you know it.

the point that exploitation can

put "bad picks" over, but I make the point that
many "bad picks" will kill patronage and discount the effect of the best exploitation in the
world.
In talking about "picking out good points"
Bert refers to the old days at Eclair when I, in
a house organ, used to try to advise the exhibitor
of the best way to exploit each film. Undoubtedly, when an exhibitor has a weak film that he
must play he should pick out its good points to
emphasize but he should never mislead or lie
about quality if he expects to live.
It has frequently been said that "HONESTY
is the BEST POLICY." Well, fellows— I can
tell you for certain that HONESTY is the BEST
ADVERTISING POLICY— and it's also a darn
good INSURANCE POLICY on your BUSINESS!
With the open market that will be here in the
fall there will be no excuse for "bad picks" and as
between the 60 per cent, exploiter and 40 per
cent, picker and 50 per cent, picker and 50 per
cent, exploiter, I'm for the feller that can both
pick 'em and put 'em over.
I enjoy the discussion, Bert, and I return the
compliment by saying that while I was at Eclair
and Warners Features you were a good "putter
over" at Thanhouser and Universal — but I cannot agree with you as to the needs of the exhibitor of the future.

"Sincerely yours,
"INTER-OCEAN

FILM CORPORATION,
"Bert Adler,
"Advertising Manager."

ia/xM i w^»«*»«««^y.

Mollie King
New York's Reigning Beauty

AnDearina in Six Soecio. Productions ,

. watch vor further Announcement./*

American Cinema Corporation,

220 west 42nd,Sfreet New York G'ty
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Americanism

H.'Ince's

[Thomas

(versus

Bolshevism)

9ror
the citizens,
First time
Film history,
leading
keenlyin interested
in theAmerica's
theme of
a photoctrama , and in tribute to a great produce r ,
^)rite or \3ire their encouragement and approval
beFore a scene of the drama has been
<m£T>
^P
<-£P ^P
photographed. e£P
ScfisfeeS. OVerman, Chairman of
the Overman Committee of the
UmiedStates Government, \)£icR
investigated Bolshevism in America:
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V
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WASHINGTON,

WASHINGTON,

O. C.

lir. Thomas H. Ince,
Lob Angeles, California.

Lir. Thomas H. Ince,
Los Angeles, Cal.

Dear Mr.

US aear Sir: You have agreed to assist in flghtinr
a menace which imperils the national
life of America, by producing a great
motion picture which should teach the
lesson that liberty without the safeguards of law and order is only licence,
and that Democracy without organized
self-control Is only demagogy.
You cannot render your country a
f-reater service than this. The best
way to crush out Bolshevism, which
tends to overthrow our Government,
and is now a vary serious menace to
our Civilization, is by publicity, and
there Is no better way than b;, the
motion picture.
I most heartily indorse
and beg to say that the
be congratulated
in that
have the benefit of YOUR
this regard.
Ver;
X^m

D. C.

1

.

Do you tnow that Secretary Wilson, Secretary of Labor in President Wilson's
Cabinet,
used to mine coal in my own
County only eight miles from my home?
He has come up from a ooal miner to a
seat in the Cabinet of the Ration. That
illustrates the opportunity for all boys
in this country.
Why should anyone
want to overturn a government that gives
to their children such opportunities?
I am tremendously interested
In this
question of Americanizing America.
Your work will help to do it. It has my
enthusiastic good wishes.

this movement.
country is to
they are to
services in

truly yours,

Inoe:

I am mighty glad that yoa are to produce a motion picture to aid the people
in understanding the great dangers of
Bolshevism.
I regard it as the greatest menace to oar civilization.

Very

1

truly yours,

l Thn^ . ._.

—

—

Its Power Is
Irresistible!
Was it Heredity or just plain
Human Nature that led the
Daughter to yield in Love's frailty
to the very Desire that had destroyed the Mother twenty years
before?
Yet, when sudden Revelation
brings swift tragedy to her door,
the Girl with unfaltering decision
faces the startling truth in the
only way her Code of Honor will
allow.

FLORENCE

REED

America's Foremost Emotional Actress
IN

Her Code of Honor
The S. R. O. Superfeature

Of this gripping picture the M. P. News
says: — "There is a mystery, a sense of impending danger, a feeling that takes firm
grip on the spectator, and when finally it
accumulates in the climax, its power is
irresistible."
UNITED

2500
THEATRES

UNITED PICTURE THEATRES of AMERICA, Inc.
J. A. BERST, President
1600 BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK

CITY

■*4
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Dangers of Bolshevism Are Strongly Presented in Forcefully Acted
Drama
"Bolshevism On Trial"
Select Special

{ECTOR
Harley
Knoles
THOR
Thomas Dixon
ENARIO BY
Harry Chandlee
MERAMAN
Philip Hatkin
A WHOLE
Timely
subject
presenting
in
strong terms the absurdity and the trickery
of what passes under the name of Bolshevism
JRY
Adaptation of Thomas Dixon's novel en=
titled "Comrades."
Handled mob scenes expertly, inIECTION
troducing excellent types to represent the va=
riety of people who have responded to the
gospel of "anarchy and ease."
DTOGRAPHY
Generally very good
IHTINGS
Give a natural appearance to the
players and the sets.
M1ERA WORK
Scenes shot from effective
angles.
.'PORT. .. .Pinna Nesbit is successful in indicate
ing the indealistic and spiritual nature of the
girl who is misled by false teachings; Rob=
ert Frazer, Leslie Stowe and others contribute
much to the production.
>'ERIORS
Scenes on island utilized for a Bolshevik colony are attractive.
BRIORS
Acceptable
O'AIL
The titles are long, but valuable
in
driving home the argument of the picture; a
few mistakes in spelling should be rectified.
iRACTER OF STORY
Shows up breeders of
discontent in their own colors.
*GTH
OF PRODUCTION
5,94<> feet
U: timeliness of the subject matter and its vital
[importance make this a picture deserving of the
i serious consideration. On account of its very
j?ss. the theme presents many difficulties, and it is
i ly to the credit of those concerned in adapting
ipas Dixon's novel that they have given the public
Eoplay as sincere and true as is "Bolshevism on
inost everything tending to disturb the existing
» of things socially, economically, or in a govern;al way. has come to be classed as Bolshevism,
fforo this is a decidedly suitable title for an expose
||e results likely to be attained in following out
■tic aims when they are commercialized by
ieeking crooks. The purpose of the story, and one
lis adequately accomplished, is to give visual evi-

HARRY

dence of how things are likely to work out when law
and order have been abandoned in favor of license
passing under the guise of liberty.
The picture was produced on a large scale, introducing many scenes of dramatic power and some of spectacular worth in the later sequences, when the "ideal"
colony has been founded on an island and a disorganized mob runs wild. Story interest is well sustained
and the director was particularly fortunate in his
selection of types, so much like one is liable to encounter at an anarchistic meeting that from all appearances
many of the scenes might have been photographed at
an
actual gathering of the apostles of Lenine and
Trotsky.
In writing the original story and in the efficient
adaptation supplied by Harry Chandlee, it was recognized that the best way to drive home an argument
is to present both sides of the case and then show which
is right. To have presented all social reformers as
either knaves or fools would have been a trifle absurd,
therefore the two leading characters are sincere idealists, aglow with youthful enthusiasm for the cause of
justice.
<*
Pinna Nesbit is a social worker who devotes her
life to alleviating the sufferings of the poor and sees
salvation in the foundation of communities where all
are on an equal footing. Likewise, Robert Frazer, a
soldier wounded in the war and keenly alive to the
troubles of his fellow men, believing that Utopia may
be found through a close comradeship in which work
and the profits of work are fairly divided.
These two become easy victims for the anarchistic
leader, played with sinister power by Leslie Stowe.
Determined to cure Frazer of his impractical notions,
the boy's wealthy father makes it possible for the
Bolshevik group to secure an island where they may
put their plans of community living into operation.
There is much truth to human nature in depicting the
behavior of the motley throng of parasites and crooks.
Frazer's administration as chief comrade is shortlived, for it soon appears that nobody wants to do
any real work and that Stowe and his accomplices are
merely using the two wealthy young idealists as tools
until they can gain their own ends. Of course, the
experimental colony proves to be a dire failure, and the
red flag is pulled down from the masthead to give place
to the Stars and Stripes, with a company of marines
on the island to restore order. The cast includes
Howard Truesdell, Ethel Wright, Jim Savage and
Valda Valkryien.

BEAUMONT
M. P. D. A.

Producing for Goldwyn
Just Finished

"One of the Finest"

abfil
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Title is Sure To Attract Attention, So Play It Up Big
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"Bolshevism On Trial"
Select Special
Exploitation for this picture is being supplied everyday in the news columns of the press. No one can
pick up a paper without seeing the word "Bolshevik,"
and such incidents as the recently attempted bomb
outrages serve to reinforce the pertinence of a story
dealing with anarchistic tendencies, which have swept
like a plague from Europe to America.
In a way this might come under the head of a
propaganda picture, but you have no reason to fear
that it is wanting in entertainment value, because
it concerns important social problems. Its lesson is
conveyed through a thoroughly dramatic story, which
holds on its own account and is interpreted by first-

class actors. Pinna Nesbit, in particular, will be lii
by your audience, for she gives a really appealing pi
trayal of the girl reformer.
"Bolshevism on Trial" is a striking title certain
arouse curiosity, so give it as conspicuous a display
possible. You might use lines such as: "Do you km
what Bolshevism really means? See this remarkal
photoplay showing the havoc caused by the doctrir
of anarchists when they are put into actual opei
tion." Or: "They put 'Bolshevism on Trial' in t)
powerful drama and it is found guilty."
The nature of the subject may make it possible !
you to get newspaper attention outside of the conv«
tional notices in dramatic columns. Try to stir
some editorial discussion relative to the differenc
between Socialism and Bolshevism with the story i
folded in this picture as a basis for the argument.

Watch For
This Three-Part "Silver Chevron"
of Love and Mystery

Serial

Featuring

THE

YELLOW
EEL

ALICE MANN
Authorized by the Government

and reveal-

ing secrets heretofore concealed from the
Public.
The story in fiction form of industry's
clash with the Bolshevistic forces that seek
to stab America

in the back.

McCLUKE PRODUCTIONS
Berkeley Building
New York

I
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English Meller Is Given Fine Production.
Maurice

Tourneur

Presents

"The White Heather"
Tourneur Prod. — State Rights

RECTOR
Maurice Tourneur
ITHORS
Cecil Raleigh and Henrv Hamilton
ENARIO BY
Chas. Whittaker
MERAMAN
Rene
tiuissart
i A WHOLE
Artistically produced melodrama
containing
some
unusual
underseas
scenes;
has popular appeal.
ORY
Adaptation of renowned
Drury
Lane
melodrama.
RECT10N
Marked all through by fine touches
which
help to make
the characters
seem
human.
fOTOORAPHY
Excellent
SjHTINQS
Many atmospheric effects which
add materially to the beauty of the production.
MERA
WORK
Composition
of scenes good;
undersea fight photographed
with the Wil=
liamson submarine tube.
iPPORT. . . .Well balanced cast with Ralph Graves
as the hero, H. E. Herbert as the willun and
others who give adequate performances.
TERIORS
Locations well chosen to carry the
impression of landscapes in Scotland.
TERIORS
A number of impressive sets; al=
ways in keeping with the atmosphere.
JTAIL
Care was shown in securing the right
costumes for people living in Scotland
and
England;
Director Tourneur deserves credit
for avoiding anachronisms.
JARACTER OE STORY
English meller of the
old school that makes strong picture material
.NGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,ooo feet
ERE is an instance where the screen has much the
II better of the stage in the presentation of a melojna for a modern audience that would laugh at the
>| tricks of meller production, which were good
(|ugh to get by in the theater a quarter of a cenm ago. But you can bet that the very same soWSticated crowd won't laugh at the tricks in Maurice
rarnenr's picture version of "The White Heather."
I"'.v will marvel at the undersea stuff as something
uel. startling and a remarkable photographic acHblishipent, and they will find the story human
a interesting, even if it is based on the old wrougy;lected-child theme.

Has Appeal for Varied Tastes.

Undersea Stuff Helps

The treatment accorded the subject by Director
Maurice Tourneur accounts for its success. He had
ordinary enough material to work with, but he dressed
il up in a truly artistic production and the result is a
technically excellent picture, which has enough human
appeal to make it popular with folks who look first
of all for Stories containing heart interest. Also it
possesses a novel sensation in the undersea scenes
worked into the climax.
There is little new to give fans in the way of tights
bet ween hero and willun when both have their feet
firmly planted on the land, but to find deep sea divers
struggling in the wreckage of an old ship at the bottom of the ocean, sure does provide a fresh sensation.
This encounter, terminating with the death of the
willun and the finding of the precious marriage document, provides the big dramatic novelty of the film,
but Director Tourneur did not rely upon it alone to
give interest to his picture.
Right from the start, when the action opens in the
banquet hall of the Scottish- manor preserved as a
family seat by the aristocratic Camerons, the picture,
from a production angle, has class. Interiors, wherever
necessary, are richly furnished, the costuming is above
reproach and the exteriors might pass for paintings
of landscapes in Scotland.
No less fine in their way are the scenes supposed to
be enacted on the London stock exchange, where the
father of the wronged wife meets a tragic death after
he has been ruined and disgraced, and in the court
room during the trial that goes against the woman
because she can produce neither the document nor a
witness, and here there is a chance to introduce some
Angus. The director has succeeded in giving animation and the appearance of actual life to scenes utilizing many people.
One of the strong qualities of the picture is its
variety in locale and characterization. From the homes
of aristocracy, the spectator is led to the haunts of the
underworld in following the search for the missing
witness, and here there is a chance to introduce some
effective slum characters in surroundings indicating
a suitable degradation. While the story is admittedly
melodramatic, the acting is generally kept in a natural key, which helps to strengthen the sentimental
passages and heighten the sympathy for the wife, sincerely acted by Mabel Ballin, and for her two faithful
lovers, one of whom sacrifices his life on her behalf.
The child is introduced frequently to strengthen the
heart appeal.
In the cast are Ben Alexander, Jack Gilbert, Spottiswood Aitken and others.

Play Up Submarine Photography

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
s already indicated, the artistic value of this prolUion is high, but more important to you exhibitors
have to worry about the box office, it looks like
fcnuinely popular film with any sort of a fan crowd.
^e that are particular about the fine points of a
pre, in photography,
settings and the like, will
their tastes gratified ; the gang that merely wants
■fry with a hero, a willun and a wronged shero,
ft be disappointed, and folks that crave something
h and startling will get it in the undersea stuff.
pure it out for yourself and you will find that
"^e White Heather" strikes a mighty high average
f\. money-making proposition.
A picture containing
variety of appeal may be classed as a safe bet.
■e are a number of advertising angles that you
it, but the strongest seems to be in playing up

in a sensational way the fight under water, telling
your folks that it is a marvel of submarine photography and giving a big display to pictures showing
the action in which the two divers figure. Although
underwater photography is not new on the screen,
there no doubt are many people who never have seen
any of the films in which it has been used, at all events,
not as a part of a dramatic story.
Then it should be worth while to emphasize the
fact that "The White Heather" is a picture version
of a Drury Lane melodrama. Of course, comparatively few picture patrons know anything about "The
White Heather" as a play, but anything carrying the
Drury Lane trademark sounds exciting. Be sure to
credit Maurice Tourneur with having made the production, referring to his last picture, "Woman."

Well
Finish
the Job

fare! OuWer'llJoFi
b.nishi
W.
W. pioneer
Hodkinson
is to
for Corporation's
a wholesomer "job"
and
friendlier relation with the nation's
exhibitors.
It iswork
our on"job"
to show
you that we can
a clean
basis
with you.

VICTORY LIBERTY LOAN

It is our "job" to prove that exhibitors
should not be saddled with program
and star series selling systems under
which producers insist upon tying in
their weak product in your theatre
to the damage and injury of your house
and its reputation.
Our "job'"' is to prove to you that
cer who has to grind out pictures,
like regularity, to keep his own
machine going will continue to
average of good pictures.

any produwith clockdistributing
make a low

In contrast with other producers* systems of
grinding out pictures in strings — like sausages
— W. W. Hodkinson Corporation has determined to keep weak pictures off the market
and distribute only pictures of provable drawing power.
We do not have to release any given number
of pictures to keep our distributing machine
going. The better productions we can obtain
and offer you the fewer we will need.

HOD

KI NSON

means
Harry
Raver-Four
Star Productions.

There is no mystery about our Hodkinson
determination to sell pictures singly on their
individual merits. Every time we offer you a
good big production singly we are making it
possible for you to throw out somebody else's
weaker picture that is hurting your box-office.
An exhibitor who adopts this policy builds
patronage for his house.

Benjamin
B. HamptonGreat Authors' Productions.

We are pleased to call your attention to "A
A Man "Thinks," the first of thirty produc
tions offered you singly on individual merit,
as being the type of production
that will
improve
patronage
conditions
in theatres
everywhere.

J. Warren Kerrigan Productions.

WW. HODKINSON CORPORATION

Zane Grey Productions.

527 Fifth Avenue , New York City
Distributing- through PATHE Exchange, Incorporated

!
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Salvation Army Picture Makes Strong Propaganda and First Rate
Entertainment
"Fires of Faith"
Famous

Players=Lasky

HRKCTOR
Edward Jose
.UTHOR
Charles E. Whittaker
CLNARIO BY
Beulah Marie Dix
A.MLRAMAN
Alvin Wykoff, C. Edward Shoenbaum and Hal Young.
S \ WHOLE
Shows work of the Salvation
Army; contains a number of dramatic si tun
tions and some war stuff that gets across.
TORY
Surprisingly good for a propaganda film
HRECTION
Puts force into much of the action
and sustains the suspense in the final reels.
HOTOGRAPHY
Generally clear
KiHTINGS
Nothing out of the ordinary
iAMERA
WORK
Up to requirements
•LAYERS
Catherine
Calvert,
Eugene
O'Brien
and Ruby de Remer head a large cast which
is uniformly efficient; Commander
Evange=
line Booth appears in one scene.
XTERIORS
Do very well for action in this
country and for that in French towns during
the war.
XTERIORS
Look like the real thing, especially
when Salvation Army halls are used.
)ETAIL
Shows a commendable effort to depict
Salavation Army activities accurately.
HARACTER
OF STORY
Propaganda
for the
Salvation Army put in dramatic form.
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,200 feet
JV3R a picture designed to do more than merely sup■ ply dramatic entertainment, "Fires of Faith" comes
lrough surprisingly well. No one is likely to lose
ight of the Salvation Army propaganda that is at
ir basis of the story, but the message which the proueers set out to deliver is not so obtrusive that it
isc Mints the value of a film possessing many comlendable qualities.
I To begin with, the Salvation Army has a certain
lanimir not possessed by most religious and social
fganizations. The very work it aims to accomplish
jmong down-and-outers, gives it inherent dramatic
.i>ssibilities, which already have been utilized on the
age. notably in "Salvation Nell."
Most folks have

HARRY

come to respect the Salvation Army and ninny will be
genuinely Interested in learning more about its origin
and methods.
Through the medium of this simple human narrative, finely acted and altogether presented in a finished manner, one is given a deeper insight into the
spirit that gave birth to a great organization which has
spread to all parts of the world. There are times
when the picture drags, especially in the earlier sequences, but the slump is not serious.
Although the war sequences provide the most exciting action in the picture, they are less distinctive
than a number of the foregoing passages dealing with
the founding of the Army by William Booth and the
early struggle against prejudice and misunderstand
iug. The war has been treated so thoroughly from so
many angles that there is little chance of regarding
it from a fresh viewpoint, so first interest may center
in the less animated scenes, showing how various
types of people are drawn into the work and how no
one ever sinks so low that he is refused help.
After scenes indicating the manner in which the
organization came into being, the action shifts to
America some fifty years later, introducing two faithful Salvationists who have made a home for Catherine
Calvert on their farm. Dispossessed, they are forced
to let Catherine go to the city that she may find employment, which she gets through the Salvation Army.
As a maid in the home of the wealthy Traverses.
she is trapped into accompanying the manager of the
estate to a roadhouse where she finds herself the following morning, deserted and disgraced. This starts
her downward course which leads, literally, to the
gutter. Her life is saved by the Salvation Army and
presently she goes abroad to do heroic work among the
soldiers, as does Ruby de Remer, the daughter of the
Traverse family, whose fiance has been shanghaied
and taken to France where he enlists in the Royal
Flying Corps.
There is no need to go into the details of a plot
that concerns many characters and is generally well
developed, primarily with the^ purpose of showing
why the Salvation Army has become so popular, especially among the fighting men.
The cast includes Helen Dunbar, Theodore Roberts,
Charles Ogle, Edythe Chapman, Fred Huntley, Lucille
Ward and others.

MILLARDE
Director

Fox Pacific Coast Studios
RECENT

PRODUCTIONS
Madlaine

Peggy Hyland

Traverse

IN

"Gambleln Souls"
"The Love That Dares"

"Caught in the Act'
"Annie Laurie"
TITLE PRESENT

PRODUCTION

TO BE ANNOUNCED

SOON

AlLY
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With the Backing of the Salvation Army It Should Go Over Nicely
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"Fires of Faith"
Famous

Players=Lasky

The length of this production may make it something of a problem for exhibitors who are not in the
habit of running extended features. At the Harris
Theater, New York, with a scenic as a forerunner, it
accounts for a full evening's entertainment, which, of
course, is justifiable only under extraordinary conditions such as this film is prepared to meet.
For many months plans have been under way for
a Salvation Army drive, immediately following the
Liberty Loan, and "Fires of Faith" is being relied
upon to do a good bit of the campaigning. It is a
stronger plea for contributions toward the support of
the organization than most verbal arguments and there

I]J The
only studio
concentrating
on
the
production
of
features
to
the exclusion of all other
details.
Productions made by contract. Perfect facilities for individual
p roducing
units
with or without
contractees'

supervision.

is no reason why it should not be made a profitablt
film, even after the drive has closed.
Needless to say, you can rely on the enthusiastic assistance of your local Salvation Army organization ir
giving the picture publicity through all of its advertis
ing channels. Probably you will be supplied with singnee
ers to attract a crowd in front of your theater, also t(
use during the running of the film. An announce
ment that Commander Evangeline Booth is seen in tl
film should attract folks that are interested in sei
celebrities.
Don't let patrons imagine that this is just a propaganda picture, however. You may overcome this impression by talking about it as a big Famous PlayersLasky production, naming the leading players, Catherine Calvert. Eugene O'Brien and Ruby de Reiner, and
by showing stills of the dramatic incidents, here, as
well as in the war area in France.

The

BRUNTON
STUDIOS
ROBERT

BRUNTON

Melrose Avenue

"By

Your

You

Are

Recent

Known"

Productions

"Madam Who"
"A Man's Man"
"Patriotism "
"Carmen
of the Klondike"
"Turn"Alimony"
of a Card"
"The One Woman"
"More Trouble"
"The Bells"

COMPANY
Los Angeles

BUSINESS

Works

"Sierra
the Sixties"
"AllofWrong"

SUICIDE

A manufacturer who sacrifices the quality of his goods to further
his financial interests, commits business suicide. This applies particularly to the motion picture industry.
Your picture may be wonderful— produced by the ablest directorphotographed by an expert cameraman— BUT— it is not perfect and
will not bring in the best rentals unless the laboratory work maintains the same high standards.
We, as a laboratory, recognize this and to prove it, we are willing
to make you a sample print free of charge, provided it does not excel
and meet your highest expectations.
Tel.

REPUBLIC

Bryant 7190

LABORATORIES

729 Seventh Ave., New

York

Inc.
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Political Trickery is Basis for Drama With a Number of Tense Moments
Frank

Keenan

in

"The Master Man"
Frank

Keenan

Productions — Pathe,

Distr.

DIRECTOR
Ernest
C. Warde
AUTHOR
F. X. James
SCENARIO BY
Jack Cunningham
;AMERAMAN
Charles Kaufman
AS A WHOLE
Melodrama dealing with crooked
politicians, forcefully presented by star and
supporting company.
5T0RY
Not always plausible in development
DIRECTION
Generally keeps acting in natural
mood.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
,J(iHTINGS. . . .Some artistic effects in night scenes
CAMERA WORK
Composition of scenes is well
judged.
STAR
Acts with restraint and succeeds in
suggesting the personality of a political boss.
JUPPORT
Joseph J. Dowling, Joseph McManus
and others fit in well with the characters
conceived by the author.
EXTERIORS
Not often needed
NTERIORS
Sets usually made to contribute to
the atmosphere of the story.
DETAIL
Little out of the ordinary
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing objectionable
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,870 feet
rlllS unquestionably comes under the head of a
strong photoplay, dealing with grafters, crooked
Politicians and fraudulent schemes as they may be
forked by an organization which has gained control
\f the government in a state or city. Altogether, the
-tuthor presents a choice assemblage of unscrupulous
tarasites, with one or two honest folk,' standing out
ill the stronger by reason of the contrast, and Director Ernest C. Warde has produced a picture that holds
(he attention by reason of its melodramatic force and
n atmosphere of mystery successfully maintained.
j Of romance there is little that rings true, although
he suggestion of a love story is introduced in the
Ittachnient that Frank Keenan, as "The Master Man,"
rorms for Kathleen Kirkham, the ward of a wealthy

steel mill operator, who is hand in glove with the political ring under the directing genius of Keenan. This
heart interest element in the story is pretty much
lost sight of, however, in following the intricacies of
a plot thai has to do with the operations of the
"machine" crowd.
Mr. Keenan knows how to get full value out of a
character such as that as "The Master Man." He
always acts with an expressive restraint that helps
to give an air of reality to incidents which might otherwise seem overdrawn, and in dramatic clashes where
a less skilled actor might strain too hard to register.
he produces
his effects without
resorting to heroics.
Naturally, there is not much in the nature of Unpolitical boss to arouse sympathy, until the reformation in the last, reel, so Mr. Keenan does not play
with that end in view; but "The Master Man" does
stand out above his fellow conspirators as a dominant
person whose control of the situatiou is easy to credit.
The nature of the principal character is not long
left in doubt after the opening reel in which he commissions one of his hirelings to secure papers in the
possession of the governor, who is independent of the
"ring" crowd. The atmosphere in these scenes, supposed to transpire on a stormy night, heightens the
effect of the dramatic happenings consequent upon
the effort to secure the papers, and the shooting of
the governor under circumstances making it appear
that a reform senator is responsible for the murder.
This is the foundation for a plot of many twists and
turns with the brain of "The Master Man" always the
guiding factor, until the assassin's confession makes it
imperative for Keenan to disappear if he is not to be
implicated in the crime. He goes to a state sanatorium
where his death is officially reported, prior to his reappearing under another name as a mill worker. He
does not allow his true identity to become known until
Kathleen Kirkham is in danger of being convicted for
killing the mill owner on their wedding night.
Quite a bit is made of the trial scene, with Keenan
as foreman of the jury bringing in a verdict of "not
guilty" and then, in a dramatic fashion, wringing a
confession of guilt from the girl's father. Some of the
action seems rather forced and improbable, but the
intensity of the scenes should be enough to carry them
across. Included in the cast are Jack Brammall, William V. Mong, Hardee Kirkland and J. Barney Sherry.

Play Up the Political Angle of the Story in Your Exploitation
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
in one of his most congenial roles they should not miss
I' As a Box office attraction, "The Master Man" should
"The Master Man."
|ot be difficult to handle successfully. It has most of
Exploit the picture as a story dealing in a forceful
joe qualities needed for a political meller appealing
way with political intrigue, and showing the harm of
A a crowd that likes sensational happenings, and does
"boss" rule. Work along the political angle in catchBt bother too much about looking into the plausibility
lines something after this order: "Do you know who
really runs your local government? If you think it,
f everything that transpires on the screen.
isn't important that you should go to the polls on elec■ Probably the character of the boss politician is bettion day, see 'The Master Man,' a powerful drama
ter suited to the acting method of Frank Keenan than
exposing the vices of a political ring."
post of the figures he has recently portrayed, although
Another one might read: "Who is the power behind
the throne in your city? If you want to get an insight
lis pictures, as you may have found, have been genially acceptable. Call the attention of your folks to
into the methods of wiley politicians, see Frank Keefeme of his past productions handled by Pathe, such
nan as 'The Master Man'." Announce the production
as one of the Frank Keenan Star Series, produced by
■ "The Midnight Stage," "Todd of the Times,"
Frank Keenan Productions, Inc., and directed by
fcoaded Dice" and "The Bells," and then go on to
Ernest C. Warde.
Ksure your patrons that if they want to see Keenan

I

"I TOLD YOU SO'
By Carl Laemmle, President
Universal Film Manufacturing Company
| --- |UST one more good
J | hard push— and you
1 will win your long
fight against unfair service
contracts!
Just a few more weeks of
standing firmly for your right

Well, you've just abo
won your fight and you'r
just about to come into yo
rights.
Witness
the gre
revival of talk of- "ope
market"— an idea that is a
old as moving pictures— a pla

to book any picture you like without burdening yourself with other

from which the Universal has nev
deviated.

pictures that you don't want, and you
will be in a position to make more
profit than you ever made before!

It's a smug satisfaction that 1 tak
in
saying
You So."
it makes "I
me Told
feel good
all overArut(
know that after you have tried al
the foxy schemes that have beer

I've told you so for months and
months and months.
Time after time I warned you NOT to
book yourself so solidly that you would not
have room in your theatre for the unexpected good things that might come along.
I told you the folly of sewing yourself up
so tight that the only way you could book
great big specials was to put your contract
goods on the shelf and thus pay for two or
more pictures while using only one.
With extremely unethical directness, I
warned you against signing long term contracts which bound you to take pictures
that were not yet even started in the studios.
The only other man in the trade who
warned you was Wid, and even Wid got
tired of calling your attention to the danger that confronted you.

foisted on you from time to time, you a
last come back to the Universal way o:
doing business.
You'll also come back to the plan of usin£
more and more Universal pictures, becaus(
everybody says that the "Universal
shown a greater improvement in quality

than any other concern" — and it's true.
Making good pictures is our only work
at the Universal. We don't monkey with
Wall Street; we don't steal stars; we don't
encourage the cut-throat advancing of
prices for stories and plays. We simply
make the best pictures that can be made,
and we offer them on a basis that leaves
you a fat margin of profit.
In the face of present conditions any man
who signs a fool contract which hog-ties
him from head to foot is simply courting
commercial death. I told you so before
and I tell you so now.
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Entertaining Mixture of Romance and Comedy is Finely Suited
to Star
Constance Talmadge in

"The Veiled Adventure"
Select
DIRECTOR
Walter
Edwards
AUTHOR
Julia Crawford Ivers
SCENARIO BY
Julia Crawford Ivers
CAMERAMAN
...
James C. Van Trees
IAS A WHOLE
Light comedy romance treated
with delicacy and charm.
(STORY
Well suited to the star; much of the
action transpires in a beauty shop.
.DIRECTION
Keeps the acting in a light, natural
mood and makes the most of comedy possibilities.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Artistic and varied, help to give the
scenes atmosphere.
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR
Decidedly attractive, as usual, acts grace=
fully and wears becoming gowns.
SUPPORT
Harrison Ford makes a likeable leading man; Stanhope Wheatcroft supplies true
characterization of philandering bachelor.
EXTERIORS
Scenes
at seaside resort particularly effective.
INTERIORS
Beauty shop looks like a genuine
Fifth avenue establishment.
rETAIL
Titles are well worded but animated
border designs are questionable in that they
take the attention from the reading matter.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Harmless
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,565 feet
POXSTANCE TALMADGE sure is being given every
chance to score as a "dainty" star. For a number
|)f months now, her pictures have been light, pretty
BDiedies, well in keeping with the most pronounced
•haracteristics of the young actress who has no trouble
kt all in interpreting roles demanding a graceful manner and the appearance of breeding. Miss Talmadge
s being handled right, and it would be too bad if she
iuddenly took it into her head to become emotional.
I The treatment accorded Julia Crawford Ivers' story
sy Director Walter Edwards, is always in the mood of

a light, romantic piece of fiction. His use of close-ups,
such as those at the opening of the film when Constance finds the tell-tale gray veil in the pocket of her
fiance's overcoat, is admirable, and all through lie
gives the picture an atmosphere of delicacy and charm.
Particular mention should be made of the fade out
which gets a laugh along with the conventional clutch.
Constance and Harrison Ford are standing on the
beach in the moonlight, while not. far away is a lone
fisherman who waits impatiently for the lovers to kiss
that he may return his attention to the lish struggling
at his line. This is a capital scene with which to close
the picture.
Constance is a wealthy young society girl who permits herself to become engaged to Stanhope Wheatcroft without taking the affair very seriously. When
she discovers the gray veil and surmises a clandestine
adventure, it doesn't really bother her a bit, except
that she feels it would be fun to get even with the
unfaithful Stanhope. Following up various clues,
Constance becomes convinced that her rival is the
owner of a fashionable beauty shop, which suggests
an idea.
She rents the establishment for a week and proceeds to conduct it herself while Stanhope is called
away on a "business" trip. Much of the humor in
the picture is developed through the well-staged scenes
in the beauty parlor during the time that Constance
is learning to handle the various types of characters
who apply for treatment. It is here that she meets
Harrison, fresh from a cattle ranch in the West and
badly in need of a manicure.
As it happens, the youth is a college friend of Constance's brother who invites him to visit the family
country place. The young westerner is an uncompromising sort of person with set prejudices against
white lies and such trivial things dear to the feminine
nature. The girl, securing the aid of her sister and
a friend, sets out to cure him of such foolish notions,
which she succeeds in doing in a quite improbable, but
amusing fashion.
After her fiance has had an opportunity to prove his
complete infidelity, Constance breaks their engagement
in the presence of guests assembled at a dinner party,
and follows Harrison to the beach, with results already noted. The cast includes Vera Sisson, Rosita
Marstini, Eddie Sutherland and others.

Make Your Biggest Play on Name

of Constance Talmadge

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
I "The Veiled Adventure" is not an ideal title for this
poduction. There is a chance that folks who merely
Klance at the name and don't bother to find out something about the picture, may conclude that it is an
{idventure meller. In order to discount any such impession, make a point of the comedy and romantic
•lements of the film in all of your exploitation.
|l The name of Constance Talmadge is of much greater
I'alue than the title of the picture, so give it all the
dsplay possible. Fans have come to know the type of
iroduetion in which she is in the habit of appearing
[ind judging from reports, her stock is rising steadily.
jCspeeially in conservative neighborhood communities,
|ier style of comedy is certain to carry a strong appeal.

In previous reviews, I have mentioned Harrison
Ford, who is proving himself to be an ideal running
mate for the Select star. He is just the type to attract
young women, so it probably will pay you to give him
a trifle more than the advertising usually accorded
leading men. Use stills such as that showing Constance and Harrison seated at a manicure table.
Also emphasize the beauty shop scenes which comprise a large part of the picture. Women will like
them. You might try a line something like this:
"Do you want to know how to become beautiful?
Constance Talmadge will show you in 'The Veiled Adventure'." Another one: "What would YOU do if
you found a strange gray veil in your fiance's pocket?
See Constance Talmadge in 'The Veiled Adventure'."

Follow the leaders.

Get the Holmes Habit of Happy Potroni

MARCUS LOEWS HOUSE:

have booked the entire series of^Tiian^Te Holnus
Comedies, -Whyj

AIL.Y
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Laughs Gome Often in William Russell's Latest Comedy
William Russell in

"Some Liar"
j«
William Russell Productions — Pathe, Distr.
DIRECTOR
.Henry
King
AUTHOR
James Oliver Curwood
SCENARIO
BY
Stephen
Fox
AS A WHOLE
Lively comedy with meller trim=
mings makes good vehicle for the star.
STORY
Adaptation of a novel by James Oliver
Curwood.
DIRECTION
Uses comedy possibilities in situa=
tions to good advantage.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies;
generally
passable
LIGHTINGS
Ordinary
CAMERA
WORK
Adequate
STAR
Sure to be liked in his portrayal of an in=
veterate liar, who has difficulty in living up
to tales of his accomplishments.
SUPPORT
Eileen Percy makes pretty heroine;
Haywood
Mack
and Gordon
Russell
give
strong performances.
EXTERIORS
Scenes
in western
mining
town
about what is generally found in pictures of
this nature.
Nothing pretentious needed
INTERIORS
DETAIL
Satisfactory for a western comedy film
CHARACTER OF STORY
Entirely harmless
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
About
4,780 feet

of Robert Winchester McTabb, WilIff ths character
liam Russell has a chance to exert his comedy gifts
lilso to reveal his prowess as an athletic actor when
It conies to fight stuff. He is genuinely amusing and
it the same time forceful in his portrayal of the "coffin
iind cradle" salesman, who lies just because he enjoys
It and then finds it difficult to justify himself in the
feyes of his gullible auditors.
If.rom
Theanyplot"
in this
production
is improbable
enough
angle
you want
to consider
it, but that
does
it from supplying the structure for a first-rate
keep
|iot
ttoniedy entertainment working up to some situations
Which mav properly be termed novel.
From the time

thai r>ill Kusscll blows into the mining town of Yellow
Jacket, Arizona, and edifies the gambling hall crowd
with an oration of his exploits as a soldier, things begin
to happen, largely through the instrumentality of
Eileen Percy who is traveling Incognito that she may
secure some papers before they arc used to damage
the reputation of her wealthy father.
No sooner does Eileen meet Bill than she commissions him tn "get" her enemy and the papers, even if
it means resorting to murder. To complicate matters
still further, they have Bill get into a mix-up with
Gordon Kusscll, n gambler who also is out to murder
Haywood Mack, the man that Kill is after in order to
oblige the girl.
With this arrangement as a basis, they plan a
three-cornered fight, each man trying to get the better of the other while Eileen stands on the side lines
and urges them on quite heartlessly. As a matter
of fact, Bill is not half as brave as he has pictured himself, but when it comes to a brawl from which he cannot gracefully extricate himself, he puts up a stiff
tight, then returns to the girl, enlarging upon what
he has done in his characteristic way.
For instance, he assures her, with all sorts of vivid
details to back up his assertion, that he lias killed
Mack, whereupon Eileen is regretful because she has
not secured the coveted papers. Nothing daunted, the
heroic Bill offers to return immediately to get them,
despite the fact that he probably will fall into the
hands of the sheriff's posse.
Probably some of the most effective scenes in the
picture come on the night that the three enemies meet
and after a three-cornered fight in which first one,
then another, appears to be getting the best of the
argument, Mack is actually killed by Gordon Russell
who also is anxious to make a favorable impression on
Eileen. Bill finds himself in the predicament of either
claiming that he committed the murder or conceding
that he is a liar, so he boldly asserts that he killed
Mack and is ready to be hanged rather than change
his story.
Here we have the odd situation of both men stoutly
asserting their guilt, and it almost comes to a double
hanging before evidence turns up which clears Bill
and forces him to admit to Eileen that he is a confirmed liar. Of course, he promises to reform and that
ends a story that is handled throughout in a lively
comedy spirit.

A Safe Program Production for Any Type of Theater
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
I Exhibitors who have checked up on the drawing
tower of stars, no doubt, have found that William
jtussell stands high at the present time and is steadily
Bding to his followers. Even if this production were
|tfsappointing, which it is not, you could rely on the
Strength of the star's name to draw patronage.
I The secret of his success is not hard to find. He has
t genuine, wholesome personality and a happy faculty
I not appearing to take himself to seriously on the
rreen, which enables him to register comedy charcters in a natural, convincing manner. If you figured
Bout, you probably would find that a large perentage of the laughs in "Some Liar" and in previous
■ictures. such as "Brass Buttons," are directly atributed to the individual work of the star.

Treat this as a comedy, not forgetting, however, to
let folks know that there is plenty of fast action of
the western mining town variety. A wise selection of
advertising paper would include fight scenes as well
as comedy incidents, always, of course, emphasizing
the name of William Russell. In your advance announcements itwouldn't do any harm to bring in some
mention of Eileen Percy, for she certainly is an attractive young leading woman who adds charm to the
picture.
Oatchlines: "Think of the biggest liar you ever
knew, then double his ability and he won't hold a
candle to William Rifssell in 'Some Liar,' a comedy
with a punch." Or: "If you want to know why they
called him 'Some Liar,' see William Russell in his
newest western comedy.

In the last few months

TOM

J. GERAGHTY

has written
ANITA STEWART'S next two stories:
"MARY REGAN,"— Lois Weber production;
"HER KINGDOM OF DREAMS,"- written with Marshall Neilan.
DUSTIN FARNUM'S next two stories:
"THE HARVEST OF SHAME,"— and
"SQUARE SHOOTIN' DAN."
Titles for

"THE

the Blanche
MAY

UNPARDONABLE

SIN"

Sweet-Marshall Neilan-Harry Garson
Big $1.50 production

ALLISON'S current releases:
"IN FOR THIRTY DAYS"
"HER INSPIRATION," and
"PEGGY DOES HER DARNDEST,"

with George D. Baker.

NAZIMOVA'S next outdoor feature:
"THE DESERT BORN."
KITTY

GORDON'S

next story:
"PLATONIC

LOVE"

SESSUE HAYAKAWA'S current releases:
"A HEART IN PAWN" and
"THE COURAGEOUS COWARD."
ALMA
LYONS

RUBEN'S

new production:
"DIANE OF THE

& MORAN

GREEN

VAN"

current comedies

Now Writing —
FRED STONE'S next story.
Then back to Lasky Studio to write —
BRYANT WASHBURN'S next feature—
"TOO MUCH JOHNSON."
— and have only one more payment to make on my typewriter.

TOM

J. GERAGHTY
Bungaloafing in
Hollywood, California.

The Answer:— Born in Indiana— educated in New York— working in California.
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"Sahara"
d by Hodkinson — Release
After June 1

'"'uy Bates Pest with National?
Los Angeles reports are to the effect that Guy Bates Post has received a tempting offer to work with
National Film.

a," the Louise Glaum
spesrvised by Allan Dwan, will
;ed in North America by the
on
Corp.
Before
going
Post is playing in Chicago,
and
st week J. Parker Read, Jr., could not be reached for a statement.
i tract, and at the same
;ed with the Apollo Trading
the foreign rights,
understood
that Hodkinson
(Special to WILTS DAILY.)
»dy closed a number of preLos Angeles. — Kathleen Kerrigan,
howing for June 1.
Riesenfeld of the Rialto-Ri- Warren's sister, is working with the
pared a special score for the latest Frank Keenan production.
Priscilla Dean expects to resume
3n.
work in 30 days.
Howard Hickman is much improved but cannot return to work
before several weeks.
" Sheehan Due During the
-Important Matters to Be
Settled
Asher with Sennett
in Fox is back from his EuLos Angeles. — E. M. Asher, for
rip. and "Winnie" Sheehan, past two years manager of First Naral manager, is expected to
tional in San Francisco, as well as
uring the week. Upon the manager of the Tivoli, has joined
j( Sheehan, if not before, Mack Sennett and will act as his pernportant matters will be setsonal representative. Asher will
ably whether or not Theda
1 remain under the Fox man- leave soon for New "fork.

Coast Brevities

Fox Back

dillions Involved
don report says that the Falayets-Lasky British ProLtd., has been formed with
D capital to make producEngland.

Sunday Shows
and Censorship

(Special to WID'S DAILY.)
Indianapolis. — A renewal of efforts to close motion picture theaters on Sunday was proposed by the
members of the Indianapolis Ministerial Asso. at meeting when they
impossible to obtain any inn at Famous Players office voted to ask the Church Federation
is report, at the hour of Indianapolis to canvass the comto press.
mercialized amusement situation and
with them take steps to bring about
a strict enforcement of the Sunday
No. 91
closing law.

ttle Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate

CESS is but rarely atined without confidence.
S DAILY makes no preof being the largest,
sst, or greatest publicain any respect — but — it
5 offer the advertiser the
tunity of reaching
that
progressive element of
ified reader interest and
• confidence that cannot
und elsewhere.
Adverin WID'S DAILY covie field efficiently, thorr and economically.

Price

Monday, May 12, 1919
Perret

Prod.

Inc.

Reliable
Gentlemen:
Invaluable as your publication undoubtedly is to the exhibitors, itdoes, in my opinion,
cover just as broad a field for
the producers. Its criticisms
are constructive while its news
columns can be absolutely relied upon for the events of the
day
in the moving picture industry.

5 Cents

Open Booking
To

Be

Discussed
Managers

at Famous
Meeting

Sales

Sales and district managers of Famous Players-Lasky will assemble
this morning for the first of a series
of talks that will last all week.
Sales plans for the coming season
will be determined upon, the feature
of which, as noted, will be the open
booking policy for all productions.
Walter R. Greene will be in charge
of the meetings.

In connection with the open booking policy it is understood that one
of the features to be adopted will be
the showing of prints in exchange
many copies of Wid's to a
centers at least 60 days prior to when
number of distinguished directhey can be presented by exhibitors.
tors and producers in France.
A plan to be worked out will allow
I like to have the current numthe exhibitor to book his show for
ber of Wid's on my desk.
the week from six to eight weeks in
Very truly yours,
advance.
Leonce Perret.
Those who will attend the meeting: Harry Asher, Boston; W. E.
Smith, Philadelphia; C. E. Holcomb,
Atlanta; Louis Marcus, Salt Lake
City; Herman Wobber, San FranFrank E. Woods Here
cisco; and the following special representatives: H. H. Buxbatim, PittsFrank E. Woods, supervising diJohn W. Allen, Chicago, and
rector of the Lasky studios, Holly- Myron burgh;
H. Lewis, Kansas City.
wood, is in town, with Mrs. Woods,
stopping at the Algonquin.
Perhaps I can best express
my appreciation oy telling you
that I have already sent a great

Midnight Shows by Loew
A midnight show was held at several of the Loew theaters Saturday
night
of "Auction
the called
First
National
attractionof Souls"
formerly
"Ravished Armenia." The stunt was
purely for advertising purposes.
Stern Visiting Exchanges
Charles K. Stern, assistant treasurer of Metro, has reached Los Anon theexchanges.
first lap of a six weeks'
trip togelesall

Parker Brings Print
Albert Parker who staged and directed Douglas Fairbanks' "The
Edgar Weill in Town
Knickerbocker Buckaroo" has arEdgar Weill, manager of the
rived here with a print to avoid posStrand,
Syracuse, is in town with the
sible delays incident to the express
Mrs. to enjoy a little vacation and
embargo into New York.
"look over the field."
Binney in Canada
To Discuss
Copyright
Law
According to information received
The A. M. P. A. (Advertisers) will
in New Haven where Harold J. Bin- hold
an extended discussion next
ney formerly ■ operated a studio, he
is now in Montreal, Canada, operat- week on the copyright law as regards
publishing
of photographs.
ing the Pyramid Pict. Co.
The following additional members
were
elected:
Supreme System, Inc., MinneapoAndre de Takacs, Universal; Soulis, will handleand"The
Case"
thard Brown, Pioneer; Ralph Block,
in Minnesota
NorthCarter
and South
Goldwyn;
Charles M. Ryan, H. L.
Dakota. Crescent Film Exchange,
Kansas City, will handle the serial in Graf, and Hal Phyffe, artists, having no definite affiliation.
that territory.

David ls
P. Howells
purchased
"
Gets has"Gods
Howel
the foreign rights to "Whom the
Gods Would Destroy" now being released by First National.
The deal with Howells gives him
the rights to the entire world with
the exception of the United States
and Canada and the Orient which
has
been bought by Perason's, Ltd.,
of Calcutta.
Wants Receiver
(Special to WID'S DAILY.)
Chicago. — ■ Stockholders of the
U. S. Motion Picture Corp. have demanded that the company be dissolved and the proceeds be divided.
The suit was started by Ralph Fontana, in the Superior Court, declaring the management has operated
several moving picture theaters in
Chicago losing money every year.
The corporation is insolvent the petition alleges. A receiver has been
asked for and an accounting rendered to show what was done with
the stockholders' money.
Dayton,
O. — Top
The with
Dayton
Dollar
"Sin"will play
to a dollar top with "The Unpardonable Sin" which opens May 18.
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Jack Mulhall
has been engaged i rich in an oil well in wrnch he is into play with
Emmy
Wehlen
in terested.
Price 5 Cents "Fools and Their Money."
S. J. Kaufman will prepare 10 scenarios for Selznick pictures.
Metro's June program shows four
comedies.

Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York,
N. INC.
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
FILM
FOLKS,

Vera
Steadman
will be
leads in L-Ko comedies.

seen

Jackie Saunders is on her way to
in New York from the Coast.

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Joseph DannenAnother Woman
Urges Censorship
berg, Vice-President and Managing Editor;
J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
Isaac Wolper, president of MayManager.
Montgomery, Ala. — After an atflower, spent the week-end in Bostack by Mrs. Warren D. Hall, of
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under ton.
Coosada, Ala., on "immoral and
the act of March 3, 1S79.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
Ralph Kettering, publicity man for filthy" pictures similar to the
O'Grady attack in New York, R. B.
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, Jones, Linick & Schaefer, of Chica- Wilby of the Strand and H. C. Fargo, has returned from a months va$20.00.
ley of the Empire entered the fight
cation
in
the
South.
Paramount goes to open
Subscribers should remit with order
and asked her to answer 14 ques- this week.
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
P. A. tions, along the lines of the A. M.
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
"The Shepherd of the Hills" HarYork, N. Y.
old Bell Wright's new film, will open
Up to date she has not answered
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
at
day.the Randolph, Chicago, next Sun- the questions.
l.os Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
<;illender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889.
In a suit of Dolly Dare
Hollywood, Cal, Office: 217-218 Hollywood
Pierre C. Levy, well known Texas
Utica, N. Y. — Colonial to remodel Harry Grossman to recovet
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
damages for breach of cont
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.
exhibitor, is said to have struck it I front for store purposes.

In the Courts

Incorporations
Albany, N. Y. — Projection Optics
Co., Inc., $5,000; Rochester; manufacturing projection optical lenses;
William Fouquet, William H. Repp,
Frank Kirchgessner, Rochester, New
York.
Albany, N. Y. — Triar Amusement
Co., operating in New York City,
$10,000. Incorporators— H. Richter,
James C. Bradford and B. L. Miller.
729— 7th Ave.
This company whose activities
have already been noted, and of
which Gerald Gallagher is general
manager, will operate three houses in
Rockaway.

employment at Los Angeles
year at $50 a week the A;
Term of the Supreme Court
cided that Grossman must
before trial to enable Miss
(Special to WID'S DAILY. )
Frank J. Rembusch last week pur- prove that the contract, wliich
chased the building occupied by the man denies was made. She s
Blackstone theater at Martinsville. was entitled to $2,600 and r
As a result of the deal Rembusch only $275 and earned $400 els
now owns two theaters at that place,
The Fairmount Film Co.
the other being the Grace. He intends to change the name of the trying to recover
from a l\
for
damages
Blackstone
that of "Maxine" in company
honor
of his todaughter.
through the suit brought by;
claiming
to be a stockh
A new $100,000 theater and build- which the property of the
ing is to be erected in Anderson by
pany
was
to go to and
large
Fred
E. Mustard and Neal M. Mc- mount had attached
Cullough.
to release a film which was
a public showing, has lost an
Robert H. Harris, manager of the tant point in the suit becau
Harris-Grand and Princess, Bloom- decision in the Supreme Co
ington, is contemplating extensive the Fairmount is a foreign
improvements in the near future.
tion and not having a certifi
mitting
it to do business
The K. & S. Film Co. is the name State it has no power to br
of a new firm at Gary to buy state suit.
rights. The company is capitalized
A suit for $1,000 damages
at $10,000 and the directors are Edward H. Kleinschmidt, Fred B. representations
in the sale
Parkway
at 243 Sche
Swanson and Hcnriette A. Klein- New
schmidt.
ave., Brooklyn, has been filed
Supreme
Court by John B.
Sixty Red Cross nurses from Ft.
Benjamin Harrison, the army post complaint states that the
against Abraham
Bauinwalc*
near Indianapolis, were guests of the as owner of the theatre sc
sell it to the plaintiff and ii
management
of
English's
theater
and
representatives of the Universal at a to do so represented that it
performance of "The Heart of Hu- $140 net a week. The plaintiff 1
to buy and paid $1,000 do'j
learned
that
the statement: (
false and that the net earning J
manity."
not $140 a week or anything {
He wants the money back ;
contract cancelled.
yy

Indiana Notes

Listen to Ruth Clifford's description of her ideal leadin' man. "He
must be well groomed, tall, lithe and
graceful. I prefer a blonde in the
beginning, well cooked under a slow
sun until he becomes a brunette. His
clothes should not fit him as though
they were built by a sail maker on
spec. He must dance superbly and
look like an Apollo. I don't want
him 'beautiful' nor do I want him
unattractive. To 'get over' a man
must have a polish and gloss that
makes an impression for him."
(These orders
complicated
every are
day.) gettin' more
Mary MacLaren says she is famous because she never claimed to
be one of the original Floradora
Sextette.
S. S. Hutchinson enjoys the distinction of bein' the nrst business
man to inspire the Japanese fans to
letter writing.
The famous Oasis bar at Universal
City that served so long and so well
as a "saloon set" is bein' torn down.

"The New Moon
31

just released

A Norma Talmadge Picture
The reason why Priscilla Dean is
now called "The Exhibitor's Star" is
because the exhibitors discovered
her.

A Chet, Withey Production

OuQfA

Remember— When In <Joub
en the nhelf— play eomethit
O. E. Carpenter, Paramos
pram. Salt Lake City.

\
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Cowboy Thriller is Forcefully Handled by Tom Mix and Those in His
Tom
"I attribute much of the
success of the theater to the
mrrounding show, and thereor devote really more time
o the selecting of short subects than I do to my feature
jroductions, and for consis:ently good
attractions

short subject
I

feel

that

'OU
TING buy EST
ERfilm
U the best -CH
in the
narket." — Harry H. Rush,
Manager, The 56th Street
theater, Philadelphia.

r if S. I.. Kothapt'el will
Brltlcal with his own picM he used to be when
okin« at others.

1Wicn«-C WD
It'll •,<■(■ something.

M. KASHIN
ormerly managing director
(Broadway
and Symphony
Theaters
Room 214 Strand Theater
*
Bldg., N. Y.
Phone Bryant 6212-6213

}s Eo iTH S4ys:

K£R w/)i 8eTRf)yeo, as
BeTRAy£f?s #(?e?

Charles Dickens'

Doneey

aho 5ow"

Mix

Support
upon

in

his skill as a horseman. He has a natural, genial
personality and an unaffected way of doing things that
wins friends. Folks will like him as the young reformer who cleans up a town run by a crooked boss
and they will enjoy the picture as a whole.
There is nothing especially novel about the story
material in "The Doming of the Law." but it Suffices
I'm- a production made on the hills and plains of an
open country. The characters arc about what one generally finds in cowboy pictures — the bullying boss and
his gang, opposed by the fearless youth who wins over
the honest element in the community to his side. A
touch of romance is furnished in a love affair, not
very strongly emphasized, between Mix ami Brownie
Vernon,
the usual type of western
heroine.

"The Coming of the Law"
Fox
DIRECTOR
Arthur Rosson
AUTHOR
Charles Alden Seltzer
SCENARIO BY
Denison Clift and Arthur Rosson
CAMERAMAN
Le Roy Granville
AS A WHOLE
Typical Tom Mix film has action
galore and stunt stuff that will get any crowd.
STORY
The usual thing for a western; good
enough to string the incidents together.
DIRECTION
Always keeps things moving at a
fast tempo.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally clear
LIGHTINGS
No need for unusual effects
CAMERA WORK
Long shots show up western
country to advantage.
STAR
superior in a character of the
kindHasn't
offeredany
here.

The meeting of the two takes place shortly after
Mix arrives in a town in New Mexico to take possession
of property Inherited from his father — a newspaper
and a ranch. He happens along just at the time that
George Nicholls, as Big Bill Dunlavey, is making himself objectionable to Brownie, a proceeding that Mix
promptly ends with a well-placed blow. This marks
the beginning of the feud between the new arrival anil
the boss, who has frightened the entire community into
submission.
Mix sets out to restore law and order, using his
paper, "The Kicker," as a medium to work up a spirit
of animosity against Nicholls. Neither threats to kill
him. nor offers to buy his property avail. For a time
he is laid up, after being severely beaten by Nicholls
and his henchmen, but soon he returns to carry on the
fight with renewed vigor— running for sheriff.
Some of the most exciting incidents in the picture
are developed out of the election day proceedings and
the efforts to "get" Mix, who is called away from the
polls to protect Brownie Vernon, threatened with kidnapping by one of Big Bill's gang. But more stirringyet is the climax of the tight between the rival factions, which shows a wagou filled with burning brush
rolling down a hill and crashing through the side of
the frame hut occupied by the gang of law-breakers.
In the cast are Jack Curtis, Sid Jordan, B. M. Turner, Pat Chrisman and others.

SUPPORT

George Nicholls and Charles Le
Moyne appear in prominent roles; other parts
satisfactorily filled.
EXTERIORS
Attractive views of hills and plains
INTERIORS
Only light structures required
DETAIL
Everything is kept in a harmonious
atmosphere.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Cowboy meller
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
Till 0 freedom of the plains, the thrill of fast action,
the conflict of men who arc quick mi the trigger,
hard riding and dare-devil stunts — all of these things
are found in Tom Mix's newest cowboy drama. "The
Coming of
its particular
ductionthe
comes Law."
close toInbeing
10$ per class,
cent.thisIt prolias
virility in the characterizations, swiftness of movement and enough plot to give plausibility to the happenings.
Once more Tom Mix shows that as a cowboy actor
he stands pre-eminent. His whirlwind riding is fascinating in itself, but lie does not need to depend solely

Worth Boosting as an Entertaining Production that Folks Will Like
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
your announcements

There is no danger of the demand for healthy, wholesome cowboy pictures, such as this, declining. No
matter what sort of a crowd you are playing to, you
may count on "The Coming of the Law" going over
as an attention-holding production, which shows Tom
Mix at his best.
Providing you go in for stunt advertising, you might
at no great expense, have a man spin a rope in front
of your theater. Of course he should be in cowboy
costume. But the big play will naturally come on the
name of Tom Mix and his renown as a daring horseman. Tell patrons that "The Coming of the Law'" is
replete with thrilling stunts, of the kind they have
come to expect from the cowboy
actor, and support
Pictures for Methodist Gathering
At a recent meeting between the
N. A. M. P. I. and heads of tic
Methodist Church plans were completed for the showing of a number
of films at Columbus, June 20 to
July 13. Each producing company
will submit a list of its films deemed
worthy of showing at that time from
which the subjects will be selected.
Marshaltown, la,. — A. H. Blank
announces the appointment of H. A.
Heller as manager of the Strand.

with striking scenes from the

Most of the exploitation paper prepared by Fox
picture.
shows Mix in action, such as the scene in which he
rides at full tilt down a steep embankment. Pictures
of this kind may be used In connection with the line,
"the most daring horseman in the world." If you can
get a still of the wagon load of burning brush coasting
through the hut, it would go well in your lobby.
Make some mention of the fact that the story is
based on a book written by Charles Alden Seltzer,
which you may promise offers first-rate screen material. Don't be afraid to boost "The Coming of the
Law" as a production of real worth.

Fires
Taylorville, 111. — The Kincaid,
managed by Dominick Frisina,
caught fire from crossed electric
wires. Damage, $2,000. Will be repaired and reopened at once.
Powell Going to San Antonio
Frank Powell left on Saturday for
San Antonio to take exteriors for
"You Never Know Your Luck" with
House Peters. The story is by Gilbert Parker.

Chillicothe, O. — Charles Smith,
former owner of the Star and
Queen, will be general manager of
the combine that has just bought
these houses, together with the Sherman.
Philadelphia,
Pa. — Charles
Segfal
purchased
Fifty-Sixth
St. Theater.
Gloucester, N. J.— "Bill" Karrer
has resigned from Fox and will devote his time to the operation of
the Strand.
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House Changes

Putting

It Over

DAILY

Seattle. — H. G. Rosebaum manBaltimore, Md.— Broadway, 320
Here is how a brother exhioager of the Paramount-Artcraft ofreand
ed
y, remodel
S. Broadwa
fice has been promoted to the manSend
named Arcadia.
itor put his show over.
agement of the San Francisco office
Let the other
to succeed Mike Lewis, who has
along your ideas.
how
Hartford, Conn. — Empire, N. Main
been made special representative.
fellow know
you cleaned
up.
St., sold at auction to David Appel.
George P. Endert, assistant manager, succeeded Rosebaum, while
Charleston, S. C— Majestic burns,
Guy Navarre, salesman and office detail
man, succeeded to the office of
considerable damage. Cause unPerry, la. — When J. C. Collins, the assistant manager. His place was
known.
Rex, put on "Our Teddy" he enlisted
the aid of school children. He stim- taken by R. A. Churton, who came
up from the place of auditor in the
Charleston,
S. C. — Academy
of
ulated the children's interest by ofMusic opens.
fering free admission to special ma- San Francisco office. Dr. D. Howard is making a trip through the Spotinees after the regular performance
kane territory.
Washington, Pa. — Globe to be re- to pupils if they sold two tickets
modeled and renovated — estimated each, pictures of Washington, Lincoln and President Wilson to the
Pittsburgh, Pa.— W. J. Hagerty,
cost $30,000.
class selling the most admissions, succeeds Norman S. Carrol as manager of the Independent Sales Corp.
and
a
$100
prize
if
more
than
$2,000
Washington, Pa. — Strand reopens, worth of tickets were sold.
Hagerty was formely connected with
"Don't
with
Regent,
the
name
new
Famous Players and Triangle.
According to Collins, there wasn't
Change Your Husband."
a person in Perry who didn't know
Milwaukee, Wis. — E. H. Hoyt, forNew Kensington, Pa. — Mike Bern- that the Rex was running "Our
merly Metro manager at Milwaukee,
ards owner of the Imperial, has Teddy," once the school children got
started selling tickets. They can- has joined Independent Sales Corp.
'-en an option on the Strand.
vassed every .house, sold admissions
on the streets and invaded the stores. Gaumont Argentina Manager Here
Jamestown, N. D— S. K. L«en Many new friends were made for
Charles Febvre, manager of the
sells to W. J. Paulman, of Wiscon- Collins' house from among the nonsin.
movie goers, and an atmosphere of Gaumont interests in Argentina, is
good will was created between him
York. This is Febvre's secManchester, N. H— A. L. Cour- and the school authorities and the in New
ond visit to the United States in the
ture to renovate Park. Will run pic- parents of the pupils.
past
twelve
months; and his reports
tures and vaudevile.
Milwaukee. — Branch Manager S. as to the popularity in South America of American film productions is
South Paris, Me.— -Bragdon selli G. Honeck, of Pathe, is using a button stunt to stimulate interest in the very encouraging.
interest in Savoy to Carrigan and
Febvre
will look at pictures with
Gray of Lewiston.
serial "The Tiger's Trail." About
50 of each 3.000 buttons are num- the object of purchasing rights for
bered and when persons who have Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay, Peru
Rochester, N. Y.— -George Eastman to build on Main St.. East.
duplicate button numbers meet each and Chili. He will also buy a numis entitled to a pass for the 15 weeks
ber of pictures for Spain and Portugal, and possibly for some other
Annapolis, Md. — Robert L. Wentz of the showing of the serial. Teaser
to rebuild Colonial, destroyed by slides are used prior to distribution European countries.
of
the
buttons
to
arouse
interest.
fire.
Birthday Party
George Archainbaud, of the Albert
A LITHOGRAPHING IC0RR
Capellani Prod., celebrated his 28th
" 406 WE/T
31 ST.
>
birthday yesterday.
Assistant-director Albert Doris and
Atlantic City, N. J.— Criterion Technical-director Henri Menessier
opens. Redecorated and new organ arranged a dinner party and Archaininstalled.
baud was the guest of the heads of Our color work is without equal
the various departments of the Ca- i
=
pellani concern. The dinner was
CLASSIFIED
given at the Green Room Club and
The classified columns of WID'S Archainbaud announced that his
COMMERCIAL
fill a long felt want. It is the market
place where buyer and seller — em- birthday this year came co-incident
DEVELOPING
ployer and employee or the small with his completion of his first Caand PRINTING
advertiser can put his story before
pellani production "The Unknown
practically every live exhibitor in the
Among those present were Albert
country every day in the year, at Dancer."
FILM DEVELOPING
CORP.
tominal cost. Rate, 50c. per line. Capellani, Ernest Dejourne, Harry
Cash with order.
Cahane, treasurer, cameramen AnLABORATORIES
droit and Tainguy, Philip Massi, assistcnt-director to Archainbaud; Lou
POSITION WANTED
Jerkowski, studio-manager; Albert
Orchestra Leader — A man who knows hew Sobler and Allan Rock.
Baltimore, Md. — Plans being made
by the Edmondson Amuse. Co., for
the consolidation of the Bridge &
Edmondson.

to put on a program of music that fits your
show. References as to ability. Address,
Leader, this office.

FOR

HELP

Large Moving Picture Theater is lookin- Cor :i man who can assist manager
r.nd handle publicity. Address L. M..
i o Wids.

Atlanta,
build.
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BRYANT :fjgf--«

Ga. — Troup

fRA

Zeld<
Howai

Elgin, 111.—
Plummer
site. Levine to build c I
Greenfield, Ind. — Willian
White and associates have incc i
ated to build.
New Albany, Ind. — Manage
of Grand and Kerrigan to buil
ditional house.
Cynthia, Ken. — H. A. Rohs to
on Walnut St.
Pikeville, Ken.— J. I. Saad,
ager of Imp, to manage Balla
Wolf Point; Mont. — George I
stad and C. J. Severson will ei
new house.
Brighton, O. — Garland R. Joi
build at 1114 Harrison St.
Cincinnati, O. — Lyric to ope
der the management
of I. L |
The initial feature will be "Ohf

THE

BIG

FEATIRE

PICTCl

is in a class with the regular ti
Women."

atricaJ show and should be 1
ploited as such. We make a lol
display that individualizes the pi
duetion and lifts it out of j
picture RUT— "The Red Lante i
and other productions on exhij
tion in our show rooms.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42 nd St.
New York
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Cal. — Edwaj

Stockton,
Cal. — Harry
enlarge Hippodrome.

LABORATOI
EXCLUSIVE
FOR TITLES
ALL LANGD

WORK

Film developed and

SALE

WANTED

Santa
Barbara,
Johnson to build.

RUSH

Adams, Mass. — W. Prejnar sold
Star to St. Stanislaus Society for
picture theater.

Maving Picture Theater in Middle West.
Good proposition fur a cash sale. Owner
must sell, account of health. Address
M. \V„ c o AYids*.

New Theaters

Among Exchangemen

delivered

in onf

BEST
PICTURE
to make
money
have

a perfect
negative

REX LABORATORY

devel*

(INC.

has developed
HarryandKeeper's
n«
tives.
Ask him
then pb
Tremont
1995 for full particui)

7^recochized
Authority
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New

Kerrigan's Move

Directors

— Richard G. Beebe
ted to Go to National Film for andLosA. Angeles.
B. W. Hodges elected to the
Hodkinson Release
board of directors of the Brentwood
Angeles. — Papers arc expected Film Corp. Hodges made vice-president and general manager.
agned within i \t\\ da>s which
esul t in J. Warren Kerrigan
Trine; his effects to the studios
Hammonds Due June 1
Earl Hammonds, of Educational,
tional Film severing his rela5e 1). Hampton.
is expected back from abroad about
understood that Kerrigan will the first of June He will probably
specials tor National to be rc- visit I'aris before returning.
tbrough the \\T. W. Hodkinxp.
first Kerrigan special for this
: will probably be "Hearts and
Los Angeles. — It is reported here
" by Harold Mci irath.
that Lew Cody and Owen Moore arc
to be featured together with a woman star in a scries of productions
to be made under the supervision of
by National Film— To Have Sidney Cohen and Louis Gasnier of
Special Field Force
this city. As soon as the woman star
- just bought from Na- is decided upon work will be started.
Film, "The Girl Who Came Cod}- is one of the most popular of
featuring Wilfred
Lucas and the "he-vamps" on the coast.
Madison.
The
picture
just
Fait with Howells
the coast was directed
Bred Lucas and Bess MercWilliam G. Fait, Jr., at various
westerner in five reels, times connected with a number of
eer is establishing
a special theaters throughout the country will
:ation department and plans to leave shortly for Brazil, where he
special representatives
cover will represent David P. Howells.
ns of the country.
JeRiskin Here
- of the "Abrams twins"
; e engaged.
Herman Riskin, of the Eastern
Feature Film Corp., of Boston, is in
Lamb to Deny Charges
town making his headquarters at the
ge Edwin Joseph, attorney for Pioneer Film Offices.
is W. Lamb, architect, who, as
ing sued for $100,000
B. S. Moss, said regardaction that Lamb denies any
Gentlemen :
of the charges made with re> the plans for the proposed
I heartily congratulate Wid's magazine on its First Birthday and asat 181st St. and Broadway.
est. sure you I read it with much inter-

New

Combination

other for Pioneer

More Congratulations

No. 92

little Ad Talks

By Jack Alicoate
fficiency is a word we are
ing more and more in our
istry. It is but the natural
ution of the business, for
fout efficiency, sooner or
r, we could not live — and
iency and concentration
now going hand and hand
n the road of success. In
D'S DAILY, Mr. Adver',
you have anItopportunity
loncentrate.
offers the
lucer, distributor or indial the chance of concenng his campaign in a sinmedium to cover an entire
industry — and we will be
to prove to you how this
be done.

Wry

Price

truly yours.
M. Ch. Pathe.

Good Morning!
Hollywood, Calif.,
May 5th, 1919.
Breakfast
— Is
like
breakfastwithout
without Wid's
coffe^e.
Douglas Fairbanks

Garson and Miss Young Coming
Harry Garson and Clara Kimball
Young are expected in New York
the end of the week.
Griffith Premiere To-Night
David Wark Griffith inaugurates
the first motion picture repertory
season at the George M. Cohan theatersoms"thiswillevening.
be shown. "Broken Blos-

Strike Hits Films
Companies
Forced
to
Deliver
Through Parcel
Post — Express
Men Out
Practically all of the large distributing companies are experiencing
irksome delay in sending through
films and papers, especially one and
three sheets because of the strike of
the express men.
The parcel post system which is
being use'd to replace express has
been swamped with deliveries and is
having considerable trouble in keepley, ingofup with
First mailings.
National, "Bill"
mailed Yearssome
one and three sheets last week to
Pittsburgh, special delivery, and
paid ing$3.84
Yesterday
he was charge's.
advised by
telephonemornthat
they had not yet arrived.

'Famous Players Meeting Starts
The meeting of the distributing
heads
of Famous Players started yesIndianapolis,
Ind. — Have
just
terday in the home offices. The conif the birthday of Wid's Daily.
ference is expected to last a week.
God bless the child and congratulaOpen
booking
which Paramount is
tions to the mother, Wid's Weekly, expected to announce
will become
and Daddy
Wid's.
S. Barrett McCormick. effective August 31, when the current year ends.
Dear Wid:
Open Market and Open Booking
Wid's Daily having attained the
W. E. Shallenger, of Arrow Film
venerable age of one year, I offer
my congratulations and felicitations. just back from a western trip, says
From live
its vigor
and "pepp"
think it there is considerable talk on the subwill
to celebrate
its Ihundreth
ject of the open booking and exbirthday.
changes everywhere are considerably
Sincerely yours,
exercised over the contemplated acMack Sennett.
tions of the various concerns who
have announced a change of sysIf you want to know what I think
tem. The state right market, accordto Shallenberger, will be the
of Wid's
Daily ask anyone in the first ing
film
business.
to feel the effects of the open
Bert Adler.
booking system.

5 Cents

12 Foreign Exchanges
One Result— Sheehan
of Fox's Talks
European Trip
"Winnie" Sheehan, William Fox's
general manager, returned on the
Mauretania on Saturday night from
Europe. He told something of what
he and Mr. Fox had done on the
other side yesterday in an interview.
Twelve exchanges were either
opened or arranged to be opened.
In Paris which will act as continental European center of distribution
Abraham Carlos was put in charge.
Offices in Lyons, Marseilles, Bordeaux and Lille, were opened, and
are now in operation. Branches in
Italy will be as follows: Milan,
Turin and Naples with headquarters
in Rome. Other branches will be
Brussels, for Belgium; Amsterdam,
for Holland, and Geneva, for Switzerland. With the exception of Germany and Austria Fox offices now
cover the world.
In London the building formerly
occupied by the Canadian War Ministry was taken over. The floor
i i about 100,000 feet. A film
printing plant will be constructi d in
London to take charge of the large
number of prints held there.
Sheehan very strongly emphasized
the point that about 5,000 new theaters were going to be built in Europe
now that restrictions on building materials had been lifted. Crowds always jam theaters to the doors and
business men of all classes are looking to the picture business as a safe
i nt. He refused to talk
about European production, stating
that there was nothing to gain by
mentioning affairs until those matters have been completed.
When asked about the Theda Bara
contract Sheehan said that as he had
just returned, he could make no
statement regarding it.

A Booster
Select Pictures Corp.,
Washington, D. C.
I have always had your interest at heart, and you can
rest assured on my trips
through the territory, when I
find an exhibitor who is not
subscribing
Wid's
advise him for
to do
so. — IV. will
P.
Whitaker.
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Cuts And Flashes
Harvey C. Horater, manager of the
Alhambra
Theater, Toledo, is in New
York.

tically every studio on the coast will
be contestants.

Row Over S-L Film
Lloyd C. Haynes, Brentwood
Tom Moore of Moore's Rialto,
Film, has left Los Angeles for New Washington, has written a letter to
Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks, York to attend to the details of disInc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St..
S-L criticising its methods of handNew York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
ling "Virtuous Men." Moore claims
tribution of "Better Times."
FILM FOLKS, INC.
that he rejected the film because the
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and TreasRialto did not book propaganda
"A
Bachelor's
Wife,"
starring
urer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President and Managing Editor; Mary Miles Minter, will be released films. He further states that he offered to book the film in the Garden
J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business by American June 1. Emmett J.
Manager.
Flynn directed.
or
the
Strand "out of sympathy."
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
In reply, S-L claims to have not
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
Harvey Gates, who dates from the only a personal endorsement from
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside days of the old Biograph, is now
Moore on "Virtuous Men" but also a
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 with Goldwyn, at work on a script
signedture incontract
signamonths, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, for Pauline Frederick.
which he with
said Moore's
that he would
$20.00.
play the film at the Rialto. They
Subscribers should remit with order
The annual bathing suit parade have instituted court action against
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S will be held at Venice, Sunday, May Moore for recovery of the full rental
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
18, in which girls representing pracVol. VIII No. 41
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Price 5 Cents

Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3i
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.

Incorporations
Albany, N. Y.— The Steel Velour
Screen Corp. of Buffalo. Capital,
$100,000. Incorporators: James Shea,
JL. F. Gilbert and F. W. McKinney.
Dover, Del. — Fred Stone Prod.,
Inc., $350,000; T. L. Croteau, M. M.
Clancy, P. B. Drew of Wilmington.
Nashville,
Tenn. — Loew's
Memphis Theater Co.
Capital, $250,000.
"Custer" Two-Thirds Sold
three
reel"Custer's
Thomas Last
Ince Fight"
revival thereleased
through
W. H. has been sold for
two-thirds of the country.

In the Courts

price.

The Biddle Realty Co., ov j
Injunction Asked
the Rivoli, has been sued in 11
Cincinnati. — The question whether preme
Court by the Lee Lai
McMahan and Jackson have the local for $3,000.
The
complaint
j
that on Dec. 12, 1917, the del
rights
to
the
"Wives
of
Men,"
is
raised in an injunction suit filed by
signed a contract with the Lei
the former picture film. They claim Studios for two drapery curta
they paid $1,500 cash and agreed to a Liberty
The plaint
Monroe Salisbury says he is one pay $1,500 more to M. J. Burnside livered them drop.on Dec.
24, bt tl
actor who never played a better and W. H. Burnside, of Cleveland,
T
Francois Villon than E. H. Southern. for the rights to 10 counties in Ohio, couldn't be put in place.
has kept the curtains
and the entire State of Kentucky. fendant
fused to pay the $3,000 agre
Attention Charlie Ray: Eddie They allege that the Cleveland men them.
have arranged to allow another exPolo is playin' a boob in "Cold
change to have the film, and ask an
The Appellate Division of I!
injunction.
preme Court has denied the
cation by the World Film Cc
Edna Mae Cooper is about now
Steel."
Discrimination Eliminated
permission to appeal to the C
on the closing chapter of the sevAppeals
from the Judgment
Lansing,
Mich.
—
A
bill
to
amend
enth of the 100 "best sellers" she is
600 for Virginia Tyler Hudsj
scheduled to read before Christmas." and strengthen civic privileges of ne- breach of a contract by whij
groes has been passed by both
was engaged as scenario write
Walter Percival has left California branches of the Michigan Legisla- year.
The World contends t!
ture. The amendment adds motionfor Connecticut 'cause in Connecti- picture theaters, and all public edu- three courts which have i
cut he has a farm with real cows and
cational institutions to places where heard the case have erred in
there shall lie no discrimination lie- that the plaintiff had a conjsj
chickens and everythin'.
cause of color, race or religion.
a year and insists that she wa'
only from week to week.
Fires
In Japan it requires seven hours
to show a five reel picture. The
Suit Pos
Ware, Mass. — Fire rurned two pro- Educational-Gentry
show starts at 4 o'clock in the afternoon and lasts until eleven at night.
The suit of Gentry Film
jecting
After the first reel the audience
eral rolls
ofmachines
filmsand
at destroyed
the Durell. sev- against Educational Films Cc
damages of $45,000 was pos
visits the art galleries — after the second reel they promenade — after the
Cherryvale, Kan. — Arrangements until sometime in June in the
third reel they have a drink and after have just been made to enlarge and States District Court yesterd'
the fourth dinner is served. Lovely improve the Royal, owned by Davidson -Bros.
North Adams, Mass. — P. ■
for those with standin' room.
ley, contractor, has won*
against H. C. Walden, for anil
breach of contract in the huili
the house for Walden. F
awarded $1,979, and interest.
No. 6— WE INSURE

Norma Talmadge
Film Corp.
[Watch this Space for Others]

THE

STOLEN

CAR

Starring in

wait another hour to get
insured?— It not don't
—Is your automobileTo-morrow
might be too late. We are insurance
in touch with us.
to the motion picture industry— and in addition to reliaspecialists
bility, offer you efficiency and economy— your phone is handy.

*««
In "The Exquisite Thief" Priscilla
Dean is so exquisite that you forget
she's does
a thief.
It must be the acting
that
it.

(ASK JOE M. SCHENCK)

Reuben
CAmuels
I VEAL
4INCJ ERVICE
Jnrurance

r

Phone

John

' "

" SO Maiden.

54SS - 5426

Lane

- 5427" - y-*26

Grace Cunai

</v??V

Samuel?
Iirctihticf

"ELMO The MigW
A

SERIAL

IN

8

PAl

To Be Released By

UNIVERSAL

jM\
Coming
The Production

HE GIRL WHO
^ME

BACK"

s Stars
Wilfred Lucas
and
Geo Madison
rittcn and Directed byWilfred Lucas
and Bess Meredyth
Ml Rights Protected
)NEER FILM CORP.
126 West 46th St.,
New Yorfk

iral Film once kept Zukor
big five hours. Zukor just
;ht their offices.

benU-C Wt>
Kearse Adds Another
[eston, W. Va. — T. L. Kearse,
T. L. Kearse Circuit,
ten over the Burlew Theater
:y and is redecorating and reag. He plans to make it the
f not the peer, of all of any of
ises in the South. The seating
y, 1,600, will be increased to
will be an orchestra of

t Old Sol sa

Doesn't Register as Real. Photography
Many Scenes Spoiled by Miserable
Wanda

Hawley and Norman

•Doweey /two Sory''

Kerry in

"Virtuous Sinners"
Pioneer Film Corp.
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Emmet J. Flynn
Not Credited
Not Credited
Not Credited
Looks like an old time production; is lacking in practically all of the
elements that go to make up an impressive
Dicture.
STORY .... Too artificial and trite to carry conviction
DIRECTION
Occasionally gets human touches,
but generally lacks distinction.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Much of it very bad
LIGHTINGS
Frequently
so poor
that
the
scenes should have been re-taken.
CAMERA
WORK
Poor
STARS
Wanda Hawley is attractive enough in
character of mission worker; Norman Kerry
fails to carry conviction as a society crook.
SUPPORT
Harry Holden gives the best character portrayal in the picture as the head of
the mission.
EXTERIORS
Most of them spoiled by poor
photography and lighting.
INTERIORS
Only ordinary sets are needed
DETAIL
Nothing to cause comment
CHARACTER OF STORY
Concerns the benefits of mission work in re-establishing those
who have fallen.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
THE chances of this picture would not be particularly bright under any circumstances, for the
story is rather trite and is given a number of unconvincing twists, but to make matters worse, the photography and lightings in many scenes are unexcusably
bad. Four or five years ago audiences might have accepted the defective film without serious complaint, but
QOt so today. There are many sequences which should
have been re-taken in their entirety in order to bring
the picture somewhere near to present standards.
I'assing by the defects in the production and considering the story material in "Virtuous Sinners," there
i' not much that is noteworthy, although the depiction

of slum life as it sifts through the beneficial Influence
of a mission, may have a certain appeal. The types
chosen for down-and-outers who assemble to receive
words of encouragemenl and a cup of coffee, are true
enough to life; they help to create an atmosphere, but
there is little thai may properly be termed character!/at ion.
Probably the truest portrayal is supplied by Harry
Holden as the kindly mission worker, who devotes his
lite to aiding those in distress. One stormy night, he?
finds Wanda Hawley, homeless and friendless and almost exhausted from exposure. Ho takes her to the
mission rooms and soon the girl becomes his valuable!
ally in carrying on the work. These scenes are reasonable enough and carry some appeal.
But, of course, there must be a romance in which
Wanda may figure, so the author leads Norman Kerry
down to the mission. He is a society cracksman, who,
readily impressed by the pretty mission worker, assumes the role of a wealthy benefactor. He blows the
crowd to coffee on a night when funds are low, and
in due time presents the mission with a new organ,
keeping the source of his money supply a secret. An
unregenerate
stool plots
pigeon,to however,
Wanda's
interest in Kerry,
spoil his resenting
game.
An opportunity comes when one of the faithful mission workers is seriously injured and his life may be
saved only through a costly operation. No money
being available, the hero, in order to get the necessary
cash, and working on the theory that the end justifies
the means, turns burglar once more, breaks into a house
and because of the treachery of the stool pigeon, is
arrested and sent to prison after a trial in which the
mission crowd attempts to arouse sympathy for their
benefactor.
Probably because of its extravagance, rather than
because it was a part of the story as originally conceived, the rescue sequence is passed off as a dream, a
subterfuge that doesn't really help to make the picture
more convincing. Norman is being transferred from
one jail to another when his friends put the police
escort out of commission and permit the prisoner to
escape
after a chase through dark hallways and over
roof tops.
Then they bring about a happy ending by having
Norman released on parole in care of Wanda. This is
just a case of winding up the story in a convenient and
conventional way. and like most of what has gone before, it leaves the audience cold.

Title May Put It Over If You Are Catering To Transients
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
With the right sort of exploitation there is a chance
of putting this picture over for a single day's showing,
preferably in a theater catering mainly to transients.
As already noted, the film is decidedly defective in
many places and is not the sort of thing to offer fans
accustomed to first class productions, but in neighborhoods where it is possible to slide an occasional poor
one through without hurting business, it might be
worth while to take a chance on "Virtuous Sinners."
The title is in its favor. We have had "Virtuous
Wives," "Virtuous Men" and now comes "Virtuous Sinners." two contradictory words that, used in combination, may be expected to arouse curiosity. You might
ask your folks: "Do you believe that the end justifies
the means'/ See 'Virtuous Sinners,' a drama of men
v ho went wrong: but did right." or "What is a 'VirDayton Anniversary

O OVEfi( H£ELS
INLovE — 3 lock Toyov Borw/"
CttAffi.es Dickens'
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{Special wire to WW'S DAILY)
Dayton, O. — Sunday was the first
anniversary of the Dayton. Nazimova in "The Red Lantern" booked
for anniversary week. First presentation in Ohio. Special Chinese and
Japanese music furnished by concert
orchestra.
Chinese lobby effect de-

tuous Sinner?' The question is answered in the intense
drama starring Wanda Hawley and Norman Kerry."
Handle the picture as a realistic depiction of crook
and slum life, selecting your pictorial display from
scenes calculated to indicate the sympathetic quality
of some of the incidents, especially those in which Miss
Hawley and Harry Holden figure. Pioneer has prepared sepia hand colored photographs that should go
well in your lobby display.
Norman Kerry can hardly be counted upon to attract any great number of fans, so in mentioning the
players I would give first prominence to Wanda Hawley in advance announcements and pictorial advertising. Your best chance for attracting patronage, however, is in playing up the title and in making folks
think that you have a sensational underworld drama.

clared to be most beautiful ever produced in this territory.
The film
1 ' mi d strong with steady draft ownig to an extra large advertising
campaign.

a projection machine in his Beverly
Hills home. He has a projection

Fairbanks Licensed Operator 1313

machine principally for the entertainment of his guests and the other
day Doug realized that to operate
his machine without a license is not

Los Angeles. — "Doug"
Fairbanks
has been granted a license to operate

according
license is to
1313.Hoyle. His operator's
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Putting It Over

COMING

m

The Star

HOUSE

PETERS

The Production

m
=

"You Never Know |
Your Luck" |
By
[j
GILBERT

PARKER

jj

The Director

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.
Seattle. — Engraved invitations to a
special showing of ''The Turn in the
Road" were sent to the leading
Christian Scientists of Seattle by
John Hamrick, of the Rex. The special showing was given on Monday
before the regular opening of the
picture on the following Saturday.
Hamrick selected the people of this
sect as his guests because the theme
of
photoplay,
is Love,"
the the
basis
of the "God
Christian
Scienceis
doctrines. The doors were opened
at 10 o'clock in the morning and the
house was soon filled with the invited guests. The showing proved
very successful.

A

On Broadway

Brandon, Manitoba. — O. D. Coakley put on "The Greatest Thing in
Life" with a co-operative advertising
campaign among 18 merchants. He
secured two inches of space in all of
their newspaper advertising tying up
their copy with something relative to
his feature. Each merchant used the Army Special — "Fires of Faith."
George
M. Cohan — Tonight — David
title as his catchline. The adver- Wark
Den."Griffith's repertory.
tisements cost $6 and Coakley claims
the campaign resulted in a clean up.
Hood River, Wash. — Empire to reNext Week's Features
open under management of Art
The attractions at the leading theKolstad.
aters next week will be as follows:
Frederick — "One
Wellsville, N. Y.— J. H. Babcock Rivoli — Pauline
Niles, Mich. — Harry Angel and
Robert Codd to remodel and enlarge opens new house.
Week — ofDorothy
Life." Gish — "I'll Get Him
Rialto
Strand.
Salt Lake
City, Utah. — Universal
Strand—
Ethel
Clayton— "The
Woto
get
new
Rialto.
Decatur, Ind. — Mr. and Mrs. B. E.
Miller leased Treveer Bldg. to build
man Next Door."
modern house.
Sweet — "The
Burgettstown, Pa.— R. V. McCal- Broadway — Blanche
mont sold Auditorium to George
Claire.
Unpardonable
Sin."
Harris
—
"Fires
of
Faith."
Des Moines,
la. — J. B. Jules of
Geo. M. Cohan — Griffith reperatory.
Fort Dodge, to build.
Yet."
San Francisco, Cal. — W. F. HausMore Select Promotions
ler sold Regent, Filmore & Clay
Lachine, Quebec. — Royal Alexan- Sts.,
to Wm. Corbett.
dra has been sold by Jule & J. J.
H. E. Lotz, who has been manAllen to I. Rosenbaum.
ager at Select's Denver exchange,
Burlingame, Cal. — George Roy has been appointed Pacific Represensold
Burlingame
Photo
Play
Theatative; Oren F. \\<oody, a salesman
CLASSIFIED
ter to C. F. Rothchild.
at the Denver exchange has been appointed Denver Branch Manager,
The classified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt want. It is the market
Ontario, Cal.— Dr. L. M. McClel- and Archie W. Moses,, salesman at
place where buyer and seller — emland to build on Euclid Ave. J. V. Select's Buffalo exchange has been
ployer and employee or the small Spaugh to manage.
elevated to the post of Buffalo
advertiser can put his story before
Branch Manager.
practically every live exhibitor in the
Springfield, Mass. — G. Henri Desmond to build.
country every day in the year, at
nominal cost. Rate, 50c. per line.
Cash with order.
Springfield, Mass. — Abraham
Goodside to build on Main St. on old
V. LITHOGRAPHING ICORR
site
of Tilly Haynes Music Hall.
POSITION WANTED

FRANK

POWELL

=

House Changes

New Theaters

Orchestra Leader — A man who knows hew
to put on a program of music that fits your
show. References as to ability. Address,
Leader, this office.

FOR

406

Meriden, Conn. — Dominick Grande
and son purchased Star from J. D.
Hutchinson.

SALE

Moving Picture Theater in Middle West.
Good proposition for a cash sale. Owner
must
sell, account
Of health.
Address
M. W., c 'o Wlds\

HELP

WANTED

Large Moving Picture Theater is looking for :i man who ran assist manager
and handle publicity. Address L. M.,
c o Wids.

MADE

.Must

Ifbrc\>c><dpy'

WE/T

31 II.

>

BY THE BEST ARTISTS
IN THE BUSINESS

THE

Radiate enthusiasm — People don'l
like dead oner— Harold B. Franklin,
•hta'e Hippodrome, Buffalo.

Vamper

C. P. Ford & Co., of Rod
Rivoli — Norma
Talmadge — "The manufacture shoes. They re
inserted an advertisement for
Rivoli Magazine.
pers, factory help needed in a
New Moon."
shoes. Among the replies tin
Mack
Sennet
Comedy — "When
ceived was the following:
Love
Is
Blind."
Rialto — Marguerite
Clark — "Come Gentlemen :
Your morning paper ad sai
OutRialto
of theMagazine.
Kitchen."
wanted vampers and first clos
Sidney
Drew
Comedy — "Harold, do not know anything about
the Last of the Saxons."
ups and such but I am some va
and looking for a chance to pn
Chaplin Revival — "The Cure."
Strand — Mary
Pickford — "Daddy I have seen all of Theda Bara
tures and have practiced eye
Strand Topical Review.
for near a year now. My gent
Long Legs."
Pathe — Analysis of Motion — "Jug- friend says I have all the va
in the movies beat a mile, and !
Pathe Color Picture.
been wanting to apply to som
Sennett Comedy — -"When Love Is ture company but never seen
in the paper before. I am goo*
New
York
Roof — Today — "Auction have sweet brown eyes and a
gling."
complexion. If you want me t
Wednesday
— "Auction of Souls."
ofBlind."
Souls."
you
up write me in care of G
Delivery.
Thursday — Peggy
Hyland — "Miss
Your hopefully,
Mabelle
Adventure."
Friday — Taylor Holmes — "Taxi."
Lila Lee — "Rustling a Bride."
S. Do you furnish the val
Saturday — June Elvidge — "Social P.
clothes? I just come to Roc A
and have not got many cloth(1
Sunday — Bert Lytell — "The Lion's
Pirates."
Broadway — Second
week — Blanche
Sweet — "The Unpardonable Sin."
Nazimova's
Production
Harris — Second
week — Salvation

BEST PICTURE

to
have

make
money
a perfect
developed
negative

REX LABORATORY

(INC.)

has developed
HarryandKeeper's
negatives. Ask him
then phone
Tremont
1995 for full particulars.

"THE
RED
LANTERN"
has an American-Chinese flfl
which we have worked into a loll
display that faithfully represeil
exactly what the ticket purchaj
shall see on the screen. Now reil
in our salesroom.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.
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COMPLETE LINE OF'
E
Supplies and Equipmnet
XCO
for STUDIO and
1THEATl
C
N
RA
National
and
Speer
CartJ
IMAZDA
LAMPS
j

CHARLES

F. CAMPE

^KS^frHw.sistsi,

titijE
$ee\ - ;
ABTISTIC ILLUSTBATI.n ,
= HAND

LETTERING

PEDFECT NEGATIVE1
ERNEST
STE1,
145 -<S/EST 45T-S ST.
Wayne,
Neb.— E.
bought the Crystal.

A.

S

Valley, Neb. — The opera hoi
been remodeled and made intc
tion picture theater.
urti "»

BRADSTREET
FILHDOM

VIII. \"o. 42
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Price

o Produce Here

Express Strike Over
Wanted Quickly.
The
express
strike
which
has
worriment
and
is Back in New York — Pays caused considerable
Gentlemen
:
additional expense to film companies
,000 for "The Confession"
In the future, be kind enough
Bing" Bill Parsons arrived in will be settled today.
York yesterday with Billie
to have copy of your valuable
5— Mrs. Parsons — and Isadorc
Mrs. Pickford in Town
publication sent to us by Special Delivery each morning, as
tin general manager of Nait is essential that we have your
Mrs. Charlotte Pickford, Mary's
mother,
is
in
town,
at
the
Knickercussing various matters
paper
bocker. Several conferences have allished. the same day it is pubI. H. Hoffman of Pioneer who
ready taken place with the various
Yours very truly,
s tin- new Walthall produc- attorneys and others interested in
Parsons plans to make two
Reuben Samuels, Inc.,
I comedies here. One of them the United Artists'.
80 Maiden Lane, New York.
! produced in New York and
icr in Atlantic City and Wash, Production will start next
The newly formed Motion Picture!
One feature starring Billie
Griffith Repertory Premiere
3 will also he produced here in Exhibitors of America will hold its j
first session in St. Louis beginning'
St.
David Ward Griffith's repertory
had its premiere last night at the
ons has just completed a deal June 11.
Rembusch is working hard I
ly he acquired the screen to Frank
secure a banner attendance. It is I George M. Cohan Theater. The feato
"The
Confession"
by
Hal
wasby "Broken
This will be used as a vehicle expected that the proposed fire insur- from ture
the shown
story
Thomas Blossoms"
Burke. A
plan will prove an attractive |notable gathering of film men and
nrv Walthall. The considera- idea toanceexhibitors.
others attended the opening.
asH."$15,000.
Clifford will prepare the lished
Details
of this plan will be pub- '
tomorrow.
Thomas a Visitor
o, in association with FrankJl.
H. M. Thomas, of Omaha, and a
Famous
Players
Stock
Listing
! Confession" toured the counprominent exhibitor out that way, is
The Board of Governors of the in town.
several years with Theodore
s and Orrin Johnson as co- New York Stock Exchange will today receive the financial report of
Stern Returns
nigan and Edwards who will Famous Players-Lasky Corp. and it
Charles K. Stern, of Metro, is
in the Hall Room series is expected that favorable action will
work on Monday
on their be taken with the result that the back in New York. He was on the
coast in connection with the new
cture at Los Angeles.
stock will be listed on the Exchange
some time next week.
buildings being erected at the studios.
On Way East
. Smith and general manager
Open Booking by Famous
Creelman With Famous
of Yitagraph are on their way
An official statement issued at the
James
A. Creelman, just out of the
rom Los Angeles.
close of the meeting of district and
air service and formerly on the staff
branch managers of Famous Play- of the World and American, is now
"Challenge of Chance"
ers-Lasky yesterday was to the efwill be the title of the Jess
a member of the Famous Playersthat "a distributing system
1 picture now being made by which fect
marks a radical change is now Lasky publicity staff.
ntinental Pict. Corp.
Fred L.
perfected" in the organization.
president, is in New York being
Dwan at Work
This means open booking of Fang distribution plans.
mous pictures for the Fall season.
Allan Dwan has started work on
"Soldiers of Fortune" in Hollywood.
Two New Metros Picked
No. 93
He is sharing studios with "Mickey"
The Metro vehicle for Bert Lytell Neilan.
to follow "One-Thing-at-O'-TimeAnother Million
of-Day" will be "It's Easy to Make
By Jack Alicoate
Money" by John H. Blackwood.
John Ince will direct.
IE live advertising man is
Albany, _ N. Y., May 12.— The
Film Co oration havThe Emmy Wehlen story to fol- Emancipation
rapidly being brought to
ing its principal office in New York
realization that commonlow "Fools and Their Money" will City was incorporated with Secree advertising used regularbe "4 Favor to a Friend" by Luther
A. Reed.
Edwin Carewe will direct. terday.tary of State Francis M. Hugo yesn WID'S DAILY is the
t effective buy in the indusThe Corporation is capitalized at
today. Advertisers in
Howells on Cuban Trip
$1,000,000 and has been formed to
David P. Howells, exporter, leaves produce and generally deal in moD'S DAILY find it profitbecause they can see tantoday for Cuba where he goes in the
tion picture films, also to provide for
t results.
It pulls because
interest of Mary Pickford's "Daddy the exhibition of th°. same. The
read. We will be glad to
principal
stockholders are: Edward
Long Legs,"
"Auction attractions.
of Souls" and W. Wassman,
'e these facts to you.
If
other
First National
New Garden, Long
are from Missouri your
C. E. Sawyer, of the Caribbean Island: William G. Smart, GrantN.
J.;
and
H. N. Hoyt, Red
Film Co., is expected to leave with wood,
le's handy.
Bank, N. J.
Mr. Howells.

',ittle Ad Talks

June 11 the Day

5 Cents

Beecroft Returns
Back

From
Eleven
Week
Trip —
Conditions Prosperous

Chester Beecroft has just returned
from an 11 weeks' trip through Europe. He finds that conditions are
improving and that the demand for
American productions continues.
Beecroft is American representative of the Scandinavian Film
Agency composed of three prominent film men in Europe, Knute Scaevenius,
Gregory. Axel Christensen and Arthur
In addition to the purchase of the
Robertson Cole star series which he
bought before sailing Beecroft seEurope:cured the following for continental
"Nine-Tenths of the Law," "Her
Man," "Men," "The Eleventh' Commandment," Those Who Pay," Just
A Woman," "The Prodigal Wife,"
"Devil's Playground," "Where Love
Is," "The $15,000 Mystery," "The
Pendleton Round-Up"; 52 Billie
Rhodes comedies, 26 Capital Comedies, and 18 Jester comedies.
Sherill Due Today
William L. Sherill of Frohman
Amusement Corp., is expected back
today from Los Angeles where he
has been for supervising productions.
Willis Back
Lloyd Willis, of United, returned
yesterday from an extended trip
throughout the country. He reports
business as "wonderful."
Switch at Rialto-Rivoli
The pictures for next week at the
Rialto and R i v o I i have been
switched: The Rialto will have Pauline Frederick in "One Week of
Life" and the Rivoli Dorothy Gish in
"I'll Get Him Yet."
Third Dooley Started
The third Dooley comedy is now
being produced at the Biograph studio. The Dooley Beauty Brigade
composed
girlsand
fromit is
Ziegfield's
Frolic will ofbe20used
planned
to have them in all of the series.
Releasing arrangements have not
been completed.
Clifford with Howells
Eugene Clifford at various times
connected with different local newspapers has become director of advertising and publicity for David P.
Howells. He will inaugurate a foreign campaign to put over the
Howells product.
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Cuts And Flashes
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Price 5 Cents

New York office of the Zane Grey
CANADIAN WINS THE DERBY—
Pictures, Inc., and Great Authors Despite inclement weather more than
Pictures, Inc., has moved from 3 E. fifty thousand persons turn out to see
44th St. to 547 Fifth Ave.
Sir Barton romp away from the field in
Kentucky's annual classic.
PENCE PARKS WITH HUN GUNS.Hundreds of trophies of the war fringe
the path of the peace delegates along the
Champs Klysees and the Place de la
Concorde in Paris.
RAINBOWS MARCH IX RAIN— Everybody in Chicago took his umbrella and
went out to see the 149th Field Artillery
as it marched in final review before General Wood.
STAR CARTJSO IN KINOGRAMS.—
Famous grand opera star, accompanied
by members of the Metropolitan Opera
Company, do some "real" acting while
Oiling an engagement in Atlanta.
HUNT SEALS IN ICE FIELDS.— The
sealing ship Neptune pushed through
dangerous ice fields off Newfoundland
seeking its catch — and brings in a load
of 14,000 skins.
HOLD CHARITY HORSE SHOW —
Equine blue bloods stage first annual
show at Santa Barbara, Cal., and a big
list of entries turns out for the hurdles
and other events.
RUN MARATHON IN STORM.— More
than 200 athletes compete in annual Daily
Mail contest on streets of New York —
Max Boland wins, followed closely by
Washington correspondents, mem- Charles Pores.
IN CAMP WITH
Our
bers of diplomatic staffs, and govern- Kinographer
spends CLAN
a dayO'HARA.—
in the home
mental attaches were among the 800 of this unique band of horse traders and
finds
that
the
children
lead
a
delightful
who saw "Whom the Gods Would sort of life.
Destroy" at the National Press Club,
THE SPIRIT OF THE AIR.— Miss
Washington, and which is about to Marion
Stalba, classic dancer, interprets
be released by First National.
the spirit in a novel dance on an aeroplane, Chicago.

General Manager Sam E. Morris,
Copyright
1919, Wid's
Film
Film44th
Folks,
Inc.
Published
Daily at
71-73andWest
St., Select, is using a handsome silver
New
York,
N.
Y.,
by
WID'S
FILMS
and
desk
set, a gift from employes of the
FILM FOLKS, INC.
Cleveland office.
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President and Managing Editor;
William A. Rudkin, Donald L. BuJ. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
chanan and Southard Brown will
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, handle the editing department of Piat the post office at New York, N. Y., under
oneer Film.
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Kate Douglas Wiggin's "Rose of
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, the River," has been chosen as the
$20.00.
next picture for Lila Lee. Will H.
Subscribers should remit with order
Ritchey did the scenario and Robert
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S Thornby will direct.
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Thomas Ricketts, director and forTelephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
mer actor, has been secured by Al
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889. Christie to play a leading role in the
third
of the Christie Specials, just
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd., started.
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.
"Sin" Brings Big Price
(Special to WID'S DAILY.)
Louisville, Ky. — One of the biggest deals ever closed for this part
of the country was comsummated at
Chicago when Col. Levy for the Big
Feature Rights Corp. bought the
Kentucky and Tennessee Rights to
"The Unpardonable Sin." Herbert
Sonborn acted for Harry Garson.
The price is said to be the highest
ever paid for picture rights in this
territory, with the possible exception of "The Birth of a Nation."
It will be put out as a road show
at prices ranging from 25 cents to $1.
percentage bookings only. Arrangements have been made already for
two weeks in Louisville. Col. Levy
saw the picture with Louis Mayer,
the Anita Stewart producer who
closed for the New England rights.

Dinner for Famous

Sales Force

A dinner will be given to the visiting field force of Famous PlayersLasky tonight at Castle Cave.
About 40 members of the force will
attend as well as Adolph Zukor and
other officials. Pete Smith is on the
entertainment committee and has secured a couple of dancers to wake
things up.

AUCTION OF SOULS
The First National's big pro)
tion
of "Ravished
Armenia"
complete
outfit suitable
for a h]|
Show consisting of paintings, J;
colored framed window displays
large folding frames containing I
colored photos, traveling cases
also in readiness. All on exhib:
at our salesroom.
Kraus Manufacturing Co.,
220 West 42nd i
New York i

Serial Plot

A 15-episode two-reel story
table to rough country Ez
West, in detailed synopsis for
female lead. Suspense, thrill
surprises. Address Author

Wid's.

, LITHOGRAPHING t
406 WE/T
31 /T.
We

COMMERCIAL^
DEVELOPING!

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES

Pushing Business
In an effort to stimulate sales during the anniversary month (June)
President Laemmle of Universal has

offered a prize of $1,000 to the exchange showing the largest percentage of increase in its gross volume
Addressing Interior Decorators
of business actually played in the
Hugo Ballin of Goldwyn, and month of June, over the month of
Charles Giblyn addressed the asso- May. To the office making the next
ciation of interior decoraters in con- best showing a prize of $500 will be
vention at the Astor, with a view of given and to the exchange office
bringing about a better understand- making the third best showing $250
ing of color, tone and harmony in will be given. These prizes when
studio work, with a view of improv- awarded will be distributed among
ing general knowledge of interior the salesmen and other employes of
the exchange.
decoration of homes, etc.

aim to excel.

and
FILM

printing!

DEVELOPING

CO:

LABORATORIES

TITEE

!

SEIM

AUTISTIC ILLUSTDATINC
= HAND LETTERING =
PEDFECT NEGATIVES^

EUNESTSTE1
145 ^EST

They're Having a lot of Parades These Days. But Wait
till you see the crowd that Marches to the Theatres to see

"JOHNNY

tails of release will be announced

sags

Longacre
Building

RUSH

being made. Dewhen completed

JOHNNY DOOLEY FILM COMEDIES, Inc.
C. L. Bach
President

(New Outfit) at yottl »|

F.I.A.T,

DOOLEY"

In his two reel comedies, now

CAMERAMAN

45IH ST.

Film

developed and

York

New-

ALL

WORK

LANGl I

delivered In

I
^

■
ILM E
OR

Hot weather's coming up — that's
why you need a hot stuff serial.
"Elmo, the Mighty."
June 14th.

LABORATO:
EXCLUSIVE
FOR TITLE It
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Mary Miles Minter in

The reason for her reticence supplied by the author
is 1 hat Lydia Knott is recovering from a serious Illness,
which mighl prove fatal If she were subjected to a

"A Bachelor's Wife"

shock.

A\'?TErfnTp°R

rvTr>c/-T-.'nN p,ot structure are passed over smoothly.
DIRhCTIO
of the acting in a
natural mood.Keeps more
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
MG.MT,NGSWORK
No ca» for unusual effects
CAMERA
Conventional
sIAR
Will be liked in the character of the Irish
girl who is determined that her cousin shall
be justly treated.
SUPPORT
Myrtle Reeves satisfactory as the
young mother; Alan Forrest adequate as Miss
Minter's
leading man;
others in cast meet
requirements.

would

prove

more

severe

This paves the way for the climax disclosing the
mistake through which, owing to the similarity of
names, Alan was taken for the husband when in reality the name in the marriage license was that of
his cousin played by Charles Spere, who excuses himself for having deserted his wife on the grounds that
it was necessary for him to keep the wedding secret

n

'i

temporarily
inherit
his father's
After this initorder
is a to
simple
matter
to bringfortune.
about a
reconciliation also to cause Alan to reconsider his
choice of a wife that he may wed Mary instead of
Margaret. Miss Minter is natural and appealing in
the character of the Irish girl, whereas other roles
are adequately filled.

Name of Star Best Advertising Asset

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Although there are a few laughs in "A Bachelor's
Wife," it does not properly come under the head of
comedy, neither is it serious enough to be termed
drama. If you emphasized the comedy element too
forcefully, folks might be disappointed, so it would be
safer to slide over any definite assertions as to the
nature of the story, making your chief play on the
name of Mary Miles Minter.
Tell your patrons that the winsome American star
gives a novel character sketch as a little Irish girl and
to establish the atmosphere use stills of the introductory scenes bringing in some Irish types. The fact
that these sequences don't figure very largely in the
picture as a whole need not deter you from utilizing
them in advertising.

There is nothing in the production to justify big
promises, but all in all it is easily up to the mark of
the vehicles supplied Miss Minter in recent months
and should fill the bill as a program picture, particularly in communities where the star's reputation is
firmly established. Probably her following is largest
in neighborhood theaters where the regular patronage
includes many women and children, assuring good
matinee business.
The plot doesn't call for a detailed synopsis. In
fact, in offering a story of this kind, it is just as well
to keep folks guessing about how things are going to
turn out. The title is suitable, but it hasn't much in
the way of business getting qualities. Your best
chance seems to be in boosting Mary Miles Minter.

THE BEST PICTURE
Must

Oscor Wilde's
9V WiHoeRnent 3 F^;

(lie shock

Mary makes a hit with the wealthy Invalid right
from the start, takes charge of the household and altogether proves to be an ideal daughter-in-law. Things
are going along smoothly enough until the alleged
father returns to the much changed family in which
he is expected to assume a trying part, particularly as
Mary is a complete stranger to him. Naturally, he
concludes that she is an imposter and matters are
made yet more perplexing by reason of bis engagement to Margaret Shelby. He assures her that Mary
is not his wife and Margaret, who is after the Stuymarriage.vesant fortune, gets him to agree to their immediate

EXTERIORS. . . .Some attractive scenes in the open=
ing reel intended to represent Ireland.
INTERIORS
First=rate studio sets
DETAIL
Cute baby introduced frequently, adds
to the appeal of the picture.
CHARACTER OF THE STORY
Harmless
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,670 feet

Passable Program Offering.

t 1 m Prue— Coords
e always p^lbv^

why

especially as Hie invalid had never met either Of the
young women, but (his may be placed under the head
Of author's license. When John, portrayed by Alan
Forrest, returns from a stay in the west to And himself
unexpectedly confronted by a wife and Child, he. too,
plays the game through out of regard for the health
of his mother.
Early scenes, presented with some pleasing atmospheric touches, give promise of a comedy of Irish life
with Miss Minter as a pert little Irish colleen, but the
action soon shifts to New York, where Mary goes to
visit her cousin Myrtle Reeves. It doesn't take long
for her to gather that there is something mysterious
about Myrtle's marriage and on being told the story
of desertion, supported by a marriage certificate, with
true Irish lighting spirit, she sets out to demand justice
from the Stuyvesants.

Emme" J- F,y""

WP^Sm'ov
Joseph Frank|i" Poland
f£hA NAR«0 BY ...
Not credited
as a wnOLh
Doesn't always convince, but gen=
erally makes very fair entertainment.
sIORY. . . . . .Concerns a secret marriage and a mix up
involving the parents of a child; weak points

ill be plain.

.lust

[f she were Informed that her son had married Myrtle
Reeves Instead of .Miss .Minter is not quite apparent,

American Prod — Pathe Distrib.

/VNE word of explanation and "A Bachelor's Wife"
" would terminate abruptly as a two-reel picture,
but, of course, the word is not spoken
and the complication of misunderstandings is allowed to continue for
the full five reels. The story would have been stronger
had a sounder reason been supplied for Mary Miles
Point, Mont. — Geo. L. On- Minter
assuming the responsibilities of a deserted wife
d Clarence J. Stevenson, ownand
mother, but passing over the improbability of
Glacier, will erect theater to
some
of
5,000. Seating capacity, 650. interesting.the circumstances the picture is reasonably
ted Sept. 1.
Most of the plot hinges on Miss Minter's compliance
with the supposition that the mother of the child which
she takes to the wealthy Mrs. Stuyvesant, played by
Lydia Knott. As a matter of fact, as the audience knows,
Pickford's explanation is =^
the infant belongs to Mary's cousin, secretly married,
Sermany's. All right, only ^5 but instead of announcing this at the outset, Mary remains silent and is led through a maze of difficulties.
B't explain anything.
=
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Story is Artificial at Times, but Situations Have Enough Interest to Hold
Attention

Hl.i.i:. IvV —
annual
Kentucky
Derby.
Turf
of the year,
"sir Burton"
wins
lllllk CITY—
>isli,>|i Hayes
receives papal palie ecclesiastical
procession
preMnoB] at St. Patrick's Cathedral.
I |n, ho.—
kanisiii— Km '.. This i> the aim of
uruaii
Legion
"I War
Veterans,
by delegates from every Mate.
l It \\< '!•:—
iians honored by Francel General
at, military
governor
nf Paris,
» French
Lesion
crosses
to 37
in (illiicrs.
INS AIR LEVIATHAN*—
I airmen await the opportunity to
■ ocean from American shores, the
lirship.
K-34,
prepares
to make
lit from England's coast.
FBAXCE—
allied regatta on the Seine River
en of six nations
compete
in a
■national sport carnival, since the
k of the war.
MOUTH,
ENGLAND—
s of Wales
bids farewell
to Auwarship.
I OHIO—
anches of the nation's air service
lg perfected. Naval "free" ballart a long flight to test their
ce.
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HarryandKeeper's
negatives. Ask him
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Tremont
1995 lor fuU particulars.
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KASHIN

Formerly
Managing
Director
Broadway & Symphony Theatre
Room 214

Phone

Strand Theatre Bld'g

Bryant 6213
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^IKis'Writes the Ticket "on
the Next Twelve Months in
the Film Business.
J, The selling of individual pictures 19
the hot flame to burn the dross and
slag out of the product of the film
market.

2.

3,

As the number of pictures that the
exhibitor supports no longer can be
made to carry the weak ones, economic
conditions will force a rearrangement
of the plans of those who have been
making film to support their producing
and distributing machinery. This will
mean consolidations, realignments and
affiliations, particularly on the part of
the smaller Producer-Distributor concerns ifthey are to successfully compete with a larger concern. Of greater
importance to YOU, the Exhibitor,
will be the fact that all of these concerns will, by the issuing of stocks or
securities, place values on the basis of
what they think THEY ought to have.
And, as usual, they will call upon you
to bear the burden of carrying them,,
After these realignments there will be
concentrated in the hands of the Producer-Distributor concerns a stream
of quality product without which your
theatre cannot exist.
This product

will be the life blood of your business.
Economic conditions and modern
merchandizing methods will then force
the national operation of theatres, instead of individual operation and you
must pay for this life blood with the
virtual ownership of your theatre.
In no other way can you satisfy the
fictitious values placed by these Producer-Distributors on their businesses
at this time and in no other way can
these businesses exist after their long
debauches of bidding against each
other for stars4 directors, books etc.
4. Only one concern in this business
sees this condition clearly. Unthinkingly, you exhibitors have been helping create the very situation that
menaces your independence. Only
one concern has been building for
years to meet this condition. Only one
concern will, at the critical moment to
you, as- exhibitors, have a stream of
life blood for your theatre that you
will be able to obtain* under conditions that will swell, your profits
instead of swallowing them. Only one
©oncern will be able to use the general
confusion
for the exhibitor's and its
own interest.

Don't you think it highly advisable to you to make a connection with this one, exceptional concern? Don't you think it advisable to support it while you can
without injury to yourself, thereby establishing the contact with the stream of life
blood that you are going to need, perhaps as quickly as the next six months ?

In proof and support of these definite forecasts we have prepared one of the most
dramatic books you have ever read about the motion picture business. It is entitled
"12 Years" and will not be mailed to a general list. You must write to get a copy of it.

W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Distributing through PATHB Exchange, Incorporated

\
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Wants Every Issue
Chippewa Theater Co.
Chippewa Falls, Wis.
Occasionally copies of your
valued paper fail to reach us.
As we refer to your pages
more then any other publication it is imperative that no
numbers be missing.
C. M. Waterbury

rts are widespread
throughindustry that there is a deal
r between
Paramount
and
Locw, together with other
,nt affiliations which will rcParamount having control of
string of theaters throughcountry.
reports have been in circulanetime but reached a definite
ESterday when
it was stated
formal consolidation
of the
Profit Sharing for Paramount
funt-Loew
forces
may
be
At the dinner at Castle Cave,
lortly. and this, in view of the
ted early listing of Famous Adolph Zukor told the Famous Players force that he hoped to eventually
-Lasky stock on the New
profit-sharing system in opItock Exchange
was consid- have a eration
for all Paramount employes.
some as portending the big

Smith and Quinn Due
A. E. Smith, president,
Quinn,
general
manager
today.
graph,
are expected in from

Today
and John
of Vitathe coast

Would Keep Children Out of
Madison, Wis. — Advocates
censorship bill will introduce
sure to keep children under
of picture shows.

Shows
of the
a mea16 out

Through Artcraf t
"Broken Blossoms" for General Release After Playing Special
Engagements
"Broken Blossoms" will be released through Artcraft as a special
when it has played a number of engagements throughout the country.
The release will be as part of the
Griffith
contract
with Famous Players-Lasky.

Going to Illinois
ne could be reached yesterhc I.oew offices to discuss the
Gabriel L. Hess, chairman of the
It opens for a special run in Philand all of the Paramount of- Censorship Committee of the N. A.
adelphia on May 26, and Boston,
,vere closeted at the branch M. P. I., and Charles C. Pettijohn of
May 27. The Chicago engagement
rs conference.
Exhibitors Mutual, will leave to- opens June 1.
ltly Sid Grauman, of Graumorrow for Springfield, 111., where
Los Angeles, was quoted as the hearing on the Buck bill for centhat New York and Los Ansorship in that State will be held.
tpital was behind a big move
Some Ideas on
d theaters, and that ParaShowmanship
\rtcraft service would lead in
ions to be shown
in these
Tyrone Power has been signed to
H. M. Thomas of the Rialto,
a series of pictures for Adanac
Omaha, considered one of the
al days ago the W. W. Hod- make
Films, Ltd., which maintains studios
best showmen in the business,
Corp. carried a page an- in Trenton, Ontario.
says:
nent
in Wid's
Dailywellpointing
: exhibitors
might
watch
"Why doesn't every BroadTo
Make
A
Serial
way house have aisle lights?
irclopment of an important
Supreme Pictures will shortly start
"Why are patrons allowed
f theaters, ancr take steps acto wander aimlessly about
ly to protect tnemselves.
a serialnotistinwill appear.
which "Pauline" the hypwithout usher guidance?
Continued
on page 2)
"Why doesn't the management keep daylight shadows of
Berman Here
patrons entering from reflectNo. 95
Charles Berman, of Sterling Films,
cany?ing on the bottom of the balLtd., maintaining exchanges in Toronto and Montreal is in New York
"Why doesn't someone give
stopping at the Knickerbocker.
By Jack Alicoate
a night comedy show with
'jazz' music to catch the after
theater crowd?
D'S DAILY opens the
way for the advertiser to
"Why is it that western
showmen put on a production
i the big men of filmdom,
Plans Announced Contain Little
with
greater effect?
New Information
t day of trie week and at a
"Why doesn't someone have
Official distribution plans of the
nal cost, by concentrating
an original idea occasionally
selling message where it
about stage settings?
United Artists' — the Big 4 — announced yesterday, contain little not
"Why doesn't someone do
be seen by the man you
heretofore known and reported in
some striking publicity adverto reach. If your adverWid's Daily.
tising for big features? Or
i appropriation is limited
isn't it necessary?
Each production will'be sold inde: is no need to spread your
pendent of the other, and each of the
"I know 50 western maniaign thin. It is concentrastars will make four pictures a year.
agers who can put on a show
that brings results — and
The official statement contained
better
than trte way they are
mtration that takes your
doing it on Broadway.
Hiram Abrams' views on open bookage direct to YOUR man
ing as well.
"Why doesn't some Broad1RY day is our idea of efNames of the sales force and locaway house give an organ reicy.
tion of exchanges were not furcital every Sunday morning?"
nished.

Power in Series

ittle Ad Talks

"Big 4" Distribution

"Griff's" Ideas
Rather
Than

Make
Own

a

Fine

Production

a Car — Says

"Story

the owned
Thing" an automo"I have Is
never
bile. 1would rather be able to produce something like 'Broken Blossoms' than to have the most gorgeous country estate imaginable.
lis (Jest said that David Belasco and
I would die in the poorhouse and
someone else suggested that I should
lie pensioned. But -if one cannot be
happy in doing the things wrorth
So said
W. matters?"
Griffith yesterday.
what D.else
Upon his desk was an accumulation
of mail, most of wiiicli in highly
complimentary terms, spoke of his
newest idea in pictures.
"It is gratifying," continued Griffith, "after one works so hard and
takes such a chance, to see certain
appreciation. 'Broken Blossoms'
cost more than 'The Birth of a Nation,' strange as this may seem. Even
the agent who sold me the book
later suggested it could not result in
a picture which would make money.
And the gentlemen in the business
end of this industry refused to take
a chance.
So I did it myself.
"The fact that it has every indication of being a splendid success
financially, as well as otherwise, is
naturally gratifying. I believe that
it has opened the door to more daring efforts in picture making. Yet I
have always been doing this or trying to at least. In the old Biograph
days when I wanted to make 'Pippa
Passes' I had to resign twice. So it
hasA always
been. smile
And yet
— " over
reminiscent
spread
his countenance. He fingered some
of the mail on his desk. Then he
made the comment relative to the
automobile, noted above.
He would not discuss any of the
so-called business a/igles, of his production. But he was very pleased toknow that the Chinese Consul in
New York had admired his production and said that it was true to life.
He was not interested he said, in
what some of his productions might
make, but he welcomed any suggestions which might aid in producing
more beautiful productions. He
agreed that this latest effort — a
tragedy on the screen — opened the
door to what might be considered
a new era in motion picture production.
"The story is the thing," said Griffith in conclusion, "and the development of characterizations comes
next. Given the story, direction and
characterization and a picture is a
success.
Nothing else counts."
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Charles R. Rogers, Select, leaves I "The Master Man," first of the intomorrow afternoon for Boston for dependently made photoplays from
the opening of Select's new offices. I the Frank Keenan Prod., will be released by Pathe on May 25.
__ "Happiness a la Mode"

will be

Reginald Barker is working on the

Constance Talmadge's next Select
Copyright
1919, Wid's
Film
Film44th
Folks,
Inc. Published
Daily at
71-73andWest
St.,
release following "The Veiled Ad- new Rex Beach production, "The
New York,
N. INC.
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
FILM
FOLKS,
Girl from Outside."
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- venture."
W. C. Viebrock, for the past two
H.
D.
Ashton,
Outing-Chester
urer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President and Managing Editor; years traveling Auditor for Select, cameraman, has returned from Haiti
J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business has been appointed Asst. Comptrol- where he went to film the voodoo
Manager.
ler.
I dances as practiced by the natives.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
English Company Formed — To Send
Paramount Stars to Europe
$20.00.
Subscribers should remit with order

British F. P.-L.

Address

all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889.
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.

There's a real lion at the
studio now. Scott Sidney
He also says the lion is so
would eat off your hand or

Christie
says so.
tame he
foot.

A Canadian woman has written a
story for Harold Lloyd, a sort of a
"I'm Pete Smith"
modern "Miss Kilmansegg and Her
Golden Leg" for in this story the
At the Famous Players dinner at heroine
has a great sum of money
Castle Cave, since there were so safely hidden in her stocking.
many diners from out-of-town, a sugWhen Thomas H. Ince decided to
gestion made by "Al" Lichtman was
to have each member stand up, in- keep the several white mice that aptroduce himself and tell what he has
peared in "String Beans" he had no
done. Pete Smith got up and sim- idea of the consequences. He should
have
re-read
"Pigs Is Pigs" before
ply said, "I'm Pete Smith." Then he
sat down.
takin' such a step. Just as in the
All the department heads spoke pigatory they built a little box for
and Adolph Zukor offered a silent the pets. The only difference bein'
toast to the memory of A. D. Flin- that they didn't feed the mice cabbages. And just like the old station
tom of Kansas City, who died recently. Flintom was associated with agent, the property boys at the Ince
Zukor in the original Famous Play- studio, say that unless the pets are
ers Film Co.
moved they'll have to move the art
rooms for the family is growing to
such proportions that it will soon require a shovel to collect them.
More "Sin" Territory
"The Unpardonable Sin"
sold for Missouri, Kansas,
and Mississippi to George
Chicago.

As noted, an English corporation
capitalized at $3,000,000 and known
as the Famous Players-Lasky-British
Producers, Ltd., has been formed.
Financially interested are Adolph
Zukor, Maj. David Davies, M.P., well
known as a coal land owner, anQ
Maj. Norman Holden, prominent
financier of England.
The company will build several
studios in Europe in which Paramount stars will work. Production
will be in four months or perhaps
less, pending the arrival of producing units on the other side. Capt.
A. H. Kaufman, just returned from
France, will be production manager
in charge and will have his headquarters in London. He sails shortly. C. A. Clegg at present head of
the Famous Players Film Co., Ltd.,
English branch, will be business
manager of the new company.
Production will be in England,
France, Italy and Spain.
This new move will give Famous
Players a better outlet for its product in foreign fields. Offices will
probably be opened all over Europe.

be Understand
interesting. the "Big 4" pt

Paramount-Lo
(Continued from page )k

More theaters are now b( g
throughout the country E
years. With the advent of :re
tion in July it is anticip; d
many restaurants will be civi
into theaters, and much ca; al
invested in breweries, di Hi
etc., will find its way into e;

No Decision on Cohen Sujcs
No decision was reachciat
meeting
of evening
the F-I-L-M
Wednesday
reganigU
suggestions made by Syjl
Cohen on exhibitor-exchai :
problems.
In every instance but one.U
Exchange
New Booker for Select's New York
ommendations made must 1-e
Gone
Thomas Bandes, ror two years by the home office since the il
has been Booker at the Buffalo Exchange of volved is one of national pol'J
Louisiana Select, has been transferred to the only suggestion that the cm
made that can be met is the p
Davis of
Exchange.
post
of Booker of Select's New York merit
of exhibitors on the g^i
committee.

The Comedy

Comet

^

The Real Reel Comedian

"JOHNNY
DOOLEY"
Broadway's Favorite Star
In two reels of exhilarating comedy.
Details of release will soon be announced.

|
^
§|
^

Doubling the Show
Marcus Loew issued ords
terday that all Loew houses k
"Auction of Souls" should
the picture four times a day
of twice. Usually this is oi
on Sundays and holidays.,'
Conant's New Job
J. A. Conant, former Branl
agcr of General Film, ClcvelJJ
been appointed Branch Maifl
Select's Cincinnati
Exchang
Roy

Aitken Going Abroa
Aitken, of Western

will sail fixed
for Europe
tatively
at June on
24. a d'

Goldwyn has purchased 1
JOHNNY DOOLEY FILM COMEDIES, Inc. | duction
in the near future
In "The Midnight Man" James J. C.
goes eighteen rounds to a knockout
but
him round.
the decision at
the you'll
end of allow
the first

Longacre
Building

C. L. Bach
President

New
York

j||j
|i|

Wrong Door" by Jesse Lyrl
liams for Madge Kenned; I
Stairs" for Mabel NormaJ
"Heartsease," the cast for wl
not yet been decided.
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Screen Version of "Daddy Long Her
Legs"
Bestis a Knock-out. Star Appears at
Mary Pickford in

"Daddy Long Legs"
First National

Frank Reicher
PRODUCER OF
FEATURES

irum Abrams

has taken up avi-

um. No wonder "Big Four" is
> in the air as to policy.

Won U-C WD
hey'll come

M.

down.

KASHIN

Formerly
Managing
Director
Broadway & Symphony Theatre
Phone
Bryant

»omr214
rjnd.Theatre'Bld'g

u

6212
6213

As Laoy
Stvsl

DJRECTOR
Marshall Neilan
Ajyj ""•*
Jean V/eusler
SCENARIO
BY
Agnes Johnson
CAMERAMAN
Charles
Rosher
AS A WHOLE
The best Pickford production
that has been screened in a long while; has
humor and sympathetic appeal.
STORY
Adaptation of popular stage play offers
star big opportunity.
DIRECTION. . . .Marked by many fine touches which
add greatly to the charm of the picture.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Artistic all through
LIGHTINGS
Have variety and contribute to the
beauty of the film.
CAMERA
WORK
Composition of scenes excellent, long shots on interiors give the impres=
sion of depth.
STAR
Little Mary at her best in a character
that touches the heart.
SUPPORT
Could
not well be improved
upon,
Mahlon Hamilton admirably suited to role of
Mary's benefactor.
EXTERIORS. .... .Many
of them
decidedly
attractive; their effectiveness is increased by artistic photography.
INTERIORS
Richly furnished when the occasion
requires; scenes in orphanage look like the
real thing.
DETAIL
Director Neilan displayed a keen discrimination in his use of close-ups; the picture profits by intimate bits of characterization.
CHARACTER OF STORY. .Wholesome and appealing
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,200 feet
IT^HIS is a knock-out from any angle you care to re-*• gard it. Artistically it is a very fine production,
in accord with the most approved methods of photoplay presentation, which aim to express character quite
as much as to trace the bare outlines of a plot, and it
has heart appeal in abundance, also a fund of natural
humor developed out of the life of the intimates of an
orphan asylum. Through much of the tilm, Mary
Pickford is just what her thousands of admirers want
her to be — a delightfully appealing little girl.
Director Neilan deserves great credit for his treatment of a story that offers nothing remarkable in plot
substance. It is not exceptional to find screen depictions of the life in an orphanage with an unhappy heroine passing through a sorrowful childhood
to finally

'tf*T wm*N crosses, ny
BSHot-D, I wtLt. srfixe H(#

>n €/*£*)* W' cue's
lov WitfoefnFffes Fan*

Randolph, Vt.— A new theater will
be erected on Main St. Mrs. Block
will operate it.

v/iTHTH/S Mir"

faithful portrayal of life in some of its most sympathetic phases.
At the opening there is a hit of symbolism in the
presentation of two flowers, one a hot bouse plant
nourished with tender care, the other a bloom that
springs up in a dark alleyway, is trodden under foot,
but lives despite adverse conditions. A pampered
daughter of wealthy parents is the hot house flower;
Mary Pickford is the stray bloom, discarded as an infant and knowing no home save the bleak rooms of
the asylum where she becomes a leader of the wonderful children.
There is so much that rings true in this part of the
picture that it is difficult to select any particular sequences as being more essential than others. The audience is carried along from one incident to another with
never a lapse of interest ; but probably the high point in
a comedy way, at least, is reached during the episode
in which Mary and a little boy, played with remarkable
naturalness by a clever youngster, end a long fast by
drinking too freely from a jug of hard cider. For about
ten minutes laugh follows laugh, ending with a climax
showing a tipsy dog staggering against a wall.
Following several reels of a really appealing picture
of child life, there comes a delightfully handled romance between Mary and the unknown benefactor who
sends her to college. Not wanting to have his identity
known, Mahlon Hamilton assumes the name of John
Smith, but Mary nicknames him Daddy Long Less and
so addresses him in her letters. For a long time Mali
Ion carefully guards the secret of his love for liis
protege; then he concludes that the disparity in their
ages must prevent his ever being anything more than
just Daddy Long Legs, whereas Mary feels that she
has no right to become the wife of a man of wealth
and position when she does not even know who her
parents were. Very touching, indeed, <>re the concluding scenes bringing about a full understanding.
In addition to directing the picture Marshall Neilan
played the character of Jimmie McBride. Others in
the cast included Milla Davenport, Miss Percy Hasman.
well, Fay Lemport. Lillian Langdon and Audry' Chap-

Showshop
If You Can't Make Money On
This You Had Better Close Your
Box Office Analysis
As a box office attraction this is Al. If you run
"Daddy Long Legs"' and don't chean-up there is something radically wrong with your showshop and it is
time to change your methods or find another theater.
In the name of the star and the title of the picture
you have all that any exhibitor can ask from an advertising viewpoint. It is merely up to you to let folks
know about the combination you are offering.
Don't figure on playing only to your regular crowd.
Go out after the people who are not customarily classed
among picture fans. There is a good chance of getting
them interested in a production of this stamp and in
addition to adding to your immediate receipts you will
stand a good chance of enlarging your permanent
clientele. Lots of people still judge photoplays by the
worst they have seen, which, of course, is unfair.
"Daddy Long Legs" is the kind of a picture likely to

9SS THE Fme

blossom forth as a fadlanl young woman; but it isn't
the story thai counts in this Instance, rather it is the
manner In which ii lias been handled.
The plol lakes care of Itself while the audience is
being placed on intimate terms with the characters and
made to enter Into the pretty, but very real tragedies
of the poor little wait's herded together under the supervision of the stern matron of the asylum. Humor
and pathos are so adroitly dovetailed in this production
thai an audience is scarcely conscious of where one
leaves oil'
and the
"Daddybecause
Long il
Legs"
strikes
straight
and other
true atbegins.
the emotions
is .1

for the Exhibitor
cause a revision of their opinions, so work hard to get
new blood into your audience.
It strikes me as being all wrong to limit the showing
of a production of this stamp to one day, thereby missing all the benefit that comes from word of mouth
boosting. Get out of the rut and handle "Daddy Long
Legs" as a real special, for, as you know, it is strength
and not length that counts. Spend a little money on
sending announcements to the people in your mailing
list, accompanying each announcement with a personal
guarantee that this is numbered among Mary Pickford's very best pictures.
Call attention to the play as being one of New York's
outstanding successes a few seasons ago, and providing it was presented in your town mention the fact.
In all of your publicity, Marshall Neilan should be
credited with directing the picture.

Cincinnati, O. — Walnut to be remodeled. Performances to continue
during alterations.

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. — Vassar sold
at foreclosure to Simon King for
$21,409.

iMA Willis Optimistic

Fighting Buck Bill
(Special to WW'S DAILY.)
Chicago. — Fully aroused to the importance of concerted action, the exhibitors of Illinois are bending every
effort to defeat the Buck bill, and
have banded together under the
leadership of Sam Atkinson, field
secretary of the N. A. M. P. I. to
fight the measure to the last ditch.
A pamphlet containing Dr. Atkinson's address before the convention
of the Motion Picture Association of
Illinois, at the Hotel Morrison recently is being mailed to every exhibitor, state legislator and politician
in the state.
The exchanges are assisting in the
work also by attaching to every letter sent out to Illinois exhibitors a
sticker reading as follows:
A — Have you seen your State Representatives?
B — Have you joined the Motion Picture Association of Illinois?
C — Have you reported your work to
to the association?
D— If not, do SO NOW!
It is expected a large delegation
will go to Springfield on the 20th to
appear before the judiciary committee, when opponents of the Buck bill
will be heard.
Ross New

a Major

"Winnie" Sheehan tells a story
about "Bob" Ross who was at one
time an assistant director at the Fox
Hollywood studios. Ross went over
to France as private and was in the
photographic corps. He was elevated from the ranks until he reached
a majority. Now he is employed in
the new Paris office of the Fox company.

m
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Pat he's Ideas
"No

individual and no organization can hope to control
the motion picture business.
"The history of the business
proves that exhibitors desire
to present good pictures without regard to the trademarks
which they bear.
"Good films do not depend
so much upon their stars as
they do upon the stories which
they depict and their directors.
"The independent producer
who has a good story and who
produces it adequately will
have no difficulty in finding a
distributor.
"The most serious menace to
the motion picture business is
the lack of specialization in
making of scenarios.
"Future dividends depend
upon those who write or will
write for the screen.
"It would be to the advantage of the producer and motion picture business in general if the director and the author, by means of royalties,
were interested in the final success of the picture.
"The open booking plan has
given us most excellent results. There has been a reduction in the number of pictures
released and a corresponding
increase in the average qualCharles Pathe of Pathe Exchange.

Nazimova's

"The greatest era of prosperity in
the motion picture industry seems
dawning. On every hand the indications are that during the next five
years investors in the amusement industry will reap the greatest profits
that the industry has ever yielded."
Such, at least, is the opinion of
Lloyd Willis, Assistant to President
Berst of United Picture Theaters.
He met many exhibitors and sounded their views upon the immediate
future of the business during a trip
to Cleveland, Akron, Pittsburgh,
Huntington, W. Va. and Washington.
"In nearly every city of importance in the country, new theaters

Serial Plot
A 15-episode two-reel story
table to rough country Ea<|
West, in detailed synopsis forr
female lead. Suspense, thrill:
surprises. Address Author,

are building," said Willis. "This is Wid's.
true in Cleveland; it is true in Toledo, where Mr. E. Zorn, of the Temple, is now arranging to tear down
COMMERCIAI
his present first-run house and materially enlarge his seating capacity.
It is true also of Huntington. It is
DEVELOPING
and
PRINTING
true of Pittsburgh. I am informed
that 21 motion picture theaters are
now under course of construction in
FILM DEVELOPING
CO
New York City. Reports from the
LABORATORIES
West and South indicate that the
same is true in those sections of the
country.
"These new theaters are bigger
and better than theaters which were
erected a few years ago. Their seating capacity
is larger
and their
decorative effects
are more
elaborate.
In fact, the exhibitors are preparing
for this new era of prosperity.
"With few exceptions there has
never been a more prosperous spring
season than this."

ity."

Production

"THE
RED
LANTERN"
has an American-Chinese them
which we have worked into a lob!
display that faithfully represen
exactly what the ticket purchas
shall see on the screen. Now rea(
in our salesroom.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

r-s TITLE

A Balsdon Idea

L
*/
ILLUSTRATIC
Minneapolis. — George Balsdon, Jr.,
special representative for Vitagraph,
lV'7
ROOM.T „
TELEPK
A. LITHOGRAPHING CC0RR
is handling the local exchange in the
\\Vl?
CANDLER B'LD'G.
220 W 1
fcV/\
2003-2011
1Q
BRYANT
absence of E. H. Holmes who is on
w 40 6 WEH
31 JJ.
^
his honeymoon.
It is reported tnat Balsdon has
some interesting ideas which he is MAKE A GREAT PRODUCTION
working out with regard to rentals.
GREATER.
It is said that he has found many
AUTISTIC ILLUSTBATINC
Davenport, la. — J. Bengston has cities in this territory in which con= HAND LETTERINGS
ditions are so abnormal, that the
acquired property on 2nd Ave. and
PERFECT NEGATIVES
former basis upon which Vitagraph
will erect theater to seat 1,500.
scheduled its rental prices, were not
O
R
E
I
G
M
CLASSIFIED
sound. In one city of 20,000 popula145 ^EST 45^H ST.
1
tion, Balsdon found that the motion
The classified columns of WID'S
.TT
OT
M
fill a long felt want. It is the market picture population should be only
D
E
N
R
"
7
O
A
»
ir
place where buyer and seller — em- 10,000, while due to local conditions,
CAMERAMAN (New Outfit) at your
51
PHONE
BRYANT 93A
ployer and employee or the small another city in the territory, which
LABORATOj*
LI /*
E
I N K.J-T
advertiser can put his story before is listed as a 10,000 town, should
O
T
C
"
/
2 20
WEX
AZ 12 J~T.
NCI
practically every live exhibitor in the really be based as a 20,000 town
RA
I
country every day in the year, at
EXCLUSIV1
nominal cost. Rate, 50c. per line.
FOR TITLE
Cash with order.
(i
ALL LANG!
RUSH
WORK
POSITION WANTED
House
Organ for "Big U"
Fred Baer, publicity man in charge
of the Big U exchange, has issued
the first number of the Big U News
in newspaper form.
The sheet has four pages, three
columns to a page and is written in
short terse form.

T1TEE

j&EJQVW

EHNEST

"

J
■ ■"-*■ xRT,TILE

STE1

F, I.A. T.

Orchestra Leader— A man who knows hew
to put on a program of music that fits your
ihow. References as to ability. Address,
Leader, this office.

FOR

SALE

Moving Picture Theater in Middle West.
Good proposition for a cash sale. Owner
must sell, account of health. Address
,\L W., c/o Wids'.

HELP

WANTED

Large Moving Picture Theater is lookin:: for a man who can assist manager
and handle publicity. Address L. M,.
• n Wids.

The New Moon

19

Film

developed and

delivered in 01

just released

A Norma Talmadge Picture
A Chet

THE BEST PICTURJ
Must

Withey Production

to
have

make
money
a perfect
devel>

REX LABORATORY

(INC

has developed
HarryandKeeper's
tives.
Ask him
then p:I
Tremont
1993
for full particu

1(9

■BBADSTREET
FILMDOM

7/fcRKOCHIZED

Authority

DAlfcY^
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voli-Rialto Sold
>unt Interests Strong Factor
urchase — Dr. Riesenfeld to
Remain
Rialto and Rivoli have been
;ed by a corporation, the leadof which are "friendly
mount and the Famous Play. 1 1 1 to

this

effect

was

f the

Famous
I Mayers sales
lanagers at a meeting
jy afternoon,
and yesterday
ort spread through the film
rapidly,
imous Players offices the adwas made
as above noted,
tiied that Paramount or
Players as such, had made
chase.
The name of the buyporation was said to be unit is understood,
however,
[ Huso Riesenfeld, the preswould be retained in
ition, and that biff pictures,
ian those made by Paramount
ous Players would be repreBgether with the big features
Paramount and Famous Playother words,
the present
policy would be unchanged.
le theaters the management
care to discuss the report.

New
S-L With
Lincoln
S-L will shortly start production
in the Fast on a picture starring
E. K. Lincoln.
More Purchases
Bech, Van Siclen & Co., Inc., exporters, have purchased foreign
rights to three Doris Kenyon pictures from Parex Film: "Inn of the
Blue Moon," "Street of Seven Star,"
and "Twilight."

Loew Denies
Marcus Loew yesterday issued an
"emphatic denial" of the report published in Friday's Issue that the
Loew theaters were to Tie in a com-'
bination with Paramount.
Fineman
in State Rights Field
B. P. Fineman, formerly with Far I
mous Players-Lasky, has entered the:
states rights field and has opened of- .
fices in the Fitzgerald Bldg.
He ber
lieves the demand
for big pictures .
from exhibitors ha^s opened wide the
market for big states right produoj
tions.
He says he is in the market!
for big pictures for the open market, j
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Wid's All
That's Necessary !
COLONIAL
Theater De Luxe, Toledo, O.
Wid's Daily:
Though we have only been
getting Wid's Daily for about
10 days I must take time to
write you and tell you that if
there was no other paper but
Wid's printed that is all that
would be necessary. We get
every movie paper printed but
get more enjoyment out of
your four-page daily than out
of any big magazine. Mr. Vic
Horwitz who does all the film
buying for us tells me that
hereafter he will save the price
of many screenings as he can
fully rely on your criticisms on
any fulpicture
as theyLittle
are truthand fearless.
do I
blame that bunch for congratulating you on the first birthWid's
Hadday of we
onlyDaily.
known of your
paper a year ago instead of just
subscribing for it as we did
recently we would be renewing our subscription.

Simmonds Due May 27
Joseph
Simmonds,
of W. H., is'
expected back in New York on Mayi
27.
A Wid's Daily Booster.
The H. R. Amusement Co.,
wins closely upon the reports
Rivoli to Repeat "Red Lantern
The Rivoli will show
"The
Red !
A. Horwitz
aramount was acquiring a
Lantern" for one week commencing!
jf theaters throughout the June
1.
This
is
the
first
time
in
its
|
the news that these two im- history that the theater has repeated
Broadway houses had been a production.
Two New Moss Theaters
,
by "friendly interests" naB. S. Moss plans two new theaters.
dded to the reports in cirAnother for Pioneer
One will be in Long Island City and
Pioneer has in preparation a pic- 1
the other in "Newark.
ture called "Who Is My Husband."
Details are being kept secret.
No.

96

ittle Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
REGULAR advertiser in
WID'S DAILY writes
ir publication is certainly
ng strong in the field. I
ve in it as an excellent adsing medium and think it
1 remarkable future." A
>elling conviction along
same line from every
ch of the industry is reBible for the increased
int of advertising
space
being used in WID'S
r day — and the one big
Hi behind it all is that it
[s RESULTS— and that's
counts — Eh, Boy?

Sunday Shows
and Censorship

Censors to Move

Pennsylvania Board Will Go to Harrisburg, But When, Indefinite

(Special wire to WW'S DAILY)
Philadelphia, Pa. — The Pennsylvania State Board of Censors^ will
eventually move their headquarters
to Harrisburg. This move will be
made, according to Harry L. Knapp
of the Board, despite the protests
of exchangenien, some time in the
indefinite future, although just when
''"' \t Pictures in Southampton
is uncertain.
hampton, Conn. — A petition is
The moving of the Board to Har..~.. ... circulation for a general town
risburg will cost distributors heavily.
meeting regarding Sunday pictures.
The present lease on quarters has
A considerable number want shows been extended until August 1, and it
here on the Sabbath.
is possible that a further extension
will be arranged.
Greensburg, Ind— The City Coun
Helen
Holmes
is in New
York.
cil has refused
to grant William
Francis permission to operate a pic- \She is expected to sign for the production of a serial very shortly.
ture show on Sundays.
Manchester Situation Uncertain
Manchester, N. H. — Nothing has
as yet been decided upon regarding
the censorship measure for this city.
Theater men claim that the national
censorship committee is sufficient to
bar out any undesirable pictures.

Price 5 Cents

Mary Pickford Wins
Appellate Division
Reverses $108,839
Wilkening
Verdict Obtained by Mrs. Cora
The Appellate Division of tin Supreme Court yesterday reversed the
verdict for $108,8.19 obtained by Cora
C. Wilkening against Mary Pickford
and directed a new trial. Justice
Merrell who read the opinion in
which all the members of the court
oencurred, said:
"I am of the opinion that not only
w-as the verdict of the jury purely
against the weight ot the evidence
but under the law of the case the
evidence fails to show that the plaintiff was the sole producing cause of
theThe
defendant's
contract." the facts of
opinion rehearses
the
case
as
before
noted in alleged
Wid's
Daily in which the plaintiff
that Mary Pickford had received $1,080,000 from Famous Players
through her contract with Adolph
Zukor which the plaintiff alleged she
had obtained for Miss Pickford. Justice Merrell said that at the trial
Miss Pickford testified that the only
contract she made with Mrs. Wilkening was with reference to the publication of her life history upon which
contract there remained unpaid, the
sum of $839. Miss Pickford denied
that she ever made any contract with
the plaintiff whereby the latter was
to act as her personal advisor and
representative with reference to any
contract with mo\ing picture concerns.
Justice Merrell says: "Miss Pickford was apparently a business woman of no mean ability. She had
the personal advice of an attorney,
a business manager and her mother
who was apparently a woman of
sound business judgment and experience. Miss Pickford had not only
received large returns from the production of moving pictures, but had
been engaged in scenario writing,
had sold the use of her name for
magazine and newspaper articles,
had permitted its use in advertisements of toilet preparations and cosmetics and in other ways had manifested a marked degree of thrift and
ability to accumulate money. It
taxes one's credulity to believe that
the defendant, circumstanced as she
was, would enter into a verbal contract with a comparative stranger
whereby she was to pay the latter
one-tenth of her receipts in consideration of acting as her business advisor, and in 'finding her real value. "
Justice Merrell said: "It seems
moL't improbable that with all the defendant's apparent onthrift,
(Continued
page and2) money
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Cuts And Flashes
Vincent Serrano will be chief of
Lou Tellegen and Geraldine Farrar have arrived at Culver City where the support of Dolores Cassinelli in
work on their first production will be "The Gutter."
¥ol. VIII No. 45 Saturday, May 17, 1919 Price 5 Cents started at once.
Gladden James has been engaged
Jerome Lachenbrucli, just out of
Copyright
1919, Wid's
Film
Film44th
Folks,
Inc.
Published
Daily at
71-73andWest
St., the Navy, will hereafter be associ- to play an important part in a new
Harry Morey production.
New York,
N. INC.
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
ated with Goldwyn in the publicity
FILM
FOLKS,
department.
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and TreasLloyd Carleton Prod, are starring
urer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President and Managing Editor;
United Pictures will release "Play- Ruth Clifford in a feature written by
J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
Manager.
things of Passion," starring Kitty Henry Christeen Warnack. Jn the
Gordon, on June 8. The story is cast: Edward Coxen, Andrew RobEntered as second-class matter May 21, 191b,
by
William
Anthony McGuire and bon, Richard Morris and Louise
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
Fortune.
the act of March 3, 1879.
was directed by Wallace Worsley.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign.
$20.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889.
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.

Show Film Defying Court
Fairmount, W. Va. — Early Morgan, manager of the Grand Opera
House, and Russell Linn, manager
of the Dixie, are under arrest for
showing "The Birth of a Nation at
the Grand despite an injunction restraining exhibition of the film issued by Judge Hammond of the Circuit Court.
Morgan contends that the law
passed by the Legislature prohibiting showing of the film has never
gone into effect.

"Hushed Hour" to Open
Detroit. — "The Hushed Hour"
with Blanche Sweet opens at the
Broadway Strand Sunday.

Three Pathe Serials

Christie "Victory Vamps" succeeded in vamping a great number
of dollars the last week of the Victory Drive.
The members of the William Farnum Co. gave a vaudeville entertainment and dance for the benefit of
the French orphans recently and
realized over $300.
John S. Stumar, head cameraman
for the Dorothy Dalton Co., is lookin' New York over with a critical
eye. After three years in California, he isn't certain about liking us
again. He says he misses the flowers. We suggested planting an
orange tree on 56th St. but he was
afraid it wouldn't thrive — so that's
off. Couldn't we arrange a little
geranium box runnin' around his
camera.
That's a good ideal

Order
Placed
With
Whartons—
Building San Antonio Studio
Pathe has placed an order with the
Whartons for three serials. These
will be produced at the Wharton
studio in Ithaca. Theodore Wharton will supervise them and spend
practically all of his time there.
Leopold Wharton is now in Texas
where he is looking over the studio
construction. Both Whartons are
interested in the 3an Antonio Pictures Corp., which will make productions starring Maclyn Arbuckle.
The company of which Arbuckle is
presirent, has Leopold Wharton as
vice-president; Theodore Wharton,
general manager; Sol Schreiner and
L. J. Hart, vice-presidents; R. D.
Barclay, treasurer, and W. H. Furlong, secretary. Tne latter are well
known San Antonio business men.
Irving Cobb and Holman Day
have been engaged to transform a
number of the ArTjuckle stage sucinto screen
form. for
"Ted"
Wharton cesses
will
direct Arbuckle
the
series.

outGoldwyn's
Monday. new distributi

Mary
Pickford
(Continued
from page V\
I
making ability, she would volt
turn over to the plaintiff withi
effort on latter's part, $400 pe
which would be the amount s
earning at the time the plait
leges the contract was madt
only is the story of the plainti
improbable but throughout 1>
animation
plaintiff's
tes
was
of the the
character
to raise
as to its truth."
Mary's mother, when infor
the decision, was pleased, esj
as it allows to be returned t(;
something over $115,000 casl
which was put up at the time
Going
Abro
appeal.Selznicks
Myron Selznick, Mrs. Selz
Edith Koch, L. J.'s private
will probably sail for the ot
June 2 to exploit the new
product in England and Fra

Prizes for United Branches
J. A. Berst, President of United
Pictures, has announced that $1,000
in cash prizes will be awarded the
seven United branches making the
best record for sales during the four
week period beginning May 18 and
ending June 14.

J. Grubb Alexancr

Clark in Philadelphia
day.
William J. Clark of Exhibitors
Salt Lake City, Utah.— Offices of
the United Pictures to be transferred Mutual was in Philadelphia yesterto Denver.

Originals— Continuities — 1

Claim Underselling World Films
World Film salesmen have reported to George Shaefer that a circular reported issued by Davis Film
Exchange of Wilkes-Barre, is offering certain World pictures for rental at a price said to be considerably
under that asked by World exchanges.

No.

r

FEATURE
Sixteen Productions in 19f
Including Starring Vehicles

Bessie Barriscale
Louise Glaum

8— WE INSURE

Gladys Brockwell
Sessue Hayakawa

momCorp.j^SSP
" i *»s»«s»
J Selznick Pictures

[Watch this Space for Others]

AN OUNCE

OF PREVENTION

IS WORTH

A POUND

OF CURE

Don'tlate.
wait Years
with your
insurance problems.
To-morrow
too
of experience
in the theatrical
and
picture field has enabled us to handle your problem with
gence, dispatch and economy. May we prove to you bow
serve you better.
Your phone's handy.

If we knew any man as daring as
Marie Walcamp in "The Red Glove"
we'd put him in another serial in
woman's clothes.

Reuben
Jnrurance

•

Phone

John

AMUELS
ERVICE

SO Maiden
5425 - 5426

Lane

- 5427 - 542B

may
lie
motion
intelliwe can

WRITER

IN PRODUCTION
"The

NOW

Thunderbolt"—

Starring Katherine Macdc

On the Fire:
"The Bleeders"— To Star Katlu
Macdonald in her second sup
feature
Pounding the little old Unden
at 6510 Sunset Boulevard,
Hollywood, Calif.

afe^l
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Russian Melodrama Offers Star a Chance to Add to Her List of
Characterizations
Norma Talmadge in

ii

"The New

UMNUTOX. I). ('.—Aviation ofri'lilirntr tile lir-t anniversary ol
iimurut ion id aero-mail routes,
[sill II I l>. MVss — Ineubator
ik ■uecessfiill.v applied to wild VIulDIRECTOR
urk* l>: the slat*- (iame Warden.
Mill Is |\ YMKKICA — Seereturj
AUTHOR
t> i;i\es President's proelamatlon SCENARIO
BY
'('. Livingston,
head
of the boy
CAMERAMAN
JS,
IIIWI'K
—
(ieriminy's
peaee
Versailles.

Moon"

Select

Chester Withey
h. H. Van Loali
Chester Withev
David Abe,
AS A WHOLE
Alelodrama of Russian life introR Tilt: I'ANAMA ( WAI. WITH
ducing
a
number
of
mob
scenes
and some
rill: I'AMKKAMAXI— The famous
tense situations.
Is photocraphed for the iirst time
itn construction from an airplane, STORY
Based
on a supposed
law in Russia
ivv pictures by the I'athe News.
whereby legal marriages are abolished.
■IF. I. Mil. AM) — An aviator weds
DIRECTION
Dramatic
moments
forcefully
utrit -e.
FRANCISCO, CAL.— Fastest hihandled;
generally successful in suggesting
traek in the country is opened.
Russian
characters
and
life.
riders from all parts of the world
Most of it first rate
»trate their speed at the new
Vel- PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
Have
variety and generally
bring
T.U K POINT, N. Y.— The huee
out full value of the sets.
le ('-■"> leaves to join the NC planes
I trip across the ocean. It coma non-stop Might of 1000 miles to
iiidlaiul ill 25 hours and 40 mill-

oday
Dlworth is to open exchanges
nil his stores.
Wonder
who
[ supply the dope.

tocnU-C
> will need plenty.

way Switches on Labor Day
•Broadway will start showing
rille on Labor Day. "The Unlable Sin" is expected to last
fh the summer. Leon Langsormerly manager of the Stani now manager of the Broad-

1/ TMfiir,

TweGer/eftft. v/vows Nor

"THeLyoNSMAit?

CAMERA
STAR

WORK. . .Shots taken from effective angles
Once more displays her versatility by
playing a princess who passes herself off as
a peasant and always makes the character
seem human.
SUPPORT
Pedro de Cordoba
is a satisfactory
lover; Charles Gerard is sufficiently forceful
as leader of anarchists.
EXTERIORS
The right thing for locations in=
tended to indicate Russia.
INTERIORS
Some elaborate sets for action laid
in a palace.
DETAIL
Care was exercised in securing correct
costumes and furnishings.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Won't offend
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,735 feet
IN its basic qualities this is not unlike the oldfashioned Russian melodramas which a few years
years ago were produced rather frequently by American companies as well as European producers. Clara
Kimball Young, at the time she was a Vitagraph star,
had a number of opportunities to test her skill as an
Interpreter of Russian characters, as did other actresses of equal renown. Usually the characters were
led through untold hardships in the snows of Siberia.
"The New Moon" does not mark anything really
new in the way of a story idea, or in the manner of
treatment, but working along lines that have been
found effective in the past, the producers have suc-

ceeded in making a picture of sustained luteresl and
one thai contains a number of thrills. Also it offers
Norma Talmadge a chance to give further proof of her
versatility by portraying a Russian princess who assumes tlic garb of a peasant iii order to escape the mob
of anarchists.
A story of iliis description is «iven a certain contemporaneous significanc
account
of the present
state of affairs in Russia. The newspapers have prepared people to expeel any sort of outrages, with the
aristocracy suffering at the hands of the mob, so that
nothing can well be presented, however brutal it may
be, thai is likely to be dismissed as an exaggeration.
There is no iihvet reference to any existing faction
in the current Russian regime. The mob which attacks the palace on the nighl of a great ball, is merely
classed as anarchistic and determined to upset the
existing order of things. Princess Marie l'avlovna.
played by Norma Talmadge. and her fiance. Prince
Michail Koloyar, portrayed by Pedro de Cordoba, are
two of the victims with which the story is concerned.
They escape from the fury of the anarchists aroused
to action by Stuart Holmes, who, acting under orders
from Charles Gerard as Kameneff, has incited them
into throwing bombs among the dancers in the palace
These introductory scenes start the picture off at
an exciting pitch and account for the separation of
the lovers. The princess succeeds in hiding her identity while she assumes the garb and station of a peasant girl who conducts a store in a small town and
de Cordoba meanwhile seeks in vain for some trace of
his sweetheart.
Much of the plot hinges on a decree issued by the
anarchist leader through which women are to become
the common property of men who wish to possess
them. In accord with this decree all females between
the ages of eighteen and thirty-five are required to
register; moreover, to prevent any evasion of the
edict .they are forbidden to leave the province unless
they have a special passport.
When an attempt is made to enforce the law, Norma
refuses to register. Holmes visits the store, recognizes the peasant girl as the princess and attempts
to force her to comply with the decree. In addition to
refusing to place her own name on the books. Norma
induces other young women in the community to follow her example.
Then comes the crowning tragedy, the shooting of
a number of the girls, but with it is a sort of divine
retribution, for the sister of the anarchist leader is
among those put to death. Norma and Pedro de Cordoba escape to start a fresh life under "the new moon."

Name of Norma Talmadge is Enough to Assure Patronage
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
riage and requiring all women of a marriageable age
to register.
Announcements based on the personality of the star
might deal with the variety of her characterizations.
Refer to her impersonations of a dance hall girl in
"The Safety Curtain," of an Indian in "The Heart of
Wetona," of a Chinese girl in "The Forbidden City."
of an American girl in "The Probation Wife," and then
tell your patrons that they should not miss her equally
tine interpretation of a Russian priucess in "The New

Anything presenting Norma Talmadge is sure to
attract business. This is the eleventh picture in which
she has been starred by Select and she has proven
herself, without a doubt, to be one of the strongest
drawing cards on that or any other program. From
a business point of view, you don't have to do much
beyond playing up the name of the star in front of
your theater and in your exploitation, because folks
are pretty sure to take a chance on the picture being
up to expectations.
In this instance, however, you might also capitalize
on the interest pertaining to anything concerning conditions in Russia. Handle it as a picture showing the
frightfulness of an anarchistic regime which is no
respecter of individual rights. You could arouse interest bv talking about the decree doing away with marBatavia, N. Y. — Joseph F. Kannaley, a Le Roy barber, has brought
an action to recover $5,000 from
Nikatas Dipson of the Family, for
injuries alleged to have been received through negligence from being struck by an automobile.

The company in support of Miss Talmadge includes
a number of well-known names, enough to warrant
fail to
events, don't
At all
in full. who
publishing
your
mention
Pedro deit Cordoba
is generally
recognized
asMoon."
a popular leading man.

"Kaiser's Finish" for Kaiser
Los Angeles.— W. E. Knotte, First
National branch manager, almost
pulled an awful bone when he received a hurry call from El Monterey for a picture.

Kai"Thepicture
already
had the
and packed
ser's Finish"
He had
started toward the express office
when he recalled the manager to
whom he was sending the picture
was Ed. H. Kaiser.
He changed the film.
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Putting It Over

KINOGRAMS
NAVY

BLIMP

OFF

ON

OCEAN

FLIGHT — Big dirigible C-5 with crew! of
six men sails from Montauk Point, headed
for St. Johns on first lap of over-sea
flight — Bulletin from St. Johns says balloon is driven out to sea in gale without
crew.
TO MAKE PEACE TIME LAWS — Republicans in control of Congress for first
time in six years meet in Washington in
caucus that forms organization to control
law-making body.
DOCTOR GIVES FISH A BATH— Br.
Otto Guergens, piscatorial specialist, has
pills for trout and surgery for bass and
looks after patients in big Chicago
aquarium.
FOUND DANCING UNIVERSITY—
Exclusive pictures of Denishawn California, where dancing Is considered fundamental of all education, show novel developments in rythmic art.
CANADA HELPS FRAME PEACE—
Sir Robert Borden, premier, and other
members of Dominion cabinet, attend sessions of conference in Paris to discuss
colonial matters.
TEACH WOUNDED TO FARM— Uncle
Sam operates model agricultural institution near Eawrenceville, N. J., to teach
heroes, back from France, profitable
methods of farming.
SIR BADEN POWELL VISITS U. S.—
Founder of Boy Scout movement comes to
\merica to form League of Nations among
boy scouts of this country and Europe.
CANADIANS BRING WAR SOUVEXIKS — Hundreds of cannon, captured
from the Germans on the battlefield, are
taken to cities from whence came the
units that won them.

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.
New York. — By way of co-operation with the showing of the Salvation Army
picture
"Fires
Faith,"
Gimbel
Bros,
turned
overof one
of
their large show windows entirely
to a display of Charles K. Ulrich's
novel, "Fires of Faith," which is
based upon the photoplay and has
just been published by Grosset &
Dunlap. About 250 volumes of the
work are used in the display, attractively arranged In pyramids and
smaller groups. In the center background is a large colored reproduction of one of the stills from the production, showing Catherine Calvert
and little Pat Moore. At the extreme left, in the foreground, is a
life-size figure of a woman in the
Salvation Army overseas uniform,
while at the opposite end of the window is a message of greeting and appreciation from Commander Evangeline Booth.

MacGowan

Incorporations

Albany, N. Y.— K. & P. Amusement Co., New York City, $5,000;
"The Over
Unpardonable
$10,000 on Sin"
"Sin"di
A. M. Goetze, D. Kraus, J. Potar, 570 $10,000 worth of business |l
West 189th St.
Broadway last week at price
30 and 60 cents.
Albany, N. Y. — The Solitary Sin
Corp., New York City, picture films
Baggott in Serial
and exchange business, $50,000; H.
Baggott tohas
sigitt'
Herzbrun, S. H. Kaufman, L. N. Louis gBurston
do rjccn
a serial
1
Haiblum, 60 Wall St.
Angeles.
Francis
Ford is li p
making one for Burston.
Albany, N. Y. — William Morris
Enterprizes, Inc., New York City,
Sheehan Out of Town I
Kin< Fox office is making a
motion pictures, $5,000; A. Lastfogel,
The
W. and W. Morris, 1493 Broadway.
of "Winnie" Sheehan's trip
town. Some say he has gon
Trenton, N. J.— Paramount-Essex the country for a rest.
Theaters Co., Newark, at 810 Broad
St. Capitalized at $100,000.
Sturgeon Signs with Univi
Rollin Sturgeon has signed a
Albany, N. Y. — The Leavitt Deep contract to direct pictures fo
Sea Salvage Co. of New York was versal. His first work will be
also granted a charter by the State
today. The enterprise has a capital roe Salisbury in "Devils Have
stock of $100,000. Its objects are to
give motion picture exhibitions to
Vitagraph
Officials Bacl
salvage sunken vessels, manufacture
John M. Quinn, general mi
diving armor and catching fish. The of Vitagraph,
has returned t<
directors of the company are: B. F. York
from
the Coast, and
Leavitt, H. A. Leavitt and Elmer F. Smith, president, is expected
Kelly, 49 Jefferson Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Houlton, Me. — Temple open
Sins." Churchill of Fort Fa
Beecher
manager. Seats 800 and cos!
Making Personal Appearance
Philadelphia. — Exhibitors in the 000.
eastern part of Pennsylvania and in
the southern parts of New Jersey are
THE
WHITE
HEATHER '
taking advantage of the fact that
Maurice Tourneur's new pro(|
Grace Valentine is being featured in
tion lias a very beautiful
lq
"Lombardi, Ltd." at the Lyric, Phildisplay
that
is in keeping
this
English
Scotch
adelphia, to book her picture, "The
drama.
The display
reflecti
Unchastened Woman."
production
in every
KRAI'S
MFC.detail.
CO,
In many instances, where • the
showing does not interfere with her
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.
stage work, she makes a personal appearance and tells the audience about
the making of the picture.
The picture is being distributed by
World Film and the personal appearances are arranged by Alvin R.
or?
e iTL
g
Plough, of the Evening Ledger.

Dooley Brothers in Films
Bill and Gordon Dooley, brothers
of Johnny, will finish their first comedy in a few days at the Hal Benedict studio at College Point. CapHaggard Picture Coming
tain "Jack" Gleason is the guiding
A print of "King Solomon's hand.
Mines" the first of the Sir Rider
"Bugs" Baer will write the titles
Haggard stories to be filmed by Afri- for the first picture. Distribution
can Productions, Ltd., will arrive in has not yet been decided.
New York from South Africa next
week.
Someone Gets the $10
At Famous Players, when the title
Row Over House in Brookline
of a picture is going to be changed,
Brookline, Mass. — At a public hear- a synopsis will be given to every individual in the home office and two
ing called by the selectmen to obtain
the sentiment relative to moving chances for a new title. All these
picture .projects, those who attended suggestions will be submitted to
voted, 203 to 85, against permitting Whitman Bennett, production mana theater in the town.
ager, who will confer with execuThe opposition laid stress upon
tives and pick out the best title. The
the moral aspect of the question and winner gets $10.
asserted that moving pictures exMiss Sally Brody of the sales deBuy Story for Dana
posed young people to harmful inpartment won the first prize for sugfluences.
Microbe" has been purchased
gesting "The Misleading Widow" for for"The
Viola
Dana by Metro. Henry
"Billeted" Billie Burke's new picAltimus wrote the story which apture.
Charged with Storing Film
Indianapolis. — An
affidavit
has
peared in Ainsley's Magazine.
Karger Leaves Next Week
been filed against H. H. Cook, 136
Maxwell
Karker
leaves
New
York
W. Washington St., on a charge of
for the Coast next week.
storing films without a permit.

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES
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CLASSIFIED
POSITION

WANTED

Pioneer Film Corp.

Orchestra Leader — A man who knows hew
to put on a program of music that fits your
show. References as to ability. Address,
Leader, this office.

announces

"Who is My

Moving Picture Theater in Middle West.
Good proposition for a cash sale. Owner
must sell, account of health. Address
M. W., co Wids'.

HELP

WANTED

•^ 406

They

are

WE/T

made

31 JT.

>

to advertise.

preparation

FOR SALE

Large Moving Picture Theater is looking for a man who can assist manager
and handle publicity. Address L. M.,
c/o Wids.
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Charge d'Affairs

THE
Must

an

Going Abroa

J. P. June
MacGowan
will lea'
Europe
4 with Eddie
Pc|
Albany, N. Y. — Roebling Amuse- serial for which some scenes
ment Co., Brooklyn, $5,000; I. Resni- taken here will be filmed in I
koff, L. Schneider, E. Mayer, 506
and on the continent.
Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn.

BEST PICTURE

to
have

make
money
a perfect
developed
negative

REX LABORATORY

(INC.)

lias developed
HarryandKeeper's
negatives. Ask him
then phone
Tremont
1995
for full particulars.
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OUR STUDIOS DURING I9I8-1919
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The Unpardonable Sin

'
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y Long Leky
p InDadd
Old Kentuc
[

-AMD
ARE
NOW STARTING
OUR
FIRST
PERSONAL PRODUCTION BEARING THE ABOVE
TRADE MARK TO BE RELEASED
THROUGH THE

FIRST NATIONAL

EXHIBITORS

CIRCUIT
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MAR/HALL A. NEILAN
PRODUCTION./"

CAPITOL THEATRE BUILDING
BROADWAY
5|siJ"T.
. NEW YORKATCITY

AMD

ORGANIZATION

Adolpll ZuijOl-

presents

Marguerite CLARK

COME OUT OF
THE KITCHEN
Cpamm
^DAIL
UETSaw
Y ountC
BOUQf^ict
NY.
SUN — An entertaining
comedy;
• Miss Clark alluring.
N. Y. Herald — Dramatic
incidents used
with skill.
N. Y. Tribune — Better than when in
stage form. Amusingly done and well di=
rected.
N. Y. Times — Miss Clark brings out the
humorous and romantic possibilities of the
character, ably assisted by Eugene O'Brien.
N. Y. American — Miss Clark delightful.
Story lends itself with happiness to the
screen.

r

N. Y. Telegraph — A hit as a motion pic=
ture.
Miss Clark's work fairly sparkles.

■

by Alice Duer Miller
scenario by Clara Bcrange
dramatization by A. E. Thomas
directed by J. S. Robertso
HHtf

^3
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I lodkinson secures J. Parker Read's production
"Sahara" for release after June 1.
William
abroad. Fox and "Winnie" Sheehan return from
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British Producers,

opens.

Tuesday

J. Warren Kerrigan to go to National Film for
Hodkinson release.

Bldg.,

Tele-

Bank

Bldg.,

Wednesday
"Smiling" Bill Parsons to produce in East.
$15,000
for "The
Confession."
Mrs.
Charlotte
Pickford
here.

Griffith presents
Griffith Productions

Pays

Emancipation Film Corp. incorporated with $1,000,000 capital.
Thursday

Features Reviewed
P. W.

Ltd.,

formed in 'England with $3,000,000 capital.
Famous
Players-Lasky
sales manager meeting

Griffith
theater.premiere, "Broken Blossoms" at Cohan
Fox to open 12 foreign exchanges.

WID'S DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, N. Y.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-2
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright & Callender
hone Broadway 383.
[ Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood National
5404 Hollywood Blvd., Telephone Hollywood 1603.

Famous

BROKEN

BLOSSOMS
Page
5

DADDY

LONG LEGS
Page
7

lice Brady in
Select

REDHEAD
Page u

First Rothapfel Programme sold to RobertsonCole for all foreign countries.
Lieut. "Jim" Anderson resigns as sales manager
for Virginia, of First National.
Harma Prod, of England, seeking American stars.
Co-operative insurance plan proposed feature of
Motion Picture Exhibitors of America.
World and Pathe opposed to N. A. M. P. I.
method of censoring productions.
Receiver appointed for Lincoln & Parker Film
Company.

larry Carey in
Universal

RIDERS OF VENGEANCE
Page 15

Publicity Board to supervise
Select's field exFriday
ploitation force.

lary Pickford in
First National
inne Griffith in
Vitagraph

.THIN ICE
Page
9

Jryant Washburn in
ALL WRONG
Anderson=Brunton Prod. — Pathe, Distr.Page 17
n Mix in
Fox

THE COMING

OF THE LAW
Page 19

V'anda Hawley and Norman Kerry in
VIRTUOUS
Pioneer Film Corp

SINNERS
Page 21

Wary Miles Minter in
A BACHELOR'S WIFE
American
Prod. — Pathe, Distr
Page 23
Vorma Talmadge in
Select
ena Keefe
World

THE NEW
AN AMATEUR

MOON
Page 25
WIDOW
Page 27

Tyrone Power to make series for Adanac Films,
Ltd.
"Big 4" distribution plans announced.
"Broken
Blossoms" to be released as Artcraft
Special after Griffith shows it in number of
cities.
Saturday
Interests friendly to Paramount purchase RialtoRivoli.
Mary Pickford wins before Appellate Division,
reversing verdict for Mrs. Cora C. Wilkening
for $108,839.
Pennsylvania Board of Censors eventually to be
moved to Harrisburg.
Wharton's to make three serials for Pathe.
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Long Fight For Open Booking Is Won as Indicated by Fact That Mosl
of Bigger Companies Will Book Each Film Individually on Merit
It has been evident for some months that this fall would bring
individual booking on merit, the only basically sound and absolutely
fair method of distribution.
Some exhibitors having been "promised much" before have
refused to believe that the happy days are at hand.
In order to get statements as to where they stand the following
question was put to all the prominent distributors:
"Do you intend to give exhibitors an entirely free hand in
buying your films this fall so that each film is sold entirely on its
individual merits?
If so — why? — If not — why not?"
Below are presented the answers received and I can say that I
am sure that some of the "indefinite" and "not ready to say" answers
will be really a wide open declaration for individual, merit booking.
Truly the happy days are coming for real showmen.
It will be noted that some are befogging the issue. There can
be no side stepping the fact that no matter what any one says, exhibitors want square open booking and no real showman will yell if his
competitor pays more than the film is worth. That's for the competitor to worry about.
John C. Flinn, Paramount:
"The selling plan for Paramount and Famous Players-Lasky for the coming season
is not yet ready for announcement."
The
mous
when
were

district and sales managers of FaPlayers-Lasky met during the week
selling plans for the coming season
discussed.
A statement issued by

Walter E. Green, of the Sales Dept. issued
on Tuesday, was to the effect that "a distributing system which marks a radical
change is now being perfected."
This was
taken to indicate "open booking" for Fall.
J. D. Williams, Manager, First National Exhibitors' Circuit, Inc.:
"There will be no difference between the
booking
methods
of First National
exchanges next fall and those of the past or
present.
First National attractions have
been sold individually, and strictly on their
merits as attractions.
United
"Some of our exchanges have star series
contracts with exhibitors, which is perhaps
the only real deviation from open booking.
But the exhibitors demand series contracts
in those instances where they exist. They

refuse to book one star production, advertise it heavily, play to big business, and i
then leave the way open for a competitor toii
annex the next of that star's releases byfi
offering the exchange more money for it.
"In other territories exhibitors do not want1
star series contracts.
Our exchanges pre-' I
fer to book each release individually.
If it- 1
is extraordinary in quality, it earns more

money.
The open booking system is the't
fairest method to the star producer, and itJ
is a great protection to the exhibitors,
"It is basically sound, and for that reason 11
it has always been First National's policy.!]
A revision of method by any company is-. |
an indication of previous errors of judg- I
ment.
Because exhibitors were far-sighted;
enough to predict the ultimate victory of;
open booking when First National was or- 1
ganized two years ago, that principle has J
always been our policy."

Artists' ; Hiram Abrams :
"United Artists' Corporation will deal with !j
exhibitors by the single picture only. The]
booking of each release of each of the four 8
producing units will constitute a separate h
and distinct transaction, so that at no time I
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will there be any obligation that will prevent an exhibitor from running his own
affairs in his own way, free from the dictates of those whose sole business it should
be to serve him."
"It is so obvious that the program system
and the star series system are tor the sole
on
the 'weak
of protecting
purpose lists,
release
that I marvel
that sisters'
producers
and distributors persist in these practices
when the entire trade knows why they exist.
"It is unsound business to force weaker attractions on to an exhibitor's program as
a premium on the rental of a good attraction. Exhibitors should not be obliged to
play inferior shows as part of the price of
getting superior films, nor should big stars
be penalized by making them carry the load
of lesser attractions."
artist."
l.chard A. Rowland, Metro:
"I have nothing to say on the matter pending the announcement of our distribution
plan."
] H. Cochrane, Universal:
"The only common sense way is to let exhibitors book their pictures the way they
want them. That's the way Universal will
book pictures.
"Producers do not decide what policy shall
be followed.
Exhibitors do that."
Inhibitors Mutual:
"Exhibitors Mutual adopted the open market plan on Dec. 15 last, when we started
the release of the Robertson-Cole Productions.
"Every one of our production is open to the
exhibitor on the open market plan."
M. Quinn, General Manager of Vitagraph:
Mr. Quinn said he did not care to discuss
the question further than to refer to a recent issue in Vitagraph News where the
question of booking was referred to.
This appeared in the issue of April 28,
was captioned "Not a Promise — A. Fact"
and said in part:
"The landslide has started.
"Hundreds of exhibitors, comparing Vitagraph's pictures with the output of the entire field, are signing Vitagraph contracts
NOW.
"Because,
releasing
production
"You can

picture for picture, Vitagraph is
the most consistently excellent
on the market.
* * *
sign a contract for any one of

these pictures, or for all the pictures of any
of these stars.
* * *
"In other words, book Vitagraph pictures
YOUR WAY.
Our booking plans are designed to meet every need of every thea|pf*

*

*

*

Percy L. Waters, Triangle Film Corp.:
"The sales policy for the Fall season of
Triangle, has not reached that point where
we care to make any statement for publication as to our plans."
Fox Film Corp.:
Owing to the absence of William Fox,
Winfield Sheehan and other important executives, no statement with reference to
the distribution plans of the Fox Film
Corp. for the Fall season was obtainable.
William Fox will be away for several
weeks and it was intimated that until his
return nothing with regard to the sales
policy for the future would be made public.
Samuel Goldwyn, Goldwyn Pictures Corp.:
"I have nothing to say at this time."
C. R. Seelye, United Pictures :
"United Pictures is owned by its exhibitor
members, and will do whatever they wish
to have done. Our policy for this Fall has
not yet been determined.
"Exhibitors may find that the open book' ing policy of a certain firm or firm merely
means that they want exhibitors to book
one picture at a time until these companies
have purchased their own theaters in which
to show their own pictures."
F, B. Warren, W. W. Hodkinson Corp. :
"Every thought, practice and plan of the
W. W. Hodkinson Corp. is to maintain the
policy .of selling pictures singly on the
basis of complete open booking. This does
not mean open booking with a wink of the
left eye, open booking by innuendo, open
booking that has some secret string to it.
It means that all of the past product of the
Hodkinson organization, good or average,
all of the present production and all of the
productions we are to release, are to be sold
singly under contract on the basis of their
individual merits. No one piece of Hodkinson product is tied to any other piece of
Hodkinson product.
"The organization that cannot make pictures good enough to ■ sell on individual
merit will not be able to exist in the motion
picture industry in less than the next
twelve months."

MVOLI REPEAT!

toy the first time in the history ofBroadw&i

%

NABLE to take care of the
crowds Di'Reiserifeld, a wise
showman, has rebooked

AZIMOVA
LITL

e RED LANTERN
beainnina Sunday (June 1st*
This is the final proof of the absolute
supremacy of this, the areatest artist on
the screen — in the greatest picture
of the year •

Ike Landslide of success
cannot be stopped-

EXHIBITORS

take advantage of it

NOW

METRO

PICTURES

CORPORATIQ]

Hayakawa's
Drawing Power
Has Never Been Disputed
'Productions like this make an an of producing" said
Motion Picture News about "A Heart in Pawn."
'Hayakawa's work presents something distinctive and
a bit more satisfying than is to be found in random
photoplays. "Courageous Coward" contains a lot that
will interest film fans," said Exhibitors Trade Review.
Bonds of Honor" is intense and dramatic in an entertaining way that engrosses one absolutely." Screen
Opinions,
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Box-OjJ.se Reports Acknowledge Her a Money-Maker
'Siar and picture well liked by our patrons Star
pleases and will get stronger. Big business -mSeven Day Run."
'Great. Patrons Pleased Billie Rhodes scored big.
An extraordinary comedy Get it quick before the
other fellow "
Exhibitors Comment, Motion Picture N<

Produced by

NATIONAL FILM
CORPORATION
OF
AMERICA
Released by

toff
Through

Robertson -Cole Company
Division

A

of

Films

Exhibitors Miitua
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iBroken Blossoms"
is Poignant Tragedy Given a Masterly Production
D. W. Griffith Presents
"Broken
Blossoms"
Griffith Productions
RECTOR
D. W. Griffith
I1TH0R
Thomas Burke
JKNARIO BY
D. W. Griffith
AMliRAMAN
G. W. Bitzer
S A WHOLE
Wonderfully poetic expression of
heart=gripping tragedy; production has the
tone quality of a beautiful painting and the
emotional force of a dramatic masterpiece.
[TORY
The spiritual romance
of an idealistic
Chinaman and a brutally abused white girl,
ending in death.
IjRECTION
Superb
tiOTOGRAPHY
Many glorious effects marking
a distinct advance in the impressionistic
method of motion picture photography.
IOHTINGS
Every scene is given a tone in
keeping with the mood of the action.
WWERA WORK
The soft focus introduced in
some of Griffith's recent productions is fre»
quently used here; many of the close-ups are
works of art.
LAYERS
Lillian Gish supplies a marvelously
appealing portrayal of the pitiable little girl;
Donald Crisp is tremendously forceful as the
father and Richard Barthelmess gives a finely
conceived impersonation of the Chinaman.
XTERIORS
Admirably devised to lend atmos=
phere to the story.
INTERIORS
Appear correct even to the smallest
item in the furnishings.
hTAIL
The entire production is a composition
of significant details perfectly blended; subtitles are beautifully worded in poetic pas=
sages; elaborately decorated borders and
backgrounds are dispensed with and the dignity of the picture is increased as a result.
HARACTER OF STORY
Poetic tragedy
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,000 feet
BROKEX BLOSSOMS" is a rare accomplishment
even for D. W. Griffith. There has been nothing
ke it in all the annals of the screen — nothing, perhaps,
jat in the delicate shades of spiritual expression atllns such subtle effects; nothing so tremendously,
Icompromisingly tragic ; nothing so permeated with
j-etry and feeling; nothing so frightfully brutal and
-ader by turns, as this story of a pure love that is
.ashed to death — the love of a Chinaman who lives
a world of opium tinted dreams and a poor little
bite girl who never learned to smile.
■ninth has made bigger pictures, certainly he has
■de many more in accord with the popular taste; but

''Broken Blossoms" is as sadly beautiful as the suggestion Of its title. And how imidi liner it is to give
a picture a soul than to dress it up In costly settings.
Behind the story one detects a serious theme — a
touch of satire that is well directed at the smug complacency of western civilization, steeped in materialism, yet officiously ready to convert nnregenerate Orientals to the gentle practices of Christian nations. In
its fundamentals the drama presents a conflict between
spirit in its most refined form and matter in its dominant arrogance. The sweet natured, self-effacing
Chinaman and the poor little shrinking flower of a girl
represent spirit; the prize fighter typifies matter,
physically virile, spiritually sterile.
Richard Barthelmess is met as a young Chinaman
who is shocked by the combative spirit of American
sailors on leave in a Chinese port. Fired with an
ambition to spread the doctrine of kindness and charity
among western peoples, he sets forth as a missionary
of peace.
Years later, in the slums of London, he is an ineffectual shopkeeper, dreaming his dreams in hopeless resignation. Like ships that meet in the dark of a spiritual night, Lillian Gish, half starved, and clothed in
rags, passes before his window and the Chinaman sees
beauty in her sad face and appealing eyes.
Donald Crisp is Lillian's father, a prize fighter who
drinks, then vents his ugliness with unspeakable fury
upon his wan little daughter. One night, after she has
been beaten almost into insensibility, Lillian staggers
out to the alleyway and finally falls exhausted in the
Chinaman's shop. He cares for her, he gives her
gorgeous garments and a doll that she holds fondly to
her breast. His dreary world is transformed into a
dream paradise if only he may kneel beside his princess and hold her hand.
Donald wins the fight for which he has been training. Told of his daughter's presence in the Chinaman's
home, he leaves the ringside to avenge his honor. For
sheer tragic power and heart rending poignancy nothing could well exceed ensuing scenes that show the
father dragging Lillian to their house and eventually
killing her. The Chinaman follows, shoots the prize
fighter and carries the body of the lifeless girl back
to his rooms.
With infinite tenderness he places silk coverings
over his princess and having performed the last rites
for the dead, plunges a dagger into his heart.
Miss Gish has given many excellent portrayals, but
it is doubtful if she has done anything so superlatively
artistic as this interpretation of the abused child.
Her expressions are irresistably touching at all times
and there are moments when she reaches emotional
heights seldom attained by any actress. Also, it would
be difficult to overestimate the contribution of Mr.
Crisp and Mr. Barthelmess to the production.

Offers a Chance to See If the Public Will Accept a Tragic Ending
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
a brief curtain speech after the first public showAs shown under the director's supervision, it opens
with what is termed themetic overture, a sort of symC "Broken Blossoms" at the Cohan Theater, Mr.
bolical prologue set to music. This, of course, will be
h spoke modestly of the picture and referred to
beyond the scope of smaller theaters, as will be a comital necessity of a producer pleasing the public,
plete rendition of the elaborate music score; but even
without such helpful auxiliaries there is no reason
me might be taken to indicate that he questions
why the picture cannot be presented with appropriate
ide appeal of an uncompromising tragedy, howdignity.
veil it may be handled, a conclusion pretty much
:ord with prevalent opinion.
Passing by the more unusual and significant eleall events, the producer had the courage of his
ments of the production and looking for something
likely to appeal to a fan crowd that prefers physical
itions in carrying the story to its logical conclurithout resorting to the customary happy ending,
to spiritual combats, you may count on the effectivehe taste of the public will be put to the test,
ness of some cleverly handled prize fight scenes. Rei is not accepted there is little chance for genuine
ally, however, the picture should be accepted as a work
Tragedies,
because
"Broken
Blossoms"
is
a
masof
art
without resorting to the conventional advertisfpi. :e of its kind.
ing appeals.
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That's why they've booked this super-picture for record-length periods ranging from

20 Days
AND

To
THESE

Indefinite

Runs

ARE JUST A FEW

of the many theatres including the
Park-Boston;
American-Denver;
Cameraphone-Pittsburgh;
Tudor-New
Ziegfeld, Bijou Dream and Casino, all in Chicago's Loop District
and scores and scores of other representative theatres in

OitJ

Every Big Center in the United States and Canad
as well as the smaller cities and towns
THIS SUPER-PICTURE will follow the trail of dollars
made
by CHARLES
Stage
in
its years
of triumph onKLEIN'S
Broadway, Famous
on the road
and Success
in stock
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teen Version of "Daddy Long Her
Legs"
Bestis a Knock-out. Star Appears at
Mary Pickford in

"DaddyFirstLong
Legs"
National
i ECTOR
Marshall Neilan
THOR
Jean "Webster
(•NARIO BY
Agnes Johnson
.HERAMAN
Charles
Rosher
<A WHOLE
The best Pickford production
that has been screened in a long while; has
humor and sympathetic appeal.
1»RY
Adaptation of popular stage play offers
star big opportunity.
IECTION. .. .Marked by many fine touches which
add greatly to the charm of the picture.
DTOGRAPHY
Artistic all through
IHTINGS
Have variety and contribute to the
beauty of the film.
/1ERA WORK
Composition of scenes excellent, long shots on interiors give the impression of depth.
1.R
Little Mary at her best in a character
that touches the heart.
I'PORT
Could
not well be improved
upon,
Mahlon Hamilton admirably suited to role of
Mary's benefactor.
J'ERIORS
Many
of them
decidedly
attractive; their effectiveness is increased by artistic photography.
ilpRIORS
Richly furnished when* the occasion
requires; scenes in orphanage look like the
real thing.
AIL
Director Neilan displayed a keen discrimination in his use of close-ups; the picture profits by intimate bits of characterization.
flRACTER OF STORY. .Wholesome and appealing
EOTH OF PRODUCTION
7,200 feet
'KS is a knock-out from any angle you care to regard it. Artistically it is a very fine production,
j«cord with the most approved methods of photoajpresentation, which aim to express character quite
uch as to trace the bare outlines of a plot, and it
isieart appeal in abundance, also a fund of natural
ll>r developed out of the life of the intimates of an
din asylum. Through much of the film, Mary
d'ord is just what her thousands of admirers want
to be — a delightfully appealing little girl.
I ector Neilan deserves great credit for his treatit of a story that offers nothing remarkable in plot
nance. It is not exceptional to find screen depic4 of the life in an orphanage with an unhappy heroB>assing through a sorrowful childhood to finally

blossom forth as a radiant young woman ; but it isn't
the story that counts in this instance, rather it is the
manner in which it has been handled.
The plot takes care of itself while the audience is
being placed on intimate terms with the characters and
made to enter into the petty, but very real tragedies
of the poor little waifs herded together under the supervision of the stern matron of the asylum. Humor
and pathos are so adroitly dovetailed in this production
that an audience is scarcely conscious of where one
leaves off and the other begins. "Daddy Long Legs"
strikes straight and true at the emotions because it is a
faithful portrayal of life in some of its most sympathetic phases.
At the opening there is a bit of symbolism in the
presentation of two flowers, one a hot house plant,
nourished with tender care, the other a bloom that
springs up in a dark alleyway, is trodden under foot,
but lives despite adverse conditions. A pampered
daughter of wealthy parents is the hot house flower;
Mary Pickford is the stray bloom, discarded as an infant and knowing no home save the bleak rooms of
the asylum where she becomes a leader of the children.
There is so much that rings true in this part of the
picture that it is difficult to select any particular sequences as being more essential than others.The audience is carried along from one incident to another with
never a lapse of interest ; but probably the high point in
a comedy way, at least, is reached during the episode
in which Mary and a little boy, played with remarkable
naturalness by a clever youngster, end a long fast by
drinking too freely from a jug of hard cider. For about
ten minutes laugh follows laugh, ending with a climax
showing a tipsy dog staggering against a wall.
Following several reels of a really appealing picture
of child life, there comes a delightfully handled romance between Mary and the unknown benefactor who
sends her to college. Not wanting to have his identity
known, Mahlon Hamilton assumes the name of John
Smith, but Mary nicknames him Daddy Long Legs and
so addresses him in her letters. For a long time Mahlon carefully guards the secret of his love for his
protege; then he concludes thatHhe disparity in their
ages must prevent his ever being anything more than
just Daddy Long Legs, whereas Mary feels that she
has no right to become the wife of a man of wealth
and position when she does not even know who her
parents were. Very touching, indeed, are the concluding scenes bringing about a full understanding.
In addition to directing the picture Marshall Neilan
played the character of Jimmie McBride. Others in
the cast included Milla Davenport, Miss Percy Haswell,
man. Fay Lemport, Lillian Langdon and Audry Chap-

i You Can't Make Money OnShowshop
This You Had Better Close Your
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
cause a revision of their opinions, so work hard to get
a box office attraction this is Al.
If you run
new blood into your audience.
iy Long Legs" and don't chean-up there is someIt strikes me as being all wrong to limit the showing
k|| radically wrong with your showshop and it is
to change your methods or find another theater.
of a production of this stamp to one day, thereby missing all the benefit that comes from word of mouth
e name, of the star and the title of the picture
lave all that any exhibitor can ask from an adverboosting. Get out of the rut and handle "Daddy Long
h| viewpoint.
It is merely up to you to let folks
Legs" as a real special, for, as you know, it is strength
about the combination you are offering.
and not length that counts. Spend a little money on
sending
announcements to the people on your mailing
l't figure on playing only to your regular crowd.
list, accompanying each announcement with a personal
it after the people who are not customarily classed
W? picture fans. There is a good chance of getting
guarantee that this is numbered among Mary Pickat interested in a production of this stamp and in
ford's very best pictures.
ijon to adding to your immediate receipts you will
Call attention to the play as being one of New York's
Ha good chance of enlarging your permanent
outstanding successes a few seasons ago, and providB!?le. Lots of people still judge photoplays by the
ing it was presented in your town mention the fact.
fl they have seen, which, of course, is unfair.
In all of your publicity, Marshall Neilan should be
credited with directing the picture.
Wly Long Legs" is the kind of a picture likely to
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Well Constructed Story is Basis of Diverting Program Picture
Corinne Griffith in

"Thin Ice"

Vitagraph
HRECTOR
Tom
Mills
,UTHOR
Shannon Fife
SCENARIO BY
O. Marion Burton
CAMERAMAN
Tom
Malloy
^S A WHOLE. . . .Nothing remarkable, but altogether
very passable program drama,
capably produced.
•TORY
Developed in a way that gets full value
out of the situations; has responsibility for
crime as a theme.
HRECTION. . .Shows appreciation of dramatic values
'HOTOGRAPHY
Up to the Vitagraph standard,
which is high.
IGHTINGS
Reveal the players and sets to the
best advantage.
\MERA
WORK
Conventional
TAR
Her beauty and ability to wear becoming
gowns are likely to win admiration.
SUPPORT Well balanced cast with Jack McLean
and Henry Gesell in prominent roles.
EXTERIORS
Don't figure much
VTERIORS. . . Always provide an appropriate back=
n.
actio
the
for
ground
i
Film was carefully edited to keep the
ETAIL
advancement of the plot clear.
Drama dealing with
OF STORY
HARACTER
crooks and their innocent victims.
IENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,602 feet
1
JHAXXOX
FIFE.
the author of "Thin Ice," has given
I his story just enough
of a theme to remove it from
■ class of meaningless action drama which depends
Lilely upon the interest aroused through the development of an intricate plot. To be sure, there is action
'ere a plenty, but every now and again, the spectator
recalled to a consideration of the issue presented- —
nit of the attitude with which to regard lawbreakers,
►nether they should be treated as confirmed criminals
jfter the first offense, or given another opportunity to
p straight.
' Two of the principal characters hold opposing views
a this question, which is not really answered by any[iin.tr transpiring in the picture, but nevertheless gives
background of seriousness to a story that moves raply and maintains a commendable degree of suspense
a to the concluding sequences.
Mr. Fife has built

HARRY

up such a network of entanglements for his blameless
heroine that an audience may well wonder how she
is going to be extricated. The solution, when it does
Come, is plausible enough in view of what has gone
before.
Early scenes serve to establish the characters ill
their relative positions. Corinne Griffith is introduced
at a sanatorium where she is caring for her invalid
father, and. incidentally, winning the love of Henry
Gesell, described as a realistic novelist who holds
pronounced views about the manner in which lawbreakers should be handled. Once a criminal, always
a criminal, he maintains, and each offense should be
punished.
While Corinne is listening to Henry's views on criminology, her brother, in the person of Jack .McLean, is
preparing a heap of trouble for himself and his kindhearted sister. Jack is in the employ of L. Rogers
Lytton, interpreting a crook of the first water. Then,
as a sub-title informs us, the robber is robbed, for
Jack has helped himself to the contents of his employer's safe and lost the money on a horse race.
To save her brother from prison, Corinne gives
Lytton stock in the fake mining company in which
her father has invested and which is controlled by
Lytton: also she signs her name to a promissory note.
The shock
company
is wrecked,
the girl's
father wiped
dies from
the
of having
his financial
resources
out
and Corinne,
much in Lytton's power, becomes the wifestill
of very
the novelist.
Presently the brother returns from the west, where
he had been sent by the fraudulent stock promoter,
anil being quite without resources sinks to petty larcency, is arrested and brought to the attention of the
district attorney who happens to be an intimate friend
of Corinne's husband. Believing that the youth should
be given a chance to redeem himself, the district attorney invites him to his home where the sister and the
novelist are guests.
Bj this time, through threats supported by incriminating forgeries. Lytton has succeeded in getting
Corinne completely in his power. She is confronted
with the alternative of stealing papers from the district attorney's safe, or being hopelessly disgraced
when they work up to a climax on the eventful night
that Lytton is shot by a woman he has discarded and
the complications encircling the perplexed heroine are
swept away. The cast of this uniformly well-acted
picture includes Charles Kent, Walter Horton, Eulalie
Jensen. Walter Miller and Alice Terry.

BEAUMONT
M. P. D. A.

Producing for Goldwyn
Just Finished

"One of the Finest"
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Will Satisfy Your Patrons if You Don't Promise Too Much
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Corinne Griffith in

"Thin
Ice"
Vitagraph
Providing this is coming to you on a contract basis,
you may count on its going over satisfactorily as a
program attraction. The story is acceptable from the
viewpoint of a conventional photoplay construction
and the presentation is up to requirements, both in
direction and acting. It is not a remarkable production, but one should not expect something extraordinary in routine program releases.
Here, as in previous pictures, Corinne Griffith justifies the stellar prominence given her by the Vitagraph
Company. She is decidedly attractive on the screen
and acts well enough to meet the demands of a part
that does not call for much detailed characterization.
You are the best judge of whether or not her name

KEEP

YOUR

displayed in electric lights draws business; but a. kll
events I would give her pictures a conspicuous ik»
in your lobby.. She is unquestionably the pictift
strongest individual asset.
"Thin Ice" is not a bad title, although its first ggestion is that of a problem somewhat unlike a
offered in this story. At any rate, it has the ad ntage of being unusual and may attract attentioifi
that score. There is no need to go into the detail of
the story; merely supply a brief outline of the jot
which will be sufficient to give people an idea of «e
type of picture presented.
For catchlines you might use the old question >|n<
cerning the proper treatment of lawbreakers; ;k
your patrons if they think justice demands the senifl
of a man to prison for the first offense, or if they &.
lieve that he should be given a chance to redeem ljl
self. The story bears on this question, which alvS
is of interest to the general public.

PROFIT
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A Smashing Three Part Serial

LOVE!

THRILLS!

MYSTERY!

FEATURING

ALICE
Supported by FRANCES

MANN
MANN

and a STRONG

CAST

A Picture Dealing with the Activities of the Foes of the Government — Revealing, by
Governmental Sanction, Astounding Secrets, heretofore concealed from the Public.
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PRODUCTIONS

Berkeley Building, New York
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Cabaret Life Provides Background for Alice Brady's Latest Film
Alice Brady

in ,

"Redhead"
Select
RECTOR
Charles
llFHOR
Henry Payson
|£NARIO
BY
Charles
1HERAM AN
Al
llA WHOLE. . . .Much of it is true to certain
of life in New York.
1*)RY

Maigne
Dowst
Maigne
Liguori
phases

Concerns
reformation
of a young
man through
the the
devotion
of his self-sacrific=
ing wife.

►[SECTION
-.Makes action appear natural
ijOTOGRAPHY
Very good
JIHTINGS. . . .Generally brings out sets to the best
advantage.
^IERA WORK
Straight
stuff
'iR

Frequently
character
of wife sym=
pathetic
withoutmakes
straining
for effects.
1'PORT
Conrad
Nagel supplies effective im=
personation of the husband.
LTERIORS
Mostly
city street scenes
^ERIORS
Many of them photographed in the
Claridge Hotel; give the right background for
a picture of New York night life.
•1 "AIL .phere.
. . .Plenty of it in giving the scenes atmos=
IkRACTER OF STORY
Illustrates the value of
adhering to a definite purpose.
HGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5,100 feet
IjIS is a big city story that small town folk
Hare going to like. It deals with the kind of life
l. holds a fascination for those who seldom see
ithing more thrilling than the dining room of a
i>erance hotel; offering, in fact, a quite intimate
>?tion of a restaurant no less sophisticated than the
ttdge. There are cabaret shows and fashionably
wed people seated around tables drinking booze,
I'? Alice
Brady remarks, eating a thousand dollars
■t
of clams.
years to come, when liquor is remembered only
I vice breeder of the dark ages, this film may be
■Tected as an illustration of the frightful conse-

quences of dissipation. Certainly there is nothing to
boost the cause of alcohol in "Redhead.''
A more impromptu marriage than that which takes
place- in this little drama never was recorded, and
liquor is to blame. Alice Brady is a noted cabaret
dancer, but she has always played the game Straight.
On the night that the story opens, having finished her
performance, she joins her most favored admirer,
Conrad Nagol. who is seated at a table with a party
of friends, among them a justice of the peace, hailing
from a suburban town.
Everybody is pretty drunk when the justice bets
Conrad that he won't marry Redhead, as the girl is
called, right then and there. Folks who are easily
shocked at anything making light of a serious matter
may be a bit horrified at the cynical parody on marriage gone through with at the restaurant table, and
passed off as authentic, despite the absence of a
license.
This legal point is covered in a later scene when the
pair are re- married under the proper auspices, not
because Conrad wants to be, rather because he sees no
escape. These two ceremonies are preliminary to the
real issue of the story which arises after the foolish
young people realize that they are actually tied together.
Conrad is presented as a weak-kneed sort of cad,
without enough nerve to take care of himself and having scant consideration for anyone else. Cut-off by
his uncle on account of the marriage escapade, he is
uncertain about where even his next drink is coming
from, and his predicament only increases his dislike
for Alice, who firmly believes in making the best of
things and declines to free him under any conditions.
Miss Brady is successful in indicating the sincerity
of purpose and tactful consideration of the young wife
who swallows insults and disappointments while she
sticks to her determination to make a man of her husband. She finds Conrad after he has spent all of his
money on a prolonged jag, takes him to the apartment
which she has furnished and keeps him there until
he has sobered up.
This marks the beginning of the ne'er-do-well's
reformation. He gets a job and makes good, still refusing to admit that he cares anything about the wife
who has pulled him through ; but at the conclusion, of
course, Conrad accepts Alice at her true worth. The
picture has a number of life-like moments and is capably acted all through by a cast including Charles
A. Stevenson, Charles Eldridge and May Brettone.

Go Easy if You Figure that You Have a Conventional Crowd
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibjtor
ie moral of this picture is wholesome enough. No
;au find fault with an argument for perseverance
a philosophical attitude that recognizes the adje of making the best of things as they come;
! you are catering to a conservative clientele that
't like to see conventions violated, even on the
ii, there is danger of some of your folks being a
shocked.
church-going crowd, for example, may not care
B anything as sacred as the marriage ceremony,
luced at a drunken cabaret party. On the other
there are many .folks in the country as well as
lty that respond readily to scenes of sporty life.
tip to you to judge the nature of the element you
ppealing to and you may rest assured that there

is nothing actually objectionable in the film. The
question is merely one of tone and atmosphere.
This has been a fortunate season for Alice Brady.
Her name has been constantly before the public, not
only in connection with Select Pictures, but also as the
star of the stage play, "Forever After," and there is
every reason to suppose that she will draw well. In
some of your publicity it might be well to refer to
her as a star of both the stage and the screen, mentioning her current
Broadway
success.
Catchlines: "Do you believe in marrying a man to
reform him? See how Alice Brady transforms a
weakling." Or: "Are you ready to accept prohibiton?
Perhaps you will be after you have seen 'Redhead,' a
drama of New York life."

How
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The Famous Star received $270,000.00 fori
Miss Pickford paid $40,000.00 advance casl r
The Picture, though barely released, is alreJ
Millions will see the photoplay where mereli
Thousands of individual exhibitors will benel I
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Average Western Meller in Which Sympathy is Aroused for the
Outlaw Hero
Harry Carey in

"Riders of Vengeance"

Universal
MRECTOR
Francis Ford
VI I HORS
Harry Carey and Francis Ford
SCENARIO
BY
Eugene B. Lewis
VMKRAMAN
John
Brown
<S A WHOLE
Satisfactory western story, drags
occasionally but generally holds the attention
fTORY
Conventional plot dressed up in a way
that arouses sympathy for Harry Carey in
the role of an outlaw.
>IRIICTION
Brings
out dramatic
moments
to
the best advantage.
'HOTOGRAPHY
Very good; storm scenes par=
ticularly well handled.
.IGHTINGS
Unusual effects seldom required
;AMERA WORK. . . Makes the most of the exteriors
STAR
Exerts appeal as well as force in his in=
terpretation of Cheyenne Harry.
SUPPORT. .... .Seena Owen attractive in role of "the
girl";
Harris supplies convincing por=
trayal Joseph
of the sheriff.
SXTERIORS
Scenes in mountain country and on
desert provide background for most of the
action.
NTLRIORS
Conventional
)ETAIL
Some of the scenes run to unnecessary
length and might
be cut more
closely to
speed up the movement of the film.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Western drama with=
out any objectionable features.
J.ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,310 feet
tHlS is a typical Harry Carey story. It contains
about all the elements one expects in pictures preentiug Universal's cowboy actor, and although some
f the developments seem a trifle forced, the attention
f the audience is kept through most of the sequences,
onie of the action might profit by being speeded up
bit. especially toward the close, but the .tendency of
eenes to drag need not seriously discount the effect
f the picture, which has many good points in the
cting and production.
J Probably the romance is the least convincing part
jf the story, for the authors seem to have been conronted by something of a problem in accounting for
leena Owen's shifting her love for the sheriff, Joseph
larris. to Carey, the outlaw, who had sworn vengeance

on the murderers of his family, Harris being on the
list of those marked for death.
Finding it advisable to arouse sympathy for the
sheriff, as well as for Carey and Seena, they bring
about a conclusion clearing Harris of the crime of
which he is suspected, but allowing him to die as a
result of wounds inflicted by a band of Indians. Then
Harry, also wounded in the fight with the Apaches, is
permitted to replace the sheriff in the affections of the
girl. This is merely the usual concession to the happy
ending convention necessitating a pleasing termination
of a love affair between the star and the leading
woman.
Among the most impressive scenes in the production are those on a stormy night when Cheyenne Harry
finds Seena Owen, the lone survivor of a party attacked by Apaches, hiding in a broken-down coach.
Rain effects in these scenes are very good indeed, and
the action is kept interesting during the passages that
show Harry taking the girl to his secret hiding place
for the night. He learns that Seena is on the way to
meet Harris and with the girl in his power the outlaw is confronted with an opportunity to avenge himself on his enemy.
Quite a bit of footage is devoted to an indication of
Harry's mental struggle, the desire for revenge finally
being overcome by his liking for the girl, whom he
takes to town the following morning unharmed. As
the outlaw already has several murders to his credit,
he is being sought by the sheriff and his posse, but
with surprising ease the fugitive eludes his pursuers.
He even ventures to visit Seena at the school house in
which she is the teacher, and no one is on the job to
catch him.
Attempts to trail Cheyenne Harry to his hiding place
proving futile, the sheriff, ousted from office by the
boss of the community, sets out to And the outlaw
on his own hook and the two meet on a desert where
they are attacked by Indians. While keeping the
encircling Red men at bay, they still find time to
carry on an argument about the incidents which
caused Harry to place Harris' name on his death list.
It transpires that the sheriff was innocent in the
affair and the two men unite in their fight to escape
the Apaches. Harry, severely wounded himself^ manages to get his more seriously injured companion back
to town where he dies, leaving the outlaw without a
rival for the love of Seena Owen. Suitable locations
help to make the situations impressive. The cast includes Farrel McDonald, Alfred Allen, Jennie Lee and
Clita Gale.

Will Satisfy Harry Carey's Admirers.

Mention Seena Owen

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
I Folks that like western stories with brave bandits
far heroes will be satisfied with "Riders of Vengeance,"
Sr it is a first-rate production
of its kind with a
enuinely popular actor as the star. Probably Carey
fc't as strong in big city houses as in towns, especially
hrough the west and south, but in any community
there there is a call for pictures introducing a lot of
Rysical action he can be safely counted upon to draw
psiness.
! Universal no doubt will supply you with some effec»e advertising paper bringing out tense moments
If the action, such as those during the fight on the
lesert. In connection with the name of the star, il■rtrations of this description
should
help to draw
usiness.
"Riders
of Vengeance"
is an acceptable,

though not particularly original title, which should at
least serve to indicate that you are showing a film
containing plenty of melodramatic movement.
For catchlines try: "Supposing the man who saved
your life had sworn to kill the man you loved, would
you shield him, or turn him over to the law? See
Harry Carey in his intense drama, 'Riders of Vengeance'." Another one: "See 'Riders of Vengeance,'
a story in which love conquers hate."
In Seena Owen, Harry Carey has a very capable
leading woman who surely is known to many of your
fans through her appearance with Hart and a number of other stars. She deserves quite a bit of boosting, for she has the type of personality that wins
friends. Let your patrons know that Miss Owen is
now with Harry Carey.

1
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BY
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Pathe Puts Out Washburn Comedy That Contains a Number of Laughs
Bryant Washburn

in

"All Wrong"
Anderson=Brunton
HRECTORS . . Wm.
VUTHOR

Prod. — Pathe

Distr.

Worthington and Raymond West
Mildred Considine

SCENARIO BY
Jack Cunningham
JAMERAMEN
Clyde De Vinna and Clyde Cook
\S A WHOLE
Bright comedy acted with spirit
by star and players in his support.
5T0RY
Concerns the effort of a young husband
to turn his marriage into a perpetual honey=
moon.
DIRECTION
Gives animation to the scenes
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Satisfactory
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR. . . .Has the type of role which he always may
be relied upon to handle effectively.
SUPPORT
Well=balanced cast, including
MilBennett
and
Helen
dred
Davis,
Charles
Dunbar.
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
action.

Not often required
Give a suitable background for the

DETAIL

Helps to increase the atmosphere of the
production.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Harmless comedy
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4.74© feet
[THE release of this Bryant Washburn production by
jA Pathe may come as something of a surprise to
wou exhibitors who know that Washburn has been a
(Paramount star for a considerable period. "All
prong"
have been
many that
months
[awaiting must
a suitable
time on
for the
its shelf
issue.for Now
it is
ireailv for distribution, you may count on receiving a
ftivelv comedv well in keeping with the style and perlity of this popular actor, who has been making
n specialty of portrayals of young business men.

Then' arc touches of originality iii the plot which
makes it a very fair foundation for a scries of brightly
acted complications
and
misunderstandings.
They
arc not always entirely convincing, but the humor of
the situations and the unexpected twists which conic
every once in a while in the development of the story
suffice to hold the interest.
Bryant is a young salesman with peculiar ideas
about what constitutes happiness in married life.
Moreover, he induces his inexperienced bride, Mildred
Davis, to agree with him in his theories of a lasting
romance, which can only be retained by continuing
the courtship as it started. They must not live together; even on the honeymoon, for the perpetual
courtship idea demands that they shall have individual
rooms, and afterwards, the husband plans to resume
his Wednesday evening calls on his wife.
Mildred's level-headed parents don't approve of this
novel conception of married life at all; but Bryant
insists upon putting it to a test. He goes his own
way while his wife goes hers and they only meet at
stated intervals, but somehow neither one is made
particularly happy by the arrangement.
Then Bryant gets in bad with his boss at the office.
He is "fired" because he fails to make a sale to a
difficult customer. Right on top of this, the discredited
salesman happens to find a baby's garment in his
wife's work basket and jumping at conclusions, believes that he is going to become a father. Because
of the young husband's new responsibilities, his boss
reinstates him at the office, promising him a raise
when the heir arrives. Then to upset the pleasant
prospects, Bryant is told that the garment he had
found was intended for the laundress' baby.
This makes the husband's predicament additionally
perplexing, for he does not dare to explain his mistake
to his business associates. And all the while the lonesome little wife is becoming more and more miserable,
a condition that is duly noted by her most intimate
friend, Marguerite Livingston, who determines to take
a hand in straightening matters out.
For the last reel, they work up a lively series of
complications, mostly of a farcical nature, prior to
living. and his bride's adopting a conventional mode of
Bryant
Even if some of the situations do appear a bit
forced, the film should be favorably received as entertaining comedy. Mr. Washburn always makes the
most of opportunities for humor in his characterization of the husband.

Rely on the Star to Draw Business.

Picture Will Satisfy

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
■ As a box office asset, Bryant Washburn no doubt
[stands high among the comedy stars. During the past
'two years he has appeared in many popular pictures
Mnd he has received liberal exploitation from the comipanies with which he has been associated. You may
[irely upon him to draw patronage and even if folks
lon't find anything remarkable about the production,
you don't need to worry about their being disappointed.
Play up the name of the star for all it is worth;
jell people that Washburn is coming to your theater
in ,i -nappy comedy of American business and domestie life: then go on to mention some of his earlier films,
♦ serially if you have run them.
Ever since his ap-

pearance in "Skinner's Dress Suit," Washburn has
been advancing steadily as an interpreter of typical
American characters and you are safe in telling your
patrons that this is up to his standard.
The title indicates a comedy film, though I doubt
if it has much advertising pull. You might use it.
however, in connection with catchlines such as: "Bryant Washburn thought he had found a new way to be
happy though married, but he learned that he was 'All
Wrong' in his comedy of domestic life."
Then you might ask folks if they believe that the
romance of courtship can be preserved after marriage,
and suggest that they see how Bryant Washburn tries
to solve the love problem in "All Wrong."
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dowboy Thriller is Forcefully Handled by Tom Mix and Those in His
Support
in
Tom Mix

"The Coming of the Law"

I

Fox
IRECTOR
Arthur Rosson
UTHOR
Charles Alden Seltzer
JENARIO BY
Denison Clift and Arthur Rosson
UHERAMAN
Le Roy Granville
( A WHOLE
Typical Tom Mix film has action
galore and stunt stuff that will get any crowd.
fORY
The usual thing for a western; good
enough to string the incidents together.
SECTION
Always keeps things moving at a
fast tempo.
10TOQRAPHY
Generally clear
GHTINGS
No need for unusual effects
iMERA WORK
Long shots show up western
country to advantage.
TAR
superior in a character of the
kindHasn't
offeredany
here.
FPPORT

George Nicholls and Charles Le
Moyne appear in prominent roles; other parts
satisfactorily filled.
tTERIORS
Attractive views of hills and plains
TERIORS
Only light structures required
ETAIL
Everything is kept in a harmonious
atmosphere.
IARACTER OF STORY
Cowboy meller
!NGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet

|BE freedom of the plains, the thrill of fast action,
k the conflict of men who are quick on the trigger,
rd riding and dare-devil stunts — all of these things
I found in Tom Mix's newest cowboy drama, "The
ining of the Law." In its particular class, this probtion comes close to being 100 per cent. It has
fclity in the characterizations, swiftness of movetent and enough plot to give plausibility to the hapBings.
fcnce more Tom Mix shows that as a cowboy actor
1 stands pre-eminent. His whirlwind riding is fas■ating in itself, but he does not need to depend solely

upon his skill as a horseman. He has a natural, genial
personality and an unaffected way of doing things that
wins friends. Folks will like him as the young reformer who cleans up a town run by a crooked boss
and they will enjoy the picture as a whole.
There is nothing especially novel about the story
material in "The Coming of the Law," but it suffices
for a production made on the hills and plains of an
open country. The characters are about what one generally finds in cowboy pictures — the bullying boss and
his gang, opposed by the fearless youth who wins over
the honest element in the community to his side. A
touch of romance is furnished in a love affair, not
very strongly emphasized, between Mix and Brownie
Vernon, the usual type of western heroine.
The meeting of the two takes place shortly after
Mix arrives in a town in New Mexico to take possession
of property inherited from his father — a newspaper
and a ranch. He happens along just at the time that
George Nicholls, as Big Bill Dunlavey, is making himself objectionable to Brownie, a proceeding that Mix
promptly ends with a well-placed blow. This marks
the beginning of the feud between the new arrival and
the boss, who has frightened the entire community into
submission.
Mix sets out to restore law and order, using his
paper, "The Kicker," as a medium to work up a spirit
of animosity against Nicholls. Neither threats to kill
him, nor offers to buy his property avail. For a time
he is laid up, after being severely beaten by Nicholls
and his henchmen, but soon he returns to carry on the
fight with renewed vigor — running for sheriff.
Some of the most exciting incidents in the picture
are developed out of the election day proceedings and
the efforts to "get" Mix, who is called away from the
polls to protect Brownie Vernon, threatened with kidnapping by one of Big Bill's gang. But more stirring
yet is the climax of the fight between the rival factions, which shows a wagon filled with burning brush
rolling down a hill and crashing through the side of
the frame hut occupied by the gang of law-breakers.
In the cast are Jack Curtis, Sid Jordan, B. M. Turner, Pat Chrisman and others.

Worth Boosting as an Entertaining Production that Folks Will Like
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
is no
: erecowboy

danger of the demand for healthy, wholepictures, such as this, declining. No
er what sort of a crowd you are playing to, you
count on "The Coming of the Law" going over
i attention-holding production, which shows Tom
at his best.
oviding you go in for stunt advertising, you might
> great expense, have a man spin a rope in front
3ur theater. Of course he should be in cowboy
[me. But the big play will naturally come on the
i of Tom Mix and his renown as a daring horseTell patrons that "The Coming of the Law" is
te with thrilling stunts, of the kind they have
■ to expect from the cowboy actor, and support

your announcements with striking scenes from the
picture.
Most of the exploitation paper prepared by Fox
shows Mix in action, such as the scene in which he
rides at full tilt down a steep embankment. Pictures
of this kind may be used in connection with the line,
"the most daring horseman in the world." If you can
get a still of the wagon load of burning brush coasting
through the hut, it would go well in your lobby.
Make some mention of the fact that the story is
based on a book written by Charles Alden Seltzer,
which you may promise offers first-rate screen material. Don't be afraid to boost "The Coming of the
Law" as a production of real worth.

to the thinking exhibitors
of the country
(AND

WE

THINK

THEY

ALL

THINK)

In the belief that exhibitors should have a
voice in selecting the titles of the attractions
they show, we respectfully solicit their opinions regarding their preference of any one of
the following titles. We want this title for
one of the greatest and most timely features ever offered:

Select one of the following:

"The WILD OATS HARVEST"
"IGNORANCE"
"THE GREATEST
ENEMY"
"THOU SHALT NOT"
"THE SOLITARY SIN"

Address
Box 42
Wid's

We will absolutely accept the title preferred
by the majority of exhibitors.

also
would
We
from state rights

appreciate
buyers.

suggestions
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Doesn't Register as Real. Photography
Many Scenes Spoiled by Miserable
Wanda

Hawley and Norman

Kerry in

"Virtuous Sinners"
Pioneer Film Corp.
(IRECTOR
UTHOR
CENARIO BY
AMERAM AN
lS A WHOLE

Emmet J. Flynn
Not Credited
Not Credited
Not Credited
Looks like an old time production; islacking in practically all of the
elements that go to make up an impressive
nicture.
TORY .... Too artificial and trite to carry conviction
IIRECTION
Occasionally gets human touches,
but generally lacks distinction.
HOTOGRAPHY
Much of it very bad
JGHTINGS
Frequently
so
poor
that
the
scenes should have been re-taken.
AMERA
WORK
Poor
TARS
Wanda Hawley is attractive enough in
character of mission worker; Norman Kerry
fails to carry conviction as a society crook.
JUPPORT
Harry Holden gives the best character portrayal in the picture as the head of
the mission.
XTERIORS
Most of them spoiled by poor
photography and lighting.
INTERIORS
Only ordinary sets are needed
ETAIL
Nothing to cause comment
1ARACTER OF STORY
Concerns the benefits of mission work in re-establishing those
who have fallen.
(ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
'HE chances of this picture would not be particularly bright under
any circumstances,
for the
is rather trite and is given a number of unconig twists, but to make matters worse, the photogantl lightings in many scenes are inexcusably
Four or five years ago audiences might have aced the defective film without serious complaint, but
go today.
There are many sequences which should
been re taken in their entirety in order to bring
picture somewhere near to present standards,
issing by the defects in the production and coning the story material in "Virtuous Sinners," there
lot much that is noteworthy, although the depiction

of slum life as it sifts through the beneficial Influence
of a mission, may have a certain appeal. The types
chosen for down-and-outers who assemble to receive
words of encouragement and a cup of coffee, are true
enough to life; they help to create an atmosphere, but
there is little that may properly be termed characterization.
Probably the truest portrayal is supplied by Harry
Holden as the kindly mission worker, who devotes his
life to aiding those in distress. One stormy night he
finds Wanda Hawley, homeless and friendless and almost exhausted from exposure. He takes her to the
mission rooms and soon the girl becomes his valuable
ally in carrying on the work. These scenes are reasonable enough and carry some appeal.
But, of course, there must be a romance in which
Wanda may figure, so the author leads Norman Kerry
down to the mission. He is a society cracksman, who,
readily impressed by the pretty mission worker, assumes the role of a wealthy benefactor. He blows the
crowd to coffee on a night when funds are low, and
in due time presents the mission with a new organ,
keeping the source of his money supply a secret. An
unregenerate stool pigeon, however, resenting Wanda's
interest in Kerry, plots to spoil his game.
An opportunity comes when one of the faithful mission workers is seriously injured and his life may be
saved only through a costly operation. No money
being available, the hero, in order to get the necessary
cash, and working on the theory that the end justifies
the means, turns burglar once more, breaks into a house
and because of the treachery of the stool pigeon, is
arrested and sent to prison after a trial in which the
mission crowd attempts to arouse sympathy for their
benefactor.
Probably because of its extravagance, rather than
because it was a part of the story as originally conceived, the rescue sequence is passed off as a dream, a
subterfuge that doesn't really help to make the picture
more convincing. Norman is being transferred from
one jail to another when his friends put the police
escort out of commission and permit the prisoner to
escape after a chase through dark hallways and over
roof tops.
Then they bring about a happy ending by having
Norman released on parole in care of Wanda. This is
just a case of winding up the story in a convenient and
conventional way, and like most of what has gone Defore, it leaves the audience cold.

Title May Put It Over If You Are Catering To Transients
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
jPlth the right sort of exploitation there is a chance
■butting this picture over for a single day's showing,
Kerably in a theater catering mainly to transients.
Balready noted, the film is decidedly defective in
By places and is not the sort of thing to offer fans
stomed to first class productions, but in neighbors where it is possible to slide an occasional poor
through
without
hurting
business,
it might
be
Rth while to take a chance on "Virtuous Sinners." ,
lie title is in its favor.
We have had "Virtuous
■es." "Virtuous Men" and now comes "Virtuous Sint," two contradictory words that, used in combina, may be expected to arouse curiosity.
You might
■our folks: "Do you believe that the end justifies
means?
See 'Virtuous Sinners,' a drama of men
went wrong; but did right," or "What is a 'Vir-

tuous Sinner?' The question is answered in the intense
drama starring Wanda Hawley and Norman Kerry."
Handle the picture as a realistic depiction of crook
and slum life, selecting your pictorial display from
scenes calculated to indicate the sympathetic quality
of some of the incidents, especially those in which Miss
Hawley and Harry Holden figure. Pioneer has prepared sepia hand colored photographs that should go
well in your lobby display.
Norman Kerry can hardly be counted upon to attract any great number of fans, so in mentioning the
players I would give first prominence to Wanda Hawley in advance announcements and pictorial advertising. Your best chance for attracting patronage, however, is in playing up the title and in making folks
think that you have a sensational underworld drama.

YELL!
"IF a man wanted to reach a crowd, as I am
reaching this one, and asked the doortender how much it would cost for a whisper
and was told $2, and then asked how much
it would cost for a yell, and was told $10 —
and this man bought five whispers — no one
would hear him. But if he invested in one
yell, everybody would know he was present.
Don't bury your ideas in whispers — YELL."
Arthur Brisbane, before the advertising
Council of the Association of Commerce in
Chicago.
If you would reach the big men of the industry, the doers, the men who sign their name
on the dotted line, advertise in a medium that
brings maximum results from a minimum
expenditure. You can YELL and be dead
sure of being heard in

Wid's Daily
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Story is Artificial at Times, but Situations Have Enough Interest to Hold
Attention
Mary Miles Minter in

"A Bachelor's Wife"
American Prod — Pathe Distrib.

DIRECTOR
Emmett J. Flynn
AUTHOR
Joseph Franklin Poland
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
IS A WHOLE
Doesn't always convince, but gen=
!^
erally makes very fair entertainment.
>TORY
Concerns a secret marriage and a mixup
involving the parents of a child; weak points
in plot structure are passed over smoothly.
DIRECTION
Keeps more of the acting in a
natural mood.
>HOTOGRAPHY
Good
IGHTINGS
No call for unusual effects
AMERA WORK
Conventional
STAR
Will be liked in the character of the Irish
girl who is determined that her cousin shall
be justly treated.
UPPORT
Myrtle Reeves satisfactory as the
young mother; Alan Forrest adequate as Miss
Minter's
leading man;
others in cast meet
requirements.
TERIORS. . . .Some attractive scenes in the open=
ing reel intended to represent Ireland.
ERIORS
First=rate studio sets
TAIL
Cute baby introduced frequently, adds
to the appeal of the picture.
HARACTER OF THE STORY
Harmless
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,670 feet
NE word of explanation and "A Bachelor's Wife"
would terminate abruptly as a two-reel picture,
t, of course, the word is not spoken and the compli'on of misunderstandings is allowed to continue for
full five reels. The story would have been stronger
a sounder reason been supplied for Mary Miles
iter assuming the responsibilities of a deserted wife
mother, but passing over the improbability of
le of the circumstances the picture is reasonably
resting.
lost of the plot hinges on Miss Minter's compliance
1 tlic suppositon that she is the mother of the child
eh she takes to Mrs. Stuy vesant, played by Lydia
ott. As a matter of fact, as the audience knows,
infant belongs to Mary's cousin, secretly married,
instead of announcing this at the outset, Mary reins silent and is led through a maze of difficulties.

Passable Program Offering.

The reason for her reticence supplied by the author
is that Lydia Knott is recovering from a serious illness,
which might prove fatal if she were subjected to a
shock. Just why the shock would prove more severe
if she were informed that her son had married Myrtle
Reeves instead of Miss Minter is not quite apparent,
especially as the invalid had never met either of the
young women, but this may be placed under the head
of author's license. When John, portrayed by Alan
Forrest, returns from a stay in the west to find himself
unexpectedly confronted by a wife and child, he, too,
plays the game through out of regard for the health
of his mother.
Early scenes, presented with some pleasing atmospheric touches, give promise of a comedy of Irish life
with Miss Minter as a pert little Irish colleen, but the
action soon shifts to New York, where Mary goes to
visit her cousin Myrtle Reeves. It doesn't take long
for her to gather that there is something mysterious
about Myrtle's marriage and on being told the story
of desertion, supported by a marriage certificate, with
true Irish fighting spirit, she sets out to demand justice
from the Stuyvesants.
Mary makes a hit with the wealthy invalid right
from the start, takes charge of the household and altogether proves to be an ideal daughter-in-law. Things
are going along smoothly enough until the alleged
father returns to the much changed family in which
he is expected to assume a trying part, particularly as
Mary is a complete stranger to him. Naturally, he
concludes that she is an imposfer and matters are
made yet more perplexing by reason of his engagement to Margaret Shelby. He assures her that Mary
is not his wife and Margaret, who is after the Stuyvesant fortune, gets him to agree to their immediate
marriage.
This paves the way for the climax disclosing the.
mistake through which, owing to the similarity of
names. Alan was taken for the husband when in reality the name on the marriage license is that of
his cousin played by Charles Spere, who excuses himself for Laving deserted his wife on the grounds that
it was necessary for him to keep the wedding secret
temporarily in order to inherit his father's fortune.
After this it is a simple matter to bring about a
reconciliation also to cause Alan to reconsider his
choice of a wife that he may wed Mary instead of
Margaret. Miss Minter is natural and appealing in
the character of the Irish girl, whereas other roles
are adequately filled.

Name of Star Best Advertising Asset

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
.lthough there are a few laughs in "A Bachelor's
e," it does not properly come under the head of
ledy, neither is it serious enough to be termed
ma. If you emphasized the comedy element too
efully, folks might be disappointed, so it would be
;r to slide over any definite assertions as to the
ure of the story, making your chief play on the
le of Mary Miles Minter.
ell your patrons that the winsome American star
ss a novel character sketch as a little Irish girl and
establish the atmosphere use stills of the introducscenes bringing in some Irish types. The fact
t these sequences don't figure very largely in the
ure as a whole need not deter you from utilizing
n in advertising.

There is nothing in the production to justify big
promises, but all in all it is easily up to the mark of
the vehicles supplied Miss Minter in recent months
and should fill the bill as a program picture, particularly in communities where the star's reputation is
firmly established. Probably her following is largest
in neighborhood theaters where the regular patronage
includes many women and children, assuring good
matinee business.
The plot doesn't call for a detailed synopsis. In
fact, in offering a story of this kind, it is just as well
to keep folks guessing about how things are going to
turn out. The title is suitable, but it hasn't much. in
the way of business getting qualities. Your best
chance seems to be in boosting Mary Miles Minter.

BUT—!
By Carl Laemmle, President
Universal Film Manufacturing

~
the hisIN [EVER
[ tory of intheallUniversal
I
| (and we are about to
celebrate our Seventh Anniversary) has our mail been
loaded with such fine, fat,
juicy compliments as we are
now receiving every day!
The whole trade is discussing the
improvement in the quality of our
product, and is marveling at the
fact that the oldest successful company in the business shows the greatest amount of youthful pep and vigor.

BurNo matter how fine our pictures are, no
matter how sensational the improvement
has been, you've got to do your part in helping to put them over. You've got to advertise them. You've got to exploit them.
You'vely got to exercise all the ingenuity you
possib
can to make the public want to
come to your theatre in preference to any
other.

The best picture ever made is mighty
likely to flop unless you stiffen up its backbone with proper boosting. Even such a
tremendous success as "The Heart of Humanity" must be given strong publicity, just
as Tiffany must continue to advertise, just
as Steinway pianos and all other high-class,
leading articles must continue to be advertised if they are to maintain their leadership.

Company

You never made a greate
mistake in your life tha
when you figured that yo
had such a big picture the
you did not need to advei
tise it.
And if big
be given this
tainly the less
ductions
must
proportionate

pictures muj
life blood, cei
important pre
also have
share of it.

The public discovered BEFOR
YOU DID that the name Univers;
or Jewel stands for guarantee
entertainment. Movie fans in gre;
numbers have written to 01
exchanges to find out where the
can see Universal and Jewel pictun
REGULARLY.
Tell them yourself! Cash in on the pir
lie demand. Exploit every Universal ar
Jewel picture. Take some of the mon<
you make on this week's Universal or Jew
picture and turn it into more money I
spending it on next week's Jewel or Un
yersal.
' The amazingly high percentage ■
Universal successes is the talk of the trai
—BUT— you won't cash in with your pa
rons unless you let them know what you''
sot.

ali^l
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Russian Melodrama Offers Star a Chance to Add to Her List of
Characterizations
Norma Talmadge in

"The New Moon"
Select
DIRECTOR
Chester Withey
AUTHOR
H. H. Van Loan
SCENARIO
BY
Chester Withey
CAMERAMAN
David Abel
AS A WHOLE
Melodrama of Russian life intro=
ducing a number of mob scenes and some
tense situations.
STORY
Based
on a supposed
law in Russia
whereby legal marriages are abolished.
DIRECTION
Dramatic
moments
forcefully
handled;
generally successful in suggesting
Russian characters and life.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Most of it first rate
LIGHTINGS
Have variety and generally
bring
out full value of the sets.
CAMERA WORK. . .Shots taken from effective angles
STAR
Once more displays her versatility by
playing a princess who passes herself off as
a peasant and always makes the character
teem human.
SUPPORT
Pedro de Cordoba
is a satisfactory
lover; Charles Gerard is sufficiently forceful
as leader of anarchists.
EXTERIORS
The right thing for locations intended to indicate Russia.
INTERIORS
Some elaborate sets for action laid
in a palace.
DETAIL
Care was exercised in securing correct
costumes and furnishings.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Won't offend
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,735 feet
[X its basic qualities this is not unlike the oldf fashioned Russian melodramas which a few years
rears ago were produced rather frequently by American companies as well as European producers. Clara
feiniball Young, at the time she was a Vltagraph star,
lhad a number of opportunities to test her skill as an
Interpreter of Russian characters, as did other actresses of equal renown. Usually the characters were
ied through untold hardships in the snows of Siberia.
I "The New Moon" does not mark anything really
pew in the way of a story idea, or in the manner of
[treatment, but working along lines that have been
found effective in the past, the producers have suc-

ceeded in making a picture of sustained Interest and
one that contains a number of thrills. Also it offers
Norma Talmadge a chance to give further proof of her
versatility by portraying a Russian princess who assumes the garb of a peasant in order to escape the mob
of anarchists.
A story of this description is given a certain COD
temporaneous significance on account of the present
state of affairs in Russia. The newspapers have prepared people to expect any sort of outrages, with the
aristocracy suffering at the hinds of the mob. so that
nothing can well be presented, however brutal it may
be. that is likely to be dismissed as an exaggeration.
There is no direct reference to any existing faction
in the current Russian regime. The mob which attacks the palace on the night of a great ball, is merely
classed as anarchistic and determined to upset the
existing order of things. Princess Marie Pavlovna,
played by Norma Talmadge, and Iter finance. Prince
Michail Koloyar, portrayed by Pedro de Cordoba, are
two of the victims witli which the story is concerned.
They escape from the fury of the anarchists aroused
to action by Stuart Holmes, who, acting under orders
from Charles Gerard as Kami neff. has incited them
into throwing bombs among the dancers in the palace.
These introductory scenes start the picture off at
an exciting pitch and account for the separation of
the lovers. The princess succeeds in hiding her identity while she assumes the garb and station of a peasant girl who conducts a store in a small town and
de Cordoba meanwhile seeks in vain for some trace of
his sweetheart.
Much of the plot hinges on a decree issued by the
anarchist leader through which women are to become
the common property of men who wish to possess
them. In accord with this decree all females between
the ages of eighteen and thirty-five are required to
register; moreover, to prevent any evasion of the
edict ,they are forbidden to leave the province unless
they have a special passport.
When an attempt is made to enforce the law, Norma
refuses to register. Holmes visits the store, recognizes the peasant girl as the princess and attempts
to force her to comply with the decree. In addition to
refusing to place her own name on the books, Norma
induces other young women in the community to follow her example.
Then comes the crowning tragedy, the shooting of
a number of the girls, but with it is a sort of divine
retribution, for the sister of the anarchist leader is
among those put to death. Norma and Pedro de Cordoba escape to start a fresh life under "the new moon."

Name of Norma Talmadge is Enough to Assure Patronage
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Anything presenting Norma Talmadge is sure to
attract business. This is the eleventh picture in which
fehe lias been starred by Select and she has proven
perself. without a doubt, to be one of the strongest
[irawing cards on that or any other program. From
Si business point of view, you don't have to do much
beyond playing up the name of the star in front of
worn- theater and in your exploitation, because folks
ire pretty sure to take a chance on the picture being
jap to expectations.
r In this instance, however, you might also capitalize
hi the interest pertaining to anything concerning conditions in Russia. Handle it as a picture showing the
^rightfulness of an anarchistic regime which is no
respecter of individual rights. You could arouse interJSt by talking about the decree doing away with mar-

riage and requiring all women of a marriageable age
to register.
Announcements based on the personality of the star
might deal with the variety of her characterizations.
Reter to her impersonations of a dance hall girl in
"The Safety Curtain," of an Indian in "The Heart of
Wetona," of a Chinese girl in "The Forbidden City,"
of an American girl in "The Probation Wife," and then
tell your patrons that they should not miss her equally
fine interpretation of a Russian princess in "The New
The company in support
a number of well-known
Moon."
your publishing
in full.
mention
Pedro deit Cordoba,
as a popular leading man.

of Miss Talmadge includes
names, enough to warrant
At all
events, don't
fail to
who
is generally
recognized

Exhibitors Kho\^j
Production's ValiUs'
Ten big first run theatres
by wire how quickly they
"Sahara" for pre-release
the first prints had been
the branches.

had asked
could have
before even
shipped to

Before lithographs and accessories had
reached the stock shelves of our
thirty offices.
Orders have been placed for thousands
of copies of the first Hodkinson twocolor insert for use as heralds by
exhibitors at prices per thousand even
larger than the rental that hundreds
of exhibitors pay for a motion picture
to be shown in their theatres.
J.Parker ReadJr.'s
presentation of

J3y C. Gardner Sullivan
Personally Supervised by

Allan tiwan

is the richest production in quality
and power as well as the strongest
emotional drama of the past twelve
months. It has every element and
sufficient length to enable you to
throw out all surrounding short
features and play "Sahara" alone.
Incidentally, there isn't a woman or
a girl in America who can resist the
fascination and the heart - grip of
"Sahara."
We refuse to accept a booking or a
reservation
on "Sahara"
until closest
you have
seen
it at the
branch office
to
you.

¥.¥. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Distributing through PATHE Exchange.Incorporated
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Plot of Many Intricacies is Basis of
Zena

Keefe in

Hugh Dillman as the unsuccessful author, ami others
in loss prominent roles, answer the Deeds <>f a picture
thai does not aim at extraordinary artistic attainments. The production is generally correct according
to conventional standards.

"An Amateur Widow"
World

RECTOR
JTHOR
ENARIO
BY
kMERAMAN

Joseph

Oscar Apfel
Franklin Poland
Not credited
Max Schneider

A WHOLE
Doesn't
impress as being real,
but may get by as a routine program film.
Deals with a mix-up consequent upon a
girl's
passing
herself
as the widow of a
man she
believes
to beoffdead.

)RY

RECTION
Goes
is a chance.

after laughs

Rather Artificial Production

whenever

there

IOTOGRAPHY
Very fair
QHTINGS
Passable
UlERA
WORK
Conventional
'AR
Rather attractive to look at and acts with
spirit.
PPORT
Hugh
Dillman
fulfills requirements
of leading man;
Jack Drumier and others
give satisfactory performances.
[TERIORS
Most of them appear to have been
found in the neighborhood of Fort Lee.
TERIORS
The usual thing for a picture of
this stamp.
[TAIL
Fire scenes
in last reel might
have
been made more realistic.
NGTH
OF PRODUCTION
About
4,800 feet
NCE in a while there is a true touch of characterization in this piece of photoplay fiction, but for the
t part reliance is placed on the unfolding of the
ifications of a quite complicated plot in -which the
le concerned
are permitted
to do improbable
Amateur Widow" lacks the human quality chat
a spectator to be primarily interested in the
of the characters involved; but there are occalaughs, arising out of incidental situations, and
tory substance is ample to keep things moving
ive reels without forcing the director to resort to
ing.
ena Keefe is sufficiently attractive as the young
(ress who runs away from home because she tires
being nagged at by a housefull of relatives, whereas

The central character is that time-honored stand-by
of photoplay authors, an unhappy little heiress who is
grievously annoyed by a flock of aunts and uncles who
won't allow her even a little bit of freedom. Hugh
Dillman, also portraying a role familiar in fiction concoctions of this type, is a would-be author, who dissipates more than he works and is finally cut off by the
uncles who have been supporting him.
Under ordinary circumstances, a youth with only a
few dollars left and no more in sight, would not invest
the last of his resources in a broken-down Ford, but
this is what we find Hugh doing in order that he may
impersonate a taxi driver and carry Zena as his first
fare.
With this incident their friendship starts, Hugh
passing under the name of Henry Smith. Then Zena,
accompanied by her faithful negro mammy, decides to
disappear, just where it doesn't matter, so the pair get
tickets for Booneville, Virginia, which happens to be
the home town of Hugh's uncles who are conducting
a general store.
Zena, thinking it advisable to pose as a married
woman, purchases a wedding ring and when asked her
name receives a happy inspiration from a newspaper
item annuoncing the suicide of Irving Mason. She declares that she is Mrs. Irving Mason, not realizing, of
course, that the man referred to is none other than her
friend of the taxi and the nephew of the storekeepers,
who immediately think it their duty to help the lonely
little widow.
Alternating with scenes tracing the career of Zena,
are others following the experiences of Hugh, who gets
drunk, wrecks his car and is on the point of suicide
when he is shanghaied. Papers left in his coat account for the report of his death.
Zena has established herself high in the favor of
Hugh's uncles when the youth returns from his long
voyage and seeks seclusion in a lonely cabin to pursue his literary efforts. Out of this -situation, they
manage to get a number of rather unusual complications before Zena becomes the wife of the man whose
widow she was supposed to be. Fire scenes, when the
store is destroyed and the girl is rescued by Hugh, are
made more amusing than thrilling.
The cast includes William Black, Pauline Dempsey,
Mary B. Davis, Florence Ashbrooke and others.

ALLEN HOLUBAR
CREATOR

"THE HEART
"PRODUCER

OF

OF HUMANITY"
OF SUPERFEATURES

Starring DOROTHY

PHILLIPS
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Slide it Through Quietly and Build Up the Rest of Your Program
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Zena Keefe in

"An Amateur
World

stills in which she is seen in some of the amus!
situations with Hugh Dillman.
Another name in
cast that will be familiar to followers of World pi I
tures is Jack Drumier.

Widow"

Providing "An Amateur Widow" is coming to y !
on a contract basis and you feel that it is no!
enough to carry your show, there is always a chan
to build up an interesting supporting bill, compris
of short reels, some of which may merit a special li
of exploitation on their own account.
"An Amateur Widow" is an attractive title will;
may be utilized to advantage in Conjunction with
lines such as: "Supposing you were posing as t
widow of a man you thought to be dead and then
appeared to disclose your deception — that is what ha
pens to Zena Keefe in 'An Amateur Widow,' a pli

Don't go out after this under the impression that it
is anything extraordinary, for it isn't. There is little
in the picture to arouse comment, but you should be
able to slide it through with a crowd that isn't led
to expect something big. Follow your usual method of
exploiting program films which you don't feel warranted in backing up with your personal endorsement.
Zena Keefe cannot be numbered among stars with
a large following, but if you succeed in getting folks
into your theater they probably will be pleased by her
performance in this production. Give her individual
portraits a prominent place in your lobby and select

of surprises."

WILLIAM
"SOME

RUSSELL
IN

LIAR"
Stephen
Fox, script
who wrote "Brass Buttons," prepared
the working

William Russell's best picture to date.
James Oliver Curwood wrote the story

Henry King'directed the production,
YOU can cash in at the box-office on this picture which
is so funny it will make even the operator laugh.
William Russell Productions Now Booking at Pa the Exchanges:

Hundreds
of thousands
of people read
October 1918 issue of The Green Book.

it in

the

Hobbsina
Hurry"
"All the World to Nothing"
"Brass Buttons''
"When a Man Rides Alone"
"Where the West Begins"
Distributed
by PATHE
WILLIAM RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS

Frank

Lloyd
DIRECTOR
M. P. D. A.
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DON'T BE LEFT AT THE POST. Book
Captain

Bud Fisher's

MUTT AND JEFF
ANIMATED

PUT YOUR

MONEY

CARTOONS

ON A WINNER

fox:
DISTRIBUTED

E>V

FILM CORPORATION

!

3>

wm

A NEW
SCREEN
FI6UQE

9

Upon Vhom "the
edd
Vorl
"theter
Eyes of
Cen
are

WUARD
Champion Heavy-weight Boxer oHhe Vorld

In A Dynamic Seven Pa rt-^
Production of Extraordinary
and Magnitude
Merit

^CHALLENGE
d CHANCE
WWAPUNE

W9.

PRETTY

Ahd a Noiabfe TtjpporiirigCaSt

#j/Roy Commerville
NOT A FIGHT
PICTURE
Revi'er
dby Marry
Direde
massive, breath-catching melodrama of

But a
the
Southwest, in which the star is simply an ADDED
ATTRACTION— an offering, which in the excellence
of its production, the genius of its direction, the
drawing power of its star and the general appeal of
its story, challenges the biggest successes of the
screen, without exception.
For Method

A TRULY
BIG "SPECIAL"
A picture with all the sure elements of certain drawing power, plus a star, who for the next few months
will command more interest probably than any other
single individual before the public— a celebrity big
in stature, big in screen personality and big in following, presented at a time when the attention of
multitudes will be greatest.
of Distribution,
Address

ContinentalFREDPictures'
L.WILKE, PresidentCorporation
OR

Suite 503
1482 Broadway
New York

Suite 924
208 So. La Salle St.
Chicago, 111.

BRADSTREET

7/feRKOOHIZED
AUTHORITY
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Trice 5 Cents

Crowd Lining Up

eceiver Denied

Fox Sales Convention June 1
Fox sales managers From all over
ndard Films Industries, Inc. the country will hold a convention
Over $400,000 Involved
at the Pennsylvania Hotel, June 1.
ipplication by Talbot MunKatterjohn
with Garson
uthor, who got 840 shares of
i the Standard Films IndusMonte M. Katterjohn will present
c. for the film rights to sev- four specials through the Harry Larson organization.
his novels, for the appointa receiver for the Standard
ndustries has been denied by
Hart Coming
; Court Justice Whitaker
Reservation has been made at the
ds that there is no reason for Astor
for William
S. Hart who is
ointment of a receiver. The
expected in New York shortly.
s brought in the name of
ymes in behalf of himself and
No Action on Minter
tockholders, and named as
Herbert Lubin states that as yet
nts A. J. Drexel, Jr., George
ty, Eliot Norton, Louis B. nothing has been settled regarding
s, Angier B. Duke and the a future contract for Mary Miles
Minter. Miss Minter, as noted, is in
tion.
y stated in his petition that New York enjoying a rest.
:h. 1918, the offices of the
tion were raided by the DisShow "Sin" one of
ttorney and since then the
The Majestic
Majestic,to heretofore,
tion has (Tone no business the strongholds of legitimate stage
directors have abandoned it. attractions in Broolyn, will show
that Jennings has been inSin" for an innd is awaiting trial for using "The Unpardonable
definite run commencing May 25.
le of George A. Hurty, and
The
Majestic.
Buffalo,
will show
irty claims to have resigned the feature June 1.
ector in January, 1917, .while
ys that Jennings without aurepresented that he was a diJennings claims he resigned
1918. Mundy says that the
maining officers are Drexel,
Uncensored Films
:-president, and Norton,
diTopeka, Kan. — The state movie
receivership petition alleged censorship board will refuse to pass
exel was never called on to on pictures submitted by a producing company when that company
5.000 shares of stock and
pictures in Kaniigners of the subscription shows sas.unapproved
That was the decision of S. M.
;nt have paid nothing. Mun- Hawkes, assistant attorney general,
Conli>iued on page 2)
when information came to the state
house that uncensored films were
being shown in the state.
No. 97
Rejects Sunday Shows
Lincoln, Neb. — By a vote of 6,052
By Jack Alicoate
to 3,941 an ordinance permitting Sunday amusements was defeated here.
Lincoln is the capital city of NebrasID'S DAILY is pleased to
unce that Mr. Ben Grimm,
ka. Newspaper advertising and
other means of campaigning proved
erly with the Moving Picfutile.
World is now a member
Banker Bill Defeated
t Editorial Staff of WID'S
LY. Mr. Grimm is a pioColumbus, O. — The Legislature
has voted to indefinitely postpone
of the industry and reaction on the Banker Bill which
s' spent a season in the
would give communities local option
Service U. S. A. under the
rights regarding Sundays
shows.
igement of Uncle Sam.
move is but another inaniGift to Lazarus
The members of the Vitagraph
tion on the part of WID'S
publicity staff tendered a cigar case
LY to give its readers a
to Paul N. Lazarus on his leaving
service second to none.
that organization Saturday to join
the United Artists'.

Sunday Shows
and Censorship

title Ad Talks

Wouldn't Be
Without Daily
The

Mid-West
Greater
Features Co.
Denver, Colo.
We would not knowingly or
willingly be without your
daily issue.Yours truly,
Max Schubach

For

Opposition

to

Illinois Censorship-Outlook Dubious

(Special wire to WID'S DAILY)
Springfield, 111. -About 300 exhibitors of Illinois, plus a del
from New York are expected here
during the day to be in readiness for
the Buck bill hearing tomorrow. Although the exhibitors have made a
big effort to defeat the measure the
outlook is dubious, and indications
point to
of pictures ingeneral
Illinois, censorship
without Chicago

having a special censorship body of
its own.
Charles C. 1'ettijohn of Exhibitors
(Special to WID'S DAILY.)
Mutual, will take the place of WilLos Angeles. — Eva Novak, sister
liam A. Brady, and (ialiriel L. Hess
of Jaiie, will play opposite Tom Mix and Walter W. Irwin are also expected to speak.
in his new production "High Speed,"
Sam Atkinson, tield secretary of
written by H. H. Van Loan. Edward Lesaint, directing.
the Natl. Association, is here, as is
Rose Tapley, special representative
Bessie Love's new leading man of Famous Players.
will be Karl Formes, formerly of the
Exhibitors of the State have spent
Metropolitan Opera Co.
over $1,000 in slides, stickers, etc.,
and have been working hard personIda May Park will direct Louise
ally with legislaturemen.
Glaum upon her resumption of work
as the star of J. Parker Read proExhibitors Meeting June 15
ductions, at Ince studios.
Atlanta, Ga. — The newly formed
Fred Stone is due here May 26 to Southeastern Theater Managers Asstart work on his first independent so. will hold its first convention here
production. Tom Geraghty is writ- June 15. About 150 houses will be
represented.
ing the story.

Coast Brevities

Date Changed

Peggy Hyland has started work
under the direction of Edmund Lawrence at Fox studios. Story entitled Convention of M. P. E. to Start June
25 at St. Louis
"The Bed She Made," written by
Charles Mortimer Peck. Ruth Ann
(Special to WID'S DAILY.)
Baldwin wrote the 'scenario and King
St. Louis, Mo. — Arrangements are
Grey is cameraman. In the cast are
completed for the coming anHarry Hillard, Molly McConnell, being nual
convention of the Motion PicMrs. Jack Mulhall and others.
ture Exhibitors of America, to be
held at the Hotel Statler, on June 25,
26 and 27, instead of June 11, as first
Stop police
"Fit to
The Police
Brooklyn
haveWin"
arrested
reported.
Already reservations have been
four people connected with the exhibition of "Fit to Win" at the made by prominent exhibitors from
Grand Opera House in Brooklyn. various parts of the country. Every
They are charged with showing an state in the Unio.i will be repreimmoral picture. Argument relative sented.
to the temporary injunction issued in
Local, state and national censorhe Federal Courts will be heard toship questions will be taken up, as
well as the music tax. The president
day. Postponed
Conference
of the M. P. E. A., Peter J. SchaeThe conference
of the Board
of fer, also has an insurance feature
be presented to the exhiReview
and the National
Associa- which will
bitors. It is said to be similar to the
tion committee on closer co-operaone
proposed
last year before the
tion between the two organizations
:- regards censorship was not held Boston convention.
While
there
will
be no exposition
last week as thought.
There
will
in connection with the convention it
probably be nothing done until Gais proposed to have a number of
briel Hess of the National A
tion committee returns from Spring- screen stars present at the grand ball
on
the last night of the convention.
i, LI. 111.
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Price 5 Cents

Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
INC.

Dorothy Phillips and Allen Holu-i
L. E. Waterman
has bought
the
bar are due in New York shortly to Harris for to-night's performance of
take
scenes for a forthcoming pro- "Fires of Faith.".
duction.
"Bob" Moore, formerly of the LaHugo Riesenfeld, who has booked
fayette Escadrille, and by many beFairbanks' "The Knickerbocker
lieved dead, is working at Famous
Buckaroo" at the Rivoli for May 25, Players-Lasky 56th St. Studio on the
is considering the advisability of executive staff.
breaking all precedents and giving
it a two weeks' run.
Canadian Film Men Here

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President and Managing Editor;
I. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
"The Unknown Dancer," the secat the post office at New York, N. Y., under
ond of the series of Creighton-Hale
the act of March 3, 1879.
June Caprice features by Capellani,
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 has been completed.
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$20.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889.
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.

Incorporations
Albany, N. Y. — Tree Film Co.,
New
$5,000;E. D.Barry,
F.'Trenary, York
E. K.City,
Klinner,
85
East 108th St.
Dover, Del. — Famous Attractions,
Inc., motion pictures, Etc., $350,000;
T. L. Croteau, M. M. Clancy, P. D.
Drew, of Wilmington.
Albany, N. Y. — F. S. Productions,
New York City, motion pictures,
$25,000: A. F. and R. M. Barcal,
C. H. Ferrell, 110 West 40th St.

J. C. Brady, president of the Exhibitors Film Exchange and Thomas
Scott, secretary, both of Toronto,
are at the Belmont.

couldn't keep my eyes away from
was Betty Blythe. She came in a few
minutes late. It's hard to describe
just how she did come in. You
might say she breezed in or flew in.
Positively she didn't just "come in."
She wore a light grey shaggy tam-oshanter perched over one eye, and it
I made a terrible mistake some was the very most flirtatious one I
time ago, and my cousin said I could ever saw. Her arms were full of
never go with her again to meet any- flowers for the table and she gave
body, 'cause she took me to a lun- them to Albert sayin', "Here you
cheon, not long ago, where she was are, bless your heart. Many happy
honorary guest or somethin'. She returns of the day" and the party
had a little speech all made up so's was on. Albert was presented with
she'd be ready in case she was called a silver cigarette case and he made
on — and she was. Well, she got up
a pretty speech about what his opinand said somethin' about bein' unacion of life would *)c without good
customed to public speakin' and in friends. The opinion wasn't much.
this case bein' wholly unprepared, It was a fine party and I only wish
etc., and — well, I found out that it
birthdays weren't so far apart.
don't
to be
too honest,
all
the pay
trouble
started
when I 'cause
spoke
Clean-Up Week
up and said, "Why, you knew your
Chicago. — As a part of the Cleanspeech perfectly this mornin'." Well, Up Week program, moving pictures
you ought to 'a seen the look she illustrating mouth hygiene were
gave me. It was the very most
dreadful I have ever received. I shown school children by Dr. A. D.
wished that minute that I was back Black, dean of the dental school of
Northwestern University at all pubon the farm, where I don't have to
lic schools this week. The films were
be thinkin' all the time of what I'm taken in the public schools of
sayin'. When the folks got to talkin' Bridgeport,
Conn.
again, she told me that was the very
last time she'd take me anywhere — ■
"whatsoever," so, of course, I've
missed sein' a lot of people I came
to New York to see.
But the other night after promising to be real quiet and say nothin'
she did take me to Albert Riccardi's
irthday party. Qh! it was fine.
Paul Scardon was there and Mario
Majeroni and oh! lots of people.
The
one in particular that I just

9— WE INSURE

Corp.
Select Pictures

[Watch this Space for Others)

IS NO MYSTERY

ABOUT

INSURANCE"

Insurance has long been recognized as the fundamental principle
(if sound business management. It is the protection that can be
gained in no other earthly way. Make up your mind to act right
now.
Our advice without obligation is yours for the asking.

'AMUELS

He played "Tarzan of the Apes" but
now he's quit the monkey business —
a real, fighting American, "Elmo, the
Mighty."
June 14.

Reuben
™

Insurance
Phone John

dinner
being plann
Cohen,
Sam
Bernai an
L. O'Reilly for June 3.

Receiver Denie!
{Continued from page l]
dy says that the sales manaj
the corporation stated that he i
to induce an employe whe
stock to make good. He sa; J
there are 5,000 stockholders tfi:
out the country but only a fe\l
sand dollars went into the tr
Jennings and other agents il
cused of appropriating $400. J
themselves.
The petition stated that
testified before the chief inves
of the Bureau of Industries
State Industrial Commissio!
was told that the bureau h
complaints from persons wll
paid $6,000 for stock. He wa;/
if he didn't think he and ]
ought to pay something to)
claimants but he stated that th

Alfred has
H. Saunders
who hjjI
poration
no legal debts."
conducting the educational i
of the Standard Films Indusl:
70 Fifth ave.. testified that til
poration owns a scenario va
Levey on High Seas
$2,000 which he and his w
Arthur Levey, film exporter, is nated. It owns no films but!
bound for Europe. It is understood ders is carrying on negotiati
that he will visit England, France money furnished by Drexel an
and perhaps the Scandinavian coun- ton with Mr. Mayne of the 1
tries.
sity of Minnesota for a film j
ing the methods of agriculture!
Manchester, N. H. — E. J. Caron is expected to be valuable. Sal
has reconstructed Star on Lowell said the corporation owes hirrl
on his contract, and that he i;|
St.
his best to create assets for i<
Drexel and Norton oppos
receivership application and ;
No.
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Sydney
Charles
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SO Maiden
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Samuel?

their efforts to rehabilitate t"
poration.
attorney
corporation Their
is solvent
and saic1
it |
assets but books and papers, i
is not necessary for a receiver
Omaha,
serve
them." Neb.— A. Zlattsi
opened Hippodrome, 26th an'
ming Sts.
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Managing
Direct* i
Broadway & Symphony Theati ;
Roomr214
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Phone
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"Gome Out Paramount
of the Kitchen"

RAVEL PICTURES
Pictures that people
travel to see
rhey come blocks to see
>m" Hugh Andrews,
e Lagoon, Minneapolis.
Meaning, of Course,

iting-Chester Pictures
that really do

ing Them Back
Every Week

AirrHC,?o°R
John S- Robertson
Alice Duer Miller
srrv PdwV ™
r^MERA
ampADRam^,YMEN
ClaraJ. Monteran
Beranger
Hal Young and
A*> A WHOLE
Acceptable comedy helped by a
pleasing romance in which
the star is sup=
ported by Eugene O'Brien.
STORY
Adaptation
of
stage
play
starring Ruth
Chatterton.
DIRECTION
Keeps the acting in a natural mood
and accounts tor much ot the humor in the
picture.
PHOTOGRAPHY
(jood
LIGHTINGS
Unusual effects are not required
CAMERA
WORK
Satisfactory
STAR. .Has plenty of chance to be cute and attractive
SUPPORT
Eugene O'Brien makes an impressive
lover, as usual; others in cast meet requirements.
EXTERIORS
Don't figure much
INTERIORS
Correctly
furnished
DETAIL
Incidental
bits of business
and titles
are calculated to keep the picture consistently
in the mood of light comedy.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Suits a conservative
clientele.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION,
About 5,000 feet

CONSIDERING that "Come Out of the Kitchen" was
a stage comedy in which dialogue figured largely
in bringing out both the sentiment and the humor of
the story, the screen version is surprisingly successful.
ha> n«t been scratched. =
The plot is not ideal for photoplay treatment, but it is
so cleverly handled by the director and the players
that uninteresting moments are few. To those who
are not familiar with the stage work, the story of the
aristocratic southern family that swallows its pride in
will need plenty.
the face of necessity will come as something novel and
diverting,
Much of the charm of the character of Claudia
Daingerfield. as interpreted on the stage by Huth ChatAl Jennings Next
terton, depended upon the fascinating way in which
Jennings, whose first produc- She used an Irish brogue while posing as a cook. Some
of
the
really
delightful passages between Jane Ellen,
The Lady of the Dugout", is
states right market, will make as she calls herself, and the wealthy young northerner
ire of the story of O. Henry
mself. The story will appear
r in the Hearst publications.
P. A.
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uh" has rented the Daingerfield I le for the hunting season, are necessarily sacrificed on the screen,
I'm the sal. -tin,, writei- has contributed materially to
the picture by the Introduction of appropriate fragments of dialogue, always in character.
In appearance and manner. .Mis- Clark is all that the
role of the resourceful girl demands, she is appealing
and natural and genuinely humorous in scenes such as
those showing her futile efforts to prepare a dinner.
Then, in getting comedy effects she is ably seconded
by Francis
the mistress,
faithful negro
who
conns
to the Grant,
rescue as
of her
although"cook,
because
of Hie terms of the contract barring negro servants,
her presence must he kept secret.
Any audience may be counted upon to laugh at
.Miss Clark's perplexity when the dinner hour arrives
and nothing is ready, at her hasty summons of Mammy
Jackson and at her ingenious method of hiding the
StOUl UegreSS when she is on tin- verge of lieincovered. The romantic (dement in the story develops

in later sequences, and here .Miss Clark is' given the
best kind of support by Eugene O'Brien, one of the
most convincing and Impressive of screen lovers.
The plot rests upon the predicament in which the
DaingerfieldS find themselves when the father of the
family must undergo an operation in order to save
his life. There is no money to pay for the treatment,
and no means of raising the requisite funds presents
itself until the chance comes to rent the house tor a
few weeks to Eugene O'Brien.
It is in the terms that only white servants shall
be employed and it happens that none are available.
Marguerite, the most aggressive member of the family,
meets the situation with a proposal that she and her
In-other anil sister shall assume the guise of servants.
One brother is the butler, another a useful boy around
the house, and the sister is the maid while Marguerite
undertakes the job of cook.
Eugene has as guests a match-making mother and
her daughter, whose engagement to the wealthy young
bachelor she wants to announce on their return north.
Of course, the amateur servants, under the critical
scrutiny of the snobbish society woman, get into all
sorts of trouble, and one by one they are discharged,
until Marguerite is the only surviving member of the
establishment. In the end. she is politely led "out
of the kitchen" by Eugene and the Daingernelds again
take possession of their home.
In the cast are Frances Kaye. Bradley Barker, Albert M. Hackett. Augusta Anderson. Crawford Kent,
Rita Spear and others.

Particularly Suited to High-class Theaters in Conservative
Neighborhoods

SO MUCH

> *M v*' Roeeeo

19, 1919

Intelligent Adaptation of Successful Stage Comedy. Humor Gets Across
Marguerite Clark in

Exhibitors"
Dictionary

e pictures

Monday, May

DAILY

Svtzess

THELyONSM*!*-"

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
It is easy to believe that this may be a distinctly
popular comedy picture in high-class neighborhood
theaters. The fun is not uproarious, but there is plenty
of humor just the same, especially for a crowd that
is partial to clean stories with never a suggestion of
anything objectionable.
The name of Miss Clark in connection with a picture is assurance enough that it is wholesome, so youare always safe in relying on a Marguerite Clark production to draw well with a family trade. As a matinee attraction this should be particularly strong, which,
of course, doesn't mean that you need to fear its
falling Hat with your evening trade, unless you feel
that nothing goes as well as sensational stuff and
slapstick comedies.
Another Million
Kansas City, Mo. — The American
Classic Theater has been launched
by a syndicate here. Its object is to
"own and operate moving picture
theaters in different cities and towns
and later to produce and manufacture high-class feature films."

The

"Come Out of the Kitchen" had a long Broadway
run as a play and is of sufficiently recent origin to he
remembered by theatergoers. Your exploitation should
carry some reference to the source of the picture. Call
it a screen version of Alice Duer Miller's famous
comedy success, which gives Marguerite Clark a big
opportunity in the character of a charming southern
Next to Miss Clark you have a real drawing card
in the person of Eugene O'Brien, who has won his way
to a place in electric light displays. Be sure to let
girl.
folks know that he appears opposite the star in this
comedy romance. For a eatchline try something like:
"What is the quickest way to reach a man's heart?
See how the question is answered in 'Come Out of the
Kitchen.' a charming comedy starring Marguerite

prospectus of the company

heralds it as "an opportunity . . .
to share in the tremendous
profits
Clark."
of the moving picture industry," reciting the salaries of leading stars,
the profits made by successful pictures, and other familiar facts.

Leland A. Wilson, president; P. H.
Hawley, vice-president; Albert O.
Fulmer, secretary and Alonzo
Schneider, treasurer, are all Kansas
City men. The company is capitalized at $1,000,000, with shares at a
par value of $10 offered for $5 each.
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CHAMBERLAIN
BROWN
1482 Broadway
NO.

J— LUCILLE

STARS
9130 Bryant

MANION
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Putting It Over

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

Omaha, Neb. — When he was putting on Wallacq Reid in "The Roaring Road," Manager Harry Watts of
the Strand, invited a prominent local automobile firm to co-operate
with him. Together they ran a full
two-page advertisement for the picture, with a space at the bottom for
the automobile. Automobiles were
placed on the theater stage and a
brief trailer was used advertising the
car. The picture went over big.

Featured with Triangle in vampire roles,
signed exclusively with Chamberlain
Brown who transacts all business for
Miss Manion endorsed by western critics
as great as Louise Glaum and Theda
Bara. Edith Rose is in charge of offers
for Miss Manion, for Mr. Brown.
Next Issue:
EDMUND LOWE

House Changes
Denver. — Iris sold to Denver Theater and Amusement Co. A. H.
Haggen and Niblo Amusement Co.
former owners.
Hartford, Conn. — Joseph W.
Walsh, the Franklin, will manage the
new house to be erected cor. Franklin Ave. and Barker St.
Livingston,
modeled.

Mont. — Standard,

re-

Naugatuck,
Conn. — Rissi Cabol,
manager of Park, opened Lyric.
New Bedford, Mass. — New Bedford management continues under
Union Amusement Co.

CLASSIFIED
The classified columns of WID'S
fill a long felt want. It is the market
place where buyer and seller — employer and employee or the small
advertiser can put his story before
practically every live exhibitor in the
country every day in the year, at
nominal cost. Rate, 50c. per line.
Cash with order.

POSITION

WANTED

Orchestra Leader — A man who knows hew
to put on a program of music that fits your
show. References as to ability. Address,
Leader, this office.

FOR SALE
Moving Picture Theater in Middle West
Good proposition for a cash sale. Owner
must
.sell, account
of health.
Address

M. \v.. c o Wids'.

HELP

WANTED

Large Moving Picture Theater is looking for a man who can assist manager
Find handle publicity. Address L. M.,
i- 0

Wi.ls.

Denver, Colo. — When the Strand
ran Margarita Fisher's "Put Up
Your Hands," in which the star is
featured as an ultra-athletic society
girl who introduces a boxing-match
with Bull Montana as an innovation
at one of her aunt's afternoon tea
parties they arranged the lobby to
appear as much like a bona fide
prize-fighting ring as possible. There
was a roped-off space, and about
twenty pairs of boxing gloves hung
on the walls. The only stills displayed were those where the heroine
is shown in regulation athletic togs
sparring with her rh.g partners. The
lobby display provoked curiosity and
interest and created wide comment.
The Strand is reported to have done
tremendous business on this subject.
Mix Mixes in Omana

Choynski President
Chicago. — The Allied Amu;
Association elected Maurice (
Springfield, Mass. — Under manage- ski, president, Samuel Atkinsqj
ment of Abraham Goodside, of
Portland, Me., theater, to seat 2,500 president; Max Hyman, Sec
and to cost $250,000, will be built on and Robt. Levy, treasurer, at t
nual election. Peter J. Schaef
Gilmore Block.
Open in fall.
retiring president, refused the
for another year.
Evansville, Ind. — Theater will be
built on site of old Orpheum, First
and Locust Sts.

New Theaters

THE

Cleveland, O. — New theater to
seat 2,000 to be built on W. 25th St.
Howard Reif and Percy Essick,
owners of Stork, Ridge, Ezella and
Sunbeam are the backers. Ready by
fall.
Bellingham, Wash. — W. S. Quinby
has purchased lot for theater. To
cost $125,000.
Cleveland. — H. C. Ptak and Martin Polcar building 1,600 seat house
at Fulton Rd. and 41st St. Ready
by fall.
Utica, N. Y.— -W. H. Linton, it is
reported, will erect a $50,000 house
at the corner of Chapel and State
Sts. Seating capacity, 1,200.

UNPARDONABLE

Sir

Harry Carson's Big Productu
Starring Blanche Sweet
Has a lobby display that will r
Neilan's masterful direction which
individualize
both story and sta
On exhibition now in our sales
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPIN
and PRINTING
FILM

DEVELOPING

CO!

LABORATORIES

Springfield, Mass. — Contracts
awarded for erection of Fox Theater.
Holyoke, Mass. — The
store
at
667J/2 High St. is to be remodeled
into picture house at a cost of $15,000.
Peoria,
111. — Dee
Robinson
build a 2,000 seat house.

will

Oakland,
Cal. — H.
Taylor
sold
Bell on E. 14th St. to C. Hellman.

mi

TITLE

k
</ ILLU/TRATIO
Omaha, Neb. — Tom Mix pictures
St. Louis, Mo. — Mrs. Rose Corneused to run three days at the Sun.
lius sells holdings Including Royal,
iV'^
ROOM/
- BlD'G.
ra, 220
TELEPH
\vfe
CANDLER
W
Then they ran for four days. Show,V«V
2003-2011
'S
BRYANT
000.
Lyric and West End Lyric for $200,ing "The Coming of the Law" Harry
Goldberg shoved the notch up to
five days and house records were totFall River, Mass. — A. A. Spitz,
tering by the second day. Tom Mix sells
Empire.
is popular with Sun audiences.
Theater for Orientals
Chicago. — A company of wealthy
Chinamen will erect a $100,000 movExporters Say Old Films, Once Reing picture theater here, to cater
fused, Now Being
Bought
only to orientals. Louis Sing, of 208
Exporters in local circles say that West 22nd St., is the originator of
films are being sold for Europe, and the idea and it is said work will be
notably England, that a few months commenced on the structure in a
few days.
It will seat 1,200.
ago could not find a buyer.
One man well known in the field,
"CAMERAMAN (New Outfit) at your s it
estimated that England used about
600 features a year and that the effect of the epidemic shut down last
laboratof
fall and the consequent curtailment
A. LITHOGRAPHING fCORR
exclusive:
of the production had sapped the
w 406 WE/T
31 ST.
A
for langu
titles 'e
market of features available for forall
eign use. He claims that there have
RUSH
WORK
not been sufficient gains in. present
day output to make up for the non- THEY HAVE PROVED THEIR
Film developed and delivered in on
productive period.
SUPERIORITY
He looks forward to the open
booking policy as making the number of features for abroad fewer
than ever. Since all features made
THE BEST PICTURE
here are not suitable for exhibition
to make
money
N
G
I
E
r*
o
.Must
in Europe, this exporter fears that
/
lave
a perfect
llcvelo)
E
-r, I T L.
■ I L. M
a dangerous slump will result in foreign trade.
REX LABORATORY (INC.
AND
has develc
0
" R E Kl O J"T
tives.
A l>eil 1 tarry Keeper's nc
PHONE
BRYANT 9351
Charlotte, Mich. — Thomas Opera
"
Treniont
/
A
I
c O 4212
EL XT.
A"C
20
WE.TT
k
himfur and
House to be remodeled and exten1irN 2E/^T
1!>9.->
full (lien
particuliphi ■
/
I
sive improvements made.
RANC

Shortage in Europe

F. I.A, T.
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rourneur's
Plans
inent
Director
Expected

Karger Leaves To-Morrow
Ma/well Karger, Metro, leaves for
to the coast to-morrow.

ke Special Series for Famous
Players Release
is understood that negotiations
been closed, as a result of which
irneur will make a series
ial productions
for Fas-Lasky.
lranious will
ht to approve the stories
ied for their productions,
hut
beur will also have the privilege
roductions
for indepent the same time.
r understood that First
inal was negotiating with Tourbut one of the points on which
could not agree was the right
fourncur to make
productions
lendent of those for First Na-

Cup to J. D. Williams
Members of the First National
Sales Cluh, composed of exchange
managers of First National, have
given J. D. Williams a handsome silver loving cup.
Universal Theater in Fall
Universal has not yet obtained a
theater on Broadway
to house its
attractions.
One
will probably
be
secured in the Fall.

Warners Expand

Will Have Special Field Force Starting with "Jim" Anderson
Warner Brothers plan a consideridently Tourneur was not desirable expansion of their activities.
ussing the reported arnu-nt yesterday for he said he "Abe" Warner announced on Saturday that six men will be engaged
ded to continue making producfor the states riglit market.
to be known as "field generals" to
cover the entire country in the interest of Warner
Anderson,
formerlyproductions.
manager for"Jim''
Virginia for First National, arrived in
cal Ideas Over the Heads
of
New
York
Saturday.
He
will
be
the
Average
Audience
first of the force with the entire
Bting
for several
comedies South as far as Texas as his terril Paramount
has in readiness tory,
■lease there will he no more of i Offices will be opened in various
iiiKs Montgomery Flagg come- parts of the country. J. L. Warner
It is understood that the reaor the discontinuance of these is now in Los Angeles. S. L. Warner has already opened offices in the
is that Uie usual satirical
Garrick Building, Chicago.
dy was "over the heads"
Production plans include four spele average
audience.
Consely Town
and Country
Films, l cials for 1919. The first is "Open
Bve produced
tue Flagg fea- |Your Eyes" which has already been
irning their attention to | sold to the Standard Film Service,
I St. Louis, for Ohio, Michigan, Kenm of comedy release.
tucky. Indiana and Tennessee. The
second of the series will be James W.
i Gerard's "Beware'* directed by WilNo. 98
I Ham Nigh, to open at the Broadway
I Strand, Detroit, June 1.
"Open Your Eyes" opened at
By Jack Alicoate
Crandall's Metropolitan, Washington, yesterday and will open at the
HE worth of character cannew
Garrick, Los Angeles, next
Mrrulay.
not be over estimated in
Warner productions will not hererson or publication, It is
after be sold outright. The Warners
it intangible, illusive, somesay they will always demand a part
ng that money cannot buy.
interest in whatever they produce.
is the h?l'mark of reliability,
5 symbol of ultimate suc>s The independent editorial
Helen Holmes will make a 15 epilicy of WID'S DAILY has
sode serial for the S. L. K. Serial
ipleased some — but — it has
Corp. Each episode will be in two
sased others many times
reels. Production will be in New
)re as evidenced by the fact
York,
Director not announced.
Jt it is growing as never heDomestic distribution has not been
re. There are still a few in
decided upon but the foreign sales
5 industry who do not read
will be through S. S. Krel'berg and
ID'S regularly — a very few.
the Trans-Russian Film Corp.

Nfo More Flagg's

Little Ad Talks

Holmes In Serial

Price 5 Cents

Stars Going South

Up and Going
Motion

Picture Exhibitors
America

of

Indianapolis, Minn.
Dear Wid:
My first work each morning
is to look over Wid's Daily.
It keeps me right up to the
minute on what is going on in
the Industry. It is like a good
breakfast — keeps you up and
going during the day.
Very cordially yours,
Frank Rembusch
National
Secretary
Universal to Aid Exhibitors
Universal announces that for the
Fall season all exchanges will be
supplied with prints so that exhibitors may see productions weeks in
advance of showings.
They will distribute the 12 tworeelersRelief,
made inforwhich
the Stage
War
appearWomen's
notable
stage characters including David
Bclasco.

Ready For Hearing
(Special to WID'S DAILY.)
Springfield, 111. — Exhibitors from
all over Illinois arc here for the hearing today on the Buck Censorship
bill. As noted there will be a number of speakers representing the industry, including Charles C. Pettiiohn, Walter W. Irwin and Gabriel
L. Hess of New York.

O'Brien Starts
As Star withBiograph
Selznick Today at
Work

will be started today at the

Biograph
studios
by Eugene
as
a star for
Selznick
Pictures.O'Brien
This is the first of the Selznick
tr'O to begin work in the East.
O'Brien's first will be "The Perfect
Lover."
Ralph Ince is directing.

Number of Important Film Folk to
Attend
Celebration and Ball at
Richmond, Va.
A number of important film folks
will leave New York on Friday in a
special car For Richmond, where they
will be the guests of tlie city at a big
movie ball and celebration, part of
the homecoming festival to be tendered to the Virginia troops.
In the party will be "Smiling Bill"
Parsons, his wife, "Billie" Rhodes,
Dolores*C'assinelli, Ann Luther, June
Caprice, Creighton Hale, Jane and
Katherinc Lee am* their mother,
Charles C.
Pettijohn
of ExhibitorsMutual,
.Mian
Rock and
John W.
Alicoate, of Wid's Daily.
A number of other important
folk including June Elvidge,
Baird, Florence Billings. Grace
be in lingtheand Ruth
party. Chatterton may

film
Leah
Daralso

There will be a May party next
Saturday afternoon at which the Lee
chi'dren will be the special guests
and a theater party to be followed
by the movie ball at the armory.
"Kinograms" will send a staff photographer along to snap the importart happen:ngs.
Richmond is making- a special celphratton of the homecoming of the
Virginia troops. Mayor Ainslce is
taking an active part in securing the
co-operation of film folk as is Major Lawrence F. Price, chairman of
the homecoming committee.

European Distribution
Goldwyn announces that exhibitors
in Germany, Austria, Hungary,
Czecho-Slovakia, Jugo-Slavia, Poland, and all countries that were cut
off from distribution by the war have
definitely contracted for the showing
of the entire output of Goldwyn picture- up to September, 1919. Showin-- will start with the signing of
the peace treaty.

The announcement of the distribution of Goldwyn pictures in Central
Europe upon the signing of the
Peace Treaty recalls statements
made by reliable exporters that a
number of the other companies have
Judge
Manton
Postpones
"Fit to
Win" Action Until Next W^k
'- idy disposed of their product for
; id rile Europe and that no anay
nouncement w'll be made until peace
postponined the acDis<-'
yesterd
day.
Fudge
Win" case until next Mon- is officially declared.
to Manton
"Fit
At this time there is in New York a
In the meantime, the Grand Opera man who is an important factor in
House in Brooklyn, is closed and what was the largest theatrical comtlie picture is not being shown. The
in Germany before the war.
Gotham on East 12th St. is still lie is pany
acting through a well known
showing the film despite the arrest export figure who has bougTit up the
(Continued
on page 2)
(Continued
on page 2)

Case Hangs Fire
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Third of Johnny Dooley comedies
will be completed this week.

est of "Whom
Destroy."

the

Gods

Would

Price 5 Cents

Thomas Meighan will have a leadLambert
Hillyer
directed
"Bill"
Hart in "Square-Deal Anderson."
inn part Hawley.
in "Peg O'Barbara
My Heart"
with
Wanda
Castleton
Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Out of a total of 139 theaters in will also be in the cast.
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New
York,
N.
Y.,
by
WID'S
FILMS
and
Detroit "Shoulder Arms" has already
FILM FOLKS, INC.
played 126.
P. C. ("Wid") Cunning, President and Treas
urer, Lyrrde Denig, Editor; Ben 11. Gritnm
United's newspaper
i'-ians
A Los Angeles
quotes
Associate Editor; Joseph Dannenburg, Vice
Madge Kennedy will shortly begin
President and Managing Editor; J. W. AH
Wm. Alexander, Western manager
to work on "The Wrong Door.- Clar- fur United as saying that the head
•coate, Secretary and Business Manager.
ence G. Badger will direct.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918t
offices of United would be moved to
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Harry Reichenbach Is Sack in New that city at once.
Regarding which Lee Ochs said
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside York after a week's trip to some of
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 the Eastern exchanges in the inter- yesterday that it was news to him.
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
VO.OO.
Subscribers should remit with order

European Distribution

Address

all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone: Yanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Cank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone,
Hollywood
1603.

(Continued from page I)

releases of practically all the program companies since 1914. These
pictures are going to be shown in
Germany and Austria and involves
At the annual banquet of the what is no doubt the largest sum of
money ever invested in an export
Talk about politics, Felix F
American Newspaper Publishers As- deal.
sociation recently, Augustus Thomas
To most exporters, the knowledge Goldwyn, is instituting a n«
in a speech defended the cup that of the operations of these men is no tem of "lobbying."
Philadelphia, Pa.— The Hoffman cheers while it need not necessarily secret. The only drawback to open
Co. has sent out plans for altera- inebriate. He said that temperance declaration is the signing of the
tions and additions for house at
peace terms at Versailles.
(Continued from pag
1018 Market St. for the Stanley Co. hibition.
had nothin' whatever to do with proNew Billy West Series
of Isaac
Slutzker
and
Alfn.
Chicago. — Frederick J. Ireland, of Harsten, manager.
Buffalo, N. Y. — A fireproof theaTh<
the
Emerald
M.
P.
Co.,
is
presenting
ter will be erected at 26 and 28 Trilatter two came up on the 14t
Douglas Fairbanks has his own private opinion of his Japanese cook. Billy West in a new series of two
angle St., Jas. S. Savage interested
Cost $60,000.
Said opinion is not for publication. reelers.
was thepostponed
by
Federal pending
Court as the
to de
wl '
the film can be exhibited in
Doug caught the largest fish that
Prize Winners
York.
The
calender
calls
for
a!
had
been
seen
in
his
locality
in
six
Phila., Pa. — A theater will be
erected on Frankford Ave. and Ox- years, sent it home for mounting,
Blau i
Pittsburg, Pa. — Fred G. Sliter and ing before Magistrate
and
the
cook
cut
the
head
and
tail
his local crew captured the Wm. J. 126th St. Court tomorro
ford St., for Wm. Freihofer.
Plans for a house at Germantown off.
that decision will b]
Clark trophy, a silver cup, for mak- expected
ing the best showing during April served pending
Federal action
and Lehigh Ave also being prepared.
The nonchalance with which Sil- of the Exhibitors' Mutual exchanges.
Magistrate Reynolds in the A
St. Court
in Brookh n
They
also
won
the
$100
cash
prize
verit p , a Sioux Indian extracted with '
offered by Robertson-Cole Co. for postponed
the hearing in the i
his baresnakefingers
a fangexcitement
from 'a rattlecaused great
and making the best increase over March until May 27. The he;
of
any
of
the
exchanges.
Federal
Court
on the questii
wonder among the company filming!
"The Westerners." Mildred Manfor
a
hearing
May
26.
New London, Conn. — M. Pouzzner
ning exclaimed, "How wonderful!" and Samuel Campner, managers of showing "Fit to Win"
But Silvertip didn't "Savvy" the the Empire, have secured the Gem
praise. He just said, "Huh, me used at Willmantic.
South Bend, Ind. — Theatn
2.500 now being built. Bla
to cat 'em."
Theater Corp. interested.

New Theaters

Case Hangs Fire

willMiama,
build. Ariz. — Charles A. G<

"Everybody's

This

Week

At the Rialto:
"It is a
tion to its
Library of
glimpses of

V

"Judge

Broadway"

"Northern

Norway"

scenic too, at the Rialto that wins interest out of proporbrevity. This is 'Northern Norway' from the DeLuxe
the Educational Films Corporation, and offers attractive
the country and its people."— N. Y. Times.

At the Rivoli:
Along about the year 1950 "The
Heart of Humanity" may slow down
a little — but not until then — not so
you'd notice it.

on

Rumhauser"

"^A Run For His Money"
in an International

Cartoon

■*/

Business"

Grace Cunari
Starring in

"ELMO The Mighty
A

SERIAL

IN

8

PART

To Be Released By

UNIVERSAL

jM%
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Well-Sustained Climax Helps Hayakawa's Latest
Sessue Hayakawa

in

A PICTURE thai rune along in a fairly even tenor —
•**■ aever either wildly i
resting or boringly dull —

"His Debt"
Hayworth

Pict. Corp — Robertson=ColeExhibitors Mutual

DIRECTOR

William

AUTHOR
BY

Frances

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE.

TOM

TERR1SS
Directed

HE
THIRD
DEGREE"
E HON
AND THE
MOUSE"
Two Smashing Successes

iiim i-ai w 1 1
will

be dilTert'iit.

Guihan

Frank D. Williams
. . .Nothing remarkable, but will get by.

Mostly
a superstructure
built
rather tense and dramatic climax.

up

on

a

DIRECTION
Gets most out of material at hand;
too many close-ups of star.
PHOTOGRAPHY

Fair

LIGHTINGS
CAMERA

Good enough
WORK

STAR
War produced
many
atrociTIint was the Ravage of
uni. Instruction
of France,
ish I hi. etc.

Worthington
L. V. Jefferson

SCENARIO

STORY

is Sessue

Satisfactory
Has type of role which he does best.

SUPPORT
MacDonald

Jane Novak
satisfactory;
a bit theatrical at times.

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL.-

Some

Francis
Very

few

good

sets

Shows care in spots; titles good

CHARACTER
OF STORY
Japanese
gambling=
house keeper gives up girl to man he hates
because she saved his life.

Two More Exchanges
:»< ning of exchange ofOmaha and Salt Lake City, LENGTH
nis to be in a position
e overnight
distribution
in
Ely every city of the United
There will be 22 Goldwyn
f Stations" in as many offices.

NOT

AS*

Pah don}

OF

PRODUCTION

About

4,800

feet

IS ONLY

FOf^THB

> ST/\b-E success

be Lyons Moil"

"His

Debt."

Tile first

tWO

reels

Will Have to Rely Mostly on Star's Popularity
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

To the many followers of Sessue Hayakawa this
will be a good picture — to others it will be just average. Few folks who are not "Hayakawa fans" will
hand this one much, so it depends on how your patrons
feel toward the star how you handle the picture.
The star is the best advertising possibility. The offering is not one that will stand much of a run solely
on its entertainment value.
Inasmuch as the general tone of the work is heavy
and much
serious,
y'ou had with
bettercomedies
lighten up
as
as possible
and your
otherprogram
frothy

ON

I Iayaka wa's

are rather slow because they are devoted too lengthily
to "planting" the characters of the two male Leads—
the Japanese
who
conducts
a high-class
gambling
house and who uses the profits to help the poor, ami
the inebriate young broker who is gambling his fortune away. When the love interest is Introduced there
IS •'
pportunity
to lake a livelier interest
ill what
happens to the three leading characters — the love interest being Introduced through the medium of Jane
Novak, appearing as the girl who loves the young
broker despite his shortcomings.
The whole story has been built up with the climax
in view, ami the tenseness of the concluding fo<
is worth enough to make one overlook some of the less
plausible roads thai lead to it.
Hayakawa
is seen in the t \ 1
£ role that tits him
so well. He is called upon for considerable difflcull
character delineation
ami always
responds.
He is
Seen as an absolutely square gambler a man who always pays his debts. One of the besl palrons of his
gambling house is Francis MacDonald. who is engaged
to Jane Novak, whose belief in him is great. MacDonald is shamed into a wager with Hayakawa and.
losing, makes out a spurious check. That night he
shoots
the gambling
house
keeper.
Hayakawa
is
taken to a hospital where Jane has -one to seek solace
as a nurse. Hayakawa's life is saved by Jane's liursLng.
He refuses to name his assailant.
Convalescing, Hayakawa invites Jane to his house,
where he tells her of his love. She tells him she is to
marry MacDonald.
Hayakawa demands vengeance and forces MacDonald into an interview. MacDonald covers the bad
check, but the Japanese decides to turn him over to
the police for attempted murder. Jane comes upon
the scene and [deads with Hayakawa. It is at this
juncture that the plot begins to quicken the interest
of the spectator. During a very well and highlysustained sequence Hayakawa refuses to let MacDonald off. Jane tells him that she loves MacDonald even
in spite of his attempting murder. Hayakawa is obdurate. Jane's last plea is that she wouldn't marry
Hayakawa because of the difference of blood. His
love for her is so great that he shields MacDonald from
the police, thereby paying his debt to Jane.

Kearney Returns
Pat Kearney who has been doing
Famous Players publicity on the
Coast since December is back in the
local department. Pat was at one
time editor of Progress-Advance.
Big Preparations for Caine Novel
Famous Players are making big
preparations for the exploitation of
"The Woman Thou Gavest Me." the
Hall Caine novel directed by Hugh
Ford.
A press book twice the size

short subjects. The music, except that for the feature, should also be as light and lilting as possible.
If you can get much newspaper space there can
be used the old controversy as to whether or not blood
should be a barrier to marriage. Use catch lines in
your advertising such as "Could you love a man from
the Orient — even if his was the most worthy characThe selections of stills contain some good ones
showing beautiful Japanese objects of art. These
might be used in the lobby as well as Japanese art objects themselves, if obtainable.

of the usual has been prepared with
elaborate hints to exhibitors.
In Sunday's Tribuneter?"
the inside
spread in the Art Supplement contained scenes from the picture. The
release date is May 25, and on that
day Hearst's Magazine appears with
a full page advertisement of the production.

"Everybody's
Business"

House Changes
E. St. Louis, 111. — Olympic, Main
St., opened under new management.
Milford, N. H.— Mrs. Lottie M.
Pierce, manager of Lyric, Manchester, now controls Star, here.
Kansas City, Mo. — Regent, 107
109 E. 12th St.',Toby
purchased
by BenRob.
M.
Atchenberg,
Brenner,
Laykin, Leo and Saml. Bobrecker,
for $150,000.
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On Broadway
Rivoli —
Dorothy Gish— "I'll Get Him Yet.
Rivoli Pictorial.
Judge Rumhauser
Cartoon.
Prizma — "Glacier Park."
,
Lloyd — Pathe
Comedy — "Back
to
the Woods."
Rialto—
Pauline Frederick — "One Week of
Life."
Rialto Magazine.
Educational — "Northern
Norway."
Sunshine
Comedy — "A Lady Bell
Hop's Secret."
StrandEthel Clayton — "The Woman Next
Door."
Strand Topical Review.

Putting

It Over

Here is hou,
a brother exhibSend
itor put his show over.
along
Let the other
your
ideas.
know how
you cleaned
up.
fellow

Chaplin in "Shoulder Arms."
Mrs. M. L. Kiplinger, owner of the
Opera House thought a good idea
to have some kind of a procession
with a white horse. San Bernardino is a city of automobiles and a
white horse would be a novelty.
So she secured a team of horses
and someone to look like Charlie to
drive them. In the wagon a dugout
was built and a-top of it Old Glory
waved merrily to the breeze. About
everybody in town followed the wagon around and coupled with the
impersonation of Chaplin and the
patriotic appeal, the Opera House
was jammed for two days.

"Everybody's
Business"

Orchestra Leader — A man who knows hew
to put on a program of music that fits your
»how. References as to ability. Address,
Leader, this office.

SALE

Moving Picture Theater in Middle West
Good proposition for a cash sale. Owner
must sell, account of health. Address
Vf. W., <•/<> Wids'.

HELP

WANTED

Large Moving Picture Theater is lookins for a man who can assist manager
and handle publicity. Address L. M.,
r o Wids.

The Sphinx has never smiled,
but wait till the

JOHNNY

DOOLEll

films hit Egypt.

She'll yell in glee.

San Bernardino, Cal. — This is how
one of few woman exhibitors in
Southern California put over Charlie

Outing — Chester — "Itasca Makes
Bow."
Her
Topics of the Day.
Comedy — "Roaring
Lions
and
Monkey Shines."
New York —
Today — J. Warren Kerrigan —
"The Best Man."
Wednesday — Maxine Elliott — "The
Eternal Magdalene."
Thursday — Tom Mix — "The Coming of the Law."
This stunt paved the way for "A
Friday — Mary Maclaren — "The Dog's
Life" booked to follow "ShoulUnpainted Woman." Margarita
der Arms" which will shortly play
Fisher — "Charge It to Me."
a return engagement.
Saturday — Zena Keefc — "The
Amateur Widow."
Austin, Tex. — J. J. Hegman of the
Sunday — Hale Hamilton — "Full of
Queen here gets a lot of healthy cooperation from the students of the
Pep."
Broadway — Blanche
Sweet — "The University
of Texas
located here.
Unpardonable Sin."
Regularly, says Hegman, he reHarris — Salvation
Army
film —
ceives a number of requests from
"Fires of Faith."
students asking him to book certain
George M. Cohan — Griffith Players —
pictures. In the case of "Virtuous
"Broken Blossoms."
Wives" he received 100 requests to
run the production.
The advantage of this is that HegNext Week's Features
Attractions
next week:
man can feel the pulse of his audience. When he booked Mary PickRivoli — Douglas
Fairbanks — "The ford in "Daddy Long Legs" he origKnickerbocker
Buckaroo."
inally intended playing it for three
Rialto — Charles Ray — -"The Busher." days. However, so numerous were
Strand — Madge Kennedy — "Leave It the requests that Hegman felt safe
in running it four days.
To Susan."
Harris — Salvation
Army
Special —
"Fire", of Faith."
Reviewing 600 Reels
George M. Cohan — Griffith Players —
Rev. C. C. Marshall of the St.
"Broken Blossoms."
James Methodist Church, in charge
Broadway — Blanche
oweet — "The of the motion picture program for
Unpardonable Sin."
the Centenary Movement of the
Methodist Church, which is holding
its convention in Columbus, from
June 20 to July 13, is holding a
series of conferences with the Social
Service Department of the National
Board of Review working out the
selection of films to be used in the
demonstration programs to be given
CLASSIFIED
every day during the convention.
These
will necessitate the use of 600
POSITION WANTED
reels of film.

FOR

-

JOHNNY D00LEY FILM COMEDIES,
Longacre
Building

C. L. Bach
President

Details of release will be announced when complete I

One Born a Minute

Two New Des Moines H
Des Moines. — Two new t]
will be built here: on
Blank at Ninth and Locust 5
the other by the Grand Ir]
ment Co. on Grand Ave. l]
Fifth and Sixth Sts.
Blank will open the new j

(Special to W ID'S DAILY.)
Freeport,
111. — sworn
Twenty-five
rants have been
out for warone
Frank Behel, who a month ago came
here and announced that he would
open a moving picture studio that
would rival any in California and collected several thousands of dollars
Jan. 1. byTheHarry
other Hie
ho'
be managed
from several hundred aspirants for before
film fame. When the time come for for a long time with Mutl
Universal.
dress rehearsals of the embryo Chaplins, Fairbanks, and Mary Pickfords
Behel said they would have to have
Fairfield, la. — Hugh Benn h
. costumes and he would furnish them, sold the Orpheum to the S the:
as well as make-up, etc. When the Iowa Amusement Co., whiclis a
supplies and costumes failed to ar- curing control of a string of 1 ise;
rive for which Behel had collectmoney in advance, an effort was
made to locate Behel, the LaGrande
EXPORTERS
OF FILM!
Film Co. president. To date, however, he cannot be found. It is said
We have
many advertising
that
will properly
assist the "e
tation of American Stars apu
he
try. has operated under different
in the Films you are sending a
names in other sections of the counWe are making certain cla»>
this advertising m;;tter especiai
export, taking into conside
duties and freights
Low price
KRVUS
MFC
CO.,
20 XV. 42nd St. N. V.

A- LITHOGRAPHING fCORR
* 406 WE/T
31 IT. ^

P

ANCI/CO

Made to please the discriminating.

THE
Must

BEST PICTURE

to
have

make
money
;i perfect
developed

REX LABORATORY

(INC.)

as developed
HarryandKeeper's
negain's.
Ask him
then phnne
rcmnnt
190.5 for full particulars.

o

n*
E
IL M
r* e

EU
I
G N
TITIiJ

O.TT
N E.
PHONE
BRYANIUS
220
WE/T
42!/1
n jr •

COMPLETE LINE OF II
Supplies and Equipmiujfl
for STUDIO and THEAI6
National
and
Speer
Cal *
MAZDA
LAMPS

CHARLES
AL. HENDRICKSON F.M CAMP
U7 *?l«tS 3
N
The personnel of your theater is
everything and is always a reflection
of its manager. — N. M. Trafton,
O-Raw-Nay Circuit.

Charge d'Affairs

14W.JIS10».

"Everybody's

Business"

pBRADSTREET

XfeRECOCHIZED

Authority
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$3 Per

Seat

Griffith's "Broken
Blossoms"
v Record Price for Pictures
■OUncements will appear in the
>apcrs today that a number of
in the George M. Cohan thearill be sold at $3 each for
:en Blossoms. This is the first
n the history of picture presenthat any scat has sold for as
as $3 at the box office.

Nine Sales Conventions
There will be nine Famous Player :
sales conventions scattered all over
the country during the first week in
June. This idea is an outgrowth of
the central sales conventions jus:
finished here. The district managers who have now returned to
their respective territories will call
a meeting of the sales force in their
district to acquaint them with the
forthcoming plans of the corporation.

'o Await Federal Decision
ristrate Blau in the 126th St.
yesterday postponed action on
rests of Isaac Slutzker and Al- Gradwell of World Film Says It Is
for Protection of Exhibitor
D. Harsten of the Gotham
"In these days of theater buying
: "Fit to Win" is showing. The
n ill come up next Wednesday
it is thought that the Federal by big film interests," said Ricord
will finally dispose of the case. Gradwell of World Film yesterday,
"it may dawn on some why World
I Hodkinson, Again Promoted has stuck to the program idea, and
to do so. We are pracA. Crane, New York manager will continue
tically underwriting every theater
le Hodkinson Corporation, has owner and manager by guaranteeing
promoted again. He came from that he can get a good show every
ington to take charge in New day in the week, and every week in
seven weeks ago but will now the year. The more these theatets
organization work for the corn- are bought up the more important
He leaves this week for Dethe program is going to be."
lis first stop.
irge F. Lenehan is the new loHyman Going Into Chicago
anager.
Chicago. — Arthur S. Hyman,
lition to Goldwyn
Publicity
prominent state right buyer of Detroit will enter the field in this city.
vin J. Mayer, at one time assoOffices will be located at 1314 Coneditor of Munsey's, and more
sumers Bldg., and will be opened for
tly director of publicity for the
icanization Division of the business June 2.
The
first
picture for Indiana and
d States Bureau of Education,
tart this morning as a member Illinois release will be "Virtuous
Men." The same service in effect in
[ Goldwyn publicty staff.
Michigan is promised exhibitors in
the new territory.

Price 5 Cents

Silee

Film
Exchange,
Chicago

Gentlemen:
I read Wid's Daily when I
come to my office every day,
and it is one of the best mediums by which a film man can
be posted with the latest upto-date news of the business.
Lee Herz.

Why the Program?

No. 100

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
riD'S DAILY carried more
advertising during the
nth of April than in any
i period in its history,
ere's a reason! Since its
rt it has proven an efficient
ult producing medium. Uni Topsy, it hasn't "just
iwed," but its rapid advance
I been the result of an efent news gathering organiion bringing to filmland
ry morning of the year all
news worth printing. You'll
I it in WID'S first.

Pleasing Patrons

One of Best Mediums.

Poli Books "Virtuous
Men"
The Poli Circuit will play "Virtuous Men" in all its theaters throughout New England.

Two

In Cast

Griffith to Produce Unusual Picture
in East
It is understood that David W.
Griffith is planning to make a production in the East containing only
two characters in tne cast.
While the Griffith offices are reticent relative to this novelty the fact
that Lillian Gish and Richard Barthelmess are in the East with Griffith, has led to the belief that they
will be the players used in the production.
The nature of the production is
being withheld, but it will likely be
along unusual and artistic lines.

De Remer with World

How

EugeneDoes
RothThings
of the California

Eugene Roth of the California
Theatre, San Francisco, is in town
"looking things over." Like other
western showmen, Roth cannot enthuse— and does not — over the presentation of features in the Broadway houses. In a nvimt>er of points
he agrees with H. M. Thomas of
Omaha, who, when here last week,
criticised Broadway presentations.
Roth is a firm believer in pleasing his public. "The motto of our
house," he said, "is 'the public is
always right.' " It means that everything is done to make our patrons
happy. For instance, if a patron
wants his money back it is not returned grudgingly, but with a smile,
and with an expression of regret
that we cannot please him.
"When our show is sold out we
cease selling tickets: We have about
one hundred loge seats, which we
sell, however, with the undertanding
that the patron can visit the floor
and rest easily on our big heavily
upholstered furniture. And an electric indicator shows when his numbered ticket can be used. We play
no favorites. Our patrons wait 15
or 20 minutes under the most pleasing conditions and are then seated.
This is only one of the many innovations in thenotCalifornia."
Roth could
understand why
there was not a Sunday morning

concert on Broadway. "We are today doing $500 minimum with our
Sunday morning concerts. They are
Ruby DeRemer was signed yes- the talk of the town. I am firmly
terday by World Film and work on
her first production will be started convinced that the best thing in the
world to improve trie general calibre
as soon as possible. President Grad- of the business is for every manager
well said yesterday that no expense
would be spared in getting the very to put on the best possible show he
best story and as strong a director as can find. The quicker the smaller
exhibitor gets to th*s the better it
Clifford Bruce has filed suit in the was obtainable, to make Miss De- will
be for all of us and I say this,
Remer one of the most popular stars
City Court against the Smith-Foley of the coming year.
bearing in mind that the investment
M. P. Co., Ltd., for $1,307.50.
in
the
California represents over
"We have every confidence in what
The defendant, a Canadian corporaone and three-quarter million doltion, is alleged to have engaged the she will do," he said.
plaintiff in February last as actor
While here he will arrange the
and assistant to the general mancoming season's program.
Big Ad Campaign on "Bear-Cat"
ager at $250. a week until the actual
With
Mrs. Roth he will return to
Harry Reichenbach has a huge adproduction of a certain picture was
vertising campaign under way for the coast early next week.
begun when he was to receive $500.
Bear-Cat Went Dry." Ara week from the time of actual pos- "When
angements are now being made with
ing. He alleges that to April 5 last Grosset and Dunlap, publishers of
Famous Preparing Booklet
lars."
$L500. was due of which only $192.50
Famous
Players are preparing a
the book for a popular edition numwas paid.
bering 300,000. Advance cards bear- booklet of about 60 pages which will
The defendant makes a denial.
ing the announcement of the film will show in detail the executive and office personnel of the organization.
appear in 7,100 book stores and in
Rorke in Town
over 4.000 drug stores maintaining a Pictures are being sjiapped of everybook
department.
body in the office.
Sam Rorkc is at the Knickerbocker,
The film will be completed in
The booklet when completed will
He is here to arrange for the re- about
10
days
and
release
will
be
leases of the Katherine MacDonald
not only be circulated in this counProductions.
probably July 1.
try but all over the world.

Bruce Wants Pay
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Cuts And Flashes
Adolf Philipp Film Corp., located,
Bryant Washburn fn "Putting It 11 E. 14th St.
Over" is slated for June 1 release.
Vol. Vm No. 50
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Price 5 Cents

Universal has bought Frederick
Bennett's "Five Thousand Dollar Reward" for Pete Morrison.
Copyright
1919, Wid's
Film
Film44th
Folks,
Inc. Published
Daily at
71-73andWest
St..
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
"Love's False Faces," the next
FILM FOLKS, INC.
Mack Sennett comedy will be reP. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasleased by Paramount May 25.
urer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Ben H. Grimm,

Associate Editor; Joseph Dannenburg, VicePresident and Managing Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
•t the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$20.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Address

all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg.", Telephone Broadway 3889.
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.

Five Stories for Ince Team
Five stories have already been
bought for Douglas MacLean and
Doris May (formerly Doris Lee) the
new Ince co-stars. They are "Mary's
Ankle"; "What's Your Husband Doing"; '"Twenty Three and Half
Hour's Leave"; "Behind the Door";
"Some Honeymoon." Work on
"What's Your Husband Doing" has
already been started.
Anderson, Ind. — N. M. McCullough and F. E. Mustard are to build
new theater here. Cost $100,000;
seating capacity 1,200.

"Everybody's
Business!"

Continental Pictures featuring Jess
Willard will have a national advertising campaign including 24 sheet
stands and a big newspaper cam-

"The
Spark
Divine"
is the next
Alice Joyce subject.
Tom
Tcrriss
is directing.
I. Lesserman, manager of the Chicago Universal exchange, gave a
dinner to the hundred employes of
the exchange last Saturday evening
which was followed by dancing, pictures and a musical entertainment.
The affair was part of the seventh
anniversary
celebration of the Universal company.

paign.
Kansas Exhibitors Reorganizing
Kansas City. — Movement reported
under way to reorganize and revive
the Kansas State Exhibitors' League.
Chaplin

Signs

With

Famous

Famous Players-Lasky has signed
Sid Chaplin to make four comedies
to be released as Paramount Artcraft Super Comedies. The pictures
will be five reels each and a proviso
in the contract allows six months\ to
produce each.
Chaplin will make them in Charlie's studio in California and will
direct them himself.
Several months ago it was reported
that Chaplin had signed with First
National. A verbal agreement existed which it is said, was not lived
up to.
New State Righter
Des Moines. — Quality Attractions
have started business here. Henry
B. Walthall
"TheforBoomerang,"
has
been takenin over
Wisconsin,
Iowa, Missouri. Kansas, Nebraska
and the Dakotas.
"Virtuous Sinners" has been
bought for Iowa and Nebraska. S.
Aronowitz is general manager.

In the Courts
Supreme Court Justice Platzek has
decided that the complaint of Frederick Steelman Bain against Jacob
Ginsberg for $35,000 damages over
film, of"When
states
athecause
action Bugles
and hasCall"
denied
an
application by the defendant to dismiss the claim. Bain alleged that he
was a captain in the U. S. Army and
that he wrote the scenario of "When
Bugles Call" for the purpose of using the film to raise funds for
wounded soldiers. He sought financial assistance to produce the film
and the defendant on Oct. 15 last
agreed to advance $50,000 and to induce others to furnish additional
sums necessary to make an elaborate
film, and Ginsberg was to get his
money back out of the profit.
Capt. Bain says he interested the
War Department in the film because
of
the assurances
financial
support
and ofwas Ginsberg's
relieved
I from active military duty to devote
himself to the film, and induced a
I number of prominent men and women to act as patrons for the film,
Ibesides
incurring
personal
obl ligations of $10,000.
He says the
defendant failed to give him the aid
U

Tucson, Ariz;— $150,000 theater to
be built on Stone Ave. by Diamos
Bros.

Everybody's
Business!"

that audit
mysterious
a Maybe
circulation
of the"Box
N. Y>
I
P. I. or a new stunt of Harry i i|
enbach.
agreed and the project was
doned and the plaintiff hum
and discredited in the eyes i
Government. He asked $25,00C
ages and for the $10,000 he ov
the result of Ginsberg's promij
Ginsberg claimed that no cat
action was stated in the com
but Justice Platzek ruled that t
legations as to the agreemer
tween the parties and the fulfil
by the plaintiff of his part ar<
ficient.
Minnie Feinblatt, who own
Westchester Theater at Mt. V
has been sued in the Supreme
for $81 for films, of which $
claimed by Harry A. Samwick,
Corp.as the Producers Feature
ing
vice and $21 by the Reiben

That the world may again know laughter
and happiness. The third of the series of
real two=reel comedies starring

JOHNNY

DOOLEY

MADE

greatest and most unusual of all comedians
" With

TO SATISFY
PART
LAR PEOPLE.

star cast and the

Johnny Dooley Beauty Brigade
is nearing completion

says:
When the power plant out in Los
Angeles breaks down they send for
PRISCILLA DEAN so as to keep
going till they fix their dynamos.
"The Exquisite Thief."

Hilarious
yet distinctly high class
Details of distribution
will be announced
when completed

JOHNNY DOOLEY FILM COMEDIES, Inc. u
Longacre
Building

Clarence L. Bach
President

New
York

"Everybody'}
Business!"

BBADSTREET

7^RECOGHIZED
AUTHORITY

FILMDOM

33 Millions

Famous Gets "White Heather"
Famous Players-Lasky announce
they have purchased "The White
Heather" produced by Maurice Tourneur. It will be released as a Paramillion dollar concern has mount-Artcraft special June 29th.
en incorporated at Dover,
Hawkins in Town
der the name of the United
for Production Corporation
iendly
Interests"
Picture
Theatersto United

F. J. Hawkins of the Haworth
Production Corp. It is unI that the corporation is con- Pictures Corp., Los Angeles, is in
town arranging for the distribution
■> "interests friendly to the of the Lewis Stone Productions.
Picture Theaters."
apers were filed by the CorTrust Co. The attorneys
d were Goldsmith and Roshe senior member of which
"Big 4" Product— W. W.
)ortant official of United Pic- To Handle
Hines Sales Manager
eaters.
ficial of the United Picture
Plans are under way for the establishing of fifteen distributing de> when asked yesterday what
on the new corporation
pots— as the "Big Four" branch offices
will
be
called — in the most imlave with United Pictures,
portant film centers of the country.
rhe corporation will produce
Distributing depots will be lonee the purchase of produccated in New York City, Philadel) that United Picture Theaphia, Washington, D. C, Boston,
1 have the best obtainable
ons for the Fall season for Pittsburg, Detroit, Chicago, New Orleans, Minneapolis, Kansas City,
members."
Denver, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Seattle and Dallas.
Folk Leave for Richmond
William W. Hincs will be sales
iber of well known film folk
manager. He has been with Frohre for Richmond about noon man
Amusement and a number of
attend the movie ball which the distributing companies.
if the celebration to be given
Until exchanges are established all
ome-coming Virginia troops. business will be handled through the
main offices in the Godfrey Building.
These exchanges will be new ones,
thus disposing of the report circuthat the of
"Big the
Four"General
would take
indKatherine Lee, will, it is over lated
some
film
od, produce a series ofi six branches.
ng
ers. starti
work in about
ix weeks. Distribution plans
Just how the Canadian situation
determined.
will be handled has not yet been
definitely determined.

Fifteen Exchanges

e Kiddie Plans

No.

\ttle Ad Talks

101

By Jack Alicoate
MEMBER

Price 5 Cents
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the story of

pe man who couldn't pay
ill for nine reasons — the
being he didn't have any
y — well there are nine
ps why you should adverbi WID'S DAILY— the
being that it BRINGS
BLTS— and that's what
Ire looking for, isn't it
[dvertising
Man?
d, every day,
from WID'S
cover
per and from coast to
It brings results bet it is believed in-<-and
ell that's what counts —
JLTS.

Alive
EXHIBITORS
MUTUAL
Pittsburgh
Exchange,
121 Fourth Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Wid's Daily:
You sure are
give you credit.
telling
you that
a breakfast
food

alive — got to
I do not mind
Wid's
acts as
with us.

Very truly yours,
F. G. Sliter, Mgr.

"Single Idea
Picture"
Attacked
J. D. Williams, First National, Expresses Emphatic Views on
the Subject
J. D. Williams, of First National
Exhibitors, in a lengthy statement
issued yesterday said, in part:
"Reform forces seeking to relieve exhibitors of the restraints and injustices of the
unequitable program contract system are
literally jumping the theatre owners from
the frying pan into the fire in adopting the
'single
native. picture' booking policy as the alter"This latter method wipes out at a single
stroke, the most vital principle of business
practice in trM industry — exhibi'or protec-

Doubling Laboratory
Capacity
"There are very few exhibitors without
tion. * * « The exhibitor who plays the
Famous
Players-Lasky
studio at competitors.
Hollywood,
Cal., will double
its single picture goes back to his exchange to
next one as an individual attraccapacity, and handle approximately a book the
tion. What assurance has he that this commillion feet of film weekly.
petitor, knowing that trie door is open wide

Stormy Debate
Over Buck Bill Which Allows Wide
Open Sunday Shows

(Special to WID'S DAILY.)
Chicago. — One of the most tempestuous fights which has -occurred
before the Legislature at Springfield
developed at the hearing on the Buck
Bill. The hearing, which was at'ended by a number of important exhibitors and representatives of producing units, lasted from two in the
t.fternoon until nearly midnight.
Some of those interested believe that
the stormy debate will result in the
defeat of the bill.
Downstate Representatives, who
■ive in villages and towns which prohibit Sunday picture shows, discovered the bill opens up theaters on
!he Sabbath Day all through Illivois. It would prohibit Sunday closing even if a community desired it.
This caused
considerable
stir in
the ranks of^those who favored the
kick Bill, and who had expected to
Goldwyn announced yesterday the Leport the measure out of the House
purchase of the Triangle studios at judiciary Committee immediately.
Culver City, which they have had
Tin- body blow is in Section 10
under lease since November, 19J^
-ill which provides after OcThe transaction was said to have
jpDer
municipality
is proi ibited 1, 1919.
from any
passing
an ordinance
been an outright cash transfer.
The studios were built at a cost of i gulating the public display or exFifty cities and
over $1,000,000, and cover 40 acres. i ibition of films.
Goldwyn at present has eight com- towns are affected.
panies at work.
Peter J. Schaefer states that memThe plant is complete in evc.y de- 1 ers of the Legislature who had
tail, and among other things has a thought censorship was a sood thing
historical library for research work. are now convinced it is a frost. "I
am convinced that the bill will not

Goldwyn
Buys
Triangle Studios

Netter's Father Ds.ad
the Legislature," he said.
Representative William H. DietHenry Netter, Leon better's father Fch continually heckled the witis dead.
Xetter who is Sol Lesser's nesses.
associate
in Cleveland
is now
in
(Continued
on page 2)
San Francisco for the funeral.

to
the other
fellow's
mayhimnotto capitalize
arrive ahead
of him,
offer work,
more
money for the second one, get it, and profit
immeasurably from the money and effort
the losing exhibitor invested to exploit the
first production?
"There is no assurance against this with
the 'single picture' policy. It makes cutthroats of thetrouble
exhibitors.
* *was not the
"The real
in the *past
star series contracts. Exhibitors wanted
contracts for series productions in which appeared stars popular with their patrons. The
great difficulty with the progiam system was
the latitude it gave producers and distributors to use the star productions as clubs to
compel exhibitors to book weak and inferior
releases
unpopularpicture'
stars. policy
* * blandly
*
"Now, with
the 'single
refuses to give them the protection for which
they have been compelled to pay so highly
in "the past.
Where
anythingto constructive,
progressiveis orthere
beneficial
the
industry in this? It is making tumult out
is «not» a large distributing conof "There
chaos.
cern in the* business
today that would consent, for an instant, to the same conditions
in its relations with stars and producers
that are imposed upon exhibitors in marketing star productions to them on the 'single
picture' basis. Would Paramount, United
Artists, Metro, Select, or First National
agree to a 'single picture' contract with any
of their respective stars?
No!
"Would Paramount contract for but one
DeMille
at a time?
* ♦ business
* N0)
"Would production
Metro consider
it good
to contract with Nazimova for but one picture at a time?
* * * No!
"Would the promoters of the United Artists Corp. have gone beyond the first stages
of organization if they had been unable to
conclude
contracts
with
Charlie
Chaplin,

(Continued

on

page

2)

Answering Criticism
N. T. Granlund, in charge of
publicity for the Loew Enterprises, answers the criticisms
of H. H. Thomas, of Omaha,
relative to Broadway showmanship, by showing what was
done
for "Auction
the Loew
houses. of Souls" by
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Cuts And Flashes
Mack Sennett is making a satire of
"Uncle Tom's
Cabin."
Price 5 Cents

Jack Mulhall will support
Emmy
Wehlen in "A Favor for a Friend."

Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Vivian Martin has started work on
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York,
N. INC.
Y., by WID'S FILMS and Burnett.
"Louisiana," by Frances Hodgson
FILM
FOLKS,
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Ben H. Grimm,
Associate Editor; Joseph Dannenburg, ViceMaurie Meyers, publicity represenPresident and Managing Editor; J. W. Alitative, has become associated with
coate, Secretary and Business Manager.
Edward Small and will hereafter
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, handle all publicity and advertising
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
for his office, besides continuing with
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside his former clients.
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$20.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Address

all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Los Angeles
Office: 605-606-607 Wright
&
Callender
Bldg., Telephone
Broadway
3889.
Hollywood,
Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.

Carvill Loses
(Special to WID'S DAILY.)
Albany, N. Y.— The Court of Appeals has decided against Henry Carvill, a motion picture actor, in his
appeal of an action against the Mirror Film Corp. for a breach of contract. The lower court gave the actor a judgment which was afterward
reversed and now the order of reversal is affirmed by the highest court
of the State.
Carvill claimed mat he was engaged at a salary of $100 a week for
a period of one year. He was discharged after working three weeks.
The Court of Appeals decided that
he was not entitled to a full year's
salary under the terms of the contract.

Tom
Brett
will
do
titles
for
Johnny Dooley comedies
Rod La Rocque will play opposite
Mollie King for American Cinema
in her first production.
"True Heart Susie," a Griffith special, will be released by Artcraft
June 1. Robert Harron and Lillian
Gish appear.
Glady's Leslie's' June release for
Vitagraph, will be "Too Many
Crooks" from a story in All-Story
Weekly.
Ralph Ince directed.

Williams Talks

Debate on Bill

(Continued from page I)

(Continued from page I)

Rose Tapley made an impression
\!u\ I'ickford, Douglas rairbanks and D.
W. Griffith, which insured to their ex- and was liberally applauded.
changes a series of productions by each of
Martin J. Quigley said the Chicago
these artists? Would they be willing to
commission had found no evidence
contract for only one 'single picture' at a
time, knowing that every competing dis- to show the need of censorship.
tributor had equal opportunity with them
Ten scheduled speakers were not
to obtain the next production of any of these heard.
for producers?
No!
"And still, exhibitors are supposed to acRep. Deitrich wanted the bill recept conditions that could not prevail for
ported up Tuesday night but the
a month with the sponsors lor those concommittee
suspended action. A vote
without jeopardizing
invested ditions
in their
enterprises. every dollar"
will be taken without further debate
"Basically, there is comparatively no dis- at the next meeting of Judiciary
tinction between the theatre and the public Committee.

and the exchange and the exhibitor.
* * *
"No distributor would spend money to exAfter Thieves
ploit a star to exhibitors without the positive assurance in a contract that he could
benefit from his efforts by releasing a series
A
special
meeting of the Executive
of productions in which that star appeared.
Committee of the National Associa"Any exhibitor who does not demand, and
get, the same protection for every dollar of
tion was called yesterday to dispromotion money he spends on a star of any
cuss ways and means to end film
value to his box office is aiding his com- thievery. The Association has depetitors to bring about his downfall.'"
termined to make an example of the

Hale

Hamilton At Work
Hamilton
has starte

His Brother's Place" in Holl;
Harry Franklin is directing.
Pioneer Sales
Pioneer has sold the righ
"The Wives of Men" for Lou
and Mississippi to the Sa
Amusement Co. of New Orlea'
T. L. Tally of San Fran
closed on the same picture fc
territory.
The sale of "The Still Alan
Phil Goldstone for Iowa and X<
ka cleaned up the entire wor
this picture.

thieves, and give the next arrested
the fullest punishment that the law
provides.
Hamilton, O. — The principals of
CHAMBERLAIN"
BROWN
STA
the Hamilton Musicians' Local No.
Jack Pickford Contract Up
131 have been made defendants in a
1482 Broadway
9130 l'
$10,000 damage suit brought by John
IXA
HAYWARD
Jack Pickford's contract with First
H. Broomhall, manager of the Jef- National has almost been completed.
ferson and secretary of the Jewel Two of the three films have already
Photoplay Co., which operates this been finished. They are "Bill Appertheater.
son's Boy" and "Burglar By Proxy."
The action grew out of the recent The third is in production now.
No release has as yet been made.
installation of a new pipe organ and
the dismissal of the orchestra. The
union took immediate steps to have
Bristol,
Conn. — Empire
to be
the orchestra put back to work, but turned into business block.
met with no success, and as a result
Kansas City. — Marcus Loew has
circulated letters branding the house
as unfair and endeavored to prevent started to remodel the Garden at a
cost
of $100,000, seating capacity to
any musicians from accepting an engagement at the house, it is claimed. be 3,600.
Exhibitor Sues Musicians

ADVICE

No.

11— WE

INSURE

Erbograph Studios
& Laboratory
[Watch this Space for Others]

There is an old saying that advice is only worth what you pay
for it — But — we have NOT built our business on that principle.
Co-operation and service have been watch words in our organization since its inception. For 20 years our work has placed us in
touch with the foremost factors of the industry. We will make
your problems ours — and at absolutely no obligation on your
part. If oiii- advice registers, we will be glad to serve you, if
not — we'll still be happy.

Reuben
The money that some producers put
into Stars we put into pictures that
MAKE Stars— then we, AND YOU,
have something left over.

"Virtuous Men" will be seen 1
inmates of Sing Sing and A
Prisons.

3

Insurance

m

Phone

John

AMUELS
ERVICE

SO Maiden

Lane

5425 - 542.6 - 9427 - 9428

./v53V
Samuel?

^jjMjigjgf

Featured
player
in Christie
< ■"
and appeared with John Barrymon
"
Moore,
Harold
Lockwood,
Victor »'
as lead.
Miss Hayward
has an i •'
sive contract
with Chamberlain Bi n
Next issue:
JULIA

KELETV

'EVERYBODY'!
BUSINESS!"
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Crook Meller That Is Not Always Convincing
e Story

Priscilla

[HE THIRD DEGREE"
; Author

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Charles Klein
I Sta,

=§

: Director

Screen

Ro||in Sturgeon
Bayard Veiller
Waldemar Young
Arthur Gosden

Keeps

things

moving

in

a

lively

PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Conventional
CAMERA
WORK
Indifferent
STAR
Pleasing enough; titles help her get some
laughs.

Tom Terriss

Making

Some of the titles are sure to gel a laugh, and it is
through many of them thai Priscilla Dean will gel
appreciation of her story self and by that la not
meant thai she does not carry her role capably.
She
does, and her natural charm and appeal gel over.
Here is a sample of one of Priscllla's lines; "Gertie
Jones, you little fool" (she is speaking to herself),
"queen ofof cracked
the empty bean.
Here you are with $ 10.000
worth
ice locked in the safe, and you are
"ii the outside looking at the locked d
•."
Priscilla is a maid working for a wealthy woman,
but in underworld circles she is known as "The Chatterbox" because of her I1.1l.it of talking to herself.
Priscilla is ably seconded by Francis
MacDonald. in
the role of the famous yeggman.
One or two spots in the picture show lack of attention to detail: for instance, although she is living in
an apartment with a man and one learns later that she
is married to him, she wears no wedding ring; another
had spol Is a close-up of a smoke-stack and steam
whistle with a painted back drop; still another an
electric table lamp that smokes.
As the maid in the wealthy home. I'riscilla's amateurish efforts to open the safe are funny. She makes
a botch of it and framing an alibi, she phones the
police. Meanwhile a regular burglar opens the safe
and. at the point of her revolver, the yeggman tells
Priscilla that he likes her. The police come and .MacDonald (the burglar), having fallen for the girl's
charms, covers her from the police. Pater she is Instrumental in aiding his escape from prison. They
lice to New York and rent an apartment — Living there
apparently unmarried. Priscilla's sister, ill. comes to
her after having been released from the "pen." An
incident leads the yeggman and Priscilla to resolve to
"go straight."
MacDonald invests his "earnings" with a neighbor.
They go to the country and live the simple life until
they learn they have been duped by the neighbor.
MacDonald goes to New York to "get" the neighbor.
Priscilla holds up the neighbor in an automobile and
grabs the coin.
The burglar has been traced to the apartment by a
Western detective. Priscilla and MacDonald save the
detective from two escaped convicts. They tell him
they have been "going straight" and are married. The
detective leaves them to each other and they go back
to their simple life in the country.
In the cast are Claire Greenwood, Gertrude Astor,
George McDaniels. Walt Whitman and H. Milton
Ross.

AS A WHOLE
Ordinary program offering
STORY
Full of melodramatic action; not always
convincing.

DIRECTION
manner.

ombination Hard

in

"Pretty
Smooth"
Universal

jZ^

Alice Joyce

Dean

To Beat

=

History

§=

SUPPORT

adequate.
EXTERIORS

Francis

MacDonald

good;

others
Suitable

INTERIORS
Good enough
DETAIL. . . .Shows lack of care in spots; some titles
clever.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Crook
melodrama
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,398 feet

M.

KASHIN

'ormerly
Managing
Director
Iroadway & Symphony Theatre

■ 214
id Theatre Bid's

Phone
Bryant

6212
6213

EVERYBODY'S
BUSINESS!"
ers" as Technical Director
Bed that Jack Pringle, better
as "Slivers,"
the clown,
will
icture
as a technical
director,
died architecture and interior
tion before working
"under
top."

)/eyf£WS SftYS:

BACK in the good old 10-20-30 days the crook
melodrama used to be a knockout. Many Broadway successes and good photoplays have been built
around burglarious persons, but the impression is that
in "Pretty Smooth" the crook stuff has been smeared
on with
too' heavy
hand;
the a heroine is a crook,
her and
lover too
is generous
a burglar, a her
sister
jailbird, and a title states her father dies in the "pen."
However, the action in the picture is fairly swiftmoving, if not always convincing, and with those who
can take their melodramatic food with more than one
grain of salt, and without a large helping of logicsauce, the picture will get over. Sometimes this offering acts like a serial in that things "just happen" to
make it more "intrikut."

Suitable Mostly to Audiences that Like Serials
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Followers of Priscilla Dean will like this, and they
will be given opportunities to laugh with her during
her amateurish safecracking, and at her slangy soliloquies.
Bayard Veiller's is a name that might be coupled
with Miss Dean's in the advertising with beneficial
result. He is a well-known playwright — the author of
several Broadway successes.
Put unless your patrons are very partial toward
Priscilla Dean, don't go too heavy on this one. Solely
on its merits as a photoplay attraction it would not
do much.
It is just an ordinary program meller of no

r — -— "

unusual worth. And remember that the crook atmosphere runs all the way through, that even if the pair
did "go straight" at last they went that way on stolen
money. This is to be considered if you are catering to
a discriminating patronage.
The picture will fit best in those houses in which
serials are a big hit.
In your advertising, play up the fact that Priscilla
Dean is seen in a melodrama written by. Bayard
Veiller. Use catchlines such as: "How love straightened their crooked path." " 'Pretty Smooth. 'A story
of love among lovable thieves'."
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To Seat 5,500
New

Frank Reicher
PRODUCER OF
FEATURES

Reported that Doris Keene is to
put "Romance," her famous London
success, into films. She will return
(Special to WW'S DAILY.)
to this country for the purpose, and
Chicago. — Balaban & Katz, who
control the Riviera and a chain of is to receive $150,000 for her work.
other theaters, are having plans preStarring New Team
pared for the erection of a six-story
Dorothy Green and Arthur Ashley
building to house a picture theater
try.
which will be the largest in the coun- will co-star in a scries of productions
for World, to be released on the. regThe theater when completed will rect. ular program. Frank Reicher wiil diseat nearly 5,500 persons and will
cost in the neighborhood of $1,000,What's in a Name
000. It will be located at the corJames K. Hackett is the name of
ner of Cottage Grove Ave. and 63rd
one of the extra's working for Bert
St., on a lot 200 x 225 feet.
It is planned to make this theater Lytell. Another extra has the name
Joe Weber. And now they are
the premier presentation house of of
wondering when a Lou Fields will
the mid-west. Besides having a sce- come alone.
nic artist to paint sets for each picture, a 50 piece orchestra will be a
Another
Million Dollar House
feature. It is expected the house
will be completed by next April.
Toronto. — Canadian capital will
In design it will be of French ar- back a million dollar house to be
chitecture, with an immense lobby, erected on Victoria St. Will seat 3,patterned after the chapel of Versail- 500. J. P. Bickell interested.
les. A large stage will be part of the
equipment as well as rest rooms, a
THE UNPARDONABLE
SIN
nursery, playrooms for children and
a large promenade.
Harry Carson's Big Production
Studio

Open

to Soldiers

Vitagraph's private projection
rooms at the Brooklyn plant are being thrown open daily to wounded
soldiers able to make the trip there.
W. H. to Back Each of Specials with All the latest Vitigraph productions
are screened for their benefit. ArLike "Mickey's"
W. Campaign
H. will release
more regularly
rangements to this effect were made
during 1919 than heretofore. A num- this week by Priv. F. R. Hirsch of
ber of big features will go out on the 5th Reg., U. S. Marines, formerly
the state right p'.n->. The first of on the staff of the M. P. News, with
these is "Everyb • "s Business" Frank Loomis, studio manager.
which will be backed by a unique
advertising campaign such as put
over "Mickey."
As many features will be released
as can be handled in the special exploitation system that W. H. will use
for all its productions.
Harry J. Shcpard is now working
out the details of the campaign on
"Everybody's Business."

Increase Releases

"EVERYBODY'S
BUSINESS r

To Standardize Film Exchanges
Secretary Elliott, of the National
Association, is in Chicago conferring
with exchange managers of that city
relative to the proposed film exchange building to be erected there.
A specia' committee headed by Al
Lichtman, Famous, is classifying
data, building plans, etc., relative to
having a standardized plan for all
buildings hereafter to be built for
exchanges.
Bulletin for Advertisers
The A. M. P. A. (Advertisers) decided at yesterday's meeting to publish a monthly bulletin of four pages,
first issue June lb. iiach issue will
be edited by a different member and
the list will be drawn up by the
Board of Directors. Vivian Moses
will turn out the first issue.
The purpose of the publication will
be to keep those members who miss
a mi (ting posted on developments
and also a standing directory of all
members with their correct affiliations.
ratulations sent to P. A. Parsons, I'athe, who is the daddy of a
baby girl,

"Romance"

Balaban & Katz House to
Open Next April

Starring Blanche Sweet
Has a lobby display that will reflect
Neilan's masterful direction which will
individualize
both story and star.
On exhibition now in our salesroom.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

Unite
PICTURE THEATRES
OF AMERICA

STOCK
FOR
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ILLU/TRATION.
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BEST PICTURE

to
have

make
money
a perfect
developed
negative

REX LABORATORY

(INC.)

has developed
HarryandKeeper's
negatives. Ask him
then phone
Tremont
1995
for full particulars.

CAMERAMAN

(New Outfit) at your service.

F. I.A. T.
RUSH
Film

developed

and

LABORATORY
EXCLUSIVELY
FOR TITLES IN
ALL LANGUAGE

WORK
delivered

in one hour.

EVERYBODY'S
BUSINESS!"
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COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPING
and PRINTING
FILM

DEVELOPING
LABORATORIES

CORP.
Wid's Daily
Apply by Mail to Box l
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Authority
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Bully

Griffith Off
s for Opening
of "Broken
)ssoms" in Various Cities
:1 W. Griffith will leave to:>r Philadelphia where he will
the opening of "Broken Blosin Philadelphia on Monday,
dnesday he will be in Boston
nd the opening there and he
ive in Chicago in time for the
;e Friday. Richard Barthelnd Lillian Gish will accomm in all likelihood,
t Chicago Uriffith will visit
ius O., to make some scenes
Methodist Centenary celebrad will go from there to the
Liter which he will return to
ork some time late in the
r.

CENTURY THEATER
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Dear Wid:
Enclosed find check for $10.
covering one year subscription
to your bully little periodical.
This is one paper you can safely say is READ by the exhibitor.
Very respectfully,
J. P. Ward.

Triangle in East

Following the sale of the Triangle
plant at Culver City to Goldwyn Triangle announced yesterday that plans
were being completed for all productions to be made in the East.
r Films will expand its proA studio will be built and producactivities. Another serial
tion will probably begin in time for
eady been written to follow the Fall
season. Triangle is now
Carter Case." Arthur B. producing in the East.
and John \V. Gray are the

liver to Expand

sets are now being built and
ion will start when Harry
lan returns from the coast,
d director are being kept ser_ has leased the studio
its present one on East
Plans will include the
a number
of two-reel

next
48th
maksub-

Fires of Faith" Closes
5 of Faith"
closes
a two
run at the Harris to-night.
No.

102

ittle Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
IEN prestige speaks the
whole world listens — not
igh curiosity but undividBterest. Prestige is not
id oyer night or not gained
romises — it is won by acjlishment. During the
years of its existence,
rS has been constantly
ng prestige, ever alert to
welfare of its subscribers
'in intelligently and conitively opposing those
is of the industry that
i for demoralization. The
Itry is growing bigger and
a- with each new day — and
ID'S is growing with it.

Coast Brevities
(Special to WILTS DAILY.)
Hollywood, Cal. — Helen Chadwick
has been engaged by Goldwyn to
play opposite Tom Moore.
Thomas H. Ince has signed director Henry King on a long time contract.
Augustus Phillips and Joseph Kilgour have been engaged by Metro
for important parts in "The Lions
Den" with Bert Lytell.
At the annual bathing suit parade
held at Venice, Sunday, Dorothy Devore, of Christie Comedies, won first
prize, Margaret Passine of Christie
Comedies, second.
A distinguished cast has been selected for Geraldine Farrar's new
picture including Lawson Butt, Naomi Childers. Lydia Yeamans Titus,
Arthur Carew, Alec B. Francis, E. J.
Connelly, May Giraci, Frances Marion, Mile. Tyrone and Hazel Brennon.
Plans of the Margarita Fisher
Productions Company include the
making of seven and eight reel productions in which Miss Fisher will
play highly emotional roles instead
of comedy parts. Negotiations are
now under way for the purchase of
two . well kn.own dramas. Miss
Fisher is working on "The Hellion"
by Dan Whitcomb.

G. J. Cooke Buried
George J. Cooke, president of the
Alpha Lithograph Co., was buried
yesterday at Greenwood Cemetery,
Brooklyn. Mr. Cooke who died on
Tuesday was 56 years and was well
known in the motion picture and theatrical businesses.

Price 5 Cents

Kessels' Out

No Longer Connected in Any Way
with Triangle
Charles and Adam Kessel formerly
50 per cent, owners of the New York
M. P. Corp. and part owners of the
Keystone Film and Majestic Film
Corporations are no longer connected with Triangle.
Two years ago when Triangle
Buy Another
for Caprice-Hale
bought out the three above named
The screen rights to "A Damsel
which produced for it the Kesin Distress" by P. G. Woodhouse, units sels
entered upon a contract for
now running serially in the Saturday
three
years and Charles Bauman, the
Evening Post, have been secured by
Albert Capellani for June Caprice "B" of "Kay Bee" the famous trade
mark was given a year contract.
and Creighton Hale.
Production will start next week.
The Kessels' contract expired next
February. During the contract
period, they were to act in an adEubank's New Work
capacity. However, last week
Bech, Van Siclen & Co., Inc., have mutual visory
arrangements were entered
engaged Capt. Victor Eubank to edit
the Kessels and Triand re-title the big productions upon between
angle and the necessary financial
which they are purchasing for the matters settled.
foreign market.
The Kessels have their laboratory
interests and may enter the state
Important Visitor
Jules Demaria, Chevalier de la right field.
Legion d'Honneur, President de la
Chambre Syndicate de la Cinematographic Francaise (Association of
According to the Los Angeles ExFrance) has just arrived in this
"Thousands of dollars on
country on a mission ror the French deposit inaminer,
Los Angeles banks in the
government.
name of Harry I. Garson and business associates have been attached
New Sales Manager
by Attorney
Philip
in connection with the
suit Cohen
for $55,000
he
Chicago. — George West, brother of
Billy West, the comedian, has been has filed against Garson on behalf of
appointed sales manager of the new Rhea Mitchell, motion picture actress who charged Mr. Garson with
Billy West company, working at the
a breach of contract for
Emerald Studio. Frederick J. Ire- committing
her
services.
land is directing.
"An energetic legal battle is predicted. Miss Mitchell claims that
Howells Expected
David P. Howells, exporter of her written contract with Mr. Garson, signed on January 19, 1917, proFirst National productions, is now
vided that she should be employed
on his way from Cuba.
by him for a period of three years at
a salary of $250 a week for the first
year and $500 a week for the next
two years, her total pay to be $65,000
for the life of the contract.
(Special to WW'S DAILY.)
St. Louis, Mo. — Frank Rembusch
"Alleging that Garson kept her in
and Hector H. Pasmezoglu are here
but fourteen weeks durmaking arrangements for the first his employ
ing which time she says he paid her
convention of the M. P. E. to be held
only $100 a week advance on her
June 25-26 at the Statler. Rembusch salary, the screen star declares her
reports marked interest on the part career was well nigh ruined by Garof exhibitors to the convention.
son's failure
to live
contract. She avers
that up
she tohashisearned
only about $10,000 in the last two
years and. while she is willing to
credit Garson with this amount, she
Appreciation
Secretary of the Treasury
claims that he should be ordered by
Carter Glass has sent a letter
the court to pay her the balance due
to Adolph Zukor congratulaton her contract, about $55,000."
ing through him the motion
At the Garson offices here it was
picture industry for its work
during the Victory Loan.
stated that there was nothing to be
said regarding the suit.

Sues For $55,000

Planning Convention

Saturday, May 24, 1919
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Cuts And Flashes

DAILY
In the Courts

The affairs of the Mutual Export
& Import Corp. which does an extensive film business, are the subsuit brought in the Supreme Court
ject of a suit brought in the Supreme Court by Jacob Estes, a
stockholder, for an accounting from
Charles Jacobs, president and treasAnna Lehr will start work with
urer, Simon Gonsenheim, viceJack Barrymore at Famous Players president, and Abraham Koppelman,
secretary. Estes alleges that since
studio next week in "The Teeth of
Oct. 2 last the defendants have permitted the assets of the Mutual
the Tiger."

Eileen Percy will support Sessut
Hayakawa in "The Gray Horizon."
Rebecca Laemmle, a niece of Carl
Vol. V1U No. 52 Saturday, May 24, 1919
Price 5 Cents
Laemmle, has been engaged by
Ascher Brothers to appear as a feaCopyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
tured dancer at the Rosewood.
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,

New York,
N. INC.
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
FILM
FOLKS,
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning. President and Treasurer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Ben H. Grimm,
Associate Editor; Joseph Dannenburg, VicePresident and Managing Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
Exhibitors' Mutual report a numthe act of March 3, 1879.
ber of return bookings on "The Turn
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 in the Road."
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
Patricia Palmer has been loaned
$20.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
by the Christie Company to play the
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S leading role in support of Mitchell
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
Lewis in a story being made at the
York, N..Y.
Columbia River in Washington.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889.
"Love
or Fame"
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
The first feature in which Elaine
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.
Hammerstein
will be presented
by

Planning Northwest Convention

Selznick is titled "Love
or Fame,"
and was written by S. Jay Kaufman.

Company to be wasted and "permitted money, property and effects of the corporation to be
wasted, squandered and stolen." The
plaintiff alleges that the three offi- And Theda's Contract Expire
cers named collected $6,891 in salaWeek
ries to April 30 last which they did
not earn and that they charged $1,Lukan Elected Presiden
682
on was
the books
as a and
"filmexorbitant.
expense"
which
improper
Seattle. — L. O. Lukan,
He objects to other items and wants of the Pathe Office, was electe
ident of the Northwest Film
to compel the officers to account.
of Trade to take the place oi
A judgment for $1,148 has been Rosebaum, who resigned on
filed in the City Court against the to take over the management
Trans-Russian Film Corp., of 112 San Francisco office of ]
W. 42nd St., in a suit of Leroy Gar- Players.
finkel and Juan Kunzler. The plaintiffs sued on a note for $1,125 made
by the corporation on April 9 last
and due May 1, which was signed by
Marion, 111. — New theater
Sherman S. Krellberg as president.
built. Seating capacity 1,500.
The case was not defended.
Yakima, Wash. — Frederick
making additions to New I
Washington M. P. Corp. Affairs
Total cost, $125,000.
Spokane, Wash. — Liabilities of the
Bonners Ferry, Idaho — t
Washington Motion Picture Corp. Wood
of Amazon, will build z
are $46,000, with estimated assets of to seat 500 and cost $10,000.
$145,863, according to the report of
Wichita, Kan. — W. Greenw;
F. K. McBroom, receiver, filed in build
on Hillside Ave. Cost
superior court.
000.
Will have garden to seat
The report gives a detailed acount
of the operations of the concern
Lafayette, Ind.— $100,000 h<
be built here. Seating capacit;
since McBroom took charge last Au- Thomas
Bauer and H. W. M.
gust. At that time there was less
than $150 in the bank, the report
states.

{Special to WID'S DAILY.)
Seattle. — Plans for making the convention July 15-19 of the Pacific
Northwest the biggest affair of its
Supreme Court Justice Whitaker
kind ever held west of Chicago are has granted an application by Eubeing made by the Northwest Film
gene B. Downing for the appointment of a receiver of the business
Board of Trade. During the morning the visitors will meet in business done at a film laboratory at Ft. Lee,
session and in the afternoon they N, J., conducted by Nicholas Kesscl,
will be entertained by auto rides. in which the plaintiff claimed an inThe convention will end with a big
terest. The court appointed Enos S.
ball in the armory.
Booth receiver with a bond of $6,000.
Downing told the court that he
made an agreement with Kessel by
Olympic to Open
he was to get $1,500 a month
Chicago. — Olympic will be opened which
for sixteen months for the use of
next week with Paul Rainey's film, a secret film developing process in"Heart of Africa."
vented by him, known as the
"Downing Developing Process" and
the "Facto Tinto Meter Process." He
alleged that Kessel had broken the
The assets consist of the finished
contract and refused to pay him
sums due. He also stated that on picture, "Fool's Gold," renamed
"Trampled Truth," and notes, bonds,
May 20 last the "Nicholas Kessel stocks, and the equipment of the stuLaboratories, Inc.," was incorporated
dio at Minnehaha Park. A total of
at Albany with $25,000 capital, and
M. C. Kenny, and C. and A. Kessel, $15,000 already has been realized
Jr., are incorporators. He said that from the sale of the picture, the reshows.
the Kessels are brothers of the deTheportliabilities
consist of sums due
fendants and that the organization of
local
business
men on notes, includthis corporation is in violation of
ing $8,000 due Allen Meisenheimcr
his agreement.
and a note for $5,000 held by E. H.
In addition to appointing the re- Stanton, and various amounts due
ceiver Justice Whitaker signed an in- actors for their services. The largjunction restraining Kessel from usest of these is $1,375, owed Mitchell
ing the plaintiff's secret process or Lewis, who played the lead.
making it known to anyone.
The entire list of stockholders is
The Kessel office stated that given in the report, which covers 65
pages. Another report will be filed
Downing and Nicholas Kessel had before the final accounting of the
had a disagreement and could not business of the company.
come to amicable arrangements regarding their differences. The court
action is the result.

Row Over Laboratory

New Theaters

J. Grubb Alext
r

WRITER

FEATURE
Originals— Continuities -Tj
CURRENT

RELEASE

"The Thunderbolt''-^

Starring Katherine MacD

IN

PRODUCTION

Mac Donald in her second si
feature
On

the Fire:

The next Katherine

Anybody

who likes a thriller wonderfully acted will like Lois Weber's
"When A Girl Loves." Your extra
profit on this will come from Mrs.
Charlie Chaplin who was Mildred
Harris.

Chicago. — Dr. R. S. Yarrows, vicepresident of the Illinois Social Hygiene League, is delivering five minute lectures daily at the showing of
the U. S. Public Health film "The
Dust off the OLD PEP— use your
end of the Road" at1 the La Salle.
An attempt to stop the showing bean — if your head was only intended for a hat rack why all the
of the film by local authorities has
so far met with failure. The picture attachments?— Mark Gates, Ttas
continues to draw good business.
Dayton, Dayton, Ohio.

NO*

"The Bleeders"— To Star Rati

MacDo

feature production

"The County
for Maurice

Fair

Tourneur Proa

Pounding the little old Und
at 6510 Sunset Bouleva
Hollywood, Calif.
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Screen Version of Stage Drama is Lifeless and Unimpressive

ews
N
'
e
n
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FORK CITY.— School «irl- make
n the annual Ma.\ r'ctc at Central
Km LEIT, X. V — The nation's ar■.till operate at liicl' efficiency —
tin- heavy Uriel cannons.
IIM.l'ON, 1). (. — Secretary l>alertalns Secretary Baker and (.enroll mi a German submarine. Explctures
li.v l*at
lie News.
\oi;i\ CITY.
— Thousands
of solid civilians join in a hi;; protest
the massacre of -Jews in Poland.
All I Is, FRAXCE.-A larKe staff
lan journalists arrives at Trianon
tin- seat ol the I'eaee Treaty nells

ION. KX(JI.AXl).— Britain's capis a rousing farewell to 5(M)0 Aus as they parade
before leaving
SEN, N. 3. — The giant steamship
or arrives here after an absence
ears, sergeant Alvin C. York, of
■ who killed '25 Germans and cap12, returns with the 89th Division.
UK AZORES— I. S. Destroyers
II convoy XC-4 on the last lap
liistorie air journey, prepare to
>nta Delgada.
vSTOWK, ENGLAND. — The mamrship K 33 is the official entry of
ritain for the transatlantic flight.
OOX.

0 day

"The Eternal
Magdalene"
Goldwyn
?!£££T.?R
Arthur Hopkins
AUTHOR
Robert H. McLaughlin
SCENARIO
BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Philip Rosen
AS A WHOLE
Fails to impress, largely because
of faulty technique
in development
of the
story and direction.
STORY
Version of stage play, aims to show the
need for tolerance and understanding in the
treatment of social outcasts.
DIRECTION
Arthur Hopkins evidently tried to
do something different and to adapt the art
of the stage to that of the screen; the result
is disappointing.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies, much of it only fair
LIGHTINGS. . . .Some of the scenes appear too dark,
others are harsh; a few atmospheric effects.
CAMERA WORK
Characters are frequently too
far in the background.
PLAYERS
Maxine Elliott presents the character
of The Eternal
Magdalene
with statuesque
dignity; Margaret Marsh is colorless in role
of girl.
Charles
Dalton, as the reformer,
poses too much.
EXTERIORS
Construction
for scenes supposed
to represent Rome at the beginning of the
Christian era is massive.
INTERIORS
Furnished
with a simplicity
that
approaches bareness.
DETAIL
Movement of figures on screen is pain=
fully slow, some of the scenes are unneces=
sarily protracted.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Symbolism and alle=
gorv with little drama that registers.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
..About
5,000 feet

PROPERLY produced "The Eternal Magdalene," an
adaptation of a play by Robert H. McLaughlin,
which was staged in New York several years ago,
might have become a really significant picture. As it
stands, despite the bigness of the theme and an unmistakable sincerity of purpose in its treatment, the
production is a flivver.
If you dig back into the files for trade news you
will And that about a year and a half ago Goldwyn made
quite a bit of fuss about this film starring Maxine
directors met to finally clean Elliott and directed by Arthur Hopkins, who has won
lumber
of matters
that rehigh place among stage producers. I don't recall the
unsettled
after the recent aexact
circumstances advanced as an explanation for
r here.

Another Meeting
I. Williams and Harry O.
be of the First National are
ir way home from a special
jf of the Board of Directors
i Chicago.
are stopping off at Detroit to
e premiere
of "Auction
of

WERYBODYS
BUSINESS!"
Sfttforc oh iriI

Title Should Draw Business.

the delay in releasing the picture, but whatever they
were, the fact remains thai it was pul on the shelf.
Age doesn'1 Improve anything thai Is fundamentally
wrong. Fine words arc nol enough to camouflage a
defective piece of construction and the Idea of featuring Margarel .Marsh a prlrl who has never done anything in merit prominence outside of being the sister
of Mae Marsh- Instead of sticking to the original
purpose and starring Maxine Elliott, doesn'1 help a int
Arthur Hopkins, to all appearances, walked Into
the studio with a lot of ideas aboul what pictures
should i"' and a decidedly limited technical capacity.
The story is essentially dramatic, bul there is scarcely
a spark of genuine drama In the picture. The characters are Wooden. Because of the absurdly slow tempo
at Which the action is pitched, they move like people
in a trance; the sets, for the most part, are bare and
uninteresting and there is little variety in the angles
from which they are shot. The personal touch, so
essential in giving human appeal to a drama, is woefully lacking,
Faulty as the production unquestionably is. the subject matter is pertinent and worthy of presentation on
the screen. A reform wave is sweeping over a model
town and the leading citizens are determined to exterminate the "moral lepers" that contaminate an otherwise blameless community. Much is made of the
meeting of town dignitaries at which it is decided to
secure a noted evangelist to head the crusade against
immorality. Only one voice is raised in favor of
charity such as Christ exercised in his treatment of
Mary Magdalene when she was about to be stoned to
death by the Scribes and Pharisees.
Here Maxine Elliott is introduced as the Magdalene
of Biblical times. These scenes, given an appropriate
setting, are better handled than the modern parallel
dealing with the twentieth century Scribes and
Pharisees. The daughter of the reform leader. Margaret Marsh, falls in love with her father's secretary.
Donald Gallager, with ruinous consequences.
Charles Dalton, as the father, is prepared to disown
the girl and drive her into the streets when he falls
asleep, and in a dream is led by the Eternal Magdalene on a tour of inspection of the poor outcasts of the
world who need a helping hand to restore them.
These scenes are played in a dim light with the characters in front of a black background.
Dalton is so impressed by what he sees in the dream
that he forgives his daughter, who has been secretly
married, welcomes his son-in-law and cancels the proposed visit of the evangelist. Just why an evangelist
should typify intolerance is not quite clear.

Feature Maxine Elliott

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
No doubt this picture cost a lot more than it is
worth; likewise it has advertising possibilities in excess of its merits. But don't lose sight of the fact that
it is well to play safe when you are catering to regular
patrons, and a policy of caution with an eye to future
business would not warrant big promises which the
picture will not fulfill.
If you are reaching out for a transient trade and
are looking for something likely to get folks into your
theater because of the title of the picture and the
names in the cast there is no reason why you should
not do a good day's business with "The Eternal MagEven if picture fans never heard of Robert H.
dalene."
McLaughlin's play, and probably most of them haven't,
the title suggests alluring possibilities for a study of

social conditions in which many people arc either
frankly or morbidly interested. Without going beyond
the bounds of truth you may call this picture a serious treatment of a great problem which has existed
in all countries through countless generations.
Right at this time you might make use of the remarkably effective slogan adopted by the Salvation
Army — "A Man may be down,^ but he's never out."
Ask your folks if they don't believe that the same
truth applies to women such as are met in "The
Eternal
When Magdalene."
it comes to players, I certainly would feature
Maxine Elliott in preference to Margaret Marsh or
anyone else in the cast. Miss Elliott is widely known
as a stage actress of high repute and it would be
foolish to dis/iount the drawing power of her name.
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KINOGRAMS

Putting It Over

SERGEANT
YORK
COMES
HOME.—
Famous Tennessee "Conscientious Objector" who killed 23 Germans and captured
13>, reaches New York. Exclusive pictures of his mountain home.
C. S. GETS BIG GERMAN SHIP.— Famous Imperator assigned to America,
reaches port ot New York on her first
voyage dredssince
war started bringing hunof doughboys.

Here is how
a brother exhibSend
itor put his show over
along your ideas. Let the other
cleaned
fellow know how
up.

NAVY FLIERS CROSS OCEAN— Inusual pictures of Trans-Atlantic flight
show American aviators on the various
stages of their journey at Trepassey,
N. F. and Ponta Belgada.
FAST PICTURES OF HAWKER.— Daring Australian aviator posed for Kinograms shortly before start of his attempt
to fly across Atlantic in an English airplane.
PERSHING HONORS
FRENCH.—
Commander of American Expeditionary
Forces pins medal on French soldiers
drawn up for review at Fes Invalides in
Paris.
AIRMEN DO STUNTS FOR KIDS.—
Planes provide thrills for city's first annual municipal play day when children
of Houston watch novel circus in the
clouds.
UNCLE SAM BUILDS BIG GUNS— At
the great government arsenal at Watervliet, N. Y., busy workmen turn out long
range guns to be used — just for preparedness.
CANADA WELCOMES TROOPS— Famous regiment of French Canadians back
from fields of glory overseas gets rousing
welcome in parade nefore crowds at
Montreal.
PAGEANT FOR WOMEN. — Newcomb
college sorority girls at fete depict famous women of history.
10,000 CHILDREN PLAY IN FETE.—
Manhattan school children take part in
great May Day celebration in Central
Park, New York.
AWARD MEDAL TO DR. ANNA HOWARD SHAW. — Secretary of War Baker
awards D, S. M. to chairman of woman's
war organization in Council of National
Defense.

you
Omaha, Neb. — Showing
"Why I
Would Not Marry," Manager Ballantyne of the Muse, co-operated with
the Omaha World-Herald in putting
on a newspaper contest. Prizes, furnished by the theater, were offered
for the best answers to the question,
"Why would you not marry?"

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES

Incorporations

Sage, Iowa. — F. C. Birum runs the
Lyric here and is attracting a lot of
attention with a little four page
newspaper leaflet called the "Lyric
Press" which tells about his attractions. He says he secures enough
advertising from local merchants to
pay for the cost. The feature of the
leaflet is a column captioned, "I
Wonder." The leading item in this
column in a recent issue was "I wonder if you know that Tom Moore
in 'Go West Young Man' is one of
the best of its kind, Lyric WednesThursday."
Theday andlittle
sheet contains news of
a personal nature of the people of
the town as well.

CHAMBERLAIN
BROWN
Broadway
JULIA

Film Industry

Los Angeles. — To foster and encourage the motion picture industry
the Chamber of Commerce made arrangements tohold a complimentary
dinner early in June at the Jonathan
Club or Alexandria Hotel. The
Chamber plans to bring about close
relations with the producer, exhibitor, director and actor.

STARS
9130 Bryant

KELETY

PICTURE THEATRES
OF AMERICA

Leading woman who has been featured
in her own film company and headed
various Savage, Shubert productions.
Miss Kelety is considered one of the
screen's most beautiful women and has a
long term contract with Chamberlain
Brown.
Next Issue:
HARRY
FOX.
THE

To Boom

Sacramento, Cal. — Clancy SuperProd., Inc., Los Angeles. Capital,
Harry Puts Over Another
$200,000. Incorporators: Carl S.
Everytime something suspicious
Clancy, Hewlings Mumper, Warren comes out Harry Reichenbach is susB. Pinney.
pected. Now it is a pamphlet with
"What I Know_ In Favor of GerAlbany, N. Y. — Aechanam Themany" on the cover. The inside
ater Co., New York City, $10,000, pages are all blank and then on the
J. F. Stondell, S. L. Stern, M. Al- last in large black caps is "Nothbert, 72 East 115th St.
ing." Opposite it is an announcement of "When Bear-Cat Went
Albany, N. Y. — Edgar Dudley,
Inc., New York City, theatre proprietors and managers, $25,000; W.
Four Robertson Cole's in Making
S. Hechheimer, M. Rothstein, S.
Robertson Cole have four pictures
Schwartzman, 220 West 42d St.
inDry."
the making:
Sessue Hayakawa is working on
Albany, N. Y. — Nicholas Kessel "The Gray Horizon." Wm. WorthLaboratories, Inc., T\'ew York City, ington directing.
motion pictures, $25,000; M. C.
"Bare-Fisted Gallagher," with WilKenny, C. and A. Kessel, Jr., 1,476
liam Desmond, is being filmed under
Broadway.
direction of Joseph J. Franz.
Billie Rhodes' "In Search of ArDover, Del. — American Camera- cady," has been virtually completed.
Bessie Barriscale is now filming
scope Corp., motion picture, $500,000; Adam Reising, Jacob Haupt, '"Eangled Threads." Original title
Emanuel
Kalish, ali of New York. "Broken Threads."
XT. Y. — Thanhouser
Laboratory, Inc., New York City, pictures, $200,000; C. Brim, T. E. Dono
van, V. Peters, 15 Broad St.

1482

WHITE

HEATHER

Maurice
new production has aTourneur's
very beautiful
lobby
display that is in keeping with
this English - Scotch romantic
drama. The display reflects the
production in every detail.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. T.

THE
Must

BUSINESS!'1

AT

BEST PICTURE

to
have

make
money
a perfect
developed
negative

REX LABORATORY

(INC.)

has developed
HarryandKeeper's
negatives. Ask him
then phone
Tremont
1995 for full particulars.

THAN
COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipmnet
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National
and
Speer
Carbons
MAZDA LAMPS

CHARLES

^nl^a^fr

F. CAMPBELL

14 W.31stSt.,N.Y.

Albany,

"EVERYBODYS

STOCK
FOR
SA1

QUPROITCEE!
Wid's Daily
Apply by Mail to Box

A. LITHOGRAPHING ICORR
•^ 406 WEH
31 JT. >

"EVERYBODY'S
Made

to attract the

public.

BUSINESS!"
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alf Interest Sold

Goldwyn in Another
Sam Goldwyn announces the for•x Disposes of "Open Your
mation of Eminent Authors' Pict.
Corp. with Rex Beach, to control the
yes" to Boston Interests
:" Warner returned from Bos- picture rights of the work of Mary
iturday where he disposed of Roberts Rliinchart, Basil King, Gouiterest
"Open Your Eyes" verner Morris, Rupert Hughes, Ger: entire inworld.
trude Atherton and Leroy
Scott.
sale was made to a number
minent Boston financial interhose names have not been reEdward A. Golden of the
Capellani
for Series — Work
can Feature Film Co., acted With
Starts Soon
:nt for the Boston interests.
Marjorie
Rambeau,
will, it is unnpany will handle the film in
derstood, be featured in a series of
w England territory,
productions as part of the Capellani
film was given a private show- program. The deal was consumThursday evening in Boston,
mated several days ago and arrangeitial showing in that city will
ments are now being completed to
lace at the Shubert, June 9.
secure a big play which will be picturized. Work will be started in the
Hulsey Due To-day
early future at the Capellani studios,
I. Hulsey, that genial South- For Lee.
:ntleman
who
controls
First
al attractions through Texas,
rive in New York to-day.
Getting Sunday Shows on Simple
If You Think
[. Van Loan, author of Norma

Rambeau Signs

How It's Done

dge's "The New Moon" and
recent photoplay successes,
(Special wire to WID'S DAILY)
ritten from Los Angeles to
Detroit, Minn. — When C. E. Wau>f his friends that he will visit ghop opened The Scenic here there
fork before July 1.
had never been a Sunday show. It's
a small place, and there naturally existed the usual opposition to Sunday entertainment. But Waughop
ley L. Cohen of Los Angeles, went after the problem by securing
ices that William Russell will
good for the school chilt of his new producing unit, in pictures
dren, and these were shown at matias noted, Owen Moore and
nees after school closed. He put
'odybeen
will also
featured. Rusis
underbe contract
with on "The Blue Bird" and then went
after the Boys' Club of the M. E.
g A" but, as noted, six of his Church. He interested them so that,
pictures have already been re- as he puts it, "I can hang my one
by American through Pathe. sheets in the vestibule of the Church
been rumored for some time
I would leave American when for such pictures as 'The Shepherd
of the Hills.' " Finally, the town
ntract expired.
folk were so pleased with what he
was doing that there was no opposition, and the Town Council granted
No. 103
his permit for Sunday shows without opposition.

Uissell's Change

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate

IE recent increase of circulation of WID'S DAILY
lot spasmodic — it is simply
law of supply and L^mand
/ID'S DAILY is in demand
luse it fulfills a definite misU It is believed in because
i sincere. Never before has
:e been such a demand from
over the world for this
er and that demand is but
iblic expression of satisfaci and confidence in WID'S
ILY.

Price 5 Cent*

Saving Money and Worry
The Sherman
The Queen
The Star
Chillicothe, Ohio.
Wid Gunning,
Dear Sir:
Just a few lines from your
home town as to what we think
of "WID'S DAILY." As you
are aware we have been receiving the daily from the first
copy up to date, and we have
always thought it pretty good
dope. Some days there is nothing of great interest to us and
then along comes something
that makes us sit up and take
notice.
But the big strike with us
happened last week when we
received our mail and read the
review of a certain film which
we had just booked and passed
over our check for 150 good
dollars, as a deposit. We immediately got busy, had our
check returned, and through
reading this one issue saved
ourselves some money and a
lot of worry.
We are for WID'S DAILY
stronger than ever now.
Yours very truly,
C. A. Smith.

Coast Brevities
(Special to WID'S DAILY.)
Hollywood, Cal. — William Worthington has started work at the Brunton Studios on "The Illustrious
Prince" by E. Phillip Oppenheim for
Sessue Hayakawa. In the cast are
Beverly Travers, Mabel Ballin, Bertram Grasby, Harry Lonsdale and
Ed Peel.
William Seiter has started work
on "After the Bawl" featuring Mr.
and Mrs. Carter De Haven for National.

Plan Exhibitor Bcdy for Tennessee
Carthage, Tenn. — Bob Seese has
sent letters to all exhibitors in TenJ. Warren Kerrigan will start his
nessee urging them to be present at
first production as a Robert Brunan organization meeting to be held ton
star this week under the direcin Nashville, June 2-3, at the Hertion of Ernest C. Warde. The workmitage Hotel. An exhibitor body
for the state is planned.
ing title will be "A White Man's
Chance," an adaptation from a magazine story by Johnston McCulley,
Film Developing
Expanding
and scenarioized by Clifford Howard.
lady.
The Film Developing Corp. has Lillian Walker is Kerrigan's leading
plans under way for the enlargement of its weekly output from 500,R. D. Craver, of North Carolina,
000 to 1,000,000 feet a week. Additional machinery will be installed at First National franchise holder, arrived in town Saturday.
the plant at West Hoboken.

Maine Exhibitors
Entering Politics
Lewiston, Me. — Motion picture interests of Maine will enter the 1920
political campaign to secure a governor and Legislature favorable to
more liberal Sundays laws. This
movement will be non-partisan, it is
announced.
The picture interests want a law
similar to that recently enacted in
New York which makes the question one of local opinion. The
screens will be used for propaganda.

Sunday Shows
and Censorship
New Wisconsin Bill
Madison, Wis. — A new censorship
bill introduced provides for a state
board of three reviewers, one a woman, with salaries of $2,500 yearly.
Duties include drafting standard
for all films. Offices to be in this
city. A fee of $1 each on film and
each duplicate, for every film of 1,200
feet reviewed, shall be charged.
Advertising matter must not contain
anything immoral. The penalty for
any first offense is from $25 to $50,
and from $50 to $100 for the second.
Chattanooga Wins Out
Chattanooga. — Judge McReynolds
charged the grand jury that moving;
pictures operated on Sunday were
not subject to indictment unless
they become a nuisance.
The supreme court held some years
ago that the operation of shows on
Sunday was a violation of the law.
Missouri Bill Killed
Jefferson City, Mo. — The bill providing for a state censorship board
has been lost and a parliamentary
rule prevents consideration of a committee substitute, which has been
prepared. Under the rule no new
bills can be introduced except by
unanimous consent and this could.
not be obtained.
Babylon Reformers Score
Babylon, N. Y. — Opponents of
Sunday movies scored a victory when
the Villrre Board of Trustees denied the application of Nathan Goldstein to open the Babylon Moving
Picture Theater Sunday evenings.
Stored Films Illegally
Indianapolis, Ind. — H. H. Cook,manager of the Manhattan, 136 W.
Washington St., was found by the
fire prevention board to have stored
mit.
films in his basement without a per-
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Cuts And Flashes
Lew Cody began to vamp Broadway Saturday.
Tol. VIII No. 1 1

Monday, May 26, 1919

Price 5 Cents

When Elsie Ferguson appears in
"The Avalanche" she will be seen in
Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks, three distinct rotes. George FitzInc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., patrick directed.
Release Jurre 22.

New York,
N. INC.
Y., by WID'S
FILM
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P. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Ben H. Grimm,
Associate Editor; Joseph Dannenburg, VicePresident and Managing Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
•t the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
•20.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
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EXPORTERS OF FILMS
We have many advertising "helps"
that wiU
exploitation ofproperly
American assist
Stars the
appearing;
in the Films you are sending abroad.
We are making certain classes of
this advertising matter especially for
export, taking into consideration
dutiesvail. « and freights. Low prices preKRATJS MFG. CO.,
220 W. 42nd St., N. T. C.

"Flying A" has changed the title
on the next William Russell picture
to "A Sporting Chance," formerly
"The Signet of Sheba."

TITLES
i REF1N

In the Courts

ED

LETTERING

■ APPROPRIATE:

William J. Smith and Albert F.
Gercken, partners in William J.
Smith & Co., brokers in moving picAddress
all
communications
to
WID'S
ture property, 1457 Broadway, have
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
been
sued in the Supreme Court by
York, N. Y.
Robert
Beyer to recover $1,500 alTelephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
leged to have been obtained from
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889. him by the defendant by false repreHollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
sentations. He alleges that the deNational Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
fendants recently advertised for a
Telephone, Hollywood
1603.
partner with $1,500 to take an interest in the business and at the same
time advertised a motion picture theater and airdrome established five
years which had a profit of $125 to
$150 a week. The plaintiff saw them
concerning the theater but they suggested the partnership, he says, and
for the purpose of inducing him to
take a third interest for $1,500 they
"falsely" represented that they made
$10,000 the past year. The plaintiff
alleges that the statement was made
to deceive him and asks for $500
cash and a note for $1,000 given to
the defendants.
That's anyusually
trouble; thiaav
▼•ff
Wliliam J. Smith stated Saturday
tlldom
of ut the
do enough
that the suit will be settled out of
■if.-- -A. H. Hilton, P«raixvo«ft1 court.
Theater, Lewitton, Idaho.

"EVERYBODY'S
BUSINESS!"

ILLUSTRATING

j■ ERNEST
STERN
145 W.'.45TJ-ST*y
!
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COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPING
and PRINTING
FILM

DEVELOPING

CORP.

LABORATORIES

fbr^odQ/

The Goldwyn Distributing Corp.
has been sued in the Supreme Court
by Samuel S. Krellberg for $2,400.
The complaint alleges that John Olsen, of Copenhagen, and Ernst Mattson, of New York, were purchasing
agents in the United States for the
Overseas Film Trading Corp., which
sold films in Sweden, Norway, and
Denmark. The complaint alleges
that the defendant agreed to pay
Krellberg $150 for each film he sold
to John Olsen & Co. for the Overseas Film Trading Corp., and that
the defendant succeeded in selling 16
subjects, for which the plaintiff asks
$2,400.
City Court Justice Allen has
granted an application to punish
Marie Dressier for contempt of court
because she failed to appear on April
15 last to testify concerning her
ability to pay a judgment for $817
obtained
by Owens Hitchins in July,
1917.

«»w
"WID likes Mary MacLaren in "The
Unpainted Woman." Says it has the
elements likely to make is popular.
So does McElravy in the World.
So does Reid in the Mirror. Reason
-why— it's HUMAN!

KASHIN

'EVERYBODY'S
BUSINESS!"
A. LITHOGRAPHING IC0RR
* 406 WE/T
3i II. A
Posters with pulling power.

THE BEST
PICTURE
to make
money
Must

have

Room 214
Strand Theatr

PboDe
Bld'g

a perfect
negative

REX LABORATORY

6212

developed

(INC.)

has developed
HarryandKeeper's
negatives. Ask him
then phone
Tremont
1995 for full particulars.

STOCK
FOR
SAII

MUC
LES
THAN

TEEK
QU
PROIC

(New Outfit) at your service.

F. I.A. T.

Formerly
Managing
Director
Broadway & Symphony Theatre

PICTURE THEATRES
OF AMERICA

AT

CAMERAMAN

M.

Unite

RUSH

LABORATORY
EXCLUSIVELY
FOR TITLES IN
ALL LANGUAGE

WORK

Bryant 6213

Film developed and delivered in one hoar.
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Comedy Laid in Central American Republic Has Plenty of Laugh*
Hale Hamilton in

— but it takes quite a bit of skill to carry it through
as .in entertaining photoplay. The settings have to
bo correct, the characters should look as if they belonged In the story and there must be laugh-provoking
situations.

"Full Metro
of Pep"
DIRECTOR
e admit

that Columbus

kred quite a bit, but the
Iranian proves that he
looked many highly iuterg things — even on the
Indian island where he
untered his first land in
Western Hemisphere.

Outing—
Chester Picture
ANK ZUCKER
nematographer

1LLON

OUTFIT

as— BOX 3-WlD-S
•, Del. — The Victory Feature
)., $1,000,000; T. L. Croteau,
rew, C. L. Rimlinger, of Wil-

Harrv L

Franklin

This picture carries tin- atmosphere of a sun-baked,
sleepy, tropical town where the main diversion of the
residents, after they have awakened from the daily
siesta, is overt lirowing the existing government and
establishing a new one. it doesn't matter a bit
whether the portrayal is actually true, or the exaggeration of an imaginative fiction writer, so long as it
remains in accord with the prevalent conception of
how Central America should appear.
In the second place there is natural humor — the type
of humor that is typically American and Hale Hamilton knows how to put it across, for he is the personification of the character conceived by the author as
the "peppy" son of the president of a munitions plant.
He gets laughs out of his repeated efforts to learn to
roll a cigarette; he makes much of the serenade scene
in which he uses a victrola, inadvertently starting his
performance with "All Coons Look Alike to Me";
then a crowd that enjoys rather coarse humor will be
amused by the jail incidents showing Hale and his
companion at the mercy of cooties.
Less vital to the production, but still worthy of consideration, isthe romantic element introducing Alice
Lake as the daughter of the Central American president. Hale first sees her at a railway station in the
States when Alice is homeward bound, and has a
chance to note the address on her baggage.
Soon after this there comes a big order for arms
and ammunition to be shipped secretly to the same
address that the president may be prepared to meet an
impending revolution. Hale undertakes to fulfill the
order. He devises a very "heady" concoction called
"Pep," ships it in cases similar to those containing the
war implements, and makes a big hit with the natives
by filling them up with the inspiriting dope while the
supply of guns and bullets is being smuggled into

SCENARIO
BY
cr Jva°^.«
o^
Hi"
a*obert
S LeF- Vino
"™^
■■
■
R»dolph
j.
Bergq.iist
as
a wnOLh
Amusing comedy giving star am=
pie scope to score in a humorous role.
STORY
Leads
to a Central American
republic
where Hamilton makes a lot of foolish
revo=
lutionists look ridiculous.
DIRECTION
Finely judged
in getting
humor
out of the situations and in suggesting an
appropriate atmosphere.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS.
Bring out the scenes, whether exteriors or interiors, to the best advantage.
CAMERA WORK
First rate
STAR
Makes the most of character that is ad=
mirably suited to his personality.
SUPPORT
Alice Lake is a decidedly attractive
leading woman; R. D. MacLean and others
satisfactory.
EXTERIORS
Locations
for a republic in Central America look like the real thing.
INTERIORS
Indicate
care in selecting
appropriate furnishings.
DETAIL
Comedy incidents are introduced with
telling effect; a number of the titles are good
for laughs.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Wholesome
humor
and adventure.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet

FULL OF PEP" is right. This picture has it to a
sufficient degree to make it one of the best, if
not actually the best, of the screen productions in
which Hale Hamilton has been starred. There are
laughs all through these five reels and there is atmosphere— the kind of atmosphere one associates with
the president's palace.
the Richard Harding Davis stories when he chose the
When Alice's father is deposed by the commander
joke republics of South America as a locale.
of the ludicrous little army, Hale merely hands out
The plot recipe is simple — a resourceful, fearless,
"Pep" to the soldiers and civilians and immediately
they do his bidding.
The cast includes Alice Knowhappy-go-lucky young American pitted against a lot
of fickle, emotional,
blood-and-thunder
revolutionists land, Fred Malatesta, Charles Mailes and Victor Potel.

Looks Right for Any Sort of a Crowd.

Worth Playing Up

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
CANDLER BIDS. -220 W;42ST.
ROOM!/'

2003-2011

' ^ i-,

?a

V- TELEPHONE/'*

; BRYANT |7f«

Edith Ssiys:

Up to date, Metro may not have succeeded in
making a real movie star out of Hale Hamilton, but
that need not lessen your interest in "Full of Pep,"
which is a strong enough comedy to stand on its own
merits. It doesn't matter much what sort of a crowd
you are catering to, for this picture is broad enough
in its scope to offer something that will appeal to all
tastes.
The title is a business pulling asset in itself. For
a slang phrase, "Full of Pep" means a lot in American
life. Business men look for employees that are "full
of pep," when a producer puts on a musical comedy
he tries to give the impression that it is "full of pep,"
when someone wishes to say something commendable
about someone else he may not think of a better characterization than "He is full of pep."'
Here you have

Charles

Dickens'

Doneey *no So*."

a picture that carries a definite advertising statement
in its title. Play it up big.
Many catchlines are possible, for instance: "Did
you ever know a man who succeeded unless he was
'Full of Pep'?" But maybe you won't know what Pep
really is until you meet Hale Hamilton in his latest
Metro comedy." Another one: "What is the secret
of America's success? Hale Hamilton, in his new
comedy says it is being 'Full of Pep'."
Go after stage patrons as well as regular movie fans
on the strength of the star's reputation. It is a safe
bet that Hamilton visited your town on some of his
tours, and folks who saw him in person won't be disappointed in this screen appearance. He uses the
same comedy method with telling effect.

•
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Putting It Over

HERBERT
BLACHE

I

Here is how a brother exhibSend
itor put his show over.
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.
-

Now directing

in

| "FOOLS and
| THEIR MONEY"
Wt
DISCHARGED
army officer, nine years editor and
reporter, wants job as publicity
man.

Write

Box

New

Theaters

Lansing, Mich. — W. S. Butterfield,
of Bijou Enterprises, plans to erect
a new house to cost $175,000 to seat
1,500.
Decatur, 111. — Percy W. Gebhart
will bi'ild at cost of $25,000.

Hartford, Conn. — Glassman Drug
Co. will build $60,000 house. Joseph
W. Walsh will be manager and house
Chicago. — The management of the will seat 800.
Verdi, 35th St. and Armitage Ave.,
hit upon the idea of painting a numBridgeport, Conn. — State Street
ber of Kewpie dolls black, dressing will have theater to seat 3,500.
them up in grass skirts and putting
Mt. Vernon, Cal. — D. R. Murphy
rings through their noses so as to
make them look like cannibals when will build $25,000 house to seat 700.

| EMMY WHELEN
=

DAILY

17 — Wid's.

the Martin
Johnson "Cannibal" feature was shown.

Vallejo, Cal. — Bell Amusement
will build. To cost $125,000.

Co.

This novel idea augmented a lobby
display in which the front of the
house was turned into what might
have been a village in the South
Seas.
These little dolls were also placed
in many of the store windows in the
neighborhood of the Verdi.
The exits and entrances to the auditorium proper were made to resemble the openings to straw and
mud huts in the South Sea Islands.
The box office was similarly camouflaged.

Alhambra, Cal.— F. A. GretrTwill
build.
Buffalo, N. Y.— James S. Savage
to build on Triangle St.
Charleston, S. C. — Capt. Mark St.
Gair Ellis to build Lincoln in colored section.
Topeka, Kan. — Plans being made
for a new house at 815 Kansas Ave.
To cost between $100,000 and $200,000.
Salt Lake City — Ed Mehesy
build Rialto. To seat 1,000.

Gladys Brockwi
Starring in

"SADIE"
Fox Pacific Coast Stui

Nyack Against Sunday Shrs
Nyack, N. Y.— Board of ijj
have voted not to legalize ji
showings here; this despite th at
tition was signed by 1,900 iifaS
of Sunday shows and the oprfth
000.
petition contained names of jtj
McKay Going to Califon
J. W. McKay, business nj
of Mayflower, has left for Cal

"EVERYBODY

will

BUSINESS!"

(

■-!■
-;%

r-

A dramatic presentment
of Life'y Greatest Problem

CHOOSING A WIFE

•huh K s\ v\%
■ > ■ .«
it'Ml
"XW%
Front the Society Novel, "The Eldor Miss Blossom
'//•;'
'Y\%
by Ernest Hendrie and Metcalfe Wood.
/,',
vA An
. A'Tirst National"
,^ka++k-o^+;™
—
• ■zm
k

*BRADSTREET
r FILHDOM

7/feRECOGKIZED

Authority

Hodkinson Plans
ibutor's Plans for Coming Year
:lude Productions from WellKnown Authors
c W. W. Hodkinson Corp. yesy revealed definitely their sales
distribution policies for the
coming year.
ey announced the completion of
plans for distribution of Great
ors' Pictures, organized by
jmin B. Hampton, with two picalready completed. The Great
ors' organization at this time
ols the stories of Stewart1 EdWhite, Emerson Hough, WinChurchill and Irving Bacheller,
(Continued
on page 2)

Price 5 Cents
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VIII. No. 55
"Fit

to

Win"

No action was
to Win" case in
yesterday. Judge
ing. hearing until
the

Case

Held

Over

taken on the "Fit
the District Court
Manton postponed
Wednesday morn-

Whittaker With United Artists'
The United Artists' announced yesterday that V. P. Whittaker, formerly Washington manager for Select,
would
the "Big
4" inis that
territoryrepresent
about June
5. This
the
first "exchange" representative ar
nounced for the United Artists'.
Whittaker is well known in Wash
ington and has made a strong record
:in that territory for Select.

Food for Thought
Says
the Omaha
editorially:

Daily

News

"Because the movies are the
product of several brains, from
scenario to editing room, there
is an opportunity
ation which does for
not collaborexist in
written literature. Isn't it possible that the movie may become a recognized medium for
popularizing pnilosophy and
social criticism, and that the
caption writing may soon win
recognition as a definite branch
literature?

Club Members to Build
Rothapfel Unit at Park
The Motion Picture Business
"Sin" Opens in Brooklyn
The Rothapfel Unit Program will Men's Club, composed of C. F. Zittel,
ie Unpardonable Sin" opened at
Majestic, Brooklyn, on Sunday have its first public showing tomor- Adolph Zukor and others, has been
unable to secure rooms in a hotel
row evening at the Park.
joon to record-breaking
busipending building a club-house.
It is understood that the loss of
Chaplin Wins Out
the suit of the Essanay Film
Mr. Zittel's son has rather upset
things
a bit, but that a meeting of
Co. against Charles Chaplin to
At Picture Shows on Sunday —
the executives will be held next
er $500,000 damages for breach
Request Made to M. P. E.
week
to
take definite action.
Bract, Supreme Court Justice
(Special to WID'S DAILY.)
aker has granted an application
St. Louis, Mo. — A request has been
ie defendant for an order re- made
to the M. P. E. of America by
ig the plaintiff to give certain
a
religious
society asking for the priMovie Folk Return from Movie
:ulars of its claim. The plaintiff
vilege of appearing before the NaCelebration
tell in what manner the defendtional
Convention
with
a
proposition
riolated his contract with the
A lot of tired movie folks wandof holding religious services each
tiff and give tTie names of the
ered back to town Sunday night
in every motion picture thea(lays in which Chaplin broke Sunday
ter in America, during the first hour from Richmond. They all had enjreement to appear and tell how just preceding the regular Sunday
joyed themselves muchly, but there
issajiay estimates it was dam- performance. The writer explains was a big premium being offered in$125,000 for each picture. It is that inasmuch as the motion picture
dividually and collectively for gobs
id that Chaplin agreed to appear theater is today the greatest means of blissful sleep..
n films and took part in only of refining and cultivating the people
The big ball was held in honor of
Chaplin says he needs the par- of the world, it could well add to the returning Virginia troops on Frirs to enable him to defend the
day night. It was some affair. Durgreat moral betterment, and a direct
ing the afternoon the Lee kiddies
means of religious help and encouragement.
were party.
special hosts at a children's
May
No. 104
In the evening the big event took

Want Church Hour

Tired But Happy

rJttl
e Ad Talk
By Jack Alicoate s
GAIN let us bring to your
i attention the fact that the
Ivertising and Art Departmt of WID'S DAILY stand
idy to sincerely and intellintly co-operate with 'any
oducer, distributor or indivial in the preparation of their
krertising. Our organization
composed of men of experice. Their advice and assisice is yours for the asking,
ley are now assisting some
the most successful adverers in the industry. Perhaps
sir ideas will prove of value
you.

Juvenile League

Meeting Report Approves 70 of 400
Features Reviewed
The

annual meeting of the National Juvenile M. P. League 'has
just been held, and the report of *he
work of the League for the past yoar
submitted by Dr. P. F. Jacobs, executive secretary, shows what was accomplished by the organization.
The Reviewing Board reported
that between Jan. 1 and May 20, 1919,
it had reviewed about 400 feature
pictures and comedies, of which
about 70 had been approved. Only
fourteen of the features and comedies, however, were approved without cuts. Of 260 educational films,
250 were accepted, and of 20 juvenile
pictures, 10 were passed.

place in the armory. "Billie" Rhodes
led the march followed by Ann Luther and Florence Billings, Creighton
Hale and "Smiling Bill" Parsons
who acted as escort extraordinary
and Beau Brummel for the Lee kiddies.
During the intermission candy and
autographed photographs were auctioned off by Ann Luther, Florence
(Continued
on page 2)

International Expo.
Jules Demaria,
French
Visitor,
PromoteParisScheme
for 1920—
the Center

to

Jules Demaria, president of the Association of Moving Picture Manufacturers inFrance and Chevalier of
the Legion of Honor, in an' interview yesterday said that he came
here to interest American manufacturers in an international exposition
and Congress of the picture industry
to be held in Paris in July or August
of 1920.
Mr. Demaria said that the exposition had been planned for 1914 but
that the war had interfered. The
French Government has placed at
the disposal of the French industry
the Grand Palais, on the Champ Elysees, one of the most beautiful
buildings in Paris. The exhibition
will be divided into two parts; one
for exhibitors and the other for discussion of international subjects
such as the standardization of cameras and perforations. The metric
system will likewise be discussed as
it affects the exchange system between the two countries.
Leaders of the American industry
will be invited to participate in the
congress and it is for that reason
that Demaria is here.
Regarding conditions in France,
Demaria said comedies and Western
films are very popular. He denied
that there was an excess of film there
as reported, and said that the 1,500
theaters in at
France
kept five prints in'
circulation
all times.
Theaters now close at 11:30 and
despite war regulations a number of
houses were built during the fightingProducing is practically nil because
of the lack of labor and financial
period.
means. Demaria hails the coming
of Fox to Europe in. a producing capacity and possibly Famous Players
as a boom to the French industry,
and a closer understanding between
America and France.
(Continued
on page 2)
Kirkland to Direct Constance

Understood that David Kirkland
will direct the init'at Constance Talmadge
lease. feature for First National reWork on the initial production
Hazel
Dawn's
Specials
Hazel Dawn will make a series of was started yesterday at the Norma
features for the Amalgamated Film Talmadge studios. Release will be
Corp. Wall St. money is reported sometime in the late summer.
behind the venture. This is the second time that Miss Dawn has been in
Mack With Select
pictures. One of "Al" Woods plays
will be adapted for the screen. First
Irving Mack will be the exploitation man for Select in Chicago.
release early next year.

tM\
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Cuts And Flashes

"Trixie from Broadway," the next
Margarita Fisher production, will be
released June 15.
Tol. VIII No. 55
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Price 5 Cents

J. Stuart Blackton has secured the
to "Phantoms," by WalCopyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks, screenlacerights
Irwin, which appeared in serial
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and form in Hearst's Magazine recently.
FILM FOLKS, INC.

o^729

P. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and TreasMarguerite Clayton has started
urer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Ben H. Grimm,
Associate Editor; Joseph Dannenburg, Vice- work at the Paragon Studios under
President and Managing Editor; J. W. Ali- Frank P. Donovan's direction on a
coate, Secretary and Business Manager.
Bolsheviki burlesque comedy in five
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under reels for special release.
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
(Continued from page i)
(20.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
with other authors
of like prominence to be announced.
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
Benjamin B. Hampton and ElYork, N. Y.
tinge F. Warner control the Zane
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Grey Pictures, Inc., and have just
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889. completed "Desert Gold," which has
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood been shipped east for Hodkinson
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
distribution. Great Author's PicTelephone, Hollywood 1603.

International Expo.
(Continued from page i)
At the same time, he thinks that
that establishment of their own exchange systems in France will result
in the flooding of the market there
with mediocre films of their own
manufacture which French buyers
had refused. This in the long run
will mean lower rentals, according to
Demaria.
Charles Chaplin, says Demaria, is
most popular man in France, next
to President Poincare.
Demaria will return to France July
20. He leaves today for a trip to
Rochester to see the Eastman plant,
and then to Chicago to visit the
Rothacker
institution.

include "The Leopard Woman,"
"The Rules of the Game," "The Riverman," etc.
Churchill's most immediate novels
to be screened include "The Dwelling Place of Light" and "The Inside
of Hough's
the Cup."two big contributions are
to be "The Mississippi Bubble" and
"54-40 or Fight."
Irving Bacheller's initial screen
contribution will be "Keeping Up
With
As Lizzie."
previously noted, the Raver
Four-star organization, which has
completed two productions — -"As a
Man furnish
Thinks" four
and additional
"The Volcano"
—
will
features
for the series, all to be directed by
George Irving.
The Sunset Pictures Corp. is completing Sir Gilbert Parker's Canadian story, "You Never Know Your
Luck," at San Antonio, Texas. Frank
Powell is directing House Peters.
Within a few days another Hodkinson unit, which will control the
stories of one of the most popular
American authors, will be announced. Four features will be
made.

"A really Trade
effectiveReview.
program
Exhibitor's

"The

sags

Passing

John

the

the

exhibitor" — says

Crow"

(Continued from page I)
Billings,
"Smiling
Billy" Parsons. Annand
Luther
and Florence
Billings auctioned off kisses at $10 per.
Some Virginia grand-children will
hear about those kisses.
En route home the party philandered about Washington and drove
around
like regular
sightpicture
see-er's.men,
In Richmond
all the
including exhibitors and exchange
managers with Harry Bernstein of
the Colonial in charge, did their utmost to make the party interesting.
At a banquet tendered the stars
before the ball, a silver mounted cane
was given to Creighton Hale, by the
members of the party making the
trip, in honor of his birthday.
One of the interesting affairs of
the trip was when curing a lull in
the parade of the returning soldiers,
"Smiling Billy" Parsons appeared on
the balcony of the hotel and was tendered an ovation by the thousands
in the street. He replied in a speech
in a fitting manner.
Those who made up the party were
Billy Parsons, Billie Rhodes, Jane
Lee, Katherine Lee, Florence Billings, Anna Luther, Creighton Hale,
Allen Daily.
Rock and Tack Alicoate of
Wid's

Ho.

12— WE INSURE

B. S. Moss Motion
Picture Corp.
[Watch this Space for Others]

' 60 Maiden

54B5 - 5426

Kashinl is going to let me oi of
the bag tomorrow.
World Article on Dawley's Fi
In the Sunday Magazine of tin
York World a page was devote to
Major Ghost
Herbertof Slumber
M. Dawley's
i
"The
Moi
which
is distributed through
film.
They praise it as a film of ' i
educational value."
New Song for Norma Talmad
Irving
who isBerlin
brea'ig
away
fromBerlin
Wattcrson,
i|.d
Snyder, to form his company, ts

EUBEiN
,CXMUELS
„EAL
iWCl
ERVICE
/nrurance '

of

for

Tired But Happy

Did you ever hear of "Insurance Service?" — No? — Then there is
something new under the sun — We will carefully and efficiently
analyze your insurance problems and give you the advice of experts of years of experience in the problems of the industry.
If we can serve you either more efficiently or more economically,
we'll tell you, frankly. If your protection is adequate we'll tell
you just a3 frankly.
We're always close to the phone.

Phone

addition

c_At Educational Exchanges - Not Yet Released in New York
The best picture of our American Indian.
More interest and
comedy than many a five-reeler.

SERVICE
There's some new stuff in "The
Blinding Trail." Watch Monroe Salisbury, blinded, groping through that
snow-storm to save his wife's honor.
Some thrill, Archibald — SOME
THRILL!

7™AVENUE

Two "Single-Human -Interest-Reels1 '
"c>4 Day
at Coney
Island"
Booked
For
TheandNext Night
All-ComedyBill At
The
Rialto

Hodkinson Plans

tures, Inc., has completed the production of Stewart White's "The
Westerners" and other novels of
this famous writer to be screened

AMERICA

Lane

- 5427 - 5428

Samuel?

written dedicated
a song called
"Thi
Moon"
to Norma
madge.

Grace Cunard
Starring in

"ELMO The Mighty"
A SERIAL IN
EIGHTEEN
INSTALLMENTS
To Be Released By

UNIVERSAL

I
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Strongly Emotional Drama in Which Star Gives Impressive
Performance
Gladys Brockwell in

"The Divorce Trap"
Fox

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
theme;
wife.

IH
IONEWS KE\TEW IX
mine Telejrraph states, Leah
performance is tlie tlominating
if "As a Man Thinks." She Is at
« tin' sympathetic loving: wife,
her emotional scenes with excepVrtiveniss. Her oeauty, personil attractive gowns make her an
ie for Elinor Clayton. Her well
rtTn r?Xr
DIRECTION
supportingcast is all-star In
seem

IDKINSON
Metro Fights Metro
letro home office team won
:ball game at Flushing, Satrternoon over the New York
e. The score was 19 tolS,
of the runs were scored in
inning.
Atkinson umpired — and still
id E. M. Saunders, general
tative, pitched for the home
nore games will be played.
nick

Off
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Avenue

lat Myron Selznick is openly]
with his father, the Selz-)
lh Avenue offices will not be
ed. Randolph Bartlett now1
lis headquarters in the Seles while Myron spends his
the Biograph studio.
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lematographer
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Frank
Bea,
Jasper Ewing Brady
Derlison Clift
Fred LeRoy Granville
Interesting treatment of divorce
sympathy
is aroused
for wronged
is logical
Construction
Makes the character
and situations
human.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Most of it good
LIGHTINGS
Conventional
CAMERA
WORK
Satisfactory
STAR
Sincere, sympathetic and altogether suc=
cessful in making the lead-character ring true
SUPPORT
Francis MacDonald adequate as the
caddish husband, William Sheer, John Step=
pling and others up to requirements.
EXTERIORS
Seldom
needed
INTERIORS
Suit the story
DETAIL. .... .Figure largely in connection with the
evidence in the divorce case.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Emotional drama without offensive features.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet
rpHE author makes out a clear case for the woman
-1 caught in "The Divorce Trap." He prepared a
plausible story which is treated in a human way, sympathy always going where it rightfully belongs, to the
intended victim of a crooked bunch of parasites and
legal tricksters, in collusion with the no-good son of
a millionaire who marries a telephone girl and then
seeks to get rid of her.
James Ewing Brady didn't choose a new theme for
this plot, but he handled the subject with more than
the customary amount of detail, particularly in the
sequences showing the steps taken to secure damaging
evidence against the innocent woman. There is nothing in the frame-up that goes beyond the range of
possibilities.
In fact it all seems
quite reasonable,

as docs the course followed by Gladys and William
SCOtt, as her lawyer, in turning the tables ou the conspirators.
The picture has a number of really stirring moments,
the effect of which is materially increased by the sin
cere acting of Miss Brockwell. Her denunciation of
the husband after she finds out how he has tried to
trick her, comes as a fitting climax to the scenethrough which she has struggled heroically to mak» a
success of their marriage. Right at this point there
are more titles than the situation really requires, but
they do not seriously retard the action.
At the outset we have the familiar romance of a
telephone girl and the spendthrift son of a bank president. Of course Macdonald's father doesn't believe
it, but Gladys became the wife of the youth because
she loved him and not on account of his money. At
all events, the millionaire father is so incensed by the
marriage that he cuts off his son, leaving him witnout
money with which to indulge his extravagant tastes.
Macdonald soon tires of sober evenings spent at
home with his wife. He grows restless, longs for the
companionship of his sporty friends and ends by inviting a"bunch of live ones" to the house. Director
Beal gives plenty of animation and realistic detail to
the orgy in which Gladys takes do part. Her grief and
disappointment are appealingly registered, but always
she is ready to forgive and strive for a better understanding.
Forced to move to a little Harlem flat, Gladys continues her efforts to make a man of her weakling husband, but by this time Macdonald is completely under
the influence of his grafting friends, who urge him to
get a divorce as a preliminary to bringiug about a
reconciliation with his father which would mean a
return to financial affluence.
It is here that the crooked divorce lawyer enters the
story with a frame-up plan. Under the pretense that
her husband is ill and has sent for her, Gladys is
tricked into entering a hotel room where she is met by
one of the lawyer's accomplices who has registered for
himself and wife. With this as a foundation an
elaborate case is prepared, but assisted by a young
lawyer who has loved her all along, Gladys saves her
good name and has the crook crowd arrested for conspiracy.
The cast includes William Scott, Betty Shade and
Herschel Mayall.

Will Appeal Especially to Women.

Easy to Advertise

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
trials in your neighborhood recently, this film will fit
"The Divorce Trap" is general enough in its apin particularly well as a timely drama.
peal to go well with almost any type of audience, but
Tell your folks that in 1916 the divorces granted in
first of all I think it should be classed as a woman's
the United States totaled 112,036 and ask how many
picture. It certainly sets forth "the girl in the case"
in a sympathetic light and possesses the same kind of
women they suppose were in a "Divorce Trap" such
interest that attaches to notorious divorce cases which
as that prepared for Gladys Brockwell in her latest
are played up in newspapers, mainly for the benefit
emotional drama. Or take a line like this: "Why is
of women readers.
the number of unhappy marriages increasing? One
The story adheres pretty closely to facts as they
reason is given by Gladys Brockwell in 'The Divorce
are revealed from time to time when domestic troubles
In all of your advertising concentrate on the
are aired in court. The main characters in the story
human qualities of the domestic tragedy. Don't try
might have been modeled from real personages — the
to give the story in full, for that might lessen the sustelephone girl, the wealthy youth who falls in love
pense; merely bill it as a sensational divorce drama
with her, the father who refuses to sanction the marin
which Gladys Brockwell gives a finely emotional
riage and the crooked lawyer who frames the divorce.
Trap'."
portrayal.
Providing you have had any widely exploited divorce

Watch
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Tomorrow
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Divulged
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"THE THIRD DEGREE" I
Incorporations

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.
Omaha, Neb. — Two stunts on
"Daddy Long Legs" which H. M.
Thomas, of the Rialto, is pulling
this week. A baby show contest
every afternoon, except Sunday, in
conjunction with big department
store, who register babies at their
infant's department, put up a big
window display of child's stuff including our prizes and carry in their
ads. display as to this contest. One
day, say Monday, the contest is for
babies from one to six months old,
boys and girls; Tuesday, six to a
year, and so on, then on Saturday a
grand free for all, for all the prize
winners with a loving cup being donated.
Next Saturday morning he will
give two free performances to every
orphan in Omaha. He is carrying
this line in his advance publicity,
and this slogan in his stage talks to
the audience: "We are going to
play to more people with Mary Pickford in 'Daddy Long Legs' than
any other picture ever played in

BAILV
On Broadway

Rivoli
—
Douglas
Fairbanks — "The Knickerbocker Buckaroo."
Rivoli Pictorial.
Fox Sunshine
Comedy — "Roaring
Lions and Wedding Bells."
Rialto—
Charles Magazine.
Ray — -"The Busher."
Rialto
Post
Scenic
— Labrador and Newfoundland.
Mack
Sennett
Comedy — "Love's
False Faces."
StrandMadge
Kennedy — "Leave
It to
Pathe — Analysis of Motion — "ExStrand
Topical Review.
pert Ice Skating."
Susan."
Mack Sennett Comedy — "Love's
False
Faces."
"Topics
of the Day."
New York— Today — Kitty Gordon —
"Playthings of Passion."
Wednesday — Frank Keenan — "The
Thursday
— Sessue
Master
Man."
"His Debt."

Hayakawa —

Friday — Mae Murray— "The Big
Little Person." Albert Ray — "Words
andSaturday
Music." — Evelyn Greeley — "Phil
forSunday
Short."— May

Allison — "Almost

Unite

PICTURE THEATRl
OF AMERICA

STOCK
FOR
AT

MUCHLEH
THAN

QUOTED PI
Wid's Daily
Apply by Mail to Box

Broadway — Blanche
Sweet — "The
Married."
Unpardonable
Sin."
George M. Cohan— Griffith Players—
Omaha."
Hastings, Neb. — E. C. Preston, of "Broken
Blossoms."
the Strand, made them sit up and
Nazimova's Production
take notice when he showed "A Mid"THE RED LANTERN'
Next Week's Features
night Romance." Preston had a
Attractions next week as follows:
has
which anwe American-Chinese
have worked into a tt
huge clock made, six feet in height,
Strand— D. W. Griffith's "True
display that faithfully repn
with
an
opening
at
the
face
through
Albany, N. Y.— White Heather
exactly
what
the ticket pun
Amusement Corp.. New York City. which a pretty girl showed her face. Heart
shall see on the screen. Now
RivoliSadie."
— Return of Nazimova —
through the hole in the clock
in our salesroom.
Theatrical offerings and motion pic- Then
some of the Anita Stewart songs "The Red Lantern."
KRAUS MFG. CO.
tures and to conduct theaters. Cap- were
sung.
Rialto — Tom Moore — "One of
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.
ital $500. Directors: Clifton Crawford, M. A. Harris and Edward C.
theGeorge
Finest."M. Cohan— Griffith PlayKeenan Coming East
Raftery, 10 West 48th street, New
ers— "Broken Blossoms."
York City.
Frank Keenan, who is chasing golf
Broadway — Blanche Sweet — "The
over the sporty course at Santa
Albany, N. Y.— Reel of Knowl- balls
edge, Inc., New York City, motion Catalina Island this week, will arrive Unpardonable Sin."
THE BEST
PICTUi
to make money
pictures and vaudeville, $50,000; P. A. in New York on June 4, accompanied
STUDIO
FOR RENT
Keppler, J. and H. Cohen, 1579 by TSlrs. Keenan. They will visit
Must have a perfect dei ']
Twenty-five
minutes
from
Times
their son-in-law, Lieut. Col. Frank A. Square. No Ferries to cross. Studio,
Broadway.
negative
Sloan, who recently returned from r5 x 110 feet. No Posts. OUT-DOOR
REX LABORATORY
(III
Albany, N. Y.— Ex Kay Photo Co., France, and family. Mr. Keenan ex- stage, 50 x 75 feet. Equipped with 11-8
New York City, $10,000, F. Ex., P.
pects to return to Los Angeles the tube Cooper Hewitt over head; 7 Cooper
has developed
HarryandKeeper'!
tives.
Ask him
then <i
Kosnovsky, R. J. F. Gerstle, 309 latter part of June, to start work at Hewitt floor banks; 10 Baby broadsides;
Xremont
1995 for full parti I
- Spotlights; IS Dressing rooms. CarBroadway.
the Brunton studios on his fifth spepenter Shop. Finest Out-Door stage in
cial feature. The story, not yet the Fust. Has full working crew. InAlbany, N. Y. — Tiger Film Corp.,
quire, S. It., care WID'S DAILY.
New York City, $25,000; F. Dale, E. named, is by Gertrude Nelson Andrews of New York. The scenario
J. May, H. W. Ferron, 1482 BroadCOMPLETE LINE 0
way.
is being prepared by E. Richard
Supplies and Equipmi
Dover, Del. — Hayward-Majestic Schaycr.
for STUDIO and THEA«
DISCHARGED
Motion Picture Corp., $1,000,000;
Charles H. Jones, Frank Jackson,
National
and
Speer
Ci>f»
Opinions
army officer, nine years editor and
W. I. N. Lofland of Dover.
MAZDA LAMPS 1
Detroit, — Stephen D. Williams,
reporter, wants job as publicity
Chief
officer
of Recorder's
CHARLES F. CAM|
Court,probation
says many
motion
pictures
AL. HENDRICKSON 1/1 W Tl«
man.
Write Box 17 — Wid's.
shown in Detroit corrupt the morals
FOREIGN MARKET PAYS|j of young men and women.
COST OF PRODUCTION =
Lester Potter, movie censor of the
1 **«•«> »
Charge d' Affairs
police department, says films are better censored in Detroit than any
Adolphe Osso
other city in the country.
Room 809
1457 Broadway =
Consequently, the members of the
i REFINED LETTEI
Phone Bryant 6325
=
■ APPROPRIATE ILLUST
Woman's Citizens' League, who
J\.
LITHOGRAPHING
IC0RRM
will buy
=: heard both men speak at the Hotel
** 406 WE/T
31 JT.
Statlcr, are puzzled.
Albany, N. Y. — New Atlantic
Gardens, New York City. Motion
pictures. Capital $9,000. Directors:
A. S. Goldberg, H. S. Bird and
Frank Koren, 230 Grand street, New
York City.
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Film Censor

Solitary Sin"
rhe
Mystery of "Box 42" — Fine-

man's Company
: SolitaryState Sin,"Rights
will Special
he rer, by the Solitary Sin Corp.,
has office in the Fitzgerald
and in which B. P. Fineman is
ted.
ie cast are Jack Mulhall. HcKadwick, Pauline Curley, and
players of note,
picture was produced in Caliunder the direction of Fred
n and under the personal suon of George D. Watters who
ts the picture.
announcement solves the
y of the "Box 42" ads which
ppeared in trade papers.

Buys Island
I. Williamson of Submarine
has bought an island in the
Indies where he will train octo be used in features.
Poland's Work
ph Franklin Poland wishes to
t the impression that he is on
iff of the American Film Co.'s
i. Poland has a contract with
Eric an for four original stories
£ sold them two features outI the contract.

ench Productions
Iphe Osso will undertake dison of Frencfi made produch this country.
No. 107

,ittle Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
is easy to buy advertising
pace. The writing of effec: copy presents no unsurlitable obstacle to the exienced advertising and sellpxecutive. Pleasing display
but detail for the trained
But man — but — is the mediihat carries this costly sell[message going to DE|ER it? Its easy to start
king, anywhere,
anytime,
■ its GETTING THERE
Icounts. WID'S goes forB every morning
of the
■ to subscribers whose readIterest assures its welcome
Btion. That's why your
Bage here is sure to be dered

Aldermanic

Committee
Hears Testimony
From Both Sides of
Controversy

The Committee of General Welfare of the Board of Aldermen, with
William T. Collins as chairman, listened yesterday afternoon to both
sides of the question on the proposed ordinance that would make
Commissioner of Licenses Gilchrist
official film censor for New York.
Final decision was reserved.
Dr. Evart Martin, of the Board of
Review; James Holland, president of
the American Federation of Labor,
for New York Stare; Stephen Bush,
representing a theatrical paper;
Ralph Folks, former Alderman, and
Grace Humiston, woman lawyer
opposed to censorship, spoke for the
industry, while F. J. Sullivan, Catholic Federation of Brooklyn; Mrs.
Parmalee, Big Sisters' League; E. F.
Cooke and Martin Judge, representing the Catholic Federated Societies
of America; Mrs. O'Grady, Fifth
Deputy Police Commissioner; Mrs.
Adele Woodward, president of the
National Juvenile M. P. League, and
Canon Chase, well known as a
in
strong advocate of censorship, spoke
This is "Bear-Cat" STACY
in favor of passing the ordinance.
Howard Clark Barber, superintend"When 'Bear-Cat' Went Dry"
ent of the Society for the Prevention
of Crime, likewise spoke.
The Lord knows the trade needs something new
The reform element rather generally cited 'Fit to Win" in its arFamous Stock Listing Today
Hearing Postponed Until Today
guments for censorship and broached the necessity for the protection
The
Board
of
Governors
of
the
Judge Manton is expected to hear
of children's morals. F. J. Sullivan
the "Fit to Win" case in the Federal New Vork Stock Exchange is ex- mentioned four films as being unfit
pected to take favorarde action today
District Court today. Action before
for
exhibition, namely: "The AwakJustice Blau in the 126th St. Police on the posting of the Famous Playening," "The Scarlet Trail," "And
court will be postponed until the de- ers-Lasky stock on the exchange.
The stock for the pasttfew days
hildren Pay" and "The Hand
cision is reached before Judge ManThat Rocks the Cradle." Charles
ton.
has been dealt in on the curb at 100.
W. Ruben, Metro, said that of the
four, three had been suppressed by
Commissioner
Gilchrist himself.
Goldwyn Managers Meet
Friends of the ordinance shot
Eighteen
of
Goldwyn
sales
manTo be Taken Up by Exhibitors at
agers have been
discussing
sales home the fact that only a short time
St. Louis Convention
plans for the coming season at the ago the National Association had
lice. Plans as to sales, whe- stated that they would censor their
{Special to WID'S DAILY.)
own films. Tt was argued that in
St. Louis, Mo.— When the M. P. E. i her program or open bookiri
:n
announced by Goldwyn as this way the picture industry had
of America meet here June 25-27 at
the first annual convention one of
practically admitted that censorship
was necessary.
the most important subjects to be
The picture men
i m k the
Repertoire
Plan Hit
taken up will be that of advance dethat books and newspapers w
yet.
Griffith's
repertoire
plan
for
posits.
to censorship and that picDuring the last year a number of
is been smashed hard by the subjected
(Continued
on page 2)
film companies have gone to the wall
of "Broken
Blossoms."
It
carrying on their books large s iccess ;:inally
planned to submit all
amounts in advance deposits to the cf the well known Griffith successes
credit of the exhibitors. The Ho- f ■ ■; the
Cohan
i 1 1 but
dupp Co. headed by Victor Hodupp.
Friday, May 30th— Decora'i Blossom-"
is lining such
Operating in Indiana, Illinois, Ohio,
that it will be continued
tion Day — being a legal holitook thousands of dollars of exhibi- indefinitely.
Theer is talk of adding
day, there will be no issue of
WID'S
DAILY.
tors' money for pictures which never a special morning performance at 10
i ( mi! : 'i in i ! on page I. )
cfclock to take care of the crowds.
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Price 5 Cents

Wid's Film and Film Folks
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
INC.

DAILY
TiJtcpt
Flashes
Coast Brevities

(Special wire to WID'S DAILY)
Universal has purchased "Jim of
the Range" by G. K. Lancaster
Hollywood, Cal. — Robert Leonard,
for a Harry Care)' Special.
who has been directing Mae Murray,
been signed to produce superThe J. Frank Brockliss Co. have has
features for Hearst Cosmopolitan
films.
sold "Once to Every Alan" for Scandinavia, and "As a Man Thinks" tor
the Straight Settlements, India,
Hampton Del Ruth, editor and suAfrica and Java.
pervising director of Fox Sunshine
Comedies, has added Ben Moore to
David Butler who played the part his directorial staff.
of the "boob" husband in Mary MacFrancis Ford and his company
Laren's "The Unpainted Woman"
has been engaged for an important have left for Catalina to shoot some
role in "The Petal on the Current," scenes at the scenic gardens for the
he Fannie Hurst Cosmopolitan magazine story in which Mary MacLaren seventh episode of the "Mystery of
Thirteen." An informal dance will
has the leading role.
be held at Ford studios at their
opening on Saturday night.

P. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Ben H. Grimm,
Associate Editor; Joseph Dannenberg, VicePresident and Managing Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
it the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
120.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Aberdeen,
Wash. — Dream
to
improved.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889.
Milford, Conn. — Improvements
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood be made to Colonial.
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.

House Changes

At the completion of an additional
studio now being built by William
Horsley next door to the present
Horsley studios on sunset Boulevard
to The
Bursten Pictures Co. will make
a serial, featuring King Baggot.
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Lyric and
Fred Fishbach is finishing his secApollo on Monroe Ave. have beMore Service
ond production at the L.-KO studios
come the property of the Consolifeaturing Edith Roberts and Jimmie
dated
Theaters,
Inc.
Goldwyn is out with an announceAdams. Title "A Village Venus"
ment that hereafter the Press and
Hickman, Ky. — The Crystal, burned His first production featuring same
Service Book will contain pages of out five weeks ago, is again in operacouple was "Chasing Her Fortune."
tion.
a section devoted to illustrated desAlbany, N. Y. — Screen Smiles
criptions oflobby displays and stage
Marshalltown, la. — Max Heller is Inc., New York City, $25,000; S. O
settings. It will suggest displays and
of the Strand, suc- Siegel, H. H. Yudkin, F. Weinberback them up with a sketch as to now manager
ceeding Jolly Jones, Jr.
ger, 729 7th Ave.
their practicability and timeliness.
This, they say, means that the exTenino, Wash. — V. L. Laningham,
hibitor will not be required to call
Locust, has sold his theaters in Bu(Continued from page I)
a meeting of employes and figure out ' coda and here to R. S. Bowen of Casjust how and why the lobby plan
tle Rock and R. J. Charles of Vader, tures should not be. They said that
can be used. The pen and ink chart latter operating a string of 6 houses public sentiment was strong enough
will do the thinking for him and save in Southwest Washington.
to guide producers
in making the
time and energy.
right kind of pictures.
The
hearing
lasted
all afternoon,
Oshkosh, Wis. — The Grand Opera
House, cor. High St. and Monument and before adjournment the chairman
announced
that
the
committee
Sq., now owned by the Roy Currimings Amusement
Ent.
would receive further suggestions
from any source.
In addition to those mentioned the
Cleveland, Ohio. — Paul Gustanovic, owner of the Strand, is planning following were present: Sydney S.
to remodel.
Cohen and Sol Berman, of the Exhibitors' League; J. J. Mclnerny,
Clarksville, Tenn. — Joseph Gold- counsel for the League; Charles
berg, proprietor of the Majestic and Haring, Walter W. Irwin, Paul
Lillian is going to remodel the Ma- Cromelin, Frederick H. Elliott, of
jestic so that it will hold more the Natl. Asso.; William McGuire,
people. He intends spending several of Natl. Board of Review, and
thousand dollars.
Charles S. O'Reilly.
be

Film Censor

THINK

It's time to get the race tracikn
and
pimpsgoing!
out of the film busilss-i
They're

In the Courts
A complaint has been file
injunction
by the New
San
Francisco
Amuseme
which
operates
the
Strar
Francisco,
against the Me
ture Corp. to enjoin it fror
the film "Out of the Fog
other picture house.
The cj
charges that on September
the plaintiff contracted wit
for "Eye for Eye," ' Out of
and the "Red Lantern" for !,
week.
The "Eye
for Eye"
and
paid
for, but
the
charges that Metro refused
nish "Out of the Fog" unless;!
a week
were
paid and $|
"The Red Lantern."
Riesenfeld Entertair
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld
Mr. and Mrs. William G.

No.

13— WE

INSURE

International
Film Service

and Walter S. Rand "Dor
sonal representative and hi:
the Rivoli on Tuesday eveni:
Knickerbocker
Buckaroo" is
there.

[Watch this Space for Others!
Regard less of what is on your mind think for one minute whether
or not your insurance problems are taken care of satisfactorily.
Don't wait for that "something" to happen for the unforseen
has changed main- an apparent successful enterprise into a hopeless failure. Insurance protects you and if you are not fully insured— don't wait — do it NOW.

A good grin in a Western is worth
six or eight super-deadly scowls.
See human Harry Carey in "BARE
FISTS."tween There's
laugh slipped beevery two athrills.

Reuben
&

Ins-uvsnce
Phone John

'AMUELS
ERVICE

QO Maiden Lane
5425 - 5426 - 5427 - 5426

^ffl&W
Samuel?

All Due to
The Exhibit
"No

one producer or

one group of producer
claim to have made the
picture industry what it
day.contributed
* * * The
has
more mar
to ii ■
any other is the exhibitaBr,,
Carl Laemmle, Univ

nfrpt

DAILY
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Doug Fairbanks' Latest Typical; Not Exceptional
Douglas

"The

Fairbanks

Knickerbocker

in

Buckaroo"

Artcraft

ITIC BARREMORE,
IN HIS
h for The Exhibitors Trade Re-"In 'As a Man Thinks* you
sfely advertise that Leah Baird
the best work of her screen
r. It is a fine vehicle for the

ODKINSON
RANK

BEAL

W

DIRECTING

==

Gladys Brockwell §|
a. Fox West Coast Studios =

DIRECTOR
Albert
Parker
AUTHOR
Not credited
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMEN
Hugh McClung, Glenn Williams
AS A WHOLE
Typical Douglas Fairbanks' offering with action, comedy,
romance, etc.; not
an exceptional Fairbanks' subject.
STORY
Wild and woolly Western
stuff for the
most part;
without Fairbanks
it would fliv.
DIRECTION. .. .Always
keeps things moving as fast
as the plot will allow, which is quite speedv.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Enhance
natural beauty of scenes
— especially exteriors.
CAMERA WORK
In keeping with high production standard.
STAR
Breezy,
pepful
and
agile;
always
gets
most out of possibilities.
SUPPORT
Marjorie Daw, William Wellman and
Frank Campeau have chief supporting roles.
Others are Edythe Chapman, Albert McQuar=
rie and Ted Reed.
EXTERIORS
Attractive
Western
locations;
whole 'dobe village constructed.
INTERIORS
Few,
but alwavs
in keeping with
best.
DETAIL
Some
original
touches;
exceptionally
clever titles.
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Selfish
young
club=
man trying
"change
his place" runs hap=
hazard
into to
nest
of adventure.

COMPLETE
SILLON
OUTFIT
dress— BOX

3-WID-S

Rogers

on Trip

irlcs R. Rogers, of Select, left
try for a trip which will last
Ctter part of two weeks, visitk number of Select Exchanges
I a short distance of the New
[office. He expects to be back
'week.

with. Doug pulling off many
you can never gel out at mind
Fairbanks doing all this stuff.
(lie fact that the picture, in a
like the stuff Doug
has done

Those sequences showing Doug going West on a
Pullman, and the line he is ^i \ .-n via the spoken
titles, are good enough
to make the Sphinx crack a
smile al least .
The picture opens wit 11 a rather novel idea; a chef
mixing a cake in which the Ingredients are Action,
Mystery. Romance and Comedy, plentifully seasoned
with Pep and Ginger. The chef is Dong and the finished cake is "The Knickerbocker
Buckaroo."
Doug is seen as a wealthy young .Vow Yorker who
is suspended from a fashionable clui> because of his
inoonsiderateness of others. lie buys about $86 worth
of railroad lickei going West. <>n the train he tries
lo change his ways and do something for anybody,
lie carries an aged woman's grips for her. thereby
losing his train and boarding another. His search for
a shirt leads him to change clothes with a .Mexican
bandit, who is being pursued by a crooked sheriff
and
his gang.
When the "Hesitation Special" reaches a certain
border town the gang of desperadoes is on hand. It

DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS' newest picture, while a
very good attraction, does nol live up to the extraordinary claims made for it. It is a typical Fairbanks' offering, full of action, comedy, mystery and
romance, but it is by no means the best thing that

is here that the gang's wild pursuit of Doug begins.
Action is swift, furious ami sometimes funny. There
is hardly a stunt that Doug could do that he does
not pull to elude the gang. He finally eludes them
by hiding ill a well, from whose depths he sees the
face of a girl in a window of a 'dolie jail — a girl jailed
by the sheriff, who is also holding her brother in an
attempt
to learn the hiding place of their money.
Doug's interest in the girl finally causes his own
jailing, but lie and the girl communicate with each
other. Doug decides to help the girl. He escapes jail
by Inning a horse pull out the bars. But he is caught
again, and about to be lynched, when he is saved by
the .Mexican whom
he befriended on the train.
Melodramatic complications become thick and fast
here, and there is any amount of the hardest kind of
riding, in which Doug proves himself a real buckaroo.

Doug has ever done. If anybody else than Doug Fairbanks bad appeared in the picture it'would fall flatter
than a mountain lake. But Doug, and the titles written for this offering, furnish plenty of entertainment

Everybody wants the money hidden in the old mission, but Doug gets it, only to find the mission surrounded by the crooked sheriff and his gang. Doug
uses his head and manages to hold off the pack until

in themselves. No Fairbanks' picture ever has had
more amusing or more clever titles than this one.
Chances for good, healthy laughs are more often
given in the earlier reels than when the wild and
woolly
Western
stuff is pulled.
The
latter
is pure

the arrival of a 1'. S. Marshal, who takes care of the
sheriff and his gang. Doug's spirits drop when he
believes the girl's brother is her sweetheart, but
brighten emphatically when he learns that such is not
the case.

LENGTH

AMERAMAN

meller, excitingly done.
hair-raising stunts. Bui
the fact that it is Doug
This is partially due to
large sense,
is so much
before.

OF

PRODUCTION

5,003

feet

Should Get Welcome in Almost Any House
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

^

As L*PY

Don't be afraid to go strong on this one. Douglas
Fairbanks' name alone can be relied on to lill most
any house, and the picture is a typical offering of his,
following

the same

but deserving
former cesses,
releases.

general lines of other of his sucno more

exploitation than Doug's

The picture is one, however, that will stand all the
western stunt advertising you want to give it, but the
the star's name.
comethe onfilm
play wlil naturally
bigThoroughly
wholesome,
is one that will fit
in any theater anywhere.

tiATWoiA**

CROSSES.

MY

kholo, I will srRiKe net
IBS 77/e Fl>)C.£ WlTHTHfS.

FAHV

If you have a patronage that is ardently anxious to
see Doug on the screen, it might be well to let them
know- that in his latest picture lie is seen as a hardriding, Clever hero who foils the machinations of a
crooked band by his head-work and agility — also
thereby winning the gir,. Doug always has made a
hit in his Western stuff, and in this one he gets plenty
of chance to prove his pep.

Much money must have been spent on the production, and it shows up on the screen. But it must lie
understood that Bo matter how much it might have
cost, the picture is only an average Fairbanks' subject
and
Fairbanks' average always has been high.

It gives fans all over the
country an opportunity to
have any and all questions
about the movies answered

The fans will fall all over
themselves to write
letters and haunt the
theatres where they can

by experts.
Room 214 Strand Theatre Bldg.
New York

see the answers.
Telephone:
Bryant

h

6213
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Putting It Over

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

PICTURE THEATRES
OF AMERICA

STOCK
FOR
SALE

New

Likes Daily

"* * * J jike your daily
Wid's:
don't know
immensel
them
to y doandwithou
what
t

Advance

Deposits

office, did to put over "Fires of
(Continued from page 1.)
Faith" at the Stratforcr where it has
just finished a run.
were contracted for.
Hodupp sold
In one drug store he persuaded pictures to exhibitors with advance
deposits
that
he
never
brought into
AT
the management to concoct a "Fires his exchange.
of Faith" drink, served with a
In Pennsylvania, Fred. J. Herringdoughnut. The opposition store ton, has been active in securing legal
protection
to exhibitors to prevent
came right back with a "Catherine
Calvert" combination. He next loss to exhibitors through unscrurounded up all the bakeries and had
pulous exchanges.
Another evil regarding buying film
them turn out a "Fires of Faith"
THAN
doughnut. His hotel added that to to be discussed: A few shrewd exthe menu for the entire run.
hibitors who are clever in out-guessIn the Salvation Army booths he
ing the other fellow have used
the
deposit
system to keep good picposted a sign like this: "Salvation
Army doughnuts made according to
tures from playing opposition
the recipe of Catherine Calvert, who houses. They sign up a lot of good
appears in 'Fires of Faith,' now pictures at several exchanges, more
showing
the children
Stratford."got het up than they can use with playing dates
Apply by Mail to Box 40
All the atschool
to follow. The deposit is up and the
Wid's Daily
by an essay contest on the Salva- playing date is forgotten. In that
tion Army, the prizes being a copy way the producer loses all the revenue that should come to him from
of the "Fires of Faith" book and the
song written for the film.
that city. The service is tied up and
Incorporations
A Victrola was placed in the never played.
lobby and the song played. Then a
Springfield, 111. — Palais Royale singer, who sang daily at the Harris
Theater Co., Chicago; capital, $100,- theater in New York, did the same
Big Business for "Yankee Doodle"
000; incorporators, I. S. Blumenthal, thing here.
Reports received at the New York
All the taxicabs in town carried a office
Walter J. O'Brien, F. Grossman.
of Sol Lesser indicate that
sign,
"Let
me
take
you
to
see
'Fires
"Yankee
Doodle in Berlin" is doing
Bangor, Me. — Victory Amusement of Faith' at the Stratford." The
business. Detroit opened SunCo., Lewiston, $10,000. Incorpora- private owners entered into the good day
last
for an eight weeks run.
tors, Wm. P. Gray, C. J. Russell and spirit of the thing and did the same
show at Kunsky's Adams on
Wm. F. Carrigan, all Lewiston.
stunt. Then Ryskind got all the The
ministers in town to endorse the Sunday showed a box-office return
of $2,800, nothwithstanding the exDes Moines, la. — Quality Attrac- film, and the stunt was done.
tremely hot weather. At the Palace,
tions Co., to conduct a film service
Ft. Wayne, Ind., opening on Sunday
and exchange. Capital, $10,000.
there was a box-office return of
Lexington, Neb. — When R. E. FalSaml. A. Press, president.
$1,976. The Clemmer, Spokane,
kenberg of the Majestic put on "The Wash., opened Sunday to $1,570.
on Earth" a circus atMobile, Ala. — Ozark Theater Co., Biggest Show
mosphere was created in the lobby The past week in Cincinnati, with
$2,000. The concern will operate a
by
the
generous
use of signs and wet weather, showed a gross of $11,moving picture show at Ozark, Dale
Philadelphia opens Monday
posters. Over one door was the an- 000.
County.
next for a four weeks run.
nouncement "Main entrance to circus" and over the other door was anHelena, Mont. — The Western TheReichenbach's
Latest
ater Equipment Co., of Billings, $40,other sign, "Big comedy side show."
Falkenberg used stock 24-sheet cir000. Incorporators: E. C. O'Keefe,
cus posters, over which he sniped
Harry Reichenbach's newest
Charlotte O'Keefe and B. F. Shearer. one and three sheets announcing the "stunt"
in connection with the exploitation of "When Bear-Cat Went
Albany, N. Y.— The Advance The- coming of "The Biggest Show on Dry" is the
distribution of 200,000
Six billboards were used for
atrical Enterprises, Inc., New York Earth."
this purpose, and they soon had pads of 50 petitions each, to be sent
City, $5,000; B. Schleimer, M. Kay, everybody in the town talking about to each restaurant, cafe and hotel all
D. Rosenzweig, 916 Southern Blvd.
over this country to be signed by
the show.
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Foreign

Rights
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Cleveland, O. — A motion piJ
house to be known as Fulton SqJZ
Theater, is to be erected at Bel
Ave. and W. 32nd St. by W«
Montgomery, owner of a numbtfl
neighborhood theaters. Cost $■
000, and will seat 1,500.
Tampa, Fla. — Victory Theater
cording
to the revised plans,
cover
entire plot at Tampa
Zack Sts.
Montpelier, Idaho.— R. B. Ca
Afton has purchased complete ei
ment for a new theater for the
Valley people.
EXPORTERS

OF

FILMS

that
will properly
assist the "hel|
expl '
We have
many advertising
tation of American Stars appear) j
in the Films you are sending abro
We are making certain classes
this advertising matter especially |
export, taking into considerat
duties and freights. Low prices pi
vail.
KRAIIS MFG. CO.,
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C.

STUDIO

FOR

RENT

Twenty-five minutes from
Square. No Ferries to cross. Si
75 x 110 feet. No Posts. OUT-Ej
stage, 50 x 75 feet. Equipped with)
tube Cooper Hewitt over head ; 7 G
Hewitt floor banks ; 10 Baby broadil
2 Spotlights; 18 Dressing rooms,
penter Shop. Finest dark stag*
the Bast. Has full working crew,
quire,

S. R., care

WID'S

DAILY.

THE BEST
PICTURE
to make
money
Must

have

a perfect
negative

REX LABORATORY

develo]

(INC.

has developed
HarryandKeeper's
tives.
Ask him
then l
Trcmont
1995
for full partic

COMPLETE

LINE OF

Supplies and Equipmne
for STUDIO and THEA1
National
and
Speer
Car
MAZDA LAMPS

those protesting the July 1 "dry
law." The signed petitions are to be CHARLES
F. CAMPI
sent to Congress to aid in the fight AL. HENDRICKSON 14 W 11ct<tr
against prohibition.

PAYS j§

Adolphe Osso

Charleston,
S. C. — New
thi
seating 3,554, to cost $250,000,
erected by Pastime Amusement!
East St. Louis. — The new thv
will cost $200,000, and will seat J
persons.
Joseph
Erber will bi|

F. Emrich.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. — These are
all the stunts that Morrie Ryskind,
of the Famous Players New York

Theaters

Newport News, Va. — R. V. ll
ardson will build Lyric for coll
people, on Queen St. Cost $50/ f

Strand
Theater
Warren, Minn.

It's a waste of time to listen to a
salesman who knocks the other fel-

m

low's good. — G. E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress, Salt Lake City.
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fringement Claimed

Abrams' Stand

Id
Film
Seeks
to
Prevent
tirther Use of Title of "The
Unpardonable Sin"
■earing will be held on Monday
re Judge Thomas
F. Donnelly
art, Special Term.
injunction proceedings
World Film, through
an Vidaver, against Harry Garthe Blanche Sweet 1'rod. and
Moss to prevent the further use
<t title "The Unpardonable Sin";
de grounds of infringement.
Drld Film produced a picture
lr that title in 1916 with Holk Blinn.
ie fact that B. S. Moss, an ex(Continued
on page 2)

On Single Picture Policy Defined —
Says Exhibitors Asked For It
In a statement
issued by United
Artists,
Hiram
Abrams,
general
manager,
defines
his
company's
stand on the "single picture" policy.
"Our single picture policy was inaugurated by Exhibitor demand. In my inays:
vestigations al over the country I found
that picture theater men hud come to the
point of exasperation with program and
star scries methods. They wanted to
have the best in productions, but they
wanteddom that
these
pictures
a basis
of freewould
allow onthem
to make
as
much profit out of each big release as
was possible.
"I got this demand direct from exhibitors themselves, face to face, man to man.
And that this demand was not idle talk,
that it was sincere, is proved by the
unanimity are
withsigning
which upthese
exhibitors
for self-same
our first
release on exactly this basis. To have
theories about methods of release is one
thing; we can argue without end and
get nowhere. The proof of what exhibitors want is in what they buy, and not
a single exhibitor who has come to our
offices— and we have been in touch with
hundreds- has suggested the slightest
change in our open booking, single picplan. want
That's tothebe answer,
isn't init? an"I ture
don't
premature
nouncements regarding our first release,
(Continued
on page 2)

Goodwin Wins
ie Appellate Division of the Sule Court decided yesterday that
Mirror Films, Inc., of which ClifB. Harmon, wealthy real estate
was president, must pay $15,200
ie estate of Nat C. Goodwin in
suit brought by Mr. Goodwin
ireach of contract. He sued on
jround that he was engaged for
months as a star, by the defendbeginning Jan. 1, 1916, at $1,250
fck. He alleged that they broke
contract on May 20, 1916, but
f {Continued
on page 2)

This is "Bear-Cat" again
defying a horde
in
primitive mountain men
"When
ft is indeed

No. 108

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
TAVE you ever stopped to
*• consider
the
important
irt the daily press plays in
e life and development of any
immunity?
Think of a spot
here one could get the latest
welopments
of the
peace
inference, the financial news
' the
Wallsporting
Street, world
the activities
and the
isiness announcement of im»rtance to the world at large
there was
no newspaper.
Tiat the Tribune is to Chigo, or the Post to Washing}, WID'S is to the film indusf. WID'S DAILY is the mebm through which the actiies of film land are chroned. It is the meeting place
ideas and the bulletin board
the wide awake advertiser
nd it brings results because
s read.

«Bear-Cat'

fortunate new

minds

Up to 113

On the first day in dealings with
Famous Players stock on the New
York stock exchange, the quotations
on the board reached 11?
This is in marked cor.irast with
the bid and asked price at private
sales a few months ago, when the
figure was quoted below 40.

Steiner Busy
Plans

Serial

and

Feature — Production in Texas
William Steiner has plans under
way for the production of a big feature in which Harry Myers will appear, to be made in Texas under direction of Aubrey M. Kennedy. He
also plans 24 two-reel westerns for
release through Arrow Film in which
Harry Myers, Paul Panzer and Edna
Holland will appear. Production will
start
Texas. in about a week in San Jose,
In July another serial will be
started in Texas. Three-quarters of
the world has been sold on "The
Masked Rider" through Arrow.

Went

of

Dry"

Projection Help

Players Form Special Department to Aid Exhibitors
Famous Players have formed a
new department called the Projection department, of which Earl J.
Rowland to Sail
Dennison is head, to aid exhibitors
R. A. Rowland, of Metro, leaves in overcoming difficulties regarding
to-day for Halifax, from whereAdvt.'
he
changes. supplied by Famous exwill sail on the Aquitania for a two prints
Dennison will tour the country in
months' stay on the otner side, looking over foreign marketing and pro- answer to complaints made to variducing conditions. He will be acous exchanges regarding prints. Alcompanied by Count Cippico, husthough the department has been opeband of Rita Jolivet, who may make
rative only a short time, Famous rea production on the other side.
ports a material decrease in expense
because of fewer number of prints
Laemmle Leaves
needed to supply ttieaters.
Besides remedying evils in theaCarl Laemmle has left for a three
ters that ask for help, Dennison will
weeks' trip to the Coast.
visit houses that ask for suggestions.
A blank has been prepared and sent
broadcast by Walter Greene, in
"Fit to Win" H/aring Delayed
charge of distribution, and in time
The been
hearingdelayed
on "Fitin tothe Win"
has
again
Federal
Famous hopes to accumulate comcourt until Monday morning.
plete data regarding the theaters it
supplies throughout the country.
These records will be filed.
Harvey Leaves
Metro Sales Plans
John Joseph Harvey has quit directing for the Briggs comedies,
Sales plans for Metro for the com"When a Feller Needs a Friend."
ing season will be announced officially within the next twenty-four
hours. Metro will go entirely on the
Pathe to Release "13th Chair"
open-booking
plan, beginning with
Leonce
Perret's "The Thirteenth the
Fall.
Chair" will be distributed by Pathe.
spring up to create novef lies

Famous
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Flashes
Abrams'
is back

French
rights to "The
Loygp secured by Pathe.

from

Unknown

Universal has secured "Sundown
VL on roe
Trail,"
by J. C. Hawks, for Monroe
Salisbury.

revolutionary."

This is the first reply of any of the
firms mentioned to the statement of
J. D. Williams, of First Natl., made
last week. Most of the other companies mentioned say they do not
wish to enter the controversy of
"star series" or "single; pictures" at
this time.

J. W. Wainwright has bought
"The Thirteenth Chair" for England.
Lots of fish looking for their
papas and mammas now that
Hudson and "Bill" Yearsley, of
National have returned from a
to piscatorial sections.

fond
Earl
First
visit

Speed
Kinograms did
some tall hustling
to show the arrival of the NC-4 at
Ponta Delgada, the Azores Islands.

Address

Exclusive Buys Selig Reissues
Exclusive
Features,
Inc.,
have
bought
over 1,000,000 feet of film
made
by the Selig Polyscope
Co.
This covers entire world's rights.
Leonhart Here
Harry Leonhart, of the New California, Los Angeles, and also sponsor for "Poppy Comedies," is in New
York, stopping at the Hotel Astor
with Mrs. Leonhart. He expects to
remain here for about a week.

Stand

(Continued from page I)
which is scheduled for September, but I
will say that the lengths of the runs for
which exhibitors are taking the picture
is the most satisfying demonstration of
their new sense of freedom under our
sales policy. These men are taking the
picture for runs that will be absolutely

the

Ben Cohn has returned to Universal and will write comedies for Neal
Burns and Josephine Hill. Al Santell will direct and produce.

The zel
arrival
was rushed
"shot" by
"Al"to Wetthere and
back
this
country on the submarine chaser
"Dell" which arrived yesterday
morning in the East River. Then
they gotlivered busy
wereto deto New and
Yorkprints
houses
be
shown at noon. Prints were hustled
to cities within six and 12 hour train
distances so that the famous landing
was screened in many cities during
the day and night.

Goodwin Wins

(Continued from page i)
the defendant claimed that Goodwin
was the one who broke the contract
and demanded $10,000 damages because of his alleged improper conduct
and neglect of the defendant's rights.
The testimony established that the
Regarding Constance Binney
pictures "The Marriage Bond,"
A report published in a theatrical
"Turned Up" and "World's Street paper to the effect that Constance
Tragedy" had been completed and Binney would be starred by Famous
"The Lyon's Mail" was ready for terday.
work and Goodwin was trying on Players could not Tie confirmed yescostumes when Harmon entered his

dressing room and said, "There is
La Crosse, Wis. — Interests in La no use going any further. The jig's
Crosse combined and decided to up. We have no mjre money."
The jury before Justice Green baum
erect one large theater instead of two
gave Goodwin a verdict for two
smaller ones.
weeks' salary amounting to $2,500
and damages of $11,200. The defendant contended that the verdict was
against the weight of evidence and
the judge should not only have dismissed the complaint or directed a
verdict for the defendant, but should
have awarded damages against Goodwin.
The Appellate Division decided
that the verdict was justified and if
it is paid it will constitute the largest asset in the estate of Goodwin,
which, up to the present, has not
proved very large.

Infringement Claimed
(Continued from page I)
hibitor, is included in the litigation
indicates, according to a statement
from Vidaver's office, that all exhibitors will be included in litigation
until the question is settled as to
whether there has been an infringement of the rights of World to the
title.
According
office, the
charge
in the to
suitVidaver's
is broad enough
as
to include the stopping of exhibition
of the film all over the country.
Considerable correspondence has
passed between attorneys for both
sides regarding the copyright on the
screen name.

No.
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They're some people in this
business that don't belong.
"Sin" Out of Broadway
"The Unpardonable Sin" close
run at the Broadway and "The
Who Turned White" with H
Warner, a Robertson-Cole pro
tion goes in June 1 for a two wi
run.

"THE

After inthat
Sol will
Lcsser's
"Ya 2
Doodle
Berlin"
opengirls.
for
with
the Sennett
bathing

TOM TERRISS
DIRECTED

THIRD

Marion Davies
Film Co.
[Watch this Space for Others I
The film business is essentially a fast moving industry. Big
things happen overnight. Quick action in important matters is
a paramount necessity and there is no more important detail of
your business than to be adequately insured from every standpoint. Our trained organization thinks with deliberation but acts
quickly.
When you think of insurance think of

'AMUELS

The Stage Women's Series of 12
Photoplays de luxe — watch for the
announcements — they'll open both
your eyes. David Belasco for instance.

Reuben

H
ly

Insurance
Phone
John

ERVICE
r^5425
-^ -SO5426
Maiden.
- 54Z7 -Lane
5428

^S!9k
Samuel?
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JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, Presents

Another First National Combination of Star, Director and Story

Price 25 cents

TheW>

Jesse

L.Laskv

presenbs,

Thou Gavest M
A Wire from
Newman
U t-pH
Woma
n brolJ
Thol
•*■ E
Gavest
Me'
all previous house records J
the Royal Theater by $1,0«
Comments from patrons, lfjl
per cent. good. Gompellel
to hold picture over for seel
ond week at Regent Theateil
Undoubtedly the most pleaffl
ing and best directed drama!
tic picture we have ever haJ
to date. Forced to run extrl
shows every day to accommai
date crowds. Give us morl
pictures like 'The Womai
Thou Gavest
"
FRANK Me.'
L. NEWMAN
Kansas City, M

By Hall Caine
Scenario by 'Beulah Marie Dix
Directed by Hugh Ford

S FAMOUS

PLAYERS -LASKY

A Paramount-ArtcraPt Special

CORPORATION

/

M
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Villiam Desmond in
THE MINTS OF HELL
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2
iladys Brockwell
Fox

in

THE

DIVORCE

TRAP
Page
3

lurora Mardiganian in... THE AUCTION OF SOULS
Produced
by Wm.
Selig — First National,
Official Distributors
Page
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Ihirley Mason
Paramount

in

rtadge Kennedy in
Goldwyn
rtonroe Salisbury in
Universal
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Virginia Pearson in
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Warner's dispose of half interest in "Open Your
Eyes" to Boston concern.
William Russell to join new producing unit.
Marjorie Rambeau signs with Capellani for series.
Samuel Goldwyn announces formation of Eminent Authors' Pictures, Inc.
Meeting at Nashville to plan exhibitor body for
Tennessee.
Maine exhibitors to enter politics.
Chattanooga wins out in Sunday closing fight.
Movie folk return from Richmond, Va., celebration to home-coming
troops.
Tuesday
Hodkinson plans for coming year announced, include productions from well-known authors.
V. P. Whittaker, formerly Select's Washington
manager, with United Artists'.
St. Louis religious society wants services held in
motion picture theaters on Sunday.
National
meeting.Juvenile M. P. League holds annual
Hazel Dawn to make a series of features for
Amalgamated Film Corp.
Jules Demaria, president of Association of Moving Picture Manufacturers in France, here to
promote International Exposition to be held in
Paris, 1920.
Wednesday
Robertson-Cole contracts for series to be made
by Brentwood Film.
Morris Kashin and Jack Cohn to state rights The
Screen Letter Box.
William Fox to erect four-story studio in New
York City to cost $2,500,000.
Violet Mersereau signs with H. and H. Picture
Co.
Thursday
Adolphe Osso to distribute Franch-made productions in this country.
Goldwyn managers meet.
"Broken Blossoms" to continue run indefinitely
at Cohan theater.
Committee of General Welfare of Board of Aldermen hears testimony on proposed ordinance
that would make Commissioner of Licenses
Gilchrist official film censor for New York.
Saturday
World Film files injunction proceedings against
Harry Garson for use of title "The Unpardonable Sin" Blinn.
produced by World in 1916 with
Holbrook
Hiram
Abrams defines stand on "single picture"
release.
Famous Players-Lasky stock sells at 113 on first
day listed on Stock Exchange.
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Beautiful Snow-Covered Locations
Are Important Factor in KlondiV
Melier
William

Desmond

in

"The Mints of Hell"
Hampton

Prod. — Robertson=Cole

Co. —

Exhibitors Mutual, Distr.
DIRECTOR
Park Frame
AUTHOR
James B. Hendricks
SCENARIO BY
George Elwood Jenks
CAMERAMAN
Harry Harris
AS A WHOLE
Klondike mining melodrama has
a primitive force and profits by very fine Ioca=
cations.
STORY
Constructed along the usual lines for a
narrative of this description; supplies a rea=
sonable cause for the situations.
DIRECTION
Succeeds in giving strength to the
scenes.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good, especially in view
of the difficulties to be met in taking snow
stuff.
LIGHTINGS
Contribute to the atmosphere of a
snow=covered
country.
CAMERA
WORK
Shows mountain scenes in a
natural perspective.
STAR
Displays a manly vigor in his portrayal
of the gold prospector.
SUPPORT
Vivian Rich adequate in role of hero=
ine; Jack Richardson is sufficiently unscrup=
ulous villain.
EXTERIORS
Practically
all of the picture is
acted in a mountainous
region during
the
winter; locations are a big feature of the pro=
duction.
INTERIORS
Only a few conventional sets are
needed.
DETAIL
Correct in suggesting life aniong min=
ers in a gold region.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Melodrama that won't
offend.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
About
5,000 feet
INSTEAD of locations being found to suit the story,
this seems to be a case iu which a story was devised
to fit the locations. The notable feature of the production is not what happens in the quest for gold and the
mystery surrounding the "flat gold" out of "The
Mints of Hell," rather it is the decidedly impressive
presentation of the snow-covered country intended to
represent the Klondike.
There are scenes in this picture that will stand comparison with anything accomplished
in the way
of

snow photography. One really gets the effect of mov
tains under a white covering making them well-ni
impassable, of a blizzard driving an avalanche
crystals through the wilderness, of dog teams strn
Sling to make their way through trackless wastes, a
of men falling exhausted to die of cold and starvatii
Save for a comparatively few scenes, either in*1
cabin, a typical miner's saloon, or in the cave eontai
ing the "flat gold," this is from first to last an 01
of- doors picture and, as such, carries its chief appe.
The types chosen for the story are rugged men, su
as might be encountered in the Klondike, and there
nothing in the melodrama situations calling for mui
finesse on the part of the actors. Even William D«
mond is required to do little more than display
masculine virility in battling with the elements, or
fights such as are inevitable between the hero and t
willun of a Klonkide melodrama.
Vivian Rich, as the daughter of Charles French, wl
alone knows the location of the "flat gold" treasui
figures in the necessary romance, which, howevf
occupies a subordinate place in the story. For a tiE
it appears as if a racial problem might be introducl
Vivian believing her mother to lie a squaw, and W]
Ham allowing that it might be unwise to marry
woman whose blood was not pure white, but this issi
is easily disposed of in concluding scenes.
To begin with, William forgets his racial scrupl
and decides that he wants Vivian for a wife, irrespej
five of her forbears, and then, to make everyboc
perfectly all right; the father announces that tlj
mother of his daughter was a white woman, there]
contributing to the peace of mind of all concerned.
The really dramatic episodes of the story cent
around the efforts of Desmond and Richardson, in
placable enemies, to reach the secret "flat gold" cav
Desmond almost dies in the attempt, but he is tak<
half frozen from the snow by Vivian and her fathe
The girl
tells tohim
Richardson's
earlier vis
when
he trieel
forceabout
her to
reveal the whereabocfl
of the pocket, whereupon Desmond, properly incense
returns to the mining community and beats up th
willun.
This only stirs Richardson to renew his efforts
locate the gold, and with an equally avaricious con
pauion he follows Desmond on the trail across tl
mountains. The Canadian -mounted police enter tt
game about this time, and there is physical comb}
in abundance before the claim is legally filed by tfci
hero in the name of French.
The cast includes Frank Lanning, Edward Jobsd
and J. J. Franz.

Make a Big Display of Stills Showing Snow Scenes
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Play this up as a Klondike picture, making a lot
of fuss about the beauty of the scenes, and your
patrons won't deny that the production realizes expectations. You could fill your lobby frame with a
really fine collection of stills that should look particularly inviting when the hot weather comes along
and folks like something that suggests coolness.
You don't need to be afraid that the story is weak,
because special stress has been laid on the exceptional
quality of the location. As a matter of fact, it is
easily up to the usual mark of melodramatic fiction
of its type, and the title is sufficiently sensational.
Ask your patrons if they know what "flat gold"
is, and suggest that they learn more about it from

William Desmond in "The Mints of Hell." Or us
a line something after this order: "Take a trip to thl
Klondike with William Desmond and visit 'The Mint
of Hell.' " If you go in for special stunts you migl
distribute gold tinted discs bearing the inscriptio
"Found by William Desmond in the Klondike's 'Mint
of Hell.'" Then on the reverse side give the dat
of the showing at your theater.
It might be worth while to call attention to th
fact that this is the first time fans have had an oppol
tunity to see Desmond in a serious role for a con
siderable period, his recent performances in "Life'
a Funny Proposition," "The Prodigal Liar" an.
"Whitewashed Walls" having been in a comedy vein
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Strongly Emotional Drama in Which Star Gives Impressive
Performance
Gladys Brockwell in

"The Divorce Trap"
Fox
RECTOR
Frank
Deal
ITHOR
Jasper Ewing Brady
ENARIO BY
Denison Clift
MERAMAN
Fred LeRoy Granville
A WHOLE
Interesting treatment of divorce
theme;
sympathy
is aroused
for wrongod
wife.
DRY
Construction is logical
SECTION
Makes the character and situations
seem human.
OTOGRAPHY
Most of it good
iHTINGS
Conventional
MERA
WORK
Satisfactory
AR
Sincere, sympathetic and altogether suc=
ccssful in making the lead=charactcr ring true
PPORT
Francis MacDonald adequate as the
caddish husband, William Sheer, John Step=
pling and others up to requirements.
TERIORS
Seldom
needed
rERIORS
Suit the story
TAIL
Figure largely in connection with the
evidence in the divorce case.
ARACTER OF STORY .... Emotional drama without offensive features.
NGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet
IK author makes out a clear case for the woman
caught in "The Divorce Trap." He prepared a
Bible story which is treated in a human way. symliy always going where it rightfully belongs, to the
tnded victim of a crooked bunch of parasites and
il tricksters, in collusion with the no-good son of
lillionaire who marries a telephone girl and then
;v to get rid of her.
ftmes Ewing Brady didn't choose a new theme for
[plot, but he handled the subject with more than
I customary amount of detail, particularly in the
lences showing the steps taken to secure damaging
[ence against the innocent woman. There is no^hfin the frame-up that goes beyond the ranga of
iibilities.
In fact it all seems
quite reasonable,

ns does, the course followed by Gladys and WiJIHm
SCOtt, as her lawyer, in turning the tables on the conspirators.
The picture has a number of really stirring momenta,
the effect of which is materially increased by the sincere acting of Miss Brockwell. ii<t denunciation of
the husband after she finds out how he has tried to
trick her. comes as a fitting climax to the Scenes
through which she has struggled heroically to mak" a
success of their marriage. Right at this point there
are more titles than the situation really requires, out
they do not seriously retard the action.
At the outset is found the familiar romance of a
telephone girl and the spendthrift son of a bank president. Of course Macdonald's father doesn't believe
it. but Gladys became the wife of the youth because
she loved him and not on account of his money. At
all events, the millionaire father is so incensed by the
marriage that he cuts off his son, leaving him without
money with which to indulge his extravagant tastes.
Macdonald soon tires of sober evenings spent at
home with his wife. lie grows restless, longs for the
companionship of his sporty friends and ends by inviting a "bunch of live ones" to the house. Director
Beal gives plenty of animation and realistic detail to
the orgy in which Gladys takes no part. Her grief and
disappointment are appeal ingly registered, but always
she is ready to forgive and strive for a better understanding.
Forced' to move to a little Harlem flat, Gladys continues her efforts to make a man of her weakling iusband. but by this time Macdonald is completely under
the influence of his grafting friends, who urge him to t
get a divorce as a preliminary to bringing about a
reconciliation with his father which would mean a
return to financial affluence.
It is here that the crooked divorce lawyer enters the
story with a frame-up plan Under the pretense that
her husband is ill and has sent for her, Gladys is;
tricked into entering a hotel room where she is met byone of theand
lawyer's
registered for
himself
wife. accomplices
With this who
as has
a foundation
an
elaborate case is prepared, but assisted by a young
lawyer who has loved her all aloug, Gladys saves her
good name and has the crook crowd arrested for conspiracy.
The cast includes William Scott, Betty Shade and
Herschel Mayall.

Will Appeal Especially to Women.

Easy to Advertise

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The Divorce Trap" is general enough in its ap[to go well with almost any type of audience, but
[ of all I think it should be classed as a woman's'
lire. It certainly sets forth "the girl in the case"
sympathetic light and possesses the same kind of
test that attaches to notorious divorce cases which
flayed up in newspapers, mainly for the benefit
vomen readers.
be story adheres pretty closely to facts as they
revealed from time to time when domestic troubles
aired in court. The main characters in the story
lit have been modeled from real personages — the
pone girl, the wealthy youth who falls in love
[ her, the father who refuses to sanction the marie and the crooked lawyer who frames the divorce,
iding you have had **.ny widely exploited divorce

trials in your neighborhood recently, this film will fit
in particularly well as a timely drama.
Tell your folks that in 1910 the divorces granted in
the United States totaled 112,036 and ask how many
women they suppose were in a "Divorce Trap" such
as that prepared for Gladys Brockwell in her latest
emotional drama. Or take a line like this: "Why is
the number of unhappy marriages increasing? One
reason is given by Gladys Brockwell in "The Divorce
In all of your advertising concentrate on the
human qualities of the domestic tragedy. Don't try
toTrap'."
give the story in full, for that might lessen the suspense ; merely bill it as a sensational divorce drama
in which Gladys Brockwell gives a finely emotional
portrayal.
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Sensational Subject Screens Turk Atrocities
Aurora

Mardiganian

in

"The Auction of Souls"
Produced by Wm. N. Selig — First Nat., Off. Distrs.
DIRECTOR
Oscar Apfel
SCENARIO BY
Nora Wahln
2AMERAMAN
Not credited
\S A WHOLE. . . Sensational in the extreme; propa=
ganda against Turkish barbarism in Armenia
in a most forceful form.
STORY

Visualization
of the book, "Ravished
Armenia;"
Brice's report
also screened.parts of Viscount
DIRECTION
Gets every ounce of punch possible
with sometimes difficult material.
»HOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Some artistic effects
:AMERA WORK
Good
STAR
Lives over for the screen many incidents
of her life in Armenia.
SUPPORT
Adequately handled by Irving Cummings, Anna Q. Nilsson and others.
EXTERIORS
Locations all well chosen
INTERIORS
In keeping with high production
standard.
DETAIL
Faithful to background of action
;HARACTER
OF STORY
Mostly screened de=
scription of atrocities, sometimes very daring
.ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,820 feet
RX the old Eden Musee was running in .New
»« York its "Chamber of Horrors" was one of its
■hit f attractions. There seems to be an almost fatal
fascination for most of us in seeing horrible and awful
tings. That part of one's make-up gets its fullest
|atisfaction
Auction
Souls."
a picture
o the brim in
and"The
running
overof with
horrors
that tilled
raise

o ihe boiling point indignation against the perpetrafers of the crimes. Scene follows scene in which
Itroeitics of the most brutal sort are brought before
he spectator in all their compellingly-repellant
Itrcugth. Many of the sequences are very daring, but
he near-nudeness of the persecuted women of Armenia is overlooked and lost sight of in the intensity
)f the scenes' presentation.

The picture's utter seriousness and its nobility of
purpose
makes
one willing
to have
brought before
one's
eyes vivid
pictures
of almost
unbelievable
barbarism
— barbarism affecting one the more because of the
knowledge that it is (or was. during the wan true.
Often during the running of the piece Viscount
Brice's official report is quoted, and there follows on
the screen an animated visual portrayal that tells much
that is hidden by the trite text. Ex- Ambassador
Henry Morgenthau'S story is also used to prove that
such barbarities as arc shown — and worse were practised by the Turks against the Armenians.
Considered as a motion picture. "The Auction of
Souls" is sensational in the extreme; considered as
propaganda it is forceful, indeed. The picture is too
long. Judicious cutting and shortening would enhance
its value.
The production standard is held high throughout.
Aurora .Mardiganian lives again much of her suffering
in real life at the hands of the Turks. In the east
are Irving Cummin gs, Anna Q. Xilsson, Howard
Davies, Hector Dion, Frank Clark, Miles McCarthy
and others.
The story is said to have been taken from the life
of Miss Mardiganian — with just enough love-interest
injected to help matters along. But it is not the
story that holds interest most — it is the almost endless succession of horrors piled upon horrors.
Miss Mardiganian' s family is used as the basis of
the plot-material, probably because her story was
more or less typical of so many thous inds of others.
The quiet home life of the Armenians back in 1915
is shown; their utter harmlessness to the Turkish Government, etc.
The film shows the exodus into the desert of the
Armenians by the mandate of the Turks. It shows
how they were driven like cattle by Turkish soldiers.
The men are separated from the women and children;
some groups are burned alive and others shot down in
the most cold-blooded fashion. How the Armenians
' refused
acknowledge
Mohammed under threat of
death andto torture
also is seen.
Armenian girls are crucified by the Turks, (hey are
made the victims of the soldiers' bestiality, they are
s ml body and soul for the equivalent of less than an
American dollar. Children are thrown into a river,
other little oik s are torn from their mothers and
hurled to the ground for apparently no reason other
than that they ho.d up the progress of the sorry procession. Mothers bury their daughters in the sand
to save them from the men. Space limits an itemized
list of the atrocities shown.

Has Lots of Drawing- Power Possibilities
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Sensation-loving crowds will like this offering es*cially. But the picture's purpose and the co-operaion from high-class persons that its showing will get
nakes it an attraction for the big houses also.
The advertising possibilities are almost limitless.
Hie picture, under the title of "Ravished Armenia,"
pas shown to select gatherings throughout the United
slates at $10 a seat — the proceeds going toward the
j>lief of Armenian sufferers. While the war is over
ind atrocities such as are shown in the film are no
nore. Armenians are still in need of moral and finan•ial support.
If you run this offering it would no doubt

pay you well to tie up in some way with local charitable organizations.
The offering is one that gives a showman good opportunity for newspaper space. The picture already
has received considerable general publicity. But with
names like Viscount Brice and Henry Morgenthau to,
use in exploitation it should be an easy matter to get
fair space locally. Red-ink methods can be used on
this one, for the picture lives up to the red ink.
"Auction of Souls" is not so much motion picture
entertainment as it is motion picture propag .nda presented in a highly-seasoned manner.
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Light Comedy-Drama
Shirley

Mason

Furnishes Good Entertainment

in

"The Final Close-Up"
Paramount
[ECTOR

Walter

Edwards

[•HOR
Royal Brown
■NARIO
BY
Julia Crawford
Ivers
(IERAMAN
James C. VanTrees
A WHOLE
Thoroughly
enjoyable
comedy=
drama;
certain to please ardent "fans."
(RY
Adaptation
of story
in Red
Book
magazine; kids the movies in fine style.
[ECTION
Scores required points and shows
grasp of story.
)T0GRAPHY
..."
Good
HTINGS
Adequate
HERA WORK
Some excellent stuff register
ing star's fainting spell.
iR
Has lots of chance to get over her appeal
'PORT
Francis MacDonald
gives good per=
formance; also Betty Bouton, James Gordon
and others.
rERIORS
Very good
ERIORS
Pleasingly proper
FAIL
Many sub=titles cleverly presented with
superimposed action relevant to text.
^RACTRER
OF STORY
Light and wholesome; suitable for entire family.
IGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,468 feet
(i'HiD. lively, pleasing picture is "The Close-Up."
It is a comedy-drama of the sort that leaves a dis1 sense of having been given enjoyable entertain[t on the part of tlu> viewer.
And there is no
ftganda. moral, or any other "deep stuff" to be
id in the offering — it is just a well-screened vis■Ltion of the type of play that is most popular.
oval Brown's story, which appeared
in the Red
k magazine, lias received sympathetic and under■ing
treatment
at the hands
of Director
Edtls and the players.
All of its subtle, underlying
kidding the movies lias been retained, and gets
in fine style.
One cannot help chuckling
with
author and with his story.
Much of the success

I rank

A!LY

of the picture is due to the fad thai it sticks so
closely lo the text ol" BrOWIl'a story.
Shirley Mason gets over her natural appeal and
also that of the character she plays,
she receives
capable
support
from
Francis
MacDonald.
Betty
Bouton, .lames Gordon, Eugene Burr and Mary Warren.
Amusing moments are numerous.
And no one who
sees the picture can withhold sympathy with the shopgirl— especially when she is robbed of the money her
"tairy godmother" sent her, and with which she is
having a good time.
The story opens on the hottest day in the year in
a big City. Shirley is having a hot time of it in a
bargain basement. Francis MacDonald. a cub reporter and son of a wealthy contractor, gets to the
Bargain basement jUSl as Shirley faints. lie is tired
from (lie paper, lint gets .$200 from his father and
sends it to Shirley. She opens the envelope and
finds that the money is from her "fairy godmother."
Shirley goes to the swellest seashore hotel possible.
Here she makes no hit in society. The snobbish folk
there cut her dead. A society bud is in love with
Francis, who also goes to the resort. He pays Shirley
quite a bit of attention, and tells her that he gets
fifteen a week from the management for playing baseball. His society sweetheart is sore over Francis'
attention to the shop-girl, and she endeavors to
•frame" a bath-house robbery on Shirley, who turns
the tables in a clever and amusing manner.
But Shirley's $200 has also been stolen from the
bath-house, and the manager of the hotel makes her
wash dishes to pay her hotel bill. Francis is called
to When
the cityFrancis
by histells
mother's
illness.about the girl, the
his father
Eather is very sceptical — thinks Francis is going to
marry some society dame. So the two motor down
to the fashionable ho'cel, arriving in the nick of time
ti> be of assistance to Shirley, who is holding two
crooks at bay with a frying pan.
Francis' father is very much taken with Shirley.
She and Francis are having conversation of a very
personal nature, overheard by the amused father.
Shriley learns that Francis is the son a millionaire
and says: "I wouldn't marry a millionaire. I know
what happens in the movies to poor girls who marry
millionaires." But, nevertheless, matters are adjusted, and Shirley very coyly tells Francis that there
must always lie a final close-up — which there is in
this one.

Lloyd
DIRECTOR
M. P. D. A.

>AILY
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and Amusing Enough For Entire Family
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Shirley

Mason

in

"The Final Close-Up"
Paramount
Here is a subject that the whole family should enjoy. It is a clean, wholesome, amusing picture that
ought to get over in almost any house. It would be
a hard audience indeed that did not like this offering. It should be especially interesting to those
fans who see quite a number of pictures, because of
its subtle manner of kidding the movies — it tells of
the girl who always knew what happened because she
saw it in the movies.
The offering should be especially welcomed by
those who like O. Henry stories. It has that O. Henry
touch, together with additionally amusing touches
that make for good entertainment.

In those houses catering more to the workij
classes this should be an especial hit — which do
not mean that it isn't a good subject for a first-cla
neighborhood; but the large army of girls and womi
who work for a living will appreciate the more wb
befell one of their number to whom nothing ever h
happened before. The Red Book Magazine is a wffl
ly-read periodical, and it is a safe bet that many
those who read the story will wTant to see the pi
ture. So it might be a good idea to mention in yo
advertising the fact that the picture is a visualiz
tion of the story.
Many catch-lines suggest themselves: "She kne
what happened in the movies; but when things ha
pened to her! — see Shirley Mason in 'The Final Clos
up.' " "That last, long, lingering kiss in every mov
always did appeal to Nora, the shop-girl. But the a<
venture that preceded it when Nora herself acted tl
chief part is better shown in 'The Final Close-up.'

A Super- Serial!
Three Parts

THE

Two

Reels Each

YELLOW
featuring beautiful ALICE

Supported by Winsome

Will

EEL
MANN

Frances Mann and a strong cast

Pack Your House

It tells a Government
from the Public
It's Crowded

Story, heretofore Concealed

with Love, Thrills, and Mystery !

It employs Hundreds of Extras and Settings that
can Never be Duplicated
It's a Smashing Fiction Story against a Background
of Solid Fact

Just
Now In
Preparation
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Watch

PRODUCTIONS,
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Distribution plans will
be announced later.
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"This picture belongs
to the light, pleasing variety. The
production is of the
standard set by all
pictures handled by
the Robertson-Cole
—P. S. Harrison,
organization."
Motion Picture News.
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Barriscale will fit J
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picture."
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Very
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Josselyn's Wife]
By Kathleen Norris
This is a picture which f.\
hibitors can advertise heav
personally recommend an
play longer than the ordinal
run If not her masterpiece
it certainly ranks with tb
best Miss Barriscale ha
itors appeared
Herald. in." — Exhil
The production is so vnw
made, so perfect in ordinar
detail so faithfully enacter
by a cast of well knowt
and competent players, tlujl
its effect on the spectata
is
absorbing." — Margart
MacDonald,
Mov
•icture World.
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Jtar Gives Strong Impersonation of Italian Who Becomes a Cowboy
Monroe Salisbury in

"The Sleeping
Lion"
Universal
'IRECTOR
UTHOR
;ENARIO
BY
\MERAM AN
S A WHOLE

Julian
Bernard Rupert
McConville
Elliot Clawson
Eddie
Kull
Profits by some true characterization, action sags a bit in middle reels, but
final sequences bring a strong climax.
TORY
Introduces star as an Italian who goes
west and learns all the tricks of a cowboy.
IRECTION
Affords Salisbury
ample scope to
register the sympathetic
character
of the
Italian; gets convincing western atmosphere.
SIOTOGRAPHY
Sharp
CHTINGS
Fair
UWERA WORK. . . .Exterior shots particularly good
rAR
Once more reveals his versatility by giving a distinctive portrayal of a difficult role.
JPPORT
Herschel
Mayall
is appropriately
cast as the leader of the outlaw
element;
tvpes for cowboys look genuine.
INTERIORS
The right thing for a story of this
sort.
TERIORS
Conventional
5TAIL
Small boy is used to advantage in adding to the sympathetic appeal of the picture;
incidents of western life introduced effectively.
IARACTER OF STORY
Drama of human appeal and adventure.
•NGTH
OF PRODUCTION...5,204 feet
ION HOE SALISBURY is certainly varied in his
characterizations. No one is going to accuse
11 of being a one-part actor, nor of giving too much
nen ess of tone to his productions, and whatever
i role selected for the star, he handles it in a comBable artistic manner.
"The Sleeping Lion" is a satisfactory blend of
Bona] appeal, largely realized through the presenion of the character of the simple- minded Italian,
i melodramatic action of the usual western type.
I picture has plenty of movement, particularly in
> last reel: lint also there is enough detail and genuftcting in the expression of feeling to prevent its
ng classed as merely an action melodrama.
Some of the situations are handled in a way that
listers pathos to a considerable degree and arouses
1 sympathy for Tony, the character portrayed by

HARRY

Salisbury. For instance, at the beginning of the
western sequences of the story, the actor makes one
fed the hurt embarrassment of the Kalian when con
fronted by the crowd of cowboys anil gamblers in
the lied Butte saloon. Then there is the Insult suffered at the hands of Herschel .Mayall. as the leader
of the lawless element, and the sense of injury which
Tony nurses, abiding ins time for revenge.
Sentiment of the obvious sort is realized in the
scene showing the little boy standing on the bar, singIng a hymn, and toward the close of the picture a sensitive spectator will experience a real emotional pang
when it appears that the youngster has been shot by
his father's enemy. Another incident in the production which calls for mention comes with Salisbury's
wild ride strapped on the back of a horse. Whether
or not a double was used in some of these scenes is
really of no consequence, for insofar as the audience
can judge, Monroe, himself, underwent the harrowing
experience.
Save for a few lapses, when the picture might have
profited by a little speeding up, the story holds the
interest from the time Salisbury arrives in the west to
invest his savings in a little ranch where he may
live peacefully with his son.
One year brings a great transformation in the
Italian. He has learned to be a sure-'nuff cowboy, a
daring horseman, a dead shot and is altogether thoroughly equipped to look out for his own interests.
Instead of the apologetic son of Italy, accustomed to
being driven >i corner to corner by city policemen,
a man
witl
and assurance asking no odds of
anybody is
The humi
*t hat Mayall caused him has never
been forgotten,
u\id one nigh* visits the saloon
intent upon squaring account.' j.nere is a fight, and
a very real fight it is, with Mi .roe coming through as
victor. Mayall swears to kill him and in the effort
to "get" his victim, he fires a shot which wounds
Tony's
son.
Thinking that he has killed the boy, he plans a
hasty flight, taking Rhea Mitchell, the belle of the
community, With him. Rhea consents chiefly because
she is piqued at Salisbury's indifference, but when
she finds that marriage does not enter into Mayall's
scheme of things, she changes her mind and seeks
refuge in the Italian's cabin. From this point on, the
action moves at a lively clip, with Monroe's thrilling
ride on a bucking horse as the most exciting of the
incidents.
In the cast are Alice Elliott, Sidney Franklin,
Marion Skinner, Pat Moore and others.

BEAUMONT
M. P. D. A.

Producing for Goldwyn^
Just Finished

"One of the Finest"

DAILY
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Possesses Appeal
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Sequences and Heart Interest

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Monroe Salisbury in

The Sleeping
Lion"
Universal
This looks like a safe attraction, which should go
over with the average fan crowd, especially if you
have built up a following for the versatile Universal
star. Here he tries his hand at George Beban's specialty, the interpretation of an Italian, and succeeds
in making the character so human that audiences will
like him.
In advance notices dealing with the accomplishments of the star, refer to the variety of his portrayals,
telling folks that they should not fail to see him in
one of the strongest and most sympathetic of his impersonations, that of "The Sleeping Lion," Tony, the
cowboy.

AMERICAN

MARY
"A

By JOSEPH

A selection of stills for your lobby should indue
at least one of Salisbury as he appears on his arrivi
in the western town, and others showing his trail'
formation after a year of experience on a ranch. Ah
show some of the scenes in which the boy takes par
for he is an important factor in bringing out the heai
appeal in the story.
"The Sleeping Lion" is a title that doesn't mea
much in itself, but it will do if backed up by the rigt
sort of exploitation material, calculated to make
clear that the story deals with an Italian who become
a cowboy, which probably will strike your folks a
being an unusual occurrence. Two previous produc
tions which may be mentioned in connection with th
name of the star are "The Open Road" and "Th
Great White Darkness."

FILM CO., Inc. Presents

MILES
. . in . .

MINTER.

Bachelor's

FRANKLIN

POLAND

What's that? A BACHELOR'S wife? Yes,
just that. The picture is even more enticing
than the title. It sets 'em all to talking the
minute you announce its coming.
This is one of Mary Miles Minter's best.
Produced by
AMERICAN
FILM COMPANY,
Inc.
Samuel S. Hutchinson, Pres.

Wife"

Directed by EMMET

J. FLYNN

Think of the way such a picture and such a
title will lend themselves to an advertising
splurge for YOUR theater. Here's a bet that's
too good to overlook. Hop to it NOW. See
the American Film Company representative at
your nearest Pathe Exchange TODAY.

These Mary Miles Minter Subjects Now Available at Pathe
Exchanges :
Distributed by
'The Intrusion of Isabel"
"The Amazing Imposter"
'Wives and Other Wives"
"The Eyes of Julia Deep"
PATHE
"Rosemary Climbs the Heights"

"The Pacific Coast is the Logical Place to Make Release Prints"

The Sanborn Laboratories, Inc.
is the logical place on the Coast to do your release print work. We control
exclusive rights on the Handscheigh Color Process. Super excellency is the
reason for our making release prints for Douglas Fairbanks, Authors Photoplay
Co. (Anna J^uther Releases), Smiling Bill" Parsons Comedies and the sample
print work of at least ninety per cent, of the big productions made on the
West Coast.

SANBORN

LABORATORIES

Culver City, Los Angeles, Cal.
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Directed by Oscar Apfel
Produced
by Col. W. N. Selig for the National
Motion
Picture
Committee of the American Committee for Relief in the Near East,
and shown to society people in the principal cities for the benefit of
the Armenians.

A First ]yationlj\
Attraction
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First Virginia Pearson Independent Is Well Produced Melodrama
Virginia Pearson in

when the storm that has been gathering breaks in its
full emotional fury.

"The Bishop's Emeralds"

You may rely on the curiosity of picture fans being
aroused by the situation presented in the opening reels.
Unless all theories about the reactions of audiences are
at fault, they will wonder how things are going to turn
out for the woman who has the misfortune to be married to two men, the first a crook, the other a bishop
and whose daughter by the first marriage — she supposed tin- chihl dead — falls in love with the bishop's
son by his first marriage.
There is groundwork here for complications in
abundance, but to increase the tragic mix-up — this
becomes the vital actuating motive of the plot — the
crook, played by Sheldon Lewis, determines to steal
the bishop's precious emeralds, using his daughter,
who also is the daughter of Virginia Pearson as the
bishop's wife, to further bis ends.
Director O'Brien's treatment of the story is clear,
yet calculated to build up suspense through not forestalling situations by giving away too much of the
plot in advance. Miss Pearson, acting with a sincerity that thoroughly conveys emotional feeling, is
permitted to get full value out of the big moments of
the picture, prepared for but not disclosed.
It has been established that she is happy in her love
for her clerical husband, also the audience knows of
Lewis' plot to steal the emeralds and is aware of the
love affair between the crook's daughter — set upon
thwarting her father's proposed theft — and the
bishop's son ; but nothing has been revealed to discount the force of the meeting between Miss Pearson
and Lewis when he comes to the manor as a guest
and she recognizes him as the husband she supposed
dead.
This meeting, with the obvious necessity for keeping the relationship a secret; marks the beginning
of a series of genuinely dramatic scenes. There are
the passages between mother and daughter, when Miss
Pearson sobs out the whole sorrowful story of the
past, those in which she is taunted and bullied and
threatened by Lewis unless she makes it possible
for him to get the emeralds, the struggle to save the
jewels from the crook's accomplice and the moments
in which she is made temporarily insane by grief.
All of these scenes, and others contributing to a
logical advancement of the plot, are played to the
limit of their dramatic possibilities. They conclude
with the death of the first husband and his accomplice,
preparatory to a spiritual aftermath in which Miss
Pearson and the bishop meet at the chancel rail in a
reunion that obliterates the tragic happenings of the

'irginia Pearson
Photoplays Prod. — Pathe, Distr.
RECTOR
John B. O'Brien
JHOR
Houghton
Townley
ENARIO BY
Frank S. Beresford
MERAMAN
Lawrence Williams
A WHOLE.
Melodrama that is worked
up to situations of considerable force; holds
the attention with a sure grip during the last
three reels.
ORY
Adaptation of novel by Houghton
Townley makes acceptable screen material.
SECTION
Very good in getting greatest
possible suspense
out of dramatic
clashes;
close=ups used frequently and effectively.
OTOGRAPHY
Excellent
3HTINGS
One of the really fine features
of the picture, notably in heightening the at=
mosphere during interior scenes representing
night.
MERA
WORK
Helps in giving appear*
ance of depth to interiors.
AR
. .Strong in emotional scenes; has the
bearing and manner requisite for the role of
the Bishop's wife.
PPORT
Sheldon Lewis gives appropriate*
ly sinister portrayal of a society crook; Rob=
ert Broderick
suits the character
of the
Bishop.
TERIORS
Not often needed,
but those
used suggest an English countryside.
rERIORS
Exceptionally well furnished;
sets are given the appearance of size and
solidity.
TAIL
The lightings and the use of close*
ups are the picture's two most conspicuous
features.
ARACTER OF STORY
Melodrama with
an English society background.
NGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,700 feet
■CAUSE the story has a number of ramifications
and must be carefully planted in order to make
relationship of the characters entirely clear before
really dramatic, or rather melodramatic clashes are
sented. the first two reels of this picture and a part
the third are largely concerned with exposition, inesting enough of its kind and certainly essential to
j plot, but less engrossing than the subsequent action

past.

Has Popular Appeal and Should be Easy to Exploit
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Particular interest attaches
to this production
in
E it is the first of the Virginia Pearson pictures
fthe star at the head of her own organization,
altogether a film that may safely be recommended
exhibitors as an intense melodrama, presented with
Ikill seldom found in offerings of its type and one
k is entirely unobjectionable on moral grounds.
Phat Miss Pearson has a considerable drawing power
a star has been amply evidenced during her conItion with William Fox, but it would be unfair to
[ume that her work in this picture is merely a
Mication of what she has done in the past under a
[erent method of direction. Although the story
i"The Bishop's Emeralds" is frankly melodramatic,
I production is given au artistic touch that accounts

for its superior tone. The star, also the players in
her support, are careful not to spoil the effect by overreaching for points.
Make the most of the advertising value of Miss
Pearson's name, which may be increased in importance by emphasizing the fact that this is the first
of her independent productions. You may count on
profiting to some degree by the general publicity circulated in connection with the star at the head of
her own organization.
Sheldon Lewis also may be played up to advantage,
for, as a prominent player in Pathe serials, he is widely known. Probably most of your fans will be both
surprised and interested at seeing how naturally he
fits into a character requiring repression and a sinister suavity.

))PICTURES'
presents

JL Screen Drama of
Gender Sentiment £)
Faith and Mother=LoVe
(J^fot a t&ar picture!)

nuoitn
Gertrude Berkeley
tne

greatest Mother
on trie screen

Pearl Shepard and
Bloomer
Raymond
Ideal Entertainment for the Hoys
tvbo ha*Oe come bacK,

tAi4A
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Moderately Strong Offering Shows Big City's Night Life
Henry

B. Walthall

in

husbands,

blooniing

"Modern Husbands"
National — Robertson-Cole — Exhibitors'
IRECTOR

Francis J. Grandon

UTHOR
JENARIO
BY
fcMERAMAN
5 A

Mutual

Lee

Royal

Lee
Walter

Royal
Griffin

WHOLE. .. .Moderately
entertaining
dramatic
offering with one or two meller touches.

rORY

Pithy enough
to hold
suitable chiefly for adults.

up

throughout;

IRECTION
Favors Walthall's chances for get=
ting full value of situations.
HOTOGRAPHY
effect.

Acceptable; one very fair hazy

IGHTINGS
No unusual
effects
WWERA WORK
Fair
rAR
Has done better work with more elastic
roles.
UPPORT

Acceptably play up to lead; includes
Ethel Fleming, Neil Hardin, Melbourne Mc=
Dowell, Clare DuBrey and Olga Gray.
XTERIORS
Very few
JTERIORS
Suitable
ETAIL

Few words
otherwise O. K.

misspelled

in subtitles,

HARACTER

OF STORY
. .Cabaret-addicted husbands and "tea=dancing" wives have disas
trous experiences with lounge lizards.
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet

MODERATELY strong dramatic entertainment is
I offered in "Modern Husbands" — entertainment of
sort calculated to please the majority. Often the
■ becomes melodramatic, giving Henry B. Walthall
biuy of chance to act up to his role.
The offering brings types that always have appealed
1 the average audience — cabaret-loving
wives, ditto

a he-vampire

lounge

siren of the feminine

lizard

and

Render.

a night-

Civ en

this

combination to work with, the author has so complicated his plot as td make its working out a matter of
fair concern on the part of the spectator. Also there
are touched emotional chords that generally get a
response.
Mr. Walthall has done better work than he shows
in "Modern Husbands," but at that his portrayal of the
leading character in this is sufficiently good to stand.
The support is entirely adequate, playing up to the
lead convincingly. The cast includes Ethel Fleming,
Neil Hardin, Melbourne McDowell, Clare DuBrey and
Olga Gray.
The story is suited chiefly for adults, touching
wholly as it does on the happenings in the lives of
those who seek pleasure with persons other than their
marital companions, and who place a false value on the
things that do not count. Brought to the screen are
those types met with only in big cities. To those who
do not know the night life of a big city they may seem
unreal; but what happens in the picture could happen
in any big city.
Mr. Walthall is seen as the stubborn husband of a
wife who spends much time with a lounge lizard.
Likewise the wife of his friend finds much pleasure
in the company of habitues of the "white light"
places. Both husbands "cheat" a bit that way themselves. His wife's fondness for the lounge lizard, and
his own fall from grace with a painted lily indirectly
lead to Henry's financial ruin. Stubbornly refusing
his wife's offer to sell her jewels so that they may
start over again, Henry goes away. A year passes,
during which the wife has become a mother and has
established herself as a milliner. Henry is saved from
suicide by a vision of his wife. His mental agony is
visualized by means of a hazy photographic effect.
Through accident he meets with a man, a friend of
earlier days, who takes him to his home. There he
saves his friend's wife from the designs of the same
lounge lizard that primarily caused his unhappiness.
But in so doing he is caught by the husband in his
wife's room. The friend sends him away. But his
innocence is established later through the medium of
the lounge lizard's lost wallet.
Working
friend's
wife, Henry
"frames"
the
loauge
lizard,with
the his
woman
meanwhile
planning
to bring
Henry, his wife and baby together. The lounge lizard
is caught in the net, and Henry and his family are
united.

Best For Neighborhood Houses Catering to Adults
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This subject is chiefly suitable to neighborhood
|uses having a large attendance of adults. Children
auld not be interested in nor could they appreciate
6 picture. The big city atmosphere that runs through
£ piece ought to be liked mostly by those who have
rver seen a big city's night life. Lounge lizards and
ve pirates received a great deal of newspaper space a
w years ago, when some of their methods were exBd. It was good reading then ; it might still be
■Cresting stuff.
The name of Henry B. Walthall and the title are the
ings to play up in advertising this offering.
Mr.

Walthall has a large number of followers, and his appearance in "Modern Husbands" will not disappoint
them.
Call attention also to some of Walthall's recent pictures— -"And a Still Small Voice," and "The Long
Lane's Turning." If those pictures made money for
you you can be fairly certain that "Modern Husbands"
will.
Catchlines suggested are: "See how the lounge
lizard makes unthinking wives his prey." "Night life
in a big city bared." "Cabaret-loving husbands,
frivolous wives, he-vampires — see them at their best
and worst in 'Modern Husbands'."

PONDEROSA

ASINOR

By Carl Laemmle, President
Universal Film Manufacturing Company

I „^ [HIS is about the time
X | of year when most of
* I us producers rear up
on our hind legs and solemnly make announcements
about what we are going to
do next to startle the trade.
We take ourselves very seriously
in these announcements. We try to
see which one can get the longest,
driest story in the trade papers.
Then we take it for granted that
the exhibitor will read each and
every one of these long-winded announcements and run his theatre accordingly.
As a matter of fact there's a good deal
of bunk in all this. The producers and
distributors can announce their plans till
they're
in the
gills,
but this
won'tto
alter thewhite
fact that
when
it comes
down
brass tacks it is the exhibitor who decides!
And he decides not according to our publicity, but solely and simply, ON THE
MERITS OF OUR PICTURES.
I have been asked several times by
trade paper editors just what the Universal
plans to do for the coming seasons. I've
given them a list of things, but here is the
low-down on the situation :
The Universal will try its infernalest
to lick everybody else on the little matter
of quality. If we succeed in this, we won't
have to worry about new or old style selling plans. If we don't deliver the kind of
pictures that make a profit for the exhibitor, all the fancy schemes on earth won't
help us!

The only reason on earl
why some of the distributirj
concerns have changed the]
booking schemes is becau;
you exhibitors have forc<
them to do so. And the on!
reason why you could succeed
forcing them to do so is because t.'
market has been over-supplied wi|
pictures, thus giving you your choij
of many and enabling you to rej(
what you did not like.

In other words, conditions have nil
reached the point where the quality of t|
picture is all that really counts. And, 1
all the great and small gods, that is win
the Universal eats, drinks and sleejl
That's the basis we are glad to take G|
stand on.

The Universal and Jewel have befl
booking pictures on their individual men
so long that when a trade paper man as J
what I think of the "open market bookin'
I don't know whether to laugh or cry. I

Don't judge all of us producers and dtributors harshly when we indulge in pel
derous asininity in our trade-paper i
nouncements.
It's only an old habit M
we have not outgrown.
As for the Unwl
sal, we've just closed the best year we H
xlived, and it's due solely to the fact thatjji
quality of our product has improved. Wej
going to break our necks trying to do st
better for Fall. That's the truth of the sill
ation. All else is ponderosa asinora! (Iri
slang for "bunk.")

TtJt<ftfcA1L.Y
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Comedy Laid in Central American Republic Has Plenty of Laughs
Hale Hamilton in

"Full Metro
of Pep"
HECTOR
Harry L. Franklin
PERVISED
BY
Maxwell
Karger
THOR
Robert F. Hill
ENARIO
BY
A. S. Le Vino
MERAMAN
Rudolph J. Bergquist
A WHOLE
Amusing comedy giving star ample scope to score in a humorous role.
DRY
Leads
to a Central
American
republic
where Hamilton makes a lot of foolish revolutionists look ridiculous.
HECTION
Finely judged
in getting
humor
out of the situations and in suggesting an
appropriate atmosphere.
OTOGRAPHY
Very good
IHTINGS
Bring out the scenes, whether exteriors or interiors, to the best advantage.
MERA WORK
First rate
KR
Makes the most of character that is admirably suited to his personality.
PPORT
Alice Lake is a decidedly attractive
leading woman;
R. D. Mat Lean and others
satisfactory.
TERIORS
Locations
for a republic in Central America look like the real thing.
rERIORS
Indicate
care in selecting
appropriate furnishings.
TAIL
Comedy incidents are introduced with
telling effect; a number of the titles are good
for laughs.
ARACTER OF STORY
Wholesome
humor
and adventure.
NGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet

lULL OF PEP" is right. This picture has it to a
sufficient degree to make it one of the best, if
: actually the best, of the screen productions in
ich Hale Hamilton has been starred. There are
ghs all through these five reels and there is atsphere — the kind of atmosphere one associates with
Richard Harding Davis stories when he chose the
ft republics of South America as a locale,
'he plot is simple indeed — a resourceful, fearless,
ipy-go-lucky young American pitted against a lot
fickle, emotional,
blood-and-thunder
revolutionists

— but it takes quite a bit of skill to carry it through
as an entertaining photoplay. The settings have to
be correct, the characters should look as if they belonged in the story and there must be laugh-provoking
situations.
This picture carries the atmosphere of a sun-baked,
sleepy, tropical town where the main diversion of the
residents, after they have awakened from the daily
siesta, is overthrowing the existing government and
establishing a new one. It doesn't matter a bit
whether the portrayal is actually true, or the exaggeration of an imaginative fiction writer, so long as it
remains in accord with the prevalent conception of
how Central America should appear.
In the second place there is natural humor — the type
of humor that is typically American, and Hale Hamilton knows how to put it across, for he is the personification of the character conceived by the author as
the "peppy" son of the president of a munitions plant.
He gets laughs out of his repeated efforts to learn to
roll a cigarette; he makes much of the serenade scene
in which he uses a victrola, inadvertently starting his
performance with "All Coons Look Alike to Me" ;
then a crowd that enjoys rather coarse humor will be
amused by the jail incidents showing Hale and his
companion at the mercy of cooties.
Less vital to the production, but still worthy of consideration, is the romantic element introducing Alice
Lake as the daughter of the Central American president. Hale first sees her at a railway station in the
States when Alice is homeward bound, and has a
chance to note the address on her baggage.
Soon after this there comes a big order for arms
and ammunition to be shipped secretly to the same
address that the president may be prepared to meet an
impending revolution. Hale undertakes to fulfill the
order. He devises a very "heady" concoction called
"Pep," ships it in cases similar to those containing the
war implements, and makes a big hit with the natives
by filling them up with the inspiriting dope while the
supply of guns and bullets is being smuggled into
the president's palace.
When Alice's father is deposed by the commander
of the ludicrous little army. Hale merely hands out
"Pep" to the soldiers and civilians and immediately
they do his bidding. The cast includes Alice Knowland, Fred Malatesta, Charles Mailes and Victor Potel.

Looks Right for Any Sort of a Crowd.

Worth Playing Up

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Up to date, Metro may not have succeeded in
ting a real movie star out of Hale Hamilton, but
t need not lessen your interest in "Full of Pep,"
ch is a strong enough comedy to stand on its own
'its. It doesn't matter much what sort of a crowd
:>are catering to, for this picture is broad enough
lis scope to offer something that will appeal to all
'he title is a business pulling asset in itself. For
ang phrase, "Full of Pep" means a lot in American
, Business men look for employees that are "full
pep," when a producer puts on a musical comedy
tries to give the impression that it is "full of pep,"
;n someone wishes to say something commendable
at someone else he may not think of a better charirization than "He is full of pep."
Here you have

a picture that carries a definite advertising statement
in its title. Play it up big.
Many catchlines are possible, for instance: "Did
you ever know a man who succeeded unless he was
'Full of Pep' 7 But maybe you won't know what Pep
really is until you meet Hale Hamilton in his latest
Metro comedy." Another one: "What is the secret
of America's success? Hale Hamilton, in his new
comedy says it is being 'Full of Pep'."
Go after stage patrons as well as regular movie fans
on the strength of the star's reputation. It is a safe
bet that Hamilton visited your town on some of his
tours, and folks who saw him in person won't be disappointed in this screen appearance. He uses the
same comedy method with telling effect.

GREAT
AUTHORS
PICTURES
INC1
ENJAMIN B. HAMPTON'S splendid vision and imagination, that, months ago, led him 10 organize Gret t
t Authors' Pictures, Inc., were the first definite moves to
bring the greatest of American writers into the motion
picture industry — contributing not only their famous
stories, but taking a personal hand in the actual production
of them as well.
Great Authors' Pictures, Inc., is the other revolutionary production unit promised to the exhibitors of America by W. W.
Hodkinson in the trade press announcements of his company two
months ago.
Simultaneously W. W. Hodkinson has been gathering around
him for distribution through his national organization not only
Mr. Hampton's powerful Great Authors' alliance, but other units
in which the responsibility for big pictures is going to be placed
definitely upon the authors themselves.
So conclusively big are the results that have been acmeved by
Mr. Hampton with his first Great Authors' production, Stewart
Edward White's "The Westerners," and with Zane Grey's
"Desert Gold, " the first of his Zane Grey Pictures, Inc., productions, that already other companies with authors of lesser
importance and popularity are following. Benjamin B. Hampton
and W. W. Hodkinson with prospectuses laying emphasis upon
the importance of famous writers.
For more than a year W. W. Hodkinson and the fine associates
whose producing ideals are in harmony with his own have foreseen the great evolution that has now made big stories the prevailing demand of the exhibitors of the nation, and they *re
ready with completed productions to supply this demand new
instead of at some time in the future.

¥.¥ HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York City
Distributing through PATHfi Exchange, Incorporated

AND AGAIN
HODKINSON
IS LEADING
The contracts of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation with Great
Authors' Pictures, Inc., call for the biggest and most famous literary successes of a group of authors whose popularity is without
a parallel and a definite part of our agreements is the personal
participation of the authors themselves in co-operation with
Mr. Hampton in the production, titling, editing and final
preparation of their challenging works. The Great Authors'
initially-announced productions are those of :

Stewart Edward White
Winston Churchill

Emerson Hough
Irving Bacheller

Announcement by the producers has been made of "The Leopard
Woman," "The Riverman," "The Rules of the Game," by Mr.
White; "54-40 or Fight" and "The Mississippi Bubble," by Mr.
Hough; "The Dwelling Place of Light" and "The Inside of the
Cup," by Mr. Churchill and "Keeping Up with Lizzie," by Mr.
Bacheller.

ZANE GREY PICTURES, Inc,
Mr. Benjamin B. Hampton's and Mr. Eltinge F. Warner's other
organization controlling the stories of this world-wide favorite, of
whose books 2,0G0,(K0 copies will be sold this year in reprint
editions alone, has completed the production of "Desert Gold,"
an epic of the Great Southwest.
In these two units alone, Great
Grey Pictures, Inc., the W. W.
really commanding productions,
ditions for the exhibitors of the
you elsewhere in the industry.

Authors' Pictures, Inc., and Zane
Hodkinson Corporation has more
made under the best selective concountry, than will be available to

Of added importance is the fact that you will not have to wait for
months to be told about them — already we are prepared to begin
furnishing them for release throughout what is certain to be the
most prosperous summer you have ever known.

W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Distributing through PATHfi Exchange, Incorporated
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Doug Fairbanks' Latest Typical; Not Exceptional
Douglas Fairbanks in

"The Knickerbocker
Artcraft

Buckaroo"

DIRECTOR
Albert Parker
AUTHOR
Not credited
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMEN
Hugh McClung, Glenn Williams
AS A WHOLE
Typical Douglas Fairbanks' offer=
ing with action, comedy, romance, etc.; not
an exceptional Fairbanks' subject.
STORY
Wild and woolly Western stuff for the
most part; without Fairbanks it would fliv.
DIRECTION. .. .Always keeps things moving as fast
as the plot will allow, which is quite speedy.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS. .... .Enhance natural beauty of scenes
— especially exteriors.
CAMERA WORK
In keeping with high produc=
tion standard.
STAR
Breezy,
pepful and agile; always
gets
most out of possibilities.
SUPPORT
Marjorie Daw; William Wellman and
Frank Campeau have chief supporting roles.
Others are Edythe Chapman, Albert McQuar=
rie and Ted Reed.
EXTERIORS
Attractive
Western
locations;
whole 'dobe village constructed.
INTERIORS
Few, but always in keeping with
best.
DETAIL
Some
original touches;
exceptionally
clever titles.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Selfish young
club=
man trying
his place" runs hap=
hazard
into to
nest"change
of adventure.
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

5,003

feet

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS' newest picture, while a
very good attraction, does not live up to the extraordinary claims made for it. It is a typical Fairbanks' offering, full of action, comedy, mystery and
romance, but it is by no means the best thing that
Doug has ever done. If anybody else than Doug Fairbanks had appeared in the picture it would fall flatter
than a mountain lake. But Doug, and the titles written for this offering, furnish plenty of entertainment
in themselves. No Fairbanks' picture ever has had
more amusing or more clever titles than this one.
Chances for good, healthy laughs are more often
given in the earlier reels than when the wild and
woolly
Western
stuff is pulled.
The latter is pure

meller, excitingly done, with Doug pulling off n
hair-raising stunts. But you can never get out of i
the fact that it is Doug Fairbanks doing all this s
This is partially due to the fact that the picture,
large sense, is so much like the stuff Doug has
before.
.Those sequences showing Doug going West <
Pullman, and the lines he is giving via the spi
titles, are good enough to make the Sphinx era<
smile at least.
The picture opens with a rather novel idea; a
mixing a cake in which the ingredients are Ac
Mystery, Romance and Comedy, plentifully seas«
with Pep and Ginger.
The chef is Doug and the
ished cake is "The Knickerbocker Buckaroo."
Doug is seen as a wealthy young New Yorker
is suspended from a fashionable club because ofi
inconsiderateness of others. He buys about $86 to
of railroad ticket going West. On the train be
to change his ways and do something for anyb
He carries an aged woman's grips for her, the)
losing his train and boarding another. His search
a shirt leads him to change clothes with a Mex
bandit, who is being pursued by a crooked sh
and his gang.
When the "Hesitation Special" reaches a cer
border town the gang of desperadoes is on hand,
is here that the gang's wild pursuit of Doug bej
Action is swift, furious and sometimes funny. Tl
is hardly a stunt that Doug could do that he
not pull to elude the gang. He finally eludes t
by hiding in a well, from whose depths he sees
face of a girl in a window of a 'dobe jail — a girl ja
by the sheriff, who is also holding her brother iq
attempt to learn the hiding place of their money,
Doug's interest in the girl finally causes his
jailing, but he and the girl communicate with t
other. Doug decides to help the girl. He escapes
by having a horse pull out the bars. But he is cat,
again, and about to be lynched, when he is saved
the Mexican whom he befriended on the train.
Melodramatic complications become thick and
here, and there is any amount of the hardest kintj
riding, in which Doug proves himself a real bucka
Everybody wants the money hidden in the old
sion, but Doug gets it, only to find the mission
rounded by the crooked sheriff and his gang,
uses his head and manages to hold off the pack
the arrival of a U. S. Marshal, who takes care of
sheriff and his gang. Doug's spirits drop wb
believes the girl's brother is her sweetheart,
brighten emphatically when he learns that such i
the case.

Should Get Welcome in Almost Any House
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Don't be afraid to go strong on this one. Douglas
Fairbanks' name alone can be relied on to fill most
any house, and the picture is a typical offering of his,
following the same general lines of other of his successes, but deserving no more exploitation than Doug's
former releases.
The picture is one, however, that will stand all the
western stunt advertising you want to give it, but the
big play will naturally come on the star's name.
Thoroughly wholesome, the film is one that will fit
in any theater anywhere.

If you have a patronage that is ardently anxio
see Doug on the screen, it might be well to let,j
know that in his latest picture he is seen as a 1
riding, clever hero who foils the machinations^
crooked band by his head-work and agilitythereby winning the girl. Doug always has ma
hit in his Western stuff, and in this one he gets
of chance to prove his pep.
Much money must have been spent on the pr
tion, and it shows up on the screen.
But it inu
understood
that no matter how much it might
only an average Fairbanks' sub
picture is average
cost,
—
andtheFairbanks'
always has been high.
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Moderately Strong Drama Well Produced
Kitty Gordon in

"Playthings of Passion"
United

IECTOR
Wallace Worslev
PERVISED
BY
Robert Brunton
HTHOR
William
Anthony
McGuire
ENARIO BY
Jack Cunningham
MERAMAN
Clyde DeVinna
A WHOLE
Fairly strong drama with moderate scope of appeal.
ORY
Has basically sound foundation; a few
loose ends.
SECTION
Gets most out of plot and players
OTOGRAPHY
Standard
3HT1NGS
Effective
MERA WORK
Good plus
AR
Has lots of chance to show her extensive
wardrobe; wears new gown in almost every
other scene.
PPORT
Efficient performances on the part of
Mahlon Hamilton, W. Lawson Butt and Dick
Rosson.
TERIORS
Very few; all satisfactory
rERIORS
Some good sets
TAIL
Helps the whole; incidental touches
added with discrimination.
[ARACTER OF STORY
Man=and=wife drama
in which social butterfly learns things worth
while through settlement work.
NGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,760 feet
riTH a scope of appeal that should touch to a cer' tain extent most movie audiences, a fairly strong
imatic subject is offered in "Playthings of Passion."
no time does the number rise to any great dramatic
ghts, but it holds consistently to a tempo that
mid hold the average viewer interested, and preits one or two little twists that aid considerably.
rhe story, which endeavors to contrast the follies
the wealthy with the real joys of the poor, has
eived its full worth in production, although a few
se ends are not gathered up. One of these loose
Is is in the opening scenes, which show a wealthy
ing husband
forcefully
embracing
his wife — em-

bracing her almost in the maun it used so often on
the screen to show the bestiality of the Germans. This
is criticized because the spectator later shifts his sympathies with the husband, but it takes a lot of footage
to dispel the effect of those early vulgar scenes.
The three leading characters all have a fair share
of the sympathy of the viewer, and all are human
enough to make them interesting.
"Playthings of Passion" as a main title does not fit
the picture. The .title Is misleading and, it might be
added, agreeably so.
Kitty Gordon's portrayal of the social-butterfly wife
is all that could be asked. It is noted agreeably that
the star does not overdo the close-up stuff. Mahlon
Hamilton gives a creditable performance as the husband, and W. Lawson Butt is well cast as the minister.
Underlying the plot of the picture is the philosophy
that one can never know the real joys of life until
one has loved and sacrificed. In the production the
idea is carried out mostly by contrast — on the one
hand the lavish affairs given by a wealthy woman ;
on the other, the dances given in a settlement house
in the slums.
The opening scenes show Kitty Gordon as the unloving wife of a wealthy youth. She gives all her
time to her social affairs. Her husband, unable to
win his own wife away from outside pleasures, sinks
himself in business. Then he becomes interested in
a young minister who is conducting a settlementhouse club in the slums. The husband tells the minister that if he can point out to the wife the folly of
her life he will endow a big clubhouse.
After several unsuccessful attempts the social
worker finally interests the wife in the poor. She
spends* so much time among her slum charges that
the gossips begin to connect her name with the minister. The husband charges her with being overfriendly with the minister, and she says she does
love him.
The preacher is dumbfounded when told of this by
the husband, but sacrifices himself by apparently being
drunk when the wife next visits the club. The wife
asks her husband's forgiveness. He sees the error of
his treatment of the preacher, but tells his wife it
was because he loved her so. They are re-united.

Should Make Biggest Appeal to Women
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
rhe women ought to be especially interested in this,
t only because of Kitty Gordon's reputation for
ginality in dress, but also because in the offering
> star wears clothes that are certain to make the
r sex gasp — either with envy or otherwise. At any
;e, Miss Gordon wears clothes that are sure to be the
>ject of many remarks on the part of the women,
d whenever you have a picture that makes the
imen talk you have a picture that brings more
men to see it.
But aside from that end the production ought to
Id up fairly well on its merit as entertainment. Its
peal, however, is chiefly limited to adults, although
?re is nothing objectionable to be found in it except
1 vulgar scenes alluded to. These are very brief,
wever.
This production is a little different from the sort
stuff Miss Gordon has been seen in before, and in

localities where she has a big following the picture
should go over very well.
Of course, while the title does not exactly fit the
picture's subject matter, it is not so bad from the
box office point of view. The title suggests that wild
passions fly about in true "movie" manner, but such
is not the case. From the "passion" end of it the
number is quite mild and harmless.
In your advertising it is suggested you go after the
women most strongly. And one of woman's weakest
points is dress. Play up strongly the lavishness and
individuality that characterizes the raiment of Miss
Gordon. Perhaps you can tie up to good advantage
with some local specialty shop who might be willing
to advertise that they can secure copies of the gowns
worn
by Kitty Gordon
in "Playthings
of Passion."
It is the medium-class neighborhood audience that
should like the picture best.

Tom Terriss
DIRECTOR
OF
SUCCESSES

LATEST

RELEASE

THE THIRD DEGREE
By

Recent Productions

'THE

LION

AND

"A WOMAN
"THE

THE

"THE
"THE

FRIENDS"

OF THE

BUSINESS

"A CAPTAIN'S

"FIND

WEAK"

OF LIFE"

FETTERED

"TO THE

WOMAN"
CAPTAIN"

HIGHEST
THE

BIDDER"

WOMAN"

"EVERYBODY'S
"CAMBRIC
"MY

ALICE JOYCE

MOUSE"

BETWEEN

TRIUMPH

CHARLES
KLEIN
Featuring

GIRL"

MASK"

MAN"

NOW
DIRECTING
FOR
VITAGRAPH THE FAMOUS
ROBERT
CHAMBERS
SERIES
OF EIGHT
SPECIAL
PRODUCTIONS
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fins With a Wallop;
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Charles Ray Puts
Picture

Charles Ray in

"The
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Over

Great

Baseball

in Hie pitcher's box doing his darndest for the home
team.

Busher"
Paramount

CTOR
Jerome
Storm
RVISED BY
Thomas H. Ince
10R
Earle Snell
IAR10 BY
R. Cecil Smith
ERAMAN
Chester Lyons
WHOLE
Probably the best baseball pic=
ture ever screened; great for ball and picture
fans; human, humorous and real.
[Y . . . . Old=home stuff with a local hero who gets
a swelled head that returns to normal after
a few hard knocks.
CTION. . . . . Couldn't have been better if John
J. McOraw had been standing on the coaching
line giving the players pointers.
fOGRAPrlY
Fine, with a few of the "soft
focus," artistic effects that have become so
popular of late.
TIiNUa
Make the scenes look natural
:RA WORK
Gets the angles on a ball game
that a fan wants to sec.
;
iNever better than in the character of the
"hick" pitcher who makes good hi the big
league.
'ORT
Types for country folk and ball play=
ers are right; individuals are subordinated to
crowd effects.
:R10RS
I he kind of a small town you like
to visit tor a summer vacation.
RIORS
A minor vactor in the production
kIL
Lots of it used to drive home the telling
points in the action.
tACTER OF STORY
Comedy, as genuinely
American as a western tarm hoy.
iTH OF PRODUCTION
4.768 feet
o it ! Play ball !
fen up "The Busher" to visit your home town, and
doesn't knock out a half dozen runs somebody is
rui. But it isn't Charles Ray. Not at bit of
ind it isn't the gang of rubes and ball players
travelling around with in "The Busher" aggregaThey're the real thing. You will forget that
are actors. They'll be just a bunch of fellow
helping to get you and everybody else in your
shop all excited while Charlie Kay is down there

Fans Will Eat It Up.

If this doesn't score with a wallop it's because
you're trying to start the red blood bounding In a lol
of dryed-up fossils thai don'1 know any better than to
muff the best baseball stuff thai ever happened within
the four walls of a building.
Is it human? I'll say it is. It's as human as the
roartheof ninth
8 I'm Inning.
crowd when Ty Cobb Starts something
in
Is it better than all the news
weekly
pictures of
world's series
rolled
into one?
I'll sayInterest
it is.
because
it takesgames
ari and
direction
and human
appeal and a lol of close-ups and a carefully prepared
climax to get the vital, throbbing spirit of a ball game.
It never has been done on the speaking stage. A
few writers hare touched the soul of the fan through
magazine fiction. "Casey al the Bat" stands as an
immortal poem of the diamond; bul here is a visualization of the dream of the country boy who saves up
his
to buytriumphs
a catcher's
one pennies
of the great
of lifeglove
whenandhe experiences
makes the
school nine.
What's the use of trying to believe that folks want
to look at $250,000 worth of settings and a lot of
alleged artistic effects when there is a chance to see
something true to the life they know about? You
don't find an American crowd studying the architecture of a cathedral when there is a ball game
around the corner; no more will ordinary humans
choose a lot of screen magnificence in preference to
the excitement
and simple appeal of "The Busher."
Don't get a notion that the film is only a ball game.
Did you ever live in a town where they had "shadow
socials"? Did you ever bid for the wrong girl and
give your rival a chance to eat ice cream with the
sweetest, prettiest, etc.? Perhaps. But of course you
never jumped out of small-time stuff into the big
league and experienced a terribly swelled head in consequence. Maybe some of your friends have, though.
Then you'll understand what happened to Charles
Kay when
a star pitcher
and didn'tallhave
time
to see he
ihe became
home delegation
that travelled
the
way to Minneapolis to watch him win a big game.
His pride went up into the clouds before he was
brought down to earth with a thud. Back iu the
cornneld Charlie gets his bearings again; he learns
that simplicity is a part of bigness, and after he wins
that game for the home team, you'll want to leave
your
seat
him by the hand. That's the
kind of
an and
actorshake
Ray is.

Warrants a Lot of Advertising

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
iinusement matters value isn't necessarily govby the expenditure of the producer. To my way
iking "The Busher" is worth considerably more
box office than the great majority of pictures
touted as specials,
pou feel that your audience needs stirring up
l run of films that have a good deal of sameness,
[a break by showing this Ray production, and
I you are definitely tied to the dai^y change sysjeep it for half a week. Your patronage is bound
ild on the strength of the boosting the picture
p to receive.
-,
ih the reawakening of interest in baseball, a
!of this type comes at just the right time.
Ad-

vertise it big. State that as a special treat you are
showing Charles Ray in the best baseball picture
ever produced. Try to make your exploitation so
general that it will reach the attention of every boy
and every baseball fan in your locality. It might be
possible to get a little additional publicity by inviting
the sporting editors of your local papers to be your
guests at the theater.
Providing you can arrange the showing to coincide
with some important game in which the public takes
a particular interest, so much the better, but under
any circumstances, don't miss this chance to clean
up on an A-l American comedy.
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Is the market for serials broadening or con-

tracting? Have exhibitors found that' their
patrons respond to the sensational, continued-inour-next type of melodrama with sufficient enthusiasm to make serial productions an important
factor in their programs ?
Generally speaking, reports received from various parts of the country, and the consensus of
opinion of a number of exhibitors who have expressed their views, indicates that the serial is
still favored in small houses, particularly in the
West and South ; but that it does not fit into the
style of entertainment being developed for the larger theaters catering to audiences less partial to
screen melodrama.
In many of the cheaper neighborhood houses,
reports show the management advertises a
"serial night" — the same night every week, and
on those nights the serial steals the show from
the long feature. In this manner many small
showmen manage to slip in a five-reeler that does
not cost them as much rental as when they have
to pay for a feature that will stand up ot itself.
On one point there seems to be a unanimity of
opinion. The serial has changed less in character than other forms of photoplay fiction. It
still depends for its appeal on fast action, thrills
and stunt stuff, little attention being paid to the
plausibility in construction and accuracy in characterization aimed at in other types of picture
production.
The wilder the story, the greater the speed with
which harrowing incidents are developed, and the
more ingenious the method of extracting the
characters from perilous predicaments, the better the film fulfils its function. Also every episode
must leave suspended the interest; must make the
viewer so curious and anxious to see "what happens after that" that he will come back next week.
It was so in the days of the "The Perils of
Pauline,"
a survey
of indicates
several of that
the recent
or
currentandserial
issues
there
has been no alteration in the underlying purpose
of this form of entertainment, although the technique of production has improved.
Almost every large company has experimented
with serials, but not always with satisfactory results. At present, three producing concerns
conspicuous for their continued faith in the serial
idea are Universal, Pathe and Vitagraph, all
doing good business with current releases and
contemplating more in the future.
Joe Brandt, of Universal, is particularly hopeful after the reception that has been accorded
"The Red Glove," starring Marie Walcamp.
Work on the Eddie Polo production has been
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started already, and Universal has decided to
low it with three more two-reel, 18-episode
tures, one with Marie Walcamp, another with
Corbett and the third with Eddie Polo.
Br?
expects bookings in large as well as small tl
ters.
Pathe, still holding to its reputation as "'
House of Serials," is keeping up to a satisfact
entertainment standard with "The Tiger's Tr;
starring Ruth Roland and released in 15 twoinstallments, whereas Vitagraph reports an
demand for William Duncan in "The Man
Might," also issued in 15 two-reel episodes. T
there is "The Carter Case," produced by 01
Films, Inc., starring Herbert
Rawlinson
Margaret Marsh.

*

*

*

A comedy that gets away from the usual
of these subjects but which does not profit th
by
"Rowdy have
Ann," made
a current
spe<
The is Christies
much Christie
better com
stuff than this, which is a two-reeler. . Som«
their recent one-reel "parlor" comedies of
speedy farce type have gone over quite well
But in "Rowdy Ann" the story is relied
more than the action to produce the laughs,

theFay
story
is not is
"there."
Tincher
the featured comedienne,
she is seen as the rough-riding, rough-n|
daughter of a wealthy ranch owner. She fid
her way through life in general. When her fatj
sends her East to a finishing school things bel
to happen. On the Pullman her cowboy tac I
produce a few chuckles, and there is a fal
speedy chase over the tops of the cars. Arrild
in the East, Fay shows the fashionable girl I
few tricks, and throws fear into the hearts of 1
aesthetic male instructors. She makes a cl
siderable hit with her two chums, though, w!|
she saves one from marriage to a crook. 1|
is also done by her *wild-west
*
* methods.

That many of the producers have gone to 1
newspapers and popular magazines for a studj|
what the people want in the line of novelt;!
shown by recent announcements claiming stf I
novelties.
The idea of presenting clever and witty si
ings on the screen has taken well with tnl
movie audiences, and now these sayings hi
been amplified and soon will be shown dresl

up in cartoons. "Smart Set Sayings" is a novfl
carrying to the screen snappy paragraphs fil
that publication. Gaumont News also is r I
running this sort of stuff as a part of their nil
weekly.
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BY COMMAND OF THE
EXHIBITORS OF AMERICA
ONE
SUNSHINE

COMEDYAWEEK

LUCKY
RELEASED NOW
SECOND EDITION
~

FOX

Sunshine
COMEDIES
ROARINS U0N5 AND WEDDING ML15
A MiLK-FEDVAHP
MIS SMASHING
CAREER

COMMUNICATE

DAMA<SED-iNO 600D? :::;.. HUNGRY LiOUS IN A HOSPITAL
SHADOWS OF HER PEST
\ : ARE MARRIED POLICEMEN SAFE?
THE

SON OF A GUN
ROARING
LIONS
ONTHE

WITH THE NEAREST BRANCH

FILM

A SELF-MADE LADY
MIDNIGHT EXPRESS

OFFICE

CORPORATION

IMMEDIATELY

A NEiOH&QR'S KEYHOLE
WILD WOMEN. ANDTAME UONS

AT1GHT
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FORFULL PARTICULARS

'THE SOLITARY SIN"
Over 1,200 thinking exhibitors and State Rights
buyers have addressed

"BOX 42 -- ALL TRADE PAPERS"
We thank them again for assisting us in selecting a
title from among the five suggested.
By a tremendous majority they have chosen

"THE SOLITARY SIN" -~ One of the strongest
and most appealing titles ever selected for any attraction. It portrays vividly — forcefully — dramatically —
one of greatest social problems that has ever confronted
the human race. The picture is splendidly produced—
with a sterling cast, including

JACK MULHALL

HELENE CHADWICK

PAULINE CURLEY

and others of equal note.

STATE

RIGHT

"THE SOLITARY SIN" is the box
office attraction of the season — a
sure-fire clean-up for state rights
buyer and exhibitor — an attraction
for long runs and increased prices.
It deals with a tremendously vital
problem that affects everyone, yet it
is so delicately treated that no one
could possibly object to any scene in it.
4
Wire inquiries immediately

SOLITARY
1482 Broadway

SIN
New

to

CORP'N
York City

•BRADSTREET
FILMDOM

7/cRECOCHIZED

Authority

VIII. No. 60

Price 5 Cents
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Jlen's
to Invade
of a 12 Million Concern

Eastern Studio
to

To

rate Houses in This Country

fecial to ll'ins DAILY)

Big Booking
United Booking Office and
ox Circuit in the New York
t have booked "Destiny," Dor■"hillips' newest Universal, for
I of 114 days.
Release during
Allen Holubar who directed

Foreign Sales

3rt and Import have sold the
ova series for France,
"The
Case,' for Egypt
and the
izimova productions for ScanNo.
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Jttle Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
here are many forces that
to make up the modern suc>ful business enterprise —
perhaps the most importof these is advertising — adtising creates, strengthens
develops — it insures, saves
makes permanent — it disnts, compels and antici;s.
he film industry is just enng an era of unprecedented
sperity — utilize now this
it power in building YOUR
iness.

by Goldwyn— Details
Not Settled

Interests Unite

leart of Humanity" directed.

Wainwright Sails
V. Wainwright, of Cine Prons, Inc., of London, who has
here buying film for Great
I for a few weeks, sailed on
[uitania from Halifax.

Built

Goldwyn will build a studio in the
Easl in the neighborhood of New
York. This much has been definitely decided upon, but as yet the location of the plant and size have not
been determined.
The plant will be built to take care
of productions to be made by Eminent Atuhors' Pictures, Inc. Two
new out-door stages are being added
to the Goldwyn studio at Culver
City recently purchased from Triangle.
It has not been decided whether
the present Goldwyn directors will
be switched to Eminent Authors' for
their pictures or new directors engaged for these productions.

into. Can. — Jule and J. Allen,
jperate a chain of about 35
rs in Canada and who are
ig several big houses here for
Mtling season, will, it is re, invade several of the larger
in the States if present plans
alize. It is said they are
ig on a corporation to be capiat $12,000,000, and that they
tuild in Baltimore, Cleveland
vera! other cities in the States.

More Rights Sold
California
rights for "The
Case"
have
been
sold to
>nsolidated Feature Film Co.,
rancisco.
its for Texas, Oklahoma and
sas were sold to the Southn Film Corp., Dallas, Tex.

Be

In "Affiliated Picture Interests" for
"Protection and Progress"

'Bear-Cat"

had but two

in
emotions,

one to kill— the other to love

"When «Bear-Cat' Went Dry"
A new idea — new theme — new situations — new blood for the exhibitor.

Fox Convention

Music Tax

The fifth annual convention of Fox
sales managers starts today at the
Hotel Pennsylvania. The session
will probably last all week.
The managers from the west and
northwest came on together from
Chicago in a special car and arrived
in town Saturday.

To Be Discussed at M. P. E. Convention

Advt*

(Special
St.
Louis, toMo.If —ID'S
One DAILY)
of the questions to be taken up at the Convention is the so-called Music Tax. The
experience of both music publisher
and the exhibitor so far has not
been profitable or pleasant. ExhibiPickford Coming
tors have resented the paying of a
Jack Pickford is expected in town tax on music which they do a great
from the Coast sometime this week. deal to popularize. The result has
been that most exhibitors refuse to
Another Million
play the so-called popular music
Dover, Del. — Reliant Pictures which carries a tax but instead are
playing the old classics of which
Corp., Wilmington, Del., incorporat- there
is almost an unlimited supply.
ed to produce motion pictures, etc.
Capital, $1,000,000. T. L. Cr°teau,
P. B. Drew, C. L. Rimlinger, incorporators.
Metro's
Policy for Coming Season
New Comedy Series
Calls for "Fewer and Better
Julius and Abe Stern, producers of
Metro's
announcement
for
the
Century comedies released through
coming season shows that but four
Pictures"
Universal, the
will first
issueof the
"Rainbow"
comedies,
which
will be stars will be featured, making a total
issued in August. The Century and of 36 productions, exclusive of several big specials.
Rainbow comedies will be released
{Continued
on page 2)
once a week, alternately.

Production Gut

{Special to IVID'S DAILY.}
Los Angeles. — According to Frank
Garbutt the recently formed "The
Affiliated Picture Interests" includes
about 50 men prominent in producing pictures, managing exchanges
and running theaters. The membership represents millions, and articles
diately.
of incorporation will be filed immeRelative to the new oganization
Garbutt is quoted: Our company,
the Famous Players-Lasky, is now
building a million dollar studio in
New York. We are building there
because the New York state laws
permitted us to contract for stars for
a period of five years, while in California two years was tne limit. When
a producer invests millions of dollars in a star, as most of the large
ones do, they want to be sure they
can retain New
possession
of thatgive
star's
services.
York would
us
that protection. California until very
recently could not."
Whitcomb Doing Fisher Film
Dan F. Whitcomb, staff author of
the American, is at work on the continuity ofa new drama for Margarita
Fisher, to follow "The Tiger Lily,"
tentatively titled "The Hellion."
Grauman's New House
{Special wire to IVID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — Syd Grauman has
closed arrangements for a theater
with seating capacity of 2,200 to cost
$200,000, exclusive of the organ. Lovard. cation will be on Hollywood Boule-
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Cuts And Flashes
Fan in Coatesville, Pa., travels 40
miles to see Outing-Chester feature.
Tol. VIII No. 60
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Doris Kenyon
legitimate next
management

will appear in the
season under the

of "Al" Woods.

Ethel Clayton's next Paramount,
"Men, Women and Money," will be
released June 7.
C. E. McCarthy, formerly with
Fox, will be with Famous Players
publicity
department.
In the cast selected for "What's
Your Husband Doing?" co-starring
Douglas MacLean and Doris May
are Walter Hiers, Alice Wilson,
Norris Johnson, Alice Elliott, William Buckley, Margaret Livingston
and J. P. Lockney.

Production Gut
(Continued

from page I)

Saves Mary $50,000
R. A. Rowland, prior to leaving
An order signed by Supreme Court for Halifax, to sail for Europe, said:
"Ending
Aug. 17 next there will
Justice Finch saves Mary Pickford be no more with
program pictures for Metro,
$50,000. The order sets down for as our new plans, which have been in
trial in October the suit of Cora C. preparation since January, will then beeffective. These call for fewer and
Wilkening against the actress for better come
pictures, which will be made with
commissions, in which the Appellate four stars, and in the coming year there
Division recently reversed a verdict 'will be 36 of these productions. In addition there will be several specials with
for $108,974 against Miss Pickford
all star casts, made from big material.
and directed, as noted, a new trial.
"We are going after the big theater
Counsel for Mrs. Wilkening asked business, making pictures for week runs
Justice Finch to order the new trial and longer. There also will be some productions even bigger than 'THE RED
of the action in June.
LANTERN,' but the whole idea of our
In opposing the June trial counsel new policy, or I should say our developed policy, will oe better producfor Miss Pickford said: "Miss Picktions regardless of length. The first of
ford is now engaged in making a pic- the new productions will be 'THE BRAT,'
ture and if she is compelled to come
in which Nazimova is starred. This will
here in June she will suffer a loss of be released Sept. 1.
"We have secured a number of well
known plays. Each of these pictures
$50,000."
will be sold on its individual merits, following out the open policy which we
advocated in our advertising more than
two years ago. At that time although
the open booking policy was sound and
reasonable, the exhibitors were not quite
ready for it. There were not so many
big theaters as now, nor so many fine
theaters. Present conditions make it bail
business for the owner of a big house to
burden himself with a blanket contract
for an entire year when his pmblic will
be calling for the big attractions and his
competitor will be m shape to provide
them.
"Announcement will shortly be made of
the stars who will be used and of the
productions in which they will appear."

BUSY

Eddie Dunn and Gus Alexander
have been put on the Blackton Prod,
payroll for a year.
E. W. Hammons, of Educational,
writing from London, says that he
has secured some single-reel material
which he promises will be a feafall. ture- of the short-subject market this

Alice Joyce will soon work in "The
Spark Divine." William Carlton, Jr.,
is the leading man. Eulalie Jensen,
Frank Norcross and Ivlary Carr comdirect. plete the cast. Tom Terriss will
Niles Welch, who supported Enid
Bennett in her latest picture, has
been retained as leading man for
her new production which she will
begin in a few days.

Coast Brevities
(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Hollywood Cal. — Goldwyn

Eddie Cline has signed a new twoyear contract with Mack Sennett.
William

Farnum

has started work

on "The Last of the Duanes" by
Zane Grey, under direction J. Gordon Edwards. Charles Kenyon wrote
the scenario. In the supporting cast
are Louise Lovely, Orra Gardner,
Genevieve Blinn, G. Raymond Nye,
Charles Clary, Lamar Johnstone and
others.
Wayne

Mack

has returned

to the

coast to make his own pictures. "Little Sunshine" Mary Anderson has
been signed by Mack to star in his
productions. Jack Connelly will play
opposite Miss Anderson. Mack has
ver City.
leased
the old Essanay studio at CulSamuel

Nestler has filed suit in the

Supreme Court against Benjamin and
Nathan Rubin for an accounting of
the affairs of a motion picture theater at Monticello, N. Y.

Ho.

15— WE

You can view a dazzling new Mil
dred Harris-Lois Weber at your
Jewel Exchange in a day or two.
The name is "HOME." And there's
nothing like it.
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In the Courts

City
Court
Justice
Schmuck-i
fined Samuel F. Kingston, of the I

Film
Co.
$30
for
contempt I
court in supplementary proceec

brought
by Julia H. Powell,
plaintiff
got
a judgment
for
against Kingston in 1914 and he
directed to appear a year ago
testify concerning his ability to
which he failed to do.
Kingston
peared before Justice Schmuck
stated that he is employed by
William Fox Co. at $100. a week
the court fined him the costs ofj
proceedings.
Los Angeles. — A petition in b.
ruptcy has been filed by Clif
Robertson, engaged in the mc
picture industry. Liabilities, !
397.56, all unsecured. Assets,?
including $250 exempt under the

Company
Graphic
Film

Of course you are — that's why you are successful— and so are we
but never too busy to match our time against yours to prove
that we can serve you efficiently and economically with your insurance problems. Ten years ago we started serving the biggest
concerns in the business and we have been giving them insurance
service ever since.
"There must be a reason."

Jnrurance
Phone John

House cleanin' time here,
out
guy's in this bizness just gotta j

INSURE

[Watch this Space for Others!

ssy*

has

purchased for Tom Moore "Heartsease" the Charles Klein play in
which starred Henry Miller several
years ago. Helene Chadwick is playing opposite him.

' GO Maiden Lane
5425 - 542,6 - 5427 - 5420

Gladys Brockwell
Starring in

^vSSk

"SADIE"

Samuel?
Itrcf.rjTice

Fox Pacific Coast Studios

sfe*l

DAILV

m GAY

?t gay with the old felaml they do it to the
faction of

Sensational Meller is Average Program Offering

r

takes a bevy of girls

everyone,

ng up all sorts of cain his private ocean,
)letely shattering his
itv and that of the au;r. A "girl" picture of
I Bort. Release Xo. 13.

OutingChester Picture
louse Changes

Monday, June 2, 1919

Harry

T. Morey in

"Beauty Proof"
Vitagraph

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

Pau, Scardon
James Oliver Curwood
SCENARIO BY
Edward J. Montagne
CAMERAMAN
Frank Stewart
AS A WHOLE
Average program meller with lots
of gun-play and snow stuff.
STORY
Of the sort found between paper covers
of nickel novels; Northwest Mounted Police
fiction.
DIRECTION
The usual handling of this type of
screen yarn.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Nothing special
CAMERA WORK
Ordinary
STAR
.Capably cast as Northwest Mounted
Policeman.
SUPPORT
Betty Blythe has chief supporting
role; others also adequate.
EXTERIORS
All snow stuff
INTERIORS
Not so much
DETAIL
Nothing worth special remark
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Sensational;
lots of
shooting in the=\ illain still-pursued=her style.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,183 feet

Some Improbabilities can be overlooked In a picture
Of (bis type; DUI when B fellow who had been shot
only B short while before begins to run around and
help rescue people it's time to holler. I lurry gets a
few good Cracks 011 the bean. too. but thc\ do not
fea/.e him much. Much of the story is told in subtitles— but there's enough story to go 'round without
worrying about that.
Harry Morey has more chance for action than acting
in this offering, of which he takes advantage. Others
appearing on the screen are Betty Blythe, George
Majeroni, Denton Vane and Robert Caillard.
Harry is sent to a camp in the Northern wilderness
to get a man for attempted murder. He is called
"beauty-proof" because of his disbelief in women, and
is warned against his prey's sister. The jiirl lures
him into a trap and he is placed in a box and brought
to the cabin of a construction foreman, whom the
girl's brother tried to kill. Overheard by Harry, the
girl tells the foreman that it was because of the foreman's desire for her that her brother tried to kill him.
The willun takes another drink and tackles the girl.
She shoots him, just as Harry manages to escape from
his coffin-like prison. Harry decides that as an officer of the law he must arrest the girl. He recognizes
the foreman as the man who wrecked his home some
years ago, and bawls the girl out for having cheated
him. However, the willun is not dead. Harry does
his best to save the willun's life so that when he gets
well Harry can kill him.
The willun gets well, but the brother and the girl
are acquitted. The indignant townsfolk plan to lynch
the willun, but Harry puts him on a dog sled and starts
for another town. During the course of the trip the
sneaky willun hits Harry on the head as Harry is giving him a drink. Harry staggers back to headquarters
and again starts after the willun.
Meanwhile the foreman has overtaken the brother
and the girl in a deserted cabin. He shoots the
brother and drags him outside, forcing the girl into
his sled. Harry comes along and the brother shows
signs of life. They both go after the foreman. When
the chase becomes warm the foreman throws the girl
out of his sled. But Harry is on his trail. They begin
a revolver duel and the willun apparently runs out of
ammunition. At Harry's mercy, the foreman recalls
Harry's promise to give him a man's chance. He
plays a dirty trick on Harry, but in the end slides
off the edge of a cliff. Harry and the girl decide to
go back to town together for always.

ngton, Del. — Rialto, formerly STRAIGHT Action of the sort found between the
n Market St., between Secred-inked covers of those nickel novels hid from
Third Sts, reopened.
our mothers is brought to the screen in "Beauty-Proof."
It
is
a highly-seasoned, sensational meller of the sort
Amboy, N. J.— Ned K. Mil that always
has been liked by a certain percentage of
> has been manager of Dit- fans, but which the more intelligent look on tolerantly.
ffligned to enter producing
Everything else is played down to plot action,
which is swift if not always convincing. Of course,
Mivillc, Fla. — Jesse L. Clark, in this type of photoplay, anything can happen as long
r of the Arcade, has been as it speeds things along. There is lots of shooting,
red by the S. A. Lynch Ens to Newport News, Va., lots of hate, some mystery and some of the "I'll-gethe will manage
their new you-yet-girl" stuff on the part of the villain. This one
sure is a wicked willun. He's a home-breaking, lyin',
sneaking son-of-a-gun — and if you don't believe it ask
Royal Northwest Mounted Policeman who met up
Brute Breaker" by Johnston the
:y, has been purchased by with him.
al for Monroe Salisbury, who
tray the character of a man
les the bullies of the northern
camps.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Will Do Best Business in Cheaper Houses

NOT

5M

ASK,

Pardon!

»S ONLY

FORTHB

StRHBNRYlfiViNG's
SMfrf success

we Lyons Maii."

This one will furnish entertainment mostly to patrons of the cheaper neighborhood houses — the sort of
audiences that always go wild when the hero puts one
over on the willun and rescues the girl. In that class
it is a good picture; but it would not get over very
well in a downtown house or other theatres catering
to a more intelligent class.
It is a meller of the sensational sort that many of
the smaller houses do their best business with.
Now that the warm weather is coming on the
great amount of snow scenes in the offering ought to
help put it over. The story is essentially of the outdoors in the great Northwest, and when the thermome^
ter is sizzling outside patrons may be attracted by
knowing they are going to see Winter scenes.

The idea is so novel, so
close to your patrons,
that they'll stick to it
like glue.
Room

214 Strand Theatre Bldg.
New York

James Oliver Curwood is a well-known writer, and
using his name as well as Harry Morey's in the advertising should aid materially.
"Beauty-Proof" is a title that might also be used
in the advertising. It has a certain value in itself,
and judicious use of catchlines playing upon it could
be used. Suggestions are: "Up in the wild Northwest
they called him 'beauty-proof.' Was he?' " "He
didn't believe in women, so he sought solace in the
active life of a Northwest Mounted Policeman." "He
was 'beauty-proof until he found the beauty that lies
under the skin. See Harry T. Morey in James Oliver
Curwood's sensational story of the Northwest Mounted

Police."

The busiest men in the
business have given it
their hearty stamp of
Telephone:
approval.
Bryant 6213
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Tennessee Tigers
Growling at Exchangemen — Plan to
Organize to Offset "Evils"
Nashville, Tenn. — Tennessee exhibitors are gathering in force at the
Hermitage
Hotelwhich
for they
a twoplan
day's
session, during
to
organize
correct
somesent
"evils."
Here istothe
circular
out for
the purpose of gathering the clans:
"Fellow Exhibitor:
"Do you know what we are up
against? Have you ever taken time
to think? The time has come when
we must all think together, or we
will be in the moving picture business for no one but 'The Film Exchange Managers of Atlanta' this
time next year. They will be telling
us when to go to tied and when to
arise, when to eat and when to
drink, and we will no longer be allowed to drink coffee. This sounds
like a joke, but it's coming soon!
"The thing is this:
"We are not united — not organized. We must organize quickly, or
taking milk from a baby will be a
hard matter compared to the way
'The Film Exchange Managers' Association' will take our rights from
us.
"Did you ever hear of such an
absurd thing as having a deposit with
a company, and on top of that be required to have your check in their
office four days in advance of the
play date? You have this to do, or
the picture will not be shipped to
you. Can you beat this method of
doing business?
"If you have your check there in
advance and the picture misses out,
do you know that you'd get rich
off them for causing you a miss-out?
No you don't — you'd get what the little boy shot at, and you'd have a time
ever getting back anything.
"We have it in our power to control this matter — are you willing to
it?"
useAmong
the exhibitors expected
are:
T. D. McMinn, Cullman, Ala.; Toney
Sudekum Nashville, Tenn.; Carson Bradford, Nashville; W. A. Wassman, Nashville; Chas. A. MeElvary, Memphis;
Strand Theater, Knoxville; Frank, DowIer, Chattanooga; E. T. Hill, Tullahoma;
J. T. Rodes, Manchester; R. R. Gist,
Sparta; Strand Theater, Cookeville; R. S.
Seese, Carthage; O. B. Cleveland, Lebanon; N. S. Fuller, Winchester; W. H.
McKeller, Sewanee; W. W. White, Jefferson City ; H. H. Kirkpatrick, Morristown; Meneta Theater, Sweetwater; Fine
Arts Theater, Dayton; Princeton Theater,
Murf reesboro ; Boyd Brothers, Lewisburg;
Cowan Oldham, McMinnville; Mr. Patter,son, Pulaski; B. H. Roth, Gallatin; Bell
Theater, Springfield; Lillian Theater,
Clarksville; Princess Theater. Columbia;
Dixie Theater, Shelbyville; Grand Theater, Tracy City ; Mace Theater, Coalmont,
and W. Y. Silvertooth, Fayetteville.

Chicago, 111. — The erection of two
new theaters is proposed. One will
be located on Milwaukee Ave. and
one in the 23rd Ward. J. M. Browarsky is interested.

Putting It

DAILY
Tsjl^j
New Theaters
Over

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.
Phoenix, Ariz. — Snap this up if you
want to build up a mailing list for
your house.
The manager of the Strand here
did it. He picked the Robertson-Cole
production "Hoop-La" as having the
greatest appeal for the children.
Then he admitted them half price if
they brought with them a card containing the names and addresses of
their parents.
As a result of this simple stunt he
secured a permanent mailing list of
over 3,000 names.
Los Angeles. — Management of
Ray's theater when showing "The
Prodigal
with men
William
mond, Liar"
secured three
dressedDesas
cowboys who sang western songs.
The breezy western atmosphere was
carried all the way through. The
ushers were dressed in western costumes and a suitable lobby display
worked out.

Returns
of W.
on the

Silee Buys Territory
Hillsdale, Mich. — A new theater is
Chicago. — Lee Herz of tl
being erected here. Geo. Brookins, Film Exchange has bought f
manager.
onecr Film Illinois and *
St. Paul, Minn. — Plans are being rights to "Suspicion" with G.
made by Archs. Rapp & Rapp. of vidson.
Chicago, for the erection of a theater.
Castle Rock, Wash. — Roy Bowen,
proprietor of the Dreamland, has
purchased motion picture houses at
Tenino, Bucoda and Tono.
Spokane, Wash. — A new theater
costing $200,000 will be erected by
Ackerman & Harris probably on
Riverside Ave., and will have a seating capacity of 2,000.
Washington, D. C— William C.
Murphy of Home Amusement Co.
purchased corner of 11th St. and
North Carolina Ave. Southeast, the
site of the present Carolina Theater,
and three adjoining stores, on which
he plans to erect a house with capacity of 1,000.

Don't Like "Bathing
Girls"
Dayton, O. — Some growl here
when the "celebrated Sennett bathBoise Women for "Cleaner" Films
Boise, Ida. — The committee in
ing girls" appeared with "Yankee
charge officers
of "Children's
has Doodle in Berlin" at Keith's. "The
elected
for the Movies"
coming year
Original
Sennett
Bathing
Girls"
were advertised
to appear
in person
and adopted a constitution. The or- at each performance. After the first
ganization will be known as the Carshowing there were runegie Library Better Films Associa- day ofmorsthe
that the girls appearing were
tion and its object to give good movnot
the
genuine
article. Local vilcity. ing pictures for the children of the
lagers responded to the beautiful oil
paintings that were displayed in hotel lobbies and prominent downtown
windows in multitude, but were disappointed, and some of the patrons
remarked that it would have been
better had the oil paintings been
moved across the stage. It is also
said that the feminines savored of
burlesque talent.
PICTURE THEATRES

Nazimova's Production
"THE RED LANTERH":
has an American-Chinese tt
which we have worked into a 1
display that faithfully repre
exactly what the ticket purci
shall see on the screen. Now i
in our salesroom.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

TITLES
i REFINED
■ APPROPRIATE

LETTER
1LLUSTRA j

ERNEST

STEM

PHONE BRYANT 8973.
145
W.45T^ST.

COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPINand
PR1NTIN
FILM

DEVELOPING

C,

LABORATORIES!

UniteD
OF AMERICA

STOCK
FOR
SALE
AT

MUCH LESS
THAN

Outfit
fbt^odoy/ QUOTED PRICE
An organization isn't worth a
damn unless you pusn it — Bob Seese,
Carthage, Tenn.

Elgin, III. — Chas. J. Smfth 'has
plans for a new building on Grove
Ave.

Simmonds
Joseph
Simmonds,
turned from Europe
dam, Saturday.

Apply

by Mail to Box 40
Wid's Daily

Graft Indictments

THE BEST
PICTUFi
to make
money
Must

have

a

perfect

dev i

Indictments brought by the March
negative
REX LABORATORY (1!M
grand jury against Dr. William F.
Doyle, of the Bureau of Fire Prevenhas
developed
HarryandKeeper'i
tivps
Ask him
then <i
tion, Captain Frank H. McGinniss,
Tremont
1995 lor full partli I
chief of the Bureau of Public Assemblies of the Fire Department, and
Frank McGoey, of Far Rockaway,
for aiding and abetting Dr. Doyle CAMERAMAN (New Outfit) at yoi j
in grafting on moving picture operators, have been dismissed. IndictLABORAl I
ments charging McGinniss, McGoey
and Leon C. Wallace with conspiEXCLUSr I
FOR TITH
racy and accepting unlawful fees
were sustained.
ALL LAW l

F.I.A.T.

RUSH
Stars for Henley's First
John Cumberland and Corinne
Barker will be the Teads in Hobart
Henley's first independent production for release through Independent
Sales. One of Edna Ferber's stories
will be used; title not yet determined.
Prominent in the cast supporting
Florence Reed in her forthcoming
ing.
feature are Florence Billings, Mathilda Brundage, Conway Tearle and
Jed Prouty, Frank H. Crane, direct-

WORK

Film developed and delivered In

TITL

ILLU/TRATI
CANDLER B'LD'G. 22C|

VIII.

No. 61
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mett Melodramas

Famous After
Canadian Houses

a Year Planned — First to Be
Started Soon
I Asher, representing
Mark
\, drifted into ;o\vn Sunday
stcnlay announced that Mack
t intended making three m< lofeatures during the cornEach will take at least
lonths to make and will cost
imately $125,000.
He is here
otiate the rights for several
Bodramas.
Sennett
is exowards the end of the month.
low these features will be rehas
not
been
determined,
iay go through Paramount as
or be handled otherwise.
ett believes there is a big
for features of this type,"
her yesterday, "and he figures
he can put thrills as he does
edics that he should be able to
the melodramas right."
yeber Away
from Universal
Weber has made a settlement
niversal regarding her connd has ceased directing for
janization.
It is understood
part of the settlement Miss
secured the Lois Weber stuHollyvvood. She will rest
eral months oefore resuming
Ruffner Leaves Butte
e, Mont. — RaTpn Ruffner of
ilto, has quit the Jensen and
lerberg organization, to bemanager of the Rialto, San
^co. Ruffner /s one of the
town men in the business, and
ploitation ideas have caused
:rable comment in the trade.
No. 110

Attle Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate

D bring results! — Isn't that
motive behind your camjn Mr. Advertising Execur Be it creating good will
selling your product outit, you are out after but one
g and that is results. — And
[are the BEST results obed you ask — By placing
r advertising in the medithat bring maximum res for a minimum expendiWID'S DAILY offers
k action, reader interest,
.efficient distribution with
Iraste circulation. It is prong the goods for others
twill produce for YOU too.

Price 5 Cents

Reported Seeking Controlling Interest for Distribution in Dominion

If this

one thrill was shown inin the average film, it would
become a special.
This is one ol fifty situations

"When 'Bear-Cat* Went Dry"
Will turn July heat into November weather for your box oifice.

Stanley's
15 Million
(Special to IV ID'S DAILY)

jHearst
Free to Service
BureauReSupply
Information

garding Pictures to Public
Dover, Del. — The Stanley Co. filed
Advt*
William R. Hearst has organized
incorporation papers here yesterday
what
he
will
call the International
with capital of $15,000,000 to maintain and operate exchanges and to Film Service Free Information Bureau which will supply free to the
lease film. The incorporators were
the usual representatives of the Cor- public all information regarding pictures and stars.
poration Trust Co.
The bureau which will operate
It is understood that the capitali- from International offices in the Godfrey Building will tell what picture is
zation is to take care ot the amalga-1
mation of the various Stanley inter- ; showing at any time at any theater
ests in Philadelphia.
in Greater New York. It will likewise 'li-seminate information regarding stars and producers.
Arrangements have been made
with
theaters to s.ipply the Bureau
(By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
San Francisco. — Application for a with their programs a week ahead of
temporary injunctio.ii oy Select Pic- time and with producing organizatures to restrain -the exhibition of the
Ml the public will have to do
Clara Kimball Young production,
9600 and ask
"The Better Wife." was denied in the question.
the Federal Court here on Saturday.
Unger With Triangle
J. T. Unger, formerry secretary and
At the offices of Konta, Kirkchway, France
& Michael,
attorneys sales manager for Regal Films, Ltd .
for Select it was stated that this was
ii Toronto, is in charge of Triangle
xchanges working in direct touch
purely a local matter pertain!]'
villi Percy L. Waters.
to the city mentioned.

Garson — Selznick

An insistent report has circulated
through the industry that Famous
Pla\ ers-Lasky are see'.tfng to acquire
an interest in one of the important
Canadian chains of picture houses.
The report received more than usual credence owing to the appearance
here recently of a number of prominent Canadian film men.
At the offices of Famous Players it
was impossible to obtain any information regarding the report.
One of the reports circulated was
that Famous desired 51 per cent, of
the stock of the Allen exchange, in
order to have an interest in Canadian
distribution of Paramount-Artcraft.
They also, it is said, desired a financial interest in the Allen theaters,
but this was rejected.
N. L. Nathanson of Regal Films,
has been in New York several times
recently conferring with Famous officials. Some believe that this points
to an early alliance between Famous
(Continued on Page 3)

Bolshevism
Scares
Norwegian
Exchangemen —
Natl. Asso. May Take Matter Up
Representatives of the three leading Scandinavian film interests will
hold a conference this morning with
Paul Cromelin of the Inter-Ocean
with the idea of having the Natl.
(Continued on Page 2)
Selig Leaves for Coast
Col. William
N. Selig will leave
today for Los AngeTes to supervise
the final filming of his animal serial.
Quinn Off for Washington
J. A. Quinn now in New York to
promoteto "better
in the ideal
studio
be built films"
near Pasadena,
left
for Washington
yesterday.

Remember

the Date

The time— June 25-28.
place— St. Louis,
lerThe
Hotel.
The

meet!-

occ-

Stat-1

Tuesday, June 3, 1919
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Cuts And
Howard
Tol. VIII No. 61

Tuesday, June 3, 1919

Price 5 Cents

Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
•a the post office at New York, N. Y., under
•Jie act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
»f Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
(20.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Address
all
DAILY,

communications
to
WID'S
71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.

Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Us Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889.
Holly wood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone, Hollywood
1603.

Incorporations
Dover, Del. — Creation Films, Inc.,
$500,000; James McKain, Robert
Driggs; Joseph Harris .Samuel Rosen, all of New York.
Albany, N. Y. — Screen Letter Box,
Manhattan, motion pictures and vaudeville, New York City. Incorporators: P. A. Keppler, J. and H. Cohen,
1579 Broadway.
World
The
Harry
and B.

Court.

Film Garson Case Postponed
suit of World Film against
Garson, Blanche Sweet Prod,
S. Moss for alleged infringement to the title of "The Unpardonable Sin" was yesterday postponed until Friday in the Supreme

Gave will play the lead in

May Allison's next "Free."
Marcus Loew has left town for a
rest. Back end c« ,veek.

Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St..
New York,
V., by WID'S FILMS and
FILM
FOLKS,N. INC.
t. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Ben H. Grimm,
Associate Editor; Joseph Dannenberg, VicePresident and Managing Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business Manager.
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Flashes

Metro's
ers 12 acres.Hollywood plant now cov-

"Menof theMet
In The Mountains"
« Rialto
most entertaining
Bruce
Scenics." — X. Y. Times.

Doris Kenyon stage plans will not
interfere with her picture work.

"One

Bert Adler and family have just
returned from an extended stay at
Atlantic City. They stopped at the

"The isSawdust
Trail"
- Rialto
the newest
International
cartoon comedy.

"Judge

Rummy"

"The
Celestial
Rivoli
"An
Educational
Film Kingdom"
Classic" — "China »andat the the
Chinese."

Traymore. •
Frank P. Donovan is completing
"Bulling the Bullsheviki" at the Paragon Studios with Marguerite Clayton starred ,for special State right
release.

"The
Trail" Scenic.
-- Broadway
Robert Sunset
C. Bruce American

Another

FOUR

Bolshevism

"Educa'tionals" on Broadway This Week

*mm

(Continued from Page 1)
Asso. take a hand in settling affairs
in Norway.
Beginning about four years ago in
a small village owned picture house
today 34 towns in I\"orway are controlling picture shows and the owners pay 22 per cent, of their gross
and in addition 50 per cent, of their
net earnings to the municipalities.
Film for Norway passes through
the exchanges which control distribution in Norway, Sweden and Denmark ,and the representatives of the
largest Scandinavian buyers fear that
conditions in Norway will spread to
the other Scandinavian countries, as
well as to Switzerland, Germany and
France.
This, they claim, will result in the
municipalities offering whatever price
they please
the recourse
price isnt'
agreeable
theyand
willifhave
to
old film which, run in theaters owned by the Government will have to
satisfy the public. I'hey also claim
that it is but a step rrom control of
the theaters to control of the exchanges, and this, they claim, will
render it impossible for American
producers to do business in these
countries if this condition arrives,
chefly because of the price question.

Another Million
But

Attorney
General
Is Looking
Into Affairs of This Company

Chicago — The Democracy Photoplay Corp., which has for some time
been selling stock to produce a 12reel film entitled "Democracy, or
the Fight
for ofRight,"
come and
under the eye
U. S. has
officials,
Assistant Attorney General Raymond S. Pruitt has asked the officers
to explain certain perplexing aspects
of the financing of the picture. It
is said $110,000 worth of stock has
already been . sold in the $1,000,000
venture.
Mr. Pruitt has discovered that M.
K. Higgenbottom,
of with
123 W.theMadison St., is identifier
new
company as its fiscal agent. He was
connected with the "Birth of a
Race" company, it is said, while R.
Royce Hamilton, of Andrews & Co.,
film.
was also a promoter of the "Race"
Pee Francis Lybarger. Chatauqua
lecturer, who is described in the
"Democracy" literature as "one of
the world's greatest thinkers, authors and orators" is about to devote

THE BEST BET OF THE YEAR.
THEY COME

HIGH, BUT YOU MUST HAVE THEM.

Johnny
IN HIS TWO-REEL

""imp
Anybody can mak
nt

the first episode
- a real 'sdarein the

Dooley
"FEATURE

m
j|

j

COMEDIES."

■

JOHNNY DOOLEY FILM COMEDIES, Inc. |
Longacre
Building

C. L. BACH
President

New
York

"the intellectual labors of a lif
to the production of the pictur
is described as "one of the
greatestto thinkers,"
and subject
while'
going
squeeze the
ter which will "date back
motest
films, U.antiquity"
S. officialsinto
do 20,000
not sei:I1
he intends to do with $1,Q!
when
the for
picture,
it is believe'
be made
$100,000.
Lybarger, it is stated, draws
ary of $100 a week and mainta.i
fices in the Woods tneater bu
The salesmen employed by H
bottom received a commission!
per cent., it is said. The licet
sued to the company states thti
promotion expense shall not «
a quarter of the amount colle<

WANTED — PROJECT1
AND CUTTING ROO
to rent
for
immediate
possess!'
Must be small and near Times
Address:

Studio, Wid's

Daily.

0St£tf
fi

ti semen t we
run in this paper,!
dition to our
in adE
EV RY adver-J
name, will hear
ade-mark.
our
It istr something
we are proud of!,

RITCHEY
I.ITIIO.
CORP,
406 W. 31st St.

Phone Chelsea 8388
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Situations and Characters Too Forced to Seem Real.
Disadvantage
Evelyn

Greeley

in

'Phil-For-Short"
World

DIRECTOR

-II I1IK.N

MAN

):

HI >II. REVIEWING

THIXKS"

I OK

THE
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lill.l.-

j liuiril, queenly of stature and
me of face interpreted the part
;reat dignity, poise and feelin«.
:ar was at her best and her actde it quite superfluous to title her
hftil, loyal wife.' "

0scar Apfe|
cr Jm a°d.« d'v £lara S- Beran£er and Forest Halsev
rAM^'S*1^- C'ara S- Beran^r and Forest HalseV
^MAERAMAN
Max
Schneider
Ai> A WHOLE
Obvious and artificial
the
audience about two jumps ahead of with
the action most of the way.
STORY. .... .Conventional
in the extreme;
at times
it seems almost childish.
DIRECTION
Doesn't
help much
in making the
action appear
human.

LIGHTINGS
.Prr0HTT°.^PHY
Generally
good
/.
Conventonal
CAMERA
WORK
Ordinary
STAR
Pleasing
when
she is seen in women's
apparel, but looks out of place when impersonating a boy.
SUPPORT
Hugh Thompson rather stiff and un=
convincing as a young Greek professor; John
Adrizani gives exaggerated portrayal of vio=
linist whose specialty is love making.
EXTERIORS
.-. . .A number of pretty scenes
INTERIORS
Satisfactory, except in the setting
for a college classroom, which looks more
X'.nnUnued from Page 1)
small country "prep" school.
e interests controlling Regal DETAIL like a Many
of the titles are likely to get a
jnd Paramount Theaters, Ltd.,
laugh even when humor is not intended; the
en though the producing coinproduction
is without
distinguishing
points.
lould decide to distribute their CHARACTER
OF STORY
Harmless
fctures in Canada at the ex- LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5,742 feet
i of the contract held by the
until September, some allinay be formed whereby the TT is too bad that Evelyn Greeley, now that she is
K theaters will give the dis- -* going it alone as a World star, instead of in harrs a nucleus
upon which
to
ness with Carlyle Blackwell, did nol lead off with a
picture than "Phil-For-Short:." Miss Greeley
n the Toronto correspondent stronger
has a pleasing personality and is a sufficiently accomplished actress, given the righl sort of a role, but only
Is' Daily asked Xathanson rc* this subject, Xathanson occasionally does she have an opportunity to appear
neither affirm nor deny that at her best in this unconvincing story.
ah rs might be linked up with
Merely from the viewpoint of satisfying fans who
pucers, and said that he was are content if their screen favorites look attractive
a position to give any news in becoming gowns, it was rather unwise to require
subject, and the confirmation .Miss Greeley to disguise herself as a boy. With the
:al would have to come from
substitution of a youth's apparel for frilly frocks, most
ork.
of her attractiveness
vanishes and there is nothing
while, the Alien's continue to
w theaters in different locali(1 it is understood that plans
Box Office Analysis
ieen drawn for main- new
to be started within the next
You will have to work hard to put this across even
nths. Everyone in the Allen as a routine program offering. If you have any choice
;ation is keeping mum about
Incoming developments, and in the matter, my advice would be lo pass it by in
E J. Allen was asked for a favor of something more likely to please. Evelyn Greeley, no doubt, deserves stardom as much as many
•nt regarding the linking up
imis Players-Lasky and his young actresses who have been elevated to an exalted
ation, he said he would not place on the screen; but in advancing a new player it
is especially desirable that the initial pictures should
>r deny the report.
be sound attractions.
Another time. Miss Greeley may draw a better story,
in which case fans won't question the prominence she
is given. At present, folks who have followed World
pictures regularly probably conned her name with
that of Carlyle Blackwell, but of course, it is not necessary to mention his absence from the cast.
There is

[)DKiNSONl

ious After
Canadian Houses

Pass It By If You Can.

RACE CUNARD

Star at

in her characterization of the make-believe boy to
justify it on artistic grounds.
As a story, "Phil-For-Short" runs
on a dead
level ot mediocrity with a few pleasingalong
scenes, a good
bil of forced sentiment, some humor of the most
obvious sort, but nothing to give it real life, even when
they reach the long-delayed climax, showing bow
Evelyn
wins the love of the cold-blooded
professor
who for many
weeks
has been oh, so distant. — the
married, yet unmarried kind.
Some of the sub-titles harm rather than Help the
action. The characters are made to express such
sophomoric views on love. life, marriage and more
particularly on women. The young GreeE scholar,
Hugh Thompson, is in about the frame of mind of B
high school boy after he has been turned Mown by his
besl girl. He goes off to sulk in quietude, and read
"Sapho" under the shade of the trees surrounding the
freshwater college in the west. Here he secures a
Greek professorship, leaving his faithless sweetheart
and his aristocratic family in Boston.
Then along comes Evelyn. She has had a very trying
experience, indeed. Her father, also an eminent Greek
scholar, died, casting her upon the mercies of a narrow-minded set of villagers, who cramp her life
frightfully. Finally she decides to run away with the
aged gardener.
This is where Evelyn dons knickerbockers anil
takes to the open road. She prances merrily into the
Sylvan seclusion selected by the woman-hating professor for his reading of "Sapho," passes herself off as
a boy — though nobody else would believe it — and a
little later, returning to skirts, -els a job as assistant
instructor of Greek with a desk right next to Hugh's.
The president of the college catches the professor
Chasing his assistant around the desks of the class
room in an effort to kiss her, because she has angered
him. Shouldering his disgrace manfully. Hugh resigns
anil goes to his bungalow in the woods to write essays.
Evelyn follows, once more in knickerbockers, and
steals his eyeglasses to prevent any Chance of recognition.
Found under compromising circumstances the following morning, the pair are married ami the professor takes his bride to Boston where she is introduced to the family. Tie still insists, however, that
she shall be a wife in name only. Evelyn concludes
that if she makes him mad enough he will love her,
therefore she pretends to have an affair witli a philandering musician. Hugh works himself into a towering rase which turns to love in lime for the fade-out.

Has Little To Attract Fans
for
no
so,
but

the Exhibitor
male player worth playing up as a drawing asset.
if
yon use "Phil-For-Short,"
thereto is
little to do
concentrate
on the star and trust
luck.

In making your public acquainted with a personality
that has achieved

a new

prominence

il is well to use

individual portraits liberally in your lobby and. providing you have space in your program, it would be wise
to print a biographical sketch witli some human interest details, tracing the rise of the actress to fame.
For catchlines try: "How did you win your husband's love'/ Perhaps you will agree thai Evelyn
Greeley had the right idea in 'PhU-For-Short'." Or:
"Can a woman-hater be Converted into a good husband'.' See how Evelyn Greeley turns the trick in
'Phil-For-Short,' a World picture of comedy and

Starr

romance."

LMOA SERIAL
The Mighty"
IN
HTEEN

INSTALLMENTS

To Be Released

By

UNIVERSAL

Made by men who know
how to exhibit pictures
and how to make short
reels.
Room

214 Strand Theatre Bldg.
New York

Novel ideas will be
incorporated in it to
create even greater
interest.
Telephone:
Bryant 6213
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Putting It Over

TOM TERRISS;

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Sendalong your ideas. Let the other
■fellow know how you cleaned
up.

DIRECTED

"THE
THIRD
DEGREE"!
A GREAT SUCCESS
AS
A
SHOW

^
H

A GREATER SUCCESS |
AS A MOTION PICTURED

A. M. P. A. Editors Appointed
The Advertisers at their regular
weekly luncheon on Thursday were
advised of the list of members who
will edit the new bulletin to be issued on the 15th of each month. The
list is as follows: June, Vivian M.
Moses; July, Charles W. Barrell;
Sept., Paul Gulick; Oct., Paul Lazarus; Nov., Jerome Beatty; Dec, Arthur James; Jan., ar". A. Parsons;
Feb., Sam D. Palmer; March, Hopp
Hadley; ;April, Harry Reichenbach;
May, Bert Adler.
Jacques Kopfstein was announced
as permanent business manager.
Two new members were elected:
Daniel Henderson and A. Blaikie
Dick of McClure.
$1,000,000 House in Buffalo
Buffalo, N. Y.— Buffalo is to have
a new motion picture house which
will cost over $1,000,000.
The building will have a seating
capacity of 4,000 people and it is
proposed to play vaudeville and motion pictures. It will be erected by
the Modern Amusement Co., James
Wallingford, president. The work
will be started about June 15 and
the contract will call for completion
by January 1, 1920.

FOREIGN
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Adolphe Osso
Room 809
1457 Broadway
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On Broadway

In the Gouvts

Rivoli — Return engagement of Nazimova
"The Red Lantern."
Rivoli inPictorial.
Educational

Film —

"A

Mutt andChina."
Jeff cartoon.
Through
Rialto — Tom
Moore — "One

Trip
of .the

Rialto Magazine.
Providence R. I. — Here's the
Sunshine Comedy.
smashing, big way in which Olive
Bruce
Finest."scenic.
Thomas in "Upstairs and Down" hit
the bull's eye here.
Strand— D. W.
Griffith's — "True
The keynote of the entire camStrand
Topical Review.
Heart Susie."
paign
was
"Upstairs
and
Down."
The big department store held an
Outing Chester.
"Upstairs and Down" sale, the Topics of the Day.
goods being on the top floor and
Lyons
and
Moran
comedy —
the basement, or upstairs and down.
"Waiting at the Church."
The Providence News ran an "Up- Broadway — H. B. Warner — "The
stairs and Down"
marathon,
called because
those entered
had "so
to
Man Who Turned White."
George M. Cohan — Griffith Players —
jump over a hurdle built of three
"Broken Blossoms."
steps up and three down, placed at Plaza — Rothapfel
Unit
Program —
intervals.
"The
Pursuit of Happiness."
Then a fox trot contest was held New York—
Today—William S. Hart
— "The Money Corral."
called the "Upstairs and Down" contest, danced to the special music
Wednesday — Nazimova — "The Red
written for the picture. The trophy
was the Olive Thomas Loving Cup.
Thursday — Gladys Brockwell —
"The
Divorce Trap."
Lantern."
Kansas City, Mo. — W. L. Shelton,
Friday — Harry Carey — "Riders of
manager of the Ashland, has a "cry- Vengeance." Bryant Washburn —
room" in the house. So many "All Wrong."
mothers brought their babies to his
Saturday — Montagu Love —
theater he found it necessary.
He had a room built in the balcony "Through the Toils."
Sunday — Viola Dana — "Some
lined with heavy plate glass and
equipped with lounging chairs.
Whenever a child cries in the audiNext Week's Features
ence, a slide is flashed upon the
The films at the leading theaters
screen requesting the mother to Bride."
next week will be as follows:
"please take your crying child to the
Strand — Olive Thomas — "Upstairs
cry-room
The slideupstairs."
is shown only for a few
seconds and does not interfere with andRivoli
Down."
— Paramount Special — "The
the picture.
Woman Thou Gavest Me."
The Ashland also> has a large baby
Rialto — Douglas Fairbanks — "The
carriage
Buckaroo."
charge. garage with an attendant in Knickerbocker
George M. Cohan — Griffith Players
— "Broken Blossoms."
Educational Release Red Cross
Broadway — H. B. Warner — "The
Who Turned White."
The new single-reel productions of Man
Plaza — Rothapfel Unit Program —
the American Red Cross are to be
"The Pursuit of Happiness."
released and distributed by the Educational. The new overseas negative
News Weekly Disjust received is being cut and titled. New Angle ontribution
Releases to begin immediately on a
schedule of one reel every other
In behalf of Sergt. Alvin C. York,
week, to be followed later, when the E. A. Kellogg, who signs as secresupply of negative Increases, with a
tary to the Sergeant, has written a
regular weekly
release.
long letter to the New York Evening World protesting the showing
of York, and scenes from his home
town made by Kinograms and distributed byWorld. Kellogg has also
written Kinograms and World demanding that they desist in further
showing the York pictures. Neither
company
tion to theintends
demand.to pay any attenKellogg says Yorks has "hopes of
producing a dignified historic moving picture that he will own 100 per
Kinograms sent a special photogTennessee home
of."rapher to York's
cent secured
and
some unusually interesting shots of his family and the
.surrounding country including the
church of which York is an elder.
Bans Films
Dover, O.— The Town Council has
Harry Reichenbach made his will!
all his gone on record as being opposed to
He bequeathed
yesterday.
movies.
ideas for exploitation to Bert A'Jler. i Sunday

A judgment for $116 has been
tered in the Supreme Court agjsrj
Boris Fcinblatt of Mt. Vernojj
suit of the Interstate Films, It
recover $95 for films sold froraj
12 to April 17 last.

Supreme Court Justice Whit.
has
particulars
by the C(
p'
tiff ordered
in a suit
of Charles
against Jacques Tyrol to reccl
$2,500 over the New York City rig
to "The Burning Question." Cc
sues on a claim of Frederic E. K |
and is directed to tell how he f
the damage at $2,500 and for v
consideration the rights were
signed to Klein.

Supreme Court Justice Weeks
signed an order permitting the It
Prod., Inc., to settle for $250 a i
for personal injuries brought in 9
half of Harry
Shapiro, a boy
was run over by the Jewel e
pany's
automobile
in Brooklyn.

on Oct. 18, 1 '

Jacob Ginsberg has appealer. |t
the Appellate Division of the u
preme Court from the order uph d
ing the complaint of Capt. Frede I
S. Bain, U. S. A., in a suit ag£|s
Ginsberg
for $35,000, before n<

Marmont Returns to Screen 1
Percy Marmont who supportei j
sie Ferguson, Marguerite Clark
Alice Brady in a number of pictji
will play opposite
Alice Joyci
"Vengeance."
THE

UNPARDONABLE

SIN

■

Harry Carson's Big Production
Starring Blanche Sweet
Has a lobby display that will reflr
Neilan's masterful direction which nt
individualize
both story and star. |
On exhibition now in our salesroi:
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

COMPLETE

LINE OF

Supplies and Equipmnet
for STUDIO and THEATR
National
and
Speer
Carbo
MAZDA LAMPS

CHARLES F. CAMPB1J
ALChHa^eDd^fK.fr?N14W.31stSt.,l
THE

BEST PICTURE

REX- LABORATORY (INC.
as
developed
Harry
n< I
ves.
Ask him
andKeeper's
then pi'
remont
I'Mr, for full partieul >

fcBMDSTREET
f FILHDOM

7/feRKOGHIZEB

Authority

)L. VIII. No. 62

Theda's Future

Foreign
Dep't
Formed
Metro Organizes
and Places
Harry

nsettled But Fox Contract Not
Likely to Be Renewed

J. Cohen in Charge — Company
After European Stars

Uthough the Theda Bara-Wm.
x contract has expired, it is unstood that Miss Bara is completa feature for Fox, and that her
ntification with that organization
reaftcr is very much unsettled. It
said that the contract will Preble not be renewed.
i Los Angeles report is to the eft that the contract will be reved. At the Fox offices it was imnble to obtain any information
Stive to the matter.

Metro has organized a foreign department with Harry J. Cohen, until now general representative for
Screen Classics, in charge. Mr.
Cohen will make a European trip
when Mr. Rowland returns from
abroad.
It now develops that Rowland
went abroad to make! arrangements
with foreign stars to appear in productions under American direction.
Metro will build a studio abroad but
the site of this will depend upon observations made by Rowland while
in Europe. Names of the new stars
will be announced later.

kinson Made General Manager
V. E. Atkinson, business manager,
' been made general manager of
tro Pictures Corp. He has just
irned from a nine weeks' swing
bcchanges. Mr. Atkinson assumes
new duties at once and will hana number of details heretofore
pded to by Richard A. Rowland,
sident of the corporation.

Social Workers
To

Famous Canadian Situation
. E. Shatter of Famous Players We couldn't afford to put Maryin Pfckford and Doug Fairbanks
ign department denied yesterday
"When 'Bearat' Went Dry"
I any defiinte arrangements
had
so we picked a wonderful cast of prominent players, and
b completed
for distribution
of
spent a fortune on the production, which is
lous or Paramount
releases in
what really shows on the screen.
Advt.*
ada for the coming season; de[ a report published in a trade
• to the effect that Regal Films,
Select to Apply tor Re-Hearing
had secured distribution, taking
(By IFire to IV ID'S DAILY)
■m the Allen's,
Los Angeles. — The Select attorney
feuer said that the Canadian sithere will apply for a re-hearing on
in had not been settled for the
Anthony Paul Kelly to Collaborate the attempted securing of an injunc; season.
on Script
tion to restrain the exhibition of
Wife" the Clara KimThe first picture to be made by "The ballBetter
Young production.
No. Ill
Eminent Authors Pictures, Inc., will

First

Little Ad Talks

By Jack Alicoate
fpHE Associated Advertising
i Clubs of the World long ago
dopted "Truth" as their motp. There was a time when
lis word was shoved aside by
Ue ad writers. Times have
panged, especially in the film
lidustry. . The successful advertiser tells the truth in his
1 ivertisements. Because i t
[AYS. False statements kill
bnfidence and loss of confience is the forerunner of failIre. Efficient advertising is
,ie surest, quickest, most ecobmical selling force known to
lir imdustry today.

Price 5 Cents

Wednesday, June 4, 1919

Eminent
Authors

Picked

be "The Cup of Fury" by Major
Rupert Hughes now appearing serially in the Red Book.
Yesterday Samuel Goldwyn, Rex
Beach, Major Hughes and Anthony
Paul Kelly were collaborating on
the screen adaptation. Kelly will as,tures.Hughes in preparing it for pic~
sist
Production will be at Culver City.
The cast will be selected from Goldwyn players but the director has not
as yet been selected.

Aid

Producing
Companies
Regarding Types of Social Work

(Special to If ID'S DAILY)
Atlantic City,, N. J. — Orrin G.
Cocks, of The National Board of Review, has been called in by the directors of the National Conference
of Social Work to advise in the selection of pictures now being shown
at the convention. The subjects include child welfare, delinquency,
family problems, mental hygiene,
Americanization and industry. It
has been arranged to show two reels
of pictures following the general
meeting each night on tne Steel Pier.
The National Board plans to form
an advisory committee of social
workers of national prominence who
will be called on to furnish technical
information regarding various types
of social work to the directors of dramatic pictures of the large film manufacturing companies.

Konta, Kirchwey, France and
Selznick Engages Bert Rothe
Michael, local attorneys for Select,
stated yesterday that their Coast
Bert Rothe has been engaged as
lawyer had not received their affi- art and technical director for Selzdavits by Saturday morning when
nick Pictures. Rothe is an art dethe case came up and thus could not
signer of some note and just finished
maintain his arguments. The affida- some designs for prominent Canavits have now reached Los Angeles
dian Cathedrals. He served with
and fortified by these he will at once some of the leading film companies
institute actions for another hearing.
prior to joining Selznick.

First Nation.il Exchange Moving
The local First National exchange
will move from its present quarters
Fox Studio Ceremonies
Friday
at 509 Fifth Ave. to the 11th floor of
William Fox and directors of the the Godfrey Bldg. David P. HoFox Film Corp. will lay the cornei- wells and Export and Import Film
stone of the new studio at 55th and Co. will however remain on the lltn
56th St. at Tenth Ave. on Friday floor. B. S. Moss now located there
has not decided where he will go.
afternoon, 4 o'clock.

June 15 Last Day
You, Mr. Exhibitor, have until June 15 to file your reports
relative to admissions, with the
Internal Revenue Collector of
your district.

iM%

Story of Rugged Woodsmen

PatheNews
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Gives Star Characteristic Role

Mitchell Lewis in

"Jacques of the Silver North"

No. 46
Select
PARIS, FRANCE— The Austrian dele- DIRECTOR
Norval
MacGregor
gation, numbering sixty, arrives to at- AUTHORS,
tend the Peace Conference at Versailles.
Robert
North
Bradbury
and
Frank
Howard
Clark
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.- American and
French autoists compete in a sensational SCENARIO
BY
Robert North Bradbury and
race on Indianapolis Speedway.
Frank Howard Clark
SEATTLE, WASH.— Here the dogs
.Robert
L. Carson
have their day — prize specimens are ex- CAMERAMAN
hibited at the annual show of the North- AS A WHOLE. .... .Drama of the northwest is force=
western Kennel Association.
fully presented; locations an important fac=
ARCHANGEL, RUSSIA— Scenes of the
tor in giving the picture atmosphere.
310th Engineers in the deep snows of
Northern
Russia.
STORY
Conveniently arranged at times, but has
WITLEY CAMP, ENGLAND— Prince of
enough
plot substance to account for a numWales presents colors to four Canadian
ber of impressive situations.
battalions.
NEW YORK CITY— Chinese Ambas- DIRECTION
Brings out the possibilities of the
sador to the United States inspects
action to the full and handles star to the best
advantage.
Chinatown's
Boy
Scouts.
WASHINGTON, D. C— Vice President
Excellent
Marshall pays the tribute of the entire PHOTOGRAPHY
A number of artistic effects
nation to its heroes of '61, '98 and 1918 at LIGHTINGS
Arlington
Cemetery.
Some attractive long shots of
VIOLA, CAL. — First pictures ever CAMERA WORK
taken above an active volcano as a Pathe
mountain country in winter; good all through
cameraman circles in an airplane over STAR
Has the type of character which he is in
Mt. Lassen. Exclusive pictures by Pathe
the habit of portraying;
takes a dominant
News.

a
y
tod

place in the story.
Fritzi Brunette
a pleasing
heroine;
Murdock MacQuarrie and others give the star
adequate assistance.
EXTERIORS
Snow scenes very fine; altogether
one of the production's big assets.
INTERIORS
The usual thing for a story of the
Northwoods.
DETAIL
Calculated to make the characters and
incidents
appear
real; types of woodsmen
accurately drawn.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to offend
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5,760 feet
SUPPORT

Another Repeat Engagement
"The Knickerbocker Buckaroo"
will play the Rialto next week. This
makes the second repeat for the Rialto-Rivoli in a short space of time. AS the self-sacrificing hero of this story of the
Northwest woods, Mitchell Lewis supplies a virile
The Fairbanks film played the Ri- and sympathetic character portrayal. There is less
voli only last week.
brutality and more human appeal in "Jacques of the
Silver North" than has been found in some of the
Borzage to Direct Fred Stone
star's
recent offerings : but here, as in the past, much
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
of the interest of the production depends upon the
Los Angeles. — Frank Borzage will faithful depiction of primitive men in a wild country.
direct Fred Stone in his first indeThe mountain scenes, in both winter and summer,
pendent production "Billie Jim" from are frequently superbly picturesque and the full beauty
the Jackson Gregory srory.
of the locations has been reproduced through the best
sort of photography. The cameraman showed good
Exhibitors Form Association
judgment in the selection of angles for long shots,
Oklahoma City, Okla. — The exhi- lightings are helpful in giving the scenes atmosphere
bitors of Oklahoma have banded together under the name of Theater and every now and again there is some striking tone
Owners and Managers Association to effect that gives the him the quality of an art comprevent the showing or salacious and position.
objectionable pictures, prevent adverse legislation and work for the
betterment of the industry as a
Box Office Analysis
whole.
Winter
pictures,
containing
a
lot
of
snow stuff are
Ralph Talbot of Tulsa, Okla., has
been elected president; Thomas H. generally conceded to be appropriate for summer enBoland, Oklahoma City, vice-presitertainment. "Jacques of the Silver North" most asdent; A. B. Momand, Shawnee, secsuredly comes under this head. If you are in the habit
retary; George Poulard, Guthrie,
of
making
a
fuss
about your theater being a cool place
treasurer.
to spend a hot day. you can contribute to the impression you are trying to create by showing a bunch of
stills of the snow scenes in this production.
Under the words: "The coolest place in town," you
might run a line inviting folks to come inside and
take a trip to the Northwoods with Mitchell Lewis. Or
in large type "KEEP COOL!
You won't need a fan

There is little danger of over estimating the im
anee of the scenic investiture in a production of:
type, for it helps materially in placing an aud
in the mood of the drama.
Director MacGregoi
the most of the possibilities in this respect.
Mitchell Lewis is not, of course, the convent
hero. The qualities of personality that justify]
stellar prominence — ruggedness, force and an a'
to indicate the gentleness of a strong man in de;
with the weak — demand a certain type of stoi
which "Jacques of the Silver North" is a very
example. Lewis is permitted to render a great/
rice for the woman he loves: then, with calm 1
nation, to pass out of her life that she may live u
turbed with the man she has chosen for a partn
In giving an idea of the character of Jacqun
Canuck trapper, a sub-title states that he combine
gentleness of a baby and the ferocity of a wolf.
Bis tenderness is lavished on Fritzi Brunette, a N
Woods girl who trusts him implicitly. A fugitiv
the point of being captured by the mounted p
seeks refuge in Fritzi's room. She hides him
secret compartment under the floor until there |
chance for him to make a get-away, and Lewis
cause of his devotion to the girl, assists in shie
the stranger.
Boon after this, the plot takes a turn that is
too plausible. While on a hunting expedition, I
having left Mitch to follow a separate trail, lose
way and enters a rough dance hall where the pre
tor, Murdock MacQuarrie, mistakes her for a di
he is expecting. Subjected to insults which pr<j
to become yet more unbearable, the girl appeal!
some real man to protect her.
C. A. Van Auker, the fugitive she had aided,
pen
to be topresent.
Remembering
kinc
he acomes
her rescue,
announcing Fritzi's
that she
girl and that they are going to be married. Thi
through with the ceremony, then separate with tb
derstanding
that Van Auker will have the marriag;
nulled.
After a time he changes his mind, visits F)
father to claim his bride and the argument ends'
a fight in which the old man is killed. The onlj!
left by the murderer is a button torn from his
Mitch and Fritzi set out to find the owner of the;
ton, visiting the dance hall where the girl imperso
a dancer. Van Auker kidnaps her and heads fd
mountain cabin, followed by Mitch. This chase,
dog teams struggling through deep snow, provide!
of the best parts of the picture. Eventually, the
band is killed by wolves, and the way is ope
Fritzi to marry a youth with whom she has fall
love.
The cast includes Edward Hearne, James <9
James McDowell and Fred Mack.

The Sort of Scenes that Folks Like to Look at On a Hot Day

A Double Bill
Any Feature
and a

Christie Special

Without doubt it will outdraw a five reel feature
because of its human interest elements.
Room

214 Strand Theatre Bldg.
New York

for the Exhibitor
if you visit the Blank Theater and go through a
zard with Mitchell Lewis in 'Jacques of th<L
North'." Providing you go in for lobby decor,
it would be possible to rig up a tent with some \
effects, placing a fake thermometer pointing t
zero mark in a conspicuous position.
In connection with the story use catchlines ref
to Platonic love. Ask, for instance: "What is
definition of Platonic love? See what this pur
emotions means to Mitchell Lewis in 'Jacques 1
Silver North'." Or: "Is Platonic love a myth
fact? Don't try to answer the question until yoi
seen Mitchell Lewis in 'Jacques of the Silver N<

It is positively the gi
est idea yet conceivi
draw people to a the
Telephone:
Bryant 6213

tMH
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Cuts And Flashes

lZ~U)^{^
fill No. 62

Price 5 Cent*

Frank Keenan due from the Coast
to-day for 10 days.

Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Y.,
and
INC. by WID'S FILMS

Martin J. Quigley, editor of Exhibitors Herald,
business
trip. is here for a ten days'
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fright 1919,
Published
pItYork,
N.
FOLKS,

Elizabeth
Peterson handling publicity for Virginia Pearson Prod.

. f'Wid") Gunning, President and Treas, Lynde Denig, Editor; Ben H. Grimm,
Vivian Martin has started work on
jciate Editor; Joseph Dannenberg, Vicelident and Managing Editor; J. W. Ali"Louisiana" by Frances Hodgson
Burnett.
e, Secretary and Business Manager.
;red as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
le post office at New York, N. Y., under
act of March 3, 1879.
Percy Marmont will appear in two
ns (Postage free) United States, Outside more subjects with Alice Joyce for
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 Vitagraph.
ths, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,

ft

Subscribers should remit with order
ress
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Angeles
Office: 605-606-607 Wright
&
ender Bldg., Telephone
Broadway
3889.
[ywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
onal Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
phone, Hollywood 1603.

Many New Picture Companies
'he Evening World says that mo1 picture concerns anu automobile
apanies are competing for second
:e in the number of firms incorated in Albany. Candy corporals hold first place.
Censor in Panama
la — The Mayor of Panama
■ ordered the censorship of movfpicture shows and cabarets. The
er requires the presence of a
pber or a representative of the
rd of censors at all performances.
Jmith,
arrv
Id P.
Ihave
Cross

Panic resulting from a fire during
a picture show in Valence-SurRhonc, France, resulted in 80 deaths.
Harry Harris, Universal cameraman broke his leg when a stand from
which he was shooting a mob scene
at Universal City collapsed.
Louis Bennison's "High Pockets"
has been postponed from July 1 to
August 15. After that will come
"Lord Jim."
"The Law of Nature," the seven
reel special distributed by. Arrow
opened Sunday at the Belasco,
Washington, for a week's run. The
elaborate staging of the picture was
arranged for by E. K. Fox's Exchange, which has the handling of
the picture for the entire south.

Rohlfs Joins Hodkinson
J. G. Rohlfs, Jr., who for two years
has been assistant to the Comptroller of Goldwyn, has joined the W.
Howells' London Man
W. Hodkinson organization, becomR. Smith will represent
ing manager of that company's NewHowells in London. Ofark, N. )., office. Mr. Rohlfs has
been opened at 29a Char- been an inside executive in the moRoad.
tion picture business for many years
receiving his first experience in the
auditing department of the old Mutual organization.
«
Rohlfs, upon leaving Goldwyn
was presented with a handsome desk
set by his most recent associate. In
Goldwyn he was the organizer of the
Goldwyn Club, the internal social
organizatiori of that company. In
Newark Rohlfs succeeds L. H. Petitt.

Wanted $80,000
For Insurance on Theater But Police
Step In
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Allentown, Pa. — Incendiarism and
blackmail are said to be back of an
arson charge preferred by direction
of District Attorney Richard W.
Iobst on which warrants were served
on Frank Emmett proprietor of the
Regent and Frank Wernett, a former
employee.
The warrants issued by Alderman
Bovver, allege these two with divers
others conspired to and did burn the
Lyceum, for the purpose of collecting insurance amounting to $80,000.
The fire occurred three years ago.
The insurance was not paid. The
case for a long time baffled the best
detective talent of tne state fire marshal and the insurance companies.
About two months ago, a former
employee of Emmett, sick and down
and out, called on District Attorney
Iobst as an old lawyer friend ,and
made certain revelations.
The case was placed by the District Attorney in the hands of City
Detective Jacob Nixon who, it is
said, secured a number of sworn confessions. Nixon is away making further investigations and a telegram
states he made a third arrest at Emmittsburg, Md.
Emmett, who in his dealing with
movie men in New York and Philadelphia, is said to have posed as a
millionaire, secured $10,000 bail after
having been in jail four hours. Wernett has been unable to secure a
bondsman.
Wernett in jail received an anonymous letter that he would be well
taken care of it he refused to talk.
He at once turned tne letter over to
the warden to be handed to the district attorney.

was
produced.
will be
shown atAfter
one aof "try
the out"
Broad-it
way theaters.
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INSURE

Mayflower
Photo Play Co.
[Watch this Space for Others]

Our country was never more prosperous — the theatrical and
motion picture business present wonderful opportunities for the
coming year but THINK! — arc you protected? — Adequate insurance WILL protect you from any contingency — But don't put it
off until tomorrow — Our advice is yours for the asking and we
are as close to you as your phone.

■ two weeks more and you can
M Elmo Lincoln in "Elmo, the
JBy."
lerial. A full meal, not a break-

Reuben
•

Jnrurance
Phone John

AMUELS
ERVICE

80 Maiden
54115 - 5426

Hollywood Studios Ready
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Hollywood, Cal.— The Hollywood
Studios, Inc., are practically ready
to handle independent productions.
Kaufman

Sails This Month

Captain "Al" Kaufman of Famous
Players expects to sail sometime this
month to take charge of the big
production organization for Famous
Players in London.
Atkinson Moves
Chicago.— The offices of N. A. M.
P. I. Field Secretary Sam Atkinson
have been moved from 207 So. Wabash Ave. to the Century Bank Building on State St., in the offices occupied by the Illinois Exhibitors Alliance.
Keller Film for Broadway

The Shubert's will present the
Helen Keller feature "Deliverance"
in which the noted blind author appears, at one of their Broadway
Foreign Rights Sold
houses for an indefinite run, beginning in the early future. George
Argus Enterprises, producers of
Foster Piatt directed.
Robert H. McLaughlin's "The
Later it is understood the feature
House
Without
Children"
announce
try.
the sale of the entire foreign rights will
be sent' on tour, showing at the
to International Photoplay Dist.
Shubert houses throughout the counThe initial showing of "The House
Without Children" will take place at
the Colonial, Cleveland, where it

THINK!
S&Y$:

Gee! Arthur Kane's got a big office. Wonder what he's going to do
with it?

Lane

- 54Z7 - 5428
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L1THO.
CORP.
406 W. 31»tSt. Phone Chtlsea 8388
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KINOGRAMS
WOMEN

IN G. O. P. SESSION— Republican national executive committee
meets in Washington and finds itself
co-educational.
HONOR THE NATION'S HEAD— Impressive ceremonials are held at Battery
Park, in New York, and at Arlington
National Cemetery.
CHANGES PLANES IN MID AIR—
Lieutenant Eocklear, acrobatic aviator,
has another lucky day and performs for
great New York throngs.
SWEETEST PEACE IN OHIO — A Kinogram journey to the bee farm of the biggest honey plant in the world, at Medina,
Ohio.
WEST POINTERS AT POEO— "Blues
and Reds" in first clash after revival of
army's favorite game as a pastime of
peace days.
ELECTION BET WALK OVER— Chicagoans who guessed wrong on mayoralty race reach New York at end of transcontinental hike.
NAVY WINS AMERICAN HENLEY—
Crew from U. S. naval oeademy, first
time in contests since war started, takes
Schuylkill
classic.
OPEN EASTERN YACHTING SEASON— Scores of small speed boats take
to the water in first events held since
the beginning of the war.
LAUNCH FIVE SHIPS IN ONE DAY
— Great crowds turn out at Hog Island,
Pa., to see latest additions to Yankee
fleet take the ways.

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES
H amnions Sails June 9
Earl W. Hammons of Educational
Films will sail from the other side on
June 9 on board the Nieuw Amsterdam.

afe<Pt

DAILY
Buck Bill Situation

Censors Overruled

Putting It Over

Chicago — The Judiciary Conn
tee has reported the Illinois s
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Here is how a brother exhibcensorship bill out of committee,
itor put his show over. Bend
Philadelphia, Pa. — Judge Patter- it is expected it will go to the He
son in the Common Pleas Court has
this week. With but 12 working (
along your ideas. Let the other
filed a decision overruling the State left and a mass of bills to pass, ra
fellow
know how you cleaned
Board of Censors with regard to
up.
hoped the Buck bill will be «
"Auction of Souls," and the big First tracked. However, in case it {
National production will be started to the Governor a committee wil!
Chicago — Manager Keane, of the in one of the Stanley houses imme- to Springfield to take the mattei
diately for an indefinite run.
with Governor Lowden.
Band Box, has monopolized the colIn his decision Judge Patterson
umns of the Tribune, Herald-Exam- pointed out among other things, that
iner and News in blazing the trail the production was of a "highly eduTHE
WHITE
HEATHER
Lucky
for the engagement of "When Doccational character."
Maurice Tourneur's new produc
tion has a very beautiful lobb
mand. tors Disagree" with Mabel Nordisplay that i6 in keeping wit
An advance teaser campaign,
this English - Scotch romanti
drama.
The display reflects th
The
Virginia
Pearson
Company
showing a pen ana ink cartoon of
production in every detail.
Mabel Normand as she appears in left last night- for Lake George to
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.
the new play first challenged curios- take exteriors for "Impossible Cathity. Next came a half-page ad with
erine" Miss Pearson's next. J. H.
character portraits of the star and Gilmour and William B. Davidson
scene stills arranged on either side will have important roles.
Next week Miss Pearson will stage
of peppery copy, which read, in
part: "I ought to be ashamed — the a polo game at Gedney Farms. She
will
play in the game.
way I cut-up in my new picture!
i REFINED
LETTERINBut I never had so much fun in my
! APPROPRIATE
ILLUSTRATE
life. All those old doctors and deacons had it coming, didn't they? I
THE EUREKA SCREEN
fixed |'em — and when I chewed to- m
bacco and got sick on the train and =
PHONE W.
BRYANT
8973.
now used in
145
45T^ST.
swiped the oranges and got in love
—well, I wont blame you if you say
LOEWS
CIRCLE, PLAZA
I'm the worst cut-up in the world I
and 86th St. Theatres
after you see my latest
picture,
'When Doctors Disagree.' (Signed)
COMMERCIAL
; The screen that does away with
MABEL NORMAND."
^=
eye strain and distortion.
Shows
DEVELOPING
This "human interest" copy scored
5 exterior and nautical
scenes in
a ten-strike with playgoers. Accordnatural colors
and PRINTING
ing
Keane
it
helped
to
draw
fine
to
business.

TITLES

ERNEST STERN

Big Business for Warner Film
(
The Warner film "The Man Who
Milwaukee, Wis.— The Whitehouse =
Turned White" did $1,600 the first here did some interesti
ng stunts
day the picture ran at the Broadwhen it played William Desmond in
way.
"Mints of Hell," Robertson-Cole.
A number of cut-outs from the
Clark Reaches Sydney
paper supplied by Exhibitors MuHorace T. Clark, who has been
tual were used as part of the lobby
traveling, for some time in the Orient
in the interests of David P. Howells, display. Three big stuffed polar
used by furriers' establishwrites that he has reached his home, bears, ments
were placed in the lobby and
Sydney, at last.
a number of pictures of "Bill" Desmond as he appears on the three
sheet in an arctic costume were scat"Destiny" on U. B. O. Time
tered around.
"Destiny" the new Dorothy PhilThen a number of rocks were
lips film, has been booked on U. B.
O. time for New York state. The picked up, gilted with gold paint and
strewn
over the sidewalk in front of
film will play houses that change
the theater. Passers-by on the optheir program twice weekly.
posite side of the street were attracted by this display and upon
crossing discovered what it was all
"Mickey" on Broadway
about.
W. H. will play "Mickey" on
Broadway this fall. They are claimThe financial outlay was insigniing an innovation in booking a film
ficant and while the stunt was not a
for a big run after it has played all world beater, it attracted some attenover town in small houses.
tion.

EUREKA

SCREEN CO.

17 W. 42d St., New

York

FILM

DEVELOPING

COR

LABORATORIES

UniteD
PICTURE THEATRES

OF Xmerica

STOCK
FOR
SALE
AT

Howells Handling Equipment
Dayid P. Howells has organized an
accessory department to handle complete equipment for any part of the
world. The new service includes besides projection equipment, chairs,
slides, automatic ticket sellers, etc.

Selznick Feature at Strand

"Upstairs and Down" the first of
the Selznick product will play the
Strand next week.

Hutchison on New Serial
Charles Hutchison under long
term contract with Western Photoplays will appear in that firm's new
serial to be started probably in August. Joseph A. Golden will direct
Put it down in your date book —
the production which will be in 15 St. Louis, June 25-28; first meeting
of M. P. E. of America.
episodes.

MUCH LESS

THE BEST
PICTURE
to make
money
Mast

have

a perfect
negative

develo|l

REX LABORATORY (INC.
ha*
nr i
tlves. developed
Ask
himHarryand Keeper'!
then
ph
Tremont
1995 for full particuli.

CAMERAMAN

(New Outfit) at your t#
EXCLUSIVE j

F, I.A, T,
RUSH

LABORAT0I
FOR LANGu*
TITLES*
ALL

WORK

Film developed and delivered In

THAN

QUOTED PRICE
Apply

Wid's
by MailDaily
to Box 40

TITLE

"-■>
B'LD'G. 220 w|
ijf CANDLER
ILLU/TRATIO

tfBftADSTREET
F FILMDOM

7/f<?RKOCHIZED

Authority

L. VIII. Xo. 63

Price 5 Cents

Thunday, June 5, 1919

Another Unit

Nazimova Signs

Katherine
Macdonald
Heads
Her
Own Company — To Appear in
Six During Year
Closely following Jhe release of

Continue With Metro Until End
f 1921— To Make About Six
Yearly
izimova signed a two-year con; with Metro yesterday mornon a birthday anniversary,

the Paramount-Artcraft special "The
Woman Thou Gavcst Me" comes
the news that Katherine Macdonald,
who plays the lead and title role in
that production, has formed her
own producing company, and will
make six special features during the
coming year under her own management, to be released by B. P.
Fineman. The transaction was arranged between Fineman and Sam E.
Rork, one of the executives of the
(Continued on Page 2)

present agreement with that corfion runs until the end of the
pnt
thus under
newshe year,
will andremain
with theMetro
nd of 1921.
mediately after signing the conto which Richard A. Rowland
flixed his signature before sailfor Europe, Nazimova and
es Bryant, her husband, left
e Coast.
will probably make six a year
.gh under Metro's newly aned production policy-, no time
will be placed on the making

Miss
Minter's Plans
Mary Miles Minter has not yet de-

cided just what she will do in the
future. This is sure, before she
finally signs a contract she will rest
up in Atlantic City where with her
mother she will go this week. Mrs.
Selby said that nothing would be
done regarding Mary's new contract
for the immediate present. The Selby's have taken a residence in upper
Fifth Ave. for the remainder of their
stay in the East.

f of its product.
"The Brat"
ompletcd
before Xazimova
left
ew York j
Hgning of Nazimova for two
years with Metro finally disof all rumors that have been
t about her future. Innumerports have come from Los Anfhat she had signed with the
pour." At one time a report
e had signed with United Picrought forth an indignant de
om Richard Rowland.
Williams in "The Wolf"
: Williams will appear in "The
Eugene
Walter's
e released
in thebigfall.success,

And

This is Vangie Valentine who plays
"BLOSSOM"
with whom "Bear-Cat"
is in love.
in
for whom, he kills and destroys and reforms
"When

'Bear-Cat'

Dry"

Advt.1

Buys "Pollyanna" CpenFilms
Sold Singly
Market Booking for Eminent

Mrs. Pickford Secures Play for
Mary — Jack's Future Undecided
Parsons Leave for Coast
Mrs. Charlotte Pickford stated yesng Bill" Parsons and "Billie"
terday that she had secured "Pollyhis wife, left yesterday for
igcles.
anna" for' picturization by Mary. As
noted, "Hop O' My Thumb" has already been secured.
No. 112
Jack Pickford is expected East,
but it is not quite definitely known
when he will arrive. r.lrs. PickBy Jack Alicoate
ford said that his future plans are
not all decided, that First National
OUGH the columns of
has an option to make three addiIflD'S DAILY advertisers
tional pictures and that as yet this
reach efficiently and with
had not been determined.
Mary Pickford may come to New
Itch a clientele of unquesYork. She has been made "Little
d purchasing power, — the
Sister" of the Navy and has been
nen of the industry. It is
asked to come from the Coast to
fheir
desks
bright
and
take part in forthcoming celebrations.
every morning and is

ittle Ad Talks

£> by them. View WID'S
t-Y from any angle and
lannot escape its compelpdvertising power.

Went

Keenan Here
Frank Keenan arrived in NewYork yesterday for a short stay. He
is stopping at the Knickerbocker.

Authors — Series if Desired
The Eminent Authors productions
will be sold on the open booking
policy.
Under the plan, exhibitors
can book as they please. If they
want one Hughes, Atherton, Rinehart, etc., they can get it or if they
want to book the series they can do
so.

New Department for Goldwyn
Ralph Block of Goldwyn wilf
shortly organize what he will call a
Bureau of Photography, the head of
which will have comp:ete charge of
all the photographs, cuts, etc. The
duties will include pranning lay-outs
for different publications supplied
with material by Goldwyn.
Griffith Returns

D. W. Griffith returned to NewYork yesterday from Columbus, O.,
where he met the directors of the
Methodist Church Centenary and
conferred with them on the subject
of introducing motion pictures into
Goldwyn is particularly emphatic the churches.
in saying that this distribution plan
While absent from New York he
applies to Eminent Authors only. personally directed the presentation
Nothing has been said regarding dis- of "Broken Blossoms" in Philadeltribution of the Goldwyn star picphia, Boston and Chicago. He retures.
turns to the coast this week.
Metro Sales Meet
Metro sales force will meet at the
Astor June 19-21. \V. E. Atkinson
will meet the men as general manager for the first time.
New Sunshine Comedy
Sunshine Film is producing
'Trouble Inn," Emil Harder directrtr. Distribution is state rights.

Remember

the Date

The time — June

25-28.

The place— St. Louis, Statler Hotel.
- first annual
The occasion —
meeting of M. P.
ica.
E. of Amer-

Thursday, June 5, 1919

Films
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afcfpfc
Burn

Another Unit

Eighty-three canisters of films
were destroyed on Broadway, Brooklyn, early Tuesday morning, when
To'. VIII No. 63 Thursday, June 5, 1919
Price 5 Cents caught in the backfire of an automobile owned by the Prudential Film
Delivery, which was collecting them
Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks, from various theaters for return to
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St, exchanges.

New York, N. Y., by WID'S
FILM FOLKS, INC.

FILMS

(Continued from Page 1)
Macdonald Corp. First release to be
made this Fall.
Miss Macdonald's career in motion pictures has been unique. About
a year ago she was comparatively
unknown. The first real opportunity was afforded her when William
S. Hart selectd her to play the leading role opposite him in "Shark
Monroe." Her work attracted attention and she was immediately reengaged to play opposite Hart in
"Riddle Gawne." Following this,
she played opposite Douglas Fairbanks in "Headin' South."
"Miss Macdonald's producing organization is a noteworthy one,"
says Fineman. In addition to. the executives, Charles E. Evans and Sam
E. Rork. Colin Campbell, the director, is well rememTjered. Thomas
Meighan, who plays opposite Miss
Macdonald in the first production
has a considerable following, while
others in the cast are Forrest Stanley, Adda Gleason, Spottiswoode Aitken, Master Breezy Reeves, and
others.
Fineman himself was a member of
the Famous Players organization
until very recently. It is understood
that he was largely instrumental in
the inauguration of the Exploitation
Department, which is to be a feature of the Paramount-Artcraft distributing plan for the next season.

and

Lincoln in Specials
t. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Ben H. Grimm,
Elmo Lincoln of "Tarzan" fame
Associate Editor; Joseph Dannenberg, VicePresident and Managing Editor; J. W. Ali- has been secured by the Great Westcoate, Secretary and Business Manager.
ern Prod. Co. to make specials for
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, the next two yeears, to be released
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
through
Universal. He has just finthe act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
ished "Elmo the Mighty," a serial.
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
Kaiser's Life to be Filmed
120.00.
Berlin cables are to the effect that
Subscribers should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St,., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889.
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
felephone, Hollywood 1603.

Big House at Niagara Falls

M. Harden, editor of a prominent
paper, has decided to make a film
portraying certain phases of the life
of the former Kaiser.
Irving to Direct Olive Thomas
George Irving is directing Olive
Thomas in her newest Select production at the Biograph studio. This
will not affect his work with the
Harry Raver 4 star organization, as
he is working only on one special
for Select.

{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Niagara Falls, N. Y. — The Arcade
Theater Co., owners of the Cataract
have closed a deal whereby they will
Goldwyn's Trip Unsettled
erect a 3,000 seat house on Falls St.
Samuel Goldwyn's European trip
A. C. Hayman will leave for New is as yet unsettled. He will go
York to secure ideas, etc., for the abroad but there are several matters
new house.
regarding the domestic policy of the
company that must be settled. It is
believed that one of these is r
Merit Secures Frohman Comedies
ing distribution.
■
Merit Film has secured rights to
New York City and State of the
Avoiding Legal Difficulties
Mack Swain and Texas Guinan comC. E. Shurtleff whose company
edies, as well as the rights to the controls rights to the Jack London
Guinan five reeler to be produced stories has arranged with Famous
by Frohman.
Players regarding the rights to certain Jack London works which they
owned. In allowing them the right
to film "The Sea Wolf" over again.
Famous release all rights to "Smoke
Bellew," "Burning Daylight," "John
Barleycorn," "Martin Eden," "Valley
of the Moon" and "Odessy of the

I

Ingersoll With Eminent Authors

Regarding the 15 million Sta |

incorp.
Jules Mastbaum
"'|
new
company
will have nosays:
exchail
for the selling or leasing of I
tures."
Shades of 42nd St. Ncj
Alpha in Bankruptcy
Judge District
Augustus
N. has
Handappoi
of
Federal
Court
James A. Brady receiver for the|
pha Lithographic Co., Inc., 263
Ave.
Bond $5,000. _ No asset
filed.
liabilities indicated in the pet

George Ingersoll has joined Goldwyn and
will do He
publicity
for Eminent Authors.
has been
with
Charles Frohman and before that
Famous Sales Meetings Hel
with publishing companies. There
There were a number of Fail
will probablv be additions to the
Eminent Authors staff as production Players sales meeting held all
the country this week by dii
plans mature.
managers at which all the salesand branch managers attended. ;
To Test Sunday Law
one in New York was finishel
Hillsdale, Mich. — Motion picture Tuesday. Al Lichtman preside
theaters have opened up Sunday, de- the meeting at which the New
spite warnings served by Mayor
and Buffalo territory was inclul
O'Hanlon and the City Attorney.
Other meetings were held at
Ministers insist that the case be
Pittsburg, Atlanta and
Shurtleff is preparing to start the fought. Theater owners want the Angeles,
cago.
law tested.
first
of the London productions.
North."

The Most Important
Comedy
Release
of the Ye
ar

{J
M
jj

JOHNNY D00LEY |
in his two-reel
"Super Features"

J

Details of distribution will be
announced when completed.

If your patrons want entertainment
— WITH THRILLS — give them
Ed-die Polo in a Cyclone Smith Picture. Eight in the Series. Eight tworeel KNOCKOUTS.

==
^=

JOHNNY D00LEY FILM COMEDIES, Inc. I
Longacre
Building

New

^s

York

=

C. L, BACH
President

£

0£to!
look at Pictures
before booking

them;— the Public look
at the Posters before
ORS
B
Ick
s.TPowerngHti
etI
yiX
buE
ful Posters produce
packed auditoriums.
Our Posters are

RITCHEY
powerful !
L1THO.
406 W. 3 1st St.

CORP.
Phone Chelsea 83U
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uys All Essanays

jr Kremer Closes Deal With
Spoor — For State Rights
tor Kremer has closed a deal
Beorge
K. Spoor whereby
he
res the entire Essanay
cata"formerly handled by General,
pictures which include 60 feaand hundreds of short subjects
ie state righted,
mer will offer the subjects with
ms in a series.
The first will
t on the market August 1. He
nake his headquarters in Chiand leaves on Saturday
for
Angeles
from
where
he will
the entire west.
Later he will
a trip through Canada and then
in Chicago.
Metro Versus Goldwyn
tro will play Goldwyn for basehonors
on Saturday
in Van
indt Park.
Johnny North will
for Metro.
Merrick Back
L. Merrick, of Exhibitors Muhas just returned from a tour
th up-state New York.
[says that in the nine towns
:d since the Governor signed
cal option bill, each one opened
a Robertson-Cole film, five of
lising "The Turn in the Road."
paps "Daddy" for 10 Acts
ising,
Mich. — "Daddy
Long
| was booked to replace 10 acts
deville at the Bijou, by ManDeWald.
"A Damsel in Distress"
new Wodchouse serial runn the Sat. Eve. Post has been
:d by the Capellani Prod. June
|e and Creighton Hale will cothe production. George Ariaud will direct.
Wodehouse
ani.Oh Boy" also produced by

ANK

BEAL

DIRECTING

(
==

iladys Brockwell j§|
Fox West Coast Studios =

lager Now
Employed
Jen For
Proposition
o MANAGE Theatre
Fo Lease
Theatre
Ir to buy in on a Theatre
iictureg, Vaudeville or Both
A LIVE WIRE AND CAN PROVE IT
lless A.

B. C,

Care

Story is Slight But Characterization Is True in Griffith Picture
D. W. Griffith

Presents

"True Heart Susie"
Artcraft
DIRECTOR
D. W. Griffith
AUTHOR
Marion
Fremont
CAMERAMAN
G. W. Bitzer
AS A WHOLE
Very slight plot forces the picture
to depend almost entirely on characterization
for interest and appeal.
STORY
True in its treatment of the marriage
theme; the climax bringing the death of the
pleasure-loving wife seems forced.
DIRECTION
Marked by the finely sympathetic
touches to be expected in a Griffith produc
tion.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent; some of the pasto=
ral scenes are works of art.
LIGHTINGS
Soft and natural
CAMERA WORK
Up to Bitzer's standard which
is high, but once in a while there is a tendency to overdo the "soft focus" effect.
PLAYERS
Lillian Gish gives touchingly expres=
sive portrayal of the simple hearted country
girl; Robert Harron scores as the minister;
others are of secondary importance.
EXTERIORS
Country
locations that could not
well be excelled.
INTERIORS
In keeping
with the story
DETAIL
Always accurate in the costuming of
village characters and in giving the situa=
tions the appearance of lifelikeness.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Heart interest drama
dealing with rural types; occasional
inter=
ludes of natural comedy.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
6,213 feet
FUNDAMENTALLY, Marion Fremont's story of
"True Heart Susie" is excellent, because it is true
and sincere and pertinent to modern life and character. That a small Indiana town happens to have been
chosen as the locale and that the people portrayed are
products of their environment does not necessarily
localize the theme. In the city or the country the
same thing is constantly happening — a man marries
the wrong girl, while the right girl waits patiently
with tears in her eyes and a breaking heart.
The trouble here is that there is not enough plot
substance to balance properly a production of this
length. At times the picture drags, not through any
deficiencies on the part of the players, or any short-

man for special campaign and
Book work. Apply with sam-

f\» Manager,
Goldwyn
Pictures Corp.
469 Fifth
Avenue

coinings in the direction, rather owing I" a lack of
variety in the action. The thinness of the 1» 1 < » 1 makes
necessary the too frequent repetition of scenes that
in their meaning and expression of emotion are virtually the same. In more? abbreviated form, "True
Heart Susie'' might easily have become a masterpiece
(if screen character action. At presenl it suggests an
ideal short story expanded
to novel length.
it is doubtful if there has been any photoplay giving a deeper and kindlier insight into the heart of a
Simple country girl, and most assuredly Lillian Gish
presents the character of Susie with great appeal.
Her philosophy of life is so simple and beautiful.
She
Loves, and to her love means sacrifice and an abiding
faith in the ultimate goodness of things.
Any of you who have seen Miss dish in a role of
this sort know how perfectly she imparts life and feeling to a screen figure, and then there is Bobby Harron. who with manlike egotism and self centered ODtuseness accepts the devotion of the little girl who
loves him. Also, with manlike folly, he is fascinated
by the first silk-stockinged flirt that rolls her eyes
at him. He actually fancies that she will make a satisfactory wife.
Even in their schooldays, when Bobby and Lillian
were sweethearts, the girl was ready to help. At the
outset there is a delightfully acted scene when the
girl passes her classmate in a spelling match and then
tries to make amends because Bobby's pride is hurt.
And how happy she is when they carve their initials
side by side in the bark of a tree.
The boy's ambition is to go to college, but his
father is unable to send him. Keeping the sacrifice
a secret and making it appear that the money has
come from another source, Lillian accumulates the
tuition fee, even at the sacrifice of the family cow.
Bobby returns with a cute little mustache and an education. He becomes pastor of the village church and
Lillian writes in her diary about their approaching
marriage.
(Marine Seymour is the flashily dressed, painted and
powdered young milliner who spoils her dream, although Bobby has assured her that men marry the
simple kind. As a wife, Clarine is "just a trifle unfaithful" and anything but domestic. After a period
of unhappiness, the flighty little fun-loving creature
dies from a cold caught on one of her surreptitious
escapades and the way is cleared for the union of the
childhood sweethearts.
The conclusion is permissible from an audience viewpoint, granting the desirability of a happy ending, but
artistically it does not ring quite true.
The cast includes Loyola O'Connor, Walter Higby,
Kate Bruce and Raymond Cannon.

Name of Producer Is Enough to Assure Patronage

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Use the name of Griffith in front of your theater
and give it big type in all of your printed publicity.
Then make as much as you can of the fact that both
Lillian Gish and Robert Harron are in the cast. In
this instance they are not billed as stars, but each has
come to mean more to the public than many players
who are boosted as a picture's chief asset. If you
played "A Romance of Happy Valley" you may judge
pretty accurately the tone of this production and the
style of characterization offered by the leading players.
Catchlines: "Does it pay for a girl to be simple and
true? The little country maid in 'True Heart Susie'
thought so — but — see D. W. Griffith's appealing story
of a plain girl." Another one: "What wins a husband
and what holds him? See how these questions are
answered in D. W. Griffith's 'True Heart ■Susie'."

As already mentioned, "True Heart Susie" is prolonged beyond the needs of the story material and
may be criticised on that score, but that does not
mean that the picture is seriously jeopardized as a
box office success. Its commendable features, in the
human treatment of an interesting theme and in the
really fine characterization, are compensation enough.
Nobody is going to leave your theater without feeling
that the time has been well spent.
Effective exploitation in a case of this kind is comparatively simple. In many neighborhoods it is not
necessary to do much more than announce a new production by D. W. Griffith to assure patronage. This
never was truer than at the present time when the
fame of the director's recent masterpiece, "Broken
Blossoms" is being heralded throughout the country.
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The theatre that
shows it will be the
most popular one in
town.
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Coast Brevities
Hollywood, Cal. — Cecil De Mille
has selected Bebe Daniels to play a
sensational role in "The Admirable
Crichton." The cast includes Lila
Lee. Thomas Meighan plays leading male role opposite Gloria Swanson. He replaces Elliott Dexter who
is suffering from a nervous breakdown.
Miller's New Company
A. Lincoln Miller ,the writer, has
launched a new company and announces he will build one of most
modern studios on the coast. Miller
has secured the services of Craig
Hutchinson as Director-General for
his first venture. Harry Gribbon,
featured with Sennett, Keystone and
Sunshine comedies, and Dave Morris
formerly with Biograph, have been
signed as stars.
Cabanne With Neilan
Christie Cabanne is working at the
Lois Weber studio where he is directing a series of pictures under
the general supervision of Marshall
Neilan.
Discontinues Spokane Exchange
Spokane, Wash. — Universal has
discontinued operation of their exchange here. The business will be
handled from the Seattle and Portland offices. W. Potter, who was
manager here, will havei a berth in
the Portland office.
Robertson-Cole Stars Busy
Bessie Barriscale is now making
"The Wife of Michael'" by Kathleen Norris under direction of Henry
Kolker.
Howard Hickman ill.
William Desmond is filming "A
Sage Brush Hamlet" with Park
Frame directing.
Sessue Hayakawa is producing
"The Gray Horizon" with William
Worthington directing.
Henry B. Warner's next will be
"Pagan God" with Jesse D. Hampton directing.
Newman to Open
Kansas City, Mo. — Frank L. Newman will open his new house, the
Newman Theater tomorrow night.
It is one of the show palaces of the
city.

Putting It Over

DAILY
In the Courts

The fact that the Master Drama
Features, Inc., has been unable to recover anything on its judgment
against the Mammoth Film Corp.
and Franklyn E. Backer has been
disclosed in the Supreme Court in an
up.
order of Justice Tierney discontinuing supplementary proceedings in
Philadelphia, Pa.— When the Selz- which F. L. Hackenberg was appointed receiver of the property of
nick production "Upstairs and
Down' was first shown, in the promi- both defendants in May, 1918. The
nent cafes a printed card placed on receiver said that he has sought
the table suggested to diners to "Try property of both defendants to apply
an 'Upstairs and Down' Cocktail. It on the judgment ever since but has
will add zest to your meal," while found nothing, and to avoid paying
another premium on his $500 bond
another line on the card stated, "Up- the
case is dropped.
stairs and Down," the photoplay will
add zest to living; Next week at the
Supreme Court Justice Whitaker
Stanley
Theater." with the Liggett
Co-operation
has signed an order permitting Chesdrug stores and Woolworth 5 and 10
ter Beecroft to serve a complaint in
cent stores resulted in the Liggett a suit against Ella J., Clara E. and
advertising and selling at their soda Allan L. Carey to declare satisfied
fountains a special " 'Upstairs and a judgment they obtained against
Down' Sundae" with Woolworth him in 1914. The defendants got
plugging and giving special window judgment in New York for $219 and
they were unable to collect
display
fox trot. to the "Upstairs and Down" when
they sued in New Jersey and got one
The New Haven campaign was for $227. Mr. Beecroft said that in
operated along practically the same October, 1917, Charles F. Pope in his
lines pursued in Philadelphia. A big behalf settled the claim for $117.50
truck was hired upon which a pair but the attorneys for the Careys
of stairs were built. A pretty girl, have refused to mark the judgment
bearing as much resemblance to Miss satisfied and are now trying to exThomas as possible, was engaged to
stand at the top of the stairs while ceedings.ample him in supplementary proa young man stoo.d at the bottom.
The publishers of the "Upstairs and
Ashley Miller's New Connection
Down" Fox Trot sent a quartet of
Ashley Miller is director of prosingers to the Palace to push the
ductions for the Community Screen
song for the three day just before the
Prod., Inc., 46 W. 24th St. _ First
opening of fhe film.
feature "In His Steps" picturization
of Charles M. Sheldon's novel of that
S-L has prepared a number of accessories for "Virtuous Men." The name.
Lynch Acquires Theaters
producers have had films taken of
the crowds that greeted the opening
Charlotte, N. C— The Piedmont,
20
No.
Tyron St., has neen purchased
of the picture in various cities. These
shots will be added to the announce- by the S. A. Lynch Enterprises,
ment trailer that contains big scenes Inc., from the Southern Amusement
from the play.
Co.
Building is to be remodeled.
Another useful advertising aid has
Holmes' Next Selected
been prepared in the shape of a blotter which has on it a reproduction
Taylor Holmes' next picture for
of the 24 sheet used, the title and Triangle will be "Three Black
name of the star. Space for the ex- Eyes." Ernest C. Joy formerly with
hibitor to imprint the name of thea- the Warners will be production manager and C. T. Horan will direct.
ter and date of showing has been re- Production
nearby.
served. These are being held in
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Bend
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned

Kellette Directing Srlggs Com
John
rection
leased
Schultz
Taylor
Briggs

W. Kellette has startei
of the Briggs Comedie:
through Paramount.
is studio manager and
is handling the camera. '
is supervising productii

I have 50 shares
of

UNITED

PICTURE)

THEATERS of AMERIC

STOCK
that I will sell for
$200 per share in
lots of 5 or more
shares. Write or
wire

BOX 75
WID'S
DAILY

Nazimova's
Production
"THE
RED
LANTERN"
has an American-Chinese them<;
which we have worked into a lobbj
display that faithfully represent]
exactly what the ticket purchase
shall
on the screen. Now read :
in
ourseesalesroom.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipmnet
for STUDIO and THEATR
National
and
Speer
Carbc
MAZDA LAMPS

CHARLES F. CAMPBIJ
Durfee Company Being Formed
The Minta Durfee Film Corp. is AL. HENDRICKSON 1A \J 01 cf Ci \
Omaha, Neb. — "The Turn in the now in process of formation. Wall
Charge d'Affairs
11 W . JISIOI.,^1
Road" was featured by Manager Bal- Street capital is understood to be in
lantyne of the Muse in advertise- back of the organization. It has not
Moving to His Country Estate
ments showing a sign at a cross- yet been decided upon whether the
THE BEST PICTURE
Walter Price moved to his counto make
money
roads. On the fence rails were ad- films will be five reel or two reelers.
try estate yesterday. The offices of rertisements
for the smaller stuff.
Must
have a perfect develop
the Virginia Pearson company were
Miss
Durfee
is
the
wife
of
"Fatty"
Arbuckle
and
at
one
time
appeared
negative
moved from 112 W. 42d St. to the
Exchange Changes at Triangle
in Keystone comedies.
REX LABORATORY (INC.
studio at Riverdale on the Hudson.
M. Rabanus formerly with General
has developed Harry Keeper'! ne •
Rogers Back from Trip
tlves. Ask him and then ph> i
has been appointed exchange manTremont
1995
for full particuli ■
Charles
W.
Rogers,
director
of
ager for Triangle at New Haven.
H. B. Posey until now manager sales for Select, returned yesterday
FOREIGN MARKET PAYS|| there
will be identified with the S. A. from a trip to exchanges.
COST OF PRODUCTION §j§
Lynch Enterprises at Atlanta.
M.
H.
Kuhn until now branch manAdolphe Osso =§
ager at Salt Lake City, has been
Room 809
1457 Broadway ^
given charge of the San Francisco
Phone Bryant 6325
=s office.
large stocks upon which the exhibitor can draw.

BOY WANTED

will buy

Your

Foreign

Rights =

Pioneer in Buffalo
Buffalo, N. Y. — Pioneer Film has
opened an exchange at 407 Iroquois
Bldg,
Jerry Abrams is on the road.

To do general work around
office of Wid's Daily. Apply
Business Manager.

feBRADSTREET

T^RECOCHIZED
AUTHORITY

f RLHDOM
)L. VIII. No. 64

yoir-Hart
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Gilchrist Loses

Together

Permanent
Injunction
Restrains
Commissioner From Interfering

•mer C. P. I. Men in New Cornany — L. R. Thomas, Exporter,
Interested

with "Fit to Win"
Judge Learned Hand in the District Court yesterday issued a permanent injunction restraining Commissioner of Licenses Gilchrist from
interfering with the exhibition of
"Fit to Win." The decision came
(Continued on Page 2)

'arl
associate
jrman Byoir,
of the formerly
Division of
Films,
Timittee on Public Information
I Charles S. Hart, chairman of
'ision, have formed a company
rtered yesterday in Albany known
Byoir and Hart, Inc. Capitalizai is S;().000.
loth Hart and Byoir arc in Chio and no one at the office in 48th
tet cared to discuss the plans of
[■company. L. R. Thomas of the
-th American M. P., Inc.. will be
jested in the organization.
"he incorporation of the firm
nght a slight change in the perjnel of the North American. C. L.
•.pman. who originally came from
heapolis has returned to that
•although he maintains his inter|in tile company. Thomas cones as secretary but will actively
tote his time to the Byoir-Hart
knization. Charles S. Hale who
rocen in Buenos Aires for North
fcrican will now have charge of
Vork office.

Plans

Ad Men Hear Talk
Oscar Hamberg of Swedish Biograph Tells of Scandinavian
Conditions
Oscar Hamberg, general manager
of Swedish Biograph, one of the largest distributing units in Scandinavia
spoke to the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers yesterday on Norwegian film conditions. He was introduced by Bert Adler of InterOcean.
Hamberg told the advertising men
substantially what has been pub[Continued on Page 2)

- 'Bear-Cat' and Blossom
of twenty fascinating characters fn
"When 'Bear-Cat' Went Dry"
coming soon
auspices MACAULEY PHOTOPLAYS, inc.

Two

ling to official announcement
Pict. Prod. Corp. will be
ed a 20 per cent, profit on
duction, and as payment will
75 per cent, of the rentals
■es in the States until cost
it are paid. United Picture
., Inc., will own 100,000
f common stock in the new
ion. The $33,000,000 capitaliZonUnued on Page 2)
No.
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Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
IPREAD eagle copy at enor' mous cost will not produce
suits if the idea behind it is
It
sound.
It's the
ea basically
that counts
and with
the
jht idea a conservative camof nominal
cost
in
'S DAILY
WILL
bring
the bacon.
WID'S has
ven this not once but many
es and its advertising detment will be glad to lay
Crete evidence of this fact
you.
WID'S
reaches
UR man
and is read by
That's
one
of
the
compelreasons.

Price 5 Cents

Showmanship
Aids To Be Important Part of Famous Players Plan for Coming
Season
It is understood that one of the
most important phases of the new
distribution plans for Famous Players-Lasky, to be announced officially
next week, is an exhibitor co-operation idea new to the industry.
This plan, it is understood, calls
for aids to exhibitors from the best
showmen in the industry, and when
the showmen who will aid in the
work are named the announcement
is expected to prove a surprise to
many.

United Booking
In Rialto-RivoliMeaning
Causes Discussion —
Not Believed to Have Serious
The announcement from United
Picture Theaters, Inc., yesterday
that United productions would be
shown at the Rialto and Rivoli "on
a stock franchise basis" led to much
discussion in film circles yesterday.
The fact that these houses are controlled by "interests friendly to
Paramount" brought up considerable
discussion.
It is understood that there is no
special significance in the booking
of United productions at these
houses, however.

Lasky Off to Coast
One of the most prominent showmen in the country will, it is said, theJesse
Coast.L. Laskj- left yesterday for
be identified with the idea, and he
will have lieutenants and aids in
Los S.Angeles
"Big isFour"
each of the eight distributing sec- Rand,
Walter
Rand, who
very Man
well
tions operated by Paramount.
hibitors west of the Mississippi, has been engaged as sales
manager for the Los Angeles branch
All from
efforts
secure
anyof informa-.
tion
the t'o
home
office
Famous office of the United Artists. Rand
Players regarding this move were recently came East as special repreunavailing yesterday.
sentative for "Doug."

In Justice to H. O. Davis and
Edwin G. Patterson
In the report appearing in this publication of May 10, of the answer
filed by Triangle Film to a suit instituted by Edwin G. Patterson certain
charges made by Triangle relative to
Messrs. Patterson and H. O. Davis
were reported. These statements
were
printed
any" intent
of
reflecting
uponwithout
the good
standing
of either Messrs. Davis or Patterson,
and were published as part of the
pleadings of the case.
No Action on Censorship Bill
The Committee on General Welfare of the Board of Aldermen has
not yet taken up the testimony submitted at the hearing of the bill
which would make Commissioner of
Licenses Gilchrist film censor of
New York.
After the committee's report is
drawn up, the bill then goes before
the Board of Aldermen.

On the Rug
Charlie Chaplin and Jess
Willard met on the Million
Dollar rug at the Alexandria,
Los Angeles.
Charlie shook hands. Then
he stopped work and everyfor a week.
pay to thingshake
hands It
withdoesn't
Jess.
His hamgrip is too tense.
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Cuts And Flashes

Alice Lake stars with the Christie
comedies this week. Formerly supported Roscoe Arbuckle.
T»I. VIII No. 64
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Ann Little appears opposite William S. Hart in "Square Deal Sanderson," released June 15.

(Continued from Page 1)
zation of the new concern is represented by 300,000 shares at $10 each
with 8 per cent, cumulative dividends
and 300,000 shares of common stock,
the latter accompanying the preferred as a bonus.

The statement also adds: "Because, it is said, of forming of the
Adventure Pictures, the new scenic, will have 15 subjects ready for new corporation, the recent decision
release Oct. 15.
to increase the price of United Picture Theaters, Inc., shares from $250
to $350 has now been postponed, at

Ad Men Hear Talk
{Continued from Page 1)

lished in Wid's Daily, of how the
municipalities control the theaters in
Norway and the great danger of the
spread of the movement to Sweden
and Denmark.
In Norway the exhibitors as independent business ivfen do not exist, except in three Norwegian cities,
he said, where they have arrangements with the city government.
Hamberg is here to enlist the moral
support of the American producers,
as well as to point out to them that
Lasky Studios Busy
this radical policy on the part of the
Productions started at the Lasky Scandinavian governments will finalstudios in Hollywood are as follows:
ly result in the forcing of exchanges
"The Admirable Crichton" with out of business and the appointment
Cecil De Mille directing.
of a government a^cnt to purchase
"Huckleberry Finn" with William films at any price he cares to offer.
D. Taylor directing.
The effect on foreign trade is apBryant Washburn in "Why Smith The effect on American exporting is
Left Home" with Donald Crisp di- very clearly apparent.
recting.
Wallace Reid in 'The Lottery More Bookings on Fairbanks Film
Man" with James Cruze directing.
United Artists reports the followRobert Warwick in "In Missouri,"
ing bookings for the initial United
direction Hugh Ford. He will shortArtists-Fairbanks
release:
ly finish "Told in the Hills."
Balaban & Katz for Riviera and
Ethel Clayton in "Miss Hobbs"
with William De Mille directing. Central Park in Chicago; C. E. Beck
Miss Clayton is due back in Holly- for' Castle, Chicago: A. G. Talbot for
wood from Japan on Monday.
America, Denver; H. F. Jans, Goodwin, Newark.

any rate until the Fall."

Gilchrist Loses
(Continued from Page

1)

after "Fit to Win" had been shown
in the court-room.
By the decision Public Health films
can exhibit the film generally
throughout the city.
The run at the Grand Opera House
in Brooklyn has closed. However,
T. R. Williams, manager, Mrs. T. R.
Williams, cashier, George Blumenthal, lessee, and Max Berrer, operator who were arrested a few weeks
ago are still being held. Their case
comes up next week in the Adams
Street Court.
The Gotham Theater is still running the film in 125th Street. The
manager of the theater is under arrest, but it isCourt
thought
that a now1
that
the Federal
made
decision
both the Gotham and Grand Opera
case will be thrown out of court.
Two

Loew

Houses in Memphis

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Memphis — Marcus Loew will build
two theaters here. The one on Main

St. will be cafled Loew's Metropolitan, will seat 3,700 and cost $550,000. The other, for pictures exclusively, will be on Union Ave. and
Trying to Settle Cases
be called Loew's Palace. The
It is understood that an effort is will
cost will be $500,000. The total cost
being made to settle the various in leases, improvements, etc., is said
suits of Select, L. J. Selznick and to be $3,370,000.
Harry Garson, regarding the Clara
Loew has secured a 99-year lease
Kimball Young productions.
on the property. The Metropolitan
will be ready in seven months. It
"The Hushed Hour" State Right
will be patterned after the Metropolitan in Brooklyn, N. Y., said to be
Harry
Garson
has
sold
"The
Hushed Hour" and it will be state the largest theater in the country.
righted.
It is understood
that 11
E. tive
A. here,
Schiller,
closed Loew's
the deals.representaterritories have already been closed.

17— WE INSURE

BRAY
STUDIOS
[Watch this Space for Others]

SECURITY OF MIND — AND BUSINESS
can be had if you are adequately insured — Protect yourself from that
something that may happen at any time. No insurance problem is too
large for us to handle — None too small to insure our minute consideration—! iUr advice is yours for tlje asking.

Willard is taking on Jack Dempsey
July 4th but young Jim Corbett in
"The Midnight Man" will give the
fans more for their money — and do
it eighteen times over.

I VEAL
ERVICE
els
Oamu
ubeniJ^
Pe
»

Jnrurance ' " ' 80 Maiden Lane
Phone John
S4Bf - 5426 - 9427 -s4Se

^^
Samuel?

WW

MBf

What on earth is Goldwyn goij
do with a wireless outfit to j
studios on the Coast?
Myrick Succeeds Ruffner
Butte, Mont. — Edward J. Myri'j
of the Liberty and Columbia, Pc^
land, Ore., Jensen & Von Herbe^
succeeds Ralph Ruffner at the Rh
to, as manager.
Coming from Texas
House
Peters and Frank Povif
will arrive on Sunday from Texasa
make interiors at the Biograph
the coming Powell production.
Carlson

Returning

Elmer Carlson, brother of John.!
John Carlson and Co., exporters t
Scandinavia, is expected back in Nl
York from abroad about June 15.
Stunt for War Relief Films
Universal will send William Heard, W. R. Wilkerson and a tha
man through the country on a sfl
cial exploitation stunt relative to «'
putting
out the As
Stage
Women's
Relief Series.
noted,
in thisVj
ries many important stars not ul
ally found in pictures will be seerp
two reelers^ including David Belaf
who makes his first appearance
the screen.

0Sfcers
C ^pHE
exhibitor
X recognizes
awhenever
great he
poster
sees
one. — Therefore
he wants the kind
that carries our
imprint.
RITCHEY

I.ITHO.
CORP.
406 W. 31st St. Phone Chelsea 8388
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Human
Marv

AlcLaren

Comedy- Drama Has Lots of Laughs
in

"The Weaker Vessel"
Universal
DIRECTOR
Paul Powell
AUTHOR
Elmer
Ellsworth
SCENARIO
BY
Elmer Ellsworth
A. Siegler and Allen Davey
, mi \ii;k. milw.mkee, »i>.. CAMERAMEN
AS A WHOLE
Human and humorous comedy=
(KIn ON
"AS
V MAN
THINKS"—
drama that sugar=coats a big reaUlife fact in
a thoroughly amusing manner.
ah Balrd's performance i~ the domiSubtly clever treatment opposing thesis
[ feature. She has beaut)', person- STORY
ami attractive gowns — a keen inthat woman
is a member of the "weaker
Into thines dramatic and a capacity
N
O
d
CTI
in get=
Could hardly be improve
■Catering
emotion
without
being DIRE
ting over every humorous
and sometimes
slightly
satirical point.
sex."
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Very fair
CAMERA WORK
First rate
STAR
Her usual appealing self; makes the most
of opportunities.
SUPPORT
Thurston
Hall's excellent work gets
every
possible laugh;
Johnnie
Cooke
and
others also good.
EXTERIORS
Not many required
INTERIORS
Up to Universal standard
DETAIL
Atmosphere carried throughout; directorial touches and "bits" are big features.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Suitable
for family
consumption.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,967 feet

ODKlNSOhJ

Christie Comedies
The Class
Comedies of
the World
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A

RATHER novel — and emphatically welcome —
manner of presenting on the screen the question as to whether or not woman should be meekly
submissive to man is given in "The Weaker Vessel."
So cleverly, so subtly and so humorously has the
idea been sugar-coated in the picture as to leave its
impression in spite of the many laughs that one is
given during the running of the piece. But the
humor is not always broad and obvious; much of it
results from appreciation of some of the picture's finer
points.
Also there is a vein of satire underlying certain
phases of the story that cannot fail to get a response
because of its realness. The author has taken real
characters for his story, and its basic humanness
makes it all the more desirable. The story is a chapter from the life of a country girl who is a member
of a family that is typical of many families in the

smaller towns throughout the country, and the author
has put the glri through experiences that fall t.. the
lot of many of her bind in their Imagination, if not
in their life.
Tin' picture is bound i<> give an outlet t" the minds
of many women whose married life lias been nothing
more than a life of slavish service to the men they
happened to marry, and the lilm carries in a
the Idea from which lias grown the "feminist moveLaughs, and chances for many quiet, appreciative
chuckles are numerous, many of which are put over
by Thurston Hall, in the character of the one time
matinee idol.
Hall does exceptionally good work.
ment."
.Most of the success of the picture is due to the
milliner in which incidental bits of business are put
over by director and players. The story material
itself would never hold up to five reels, but there is
so much good incident that the viewer is readily
willing to forego story-action for what takes it place.
.Mary McLaren is seen as one of the five daughters
of a none-too-successful man in a small country town.
He is the head of the house in all that the term implies, and when Johnnie Cooke otters Mary marriage
the father insists on the ceremony, despite the fact
that Cooke already has buried two wives and the
fact that Mary does not love him. At sight of her
husband's real character, Mary flees from Johnnie,
an unkissed bride. She gets a job as a waitress in
a city restaurant, where she comes under the wing
of another waitress, who is more wise than she to the
ways of the world. They live together in an apartment (but how two waitresses can support such an
apartment shown on the screen is not given anyone
to know).
During her duties slinging hash Mary meets Thurston Hall, a former matinee idol who has come to
idolize booze — when he has the price. However,
Mary is interested in him and he in her. He tries
to stay on the wagon for her sake, but falls off with
atwo
bang,
keeping
a two-o'clock afternoon engagement at
in the
morning.
Mary's whereabouts are learned by Johnnie Cooke,
who sneaks to her apartment. He insists on his rights
as a husband, but when he gets fresh Mary starts
to battle with him. Thurston, lit up like the tower
of jewels, comes to the rescue of his fair lady. He
crashes in the apartment door, but Johnnie is only
too glad to get away from Mary. Johnnie leaves,
threatening divorce. Mary sees that Thurston is
drunk again, and gives him a final talking to. He
reforms and later is the star of a successful play. He
admits his success due to Mary, who is now Mrs.
Thurston.

Should Go Over Fairly Well in Most HousesI
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This is a subject that should go over equally well
in a neighborhood house catering to family trade, and
also in houses catering to the more intelligent class
of patrons. One crowd will see it in one light; the
other crowd in another light, but both probably will
be afforded entertainment enough to make them satisfied.
The title doesn't mean so very much in itself,
so in advertising it might be well to go strong on
the "weaker sex" stuff, telling your patrons that Mary
McLaren is to be seen in a comedy-drama based on

the question as to whether or not women should submit to their husbands in all things.
This will be a welcome picture if you have been
running heavy dramas and wild mellers for a while.
There are lots of chances for good healthy laughs in
the offering, which is one calculated to make most
folks feel better for having seen it.
Mary McLaren has been constantly adding to her
list of followers, and the pulling power of her name
should be taken advantage of — especially if other of
her recent pictures have gone over well with your
people.

■rank Reicher
Iroducer of
i'E'ATURES

It is an educational
dramatic and comedy feature combined, a short
reel that can be used on
any high class bill.
Room

214 Strand Theatre Bldg.
New York

Its advertising possibilities are unlimited, your
patrons will boost it by
word of mouth.
Telephone:
Bryant 6213
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In the Courts

At Last a Grateful Star
Anita Stewart has presented C.
Mary Pickford has filed an appli- "Bill" Yearsley with a gold wa
Here is how a brother exhibin appreciation
of the promotjj
in the County
Clerk's
office
itor put his show over. Send
for the cationreturn
to her of
$115,000
in work
done
on "Virtuous
along your ideas. Let the other
cash deposited with the City Cham- "Bill" has kept his secret fo» o
berlain pending her appeal from the two months and now it conn
fellow
know how you cleaned
up.
judgment for $108,000 obtained by that the illuminated dial on the thj
Cora C. Wilkening.
piece keeps "Bill" posted when
goes out fishing and it's dark
Start a "Gishi" cult in your town.
Dwight L. Elmendorf, president of
The cult of the Gishi is said to be the Elmendorf Travel Talks, Inc.,
rampant in Los Angeles.
has been directed to testify by Su- everythin'.
THE UNPARDONABLE SIN
preme Court Justice Weeks in a suit
A newspaper woman in that city,
by Henry & Robinson, of Chicago,
Harry Garson's Big Production
talking of the "gishi" cult says:
Starring Blanche Sweet
against Elmendorf and other stockHas a lobby display that will refle
holders to recover $6,469. lent to the
"Gishing is done almost exclusively by cuties between 16 and 20. A corporation in the past two years.
Neilan's masterful direction which wi
individualize
both story and star.
gisher of 30 would not tie allowed
On exhibition now in our saletroor
contend that they can't recover
to live. Besides, its exercise re- They
from the corporation and that under
KRAUS MFG.
CO.
quires the elasticity and the prodi- the laws of Illinois where it was
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. .
gality of energy that belong only to
formed the stockholders are responsible. Others sued are Albert A.
youth. I'll say one thing for it, as
Mark Twain says of chills, it's a Lowenthal who owns 800 shares and
dispensation of an all-wise Provi- Fred Lowenthal, 50 shares. Mr. Eldence to provide exercise for the
mendorf has 650 shares.
lazy. I'll bet there are gishers who
i REFINED LETTERINCJ
wouldn't wash the dishes for a mint.
Norma Talmadge Returns
■ APPROPRIATE ILLUSTRATINf i
"A regular confirmed 33rd deg.
Norma
Talmadge
and
company
gisher never will stand when she can
have
returned
from
Florida
where
fly about. She will never walk
•'..'■ PHONE BRYANT 8973.
when shejcan run, and she will gish scenes on "By Right of Conquest"
:.. '..145 W.45T-s-ST.
in a street car, at table, during the were shot. Upon completion of this
picture, Miss Talmadge will take a
wedding ceremony, and if they won't
let her gish in heaven, she prob- three months' rest and return to studio work in September..
ably won't stay.
"She will smile a good deal and
shake her bobbed hair, and she will
COMMERCIAL
peek up at you, oh so ravishingly
DEVELOPING
from underneath her tarn.
THE EUREKA
SCREEN
"But they're just awfully cute J
and
PRINTING
=B
now used in
things, all right, the Gishi, and we
really couldn't do without them."
'■
CIRCLE,
PLAZA
FILM DEVELOPING
COR
===LOEWS
and 86th
St. Theatres

Putting It Over

TITLES

TOM

TERR1SS
Directed

"THE
"THE

THIRD
DEGREE"
LION
AND THE
MOUSE"
Two Smashing Successes

LOST

IN TRANSIT

Between Holtwood, Pa.. anil
Philadelphia, one five-reel print of
"Playing the Game" Featuring
Charles Kay. Finder please eon?
municate with Famous PlayersLasky Corporation. 1210 Vine St.,
Philadelphia, or 485 Fifth Ave.,
New York City. Any one exhibiting same without authorization
will be prosecuted.

i ERNEST STERN

Chaplin Secures 400 Planes
:= The screen that does away with
Syd Chaplin has secured control of \ =
eye strain and distortion.
Shows
400 new Curtiss airplanes during the j === exterior and nautical scenes in
last week, it was learned last night.
Twist in Town
|
natural colors
The planes are being shipped to CalStanley H. Twist of the Rothacker
ifornia as fast a*s the Curtiss com|
EUREKA
SCREEN CO.
pany can freight them. In addition
organization reached town yesterday
I7W. 42dSt., New York
Chaplin purchased more than $100,from Chicago,
000 worth of speed boats., which are
also now in transit. This is by
Weaver Assisting Yearsley
far the largest number of airplanes
"Jack" Weaver for five years with ever controlled by a private citizen.
Universal publicity department, is
Chaplin will probably leave New
now assisting "Bill" Yearsley at First York for California within 48 hours.
National with advertising. Weaver He admits that aerial comedy scenes
I have 50 shares
was
Nat
Rothstein's
assistant
at taken with specially invented ca"U."
of
meras may become a part of the
United Changes
photoplays he will make for Famous
Ira Aronson, Manager of United's Players.
Pittsburgh office, has been promoted
to be Special Representative, with
Mrs. Williams Sails for England
headquarters in Pittsburgh. G. C.
Reid has been transferred from CleMrs. J. D. Williams, wife of J. D.
veland.
of First National fame, sailed for
Sydney Rosenthal, salesman, Cle- England yesterday on a visit to her
veland, has been promoted to local family. With her went a print of
manager.
"Sunnyside" the third First NationalChaplin. Hyman Winik controls the
Famous Western Meeting
Chaplins for the United Kingdom.
that I will sell for
(Special to fVID'S DAILY)
$200 per share in
Chicago. — A meeting of the Kansas City and Chicago division sales
lots of 5 or more
and publicity forces of the Famous
shares,
Write or
Players-Lasky corporation was held
wire
at the Sherman Hotel, Tuesday and
Wednesday. Plans for the coming
year's
distribution of productions
were discussed.

LABORATORIES

m

UNITED
PICTURES
THEATERS of AMERICA

STOCK

Outfit

J. W. Allen, district manager and
M. M, Lewis called the meeting and
Put it down in your date book —
those in attendance were jnven a
dinner at the Winter Garden at St. Louis, June 25-28; first meeting
of M. P. E. of America.
which several speeches were made.

BOX 75
WID'S DAILY

THE
Must

BEST
PICTURE
make
money

to
have

a perfect
negative

develop

REX LABORATORY

(INC.)

I

j

ha* developed
nei 1
Uvea.
Ask
himHarryand Keeper'!
then
pho
Tremont
1995
for full partleala

CAMERAMAN

(Wew Outfit) at your « M

F. I.A. T.
RUSH
Film developed and

EXCLTJSIVEI
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FOR
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ALL LANGU/.S

WORK

delivered In oneM
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Authority^
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Studio Stone Laid

Up to Natl. Asso.

For Big Fox in
Studio—
Notables Speak
the Rain
The cornerstone for the new Fox
studio at 55th Street and 10th Avenue was laid yesterday afternoon in
a drizzling rain.
William Fox himself was not present because of a slight illness. J. C.
Eisell, treasurer of the corporation,
delivered the address on behalf of
the company. Mrs. Fox and her two
daughters were present.
A grand stand was erected for the
event, plentifully covered with
American flags. A band supplied
music. Mounted police had traffic
from 55th to 56th Streets on Tenth
Avenue Mocked off. During the
ceremony and after the cornerstone
had been laid, Fox cameramen shot
scenes of it as well as the throng
that gathered to witness the act. The
neighborhood
turned out in full
force.

idinavian Situation to Be Settled
by N. A. M. P. I.
[ul Cromclin of Inter-Ocean and
■man of the Exporters CommitDf the X. A. M. P. I., has forced a letter to the Xatl. Asso.
testing that they take up the
.dinavian situation, which, as
d, deals with conditions in Nori Sweden and Denmark, where
[cipalities
picexhibitionsprac'tically
and are control
threatening
tie over exchanges and control
! countries so far as pictures
onccrned.
Good Publicity Stunt
iversal is sending to newspapers
Jes of three articles from James
[rbett relative to the forthcom'illard-Dempsey
fight.
Corviews
will be interesting
to
fans.
He is making
a serial
liversal.
Trendle Here
\V. Trendle
of Detroit,
general
manager
is
mKunsky's
York with
his wife.
Warner Goes to Boston
)e"where
Warnerhe left
Boston until
last
will forremain

lay.

A moment in
"When 'Bear-Cat* Went Dry"
The big Macauley Feature Production
now nearing completion
5 months in the making, 4S0 people -- 20 principals

Sherry's in Pictures
Sherry's,
iSthe5th day
Ave. before
restaurant
closed the
its
to the public, director John
hi took a number of shots of
(Special to W ID'S DAILY)
establishment to be used in
Hollywood Cal. — Priscilla Dean
will
start
work in a few weeks on
King's "Greater Than Love."
"Undraped," written by H. H. Van
Loan for Universal.
No. 114

Coast Brevities

ittle Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
HE open season for iced tea,
lemonade and White Rock
H soon be upon us. July 1st
■just over the hill. Something
B have to replace the thirst
Hporiums, and building statisS throughout the country
„w an enormous increase in
number of new theaters
inging up everywhere. This
ins new business for you
Producer, and you Mr. DisUtor, and you Mr. Accessory
k. Advertising in WID'S
ILY will bring your share
ply and economically. —
now. — The rickey is dead
g live buttermilk.

Price 5 Cents
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Miss Nesbit Undecided
Evelyn Nesbit who has just completed a Fox contract has not yet
decided what she will do. She stated
yesterday that she has received an
offer to go to London to appear in
productions for an English company,
and that she has likewise received
an offer by an American company.
Madlaine Traverse is making "UnHowever, it is quite certain that
til Eternity," under the direction of
Harry Millarde. In the cast: Tom she will take a two months' rest beSantschi, Frank Leigh, Jack Nelson,
fore doing any picture work at all.
Beatrice Laplante, and Minna Prevost.
Thompson Dead
Frederic Thompson, well known in
Upon the completion of "High local amusement circles, died yesSpeed," starring Tom Mix, Edward
terday morning in St. Vincent's
Lesaint will start work on "A Hard- Hospital. The funeral will be a Masonic one and interment will be at
boiled Tenderfoot" for Mix, written
by Tom himself.
Woodlawn
tomorrow. Cemetery at three o'clock

Gladys Brockwell, under the direc- Business Staff of American Cinema
tion of Frank Beal, starts on "A
Holmes C. Walton, formerly with
Sporting Chance."
Sanger & Jordan, is general sales
manager
of American Cinema, and
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Russell are appearing in Rainbow comedies. Will- Lucius Henderson is in charge of
productions.
Samuel P. Blackman,
iam Watson is directing. Phil Dunham and Vera Steadman are the formerly of Memorial Photoplays, is
business
manager.
chief supports.

The opening address was made by
Father Justin Corcoran, RomanCatholic Church of the Madonna,
Fort Lee. He was followed by Rev.
Meyer Kopfstein, of the Temple
Adath Israel, New York. The
speech on the laying of the cornerstone was made by Frank Dowling,
president of the Borough of Manhattan and the reply for the Board
of Directors of the Fox Corp., was
company.
made by J. C. Eisele, treasurer of the
Six Hurt in Explosion
La Crosse, Wis. — An explosion in
the operating room of the Bijou resulted in injury to operator and
five other persons. They were taken
to a hospital in an ambulance. All
of them were burned but not seriously. Damage, $500.
Ochs Away
Lee Ochs, United Pictures, is away
on a Western trip. Will attend St.
Louisforeconvention
end of month, bereturning.
Thomas H. Ince is offering $50,000 in prizes for aviators who attempt aflight from Los Angeles to
Australia.

Remember

the Date

The time— June
place— St.
lerThe
Hotel.
The occasion —
ica.
meeting of M. P.

25-28.
Louis, Statfirst annual
E. of Amer-

sMI
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Cuts And Flashes
Louis Huff will start work this
week for American Cinema in a
script by George Middleton.

DAILY
Powers

Wrangle

Regarding Evans Film Co. to Be
Settled in Court

As the result of a dispute between
Thomas W. Evans and Patrick A.
Vernon Day, mayor of the Culver Powers, over the election of officers
Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., City, Calif., is hanging his hat at of the Evans Film Mfg. Co., on Dec.
10 last, Evans has asked Supreme
New York,
N. INC.
Y., by WID'S FILMS and the Claridge during a visit here.
FILM
FOLKS,
Court Justice Mullan, to set aside the
The baseball game between Metro election of Thomas E. Donovan as
t. C ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Ben H. Grimm,
Associate Editor; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice- home team and exchange team will President, Powers as Vice-President
President and Managing Editor; J. W. Ali- be held at Bennett Field, 181st St. and Anna Feinman as Secretary, for
tomorrow.
coate, Secretary and Business Manager.
the present year, and to direct a new
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
election. The plaintiff alleges that
•t the post office at New York, N. Y., under
The
Macmanus
Corp.
production
is
the corporation was formed in 1914
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside titled "The Lost Batallion" and in with $25,000 stock. Evans, says that
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 the production are a number of of- he and Powers each owned 111
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
ficers and men who figured in the shares of stock, held in the name of
•20.00.
historic episode of Argonne Forest. Joseph A. McKinney, who was priSubscribers should remit with order
vate secretary to Powers. He states
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
Robert Ellis, who appeared oppo- that his stock was never transferred
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
site Olive Thomas, has been engaged under his own name on the comYork, N. Y.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
by Selznick for Elaine Hammerpany's books, after McKinney died
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright & stein's first. He is under contract for last year. He declares that without
notice to him the defendants called
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889. the Selznick features.
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
an election to be held on Dec. 10,
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
The famous old Atlantic Garden and he was ousted as President, and
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.
and a part of the Bowery Theater, Jos. P. McDonnell as Treasurer, but
are being turned into picture theater. that both were permitted to act until
Pennsylvania Picture Legislation
Historically this is the most noted Jan. 25, when Powers stopped paytheater location not only in New
ment on the checks drawn by Mc(Special to WW'S DAILY)
York but in this country.
Donnell, at which time the corporaHarrisburg, Pa.— The Soffel Bill
tion had deposits of $15,000. Evans
seeking bond from distributors to
Powers Buys Land
said he had to borrow money to
the extent of advance deposits, is beRochester. — P. A. Powers has pur- meet the payroll.
fore the Senate, having passed the
Powers denies that Evans ever bechased the land on which his comHouse.
came' a stockholder of the corporais located. The deal includes
The Flynn Bill, doubling fees about panysix
tion. He says that Evans has been
acres.
charged for examining films by the
It
is
understood
that
Powers
plans
in his employ in his various film enCensors, has also passed the House
terprises since 1910. He says that in
the erection of additional buildings
and is in the Senate.
to cost about $500,000.
1914, he organized the Evans comThe Leiby Bill prohibiting chilpany
to
facilitate his own private
dren between 8 and 14 from attendbusiness, and furnished all the capiGriffith Leaves
•
ing picture shows during school
tal and money used by the corporahours has passed the Senate and is
D. W. Griffith, accompanied
by
tion. He said that even if Evans had
in the House.
Richard Barthelmess and others of
been
a stockholder, and had appearThe Bucher Bill which would kill his organization, will leave tomorrow
ed at the meeting of stockholders,
the Censors and appoint a License for the Coast.
he would have been outvoted, and
Commissioner in their place, is still
the
election would have resulted the
in the House.
same as it did. He said that Evans
went into the army in 1917, and rendered no service to the corporation
Lewiston, Me. — Priscilla has been thereafter. Powers said that Evans
opened.
brought this suit while he was in
California on business.
Phila., Pa. — G. W. Stewart plans
a one-story moving picture theater
Replying
Powers's
statement.
Evans
allegedto that
he received
$300
70 by 125 feet.
a week from the corporation, beginning
in
January,
1918,
and
denied
that
Scobey, Mont. — Scobey is to have
he rendered no service after entera $15,000 picture house.
ing the army. He insisted that he
and McDonnell organized the Evans
Naugatuck, Conn. — Rossi C. Cabol
of the Park, has opened the Rialto.
Company and not Powers. He alleged that Powers has been interested in the Powers Film Product
Cartersville, Ga. — Haris Cope and
Whit Baggs have opened theater in Co., a competitive concern, at Rochester, and that Donovan who is
the opera house here.
also connected with that concern,
told him in April, that he had sold
Memphis, Tenn. — J. M. Hertel will
build theater on 15th St. Building 2,000,000 feet of commercial film for
will be 50x100 ft., of brick, with ca- the Powers Laboratory, for which
the Evans Company had no opporpacity of 600.
Cost, $30,000.
tunity to compete. He says that
Boston, Mass.— The Star Photo Powers induced him to permit the
Co. will erect a theater at a cost of Evans Company to be used in the interest of Powers corporation, and
$150,000, at Humboldt Ave., Rox- that losses of $30,000 resulted. He
bury; seating capacity of 1,500. A said that Powers knows that he is
unit organ to cost $50,000 will be the real owner of 111 shares of stock.
installed.
Benj. H. Green, president.
Justice Mullan appointed William
to determine the conDes Moines, la. — A building to in- Bondy referee
flicting evidence in the case.
clude offices, etc., motion picture and
vaudeville
theater
the
Alhambra,
will
Never mind about booking "The Exbe erected at cost of $350,000, on
quisite Thief"—DEAN
just SEE
Albany, N. Y. — Burtis Grand ThePRISCILLA
will IT.
then Miss
tell Grand Ave. Alhambra will have caater Co., Syracuse, $10,000; A. Cohen,
you what to do.
F. Bassin, A. J. Lane, Syracuse.
pacity of 2,000.
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Theaters

Say "Washington" to Hunteit
Lovelace,
United Artists' and ;
what
happens.

Bach Going Abroa

Clarence L. Bach, president of l
Johnny
Dooley
Film
Come H
plans a trip abroad to look overj*j
foreign
market
before
sell
comedies.
The third of the series has
finished.
Sophie Tucker ap]
it with some members
of h
band.
The
fourth will Ik •

shortly.
No plansCasting
have is
as now
yet urn1
been i di
regarding
domestic
distribu*!
contract
the Ziegfeld
However, at when
Dooley Frolic,
I'm
plans to take him off the stage]
keep him in films exclusively.
Pierson in Town
E. R. Pierson, rorrner First I
tional exchange manager in Mj
apolis, is at the Claridge. Uis
stood that he has not yet affil;
with any organization.

£asttn

define a poster
as a "sign to paste
usMitE is a pewooprkle
ToSO
d."ith—
arew
boer
upon
art, a wh
of
to
. ll an auditoriumfi
RITCHEY
LITHO.
COKP.
406 W. 31st St. Phone Chelsea 8388
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No. 47
|{l->. FRANCE — Joan of Arc is honut u l>i« Glorification Fete.
JEBNMKNT
ISLAND,
CAL..— Conships prove practical.
The tJovernhuimhi'N
it-, lirst concrete
tanker,
,500 ton oil carrier "I'alo Alto."
, FKANCISCO,
CAX. — An inventor,
34 years of labor, perfects a hydrowhicli lie calls a "parasol plane" in
i In- expects to My over the Pacific.
POKEN,
-1. — Theto Army's
C arc "(T N.
to Europe
take partstar
in
iter-allied meet.
IKK, KNULAXN — Britain pays solIrilnitc to Edith Cavell, the niartyr-

Story is Convenient in Development, Treatment Nothing to Brag About
Margarita Fisher in

be counted upon
the titles should

"Trixie From Broadway"
American

Prod. — Pathe,

Distr.

DIRECTOR
R. William
Neill
AUTHOR
Agnes C. Johnston
SCENARIO
BY
Frank Howard Clark
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Chorus girl comedy and meller
containing
plenty of action but little that
rings true.
STORY
Leads off with chorus girl life in New
York and ends with hero and shero located
on western ranch.
„SIIIN(.T<IN, 1). C. — Woman sufPermitted some unnecessary exag=
wins in Congress
and Vlce-Presl- DIRECTION
Marshall
and Speaker
Gillett sign
geration in the acting and situations.
.ill.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies, frequently
lacks
KKK'WS, BEWARE! — In many
sharpness.
tin- homes
of Government
officials
Often harsh, many of the night
Kecked by outrageous bomb at- LIGHTINGS
rarrii-d out by anarchists.
effects are crude.
BOON.
CAMERA WORK
Ordinary
STAR
Most likely to impress when she is wear=
SUPPORT ing dancer's
Emory costume.
Johnson
satisfactory
as the
ranch owner who tames his Broadway bride;
others fulfill requirements.
EXTERIORS
Conventional
INTERIORS
All that the situations require
DETAIL
Slangy titles may help get laughs
CHARACTER OF STORY
Harmless
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,850 feet

;oday

ANTED — PROJECTION
>ND CUTTING ROOM

TIIF idea behind this story is not bad, but the treatment lacks smoothness. Instead of being permitted to develop naturally, the situations rather
jrent for immediate possession —
frequently
seem to be forced for the sake of comedy
st be small and near Times Sq. —
or melodramatic effects, and possibilities for genuine
fcess: Studio, Wid's Daily.
characterization are lost. Once in a while there is a
human touch, generally in some expression of a chorus
girl's attitude toward life, but usually it is followed by
some unconvincing twist in the plot.
—nston, 111. — Triangle in ChiMargarita Fisher makes a presentable show girl and
[Ave., has opened up under new aids materially in putting over the early passages when
J,gement. Its new managers are she is supposed to be one of the most attractive, and
if.am & Verne.
least mercenary member of the "Oh, Chicken !" company. These sequences, dealing with happenings in
the theater, on the stage and behind the scenes, may

Grubb Alexander

inals— Continuities —Titles
RELEASE:

Thunderbolt" —
ketarring
Katherine Mac
PRODUCTION

to attract an audience,
gel a laugh.

also sonic of

Characters are modelled after familiar types, in
the person of George Periolol we have the Broadway
rounder whose chief occupation is chasing chorus beauties: then there are the girls that attend his wine
parties and those that won't, or rather the one that
won't — -Margarita Fisher, who prefers to buy her own
eats: and then we have the western ranch owner,
Emory Johnson, who is wealthy, yet democratic He
wears small town clothes and patronizes lunch rooms.
With this part of the picture, bringing in the incidents prior to Margarita's marriage to Emory, there
is little fault to find, although a number of the scenes
are
weak little
photographically.
The the
Westerner
rues rather
the good
chorus girl from
toils of resthe
Broadway entertainer, and the idea of a beautiful
home in the country sounds good to her.
Apparently this has been one of his premarriage
promises, but a little later you find him becoming
highly perturbed over some chatter which he overhears, to the effect that Margarita knew of his wealth
and became his wife on account, of it. Concluding
that she doesn't love him. although there has been
nothing to indicate a lack of affection on her part, Ik;
plans
a course in disillusionment in order to test her
sincerity.
When they go west. Margarita's first surprise is at
being met at the station by a rickety old Ford, which
carries them to the place that Emory calls home. His
wife more correctly terms it "a dump." The husband
thinks up all sorts of unpleasant little tricks to make
the ex-chorus girl regret that she ever gave up her job.
Then, just to give a new turn to the plot, they drag
in another woman, who concocts a scandal, turning
townsfolk against Margarita. The "Oh, Chicken!"
show conies to town and for old-time's sake, Margarita
goes on ill her former part. Emory drags her from
the stage and to make an exciting evening complete,
she rushes off to a barn where "the other woman" is
conducting an indignation meeting.
Everybody stands aside while the two women enjoy
a rough-and-tumble fight, during which a lamp is
overturned, setting the barn on fire. The ensuing
scenes, prior to the rescue of Margarita, are kept going
at a lively
pitch.herself
'When inthethewife
consciousness, she finds
kindrecovers
of a home
that
Emory had promised and they resolve not to have any
more quarrels.

Chorus Girl Scenes Give Picture Its Best Chance
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
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Donald

NOW:

1 j Bleeders"— To Star Katherine
acDonald in her second super
feature
On the Fire:

According to a recent announcement, Margarita
Fisher is going to turn from comedy roles, such as
she has been playing for a considerable time, to try
her hand at dramatic impersonations. Probably this
is a wise move, for fans like an occasional change,
which is not being provided in the stories given the
American star during recent months. Of course, they
differ in subject matter, but the tone has been much
the same.
"Trixie From Broadwa5T" is too artificial to be
rated as a good picture, but probably you will find
that it has some popular qualities. Make the most of
the musical comedy chorus girl angle. Stage stuff
always has an appeal, especially for a small town
crowd that doesn't get much of the real thing.

Oct a bunch of stills of the show as it is staged in
the first reel, not forgetting the chorus girl dressing
room scenes, and in the center place a large picture of
Miss Fisher as she appears in her dancing costume.
It is decidedly becoming and will help to attract attention. A line to accompany the pictorial collection may
read: "Come inside and see Margarita Fisher as
'Trixie From Broadway' in 'Oh. Chicken!'
Stealing an idea from Briggs, the cartoonist, you
might ask: "What does a chorus girl think about?
Margarita Fisher tells you in 'Trixie From Broadway,'
a comedy of the footlights." In a synopsis of the
story mention may be made of the fire stuff and the
melodrama in the concluding reel, but the best business
getting posisbility is in giving folks an idea that you
have a picture of stage life.

next Katherine MacDonald
feature production

'The County

Fair"

taurice Tourneur Productions
piding the little old Underwood
It 6510 Sunset Boulevard,
Hollywood, Calif.

Room 214 Strand Theatre Bldg. , New York
Telephone, Bryant 6213
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KINOGRAMS
RED BOMBERS OPEN A REIGN OF
war
TERROR.— Anarchists start "class
by planting bombs at homes of jurists
and -national officials in eight of the
lrutling cities.
OIL BOOM ON THE N. T. CURBWild scenes among the sidewalk traders
of Broad Street as the market responds
Stock
of the nearby
to the whimsies
JVp.\RIseMAY DAY EXCITEMENT.—
Police and troops suppress efforts of labor
to parade on their self-declared holiday
— scenes along the Place de la Concorde.
THERE"— CutLUMBERING "OVER of
Montagne on
ting timber in the forest
to be used in reconthe German border
struction work in war devastated France.
\ LITTLE BIT OF JAPAN— Pretty
oriental scenes staged by graduating girls
at the Western College for Women, Oxford, O., a class day affair.
CANOE RACES ON THE POTOMAC—
First acnuatie events of the season are
held at Washington between district conteA\?OMEN IN DEMOCRATIC COUNCILS.—For first time in the history of
the party women leaders are represented
in national committee session in Chicago.
RAISES SEA GOING CHICKS— Mrs.
Hen, working for the world's greatest
game farm is busy hatching mallard
ducks
to stock preserves
all over the
WTHIS SHOW
GOT EVERYBODY'S
GOAT. — And $50,000 worth of the animals
are led by their owners in opening parade at Pasadena, Cal. •

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES
New

Buffalo House

Buffalo, N. Y— The Shea Amusement Co. will build a new theater
to be known as Shea's Metropolitan,
making the fifth for this company.
The house will be the largest in the
city, having a capacity of 3,500.
Seek Local J nsorship
Beaumont, le.c. — An agitation has
started to estabash a local board of
censorship. Determined opposition
by many prominent citizens to the
movement promises its defeat.

Putting It Over

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.
New York. — The Select exploitation force has arranged a number
of stunts calculated to attract attention toward the playing of "Upstairs
and Down" at the Strand.
Arrangements have been made
with Spear's, a furniture store on
34th Street to display a breakfast
room in the window that is an exact
duplicate of a scene in the picture.
A sign will read ."Spear's 'Upstairs
and Down' Bungalow."
All the Liggett stores will specialand the
Down"
sundae
for ize
thean "Upstairs
week. Then
five and
ten
cent stores have all been lined up to
advertise the song written for the
production by Watterson, Berlin and
Snyder. Woolworth, Grand and
Kresge windows will all have liberal
displays of stills from the film and
pictures of Olive Thomas.
In all the places that advertise the
production there will be a generous
sprinkling of photographs of scenes
taken from the picture and the sign:
"You can see this picture this week
at the Strand."
Albany, N. Y. — Canyon Pictures
Corp., New York City, $10,000; J.
Weinberg, J. M. and C. Goldstein,
544 West 157th St.

DAILY
In the Courts

David Bernstein, treasurer of the
Loew's Theatrical Enterprises, has
been examined in the Supreme Court
in a suit by Marion L. Haley, to recover damages sustained when an
elevator fell in the New York Theater Building, on Feb. 20th, 1917,
while descending from the roof. The
plaintiff sued the theater company,
the Loew Co. and the Mostern
Amusement Corp., and the object of
the examination of Bernstein was
to determine which was liable.
Bernstein testified that the Mostern
Company of which he was treasurer,
was a subsidiary of the Loew Company and that it leased the roof and
was in charge of the elevator which
fell. He said that the Mostern Company is now out of business.

BOY WANTED
To do general work around
office of Wid's Daily. Applj
Business Manager.

I have 50 shares

UNITED ofPICTURE,
THEATERS of AMERIC

STOCK

A. B. Duke Not a Director
Supreme Court Justice Donnelly
has dismissed suits brought by Louis
Symes and Talbot Mundy, against
Angier B. Duke as a stockholder and
director of the Standard Films Industries, Inc. Duke stated that he
never had anything to do with the
corporation but that his friend Captain Philip O. Mills, who was the organizer and who was killed in
France, asked him to subscribe for
stock and he agreed, providing his
father approved. He said that his
father advised against the investment
and that he took no stock but that
his name was used without authority
as a director.

Studio Wanted

;

that I will sell for
$200 per share in
lots of 5 or more
shares. Write or
wire

BOX 75
WID'S DAILY

PICTTJR)'
isTHEin a BIG
class FEATURE
with the regular
th'i
atrical show and should be ei.
ploited as such. We make a lobb
display that
duction
and individualizes
lifts it out the
of pn'
tl
picture RUT— "The Red Lanten
and other productions on exhib
tion in our show rooms.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St.
New York C.

Incorporations
Columbus, O. — Motion Picture Advertising Co., Cincinnati, $25,000; Leo
Berry,

In, or Convenient to
New York City

St. Paul, Minn.— Theater Owners'
Corp.; capital, $50,000. Incorporators: W. M. Hay, Fairmont; L. G.
Roesmer, Winona; H. B. Smoots,
Little Falls, etc.

A prominent producing
company desires to lease an
up'to'date Studio for a few
months, a year, or longer. Full
information as to size of stage,
equipment, lighting, etc. should
be given . Quick action is desired

Richmond, Va.— Suffolk Moving
Picture & Amusement Co., Suffolk.
Capital, $10,000. Jas. C. King, President, and Floyd B. Bradshaw, Secretary, both of Suffolk. Will conduct a moving picture and an amusement business.
Austin, Tex.— Old Mill of Dallas,
filed an amendment to its charter
decreasing capital stock from $100,000 to $75,000.
Permit to do business in Texas
was granted Selznick Pictures Corp.
of New York, capital stock, 2,500
shares without nominal or par value,
Texas headquarters at Austin.
Little Rock, Ark. — The Universal
Film Exchanges, Inc., incorporated
in Delaware, was granted authority
to enter the state.

Address at once

BOX

X Y Z, care WID'S
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Chaplin thepulls
Cows, New
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Chauffeurs
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in "SUNNYSIDE"
Stuff
Floors, Entertains Woodland
Nymphs

the

"New Stuff" is the best description of "Sunnyside." It is real comedy
in the best sense, for there is a thread of pathos running through the
story. Charlie appears in the character of the hired man of a small
town country hotel and store. His manifold duties give ample opportunity for new and ingenuous business.
The great comedian's latest offering is in three reels and will be prereleased at the New York Strand on June 21, the release dates
throughout the country approximating the same date.

I

for "First National"
make 5 3 more
will
Chaplin
has
produced
in
the
past
18
months
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Square An Deal
AKTCBAFT Picture
Bv

Charles Alden Seltzer in Areosv Scenario by Lambert Hillyer Directed by Lambert Hillyer an
h illiam S. Hart
Photographed by Joe August Supervised
by Thomas H. luce

~PENDER as a new born babe with a woman, with a heart
as big as hehimself,
readynever
to fight
fury for
the* woman
loves. he's You
sawwith
Wm.insane
S. Hart
as
he is in "Square Deal Sanderson."

He couldn't be better.
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Reported Jule and J. Allen of Canada organizing
12 million
this
country.dollar concern to operate houses in
Fifth annual convention of Fox Sales managers
starts at Hotel Pennsylvania.
.Metro's policy for coming season calls for "Fewer
and better pictures."
Goldwyn to build studio in east.
Tennessee exhibitors meet in Nashville to form
Tuesday
organization to combat "evils."
Mack Sennett to make three melodramas a year.
Lois Weber leaves Universal.
Ralph Ruffner of Rialto, Butte, Mont., now manager of Rialto. San Francisco.
Stanley
tion. Company form 15 million dollar corporaFamous Players-Lasky reported seeking controling interest in theater chains for distribution in
Canada.
Wednesday
Theda Bara not likely to renew Fox contract.
Famous Players-Lasky deny report that Regal
Films, Ltd., have secured Canadian distribution.
Eminent Authors' first to be "The Cup of Fury,"
by Major Rupert Hughes.
Metro foreign department with Harry J. Cohen
in charge may produce abroad.
Ralph Talbot heads Oklahoma exhibitors' organization, Theater Owners and Managers Asso.
Allentown, Pa., exhibitor arrested on charge of
incendiarism and blackmail.
Censors
overruled
in Philadelphia
regarding
Thursday
showing of "Auction of Souls."
Nazimova to continue with Metro until end of
1921. To make about six pictures a year.
Mrs. Pickford
secures "Pollyanna"
for Mary.
Jack's future plans uncertain.
Katherine Macdonald to make six specials during
coming year for release by B. P. Fineman.
Victor Kremer will State right entire Essanay
catalogue formerly handled by General.
FridaySpokane,
Universal
Wash.,
exchange. discontinues
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NORTH
Page 27
PHIL=FOR=SHORT
Page 29
Page 30
BEAUTY=PROOF
Page 31

Carl Byoir and Charles S. Hart, formerly with
Committee on Public Information, form company. Theatre
United
booking
in Rialto and Rivoli
causes discussion.
Permanent
injunction
restrains
Commissioner
Gilchrist, New
York
City, from interfering
Saturday
with "Fit to Win."
Cornerstone of Fox New York studio laid.
Scandinavian situation to be discussed by National Association.
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Story is Convenient in Development, Treatment Nothing to Brag About
Margarita Fisher in

"Trixie From Broadway"
American

Prod. — Pathe,

Distr.

DIRECTOR
R. William
Neill
AUTHOR
Agnes C. Johnston
SCENARIO
BY
Frank Howard Clark
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Chorus girl comedy and meller
containing
plenty of action but little that
rings true.
STORY
Leads off with chorus girl life in New
York and ends with hero and shero located
on western ranch.
DIRECTION
Permitted some unnecessary exag=
geration in the acting and situations.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies, frequently
lacks
sharpness.
LIGHTINGS
Often harsh, many of the night
effects are crude.
CAMERA WORK
Ordinary
STAR
Most likely to impress when she is wearing dancer's costume.
SUPPORT
Emory
Johnson
satisfactory
as the
ranch owner who tames his Broadway bride;
others fulfill requirements.
EXTERIORS
Conventional
INTERIORS
All that the situations require
DETAIL
Slangy titles may help get laughs
CHARACTER OF STORY
Harmless
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,850 feet
THE

idea behind this story is not bad, but the treatment lacks smoothness. Instead of being permitted to develop naturally, the situations rather
frequently seem to be forced for the sake of comedy
or melodramatic effects, and possibilities for genuine
characterization are lost. Once in a while there is a
human touch, generally in some expression of a chorus
girl's attitude toward life, but usually it is followed by
some unconvincing twist in the plot.
Margarita Fisher makes a presentable show girl and
aids materially in putting over the early passages when
she is supposed to be one of the most attractive, and
least mercenary member of the "Oh, Chicken!" company. These sequences, dealing with happenings in
the theater, on the stage and behind the scenes, may

be counted upon to attract an audience, also some of
the titles should get a laugh.
Characters are modelled after familiar types. In
the person of George Periolot we have the Broadway
rounder whose chief occupation is chasing chorus beauties; then there are the girls that attend his wine
parties and those that won't, or rather the one that
won't — Margarita Fisher, who prefers to buy her own
eats ; and then we have the western ranch owner,
Emory Johnson, who is wealthy, yet democratic. He
wears small town clothes and patronizes lunch rooms.
With this part of the picture, bringing in the incidents prior to Margarita's marriage to Emory, there
is little fault to find, although a number of the scenes
are rather weak photographically. The Westerner rescues the good little chorus girl from the toils of the
Broadway entertainer, and the idea of a beautiful
home in the country sounds good to her.
Apparently this has been one of his pre-marriage
promises, but a little later you find him becoming
highly perturbed over some chatter which he overhears, to the effect that Margarita knew of his wealth
and became his wife on account of it. Concluding
that she doesn't love him, although there has been
nothing to indicate a lack of affection on her part, he
plans
a course in disillusionment in order to test her
sincerity.
When they go west, Margarita's first surprise is at
being met at the station by a rickety old Ford, which
carries them to the place that Emory calls home. His
wife more correctly terms it "a dump." The husband
thinks up all sorts of unpleasant little tricks to make
the ex-chorus girl regret that she ever gave up her job
Then, just to give a new turn to the plot, they drag
in another woman, who concocts a scandal, turning
townsfolk against Margarita. The "Oh, Chicken !"
show comes to town and for old-time's sake, Margarita
goes on in her former part. Emory drags her from
the stage and to make an exciting evening complete,
she rushes off to a barn where "the other woman" is
conducting an indignation meeting.
Everybody stands aside while the two women enjoy
a rough-and-tumble fight, during which a lamp is
overturned, setting the barn on fire. The ensuin
scenes, prior to the rescue of Margarita, are kept going
at a lively pitch. When the wife recovers consciousness, she finds herself in the kind of a home that|
Emory had promised and they resolve not to have anji|
more quarrels.

Chorus Girl Scenes Give Picture Its Best Chance
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
According to a recent announcement, Margarita
Fisher is going to turn from comedy roles, such as
she has been playing for a considerable time, to try
her hand at dramatic impersonations. Probably this
is a wise move, for fans like an occasional change,
which is not being provided in the stories given the
American star during recent months. Of course, they
differ in subject matter, but the tone has been much
the same.
"Trixie From Broadway" is too artificial to be
rated as a good picture, but probably you will find
that it has some popular qualities. Make the most of
the musical comedy chorus girl angle. Stage stuff
always has an appeal, especially for a small town
crowd that doesn't get much of the real thing.

Get a bunch of stills of the show as it is staged ii
the first reel, not forgetting the chorus girl dressinj
room scenes, and in the center place a large picture o|
Miss Fisher as she appears in her dancing costunu
It is decidedly becoming and will help to attract attenj
tion. A line to accompany the pictorial collection ma?
read: "Come inside and see Margarita Fisher
'Trixie From Broadway' in 'Oh, Chicken !' "
Stealing an idea from Briggs, the cartoonist, yoj
might ask: "What does a chorus girl think about!
Margarita Fisher tells you, in 'Trixie From Broadway)
a comedy of the footlights." In a synopsis of tl
story mention may be made of the fire stuff and tl
melodrama in the concluding reel, but the best busines
getting posisbility is in giving folks an idea that yo;|
have a picture of stage life.
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Desert Drama Has Exciting Meller Finish
H.

B. Warner

in

smoothly hammers home its gradual development into
aclimax.
meller with a taut-held tension on an exciting

**The Man Who Turned White"

Superior — Robertson Cole — Exhib. Mutual
IRECTOR
Park Frame
UTHOR
F. McGrew Willis
CENARIO BY
George Elwood Jenks
UWERAMAN
Not credited
S A WHOLE
Well-produced, well-acted romantic desert drama with exciting meller
'
finish.
TORY
Builds point on point with ever-increasing tension; has mystery, romance, adventure.
IRECTION
Harmoniously blends into smoothrunning presentation of plot.
HOTOGRAPHY
Generally very good
IGHTINGS
Favorable lighting conditions chosen
for most exteriors, which predominate.
AMERA
WORK
Good
PAR
Thoroughly convincing and arouses sympathy in sterling portrayal of role.
UPPORT
Excellent; especially so on the part
of Barbara
Castleton,
Wedgewood
Nowell,
Carmen Phillips and Manuel Ojeda.
kTERIORS
Mostly desert locations true to
Arabian atmosphere.
ITERIORS
Adequate
ETAIL
Shows keen knowledge of how to score
minor
points; titles and editing especially
good.
HARACTER
OF STORY
Harmless;
best un=
derstood bv those of maturer years.
pNGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
THE

MAN
WHO
TURNED
WHITE"
is a very
good attraction.
It is a romantic drama of the
ert with suspense enough to hold interest through,t ; it lias mystery, romance, adventure and a leadV character that commands sympathy. All these
jjredients have been so blended in the whole as to
Sve a thoroughly satisfying picture. The film shows
lelligence in the way it has been put together,
pcli accounts in a large measure for its success,
lies are few and always in tune with the picture's
Beet matter, and the editing of the film is worthy
especial commendation.
■"he picture begins by building up an element of
Btery that is gradually dispelled as the plot unfolds,
t as the one element of suspense is let down other
Inents are introduced, with the result that the film

H. B. Warner is given full opportunity to draw a
convincing and sympathy-arousing character, and he
gives a sterling performance. It is after Warner discards the garb and habits of an Arabian bandit and
becomes 'again the white man who is willing to bear
the burdens attaching to an indiscretion he never committed that his real ability as an actor becomes evident. The direction aids considerably.
The supporting cast, too, is all that could be asked.
Barbara Castleton is excellent in the leading female
role; Wedgewood Nowell and Carmen Phillips get
away in good order with their parts, as also do Manuel
Perry.
Ojeda. Jay Dwiggins, Eugenie Forde and Walter
Part of the action of the piece takes place in an
Arabian cabaret, and Carmen Phillips and another
dancing girl are seen in costumes designed to be cool
on the hottest desert afternoon. They dance the
Sahara Shimmie — 'miff sed.
Warner is first seen as the leader of a band of
Arabian desperadoes. The gang sets upon a caravan
and Warner brings to his tent Barbara Castleton,
who was in the company of an officer who had most
wronged Warner. The girl discovers that Warner isa white man. and her excoriation of him brings out
his latent chivalry.
He gives up the bandit stuff and becomes a white
man again, but wants to forget that he ever -was
Captain Rand. A dancing girl is in love with him,
but he is most interested in the girl he once dragged
to his bandit tent. He meets her again in the desert
cabaret.
There follow passages in which mutual regard is
shown between Warner and Barbara, and in which he
meets with Wedgewood Nowell, a rival for Barbara's
hand. Nowell. a good soldier, but a moral coward,
places the blame for his ow7n indiscretion on Warner,
whose life he once saved.
Barbara is desired by a rough-neck Arab, who plots
with the dancing girl to get Barbara away, thus
leaving Warner for the dancing girl.
Through logical plot development Warner rides into
the desert, followed by Barbara. Both are set upon
by the rough-neck's band. This sequence is especially
exciting, and is calculated to hold even the most blase.
Nowell, riding alone, comes to the aid of Barbara and
Warner, who are fighting the desert band. Nowell
is killed. Just as Warner is about to shoot Barbara
to save her from the devilish band, they are saved
through the arrival of a company of soldiers.

Very Good Audience Subject — Should Please Majority
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
[This is an especially good fan picture, and while
is not a great big special, it is worth
giving a
|>ng play.
H. B. Warner has a great number of
Bowers — and his appearance in "The
Man
Who
Bned White" is going to get him many more.
But
(ely on its merits
as motion
picture entertainthis offering is worth booking.
le picture is one that is calculated to suit almost
audience, but it will be an especial hit with those
crave
spectacular
excitement
because
of its
^e-quickening climax.
Even the coldest audience
be counted on to respond to those sequences showI the desert chases
and fight of the hero and
oine.

If you go in for lobby display the desert atmosphere
of the film may lend itself to your needs. But it is
a question whether it would be wise showmanship
in hot weather to suggest that your picture's locale is
the torrid Sahara. Rather play up the intensity and
interest of the story, and the presence in the offering of H. B. Warner. There are quite a number of
stills showing dramatic moments in the picture that
can be obtained.
Make the most of the advertising value of H. B.
Warner's name. It is some little time since he has
been seen on the screen, and it is a safe bet that he
will be welcomed in "The Man Who Turned White."
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First-Glass Mystery Story Has Suspense and a Creepy Atmosphere
Enid Bennett in

"The Haunted Bedroom"
Paramount

RECTOR
Fred Niblo
JPERV1SED BY
Thomas H. lnce
JTHOR
C. Gardner Sullivan
JENARIO BY
C. Gardner Sullivan
kMERAMAN
..
George
Barnes
> A WHOLE
Mystery
drama
in which
sus=
pense is cleverly maintained; carries a weird
atmosphere most of the way.
"ORY
Keeps the audience in uncertainty about
the haunted bedroom and the strange fate of
inmates of the old mansion.
IRECTION
Does much to heighten the spooky
effect of many of the scenes.
10TOGRAPHY
Very fine, especially in night
shots of a graveyard.
GHTINGS
Have a lot to do with giving the
scenes a "creepy" atmosphere.
IMERA WORK
Successful under difficult con=
ditions, such
as when
a ghost is photo=
graphed
in the haunted
room
and in the
graveyard.
fAR
Looks
well in close=ups;
registers emotion without over=acting.
JPPORT
William Conklin and others carry the
action in the intense mood
that the story
requires.
ITERIORS
Appropriate where needed
H"ERIORS
Haunted room containing an organ
hiding a secret passageway is a notably good
piece of studio work.
ETAIL
Repetition
of storm
effects on three
successive nights is one of the few defects in
a welUconstructed production.
IARACTER OF STORY
Suspense=creating
mvsterv.
NGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,092 feet
JERE'S a true, honest-to-goodness mystery story
I- — haunted house, strange disappearance, a ghost
ting nocturnal constitutionals around a graveyard,
Ky music stealing through the dark recesses of an
building, and Anally an intrepid girl to expose
natural causes behind the seemingly supernatural
Beuings.
this picture has atmosphere,
and you know
what
phere means
in a spooky
tale of a haunted
It has suspense,
the kind of suspense
that

Promise Something Good.

every first-class writer of mystery yarns, from Poe (<>
Conan Doyle, has put into his narratives. Effects are
created quickly and surely and the solution is reserved for the climax. Suspicion is centered where
it doesn't belong, the spectator is kept wondering, just
Hke the girl reporter- detective In the story, and the
outcome is not what has been anticipated.
The treatment of the scenario supplied by C. Gardner Sullivan calls for particular attention. It may
properly be called atmospheric. The lightings, the
weird spookiness of the graveyard as seen from the
window of the room occupied by the frightened girl,
the swaying trees swept by a storm, the flashes of
lightning illumining the white grave stones and the
uncanniness of the haunted bedroom in which ghostly
fingers bring music from the organ placed there by
an early tenant of the house, all contribute.
Save that the storm effects are used too frequently,
there is nothing that suggests criticism in the presentation of the picture. At the close, a genuinely novel
piece of studio mechanism is made a factor in the
solution of the mystery. Enid Bennett, the reporter
who has gained access to the house by posing as a
servant, has secreted herself in the haunted room with
an old negro butler as her companion. She tests the
keyboard and finds that by pressing a certain combination one of the pipes moves, revealing a trick lock
by which
the organ may
be opened.
Behind the instrument is a passageway leading to a
tomb, which in turn gives way to the yard above. The
ghost reveals his humanity when he is held up at the
point of a pistol. This may sound like serial stuff.
but it isn't, because there is a tone to the atmosphere
and a continuity in the unfolding of the plot that
make the situations seem real.
Enid is a special writer for a New York newspaper
sent to Richmond. Va., to follow up a story about the
mysterious disappearance of a man on the Whispering
Oaks estate, reputed to be haunted by a ghost. Reporters are rigidly excluded from the premises, but
Enid frightens a maid engaged by the tenants of the
establishment into allowing her to All the job.
Four characters figure in the action in addition to
the reporter — the sister of the missing mau, the doctor who is in love with her. the doctor's son and a
detective. A number of things happen tending to
center suspicion on the boy. but in the end it transpires that the woman is an adventuress intent upon
getting the doctor's money and that the missing man
is "the ghost," her confederate whom she had thrown
into the secret passageway after a quarrel.
Dorcas Mathews. Jack Nelson, Lloyd Hughes and
Harry Archer are in the cast.

The Film Will Back You Up

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
on can always bank on one thing — folks like a
d mystery story. Probably there is no form of
ecu entertainment that strikes a more general
I. In "The Haunted Bedroom" there isn't any ar>ent. there isn't any problem that the author strugto answer, there isn't anything beyond "thrilly"
rtainment that ought to keep an audience on edge,
he screen hasn't had many good ghost stories,
Jally because technical difficulties make it somef a task for a director to picture a ghost without
;• it more ridiculous than exciting. It is easier
an author to write a chapter of "creepy" atmosI than for a producer to get five minutes of the
; thing in a him and when
the task is accom-

plished, as in the present instance, you may bet that
the picture will go over big.
"The Haunted Bedroom" comes pretty olese to being
an ideal title. It will attract attention, so play it up.
Then use the ghost idea in catchlines. "Do you believe in ghosts? Don't be too sure until you have
seen 'The Haunted Bedroom'," would do for one. Or
"Supposing you were locked in a haunted room with
a ghost. What would you do? See Enid Bennett in
her picture of thrills and surprises, 'The Haunted BedThis production strikes me as being good enough to
warrant a mail campaign. Use a follow-up series of
post
cards promising your patrons that you have someroom'."
thing out of the ordinary rut.

D. W. GRIFFITH
REPERTORY

SEASONS

The D. W. GRIFFITH

REPERTORY

SEASONS,

the first in the history of Motion Pictures, now have been
established in the following cities:
New York (Geo. M. Cohan Theatre), Chicago (Illinois
Theatre), Boston (Colonial Theatre), Philadelphia (Garrick
Theatre) .
The initial offering in each of these cities is Mr. Griffith's art sensation, "BROKEN BLOSSOMS," of which the
New York Tribune said: "It is the greatest picture we ever
have seen or ever expect to see."
In furtherance of the Repertory plan, -'BROKEN
BLOSSOMS" will be followed by "THE FALL OF BABYLON," and expansion and amplification of the beautiful and
thrilling Babylonian episode from "Intolerance." Other productions are to include "THE MOTHER AND THE
LAW," based on the modern American story in "Intolerance,"
with changes and additions.
The Griffith Repertory Seasons are receiving widespread
praise and commendation throughout the United States, as
perhaps best expressed in a letter from Charles Hanson
Towne, editor of McClure's Magazine, who wrote: "It is
the greatest step forward that we have known. I feel that a
new era has dawned."
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Superficial Gypsy Meller Average Program Picture
Gladys Brock well in

"The Sneak"
Fox

Edward J. LeSaint
DIRECTOR
J- Grubb Alexander
AUTHOR
Ruth Ann Baldwin
SCENARIO BY
Friend F. Baker
CAMERAMAN
Rather superficial and sometimes
AS A WHOLE
very wild gypsy meller with lots of plot ac=
tion; an average program picture.
Conveniently filled with situations that
STORY
lend themselves to meller treatment.
DIRECTION
Conventional handling of this sort
of material.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Best natural light chosen for ex=
teriors; some fair night stuff,
CAMERA WORK
Effective
STAR
Is the fiery and fierce gypsy girl to the
life.
SUPPORT
William Scott, Harry Hilliard, John
Oaker and others give star adequate assist=
ance.
EXTERIORS
Compose bulk of scenes; some
pretty locations.
INTERIORS
Ordinary
DETAIL
Evident in its satisfactory manner of
emphasizing
necessary
points; gypsy types
and customs accurately observed.
CHARACTER OF STORY
A bit wild at times; a
few stabbings.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet
CONSIDERED as a program offering, "The Sneak"
is just average. There is nothing in the offering
that lifts it above the usual run. The film is full of
that sort of plot action demanded by a certain percentage of motion picture patrons. It is a superficial
meller that becomes a bit wild at times, and makes its
bill for appeal more on its swift story movement than
on anything that attempts to get below the surface.
The plot is very elemental, and conveniently filled with
an abundance of situations that lend themselves to
meller treatment.
Gladys Brockwell appears as a gypsy girl who is
next in line for the throne of her tribe. Her performance is all that could be asked, and she makes as real
ks possible the character of the girl whose fiery temper and tender love become the center of a maelstrom

HARRY

ngs. Essentially her emotions are primiof happeni
tive which fact is brought out in numerous ways, one
in which with all the ferocity of a
being a sequence
wounded
tigress she fights a man.
The title of the picture is none too apt. The Sneak
believe,
is not Gladys, as the average person would
bin one of her tribe who uses sneaky means in an
en'ds.
his own
to gain
attempt
nomads has been retained in the
of the
The spirit
the offerfilm in a satisfactory enough manner, .and
Most of the
ing has a tew moments of excitement
brought
is
there
and
camp,
gypsy
a
in
laid
is
action
to Hie screen one or two gypsy customs that command
some
are
There
interest.
of
amount
a moderate
fairly-done night scenes in those sequences in which
Gladys is driven out into the stormy darkness.
In' the early scenes Gladys is virtually the queen of
the group. During a gypsy ceremony she chooses as
her husband William Scott, much to the chagrin of
John Oaker, who realizes that marriage to Gladys
would lead to the throne of the tribe. It is when
oaker tries to force himself on her that Gladys fights
him. And that's sure some scrap. But Harry Hilliard,
a wealthy voting artist, happens along and stops the
has been looking for inspiration, and bebattlelievesHe'
he has found it in Gladys, rather than in the
girl he is engaged to.
Hilliard endeavors to get Gladys to pose for him,
but she is afraid of Scott's jealousy of her. But after
a row with Scott. Gladys listens to Oaker's proposal
that the two of them rob Hilliard's home of the many
beautiful trinkets there. This is a "frame" on the
part of Hilliard and Oaker, so when Gladys is discovered in the artist's house by Oaker, the latter tells
her father.
Circumstantial evidence condemns Gladys of uncleanness; she is therefore banished from the gypsy
camp. She is persuaded to pose for Hilliard by his
promise that he will explain everything to her father
after the picture is finished. Meanwhile her father
is broken-hearted. But the signs tell the gypsies that
Gladys is guiltless, and Oaker goes in search of her.
He reaches the artist's studio just in time to discover
Hilliard being accused by the hitter's fiancee. A fight
ensues, after which Hilliard confesses to Oaker that
Gladys is innocent of any wrongdoing.
They go back to the camp, intent on getting even
with Scott. After Scott has stabbed Oaker. Gladys
indulges in a dagger duel with him. Scott trips and
falls on his own knife.
Included in the cast are Arthur Hollingsworth,
Irene Rich and Gerrard Grassby.

BEAUMONT
M.P. D. A.

Producing for Goldwyn
Latest Release

"One of the Finest"
'

DAILY
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Will Get Warmest Reception in Cheaper Houses
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Gladys Brockwell in

"The Sneak"
Fox

This is a subject that will get a warm reception
only in those cheaper houses catering to patrons who
do not demand anything more than that a picture have
lots of stabbing 'n' things in them. It certainly will
not get over very well in a downtown house catering
to the better class. It is just an average program
picture.
In your advertising you may have to give a more apt
idea of the picture than is conveyed by the main title.
The average person would probably believe that it is
Gladys who is seen as "the sneak."
This is not the

case. You can tell your folks that in her latest offering Gladys is seen as a fiery, lovable gypsy girl who
is the innocent victim of a vengeful tribesman's plot.
Play up
gypsy
stuff for all for
it's knowing
worth. There
always
hasthebeen
a fascination
more
about these romantic nomads in the imagination of
most of us, and this picture brings to the screen several of their customs, beliefs and superstitions. This
line of stuff should be productive especially in a neighborhood where there are many foreigners.
"Gladys
in 'The
Sneak' —
theCatchlines:
story of a gypsy
maid Brockwell
against whom
circumstances
lied — and who was ready to fight a dagger duel with
the man who accused her." "Did you ever get the
wanderlust so bad you wished you were a gypsy V
See 'The Sneak,' with Gladys Brockwell, and change
your mind."

A Super -Serial!
Three Parts

THE

Two

Reels Each

YELLOW
featuring beautiful ALICE

EEL
MANN

Supported by winsome Frances Mann and a strong cast

Will

Pack Your House

It tells a Government
from the Public

Story, heretofore

Concealed

It's Crowded with Love, Thrills, and Mystery !
It employs Hundreds of Extras and
can Never be Duplicated

Settings that

It's a Smashing Fiction Story against a Background
of Solid Fact

Just

What

You

Want!

Now In

McCLUKE

Preparation

Berkeley Building

Watch

PRODUCTIONS,
New

For
Inc.
York

It!
Distribution plans will
be announced later.
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every picture in which he has
WITH
appeared as a Robertson-Cole star acclaimed by the press, public, and exhibitor in superlative terms of praise for their dramatic
and artistic quality, Hayakawa has created an individual following in four thousand theatres in the
United States. Not a single one of his new series
has fallen below his exceptionally high standard
and on this record of consistency, one never before
equalled in six consecutive star pictures, exhibitors
have achieved an element of continued, steady
prosperity.
To this unique record he adds the distinction
of being alone in his chosen sphere, the interpretation of those parts which only an Oriental can successfully portray for an audience of the Western
World. Sensational or unpleasant subjects are always avoided and Hayakawa carries with him the
full support of those who love the mystery and
beauty of the Oriental World as well as the superb
finish of a great actor.
His productions are supreme achievements
from the Box Office standpoint as well as dramatically and artistically. From the first his films have
been phenomenal financial hits and each picture
brought additional thousands to the ticket windows
of the theatres.
Box Office receipts represent the mercury in
the thermometer of public opinion and when they
go steadily up and up it is the surest indication of
the popularity of the star and his productions.
Hayakawa represents an unbroken series of successes.

..
Released by

Robertson-Cole Company
Division
through

Exhibitors

of

Films

Mutual
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Fair Comedy-Drama
May Allison

A1LY

11

Goes Over After Late Start

in

"Almost Married"
Metro
DIRECTOR
Charles Swickard
SUPERVISED BY
Maxwell Karger
AUTHOR
E. V. Durling
SCENARIO BY
June Mathis and Luther A. Reed
CAMERAMAN
William E. Fildew
AS A WHOLE
Fair comed> =drama offering rea=
sonable amount of entertainment.
STORY
Contains
some
rather
clever
comedy
twists and amusing farce situations.
DIRECTION
All that could be desired in bringing
out story's best points.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Proper for effects needed
CAMERA
WORK
On a par with photography
STAR
Takes full advantage of both serious and
frivolous possibilities; wears a very daring
gown.
JPPORT
Walter
I. Percival
not altogether
pleasing as leading man; Frank Currier, Hugh
Fay and others adequate.
.XTERIORS
Some
quite good snow
stuff in
mountains.
INTERIORS
Furnish proper background for ac=
tion.
DETAIL
Incidental bits of business played up
where
most needed;
blends well with the
whole.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to offend un=
less your people object to seeing cabaret
beauty in gown that leaves little to imagina=
tion.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
MAY ALLISON is seen iu just a bit different type
of picture than her usual line in "Almost MarHed," ;i very fair comedy-drama affording a reasonable
jtmount of entertainment. In her latest picture May
las a chance to do a little more character delineation
han in some of her recent releases, and of this opportunity she takes fullest advantage.
■ E. V. Durling' story has some rather clever comedy
prists and amusing farce situations, all of which are
go screened by Director Swickard as to bring out their
■ghest value. The chief trouble with the picture is
ihat it is a bit too long in getting to the real story.
r?he early reels are serious in content and sometimes
■lite slow in story-movement.
They
are devoted

mostly to creating sympathy for the leading character and, in view of the abruptness with which the
picture shifts from seriousness to farce, the first half
might almost be termed a prologue to the real story
— an introduction that must be understood by the
viewer so that he appreciates what happens later on.
However, the "introduction" gives May a chance to
show her ability as an actress, and when the film
starts on the home stretch its real worth as farcial
entertainment becomes evident.
In the first sequences May appears as the daughter
of a Swiss inn-keeper. She is the spirit of love and
laughter in these passages. Her whole world crashes
about her when she is jilted by Walter I. Percival,
a wealthy young American traveling to obtain
"polish." He really wants to marry May, but takes
the advice of his social adviser and leaves the Alps.
Percival's desertion of her leads May to agree to go
to America with a vaudeville agent who believes her
beauty and voice can win a fortune.
May's vaudeville debut is a frost, but the vaudeville
agent still has faith in himself and May's possibilities,
but, he says, their public wants its songs and singers
"undressed." One can't hear the song May sings on
her first appearance at a big New York midnight
Kevue, but if the public wants their singers the way
the vaudeville agent says they do, the public will not
be disappointed in May's appearance. The gown she
wears is certainly daring, to say the least — one of
them lo and behold things.
In the restaurant at the time of May's successful
debut are Percival and his old-fashioned father, who
still remembers his pick and shovel days. Noticing
that May and Percival recognize each other, the father
(Frank Currier), insists on meeting her. Percival
introduces them and May begins to make a play for
the father. 'Later she tells Currier of Percival's
faithlessness, and both plot to bring him to his senses.
May and the old man tell the son they are going
to marry. As far as Percival knows, they do — much
to his chagrin — and begin their "honeymoon" at Currier's country place. Percival becomes thoroughly fed
up with the affair, but learns that they are merely
trying to put something over on him.
Fighting fire with fire, Percival endeavors to make
May jealous by apparently making love to the wife
of a friend, who agrees to the plan. But the wife's
husband spoils the scheme by his extreme jealousy,
and Percival gives up, confessing that he is cured of
May.desire for "polish," etc., and wants only to marry
his
Besides those named the cast includes Harry Rattenbury and James Wharton James.

Will Probably Please Majority of Patrons
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
May Allison has a great number of followers, and
ey will probably like her in her latest offering. If
>ur patrons are particularly partial to the star, let
em know that in her latest picture she has a chance
do more character delineation than usual, and that
e proves she can do serious stuff just as well as she
les lighter roles.
But the tone of the picture is by no means serious
its entirety. It should be billed as a comedy-drama
th clever twists and amusing situations. Play up,
, the fact that the action shifts from the snowiped Alps to behind the scenes of a big Broadway
dnight Revue.

If you have been running rather heavy and serious
dramas for a while, this one will bring something
more light and refreshing to perhaps pep up things
a bit. It is by no means a big attraction, but it is a
program offering of fair strength.
It is one that offers several advertising angles.
Catchlines and teaser ads might be used along the
idea of both father and son being interested in the
same girl. Suggestions for catchlines are: "An
obstacle- filled romance that leads from the Alps to
Broadway — from simple frocks to tights." "He
thought the woman he loved was his stepmother."
"The romance of a Swiss inn-keeper's daughter who
became the brightest light on Broadway."

presents

MITCHELL LEW
in

Jacques of the SilvefNo
A drama ot the deep-snow lands of the Canadian
Northwest, in which virile Mitchell Lewis is again
seen as Canuck, strong of chest and great of heart
Directed

BY ROBERT NORTH BRADBURY
AND FRANK HOWARD CLARK

NORVAL

by

MacGREGC
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Dreary and Depressing Drama Is Unconvincing
Montagu

Love

in

"Through the Toils"
World
DIRECTOR
Harry
O. Hoyt
AUTHOR
Koby
Kohn
SCENARIO
BY
Harry O. Hoyt
CAMERAMAN
Edward Horn
AS
A
WHOLE
Ponderously
depressing
and
gloomy drama with unreal characters doing
unreal things; has no redeeming virtue.
STORY
Nightmarish yarn that gets no response
except wonder at its craziness.
DIRECTION
Very conventional; often falls short
of being average.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally fair; a few very fair
doub!e=exposures and a few wobbly ones.
LIGHTINGS
Spotlighting on figures often too
evident.
CAMERA WORK
Nothing extra
STAR
Isn't given much chance to show his real
ability; has done much better work than in
this dual role.
SUPPORT
Ellen Cassity sometimes dominates;
others adequate.
EXTERIORS
Nothing to brag about
INTERIORS
The usual stuff
DETAIL
Not calculated
to help; double sometimes used for star in scenes in which both
characters appear.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Sombre; has unhappy
theme; not offensive, however.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
GREAT gobs of gloom are spread all over most of the
five reels comprising '•Through the Toils" — which
[title is very apt in that the spectator, too. is dragged
["through the toils." The picture is basically wrong
jin that it brings to the screen too much uncalled-for
unhappiness
sorrow.
the most
pictureoften,
is notanda
^tragedy,
the and
tragic
note is"While
sounded
tragedy is compelling only when done by master craftsmen ;done as it is in "Through the Toils" it becomes
inere plot-material that repels rather than attracts interest. Even the happy ending cannot extenuate for
■ereening
a virtually
insane
plotting
lovers for no
other reason
thanman's
that he
wants against
to see
pern squirm so that he can get their writhings between the covers of a novel of "real life."

Montagu Love's latest offering Is a dreary drama
with unreal Characters doing unreal things — so unreal that never for one moment
can <
forget that
the happenings on the screen are "just movies." The
picture is ponderously depressing and heavy, overburdened with close-ups that retard the action, and
never convincing.
The star plays a dual role, but neither of the characters portrayed gives him much chance to show his
real ability. One of the characters is that of an
eccentric old novelist, and in portraying it a make-up
is used that permits the appearance of a double in
several scenes. And the viewer is never able to
quite "get" the character of the aged novelist, who
struts around like a ghoul taking extreme joy in the
great sorrow of the lovers he has separated. Sometimes he appears to be intoxicated or sumpthin' — or
maybe he's just crazy, which might explain why
many of the things that transpire on the screen hapA very repelling scene is that in which the old
bird dies. A close-up shows him frothing at the
pen.
mouth. And in a close-up from another angle at about
the same time in the action, all the soap suds have
gone. This is but one instance of where detail wasn't
watched carefully, another being the sudden disappearance of a wound on the neck of the star.
The aged novelist who starts all the trouble in the
picture is certainly a queer old bird. Both that character and that of the almost hermit-like young writer
in the same small town are 'played by Montagu,
whose make-up in the early stages, before he buys
store-clothes and gets a he-man hair cut, is almost
womanish.
The aged novelist and another crab he has working
for him bring together a young writer and the novelist's ward. They build up the romance only to crash
it. The old man cleverly plots to do this. Then,
when he has A-irtually wrecked two lives, he becomes
too Aveak to write about it himself, and adroitly gets
the young writer to tackle the book. The youth writes
the old man's plot even more wonderfully than the
novelist could have done himself, but learns that the
old man was entirely to blame for his separation from
the novelist's ward.
The book finished, the old man cashes in, but not
before the girl has hastened to the little town from
New York.
Of course things come out all right.
In the cast are Gertrude LeBrandt, John Davidson,
Thomas Carr, Laura West, Joseph Burke, Lincoln
Stedman, Winifred Leighton and Dorothy Walters.

Pass It By If You Can— Not Good Fan Stuff
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Pass this one by unless the mere presence in a,
picture of Montagu Love is enough to bring patrons
to your house. You will have to work mighty hard
to get by with the offering, even if you consider it
us an ordinary program picture. It is less than that;
Itnd even folks more than partial to Montagu Love
will not be very much pleased with his latest offering.
It is one that can be shelved very safely. If you must
run it, build up the remainder of your program as
fcrongly as possible. Get a good, lively comedy and
Bier short stuff that you can feature in your advertising instead of the five-reeler.
There is not much to make a noise about in the
11m, because
it will scarcely
live up to anything

good you might say about it. It is just a crazy picture
with the glooms running all through it, and if you
show it to regular patrons they are liable to tell you
so.
If your crowd insists on Montagu Love, however,
tell them that in this subject he plays a dual role —
that he is seen as a fanatical old novelist and also
as the young writer whom the novelist plots against
merely
to make his and the girl's sufferings material
for
a book.
Ellen Cassity has made a number of friends among
fans, and mention of her presence in the subject
might help.

THE ONLY GUARANTEED
STAR ON THE SCREEN!
By Carl Laemmle, President
Universal Film Manufacturing Company

|HE Universal has a
1
| X I new star.
We have no contract
with him, but—
We herewith serve due
legal notice on any and all
producers who are in the
habit of stealing stars that all
the money in the world cannot
induce this new star to leave the
Universal.

We have made a real actor of him.
True, he is temperamental as nearly all stars
are ; but we never yet have seen any star who
was more willing, more daring, more clever
or more brainy.
He has never yet demanded the right to
o. k. the pictures in which he appears; he
has never even demanded a dressing room
of his own; he has never insisted on having
a director of his own choosing; he has never
quibbled about working on Sundays or holidays; he has never asked for more money
and he never will, regardless of how much
money he makes for exhibitors.
He has shown a spirit of true manliness.
For this and many other reasons I feel that
I owe him this public appreciation.
Joe Martin — for this is our hero's name
— is a monkey. Or a chimpanzee. Or possibly an ourang-outang. Or maybe a tangerine.

But he is a great actor. H»
is twice as good as any othei
actor because he can act witr
four hands instead of two
He is the only monkey
ever saw who is a real actor
although I have seen mam
actors who were real monkeys
In making a star out of thf
monkey, I am not attempting fo
one instant to make monkeys o\
of any stars. But I'll say this much : SIkn
me the best thing that any actor ever did
the screen and I'll show you how Joe Mai
tin can do it better — and ten times funnie;]
Recently at the Strand theatre in Nei
York Joe Martin appeared in his new pit
ture called "Monkey Stuff." He nearl
"busted up the show." The audienc
laughed so much about Joe Martin i
"Monkey Stuff" that they were not in th
mood for anything else.
The Universal is now celebrating
Seventh Anniversary. Thus, for the fir
time in seven years, we are able to offer tr
public A GUARANTEED STAR. Gua
anteed because nobody can steal him aws
at any price. Guaranteed because he wi
rock your house with laughter as it h.
never been rocked before, except possib;
by Charlie Chaplin.
We are now making a series of pictur
with Joe Martin as the star. Any exhibit*
who does not book the whole series is simp)
making a Joe Martin of himself.

duft
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Story Will Give Folks Something to Talk About.
Bessie

Barriscale

in

"Tangled Threads"
B.

B. Features — Robertson

Cole — Exhib.

Mutual

DIRECTOR
Howard
C. Hickman
AUTHOR
M. B. Havey
SCENARIO BY
Fred Myton
CAMERAMAN
L. Guy Wilky
AS A WHOLE
Fairly interesting treatment of
husband and wife problems is up to program
requirements.
STORY
Concerns a wife who tries to make her
husband jealous; affords sympathetic role for
star.
DIRECTION
Usually follows conventional lines,
but is acceptable.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Rather
uniform
CAMERA WORK
Mostly straight stuff
STAR
Expresses sincere emotion,
especially in
scenes
the display of a mother's love
for herrequiring
child.
SUPPORT

Rosemary
Theby
sometimes
over=
reaches in her portrayal of a selfish, shallow^
minded
woman;
Henry
Kolker
is impres=
sive in role of doctor; others are adequate.
EXTERIORS
A few attractive locations
INTERIORS
Nothing out of the ordinary
DETAIL
Hospital
scenes,
showing
children's
ward, are used to arouse sympathy.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Domestic drama
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet
JUDGING from the number of pictures concerning the
problems of married life being issued, producers
seem to have reached the conclusion that audiences
are ready to vary the girl and boy romance stuff
with less romantic and more actual presentations of
mature life. There is just enough fidelity to facts
in a picture such as "Tangled Threads" to provide
a groundwork for discussion, which in itself is always
a strong point in favor of a production.
The question at the basis of the story is, in effect:
Should a wife attempt to re-awaken ardor in an indifferent husband by making him jealous, or is jealousy a dangerous explosive to play with? "Tangled
Threads" seems to answer the last question with an
emphatic "It is."

15

Capably Presented

In addition to the marital issues presented with
sufficient detiniteness. there is a decidedly sympathetic
(lenient in the depiction of the love of a mother for
her child, which, in the long run, is largely responsible
for the unravelling of the domestic tangle.
Miss Barriscale. as the unappreciated wife and devoted mother, gives a performance that strikes some
really appealing moments, not so much when she is
emoting with an almost too obvious intensity, as in
passages requiring an expression of maternal feeling, which, when deprived of its natural outlet, leads
to her becoming a nurse that she may minister to
ill and friendless children.
Another phase of the character likely to appeal to
folks who admire womanly steadfastness, is the wife's
unfaltering loyalty to her husband, even after she has
been cast aside in favor of another woman. A physician. Henry Kolker. at the hospital where she is a
trained nurse, falls in love with her, but their relationship remains on terms of simple friendship, because of her fidelity to the man she married.
Early in the action. Bessie is impressed with the
need of doing something to rekindle the emotions of
Nigel Barrie, as the husband who is not even guarded
in his attentions to Rosemary Theby, in the character
of a flippant, selfish vamp. Convinced that her best
chance is to make him jealous, Bessie enlists an old
friend, Thomas Holding, as a partner to a flirtation
with the understanding, of course, that they are to
flirt only for the benefit of the husband and never in
earnest.
But unfortunately, Thomas has long harbored a
secret passion for Bessie and he is a good deal of a
cad in the bargain. Instead of playing fair, he traps
the wife into accompanying him to his rooms and then
summons Barrie, arranging for his arrival at the moment that he has forcibly clasped the woman in his
arms.
One weak point in the plot is the ease with which
the husband secures a divorce and the custody of the
child on insufficient grounds. At all events, the grief
stricken Bessie becomes a trained nurse while Barrie
leads a miserable existence after his marriage to Rosemary, who, along with Thomas Holding, eventually
is killed on a joy ride.
The family reconciliation is brought about by Bessie being called to nurse her child when it is dangerously ill with influenza. Kolker, playing with admirable poise and dignity, is particularly impressive
as the physician. The work of Barrie and Holding
does not call for special comment.

Play Up Mother-Love Theme and Aim Catchlines at Women
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Although it is not distinguished by anything remarkable, either in story or presentation, "Tangled
Threads" strikes me as being a first rate audience
picture, especially for women. It gives people something to discuss, also it contains the heart appeal,
without which a drama is pretty certain to fall flat.
Treat it as a study of husband and wife problems,
not forgetting, however, the mother love theme. Display stills of Bessie Barriscale as the mother with her
son before discord has broken up the household, use
others from the sequences in which she is a nurse
caring for the unfortunates in a children's hospital,
and another indicating the happy reconciliation at the
conclusion of the story.
There are several rather well-known names in the
cast which might be worth publishing in full.
Rose-

mary Theby will be remembered by old-time fans for
her work in short subjects ; Henry Kolker is an accomplished actor who has benefited by a broad stage
experience, and Thomas Holding has been associated
with many productions.
Catchlines may be worked along various angles.
For example: "Do you believe that when people
marry they will fight happily forever after? See
Bessie Barriscale in 'Tangled Threads,' a drama of
crossed emotions." Or, "Does it pay for a wife to
make her husband jealous? Bessie Barriscale finds
that it doesn't in 'Tangled Threads'." Following the
mother-love idea ask: "What is the greatest emotion
in a woman's life? See Bessie Barriscale in 'Tangled
Threads'."

COMPANY
ILADELPHIA.PA.

May 31, 1919.
Mr. Samuel Qoldwyn,
Soldwyn Distributing Corporation,]i
469 Fifth Avenue,
Mew York.
My dear Mr. Goldwyn:Will you be good enough to advise me
at your earliest convenience what will he your policy
of distribution of your pictures for next season?
If at all possible,

I would consider

it a personal favor if you could ccne to Philadelphia
and diBcuss the matter with me in person*
Sine
Since^Ly yours,

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiinnimnimi
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Co

cturcs

ColdJune 3rd,
Mr. Jules Maatbaum,
Stanley Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

19

19.

My dear Mr. Mastbaum:Regret that I cannot meet you in Philadelphia
this week. I am held here concluding details of the very
subject of which you write*
Frankly, as long ago as last December we saw
this coming. We foresaw then the questions that you and
hundreds of exhibitors are now asking. Vie knew that this
fall would bring vast changes in the industry which no company wishing to hold leadership could afford to ignore* And
we backed our belief by preparing half a year in advance.
Have therefore spent four of the past five
months on the Const cooperating with our production forces
in the task of creating, far in advance of release, the powerful pictures needed to meet the new demands*
Since my return to Sew York, we have been going
over the distributing proposition with a fine- tooth oomb. Aided by the presence and advice of our branch managers, we ere
working out a sales and exploitation plan flexible enough to
meet the manifold needs and conditions of the exhibitors of
America.
Naturally, no exhibitor can make his bookings
safely until he learns just what our policy is to be* lie
expect to issue a definite and concrete announcement the
first week of July, and I shall then be very glad to, run
over to Philadelphia and go over the whole proposition personally with you.
Very oordially yours.

Slllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllflflllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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Too Unreasonable to Get By As Legitimate Comedy.
Gladys

Leslie

in

"Too Many Crooks"
Vitagraph
DIRECTOR
Ralph Ince
AUTHOR
E. J. Rath
SCENARIO BY
Edward J. Montagne
CAMERAMAN
Jules Cronjager
AS
A WHOLE
Frothy,
improbable
affair for
which little may be claimed except that it is
unusual.
STORY
Adaptation of story published in the All
Story Magazine; concerns a house party of
crooks.
DIRECTION
Does all that need be asked with
the material provided.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Sharp
LIGHTINGS
Generally well judged
CAMERA WORK
Ordinary
STAR
Appears cute in the role of a baby vamp
crook, but is not convincing.
SUPPORT
Jean Paige is fully as prominent in
the picture as the star; Huntley Gordon car=
ries straight part satisfactorily.
EXTERIORS
Mainly scenes on estate surround=
ing a mansion.
INTERIORS
Up to the mark in the display of
costly furnishings.
DETAIL
Two of the crook characters
suggest
familiar slapstick comedy
types; there are
few apparent attempts to give the picture the
illusion of reality.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Childish fiction
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,300 feet
NOBODY is likely to hand this picture much. Most
of it is too foolish even to be funny, and except
for a few humorous sketches done in a broadly farcical
vein there is little to enliven the five reels.
Gladys Leslie is a baby vamp crook, but no one
would ever suspect it, save for the information imparted in subtitles. She's as pretty and cute as ever
and a tough manner doesn't come naturally to the
little Vitagraph actress. She looks as dainty as though
she had just stepped out of her mother's limousine,
but in reality, for the purpose of the story, she is a
far-famed con woman, known to her associates as
Boston Fanny.

Sunday, June 8, 1919

Star Miscast

There's nothing really the matter with Miss Leslie's
performance except that she doesn't look the part
and the words put into her mouth by a title writer
versed in the lingo of the underworld seem a bit
incongruous. Even in fiction of this type it is well
to give a crook a few charactertistics of the class in
order to put the portrayal over as genuine.
An audience that merely judged by appearances,
without taking into consideration the names of the
players, might be excused for concluding that Jean
Paige had been given the leading role. She is seen
as a young literary woman figuring in the romance
with Huntley Gordon, the criminologist who arranges
the house party of crooks in order that the would-be
playwright may study subjects for her underworld
drama at first hand.
Miss Leslie doesn't enter the action until the latter
part of the first reel after the groundwork of the story
has been laid in scenes between Jean and Huntley,
who invites half a dozen or so notorious criminals to
visit the girl's home, leading them to suppose that
Jean and her father also are thieves and that they
want to form a crook trust.
The absurdity of the situation is obvious. To begin
with, any thief with enough shrewdness to steal a
livelihood would know immediately that they were being fooled. The behavior of the hosts doesn't indicate
at any time a familiarity with the underworld technique, nor is there anything to give a convincing explanation of Huntley Gordon's place in the gang's
confidence. Then to cap the climax of improbabilities,
Jean herself suspects Huntley of being a leader of the
thieves and is happily surprised when a detective informs her that he is one of the country's greatest
criminologists.
Considered merely as unreasonable farce, some!
amusing incidents may be found in the scenes showing
the strange collection of thugs, ranging all the way
from second- story men to pickpockets. They appropriate whatever they can lay their hands on, one
of the biggest hauls being manoeuvered by Gladys and
the pickpocket at a fashionable lawn fete.
While the baby vamp is surrounded by a circle of
admiring men, her light-fingered accomplice steals
watches and bank-rolls without interruption. Detectives arrive to investigate the thefts, but the gang
rides away merrily in Jean's car, leaving the hoste:
with her criminologist lover.
In the cast are James Dent. Cecil Chichester,
ders
George O'Donnell, John T. Wade an
others.Randolf,

Go Easy With This and Play Up Worth While Short Stuff
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Unless you are looking for the lightest sort of
comedy entertainment and figure that your crowd
won't object to a lot of nonsense that is amusing only
in spots, I wouldn't bother about "Too Many Crooks."
It certainly isn't the sort of stuff to make a hit with
folks that want convincing stories.
The title is good for a comedy, and in connection
with the name of Gladys Leslie may draw business;
but don't risk your reputation for fairness by promising much on behalf of the picture. It would be safer
to pass it through quietly and take the opportunity to
boost some of your short subjects if you can get hold
of films that justify advertising.

In arranging your lobby display, it would be well
to get pictures of all the members of the crook ag-.
gregation in their fantastic get-ups and to show the:
together under the line:
"Here they are 'Too Man;
Crooks.'
Come inside and see how you would like
entertain
them
at a house
party."
Under
an in
dividual portrait of the star you might run a lin
"Gladys
Leslie, alias Boston
Fanny
in 'Too Mai
I would state that the plot is an adaptation of
story which
appeared in the All Story Magazine, also
"
Crooks.'
that it was directed by Ralph luce, figuring that
name counts with picture fans.

'
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Star Appears as South Sea Island Princess

Theda Bara in

"A Woman

AILY

There Was"

Fox

DIRECTOR
J. Gordon Edwards
AUTHOR
Neje Hopkins
SCENARIO BY
Adrian Johnson
CAMERAMAN
John W. Boyle
AS A WHOLE
Wild South Sea meller, artificial
in the extreme and unconvincing in its pre
sentation.
STORY
Can't be taken seriously at any time; in=
troduces a lot of heathen hokus pocus ceremonials.
DIRECTION
Allows
the players
to emote
all
over the place.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies from fair to poor, a few
scenes out of focus.
LIGHTINGS
...•
Ordinary
CAMERA WORK
Mostly straight stuff
STAR
Is anything but attractive as a South Sea
island princess; some of her attempts at coy=
ness are ludicrous;
runs around
with bare
legs and a short grass skirt trying to vamp
the missionary.
SUPPORT.as . the
. William'
B. Davidson
well enough
missionary;
most of does
the others
over=
act rather badly.
EXTERIORS
Sea and beach scenes supply cor=
rect background for the action.
INTERIORS
Usually
look cheap
DETAIL
A typhoon is adequately suggested
when
a high wind sweeps
over the island
wrecking
flimsy
structures
and
creating
havoc among the natives.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Keeps on the safe side
of the moral line.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
RUDYARD KIPLING isn't going to get away with
all the mean things he says about women in his
poem, "The Vampire," without a comeback. No inknows deed,
it. not if William Fox's celebrated little vamp
Theda has gone and written a set of verses, or at
least she is credited with the authorship, and called
them "A Woman There Was," the tenor of which is to
show that "The moth is scorched in the candle's flame,
and the woman it is who reaps the blame, even as
you and I." Not content with the parody on the fa-

mous poem, which really is not half bad. Theda had
1.. go and follow up the same theme with a picture
that is nearly all bad.
A more nonsensical concoction than this South Sea
island meller, containing a lot of bunk about wrathful heathen gods and high priests and the vengeance
visited upon the islanders because too many pearls
are taken out of the sea. could not well be devised.
Most of it is old stuff, the kind of trash that fans were
fed up on in the early days of photoplays and there
is nothing fresh enough in the treatment to give it
new life. From a production angle, about the only
thing calling for favorable comment is the handling of
the typhoon scenes when the flimsy buildings on the
island are leveled by the wind.
Between Theda as a scantily clad heathen princess, and Theda as a society vamp sporting smart
clothes, the latter is preferable. A good dressmaker
does help and none exists among the Princess of Kolpee's retainers. In fact the poor princess never even
looked into a mirror until the missionary hung a shaving glass in his bungalow.
But how she can love — so sudden and impetuous
like. No sooner does she set eyes on the Reverend
William B. Davidson, trudging through the sand with
a heathen porter carrying his luggage, than she decides to marry him and not the pearl diver Pulke,
who is trying to bribe the high priest into telling
Theda's royal father that the gods have commanded
the princess to become his bride.
The girl is quite a radical in her way. She defies
the tribe conventions, declares that the temple ceremonials are all buncombe — a statement with which
one is inclined to agree — and shows no bashfulness
in her attempts to win the love of the missionary who
refuses to take her seriously.
Theda breaks up his first service by throwing herself
at his feet, grasping him around the knees and crying that he has no right to preach about brotherly
love when he doesn't know what love is. The preacher
is terribly cut up by the interruption.
Then comes the typhoon and the need for a living
sacrifice to appease the god of the sea, angered at
being deprived of so many pearls. The white man
is selected, but Theda offers herself in his place. On
learning that she has been fed to the waves, Davidson
makes a gallant rescue; but the death of the princess
is delayed only for a short time. In the end she is
permitted to sacrifice herself that the life of the missionary may be spared.
Robert Elliott, Claude Payton and John Ardizoni are
in the cast.

Only Good for Followers of Theda Bara.

Circulate the Poem

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There is no need to emphasize what has been
pointed out many times before, namely, that Theda
Bara appeals only to a certain, definitely limited clientile and that it would be unwise for an exhibitor
aiming to build up a reputation for showing firstclass productions of a superior tone to bother with her
pictures, except in rare instances. "A Woman There
Was" marks no exception to the rule, despite the
fact that the title suggests a famous line from Kipling's poem.
Granting that you are a Theda Bara exhibitor,
catering to a lot of fans who are loyal to the Fox star,
you don't need to worry about this not getting across.
If I remember correctly, the picture which brought
Miss Bara into prominence was called "A Fool There
Was," a circumstance that you might mention, tell-

ing your patrons that Theda has come back with an
answer to the Kipling poem.
The more sensational your advertising the better,
in a case of this kind. Show stills of the star in
her South Sea island regalia ; show her trying to vamp
the missionary ; let it be understood that you have a
sex story in which a woman goes through all the
agonies and sacrifices of love, and for the sake of
those who like to have sentiment handed out in big
doses, you might even announce that Theda gives up
her life on the altar of devotion.
As already mentioned, the verses with which the
picture leads off are rather good and will carry a particular appeal to women. Under the title, "A Woman
There Was," and crediting Theda Bara as the author,
it would be a good idea to have them printed on a
card and distributed among your patrons a few days
before the showing of the picture.

We Have Seen A New Kind of
Motion Picture
A picture that shows
you instantly a new
type of brain has entered the industry.
A picture that proves
its superiorities thru
its producer having the
benefits of complete
co-operation by the
author of the story.
A picture full of heart;
full of action; full of
dynamics, full of the
thrills of living.
The picture deserving
of all the enthusiasm
we are capable of expressing is the first of
the
rtjamin B. Hampton. Producti
Great Authors Pictures Inc

e WESTERNER?
7he photoplay from the novel by

STEWART

EDWARD

Directed by

EDWARD

WHITE

SLOMAN

with an all-star cast:
ROY
STEWART,
WILFRED
LUCAS,

MILDRED
MANNING,
MARY
JANE
IRVING,

It makes you gasp; it makes you hold
your breath in suspense; makes your
nerves throb from excitement.

ROBERT
GRAHAM

McKIM,
PETTIE

"The Westerners" quickly will be avail- s
able for pre-release first run showings in
the larger cities of the United States.

W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York Gty
Distributing' through PATHE Bahangejncorporated

Foreign DiGtributor.J.Frank Brockliss,Inc.729-7!» Ave.
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Screen Version of Wilde Drama a Flivver
"Lady Windemere's Fan"
Triangle

DIRECTOR
Not credited
AUTHOR
Oscar
Wilde
SCENARIO
BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Poorly produced picture that robs
Oscar Wilde's drama of most of its extenuating virtues; emphatically a flivver.
STORY
Unintelligent adaptation of a stage
drama that relied almost wholly on its spoken
lines.
DIRECTION
Aggravating in its absolute disregard of dramatic possibilities.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very poor
LIGHTINGS
Mostly harsh; sometimes flat to a
degree.
CAMERA
WORK
Fair
STAR
Some
unknown
dame
goes through
her
part like a puppet.
SUPPORT
About on a par with the lead; never
impress.
EXTERIORS
Virtually none
INTERIORS
Stagey for the most part
DETAIL. . . .Wasn't given over=much care or thought;
some titles carry Wilde's words at too great
length.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Drama of English society ;eternal triangle type.
LENGTH
OF" PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
THE screen presentation of Oscar "Wilde's famous
stage success, "Lady Windemere's Fan," is an
emphatic flivver. As screen entertainment it ranks
with some of the junkiest offerings of the year. The
picture was produced in England and, from the looks
of it. is not a very recent product.
Much of the success of "Lady Windemere's Fan" as
a stage production was clue to the cleverness and philosophy of Oscar Wilde's lines — his deftness at turnin ji words to good use as indications of character, and
his somewhat satirical treatment of high society in
England. Shorn of most of its literary merit, directed
by a nameless somebody who hasn't the slightest regard for dramatic possibilities, and acted by a bunch
of pepless puppets, the play as presented on the screen
is about as entertaining as a telephone directory.
Oscar Wilde was not essentially a writer of plots,
but
safe has
bet been
he'd done
turn to
over
his grave
if he
couldit's
see a what
the indramatic
material
contained in "Lady Windemere's Fan," and also what
transpires on the screen in the way of character de-

lineation. The way the players go through (heir parts
in 1 his offering is almost like a rehearsal of a stock
company, the members of which read their parts from
scripts in their hands.
Situations that could have been made tense and dramatic are passed over without even scratching the
surface — are taken as a matter of course and hurried
through, with the result that on the silversheet one
finds just a procession of incidents, all co-related to
the whole, but none outstanding.
The picture is boresomely unconvincing and flat:
those sub-titles quoting Wilde are sometimes too long,
and require more time and thought for appreciation
than Is given by a mere perusal of them on the screen.
To make matters worse the production standard is
low; the picture is inartistic, and falls far short of
what movie audiences have come to demand and exThe eternal triangle forms the foundation for
pect.
Wilde's plot — but with ramifications that aid its interest. The pictured version opens showing Mrs. Erlynne, a notorious woman, going over her early life,
when she left her husband to go with a man who said
he loved her. She fears her fate will befall her
daughter, who is Lady Windermere, happily married
to a wealthy Londoner, and the mother of his baby.
Lady Windermere is given a fan by her husband on
her birthday. Mrs. Erlynne goes to London and.
after an interview with Lord Windermere, obtains
money from him on her promise not to divulge to Lady
Windermere the knowledge that she is the Lady's
daughter.
Knowledge that her husband is giving another
woman money brings estrangement between the Windermeres, and causes Lady Windermere to listen to a
man who professes to love her. Lord Windermere
is willing to sacrifice himself so that his wife may
not learn her mother's identity. Those passages in
which mother-love is fighting against itself in Mrs.
Erlynne's heart are not very convincing.
Mrs. Erlynne goes to the Windermere reception, and
learns that Lady Windermere decides to "elope" with
the man who loves her. The latter goes to the man's
apartment, followed by Mrs. Windermere. A group
of men come to the apartment, both women hiding.
Lady Windermere's fan is discovered on a chair, but
Mrs. Erlynne reveals herself and says it was she who
came alone to the apartment. This clears Lady
Windermere who, through Mrs. Erlynne, has come to
know- the enormity of her proposed act. The Windermeres are re-united, and Mrs. Erlynne leaves to marry
Tuppy, who has always loved her. The mother leaves
without having divulged their relationship to her
daughter.

Poor Enough To Be Passed Up Profitably
Box Office Analysis for the
Any audience that can appreciate Oscar Wilde will
not be satisfied with this presentation of his work;
any audience that cannot appreciate Oscar Wilde will
be equally disappointed if this is offered them as photoplay entertainment. The former element must have
intelligence to a fairly high degree, and to appeal to
them things must be well done, which "Lady Windermere's Fan" is not. The latter want merely to be
entertained, and the offering does not bring them what
is generally accepted to be entertainment.
In a house catering exclusively to transients the
fact that this is a pictured version of Oscar Wilde's
famous play might bring in a few patrons, but it is

Exhibitor

doubtful if they would sit out the show unless they
had no place to go and all day to get there. Exhibitors
catering to regular patrons who have come to expect
good pictures had better lay off this one, for its exhibition will certainly not gain him many friends. It's
poor enough to be passed up profitably.
In the picture there is no star nor anything else to
talk about except the fact that this is a visualization
of Oscar Wilde's famous stage success — a play presented on the stage with such actresses as Margaret
Anglin and others. But the play was a far, far different proposition than its visualization, and the best
advice is "hands off."
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Mary MacLaren

Comedy-Drama
in

"The Weaker Vessel"
Universal
DIRECTOR
Paul Powell
AUTHOR
Elmer
Ellsworth
SCENARIO
BY
Elmer Ellsworth
CAMERAMEN
A. Siegler and Allen Davey
AS A WHOLE
Human
and humorous comedydrama that sugar-coats a big real-life fact in
a thoroughly amusing manner.
STORY
Subtly clever treatment opposing thesis
that woman
is a member of the "weaker
DIRECTIONsex."

Could hardly be improved in getting over every humorous
and sometimes
slightly satirical point.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Very fair
CAMERA WORK
First rate
STAR
Her usual appealing self; makes the most
of opportunities.
SUPPORT
Thurston
Hall's excellent work gets
every
possible laugh;
Johnnie
Cooke
and
others also good.
EXTERIORS
Not many required
INTERIORS
Up to Universal standard
DETAIL
Atmosphere carried throughout; directorial touches and "bits" are big features.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Suitable
for family
consumption.
Length of production
4,967 feet

LA
RATHER
novel — and
emphatically
welcome —
t*
manner of presenting on the screen the queson as to whether or not woman should be meekly
submissive to man is given in "The Weaker Vessel."
0 cleverly, so subtly and so humorously has the
[flea been sugar-coated in the picture as to leave its
pipression in spite of the many laughs that one is
iven during
the running
of the piece.
But the
umor is not always broad and obvious ; much of it
esults from appreciation of some of the picture's finer
joints.
Also there is a vein of satire underlying certain
hases of the story that cannot fail to get a response
Kcause of its realness. The author has taken real
Tiaracters for his story, and its basic humanness
Bakes it all the more desirable. The story is a chappr from the life of a country girl who is a member
f a family that is typical of many families in the

AIL.Y

Has Lots of Laughs
smaller towns throughout the country, and the author
has put the girl through experiences that fall to the
lot of many of her kind — in their imagination, if not
in their life.
The picture is bound to give an outlet to the minds
of many women whose married life has been nothing
more than a life of slavish service to the men they
happened to marry, and the film carries in a sense
the idea from which has grown the "feminist moveLaughs, and chances for many quiet, appreciate
chuckles are numerous, many of which are put over
by
Thurston Hall, in the character of the one-time
ment."
matinee
idol.
Hall does exceptionally good work.
Most of the success of the picture is due to the
manner in which incidental bits of business are put
over by director and players. The story material
itself would never hold up to five reels, but there is
so much good incident that the viewer is readily
willing to forego story-action for what takes it place.
Mary MacLaren is seen as one of the five daughters
of a none-too-successful man in a small country town.
He is the head of the house in all that the term implies, and when Johnnie Cooke offers Mary marriage
the father insists on the ceremony, despite the fact
that Cooke already has buried two wives and the
fact that Mary does not love him. At sight of her
husband's real character, Mary flees from Johnnie,
an unkissed bride. She gets a job as a waitress in
a city restaurant, where she comes under the wing
of another waitress, who is more wise than she to the
ways of the world. They live together in an apartment (but how two waitresses can support such an
apartment as is shown on the screen is not given anyone to know).
During her duties slinging hash Mary meets Thurston Hall, a former matinee idol who has come to
idolize booze— when he has the price. However,
Mary is interested in him and he in her. He tries
to stay on the wagon for her sake, but falls off with
a bang,
keeping
a two-o'clock afternoon engagement at
two
in the
morning.
Mary's whereabouts are learned by Johnnie Cooke,
who sneaks to her apartment. He insists on his rights
as a husband, but when he gets fresh Mary starts
to battle with him. Thurston, lit up like the tower
of jewels, comes to the rescue of his fair lady. He
crashes in the apartment door, but Johnnie is only
too glad to get away from Mary. Johnnie leaves,
threatening divorce. Mary sees that Thurston is
drunk again, and gives him a final talking to. He
reforms and later is the star of a successful play. He
admits his success due to Mary, who is now Mrs.
Thurston.

Should Go Over Fairly Well in Most Houses
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is a subject that should go over equally well
a neighborhood " \ise catering to family trade, and
lso in houses ca^.^ng to transients.
One crowd will
e it in one light the other crowd in another light,
(it both
probably
will be afforded
entertainment
ough to make them satisfied.
The title doesn't
mean
so very much
in itself,
in advertising it might be well to go strong on
le "weaker sex" stuff, telling your patrons that Mary
[acLaren is to be seen in a comedy-drama based on

the question as to whether or not women should oatomit to their husbands in all things.
This will be a welcome picture if you have been
running heavy dramas and wild mellers for a while.
There are lots of chances for good healthy laughs in
the offering, which is one calculated to make most
folks feel better for having seen it.
Mary MacLaren has been constantly adding to her
list of followers, and the pulling power of her name
should be taken advantage of — especially if other of
her recent pictures have gone over well with your
people.

Virginia
Pearson
SHELDON

LEWIS

with ■

Captain

Houghton |Townley's
Famous
Novel

it

The

Emeralds"

Bishop's

Screen Adaptation by Frank S. Beresford
Direction

of

JOHN B. O'BRIEN
Trade Review Says:

What a "team" are
Miss Pearson and Mr.
Lewis! Here is finished
screen work at its best.

Pathe
Distributors

Wid's Says:

Miss Pearson, acting with a sin^
cerity that thoroughly conveys
emotional feeling, is permitted to
get full value out of the big moments of the picture.

The News Says:

There is a thoroughness about
the workmanship of the production that augurs well for the future providing, of course, that
sponsors are guided by the same
artistic standards.

Now in Preparation
'Impossible Catherine"

Virginia Pearson PhoroPL/ors. Inc
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Story is Slight But Characterization Is True in Griffith Picture
D. W. Griffith

Presents

"True Heart Susie"
Artcraft

MRECTOR
D. W. Griffith
lUTHOR
Marion
Fremont
;AA1ERAMAN
G. W. Bitzer
iS A WHOLE
Very slight plot forces the picture
to depend almost entirely on characterization
for interest and appeal.
5TORY
True in its treatment of the marriage
theme; the climax bringing the death of the
pleasure-loving wife seems forced.
MRECTION
Marked by the finely sympathetic
touches to be expected in a Griffith produc=
tion.
►HOTOGRAPHY
Excellent; some of the pasto=
ral scenes are works of art.
.IGHTINGS
Soft and natural
JAMERA WORK
Up to Bitzer's standard which
is high, but once in a while there is a tend-*
ency to overdo the "soft focus" effect.
LAYERS
Lillian Gish gives touchingly expres=
sive portrayal of the simple hearted country
girl; Robert Harron scores as the minister;
others are of secondary importance.
XTERIORS
Country
locations that could not
well be excelled.
MTERIORS
In keeping
with the story
ETA1L
Always accurate in the costuming of
village characters
and in giving the situa=
tions the appearance of lifelikeness.
HARACTER OF STORY
Heart interest drama
dealing with rural types; occasional
inter=
ludes of natural comedy.
|ENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
6,213 feet
ICXDAMEXTALLY, Marion Fremont's story of
"True Heart Susie" is excellent, because it is true
id sincere and pertinent to modern life and characThat a small Indiana town happens to have been
Hen as tlie locale and that the people portrayed are
Bracts of their environment does not necessarily
ilize the theme. In the city or the country the
ie thing is constantly happening — a man marries
wrong girl, while the right girl waits patiently
Ith tears in her eyes and a breaking heart.
&he trouble here is that there is not enough plot
Ibstance to balance properly a production of this
bgth. At times the picture drags, not through any
Ktencies on the part of the players, or any short-

comings in the direction, ratlin- owing to a lack of
variety in the action. The thinness of the plot makes
necessary the too frequent repetition of scenes that
in their meaning and expression of emotion are virtually the same. In more abbreviated form, "True
Heart Susie" might easily have become a masterpiece
Of screen character fiction. At present it suggests an
ideal short story expanded
to novel length.
It is doubtful if there has been any photoplay giving a deeper and kindlier insight into the heart of a
simple country girl, and most assuredly Lillian Gish
presents the character of Susie with great appeal.
Her philosophy of life is so simple and beautiful. She
Loves, and to her love means sacrifice and an abiding
faith in the ultimate goodness of things.
Any of you who have seen Miss Gish in a role of
this sort know how perfectly she imparts life and feeling to a screen figure, and then there is Bobby Harron, who with manlike egotism and self centered obtuseness accepts the devotion of the little girl who
loves him. Also, with manlike folly, he is fascinated
by the first silk-stockinged flirt that rolls her eyes
at him. He actually fancies that she will make a satisfactory wife.
Even in their schooldays, when Bobby and Lillian
were sweethearts, the girl was ready to help. At the
outset there is a delightfully acted scene when the
girl passes her classmate in a spelling match and then
tries to make amends because Bobby's pride is hurt.
And how happy she is when they carve their initials
side by side in the bark of a tree.
The boy's ambition is to go to college, but his
father is unable to send him. Keeping the sacrifice
a secret and making it appear that the money has
come from another source, Lillian accumulates the
tuition fee, even at the sacrifice of the family cow.
Bobby returns with a cute little mustache and an education. He becomes pastor of the village church and
Lillian writes in her diary about their approaching
marriage.
Clarine Seymour is the flashily dressed, painted and
powdered young milliner who spoils her dream, although Bobby has assured her that men marry the
simple kind. As a wife, Clarine is "just a trifle unfaithful" and anything but domestic. After a period
of unhappiness, the flighty little fun-loving creature
dies from a cold caught on one of her surreptitious
escapades and the way is cleared for the union of the
childhood sweethearts.
The conclusion is permissible from an audience viewpoint, granting the desirability of a happy ending, but
artistically it does not ring quite true.
The cast includes Loyola O'Connor, Walter Higby,
Kate Bruce and Raymond Cannon.

Name of Producer Is Enough to Assure Patronage
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
As already mentioned. "True Heart Susie" is protoped beyond
the needs of the story material and
be criticised on that score, but that does not
|an that the picture is seriously jeopardized as a
iffice success. Its commendable features, in the
knan treatment of an interesting theme and in the
Illy fine characterization, are compensation enough.
1-kodyis going to leave your theater without feeling
»t the time has been well spent.
Effect he exploitation in a case of this kind is combatively simple. In many neighborhoods it is not
~ sary to do much more than announce a new proction by D. W. Griffith to assure patronage. This
ter was truer than at the present time when the
he of the director's recent masterpiece, "Broken
issoms" is being heralded throughout the country.

LJse the name of Griffith in front of your theater
and give it big type in all of your printed publicity.
Then make as much as you can of the fact that both
Lillian Gish and Robert Harron are in the cast. In
this instance they are not billed as stars, but each has
come to mean more to the public than many players
who are boosted as a picture's chief asset. If you
played "A Romance of Happy Valley" you may judge
pretty accurately the tone of this production and the
style of characterization offered by the leading players.
Catchlines: "Does it pay for a girl to be simple and
true? The little country maid in 'True Heart Susie'
thought so — but — see D. W. Griffith's appealing story
of a plain girl." Another one: "What wins a husband
and what holds him? See how these questions are
answered in D. W. Griffith's 'True Heart Susie'."

Yvette Discovers That 'The Masked Lady Of The
Moulin Rouge" Is Her Own Mother!

ANITA STEWART
in

THE PAINTED WORLD
is a picture that you should see
A Crashing Drama
of Theatrical Life
Bx> JACQUES

FUTRELLE

BACK OF THE

STAGE —

the painted smile of the clown hides many aline of work and worry — the dazzling jacket
of the burlesque queen hides, perhaps, a
broken heart.
The mother of Yvette wanted to keep her
from entering the- gates of this "painted world. "
Did she succeed?
A Big Human'Heart

Drama.

Directed by

RALPH INCE

7AGRAPH
Albert E. Smith. President
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Story of Rugged Woodsmen
Mitchell

A1L.Y

Gives Star Characteristic Role

Lewis in

"Jacques of the
Silver North"
Select
DIRECTOR
Norval
MacGregor
AUTHORS,
Robert North Bradburv and Frank Howard Clark
SCENARIO
BY
Robert North Bradbury and
Frank Howard Clark
CAMERAMAN
Robert
L. Carson
AS A WHOLE
Drama of the northwest is forcefully presented; locations an important factor in giving the picture atmosphere.
STORY
Conveniently arranged at times, but has
enough plot substance to account for a number of impressive situations.
DIRECTION
Brings out the possibilities of the
action to the full and handles star to the best
advantage.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
A number of artistic effects
CAMERA WORK
Some attractive long shots of
mountain country in winter; good all through
STAR
Has the type of character which he is in
the habit of portraying;
takes a dominant
place in the story.
SUPPORT
Fritzi Brunette
a pleasing heroine;
Murdock MacQuarrie and others give the star
adequate assistance.
EXTERIORS
Snow scenes very fine; altogether
one of the production's big assets.
INTERIORS
The usual thing for a story of the
Northwoods.
DETAIL
Calculated to make the characters and
incidents
appear
real; types of woodsmen
accurately drawn.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to offend
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5l76o feet
A S the self-sacrificing hero of this story of the
■£*■ Northwest woods, Mitchell Lewis supplies a virile
and sympathetic character portrayal. There is less
brutality and more human appeal in "Jacques of the
Silver North" than has been found in some of the
star's recent offerings; but here, as in the past, much
of the interest of the production depends upon the
faithful depiction of primitive men in a wild country.
The mountain scenes, in both winter and summer,
arc frequently superbly picturesque and the full beauty
of the locations has been reproduced through the best
sort of photography. The cameraman showed good
judgment in the selection of angles for long shots,
lightings are helpful in giving the scenes, atmosphere
and every now and again there is some striking tone
effect that gives the film the qualify of an art composition.

There is little danger of over estimating (lie importance of the scenic investiture in a production of this
type, for it helps materially in placing an audience
in the mood of the drama. Director MacGregor made
the most of the possibilities in this respect.
Mitchell Lewis is not. of course, the conventional
hero. The qualities of- personality that justify his
stellar prominence — ruggedncss. force and an ability
to Indicate the gentleness of a strong man in dealing
with the weak — demand a certain type of story of
which "Jacques of the Silver North" is a very fair
example. Lewis is permitted to render a great service for the woman he loves; then, with calm resignation, to pass out of her life that she may live undisturbed with the man she has chosen for a partner.
In giving an idea of the character of Jacques, a
Canuck trapper, a sub-title states that he combines the
gentleness of%a baby and the ferocity of a wolf. All
his tenderness is lavished on Fritzi Brunette, a Northwoods girl who trusts him implicitly. A fugitive, on
the point of being captured by the mounted police,
seeks refuge in Fritzi's room. She hides him in a
secret compartment under the floor until there is a
chance for him to make a get-away, and Lewis, because of his devotion to the girl, assists in shielding
the stranger.
Soon after this, the plot takes a turn that is none
too plausible. While on a hunting expedition. Fritzi.
having left Mitch to follow a separate trail, loses her
way and enters a rough dance hall where the proprietor, Murdock MacQuarrie, mistakes her for a dancer
he is expecting. Subjected to insults which promise
. to become yet more unbearable, the girl appeals for
some real man to protect her.
C. A. Van Auker, the fugitive she had aided, happens to betopresent.
Remembering
kindness,
he comes
her rescue,
announcing Fritzi's
that she
is his
girl and that they are going to be married. They go
through with the ceremony, then separate with the understanding that Van Auker will have the marriage annulled:
After a time he changes his mind, visits Fritzi's
father to claim his bride and the argument ends with
a light in which the old man is killed. The only clue
left by the murderer is a button torn from his coat.
Mitch and Fritzi set out to find the owner of the button, visiting the dance hall where the girl impersonates
a dancer. Van Auker kidnaps her and heads for his
mountain cabin, followed by Mitch. This chase, with
dog teams struggling through deep snow, provides one
of the best parts of the picture. Eventually, the husband is killed by wolves, and the way is open for
Fritzi to marry a youth with whom She has fallen in
love.
The cast includes Edward Ilearne. James Gordon,
James McDowell and Fred Mack.

The Sort of Scenes that Folks Like to Look at On a Hot Day
Box Office Analysis
Winter pictures, containing a lot of snow stuff are
generally conceded to be appropriate for summer entertainment. "Jacques of the Silver North" most assuredly comes under this head. If you are in the habit
of making a fuss about your theater being a cool place
to spend a hot day. you can contribute to the impression you are trying to create by showing a bunch of
stills of the snow scenes in this production.
Under the words : "The coolest place in town," you
might run a line inviting folks to come inside and
take a trip to the Northwoods with Mitchell Lewis. Or
in large type "KEEP
COOL!
You won't need a fan

for the Exhibitor
if you visit the Blank Theater and go through a blizzard with Mitchell Lewis in 'Jacques of the Silver
North'." Providing you go in for lobby decorations
it would be possible to rig up a tent with some winter
effects, placing a lake thermometer pointing to the
zero mark in a conspicuous position.
In connection with the story use catchlines referring
to Platonic love. Ask, for instance: "What is your
definition of Platonic love? See what this purest of
emotions means to Mitchell Lewis in 'Jacques of the
Silver North'." Or: "Is Platonic love a myth or a
fact? Don't try to answer the question until you have
seen Mitchell Lewis in 'Jacques of the Silver North'."
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* strength in physique and personality,
Jess Willard, the most
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second to none in those
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<T)RESENTED in a
"* $178,000 production
every dollar of which
shows on the screen.
Not a fight picture but
a production
of first
quality, crowded
with
power, strength and si2e.
The biggest, surest box
office magnet that will
be available for months
to come

Jess Willard
Champion Heavyweight Boxer of the World

The Challenge gf Chance
By R03)With
Somerville

ArlineAndPretty
** Albert Hart
a Notable Supporting Cast

HARRY

Directed By

REVIER

Make Room for More
Days for This
Picture

922
ContinentalFred Pictures'
Corporation Suite
L. Wilke, President
Chicago

Suite 503
1482 Broadway
New York

208 S. LaSall* Street

E. Lanning Masters, Special Representative
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Situations and Characters Too For ced to Seem Real.
Disadvantage
Evelyn

Greeley

in

in her characterization of the make-believe boy to
justify it on artistic grounds.
As a story, "Phil-For-Short" runs along on n dead
level of mediocrity with a few pleasing scenes, a good
bit of forced sentiment, some humor of r 11 * ■ most obvious sort, but nothing to give i! real lite, even when
they reach tin- long delayed climax, showing how
Evelyn wins the love .it" the cold-blooded professor
who for many weeks has been oh. so distant. — the
married, yet unmirried
kind.
Some
of the sub-titles harm
rather lhan help the
action. The characters are made to express such
sophomoric views on love, life, marriage and more
particularly on women. The young GreeB scholar.
Hugh Thompson, is in about the frame of mind id' a
high school boy after he has been tunnel down by his
best girl. lie goes off to sulk in quietude, and read
"Sapho" under the shade of the trees surrounding the
freshwater college in the west. Here he secures a
Greek professorship, leaving his faithless sweetheart
and his aristocratic family in Boston.
Then along comes Evelyn, She has had a very trying
experience, indeed. Hi r father, also an eminent Greek
scholar, died, casting her upon the mercies of a narrow-minded set of villagers, who cramp her life
frightfully. Finally she decides to run away with the
aged gardener.
This is where Evelyn dons knickerbockers and
takes to the open road. She prances merrily into the
sylvan seclusion selected by the woman-hating professor for his reading of "Sapho." passes herself off as
a boy — though nobody else would believe it — and a
little later, returning to skirts, gets a job as assistant
instructor of Greek with a disk right next to Hugh's.
The president of the college catches tlie professor
Chasing bis assistant around die desks of the class
room in an effort to kiss her. because she has angered
him. Shouldering his disgrace manfully, Hugh resigns
and goes to his bungalow in the woods to write essays.
Evelyn follows, once more in knickerbockers, and
steals his eyeglasses to prevent any chance of recognition.
Found under compromising circumstances the following morning, the pair are married and the professor takes his bride to Boston, where she is introduced to the family. He still insists, however, that
she shall be a wife in name only. Evelyn concludes
that if she makes him mad enough he will love her,,
therefore she pretends to have an affair with a philandering musician. Hugh works himself into a towering rage which turns to love in time for the fade-out.

"Phil-For-Short"
World

DIRECTOR
AUTHORS
Clara S. Beranger
SCENARIO BY. Clara S. Beranger
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
Obvious and
audience about two jumps
tion most of the way.
STORY
Conventional
in the
it seems almost childish.

Oscar Apfel
and Forest Halsev
and Forest Halsev
Max
Schneider
artificial with the
ahead of the ac=
extreme;

at times

DIRECTION.
.Doesn't
help much
in making the
action...*.
appear
human.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally good
LIGHTINGS
Conventonal
CAMERA
WORK
Ordinary
STAR
Pleasing
when
she is seen in women's
apparel, but looks out of place when imper=
sonating a bov.
SUPPORT
Hugh Thompson rather stiff and un>
convincing as a young Greek professor; John
Adrizani gives exaggerated portrayal of vio>
linist whose specialty is love making.
EXTERIORS
A number of pretty scenes
INTERIORS
Satisfactory, except in the setting
for a college classroom,
which
looks more
like a small country "prep" school.
DETAIL
Many of the titles are likely to get a
laugh even when humor is not intended; the
production
is without distinguishing
points.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Harmless
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,742 feet
IT is too bad that Evelyn Greeley, now that she is
going- it alone a*' a World star, instead of in harness with Carlyle Bl'ackwell, did not lead off with a
stronger picture than "Phil-For-Short." Miss Greeley
lias a pleasing personality and is a sufficiently accomplished actress, given the right sort of a role, but only
occasionally does she have an opportunity to appear
at her best in this unconvincing story.
Merely from the viewpoint of satisfying fans who
are content if their screen favorites look attractive
in becoming gowns, it was rather unwise to require
.Miss Greeley to disguise herself as a boy. With the
substitution
of a youth'svanishes
apparel and
for frilly
most
of
her attractiveness
there frocks,
is nothing

Pass It By If You Can.

Star ai

Has Little To Attract Fans

Box Office Analysis
You will have to work hard to put this across even
as a routine program offering. If you have any choice
in the matter, my advice would lie to pass it by in
favor of something more likely to please. Evelyn Greeley, no doubt, deserves stardom as much as many
young actresses who have been elevated to an exalted
place on the screen; but in advancing a new player it
is especially desirable that the initial pictures should
be sound attractions.
Another time. Miss Greeley may draw a better story,
in which case fans won't question the prominence sheis given. At present, folks who have followed World
pictures regularly probably connect her name with
[that of Carlyle Blaekwell, but of course, it is uot necessary to mention his absence from the cast.
There is

for the Exhibitor
no male player worth playing up as a drawing asset,
so. if you use "Phil-For-Short," there, is little to do
but concentrate on the star and trust to luck.
In making your public acquainted with a personality
that has achieved a new prominence it is well to use
individual portraits liberally in your lobby and, providing you have space in your program, it would be wise
to print a biographical sketch with some human interest details, tracing the rise of the actress to fame.
For catehlines try: "How did you win your husband's love'.' Perhaps you will agree that Evelyn
Greeley had the right idea in 'Phil-For-Short'." Or:
"Can a woman-hater be converted into a good husband? See how Evelyn Greeley turns the trick in
'.Phil-FQr-Short,' a World picture of comedy and
romance."
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Short Stuff
A number of months ago I commented at some
length on the first of the Pathe releases of the
"eight times slower than normal" pictures. It
showed baseball players in action, first as they appear to the eye in a regular game, then as they
appear when their movements are made slow by
means of a novel photographing process.
This film went over big, because it was something different, also because it gave fans a chance
to see ball players as they had never been seen
before. Since then, Pathe has issued a number of
other films in the series, dealing with various
forms of sport — tennis, diving, pole-vaulting,
jumping, all of which allow an audience to study
the form acquired by experts in becoming proficient.
The current issue of the Pathe Review, Ncx 11,
contains a particularly interesting illustration of
trick ice skating, showing just the position of the
skater's
body and limbs when he is performing
difficult stunts.
If by any chance these films have not come to
your attention, and you are looking for short
stuff that is out of the ordinary rut, I certainly
would get in touch with the Pathe exchange and
arrange to run the series at weekly intervals.
The subjects are both instructive" and interesting
and some of them have a comedy value as well.

Capitol Comedies for June issue are "In a
Pinch," starring Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven,
June 1 ; "A Wonderful Night," starring "Smiling
Bill" Parsons, June 15, and "Their Day of, Rest,"
another De Haven picture, June 29. All are released in two reels.
"In a Pinch" is a humorous newlywed episode
without any pretense at an elaborate plot. Mr.
and Mrs. De Haven are in the first flush of honeymoon lovemaking when Carter stops kissing his
bride long enough to recall some of his sweethearts of the not very distant past. Mrs. De
Haven finds a picture of one of these former loves
in his coat pocket, which is cause enough for the
outbreak of their first quarrel.
This is only the beginning of the trouble in
store for the young husband. A blackmailing little vamp has an incriminating telegram from him
in her possession and she makes use of it in giving Carter an unpleasant afternoon. The picture
is brightly acted and contains clean humor.
"Smiling Bill" Parsons had a first rate comedy
plot to work with in "A Wonderful Night." It is
a clever treatment of the husband and wife situation, the husband seeking fresh excuses to ac-

count for his being away from home evenings.
He has been unusually successful in not arousing
the suspicion of his trusting wife, but he feels
that he needs something new.
He announces that business calls him to San
Francisco and that he is going by boat. His dilemma is acute when his wife escorts him to the
boat and sees him off. There is nothing to do but
grab a life preserver and swim ashore in order
to keep his "date," which happens to be with his
wife's mother, although, of course, he is unaware
of the relationship. Complications come thick
and fast in the last reel.
The De Haven newlyweds again figure in
"Their Day of Rest." a domestic comedy that realizes its most laugh-provoking moments in
scenes dealing with the efforts of the two young
people to prepare a dinner for three bachelors.
Naturally, the meal is a dismal failure and for a
comedy climax the hosts and their guests meet
at a lunchroom where they proceed to devour
pancakes.

*

*

*

"The Girl of Hell's Agony" is the title of the
first two-reeler featuring Texas Guinan offered
state rights buyers by Frohman Amusement.
According to announcement these two-reel subjects are to be released one every two weeks.
The first subject is a wild and woolly Western
meller of the type that used to make such a hit
in the nickel houses — and which still is welcomed
in the cheaper houses. John Colton wrote the
story, which was scenarioized by Archer McMakin. Cliff Smith is the director. Miss Guinan is
seen as the straight-shootin' daughter of the West
sawhose word becomes law in her deadbadfather's
medicine
loon_"Hell's Agony." Tex is sure
for anybody to get fresh with, which is emphatically learned by George Chesbro, as the unscrup-.
ulous head of the vigilantes. Jack Richardson is
the hero, and after a series of wild meller happenings, Tex saves George by her marksmanship.
There are a couple of fights, some hard riding,
and the other usual "western" touches in the film.

*

*

*

Morris Kashin and Jack Cohn promise a novelty in their Screen Letter Box, _ which invitesfans to ask questions about the movies and have;
anthem answered on the screen. Accordingto tocarry
nouncement these subjects will be made
a local flavor wherever shown. If the popularity
of the query columns in the fan magazines is any
indication of such a novelty's worth, this shortfeature ought to go over quite well. None of th^'
films are as yet ready to be shown.
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Sensational Meller is Average Program Offering
Harry

T. Morey in

"Beauty Proof"
VitagTaph

HRECTOR
iUTHOR

Paul Scardon
James Oliver Curwood

CENARIO BY
Edward J. Montagne
AMERAMAN
Frank Stewart
iS A WHOLE
Average program meller with lots
of gun=play and snow stuff.
TORY
Of the sort found between paper covers
of nickel novels; Northwest Mounted Police
fiction.
HRECTION
The usual handling of this type of
screen
'HOTOGRAPHY

yarn.

Fair

IGHTINGS
Nothing
special
AMERA WORK
Ordinary
TAR
Capably cast as Northwest Mounted
Policeman.
UPPORT
Betty Blythe has chief supporting
role; others also adequate.
iXTERIORS
All snow stuff
NTERIORS
Not so much
•ETAIL
Nothing worth special remark
HARACTER
OF STORY
Sensational;
lots of
shooting in the=\ illain still-pursued = her style.
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,183 feet
ITRAIGHT fiction of the sort found between the
I red-inked covers of those nickel novels hid from
jr mothers is brought to the screen in "Beauty-Proof."
is a highly-seasoned, sensational meller of the sort
lat always has been liked by a certain percentage of
is, but which the more intelligent look on tolerantly.
Everything else is played down to plot action,
foich is swift if not always convincing.
Of course,
this type of photoplay, anything can happen as long
it speeds things along. There is lots of shooting,
ts of hate, some mystery and some of the "I'll-getm-yet-girl" stuff on the part of the villain. This one
re is a wicked willun.* He's a home-breaking, lyin',
Baking son-ot'-a-gun — and if you don't believe it ask
p Royal Northwest Mounted Policeman who met up
Tth him.

Some improbabilities can be overlooked in a picture
of this type; but when a fellow who has been shot
only a short while before begins to run around and
help rescue people it's time to holler. Harry gets a
few good cracks on the bean, too. but they do not
feaze him much. Much of the story is told in subtitles— but there's enough story to go 'round without
worrying about that.
Harry Morey has more chance for action than acting
in this offering, of which he takes advantage. Others
appearing on the screen are Betty Blythe, George
Majeroni, Denton Vane and Robert Gaillard.
Harry is sent to a camp in the Northern wilderness
to get a man for attempted murder. He is called
"beauty-proof" because of his disbelief in women, and
is warned against his prey's sister. The girl lures
him into a trap and he is placed in a box and brought
to the cabin of a construction foreman, whom the
girl's brother tried to kill. Overheard by Harry, the
girl tells the foreman that it was because of the foreman's desire for her that her brother tried to kill him.
The willun takes another drink and tackles the girl.
She shoots him, just as Harry manages to escape from
his coffin-like prison. Harry decides that as an officer of the law he must arrest the girl. He recognizes
the foreman as the man who wrecked his home some
years ago, and bawls the girl out for having cheated
him. However, the willun is not dead. Harry does
his best to save the willun's life so that when he gets
well Harry can kill him.
The willun gets wrell, but the brother and the girl
are acquitted. The indignant townsfolk plan to lynch
the willun, but Harry puts him on a dog sled and starts
for another town. During the course of the trip the
sneaky willun hits Harry on the head as Harry is giving him a drink. Harry staggers back to headquarters
and again starts after the willun.
Meanwhile the foreman has overtaken the brother
and the girl in a deserted cabin. He shoots the
brother and drags him outside, forcing the girl into
his sled. Harry comes along and the brother shows
signs of life. They both go after the foreman. When
the chase becomes warm the foreman throws the girl
out of his sled. But Harry is on his trail. They begin
a revolver duel and the willun apparently runs out of
ammunition. At Harry's mercy, the foreman recalls
Harry's promise to give him a man's chance. He
plays a dirty trick on Harry, but in the end slides
off the edge of a cliff. Harry and the girl decide to
go back to town together for always.
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Will Do Best Business in Cheaper Houses
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Harry T. Morey

in

"Beauty
Proof"
Vitagraph
This one will furnish entertainment mostly to patrons of the cheaper neighborhood houses — the sort of
audiences that always go wild when the hero puts one
over on the willun and rescues the girl. In that class
it is a good picture; but it would not get over very
well in a downtown house or other theaters catering
to a more intelligent class.
It is a meller of the sensational sort that many of
the smaller houses do their best business with.
Now that the warm weather is coming on the
great amount of snow scenes in the offering ought to
help put it over.
The story is essentially of the out-

•r

The
only studio
con centratin i of
the
productio g on
features
to
the
exclusion of all other
details.
Pro
by ductions made
tract
Perfect
conities
for
individual
n it s
ducing
u
with or without
facilo
r
p
tractees' supervision.
con-

doors in the great Northwest, and when the thermonj
ter is sizzling outside patrons may be attracted
knowing they are going to see Winter scenes.
James Oliver Curwood is a well-known writer, a
using his name as well as Harry Morey's in the a
vertising should aid materially.
"Beauty-Proof" is a title that might also be us
in the advertising. It has a certain value in itse
and judicious use of catchlines playing upon it cov
be used. Suggestions are: "Up in the wild Northwi
they called him 'beauty-proof.' Was he?' " "'.
didn't believe in women, so he sought solace in t
active life of a Northwest Mounted Policeman." "
was 'beauty-proof until he found the beauty that 1
under the skin. See Harry T. Morey in James Olh
Curwood's sensational story of the Northwest Mounli
Police."

The

BRUNTON
STUDIOS
ROBERT

BRUNTON

Melrose Avenue

"By

Your

You

Are

Works
Known"

Recent Productions
"Patriotism
"Madam Who"
"A Man's Man"
''Alimony"
'Carmen
of the Klondike'
"Turn of a Card"
"The One Woman"
"More Trouble"
"The Bells"

COMPANY
Los Angeles

"AllofWrong"
"Sierra
the Sixties"

"SAHARA"
That masterpiece about which there is so much "advance interest" is now being printed, tinted and toned in our laboratories, supervised by one of the foremost experts
in the industry.
Unless you see "SAHARA" perhaps you wih never realize how much the scientific application ofTints and Tones to release prints assists in gratifying die esthetic nature.
"Sahara" release prints are not "Republic selling samples." They are typical of the Republic Standard. For further proofs we refer you to any of our recent releases :
"The End of the Game," "The Carter Case Serial," "The Best Man."
Phone
Bryant 7190

REPUBLIC

LABORATORIES,

729 Seventh Avenue,

New

York

INC.

A HOWLING

SUCCESS
WILLIAM

FOX

PREJENT5

CAPTAIN

BUD

FISHERS

MUTT
ANIMATED

CARTOONS

CURRENT

RELEASE

Sweet Papa

Triangle Special Presentation'
Said Mrs. Pirn, "You're very nice —
But marriage is no paradise.
It dwarfs me like a stunted tree.
I must have freedom, don't you see?"
II
To faithful Pirn who leved his wife
It was the jolt of his young life.
He was completely at a loss
To find a reason for divorce.
Ill
Beds and pictures, tables and chairs!
And all the furniture up the stairs
Pirn turned about and inside-out.
Precedents he had to rout.

But ''Blessings brighten in their flight.'|
As soon as Pirn was out of sight
His wife she wished for his return.
Oh! Fickle woman — how she did yearn!
V

But then his fortune he did make.
Poor hubby; habits had to break.
He became a chap of great renown.
See

TAYLOR

HOLMES

IN

"Upside
released by TRIANGLE

Down"

DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION

June 22nd.
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*Jew Comedy Series

st Already Filmed with Lawrence
irossmith — Wodehouse Writing
Stories
le 'irossmith Film Corp. making
- with Lawrence Goldsmith
at has finished the first of the
s at the Thanhouser studios in
. Rochclle under the direction of
Windnm, who has just
pleted
several
of the
Taylor
imedies for Triangle,
rossmith is a well known English
Ban. The tilnis are being writ)y P. G. Wodehouse, a number
hose stories have appeared in the
rday Evening 1'ost. Grossmith
ippeared in several Wodehouse
Jies on the stage among them
"Nobody Home" and "Love of
Kineto Company of America
ling the laboratory work. Dision has not yet been decided
Film Clerks Organize
ago. — The Film Clerks Union,
;d with the American
Fedof Labor has organized here.
•w system of wages has been
d and submi/ted the various
ges. LTnder the new scale,
rs will receive $40 a week. The
claims to have 90 per cent,
ntation
among
local
exynch Plans Expansion
rta, Ga. — The S. A. Lynch
i-.es plan the erection of a
here to be modern in every
es G. Branham, manager of
icess and Rialto is quoted as
that the Lynch enterprises
)ing into every city in the
\ number of new theaters
erected.
Na.

Little Ad Talks

115

By Jack Alicoate
pTIHINK
with deliberation
-■- but act with decision"
well be applied to modern
>tion
picture
exploitation.
TID'S, being published every
\y of the year offers a uniopportunity
to the wide
rake advertiser to place his
sssage on filmdom's bulletin
>ard days before his competican reach the trade through
ordinary channels.
When
plans are formulated act
lediately. It's the jump that
>unts these days.

Gillespie Expanding
Gillespie Bros. & Co. announce
expansion
of business.
Miss Bert
Parker has been placed in charm1 of
sales.
"Yankee Doodle" in Philadelphia
{Special to IVID'S DAILY)
Philadelphia. — "Yankee Doodle in
Berlin" opens at the Chestnut Street
Opera House today.
"Bear-Cat" Finished
"When
Bear-Cat
Dry" was
has
been
finished.
The Went
last scene
shot Thursday on the coast. The
film is now in process of cutting
and titling and a print will be in
New York in 10 days.
King, "U's" Cuban Man, Here
C. R. King, formerly service manager of the Big U Exchange and
now in charge of the Universal Exchange in Havana, dropped in to say
"hello" to Sam Zierler, general sales
manager of the Big U, Saturday.

Settle Young Suit
Star's

Controversy
With
Aliens.
Long Hanging Fire, Being
Adjusted
A suit between Jules and J. J. Allen and Clara Kimball Young, hanging fire for several years, is being
adjusted.
The action dates back to the first
split between Miss Young and Lewis
J. Selznick when the latter quit Selznick pictures and organized Select.
At that time Miss Young had a disagreement with Selznick and withdrew. She then agreed, it is claimed,
to distribute her productions in
Canada through the Aliens. Later
she returned to Selznick when the
C. K. Y. Company was formed. Aliens say that they were then compelled to buy the Young pictures
from Select in spite of an agreement
entered upon for prior distribution.
According to a statement from J.
Robert Rubin, attorney for the Aliens, the disagreement is being adand contracts of settlemeiv
are now being prepared.
Work Begun on Mersereau Subjec:
Director H. E. Hancock bred work on a five-reel picture featu. •
ins Violet Mersereau, for H. & B
Productions, Inc. The picture is fo ■
the purpose
of disseminating infoi
mation as to Governmental vocation
al education to disabled soldi'
sailors.

Needed to Judge Values
Strand
Theater,
Fairmont, Minn.
Dear Wid:
We find that we are minus
the weekly issue of your wonderful little publication for
March 9th and 16th, 1919.
Will you please send us additional copies of these two
numbers, so that we may complete our file and be in a position to properly Judge the value
of the pictures we are to play?
Yours very truly,

_e 5 Cents

Aliens Control
Canadian Field
Buy Out
Schuberg's
WesternFortyTheater Chain
— NowHouses
Have
Five

(By W —ireJules
to WW'S
Toronto.
and J.DAILY)
J. Allen by
a deal with John A. Schuberg are
now in control of the theater situation in Canada.
The deal which has been hanging
fire for six months and which has
just been consummated passes over
to the Aliens the entire western circuit of theaters owned by Schuberg
and his associates and the interest
Hay & Nicholas
in the First National Exchange of
Western Canada.
Schuberg and his associates
owned and operated three first run
Miss Schulsinger With Sennett
Rose Schulsinger will do special theaters in Winnipeg: The Provipublicity and promotion work on denc, Bijou and Gayety. They also
"Yankee Doodle in Berlin" which have three first run houses in Vanopens at the Broadway in a few
couver, the Rex, Dominion and
weeks; She continues with the Ma- Globe and two in Victoria as well
rion Davies Company.
as the largest theaters throughout
British Columbia. The Aliens at
Hall Film Opens at Park
this time operate the Dominion in
"The Other Man's Wife," a Frank Winnipeg, a first run theater and
Hal! production featuring Stuart have started on another house which
Holmes and Ellen Cassity, opened has not as yet been finished. Land
for
probable
three-weeks'
run at costing $200,000 had been secured for
the aPark
last night.
The program
a theater in Vancouver and at present, plans are being finished.
also included a revival of Sid ChapBy acquisition or the western
lin's "The Submarine Pirate."
chain of theaters the Aliens easily
take the predominating place in CaByoir and Hart Back
nadian film circles. The deal is the
Carl Byoir and Charles S. Hart,
former officials of the Division of largest ever put through in the Dominion. The Aliens are now assured
Films of the Committee on Public
Information, arrived in town on Sat- of at least one first run house in one
urday from Chicago. As noted, they of the large Eastern cities.
The Aliens likewise get what pracformed their own company and
tically means control of the First
promise to tell of their plans this
week.
National releases in this territory.
The number of Allen theaters now
Henley Starts Production
reaches forty-five.
The deal between the Aliens and
Hobart Henley started work last
week on his first production, the Schuberg gives First National fortyfive
new first run houses in Canada.
title of which will be announced
W. P. De Weese, of Winnipeg, still
early next week.
In the cast are John Cumberland, maintains his interest in the First
National exchange and his Canadian
now
"Up J.inRobinson,
Mabel's theaters. Among the additions are
Room;"playing
Mrs. in
Mary
Emily Lorraine, Inez Marcel. Jeanne as follows:
Xeilson and others.
Winnipeg,
Dominion
and
Rex:
Brandon,
Allen; Regina, Allen and
Rex;
Moose
Jaw,
Allen;
Calgary,
Trial Date Is Set
Allen: Edmonton,
Allen and Mon(Continued on Page 2)
Supreme Court Justice HotciiViss
has directed the trial on June 12 of
a suit by the Exhibitors' Mutual Distributing Corp. against Frank A.
Tichenor to recover on a check for
The defendant contends that
the check was giv< - an option for
moving picture property worth $20,000 and that the check was not paid
because the terms under which it
riven were not carried out.

Harry Says

Harry Reichenbach says
that brewery interests have offered Macauley a profit of
$25,000 on "When Bear-Cat
Went Dry" NOT to exhibit
the picture.

t Over

.er and -pporting
William

utre is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Bend
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

Charles K. French has returned to
Seattle. — The Coliseum's presentathe American for an engagement in
tion of "The
resembled Unpardonable
somewhat that of Sin"
a grand
the William Russell subject, "This
opera.
There
was
a
15
minute
conHero Stuff," by Stephen Fox.
cert before the picture. Then there
"Auction of Souls" is being booked was a prologue, spoken, and an epilogue, sung. Different lighting efon the "see-it-and-take-it" plan by
fects were used to add to the atmosC. E. Holuh, manager of the A. H.
phere
during the rendering of the
Blank Enterprises, First National
Whaddya think of Canada br
franchise holders for Iowa and Ne- overture, the storm motif being ing out into the limelight?
heightened by flashes of lightning
braska.
across the curtain. Between the
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
overture and the prologue there was
York, N. Y.
(Continued from Page 1)
a The
cornethouse
solo was
of "The
Rosary."
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
darkened
for the arch; Swift Current, Lyric; TorS
Lot Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright 4
Sioux Falls, S. D. — New Liberty epilogue and a green light thrown Allen; Allen's Boor St. and AM
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889.
now open.
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
on the speaker, who told in a dra- Beaver; Montreal, Allen; Ott:
National Bank Bldg., 64M Hollywood Blvd.,
matic way of the suffering brought Regent; Hamilton, Temple, Lon
Telephone, Hollywood
1603.
Leslie, Ark.— W. H. Miller, the upon the masses of Europe by Ger- Majestic; Kitchener, Allen; Cobcj
Electric, erecting an airdrome on
many's greed for power, ending with dria.
Main St.
and Lachine, Royal Alls'
the statement that the murder of in- Allen
H. J. Allen, western represe
nocent women and children is Gertive
was
instrumental in closing
Ida. — E. A. Brough
many's "unpardonable sin." As the
Albany, N. Y. — Deitrich-Beck, hasMontpelier,
opened a picture house.
speaker pronounced these last words deal. The financial outlay is e
Inc., New York City, motion picthe title of the picture was thrown mous but no figures are availabli
tures, $50,000; T. C. Deitrich, A. F.
Davenport, la. — A. H. Blank and on the screen, and the showing beBeck, B. C. Elliott, 1400 Broadway.
The Canadian despatch ca
S. E. Greenbaum to build near Third
As the last scene faded out a man some speculation as to what Fay
St.
Players would do for district!
Albany, N. Y. — Goldreyer Theaappeared on the stage and began next
fall. The contract with t
ters Corp., New York City, $900,000;
N. Y. — Albert Van Voast singing "That's the Tale the Church runs until September. A Far
S. S. Bodbe, J. A. Byrne, J. J. Gal- to Albany,
build on Barret St.
Bell Told," the words of the chorus Players official stated on Satis
gan.
lagher, 14 Wall St.
appearing on the screen. With this
epilogue the presentation was that nothing has been decided
Montpelier, Vt. — Mrs. Mary Carr brought
to an effective close.
Albany, N. Y. — A. H. Fischer Fea- to build and lease theater to Mrs.
garding nextare year.
rangements
made, Whatever'
he stated,
tures, Inc., New York City, motion Kate Brock.
mous will insist upon, having a
pictures, $25,000; S. Schwartzberg, I.
Philadelphia.
—
The
medal
for
quick
trolling
interest
that
will
dictate
Schmal, B. A. Braham, 116 Nassau
Santa Barbara,
Cal. — E. J. John- thinking goes to Max Milder, man- business policy of its Canadian
St.
son to build.
ager of the local Select branch.
organization.
The Select office was in the middle tributing
An interesting sidelight on
Dover, Del. — Argo Prod., WilBrowning, Mont. — S. E. Tweedy of a campaign, advertising "Upstairs situation exists in the fact
mington. Capital, $75,000. To op- begun erection of theater to be and Down," opening at the Stanley Harry Brouse, who controls
erate moving pictures.
when a fire broke out in another ex- First National franchise for Ea:
known as the "Alcazar."
change, just across Vine St. The Canada releases through
fire department was quickly on the
1
Aliens' have
competitor.
Miamisburg, O. — A theater will be scene and ladders were placed Films,
will therefore
to book ,
erected by Weaver Bros., on Main against the building. Milder took a for
its Eastern theaters thn
St., at a cost of $30,000.
quick look and rushed in the ship- Regal.
ping room. Two minutes later he
St. Louis, Mo. — A theater at Grand returned and posted a large card in
and Florissant Aves., will be oper- the windows of the Select office on
ated by the Maxwellton Amusement
which was printed: "WATCH THE
Co.
FIREMEN GO 'UPSTAIRS AND
». „. v
...^
,il and Treasurer, Lynt. OJ editor; Ben H. Grimm,
Associate Euitor; Joseph Dannenberg, VicePresident and Managing Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
120.00.
Subscribers should remit with order

New

Theaters

Aliens in Control

Incorporations

C 1\

Middletown, Del. — The New Virginia has opened for business. B. G.
Decorah, la. — R. J. Reef of the
Smith, owner.
Star,
says " that for seven years he
DOWN.'
has been building up a steady patronSalem, Mass. — Arthur A. Forness,
age by giving to his patrons his personal guarantee of the quality of the
taken over the property cor. Cabot
and Judson Sts. A house with 1,200 subjects he books.
seats will be erected.
Chicago. — Max Levey, manager of
La Crosse, Wis. — La Crosse Thea- the Chicago branch of Exhibitors
ter Co. will erect a new picture house Mutual, is planning some unusual
and business block in No. 4th St. "stunts" on his own account, for
The two companies own all the thea- "The Man Who Turned White," a
ters in South La Crosse. New build- Robertson-Cole production.
ing will cost $200,000.
Levey is preparing a set of lifesize cut-outs in which H. B. Warner
Holyoke, Mass. — A theater is to will be seen in Arabian garb and his
be erected cor. Appelton and Chest- face browned by the desert sun.
nut Sts., at cost of $200,000, have a There will be a flasher concealed in
June 23rd — Monroe Salisbury in one seating capacity of .5,000. Chas. W. the cut-outs and every little while
of his hugely dramatic pictures. Radcliffe and Geo. R. Hammond, in- the light will flare up and the face of
terested. They own the Suffolk and brown turned to white to convey the
"The
Sleeping Lion" — rugged as the
Rockies.
theme of the production.
Bijou in Springfield.

says.-

0Sters
-1- ers make

posters.

TV/TANY lithographA few make moving
picture posters. — We
make only one kind of
moving picture poster,
— but that is the only
kind

worth

having!

RITCHEY
L1THO.
406 W. 31st St.

CORP.
Phone Chelsea 8388

bMI
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Star the Whole Show in Good Comedy-Drama
Viola

*HE SCREEN TREE
The story of an earnest
larch for the land of the
the classic heron we
ilways see painted on Japapse screens. And at last the
■scovery of the ven bird, in
he queer country where
fen-o'-war perch up
ree> I Release No. 14.

on

4n OutingChester Picture

Christie Comedies
the Best Dressed
Comedies

on

the Screen

Dana

in

"Some Bride"
Metro

DIRECTOR
Henrv Otto
SUPERVISED
BY
Maxwell
Karger
AUTHORS
Anne and Alice Duffy
SCENARIO BY
June Mathis and Luther A. Reed
CAMERAMAN
John Arnold
AS A WHOLE
Delightful exploitation of the
charm of Viola Dana; a comedy=drama that
the fans will like very much.
STORY
Plainly a vehicle for the star; light,
fluffy stuff that makes no pretense at serious=
ness or substance.
DIRECTION
Gets most out of comedy possibilities; handles star effectively.
PHOTOGRAPHY

Always

sharp and clear

LIGHTINGS
Satisfactory from every point
CAMERA WORK
Very good
STAR
Is really the whole picture; cute and ap=
pealing to a degree.
SUPPORT
Irving Cummings just gets by as
leading man; Ruth Sinclair, Billy Mason and
Florence Carpenter meet requirements.
EXTERIORS. . . .Always chosen for best artistic effect
INTERIORS
Fitting sets for action
DETAIL
The wealth of incidentals is what
makes the picture a success.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Frothily harmless
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
THIS offering is virtually all Viola Dana — Viola
Dana at her cutest and most appealing best. If
she doesn't make an audience laugh with and at her
antics in this picture it is because there is something
wrong with the audience. The film is pure exploitation of the personality of Miss Dana — and the little
Metro star scores a hit.
The role that Viola lias in the picture is one that
gives her particular talents full sway, and she never
misses a chance to register. The star is ably aided
and abetted in getting over successfully her bag of
tricks by the direction, which at all times shows a
sense of the value of little things.

Very evidently the story was written to lit .Miss
Dana. It is light, fluffy stufl that never even makes
a pretense at seriousness or substance, and Which relies solely on the way it is screened for It* appeal. It
is a tale of the sort that the popular magazines
<all Ughl Summer Action. By no means is there
enough plol substance to carry the burden of live
reels, but the film has been pleasingly buill up with
amusing incident in a manner such as to make it an
acceptable whole, All during the screening of the
piece the spectator is more interested In what Viola
is doing and what she is going to do next than in the
story's subject matter.
Viola is a devilish little imp endowed with those
"can't behave" eyes. The action of the first half of
the picture is laid during her honeymoon with Irving
Cummings at a swell seaside resort, where Irving becomes extremely jealous of the attentions showered on
his bride, and in an amusing sequence carries her in
his arms from the beach to their hotel room as if she
were a child.
Then more Of Viola's comedy business is pulled in
the hotel room, and Viola's manner of cooling Irvine's
temper and her methods in getting him to make up
after the tiff are really funny. Bui Irvine's Spanish
blood is aroused indeed when his bride appears in a
very bewitching costume at the hotel barn dance, and
dances with other men because of Irving'S sprained
ankle. Irving is real angry this time and leaves his
bride at the summer resort. In town he starts divorce
proceedings. Viola is given plenty of further chances
for laughs when she pretends serious illness in a hospital, hoping in that manner to bring Irving back to
her.
Plot complications come a bit faster in this part of
the film, and Viola takes the place of a tired urse.
Irving hurries to the hospital to visit the injured lawyer who has started divorce proceedings, and finds
Viola apparently in the arms of Billy Mason. But
Irving is glad enough to see his wife alive, and takes
her home to their dovecote.
Later they have as their guest Billy. Viola's apparent attentions to the convalescent arouses Irving's
jealousy to the extent where he hires a female detective. But his actions prove a boomerang, for
through a series of laughable events the whole group
"frames" Irving, and in an entertaining manner he is
cured of his jealousy.

Stuff That the Fans Will Like Very Much
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

LADYS

BROCKWELL

Starring in

"SADIE"
»x Pacific Coast Studios

=
New

Film Chartered

This is very good fan stuff, and in those houses
where Viola Dana has any considerable number of
followers it will go over big. It is a comedy ef the
sort that is light and airy ; full of laughs, and good
entertainment for warm summer evenings when folks
want just to be amused and not to worry their brains
over what is transpiring on the screen.
If you ran May Allison in "Almost Married" the
week before your Metro schedule brings you this one,
and it made any kind of a hit, tell your people that
Viola Dana's newest picture is another Metro comedydrama — more comedy than drama, and a picture in
which Miss Dana has the sort of a part that will further endear her to them.
Judicious use of stills from the film should be made.
Select for display all the stills you can get showing
Viola in her various fetching get-ups.
She is very

divorce. But did the girl with 'can't-behave' eyes let
him get away with it? See Viola Dana in 'SOMEBride.' " "The story of a bewitching imp of a bride
who just couldn't make her eyes behave."

Rainey Film Opens

Charge Default

■ nton, N. J. — The Triangle
A judgment for $106.74 by default
m| ement Co., Bayonne, Samuel
Th, agent. To manufacture and has been entered in the Supreme
Jliotion picture prints, films and Court against Minnie Feinblatt,
Ct -es, and lease and operate thea- owner of the Westchester Theater
rs Capital $10,000. Incorporators: at Mt. Vernon on claims by the Pro>ttiel Lewin, Bayonne; Mildred
ducers Feature Service and the ReiIfcan, Bayonne; Benjamin BaPmyonne.
ben Film Corporation for films sold.

cute in her trim bathing suit; also in the bird costume she wears at the barn dance. And if you can
obtain stills taken from those passages where she
appears in the trickiest negligee ever, use them for
all they are worth. Some of the scenes on the beach
might help during the hot days. too.
In your advertising go strong on the fact that Viola
is seen in one of her best roles. Tell your folks that
the picture tells a light and amusing story, full of
laughs, and that it is fit for the whole family to enjoy.
Catchlines: "If you don't think
funny when a
bridegroom leaves his bride during it
their honeymoon,
beforea
"Almost*
Bride.'"
Dana in
see
the Viola
honeymoon
was"SOME
over the
bridegroom
wanted

Chicago. — "Heart of the Jungle"
produced by Paul Rainey, the famous African explorer and game
hunter, recently returned to this
country, opened at the Olympic last
week. The film will later be state
righted.

Attach Bank Deposit
In supplementary proceedings by
the Mail & Express Co., against the
Exhibitors Booking Syndicate to collect on a judgment for $76.63. CityCourt Justice Schmuck has directed
the Pacific Bank to pay the judgment out of a deposit of $228 held
for the defendant.

—

—
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What About Cost of "Fewer and Better"
Pictures Asks Exhibitor — Answered

DAILY
House Changes

"Skin-nay!" a Boy Scout

Because he is the most famous

boy in America, "Skinny," hero of
the _Para:nount-Briggs comedies and
of the cartoons of boy life by Briggs
Below will be found an idea from A. C. H. Chamberlin, of in
the New York Tribune and other
the Madero Amusement Co., Madero, Calif., and a reply from newspapers, yesterday was chosen to
fire the opening gun of the nationwide Boy Scout membership drive,
First National relative to the cost of "fewer and better pictures."
which will be conducted all this
Following is, in part, the letter "Shoulder Arms." How is that for week.
from Chamberlin:
an increase over the first comedy?
John Carr, who plays the role of
couldn't get any more admission
We shall all look for some won- We
the second comedy than we did Skinny in the Paramount-Briggs
derful achievements in the next 12 for
for the first, could we?
comedies, took the creator of the
months from the general out-look.
Every exhibitor in the country comedies, Clare A. Briggs, to the ofThe people themselves, who pay ad- would like to see fewer and better
fice of former Secretary of the Tresmission to theaters, even look for productions made, most assuredly,
ury William G. McAdoo in the
and expect greater film productions,
Equitable
Building, and had McAdoo
real plays with a BIG STORY and but we don't think they, the exa star that is known. The story reasonablechanges,
should "RUB
A enroll Briggs as an associaite memrental
should IT
be IN."
made to
ber of the Scouts. McAdoo is chairseems to be the thing. It must be the small town exhibitor, the fellow
man of the Citizens' National Coma well known star for the small who brings home the bacon for the
mittee, which has charge of the Boy
town theater, of course there are
Scout membership campaign.
exceptions when the BIG STORY producer! As to the "Big Four"
idea for the big city exhiwill go over like the big star. Such percentage
bitors, that remains to be seen, but
as well known books, etc. The big not for yours truly.
city man who runs a picture from
A. C. H. Chamberlin, Mgr.
FOR
SALE
three days to two weeks can put
the big story over without the big
First National View
350 Second Hand Theatre
star. It's got to be a BIG STORY
First National in reply says that
Chairs.
with a big punch from the very be- the entire problem is one of proper
ginning to the very last of the film. exploitation. By way of example
BIJOU THEATRE,
Orange, N. J.
The admissions, it seems, are ad- of what the right kind of showmanship will do, they point to the case
vancing each year and the producers
must back up the advances with pro- of A. E. Dubeau of the Caughren
ductions that will warrant the higher theater, Sauk Center, lyiinn.
Dubeau was persistently followed
admissions. They must make pictures to keep the people coming.
up by the First National Minneapolis exchange to book the Chaplins
There should and will be fewer
THE EUREKA SCREEN
now used in
and better pictures made. We don't for his house. On a trip to the exwant to go back to the re-issue stuff
change he saw "A Dog's Life" and
"Shoulder
Arms"
and
booked
them.
LOEWS CIRCLE, PLAZA
and the re-hashed "bunk." The moand 86th St. Theatres
tion picture patron wants and de- He went back to Sauk Center determined to do or die. He ran a big
mands new pictures and not the old
ad
in
the
daily
paper
and
doctored
The screen that does away with
re-titled "versions." This re-issue
business is sure bad and is a detri- his lobby.
eye strain and distortion.
Shows
exterior and nautical
scenes in
Sauk Center and 2,154 souls had
ment to the industry. Every star
natural colors
who contracts for a series of pic- never seen such elaborate advertistures should have his or her contract
ing and preparation for any film in
EUREKA SCREEN CO.
read to eliminate the re-issue of any its somewhat drab existence. They
picture. When a real fine production began to look around.
17 W. 42dSt,New York
On the way to the theater that
comes along with Mr. So and So as
the star, that looks like a picture you night Dubeau thought that the place
played two or three years ago, the was on fire judging by the crowd.
In the old days he paid $15 for the
people will pause and wonder, "has
this picture been here before." You Mutual Chaplins and naturally he
have a hard time to get Mr. and thought that the $60 he came across
with would be a loss. The result
Mrs. patron in your theater.
was that the crowd was so dense that
I have 50 shares
Here's
another
thought.
What
is
the cost of these fewer and better to accommodate everybody he was
of
pictures going to be to the exhibi- forced to run the Cnaplins over and
tor? Yes, what are the exchanges over again and leave on the shelf
the feature he had booked to run
going to ask in rental for these pictures? Is the price going to be pro- with Chaplin. First National points
hibited to the eighty-per-center? to the moral — "The Public will pay
Will he be able to pay five and six the bill — give 'em what they want."
times more money for the fewer picBig Advertising for
tures? When I say FIVE and SIX
"Yankee Doodle"
times I mean just that! For an example: Mr. Chaplin comes out with
"Yankee Doodle in Berlin" which
his new $1,000,000. announcement opens at the Broadway, June 22, will
that Mr. Exhibitor will have to pay have the benefit of a $5,000 advermore for his comedies. All well and
tising campaign in the New York
that I will sell for
good. We expect to pay more and dailies. This is exclusive of the
are perfectly willing to do so too. — trade paper advertising.
$200 per share in
But we do not expect to give over
lots of 5 or more
the entire receipts! ! ! We played
shares. Write or
the Chaplin comedy "A Dog's Life"
wire
at a rental of just $15.00 per day, and
we had to wait three months to get
it at that figure. We couldn't afford the original price asked, $25.00
BOX
75
per day. It wasn't in the cards.
Now Mr. Exchange asked us, a
WID'S DAILY
month ago, for a rental of exactly
Put it down in your date book —
$87.50 for a one or two day booking St.' Louis, June 25-28; first meeting
of M. P. E. of America.
of Mr.
Chaplin's
second
picture.

UNITED
PICTURES
THEATERS of AMERICA

STOCK

Vernal, Utah. — H. A. Lee an(
F. Lee have secured an intereS
the Orpheum.
Miles City, Mont. — Liberty t<
enlarged, re-decprated and a <
organ installed.
Albuquerque, N. M. — Pastime
larged and remodeled. George
pini, owner.
Conway, Ark. — H. H. Julian, tc
model Ideal.
Greenville, S. C. — Luther M.
Bee, president
of Vardry
Cd
Mills, purchased
interest of S.
Quinnerly in Casino.

TITL.ES
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to
have

make
money
a perfect
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negative

REX LABORATORY

(INC.
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Ask
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then
ph
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few Mayer Company
lapitalization is $5,000,000— Will
Build a Studio

7/feRECOGHIZED

Authority

John Fairbanks Here
John Fairbanks, brother of Douglas and his business manager, is in
New York stopping at the Lambs'.
There is said to be no special significance attached to his visit.

(By II' ire to WID'S DAILY)
,os Angeles. — This city is to have
lew five million dollar film conJack Pickford in Town
n headed
by Louis
B. Mayer,
Jack Pickford has reached New
inic Zeidman, formerly Fairbanks' York.
His contract with First Nailicity manager, is to be manager
tional calls for an option of three
[productions
and director of exitation.
It is stated that a studio additional pictures and at this time a
I be built to accommodate
five conference is under way with Mrs.
lpanies with all modern
equip- Charlotte Pickford, Jack's mother, as
nts and conveniences and is plan- to his future plans.
His initial First National release
to be ready by September.
is "Bill Apperson's Boy," available
pe Lee at the Anita Stewart of- June 21.
B stated yesterday that he had
fd nothing from the coast regardthe new company. He did state,
Force Leaves for Home — No
[ever, that Mayer has been after Sales
Announcement From Executive
6 for some time.
Offices Yet
The Fox convention ended late
Saturday, and immediately after it
[ipreme
Court
Justice
Tierney some members of the field force left
for
their respective homes. The
denied an applicat:on Tjy the Esiy Film Mfg. Co., to vacate an salesmen left town all day Sunday,
yesterday only a few of them
J for its examination before trial and
line 16 in its suit against Charles remained in New York.
No announcement has been issued
plin
to recover
$500,000
for from
the Fox offices on the work
ph of contract in which Chaplin
ade counterclaims for $316,000. taken up at the conference. The
method of Fox distribution for the
plaintiff contends that the counims are not proper and for that fall season is one of the big questions yet to be m>.cre public.
n the plaintiff should not be
ioned concerning them. George
Warner Film on Poli Circuit
jpoor, president, and Gilbert M.
H. B. Warner in "The Man Who
■Trson, secretary, are to be exed.
Turned White" has been booked for
the entire circuit of Poli theaters in
New
York and Connecticut.
Stuart in Accident
Irschel
Stuart in an accident
House Peters in New York
Texas way broke his collarHouse Peters and other members
He is now recovering.
of the company engaged in making
"You Never Know Your Luck" for
Sunset
Pictures, under the direction
No. 116
of Frank Powell, have arrived in
New York from San Antonio. Work
will begin on the interiors at BioBy Jack Alicoate
graph studio.
^HINK for a minute the
Bech, Van Siclen Plan Expansion
many changes and anLucien C. Wheeler, head of the
•uncements of tremendous
Film Dept. of Bech, Van Siclen &
portance that have happened
Co., Inc., is en route to Europe to
tr night in the film industry
take up matters in connection with
plans of the company.
jring the past three months,
Wheeler has with him a number of
week is a comparatively
productions which are to be sold in
all unit of time but when aped to the film world it
England and the Continent.
Arrangements for the distribution
Igthens considerably. WID'S
throughout the world are to be made
pLY supplies the news
tie it IS news. It covers the
by Wheeler, whose itinerary will include England, France, Italy, Spain,
Id thoroughly and it has sucand
Scandinavia.
busifilm
the
se
R™ded becau
5 is essentially a daily newsDuring Wheeler's absence, A,
ier industry.
Wortham is acting head of the department.

Fox Convention Over

Spoor Must Testify

Little Ad Talks

Price S Cents
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Pathe Dinner To-night

"Right!"
Hollywood, Cal.
Wid's Daily:
"* * * copies come to me
fairly well — but I have missed
some and I don't like to over"Right.look
" any as to me Wid's is
In all sincerity,
Monroe

Will Signalize Producer's American
Visit — Returning to France
Soon
An informal dinner will be given
in honor of Charles Pathe, head of
the house of Pathe, to-night at the
Astor. Besides the Fathe officials a
number of well-known people have
been invited to attend.
shortly.
Mr. Pathe will return to France

Salisbury.

Hamilton With World Film
Gilbert P. Hamilton, who directed
"Open Your Eyes" tor Warner Bros,
and before that a number of films
for Triangle on the coast, will direct
June Elvidge for World Film.

Peggy Wood With Goldwyn
Peggy Wood has been signed to
appear opposite Will Rogers in
"Billy Fortune" for uoldwyn.
Bradbury
Directing
Lewis
Los Angeles.— Robert Bradbury is
directing Mitchell Lewis in his
fourth picture for Select. Locations will be shot on the Columbia
River, Washington.

Burlingham Going to Orient
Frederick Burlingham, whose North Carolina
Exhibitors to Meet
scenic series is being distributed
through Sherry afid the Film Clear(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ing House plans a trip to the Orient
Lexington, N. C— H. B. Varner,
to make another series of pictures.
secretary of The M. P. E. AssociaBurlingham has Z4 one-reel subtion of North Carolina, has issued a
jects that have never been released. call for the annual convention to
As yet distributing channels for meet at the Selwyn Hotel, Charthese are undetermined.
June 29-30.
The lotte,
notice,
in part, reads:
"The film manufacturers and exchanges are thoroughly organized
and resorting to all kinds of arbiTo Spend $750,000 on Studio— Will
trary rules and regulations. If we
Have Eight Stages
are not willing to submit as servants,
as
hewers
of wood and drawers of
(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — Plans have been water, to these autocratic gentlemen,
completed under direction of Mar- we must halt, about face, organize,
shall Neilan for the erection of a and stand together for* our own mu-

Neilan to Build

mammoth studio by the Co-operative Studios Co. The purpose of the
new studio will be to decrease the
tremendous overhead expense which
exists under present production
methods.
The studio will cost $750,000 and
will be built in a fifty acre site.
Plans provide for eight unit stages
and one large shop to be used for
erecting sets as a central point from
which the stages will extend like
the spokes of a wheel.
The studio will be finished about
September 1. Neilan will only occupy part of it, the rest being available for directors to make independent productions.
'Mr. Neilan will leave for the
East some time this week. He will
arrive in New York about July 1.
On the way across country he will
stop off at New Orleans and Louisville where it is expected he will
shoot some scenes for "In Old Ken-

tucky."

tual protection."
Peggy May With Haworth
Los
Angeles. — Peggy
May,
as
noted, is now with Haworth, working under direction
of Lloyd
Ingraham, who has left Ince.
The Sessue Hayakawa pictures
make by Haworth are released by
Robertson-Cole through Exhibitors
Mutual. Those offices stated yesterday that as yet they had heard
nothing about handling the May pictures. The Haworth contract calls
'or the Hayakawa's films only.
Haorth
is
at
liberty
to
d'spose
of
the
;; • productions
elsewhere.
Australasian Buys Chesters
Australasian Films, Ltd., have purchased Outing-Chester Pictures
rights for Australia, New Zealand
and Tasmania. The deal was negotiated by Harry G. Musgrovc, managing director of the company.
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Cuts And Flashes
The new plant built
Ford has been opened.
ToL VIII No. 68
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by

Francis

Price 5 Cents
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New York,
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A print
of "Happiness
with
Constance
Talmadgea la
hasMode"
been
received at the Select offices.
Captain A. L. Varges, news

MEXICO IN THE FRONT-PAGE

ca-

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasmera reporter, is on his way to Euurer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Ben H. Grimm,
Associate Editor; Joseph Dannenberg, Vicerope to film scenes fur International.
President and Managing Editor; J. W. Alicoate. Secretary and Business Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
Louis Tracy's "The Wings of the
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under Morning" has been brought for Willthe act of March 3, 1879.
iam Farnum.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Roy H. Marshall, out of the Army,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$20.00.
is now assistant to King W. Vidor at
Subscribers should remit with order
Brentwood studios.
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Lot Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889.
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.

"A Day With Carranza"

"An interesting
interview with the President of Mexico"— recently
featured
at the Rialto.

"What Is A Mexican"
"Unique
lowest"
— just pictures
released. of the
KICjHT

Eugene Strong has just finished
another Vitagraph picture opposite
Gladys Leslie in a "Stitch in Time."

GEORGE

"Yvonne from Paris," by Joseph
Franklin Poland, with Mary Miles
Minter, will be released in July.

HEADLINES!

NO

vv

Mexican

citizen,

from

the

highest

to the

is the time to play these newest releases of

D. WRIGHT'S

"MEXICO *TODAY"

In the Courts

Incorporations

Harry Morey has just purchased a
City Court Justice Schmuck has
new twelve cylinder sport model dismissed a suit of William K. ZiegPathfinder car.
Charleston, W. Va. — Capital Film
feld, president of the Ziegfeld CiCo., Charleston, to operate in Kanema Corp. of Chicago, against John
"Smiling Bill" Parsons an<} Billie Grammas, for $2,000 damages for
nawha County and elsewhere in the
Rhodes en route to the Coast stop- assault. The plaintiff alleged that
state capital $10,000; incorporators:
ped off at Chicago and shot some
on June 27 last at 783 Sixth Ave.
G. T. Swain, Everett Hughes, G. W. scenes for "The Blue Bonnet."
Grammas struck him in the face and
Fulks and others.
eye and caused injuries which preThe first showing of "The Westvented him from attending to busiby Stewart Edward White
ness for a time. The defendant apAlbany, N. Y. — Will Morrissey will be aterners"the
Kinema, Los Angeles,
plied to have the suit dismissed beProducing Co., New York City, theJune 15 for a two weeks'
run.
cause the plaintiff's attorney failed
atrical and motion pictures, $50,000; starting
to have the action put on the calenW. Morrissey, H. Green, H. Dowens,
dar for trial. In reply Mr. Ziegfeld
342 West 56th St.
Cabanne Not With Neilan
said he supposed this had been done
and said that the defendant should
The local office of Marshall Neito pay substantial damOlympia, Wash. — Star Amusement
lan denies a coast report to the ef- be compelled
ages. Ziegfeld told the court he is
Co., Everett.
Capital, $75,000.
fect that the director was supervis- a "reputable citizen engaged in the
ing a series of productions being
motion picture and theatrical busimade by Christy Cabanne. The reness and a person of standing in the
port arose over the fact that Cabanne
that he
has leased space in the Lois Weber community,"
mas arrested and
and fined
$50.had Gramstudio in Hollywood where Neilan
is working.
New Seymour Theater
Abandons

Vaudeville for Pictures
Seymour, Ind. — A handsome new
house will be opened on S. Chestnut St. early this month by E. A.
Utica, N. Y. — Hogan Bros., operating the Majestic, are reported to Spray, president of the Columbian
have adopted a policy of all pictures, Amusement Co., of Frankfort, and
Irvin Moss, his manager.
doing away with vaudeville.
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TRIBUNE
PRODUCTIONS
[Watch this Space for Others)

DON'T

says
The Critics say that Mary MacLaren
in "The Unpainted Woman" is splendid. Righto — but see for yourself—
today.

WORRY

-SMILE

Of course your busy — and its hot and everything but the knowledge
that your business is adequately insured by a responsible concern
will cause your worries to fly away — We KNOW the insurance business and we admit it — Our clients include the most successful and
largest concerns in the motion picture and theatrical industries —
and — we're at YOUR
service.

"AMUELS

Reuben
»

JttFurance
Phone John

ERVICE

SO Maiden

Lane

5-125 - 5416 - 5427 - 54Z8

Harry Reichenbach is promisii
tell somethin' real gocd this w
Cuneo in Chicago
Chicago. — Lester Cuneo, for,
Metro leading man, has retui1
from abroad where he was in!
thick of the fighting, attached to eral headquarters, directing the'
visioning of the troops. He has
ceived word from R. A. Row
he can return to Metro
any t

8

osiers

some ends of
e
the movingpictur
business that we
know nothing
t.E—RE
ouH
abT
On AthReE
her
nd,
ot
wee
know alhal about— th
er
Post
end of it!

TCHEY
RI
LITHO.
CORP.

406 W. 31st St.
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Phone Chelsea 8388
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New Theaters
iline, 111. — A theater
ed on Grove Ave.

will

be

rkersburg, W. Va. — Smoot
lement Co. will build at cost of
X).

DAILY

Adaptation of Stage Comedy Contains Some Sophisticated Humor
Olive

Thomas

in

"Upstairs and Down"
Selznick

na, Mich. — Esseltyon
& Murof Detroit, will erect a new
er here; seating capacity, 800.
ssellville, Ark. — A new theater
inned. L. G. McFadden will be
iger. It will be located at Jefn and McDavid Sts.

ra, Okla. — The Grand Opera
se, demolished by a windstorm
fear, has been replaced by a new
er.
naha, Neb. — Charles Grotte rey sold his one-sixth interest in
Rialto, has announced that he
Start work on a new theater as
as a suitable site can be purBd. Architect John Latenser purtd the interest of Grotte for a
rted price of about $300,000.

House Changes
insas City, Mo. — The Glory has
fened under new management.
ion, la.— R. E. and A. L. Tuller
purchased Palace.

DIRECTOR
Charles Giblyn
AUTHORS
Frederick and Fannie Hatton
SCENARIO
BY
Lillian Ducy
CAMERAMAN
Lewis W. Physioc
AS A WHOLE
Some amusing situations in the
presentation
of a story supposed
to reveal
life in the fast set; sympathy is lacking.
STORY. .. .Adaptation of stage play by the Hattons
DIRECTION
Succeeds in giving the settings and
characters a certain "smartness."
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS. . . . A few pretty effects, but more might
have been made of the beach scenes at night.
CAMERA
WORK
Satisfactory
STAR
Does her best work as the baby vamp in
the action toward the close when she is at=
tempting to win Robert Ellis.
SUPPORT
Ellis suits role of the romantic young
Irishman, others fill needs of the story.
EXTERIORS
Those representing polo field and
grounds surrounding a Long Island estate are
first rate.
INTERIORS
Up to the mark
DETAIL
Titles get as many laughs as the ac=
tion; many
of them
evidently
were taken
from
the play; "Midnight
Frolic"
scenes
well presented.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Concerns the idle rich
and their loose morals.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,500 feet

rth Platte, Neb. — Improvements
eing made in the Sun.

CONSIDERING the material he had to work with, the
need for a certain reticence in the treatment of an
unwholesome play and the desirability of arousing
some semblance of sympathy for a decidedly artifical
group of characters, Director Charles Giblyn did a
piece of work in "Upstairs and Down."
n, Minn. — F. A. Schuchard has commendable
Some of his scenes are first rate, although taken
is interests in the Empress to
Bartz.
all in all they didn't build up much of a story. And
here again, there is merely another illustration of the
idpoint, Wash. — The
Liberty, old saying, "You can't make bricks without straw."
and Down" is rather short on straw of the
by Thomas Martin, has been "Upstairs
kind needed by a producer of photoplays.
over by F. A. Granger and
Baker.

lsonville, Neb. — Houston and
Bg have purchased the Rainbow
E. D. Cuckler.

ton, Pa. — J. Walter
Ingham
rchased Chambers St. Theater,
by the Phillipsburg AmusefcCo.
raska City, Neb. — Frank Creely
irchased the Empress.
thill, Neb. — Manager Olson
bsed the Rex, leaving but one
in that town.

jIraceCunard
Starring in

"IM0 The Mi
A SERIAL IN
IHTEEN

INSTALLMENTS

To Be Released

By

UNIVERSAL

Tuesday, June 10, 1919

The Hattons wrote a cynical smarl set comedy that
-(•(.red on Broadway largely because it gained a repulaii
f being risque.
The lines were as broadly sukgestlve as the playwrights dared to make them and the
characters both upstairs and down,
meaning in the
lot.
drawingroom and the kitchen, were a pretty worthless
The picture, in tone at least, is an Improvement on
its stage parent. You don't need to he afraid of it on
that score, although it isn't going to increase the respect with which simple-minded folk regard the idle
rich. Probably it will give almost everybody a few
laughs
forgetdeep.
about it, for this isn't
the sortand
of athen
iihnthey
that will
strikes
"Baby Vamp" has become a household word.
No
community is complete without one or two innocenteyed, wiser-than-their-years young women who steal
the men from their mature sisters. The baby vamp
received her name and Iter first boost to fame in
"Upstairs and Down." This is the part filled by
Olive Thomas in the picture, and she makes full use
of "the baby stare." kittinish mannerisms and the
plea, after she has been caught in some bit of trickery. "But you know. I'm only a child."
Miss Thomas is entertaining even if she isn't appealing, the part forbids that, and the plot is so arranged that she is kept iii the foreground most of the
time. Incidentally, it may be remarked that the
"downstairs" element in the play is touched on only
casually with the occasional introduction of a disapproving butler and a valet who forces his attentions
on the maid.
The baby vamp is content to lie engaged to David
Butler, a tactless sort of a lover, as long as other
emotional episodes, are not interfered with. Robert
Ellis, a young Irishman belonging to the polo set, attracts her in particular ami she inveigles him into accompanying her on a pleasure jaunt to New York, all
perfectly innocent, of course.
Olive's sister, Rosemary Tlieby, visits the Long
Island house party the following day and Stages an
automobile accident that she may be rescued by the
fascinating Irishman. We are asked to believe that
they fall genuinely in love with each other at first
sight, whereupon the baby vamp becomes meanly
jealous and concocts a story about Ellis having taken
advantage of her childish love and trust.
After things have been messed up for a while, she
admits that she was lying and consents to an elopement with her fiance, who, suddenly assuming caveman tactics, becomes really attractive in her eyes.

Most Likely to Get Across in Big

City Theaters

Box Office Analysis for the Theater
The location of your theater and the kind of a
crowd you are trying to reach must be considered in
estimating the box office value of "Upstairs and
Dow-n." It strikes me as being essentially a city show,
or at any rate one best adapted to please a moderately
sophisticated audience. There is not much that can
be called heart interest and the worldly-wise attitude
of the characters may not exactly fit in with the ideas
of a family group.
For the benefit of fans that keep track of the movements of their favorites and are interested in the producing organization with which they are allied, it
might be well to make some fuss about this being the
first of Olive Thomas' pictures under the Selznick
management.
The young star has received
enough
Bradford Leaves Triangle
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Chicago. — R. E. Bradford, for the
past two years manager of the Triangle exchange has resigned and accepted a position with the S. A.
Lynch Enterprises at Atlanta, Ga.

publicity in the past to assure some interest in her
present activities.
Although the play "Upstairs and Down" probably
is much better known in New York than elsewhere.
the title is worth something. Refer to the picture as
an adaptation of Frederick and Fannie Hatton's sensational Broadway stage success dealing with the life
of the millionaire smart set. Bring in some mention
of the baby vamp in all of your exploitation, for she is
made the central character of the story.
Catchlines: "Did you ever meet a real baby vamp?
Olive Thomas -will introduce you to the model for all
vamps in 'Upstairs and Down' at the Blank Theater."
Or: "How does a baby vamp work? Olive Thomas will
show you in 'Upstairs and Down'." Another one:
"Don't miss Olive Thomas as the baby vamp in the
smart set comedy, 'Upstairs and Down'."
Women

Many Booking "Sahara"
"Sahara," the Louise Glaum special for Hodkinson release, has been
booked for the Strand, New York;
the Rialto, Washington, and the entire Lubliner and Trinz circuit, starting at the Pantheon, Chicago.

Endorse the Buck Bill

(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Peoria, 111. — The Illinois Federation of Women's clubs in convention
assembled passed a resolution indorsing the Buck state-wide censorship of motion pictures bill.
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Prizerings

loss to that company, as the two
stars have also signed with First National.
Of Exhibitors'
Pictures Meetings
Are BookedIf Single
The moving picture industry is
aiming to make money, not to lose
Editor,
it. The new "single picture method,
Wid's Daily.
as has been stated, has no contract.
Dear Sir:
Now apply the iron test to the proThe present system of booking
posed system. DO THEY CONTRACT THEIR STARS? Cerfilms as practiced by the First National, Paramount, Metro, and other
tainly, if they are of any imporof the largest film concerns jn the tance.
country will never be banished. ExThey why do they wish us exhibihibitors throughout tne country want
tors to "kill the goose that laid the
the series contract as their protec- gold eggs?" Because they think it
tion against competitors, and will might increase sales and benefit
predict that if they do not secure a them? Well, it will not as they will
contract of that nature they will not
sell as
have
hitherto
soldmany
underfilms
the asold'they
system.
book any films — that is, of course, not
if there are any companies distributIf
by
any
possible
chance
the
"Sining under the plan now in use.
gle picture" bdoking system was
J. D. Williams, of the First Na- adopted the present era of good
tional, isright. I have read with in- feeling between exhibitors would
terest his article in your magazine, speedily be abolished. Exhibitors
and I must state that he should be meetings would generally end in fist
congratulated upon the stand which
an exhibitors'
he has taken. Mr. Williams has taken figths,
would beand
a farce.
We do notleague
wish
a peep into the heart of the Ameri- this to occur. Our league is one
can exhibitor. Hitherto the exhibi- which every local showman prides,
tor has proudly pointed out that he and our meeting rooms, soon to be
has a contract for Mary Pickford, built, some of the finest in the counD. W. Griffith, Constance Talmadge,
try. Our rooms will become no priNorma Talmadge, or Charlie Chap- zerings.
plin productions. It would mean a
This letter was not casually writloss of real money if his competitor
ten. It was done deliberately and
possessed that contract. Prestige, after consultation with my assisalso would be lost for the house, for
tants and several men of local reany films featuring the above stars
mean so many friends for the theaWe have applied the iron test, and
ter.
pute.
in my opinion, and in the opinion
Suppose there was a star, known those with whom I have consulted
very little in this city. One of the
is "N.very
G." truly,
larger houses made him a real box the verdistYours
office "result getter" in this district,
A. T. Sparrow.
by extensive advertising and other
Manager,
Empire
Theater,
costly means. Under the new "sinWashington, D. C.
gle picture" system the competing
theater could snatch his productions
from the house which spent so much
to make a local reputation for the
actor.
Will exhibitors stand for this deHere is how a brother exhibliberate infringement upon their
rights? Will we risk every dollar
itor put his show over. Bend
invested in our enterprises without
along your ideas. Let the other
making one of the biggest fights
fellow know how you cleaned
Ameican Industry has ever known?
up.
No! We are not fools. We refuse to
lead the fatted calf around by a
silken thread. More practically we
Baltimore, Md. — Manager Vincent
demand that he be tied with a good Valentini, of the Harford, has orthick rope.
ganized a"Fatty" Arbuckle club to
Charles Ray has signed up with encourage a regular clientele when
the First National so we hear. Had Arbuckle comedies are shown:
Attractively printed cards were
Thomas H. Ince neglected to have
Ray sign a contract he would now distributed among the theater patrons for their signatures, and the
be making pictures for the circuit.
As it is, Ince has about eight more plan worked out very well.
Here is the membership card used
Ray films yet to be placed upon the
market. Each represents real money. by Manager Valentini:
So it is with the Talmadge productions. For Select to have no
"Fatty" Arbuckle Club
contract would mean a big money

Putting It Over

FOREIGN MARKETJ
Room

Your

Adolphe Osso

|||

809
Phone

=

1457 Broadway
Bryant 6325
will buy

55=

Foreign Rights

=|

I am a member of the " 'Fatty'
Arbuckle Club"
My purpose is to laugh.
I promise to attend the Harford Theatre every time
"Fatty" Arbuckle is shown.
My membership entitles me to
write to "Fatty" Arbuckle,
and he will write to me.
Signed
Address
HARFORD

THEATRE

DAILY
On Broadway

"Conditions Flourishing" —
Simmonds
Joseph
Simmonds of W. H.
Rivoli — Hall Caine's— "The Woman
has just returned from abroad
Rivoli
Pictorial.
Thou Gavest
Me."
that conditions in England are fi
Mutt and Jeff cartoon.
ishing.
He says that all the 1
Sennett Comedy — "No Mother to ters are playing to capacity andj
long lines always
wait to see
formances.
He says that sea
Rialto
Douglas
Fairbanks — "The
Guide —Him."
and
high
price
of
labor act
Knickerbocker Buckaroo."
deterrent in building new houseRialto Magazine.
Simmonds
says
that
. influ©
Hooligan
Cartoon.
English interests have secured
Drew Comedy — "Squared."
Strand — Olive Thomas — "Upstairs sites in what is known as the "C
White Way" of London on w
Strand Pictorial Review.
elaborate theaters will be built
and Down."
voted
entirely to films. Average
Outing Chester — "Wrangling
ing capacity will be over 3,000.
Topics of the Day.
Edna Ferber Story for Hen]
Sennett Comedy — "No Mother to
Hobart
Henley's first picture
Dudes."
Independent
Sales release wil
Educational
— "Ice Skating."
Guide
Him."— Today
New
York
— Virginia
Pear- Edna Ferber's "The Gay Old Ii
adapted by Mrs. Sidney Drew,
son— -"The Bishop's Emeralds."
duction has already been startei
Wednesday — Olive Thomas — "Upstairs
and
Down."
Blackton
Forms
New
Compj
Thursday — Madlaine Traverse —
"When Fate Decides."
J. Stuart Blackton Features
tures, Inc., has been formed
Friday —Bedroom."
Enid Bennett
— ''The
Haunted
Priscilla
Dean $1,000,000 capitalization. The
— "Pretty Smooth."
company absorbs the Blackton
ductions, Inc. From six to tefl|
Saturday— World Film— "The De- tures will be made yearly.
vil's Trail."
Sunday — Emmy
Wehlen— "Fools
Metro Exchange Wins
and Their Money."
The Metro exchange won tin
Broadway — H.
B.
Warner — "The baseball game
on Saturday,
Man Who Turned White."
George M. Cohan — Griffith Players brought home 8 runs to the
— "Broken Blossoms."
team's 4. The game was so fas)|
Park — Stuart Holmes ana Ellen Cas- furious that only six innings
played and then darkness came ;
sity— "The Other Man's Wife.'"
and put an end to hostilities.
Next Week's Features
The attractions at the theaters
EXPORTERS
OF FILMS
next week will be as follows:
We have
many advertising
that
will properly
assist the "hel
exp
Rivoli — Williams S. Hart — "Square
tatlon of American Stars appeal
Deal
Sanderson."
Rialto
— Rex Beach's "The CrimStrand
— Charlie Chaplin — "Sunnyson Gardenia.'"
Park — Stuart Holmes and Ellen
Cassity— "The Other Man's Wife."
George M. Cohan — Griffith Players— "Broken Blossoms."
Broadway
— H. B. Warner — "The
side."
Man Who Turned White."
First Jose Picked
The first picture of the Edward

In the Films you are sending abr«
We advertising
are making matter
certain
classes'1
this
especially
export, taking Into considers!
duties and freights. Low prices |
rail.
Kit MS MFG. CO.,
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C.

COMPLETE

LINE OF

Supplies and Equipmnet
for STUDIO and THEATR
National
and
Speer
Carbt
MAZDA LAMPS

Jose Company will be "Mothers of CHARLES
F. CAMPBf
Men" by Denny William Warner and AL.
HENDR1CKSON 14 W ^IcfQ* I
De Witte Kaplan.
Stewart Film at Strand
The next Anita Stewart subject —
"Human Desire" — plays a release engagement at the Strand the week
beginning June 29. General release
is a week later.
Gray Doing Exhibitor Publicity
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Dayton, O. — In addition to his duties as assistant manager of the Dayton, Paul Gray will have charge of
all publicity for the Miami Valley
Exhibitor's League with offices on
the ninth floor of the Lindsey Building. A suite of four rooms has been
taken by the League, demands being
ing. by the rapidly increasing memmade
bership that taxed its present
cramped quarters in the Rauh Build-

Charge d' Affairs
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Baker
With Internat'l
Make
Four Cosmopolitan
Pro-

To

ertson-Cole Disposes of Product
for a Number of Territories
Abroad

:uc, has purchased "Cannibals of
South Seas" for France, Holland,
Kerland and Belgium.
I Ono, representing Nippon
udo Shasin Kaisha, Tokio. has
1 over the features produced in
by the following stars: H. B.
ner,' William Desmond, Bessie
iscale, H. B. Walthall, Alma RuSessue Hayakawa, and the
tvvood features. .
re Billie Rhodes features were
lased for Japan by the Eskay
s Feature Film Co., represented
amuel Kantrowitz. These arc
Girl of My Dreams," "In
Jh of Arcady," "Hoopla," "The
Call" and "The Lamb and the

rady Due Sunday

No. 117

ittle Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
JR industry is prosperous,
more so than ever before
advertising has played no
ill part in bringing this conon about. Advertising began
in afterthought of business,
became a forethought. Just
it was a part of the foreUght of War that insured
tory, so advertising must
jme the forethought of
:e to insure prosperity. The
[er of an idea multiplied in
ions of minds moves govfients — or goods — as the
may be. Advertise — be|e it PAYS.

ductions— Starts June 27,
Marion Davies

with

George D. Baker has signed a contract with International to direct
four Cosmopolitan Productions for
Famous Playcrs-Lasky release. His
first picture will be with Marion Dashortly.
vies who finishes "April Folly"
Baker ,it is expected, will start
with International on June 27th at
the Biograph office. Robert Leonard
will start work on ■ second production to meet the schedule of 15 Cosmopolitans ayear for Paramount.
The mystery of what Baker has
been doing with the Douglas Fairbanks •story is now explained.
"Doug" has purchased the screen
rights to a novel that has not yet
been published. It will appear shortMunsey's are
Magazine. Baker
and ly in
Fairbanks
close personal
friends and Baker en route to New
York a few weeks ago, was working

pbertson-Cole has just closed a
ibcr of deals for abroad.
Barnstyn,
of the British and
tinental
Trading
Co.
of the

trd has been received at the
t offices that William A. and
I George (Mrs. William A.) are
ted back in New York on Sunoin abroad.

Price 5 Cents

11, 1919

loses Foreign Deals

North American M. P., Inc.,
Irgentine, Uraguay and Parafhas renewed its contract for the
tig year.
'M. Furio and Co. of Buenos
L who control Hayakawa, in Arfie, Paraguay and Uraguay,
(extended rights to Chile, EcuaPeru and Bolivia.

Authority

on the continuity for "Doug."

Want $100,000

This is
"BEAR-CAT"
in
"When Bear-Cat Went Bry"
If you don't believe new ideas are neededlook at the stull now playing.

No Censorship
Understood Board of Aldermen Will
Report
Unfavorably
on Bill
Affecting Gilchrist
It is understood that the Board rf
Aldermen will report unfavorably on
the bill which seeks to grant License
Commissioner Gilchrrst with authority to act as censor Tor all pictures
shown in New York City.
With regard to the bill Robert L.
Moran, president of the Board, is
quoted as saying: "To give one man
the exclusive power to say what the
6,000,000 people of this city shall and
shall not have in the way of motionpicture entertainment is one of the
most unfair and inconsistent legislative propositions that has ever come
under my notice."
Pathe Given Dinner
The dinner in honor of Charles
Pathe was held last night at the Astor. A representative gathering attended.
A more comprehensive report of
the
issue.event will appear in tomorrow's

A suit for $100,000 damages for an
accounting and for the cancellation of
the contract between the parties was
brought in th.e Supreme Court yesterday by the Kleyer Pictures, Inc.,
against Farnous Players-Lasky Corp.
The chief allegation is that the defendant, through Paramount PicGoldwyn's
Policy — Will Allow
Extures with whom the contract in the
hibitors to SeeSimultaneously
Three
Months'
suit was made, neglected the busiProduction
ness of the plaintiff in such a way as
It is understood that the Goldwyn to make it possible for the contract
selling policy for the coming season
(Continued on Page 2)
to be announced shortly will include
these features:
Manners Wins Point
Open booking.
No star series, but the right of purD. C. — In the "Peg o'
chase of an entire series if consid- MyWashington,.
Heart" suit, brought by J. Hartered desirable by the exhibitor.
ley Manners, to • -event Oliver Mo. About 15 productions to be shown rosco from auth '.in& motion picat a time in the various distributing
tures of the play, ■ Supreme Court
centres to exhibitors at definite of the Unitedi Stat^cr .ias rendered a
dates, so that they can see the entire decision, directing the issue of a writ
ingly.
run for that period and book accord- of certiorari, to bring up the entire
record for review in that court.
Exploitation men to the extent of
about 30 to aid with promotion ideas
and sales plans in the various disRemember the Date
tricts.

Open Booking

"Topics of the Day" in Great Britain
B. Nichols, managing director of
the Motion Picture Sales Agency, of
London, has bought the entire British rights to "Topics of the Day,"
produced by Timely Films, Inc.

The time— June
The place— St.
ler Hotel.
The occasion
meeting
ica, Inc. of M. P.

25-28.
Louis, Stat— National
E. of Amer-

Wednesday,

June
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Cuts And Flashes

TjJ?cfi»

Eddie
Polo's international
serial
will be titled "The Thirteenth Hour."
TcL VM No. 69 Wednesday, Jane 11, 1919 Price 5 Cents
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Ballin to Direct
Los Angeles. — It is understood
/that Hugo Ballin, art director for
Goldwyn, will return East to direct
productions for that organization.
Mabel Ballin has just completed
work in "Lord and Lady Algy" in
which she had the part played by
Irene Fenwick,, and is now playing
the lead with Sessue Hayakawa in
"The
Illustrious Prince."
At Goldwyn it was stated that
Hugo Ballin will remain West as art
director.
Warner Film Plays Boston
Boston. — "Open Your Eyes," the
Warner Brother film, opened at the
Shubert Monday to capacity business.

Scardon

is directing

Harry

xLprey in "The Gamblers."
George
Seigmann
'Playing the Game"

will
direct
for Universal.

Marguerite Snow plays opposite
Hale Hamilton in "In His Brother's
Place."
Reported Max Marcin will head
the Goldwyn scenario department
for the next year.
Charles Whittaker is working
with Edward Jose on the script for
"Mothers of Men."
The Bushman family now numbers
three. Richard Stansbury Bushman
has just arrived.
Martin Johnson and his wife and
party are now in the South Sea Islands.
Guy Empey's special for Select has
been changed from "Hell on Earth"
to "The Undercurrent."
"Squared,"1 the last two reel Paramount-Drew comedy in which the
late Sidney Drew appears, will be released June 15.

(Continued from Page 1)
to be broken
when
the defendant
chose to do so.
The complaint is filed by Aron and
Wise and alleges that on Dec. 5,
1916, the Klever Pictures and Paramount made an agreement under
which the plaintiff as the owner of
certain films depicting comedy and
farcial subjects, granted an exclusive license for the exhibition of
these films between Dec. 4, 1916, and
Feb. 26, 1918, to Paramount. It is
alleged that the plaintiff in this way
gave the defendant full control of 36
pictures from which 1,070 positive
prints were made and delivered to
Paramount and Paramount exhibited
them in this country and in all foreign countries.
The plaintiff alleges that as a result of gross mismanagement and
neglect on distribution and the failure of Paramount to give its best
efforts to the plaintiff's pictures, the
plaintiff has been damaged $100,000
in its business, good will and reputation in that the distribution has been
confined to Paramount and its business with other distributors has been
destroyed. The plaintiff alleges that
it actually incurrea a loss of $5,477
through the making of copies of the
film and in addition has been overcharged $2,384 by the defendant.
The complaint contains a list of
the 36 pictures released to the defendant between Dec. 4, 1916, and
Feb. 25, 1918, which shows that the
film "Bungalowing" brought the
highest return, $3,404, which is just
under the minimum required and the
lowest "Some Professor," realized

William S. Hart, student of Indian
life and delineator of Western types,
has been made a mender of the Tipi
Order of America, an Indian organi- $1,466.
zation.
At the legal department of Famous Players it was stated that a
William M. Kraft is now with the copy of the complaint had been received, but that there was nothing
Universal publicity department do- to be said in reply at this time.
ing fan and magazine stuff. He has
quite some newspaper experience.

Arthur Kane's name will be on
door this week.
Exhibitors Mutual Field Chang
Sam
Sax
has
t>een
appoii,
branch manager for Exhibitors
tual at Indianapolis succeeding H
Conway
who
takes charge
off
Milwaukee office.
Theodore Johnson is now at I?
land succeeding
L. Wingham
goes
R. to
H. Seattle.
Thorne is in charge of
John's, Newfoundland, succeei
E. H. Wales who becomes sp«
representative for Canada.
Joseph L. Merrick is in Wash
ton where he will stay for two w«
looking things over.
Want

Houses Closed

Washington, D. C. — The cloj
of all theaters and other place J
amusement in the District of Coll
bia on Sunday is proposed by Si
tor Jones of Washington in al
Wall Going to Mexico for "U"
Donald I. Buchanan, scenario writjust
introduced into Congress foil
Jean
Wall
formerly
export
maner and film editor, is now free lancager for Universal in San Juan, Por- purpose of stopping all businesi|
to Rico, will open an exchange for
ing, making headquarters at the ofcept newspapers and public utidl
fices of Pioneer Film.
the same company in Mexico City.

When

he laughs you laugh with him
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he falls you
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"fall for him"
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DOOLEY |

in his great series of two-reel "Super Features"
High Class — High Priced
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JOHNNY DOOLEY FILM COMEDIES, Inc. I
"When

you touch the heart of humanity you open its purse." Take
your cue from words number four,
five, six and seven. The biggest
thing on the screen.

Longacre
Building

C. L. BACH
President

New

^=

York

=

of men
many

minds," — but on the
subject of posters there
is no diversity of intelligent opinion.
Ours are universally
considered the greatest!

RITCHEY
LITHO.
CORP.
406 W. 31 Jt St.

Phone Chelsea 8388

uMi
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Surface Meller Is Old Stuff.

ews
itne'N

Betty Compson

and George Larkin

in

"The Devil's Trail"
World

No. 48

mpetitor advertises "excluand
first"
pictures
of
ser and Grieve of their aron the British Isles.
Pathe News has pictures of
irrival of these two daring
ors and showed

them

in

York theaters on Monday,
9th. NO ONE beat us
those pictures!
• are in the regular issue of
•athe News today.
; pictures of the arrival of
tiC-4 in the harbor of Lis-

jet it first and best in the
News.

DIRECTOR
Stuart Paton
AUTHOR
Frank Beresford
SCENARIO
BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Loosely constructed surface meller with lots of the old dance hall stuff; one
pretty good free-for-all fight.
STORY
Follows same lines as scores of others;
yarn about Northwest Mounted Police and a
mighty mean willun.
DIRECTION
Never gets out of the well-worn
rut followed in making this sort of picture.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Not always of the best; sometimes poor.
LIGHTINGS
Ordinary
CAMERA WORK
A few fair long shots of Western scenery.
STARS
Go through their appointed tasks in casual manner; George Larkin peps up a bit in
last reel.
SUPPORT
Nothing to brag about on the part of
any of the players.
EXTERIORS
Some fair locations used.
INTERIORS
Few, and very conventional
DETAIL
Little attention paid to anything but
main plot.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Typical dance-hall atmosphere introduced.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,693 feet
CONSIDERED as a cheap picture "The Devil's Trail"
is not so bad ; considered as a production deserving
of attention among up-to-date films it ranks very low.
The picture is a loosely-constructed surface meller
without rhyme or reason, directing its appeal chiefly
to those who want their screen fiction raw and unseasoned by sense or plausibility. There is absolutely
nothing new in the offering; throughout it is old stuff
with a mean and wicked willun always trying to do
somebody dirt for no other reason than that the picture must fill five reels.
The finished product looks as if a few men had gotten together and said, "Let's make a picture, hey?"
Well, they did — borrowing situations from wherever
it was handiest to get them, dragging stuff in by the
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Has Fair Fight Scenes

heels, and smoothing out some'of the rough spots with
sub-titles. The result is a 1 i 1 111 that is so much like
a score of others of its class that it carries the family
earmarks
indelibly.
Never does the offering get out of the rut. There is
little attempt on the part of the players to do anything
other than merely go through their parts as casually as
possible until the fifth reel, when things snap up a hit.
For the most part the early reels are just a procession
ol' scenes more than an attempt to tell a connected
story — you know, lots of that "After many weary
months" and "Twelve years later" stuff in the title--.
Of plot substance there is not an abundance, with
the consequence that the story is very slow in its
screen telling — it takes a miglity lot of footage to register inconsequential matters, and the observer generally is one or two jumps ahead of the story.
The chief claims to distinction in the picture are
probably the fight scenes in the bar room. During
some of these passages there are staged some "thrilling" fights, and when George Larkin, in the climax- •
sequence, whales into about forty rough- neck miners,
lighting them with anything that comes handy, things
sure fly around that old dance-hall.
While the story concerns the Northwest Mounted
Police and the lawlessness of a new gold camp for the
most part, and while some of the characters wear
heavy clothes and furs, others wear summer attire.
There is no snow stuff or cold-weather atmosphere
introduced.
Fred M. Maletesta, the willun, starts out early in
the picture with his dirty work by selling booze to
the Indians. Then he nonchalantly kills the wife of
a Northwest Policeman, and "elopes" with the young
daughter, Claire DuBrey.
"Twelve years later" Betty Compson, the Sergeant's daughter, is grown up. Claire and a gang of
other dance-hall girls are brought to the new gold
camp from Alaska by Malatesta and he has William
Quinn, proprietor of that thar hell hole of iniquity,
start some more dirty work. George Larkin, as Sergeant McNair, comes to the gold camp to clean it up.
Along about here the viewer is treated to a brutal
exhibition of woman-beating on the part of Maletesta.
Anyhow, the plot soon reaches the point where the
willun has Betty and George Larkin in his clutches.
Aided by Claire, George begins to fight for the girl
he loves. It is in these scenes that the big scraps are
staged. To many the fight will be "thrilling." George
pulls a few of the stunts for which he is famous, and
everything turns out as well as possible when the
saloon gang is cleaned up by the Northwest Policemen.

Will Be Appreciated Only in Cheaper Houses
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Speaking of
nit Programs —
Christie Comedy
Is Essential

Out in the "sticks" this one will get by fairly
well. It is purely surface stuff, but containing enough
villainy and cross-purposes on the parts of the characters to satisfy that large body of fans who want their
screen fiction raw. The sort of an audience that is
in the habit of wildly applauding when the hero puts
one over on the willun and finally rescues the shero
from his clutches will like the film.
But if you have a particular clientele that demands
the best in photoplay entertainment pass this one by.
They will probably laugh at it, for the offering is indicative of that sort of meller that used to be in vogue
some 3-ears ago.
However, if your patrons have been satisfied with
the pictures World has been releasing of late, they

will probably be glad to see this one. There are several names in it that are familiar to patrons of houses
that go strong on the cheaper program stuff, and if
you do run and advertise "The Devil's Trail" I'd advise capitalizing as heavily as possible on names.
Betty Compson has quite a number of followers,
chiefly through her work in comedies. George Larkin
has a widely-spread reputation for his dare-devil stunts
in the old General Film series, and is at present receiving considerable exploitation in connection with a
current serial.
Other names that may be familiar to your patrons —
especially if they have followed Universal pictures for
any length of time — are Claire DuBrey, Fred M. Maletesta. William Quinn, H. C. Carpenter, Howard
Crampton, liobert Magowan and J. J. France.

IfoALD I. BUCHANAN
FILM

SPECIALIST

Service,
Re-constructing:
lid Ke-titling: of Features
and Comedies

with Pioneer Film Corp.
i

130

W.

46th

Street

Hoffman

in

Chicago

{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Chicago. — M. H. Hoffman, general
manager of Pioneer Film is here,
atending several important business
conferences.

Want

Open Sunday

Salem, O. — Permission to run Sunday picture shows has been asked of
the city council by Salem theater
owners and their representatives.

"Open Your Eyes" for Broadway
"Open Your Eyes," the Warner
production, will play a Broadway
theater shortly.
The National Board of Review
yesterday passed the production
without a dissenting vote.
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KINOGRAMS
UfNAPOLIS GRADUATES 450.— Secdiretary of the Navy Daniels presents who
plomas to naval academy graduates
soon will help officer America's mighty
fleet.
"BE FRANK" WINS BIG EACE.-G.
M. Garrison's bay gelding romps home
ahead of the field at annual Eatonia
event,
winning
§16,160
and
all of the
SlSCOETS LAUNCH ETJND DRIVE
—
Five thousand boys assemble at Camthe pubbridge, Mass., to demonstrate tomovement
scout
boy
the
of
lic the value
in America.
NATION HONORS DEVIE DOGS— Secretary Daniels pins awards for bravery on
Maj.G. J. Shuler, Maj. A. Dei Gerre and
in
for bravery
Sergt. Hoffman
Gunnery
^BABIES
IN
BIG
CONVENTION —
Municipal infant welfare experts measof Dayton's poputhe city
ure andlationweigh
of hopefuls
a big
and It proves
^ARISTOCRATIC
DOGS
COMPETE —
Pets of high breeding from all over New
England gather at Boston to gather blue
ribbons— Eittlest dog wins biggest prive.
CHILDREN PARADE.— Gov100,000
ernor Smith of New York and James W.
Gerard review Sunday school pupils in
Prospect Park, Brooklyn, while great
•"
looks on.
crowd
EAWN
MOWERS
IN DESPERATE
ColumCONTEST. — William A. Ireland,
bus, Ohio, cartoonist, Molds vicious grass
cutting meet to make tired business men
" KINOGRAMS ADVENTURES
IN THE
LAND OF THRILLS. — Camera man
goes through speedy places in quest of
action and assignment which he finds at
famous
New
York
amusement
resort.
PEEK FROM SKY TO FIND FOREST
FIRES. — Government uses observation
balloon at Arcadia California Balloon
School to help forest supervisor Charlton protect National reserves.
SUFFRAGE WINS IN CONGRESS —
Vice President Marshall signs bill giving
votes to women — go to state legislatures
for ratification before becoming effective.

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES
CHAMBERLAIN
FRITZI

tM\
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Putting It Over

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Bend
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.
Seattle. — For the showing of "The
Red Lantern" at the Clemmer, during the week of May 25, the front of
the theater was made to look like a
Chinese temple by the use of bunting and Chinese lanterns. The doorman and girl ushers were dressed in
satin Chinese costumes, and the columns on the interior were hung with
small red lanterns.
Just after the musical numbers of
the program the curtain was drawn
aside, and the gradually dawning
light disclosed a street in Chinese
city, done in the natural colors. Presently across the stage came trotting
a Chinese girl in costume similar to
that worn by Nazimova in the first
scene. At the opposite side of the
stage she stops, sets down her basket, and takes off her shoe, as Nazimova does, then replacing it on her
foot trots off stage. Immediately
the play begins.

Canadian's First

The

Canadian

Exhibitors Film

Exchange, composed of Canadian
showmen,., who,., as., noted,., have
formed to co-operate in the purchase of features have, it is understood, purchased through Robert W.
Priest the Carlton feature "The

Terriss Finishes

"The Vengeance of Durand" by E
Beach. Exteriors were madel
Bayshore, L. I., where the popuH
had a great time watching the co
pany attired in costumes of by gc
days wander around the streets.

Grain

of Dust."
Goldwyn Managers In Competiti
Triangle's English Series
Goldwyn mangers are runnings
"Lady Windemere's Fan", is the exploitation competition. The rr
who
best tells how he put ovei
first of a series of four specials released by Triangle. Dickens "Dom- Louis Bennison picture in a first-l
bey and Son," Henry B. Irving in house gets a gold-inlaid founti
"The Lyons Mail" and a feature by
Ellen Terry make up tne list.
Universal
Offering Prize
Universal is running a newspaper
men's contest offering $1Q0 in cash
to the best limerick built around the
following two lines:
Oh have you seen
Priscilla Dean.
Philipp His Own

Director

TITXES
i REFINED
pen.

■ APPROPRIATE

LETTERING

ERNEST

in New York after a tour starring in "Glorianna" and under a fiveyear personal, exclusive contract to
Chamberlain
Brown.
NEXT

ISSUE
CARL

RANDALL

Ruth Roland's Own Company
Ruth Roland will make two serials
a year with her own company for
release through Pathe.

1LLUSTRATINC

STERN !

PHONE BRYANT 8973.
145
W. 45T^ST.

Adolf Philipp will direct all productions of the Adolf Philipp Film
Corp. Casting for the first one is now
under way. Five reelers and two
reel comedies will be made.

Bellingham, Wash. — The presentation of "Hearts of the World" at the
COMMERCIAL
American theater, was introduced
with a silhouette of soldiers in a
DEVELOPING
trench against a night sky with movand PRINTING
Metro's July Releases
ing clouds and shining stars. Real
Metro's releases are as follows:
men behind stage firing blank cartridges, and flashes seeming to come
FILM DEVELOPING
CORF
July 7 —direction
BushmanChristy
Bayne Cabanne.
— "God's
from the guns of the pasteboard Outlaw,"
men. The silhouette was folded back
LABORATORIES
July 14 — Hale
Hamilton
— "In John
His
toward the floor as the title appeared Ince.
Brother's
Place,"
direction
on the screen, so that the soldiers
seemed to be letting themselves
' July 21— Viola Dana— "The
Micdown into the trenches.
robe," direction Edwin Carewe.
July 28 — Emmy Wehlen — "The
Detroit. — On the morning of the Belle
the Season," direction S.
Rankin ofDrew.
premier
of
"Auction
of
Souls"
_
at
the Washington Aurora Mardiganian
June 30— May Allison— "The Upaddressed more than 2,000 Armeni- lifters," direction Herbert Blache.
ans assembled at the Elks' Temple,
to make
money
who had gathered to celebrate the
Donnelly Reserves Decision
THE
BESTa perfect
PICTURE
Most
have
develop*] '
first anniversary of the Armenian
Justice Donnelly of the Supreme
negative
Republic, and her name was added
to resolutions of thanks for support Court reserved decision yesterday on
REX LABORATORY (INC.)
given the young nation to both the application applying for an inhas developed Harry Keeper's neri
junction to restrain exhibition of
houses of Congress and James W.
tlves. Ask him and then phon
Tremont
1995
lor full particular!
many.
Gerard, former ambassador to Ger- "The Challenge" with Zena Keefe
and made by Arden Photoplays.
As the girl entered the building, a Donnelly has also reserved decision
soldier and a sailor, both Armenians on an application for an injunction
who had served overseas, formed a to name a receiver for the film which CAMERAMAN (New Outfit) at your ser I
cradle with their hands and carried is being distributed by the HodkinMiss Mardiganian to the platform son Corporation on a 55-35 basis.
LABORATORY
while a line of other uniformed men The suit hinges around the alleged
EXCLUSIVELY
arrears in salary which Miss Keefe
of the service stood at attention.
FOR TITLES.!
claims are due her.
At the first performance in the afALL LANGUAi
ternoon, traffic on Washington BoulRUSH
WORK
evard, in front of the theater, was
Buyers Here
seriously interfered with by the imNick Abramson, president; Paul
mense crowd awaiting admission unFilm developed and delivered In on*
til they were formed into two long Fine, vice-president; and N. N. Fru- Room
2003—220 W. 42d St., Tel. Bryant
denfeld,
secretary and treasurer, of
lines. It was necessary to cease sell- the F. A.
F.
Enterprises,
of
Des
ing tickets several times during the
afternoon and evening performances Moines, la., are stopping at the Asat each of which the appearance of tor. They have recently formed the
Miss Mardiganian was the signal for concern which will handle big state
right specials in Iowa and Nebraska,
prolonged cheering.
and probably sections of Kansas
as well. They are looking over speWhite with "U" at Kansas City
cials for their territory. Fine was
"Himie" White is the publicity formerly with the Sterling organization and Frudenfeld was with Finn
man connected with the Universal
& Heiman of Chicago.
exchange at Kansas City.

F. I.A, T.

Now

14th

Tom Terriss has just finished ll
14th production with Alice Joyj

f<?BBADSTREET

7/eRKOCHIZEtt
AUTHORITY

f FILMDOM
L. VHI. No. 70

mes with Fox Film

What
ConflictingAbout
Reports AsChaplin's
to Lone Star

res Metro
to Take
Complete
Charge of Advertising and
Publicity
rthur James, for four years adising and publicity head with
ro, has severed his connection
'that corporation to accept a pott as general director of pubI and advertising with the Fox
ICorp. The announcement came
complete surprise.
James starts with Fox June
He will have his headquarters
in Xew York and will not only
charge of publicity and advcr\ in the United States but likeof the Fox foreign activities.
E. D. Meador, who has been
j in conjunction with Mr.
s at Metro,
will assume James's
uties
with Metro.

Series — Syndicates Reported
After Them
Conflicting reports spread through
the industry yesterday when
it developed that the Lone
Star Corp.
which controls the 12 Chaplin's made
after Charlie left Essanay, has sent
a cancellation notice to Exhibitors'
Mutual on May 26 preventing further
distribution of these pictures.
Regarding
this H. C. Cornelius,
{Continued on Page 2)

Pathe
At

Church Film
|p for
Methodist
Centenary
-Many Reels to Be Shown
in ColunTDus
ny reels of film have already
forwarded to Columbus, O., by
fecial committee of the MethVANGIE VALENTINE
Centenary who plan to show
who
deserted
Ziegfeld's
Follies to play "Blossom" in
[es after every session, day and
"When Bear-Cat Went Dry"
It is expected that the Censhe fit the part perfectly, hence we selected her
y will adopt resolutions profrom 600 available applicants including 5 near stars.
t for the show'ing of pictures
Macauley Photoplay,
Inc.
j
ery Methodist church.
These
es, it is understood, will be
ibjects, and the showing is not
[ted to conflict with picture
p. No shows will, it is underTrip in Europe —
For Milwaukee and Kansas City Be- Plans Extensive
be given on Sundays.
To Be Away 10 Weeks
ing Perfected — New York Also
Sidney Garrett, of J. Frank BrockThe special committee of the N. A.
No. 118
M. P. I. which has in charge the liss, Inc., will sail for Europe on
28 for a ten-weeks' trip through
perfection of building plans for ex- June
Europe. He will be gone 10 weeks
changes throughout the country, is, and while away will visit England,
By Jack Alicoate
France, Italy, Spain, Norway and
it is understood, working with a Sweden.
ERY successful enterprise
committee
of
exchange
men
of
Milboasts men who make it
The purpose of the trip is, it is
waukee with an idea of having in that i-iderstood, to line up European disr job to be alive to imporcity an exchange building to house tiliutors of the productions which
t developments in the inall of the companies represented lets.
try they represent. They are
j'.rockliss handles in the foreign marthere. Such a building has been arthinkers — the live wires of
ranged for Chicago, as noted.
Garrett has just disposed of the
r profession. The film inLocal exchanges may be put to- Mack Swain comedies for England.
:ry is no expection to this
. The big men of filmdom
gether in a specia* tmilding, if plans
can be perfected. Such a building is
in WID'S DAILY the
Edgar Jones in New Company
needed badly in New York, as the
ins of keeping reliably inThe Edgar Jones Productions,
various exchanges are so scattered
med as to developments of
that it makes it difficult for exhi- Inc., have been incorporated to proimount importance. It is
r.uce two reel stories of the north
bitors to operate.
interpreter of news, placing
Kansas City exchangemen are also i woods. Associated with Jones who
li item in its proper prostalking of having a building along i. Louise Huff's husband is F. M.
live with each other — a key,
model lines for their use. Other :: mith of Smith
and Kirby.
Both
t were, to each day's hapi Snes and Kirby leave at once for
ings. Busy men who value
cities are expected to follow in the ' Maine.
development of the plan to have
model exchanges throughout the j . It is understood that Jones will
country.
r.opear in the title role.

Exchange Plans

at tie Ad Talks

Price 5 Cents

Thursday, June 12, 1919

Garrett Going Abroad

Honored

Astor
States

Dinner — Governors
of
Send
Congratulatory
Telegrams
Charles Pathe was honored at a
dinner given at the Hotel Astor on
Tuesday evening. Over 100 guests
were present.
Lewis Innerarity, secretary of the
Pathe Exchange, acted as toastmaster. Louis Landry, assistant general manager, presented M. Pathe
with a gold cigarette case and match
holder on behalf of the employes of
the home office. W. E. Raynor,
manager of the local Pathe exchange
offered a gold desk set on behalf of
country.
the,
exchange managers all over the
About 45 telegrams were received
from the governors of as many
states congratulating M. Pathe on
his achievements in the motion picture industry. Frank Keenan spoke
of the general efficiency of the Pathe
organization and his firm belief of
their method of conducting business.
Among the other speakers were Gils_on Willets who writes serials for
the organization; Albert Capellani,
Leonce Perret and F. C. Quimby.
P. A. Parsons was in charge of the
affair.
Whittaker Still With Select
V. P. Whittaker last week ceased
to be Washington manager for Select and is now eastern representative for that company with the control of the entire eastern half of
the country east of the Mississippi
as his territory. Whittaker has just
assumed his new duties.
James Hugh McCormack formerly
Whittaker's assistant is now manfice. ager of the Washington Select ofSeveral weeks ago United Artists
stated that Whittaker would represent them in the Washington territory, but he has evidently decided to
remain with L. J.

sM^I

mrsday, June 12, 1919

Cuts And Flashes
fol. (Ill No. 70

Thursday, June 12, 1919

Pioneer is issuing press books on
"The Boomerang," "The Sins of the
Price 5 Cents
Children," "Virtuous Sinners," and
"The Girl from Nowhere."

Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New
N. INC.
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
FILM York,
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No Let Up in Production
Robertson-Cole announces there
will be no let up in its production
this summer. The present producing schedule will be maintained.
Brett in Cincinnati

Hermann Robbins, Fox, was given
a dinner at Tappan's Sheepshead Bay
last week by a number of visiting
Fox exchange managers.
Nathan Now with Hodkinson
Marx S. Nathan formerly New
York
A"
is
now representative
connected with for
the "Flying
local Hodkinson exchange.
Merit Buys Jester Comedies
Merit Film Corp. has purchased
the New York State and northern
New Jersey rights to the Jester comedies from Territorial Sales Corp.
Kenyon 111
A. G. Kenyon, who was engaged
by Universal to prepare the script
from J. G. Hawks "Sundown Trail,,'
which is to be produced with Monroe Salisbury as the star, has taken
ill with a critical attack of typhoid
fever. Waldemar Young has taken
up the script laid down by Kenyon.

Cincinnati. — J. E. Brett is temDooley Exchange Incorporated
porarily in charge of the Film Clearing House exchange here. T. M.
Syracuse, N. Y. — The Dooley Exchange, Inc., has been incorporated
Eckert, former manager, has gone to
and will take over the business of
New York.
the Doo-Lee Film Co., Inc. The
Steele Seriously Injured
new company plans the establishment of a number of exchanges
Pittsburg. — James Steele, former- throughout the United States. Early
ly identified with Famous Players- openings will be in Buffalo, Albany
Lasky, was seriously injured when
and in a city in Ohio. They handle
an automobile plunged down an em"The Silent Mystery" Gale Henry
bankment near Hagerstown, Md.
comedies and a number of re-issues.
Harry's Latest
Yesterday
strike
was
ordered the
into telegraphers'
effect. So Harry
Stunt Reichenbach got busy and
sent out telegrams reading: "Despite the wire strike, exhibitors
throughout the country have a way
of knowing that a picture is OVER
BIG.. That's why "When Bear-Cat
Went Dry" is to be released early
in July regardless of the strike.
"Macauley."

DAIL.V

What(Continued
Aboutfrom Chaplin's
Page 1)
vice-president of Exhibitors Mutual
said yesterday:
"The Lone Star Corp. has sent
us a notice serving cancellation of
the Chaplin series. This was sent
May 26. In a month or by June
26, the prints will have to be in our
exchanges and out of exhibitor cir-

It is understood on excellent authority that several syndicates have
culation."
been
formed, at least on paper, to
secure these Chaplins. The renewed
interest in these old series has been
due to the amount of Dox-office value
found in the Essanay Chaplins now
being reissued through World Film.
One of these syndicates is said to
include a number of men prominent
in First National.
One syndicate is said to be represented here by Joseph P. Bickerton,
of 220 W. 42d St. Yesterday Bickerton said that his connection with
the syndicate was that of a lawyer to
client, and that he could not talk.
One of the offers, it is understood,
Dave Horsley's back in town,
came from the coast. It is said that
derstand he has somethin' big uj
certified checks had been offered. sleeve.
This led to the report that Chaplin
himself was anxious to buy them up
Warner Film in Cincinnati
in order to keep them off the market.
Cincinnati. — "The
Man
Late yesterday, Exhibitors Mutual Turned White" with H. B. Ws-J
has
been
booked
by
Klaw
andi
admitted that they were very anxto play the Grand
u]
ioustinue
to getdistribution.
control of them and con- langer
House for an indefinite run.
However, another report circulated yesterday regarding the MutualChaplin's to the effect that the value
of these productions was questionable; that the foreign rights had been
"duped" to such an extent that there
would be little profit in them to any
distributing concern or syndicate. It
was said that the positive prints are
being used and that they are in such
condition that it would be necessary
to have new prints made to distribute on a very large scale.
Kennedy

Fort Plain, N. Y. — A new theater,
the Rialto, has been opened on Main
St.

No.

19— WE

INSURE

Humphrey Pictures

[Watch this Space for Others!
State Industrial Commission Gets Busy.
Trjree employers found that the State Industrial Commission is
earnest in its intention to enforce the compensation law when
they were hailed into court and held in $100 bail yesterday
morning
Magistrate
Blaufailing
in Harlem
Court' insurance
for trial
at Specialby Sessions
on William
charges of
to provide
under the Workmen's Compensation act. Recently John Mitchell,
chief of ployers
the thatState
issued they
a' warning
emthey Industrial
would be Commission,
prosecuted unless
securedto payment of compensation as the law provides — Journal of Commerce.

„EAL

Tie

Up

for

"The

11

Famous Players have made ;|
tie-up with the Ladies' Home. 1
nal toIrene
exploit
"TheTheFiring
with
Castle.
July ]1
|
out July 1, will contain three tl
showing the gowns Mrs. CI
wears in the film. As part ol
Journal"s exploitation cam I
over 1,000,000 plentifully eel
cards will be issued, tying ujH
tively.
"
film with their own Line
campaign
H

Serial Sold For Mexico
The Journal experts all ovei
The Craig Kennedy serial, "The country will be at the serviM
Carter Case," has been sold for the Paramount exhibitors oil
Mexico by Export and Import. The
only territory now open is Belgium, ploiting the film.
Holland and Central America.

EMPLOYERS HELD; HAD NO
COMPENSATION INSURANCE

"DESTINY" — another Dorothy
Phillips triumph — another Holubar
picture — another piece of Universal
— Jewel "luck."

F.-P.-L.

Ai£CJ ERVICE

Jns-urance ^m^^ 80 Maiden Lane
S
EL- 9428
- 9427
- 5426
54B9'A
John .C
Phone EN
MU
PEUB

9

0Ster?
ft
luck
X
kind
The
trusts

will trusts
use any
who
to
of poster. :
one who
to judgment;
insists upon havingi
ours.

RITCHEY
L1THO.
CORP.
406 W. 31st Si.

Phone Chelsea S3oS

J
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Trite Farce Plot Doesn't Yield Enough Substance for Six-Reel Comedy
June Caprice and Crei>chton

Hale in

"Oh, Boy!"
Albert

Capellani

Prod. — Pathe

Distr.

DIRECTOR
Albert Capellani
AUTHORS
P. G. Wodehouse and Guv Bolton
SCENARIO BY
Albert Capellani
I In- Blue
MoiincTlieater
CAMERAMAN
Lucien Andriot
St. Paul, .Minn.
AS A WHOLE
Farce that doesn't register much;
conventional plot complications lack real humorous substance.
We run I. call Bainl in "As a Man
STORY
Adaptation of musical comedy that was
Inks" for line lull week — then «i>t three
very popular a few seasons ago.
Utlomil days account extraordinary
DIRECTION. . . .Strong on detail and keeps the acting
in an animated mood.
Bus"
PHOTOGRAPHY
Clear
Nuff ted."
LIGHTINGS
Nothing out of the ordinary
CAMERA WORK
Good
STARS
Creighton Hale would be more amusing
if he appeared less self-conscious ; June Ca=
price merely smiles through the picture.
SUPPORT
W. H. Thompson carries off first acting honors as the prohibition judge; Zena
Keefe vivacious in character of musical com=
edy favorite.
EXTERIORS
Most of them photographed in a
DIRECTOR
==
suburban town, football game played at a
stadium.
Wm. Fox Pacific Coast Studios m
INTERIORS
Attractively furnished
So much of it that it sometimes retards
Current Releaje "Sadie"
^ DETAIL
the action unnecessarily; one conspicuous
Now under production
break in the signature of a letter when prin=
'A SPORTING
CHANCE" ==
cipal OF
is spelled
CHARACTER
STORY "pie."
College town farce
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,700 feet

HodkinsoM
FRANK

BEAL

m

MANAGER
WANTED
For a chain of high
class houses near New
York. — Showmanship
and a record for producing results essential.
— Salary no object to
right man. — Tell all in
first letter. — Replies
treated strictly confidential.
BOX

88

—

WID'S

EVERYBODY worked hard to make this funny, but
somehow the laughs aren't there. These college
town farces with a girl and boy romance — secret marriage and everything — at the basis of the plot, require
something out of the ordinary in treatment if they
are going to be really entertaining and it sure is hard
to detect the needed touch of comedy inspiration in
Albert Capellani' S production of "Oh. Buy!"
Six reels is much too much of a plot of this description. It is one thing to build up a musical comedy
on a framework such as that provided by P. G. Wodehouse and Guy Bolton, and it is quite another to make
it answer
the purpose
of a prolonged
feature film.

Title is Biggest Asset.

DAILY

Padding becomes accessary. In filling oul this production undue prominence was accorded characters and
scenes of relatively small Importance.
I'm- Instance, there i> tin- stock lane figure of the
rube constable who relentlessly pursues the woman
who gave 11 ihi a black eye in a cafe brawl. Considering that ah i.f the settings indicate a modern town
thai certainly would have an up-to-date police force,
this character seems particularly out <<f place. Flora
Finch (old-timers will be glad to see her on the screen
again) also is expected to gel more laughs than b«r
opportunities
warrant.
she is the prim maiden aunt 1 you have seen the
type 011 the stage many times 1 wim has never touched
a drop in her life, until she unwittingly partakes too
freely of liquor served in a tea pot. Indicating through
facial expressions
tin- approach
of intoxication.
A
few

(lashes

of

these

sinus

wolllil

lie

enough.

Also.

exception may he taken to Hu- prominence given the
football name in Hu- concluding reels, excepl that it
offers
something to cut back to when an interruption
is needed.
The outcome of the game has no hearing on the
story ami the audience is not expected to lie interested
in the result. Even tin- college students seem surprisingly indifferent, for a whole flock of them leave
Hie stadium to visit the college inn while the game
is still on. As soon as time has been called, the
cheering collegians stream into a classroom to listen
in a paper on prohibition by W. II. Thompson as the
temperance judge, who a short Him- before visited a
gay resort to get evidence and fell off the wagon with
a crash.
An idea of the plot may be given in a few words.
June Caprice and Creighton Hale wed secretly. June's
parents ami Creighton's wealthy aunt must be appeased, therefore, in accord with time-honored farce
conventions, tin- authors allow- the young people to
"net something on" their elders which may be used to
force their consent.
A musical comedy star. Zena Keefe, helps a lot by
getting the judge drunk, and then there is Flora'
Finch's unfortunate experience with the stimulating
tea. To prevent these indiscretions being made public, the prohibition advocates are obliged to sanction
the marriage and June and Creighton start on a honeym
Of course, the story has a number of ramifications in working through to a happy solution of
the romance.
Zena Keefe is really more prominent in the picture
than June Caprice, who smiles considerably more than
she acts.
Creighton Hale never seems quite natural.

Names of Stars Will Help

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The title of this picture is a real box office asset.
Backed by the right sort of publicity it ought to assure good business. There have been few musical
comedies of recent years more widely approved than
"Oh, Boy !" and through the medium of road companies it has been made familiar to theatergoers in
many communities outside of the large cities.
You can't go too strong in emphasizing that this is
stin, Tex.— Old Mill Theater a screen version of the P. G. Wodehouse — Guy Bolton
af Dallas, has decreased its cap- success, for if youx patrons have seen the stage performance it is a safe bet that they will remember the
itock from $100,000 to $75,000.
title and be interested in a pictorial adaptation of a
gusta, Me. — The Victory Co., play that they enjoyed. No doubt most of the exploitation paper furnished you will carry out the musial stock, $450,000, has incorporcal comedy idea, which is the best money-getting
Abraham Goodside, manager
angle
in
connection
with the film.
e Empire Theater and lessee of
fefferson Theater, is president.

Incorporations
pver, Del. — Hamilton
Theater
i., Wilmington, has incorporated
a capital stock of $500,000, to
ict places of amusement of all
P. B. Drew, M. M. Clancy,
icorporators.

Fire in Richmond
hmond, Va. — Fire broke out in
operating room of a moving pictheater, tke Bijou, resulting in
ge to the interior amounting to
J. L. Rosenberg is owner of
Sliding.

Gotham

Case

Postponed

The Gotham angle on the "Fit to
Win" case has been postponed until
June 17. Isaac Slutsler and Alfred
Harsten are being held on the charge
of showing an indecent film.

Supplementing
the title there are other publicity
possibilities in the names of the two stars, both of
whom have achieved considerable renown. June Caprice
with the Fox company and Creighton Hale with
Pathe. Probably you will agree that there is nothing
extraordinary about their contribution to this film,
but that is no reason why you should fail to profit by
two names which have been widely exploited.
T'se portraits of the stars with equal prominence;
then in your lobby display don't fail to include enough
chorus girl scenes to carry the impression that you are
offering a musical comedy adapted to the screen. Fans
that keep tabs on directors know Capellani. Announce, "Oh, Boy!" as an Albert Capellani production.

Willard Film Through Independent

"Transcript" Plays Up Griffith Film

"The Challenge of Chance," with
Jess Willard, has been sold by Continental Pictures Corp. to Frank Hall
for Independent Sales release.

almost an entire page to "Broken
Blossoms" in its issue of May 29. It
was in connection with the Griffith

The

Boston

Transcript devoted

opening at the Colonial.
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CHAMBERLAIN

CARL
Young

BROWN

STARS

RANDALL

leading juvenile who

has just

closed in "Oh, Lady, Lady" and is exclusively managed by Chamberlain Brown
for pictures.
NEXT

ISSUE
ANNA

CLEVELAND

House Changes
Bucyrus, O. — Grand reopened.
Portland, Me. — A modern ventilating system has been installed at a
large cost at the Empire.
Evansville, Ind. — The New Grand
is being remodeled. It will reopen
Sept. 1.
Battle Creek, Mich.— The stockholders of Battle Creek Theater Co.,
owner of Post, have authorized its
sale.
Passaic, N. J.— It is reported that
Harry Meyers has purchased the
Rialto Theater bldg., for $87,000,
from Max Slaff.

jMA

Putting It Over

DAILY

-

In the Courts

Kansas City, Mo. — The Royal PicHere is how a brother exhibture Theater Co. has brought suit in
the circuit court against Chancey
itor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
McCamish, als'o known as Bert Wilson, and Raymond Rogers, attaching
fellow know how you cleaned
$2,685 in the hands of the police. The
up.
money was taken from McCamish at
police headquarters. He is being
Butte, Mont.— Ralph Ruffner pul- held at police headquarters for investigation in connection with the
led some more of that "Ruff Stuff"
which has made him and the Rialto blowing open ana robbery of the
safe at the Royal Theater early in
Theater famous in his promotion for the morning of May 19.
The attachment suit is brought for
"The
Reid. Roaring Road," with Wallace $3,500, the amount taken from the
safe. The petition in the suit simply
Ruffner's newspaper advertising
that the defendant has concampaign included four columnsi ten recites verted
to his own use money of the
inches in the upper right corner of
plaintiff in the sum of $3,500 and is
the "Butte Daily News."
about to leave the state with the
Perhaps the biggest newspaper
stunt pulled by Ruffner in connec- money.
Supreme Court Justice Donnelly
tion with "The Roaring Road," was
his double page tieup in the Anacon- denied yesterday an, application by
da Standard, with the automobile Zena Keefe for the appointment of a
men. They advertised their cars and
receiver of the film, "The Challenge"
accessories, the garage1 men told and of all moneys in the possession
why their places were the best in of the W. W. Hodkinson Corp., and
Butte, the service men took their bit the Empire City Film Laboratory,
of publicity at so much per column and for an injunction restraining
inch — and the Rialto took the rest. them from exploiting the film. She
Rialto's share was a fourteen col- sues as a creditor of the Arden Phoumn headline:
toplays^ Inc.
Auto Industry Gets Big Boost
"Sahara" on U. B. O. Time
at Rialto Theatre. See This Pic"Sahara" the Glaum-Hodkinson
ture— Then Buy Your Speedfeature will be played on U. B. O.
Wagon.
Also the Fox circuit.
Rialto also used four inches across time.
the fourteen columns, in the middle
Fait
Sailing Next Week
of the layout. That, too, dominated
the layout, and in effect gave Rialto
William Fait, Jr., who will represent David P. Howells in Brazil,
the benefit of the whole double-page
leaves for Buenos Aires next Tuesspread.
Automobile dealers, accessory
day. He will be there indefinitely.
dealers and others in the automoPratchett Touring West Indies
bile trades tied up their window disA. L. Pratchett, manager of the
plays to "The Roaring Road" and
the Rialto, with the result that the Caribbean Film Corp. with headquarters in Havana, is touring the
picture was about as thoroughly advertised as any picture in Butte ever West Indies.
has been.
The women ushers were attired in
Argentine Situation Bad
Cable received from Buenos Aires
auto racing costumes, one-piece overall suits with white caps and gog- state that the strike situation in Argles. The -effect was as attractive
gentine is again aggravating. Even
as it was unique.
the ushers in the theaters have
united.

Quincy, 111. — Work of remodeling
New York. — A new stunt from
the Gem and Savoy, Hampshire St.,
will be commenced !n July. Two Goldwyn might be worked to advanhouses will be combined into one
tage by re-booking "Polly of the
Circus" after the Ringling Brother
with capacity of 1,600.
circus hits your town. _ When the
New Hartford, Conn. — The Star, circus parades at the tail of it use
conducted by Jos. Sweet, closed by some advertising of "Polly of the
attachment. The suit is brought by Circus." Arrangements have been
C. M. Maxfield against the National made whereby this advertising of
"Polly" will tour the country. InAmusement Syndicate for $1,200.
terest can easily be renewed in the
film with the advent of, the circus.
Another
Road
Show
Des Moines. — S. Aronowitz of the
Quality Attractions Co. intends to
Detroit — John H. Kunsky, Thomas
exploit "The Boomerang" in his ter- Moule, manager of the Washington
and Madison, and Harry Scott, First
ritory as a road show.
National representative, gathered almost 500 orphans at the Washington,
at a morning performance of Mary
Pickford in "Daddy Long Legs."
Automobiles were provided to bring
the children from the various Orphan Asylum's, and, a program of
special music and distribution of
candies came as an overture to the
Put it down in your date book —
St. Louis, June 25-28; first meeting picture.
Such deeds add to a theater's presof M. P. E. of America, Inc.
tige and go for adding new patrons.

Indispensable
Howell's Opera House
Dixie Garden Theater
Coleman, Texas
My dear Wid:
You
will please
find my
check for $10 which pays me
up to Mar.
27, 1920.
The;
drought and war almost
got!
me, but here goes for better;
times. Drought or what not, It
could not get along in the picWith
best wishes,
am
ture business
without I "Wid's."
Yours very truly,
B. C. Howell.

Whiteside with MacManus
Lloyd F. Whiteside formerly pi;
licity man with Universal is nil
connected with the MacManus C,
poration which is making a film v!
sion
of "The
Lost Battalion" an<i
number
of industrials.
Willis Given a Gift
Lloyd Willis, assistant to J.
Berst, has been presented with|
silver table service of 154 pieces ;
gold cigarette case and match si
in recognition of his leadership:
tenants in a successful fight agai
landlords who tried to impose!
creased rentals on leaseholders.

Nazimova's Production
"THE RED LANTERN"
has an American-Chinese theme,
which we have worked into a lobby,
display that faithfully represents
exactly what the ticket purchaser
shall see on the screen. Now ready
in our salesroom.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

COMPLETE

LINE OF

Supplies and Equipmnet
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National
and
Speer
Carbon
MAZDA LAMPS

Territory on Guinans Sold
Texas Guinan two reelers have
CHARLES F. CAMPBE
been disposed of for Colorado, AL. HENDR1CKSON1/1W 91 -f Ci. K
Utah, Wyoming, New Mexico and
Southern Idaho with the Arrow of
11 W .«»lST.Ol.,r,
Charge d'Affairs
Denver. Goodstein of Arrow, also
signed
for the 26 Mack Swain Comedies.
Contract also closed with the
Southwestern Pict. Corp. on both
Guinan and Swain for Texas, Arkansas and Oklahoma.

FOREIGN MARKET!
Adolphe Osso
Room

809

1457 Broadway

Phone

Bryant 6325
will buy

Your

1

Foreign

Rights

|=j
^
=
E=

=

THE BEST
PICTURE
to make
money
Must

have

a perfect
negratlve

REX LABORATORY

develops

(INC.)

has developed
HarryandKeeper's
nefi
tives
Ask him
then phol
Tremont
1995 tor full particular

fcBRADSTREET
f FILMDOM
)L

VIII.

7^RECOCHIZED
AUTHORITY
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ig Theater Planned
Robert E. Simon, real estate optor who has purchased the Puti Building running from 43rd to
i St., and Westover Court on
St. opposite the Astor, will build
fcater on the site now occupied
Westover Court.
office

stated

yester-

t has been definitely decided to
<1 a picture theater on the site.
[yet things are very immature.
[have had a number of sketches
nitted but the entire proposition
jo unsettled that as yet not even
rchitect has been selected.
The
Iter will be a playhouse like the
|o
the Strand."
henor asked
whether it was true
t that the Strand interests were
ck of the project, it was stated:
Simon
is absolutely
alone
c proposition as it now stands.
ft developments
will occur no
can tell.'

amous Educational
imous Players announced yesjay the formation of an cducail and industrial department,
lan H. Friend will be general
ager.
tramount Magazine will be a one
!r issue and will be a complete
En magazine. The first number
be issued September 1.
No. 119

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
^HIS is an era of efficiency.
The
successful
business
Ian, be he head of our largest
oducing
company
or maner of a small house in Iowa,
not the time to sort out
3m the great mass
of film
xature
he
receives
those
ts of special interest and
lue to himself — and here is
ere WID'S DAILY fits inthings.
It brings to him
ery day in clear, concise
rm that information so vital
his business, unclouded by a
Ize of publicity hokum and
from prejudice.
If you
nt service read WID'S.

"Realart"-Kane
Late Select General Manager Starts
New Company with Several Stars
Arthur S. Kane has gone and done
it. He has formed the Realart Pictures Corp. with offices at 112 W.
42nd St. He will have his own distributing organization in about 20
cities, and several stars to start with.
In all from 35 to 50 pictures will be
distributed the first year.
First production will be ready by
Sept. 1, and it is expected to have
three pictures for release that
month.
Each production will be sold on its
merit, although the star series plan
(Continued on Page 2)

iert E. Simon, Real Estate Operator, in Back of Project

[r.
: Simon's

Price 5 Cents

Famous Gets Post Scenics
Famous Players will release the
Post Travel scenics next season.
There will be 26 released during the

You should
Thank

see what

happens

ii.i

just alter this quiet instant

"When 'Bear-Cat' Went Dry"
goodness there's an occasional quiet moment
between climaxes.
Advt.'

Buckley
with "Big
Harry
D. Buckley
of St.Four"
Louis, has
year.
been appointed representative of
the "Big Four" at Kansas City. For
the last six years Buckley has managed the Columbia and Strand of St.
Louis, operated by the Cella and
Tate interests. Prior to that, he
managed the Garrick in St. Louis for
the Shuberts.

Stanley in New England?
Boston. — J. J. McQuirk, of the
Stanley Booking, Philadelphia, was
here for several days this week lookThat Stanley Booking Will Handle Advertisers to Urge Same Size for
ing over local conditions. This led
All Publications in the
"Big 4"Territory
in Philadelphia
Field
to the report that Stanley was seeking an entrance into the New England field.
At the regular meeting of the AsHiram Abrams yesterday officially
sociated Motion Picture Advertisdenied reports in circulation that
ers yesterday it was voted to ask
It was impossible to locate anyStanley Booking or the Mastbaum the co-operation of the motion picone of the Stanley company up to
ture trade papers on having a stand- the hour of going to press regardinterests would handle the "Big 4"
ard size of publication in order to
ing the Boston report.
pictures in Philadelphia, and the
territory in Eastern Pennsylvania cut down expense coincident with
Glucksmann Returning
the
making
of
plates,
cuts,
etc.
It
is
and New Jersey in which their
hoped to have the scheme working
Jacobo Glucksmann, who repreagency operates. The United Art- by January 1, 1920, or as soon as
sents the Glucksmann Brothers, exists', he said, intended to have their
own office in Philadelphia.
porters to South America, is expossible.
The secretary was ordered to
pected back in his office today. He
At the same time Abrams took oc- write a letter of thanks commending
is
returning
on the Vasari from
casion to say:
the Board of Aldermen on its broad- Bahia.
"At no time, and under no cir- minded action regarding the censor
cumstances, will any production of bill.
(Continued on Page 2)
J. B. Hall, artist, was elected to
membership.
Remember the25-28.
Date
First Natl. Not Interested
The time — June
First National issued an emphatic
Clayton Film at Broadway
place— St. Louis, Statdenial yesterday that any one inlerThe
Hotel.
terested or involved in their organ- [ Ethel Clayton in "Men. Women
The
occasion — National
ization was in any way interested in . and Money," by Cosmo Hamilton,
meeting of M. P.
bidding for the Lone Star-Mutual; opens at the Broadway Sunday
E. of Amerwhen "The Man Who Turned
ica, Inc.
Chaplin's', a report relative to which jWhite"
closes its run.
appeared in Thursday's issue.

Deny Reports

Want Standardization

tM^
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Guts and Flashes

DAILY
"Realart"-Kane

"Bill" Yearsley, First Natl., off on
another fishing trip.
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Price 5 Cents

Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
FILM FOLKS, INC.
P. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Ben H. Grimm,
Associate Editor; Joseph Dannenberg, VicePresident and Managing Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
it the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
♦20.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Address

all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Calender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889.
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
Mational Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.

Incorporations
Trenton, N. J.— Amboy Theater
Co., Inc., capital $13,800. Incorporators: Charles F. Kingsley, New York
City; Kenneth T. Marvin, 80 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. C; Harry N. Marvin, 80
Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.
Albany, N. Y. — Provoost Amusement Co., Corona, moving picture
houses, $60,000; S. Galluci, D. and S.
Sheer, Jr., Corona.
Albany, N. Y.— J. Stuart Blackton
Feature Pictures, Inc., New York
City, $1,000,000; E. Mittelman, G. M.
Wilkinson, M. A. Harris, 1482 Broadway.

{Continued from Page 1)
will be in effect to the extent that
Arthur H. Sawyer is on the road an exhibitor can purchase the entire series of any one star if derelative to distribution of "Virtuous
sired. This will have no bearing on
the productions of any other star.
Eddie Polo sails for Europe a In other words open booking if desired by the exhibitor.
week
Men." from tomorrow on the Lapland.
J. S. Woody formerly with Select,
and Kane's first lieutenant there, is
with him in Realart, as sales manEdith Koch. L. J.'s secretary, has
ager, and, with Ben F. Simpson, a
just returned from a short vacation veteran
trip.
showman, left during the
week to open exchanges in Boston,
Jack R. Young, cimeraman, is now Philadelphia, Washington, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinshooting some scenes in Northern
nati, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, AtLabrador. Topical Films will re-:
lanta, Dallas, Kansas City, Omaha,
Paramount's office cat said to
lease the films.
Minneapolis, Denver, Los Angeles, You'd
better read Sunday's
ne
San Francisco and Seattle.
Armand Kaliz who has been apThere will also be a New York
pearing in vaudeville will be in sup- exchange.
port of Constance Talmadge in "The
Simpson was formerly with Tri- papers.
Temperamental Wife."
angle in charge of the San Francisco
{Continued from Page 1)
office for over three years.
Sidney Garrett, of J. Frank BrockUnited
Artists' be handled
inj
John Pond Fritts is handling the other
way than through our owj
liss,the
Inc.,
has Far
soldEast
'Virtuous
for
entire
to the Men,"
Inter- publicity and exploitation^ work.
Realart announcement includes ganization.
national Photoplays Distributors, The
Inc.
"Despite innumerable rurr
this interesting paragraph:
from sources that seek to enha
"Producers who have something their own prestige by appearing
In the cast of the newest Maurice unusual to offer -exhibitors will find have some interest in the operati
in the Realart offices ready listeners.
Tourneur offering, "The Broken It is the purpose and aim of the new of United Artists ',1 want to s
Butterfly" are Pauline Starke, Lewis company to offer an open avenue for as plainly and emphatically as I
J. Cody, who is to head his own ormarketing of productions of that no distributing organization
ganization in the near future, the
merit. At all times it will be an theater circuit of any kind or
"Peaches" Jackson and Nina Byron. open market for screen offerings locality, will have any control
interest whatsoever in the pro<
tions of this company. At no t
MacGowan Leaves for Europe
from all sources."
will even the remotest control c
"Griff" Arrives on Coast
C. H. MacGowan of the auditing
our releases pass from our ha:
department at Universal left for EuD. W .Griffith and party arrived in Once and for all, we want to t
rope yesterday on an extended trip. Los Angeles yesterday.
exhibitors to ignore absolutely
rumors of this sort, and to rem1
McKenzie to Direct Holmes
ber at all times that this comp
Hubbard's New Work
will
deal direct with the exhibi
Donald McKenzie will direct
Vitagraph has appointed Lucien themselves, either through our h<
Helen Holmes in the serial for the
Hubbard as Associate Editor, to. as- office or through our local distril
S. L. K. Corp.
sist George Randolph Chester in the
preparation of scripts. Hubbard was
It'll Be Some Banquet
formerly a well known free lance ing depots."
One Pacific Showing for "Broken
writer.
June 18 is near and with Hj
the banquet for Messrs. Cohen, I
Blossoms"
D. W. Griffith
will show "Broken
Oklahoma City. — J. H. Cooper, man and O'Reilly. Practically ev
Blossoms" in only one Pacific Coast
city. There is some conjecture as to president of United Theaters, • will big organization in the^ business
whether this will be Los Angeles or build a $250,000 theater here to be taken a box and Fox has taken th
San Francisco.
A number of stars will be present,
finished by October 1.

Deny Reports

You'll Soon Have Your

REEL

==p

LAUGH

|

With America's Foremost Comedian

JOHNNY

DOOLEY

^

|

in his two-reel "Super Feature" Comedies
The Time For Release Is Near.

^
|[|

JOHNNY DOOLEY FILM COMEDIES, Inc.
I
New
|=
They're "prohibiting" a lot of things
nowadays but they can't prohibit
Harry Carey from giving you hu;manness as well as punch in "RIDERS OF VENGEANCE."

Longacre
Building

C. L. BACH
President

York

=

K

0stas
two

classes of

Ritchey
—E theARE
poster,
only
THER
and the other kind. !
kind
The Ritchey kind have
dynamic

force and

power, plus a genuine 1
value.
advertising

RITCHEY
L1THO.
CORP.
406 W. 31st St.. N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388
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Cast and Presentation Contribute Greatly to Hall Caine's Drama
Jesse L. Lasky Presents

"The Woman

Thou Gavest Me"

Paramount=Artcraft

Special

DIRECTOR
Hugh
Ford
AUTHOR
Hall Caine
SCENARIO BY
Beulah Marie Dix
CAMERAMAN
William Marshall
AS A WHOLE
Exceptionally line cast and ex=
cellent production are outstanding features of
emotional drama.
STORY
The in
plottheof main.
Hall Caine's novel has been
followed

t"??-

Frank Reicher
PRODUCER OF
FEATURES

There* s a Gap
Your Program —
You Haven't a
hristie Comedy

Ardsley Art Dissolves
Ardslcy Art Film Corp. has
notice of voluntary dissolu-

DIRECTION
Makes good use of possibilities for
dramatic conflict; gives the scenes plenty of
atmosphere.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Many genuinely artistic effects
CAMERA WORK
Angles on picturesque garden
locations particularly
well judged
to bring
out the beauty of soft lightings.
PLAYERS
Katherine
MacDonald
portrays
the
wife
with
much
feeling;
Fritzi
Brunette
scores in contrasting role; Jack Holt, Milton
Sills and Theodore Roberts contribute inter=
esting characterizations.
EXTERIORS
Have
variety
and
look correct,
whether the action leads to Scotland, Egypt
or India.
INTERIORS
Up to the standard of a special pro=
duction.
DETAIL
Director Ford didn't miss any chances
to give the picture class.
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Argues
against
a
woman being forced into a loveless marriage.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,ooi feet
"rpi-iK Woman Thou Gavest Me" lias big moments,
-l it has intensity and emotional feeling, and Director Ford has supplied the production with many
strikingly fine scenes. It carries throughout the quality of a special in all matters pertaining to the presentation. Weaknesses that exist are in the story
that tapers off to a lame conclusion, leaving a sense
of incompleteness.
The development of the last reel is so surprisingly
abrupt that I am inclined to believe that the film
cutter had a hand in hastening the climax. It is not
in accord with the careful advancement of the story
in earlier sequences, many of them colorful, dramatic

Worth Using as a Special.

j*iress
130

Pioneer

AV.

46th

Film

Street

Corp.,

Where most pictures err on the side of prolonging
pond.
the action after the climax has been reached, this
goes to the other extreme by making too sharp a
break and leaving an audience with the impression
that, a happy ending has been tagged on before the
tale liasthebeen
fully died.
told. Incidentally, in Hall Caine's
novel,
woman
Forgetting the inconclusive conclusions, the picture deserves to be classed as a tine example of modern screencraft. It shows commendable care for
detail on the part of the director in scenes which
cover an exceptionally wide area. Much is made of
the marriage ceremony in the opening reel; then there
are the sequences in India, all very atmospheric, followed by those in Egypt, others showing the icebound Polar expedition and finally some excellent night
fog effects on a London street.
"Settings
are always
and it quartet
would have
been
difficult
to find
a more right
harmonious
of players
for the leading roles than Katherine MacDonald, Jack
Holt, Milton Sills and Fritzi Brunette. Miss MacDonald's beauty is of the English type. Her cool
restraint is well contrasted with the exotic temperament of Fritzi Brunette as the mistress of Jack Holt
in the character of Katherine's husband. Holt conveys the manner of an aristocrat to the life, whereas
Sills is commandingly straightforward as the explorer.
Theodore Roberts supplies a finished character sketch
as the irreconcilable Scotchman.
Acting is an especially important factor in a picture of this type, for indifferently presented the story
would become tritely melodramatic.

Title and Name of Author Will Attract

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You're safe in booking this as a special, giving it
Jomedy Week at Strand
week at the Strand will be publicity designed to make folks realize that you are
offering
something out of the program rut. In many
' week.
The features include
Chaplin in "Sunnyside," Wal- communities, if you handle it properly, "The Woman
eid in "You're Fired" and Thou Gavest Me" ought to be good for several days.
Arbuckle
in "The
Desert
First of all, it is a woman's picture, presenting a
woman's problem and centering sympathy on the wife
who is made to contract a repugnant marital relationamerman of London Here
ship. Of course, the question of forced marriages
Zimmerman of London is in does not enter into American life, but that does not
lessen
the
emontional appeal of the drama as unfolded
ifork looking for films. He is
Jg at the Astor.
here. The story doesn't point much of moral, unless
you want to believe that love is stronger than law
and the conventions of society.
"The Woman Thou Gavest Me" is probably the
iNALD I. BUCHANAN
most popular of Hall Caine's books in this country
■Bert Service, Re-constructing
and Re-titling; of Features
and Comedies.

.•nil] marked by character touches that help to give the
picture the thrill of lit".
one follows the unhappy wife- during her tribulations, from the day of her toreed marriage to the
dissolute Lord Raa, through the misery of her life In
India, the fateful meeting with her former sweetheart, her surrender to love, the months of seclusion
in France, where the child was born, and her fight
to earn a livelihood when she returns to London.
As a last resort, the mother,
believing
thai the
father of her child bad died in an arelie expedition,
descends to the streets of London on a foggy night
to sell herself.
The iirst man she approaches is MilIon Sills, her lover, whom
she does not recognize In
the dim light.
After a moment of startled Lire, tl
the two enter a cab and disappear
into the night.
Here the story, brought
to an acutely tragic
lion, virtually ends.
The next scene shows a happy
family group on a beautiful estate, the child i
reached
an age when
he can sail toy boats on the

Sell Territory on "Virtuous Men"
S-L have sold "Virtuous Men" for
California, Nevada and Arizona to
the Liberty Film Co. of San Francisco.

and although it was published many years ago it no
doubt still enjoys a steady sale. You should be able
to arrange co-operative advertising with local bookdealers.
For advertising pull, the title and the name of
the author are of greater value than the players in
a production of this description, although the cast
should not be slighted. Then be sure to let folks know
that it is a special directed by Hugh Ford, one of the
leading directors in the Famous Players-Lasky organization.
Gatchlines: "Should a woman be forced to live
with a husband whom she does not love? See how
the question is answered in Hall Caine's powerful
drama 'The Woman Thou Gavest Me.' " Or, "Is
love stronger than the marriage law? See 'The
Woman Thou Gavest Me,' by Hall Caine.' "

Poland
Writing for Universal
Joseph Franklin Poland, well
known screen author, will write a
series of stories for Universal. He
recently wrote a number of features
for American.

Riesenfeld
May
Give Concerts
Dr. Riesenfeld is considering the
consolidation of the Rialto and Rivoli orchestras
so as to give symphony concerts in the mornings.
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Fox Wins

Putting It Over

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Bend
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.
San Diego, Cal. — A demonstration
of the possibilities of originality in
lobby displays and in "playing up"
a picture is afforded by Manager
Bshop, of the Plaza, in featuring
Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of the
South
One Seas."
of the most interesting phases
of the lobby exhibition was the use
of life size cannibal figures in cutouts that were put into motion by
mechanical contrivances. One figure
was that of a giant cannibal swinging a large club. The arm in which
the club swung was made to raise
Anna Cleveland
slowly and then quickly drop as
though the savage was about to batManaged by Chamberlain Brown exclu
ter in the head of an enemy.
sively and placed as feature with The
In another corner four cannibal
Plimpton Epic Pictures in "The Slice of
Life." Miss Cleveland is considered one heads were placed behind a screen of
of the most beautiful women on the
palm leaves. They were arranged so
screen.
that the heads would slowly rise beNEXT
ISSUE
hind the leaves, much as savages
MARTHA
MAYO
peering out of the bush, and then
suddenly drop from sight.
Real grass mats, palm leaves, bows
and arrows, and spears were used in
decorating the several posters and
A suit by Nat Berman against
photographs
which 'were placed
Marcus Loew, Inc., for breach of about
the entrance.
contract, has been settled and on the
application of Elck J. Ludvigh for
Ames, Iowa. — The Gerbach sisters,
the defendant Justice Tierney has
proprietors of the Twin Star there,
discontinued the action.
never let a college picture go unbooked if they can help it, because
In a suit of David Simon against right near the theater is the big Iowa
the Universal Film Mfg. Co. for Agricultural College. They booked
damages because of a breach of con"Daddy Long Legs" for three days
tract by which the plaintiff was ap- just before the commencement seapointed agent for the sale of movson at the big college, and enjoyed
ing picture tickets in Western Penn- capacity business.
sylvania, Supreme Court Justice Gie"We paid a premium for the picgerich has granted judgment for Uniture, but it was worth it. We
versal dismissing the first cause of
cleaned
up," was the latest word
action for $73,583 for the alleged loss from them.
of profits and for the purpose price
They did it by plenty of newspaper
of stock in the Moving Picture advertising, plenty of billboard space
Ticket Corp. of Delaware. The
of advertising litplaintiff has permission to file a new and an abundance
erature placed where the students
complaint.
were most likely to get it. They increased their maximum price from
15 cents to 35 cents, too — an increase
of 133 per cent. — and they got it
without a whimper. It was just too
easy.

In the Courts

New York. — The exploitation campaign behind "When Doctors Disagree" with Mabel Normand, has
"Kicking a kicker makes him kick brought forth once more the fact
back. Feed him sugared service and
that that the baker is interested in
he'll be a booster." — "Old Doc"
baking, the burglar in burglaring and
Remy, Goldwyn Dallas manager.
the doctor in doctoring. When the
picture was first released, it was
suggested that the exhibitor make a
Want Admission
special attempt to reach the doctors
and nurses in his vicinity.
Tax Repealed
The localities where the idea has
been carried out has more than jusUnited
Manager's
Protective
tified the idea. In Chicago, St. Louis
Asso. has filed with the House
and Philadelphia, the results have
Committee on Ways and
been
gratifying.
Cards were sent to
Means an appeal to have the
the neighborhood medical men and
admission tax on theaters renurses, urging them to see thempealed.
selves as they appear in the film.

Action

The Fox Film Corp. owners of
land at Corona, extending from
Jackson Ave. to Astoria Ave., and
having an outlook over Flushing
Bay, have won a decision against
Stuart Hirschman in the Queens
County Supreme Court before Justice Van Siclen. The company purchased the land from Mr. Hirschman
about four years ago, intending to
develop it as a site for a film studio. Development has been held
up, however, because of the failure
of the Board of Estimate to finally
adopt the plan of street layout for
the district. In the meantime, street
opening proceedings for Ditmars
Ave., Fiftieth and Fifty-first St,
which shut out the property, have
progressed and the commissioners
made an award aggregating $35,000.
Mr. Hirschman claimed the award,
but the Fox Company also claimed
it, and the proceeding brought before
Justice Van Siclen was to restrain
Mr. Hirschman from collecting the
amount.
Justice Van Siclen granted a provisional judgment against Mr.
Hirschman which will restrain him
from collecting the amount of the
awards but left other matters between him and the company open for
further presentation to the courts.
Kashin

Reel

Through

Millions
"I don't know where all th
millions come from that at
offered for
my whose
star" said
th
manager
of one
contra*
is unsettled.

General

Twelve Means Something to P
Yesterday was June 12, and a
minutes after twelve Robert
Priest was the father of a 10-pc
boy. Twelves mean somethin;
Priest's life right now.
THE

Krellberg Wins Suit
S. S. Krellberg has won the suit
brought against Goldwyn Distributing Corp. for commission
involved
on sales of pictures for Scandinavia.
Priest Sold Kennedy Serial
Robert W. Priest bought the Craig
Kennedy serial from Export and
Import and then re-sold it to Gonzalo, Varela of Mexico City.

MANAGER
WANTED

I REFINED

LETTERIN

! APPROPRIATE

ILLUSTRATlf

ERNEST

88
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WID'S

STERNi

145 W. 45»ST.

commercial]
developing;
and printing:
FILM

DEVELOPING

CO

LABORATORIES

THE
Must

BEST PICTURE

to
have

make
money
a perfect
develc d
negative

REX LABORATORY

(INC

has developed
HarryandKeeper's
tives.
Ask him
then pin H•■
Tremont
1995
for full partlcu %.

For a chain of high
class houses near New
York. — Showmanship
and a record for producing results essential.
— Salary no object to
right man. — Tell all in
first letter. — Replies
treated strictly confidential.
BOX

SIN

TITXES

Gardner Orders More Prints
T. R. Gardner, of Buffalo, and
head of the Gardner Syndicate, has
ordered a large number of additional
prints on the W. H. re-issues which
he books in Upper New York State.
He has opened an office in Albany
and has bought "Mickey," "The
Birth of a Race" and "Yankee Doodle in Berlin" for upper New York.

UNPARDONABLE

Harry Garson's Big Production
Starring Blanche Sweet
Has a lobby display that will ret
Neilan's masterful direction which 1
individualize
both story and star.
On exhibition now in our saletio
KRAUS MFG. CO.
• 220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

Independent

The Kashin reel, the "Screen Letter Box" will be released through
Independent Sales Corp. There will
be one release a week, beginning
about July 15.

Closes

The offices of the General ]
Company in the Berkeley Buil
have been closed and the telepl
number discontinued.
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To Fight Censorship

Hart's Plans

Quinn Tells ofMonday
Plans of M. P. Cooperative Asso. — Meeting on

Vill Probably Make Smaller Number of Pictures for Two Years
W. S. Hart's contract with
'homas H. Ince expires next month.
t is understood that this contract
'ill not be renewed but that after
brief rest Hart will start maklg independent productions. Meth5T of release has not been decided.
'he productions may be released on
ie open market independent of any
fisting distributing organization.
Hart is expected to make not more
Jan five pictures a year under his
ew plan with probably only four
eing released, and at the expiration
1 two years to quit making picires and devote his time to his
mch. He may make pictures sprollically thereafter.

J. A. Quinn, president of the Motion Picture Co-operative Asso., told
yesterday of plans that had been
made to include every branch of
every profession or business connected in any way with the motion
picture industry.
The organization when finally expanded to its national form will in-;
elude exhibitors, producers, distributors, arti^s, authors, exchangemen
and representatives
of women's clubs
and
social organizations.
An open meeting will be held on
Monday on the eighth floor of the
Astor at troduce
four
o'clock,
willNew
infor the
first which
time in
York the aims of the organization.
Quinn explained yesterday that

Slackwell on His Own
orms Company to Produce Four a
[Year — May Be State Righted
Carlyle Blackwell has formed his
In producing
company
and will
ake four productions a year. These
ay be state righted.
[The
company
name
is Carlyle
This Is Bear-Cat's sweetheart caring for one of
ckwell Productions, Inc., capitalBear-Cat's enemies
at $1,500.
The incorporators as
in
out by the Secretary of State's
"When 'Bear-Cat' Went Dry"
e yesterday are Carlyle BlackEVERY
MOVE
A PICTURE
D. I. Walsh and H. B. Rosen.
is expected that work will be
d on the first production
in
Elsie Janis with Selznick
weeks.
It is understood that
Elsie Janis will appear in a series
ector has not as yet been sed, but that negotiations are now of productions for Selznick pictures. Under Way — Oscar Lund Directing
at Paragon Studio
fcr way.
The
first
of the Jack London proBrady Due To-Morrow
ductions being made by C. E. ShurtNo. 120
William A. Brady is due in New leff, Inc., is under way at the ParaYork to-morrow. He came over on
gon studio. The sets were started
last week and actual shooting will
the
fax. Olympic which docked at HaliBy Jack Alicoate
begin Monday. Oscar Lund is directing and Courtney Foote has the
A DVERTISING after all is
lead.
Howells in New Firm
simply a matter of investThe first production is "The Star
It now develops that David P.
ment. Are you advertising just
Howells is viceprcsident of Byoir &
Distributing plans have not been
'to be advertising or are you
Hart, Inc. Charles Hart is president definitely determined, but in all
there will be no release
Rover."
i getting down
to the "brass
of the company; Carl Byoir, treas- probability
urer, and L. R. Thomas, secretary. until the Fall.
tacks" side of the question.
Granting you can prepare the
Howell's new connection does
not affect his exporting business,
right kind of advertising when,
which is quite extensive.
where and how are you delivRead!
Hart said yesterday that at1 presering it. That's the all imporent his organization is handling food
tant question — and after your
Santa Barbara, Cal.
campaign is over will it be an
products and equipment for European countries and that later on they
"I know Wid's is widely read
asset
or expense
on
your
and appreciated by the powers
would branch out i,nto motion picbooks. Our advertising departture exporting. At present Hart is
ment likes to talk business
handling the Paul Rainey African
Yours very truly,
prith the man
who
must
be
pictures. These will be state rightIhown.
It likes to talk "Brass
that be."
ed
and
handled
through
the
new
Joseph
Franklin Poland.
Backs."
How about it?
company.

First London

'. Little Ad Talks

Price 5 Cents

the
meant Headquar"cleaning"
house proposition
for the business.
ters will be in New York and Los
Angeles and Quinn will devote his
time between the two cities. Quarters will be opened in New York in
about a week's time.
The problem involved means a
settlement of all questions that
may cause friction of any kind between any two members of any
branch of the picture industry. For
example, the question of contract
jumping, the dispute of an exhibitor
with an exchange man, the reduction
of overhead in film production, the
fighting of censorship all over the
country will be questions to be
taken up and settled by the Association. Co-operation with the National Board of Review has been arranged for.
Quinn stated that the one big
problem that confronted them imsorship.Hays Hammond, head of one
John
There will be representatives of
the Association in every city and
town in the country. Headquarters
will be in Los Angeles and New
York. Each city will have among
other things an advisory board of
exhibitors to hear complaints.
Some of the most prominent people in New York are in back of the
propositon. Mayor Hylan has personally promised Quinn to be present at the meeting on Monday.
Among those on the committee arranging for Monday's affair are Mrs.
John Henry Hammond head of one
of the largest women's clubs; Mrs.
John Francis Yawger president of
the Women's Federated Clubs;
Judge Wadhams, president of the
Child's Welfare League, and George
(Continued on Page 2)
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Eve Unsell will go abroad for Famous Players to do scenario work
on the other side.
Price 5 Cents

"China Night" will' he celebrated
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New

Theater in Regina

soms" will be witnessed by Hon.
Chilian Tsur, Chinese Consul,
and
other high officials of the Republic
of China.

Saul Burstein, representing the
U. S. Public Health film "Fit to
Win" is endeavoring to have the
Chicago board of censors pass the
picture for showing there. It is proposed to open the picture at a "loop"
theater in August and injunction proceedings will be instituted if the local board does not pass the picture

To Fight Censorship
{Continued from Page 1)
ney.
Gordon Battle, well-known attorney,

The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court has denied an application by the Nanuet Amusement Co.
for permission to appeal to the Court
of Appeals from the decision setting
aside the service of summons in the
suit against the First National Exhibitors Circuit of the Northwest to
recover damages for breach of contract. The papers were seved on
Carl Lacmmle, as a director of the
defendant, but the First National
contended that Laemmle was not an
officer and that the service of the
papers on him did not affect the
company because "it did no business
in this1 State. The plaintiff asked to
go to the Court of Appeals with the
case on the ground that the defendant does business in this State by
reason of the fact that it owns 5 per
cent, of the stock of the New York
corporation which granted it a franchise to exploit pictures in the Western States, and is also paying an
assessment commensurate with the
business done.

The Universal Picture Cut Service.
Augustus Thomas will speak on
behalf of the authors and Frank Inc., has been sued in the Supreme
Court by Florence J. Heloriegel to
Bacon will represent the artists.
Quinn said yesterday that the sup- recover $1,645 on three promisory
notes.
The defendant has filed an
port of practically everybody in the
business is assured and that not only answer consenting that judgment be
picture folks but outside social in- entered against it for $1,039. Edward
terests have promised the closest A Powers, Jr., is named as a defendant because he endorsed the
kind of co-operation.
notes.
The '"better studios" idea is close-!
Minneapolis, Minn. — Ed Hinz sold ly connected with the association's !
A suit by Mount & Robertson
the Cozy but still retains the Alham- plans. Quinn stated that the proposed studio in the West will be against the United Motion Picture
bra.
built according to schedule and an- Theaters of America has been disother one in the East will be erected,
continued on an order of Supreme
Kansas City, Mo. — The Royal is perhaps in one of the Southern Court Justice Tierney because the
being remodeled
to the extent of States. The idea in back of them case has been settled.
$30,000.
is to eliminate waste, encourage independent producers to make the
Roebling Opens
proper kind of picture before it is
The Roebling Theater opened
made and thus avoid loss of energy
and money after the film is com- last night with the initial attraction
Mary Pickford in a "Daddy Long
pleted.
Legs." The theater is at Roebling
St. and Lee Ave., Brooklyn, and has
1,000 seats.
That Dinner!
The new house is on the Mayer
and Schneider circuit.
Don't overlook that dinner
at the Waldorf next WednesFall River, Mass. — Louis M. Boas
day to Cohen, Berman, et al.
to manage Bijou, Savoy and AcaIt's going to be worth while.
demy of Music.
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Regina, Sask. — T. F. Young and
sons will build a theater here. It
will be located on 11th Ave. and will
be built on a plot of 62y2 feet by
150.
Seating capacity will be 1,600.
Work will be started in 30 days on
the structure which will be absolutely fireeproof and cost $150,000.

EXPLOSION INSURANCE

No.

20— WE

INSURE

Post Picture Corp.

CLEVELAND MAYORS HOME BLOWN UP.
[Watch this Space for Others]
TWO BOMBS STIR WEST PHILADELPHIA.
RECTORY AND PRIVATE RESIDENCE ATTACKED.
PATERSON HOUSE IS WRECKED BY BOMB.
WINDOWS SMASHED HALF MILE AROUND
YONKERS HOUSE.
Headline N. Y. Sun.
Protection against physical damage from above causes
is Exempted in fire policies.
Investigate our Explosion, Riot and Strike policies,
which
do cover these hazards.
Jack Ford and Harry Carey make a
team you can't beat. "Riders of
Vengeance" is the picture — even
grandma will get het up over this
one.

EUBEN
CXMUELS
EAL
Ai£eJ ERVICE
Jneurance ^

Phone

John

^ 60 Maiden

54B5 - 5426

Lane

- ?427" - 5420

Hearin'
some
growls
over th<i
United Artists' first run bookin's. '

Combination Splits
Tom

Terriss Ceases to Direct Al:
Joyce for Vitagraph
After making 14 pictures wi
Alice Joyce for Vitagraph Tom TJi
riss has made a change, and vi
hereafter direct Corinne Griffith, jj
The first production, "The Brafj
ble Bush," will be started on Mtrj
day at Brooklyn Vitagraph stud ij
withtheFrank
in
cast. Mills and Robert FrazH
Terriss established a new rettl
of productions with Alice Joyce. ||
It is understood that Wesley Ri-/
gles will
direct Miss Joyce in If
next
Vitagraph.

w

00fcera

our own praise
we may sing the
IN the song of
solorepart, — but
—
The
is a tremend
crow
dous
of
exhibitors who join
in on the chorus!

RITCHEY
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CORP.
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-HAM !■: FIELD, PANAMA. — America's
lure in naval aviation is more promist than ever Government establishes
seaplane station in Panama. Exclusive
Mures I»\ 1'athe News.
PARIS, FRANCE. — Austrian Envoys in
iris.

tod §Z
Rex

Beach

Switches

With the release of "The Crimson
krdenia" all the future Rex Beach
bductions will be released as Emin t Authors Pictures. Until now
ley have been sent out as Rex
Uch Productions on the Goldwyn

!l. Grubb Alexander
FEAWTRUIRTEER

RELEASE:

The Thunderbolt"—

Starring Katherine MacDonald

IN PRODUCTION

NOW:

The Bleeders"— To Star Katherine
MacDonald in her second super
feature
On

Brentwood — Robertson-Cole — Exhibitors Mutual

the Fire:

The next Katherine MacDonald
feature production

"The County

DIRECTOR
King W. Vidor
AUTHOR
King W. Vidor
SCENARIO
BY
King W. Vidor
CAMERAMAN
William
Thornley
AS A WHOLE
Entertaining study of rural types
for most part; enjoyable if not always plans
ible.
STORY
Built up mostly on incident and coinci=
dence; often uses easiest way out of com=
plications.
DIRECTION. . . .Responsible for many human touches
and bits that register well.
PHOTOGRAPHY. .Varies between mediocre and good
LIGHTINGS
Nothing
unusual
CAMERA
WORK
Acceptable
STAR
A pretty and often clever girl of more or
less the Sis Hopkins type.
SUPPORT
Good character work done bv players
EXTERIORS
Excellent
country=vi!lage
stuff;
boarding-school locations pretty.
INTERIORS
In keeping with requirements
DETAIL
It is the wealth of detail that makes
the offering attractive; excellently registered
atmosphere
throughout;
some
few discrep=
ancies.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Thoroughly clean and
wholesome.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,900 feet
A

GOOD, clean picture that ought to get over fairly
well is "Better Times." The film is just a trifle
out of the ordinary run in that it gets away from the
"eternal triangle" and kindred heavy stuff, and may be
classed as a comedy-drama of fair worth.
Basically the picture is a study of types. It will be
enjoyed particularly by those familiar with the sort of
rural characters depicted, because it runs quite true
to life in that direction, and anyone who ever has met
up with the kind of village folk brought to the screen
in the offering — and many of us have — will be able
to appreciate them the more. For the most part the
realness of the characters is entertaining in itself, and
the manner in which their characteristics are brought
out is productive of appreciation. There is just enough
thread of story running through the reels to hold
together the wealth of incident and detail.
Of course, to thoroughly enjoy the story in its screen
telling, the viewer must put himself into such a frame
of mind as to be willing to overlook a few spots where
plausibility is considerably stretched, and a few places

s arc sometimes glossed over In the
complicationmanner.
where
must convenient
11 [s Director Vldor's handling of the types that
makes' them so real. Throngh small, but nevertheless
he regischaracterin drawing,
in bisessential
important
ters those touehes
in. nits must
this sort of work.
lie also carries

the small-town

at

sphere

at

all times.

and shows a knowledge of the lives and customs of
village (oik;
Zasu Pitts is a pretty ami sometimes clever girl.
In the picture she has sort of a sis Hopkins role and
she is particularly fitted to play it. The quaint philosophy Introduced through the medium of mottoes on
a calendar and Zasu's manner <>r putting thai philosoarc sure to gel a humorous response.
into effect
Therephy arc
many sequences with a broadly humorous
appeal, and sonic that rely on their subtlety for appreciation.
Oil tbc whole the supporting cast is very good, but
David Butler is not always an ideal leading man. Be
is inclined often to over-act. Good character work is
done by -lack McDonald ami William DeVaull. Hugh
Fay and George Hackathorne arc adequate in their
In a large measure the picture concerns the destinies
of
two run-down hotels in a small town wbose boast
parts.
is a spring with wonderful healing powers, but whose
fame lias dwindled with tbc years. Zasu is the
daughter of the owner of the Lakeview. William DeVaull. wbose philosophy is to "get all you can any
way you can — without working or bothering too
much." Spurred on by tbc motto on a calendar. Zasu
goes after trade with a Ford that hasn't run since
1902. She gets one guest at the station. The ride
in the old bus from the hotel and return is rather an
amusing sequence.
Naturally Zasu becomes interested in the city feller
and he in her. But after David Butler and Zasu have
made the hotel very successful David is called to town
by a telegram. Zasu thinks he has deserted her, and
her father aids that belief. A bold gambolier comes
to the rival hostelry from the city, with the ultimate
result that Zasu's father gambles away his hotel. He
is drowned in the lake, however, and Zasu gets $6,000
insurance money.
Here the action shifts to a fashionable boarding
school, where Zasu is given a chance to get over more
of her appeal. When the other girls receive letters
from their sweethearts, Zasu claims a big league ball
player as her fiance — carrying out the deception by
writing letters to herself. Zasu is very much nonplussed when a party is arranged at which she is to
meet the ball player. But everything turns out all
right when the big league player proves to be the
young man that first won Zasu's hand at the country
hotel.

Promise Your Patrons a Good, Wholesome Story

)riginals--Continuities —Titles
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"Better Tim is"
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IV1N»'T<>\. KY. — The Kust rami's oil
I honors of the season's greatest turf
fctlc as "Be Frank" wins the S7tb l.ulia Derby.
•
(VEST POINT, N. Y.— Officers for the
Hoo's ni'» standlnu urrnj — Secretary
ker presents diplomas to graduates at
liturv Academj
N Tllr:
I.IMKI.K.HT.
enate investi|es peace le;>k!
Henry
I' Davison, who
mi^lit oflicial copj
of Treaty into counas head of Red Cross.
London,
England. — Regulars
sail
• the White Sea to relieve their collides who have been nt Archangel for
m>
months.
LONG BEACH, \. Y— Sinking I S.
ansport beached 1 The "Graf Walder■," rammed in collision 100 miles off
n<lv Hook, is safcl> towed ashore.
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CITY.— Boy Scouts of
neriea, former Secretary of Treasury,
illium G. McAdoo, opens membership
Ive for Scouts.
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Study of Rural Types in Fair Comedy-Drama
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Box Office Analysis
This is the sort of stuff that most fans like, and it
is enough out of the usual run of program stuff to
make them satisfied.
You may have a little trouble in getting folks into
your theater in view of the fact that there is no big
name to attract them. Zasu Pitts is virtually an unknown to movie audiences, but her performance in
this offering will start a following. Probably the best
way to handle this would be to promise your people a
pleasing picture — wholesome, and fit for the whole
family to enjoy. If you can bring them to your house
on the strength of that announcement they will not
be disappointed.

for the Exhibitor
If you showed your people "The Turn in the Boad"
and made money with it there's no reason in the world
why this picture shouldn't do the same for you. While
"Better Times" is not exactly the same sort of a picture as "The Turn in the Boad," it can be likened to
it in the sense of its entertainment value.
So in your exploitation concentrate on the picture's
subject matter rather than on names.
Catchlines: "How a modern Sis Hopkins brought
better times to a small town — and to herself." "The
story of a girl who outgrew her village surroundings,
but who retained its wholesomeness." "Did you ever
live in a small town? If you did come to the Blank
Theater and see some of your old friends and acquaintances in 'Better Times'."

Fair"

Maurice Tourneur Productions
Bunding the little old Underwood
at 6510 Sunset Boulevard,
Hollywood, Calif.

Have You a Binder? - - - $1.75
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KINOGRAMS

Putting It Over

Here is how a brother exhibRESCUE RAMMED TRANSPORT. —
Graf Waldersee, former German liner,
itor put hit show over.
Bend
now in the U. S. transport service hit off
New Tork in fog, is towed in and
along your ideas. Let the other
beached.
fellow know how you cleaned
FIND CLUE TO RED BOMBERS.—
up.
New York detectives go to Bessemer, Pa.,
to follow up evidence uncovered by Chief
Finnerty's investigation in his city.
VASSAR GRADUATION RITES— ColSt. Paul, Minn. — Intelligent exploilege girls march in picturesque and histation marked the engagement of
toric daisy chain processional at annual
commencement
exercises.
"As a Man Thinks" at the Blue
ABOUT THAT TREATY. — Printing the Mouse here.
copies of the Peace pact document for
Fully a week before the opening
the Senate. The financiers who testified
Manager Rowe plastered the town
about the "leak."
MEXICO IS STILL AT IT.— Villa is with announcements heralding the
again marching on the city of Chihuahua,
first pictures shown m two years; also a feature. Recalling that "As a Man
glimpse of Carranza.
Thinks" in its stage version proved
LABOR CHIEFTAINS CONVENE— A one of the big successes in St. Paul,
thousand in attendance at convention of
much capital of its trithe American Federation of Labor at At- Rowe made
umphs in the spoken drama.
lantic Citv. President Gompers.
MOVIE MEN TAKE HOLIDAY.— New
management "went the limit"
England theater proprietors hold fete at on The
newspaper advertising. Rowe dePemberton and A. S. Moffatt, Kinogram's
voted much of his copy to the sucBoston
cameraman,
drops
in from
the
ELEPHANTS AN' EVERYTHING— A
circus is staged on Boston Common to
award the Junior Red Cross for its capable and patriotic service in the war.
JOHNSON HERO
OF WESTERN
MEET. — Michigan makes triumphant return to conference fold scoring forty-four
and one-half points In competition in
Chicago.
CONTEST FOR NATIONAL GOLF
TITLE. — Big gallery follows players in
open championship play over Brae Burn
links at West Newton, Mass.
CANOE RACERS MAKE SPEED.— Lassell college girls hold inter-class contests
•n Charles River at Waltham, Mass., juniors win all events.

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES
Many Stolen Prints in Mexico
According to advices received by
Universal, a number of stolen prints
are being run into Mexico regularly.
W. E. Chambers is now preparing
an office for Universal in Mexico
City to ward off the evil.
It will be recalled that a large
number of local exporters not very
long ago complained of the illegal
practice existing in Mexico. They
said that from Mexico the prints
were shipped intcs. Cuba and other
West Indian islands.
Willis With Triangle
^
Chicago — J. E. Willis has been appointed Chicago branch manager of
Triangle, succeeding Ralph E. Bradford, who resigned to join the S. A.
Lynch Enterprises, Atlanta, Ga.
Mr. Willis assumed his duties this
week. He was formerly associated
with Ed. Eckels as the firm of Eckels
& Willis in the Consumers Bldg.
Wolper Off for Coast
Isaac Wolper, president of Mayflower, left for Boston yesterday.
From there he will go to California,
staying away about a month.

It is not enough to claim superiority over your competitors — be
superior. — Harold B. Franklin,
Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.

cess achieved by the original production. It was his lobby display
that created most popular interest,
with a dozen scene stills enlarged
almost 10 times their regular size,
Rowe made his spacious lobby most
attractive.
Chicago. of— the
Balaban
Katz's
manager
Rivera, and
one of
the
city's most beautiful theaters, used
the K. C. B. style for advertising
"Three Men and a Girl" with Marguerite Clark. It can be equally applied to newspapers and programs.
ONCE upon a time.
THUS all fables begin.
THREE handsome bachelors.
PROFESSED woman haters.
EACH with a past.
OF a disappointed love.
FOUND a seeming haven.
FREE of all feminity.
IN a remote forest.
THERE appeared of a sudden.
A mischievous miss.
A capricious maid.
AND captivating, too.
TO intrude upon.
THIS Eveless Eden.
AND to upset the decorum.
OF selfish masculinity.
THREE MEN AND A GIRL.
(Today and Tomorrow.)
GIVES a splendid account.
OF what she did.
TO tame these tyrants.
MARGUERITE CLARK.
DAINTY and charming.
HAS an irresistible role.
IN this sparkling specialty.
RIVIERA PRESENTATION.
OF the amusement arts.
ADORNS it artistically.
NEED MORE BE SAID?
Special

Showings for Willand Film

DAILY
Ohio Exhibitors

To Fight Advance Payment
Now in Effect

Ruling

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Dayton, O. — John Seifert, President of the Miami Valley Exhibitor's League, declares that the present dissension caused by the announcement ofa new set of rules by
the Associated exchanges of Cincinnati would only be settled by an appeal to the New York offices of the
film concerns involved if the Cincinnati managers did not listen to reason when a committee from the
League calls upon them. Several
weeks ago new rules to go into effect June 15 were mailed to Ohio
exhibitors. A majority of the rules
are acceptable to the exhibitors with
the exception of one that requires
that a check must be in the exchange
office before the film leaves the exchange. Accompanying the new
rules was a letter saying that they
went into effect June 15 without a
consultation with exhibitors who are
vitally concerned in the matter. A
reply was sent saying that inasmuch
as the exhibitors of the Dayton teritory had not been consulted, neither
their organization, The Miami Valley Exhibitors League, that they did
not approve of the new rules and
that they intended to fight them to a
finish.
In arguments advanced by the Exhibitor's League it is mentioned that
the exhibitor of today is not the flyby-night showman of yesterday. Although the local League does not
want unlimited credit advanced and
even though they advocate paying
bills on time they do not think it
fair that an exhibitor of means
should be disappointed through not
having his check into the offices on
time. It is pointed out that frequently invoices do not arrive on
time. It is said that in the last week
there were 10 local exhibitors who
did not receive their invoices until
after play date. Eight were disappointed in not receiving their shows
and were forced to obtain other attractions than the one they had
booked in advance. The number of
disappointments can be seen had the
rules been effective last week in regards to advance payment.
John Seifert Manager of the Ideal,
Dayton, is President of the League;
A. F. Kinzeler, one of the founders
and manager of the Elite and Wyoming, is Secretary; Bert Fiala, Manager of the Alhambra, is Treasurer,
and A. M. Schaeffer is Vice-President.
Church Favor Censorship

(Special to WW'S DAILY)
The Jess Willard film, "The ChalChicago — Resolution were adopted
lenge of Chance," will have a number of special showings. It opens by the Chicago Church Federation
at the Park, June 22, and then will council approving the Buck bill,
play in Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland known as Senate bill No. 77, providand Toledo.
ing for state censorship of motion
pictures. The Council declared it
favored the state-wide measure even
if the proposed legislation eliminated
Some Frost!
the present Chicago censor board.
The prize frost of the summer season: the Park theater
presentation
of a Roxy's
gram. It lasted
week, pro-

Bloomfield, Ky.— Only 400 people
here, but Thomas G. McGlaskey had
no trouble in getting them to pay
40 cents to see Chaplin.

McGowan

on Serials

John P. McGowan, Universal serial
director:
should
be called
36 reel"They
fe§j
tures; not serials.
"Five reelers are often drawn
out."TheSerials
story aren't.
is the one important factor in a serial.
"Serials were not exploited
properly in the olden days and
were killed to a degree among
first class exhibitors.
"A. number of the largest
houses are running serials to-

Saginaw, Mich. — W. S. Butterfi
says, at least $20,000 will be
pended in remodeling the Bijou, t
pacity increased from 800 to 1,001
EXPORTERS OF FILMS
day."
We have many advertising "helps
that will properly assist the exploi
tation of American Stars appearln
in the Films you are sending abroac
We are making certain classes o
this advertising matter especially fa
export, taking into consideratio
duties and freights. Low prices pre
vail.
KRATJS MFG. CO.,
220. W. 42nd St., N. Y. C.

MANAGER
WANTED

For a chain of high
class houses near New
York. — Showmanship
and a record for producing results essential.
— Salary no object to
right man. — Tell all in
first letter. — Replies
treated strictly confidential.
BOX
88 —
WIDS
DAILY
COMPLETE

LINE OF

Supplies and Equipmnet
for STUDIO and THEATRE .
National
and
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MAZDA LAMPS
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make
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Louis B. Mayer

presents

ANITA STEWA
In a drama of Mother Love

Human Desire
_

From the Story by Violet Irwin

V>, ■
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Directed

by

Wilfred North
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Louis B. Mayer forms five million dollar concern
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Board of Aldermen turn down bill which would
make Commissioner Gilchrist censor of all pictures shown in New York.
George D. Baker signs with International to direct for Cosmopolitan Prod.
Klever Pictures, Inc., sue Famous Players-Lasky
for $100,000.
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Arthur James leaves Metro to join Fox.
Church film ready for Methodist Centenary at
Columbus, Ohio.
Several syndicates reported to be after Mutual's
Lone Star Chaplin series which are to be withdrawn from the market June 26.
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Select.
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project
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William A. Brady returns from abroad.
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Expert Development Lends Genuine Interest to Spy Meller
"The Man Who Stayed at Home"
Metro
DIRECTOR
Herbert
Blache
SUPERVISED
BY
Maxwell
Karger
AUTHORS.
Lechmore Worrall and J. E. Harold Terry
SCENARIO BY
June Mathis
CAMERAMAN
Eugene Gaudio
AS A WHOLE
Spy meller with unexpected
twists that keep the spectator guessing, ably
presented all through.
STORY
Adaptation of stage play
DIRECTION
Holds the action to a tense mood
and makes
the situations
seem
reasonable.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Well
judged
CAMERA
WORK
Gives enough
variety to
scenes, shots on submarine excellent.
PLAYERS
King
Baggot,
Claire Whitney
and
Lilie Leslie stand out as most conspicuous
players in a large and carefully selected cast.
EXTERIORS
A number of water scenes; others
represent grounds surrounding hotel at Old
Point Comfort.
INTERIORS
Superior to the usual studio work
DETAIL
Reveals
painstaking
direction
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Secret service man,
suspected of being a slacker, is revealed as
a hero.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
.6,500 feet
THE action of this story is laid in August, 1918, yet,
so rapidly have events moved, and so quickly has
the public viewpoint changed in the transition from
war to peace, that it seems like a picture of a much
earlier period.
As a basis for a contemporaneous photoplay, the
slacker, whether real or misjudged, is virtually passe,
for he no longer exists as a social factor. Likewise,
the German spy system and its checkmate in the
United States Secret Service, are things of record
rather than of immediate concern, such as they were
at the time this work was written and presented as a
stage play.

Go Easy on War Angle.

The picture is under the handicap of being out of
date, a sort of a tag-end follow-up of a plethora of spy
melodramas, therefore it must stand on its own worth
without profiting by interest in affairs of the moment.
Altogether, "The Man Who Stayed at Home" is put
to a test tnat it would not have undergone a year ago
and it still comes through as a distinctly interesting
production, because it is adroitly constructed to maintain suspense and uncertainty and because it is competently acted. Here is an instance where the story
— meaning also the treatment — wins out on its merits.
Sometimes a seemingly secondary factor may have
a vital bearing on the total result and where it is
utilized to the full so much the better. In a spy drama
of this description it is important that the audience
be kept in doubt about something, for it is known beyond question that the German agents are going to be
frustrated by the patriotic though misjudged secret
service man in the person of King Baggot.
Just how his victory is going to be won against difficult odds is one point of interest, to be sure, but
along in the fourth reel, where almost every picture is
apt to need a boost, it is helpful to find an unsuspected element of uncertainty in the character of the
secret service woman sent to Old Point Comfort to
assist Baggot in rounding up a nest of German spies,
one of whom has a position of trust with the United
States Government.
The gist of the plot is that plans of the American
coast fortifications are to be delivered to the enemy.
The woman (Lelie Leslie) has them in her possession
and to all appearances has double-crossed Baggot that |
she may play into the hands of the German agents.
Not until the concluding scenes is it revealed that she
has only seemingly allied herself with the Fatherland
emissaries in order to fulfill her patriotic mission.
The picture contains a number of exciting incidents
in which U-boats, wireless apparatus and other war
paraphernalia figure, also there is a sympathetic and
romantic element in the character of the "man who
stayed at home," giving the most valuable sort of service to the cause, yet unable to explain his activities
and therefore dubbed a slacker and even a traitor by>
his fiance and her father.
Besides those already mentioned, the cast includes
Robert Whittier, Alexandre Herbert, Frank Fisher Bennett. Ricca Allen and others.

Story Will Satisfy Fans

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There is no denying the fact that the public has been
fed up on war and spy dramas. Producers for both
the stage and screen seem to be pretty much in accord on this point, and there is further support for
the belief in the policy of magazines that, with only
rare exceptions, have ceased publishing stories dealing
with the world conflict.
People want a chance to gain a perspective that
they may see events in a truer light, so in the meantime it probably would not get you much to make a
big fuss about having another spy film. As I have
said already, this production strikes me as being good
enough to win out on its merits, but your problem is
to get folks into the theater and you can't do so by
using the line of stuff that was effective a year ago.

Slide over the character of the story with a few
generalizations, making as much as possible out of i
being an adaptation of a successful stage play.
Man Who Stayed at Home" is a rather catchy
titli
that becomes more valuable on account of the publicity
it has received in connection with the original produi
tion.
Among the players, you have at least two go<
names to work with, King Baggot and Claire Whii
ney. Baggot has not appeared on the screen much 0!
late, but he ranks high among the old stand-bys win
are known to every regular fan. Although Miss Whit
ney is not a star, her presence in a picture mea
something.
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Treatment of Character Sincere, But Dragginess Evident
Alice Joyce in

"The Spark Divine"
Vitagraph
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO
BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Tom Terriss
Alicia Ramsay
George Porter
Joe Schelderfer
Sincerely presented characterization drama whose limitations sometimes
cause dragginess; big theme involved.
STORY
Generally
rings
true,
but
sometimes
strikes false note; is more character study
than plot.
DIRECTION
Intelligent handling of sometimes
difficult
plot
material;
keeps
players
restrained.
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

CAMERA
STAR

Some

Very good
few quite good effects

WORK
Good
Has difficult role, but always meets the
needs without "acting."
SUPPORT
William
Carleton,
Jr., gives
star
capable aid ; others also satisfactory.
EXTERIORS
Very few; all good
INTERIORS
Thoroughly in keeping with wealthy
home atmosphere.
DETAIL
Minor points scored effectively; titles
good.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Harmless;
best appreciated by grown-ups.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,389 feet
THE

many folks who believe that wealth is happiness will be given much food for thought by
Mewing "The Spark Divine," for an argument against
■at false belief is presented with moderate force
in the picture. The film is a sincerely presented character study for the most part, but its limitations remit in a dragginess that is evident throughout most
>f the footage.
Director Terriss has handled his material intelIgently. but it is extremely difficult to prevent slowI sss of presentation in five reels with such thin plot
Material — with but two leading characters and only
be line of action. The result is that the two leads
re too much "on and off," and that titles too often
ire relied on to do the story work.
However. Miss Joyce's delineation of the eharIcter of the girl with the icy heart is a clever and

Convincing piece of work, and she is ably seconded
by William Carlton. Jr.
The theme brought to the sereen is a fairly big
one. and should be productive of some thought on the
part of those who see its working out on the silversheet
through the medium of Alicia Ramsey's story.
Generally the story rings true, but once In a while
a false note is struck. One can believe in the utter
coldness of a woman who has been given sufficient
reason to turn her heart against everything, but it
is stretching that iciness too' far when one is asked to
believ that she. after giving birth to the child of the
man she married and is shown the baby, asks: "Is
it necessary for me to touch it?" Mother-instinct
is too deep for that, it is a known fact that humans
are the only animals who ever desert their young.
but it is scarcely believable that any mother would
not want even to touch the child of her flesh.
Nevertheless, that incident might be overlooked
in view of the fact that later in the course of the
story
it is that
mother-instinct
spark divine"
—
that finally
kindles
the flame —of "the
an emotional
depth
that has been smothered in early life by newly-rich

parents.
In a sense "The Spark Divine" is happiness propa-

ganda. The film shows how sudden wealth leads the
parents of a naturally sweet and sentimental child to
crush the little one's finer instincts, and make of her
a beautiful and cultured creature, but cold and cal'her.
culating. Grown to womanhood, the girl, Alice Joyce,
becomes a beautiful and accomplished creature with a
heart of ice. She becomes known in society as the
girl who challenges any man to arouse sentiment in
When bankruptcy threatens, Alice's parents believe that their only salvation is her marriage to a
millionaire. William Carlton, Jr., is the man they
select. Carlton believes he sees the woman beneath
the shell in Alice, and when she coldly tells him that
she will marry him omy for his wealth he agrees on
the condition that she "will be a wife — and mother."
Alice keeps her part of the marital agreement, but
apparently cares nothing for her own child. Gradually the spark of mother-love brightens, and Alice
is ashamed of her show of sentiment. But when the
baby is kidnapped she is fraught with the fears that
only a mother can know. Time softens her until
she shows the real woman in her. It is then that
her baby is brought to her, the kidnapping having
been a "frame" on the part of Carlton.
Included in the cast are Eulalie Jensen, Frank Norcross and Mary Carr.

Serious Stuff Lacking Action.
Box Office Analysis for the
If your folks like serious stuff sincerely treated this
ag might to please them. But if they demand
ts of plot action, or any other kind of action ex■pting
delineation
find
here. straight
However.character
I believe
most fansthey
willwon't
not kick
er seeing the picture.
The film is one that will probably make the women
Ik a bit. and it is of chief interest to those of the
ntler sex. If your audience is composed largely
children, or if your patrons are in that class that
nnot appreciate "deep stuff" the film will not satisfy
em.
The production is a fairly strong program offering,
it if you ran Alice Joyce in "The Third Degree" be

Fans May Not Kick
Exhibitor

careful what you tell your people about this one.
While it is a good enough picture, it is by no means
a "Third Degree." However, you can perhaps get
a little more cash with this one by mentioning it as
Alice Joyce's latest offering.
In your advertising go strong on the "wealth don't
make happiness" idea. That 'always has been a favorite topic in the minds of most of us. and fans who
see the picture will agree with its teachings. Catchlines suggested: "If you thing that money can buy
happiness see Alice Joyce in 'The Spark Divine.' "
"A story of a beautiful girl whose icy heart was melted
by woman's greatest ambition — motherhood." "The
story of a woman who loved her baby less than as
a girl she loved her rag doll."

THE STRAND-NEW YORK
66 Days in U. B. O. Theatres
WM. FOX CIRCUIT-45 DAYS
18 Days— Tom Moore Theatres
exploitation campaign and that we immediately appealed to exhibitor commercial judgments.

America's greatest first runs and Circuits, representing the keenest exhibitor
judgments in the motion picture industry, have made an overwhelming demand for the greatest production of the
summer season of 1919. Their contracts
are in hand with playing dates set.

"Sahara," as was the million dollar success "Mickey," was turned down by the
First National Circuit and it now confounds their judgments by breaking house
records for First National's oiun members
who are booking "Sahara" as rapidly as
we can give them playing dates.

W. W. Hodkinson Corporation is glad
that it has selected one of the industry's
biggest productions for our remarkable

J.Parker ReadJr.'s
luxurious special production

in

TSy C. Gardner Sullivan

Personally Supervised by

is the greatest woman's picture of the year. Tense,
emotional, gripping. It is a picture made by masters.
It has color, atmosphere. When you look at it your
first thought is: "The producers must have spent
a quarter of a million dollars on this picture."
It is interesting to note attempted attacks on this

JttXun Qwan

successful picture by the men who also "turned
down" for First National distribution the highly
successful production, "The Unpardonable Sin."
In many of our Hodkinson offices we are now unable,
through business already taken under contract, to
give booking dates earlier than August.'

W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, Ney York Gty
Distributing through PATHE Exchange, Incorporated

LUBLINER

& TRINZ

CIRCUIT

Jake Wells'— 14 Days in Virginia
BALABAN & KATZ-CHICAGO
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Good Comedy Material Registers Quite Well
Taylor

Holmes

in

it is. Detail could have been watched more closely.
Instance, a title tells that a Wall Street editoo. tionFor
of a newspaper is received. Plainly on the screen
is seen a New York Sun — a morning newspaper. This
is but one instance of several small breaks.
Cleverly-introduced incident would have helped
those spots where just a bit of slowness
is evident.
All in all. however. "Upside Down" is a pretty good
comedy, and most fans will be willing to overlook a
few of the smaller things in view of the worth of the
comedy
as a whole.
Taylor Holmes has the sort of a part that he gets
away with best. He is a slave to emotion — which
takes the form of extreme love for his wife. His attentions bother Anna Lehr, the wife. She attends a
lecture of Harry Lee. the Swami, and he tells the
women that they are all slaves to domesticity — that
their souls are dwarfed by being tied to a husband,
etc Also attending the lecture is Ruby Hoffman, the
wife of Ray Appelgate, who is just the opposite of
Taylor — a man who is all attention to business and
no attention to Friend Wife. Both wives take the
Swami seriously and it is their endeavors to expand
their souls that lead to the amusing complications that
follow.
The whole action of the piece takes place within
the space of two days, and all concerned have a sternuous time of it after Anna tells Taylor that she wants
him to find a "reason" for divorce. It is that request
that sets Taylor's world upside down, and the way
he proves the world is upside down in the hotel he goes
to is funny. Taylor finds a "reason" in the person
of Ruby Hoffman, Ray's wife, and then things begin
to happen quite rapidly. After Ray has followed Taylor and Ruby on what he believes to be an elopement
both men find that they are in pretty nearly the same
boat.
So they both seek more "reasons."
Needless to say, they find them — find them with
quite often laughable consequences. They stage a
wine-party in a road-house, but there are not enough
"reasons" there to satisfy Ray, so they hire a cabaret.
Ray's "bun" is a funny one, but Taylor gets him to
sleep some time after dawn. While Ray is sleeping
off the effects of the night before Taylor puts one over
on him in a business way. Both wives believe their
husbands to be missing, and begin to feel that they
were not tied down by domesticity after all.
However, matters turn out to be not so bad, and
through amusing sequences both wives turn to their
husbands rather than follow the advice of the Swami.

"Upside Down"
Triangle
DIRECTOR
Lawrence C. Windom
AUTHOR
George Agnew Chamberlain
SCENARIO
BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
George W. Peters
AS A WHOLE
Broadly humorous "parlor" comedy that registers quite a number of laughs.
STORY
Adaptation
of story, "Lovely
Reason,"
which appeared in Harper's Bazaar; has lots
of comedy substance.
DIRECTION
Generally
takes only fair advantage of comedy possibilities; sometime permits slight over-acting.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Fair; sometimes
quite flat
CAMERA
WORK
Conventional
STAR
His usual telling comedy self
SUPPORT
Ray Applegate and Anna Lehr fitting
foils for star; Ruby Hoffman and Harry Lee
perform acceptably.
EXTERIORS
Nothing extra
INTERIORS
*
Good
enough
DETAIL
Not always what it should be; shows
several lapses.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,000 feet
IN "Upside Down" Triangle comes across with a
much better picture than the stuff they have been
putting out in recent weeks. The film is a broadly
humorous "parlor" comedy with enough mirth- provoking substance to make it acceptable to most fans.
It is an adaptation of the story, "Lovely Reason."
which appeared in Harper's Bazaar, and is largely a
travesty on the preachings of the many queer fakirs
who used to be so much in vogue with a certain class
of women — the kind of "Hindu Swami" who tells the
dear, foolish women that their souls are not in tune
with the Infinite, etc.
While the story is distinctly "there" with the sort
of stuff that goes to make up good comedy, the production of the piece could have been better — which does
not mean that it is not acceptable as it stands. But
the point is that with better direction, and a scenario
that showed a greater grasp of the story's possibilities,
the film would have been a much bigger attraction than

HERBERT

E. HANCOCK
Ncrw Directing

VIOLET

MERSEREAU
in

"The Collar Line"
H. £r H. PRODUCTIONS,

Inc.
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Appeal Not Limited to Star's Followers
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Taylor

Holmes

in

slides for a few days before the showing you can easily
attract a few comments with this one. Just run the
slide upside down on the screen for a moment, then
have the operator project the slide right side up.

"Upside Down"
Triangle

Don't leave it on the screen upside down too long — just
leave it that way long enough to make some remark,

Followers of Taylor Holmes will like him in his
latest picture, so if your folks are particularly strong
for him go heavy on his name.
There are more fans that are just aching for a
chance to laugh than there are fans who want heavy
drama, so with this one let your people know that
it is a clean comedy adapted from a successful story.
The title should come in for a heavy play as well as
the star's name, and if you are in the habit of using

The

New

"why, it's upside down." That will make
stick in the minds of many.

Taylor Holmes' latest is refined comedy and is fit
entertainment for family consumption. Calling attention to some of his previous successes may help. He
was the star in "A Pair of Sixes," "It's a Bear," "A
Regular Fellow" and "Taxi." Those who enjoyed
those photoplays will want to see this one. Tell
them so.

FRANCIS
FORD
Current Production

THE

the title

STUDIO

13

OF

MYSTERY
Featuring :

A

BB

I

IB

IB

FRANCIS

FORD

Serial in Eighteen

Parts

ST

BTT

Supported by Rosem; iry Theby
being directed by Mr.
by Louis Burston

Ford

and

to be

released

EH

L.

Ph
rnone:

The ft<
Francis Ford
Studio
;A

s70
>7V»5
6

Independent

6040 Sunset Boulevard,

Producer

„Harry ,nILlhs

Dean

Attorney & Gen. Manager

Hollywood, Cal.
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Married Life

Constance Talmadge in

"Happiness a la Mode"
Select

Edwards
Walter
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
Edwina
Levin
SCENARIO
BY
Alice Eyton
CAMERAMAN
James C. Van Trees
AS A WHOLE
Cleverly
constructed
photoplay
that
screens
married=life
psychology
convincingly and often amusingly.
STORY
Shows deep knowledge of the minds of
women and the ways of men; entertainingly
glosses over some ugly truths.
DIRECTION
Keeps
tempo
at just about right
pitch to register best, resulting in smoothness of presentation.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good; definition always
obtained.
LIGHTINGS. . . Illumination arranged for best effects
STAR
Will further endear
herself to fans by
her appearance in this one.
SUPPORT
Harrison
Ford very good; Betty
Schade
inclined to over-act
just a trifle;
others meet requirements.
EXTERIORS
Very few, but all proper
INTERIORS. .. .Tasteful
and proper sets throughout
DETAIL
Arranged to aid action without retarding it; some titles very well done.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Nothing
to offend;
understood best by adults.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
About
5,000 feet
THERE is much subtle humor, considerable drama,
;iii<l withal a whole lot of truth brought to the
screen ill "Happiness a la Mode." It is a photoplay
Dial treats convincingly anil often amusingly of married life in such a manner as to furnish satisfactory
entertainment. Add to the picture's basically good
eh incuts the presence in the stellar role of Constance
Talmadne and you have a very good picture.
Considerable credit is due those who have so successfully managed to screen married-life psychology
truthfully, yet so cleverly as to make it amusing despite its trueness to life. If the plot material in "Happiness a la Mode" had been treated just a bit less
Sympathetically the picture would have been heavy
patrimonial drama of no particular worth; treated as
it has been the plot substance becomes the means of
producing many appreciative chuckles. It is sure to
et over in tine style, especially with the married
folks.

HARRY

and Dramatically

the pail ol
The story shows a keen know led-.
ways Ol
the author of the minds of women and thecharacters
the
in
out
men. These factors are brought
to
given
are
they
lines
the
in
as
well
as
themselves
speak, via the titles. Then, too. there are some plain
one
truths glossed over in such a manner as to make
chuckle even while the pill is being swallowed. In
other words, the picture drives home a message and
makes you like it. This is chielly true of those seit is to gel a divorce, and
quences' showing how easy
vidence is sometimes framed
how conveniently tl
lent
even in a State whose statutes require a CO-reS]
as grounds for action.
Talmadge is a young wife who has enConstance
deavored to make her married life with Harrison Ford
a success by not doing those things a man is supposed to chafe at. She is not jealous, she never checks
up on Harrison, and lets him go lii* own sweet way.
Bui Betty Schade steps into the plot and makes a
play for Harrison, telling him that his wife does not
care Eor him any more or she would surely be interested in what he is doing;
Manlike. Harrison falls
for Hetty's li
f talk, ami tells Constance that they
must be' divorced. Constance remains silently acquiescent.
Through his attorney Harrison arranges the details
of the divorce. Constance goes through with her
part of the agreement, and an interlocutory decree is
awarded. Meanwhile Harrison has been paying attention to Hetty, who is doing all in her power to hold
him. But Constance is very wise and works with
cleverness
to win back her husband.
It is during these passages that much psychology
of a real and amusing sort is registered. It is a case
of woman against woman. Each meets the machinations of the other with subtle counter-moves. This
is done logically, and is made doubly interesting by its
ability to convince. Little by little Constance wins
Harrison back. Matters finally reach the stage where
he wants to take up life with her again. But she is
too wise for that.
During the passage immediately preceding Harrison's desire to start over again the author shows her
knowledge of the contrariness of man. and of a wife's
quick intuition in grasping the solution.
Betty's
on tricks
Harrison's
and like
his
wise
little jealousy
wife pullsgets
a few
that nerve,
make him
her more than ever. As a climax she feigns illness
and so arranges matters that Betty finds Harrison in
her arms. Both Betty and Constance begin to weep,
and proof of Constance's success is evidenced when
Harrison disregards Betty and consoles Constance.
who is still his wife.
Included in the cast are Myrtle Richelle. Paul Weigel, Thomas I). I'ersse and A. Fremont.

BEAUMONT
M. P. D. A.

Producing for Goldwyn
Latest Release

"One of the Finest"

TfcM45E7
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Folks Will Appreciate This Most

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Constance Talmadge in
If you want to build up your matinee business a bit
it might be done to a considerable extent with this
picture.
If such is the case go after the women.
"Happiness a la Mode"
Try to arouse their curiosity to a great enough exSelect
tent to make them want to see Constance Talmadge's
latest. They always fall for matrimonial stuff, and
Constance Talmadge has had quite a few successes
in
this
picture that line is so cleverly and amusingly,
of late, and her latest offering is going to add to her
presented that they will be well satisfied to have
list of followers considerably. But even aside from
seen it.
the presence in the film of Constance it is good motion
It is one thing to attract folks to your theater, am
picture entertainment, and should be welcomed by another
to satisfy them after you get them there
most fans.
"Happiness a la Mode" should do both. It is an offer
The offering is one that is bound to be very much
ing that will fit in a downtown house as well as
enjoyed, especially by the married folk. And if your
neighborhood theaters.
Besides the star's name there is also a title th
patronage is largely composed of adults I'd advise
going a bit strong on this one. You can say a lot of has admission-getting possibilities.
There is a goo<
good things about the picture without stretching the
line of stills available on this one, and use of them
truth.
in your lobby will probably help.

Alice Mann
in

THE

YELLOW
Will

EEL

Pack Your House
for Three Weeks

BECAUSE
1. It's a Three-Part Serial with a thrill a Minute
2. It tells a Government Story, heretofore Concealed
from the Public
3. It is Crowded with Romance and Mystery
4. It employs Hundreds of Extras and Settings that
can Never be Duplicated
5. It is a Smashing Fiction Story against a Background
of Solid Fact

Book It and Cash In!
Now In
Preparation
Distribution plans will
be announced later.

McCLURE

PRODUCTIONS

Berkeley Building

New

York
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Post- War Drama Dedicated to Woman
Stuart Holmes and Ellen Cassidy in

"The Other Man's Wife"
Frank Hall— Ind. Sales Corp.

Carl Harbaugh
IRECTOR
UTHOR
...BY".".*.'.'. V. .
Mary
Murillo
Murillo
Mary
CENARIO
Wm. Crowley
AMERAMAN
Post-war drama that has several
S A WHOLE
big moments; carries war flavor that should
be liked at present time.
Endeavors to prove woman-equality by
TORY
touching on what woman had to bear; "other
man's wife" end really incidental
to main
theme.
Successfully blends several lines of
'IRECTION
co-related action into rather forceful whole.
HOTOGRAPHY
Very good
Proper; some ordinarily-done night
IGHTINGS
battle stuff.
AMERA WORK .... Effective angles and ideas used
TARS
Stuart Holmes the suave and smooth society villain; Ellen Cassidy the wife.
Both
performances good.
UPPORT
Capably cast group of players; all do
sufficiently good work.
iXTERIORS
A few very good locations on New
York's East Side; others also fitting.
NTERIORS
Up to standard
JETAIL
Cleverly handled throughout; incident
introduced helps very much; titles good.
iHARACTER OF STORY
Shows unity of ideals
when war came.
.ENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
6,000 feet
"\ESPITE the fact that the war is over and the furJ ther fact that the war is the nucleus from which
The Other Man's Wife" grew, the picture still carles a big appeal and has enough dramatic force and
Duching moments to shape up. as a good attraction
or the present time. It is not a "war picture" in the
omnion meaning of the term, but nevertheless it is
raught with that deep spirit of Americanism
that
rried our army across the Rhine. But the film does
bt rely solely for its appeal on its Americanism; it
j a smoothly-running screen drama of more than orInary worth.
According to the foreword in a title, the picture is
edicated to woman because the part she played in

11

is Fairly Forceful

the war proved her man's equal. This thesis Is driven
home to a great extent not so much by straight exposition showing what part she took In the war as by
dramatic suggestion as to how she met the needs of
her men and her country. This is done through the
medium of screening the emotions and trials of several
representative New York families — families typical
of others throughout the country. There is the wealthy home, the East Side home, and the middle-class
home. All are touched by the draft, and the author
has cleverly interwoven things as to co-relate the
action,
of logic.perhaps sometimes just a trifle at the expense
In the wealthy home the husband leaves his butterfly wife and three children ; in the middle-class
home a youth leaves his mother and sister, and in the
East Side home the boy leaves his parents and three
sisters. Anyone who has been In service or who has
had men-folks in service is sure to get a thrill by
those sequences showing the men marching away to
training camp, and the brave emptiness that is left
in the home.
The picture gets its main title from the happenings
at the home of the wealthy woman whose husband has
gone away, although the incident introduced in those
sequences showing the other families is productive
of many response-getting passages.
Stuart Holmes is the lounge-lizard interloper who
endeavors to win the affections of the wife of the
man overseas. To gain his ends he even stoops so
low as to send a fake cablegram announcing the husband's death. But Ellen Cassidy has become less of a
butterfly than he supposes. However, she apparently
succumbs to his attentions and he believes that he
is going to grab a lot of coin by marrying her.
The armistice brings to a halt the fighting. Any
one who has passed through a soldier's homecoming
is going to get a bit of a thrill through those passages
showing the various soldier-members of the families
in the picture greeted by their loved ones.
But Fred Hartley, the wealthy husband, finds his
wife in Holmes' arms when he returns. She is struggling to free herself, telling Stuart that she was wise
to his low tactics all along, but that she had to use a
woman's weapons. This is a tense scene, especially
when Hartley refuses to respond to his wife's embraces. However, matters logically work themselves
out to the happy reunion of all the families concerned.
Besides those named the capable cast includes Evelyn Brent, Halbert Brown, Mrs. Garrison, George Jessel, Laura Newman, Regina Quinn and Danny Sullivan.

Worth a Moderately Strong Play to Almost Any House
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is a picture worth going a bit stronger on than
hal. It is by no means a great, big special to be
sploited to Kingdom Come and back again, but it is
pod enough to be deserving of quite a bit of work
your part, because with proper handling it is one
at ought to get the dough, and ought to satisfy the
►Iks who spend it.
Although the war is over the American spirit that
suited in its end is by no means dead, and "The
ther Man's Wife" is calculated to make a strong
ay on the deeper emotions of a people who have
st passed through the dark days. The film is one
at can be shown in almost any house with the askance that the majority of those who see it will
le it.
In your advertising go after the patronage of dislarged soldiers and their womenfolk and other relates— and that includes nearly everybody.
Say some-

thing like: "See the picture that is dedicated to woman
because of her part in the war; see how in many cases
it sometimes required greater courage for woman to
bear her burdens than it did for the boys to go over
the top." Or if your audiences usually are composed
mostly of women go after them strongest along the
same lines.
If you think your folks would stay away if they
thought this was a "war picture" in the common
meaning of the term — with lots and lots of battle
scenes— let them know that it is not such a picture —
that it is a screen drama with a big appeal. There
are very few battle scenes in the film, but there is considerable of the dramatic.
Then you have two pretty good box-oflice names to
use. Stuart Holmes and Ellen Cassidy have been appearing in quite a number of pictures together of late,
and coupling their names in the billing may bring in
a few extra shekels.

A BIRTHDAY

PRESENT

By Carl Laemmle, President
Universal Film Manufacturing

j"""""T IS a birthday present to
[ ^Y | you while the Universal is celebrating its
Seventh Anniversary, I now
give something of real value.
Take this tip and you'll
cash in on it later.
From now on, be more careful
than ever in all your showman's
career about the contracts you sign,
especially if any attempt is made to
sew you up with too many bookings
too far ahead.

Company

This means that the exhib
itor who manipulates hi:
bookings so that he will have
great quantities of open timt
will simply clean up a fortune
Last year when the GREAT BI(
PICTURES came along, you ha<
to shelve your regular bookings ii
order to make room; but you had t<
pay for the ones you shelved as wel
as for the ones you ran. That cos
you a pile of money. This yea
such a mistake would be more costl;
than ever, because you would havi
to shelve more stuff than ever.
Never before was the business so firm!
based on merit as it will be during the com

Never in all the history of the business
were so many GREAT BIG SPECIAL
PRODUCTIONS released as you will see
this Fall. There will be so many that you
simply cannot afford to be tied up with
bookings on ordinary pictures.

ing season.
I have seen enough of what the Universa
is now doing at Universal City to welcom
more than ever a straight out and out figh
for business on the basis of MERIT

Every producer in the business, including the Universal, is trying to outdo every
other producer in the matter of making
something out of the ordinary; something
that will make the releases of the past year
seem childish by comparison,

You've got the business right where yl
want it. Keep it there. Throw away yoi

ONLY. That's the only basis you oug
to stand for!

fountain pen so you
you don't have to
open for prosperity
of open time all the

can't sign jfor anythii
have. Keep the d(
and profits. Keep 1(
time!

( Written at Universal City, Cat., fune, 1919.)
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Trite Farce Plot Doesn't Yield Enough Substance for Six-Reel Comedy
June Caprice and Creighton

Hale in

"Oh, Boy!"
Albert

Capellani

Prod. — Pathe

Distr.

DIRECTOR
Albert Capellani
AUTHORS
P. (i. Wodehouse and Guy Bolton
SCENARIO BY
Albert Capellani
CAMERAMAN
Lucien Andriot
AS A WHOLE
Farce that doesn't register much;
conventional plot complications lack real hu
morons substance.
STORY
Adaptation of musical comedy that was
very popular a few seasons ago.
DIRECTION. . . .Strong on detail and keeps the acting
in an animated mood.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Clear
LIGHTINGS
Nothing out of the ordinary
CAMERA
WORK
Good
STARS
Creighton Hale would be more amusing
if he appeared less self' conscious; June Ca=
price merely smiles through the picture.
SUPPORT
W.H. Thompson carries off first acting honors as the prohibition judge; Zena
Keefe vivacious in character of musical com=
edy favorite.
EXTERIORS
Most of them
photographed in a
suburban town, football game played at a
stadium.
INTERIORS
Attractively furnished
DETAIL
So much of it that it sometimes retards
the action unnecessarily; one conspicuous
break in the signature of a letter when prin=
cipal is spelled "pie."
CHARACTER OF STORY
College town farce
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,700 feet
EVERYBODY worked hard to make this funny, but
somehow the laughs aren't there. These college
low 11 farces with a girl and boy romance — secret marriage and everything — at the basis of the plot, require
something out of the ordinary in treatment if they
are going to be really entertaining and it sure is hard
to detect the needed touch of comedy inspiration in
Six reels are much too much for a plot of this description. Itis one thing to build up a musical comedy
Albert Capellani's production of "Oh, Boy !"
on a framework such as that provided by P. G. Wodehouse and Guy Bolton, and it is quite another to make
it answer
the purpose
of a prolonged
feature film.

Title is Biggest Asset.

Padding becomes necessary,
in filling out this pro
duction undue prominence was accorded characters and
scenes of relatively small importance.
For Instance, there is the stock farce figure of the
rube constable who relentlessly pursues the woman
who gave him a black eye in ;i cafe brawl. Considering that all of the Bettings indicate a modern town
that certainly would have an up-to-date police force,
this character seems particularly out of place. Flora
Finch (Old-timers will be glad to see her on the screen
again) also is pxpected to get more Laughs than her
opportunities warrant .
She is the prim maiden aunt (you have seen the
type on the stage many 1 inns 1 who has never touched
a drop in her life, until she unwittingly partakes too
freely of liquor served in a tea pot, indicating through
facial expressions the approach of intoxication. A
few Hashes of these scenes would be enough. Also,
exception may be taken to the prominence given the
football game in the concluding reels, except that it
offers something to cut back to when an interruption
is needed.
The outcome of the game has no bearing on the
story and the audience is not expected to be interested
in the result. Even the college students seem surprisingly indifferent, for a whole flock of them leave
the stadium to visit the college inn while the game
is still on. As soon as time has been called, the
cheering collegians stream into a classroom to listen
to a paper on prohibition by W. H. Thompson as the
temperance judge, who a short time before visited a
gay resort to get evidence and fell off the wagon with
a crash.
An idea of the plot may be given in a few words.
June Caprice and Creighton Hale wed secretly. June's
parents and Creighton's wealthy aunt must be appeased, therefore, in accord with time-honored fane
conventions, the authors allow the young people to
"get
something
on" their elders which may be used t-o
force their consent.
A musical comedy star, Zena Keefe, helps a lot \>y
getting the judge drunk, and then there is Flora
Finch's unfortunate experience with the stimulating
tea. To prevent these indiscretions being made public, the prohibition advocates are obliged to sanction
the marriage and June and Creighton start on a honeymoon. Of course, the story has a number of ramifications in working through to a happy solution of
the romance.
Zena Keefe is really more prominent in the picture
than June Caprice, who smiles considerably more than
she acts.
Creighton Hale never seems quite natural.

Names of Stars Will Help

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The title of this picture is a real box office asset.
Raeked by the right sort of publicity it ought to assure good business. There have been few musical
comedies of recent years more widely approved than
"Oh, Boy!" and through the medium of road comp inies it has been made familiar to theatergoers in
many communities outside of the large cities.
You can't go too strong in emphasizing that this is
U si rccn version of the P. G. Wodehouse — Guy Bolton
1 icci ss. for if your patrons have seen the stage perf irmance it is a safe bet that they will remember the
title and be interested in a pictorial adaptation of a
play that they enjoyed. No doubt most of the exploitation paper furnished you will carry out the musical comedy idea, which is the best money-getting
angle in connection with the film.

Supplementing the title there are other publicity
possibilities in the names of the two stars, both of
whom have achieved considerable renown, June Caprice
with the Fox company and Creighton Hale with
Pathe. Probably you will agree that there is nothing
extraordinary about their contribution to this film,
but that is no reason why you should fail to profit by
two names which have been widely exploited.
I'se portraits of the stars with equal prominence;
then in your lobby display don't fail to include enough
chorus girl scenes to carry the impression that you are
offering a musical comedy adapted to the screen. Fans
that keep tabs on directors know Capellani. Announce, "Oh, Boy !" as an Albert Capellani production.

You Can Have Lots of Fun
Making Money
i/.y. >.g,'..Jw;i.i,ji.l.'.'.«T.W.,.%".'.V.'??P

Why not? Even the exhibitors laugh at the
Taylor Holmes Comedies. His humor is contagious.
Think of the Exhibitors who in addition to pocketing profits — are laughing with their audiences.
Wise is the showman who compels his audiences
to leave bis house with that feeling of good
humored content.
Tlicy'll surely come back for more.

TAYLOR

HOLMES

"Upside Down"
Then if you haven't already shown "It's a Bear,"
"A Regular Fellow" and "Taxi" you'll be compelled to do so by popular demand.
Lose no time. Start at once to create the Holmes
Habit of Happy Patronage.
Each Holmes comedy teems with laughable but
logical
human. situations. They grip because they're
Released by

Triangle Distributing Corporation
1457 Broadway

New York
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Cast and Presentation Contribute Greatly to Hall Gaine's Drama
Jesse L. Lasky Presents

"The Woman

Thou Gavest Me"

Paramount-Artcraft

Special

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
STORY

Hugh
Ford
Hall Caine
Beulah Marie Dix
William Marshall
Exceptionally fine cast and excellent production are outstanding features of
emotional drama.
The in
plottheof main.
Hall Caine's novel has been
followed

DIRECTION
Makes good use of possibilities for
dramatic conflict; gives the scenes plenty of
atmosphere.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Many genuinely artistic effects
CAMERA WORK
Angles on picturesque garden
locations particularly well judged to bring
out the beauty of soft lightings.
PLAYERS
Katherine
MacDonald
portrays
the
wife with much feeling; Fritzi Brunette
scores in contrasting role; Jack Holt, Milton
Sills and Theodore Roberts contribute interesting characterizations.
EXTERIORS
Have
variety
and
look correct,
whether the action leads to Scotland, Egypt
or India.
INTERIORS
Up to the standard of a special pro=
duction.
DETAIL
Director Ford didn't miss any chances
to give the picture class.
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Argues
against
a
woman being forced into a loveless marriage.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,ooi feet
'rpHE Woman Thou Gavest Me" has big moments,
Jt it has intensity and emotional feeling, and Director Ford has supplied the production with many
strikingly tine scenes. It carries throughout the quality of a special in all matters pertaining to the presentation. Weaknesses that exist are in the story
that tapers off to a lame conclusion, leaving a sense
|of incompleteness.
The development of the last reel is so surprisingly
abrupt that I am inclined to believe that the film
cutter had a hand in hastening the climax. It is not
in accord with the careful advancement of the story
in earlier sequences, many of them colorful, dramatic

Worth Using as a Special.

and marked by character touches that help to give the
picture the thrill of life.
One follows the unhappy wife during her tribulations, from the day of her forced marriage to the
dissolute Lord K.i.i, through the misery of her life in
India, the fateful meeting with her former sweetheart, hei surrender to love, the months of seclusion
in France, where the Child is horn, and her fight
to earn a livelihood when she returns to London.
As a last resort, the mother, believing that the
father of her child had died in an arctic expedition,
descends to the streets of London on a foggy night
lo sell herself. The first man she approaches is Milton Sills, her lover, whom she does not recognize in
the dim light. After a moment of startled greetings,
the two enter a cab and disappear into the night.
Here the story, brought to an acutely tragic situation, virtually ends. The next scene shows a happy
family group on a beautiful estate, the child having
reached an age when he can sail toy boats on the
Where most pictures err on the side of prolonging
pond.
the action after the climax has been reached, this
goes to the other extreme by making too sharp a
break and leaving an audience with the impression
that a happy ending has been tagged on • before the
tale has been fully told. Incidentally, in Hall Caine's
novel, the woman died.
Forgetting the inconclusive conclusion, the picture deserves to be classed as a fine example of modern screencraft. It shows commendable care for
detail on the part of the director in scenes which
cover an exceptionally wide area. Much is made of
the marriage ceremony in the opening reel ; then there
are the sequences in India, all very atmospheric, followed by those in Egypt, others showing the icebound Polar expedition and finally some excellent night
fog effects on a London street.
Settings are always right and it would have been
difficult to find a more harmonious quartet of players
for the leading roles than Katherine MacDonald, Jack
Holt, Milton Sills and Fritzi Brunette. Miss MacDonald's beauty is of the English type. Her cool
restraint is well contrasted with the exotic temperament of Fritzi Brunette as the mistress of Jack Holt
in the character of Katherine's husband. Holt conveys the manner of an aristocrat to the life, whereas
Sills is commandingly straightforward as the explorer.
Theodore Roberts supplies a finished character sketch
as the irreconcilable Scotchman.
Acting is an especially important factor in a picture of this type, for indifferently presented the story
would become tritely melodramatic.

Title and Name of Author Will Attract

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You're safe in booking this as a special, giving it
jpublicity designed to make folks realize that you are
[offering something out of the program rut. In many
[communities, if you handle it properly, "The Woman
[Thou Gavest Me" ought to be good for several days.
First of all, it is a woman's picture, presenting a
woman's problem and centering sympathy on the wife
[who is made to contract a repugnant marital relationship. Of course, the question of forced marriages
does not enter into American life, but that does not
lessen the emotional appeal of the drama as unfolded
mere. The story doesn't point much of moral, unless
you want to believe that love is stronger than law
(and the conventions of society.
"The
Woman
Thou
Gavest
Me"
is probably
the
toiost popular of Hall Caine's books in this country

and although it was published many years ago it no
doubt still enjoys a steady sale. You should be able
to arrange co-operative advertising with local bookdealers.
For advertising pull, the title and the name of
the author are of greater value than the- players in
a production of this description, although the cast
should not be slighted. Then be sure to let folks know
that it is a special directed by Hugh Ford, one of the
leading directors in the Famous Players-Lasky organization.
Catchlines: "Should a woman be forced to live
with a husband whom she does not love? See how
the question is answered in Hall Caine's powerful
drama, 'The Woman Thou Gavest Me'." Or, "Is
love stronger than the marriage law? See 'The
Woman Thou Gavest Me,' by Hall Caine.' "

The Biggest Little Novelty
on the Screen

By

"Topplitsky Says"
AARO

N

HOFF

MAN

—Every Flash A Laugh— A Tonic
For the Jaded
Film Appetite —
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Study of Rural Tvpes in Fair Comedy-Drama
where complications are sometimes
most convenient
manner.
"Better Times"
DIRECTOR
King W. Vidor
AUTHOR
King W. Vidor
SCENARIO
BY
King W. Vidor
CAMERAMAN
William
Thornley
AS A WHOLE
Entertaining study of rural types
for most part; enjoyable if not always plaus=
ible.
STORY
Built up mostly on incident and coincidence; often uses easiest way out of complications.
DIRECTION. . . .Responsible for many human touches
and bits that register well.
PHOTOGRAPHY. .Varies between mediocre and good
LIGHTINGS
Nothing
unusual
CAMERA
WORK
Acceptable
STAR
A pretty and often clever girl of more or
less the Sis Hopkins type.
SUPPORT
Good character work done by players
EXTERIORS
Excellent
country-village
stuff;
boarding-school locations pretty.
INTERIORS
In keeping with requirements
DETAIL
It is the wealth of detail that makes
the offering attractive; excellently registered
atmosphere throughout; some few discrep=
ancies.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Thoroughly clean and
wholesome.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
About 4,900 feet

In a large measure the picture concerns the destinies
parts.
of
two run-down hotels in a small town whose boast
is a spring with wonderful healing powers, but whose
fame has dwindled with the years. Zasu is the
daughter of the owner of the Lakeview, William DeVaull. whose philosophy is to "get all you can any
way you can — without working or bothering too
much." Spurred on by the motto on a calendar, Zasu
goes after trade with a Ford that hasn't run since
IDOL'. She gets one guest at the station. The ride
in the old bus from the hotel and return is rather an
amusing sequence.
Naturally Zasu becomes interested in the city feller
and he in her. But after David Butler and Zasu have
made the hotel very successful David is called to town
by a telegram. Zasu thinks he has deserted her, and
her father aids that belief. A bold gambolier comes
to the rival hostelry from the city, with the ultimate
result
that Zasu's
fatherhowever,
gambles and
awayZasu
his gets
hotel.
He
is drowned
in the lake,
$6,000
insurance money.
Here the action shifts to a fashionable boarding
school, where Zasu is given a chance to get over more
of her appeal. When the other girls receive letters
from their sweethearts, Zasu claims a big league ball
player as her fiance — carrying out the deception by
writing letters to herself. Zasu is very much nonplussed when a party is arranged at which she is to
meet the ball player. But everything turns out all
right when the big league player proves to be the
young man that first won Zasu's hand at the country
hotel.

A

GOOD, clean picture that ought to get over fairly
well is "Better Times." The film is just a trifle
out of the ordinary run in that it gets away from the
"eternal triangle" ami kindred heavy stuff, and may be
classed as a comedy-drama of fair worth.
Basically the picture is a study of types. It will be
enjoyed particularly by those familiar with the sort of
rural characters depicted, because it runs quite true
to lite in that direction, and anyone who ever has met
up with the kind of village folk brought to the screen
in the offering — and many of us have — will be able
to appreciate them the more. For the most part the
realness of the characters is entertaining in itself, and
the manner in which their characteristics are brought
out is productive of appreciation. There is just enough
thread of story running through the reels to hold
together the wealth of incident and detail.
< »f course, to thoroughly enjoy the story in its screen
telling, the viewer must put himself into such a frame
of mind as to be willing to overlook a few spots where
plausibility is considerably stretched, and a few places

AMERICAN

glossed over in the

It is Director Yidor's handling 61 the types that
makes them so real. Through small, but nevertheless
important touches in his character drawing, he registers those points most essential in this sort of work.
He also carries the small-town atmosphere at all times,
and shows a knowledge of the lives and customs of
village folk.
Zasu Pitts is a pretty ami sometimes clever girl.
In the picture she has sort of a Sis Hopkins role, and
sin. is particularly fitted to play it. The quaint philosophy introduced through the medium of mottoes OD
a calendar and Zasu's manner of putting that philosophy into effect are sure to get a humorous response.
There are many sequences with a broadly humorous
appeal, and some that rely on their subtlety for appreciation.
On the whole the supporting cast is very good, but
David Butler is not always an ideal leading man. He
is inclined often to over-act. Good character work is
done by Jack McDonald and William DeVaull. Hugh
Fay and George Ilackathorne are adequate in their

Brentwood — Robertson-Cole — Exhibitors Mutual

FILM

CO., Inc. Presents

MARGARITA

FISHER
in

"Trixie

From

By Agnes C. Johnston

A story of stageland and the chorus
girl who thought she could leave it for
a home and husband.
EXHIBITOR

COMMENT

Produced by
American film COMPANY, inc.
Samuel S. Hutchinson. Pres.

ON

Broadway"

Directed by Roy W. Neill

A snappy, fast moving, melodramatic
^comedy-drama with a surprise finish.
One of Fisher's best.

RECENT

FISHER

RELEASES:

"Elegant entertainment." — "Big business two days."
— "Splendid picture to big business." — "Good picture,
good
puller."— "Delighted
our
patrons."— "Three
days
to capacity
business." — "Fisher
productions
very popular.'"
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Promise Your Patrons a Good, Wholesome Story
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"Better Times"

on the strength of that announcement
be disappointed.

Brentwood— Robertson=Cole— Exhibitors Mutual

they

will not

•This is the sort of stuff that most fans like, and it
Is enough out of the usual run of program stuff to
make them satisfied.

If you showed your people "The Turn in the Road"
and made money with it there's no reason in the world
why this picture shouldn't do the same for you. While
"Better Times" is not exactly the same sort of a picas "The
in entertainment
the Road," it can
it in turethe
senseTurn
of its
value.be likened to j

You may have a little trouble in getting folks into
your theater in view of the fact that there is no big
name to attract them. Zasu Pitts is virtually an unknown to movie audiences, but her performance in
this offering will start a following. Probably the best
way to handle this would be to promise your people a
pleasing picture — wholesome, and fit for the whole
family to enjoy.
If you can bring them to your house

So in your exploitation concentrate on the picture's
subject matter rather than on names.
Catchlines : "How a modern Sis Hopkins brought
better times to a small town — and to herself." "The
story of a girl who outgrew her village surroundings,
but who retained its wholesomeness." "Did you ever
live in a small town? If you did come to the Blank
Theater and see some of your old friends and acquaintances in 'Better Times'."

The
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Evelyn Nesbit is at Her Best in Forcefully Presented Drama
Evelyn Nesbit in

"My Little Sister"

Fox
DIRECTOR
Kenean
Buel
AUTHOR
.
Elizabeth Robins
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Joe Ruttenberg
\S A WHOLE
Unpleasant theme forcefully
handled, picture has suspense and grip to an
unusual degree.
STORY. .. .Adaptation of novel by Elizabeth Robins,
concerns the abduction of a young English
girl.
DIRECTION
Keeps
an air of sinister mystery
throughout
and keys the acting in a more
restrained
mood
than is customary
in Fox
mellers.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies, sometimes lacks clearness.
LIGHTINGS
Occasionally
harsh, but the night
effects are passable.
:AMERA
WORK
Nothing exceptional
STAR
Shows
improvement
in conveying
emo=
tion through facial expressions; scores points
without over-reaching.
SUPPORT
Lillian Hall suits role of "the little
sister;" good types for characters in house of
ill repute.
EXTERIORS
Not many used except in night
scenes in concluding reels.
NTERIORS
Some elaborate sets are given the
appearance of depth and solidity.
)ETAIL
Doesn't call for particular comment
HARACTER OF STORY
Not the thing for im=
pressionable young people.
ENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,900 feet
TNQUESTIONABLY this fulfills one of the first mis■J sions of a photoplay, in that it grips and holds the
fctention. The first half of the picture is not remarkpie; but it is necessary in furnishing an adequate
nekground for the really vital passages of the tragic
tory. unfolded with unusual skill after the two inno;nt young country girls are removed to London and
apped in a notorious resort patronized by wealthy
bertines.
The story is sensational and brutally unpleasant,
kit in this it is merely a faithful visualization of Elizaeth Robin's novel, which caused something of a stir
men
it was
published
a number
of years
ago.

Whether subjects of this kind belong in theaters
where many of the patrons arc children, is doubtful,
but at all events the Fox organization must be credited
with having turned out a good picture of its type.
Those who are not familiar with the plot will find
suspense and mystery In abundance In following the
experiences of the sisters after they have left the train
at the London station and entered an automobile, presumably with their wealthy aunt whom they have
never seen.
Scenes at the palatial house — a house with barred
windows — to which the girls are taken, are given an
ominous atmosphere, just the atmosphere caught by
the author in her novel. Here Director Kenean Buel
was fortunate in his selection of types — the sinister
servants that look like what they actually are, jailers,
and the musts at the dinner party arranged by "The
Grey Hawk," who is posing as the aunt of the unsuspecting sisters.
Perhaps you have never given Evelyn Nesbit credit
for being much of an actress, in which case it is time
to revise your opinion, at least to the extent of regarding her performance in this picture from an unbiased
viewpoint. As I sec it, she plays the part of the
elder sister more effectively than it probably would
have been presented by many an actress possessing
more technical accomplishments.
Repression and an indication of intense feeling are
two of the prime requisites of the impersonation. Miss
Nesbit has the personality, supplemented by the requisite art, to meet these demands. In a sketchy way,
the situation stands like this when the burden of the
performance rests upon the star.
The two girls, ensnared in the web of "The Grey
Hawk." instinctively feel a menacing strangeness in
the atmosphere surrounding them. One man in the
party takes pity on the unfortunates to the extent of
telling Evelyn what sort of a place she has fallen into
and making possible her escape without alarming the
others. There is an undercurrent of feeling in these
scenes which carries across to the audience.
And the suspense so well created, is carried through
subsequent
showing
efforts
cue her littlepassages
sister, who
she wasEvelyn's
forced to
leave toin resthe
house of iron bars. Nearly insane from grief, she
reaches the home of her aunt, but she failed to note
the address of the building in which Lillian is held
captive. Minutes are precious, but everything conspires to thwart her. Finally, after she has locared
the drunken taxi driver who drove her from the
house, there is a fatal accident, killing the only man
who can guide the police to the rescue. The little
sister is never found.

Easy to Advertise in a Sensational Way For Transient Trade
Box Office Review for the Exhibitor
It is up to you to use your own judgment about
lowing a picture of this description. For a conservave family patronage, I would say "no" ; for a tranent crowd, I would say "yes." The story is in on
nse immoral; it is merely a frank and dramatic
atment of an unpleasant phase of human rotteniss. There is no fundamental reason why a story
culated in book form should not be shown on the
reen.
From a box office standpoint, Evelyn Nesbit comes
ar to being an ideal star for "My Little Sister."
eople expect to see her in subjects of this kind and
r name works in well with a sensational line of
vertising. It is safe to assume that many of your
trons recall Elizabeth
Robins'
novel, so don't fail

to make it clear that the picture is based on the book.
You can bet that any of your folks that read the story
will want to see how it looks on the screen.
Go easy, however, on the use of the term "white
slave," for it is connected in the public mind with too
many productions that are merely cheaply salacious.
Rather work along the sympathetic idea suggested by
the title. Call it the story of an innocent girl trapped
in a great city never failing to emphasize Evelyn
Nesbit as the chief character.
Fans always take an interest in the personal careers
of actresses, especially if they have been as unusual as
that of Miss Nesbit. For the benefit of those unfamiliar with the tragic incidents in her life it would be
well to print brief biographical sketches.

— and read what
Harry ^ichenbach thinks
about advertising in Wid's 'Daily
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Wid's Daily,
71 West 44 St.,
Hew York City.
Gentlemen !I want you to know how much the Uacauley Company appreoiate
the extremely fine results they have obtained from their
advertising campaign in your paper.
When we were using your medium exclusively, we received
inquiries from every part of the United States, from buyers,
distributors and exhibitors; and we believe we owe it to
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share of the appropriations made.
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Surface Meller Is Old Stuff.
Betty Compson

and George Larkin in

"The Devil's Trail"
World
DIRECTOR
Stuart Paton
AUTHOR
Frank
Beresford
SCENARIO
BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Loosely constructed surface meller with lots of the old dance hall stuff; one
pretty good free=for=all fight.
STORY
Follows same lines as scores of others;
yarn about Northwest Mounted Police and a
mighty mean willun.
DIRECTION
Never
gets out of the welUworn
rut followed in making this sort of picture.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Not always of the best; sometimes poor.
LIGHTINGS
Ordinary
CAMERA WORK
A few fair long shots of West=
ern scenery.
STARS
Go through their appointed tasks in cas=
ual manner; George Larkin peps up a bit in
last reel.
SUPPORT
Nothing to brag about on the part of
any of the players.
EXTERIORS
Some fair locations used.
INTERIORS
Few, and very conventional
DETAIL
Little attention
paid to anything but
main plot.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Typical dance=hall at=
mosphere introduced.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,693 feet

CONSIDERED as a cheap picture "The Devil's Trail"
is not so bad ; considered as a production deserving
of attention among up-to-date films it ranks very low.
The picture is a loosely-constructed surface meller
without rhyme or reason, directing its appeal chiefly
to those who want their screen fiction raw and unseasoned by sense or plausibility. There is absolutely
nothing new in the offering; throughout it is old stuff
with a mean and wicked willun always trying to do
somebody dirt for no other reason than that the picture must fill five reels.
[ The finished product looks as if a few men had gotten together and said, "Let's make a picture, hey?"
Well, they did — borrowing situations from wherever
it was handiest to get them, dragging stuff in by the

Has Fair Fight Scenes

heels, and smoothing out some of the rough spots with
SUb-titles. The result is a Sim that is so nmeh like
a score of others of its ola^s that it carries the family
earmarks
indelibly.
Never does the offering get out of the rut. There lfl
little attempt On the part of the players to do anything
other than merely so through their parts as casually as
possible until the fifth reel, when things snap up a hit.
For the most part the early reels are just a procession
of scenes more than an attempt to tell a connected
story — you know, lots of that "After many weary
months" and "Twelve years later" stuff in the titles.
(tf plot substance there is not an abundance, with
the consequence that the story is very slow in its
screen telling — it takes a mighty lot of footage to register Inconsequential matters, and the observer generally is one or two jumps ahead of the story.
The chief claims to distinction in the picture are
probably the light scenes in the bar room. During
some of these passages there are staged some "thrilling" tights, and when George Larkin. in the climaxsequence, whales into about forty rough-neck miners,
fighting them with anything that comes handy, things
sure fly around that old dance-hall.
While the story concerns the Northwest Mounted
Police and the lawlessness of a new gold camp for the
most part, and while some of the characters wear
heavy clothes and furs, others wear summer attire.
There is no snow stuff or cold-weather atmosphere
introduced.
Fred M. Maletesta, the willun, starts out early in
the picture with his dirty work by selling booze to
the Indians. Then he nonchalantly kills the wife of
a Northwest Policeman, and "elopes" with the young
daughter, Claire DuBrey.
"Twelve years later" Betty Compson, the Sergeant's daughter, is grown up. Claire and a gang of
other dance-hall girls are brought to the new gold
camp from Alaska by Malatesta and he and William
Quinn, proprietor of that thai- hell hole of iniquity,
start some more dirty work. George Larkin, as Sergeant McNair, comes to the gold camp to clean it up.
Along about here the viewer is treated to a brutal
exhibition of woman-beating on the part of Maletesta.
Anyhow, the plot soon reaches the point where the
willun has Betty and George Larkin in his clutches.
Aided by Claire, George begins to fight for the girl
he loves. It is in these scenes that the big scraps are
staged. To many the fight will be "thrilling." George
pulls a few7 of the stunts for which he is famous, and
everything turns out as well as possible when the
saloon gang is cleaned up by the Northwest Policemen.

Will Be Appreciated Only in Cheaper Houses
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Out in the "sticks"
this one will get by fairly
[well. It is purely surface stuff, but containing enough
k'illainy and cross-purposes on the parts of the characers to satisfy that large body of fans who want their
creen fiction raw.
The sort of an audience that is
n the habit of wildly applauding when the hero puts
ne over on the willun and finally rescues the shero
rom his clutches will like the film.
But if you have a particular clientele that demands
the best in photoplay entertainment pass this one by.
rThey will probably laugh at it, for the offering is indicative of that sort of meller that used to be in vogue
pome years ago.
However, if your patrons have been satisfied with
the pictures World has been releasing of late, they

will probably be glad to see this one. There are several names in it that are familiar to patrons of houses
that go strong on the cheaper program stuff, and if
you do run and advertise "The Devil's Trail" I'd advise capitalizing as heavily as possible on names.
Betty Compson has quite a number of followers,
chiefly through her work in comedies. George Larkin
has a widely-spread reputation for his dare-devil stunts
in the old General Film series, and is at present receiving considerable exploitation in connection with a
current serial.
Other names that may be familiar to your patrons —
especially if they have followed Universal pictures for
any length of time- — are Claire DuBrey, Fred M. Maletesta, William Quinn, H. C. Carpenter, Howard
Crampton, Robert Magowan and J. J. France.
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Adaptation of Stage Comedy Contains Some Sophisticated Humor
Olive

Thomas

in

"Upstairs and Down"
Selznick=Select
DIRECTOR
Charles Giblyn
AUTHORS
Frederick and Fannie Hatton
SCENARIO
BY
Lillian Ducy
CAMERAMAN
Lewis W. Physioc
AS A WHOLE
Some amusing situations in the
presentation
of a story supposed
to reveal
life in the fast set; sympathy is lacking.
STORY .... Adaptation of stage play by the Hattons
DIRECTION
Succeeds in giving the settings and
characters a certain "smartness."
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS. . . .A few pretty effects, but more might
have been made of the beach scenes at night.
CAMERA
WORK
Satisfactory
STAR
Does her best work as the baby vamp in
the action toward the close when she is at
tempting to win Robert Ellis.
SUPPORT
Ellis suits role of the romantic young
Irishman, others fill needs of the story.
EXTERIORS
Those representing polo field and
grounds surrounding a Long Island estate are
first rate.
INTERIORS
Up to the mark
DETAIL
Titles get as many laughs as the ac=
tion; many
of them
evidently
were
taken
from
the play; "Midnight
Frolic"
scenes
well presented.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Concerns the idle rich
and their loose morals.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,500 feet
CONSIDERING the material he had to work with, the
need for a certain reticence in the treatment of an
unwholesome play and the desirability of arousing
some semblance of sympathy for a decidedly artiflcal
group of characters. Director Charles Giblyn did a
commendable piece of work in •"Upstairs and Down."
Some of his scenes are first rate, although taken
all in all they didn't build up much of a story. And
here again, there is mer-ely another illustration of the
old saying, "You can't make bricks without straw."
"Upstairs and Down" is rather short on straw of the
kind needed by a producer of photoplays.

The Hattons wrote a cynical smart set comedy that
scored on Broadway largely because it gained a reputation of being risque. The lines were as broadly suggestive as the playwrights dared to make them and the
characters both upstairs and down, meaning in the
dnwingroom and the kitchen, were a pretty worthless
lot.
The picture, in tone at least, is an improvement on
its stage parent. You don't need to be afraid of it on
that score, although it isn't going to increase 'the respect with which simple-minded folk regard the idle
rich. Probably it will give almost everybody a few
laughs
forgetdeep.
about it, for this isn't
the sortand
of athen
filmthey
that will
strikes
"Baby Vamp" has become a household word. No
community is complete without one or two innocenteyed, wiser-than-their-years young women who steal
the men from their mature sisters. The baby vampi
received her name and her first boost to fame in
"Upstairs and Down." This is the part rilled by
Olive Thomas in the picture, and she makes full use
of "the baby stare." kittenish mannerisms and the
plea, after she has been caught in some bit of trickery, "But you know. I'm only a child."
Miss Thomas is entertaining even if she isn't appealing, the part forbids that, and the p.ot .s so arranged that she is kept in the foreground most of the
time. Incidentally, it may be remarked that the]
"downstairs" element in the play is touched on only
casually
with the
introduction
a disap-'
proving butler
and occasional
a valet who
forces hisofattentions
on the maid.
The baby vamp is content to be engaged to David
Butler, a tactless sort of a lover, as long as other
emotional episodes are not interfered with. Robert
Ellis, a young Irishman belonging to the polo set, at- 1
tracts her in particular and she inveigles him into accompanying her 011 a pleasure jaunt to New York, all
perfectly innocent, of course.
Olive's sister, Rosemary Theby, visits the Long
Island house party the following day and stages an
automobile accident that she may be rescued by the
fascinating Irishman. We are asked to believe that
they fall genuinely in love with each other at first
siirht. whereupon the baby vamp becomes meanly
jealous and concocts a story about Ellis having taken
advantage of her childish love and trust.
After things have been messed up for a while, she
admits that she was lying and consents to an elopement with her fiance, who, suddenly assuming caveman tactics, becomes really attractive in her eyes.

Most Likely to Get Across in Big

City Theaters

Box Office Analysis for the Theater
The kication of your theater and the kind of a
crowd you are trying to reach must be considered in
estimating the box office value of "Upstairs and
Down." It strikes me as being essentially a city show,
or at any rate one best adapted to please a moderately
sophisticated audience. There is not much that can
be called heart interest and the worldly-wise attitude
of the characters may not exactly fit in with the ideas
of a family group.
For the benefit of fans that keep track of the movements of their favorites and are interested in the producing organization with which they, are allied, it
might be well to make some fuss about this being the
first of Olive Thomas' pictures under the Selznick
management.
The young star has received
enough

publicity in the past to assure some interest in her
present activities.
Although the play "Upstairs and Down" probably
is much better known in New York than elsewhere,
the title is worth something. Refer to the picture as
an adaptation of Frederick and Fannie Hatton's sensational Broadway stage success dealing with the life
of the millionaire smart set. Bring in some mention
of the baby vamp in all of your exploitation, for she is
made the central character of the story.
Catchlines: "Did you ever meet a real baby vamp?
Olive Thomas will introduce you to the model for all
vamps in 'Upstairs and Down' at the Blank Theater."
Or: "How does a baby vamp work? Olive Thomas will
show you in 'Upstairs and Down'." Another one:!
"Don't miss Olive Thomas as the baby vamp in the
smart sot- cnmpiiv. 'Upstairs and Down'."
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Star the Whole Show in Good Comedy-Drama
Viola

Dana

in

"Some Bride"
Metro
DIRECTOR
SUPERVISED
BY
AUTHORS
SCENARIO BY

Henry Otto
Maxwell
Karger
Anne and Alice Durfy
June Mathis and Luther A. Reed

CAMERAMAN
". . . John Arnold
AS A WHOLE
Delightful exploitation
of the
charm of Viola Dana; a comedy-drama that
the fans will like very much.
STORY
Plainly a vehicle for the star; light,
fluffy stuff that makes no pretense at serious=
ness or substance.
DIRECTION
Gets most out of comedy possibili=
ties; handles star effectively.
|PHOTOGRAPHY
Always sharp and clear
LIGHTINGS
Satisfactory from every point
CAMERA WORK
Very good
STAR
Is really the whole picture; cute and ap=
pealing to a degree.
ISUPPORY
Irving Cummings just gets by as
leading man; Ruth Sinclair, Billy Mason and
Florence Carpenter meet requirements.
EXTERIORS. . . .Always chosen for best artistic effect
INTERIORS
Fitting sets for action
DETAIL
The wealth of incidentals is what
makes the picture a success.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Frothily harmless
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
THIS offering is virtually all Viola Dana — Viola
Dana at her cutest and most appealing best. If
she doesn't make an audience laugh with and at her
antics in this picture it is because there is something
prong with the audience. The film is pure exploitation of the personality of Miss Dana — and the little
Metro star scores a hit.
The role that Viola has in the picture is one that
gives her particular talents full sway, and she never
misses a chance to register. The star is ably aided
and abetted iu getting over successfully her bag of
picks by the direction, which at all times shows a
sense of the value of little things.

Very evidently the story was written to fit Miss
Dana." It is Light, fluffy s 1 1 1 II that never even makes
a pretense at seriousness or substance, and which relit s solely on the way it is screened for its appeal. It
is a tale of the sort that the popular magazines would
call Lighl Summer Action. By no means is there
enough plot substance to carry the burden of five
reels, but the him has been pleasingly built up with
amusing incident in a manner such as to make it an
acceptable whole. All during the screening of the
pine the spectator is more interested in what Viola
is doing ami what she is going to do next than in the
Story's subject matter.
Viola is a devilish little imp endowed with those
•can't behave" eyes. The action of the first half of
the picture is laid during her honeymoon with Irving
Cummings at a swell seaside resort, where Irving becomes extremely jealous of the attentions showered on
his bride, and in an amusing sequence carries her in
his arms from the beach to their hotel room as if she
were a child.
Then more of Viola's comedy business is pulled in
the hotel room, and Viola's manner of cooling Irving's
temper and her methods of getting him to inake up
after the tiff are really funny. But Irving's Spanish
blood is aroused indeed when his bride appears in a
very bewitching costume at the hotel barn dance, and
dances with other men because of Irving's sprained
ankle. Irving is real angry this time and leaves his
bride at the summer resort. In town he starts divorce
proceedings. Viola is given plenty of further chances
for laughs when she pretends serious illness in a hospital, hoping in that manner to bring Irving back to
her.
Plot complications come a bit faster in this part of
the film, and Viola takes the place of a tired nurse.
Irving hurries to the hospital to visit the injured lawyer who has started divorce proceedings, and finds
Viola apparently in the arms of Billy Mason. But
Irving is glad enough to see his wife alive, and takes
her home to their dovecote.
Later they have as their guest Billy. Viola's apparent attentions to the convalescent arouses Irving's
jealousy to the extent where he hirts a temale detective. But his actions prove a boomerang, for
through a series of laughable events the whole group
"frames" Irving, and in an entertaining manner he is
cured of his jealousy.

Stuff That the Fans Will Like Very Much
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is very good fan stuff, and in those houses
there Viola Dana has any considerable number of
followers it will go over big. It is a comedy of the
sort that is light and airy; full of laughs, and good
entertainment for warm summer evenings when folks
want just to be amused and not to worry their brains
over what is transpiring on the screen.
If you ran May Allison in "Almost Married" the
week before your Metro schedule brings you this one,
and if it made any kind of a hit, tell your people that
Viola Dana's newest picture is another Metro comedydrama — more comedy than drama, and a picture in
which Miss Dana has the sort 01 a part that will further endear her to them.
Judicious use of stills from the film should be made.
Select for display all the stills you can get showing
Viola iu her various fetching get-ups.
She is very

cute in her trim bathing suit; also in the bird costume she wears at the barn dance. And if you can
obtain stills taken from those passages where she
appears in the trickiest negligee ever, use them for
all they are worth. Some of the scenes on the beach
might help during the hot days, loo.
in your advertising go strong on the fact that Viola
is seen in one of her best roles. Tell your folks that
the picture tells a light and amusing story, full of
laughs, and that it is nt for the whole family to enjoy.
Oatchlints: "If you don't think it funny when a
bridegroom leaves his bride during their honeymoon,
see Viola Dana in 'SOME Bride.' " "Almost before
the honeymoon was over the bridegroom wanted a
divorce. But did the girl with 'cau't-behave' eyes let
him get away with it V See Viola Dana in 'SOMEBride.' " "The story of a bewitching imp of a bride
who just couldn't make her eyes behave."
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Short Stuff
"How long should the titles in motion pictures
be?" asks C. L. Chester, of C. L. Chester Productions, in a letter to Wid's Daily.
"Should the titles be given double footage, so
that the patrons of first run theaters may be
able to read them, or given normal footage, so
that the patrons of all other theaters will not be
bored by excessive length?
"Here is a problem I cannot solve. I am appealing to you, and to whoever reads this, to
help me.
"First run theaters all have a speed delusion
— they want to run a long show in a short time.
.So their film goes through the projection machines at 80 to 90 feet per minute.
"All other theaters run their pictures at normal
or slightly above normal speed.
"If we photograph our titles with the great
majority of houses in mind — with normal speed
in mind — they will flash across the screens of
the first run houses somewhat as telegraph poles
flash by the windows of the Twentieth Century.
"If we measure them for the big first run theaters, the patrons of all other houses will wonder
if the titles have come to stay over the week-end.
"Producers of feature pictures need not worry
— the longer they make the titles the bigger their
productions. But in my case it is quite different.
I do not want to have excessive title footage in
my releases. They must be snappy and well balanced. Half of the effect in a short subject is in
the composition, the nice adjustment of pictures
to titles.
"So my titles have to go out as measured for
normal speed projection. If I lengthened the
title footage especially for the first run houses
I would have to cut out so much picture that
there would not be enough scenes to carry the
story — and in all other houses there would not
only be too little picture again, but also far too
much title footage.
"And therefore I am back at where I started.
Who can solve the problem of title length for
the producer of short subjects, so that the first
run theater manager who wants to give double
length on his program won't at the same time be
*
*to his* patrons?"
giving half satisfaction
A one-reeler produced by Educational that
ought to go over very well, especially in those
houses outside of New York City, is "A Day
and Night at Coney Island." Almost everybody
who ever thinks of a trip to New York thinks at
the same time of a trip to New York's famous
playground. In the film are seen mostly all of
Coney Island's famous attractions.
The reel con-

tains some especially good scenes of the fairyland
at night, with its millions of lights winking and ■
blinking. In fact, the film gives one a trip to
Coney with all the favorable features and none
of the unpleasantness encountered by a personal
tour through the crowds.

*

*

*

The first of the new Poppy Comedies, "Daddy
Ambrose," is not productive of any great amount
of laughter. The reel was directed by H. C. Raymaker and W. S. Frederick. It is a conventional
comedy that never speeds up to any very swift [
pace, and relies for its laughs mostly on the complications resulting when friend wife believes
friend manicurist is the recipient of friend husband's affections.
Mack Swain is the leading fun-maker in this,
as in other forthcoming Poppy Comedies which
will be distributed by Frohman Amusement.

*

*

*

A scenic-educational of fair worth put out by]
Educational is "War Spruce," a reel which shows
the activities of the army in wresting from the
Oregon forests spruce for airplanes. The picture was taken while the war was still on, but it
is still interesting not only because it shows the
work of those home-battlefield heroes, but because of its scenic value as well. There are some
quite picturesque logging scenes — showing the
forest monarchs as they fall, and how they were
brought out of the forests to the mill through
American ingenuity.

*

*

*

According to announcement by Famous Players-Lasky, a new one-reel product to be known
as Paramount Magazine will be released by that,
organization. It is claimed to be an educational
feature of more than ordinary value, and the first
of the series will be released Sept. 1. The thousand-foot subjects include a program of different
subjects.
Also announced by the same organization for
next season are the Paramount-Post Nature Pic-j
tures. Twenty-six of these pictures will be released regularly on a basis of one every two
weeks, the first for release in early September.
They are one reel each in length. It is emphasized that the films are not "scenics" in the ordinary sense of that word.

*

*

*

."Off the Trolley" is -the title of the latest
Harold Lloyd comedy, an amusing farcical, slapstick mixup staged on a trick trolley car. Bebe
Daniels and Harry Poland are prominent in the
cast as usua'
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aramount Theaters

Be Under
Guidance
of B. S.
loss Whose Houses Are in
Chain
S. Moss, head of a vaudeville
I of 8 houses in New York City,
ten others throughout the East,
have a place on the Executive
'd of Famous Players, and beng immediately will have charge
le acquisition, operation and de»ment of all theaters to be
kd or controlled by the Zukor
ests.
3ss sai<! yesterday that from 50
10 houses would be included in
list, and perhaps more.
,a statement which he issued he
Ired that the reason for the opbn of these theaters was that
ous Players desired to make cerfchat their pictures were shown
Bitories which they considered
Kant.
» information could be obtained
Famous Players regarding the
5 statement which followed a republished prematurely that
5 had sold his houses to Zukor.
e has been no sale of the Moss
es whioh
will operate
under
•former name, as heretofore; but
(arrangement
regarding
these
Suppose
erties which include the BroadNo. 1 was Fairbanks Mo. 4 was Gene O'Brien
No. 2 was Ray
No. 5 was Tom Mix
I has been agreed
to between
No. 3 was Bill Farnum No. 6 W. S. Hart
and Zukor.
; declaration of Moss that he
and suppose Griffith was outside the hut directing this scene from
d be in charge of Paramount
"When 'Bear-Cat' Went Dry"
srs confirmed reports in circuIt would have cost a million to make and the production would be no
i for some time that Paramount
better.
Advt.«
led having a strong chain of
srs throughout the country. The
Lynch Enterprises, said to be
Simon Is Zittel's Cousin
to Paramount, have been acRobert E. Simon, who is going to
ig theaters through the South Canadian Distribution of Paramount
build the theater where Westover
— Denied Here
ly. It is understood that reCourt now stands on 44th Street, is
I the Lynch interests made
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
iires to the Saenger Amusement
cousin of C. F. Zittel — "Zit"
Toronto, Can. — Regal Film sales- aof first
International.
. (Continued on Page 2)
men are announcing that Regal
Mr.
Zittel
would not admit anFilms will have distribution of Parother thing as to what the erection
amount and Famous Players producNo. 121
of the theater might mean. All he
tions beginning Sept. 1.
said is: "It'll be some theater."
The possibility exists that Hearst
An official of the foreign department of Famous Players, yesterday is backing the project, and that his
By Jack Alicoate
emphatically denied that Regal had Cosmopolitan productions will be
|ID you ever hear of the vilsecured distribution for Canada. shown there in conjunction with
f lage of Film Corners? It
"You cannot make the denial too other Paramount-Artcraft pictures.
(located in Manhattan along
emphatic," he said. "Nothing has
but 42nd Street. It's at the
been settled yet as to Canadian disry hub of the world's activitribution for next year."
Remember the Date
:s still it's as isolated as the
Jillage by the sea." Its prinA report in circulation in Toronto
jal path is Broadway. Its
The time— June 25-28.
is to the effect that Famous Players
neral store is at 729 and its
The place— St. Louis, Statwish to obtain a 51 per cent, inter»n pump is the Astor. It
ler
Hotel.
est in the exchanges and theaters_
I a bulletin board too, thats
of the Aliens this coming year, if
The occasion — National
ic"
eveiy That
morning
by all
the
the latter organization is to handle
lagers.
bulletin
board
meeting of M. P. E. of AmerParamount. New Vork is willing
ica, Inc.
■"WID'S DAILY.
(Continued on Page 2)

Regal Claims

\Little Ad Talks

Price 5 Cents

Open Booking
With Special Exploitation of Each
Production for Famous Players
Selective booking — open
market.
No time limit on production.
Exhibitors
can
see
every
production before booking.
• 51 productions will be ready
Sept.
1. exploitation force of
Special
showmen to aid exhibitors in
"putting over" his show.
Productions to be shown exhibitors 10 weeks before release.
Famous Players-Lasky plans for
distribution for the coming season
wire announced yesterday.
As before noted open bookings —
"selective booking" — Famous terms
it, will be the feature of the selling
plan for the coming season, and the
announcement adds that a special
force of exploitation and showmen
will aid the exhibitor in "putting
over" the shows to the best advantage. Announcement was also made
that the "new policy includes an advertising campaign running into millions to begin on Sept 1.
Pictures will be held 10 weeks before release to permit publicity and
exploitation campaigns to be inaugurated throughout the country by
the "field forces." Never before it
was stated, has a corporation attained
sufficient working capital to permit
of such are
a policy.
studios
working The
day company's
and night
to get 10 weeks ahead of their schedules by Sept. 1.
The announcement asserted that
this policy will immediately force
competitors to adopt a similar selective booking system.
The announcement adds:
"The present 'star series" is a relic
of the old 'Program' plan. Under
that system an exhibitor could not
choose even the stars he wanted.
If he liked one of the stars controlled by a certain company, and
was desirous of showing the pictures
the star appeared in, he was forced
to sign up for the entire product of
the company.
'All or none' until
was the
motto
of the distributors
the
'star series' plan gave the exhibitor
more latitude and the pjtblic better
Among
next season's productions
will
be:
"A Girl Named Mary," starring Marguerite Clark.
pictures."
"April Folly," one of the first of the
osomopolitan Prod.
(Continued on Page 4)
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Quinn's Meeting
J. A. Quinn has a great idea.
He wants to help everybody
in the business remedy any
faults that may exist.
There is going to be a meeting at four o'clock today in the
Astor on the eighth floor.
Everybody is asked to attend.

St. Louis, Mo. — Joseph Erber,
owner of Erber, is to construct a
new house at 309 Collinsville Ave.

In the Courts

(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Louisville, Ky. — Col. Fred. Levy,
president of Big Feature Rights
Corp., owner of First National franchise for Kentucky and Tennessee,
has purchased a novel film trailer
for use with every print of all subjects handled by his branch.
The trailer shows a curtain unfolding, which reveals two children turning the crank of a camera. Stars
shoot out from the lense case and

Supreme Court Justice Donnelly
has denied the application of Morris
Goldman for an' injunction against
Herman H. Moss, lessee of the Harris Theater in West 42nd St., restraining him from evicting Goldman
from the theater until his contract
for the use of the theater for moving pictures expires on June 28.
Goldman contended that the receipts
were to go 60 per cent, to him and
40 per cent, to Moss and that he deposited $1,200 security for the lease
form the words: "Big Feature Rights for a month.
He said he has made
Corp." A second star bursts to contracts with the Industrial Film
form the line: "Fred Levy, Presi- Co. and the Comedy Film Exchange
Another combination in the wi
dent;" a third star dissembles itself and that on June 3 he was notified
and is arranged to read: "Lee Gold- that he would have to get out on Watch for it.
berg, secretary." Then the word
"Presents" follows this as the im- June 8 because the Ijuilding had been
mediate preface to the main title of leased to Walter N. Lawrence for
the particular production.
{Continued from Page 1)
Moss
The trailer was first used on a June
9. in reply said that no lease Co., of New Orleans and the Hul
has been signed and that the only interests in Texas, to acquire tl
print of "Daddy Long Legs" at the paper signed was a temporary receipt
Strand in Louisville, and won a noproperties but nothing came of t
tice from the local newspaper critics for a $1,000 check given as security From time to time reports have
for its novelty and for the advertis- by a Dr. L.amberger, who is de- peared that Paramount intended
scribed by Moss as an associate of curing houses in St. Louis, Indi
ing values it possesses.
Goldman. He said that Goldman
apolis, and other points in the \
agreed to spend $1,000 a week for die West. Recently Adolph Zu
advertising but that he has spent issued a statement — just after set
nothing and for that reason the use ing control of the Rialto and,
[Continued from Page 1)
of the theater for pictures has not voli — that his company did not,
to buy into the theater companies, been successful. "Such an exhibition tend buying or building theaters
but this would give them absolute without any advertising is unheard
theAtgeneral
sense.dinner of the Vtjj!
control, and leave the Aliens with of," said Moss.
the annual
practically nothing. Aliens submitGoldman denied that he had ville Managers Protective Asso.
ted the proposition they would con- agreed to spend anything for adver- week at the Plaza, Zukor was
sider to New York offices, and this
tising and insisted that Moss could of the few men other than those
was immediately turned down. not dictate to him whether he would terested in vaudeville, who atten
Nathanson, out to get the scalp of spend a certain sum for advertising, the affair. At that event he spok
the Aliens, makes overtures for the although Goldman Insisted that he
his
wishes
and
desires — that
P. A. franchise and accedes to their
to see the picture indus
spend that
"a considerable
He hoped
demands as to exchange and the- did
admitted
the picturessum."
had not
work with that smoothness and
aters. If this deal should go through been successful up to the time he cility with which
organized vat
Paramount-Artcraft would control was evicted but said it was due to ville
operated; that he hoped to
the distribution of World, United the extraordinary hot spell, which to see the day when this happer
Theaters, Metro, Screen Classics and would have had the same result no
there was no co-operation in
Select during the coming year. It matter how much advertising was that
film business,
and it was I
would also give Para. -Art. control in done. He denied that Dr. Lamber- needed — that he would
forego
about 15 theaters, which, outside of ger had anything to do with the lease
about four, are of the second class, of the theater.
to
this end.
who is secg
personal
aims Moss,
and ambitions
to"'
and cannot begin to compete with
Justice Donnelly ruled that he of the V. M. P. A. was at the di
those of the Aliens. Negotiations could not grant an injunction in such
with Nathanson were gone into to a case unless it plainly appeared that
Reedsburg, Wis.— O. V. Kelley 1
try and force the hands of the Al- serious detriment would result, and purchased Majestic.
iens, but the latter could not be it is admitted by both parties that
forced, and their deal in the west the venture has been a losing one.
last week gives them the upper hand
court also said that the affidain the territory, and they are in a The vits
were so conflicting it was hard
position now to dictate terms.
to say who was telling the truth.

Paramount Theater

Regal Claims

No. 21— WE INSURE

De Lux Pictures
[Watch this Space for Others]
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Woman-Juror Subject Scores Several Points
Florence Reed in

'Wrangling
Dud es

"The Woman
Tribune

You've heard of a "Dude
ranch" — one of those superwild and excessively woolly
Montana ranches where they
do a rushing business "taking
in" Eastern tenderfeet. Of
course they have to stage
daily "hold-ups" and "murders" and things or the
"dudes" will want their
money refunded. Release No.
15.

An OutingChester Picture

Gladys Brockwell

"SADIE"
ox Pacific Coast Studios

Exhibitors Can
Afford to Advertise
Comedies As Much As
Features

Eliminations of quite a bit of footage in certain
sequences would add to the picture's worth. The
jury room scenes could be shortened a bit, and certainly a lot of cutting should be done in that sequence
showing the millionaire forcefully embracing Gareth's
sweetheart.
One commendable feature of the offering is that
so few titles are used to carry the action.
Director
Stahl has so screened his material as seldom to be
forced to the use of a title to get over the Story.
This results in several long sequences, full of suspense, building [joint on point with considerable
dramatic force, and unretarded by unnecessary titular
explanation.
The author litis interestingly treated of the probability of women jurors in New York. In the picture
Florence Reed is the one woman chosen on a jury
which is to hear testimony in the trial of Gareth
Hughes, accused of the murder of David Powell.
Circumstantial evidence is strongly against Gareth.
who went to Powell's apartment with intent to kill
him, but who contends that Powell was dead when
he got there. The viewer is kept in ignorance of
Gareth's reason for wanting to kill Powell for considerable footage. But when Gareth is being tortured under cross-examination at the trial, Mildred
Ohesire, Gareth's sweetheart, is overcome with pity
for him and takes the stand, telling the jurors of
Powell's having taken advantage of her in his office.
Despite her story the eleven men on the jury are
for conviction. Only Florence holds out for acquittal.
The jury is locked out over night. Florence receives
word that her sister has died. It is then that she
tells the jurors the story of the killing of Powell.
It logically develops that Powell has also ruined
Florence's sister, and that it was Florence who killed
him.
The jury acquits Gareth.
Those in the cast include Hugh Thompson, Florida
Kingsley, May MacAvoy, Harold Entwhistle, Thomas
McGuire, Walter McEwen, Edward Brennan, Frank'
deCamp and Edward Elkus.

Better Than Ordinary Program Stuff.

Go After Women

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

If They Are
Christie Comedies

Abelson Assisting Hays

Dist.

DIRECTOR
John
M. Stahl
AUTHOR
Not credited
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
John K. Holbrook
AS A WHOLE
Quite tense murder
mysterycourt
room
subject
with
scoring
meller
touches; latent strength sometimes sapped by
poor editing.
STORY. .... .Productive of many good situations in
its treatment of probability of woman jurors;
murder mysterv fairly well worked out.
DIRECTION
Uses close-ups with telling effect;
responsible for several long and suspenseful
sequences unbroken by titles.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies; generally good
LIGHTINGS
Fairly effective; some good effects
in darkened cabaret scenes.
CAMERA
WORK
Good
STAR
Has little to do for greater part of picture
except close=ups; gives satisfactory performance.
SUPPORT
Gareth
Hughes dominates picture
with his forcefully excellent portrayal of ac=
cused youth; others acceptable.
EXTERIORS
Not enough
of them
to call for
special remark.
INTERIORS
Always the proper thing
DETAIL. . . . . .For the most part done carefully with
view to effectiveness; a few minor breaks.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
None too wholesome
in certain respects.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,ooo feet
TTOLDIXG up excellently for the first three reels
-l-l or so, sagging a bit in the middle, and with a
moderately strong finish that could have been made
really powerful by intelligent editing, "The Woman
Under Oath" as a whole is a quite good picture of
its kind. As screened the picture apparently has
not been put together as originally filmed, with the
result that a very well built-up mystery has been
dispelled and lot down in a rather crude manner.
This is very evidently not a fault in direction, because the material is there; the fault evidently lies
at the door of those who put the picture together.
This is particularly true of those sequences which
are the visualized testimony of witnesses. Although
what transpires on the screen is supposed to be what
the witness tells the jury, it is straight exposition
instead of testimony. Florence Reed's story in the
jury room runs at least 1,200 feet, and not once is

Starring in

>

Under Oath"

Prod. — United

there a flash-back to her, with the result that the
spectator almost, forgets thai it is she telling the
story. Also the titles in tiiis sequence are not written
in i he tii-st person, nor are they even quoted.
However, in the main the picture Bcores many meller points forcefully. Those third-degree scenes in
which Gareth Hughes is the leading figure are very
well done and gel over with a dramatic force that
holds tighl the attention and interest of the spectator. This is due in no little pari to the work of
Hughes, who. throughout, gives a splendid performance; in fact, he is so good that he dominates the
picture. Florence Reed docs little for the greater
part of the liltn but sit in a jury box with i
men. occasionally
filling the screen with emotional
close-ups.

i

This is quite a bit better than an ordinary program
release, and should go very well in those houses catering to crowds that like the sensational. But the
man with a family trade had best be just a little careful of this. While there is nothing offensive, exactly,
about the film, the reason for the murder of the millionaire was his betrayal of a girl. Also he ravished
another girl, and while these scenes in themselves
show nothing much to offend, the'-e may be objection to them on the part of finicky folks. But such
things have been the cause of many murders in real
life, so your people may be willing to overlook it on
that score.

J {Special to WW'S DAILY)
t. Paul. — Art Abelson, who has
Mason Asks Tax Repeal
I covering Southern Minnesota
IFirst National, has resigned to
Washington.
— Tht theater-going
la position as assistant to TheoI Hays, manager of the New public will be saved the expense of
lick. Abelson was an exhibitor admission taxes, and the exhibitors
lious to his connection with First saved the inconvience of collecting,
onal.
if Congress adopts the joint resolu-

Florence Reed's name is pretty well known throughout the country because of her work on the stage.
No doubt many of your people have seen her on the
stage (and also in several pictures), so mention of
her name may attract some folks to your theater.
But in your exploitation play up the woman juror
end for all it's worth. The probability of women
jurors in many States has been receiving considerable
space in newspapers throughout the country, and the
picture gives you a chance to take advantage of it.
If your house is in a community where woman suffrage
is a popular topic with the women you sure ought to
be able to get them to spend money to see this offer-

tion introduced in the House of Representatives byCongressman Mason
of Illinois.
Mason's resolution calls for the
repeal of Sections 800, the admission
tax, and 906, the rental tax, of the
new revenue law.

Sobler With Goldwyn
A. W. Sobler is now connected
with the exploitation department at
Goldwyn. He was recently with the
Capellani Productions as assistant to
Allan Rock.

i
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Putting It Over
Wants Every One
Amuse-U-Theater,
Fort Valley, Ga.
Gentlemen:
I enclose check for $10. for
which see that I get every one
of your
I haven't
had
one little
for papers.
two weeks
now.
And I don't know what has
happened.
Yours very truly,
Thos. E. McMinn.

Here is how
a brother exhibitor put his show over.
Bend
along
Let the other
your
knowideas.
how
you cleaned
fellow
up.
New York. — Goldwyn is tying up
all of its publicity and exploitation

material on Tom Moore's "The City
of Comrades" with the famous slogan: "A Man May Be Down, But
He's Never Out!" — recently adopted
by the Salvation Army.
The slogan-catchline, with full directions and suggestions for use by
exhibitors,
is incorporated in the exWill Appear
in Louis
B. Mayer
ploitation campaign devised for the
Prod, to be Known as Mildred
picture.
Harris Chaplin
The fact that the slogan was used
Joseph Lee, representative of by the Salvation Army in its recent
Louis B. Mayer in New York, has drive coupled with the knowledge
received a wire from the coast tell- that the Salvation Army bulletin
ing of the signing of Mildred Harris boards, lithographs, window cards
(Mrs. Charlie Chaplin) to appear in and posters are still being displayed
productions for Louis B. Mayer. The offer a splendid basis for advertising.
contract is a long term one.
The star will be known and advertised in all her pictures by her
legal name, Mildred Harris Chaplin.
Milford, N. H. — The owners of the
Nothing has been stated regarding Star
are making improvements.
distribution of the Harris productions. The Anita Stewart producCambridge, Mass. — James A. Sayer
tions made by Mayer are handled by
First National.
to take: over Gordon's Central Sq.
First National states that they
Taunton, Mass. — Park will be rehave heard nothing as yet regarding
constructed and renovated.
the Harris productions.

Mildred Harris Signed

House Changes

R. H. Cochrane states 'that Universal still has "a perfectly valid contract" with Miss Harris.

Club Meets Today
Zittel Will Preside — Tentative Quarters Will Be Selected
The Motion Picture Business
Men's Club will meet today. C. F.
Zittel, of International, will preside
at the meeting.
A number of tentative sites have
been selected and the purpose of the
meeting will be to decide where the
club shall hold its meetings until
the permanent club house can be
built.
Those expected to be present are
Adolph Zukor, Marcus Loew, Jules
E. Brulatour, J. Stuart Blackton, Albert E. Smith, Percy L. Waters,
Paul Brunet and William A. Brady.

Open Booking
(Continued from Page 1)
"Capt.
Robert Warwick, byDieppo,"
Anthony starring
Hope.
"Eliza Comes to Stay," starring Marguerite Clark.
"Everywoman,"
from the drama by
Walter
Browne.
"Hawthorne
Wallace
Reid. of the U. S. A.," starring
"His Official Fiancee," starring Vivian
Martin.
"Huckleberry
Finn, directed by William Taylor.
"In Mizzoura," starring Robert War-,
wick.
"ItantPays
to Advertise," starring BryWashburn.
"Luck
in
Pawn," starring Marguerite
Clark.
"Mary's
starring Douglas MacLean
and Ankle,"
Doris May.
"Miss Hobbs," starring Ethel Clayton.
Directed by William C. DeMille.
"Mother," starring Ethel Clayton.
"Peg O' My Heart," with a special cast,
directed by William C. DeMille.
Productions as yet unnamed will include the Fatty Arbuckle Comedy Features, John Barrymore, the Syd Chaplin
Comedy Features, Cecil B. DeMille Productions, Dorothy Gish, the Mack Sennett Comedy features and the productions of Maurice Tourneur.
"Sadie Love," starring Billie Burke.
"Sick-a-Bed," starring Bryant Washburn.
"Speed Carr," starring Wallace Reid.
"Stepping Out," starring Enid Bennett.
Reid.
"The Black Bag," starring Wallace
"The Cinema Murder," a cosmopolitan
production.
"The Fear Market,-' starring Ethel
Clayton.
"The Female of the Species," starring
Ethel Clayton.
"The Lottery Man," starring Wallace
Reid.

"The Market of Souls," starring Dorothy Dalton.
"The Miracle Man," a Mayflower production, directed by George Loane
Tucker.
San Angelo, Tex. — H. B. Robb and
"The
Misleading Widow," starring BilRowley to build.
lie Burke.
"The Other Woman," starring Enid
Bennett.
Freeport, 111. — Jno. Dittman to
"The Restless Sex," a Cosmopolitan
build. He has offered a prize to the Production.
one who names the new house.
"The Sea Wolf," directed by George
Melford.
"The
cial cast.Teeth of the Tiger," with a speSouth Tacoma, Wash.— W. J. Hillyard to build, estimated cost $26,000.
"The Third Kiss," starring Vivian
Martin.
"Thering Ethel
Thirteenth
Clayton. Commandment," starElgin, 111. — Reuben Levine to build
on Grove Ave. Chas. P. Smith to
"The Valley
of the Giants," starring
Wallace
Reid.
manage.
"The Witness for the Defense," starring Elsie Ferguson.
"TheClayton.
Young Mrs. Winthrop," starring
Wolf Point, Mont.— Geo. L. On- Ethel
stad and C. J. Severson to build.
"Told in the Hills," starring Robert
Warwick.
"Too Much Johnson," starring Bryant
Providence, R. I.— Jno. Miller Washburn.
granted a license to operate the
"What's Your Husband Doing?", starRoyal.
ring Douglas MacLean and Doris May.
"Whistling Jim," starring Charles Ray.
"Why
Smith Left Home," starring
Concord, N. H. — City Government
considering leasing the Auditorium Bryant Washburn.
"Widow
by Proxy," starring Marfor pictures.
guerite Clark.

Wilkes with Lynch
Phila., Pa.— J. R. Ward has pur"Spreading Evil" at Harris
chased from A. W. Becker the movDallas. — Leslie Wilkes, formerly
"The Spreading Evil" 'is playing
ing picture property northeast corner
with Goldwyn
at New
Orleans,
is
Theater, five perfornow traveling for the S. A. Lynch of 7th and Dickinson Sts., for $45,- at the Harris
mances aday being given at 25 cents
000, subject to a mortgage of $22,000.
Enterprises out of this city.
top. This is the picture that caused
New Britain, Conn. — Manager "Who Did It?" a legitimate production, to stop just as the curtain was
George L. LeWitt of the Lyceum
Theater, was arrested and fined for going up on the opening night. The
allowing persons to stand in the owners of the film secured an injunction restraining the stage showaisles and for not displaying a
ing on the ground of having the the"standing room" sign.
ater under lease until July.
Glv* tich proposition offffaud
thought— don't do it just bscaoM
til* other £dlow did— that may k*«p
you afloat— but you can't ««t to
shore on it — Mark Gates, Managtng Director, The Dayton, Dayton, Ohio.

Salem, Mass. — Plans are being
New Triangle Chicago Manager
drawn for Koen Bros, for the installation of a balcony in the Fed(By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
eral, thus increasing the capacity to
Chicago.— J. E. Willis has sucabout 2500 seats.
ceeded R. E. Bradford as manager
They are also considering the en- for Triangle here. As noted, Bradlargement of the Salem Theater to
ford joins the S. A. Lynch Entera capacity of 2250.
prises at Atlanta.

Washington Operators Get Increaal
Washington, D. C. — Motion pi<|
ture theater operators have bee]
granted an increase to 80 cents pjj
hour here. The former scale was q
cents per hour.

Bonns Quits Fox
Indianapolis. — Eddie Bonns, \vh
has been acting as special represetl
tative for the Fox for the past tej
tion.
months, has tendered his resign-'

Kansas
City. — George
Davis, fo
Davis Buys "Sin"
merly
manager
of "Hearts
of tr
World" company, has purchased til
rightsMissouri
to "Theand Unpardonable
for
Kansas.

Sir'

Sioux City, S. D. — Chas. Sayer 1
opeti new Lyric shortly.
Nazimova's Production
"THE RED LANTERN"
has an American-Chinese theme,
which we have worked into a lobby
display that faithfully represents
exactly what the ticket purchaser
shall see on the screen. Now ready
in our salesroom.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

TITUES
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APPROPRIATE
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ILLUSTRATING
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PHONE BRYANT

8973.
145 W. 45T-»ST.
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DEVELOPING
and PRINTING
FILM
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CORP,

LABORATORIES

THE
Must

BEST PICTURE

to make money
have a perfect developed
negative

REX LABORATORY

(INC.)

has developed
HarryandKeeper's
negatives. Ask him
then phons
Tremont
1995 for full particulars.
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or Film Betterment

is of Co-operative
Association
Explained at Meeting in the
Astor
^e aims of the Motion Picture
operative Association of the
rid were explained at yesterday's
tting in the Astor.
s noted, the Association under
etion of J. A. Quinn, president,
is to act as "official doctor" for
(picture and allied industries. An
inization, national in scope, will
Jeveloped to listen to complaints
iny member of the industry and
test or obtain remedies for that
ling practice.
he meeting was liberally attend| Mrs. John Francis Yawger,
tident of the Women's Federated
ps, presided. She made the openi address and was followed by
I Quinn, who spoke on the imbtnce of the movement, the need
better pictures and the necessity
harmony in the industry. Frank
bn, star of "Lightnin'," promised
[co-operation of theatrical propon, so far as the artists were
erned.
G. Cocks,
of the
National
d of Review,
was one of the
|kers. Judge Wadhams,
of the
s' Welfare League, and Amelia
ham also spoke.
Towards the
of the meeting others delivered

Four Circuits
Of Theaters for Pictures Seen by
Julian Johnson
Julian Johnson, editor of Photoplay, in an article in the New York
Evening World says in part:
"Whereas the spoken drama has
been represented by two great camps
of theater owners and booking lords
—the Shuberts and the K. & E.
syndicate — I see an immediate need
of at least four great circuits in the
movies,,
and perhaps there will be
more.
"We

have the First National Exhibitors' Circuit. Then there is the
Paramount group. Then — perhaps
—William Fox must needs become
proprietor. Three —
exchangethere
a vastcertainly
and
must be another,
for there are many regularly produced pictures yet to be accounted
for, not the least of which are the
of Universal and the United
pictures
Artists — i. e., Griffith, Fairbanks,
Pickford and Chaplin.

This situation precedes an exciting incident in
"When 'Bear-Cat' Went Dry"
The Macauley film soon ready

ifire were a number of society
;en present.
[eluded in the members of the Owen Moore to Make Series for Reire business present were P. A.
lease Through Select
tons, Pathe; Mabel Straus, of the
Last week it was Elsie Janis.
ffial department of Gaumont;
week the Selznick's — L. J.
Eagles, Amelia
Bingham
and andThis
Myron — started off with another
— Owen Moore, who, under the Selznick banner, will make a series of
"red blooded, virile" pictures to be
No. 122
released by Select.
Owen's director has not been determined, but work will be started
almost immediately.
By Jack Alicoate

Another Selznick Star

Little Ad Talks

A CHAIN is only as strong
**■ as its weakest link. No
tablication is stronger than the
onfidence reposed in it by its
leaders. "WID'S DAILY" offers the advertiser the privilege
# addressing the soundest
bdy of intensified reader interBt and reader confidence to be
#und in the industry. The adfertiser does not have to adiress his appeal to the multiBde at heavy expense in order
o put his proposition over,
rovided it is directed to the
ride awake members of film
Bid who read "WID'S" every
jflay of the year.

Frances Marion With International
Frances Marion has signed a contract with International to do work
on the Cosmopolitan Productions.
Adrian Johnson is also with the organization.
Laemmle Still on Coast
Carl Laemmle of Universal did not
arrive back in New York yesterday
as expected. He is still at Universal City and it is not known when he
will return to New York.
London Gaumont Man Here
R. G. Booth, of the London Gaumont branch, is in New York.

"Realart" Stars

Include
Alice
Brady,
Constance
Binney and Possibly
Minter Mary Miles

One of the leading distributors of
pictures of importance, is on record
as saying that he believes within a
very few years there will probably
be three circuits of theaters which
will take care of the great bulk of
production
in this country.

Gets Mutual Franchise
Harry
Kaufman
Gets
Rights for Western

Distribution
Canada
Although it was impossible yesterday to secure verification of the
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
report it is understood that the stars
Toronto.— It is learned that Harry
of Realart — Arthur S- Kane's new Kaufman, formerly district manager
company — will be Aiice Brady, recently with Select, Constance Binney for Regal in Western Canada, has
and Mary
Miles Minter.
secured the Exhibitors Mutual franchise for that territory. Mutual already has its own offices here and
Hammons on Way Home
in Montreal.
E. W. Hammons, of Educational,
Kaufman has combined with the
sailed yesterday for New York on Exhibitors Distributing Corp. conthe Aquitania from Liverpool.
trolled by Arthur Cohen who is distributing independent productions
like "Mickey" and other W. H. films.
Stone Films Through
Robertson
Cole
Exhibitors Mutual stated yesterF. J. Hawkins who has been in
day that negotiations have not been
New York for some time arranging
distribution for the Lewis S. Stone completed regarding Western Canada distribution.
Productions being made independently stated on Saturday before
Grossman's Trip
leaving for the Coast that the pictures will be released through RobWilliam Grossman, attorney for
ertson Cole.
Win. S. Hart, will leave for the Coast
The Robertson Cole offices stated about June 25 and return about the
middle forof coming
July. He
Hart's
yesterday that negotiations had not plans
yearexpects
to be settled
before he returns East.
i been closed as yet.
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An English View
"The
Editor, Wid's
Daily:
"As a visitor to this country with
considerable knowledge of the film
T«L VHJ No. 75 Tuesday, Jane 17, 1919 Price 5 Cents business in Britain, I have been
much interested in the discussions
Copyright 1919, Wid't Film and Film Folks, in the American Cinema Trade Press
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St..
'series bookings.'
New York,
N. INC.
Y., by WID'S FILMS and regarding
FILM
FOLKS,
"It appears that some of the larger
F. C ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- distributors, under the impression
urer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Ben H. Grimm, that they are acting according to the
Associate Editor; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice- desires of exhibitors, are announcPresident and Managing Editor; J. W. Aliing that they intend adopting a syscoate, Secretary and Business Manager.
tem of bookings on single pictures.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
Some
exhibitors come back with
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
statements to the effect that they
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside prefer series bookings because they
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, can then reap the benefit of their
(20.00.
own advertising of a particular star
Subscribers should remit with order
instead of making a present of it to
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S the 'other man.'
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
"This, of course, is a perfectly
York, N. Y.
sound argument, but it is possible
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
that some of the films of a series,
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889. even though they feature that particular star may be somewhat poor
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd., productions, which would naturally
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.
be detrimental to the theater which
had contracted to take them all.
"A solution occurs to me, which,
Alice Joyce in Sociological Drama if applied, should settle the question
Alice Joyce will appear in the third
of the Vitagraph socio-criminological stories to be made with the collaboration of-a Chicago judge.
"Through the Wrong Door," is
Madge Kennedy's newest Goldwyn,
to be released on July 13.
Physical Culture Company
Reorganizes
Adeline Alvord, who did the reThe Physical Culture Plays, Inc.,
search work for "The Red Lantern"
have reorganized and will make 52 is now with Jesse D. Hampton.
one-reel pictures yearly under genPeter Milne commenced his duties
eral supervision of R. Robert Riskin.
with Famous Players yesterday in
Carl Fleming will direct.
B. P. Schulberg has purchased Pete Smith's department.
foreign rights.
Grace Carlyle will appear with
Evelyn Greeley in "Bringing Up

<*j^ 729 7™AVENUE

"Tides

of Yesterday-"

A visualization of Longfellow's beautiful poem of the sea, "The
Tide
Tide Falls." The attraction of mighty waves
uever Rises,
falls toThe
charm.

"Before

Breakfast"

The dawn of a .Tune morning, from a point high above the
Columbia
All the joys of summer sun-rise, and incomparable bacon River.
and eggs.
c_/i
BEST

NEW

SPLIT-REEL

RELEASE

OF

THE

POPULAR

Robert C. Bruce American Scenics
KNOWN

AND

BEST

LOVED

OF

SCENIC

FILMS

for both exhibitor and distributor.

My suggestion
that,first
whenfilm
the ofdis-a
tributor booksisthe
series featuring a particular star to
an exhibitor, the acceptance of that
booking by the exhibitor sjhould
create for him an option on the second film of that series — at the same
price. If this option is exercised,
so an option on the third production is created for that exhibitor —
and so on to the end of the series.
"Should the exhibitor fail to exercise his option within a certain
time limit, the distributors would,
of course, be at liberty to offer the
next film elsewhere — the booking of
one always creating an option on the
next at the same price.
"This would eliminate the possibility of exhibitors being bound to
take pictures they know would not
suit
their
audiences and would serve
Betty."
Eugene Strong, who has just finas an inducement to producers to
ished in "The Vengeance of Duup a series of films featuring
rand," with Alice Joyce, has been en- akeepparticular
star up to the same
gaged as leading man for a new pro- standard all through.
duction under the direction of Le"Yours very truly,
ander De Cordova and Burton King.
The picture will be released through
Independent Sales.
"Cecil R. Snape."

Guts and Flashes

They were all saying "I told j i
so" when the story of Paramour 5
theaters developed yesterday.

Universal Having Wire Troubl'
Universal is experiencing troua
over the telegrapher's strike. Strai; t
messages are getting through sa J
factorily but night messages are A
ing held up considerably.

The man who said

"Therewillischange
nothing
new under the Sun"
his mind when he sees

JOHNNY
Oh— have

you seen—

DOOLEY |

in his two^reel "Super Feature" Comedies
The Time For Release Is Near. <f[

say*

jj
n

|§|

JOHNNY DOOLEY C. L.FILM
COMEDIES, Inc. 1
BACH
Longacre
Building

President

R

0Sters

■*- paramount, — fore-

ed, —
vallNTmost,—
unri
-EM
, INE
pRE
table
nd
inimi
and beyo
Of course we are
compare : —
talking about the
Ritchey
Poster!

RITCHEY
LITHO.
CORP.
406 W.31slSt..N.Y.

Phone Chelsea 8388

New
York

I

afe^l
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In the Courts
artford, Conn. — Property owned
John W. Conway,
Alphonse J.
Champs, John Kelly and Mill Kelly was attached in an ac. brought by Carl W. Jainscn
inst the Star Theater, for dami of $700. Suit is brought to re:r $500 and interest alleged to be
on a promissory note signed by
officers and members of the
• Theater Co.
suit for $25,000 damages has
l filed in the Supreme Court by
liam H. Kemble against George
Shook and Charles V. Dery of
t Henry, N. Y., trading as the
tic City Film Co. A summons
r has been filed, which does not
e the cause of action. Ely Rosenr is the attorney for the plaintiff.
"Fit to Win" Appeal
ppeal
in theon "Fit
to Win" case
be heard
Thursday.
Farnum Signed by Selig
ranklyn Farnum will make 26 two
'Westerners under supervision of
liam N. Selig.
Production will
at the Selig studio in Edendale,
sons to Make

Fewer

Comedies

Smiling Bill" Parsons will perally make fewer Capitol Comei during the coming year. Inid of 26 only 13 will be produced.
i number of Capitol Comedies
remain at 26. Carter De Haven
alternate in bi-weekly releases.
Irvine with Goldwyn
— Clark Irvine has
Angeles.
os
I
publicity department at
ed the
n
dwy
Studios. He is just
Gol
■of the navy.
edric Gibbons, who has been with
■wyn as assistant art director,
isigned to continue as chief aide
lugo Ballin.
flampton Buys Harte Stories
:sse D. Hampton has purchased
stories written by Bret Harte
illiam Desmond.
e first will be "Cressy"; the sec"In the Hollow of the Hills";
the third "Maruja."
oduction will be started shortly
he first.
Release
will be by
rtson Cole through Exhibitors
al.

Grace Cunard
Starring in

y"
The Might
ELMOA SERIAL
IN
UGHTEEN

INSTALLMENTS
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Social Climbers Are Made Basis of Bright and Entertaining Comedy
Emmy

Wehlen

in

"Fools and Their Money"
Metro

DIRECTOR
Herbert
Blache
AUTHOR
E. Forst
SCENARIO BY
Finis Fox
CAMERAMAN
Arthur
Martinelli
AS A WHOLE. . . .Light society comedy makes pleas=
ing entertainment;
star has congenial role.
STORY
Satirizes a newly-rich family that tries
to break into exclusive society.
DIRECTION
Keeps the acting in a brightly hu=
morous and natural mood.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Have variety and lend atmosphere
to the scenes.
CAMERA WORK
Shows a regard for correct
composition.
STAR
Acts with considerable subtlety in putting
over comedy scenes.
SUPPORT
Jack Mulhall seems more like a juvenile than a suitable leading man
for Miss
Wehlen, cast generally well balanced.
EXTERIORS
Most of them photographed on a
beautiful estate, contribute much to the attractivenes ofthe film.
INTERIORS
Supply an appropriate background
for the action.
DETAIL
Humorous titles are used to advantage
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Harmless
comedy
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4.800 feet
EMMY WEHLEN is developing all the while as a
finished comedienne in light society stories. The
screen has plenty of cute little girl stars, but is less
fully supplied with mature actresses whose natural
gifts make them convincing interpreters of character
such as that offered the leading figure in "Fools and
Their Money." Miss Wehlen's charm of personality
and her delicacy of expression go a long way towards
making this picture the pleasing entertainment that it
is. The story is inconsequential and not particularly
fresh in theme, but the incidents are kept interesting
in themselves.
People won't be bored.
The titles, especially those in the first reels, explaining the ambitions of the newly-rich family that can't
point to a family tree, are good for almost as many
laughs
as the action.
As the social climber,
the

mother is the mesl aggressive of her tribe. No amount
of snubbing shakes her belief In the power of money.
She is confident that the bank account: at her disposal
is bound 1" buy a place in the exclusive set to which
she aspires.
A good bit of footage is devoted to establishing the
characters and to getting tun out of the philosophy
of a successful life which the mother preaches to her
daughter, Betty Pater son. The rather of the household only regrets that he is no Longer permitted t<>
wear carpet slippers, whereas the son. enjoying himself
at
college,
isn't worrying much about the social status
of his ancestors.
Miss Wehlen is introduced as an independentminded young woman living on a neighboring estate
and taking her recognition as a social leader as a matter of course, for Emmy and her family are the real
thins. But she does like unconventional escapades.
such as that which suggests itself when the wife of
the newly arrived millionaire mistakes her for an
employe of the aristocratic Allenbys and offers her
employment.
Just for the joke of the thing, her parents being
away at the time, Emmy accepts the place of social
secretary, of course concealing her true identity. Her
first job is to handle the big function by means of
which "the climber" expects to break into society, but
incidentally revealing a sense of humor of the situation, she helps to smooth things over in the mixed-up
household.
Then Jack Mulhall returns home from college, and
on the train he overhears a conversation revealing to
him the trick being played by Emmy, so he gets a
place as groom with the Allenby's establishment and
retary.
takes morning rides with the make-believe social secProbably the least convincing part of the picture is
the girl's sudden attachment for the youth whom she
supposes to be merely a stable employe. There is
nothing really wrong with the performance given by
Mulhall, but somehow he does not seem like the sort
of a person to whom a self-contained young woman of
Emmy's type would impetuously surrender her heart.
This may be passed over, however, as a mere matter
of opinion and not a defihite shortcoming in the picture.
A touch of drama is supplied by introduction of a
couple of society crooks whose efforts to get a slice
of the newly -acquired fortune are frustrated by the
adroit social secretary. The cast includes Emmet
King, Mollie McConnell, William V. Mong, John Steppling and others.

Up To the Mark as a Light Program Offering
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This looks like a good light comedy for a family
trade. It is clean and humorous and contains enough
romance in the love affair between Emmy Wehlen and
Jack Mulhall. It is easily up to the program mark
and may be counted upon to satisfy your patrons,
especially if you are catering to a crowd likely to appreciate a story poking fun at social climbers.
The beauty of the locations on the country estate
where most of the action is staged, helps considerably
in giving the picture class, a fact worth bearing in
mind when you select stills for a lobby display. Pick
out some pretty scenes in which Miss Wehlen is the
central point of interest. You will have plenty to
choose from and they offer sufficient variety.

Johnson's Article
Julian Johnson of Photoplay will
have a signed article in the New
York Evening World every Saturday
and Monday. The first of these articles appeared in yesterday's issue.

"Fools and Their Money" may be a misleading title
unless you are careful to let folks know that the
story is essentially comedy. At first glance the quotation suggests something serious, but you may counteract this impression by the right sort, of advertising.
Give the name of the star more prominence than that
of the picture and use catchlines calculated to indicate the theme of a newly-rich family trying to buy
social recognition.
Something
along
thisclimber?
idea might
"DidBlank
you
ever meet a real
social
Come do:
to the
Theater and see how the wife of a millionaire munitions manufacturer tries to buy a family tree." Or,
"You've heard it said that 'Fools and Their Money'
are soon parted. See how the old saying works out
in a sparkling comedy, starring Emmy Wehlen."

Moran Returns
Michael Moran of Interocean
Forwarding returned yesterday from
abroad. While on the other side he
toured England, France, Italy, Spain
and Scandinavia.

Merrick

Off

for

Cleveland

Joe Merrick, assistant sales manager of Exhibitors Mutual, left for
Cleveland last night to take care of
the local office because of the resignation of Hugh Rennie.
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HERBERT
BLACHE

■

MAY

ALLISON

I "The Uplifter"

inn

On Broadway

Here it how a brother exhibitor put hit show over. Bend
along your Heat. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

Rivoli — William S. Hart — "Square
Rivoli
Pictorial.
Deal Sanderson."

Spiegel in Quebec
Evanston, 111. — Manager Sam AtMax Spiegel is in Quebec. Joe
kinson of the Hoyburn has launched
Plunkett says it is only on a vaca- what is known as the Burton Holmes
tion, but maybe it is another theater.
Travel Club, as a means of popu1 a r i zi n g the Paramount-Burton
Brady's Impressions
Holmes Travelogues. The club beWilliam A. Brady issued a long
came so successful that it has attracted the attention of exhibitors in
statement yesterday of his views and
impressions gathered as a result of all sections of the country, scores of
his foreign trip.
whom are planning the organization
of similar clubs.
Clark Returns
Jackson, Mich. — When "A RoWilliam J. Clark, president of Exmance of Happy Valley," was shown
hibitors Mutual, returned to New at the Rex,
a rural setting was given
York yesterday after a trip through to the lobby, and attracted much atGrand Rapids, Detroit and Buffalo.
tention. Bales of hay, ears of corn,
corn stalks and a liberal display of
Pittsburgh Mutual Manager in Town one and six-sheets and photographs
Fred G. Silter, Pittsburgh Manager were used.
A large banner strung across the
of Exhibitors Mutual, is in New
York for a few days. Says every- theater front gave an "additional
thing is rosy down his way.
punch.
Omaha, Neb. — Harry Watts, manMary in Hall of Fame
ager of the Strand, got an automoLos Angeles reports are to the efbile dealer to pay all but $85 of the
fect that an Italian artist is painting
a portrait of Mary Pickford to be $400 worth of advertising space and
exchange gave him a display in a
hung in the Hall of Fame in the in
stage setting.
National Museum of Art, WashingThe attraction was "The Roaring
ton, D. C.
Road" starring Wallace Reid, and
two Hudson cars were displayed in
Rialto Nearing Completion
an appropriate setting on either side
Work on the new Rialto at White- of the screen on the stage.
A three-column picture of the
stone, Long Island, is nearing completion. Itis expected that the new stage setting with a four inch story
house will be ready within the next of installation appeared in the readtwo weeks. Seating capacity will be
ing section of the "Omaha Sunday
800.
Bee" two days later.
Robert Lowenberg, the manager
has contracted for the Goldwyn outDecision Reserved
put.
The action brought by World Film
against Harry Garson, the Blanche
Sweet Prod, and B. S. Moss to prevent further use of the title "The Unpardonableargued
Sin" alleging
infringement, has been
before
Judge
Donnelly.
The
case
now
rests
with
Adolphe Osso
him.

FOREIGN MARKET]
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1457 Broadway
Bryant 6325
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Putting It Over

Bay City, Mich. — With Michigan
in the grip of an intensive and prolonged heat wave that kept the mercury clinging to the century mark,
W. C. Watson, manager of the Regent broke house records with a
week's showing or "Daddy Long'
Legs" by inviting every orphan child
in Bay City to be his guest at any
performance. The manager made a
personal plea to everyone in the city
to keep a look-out for any orphan
or other child whose life lacked the
sunshine of happiness and to send
them to the Regent. "Ask any one
of the hundreds who saw it last Sunday" was the punch line in the space
used by the Regent in advertising
the productions.

Now directing

DAILY
Ideal Features

Scenic — "Nature's Appeal."
Cartoon — "Judge Rumhauser."
Sunshine Comedy — "His Smashing
Rialto — -Rex Beach's — "The Crimson
Rialto Magazine.
Career."
Gardenia." Comedy — "A
Arbuckle

No,
not
a company — just|
Cecil
De
Mille's
thoughtface to be a composite
of

1

Mary
Pickford's
eyes
Wally Reid's nose
Fanny
Ward's teeth, and ■
Gloria Swanson's chin.

Desert

Benny's Successor
Los
Angeles,
Cal. — Ted Reed
Strand — Charlie
Chaplin — "Sunnybecome Doug's publicity man, n
that Bennie Zeidman is with Lc
Hero,"
Wallace Reid — "You're Fired."
Outing Chester — "Here Comes the Mayer's studio.
Pictures Too Close to Churc.
Strand Topical Review.
Topics of the Day.
Houston, Tex. — A petition of m
side."
New
York — To-day — George Beban than 100 names of church memb'
Groom."
— "Hearts of Men."
headed by Rev. N. P. Pullam, pas
Fatty Arbuckle in "A Desert of the Friendship Baptist church
San Felipe St., asking that a m
Wednesday — Douglas Fairbanks — ing picture theater opposite tl
church be closed on Sunday has b
"The Knickerbocker Buckaroo."
Thursday — Monroe Salisbury — filed with the city secretary.
"The Sleeping Lion.
Hero."
Noble Succeeds Meyrick
Friday — Gladys Leslie — "Too
Many Crooks." Margarita Fisher —
Portland,
Ore.— Paul Noble*
"Trixie from Broadway."
been appointed manager of thai
Saturday — June Elvidge — "Love berty to succeed E. J. Meyrick, i
has been sent to look after the J
and
the Woman."
Sunday—
Bert Lytell— "One Thing- sen-Von Herberg interests in Bt
at-O'Time of Day."
Noble has been identified with
Broadway— Ethel
Clayton — "Men, film business almost from its be;
ning.
He was in the exchange b
Women M. and
Money."
George
Cohan
— Griffith Players ness before becoming manager
— -"Broken Blossoms."
the old National theater (now
Park — Beginning
Wednesday — Jess Strand) several years ago.
Willard— "The Challenge of Chance."
Next Week's Features
Attractions for next week will be:
Rialto — Charles Ray — "Hayfoot,
Rivoli — Major Robert Warwick —
Strawfoot."
"Secret
Service."
Strand — Dorothy
Dalton — "Other
Men's Wives."
Broadway — Mack Sennett's "Yankee Doodle in Berlin."
George M. Cohan — Griffith Players— "Broken
Blossoms."

THE
BIG
FEATURE
PICTUBM
is in a class with the regular th< i
atrical show
and should
be ei]
ploited as such.
We make a lobbl
display that individualizes the pre!
duction
and
lifts it out of tb
pictureotherRUT—
"The Red on Lantern
and
productions
exhib II
tion in our show rooms.
KBAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St.
New York CI I

COMPLETE LINE OF
Studio in Frisco
Supplies
and Equipmnet
San Francisco, Cal. — A committee
for STUDIO and THEATRM
of five were appointed bythe city to
National
and
Speer
Carbot]
consider a plan for erecting a movMAZDA LAMPS
ing picture studio sufficiently large
to accommodate 20 to 30 companies.
This action was taken after Jos. A. CHARLES
F. CAMPBJ
Eliason, representing Hermann Film AL. HENDRICKSON HW 01 .t Ci
Co., of Los Angeles, said that many
Charge d'Affairs
1* « .OlSl Ol.,
big companies in Southern California are seeking new locations.
Minneapolis Exchange

Moves

{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Minneapolis. — The First National
Exchange has moved from the Film
Exchange Building to new and larger
quarters on the fourth floor of the
Loeb Arcade.
A projection room is being operated in connection with the new office, afeature that was lacking at the
other building.

Crandall's Eighth
Bray's New Process
Washington, D. C. — Another large
house
is
soon to be erected here,
The Bray Studios announce the
perfection of a new process for car- ground having been broken at Georgia and Princeton St. northwest, for
toon will
comedies.
Sept. 1through
Bray's
product
not After
be released
the York, to be eighth in the chain
Paramount.
of Crandall theaters.

THE BEST
PICTURE
to malt* money
Hast

have

a perfect
negative

REX LABORATORY

develei

(INC.!

has developed
HarryandKeeper's
Bat
tlves.
Ask him
then phi
Tremont
1905 for full parti* all

eBRADSTREET
f FILHDOM
VIII. No. 76

7/fcRKOCHIIEtt
AUTHORITY
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To Produce Abroad

Four Mayer Stars
o Are the Others in Addition to
Anita Stewart and Mildred
Harris?

Brady
to Make
Six
Pictures
in
France with American Stars —
Other Plans
Wm. A. Brady will join the other
American producers who will make
productions abroad. Just back from
the other side, in his first statement
Brady declares that six productions
will be made in France with Ameri-

(Special to WW'S DAILY)
os Angeles. — In addition to Anita
wart and Mildred Harris, Louis
Mayer will have two stars of
wn drawing power for the cornseason.
11 production will be made in the
rer studios of which Bennie Zeidi is in charge.

can stars for Film D'Art.
Yesterday it was stated that the
names of the stars to make these
productions would not be divulged
at the moment, nor would the directors to be interested made known at
this time.

is understood that arrangements
I be closed in New York within
[next few days as a result of
ih productions of Harry Garb stars, Blanche Sweet and Clara
[ball Young
will appear
under
banner
of a well-known
pro-

. H. Case Up Again
eral Trade Commission to Renew Question of Re-issues
he W. H.-William 5. Hart case,
"BEARCAT"
Ih has been hanging fire for a
what a character — and to think the book was available for two years
per of months will again be
d this morning before the Fed- before we bought it. "When 'Bear-Cat' Went Dry" is causing a few
Advt*
[ Trade Commission at 21 W. discussions betweert producers and their scenario departments.
i St.
No Action on Club Quarters
j will be remembered that on
eh 25, W. N. Seligsberg, attorney
Nothing definite was decided upon
BV. H., asked for an adjourn(Special to WID'S DAILY)
at the meeting of the Motion Pict of the case because Joseph
Springfield, 111.— The Buck Bill
ture Business Men's Club held on
jnonds desired to make a trip to may be reached by the Senate beMonday. C. F. Zittel has called anland to see his mother who was
other meeting for tomorrow at the
fore adjournment tomorrow (Thursfcerously ill. Simmonds has now
day). The Buck Bill will revive cen- Knickerbocker at which, it is exsorship in the state. Picture people
pected, some definite action will be
are hoping the bill will not be reach- taken regarding quarters.
ed in the last minute rush.
No. 123
Receiver for Crystal

That Buck Bill

Little Ad Talks

By Jack Alicoate
^HE value of any publication
I to the advertiser
depends
xgely upon the reason that
ompts people to subscribe for
i The only subscription rea'»n that can possibly interest
,ie advertiser is genuine
de;and.
The reader who subribes because he really wants
e publication — because
it it
feful to him — because he recizes its intrinsic merit — is
only reader who represents
ing power to the advertiser
nd nobody
reads "WID'S
ILY"
self. to please anybody but

Price 5 Cents

Another Hodkinson Appointment
Des Moines, la.— J. L. Shipley,
one of the best-known newspaper
men of this city, and formerly with
the A. H. Blank Enterprises, will
represent W. W. Hodkinson here as
branch manager.

Regarding conditions abroad
Brady said he had made an exhaustive study of picture conditions, and
as President of the National Association was consulted by representatives of the Governments of England, France and Italy regarding
conditions both here and in those
countries.
"There will shortly be great strides
in the building
of motion
picture
(Continued on Page 4)

Buy 3 Mutual Offices
Cohen and Kaufman in Control of
Canadian Distribution
Arthur Cohen and Harry Kaufman
of Exhibitors' Distributing Corp. of
Toronto, now in New York, have

bought the Exhibitors' Mutual exchanges in Toronto, Montreal and
St. Johns and with them the Empire
Mutuals, American Mutuals and all
the short subjects released by Mutual in Canada.
The deal also includes the purchase of the Robertson Cole product
John B. Johnston has been appointed receiver for the Crystal Film for Canada for the coming year. Exhibitors' Mutual has not been in
Corp. on a bond of $25,000 in suit
filed by minority stock holders who Western Canada for some time and
seek a dissolution of the business what arrangements will be made to
and a distribution of assets among exploit the old Mutual and new Robertson Cole films there is not known.
the shareholder.

WicTs Daily Special Convention Issues
Printed in St. Louis Every Day of the Convention — June 25-28 —
Advertising Space Limited — Make Reservations NOW
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Guts and Flashes

Swanson

State Tuberculosis Asylum at Gaoutfit.len, Mont., has installed projection
?oL VIII No. 76 Wednesday, June 18, 1919 Price 5 Cents
Copyright 1919,
Inc. Published
New York,
N.
FILM
FOLKS,

Guy Empey's Select release will be
Working

Wid'i Film and Film Folks, titled "The Undercurrent."
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., title "Hell on Earth."
Y.. by WID'S FILMS and
INC.

Clict Withey is directing David
t. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Ben H. Grimm, Powell in Famous Players "The
Associate Editor; Joseph Dannenberg, Vicethe Tiger" further advenPresident and Managing Editor; J. W. Ali- Teeth turesofof Arsene
Lupin.
coate, Secretary and Business Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
Twenty-two students from the
the act of March 3, 1879.
New York School of Fine and ApTerms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
plied Arts will attend tonight's permonths, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
formance of "Broken
Blossoms."
$20.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Address

all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Loe Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889.
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.

Another

New

House

Berwick, Pa.— Suit Bros, will make
extensive improvements to the Palace, and are also constructing a new
house on W. Front St. to be readyJan. 1, 1920.
Garson Wins Suit
Judge Donnelly in the Supreme
Court has refused the application
made by World Film to restrain
Harry Garson and others from using
the title of "The Uupardonable Sin."
World claimed they made a film
using this title several years ago.

DAILY
Controls Everett

Everett, Wash. — C. A. Swanson has
formed the Star Amusement Co. and
has taken over the seven theaters
here. Four of them will remain
open as they can easily handle all the
business the town warrants.
7— Count 'Em— 7
Sol Lesser has received a wire
from Mack Sennett, saying that
seven of his most famous beauties
are en route to New York from his
California studios, to be present before the opening here, at the Broadway, about June 27, of "Yankee
Doodle in Berlin."
Cameramen
Organize

Los Angeles — The American SoUniversal has secured Bret Harte's
ciety of Cinematographers now includes practically every important
story "The Outcast of Poker Flat" cameraman
on the Coast in its
for Harry Carey. Jack Ford will direct. Gloria Hope in cast.
membership. Philip E. Rosen is
president, Charles G. Rosher, first
Sessue Hayakawa owns a new
Homer A Scott, seccamera made in France which he vice president;
ond vice-president; W. C. Foster,
claims will reveal some startling new treasurer, and Victor Milner, secreeffects in photography.
tary. Offices have been secured in
the Markham
Bldg., Hollywood.
Marion Davies has finished "April
Folly" in the Biograph studio this
week and immediately after will beGettingsays
'Emwhen J. PierTerry Ramsaye
gin work with Director George D.
pont Morgan was down in Washington the other day to testify in the
Baker on "The Cinema Murder."
Senate's treaty leak inquiry he decided not to be photographed.
Harvey Gates, author of "The
Carl Turnage, a Kinograms camera
Wild Cat of Paris," has returned to
the Universal scenario staff after man had another notion. He set up
having written several productions his motion picture camera at a strafor Gdldwyn.
tegic position on rne roadway and
had an obliging friend fall down in
Edward Connelly, veteran actor,
road in front of Morgan's taxi.
has been loaned by Metro to Louis theThe
friend was only slightly inB. Mayer for the role of Col. Doojured and Kinograms got an excellent close up of Morgan who got out
little in the Anita Stewart "Old Kento stand by and see what had hap-

tucky."
Jennie Lee, "the grand old lady
of the films" who has been seen in
the mother role in many of Griffith's
successes has been engaged by Universal to play in support of Harry
Carey in "Jim of the Ranges."
A new trick in double exposure
photoography will be introduced
with the distribution late this month
of Alice Brady's "His Bridal Night."
Credit for the perfection of the new
device is divided between Photographer George Folsey and Director
Kenneth Webb.

00ter*

22— WE INSURE

Catholic

Art Ass'tion

[Watch this Space for Others)

AS SURE AS THE SUNRISE

Oh— have

you seen—

is as sure as the sun rising in the morningThe law of average
Accidents fires, stolen cars happen every day of the year and
they happen when least expected— You never know when your
are covturn is coming nor need you care if your investments
ered by insurance— Better see us today— Tomorrow may be one
day too late.

Reuben

•

Inrurance '

Phone John

Universal's Sales Conferenc«
Cleveland. — A conference of 1
versal sales managers of the Mi
Western and Eastern territory
held at the Statler on June lo]
Schnitzer, general sales mana
Universal, and H. M. Brown gi
manager of the exchanges, pre:
The selling policy for the fall
son was discussed as well as the.;
production including the Stage
men's War Relief series. The
managers who attended:
F. S,
kins, of Buffalo; H. Stern, of
burg; W. D. Ward, of Detroit;
Smith, of Cleveland; Louis Baui
Cincinnati, O.; J. L. Lcssermar
Chicago, and Art Schmidt, divi>
manager.

pened.
Bruce Gets Judgment by Default
Clifford Bruce, an actor, was
granted a judgment by default in the
City Court yesterday by Judge Smith
in his suit against the Smith-Foley
Albany, N. Y. — Trinity Photop;
Film Corp. of Canada. Bruce is suing for alleged balance of $1,307.50 Co., Brooklyn, $25,000; J. Hartt
U. M. Lazarus, G. Guldberg, 101
which he claims is due him.
House, Grossman and Vorhaus laski St., Brooklyn.
were unable to produce witnesses for
Smith-Foley and the judgment resulted. However, they plan action
to be relieved of the default and to
defend the action again.

No.

sags;

They say Jack Calicotte form
of Grauman's will be manager of
New Capitol when it opens.

AMUELS
ERVICE

' ' SO Maiden. Lane

5425 - 5426 - 94Z7 • 5428

ffeiibGj)
Samuel?

%-*HpO

posters good is to

CALL OUR

damn with faint praise —
they are unmatchable —
unequalled and unapproachable. They are
transcendant posters,
with a powerful punch!

RITCHEY
LITHO.
CORP.

406 W. 31st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8381

iMi

Comedy is Pretty Thin in Picturization of O. Henry's Story.

itkeN ews
Nil.

B.T LAKE CITY, CTAH — Mormons
it to strengthen their organization
(lowers of Brigham Young attend
8!)tli Convention of Mormon Church.
UMS, FRANCE — Where the \n-i peace terms «ill be siyiu-d — the
U| de St. Germain, official head■ters or the delegation.
sCRAMENTO, CM.. — Accompanied by
ii* cameraman, Lieutenant Beck
is the lirst trip in an airplane over
Kosemite
Valley.
IJOSS THE ATLANTIC IN 16
Ks! — The world is electrified by
amazing news that John Alcock
Arthur Brown make flrsi^ non-stop
satlantic
flight.
DIANAPOLIS, IND. — Cities throughthr nation
send
delegates
to atgreat
annual
convention
of
ners.
HJGLAS, ARIZONA — Trouble brews
lie Mexican border as rebels led by
i renew
attack on government.

O

Wallace

day

fou Can Always Count
on Quality
in
Christie Specials
and
Christie Comedies

Reid

in

"You're Fired"

M

AMIlM.iON.
1>
C— 10,000
iutcs.
led
eh oil the capltol to iiii'l>
iKhl
Iiimt
anil
heal
repee
lihition.
ii;i;i'siii: \i> BAY,
N v.-\™king recset by Ralph
(-demons,
in thrilling 50-mile
unto
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Paramount
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS

James
Cruze
O. Henry
Clara Q. Kennedy
Frank Urson

A

WHOLE
Conventional comedy doesn't
carry through five reels.
STORY
Adaptation
of O. Henry
story, "The
Halberdier" fails to convey the spirit of the
author's work.
DIRECTION
Lacks fresh inspiration in handling
of comedy scenes.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Generally first rate
CAMERA WORK
One or two strikingly artistic
soft=focus close=ups that bring out the beauty
of Wanda Hawley.
STAR
Works hard to extract humor from situa>
tions that are not strong in themselves.
SUPPORT
Wanda
Hawley decidedly
attractive
as the girl in the case; efficient cast all
through, with Theodore Roberts in characteristic role.
EXTERIORS
Seldom needed
INTERIORS
Ball room sets and others are adequately furnished.
DETAIL
Doesn't call for particular comment.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Unobjectionable
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,183 feet
THIS is an O. Henry story minus the O. Henry spirit.
Admirers of the master craftsman of short story
writing will have to look hard to find traces of the
genius for characterization and significant bits of
detail which mark the work of the great interpreter
of American life.
In case the name of the author happens to be missed
when it is flashed and one does not recall the plot of
"The Halberdier." it will be easily possible to see the
picture through without guessing that the story has
any background other than that supplied by a scenario
writer versed in conventional methods of photoplay
construction.
To be sure there are laughs in "You're Fired," but
they are hardly frequent enough to suffice for passages that run along in the expected
groove — ex-

pected, thai is. after the familiar basis of the plot Is
made known. Many pictures, from the time of Bhorl
reels onward, have bad as their theme the vicissitudes
of a wealthy young man who thrusts himself upon the
commercial world because be must make good in order
to be an acceptable husband for the girl he loves.
Wallace Held, as Billy, is merely another one of the
heroes who experience various adversities while comwith the
terms alaid
downaboul
by athefather-in-lawto be. plying
There
is never
doubt
result. One
knows thai somehow or other he is going to come
through the stated period of one month without being
"fired," so the element of suspense being comparatively
Insignificant,
the connected
Chief interest
taches to the
incidents
with necessarily
his efforts at-to
keep a clean employment record.
His

trials

as

an

office

clerk,

whose

capability

limited to hitting x on the typewriter, are moderately
amusing, and folks will laugh at his method of always beating the boss to it when he is due to be
tired. .lust in time, lie resigns, handing his employer
a memorandum to sign, stating that he left of his
own accord. These memorandums are used frechuckle. quently, each signature being good for at least a
But the production realizes its best moments, and
they'rea job
nothing
remarkable
at that,
Wallace
gets
as avery
xylophone
artist
with when
an orchestra
that plays at society functions. lie bluffs it through
well enough to keep from getting an honorable discharge, until the night of a ball given by a leader of
the social set of which he has been a member.
Among the guests is Wanda Hawley, the girl for
whom he is making the sacrifice. But it is part of the
agreement that he shall not tell her about the scheme.
Wallace is really funny when he tries to conceal his
identity behind a false moustache, while he bangs
away at the xylophone. But, of course, he is discovered and Wanda is seriously peeved because he will
neither dance with her, nor explain the cause for his
peculiar behavior.
Before the final sequences, which find Wallace wearing a knight's armor and standing as a part of the
decorative schemes in an Italian restaurant, they bring
in a touch of meller with the theft of some valuable
papers concerning a merger put through by Wanda's
father. Wallace has a hand in thwarting the willun,
and having gone through' the month without being
"fired" from a job, he is accepted by Theodore Roberts
as a son-in-law.
The cast includes Henry Woodward, Lillian Mason,
Herbert Prior, Raymond Hatton and William Lesta.

Don't Count on This as Anything Out of the Ordinary
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

number of this author's works have been screened by
Although this not up to the mark of some recent
various companies and they have realized a quality
Wallace Reid productions, /it probably will please
that will make people want to see more pictures from
enough of your folks to put it over as an average prothe same source. "You're Fired" is a better title for
gram release. It would be well, however, to build up
picture
purposes than the original, which would mean
the rest of your show, rather than to place too much
►Expert Service, Re-constructing
nothing to the average film fan. You might excite a
reliance on "You're Fired" as the central attraction.
and Re-titling of Features
Shown at the Strand Theater, New York, before a
little curiosity by asking: "What is a halberdier?
and Comedies.
large Sunday afternoon audience, when the latest
Wallace Reid will show you in 'You're Fired,' a picAddress Pioneer Film Corp.,
Charlie Chaplin film was on the bill, it was moderately
turization of O. Henry's
If Paramount
has any story."
individual portraits of Wanda
ISO W. 46th Street
well received, especially during the scenes when Reid
impersonated a xylophone player and donned a false
Haw-ley, on a par, artistically, with some of the closemoustache. Incidents from this part of the film will
ups in the film, I certainly would give them a conprovide the most likely material for pictorial display.
spicuous place in your lobby. Her name has advertisI would make quite a bit of the fact that the story
Sarazan Assisting Hudson
ing value, as has that of Theodore Roberts.
A
lul M. Sarazan, formerly on the is an adaptation of O. Henry's "The Halberdier."
Has Despatch," is now assistant
Japanese Company to Expand
Rogers Arrives in Culver City
',arlil offices.
J. Hudson at the First NaNye Returns from Far East
The Japanese Cinematograph Co.
Geoffrey Nye, who purchased the
Will Rogers has arrived in Culver
which has just purchased the JapaFar East Rights of the Million DolKley in Town
City and will shortly start work on
nese rights of the Robertson Cole
lar Chaplins, also same rights of his first Goldwyn picture. He stoped Kley, studio manager of the
productions
plans extending its ac"Mickey"
has
just
returned
from
InJrwood Lasky plant, is in New
ped off at Kansas City to attend the
tivities to China. These are about
dia, after taking in extensively Japan,
I on a vacation, for the first time
I 1913.
His visit will terminate China, Philippines, Dutch East In- opening of the Newman Theater, 60 theaters in China, mostly in the
American or English colonies.
dies and Strait Settlements.
Frank Newman's new house.

Ronald i. buchanan

Wednesday,

June

18, 1919

KINOGRAMS i|

iM% DAILY
To Produce Abroad
(Continued from Page 1)

NEW ARMY OVERSEAS —
SEND Aforce
is trained and embarked
Volunteer
for service in the Army of Occupation on theaters in England," said Brady.
"Plans are now under way for the
Meade.
at Camp
the Rhine. — Scenes
construction of theaters of the type
AGAINST THE JULY DROUGHT.—
Labor convention leaders head a demon- of the Strand and Rivoli here, in alstration in behalf of the thirst wets on
most every large city in England.
the steps of the Capitol at Washington. It may sound strange, but there is
DE PALMA WINS AUTO RACE.—
Famous driver establishes a new worlds not a worth-while picture theater in
record for the fifty-mile course in hot London. Three, however, will
contest on Sheepshead
Bay
speedway.
LOCOMOTIVES FOR RUSSIA— Four shortly be under way there — one to
hundred carloads of rolling stock for the be built by the Famous-Players Britrehabilitation of Siberian lines are put
aboard ship at Seattle, Washington.
ish Company."
England, France and Italy all are
BRING BATTUE FUAGS HOME —
Banners borne by Massachusetts regi- eager that American motion picture
ments are placed in the Hall of Flags stars come there and make pictures.
at Boston in impressive flag day cere- They feel that American scenes are
monials. .
U. S. MARINES FATBOU RHINE.— played out and that the Riveria, HolDevil dogs arm German pleasure boats
land and Belgium in addition to their
with machine guns and operate a little own countries afford locations of surnavv all their own on the big river.
passing scenic and pictorial beauty.
ILLINOIS O. K.'S SUFFBAGE.— The
state legislature at Springfield accepts
There is a feeling in England
the national amendment and secretary of
among motion picture people, acstate signs resolution.
cording to Brady, that their product
NOBLES OF SHRINE PARADE.— Pilgrims to the annual Imperial Council is not getting a square deal in Amerinarch in festive Oriental parade through
ica. They feel it should receive the
streets of Indianapolis.
bedecked
gailv
same distribution here, granted the
TIMBER TOPPERS IN STEEPLECHASE.— United Hunt Club holds first quality is equal, that American films
meet at Belmont Park and society turns receive there, and they contend they
out to see jumpers go over stiff two-mile will shortly produce pictures of that
course.

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES

That Dinner
To Cohen, Berman and O'Reilly to
Be "Some Affair" Tonight
Big night tonight at the Waldorf.
That celebration to be tendered to
L. O'ReilSydney S. Cohen,1. Charles
Berman, for their
ly and Samuel
labors in having the legislation
passed which permits of Sunday
shows in the state is scheduled to
be one of the high marks of the season.
Over 500 exhibitors, producers and
distributors, as well as stars and directors, are expected <o be on hand,
and if you haven't made your reservation, better get busy and get yourself one.
The dinner is scheduled for 7:30
in the Grand Ball Room and there
will be a general gathering and love
feast in the Astor Gallery preceding
the dinner. The ball room will be
gorgeously decorated and, best of all,
the beautiful female stars of the picture industry in the East, as well as
many stage celebrities will be in the
boxes.
Later there will be dancing.
The^e are going to t>e several surprises. See what happens to the
three guests of honorr About 28
special guests will be at the main
table including Arthur Brisbane,
Judge Aaron Levy, Adolph Zukor,
Wm.
others. A. Brady, "Bill" Fox and
And there won't be a lot of work
done on Thursday either.

"The

Copperhead"

Lionel Barrymore in "The Copperhead" will be produced by Famous Playsrs-Lasky in the fall with
an all-star cast.
It is hoped to make it in the $1,000,000 studio in Long Island. If it
is produced there it will be the first
in the new plant.

"Bullin
*

the
Bullsheviki

M

See tomorrow's Wid's

On Again, Off Again
Madge Kennedy in Town
Life for Sales Manager Rogers
Madge Kennedy, Goldwyn star, is
in New York for a short vacation Select is just one grand round
Pullman's. Only back a few d;
with her husband, Capt. Harold Bol- from
quality. It would be wise, in ster.
one trip, and now he is pi
ning another to the Middle West
Brady's opinion, for the motion picture men to give this matter serious
Archainbaud Shoots Scenes on
and immediate consideration. If
44th St.
there is to be no market here for
THE UNPARDONABLE SIN
foreign film, it is not unlikely that
Georgte Archainbaud shot some
Harry Garson's Big Production
an embargo will be placed on Ameri- scenes for "A Damsel in Distress"
Starring Blanche Sweet
can pictures.
a Hale-Caprice film, yesterday in
Has a lobby display that will reflec
Neilan'a maiterful direction which wil
The motion picture situation, par- front of the Iroquois Hotel, and
Individualize
both story and itar.
ticularly with reference to America
On exhibition now in our salesroom
a fight in ».-ont of Jack's on
Sixth Ave.
and American made film, is just now staged
KRAUS MFG. CO.
of considerable interest in Govern220 Weit 42nd St.. N. Y.
mental circles abroad, says Brady.
$480,000 Rental for Theater
He talked with Lord Beaverbrook,
A total of $480,000 in rental will
who also arrived on the Olympic,
be paid for a theater to be erected
and who during the war, was Min- at Fordham Road and Valentine
ister of Public Information for Eng- Ave. in the Bronx, by the Valentine
land, Members of Parliament and
Corp. $24,000 rental yearly
members of various commercial Theater
i REFINED
LETTERING
for 20 years.
■ APPROPRIATE
ILLUSTRATIN
bodies, and as well discussed the
situation with other representatives
of the Governments of England, Road Show for "Auction of Souls"
France and Italy. As a result of
Des Moines. — A. H. Blank will
PHONE BEYANT
8973
145
W 45T^ST.
these discussions, Brady proposes to handle "Auction of Souls" as a road
organize at once an international pic- show. Jolly Jones until recently
ture company in America, which will
ofwill
Blank's
theater
Mar-in
handle only foreign film. It will be manager
shalltown
exploit
the infilm
Iowa.
organized for the purpose of opening
the door to foreign producers, and
COMMERCIAL
Parker Leaves Hampton
will have the support of the English,
French and Italian Governments.
DEVELOPING
William Parker who has been actAs an indication of the consideraing as personal representative for
and
PRINTING
tion now being given the motion pic- Jesse D. Hampton and has done
ture by England, Brady states the quite a number of original stories
FILM DEVELOPING
COK
English Government has afoot a plan and continuities, has severed connecLABORATORIES
to have their greatest men of letters
tions with Hampton.
Parker will take a little trip and
write for the screen. It is proposed
that Barrie, Hall Caine, and other then probably free lance.
famous writers, devote their attenMcDaniel With Sherry in Detroit
tion to the production of material
written expressly for the screen. And
Detroit. — W. C. McDaniel will repthe English are trying to find their ritory. resent William L. Sherry in this terown Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks and Charlie Chaplin.
In so far as the motion picture is
concerned, Europe, in his opinion, is
unquestionably the land of opportuTHE BEST PICTURE
nity, but he sounds a warning to
to make
money
American producers who have been
Mast
have
a perfect
develop producing and sending over unclean
negative
L
</
ILLUSTRATION.
pictures. Should there come a time
REX LABORATORY (INC.)
when an embargo on American picAVyJ
ROOM./p.,
TELEPHONE/
tures is imminent, unclean American
has developed Harry Keeper'* neg
\vV-?
CANDLER BlD'G. 220 W. 42 ST.
fives. Ask him and then pho
productions will be the first point of
Tremont
1995
for fall partleuuu
\ )'/'/' 200J-ZOII
^
attack.

i
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Minter Signs
ith Arthur S. Kane for Realart — ■
To Work in East
Mary Miles Minter has signed for
ree and one-half years to star in
?alart Pictures.
She is the first of the artists to be
nounced by Realart. Some say
»t the opportunity to secure Miss
inter was one of the reasons for
e formation of Realart Pictures
>rp., of which Arthur S. Kane is
esident.
Immediately after completing the
reement which has been under ne(Continued on Page 4)
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earl White with Fox
ar

Switches
From
Pathe— To
Make Feature Productions
Fox Film announced yesterday
it Pearl White had signed with
fern to make a series of special proctions the first of which will be
teased in the fall. The exteriors
II be shot around Miss White's
e at Bayside, Long Island, and
interiors are expected to be taken
the new Fox studio now being
It on 10th Ave.
he name of the diirector or the
ure of the first story have not
n announced.

MM
This is "Bear-Cat" STACY
in
"When 'Bear-Cat' Went Dry"
The Lord knows the1 trade needs something new

'earl White has been with Pathe
lumber of years and has made a
Tiber of serials during her stay
h that company.
Twenty-Seven Branch Managers Hit
Town — Atkinson to Preside
The fourth annuaT convention of
No. 124
Metro will commence this morning
at 11 o'clock in the Hotel Astor.
W. E. Atkinson, newly appointed
By Jack Alicoate
branch manager, will preside.
JA LIVE to the opportunity
The Metro offices are looking to
p»- of presenting its readers
this convention as the most impornth a service second to none
tant ever held since the inception of
his publication will publish in
the company in view of the declarat. Louis every day of the contion of open booking and the "fewer
ention a special edition of
and better" picture policy. Next
VID'S DAILY. Four mem(Continued on Page 4) '
bers of WID'S staff will be on
pnd to give a comprehensive
Jnd intelligent report of all
onvention happenings. To
the advertisers these convention numbers present a unique
opportunity of reaching the
"ve exhibitors attending the
onvention as well as WID'S
gular subscribers at nominal
st. Advertising copy appearg in both editions at one
st. Space is limited — make
servation NOW.

Metro's Convention

Little Ad Talks

Collins Due July 1
Frederick L. Collins, of McClure
Prod., is due back in New Advt.'
York
July 1. It is unde*-s;ood that while
on the other side he made arrangements for the handling of the McClure films in Europe. The arrangement may include a reciprocal agreement whereby a number of productions made in England, will be handled in the States through McClure.
New Mayflower Productions
Mayflower Film has bought the
picture rights to "Ladies Must Live'
by Alice Duer Miller, and "Luck
of the Irish" by Harold McGrath.

Big Crowd Attends Dinner & Dance
in Honor
Cohen-O'ReillyBermanof at
Waldorf
There may be three more important hefty exhibitors about this region today than Sydney S. Cohen,
Charles L. O'Reilly and Samuel I.
Berman, but if there are it will need
a telescope to find them.
So many good things were said
about them at the Waldorf dinner
last night
that they
will need
shoehorns or elastic
hat bands
for weeks.
Besides they are sporting gold
watches, monogrammed an' everything,
chains,
— well,that
remembering allandthe
good an'things
were
said about them.
There were fillum men, big and
small, exhibitors, producers, distributors, stars, directors; oh, a flock
of
on hand towho
do honor
to>
theregular's
three exhibitors
led the
fight and won out for Sunday showings in New York, and it needed all
of the Grand Ball Room of the Waldorf to hold the 500 or more that
paid homage, emptied many bottles
at $15 per, and voted the affair one
of the big bets of the season.
There were speeches, too. There
were half a dozen made by important men. More about them in tomorrow's issue. No room.
Among those found at the affair
were:
Abrams, John W. ; Adler. Lester; Agnew. Frances; Albee, E. F. ; Alicoate,
J:ick ; Alperstein, A.; Alperstein, Mrs. A.;
(Continued on Page 2)

$100,000 Bonus
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Hollywood, Cal. — Mrs. Charles
Chaplin, having signed a new contract with Louis B. Mayer of the recently organized Mayer Prod. Co.,
will begin work in September when
it is estimated the new studio will
be completed. A bonus of $100,000
is said to have been the consideration prompting Mrs. Chaplin to sign
with Mayer in preference to co-starring with her husband.
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Anderson, Geo. M. ; Ascher, Sidney; Atkinson, W. E.
Baker, Tarkington; Balsdon. George, Jr.;
Barnet, Robert; Baron, Charles; Baumer;
H. J.; Beeoroft, James; Behrend, E. R. ;
Bell, Alfred D.; Bell, E.; Bellman, J.;
Bender, M. ; Berger, J. K.; Berman, H.
M. ; Berman, Samuel I.; Bigall, Wm. :
Bigelow, Major Warren; Bird, Chas. A.;
Bird. F. J.; Bizar, E. ; Blaisdell, Geo.;
Block,
RalphMrs.
; Blumenthal,'
Louis F.
Blumenthal,
Louis F. ; Bolognino,
L. ;;

Bolognino, Mrs. L. ; Boone, R. E. ; Bowman, E. S.; Brady, Wm. A.; Brady. Peter
J. ; Brandon, Wm. ; Brandt, Wm. ; Brandt,
Mrs. Wm.; Brecher, Leo; Brecher, Mrs.
Leo; Brisbane. Arthur; Brooks, E. O.;
Brown, C. W. ; Brown, Jacob ; Brown,
Southard; Brulatour. J. E. ; Brunei'.
Frank; Burkan, Nathan; Burnstein,
Jules: Burr. C. C. ; Busch,
B. N.
Caliban, Wm.; Capes. W. P.; Carnegie, .Miss Celia: Carnegie. Miss Hattie;
Cassard, S. S. ; Cassidy, Asar; Chadwick,
J. E. : Chalmers. J. F. : Chalmers, Alfred
AddressDAILY.
all 71-73
communications
West 44th St.,to NewWID'S I-'. ; Chalmers, Miss E. J.; Chamberlin,
York, N. Y.
s. v.; Chapin, Fred; Chautard, Emile;
Clark. W. J.: Clark. R. H. : Coakley,
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-55S8
Marion; Cohen, David; Cohen, H. J.;
Lob Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889. I 'ohon. Sidney S. ; Cohen. Harry J. ; Cohen,
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood Irving- Colin, Harry E.; Conn, Jack;
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd., Cole. Henry; Coleman. Sol; Conlon, B.
N. ; Conners, T. J. : Cooper, Oscar ; CopeTelephone, Hollywood 1603.
land, Hon. Royal S. ; Cormier, Albert A.;
Corn, Miss Stella; Cornelius, H. C. ; Cornelius. Mrs. II. C; Cornell, B. E.
Dannenberg, Jos.; Davis, J. C. ; Day,
Harry; Daranzo, Daniel; De Hart, E. E. ;
S. H. : Deitrich, Theo. C. ; DilLew
Cody's
first will be titled, De Roy,
lon. Wm. A.: Dimmieh, J. C. ; Donohue,
'The Beloved Cheater."
Chas. D.; Donovan, John; Doolittle, J.;
Dowling, Victor J. ; Drennan, Hon.
Louis Foster, Fine Arts Film, Ex- Thomas J.
Earl, Edward; Edelstein, I.; Edelstein,
change, Cincinnati, formerly with
; Edmunds, Ralph; Elliott, Frederick
Famous Players, in town looking M.
II.; Enright. Hon. Richard E. ; Erickson,
over features.
G. II. ; Erickson, Mrs. J. H.
Falter. E. G. ; Feist, Felix F. ; Feltman,
Nat; Finston, Nat; Fishel. Mortimer;
Myron Selznick on way to Coast. Folks,
Ralph; Fox. Wm.; Franklin, II.
B. ; Freeman, Alderman: Friedlander,
Arrow will reissue a scries of two Samson: Friend. Arthur S. ; Friend, N.
reelers featuring Owen Moore and II.; Fuller, Royal K. ; Frisch, Louis.
Gage, Fred; Gainsboro, Hy ; Garvn, AV.
Anna Q. Nilsson.
B. ; Gillett, E. K. ; Ginsberg. Henry ;
Goldreyer, Chas.: Goldreyer, Mrs. Chas.;
Goldstein, E. H. ; Goldwyn. Samuel;
Goodman, Morris; Goodman, Mrs. Morris; Goosman, Max; Gordon, Arthur A.;
Gordon, Mrs. Arthur A. ; Gorman, Frank
A.; Gosdorfer. Milton; Grey, Albert L. ;
Green, Dr. James 8. ; Green, W. E. ; Grey,
John W.; Grob, Bernard: Grohl, Frederick; Grossman, J.; Grossman, J. S. ;
Gulick, Earl; Gulick. Paul; Gundlach,
E. S. ; Guyer, Mr. and Mrs. John; Haas,
L. ; Hall, F. G. ; Ham. J. W. ; Hammell, J.
A. ; Hansford, M. M. ; Haring, Charles
F. ; Haring, Henry ; Haring, Mrs. Henrv ;
I First n. Alfred L.; Hastings, C. E. ; Hatrick, Edgar B. ; Hayman, A. C. ; Heitman,
Henry; Hermann, Wm. C. ; Hespe, Dr.
H. Chas.; Hess, Gabriel
L. ; Hirshfield,

Guts and Flashes

»

M. ; Hodkinson, W. ; Hoffman. M. H. :
Holmes, Stuart ; Holmes, Taylor ; Howe,
Mr.; Howe, H. R. ; Howells, David P.;
Huber, I. J.; Hudson, Earl J.; Hughes,
Garreth ; Hughes,
M. C. ; Hummel, H.
Ince, Ralph ; Independent Movie Supply: Irving, George;
Irwin, Walter
W.
Jackson, Rev. Wm. H. ; Jacobs, Frank;
Jame. Harry; James, Arthur E. ; Jans,
Herman; Joy, Ernest; Junken. M.
Kami, Geo.; Kashin. M. A.; Kassel. M.;
Kassel, Mrs. M. ; Kaufman. I. ; Kaufman,
Mrs. I.; Kaufman, S. J.; Keeney, Frank
A. ; Kempner, Alexander S. ; Kenipner.
Mrs. Alexander S. ; Kendriek, J. Lawtou ;
Kent, S. R. ; Kessel, A.; Klein, Jos.;
Kollmar, Joseph J.; Knobel, Benjamin;
Konigswald, Gus ; Konigswald, Mrs. Gus ;
Konta, Geoffry ; Kornicker. Arnold; Kornicker, Mrs. Arnold ; Kramer, Max ; KuLandon, G. W. ; Landau, Wm. A.; Lang,
gel,J.;
Lee.Lange, Fred W. ; Lappen, F. A.;
A.
La Rose, Joe; Lederonan, Dan ; Lee, Joe;
Lefcourt, A. E. ; Leitstein, Herbert; Leo,
Ben ; Leo, Mrs. Ben ; Leo, Jack G. ; Leo,
Mrs. Jack G. : Leo, Joe; Levin, Chas. S. ;
Levy, Hon. Aaron J.; Levy, David H. ;
Levy. Mrs. David II.; Levy. Harry;
Lewis, Randolph; Lichtman. Al.; Loeb,
J. W.J Loew, Marcus; Long, Robert EdMcCaffrey, Jack; McCarthy, Hon. T.
D.-J Mclnerney, John J.; McKeon, S. H. ;
JIcNezin,
J.; MacGowan, Kenneth; MacMill, .in. Violet.

he laughs, you laugh with him

m

When

he falls, you "fall for him"

jj

DOOLEY |

in his great series of tworeel "Super Features"

High Class — High Priced
"Oh — Have You
Pris-cil-la Dean
in
Universal
Pictures

Seen'

§|

=

JOHNNY D00LEY FILM COMEDIES, Inc. 1
Longacre
Building

Sanguinette, S. S. ; Saunders, 1
Saunders. Rudolph; Saunders. Mr
dolph ; Schaefer, Geo.; Scheuer, Walte
Schmertz. I.; Schneider. Louis; Schnitz*
H. ; Schnitzer.
Mrs. II.; Schnitzel-.
JosSchwall,
J. C; Schuchert.
I. A.; Schwai
A. H.; Schwartz, Mrs. A. 11.; Schwaf
Jack; Schwartz. J.: Schwartz,
Schwartz, Mrs. s. ; Seider, Isadore; St
tier. Mrs. Isadore; Seider. Jos. M. : Sel
nick, David: Selznick. Howard; Selzuie
Lewis J.; Sennet t. N. J.; Shamir. Peg
Shapiro, H. ; Shapiro, Mrs. Harry; She
nan, W. R. : Sherry. W. L. ; Siegel, I
Silverman, M. S. : Silverman, J.; Sii
monds, M. D. ; Simon, Miss S. : Smit
Agnes: Smith, Sidney II.: Smith. W
C;
!■:. : Sol,
roll'.Louis
Miss II.V.;: Stee
Stai
LouisSmolln,
II.: Starr,
Mrs.
C. M. ; Steger, Elsie M. ; Steiner, ciia:
Stern, S.Chas.;
Stern, Albert:
('has. K.StrombJ
; Strat,
berg.
: StrausS,
Hunt; Sulzberger. Meyer; Swarts. Lo
E. ; Swarts.
Mrs. Louis E.
Taub,
Leo;
Thayer,
J. W. ; Trit
Samuel.
rt'fner. Geo. D. J I'ngcr. F. I.; Un
J. K.
Van Bueren, Mr.; Van Horn. S.
Vegesslick, J.; Vinagrad, Nathan;
Tilzer. J.: Von Tilzer. Mrs. .1.
Walker. Hon. James J.; Walsh, L. J
Waterman. Joseph; Weill. Edgar I
Weinstock, Hon. Leon: Weisner. H<
man; Weitzel, Edward; Welch, John 1
Welch. R.; Welsh, Hon. Clarence 1
Wessling, W. F. ; Whatley, Ilubei
Whyte, A. G. ; Wilkerson, II. A.: Will
son. Wm. P.; Willets, Gilson; Willian
J. 1).: Williams. Miss M. ; Willis. F.
Wilson, Mr.; Winik, H.; Wisch, I
Wittman, John J.: Wittman, Mrs. Jo
Alfred.
J.:
Wolf, A. J.; Wright, Wm.; Wei

Mack, W. A. V.; Mahin, H.j Manheimer,
John; Manheimer, Mrs. John;
gar.
Manton, Hon. Martin T. ; Manns, H. S.;
Martineau, C. R. ; Martineau, Mrs. C. R. ;
Mason. Leslie; Mayer, Elias; Mayer,
Hon. Julius M. ; Meeker, Geo. R. ; Meyer,
Herman; Meyers, Frank; Meyer, Jas. C. ;
Michael, J, A.; Miller, Hon. Julius;
Moore, Walter J. : Moore, Robert C. ; Morey. Norman; Morgan, W. J.; Morris,
Sam E.; Moss, Paul; Moses, Chas. II. ;
Mosher, Ira M.; Moskowitz, Chas.
Xapoli, Dan; Nathan, Carl; Needle,
Morris.
O'Brien, Edward V. ; O'Brien, Eugene;
O'Brien, Joseph A.; O'Brien, Thomas A.;
Oestreicher,
O'Reilly, J. J.Max; O'Reilly, Chas. L. ;
Parson, Louella O. ; Partridge, Joseph;
Pearson, Elmer R. ; Peck. J. W.J Perl,
Joe; Pettijohn, C. C. J Pettijohn, Mrs. C.
C. ; Peyser, Sam L. ; Picker, David ;
Picker, Mrs. David; Plunkett, Jos.; Pollak, Herman; Polloch, Helen; Power,
.lolin A.; Powers, P. A.; Precision Machine Co.; Price, Oscar A.; Proctor,
Ralph;
Pullman,
Major
Raymond
W.
Quaide, Wm, ; Quimby, F. C.
Rachmil. II.; Ratlin, Matthias: Rapee,
Erno; Rapf, Harry; Rayner, W. E. ;
Reiben, Sam; Reilly, Wm. J.; Reisenfeld; Hugo; Reisner, B. ; Reynolds, Sidney; Rickards, John; Rickards, Mrs.
John; Ringler, Samuel; Rogers. Chas.;
Rogers, Don; Rogers, Miss Mildred;
Rollo, S. I.; Roman, B. ; Rose. Morris;
Rosenblatt, Leon; Rosenbluh, Louis;
Rqsengarten, Dave; Rosenthal, E. J.;
Uothapfel, Samuel; Rubin, J. Robert;
Vearsley.
C. L.
Ryan, Arthur.
Zanft. John;
Ziegfield, Hugo;
Zierl
Sabacca, A. ; Sampliner, Joseph ; Sandman, Dr. M. F. ; Sandman.
Mrs. M. F. ; Sam; Zukor, Adolph; Zukor, E. J

When

JOHNNY

■Wonder why Harry Reichenbac
refused an offer for $1,000 a week f«
IS weeks' work?

C. L. BACH
President
York
New

=
==

£

esters

corporationto
-*- HIS
was organized

produce real posters, —
convincing posters, —
powerful posters. That
is what it is, and has
been doing, — just that,
and
nothing
else!

RITCHEY
L1THO.
CORP.

406 W. 31st St.. N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

afe*!

DAILY

That Buck Bill
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Icago. — The Buck bill is buried
beneath a pile of other bills
arc awaiting final hearing be(tie house in Springfield and it
nerally believed that it will be
cally impossible for the legiswork W'eili tothecomplete
iy,
day set their
for adjournment,
ihood of stopping the clock,,
vcr, and working Thursday is
feed. The House has the task
king 60 Bills required to ine bonding bowers in cities. It
■mated that it would take sixhours to pass tnese alone.
rumen here feel confident that
have heard the last of censorfor two years at least.

Charles Chaplin

in

"Sunnyside"
First

National

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
CAMERAMAN

Charles
Charles
Not

Chaplin
Chaplin
credited

LIGHTINGS
Several of the
ral scenes have a lot of
CAMERA WORK
STAR
The same inimitable
antics are two=thirds of

softly lighted pasto=
atmosphere.
Very good
Charlie; his comedy
the show.

Atwell With Reed
SUPPORT
Some good types
ml Atwell will support FloFine for a story laid in a sleepy
Reed in her new film, tempor- EXTERIORS
little village.
kle of which is "The Eternal
(cr." Gareth Hughes is also in INTERIORS
Hotel set is unusual;
nothing else
ast. William Davis is directing.
needed except a couple of conventional rooms
DETAIL
Few titles are used; everything about
Smith Going to England
the film shows care in production.
George Smith, of the InternaOF STORY
Wholesome
fun
Yariety and Theatrical CHARACTER
f, Ltd., will sail for England LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
2,769 feet
Aquitania towards the end of
lonth.
ffith Revival from Triangle
JX the "as a whole" comment I placed "Sunnyside"
below both "shoulder Arms" and "A Dog's Life" as
ingle will again release a num- ,1 mirth-producer because that is the way it struck me.
But there is no hard and fast rule by which one may
'ihpictures
made
either
by
D.
W.
or under his supervision when judge the humorous appeal of what Chaplin gives
atter was associated with Tri- us. lie is always funny: it is only a question of
and the Fine Arts Co. The
will be released through the comparative values and no one would think of comparing him to anyone but himself.
tie exchanges.
Chaplin's Aircraft Film
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
fer, Del. — The
Syd
Chaplin
Ift Corp. has been incorporated
1,000. The usual incorporators
Corporation
Trust Co. of
Jfork were named.
sion on Copyrighted
Play
|je Knox in the District Court
issed an indictment brought
It Fred Beck, Louis Weiss, and
|inger in November, 1917, on a
of distributing infringing
pfjudge
"Joan in The
his Woman."
ruling said that
uld lie necessary to prove the
}f the copyright on the pic[laimed by the Cardinal Film
pich produced the film. This,
cannot be obtained.
Locations
Angeles. — The Brunton Stu
Announces the purchase of a
re tract in the foothills of Hold. The land will be used for
|n purposes and is located at
of Cahuenara Ave.

19, 1919

Artistic Chaplin Comedy Varies in Humorous Quality

AS A WHOLE
Strikes high spots of humor occa=
sionallv but does not equal either "Shoulder
Arms" or "A Dog's Life" as a laugh-getter.
STORY
Introduces Charlie as a farm=hand, plot
is of minor consequence.
DIRECTION
Star gives himself plenty of chance
for comedy tricks, gets full value out of
igraphic
reports
received
in
scenes in which he dances around with a
York
late yesterday
were to
bunch of pretty girls in classic negligee.
fleet that the Buck bill had been
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent

r Local Manager for Triangle
C. Hughes has been appointed
;h manager
for the Triangle
York exchange.

Thursday, June

Go After Big Money.

Whether this production i.- better or not
the preceding
ones doesn't
really matter, for it is a
comedy film which every normal fan will find entertaining. It is the soil at tiling that any exhibitor
may run. confident in the belief thai he will pack his
theater with a satisfied crowd.
Compare this to the Chaplin re-Issues which have
Ik en enjoying a considerable vogue and you will find
.11 least one marked advance. "Sunnyside" is infinitely superior on the production end. The comedian
has polished, thougb not materially changed his
method of humorous expression, and he lias, probably
in this more than any other film, blended the arl of*
comedy acting with the art of beautiful scenic reproduction.
More is a distinct step forward and one that Contributes materially to the total impression, even if one
does not stop to differentiate between the appeal to a
sense of humor and an appeal to the eye.
Take, for Instance, the passages thai are at once artistically and humorously the most effective in "Sunnyside"— those in which Chaplin, in a mood of fantastic abandon, dances merrily with a chorus of wood
nymphs. The composition of these scenes, the backgrounds, the charm and grace of the girls —all of these
tilings are as carefully Studied as though they were a
pari of a serious production. The comic toncb provided by Chaplin in no way detracts from the appeal
carried by the beauty of the picture.
Again, there are the pastoral scenes: Chaplin, with
his world-famed derby and his funny little walk.
driving a herd of cows along a country road. Several
of these shots are distinctly picturesque, after a manner quite unknown in an old-time comedy.
In point of humor, the tilm starts well and. with a
few lapses, keeps on a rising scale until it has been
al
I half run : then slides into incidents that only
occasionally
register.
Charlie's efforts to steal a few moments more sleep
in the morning after bis irrascible employer has
awakened him, are highly amusing. Repeatedly he
receives what is termed "a swift kick" and once when
he escapes the expected spur to action, he resignedly
walks back to give his boss another chance.
Then comes the wild ride on an ungovernable bull
and Charlie's fall into a brook from which he imagines
himself being rescued by a group of beautiful maidens.
Of course this is only a dream, as is the lasl part of
the picture when Chaplin tries to prevent his girl being
stolen by a dapper city chap. His imitation of the
smart attire of his rival lends itself to some comedy,
but not a great deal.

You Can Get It

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Nobody can figure this as anything but a sure
money-maker. It is a Chaplin film, which is enough
in itself to draw a crowd, so it is merely up to you
to handle it in a way that will make the clean-up complete.
In the first place "Sunnyside" should be run for more
than one day. Unless your show-shop is in the smallest of tank towns, you can't expect to reach all of the
people who want to see Chaplin in less than two or
three days. Splurge a bit on your advertising ami
make it clear that the production is not a re-issue.
Some of your patrons may be confused if you are not
clear on this fact.
State Right Purchases
Merit Film has purchased "Fools'
Gold" for New York and Ohio.
H. E. Coffee, of the newly formed
Empire Film Exchange, Washington,
D. C, bought the feature for his
territory.

Bill "Sunnyside" as Charles Chaplin's latest milliondollar comedy, and tell your people that in it the
comedian strikes a new angle. Even Mack Semiett's
bathing girls have nothing in point of good looks on
the maidens that drag Charlie from the brook. You
will find that First National has some mighty strong
paper based on this scene.
Probably it is scarcely necessary to remark that in
running "Sunnyside" you have a feature attraction, irrespective of its length, and il is only a wasle of
money to buy an expensive livc-reeler just because you
are in the habit of doing so. It won't matter if for
once you do cut your program a bit.

Exposition to Open July 1
The International Cinema Equipment Center, which will maintain a
permanent exposition on the second
floor of the Godfrey Building, will
open officially July 1. J. E. Robin,
general manager, says he is going
to have a brass band at the opening.

Lucile Cavanagh for Pictures
Lucile Cavanagh, the dancer, will,
it is understood, close a contract for
a series of pictures immediately upon the closing of her present vaudeville tour, and will go to Los Angeles to make productions.
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Kessels to Produce
Plan Activities for Fall— Dickering
with Stars
The Kessel Brothers, Adam and
Charles, will re-enter the production
field in the fall. Negotiations are
under way for the signing of several big stars.
The new plans of the Kessels will
not interfere in any way with the laboratory maintained at Fort Lee.

Minter Signs
(Continued from Page 1)
Mingotiation for some weeks, Miss Charter left with her mother, Mrs.
lotte Shelby, for Atlantic City for
her first vacation in years. She is
scheduled to begin work Monday,
June 30, in New York City on her
arfirst photoplay under the new
rangemt.•
made
be
to
are
s
All the picture
by the Mary Miles Minter Prod. Co.
They will come at the rate of six
attractions yearly. It Is stated these
are to be made solely from big
novels and stage successes.
"Miss Minter," said Mr. Kane,
"will be surrounded by the very best
producing direction and acting talent
it is possible to secure. Miss Minter's popularity has been built solely
as the result of her delightful screen
personality and ability. Now, with
the tremendously increased sums
which are to be put into her productions for stories, direction and support, and with her ripening experience and developing powers she is
bound shortly to contest the position
of foremost film favorite. We feel
that the big pictures which Miss
Minter is going to make will do most
to increase Miss Minter's already
great following; but, in addition, we
expect to launch an advertising, publicity and exploitation campaign to
acquaint exhibitor and public with
her new type of production. They
will be special pictures specially
handled."
The actual signing of Miss Minter's contact was done by her
mother, Mrs. Shelby. This was necessary because Mary is still several
years under age.
Miss Minter in all her screen productions, has been a star. Her first
was "The Fairy and the Waif," in
which Percy Holton of "The Miracle
Man" fame, was featured with her.
This was made in 1914 by the Frohraan Amusement Corp., and distributed by WorJd. Her next contract
was with Metro. Then followed her
long term engagement with the
\mcrican.
Under her new engagement Miss
Minter will work in New York City
for the first time in four years. She
has transferred her residence here
from Santa Barbara, Cal.

Service
Universal's service men are
not only workh^ with exhibitors in their ten ;tory on Universal bookings but are also
aiding in the exploitation of
features produced by other
concerns.

Seligsberg, W. H. Attorney Looks
for Agreement Out of Court
The W. H. case again came up for
hearing before Federal Examiner
Dowlan yesterday.
Walter N. Seligsberg, attorney for
W. H., said yesterday that the case
may be settled outside the province
of the Trade Commission. He said
that testimony was taken yesterday
regarding a number of Hart subjects
released by Lasso Film. The misunderstanding, according to Seligsberg arose over the distribution by
Lasso of the two reel Harts and not
by W. H.'s distribution. Lasso, it
will be recalled, was restrained by the
Federal Trade Commission from releasing films under new titles without conspicuously displaying the old
title.

Metro's Convention
(Continued from Page 1)
year's in selling
will be gone)
over
detail. plan
The Metro field force came into
New York with a rush yesterday.
Twenty-seven hit town.
After the business session tomorrow, Atkinson is going to take the
men to Coney Island and after a
shore dinner at Tappan's, they will
shoot the chutes and go on the
merry-go-rounds. Friday's entertainment has not been decided upon
but on Saturday, the last day of the
convention, there will be a dinner
in the evening at the Astor and then
a theater party.
The following branch managers
are in New York for the convention: C. E. Kessnich, Atlanta; E. A.
Golden, Boston; H. Kahn, Buffalo;
C. E. Smith, Chicago; W. C. Bachmeyer, Cincinnati; C. E. Almy,
Cleveland; L. Bickel, Dallas; C.
Klein, Denver; W. N. Skirboll, Detroit; S. L. Haldeman, Kansas City;
A. B. Lamb, Los Angeles; J. Grauman, Milwaukee; A. H. Fischer, Minneapolis; H. Jans, New York and
New Jersey; Joe Klein, New York
City; G. Briant, New Orleans; Sam
Brink, Oklahoma City; S. Maclntyre, Omaha; R. Lynch, Philadelphia; J.E. Davis, Pittsburgh; J. Rosenberg, Salt Lake City; L. Reichert,
San Francisco; C. Stearn, Seattle;
C. Werner, St. Louis; G. W. Fuller, Washington; J. J. Unger, Regal
Films, Canadian franchise holders,
and P. O. Loghlin of Montreal.

FRANK

BEAL

•

"Bullin

May Reach Settlement

The hearing was indefinitely adjourned.
House, Grossman and Vorhous,
William S. Hart's attorneys, were
rather reluctant in speaking of the
case. They hinted at "important developments."

Mfr

*

the
Bullsheviki
At Their Own

Who Has Russell:

Open Booking

The following telegram was
M. H. Hoffman, General Manager
of Pioneer Film, back from a trip ceived from a representative of \
which took him as far as Chicago, iam Russell, sent from Hollyv
William
Russell
will apprecl
says of open booking: 'The day of
highbinder methods in booking is your denying story published in \]
passing, and even the big magnates ous papers that he will appear ir
of the industry are realizing that star productions
of Louis Gas
they must sink or swim solely upon and Sidney L. Cohen. Russell is
the merits of their productions.
ing for New York Monday to
with a producing
"As I went from city to city and a contract
conversed with exchangemen and which has studios in both East
theater managers, I realized more on Coast.
Announcement
will!
than ever before that open booking rival.
had become a reality. Today it is made by the firm upon Russell's!
purely the survival of the fittest. In
the past there was but little chance
for the most brilliant of independent
Harry Garson's Next Productio:
productions to survive, choked as
"The Hushed
Hour"
they were by the iniquitous practice
starring Blanche Sweet, has th
of contract bookings. As a result
most
unusual
cast
and
unusual lobby display. the mosl
of the new conditions we are goKRAUS MFG. CO.
ing to see the real motion picture
220 West 42nd St., N. T.
17th Floor
come into its own."

Over $400,000
Amounts due creditors of General
Film Co., according to a list of liabilities filed in United States District Court yesterday, total over
$400,000.

FOREIGN MARKET!
Adolphe Osso

^

Win. Fox Pacific Coast Studios =j

==
^

Current Release "Sadie"
Now under production
"A
SPORTING
CHANCE"

Your

=
=

COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipmnet
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National
and
Speer
Carbor
MAZDA LAMPS

Another for Ascher's
CHARLES
F. CAMPBE
AL. HENDRICKSON 1 A W ^1 ct Clf »
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago. — Ascher Brothers plan
the erection of another theater for
Charge d'Af fairs
1 * ¥» . 0 1 SI OI., f.
their chain at 63rd St. and Marshfield Ave. The new house will cost
THE BEST
PICTURE
to make
money
$500,000 and is to have a seating capacity of 5,000. The lot on which it
Must
have
a perfect develop*
will be located is 95 x 185 feet, and
negative
cost $70,000.
REX LABORATORY (INC.

1
=
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English Chain

1st Nat'l List

: Houses to be Built by Famous
Players
advices .received in New
>rk yesterday stated that a new
nqration, known as the Picture
avhouse, had been formed in Engld to erect theaters and exhibit
Is along the lines followed by
oerican exhibitors.
rhe advices received say that the
blic is invited to subscribe for
),693 ordinary shares at £1 each.
ie Directors include Major David
ivies, M. P., a Welsh coal millione: Xorman Edward Holden, and
exander Xisbet. who are respecely chairman, deputy chairman,
d director of a newry formed coratiy called the Famous Playerssky, British producers, which is
iliated with the Famous Playerssky Corp. Two other directors of
\ Picture Playhouses are John
pil Graham, foreign representae of the Famous Players-Lasky,
d Chester Arthur Clcgg, London
imaging director of Famous Playl-Lasky.

Season — Big Array of
Productions
National attractions for the
coming
season will include:
from D. \Y. Griffith. These
productions will, it is understood, be
directed by D. \Y. personally, and
not made under his supervision.
Five
Four Charlie
Marshal Chaplin's.
Neilan specials.
Two from Mary Pickford.
Six from Norma Talmadge, beginning; in January.
Six from Constance Talmadge.
Six from Anita Stewart.
From 4 to 8 Independent specials.
Four from Charles
Ray, starting
after Jan. 1.

fcnile E. Shauer, head of Famous
ers foreign department, said yeslay that the cables were correct
that he personally had received
rery brief cable advising him of
company's formation.
He stated
a letter, giving full details, was
on the way from the other side.

Syracuse, N. Y. — Film valued at
over $300,000 was recovered here
yesterday by detectives employed by
by the National Association and Famous Players. Hans Frohman, a
film booker, was arrested on the
charge of larceny and will have a
hearing today.

Bryan Not in Picture
he report published in a theatricaper that Wm. Jennings Bryan
Id appear in the coming Blackproduction was branded yesterby Commodore Blackton as "an
lossible lie."

"Big 4" Releases
Harry Leonhardt, check suit and
all, has returned to Los Angeles,
where he gave out a statement to the
effect that the California would have

No. 126

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
jA RE you going to the St.
!»• Louis Convention? Of
Lourse you are. It deserves the
tupport of every thinking exhibitor, exchange man. and producer in the country. Never
[vas the time for team work
[■ore necessary than now.
Ilelp make the convention the
riggest ever by BEING
'HERE— Look us up— WID'S
>AILY will be on the job with
staff of writers and print a
pecial edition in St Louis
Very day of the convention,
'hat's our idea of twelve cylider, 1919 model service.

For

Coming

It's the Life
Max Spiegel, the Strand. New
York, isn't worrying. He's just back
from Canada where he caught all the
unattached brook trout in that part
of the world.
Says "it's the life."

Stolen Film Seized

the first Fairbanks "Big 4" release.
The report further adds: "So far as
the Big 4 bookings are concerned,
they include as the first releases, two
Douglas Fairbanks films, one in
September and another in December; a Mary Pickford film, "Pollyanna," in November, a Charlie Chaplin comedy in January of next year,
and a Griffith film after he has completed his contract with First Na-

What do you think?
"Dear Wid's:
"I would direct your attention to the following paragraph
published
lastandSaturday's
New York in
Times
ask how
Producers view the question
of pictures dealing with war
subjects:
"'The
plenipotentiaries
after the ceremony will leave
the chateau by a portal opening on the
terrace
from
which many of the fountains
are visible. The German delegates, no longer regarded as
enemies, will walk with the

7/fcRKOCHIZED

Authority

Price 5 Cents

More for Metro
Atkinson Announces New List to be
Filmed — Receives
Gift
Another list of books were announced by Metro yesterday as having
acquired
der been
the new
policy.for production unThe following were announced for
Xazimova:
"The Xative-Born," "Maison de
Dane.," "The Heart of a Child,"
"The Wholly Innocents."
"The Brat" the first Xazimova under the new policy has been com-

In addition to the above, the folpleted. lowing were named for production:
other
plenipotentiaries.'
"Someone in tne House," "The
"It would
appear
that as
Yellow Dove," "Tess of d'Ubersoon as Peace
is signed no
villes," probably for Nazimova, "The
Anti-German pictures will be
Hermit Doctor," "L'Homme de
allowed to be shown.
What do
Riche" (The Rich Man), "The Right
Yours truly,
of Way," for Bert Lytell.
Atkinson spoke of the new publicity policy. He said that special
you think?" F. W. Wynnjones.
attention will be played to the small
exhibitor in helping him put his
show over. An elaborate teaser
campaign will be inaugurated to
rouse interest in coming releases.
This Time Pictures Relative to Pick- Eventually there will be a field exploitation force established with reppockets Annoy the Mayor
resentatives ineach exchange. PosMayor Hylan has again attacked
sibly the home office publicity staff
will be enlarged.
the movies.
Addresses were also made by
This time it comes in a letter to
Police Comm. Enright, relative to a Harry J. Cohen, foreign manager;
head of the connumber of matters regarding which E. M.tractSaunders,
department, and Robt. J. Rubin,
he outlines the duties of policemen. Metro's attorney. Arthur James deRegarding pictures, he says:
livered afarewell address. J. E. D.
"The moving picture houses dis- Meador, head of the publicity deplay films which makes the young
partment, spoke on the exploitation
man not inclined to work for an scheme.
honest living believe it is easy to
Yesterday afternoon the men
pick pockets and hold up and rob viewed "The Man vVho Stayed At
people. Such films should be dis- Home"
in the projection
room.
Last night there was a dinner in
After a most successful business
the Astor when a beautiful goldcontinued."
pilgrimage to the eastern film me- scarabed cigarette case was presenttropolis, Maurice Tourneur, headed to Atkinson by the branch maning the producing concern which
agers. After the dinner the men
bears his own name, is again on the went to the Winter Garden.
job at the Goldwyn studios, where
The meeting will be resumed todav.
he is making features.

Hylan Attack

tional."

WicPs Daily Special Convention Issues
Printed in St. Louis Every Day of the Convention — June 25-28 —
Advertising Space Limited — Make Reservations NOW
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Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St,
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
INC.
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Miss Nesbit Issues a Denial
Evelyn Nesbit yesterday said to
Wid's Daily regarding a report that
appeared in a vaudeville paper to the
effect that she had formed her own
company:
"There is absolutely no truth in the
report. Whatever I do, I will not
form my own company. I have had
enough experience in pictures now
to wait until I receive what I consider the proper offer. At present,
an English company wants me to
go to the other side to make pictures for them and two American
companies have made me offers. I
have accepted neither of them as
yet." •

DAILY

Guts and Flashes

Creditors of General

Raymond Agnel, discharged from
the French Army, will return to Outting Chester as cameraman.

A list of the creditors of the General Film Co. filed in the United
States District Court show that the
liabilities of the company aggregate
$328,678 and the liabilities of the
General Film Contracting Co., a subsidiary company, amount to $86,236.
The principal creditors of General
Film and the amounts of their claims
follow: Essanay Film Mfg. Co.,
$101,199; Vitagraph Company of
America, $96,725: Kinetograph Co.,
$37,000; Jaxon Film Corp., $13,503;
Bay City Film Corp., $10,665; Acme
Lithograph Co. $11,181; Interstate
Film Co., $4,607; American Red
Cross (Motion Picture Bureau), $3,782; Authors Photo Play, $3,284; Division of Films — Commissioner of
Public Information, $3,594; Super
Pictures, Inc., $1,754; Bioaraph Co.,
$1,294; Lubin Mfg. Co., $1,113; Piedmont Film Corp., $1,128; and the
Ned Finley Film Co., $3,513.
Among the creditors of the General Film Contracting Co. are the
Jaxon Film Co., $13,809: the Essanay Film Mfg. Co., $10,244; F. C.
Delano on an assigned claim of the
Balboa Amusement Co., $16,165;
Ebony Film Corp., $6,790: Interstate
Film Co., $4,607; Vitagraph Co., $7.534; National Film Corp., $7,349:
Crvstal Film Co.. $3,561: Diamond
Film Co.. $2,584; Duplex Film, Inc.,
$1,284; Hiarade Film Enter., Inc.,
$1,138; U. S. Motion Picture Corp.,
$2,751: American Feature Film
Corp., and the Itala North American Commercial Union, $2,795.

Edward Jose had a visit from
burglars. They secured, among other
things, a ring given him by Caruso.
Mae Murray, as soon as she finished with Leonce Perret, will make
"On with the Dance" for Famous
Players-Lasky.
The head of Goldwyn's Bureau of
Photography which, as noted, will
plan lay-outs for publications on
Goldwyn exploitations is Christine
Valleau.
Ruth Allen, who organized the
photoplay sales department of the
Palmer Photoplay Corp., has completed her work and has branched
out in business in her own behalf in
Los Angeles. Miss Allen formerly
was scenario editor for Douglas
Fairbanks and other well known film
players.
Publicity Office to Move
Famous Players puMicity quarters
will be moved to the 42nd St. side of
the building at 485 Fifth Ave., where
the purchasing department is now
located. The latter department will
be moved from the ninth to the
fourth floor. The sales department
will take over the offiffices occupied
bv Pete Smith and Co.

GREAT
ST.
COUNT

LOUIS
EDITION
ON MY HEARTY

IDEA!

OF
WID'S DAILY
CO-OPERATION.

FRANK

A GREAT

IDEA.

All aboard for St.

Looey!

Cline With Fox
Eddie Cline, one of the best-knaj
of the Mack Sennett directors
now making his first Sunshine Cd
edy for Fox. It was reported
New York yesterday that Hampt
Del Ruth, who is in complete chat
of the Fox comedy plant has tak
nett.
several other men awav from S«j

World July Releases
"The American Way," July 7, f|
turing Arthur Ashley and Dorot
Green; Frank Reicher,, directin_
"Dust of Desire," July 14, starri
recting.
Ruby de Remer; Perry Yekroff,
"Bringing up Betty," July 21, sti
ring Evelyn Greeleyf Oscar Apj
directing.

REMBUSCH,

Secretary, Motion Picture Exhibitors of America.
"A
Broadway
Saint,"
starrt
Montagu Love; Harry O. Hoyt,'

"Bullin
•

rectina'.

9

THERE MAY BE

the
Bullsheviki

"From the advertising standpoint
the difference
between a Ritchey
**

Watch for this

Super-Production
"The Unpainted Woman" — a bigtime picture of a small town with
more real human drama in it than
you'll see in a coon's age. Mary
MacLaren at her splendid best.

poster and another
kind, is the difference between
100% and nothing!
RITCHEY
LITHO.
CORP.
406 W.31stSt.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

Read Sunday
Wid's
for Particulars

[

bM^I
God, the Producer!
Addressing those attending
the Cohen - Berman - O'Reilly
dinner at the Waldorf Arthur
Brisbane said: "Do you know
the greatest production ever
made; do you know the name
of the greatest producer? I
will tell you. The greatest production isthe rising of the sun
in the East every morning, and
the sinking of the sun in the
West every evening. God is
the producer."
North Joins Fox
fom North, who has been feature
Is manager for Pathe, is now manfa; of the short subject department
North will handle the Mutt
cartoons and the Sunshine
lie dies.
1. R. Picrson, of Minneapolis, has
;en North's place with Pathe.
Neilan's First Special
Los Angeles reports are to the eft that Marshall Xeilan's first spe1 for First National will be a picization of Randall Parrish's "Bob
fcipden of Placer" and may be
led "The Eternal Three." WesBarry, the boy, will have a part,
I it is said negotiations are on to
ure Henry
B. Walthal
for the

House Changes
ialtimore, Md. — Improvements
be made to the Wizard, 34 W.
ington St.
ima, Ohio — Remodeling the Heier garage, W. Market St., into
ure house, has been commenced.
Portland, Me. — The Hutchinson
lusement Co. has taken over W.
Green Amusement
Co.

iginaw, Mich. — The Mecca Thea[Co. purchased two story brick
ping at 108 N. Jefferson Ave.
Klwaukee, Wis. — Chas. Fox, manr of Gayety, will spend $60,000
jemodeling theater.
pkomo,
la. — Reece from
WaltonMerrill
purled the Paramount
dekford,
ager of
Ed

111. — Herman
Bejach,
Ascher
Midway,
re-

Lrtersville, Ga. — Harris Cope and
Boggs leased the Grand Opera
tailene, Tex. — The old Mission
|:d to Robb & Rowley, who op11 the R. & R. Queen
Theater
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Hart Pulls Novel Stunt in Rapid-Action Cowboy Drama
W illiam S. Hart in

"Square Deal Sanderson"
Artcraft
DIRECTORS. . . William S. Hart and Lambert Hillyer
SUPERVISED
BY
Thomas
H. Ince
AUTHOR
Charles A. Seltzer
CAMERAMAN
Joe August
AS A WHOLE
Lots of gun-play, hard=riding and
snappy
action in capably
produced
picture.
STORY
Taken
from story by Charles
Alden
Seltzer published
in the Argosy
magazine.
DIRECTION. . . .Never lets things drag for a moment
PHOTOGRAPHY
Clear and pleasing
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Long shots of range country
in Arizona are very fine; close=ups used to
good purpose in dramatic scenes.
STAR
Pulls a few new stunts as cowboy hero
SUPPORT
Frank Whitson is the willun and Ann
Little the girl saved by hero Bill Hart; others
in minor roles look their parts.
EXTERIORS
Western
country
offers suitable
backgrounds.
INTERIORS
Conventional
DETAIL
Most of the titles are written in the
cowboy lingo; directors were careful about
details calculated to give the production atmosphere.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Typical Hart picture
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet
CONSIDERING the hundreds of thousands of feet of
cowboy melodrama that have been produced since
the days of Broncho Billy Anderson'; it is something
of an accomplishment to find a new Stunt for a thrilling climax. Bill Hart found one for "Square Deal
Sanderson'-' and it sure does go over big. The audience is all excited about the predicament in which Bill
and Shero Ann Little are placed, for Willun Frank
Whitson has them at his mercy when the cowboy hero
pulls a trick that is likely to get a hand from any
crowd.
Hart, bound to a chair, works his way across the
room to a stove where he holds the rope against a

burning log until the strands part.
Of course, this
has been d<
before, bul what follows is novel.
In
an adjoing 1
1. Willun
Whitson
Is making things
decidedly uncomfortable for Ann. Instead of breaking
through the door. Bill throws a rope over the partition,
catching Whitson's head In the 1 se; then draws him
tainsl the side of the wall. After the man has
almost choked to death, he Is allowed to fall to the
floor, for Hart prefers to kill him In another way.
One other incident revealing Ingenuity in continuity
development comes in an earlier sequence. Hart has
I. ecu jailed by his arch enemy, who, incidentally is
in love with Ann. Determined to get tree, the resourceful cowboy, aided by a confederate on the outside, manages to hitch a cable around the bars of his
prison cell, the other end of the cable being attached
to a carl drawn by a nude team. As a result, the bars
are torn
out toof freedom.
the side of the building and the prisoner walks
These happenings have been mentioned in particular
because they are important in putting ovef a production with Bill Hart fans, who have conic to expect
an action-story tempered by heart interest. In
"Square Deal Sanderson" they will find their hero
running true to form as the fearless rider of the
plains whose code of honor is always backed np by
the ability to get what he wants.
Just to set the pace at a high speed, they bring in
a double shooting before the picture has run half a
reel. Among the papers carried by one of the dead
men. Bill finds a letter and a roll of bills sent by the
outlaw's sister, the letter containing an urgent appeal
for the return of the brother whom she has never seen
since childhood.
His sense of chivalry being appealed to. Square
Deal Sanderson takes it upon himself to help the girl,
who is in danger of being swindled out of her ranch.
Ann believes him to be her brother and Bill plays the
part because it fits in with his plan to checkmate
Willun Frank Whitson. who is a big power in his old
home town.
From the time the cowboy adopts the cause of the
defenceless girl, it is a battle of wits between the two
men. enlivened by plenty of physical combat. The
plot is complicated enough to carry the action and
there is a touch of romance in the relationship of Ann
and her champion, who. of course, is forgiven for his
deception and accepted as ;i partner In the ranch
business on a matrimonial basis.

Sure to Get Across With Any Sort of a Crowd

nllon, Mont. — W. B. Hartwig,
er of Hartwig theater, has ined a new pipe organ at cost of
1000.
bringfield, Mo. — Thos. O'Rourke
purchased Majestic in Hubbell,
n Genereau & Banberry.

DAILY

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This holds all the way. It is a good audience picture which is well worth backing up with a generous
exploitation campaign. Once in a while Hart tries
something different, but seemingly he has proven to
his own satisfaction that folks are best satisfied when
he sticks to the sort of cowboy characters that he
has made famous. "Square Deal Sanderson" is a
regular Bill Hart story, but that doesn't mean it is
nierelj- a repetition of what he has done before.
You may even work along the line of this being a
western drama that is different, playing upon the
novelty of the situations introduced, notably the one
referred to at some length in an earlier paragraph.
Tell your folks that if they think they are familiar
with all the stunts used in cowboy dramas, they will
discover something new in William
S. Hart's latest

A

Human

production, "Square Deal Sanderson." an adaptation
of one of Charles A. Seltzer's popular stories.
Hart's pictures always have one big point in their
favor. They are melodramatic enough to suit the taste
of the most sensation-loving crowd in the cheaper
neighborhoods, but equally they appeal to another and
more critical public that wants to see things done
right and is quick to detect small flaws in a production. This is expertly constructed to prevent inconsistencies in the plot, also it is staged in a way that
carries faithfully the atmosphere of the west of a
more romantic
period.
Some of your patrons may be interested in learning that Ann Little is Hart's leading woman. Her
name is fairly well known to film fans and she givi a creditable performance in the character of the girl
whom the square-dealing cowboy befriends.

Form
With an

Invisible

Face

DAILY
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KINOGRAMS
INSPECT STUDENT SAILORS— Lieut.
Gov. Channing Cox and his party make
an official visit tin train ship Nantucket
in the Harbor
of Boston,
Mass.
PORTLAND'S ROSE FESTIVAL —
Oregon City holds brilliant flower fete,
dedicated to the soldiers, sailors and
marines
who fought in great Avar.
AUCTION FORT WASHINGTON —
Historic around where Continental army
fought, part of the James Gordon Bennett estate, is sold for $1,790,000.
HARVARD CLASS DAY MEET— Graduates of all classes from 1865 down to
date {rather for their annual exercises and
frivolities at the Sadium.
WHERE
THE PELICANS NEST—
Kino grams cameraman goes adventuring
on desert isle off the coast of Mexico
in quest of breeding grounds for sea
fowl.
TO ENFORCE PEACE TERMS— Armies of the allies in the occupied areas
of Germany prepare to move forward
in new advances to back up treaty demands.
ALL THE ALLIES SALUTE MARINE
— Paris crowds watch big American Marine receive impromptu honors at hands
of various members of the Allied forces.
PREPARE TO RECEIVE BRITISH
AIR SHIP — American navy experts at
Mineola prepare field for reception of the
big British dirigible C-34 soon to make
cross Atlantic voyage.

Here is how
a brother exhibitor put his show over.
Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
«p.

Grand Island, Neb. — S. A. Hayman got over 5,000 of the town population of 13,000 to see "Daddy Long
Legs" by clever advertising. His
campaign included one idea that was
a novelty here. This was the sending of telegrams. Hayman worked
out his plan in collusion with the
manager of the Western Union.
Mary Pickford came to the Lyda
on Sunday afternoon for six days.
In the morning, Sunday, about 100
people in the city received telegrams announcing the fact she was
to be here and stating the title of
her picture and the period of her
stay. Each telegram cost Hayman
just 29 cents. Yet he figured' it was
cheap at the price. He knew that
the addressee would have to sign for
the message and therefore would
DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
read it. He picked his people well,
PICTURES
so that each message would be fairly sure of reaching about five persons. His first response came in
Henaberry Directing Fairbanks
the form of a personal call at his
Corporal Joseph Henaberry, with office Sunday noon from Perry
an honorable discharge from' the Black, local manager for a large
United States Army tucked in his manufacturing concern in New York.
coat pocket, returned some time ago Black had received one of the teleto Douglas Fairbanks Studios in
Hollywood and assumed command grams.
"Fine little old idea, Steve," acof the production squad.
claimed Black. -"You know, that tele-Henaberry, it will be remembered, gram about scared the daylights out
created the part of Lincoln in the of me. I was sound asleep at 9
"Birth of a Nation," assisted o'clock this morning when the messenger boy rang. By the time I had
D. W. Griffith in producing "Intolerance" and directed Fairbanks in signed for the message I was wide
awake
and
wondering what could be
"The Man from Panned Post," "Say
Young Fellow" and "Swat the Kai- the trouble. After I read it I sizzled
ser," the propaganda film which for about two minutes. Yet it was a
Fairbanks made for the Second Lib- nifty idea and I appreciate the value
erty Loan Drive.
of On
goodtheadvertising."
day before the picture was
to be screened here, Hayman ran a
Territory Sold on "Yankee Doodle"
half-page
in the local
Sol L. Lesser reports the follow- daily, whileadvertisement
about a week before he
ing territory sold on "Yankee Doodle opened his campaign with a reprint
In Berlin": Western Pennsylvania,
First Natl. Exhibitors Exchange; of Wid's review of "Daddy Long
New Jersey, First Natl. Exhibitors Legs" nearly at column long. This
Exchange; Ohio, Masterpiece Film reader was the longest ever tried in
Attractions; Texas, Arkansas, Okla- the picture business here and stood
homa, True Film Co.; California, Ne- in the center of the page devoted
vada, Arizona, All Star Features strictly to local news so no reader
news had a chance to overDist.; Washington, Oregon, Idaho, of local
look it. In addition to the two ads
Montana, De Luxe Feature Film Co.;
Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, New mentioned, Hayman ran a string of
Mexico, Orson Adams; Michigan, locals daily — small readers- interspersed through the brevities where
Diclil & Mowat; Indiana, Doll-Van
home folks might stumble onto
Film Corp.; Upper New York State, the
them in the hunt for items about
Gardiner Syndicate; Iowa and NeJohn or Jane.
braska, F. A. F. Enterprises.
Several Exchange Buyers are negotiating for foreign rights, but no
deal has been closed up to the present time.
Title Changed
Commodore J. Stuart Blackton has
changed the title of his newest production from "Moonshine" to
"Moonshine and Shadows," chiefly
because of the fact that the title of
"Moonshine" has already been used.
!eleasi 'late and plans of distribution not determined.

Some Crowd

Putting It Over

/br^ac/O)/
Make your patrons feel that your
theater is the standard by which
they can measure quality. — Harold
B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome,
Buffalo.

Off to St. Louis Convention — More
Going Monday
The local film industry will be
barren of many well known figures
during the next week.

Barker with Farrar
Reginald Barker, Goldwyn dir
tor, has again signed up with t
organization, and is to direct Gei
dine Farrar in her next picture.
Proctor to Attend Convention

Ralph O. Proctor, Assistant G
Everybody that's anybody will be
Manager
of United
Arti;
at St. Louis, attending the conven- eral
leaves
for St. Louis today, and
tion of the M. P. E. of America, the
be
there
during
the
Convention.
gathering which is expected by Peter
One of the chief purposes of Pr
J. Schaefer and Frank Rembusch to
get all the exhibitors lined up once tor's visit is to introduce Harry
Buckley,
recently appointed Ss
and for all to pull together.
Somenext
say week
it can't
done,
—
well,
willbetell
the but
tale.
At all events, a big crowd of New
Yorker's will go. Several have planned to leave today and others will
be making the getaway Sunday and
Monday. All will 'De equipped with
lightweight suits particularly, and
their own individual plans to aid the
exhibitor. This includes exchange
managers and sales managers.
Who'stion. going?
Go to St. Too
Louismany
and toseemenfor
yourself. Incidentally you'll find a
special issue daily, during the convention, of Wid's, published right on
the grounds.

Another Contest
United Picture Theaters is so
pleased with the spirit of rivalry
stimulated among its sales force by
the previous contest that another
has been started effective June 15.
Platinum watches will be given to
the force showing the best result.
Winners of the previous contest to
be announced shorly.
Doraldina in Feature
Doraldina the dancer, will appear
in "The Cave Woman" produced by
Pyramid Picture Corp. E. Lanning
Masters, Inc., will release it as a special. Doraldina appears as a South
Sea Isle girl.
Rights
Syracuse, N. Y. — The Dooley Exchange, Inc., has secured the exclusive right to handle the five five-reel
Western comedy drama photoplays,
featuring Shorty Hamilton, in that
territory.
Keefe to Make

Comedies

W. E. Keefe, formerly of the Griffith forces, who tried to secure Lady
Diana Manners for pictures, will, according to Los Angeles reports, produce a series of comedies.
"The Wayfarer"
D. W. Griffith is quoted saying that
this will be the title of the production to be made at the Methodist
Centenary. "Griff" will make the
production.
Hazza's Idea
following
telegram
was received in New York yesterday:
"Allen's article in Wid's, June 9,
misleading, as circuit still operating.
Allen's bought 50 per cent, interest
only in First National.
John Hazza,
Empress
Theater,
Edmonton, Alberta.
The

Manager
of UnitedDepot,
Artists'
Kan 1
City Distributing
to the
tion.
hibitors
Kansas atCity
who willofbethepresent
the Te'rrit':
Conv
Another Association
Los Angeles. — The Los Angt
Actors' Asso. has been formed
motion picture people for the 1
terment and protection of film pi
ers. Membership in the club aire;
exceeds 100, including some of
most prominent artists on
screen .
At a board of directors meeting
the temporary quarters of the c;
6408 Hollywood Boulevard, recei
the following new members w
admitted: Spottiswoode Aitl
Gertrude Short, Ruth King, Lee 1
Antrim Short, Jack Livings!
Laura Winston, Eunice Moore, (
Stockdale, Alfred Hollingswo
John Lancaster, George F. Hei
dez, Harry Van Meter, George ]
Daniel, Lewis Short and Mrs. Geo
Herandez.

Harry

Garson's
Next
Productiot
"The
Hushed
Hour"
starring Blanche Sweet, has tin
most unusual cast and the mosi
unusual lobby display.
KRATJS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. T.
17th Floor

COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipmnet
for STUDIO and THEATREll
National
and
Speer
Carbon!
MAZDA LAMPS
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F. CAMPBEij
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Price 25 cents

CH00S1
cyi whole flock of mice wouldn't
keep the women folks out

<^A mighty well
drama
with a

— they'll
this one
when you
want
to run
know
how men
choose wives.

that holds suspense to the
and satisfies.
Lots of Advertising Angles.

From the Society Novel
"The Elder Miss Blossom"
By Ernest Hendric and Metcalfe Wood
Samuelson British Production

acted
domestic
peculiar
twist

A First National
Attraction

last —
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Tvcw can you prove
that you are my witeP
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MAURICE

TOURNEUR
Presents THE GREAT DRURY

LANE MELODRAMATIC

SUCCESS

"THE WHITE HEATHER"
AT

THE

BOTTOM

OF

THE

SEA!

SOME
of the big scenes in "The White Heather" were taken seven
fathoms down, produced by the use of the Williamson Submarine
Tube and patented inventions.
Maurice Tourneur has produced another whopping melodramatic success. He has transformed another Drury Lane melodrama into a visualization of scenic charm, possessing a punch and a thrill that will find
a huge response in motion picture audiences.
Presented with enormous success at the Rialto, New York. Newspapers and trade press give the production unqualified praise.
A production of assured box-office value.

By Cecil Raleigh and Hairy Hamilton
: FAMOUS

Produced by Maurice Tourneur Productions, Inc.
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Features Reviewed
MEN, WOMEN

William S. Hart in. . . SQUARE
Artcraft
Fannie Ward in
Astra Prod. — Pathe

Distr

William Russell in
Russell Prod. — Amer.

Charlie Chaplin in
First National
=mmy Wehlen in
Metro

DEAL SANDERSON
7
PaSe
THE PROFITEER
Page
9

LOVE AND THE WOMAN
Page M

jne Elvidge in
World

Wallace Reid in
Paramount

AND MONEY
Page
5

A GIRL AT BAY
Page » *

jrinne Griffith in
Vitagraph

St., cousin of ('. F. Zittel, of International.
Mildred Harris signed
by Louis B. Mayer.
Tuesday
Motion Picture Co-operative Asso. explains aims
of organization.
( liven Moore signed by Selznick.
Julian Johnson sees four circuits of theaters for
pictures.

Wednesday

to

DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, N. Y.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-2

Ethel Clayton in
Paramount

B. S. Moss in charge of Paramount theaters.
Famous Players deny that Regal Films hav<
cured Canadian distribution.
Robert E. Simon who will build theater on Nth

A SPORTING CHANCE
Film — Pathe ....Page 15
YOU'RE

FIRED
Page 17

SUNNYSIDE
Page 19
FOOLS AND THEIR MONEY
Page 21

florence Reed in
THE WOMAN UNDER OATH
Tribune Prod. — United Pict. Theatres .. Page 23

Receiver for Crystal Film Corp.
Win. A. Brady plans production abroad.
Cohen and Kaufman of Toronto buy three Mutual office in Canada.
World Film application for restraint against
Harry ( iarson for use of title "The Unpardonable Sin," denied.
Clifford Bruce gets judgment by default against
Smith-Foley Film Corp. of Canada.
Dinner at Waldorf to Cohen, Herman and
O'Reilly big success.
Famous flayers to produce "The Copperhead"
starring Lionel Barrymore.
ship. Bill defeated in Illinois — no state censorBuck
Thursday
Mary Miles Minter signed by Arthur S. Kane
for Realart pictures.
Pearl White leaves Pathe to join Fox.
Kessel Brothers to resume production in Fall.
Over $400,000 due creditors of General Film Co.
Ascher Brothers to erect another theater in Chicago.
Friday
William Russell on way
East to make new affiliation.
Metro productions announced for the coming season.
Adolph Zukor's views on selective booking.
Jane and Katherine Lee start first of 12 two-reel
comedies for Rogers Film Co.
Percy L. Waters elected president of Motion Picture Business Men's Club.
Capitol Theater to open in Fall with Douglas
Fairbanks' first United
Artists' release.
Saturday
Louis Meyer to add male star to his productions.
Metro sales force hears of new productions for
coming season.
Big crowd leaving for St. Louis convention.
Famous
Players to build chain of theaters in

England.

for the biggest year
in Picture History

METRO
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Sell Pictures Not Stars and Establish
After several years of rather strenuous educational work on the part of some of the best exhibitors, myself and others, anxious to see the
film business come to a more equitable basic
, sales distribution policy, we have finally reached
the open market stage. So long as the old producer-dominated program system, which was rotten to the core, was in active operation every exhibitor everywhere proclaimed loudly his desire
for open market. Recently when open market
seemed definitely assured certain interests for
their own reasons have begun a campaign to decry the benefits of the open market system of booking. One of the leaders in this cry against booking each individual picture on its merits has been
the First National organization, and, Mr. Williams, for the First National, has made some good
[points from his viewpoint but has seen fit to forget entirely some of the basic principles involved.
Up until the present time the Paramount-Artcraft
organization has been the leader among the offenders as to booking films by the program
method, or the star series method, both systems
giving the producer the opportunity to slip bad
[ones over because of contract arrangements; it
also made it impossible for the producing creator
as an individual to have an earning power exactly
i in accordance with the merit of his product, his
earning power being based entirely upon a preconceived notion of such earning power figured
out by power guess work before his contract with
the distributor had been signed.
So far as I can see now the Paramount-Artcraft
'plan, and the plan of all other organizations, such
,as the Big Four, the Metro, Universal, and other
organizations who are' selling individual pictures
,are concerned, it looks to me as if it is going to
be an absolutely wonderful method of distribution for the intelligent showman. The moment I
find that these organizations, any or all of them,
are not selling strictly in accordance with the individual merit plan of operation I will be the first
ho make a real noise about it so that you may
Bknow conditions.
The cry has gone up that in the open market
method of distribution, the exhibitor is not projected in being able to continue to play the product of one star in his theater.
Loud wails of prospective ruin under such a
system come from certain sources, some of them
my very good friends among the exhibitors who
levidently have not sat back and considered the
Imatter from all sides. One of our chief faults in
■this business has been to run blindly along a certain alley following a leader without stopping
sufficiently to check up whether or not we are

Your

Theater

going in the right direction. The bigger and
more experienced showmen running film theaters
today know that the time has passed when they
should build their future on the personal popularity of any individual star. It has been demonstrated to their personal sorrow many many times
that a star makes a good, fine, rotten or indifferent product entirely according to the story used,
and particularly according to the director who
produces the film. The very biggest of our stars
have learned that even with their best efforts and
the securing of what they feel to be the best assistance that they are not always able to make the
same quality. They have reached the viewpoint
that they should play fair and earn in proportion
with the quality of what they make.
You certainly, as a showman, know that in the
past year it has been demonstrated time and
again that special productions without stars will
do more business and please more people than
some of our best star features ; this being the
case, I want to emphasize the fact that the day
has gone by when you need worry about catering
entirely to the individual. Supposing you do play
one or two films of some big star and then another comes along which you either consider too
high-priced or not good enough for the money
wanted for it, are you going to have to close up
your theater because your competitor is willing
to gamble that he knows more about values than
you? If that is your viewpoint in reference to
this business I would advise you to sell your
theater quick, because from now on the man who
will succeed is the showman who has judgment
enough to know when the price asked by the exchange istoo much.
Don't let anybody kid you about not having
enough films; there will always be more product
in the market, and by that, I mean more product
that can be shown than there will be theaters to
show it in. That is the history of all merchandising and certainly in this business it is decidedly true. It is the simple law of supply and demand. Certainly, within the next year, nobody
need worry over a shortage of product and particularly isthis true because we have just recently
come to a realization of the possibility of the
longer run at advanced prices.
There is no reason why every film that comes
to your house must be seen at the same price that
is a relic of the grindshow days when films were
of the class of the Great Train Robbery. Nobody
in buying entertainment expects to pay as much
for Uncle Tom's Cabin as they do to see Ziegfeld's Follies. To ninety per cent, of this country
today the films represent all there is in entertainment, and certainly it is nonsense to feel that we
( Continued on page 24)

EVOLUTION
Eighteen months ago I stopped PROGRAM RELEASES because I thought
the Program had outlived its usefulness
to distributors and producers, and was a
hindrance to exhibitors.
Last November, I closed out my
BRANCH EXCHANGES.
The system of distribution through a
chain of exchanges scattered throughout
the United States, owned and managed by
a New York or Chicago concern, is unavoidably and inherently WASTEFUL.
One company reports an expenditure
for film DISTRIBUTION in 1918 of approximated FOUR MILLION DOLLARS.
If that company had thirty branches
the average operating cost was $133,000.00
per branch, or about $2,500.00 weekly for
each exchange, large and small.
Suppose each of these branch exchanges
had been owned by its branch manager
and a few of his assistants; suppose they
had had for distribution the same stock
of films.
Would the INCOME have been less?
Would the operating EXPENSE have
been as great?
The answers are clear and point but
one way.
The TREND OF DISTRIBUTION
is toward the exchange OWNED either
partly or wholly by those actively in
charge. This rule is working as surely as
the law of gravity. There are such exchanges inexistence, hardly known to the

gentlemen who sit at the executive tables
in New York, which are prosperous because they achieve the EFFICIENCY
that comes through INTENSIVE work,
INTIMATE knowledge of conditions and
PERSONAL acquaintanceship with customers and
;
most important, because they
have the great INCENTIVE that comes
from the OWNERSHIP
ness.

of one's busi-

I want to form a close business intimacy with an independent exchange in
every principal city in the United States.
Where necessary I will assist in establishing new exchanges with films or cash.
In either case I want to be associated
with experienced film men who are
STRAIGHT, ENERGETIC and COMPETENT
Who will put every ounce of their ability into the running of the exchange
Who can be depended upon to be
SQUARE with exhibitors as well as
themselves.
I would prefer to deal with men who
have sufficient means to partly finance the
operating expenses of their exchange
while it is being placed upon a sound footing, but PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS are more important than finances.
I have it in mind to acquire an interest
in such exchanges.
In writing, mark letters "Personal and
Confidential."

63 East Adams
St.
Chicago
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Sophisticated Story Is Very Well Screened
Ethel

Clayton

in

"Men, Women
and Money"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
George
Melford
AUTHOR
Cosmo
Hamilton
SCENARIO
BY
Beulah
Marie
Dix
CAMERAMAN
Paul P. Perry
AS A WHOLE
A very welUscreened picture that
makes
a high bid for interest through
its
value as narration
rather than its value as
drama.
STORY
A sophisticated
piece of work
proving
that virtue more than pays; Cosmo Hamilton
again flays fast lives of certain wealthy so=
cial sets.
DIRECTION ...... Intelligently
handles
players
and
subject; picture progresses
at even tempo.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Always arranged for artistic effect
CAMERA
WORK
Responsible
for several en=
hancing touches.
STAR
Shows
ability to register without
over=
reaching.
SUPPORT
Lew Cody very good as sophisticated
cynic; Irving Cummings gives good perform=
ance; also others.
EXTERIORS
Not very many, but all good
INTERIORS
Some
beautifully
and tastefully
dressed sets high=class throughout.
DETAIL
Given the usual care in production of
this caliber; always done well and sensibly.
CHARACTER OF STORY. .
Very spicy in certain
respects; nothing offensive.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,335 feet
MEX. WOMEN AND MONEY" is a visualized novel
containing considerable interest. In picture form
Cosmo Hamilton's story is quite rich in its value as
narration, and it is on its value as such, as differentiated from its worth as drama, that the picture stands.
The subject has been very well produced and excellently Staged. Many of the interiors are a treat to the
eye. and the hand of a capable art director is evident
throughout. Everybody concerned has worked hard
to dress the story up in rich attire, and the finished
product successfully shows it.

The picture has as its theme the truth that lo the
traveler of the virtue-path there always is at the end
a goal well worth I lie journey, even though that journey be tough and troublous. In this instance the
theme is quite pleasingly and Interestingly presented
through the medium of a girl who. not realizing the
sinister powers of the waters. roeUs the boat in the
whirlpool of fast living Indulged in by certain wealthy
social sets in New York.
Figuratively speaking, the
boat tips, but the before the girl is caught in the
whirlpool's
full force she struggles to shore.
It is the utter thoughtlessness of the girl and the
real innocence that lies beneath that arouses sympathy with her on the part of tile viewer. Ethel Clayton is the girl, ami she reaches up to every requirement of her role in every instance. And she is given
splendid support throughout, especially so on the part
of Lew Cody. Among the more important players are
[rving Cummings, James Neill, .lane Wolfe. Sylvia
Ashton, Winifred Greenwood and Mayme Kelso.
Cosmo Hamilton shows a thorough understanding
of •'men. women and money" in his story. But chiefly
does his pen become bitter when he treats witli the
lives of the fast set. tearing down their veil of apparent respectability and showing the shallow, pleasure-loving crowd they really are. Of course, some of
ltis stuff is pretty spiry. and when the author gets
going lie generally calls a spade a spade.
Chiefly the story concerns Ethel. Through logical
and well- registered passages that plant her character
she reaches the point where she conies to live in New
York and be one of a very wealthy and very fast
bunch, her bankroll totaling only $2,000. Lew Cody, a
wealthy cynic, is interested in Ethel, but cannot make
himself believe totally in her innocence. When lie
offers to "take care of her" Ethel shows her true
colors, and to pay the debts she foolishly contracted,
takes a position as a model in the shop she once patronized. Cody sees himself in a different light after
his turn down at the hands of Ethel, and starts out *0
prove himself to her. He takes an interest in poor
boys.
Irving Cummings. who has been refused by Ethel,
tries to make things as unpleasant as possible with her
in her job as model. Ethel proves her real worth
when she refuses to appear before a select crowd of
buyers in lingerie, choosing rather to go to jail At
the proper juncture Cody arrives, and soon lie and
Ethel find that each is satisfied with the other.

"Practical Wisdom"
The chief functions of the commercial film Labaratory are to make "Quality Prints" and
render "Prompt Service."
Any Laboratory which cannot supply both is not functioning.
The Republic policy is for Quality, our physical and financial resources are for Service. The
use of modern machinery — the finest raw material and chemicals obtainable plus our expert
human
element
insure Quality.
Our desire and willingness to please insure Service.
If you are not now getting "Quality Prints" plus "Prompt Service" you had better let us
know and we will immediately transform these words into deeds.
Phone
Bryant 7190

REPUBLIC

LABORATORIES,

729 Seventh Avenue,
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Good Enough to Make Considerable Fuss Over
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Ethel

Clayton

"Men, Women

in

and Money"

Paramount

This one is worth making a bit of a fuss over — and
there's quite enough advertising possibilities to do it
with. Of course, of first importance is Ethel Clayton.
Her pictures lately have been going over pretty well,
and with her latest she will undoubtedly make a hit
with her followers, although some may be just a bit
displeased at seeing her in the type of story screened.
The exhibitor who caters to a family trade must
consider that, too. There is nothing in the film offensive or vulgar, as such, but the fact is that the picture
lives up to its title in a large sense — that is, it gets
over that a man is willing to pay a money price for
the woman who in return is willing to give her virtue.

Cosmo Hamilton has gained a wide reputation as a
writer of "spicy" fiction, and this tale is typically
Cosmo Hamilton. He is very well known to readers
of magazines like Snappy Stories and a few other of
the same sort, and using his name in the billing will
undoubtedly help bring in admissions. Especially play
up his name if you are catering to a big city crowd.
Downtown audiences generally are the sort that can
appreciate this type of picture, and it is very good
transient stuff. In neighborhood houses the fact that
it teaches a moral will sugar-coat some of the very
sophisticated ends.
Use all the stills you can get on this one. A lobby
display that will show off the artistry of some of the
interiors ought surely to attract a few admissions.
The cast includes several well-known names besides
that of the star— Irving Cummings, Lew Cody, Winifred Greenwood, and others, and mention of their
presence in the film might help.

-

■

Keep a place on your schedule

"THE YELLOW

EEL"

starring winsome

ALICE

MANN

Supported by a strong cast

for

A picture crowded with love and mystery, with a
background of secret service action that will grip and
enthuse the motion picture public and crowd your theatre
Now

in production.
Distribution plans will be announced later. For further information, address:

McCLUKE
Berkeley Building

PRODUCTIONS
New

York

■
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Hart Pulls Novel Stunt in Rapid-Action Cowboy Drama
William S. Hart in

"Square Deal Sanderson"
Artcraft
DIRECTORS. . . William S. Hart and Lambert Hillyer
SUPERVISED
BY
Thomas
H. Ince
Charles A. Seltzer
VUTHOR
CAMERAMAN
Joe August
\S A WHOLE
Lots of gun=play, hard-riding and
snappv
action in capably
produced
picture.
5TORY
by Charles
Alden
Seltzer .".Taken
publishedfrom in story
the Argosy
magazine.
DIRECTION. . . .Never lets things drag for a moment
PHOTOGRAPHY
Clear and pleasing
LIGHTINGS
Good
:AMERA
WORK
Long shots of range country
in Arizona are very fine; close=ups used to
good purpose in dramatic scenes.
STAR
Pulls a few new stunts as cowboy hero
SUPPORT
Frank Whitson is the willun and Ann
Little the girl saved by hero Bill Hart; others
in minor roles look their parts.
EXTERIORS
Western
country
offers suitable
backgrounds.
INTERIORS
Conventional
DETAIL
Most of the titles are written in the
cowboy
lingo; directors were careful about
details calculated to give the production at=
mosphere.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Typical Hart picture
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet
tONSIDERIXG the hundreds of thousands of feet of
cowboy melodrama that have been produced since
the days of Broncho Billy Anderson, it is something
3t" an accomplishment to find a new stunt for a tbrillng climax. Bill. Hart found one for "Square Deal
Sanderson" and it sure does go over big. The audience is all excited about the predicament in which Bill
tad Shero Ann Little are placed, for Willun Frank
Yhitson has them at his mercy when the cowboy hero
falls a trick that is likely to get a hand from any
rowd.
Hart, bound to a chair, works his way across the
•(ii.in to a stove where he holds the rope against a

burning log until the strands part,
of course, this
lias been done before, but what follows is novel.
In
Ijolng room, Willun Whitson
is making things
decidedly uncomfortable for Ann.
instead of breaking
through the door. Bill throws a rope over the partition.
Catching WhitSOn's head in the DOOSe; then draws him
up against the side of the wall. After the man has
almost choked to death, he is allowed to fall to the
Boor, lor Hart prefers to kill him in another way.
(Hie other incident revealing ingenuity in continuity
development comes in an earlier sequence. Hart has
been jailed by his arch enemy, who, incidentally is
in love with Ann. Determined to get free, the resourceful cowboy, aided by a confederate on the outside, manages to hitch a cable around the bars of his
prison cell, the other end of the cable being attached
to a cart drawn by a mule team. As a result, the bars
are torn out of the side of the building and the prisoner walks to freedom.
These happenings have been mentioned in particular
because they are important in putting over a production with Bill Hart fans, who have come to expect
an action-story tempered by heart interest. In
"Square Deal Sanderson" they will find their hero
running true to form as the fearless rider of the
plains whose code of honor is always backed up by
the ability to get what he wants.
Just to set the pace at a high speed, they bring in
a double shooting before the picture has run half a
reel. Among the papers carried by one of the dead
men, Bill finds a letter and a roll of bills sent by the
outlaw's sister, the letter containing an urgent appeal
for the return of the brother whom she has never seen
since childhood.
His sense of chivalry being appealed to, Square
Deal Sanderson takes it upon himself to help the girl,
who is in danger of being swindled out of her ranch.
Ann believes him to be her brother and Bill plays the
part because it fits in with his plan to checkmate
Willun Frank Whitson, who is a big power in his old
home town.
From the time the cowboy adopts the cause of the
defenceless girl, it is a battle of wits between the two
men, enlivened by plenty of physical combat. The
plot is complicated enough to carry the action and
there is a touch of romance in the relationship of Ann
and her champion, who, of course, is forgiven for his
deception and accepted as a partner in the ranch
business on a matrimonial basis.

Sure to Get Across With Any Sort of a Crowd
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This holds all the way. It is a good audience picure which is well worth backing up with a generous
xploitation campaign. Once in a while Hart tries
pmething different, but seemingly he has proven to
us own satisfaction that folks are best satisfied when
ie sticks to the sort of cowboy characters that he
las made
famous.
"Square
Deal Sanderson"
is a
gular Bill Hart story, but that doesn't mean it is
kerely a repetition of what he has done before.
You may even work along the line of this being a
lestern drama that is different, playing upon the
(ovelty of the situations introduced, notably the one
feferred to at some length in an earlier paragraph.
fell your folks that if they think they are familiar
pth all the stunts used in cowboy dramas, they will
Iscover something new in William
S. Hart's latest

production. "Square Deal Sanderson," an adaptation
of one of Charles A. Seltzer's popular stories.
Hart's pictures always have one big point in their
favor. They are melodramatic enough to suit the taste
of the most sensation-loving crowd in the cheaper
neighborhoods, but equally they appeal to another and
more critical public that wants to see things done
right and is quick to detect small flaws in a production. This is expertly constructed to prevent inconsistencies in the plot, also it is staged in a way that
carries faithfully the atmosphere of the west of a
more romantic period.
Some of your patrons may be interested in learning that Ann Little is Hart's leading woman. Her
name is fairly well known to film fans and she gives
a creditable performance in the character of the girl
whom the square- dealing cowboy befriends.

A WORD TO THE
STAR -STEALERS
I |HIS is to notify all un[ 1 | scrupulous producers
• ■ and all unscrupulous
agents of unscrupulous
producers that the Universal
company has a perfectly good

contract with Miss Priscilla Dean,
and that the Universal company
intends to protect its rights to the
very limit of its ability.
Since you have no sense of honor
to which we can appeal, we are
forced to appeal to your sense of
fear of the law.
Some of you have been making offers of
higher salaries to actors and actresses now
under contract with the Universal knowing
in your cheap hearts that you would create
a keen sense of dissatisfaction in the mind
of the star and hoping thereby to cause the
star to spoil a picture or two for us and
make us glad to give up our contracts.
Thank God, you are dealing with the wrong
person when you seek to corrupt Miss
Dean's sense of honor.
Some of you have gone into meetings of
the National Association, prating loudly
about a higher standard of honor in the
business; only to send secret word to one of
your agents to see if such and such a star
could not be stolen.

The only standard of hone
that is worth a damn in th
business or any other bu
iness is a standard of actioi
not of words.
The

Universal

compan;

as fast as it obtains legal proof
your guilt in the matter of sts
stealing or contract -violating, w
publish your names so that the whe
trade will know who is putting tl
curse of crookedness upon the i
dustry. The Universal will a
exhibitors to establish a real standa
of honor in the business by refusing
book pictures made with stolen stars
based on violated contracts.
The whole trade knows that Miss Pc
cilia Dean, for example, was lifted fr<|
obscurity to stardom by the combined i
forts of the Universal brains, Universal t
terprise and Universal money. The
hibitors now recognize her as a star of
first water. We think they will cooper?
with us in seeing that stars are not stoi
by
of have
the vultures
of the
thinkanythey
had enough
sad trade.
experied"V
in this line and we think they all KNOT
that every time a star is stolen it is the j
hibitor, not the crooked producer, who fo
the higher bill.
We
are looking
for peace, gentlemen,
necessary we will fight like hell to get it.

UNIVERSAL FILM MANUFACTURING

COMPAN

bu
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Typical Movie Meller Does Not Live Up to Title
Fannie

Ward

in

"The Profiteers"
Astra Prod. — Pathe Dist.

DIRECTOR
George
Fitzmaurice
fcUTHOR
Ouida Bergere
SCENARIO
BY
Ouida Bergere
CAMERAMAN
A. C. Miller
&S A WHOLE
Typical "movie" meller that does
not live up to its timely title, which is just
camouflage for wealthv
willun.
STORY
The terrible tale of how the boss of the
food trust framed the wife of the crusader
against high prices.
DIRECTION
Generally gets as much as possible
out of thin plot; sometimes
permits
over=
acting.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
-IGHTINGS
Occasionally too contrasty
CAMERA
WORK
Nothing exceptional
JTAR
Pleasing in early reels; later on emotes
without restraint.
JUPPORT
Capable
company,
including John
Miltern, Leslie Stuart and Edwin Stevens.
SXTERIORS. . . .Good; visualized speech shows view
of cattle, hogs, sheep, lumber, coal, oil, etc.
NTERIORS
The proper thing
)ETAIL
A few good touches that add interest;
sometimes laid on a bit too thick.
:HARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to offend
.ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,385 feet

9ITDA BERGERE
can not claim much originality
for the story of "The Profiteers,"
as screened,
riic offering is a typical movie meller of not overDuch value as entertainment, and virtually no value
it all as propaganda against profiteering.
The title
g inerels' camouflage for a very well-known type of
wealthy willun, who in this particular case happens to
Ke the character of the boss of the food trust.
But
lespite his titular make-up you know him — he is the
ame guy that is always trying to wreck happiness to
Qeet his own ends.
In the early scenes are shown at considerable length
st how much Fannie Ward loves John Miltern, her
lUsbaiHl. who is a crusader against high prices, and
w much John thinks of Fannie.
Then John makes

a speech againsl profiteers, particularly against Edwin
Stevens, who secretly controls the fond combine. Many
of John's remarks arc visualized on the screen, and
the viewer is treated to scenes of wheat fields, cattle.
sheep, hogs, coal, cotton, oil. dairy products and Other
necessities of life, all of which are being juggled by
profiteers. These early scenes anil their treat meiit
lead the viewer l<> believe that the picture is going to be
an earnest, serious and perhaps Interesting treatment
of a very timely topic.
But SUCb is not the Case. Having planted the reason
for Stevens' not liking Miltern a' tall, the tilin soon
slips into the usual meller Stuff, and the profiteering
end of it is dropped almost entirely — or at least made
entirely secondary to the ordinary plot concerning
only a few people This is disappointing, especially
in view of the fact that from this point on the film
follows usual and well-worn paths, having little regard
for plausibility and relying heavily on CO incident.
Fannie Ward gives a fairly pleasing performance,
but sometimes emotes too freely, especially in those
sequences following the murder of Stevens, when tears
are smeared all over her face.
It is when Miltern leaves town for two days that
the real story begins. Stevens, in an endeavor to gel
something on Miltern's wife, lures her through his
accomplices to a road house. Through Leslie Stuart.
a lounge-lizard. Fannie is framed so that a photograph
is taken under compromising circumstances. Stevens
tells her that unless she succeeds in making her husband quit speaking against him he will publish the
story and flashlight.
As the time approaches for her to keep the agreement Fannie becomes very much wrought up and goes
to Stevens' office. Unknown to any one Leslie Stuart
hides behind a chair there. During a struggle between
Fannie and Stevens the latter falls on a spindle file
on his desk, which apparently kills him. Fannie
rushes home, believing she has been the cause of
Stevens' death. But Miltern. logically brought to
Stevens' office, takes the blame for the murder. He
sees Fannie for a moment at their home and both insist on taking the blame for the killing.
However, it later develops that Leslie Stuart shot
Stevens in the back with a revolver equipped with a
silencer, and that it was that shot that killed him.
Then, according to the synopsis, the two adoring lovers
take a back-to-nature vacation in the woods, "the
world forgetting, by the world forgot."

Star's Name Will Have to be Relied on Mostly
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

The presence of Fannie Ward in this offering will
ve to be relied upon mostly to bring folks to your
later. The title is very timely and has a good boxce value, but you cannot go very strong on the
■ofiteering end of it and still be very honest with
)ur folks. True, that end is introduced, but it is only
minor end. The picture is just a meller more than
treatment of protfiteering.
However, surface stuff may be enough to satisfy
)ur patrons. If that is the ease you can tell them
at this is a story of a profiteer — one of the men who

are responsible for the present high prices of food.
But don't try to get away with the profiteer idea if
your audiences are really intelligent folks.
In the smaller neighborhood theaters catering to audiences largely composed of working men and their
families this will get by all right. Those housewives
to Avhom every few extra pennies on an article mean
much when a small weekly wage must suffice for household expenses are sore enough at profiteers to believe
them capable of anything. In this picture there is a
profiteer who is a mighty low cuss, and on whom the
women can vent their spleen at will.

w«wws{ww^>y^^^
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May the Devil Take
the Hindmost
Practically all of the producer-distributors and the
few distributors who operate without making their
own productions have told you, the Exhibitors of the
nation, of their plans, productions and policies.
Now that the cards are down on the table let us strip
the bunk out of all the promises and predictions
and see what's left that is rock solid.
Here's the answer:
This year and hereafter in the picture business the
pictures themselves are going to he the basis of the
business you do either with producers or distributors of
pictures.
You are going to see that you get something for
your money.
You are going to buy pictures as you buy any other
kinds of merchandise — sensibly.
The biggest exhibitors in the biggest cities have decided in the majority of cases not to buy productions in bulk any longer. Most of the new policies
that have been announced were decided upon because the producer -distributors realized that you
would not fall for the old methods any longer.
HODKINSON
waited a long time to
build right to meet
the new conditions.
is now ready for the
battle to deter
battle
mine
si
the survival
of the
fittest.

If quality and individual picture values are to be the
standards this year (and they are going to be) the
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation commands your attention for these ARE our standards.
Companies
that cannot meet these proper standards will have
to go out of business.

Let>s see who get's out first?

W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York Gty
Distributing through PATH^ Exchange, Incorporated
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Suspense and Puzzling Twists in Murder Mystery
Corinne

Griffith

in

"A Girl at Bay"
Vitagraph
DIRECTOR
Tom
Mills
AUTHOR
Joseph Uollomb
SCENARIO BY
Katherine Reed
CAMERAMAN
Tom
Malloy
AS A WHOLE
Very well sustained murder mys=
tery full of suspense
and puzzling
twists;
better than ordinary program stuff.
STORY
Adaptation
of magazine
story, "Hunt
the Woman;"
a carefully=written
piece of
work with fair amount of logic.
DIRECTION
Keeps an air of mystery throughout; keys the action to proper tempo for best
results.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Some soft lightings chosen for a
few exteriors; other illuminations O. K.
CAMERA
WORK
Acceptable
STAR
Gives excellently restrained portrayal of
girl menaced by terror of arrest for murder.
SUPPORT
Convincing aid given star by Walter
Miller, Harry
Davenport,
Denton Vane and
Walter Horton.
EXTERIORS
Some very pretty shots
INTERIORS
Up to standard
DETAIL
Arranged
to aid smoothness of presentation.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Murder mystery
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,500 feet
THE well-sustained cloak of mystery that shrouds
most of the footage of "A Girl at Bay," lending
the tilm a full quota of interesting suspense, makes
the offering better than ordinary program stuff. There
are several other elements and factors that help, also.
The picture in its entirety is a logical and compelling
working out of a murder mystery with enough puzzling
twists and final justification to satisfy most fans.
The story is one that lends itself quite well to screen
narration, and shows in a measure the scientific psychological methods often used at the present time in
the detection of criminals. The plot has been carefully written and just as carefully screened. It is not
a detective story in the common meaning of the term
— rather is it a study of fear and reactions on the individuality of a refined and intelligent girl who believes herself to be a murderess.

Then, too, there is love interest introduced that
gains a certain amount of sympathy, and Director
Mills has SO bandied his material as to bring out its
many good points.
Corinne Griffith is splendid in her portrayal of the
hunted girl, and the manner in which she registers
many purely psychological points, as differentia led
from physical points, is commendable. She is sure to
gain many more followers by her work in this picture.
Always is she convincing as the girl who believes
herself to have killed the brother of the man she comes
to love.
Clever plot building and a knowledge of criminology
have given the author a chance to construct some
rather original situations, which, while perhaps a
trifle far-fetched in some cases, are nevertheless interesting.
The blanket of mystery is thrown over the film in
the opening passages, and as the story gets going becomes deeper and more subtle. The film opens showing Corinne with a knife in her hand and the body of
a man at her feet. Evidently she has murdered him —
at least that is the impression given at first and held
up to the end.
True to type, according to criminology, Corinne
seeks safety in boldly presenting herself in the office
of Walter Miller, a judge, after having drugged his
secretary. Corinne becomes the young judge's secretary— the secretary of the brother of the man she believed she killed. Walter Horton, a police detective,
believes Corinne guilty of murder. He shadows her.
Another mysterious character dogs her footsteps and
offers her his protection.
Walter Miller becomes enamored of Corinne, and
asks her to be his wife. She refuses, knowing that
she can never find happiness with the brother of the
murdered man. Plot complications come in rapid succession here, and there is a well-timed and quite exciting race between a train and an automobile.
A criminologist friend of Walter Miller, Harry Davenport, is also working on the mystery. In an automobile accident Miller is injured, and is saved from
death by Corinne's marriage to him. The criminologist allows Corinne to furnish a mountain home, and
it is through her individuality, as expressed by the
furnishing, that Miller recognizes her as the owner of
the apartment in which his brother was killed. However, matters are adjusted plausibly and happily, it
later proving that just as Corinne was about to stab
the man when he embraced her, she fainted, and the
killing was done by Denton Vane.

Better Than Usual Run of Program Stuff
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This offering can be relied upon to please most fans —
especially if they are used to the usual run of program
stuff. Of course, some ends of the picture may be a
bit deep for the minds of those who like the sensational mellers where the hero always rescues the shero,
but nevertheless the picture may be considered good
entertainment of more worth than ordinary program
offerings.
Corinne Griffith is not as well known to most fans
as smne of the other Vitagraph stars, but she sure is
a comer. And her appearance in "A Girl at Bay" is
going to get her quite a number of followers. If she
is as fortunate with all her pictures as she is with this
one the fans will soon want to see more of her.
So it's

safe to go strong on her name in the billing — she holds
up and has pretty good possibilities, as she has proven
in some of her previous pictures.
"A Girl at Bay" is not a bad box-office title. It
suggests a girl fighting with her back to the wall, and
use of the star's name and title, while admittedly the
obvious stunt, is the best one with this picture.
Catchlines : "A screen presentation of the successful
magazine story, 'Hunt the Woman'." "Who killed
Judge Craigin — and why? See Corinne Griffith in
Vitagraph's mystery, 'A Girl at Bay'." "The story of
a beautiful girl haunted by fear, obsessed with the
belief she had committed murder, and ready to sacrifice her life because she could not have happiness with
the man she loved — and who loved her."

To Exhibitors —
that the star
I^OR some time I have realized
series plan of distribution has been easy to
attack and difficult to defend. It was a breeder
of complaints from exhibitors, who felt that at
times they were forced to show pictures they did
not want, and from stars and allied producers
who felt that sometimes their product was being
used to help sell the product of others.
Many of these complaints have been utterly
unfounded. Investigation has shown that in
nearly every way the star series plan of booking has been fair to all concerned. But this
method made it possible for agitators to poison
the minds of stars, producers and exhibitors as
to our policy.
For a long time I have been working out
the Selective Booking Plan in an effort to
devise a system of booking that cannot be criticized— a plan absolutely proof against attackfair to every individual concerned in its operation, from studio to screen.
The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
has been trying conscientiously to eliminate all
criticism and we have devoted our energies for
the last year to finding ways and means to
obtain for exhibitors only the pictures they
want and to make it possible for stars, producers and authors to get the greatest circulation for their product and the best returns without any encumbrance whatsoever.
.«*****»

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

■—NEW YORIO -

CORPORATION

ADOLPH ZUKOR Pres. JESSE L.LASKY Vice Pres. CECIL B.DE MOLE Director Qenerul

I feel confident that the Selective Booking
Plan, which will be put into effect beginning
September 1st, will eliminate all the evils of
former plans once and for all time. Every individual picture will be put on its own merit to
succeed or fail by its own drawing power — and
by nothing else.
The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
wants to assure every exhibitor of the co-operation and honest intention on its part to produce
only such pictures as will bring him success and
profit and good will — pictures that will make it
possible for him to receive from the public at all
times an admission charge commensurate with
their entertainment value. The public is demanding consistently fine productions and is
ready to do its part if it gets value received for
the price it pays.
This new plan is devised to reward properly every able effort of exhibitor, star, director,
and producer. It will be a tremendous incentive
to every person who takes part in it.

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
President

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

CORPORATION

* ADOLPH ZUKOR Pres. JESSE 1/LASKYWi* Pres. CECIL B.DEMUXE/J/rertorCewrai
ft
"""NEW YORIO
J
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Little Entertainment Value in Obvious Meller
June Elvidge in

"Love and the Woman"
World
DIRECTOR
Tefft Johnson
AUTHOR
Philip Lonergan
SCENARIO
BY
Giles R. Warren
CAMERAMAN
Philip Hatkin
AS A WHOLE
Obvious stuff about overworked
mother who substitutes her child for baby
of rich folks; very ordinary program picture.
STORY
Very elemental;
shows virtually no
originality either in appeal or construction.
DIRECTION
Conventional handling of material;
never gets below surface.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies between good and poor
LIGHTINGS
Ordinary
CAMERA
WORK
Just fair
STAR
Plays part of suffering mother and later
role of baby girl well enough.
SUPPORT
Nothing to brag about on the part of
any of the players.
EXTERIORS
Some good; others poor, particularly a few studio=built street scenes.
INTERIORS
Passable
DETAIL
Doesn't help matters
very much
CHARACTER OF STORY. ... Nothing very elevating
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,846 feet
MOST of our old ten-twent'-thirt' friends are to be
found (and in their well-known make-ups 1 in
"Love and the Woman." We have the drunken husband, the wife who suffers but who supports the husband and their baby, pawned jewels, blackmail, artistlover, "from-ragsJto-riehes," a few convenient deaths,
and a lot of other stuff along similar lines, all of which
elements have been put together in typical movie
meller style by the author, aided and abetted by the
folks who screened the piece. The only old friend
that was missed was the dastardly wlllun, but his place
is taken in this one by a wicked woman willun.
For the most part the picture is the tried and true
sob stuff that used to make the gallery cheer back in
the old days when the girl married the nice, clean
young feller after all — in the third act. But before we
get that far we must have all the dreary details pa-

raded before us so we know just what a terrible time
was had by all before they get to where we knew they
were going when they started.
The chief trouble with the picture is its obviousness
and its superficiality. Also it is quite slow in movement. That large body of fans who indulge in the
pastime of trying to outguess the author are going to
be correct in almost every one of their guesses when
they start on this one.
The sadness and suffering are laid on with a very
generous hand so as to be certain that no one misses
the points striven for. In an attempt to get sympathy
for the leading character the poor mother suffers and
suffers and suffers some more — just to give her sufficient excuse to switch babies when the chance conveniently offers itself. And just to give the mother that
chance the author has most nonchalantly killed another mother and a baby.
June Elvidge is the mother whose back is bent by
her weary toil as a chambermaid in a hotel. Ed
Roseman is the drunken husband who spends all the
money his wife earns. A traveling salesman, Donald
Hall, comes to the hotel accompanied by his invalid
wife and sick baby. June spends a lot of time with
the sick mother and the baby. But the woman dies.
So does the baby. June is caught in the act of switching her kid for the dead baby by Marion Barney,
another chambermaid, who does dirt by our shero,
making the latter pay for silence.
June watches her baby grow up under the care of
Donald Hall and his sister. But pretty soon the years
roll by (mostly through titles) and June dies. June
next is seen as Donald Hall's daughter. She makes a
much better appearance and is much more sympathetic
in that role than as the woebegone mother.
But through June's artist-lover the woman willun
darkens the path when the artist gets the now-aged
chambermaid to pose as a gypsy. From then on the
woman willun pursues June, extracting blackmail.
Things soon come to a pass where June gives the
willunness her jewels. This leads to the arrest of the
hag and June's real father, and finally brings knowledge of June's real identity to her foster father. June
loses one admirer through this, but her boyhood
sweetheart proves true blue, and the foster father
doesn't die of heart failure, but tells June she shall
always be his daughter.
Included in the cast are Lillian Lawrence, Rodman
LaRocque, George MacQuarrie and Laura Burt.

Suitable Only For Cheaper Houses
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If you are catering to a very cheap crowd this one
will get by. But if your patrons are the kind that
demand more than purely surface stuff of the kind
that used to make a hit in the nickel shows, pass this
one up. There is nothing much in it that hasn't been
done time and time again, and most of your crowd
will be able to tell before the picture is half over just
about how
thing's are going to turn out.
June Elvidge has been getting considerable newspaper publicity of late, and has quite a number of followers among those who have been keeping tabs on
World pictures. Those who have seen her before
should be willing to spend money to see her in her
latest picture. And if your people like her you can
tell them that June plays two parts in this picture —
each distinctly different from the other.

But go very slow on what you say about the offering in your advertising. If your folks are at all critical you had better slip this one by as quietly as pos- 1
sible, because if you don't some of them are liable to
seek you out and tell you what they think about it —
and it's a safe bet that there will not be many
complimentary
remarks.'
The offering is
certainly no picture for a downtown
house or a better-class neighborhood theater. It is
suitable only for exhibition before audiences whose
emotions are easily appealed to and whose mental
average is not very high.
The main title does not mean much as far as the
subject-matter is concerned, and is rather misleading.
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Much Suspense in Absorbing Adventure-Mystery
William Russell in

"A Sporting Change"
Russell

Prod. — American

Film — Pathe

Dist.

DIRECTOR
Henry
King
AUTHOR
Stephen
Fox
SCENARIO
BY
Stephen
Fox
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Absorbing adventure=mystery
full of suspense; an excellent photoplay.
STORY
Chock full of interesting plot material;
very clever mystery stuff; shows how much
story can be put in five reels.
DIRECTION
Keeps things moving in compelling
manner;
starts out speedily and keeps up
pace throughout.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
No unusual effects
CAMERA
WORK
On par with photography
STAR
Has pepful role and plays up to it for all
it's worth.
SUPPORT
Fritzi Brunette a pleasing female
lead; good work also done by other players.
EXTERIORS
Virtually
none
INTERIORS. . . .Always proper backgrounds for action
DETAIL. . . .Shows careful attention; figures largely
in holding up mystery.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Harmless
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,670 feet
EXCELLENT photoplay entertainment is offered in
"A Sporting Chance." The picture is an absorbing adventure-mystery full of suspense and action, and
screens a story that keeps the viewer on the jump
every minute of its unspooling. There is not a single
dull moment; always there is something transpiring
on the silversheet that adds to the observer's interest
in the outcome, and the picture is a very good example
of how much story can be crammed into five reels — ■
story that reaches out for the attention in the very
early scenes and then holds it to the end. There is
not an inch of padding or excess footage of any kind
in th» offering.
The picture's worth is clue in no small measure to
Director King's manner of handling his material.
Primarily the story is one of adventure, the kind of

HARRY

stuff thai King lias bo ably bandied before, and with
this one he again proves thai he knows how to keep
suspense without losing the force of any of the other
elements. Bu1 what holds the viewer absorbed completely is the mystery element, One's curiosity is Immediately aroused and one can hardly wait for the
plot to unfold to know the reason for it all. And when
the denouement comes il is a pleasant surprise, and
makes one hesitate to say thai the story is not plausible.
Stephen Fox's story is chock full of interesting plot
material, and both story and scenario have been so
built up as to take advantage of every iota of suspense. The author cleverly has worked up innumerable complicating situations, and has just as cleverly
worked out their solution. What helps speed things
up considerably is the fact that virtually the whole
action of the piece takes place within a few hours,
allowing of no let-down of interest through "That
Night" and "As the years roll by" sub-titles. The
story is pure fiction, but fiction of a compelling sort.
AVilliam Russell has a very pepful role, and plays it
with a dash and nerve in keeping with the rate of
speed maintained by the story. He is ably and pleasingly aided by Fritzi Brunette, and a group of players
that includes George Periolat, J. Farrell MacDonald,
Lee Hill, Harvey Clark and Perry Banks.
The story centers about a mystifying midnight conspiracy in a New York hotel. At first the viewer is
led to believe that Bill Russell is to be the victim of
a badger game. After there is planted the knowledge
that Bill, the young millionaire, is about to kill himself, there follow many pasages that build up that
belief. One is convincingly led to believe that Bill
is the victim of a gang of confidence workers.
And knowledge of Bill's reason for wanting to kill
himself is kept from the viewer in a most curiositygetting manner. Just as he is about to pull the trigger
of his revolver he hears a shot across the court. He
sees Fritzi apparently killing a man. Of course, this
is a frame to get Bill's attention, and from then on
things happen with a whirlwind rapidity. In the end
it turns out that the whole night's happenings were
framed by a theatrical company just to prove a critic
wrong who had stated of a show that it never could
have happened. The happy ending is supplied when
Bill learns that Fritzi is not engaged after all, and
that she is as much interested in him as he is in her.

BEAUMONT
M. P. D. A.

Producing- for Goldwyn
Latest Release
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A Subject That Will Please Majority of Fans
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
William Russell in

will keep them on edge from the first scenes to the
last, and with a pleasant surprise at the finish.
In the smaller towns the "adventure in New York"
angle might be played up to advantage. If you conduct that sort of a house in a smaller town tell your
folks that you have a picture of real adventure in a
big city. Tell them to see how much can happen even
in the short space of a few hours.
In exploiting this I wouldn't tell too much about
the story, because to print a synopsis of it would spoil
much of its effectiveness. This is the kind of a subject that lends itself best to teaser stuff — the more
you arouse curiosity the better satisfied your folks will
be with the picture, because the film itself is one that
gets the viewer very much het up about how it's all
going to turn out.
Use catchlines something like: "Why did the young
millionaire want to kill himself? He wasn't disappointed in love, nor had there been financial reverses.
See William Russell in 'A Sporting Chance' and find

"A Sporting Chance"

Russell
Prod. — American
Film — Pathe
Dist.
Here is excellent fan stuff — a picture that can be
relied upon to suit almost any audience. It will go
big in the cheaper houses, and can stand up in the
better-class houses as well. It is very much better
than the usual run of program offerings, and worthy
of a little work on your part in getting the crowd to
come and see it.
Since he has been appearing in American pictures,
William Russell has added to the big group of followers
he made with Mutual, and houses that have been running program stuff for any length of time shouldn't
have
name. much trouble in getting folks in with Russell's
But the star is not the biggest attraction about this
offering — it is the picture itself, all in all. So in your
advertising
promise
your patrons
a photoplay
that

ALLEN HOLUBAR
out."
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Comedy is Pretty Thin in Picturization of O. Henry's Story.
Wallace

Reid

in

"You're Fired"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
James
Cruze
AUTHOR
O. Henry
SCENARIO BY
Clara G. Kennedy
CAMERAMAN
Frank Urson
AS A WHOLE
Conventional
comedy
doesn't
carry through five reels.
STORY
Adaptation
of O. Henry
story, "The
Halberdier" fails to convey the spirit of the
author's work.
DIRECTION
Lacks fresh inspiration in handling
of comedy scenes.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Generally first rate
CAMERA WORK
One or two strikingly artistic
soft=focus close=ups that bring out the beauty
of Wanda Hawley.
STAR
Works hard to extract humor from situa=
tions that are not strong in themselves.
SUPPORT
Wanda
Hawley
decidedly attractive
as the girl in the case; efficient cast all
through,
with Theodore
Roberts
in charac=
teristic role.
EXTERIORS
Seldom needed
INTERIORS
Ball room sets and others are ade=
quately furnished.
DETAIL
Doesn't call for particular comment.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Unobjectionable
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,183 feet
THIS is an O. Henry story minus the O. Henry spirit.
Admirers of the master craftsman of short story
writing will have to look hard to find traces of the
senilis for characterization and significant bits of
derail which mark the work of the great interpreter
of American life.
In case the name of the author happens to be missed
when it is flashed and one does not recall the plot of
'•The Halberdier," it will be easily possible to see the
picture through without guessing that the story has
any background other than that supplied by a scenario
writer versed in conventional methods of photoplay
construction.
To be sure there are laughs in "You're Fired," but
they are hardly frequent enough to suffice for passages that run along in the expected
groove — ex-

peeled, that is. after the Camilla! basis of the plot is
made known. Many pictures, from the time of short
reels onward, have had as their theme the vieissit tides
Of a wealthy young man who thrusts himself upon the
commercial world because he must make good in order
to lie an acceptable husband for the girl he loves.
Wallace Reid, as Billy, is merely another one of the
heroes who experience various adversities while comwith the
terms alaid
downabout
by athefather-in-lawto he. plying
There
is never
doubt
result. One
knows that somehow or other he is going to come
through the stated period of one month without being
"fired," so the element of suspense being comparatively insignificant, the chief interest necessarily attaches to the incidents connected with his efforts to
keep a clean employment record.
His trials as an office clerk, whose capabilities are
limited to hitting X on the typewriter, are moderately
amusing, and folks will laugh at his method of always beating the boss to it when he is due to be
fired. Just in time, he resigns, handing his employer
a memorandum to sign, stating that he left, of his
own accord. These memorandums are used frequently, each signature being good for at least a
chuckle.
But the production realizes its best moments, and
they're nothing very remarkable at that, when Wallace
gets a job as a xylophone artist with an orchestra
that plays at society functions. He bluffs it through
well enough to keep from getting an honorable discharge, until the night of a ball given by a leader of
the social set of which he has been a member.
Among the guests is Wanda Hawley, the girl for
whom he is making the sacrifice. But it is part of the
agreement that he shall not tell her about the scheme.
Wallace is really funny when he tries to conceal his
identity behind a false moustache, while he bangs
away at the xylophone. But, of course, he is discovered and Wanda is seriously peeved because he will
neither dance with her, nor explain the cause for his
peculiar behavior.
Before the final sequences, which find Wallace wearing a knight's armor and standing as a part of the
decorative scheme in an Italian restaurant, they bring
in a touch of meller with the theft of some valuable
papers
a merger
through bytheWanda's
father. concerning
Wallace has
a hand put
in thwarting
willun.
and having gone through the month without being
"fired" from a job, he is accepted by Theodore Roberts
as a son-in-law.
The cast includes Henry Woodward, Lillian Mason,
Herbert Prior, Raymond Hatton and William Lesta.

Don't Count on This as Anything Out of the Ordinary
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Although this is not up to the mark of some recent
Wallace Reid productions, it probably will please
enough of your folks to put it over as an average program release. It would be well, however, to build up
the rest of your show, rather than to place too much
reliance on "You're Fired" as the central attraction.
Shown at the Strand Theater, New York, before a
large Sunday afternoon audience, when the latest
Charlie Chaplin film was on the bill, it was moderately
well received, especially during the scenes when Reid
impersonated a xylophone player and donned a false
moustache. Incidents from this part of the film will
provide the most likely material for pictorial display.
I would make quite a bit of the fact that the story
is an adaptation of O. Henry's "The Halberdier."
A

number of this author's works have been screened by
various companies and they have realized a quality
that will make people want to see more pictures from
the same source. "You're Fired" is a better title for
picture purposes than the original, which would mean
nothing to the average film fan. You might excite a
little curiosity by asking: "What is a halberdier?
Wallace Reid will show you in 'You're Fired,' a picturization of O. Henry's story."
If Paramount has any individual portraits of Wanda
Hawley. on a par, artistically, with some of the closeups in the film, I certainly would give them a conspicuous place in your lobby. Her name has advertising value, as has that of Theodore Roberts.
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You'll Profit Accordingly
This story is near and dear to the hearts of most of the people in your community. Advertise that it will play in your
house. Let the people know where and when it will be
shown. And they'll be there — the crowds who want to
laugh and cry with Old Sol — Cap'n Cuttle and Little Flo.
Released June 29th
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Artistic Chaplin Comedy Varies in Humorous Quality
Charles

Chaplin

in

"Sunnyside"
First

National

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
CAMERAMAN

Charles
Charles
Not

Chaplin
Chaplin
credited

AS A WHOLE

Strikes high spots of humor occasionally but does not equal either "Shoulder
Arms" or "A Dog's Life" as a laugh=getter.
STORY
Introduces Charlie as a farm-hand, plot
is of minor consequence.
DIRECTION
Star gives himself plenty of chance
for comedy tricks, gets full value out of
scenes in which he dances around with a
bunch of pretty girls in classic negligee.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Several of the
ral scenes have a lot of
CAMERA WORK
STAR
The same inimitable
antics are two-thirds of

softly lighted pastoatmosphere.
Very good
Charlie; his comedy
the show.

SUPPORT
Some good types
EXTERIORS
Fine for a story laid in a sleepy
little village.
INTERIORS
Hotel set is unusual;
nothing else
needed except a couple of conventional rooms
DETAIL
Few titles are used; everything about
the film shows care in production.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Wholesome
fun
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

2,769 feet

IN the "as a whole" comment I placed "Sunnyside"
below both "Shoulder Arms" and "A Dog's Life" as
a mirth-producer because that is the way it struck me.
But there is no hard and fast rule by which one may
judge the humorous appeal of what Chaplin gives
us. He is always funny ; it is only a question of
comparative values and no one would think of comparing him to anyone but himself.

Go After Big Money.

Whether this production U better or not so g 1 as
the preceding ones doesn't really matter, Cor ii is a
comedy film which every normal Can will find entertaining. It is the sort of thing thai any exhibitor
may run. confident in the belief that he will pack his
theater with a satisfied crowd.
Compare this to the Chaplin re-issues which have
been enjoying a considerable vogue and you will find
al Least one marked advance. "Sunnyside" is infinitely superior on the production end. The comedian
has polished, though not materially changed his
method of humorous expression, and he has, probably
in this more than any other film, blended the art of
comedy acting with the art of beautiful scenic reproduction.
Here is a distinct step forward and one that contributes materially to the total impression, even if one
dees not stop to differentiate between the appeal to a
sense of humor and an appeal to the eye.
Take, for instance, the passages that are at once artistically and humorously the most effective in "Sunnyside"— those in which Chaplin, in a mood of fantastic abandon, dances merrily with a chorus of wood
nymphs. The composition of these scenes, the backgrounds, the charm and grace of the girls — all of these
things are as carefully studied as though they were a
part of a serious production. The comic touch provided by Chaplin in no way detracts from the appeal
carried by the beauty of the picture.
Again, there are the pastoral scenes: Chaplin, witli
his world-famed derby and his funny little walk,
driving a herd of cows along a country road. Several
of these shots are distinctly picturesque, after a manner quite unknown in an old-time comedy.
In point of humor, the film starts well and. with a
few lapses, keeps on a rising scale until it has been
about half run ; then slides into incidents that only
occasionally register.
Charlie's efforts to steal a few moments more sleep
in the morning after his irrascible employer has
awakened him, are highly amusing. Repeatedly he
receives what is termed "a swift kick" and once when
he escapes the expected spur to action, he resignedly
walks back to give his boss another chance.
Then comes the wild ride on an ungovernable bull
and Charlie's fall into a brook from which he imagines
himself being rescued by a group of beautiful maidens.
Of course this is only a dream, as is the last part of
the picture when Chaplin tries to prevent his girl being
stolen by a dapper city chap. His imitation of the
smart attire of his rival lends itself to some comedy,
but not a srreat deal.

You Can Get It

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Xobody can figure this as anything but a sure
money-maker. It is a Chaplin film, which is enough
in itself to draw a crowd, so it is merely up to you
to handle it in a way that will make the clean-up complete.
In the first place "Sunnyside" should be run for more
than one day. Unless your show-shop is in the smallest of tank towns, you can't expect to reach all of the
people who want to see Chaplin in less than two or
three days. Splurge a bit on your advertising and
make it plain that the production is not a re-issue.
Some of your patrons may be confused if you are not
clear on this fact.

Bill "Sunnyside" as Charles Chaplin's latest milliondollar comedy, and tell your people that in it the
comedian strikes a new angle. Even Mack Sennett's
bathing girls have nothing in point of good looks on
the maidens that drag Charlie from the brook. You
will find that First National has some mighty strong
paper based on this scene.
Probably it is scarcely necessary to remark that in
running "Sunnyside" you have a feature attraction, irrespective of its length, and it is only a waste of
money to buy an expensive five-reeler just because you
are in the habit of doing so. It won't matter if for
once you do cut your program a bit.
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Social Climbers Are Made Basis of Bright and Entertaining Comedy
Emmy

Wehlen

in

"Fools and Their Money"
Metro
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE.

Herbert

Blache
E. Forst
Finis Fox
Arthur
Martinelli
. . .Light society comedy makes pleasing entertainment; star has congenial
role.
STORY
Satirizes a newly-rich family that tries
to break into exclusive society.
DIRECTION
Keeps the acting in a brightly hu=
morous and natural mood.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Have variety and lend atmosphere
to the scenes.
CAMERA WORK
Shows a regard for correct
composition.
STAR
Acts with considerable subtlety in putting
over comedy scenes.
SUPPORT
Jack Mulhall seems more like a juvenile than a suitable leading man
for Miss
Wehlen, cast generally well balanced.
EXTERIORS
.Most of them photographed on a
beautiful estate, contribute much to the attractivenes ofthe film.
INTERIORS
Supply an appropriate background
for the action.
DETAIL
Humorous titles are used to advantage
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Harmless
comedy
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,800 feet
EMMY WEHLEN is developing all the while as a
finished comedienne in light society stories. The
screen has plenty of cute little girl stars, but is less
fully supplied with mature actresses whose natural
gifts make them convincing interpreters of characters
such as that offered the leading figure in "Fools and
Their Money." Miss Wehlen's charm of personality
and her delicacy of expression go a long way towards
making this picture the pleasing entertainment that it
is. The story is inconsequential and not particularly
fresh in theme, but the incidents are kept interesting
in themselves.
People won't be bored.
The titles, especially those in the first reels, explaining the ambitions of the newly-rich family that can't
point to a family tree, are good for almost as many
laughs as the action.
As the social climber,
the

mother Is the most aggressive <>r her tribe. No amount
of snubbing shakes her belief in the power of money.
She is confident thai the bank account al her disposal
is ikiuikI in buy a place In the exclusive Bel to which
she aspires.
A good hit of footage is devoted to establishing the
characters and to getting fun <>ut of the philosophy
of a successful life which the mother preaches to her
daughter, Betty Paterson. The father of the housebold only regrets that tie is no longer permitted to
wear carpet slippers, whereas the son. enjoying himself
at
isn't worrying much about the social status
of college,
his ancestors.
Miss Wehlen is introduced as an independentminded young woman living on a neighboring estate
ami taking her recognition as a social leader as a matter of course, for Emmy and her family are the real
thing. But she does like unconventional escapades,
such as that which suggests itself when the wife of
the newly arrived millionaire mistakes her for an
employe of the aristocratic Allenbys and offers her
employment.
Just for the joke of the thing, her parents being
away
at the
time, Emmy
accepts
of social
secretary,
of course
concealing
her the
true place'
identity.
Her
first job is to handle the big function by means of
which "the climber" expects to break into society, but
incidentally revealing a sense of the humor of the
situation, she helps to smooth things over in the
mixed-up household.
Then Jack Mulhall returns home from college, and
on the train he overhears a conversation revealing to
him the trick being played by Emmy, so he gets a
place as groom with the Allenby's establishment and
retary.
takes morning rides with the make-believe social secProbably the least convincing part of the picture is
the girl's sudden attachment for the youth whom she
supposes to be merely a stable employe. There is
nothing really wrong with the performance given by
Mulhall, but somehow he does not seem like the sort
of a person to whom a self-contained young woman of
Emmy's type would impetuously surrender her heart.
This may be passed over, however, as a mere matter
of opinion and not a definite shortcoming in the picture.
A touch of drama is supplied by introduction of a
couple of society crooks whose efforts to get a slice
of the newly-acquired fortune are frustrated by the
adroit social secretary. The cast includes Emmet
King, Mollie McConuell, William V. Mong, John Steppling and others.

Up To the Mark as a Light Program Offering
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This looks like a good light comedy for a family
trade. It is clean and humorous and contains enough
romance in the love affair between Emmy Wehlen and
Jack Mulhall. It is easily up to the program mark
and may be counted upon to satisfy your patrons,
I especially if you are catering to a crowd likely to appreciate a story poking fun at social climbers.
The beauty of the locations on the country estate
where most of the action is staged, helps considerably
in giving the picture class, a fact worth bearing in
mind when you select stills for a lobby display. Pick
out some pretty scenes in which Miss Wehlen is the
central point of interest. You will have plenty to
choose from and they offer sufficient variety.

"Fools and Their Money" may be a misleading title
unless you are careful to let folks know that the
story is essentially comedy. At first glance the quotation suggests something serious, but you may counteract this impression by the right sort of advertising.
Give the name of the star more prominence than that
of the picture and use catchlines calculated to indicate the theme of a newly-rich family trying to buy
social recognition.
Something
along
thisclimber?
idea might
"DidBlank
you
ever
meet a real
social
Come do:
to the
Theater and see how the wife of a millionaire munitions manufacturer tries to buy a family tree." Or,
"You've heard it said that 'Fools and Their Money'
are soon parted. See how the old saying works out
in a sparkling comedy, starring Emmy
Wehlen."

HERE AT LAST

FRANK
a

P. DONOVAN'S

Bullin The
Bullsheviki 1

it

m

The Biggest, Most Original, Stupendous, Timely Feature Comedy of the Year

FEATURING

Marguerite Clayton
with
EDWARD
ELKAS,
LOU
DE FOREST, BERNARD

MARKS,
BILLY
SUSS, AND OVER

RUGE,
PATSY
1,000 PLAYERS

Special Russian towns were built and destroyed, sensational battles were staged.
Riots, bomb-throwing Reds, Trotsky, Lenine and Bolshevism are shown up properly in a new, startling, original manner to make you laugh ; and there is a little of
everything, bathing beauties, cabarets, thrills, and the MOST LAUGHABLE,
CLEAN COMEDY SITUATIONS EVER SCREENED.

State Rights Selling— Write, Wire

Eff & Eff Productions, Inc.
145 WEST FORTY-FIFTH

STREET, NEW

YORK CITY

Written, Produced and Personally Directed by

Frank P. Donovan
M P. D. A.
( The Original Idea Director)
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Woman-Juror

Florence Reed in

"The Woman

23

Subject Scores Several Points

Under Oath"

Tribune Prod. — United

AlLY

Dist.

DIRECTOR
John
M. Stahl
AUTHOR
Not credited
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
John K. Holbrook
AS A WHOLE
Quite tense murder
mysterycourt
room
subject
with
scoring
meller
touches; latent strength sometimes sapped by
poor editing.
STORY. .... .Productive of many good situations in
its treatment of probability of woman jurors;
murder mystery fairly well worked out.
DIRECTION
Uses close-ups with telling effect;
responsible for several long and suspenseful
sequences unbroken by titles.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies; generally
good
LIGHTINGS
Fairly effective; some good effects
in darkened cabaret scenes.

CAMERA
STAR

WORK
Good
Has little to do for greater part of picpersatisfactory
gives
close-ups;
ture
except
formance.
SUPPORT
Gareth
Hughes dominates picture
with his forcefully excellent portrayal of accused youth; others acceptable.
EXTERIORS
Not enough
of them
to call for
special remark.

!^TTE^!0RS- - V
Always the proper thing
DETAIL
For the most part done carefully with
view to effectiveness; a few minor breaks.
CHARACTER OF STORY
None too wholesome
in certain respects.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,ooo feet
TJOLDING up excellently for the first three reels
-1-*- or so, sagging a bit in the middle, and with a
moderately strong finish that could have been made
really powerful by intelligent editing, "The Woman
Under Oath" as a whole is a quite good picture of
its kind. As screened the picture
apparently has
not been put together as originally filmed, with the
result that a very well built-up mystery has been
dispelled and let down in a rather crude manner
This is very evidently not a fault in direction, because the material is there; the fault evidently lies
at the door of those who put the picture together.
This is particularly true of those sequences which
are the visualized testimony of witnesses. Although
what transpires on the screen is supposed to be what
the witness tells the jury, it is straight exposition
instead of testimony. Florence .Reed's story in the
jury room runs at least 1,200 feet, and not once
is

there a flash-back to her, with the result that the
spectator almost forgets that it is she telling the
story. Also the titles in this sequence are not written
in the first person, nor are they even quoted.
However, in the main the picture scores many meller points forcefully. Those third-degree scenes in
which Gareth Hughes is the leading figure are very
well done and get over with a dramatic force that
holds tight the attention and interest of the spectator. This is due in no little part to the work of
Hughes, who, throughout, gives a splendid performance; in fact, he is so good that he dominates the
picture. Florence Reed does little for the greater
part of the film but sit in a jury box with eleven
men, occasionally filling the screen with emotional
Eliminations of quite a bit of footage in certain
close-ups." would add to the picture's worth. The
sequences
jury room scenes could be shortened a bit, and certainly alot of cutting should be done in that sequence
showing the millionaire forcefully embracing Gareth's
sweetheart.
One commendable feature of the offering is that
so few titles are used to carry the action. Director
Stahl has so screened his material as seldom to be
forced to the use of a title to get over the story.
This results in several long sequences, full of suspense, building point on point with considerable
dramatic force, and unretarded by unnecessary titular
explanation.
The author has interestingly treated of the probability of women jurors in New York. In the picture
Florence Reed is the one woman chosen on a jury
which is to hear testimony in the trial of Gareth
Hughes, accused of the murder of David Powell.
Circumstantial evidence is strongly against Gareth,
who went to Powell's apartment with intent to kill
him, but who contends that Powell was dead when
he got there. The viewer is kept in ignorance of
Gareth's reason for wanting to kill Powell for considerable footage. But when Gareth is being tortured under cross-examination at the trial, Mildred
Chesire, Gareth's sweetheart, is overcome with pity
for him and takes the stand, telling the jurors of
Powell's having taken advantage of her in his office.
Despite her story the eleven men on the jury are
for conviction. Only Florence holds out for acquittal.
The jury is locked out over night. Florence receives
word that her sister has died. It is then that she
tells the jurors the story of the killing of Powell.
It logically develops that Powell has also ruined
Florence's sister, and that it was Florence who killed
him.
The jury acquits Gareth.
Those in the cast include Hugh Thompson, Florida
Kingsley, May MacAvoy, Harold Entwhistle, Thomas
McGuire, Walter McEwen, Edward Brennan, Frank
deCamp and Edward Elkus.

Better Than Ordinary Program Stuff.

Go After Women

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This is quite a bit better than an ordinary program
release, and should go very well in those houses catering to crowds that like the sensational. But the
man with a family trade had best be just a little careful of this. While there is nothing offensive, exactly
about the film, the reason for the murder of the
millionaire was his betrayal of a girl. Also he ravished
another girl, and while these scenes in themselves
show nothing much to offend, there may be objection to them on the part of finicky folks. But such
things have been the cause of many murders in real
life, so your people may be willing to overlook it on
that score.

Florence Reed's name is pretty well known throughout the country because of her work on the stage.
No doubt many of your people have seen her on the
stage (and also in several pictures), so mention of
her name may attract some folks to your theater.
But in your exploitation play up the woman juror
end for all it's worth. The probability of women
jurors in many States has been receiving considerable
space in newspapers throughout the country, and the
picture gives you a chance to take advantage of it.
If your house is in a community where woman suffrage
is a popular topic with the women you sure ought to
ing.
be able to get them to spend money to see this offer-
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Se// Pictures Not Stars and Establish Your Theater
{Continued from page 3)
must continue to show every film at the same
price, irrespective of its quality.
If you want to succeed in the coming year,
which is going to be one of tremendous prosperity, my sincere advice to you is that you establish
your theater above everything else, and your reputation for having good films. Advertise your
house, its location, its comforts and conveniences,
and hammer home the phrase, "Always a Good
Show," then proceed to make good on your advertising bybooking good films at a price that
will show you a profit, and particularly where
those films have been made by a star or by an unheard of company that through individual merit
has been able to deliver a quality sufficiently good
to please your public. If the great, or near great,
stars were able at all times to present a uniform
quality of product, then there would be a chance
for the argument in favor of the series booking
based upon the same argument which is used by
national brands of merchandising advocating the
concentration of retailers upon their product.
But I have insisted for many years, and it has
been demonstrated conclusively in the past few
years, to the satisfaction of all, that stars do not
make consistent quality products and consequently itis certainly an unfair proposition to attempt to fix a price for each and all of their films
before it is known what the quality of those films
will be.
Mr. Williams makes one point which sounds
awfully good when he says these men will not
give you a contract for their stars, but they place
their stars under contract. Quite true, but just the
same you have a lease on your theater or own
your theater, but that has nothing to do with the
quality of entertainment that you are going to
present in that theater week in and week out.
Mr. Williams seems to be going upon the theory
that it is only necessary to sign a contract with
a star to be able to deliver a uniform brand of
pictures. In that he is very radically wrong, and
become frighthe knows it by experience. Don'tdevelopmen
ts of
ened over the rapidly moving
this Fall. Just sit back and study conditions and
realize the fact that you are finally going to have
an opportunity to buy films for what they are
worth.
When an exchange man or an exhibitor friend
tells you that this new system is going to mean
terribly high prices and ruinous bidding, your
afonly answer need be: "I know what I can
ford to pay for films, and when the other fellow
he
stuff
gets through bidding and taking all the
v/ants at prices more than he can afford to pay,
then I will have my picture at my own price of
everything that is left and there will be plenty

left."

Big pictures, and by that I mean pictures capable of bringing in capacity business, are going
to bring big rental prices this year. There can
be no question of that, and I say they deserve it
in full measure. But I want to again call your attention to the fact that it has been proven that
the big, successful pictures which bring the big
revenue in rentals have proven to be the most
successful films for the exhibitor to play, because
while he paid many times his ordinary rental for
the film, he also found himself, after showing the
film, with a real profit in his cash box where he
frequently had a loss when he played an ordinary
or a poor film at a very low rental.
I will grant very freely the fact that this comirg year calls for showmen with ability to buy
and know values so that they can know when the
price is right on a film, but I insist that it is a
grave error for anybody to try in any way to
block this open market system, because it is basically sound and is bound to prove it. So far as
the star series situation is concerned, I say that
any man who
depends
a star's
personality
without
ever upon
takingadvertising
into consideration
the individual production in another is making a
mistake. Fans today have learned to distinguish
between good films by a star, and the word-ofmouth discussion kills or makes a siar's product
very quickly after it is shown.
The intelligent exhibitor in the future will advertise the individual production which the star
makes and wait until he sees the next one before
he worries about whether or not he will continue
to play that star's product. Sit back and consider your local conditions carefully and size up
this situation and then tell me whether or not it
isn't true that you will be better off when you can
buy each picture at the price it is worth instead
of taking some salesman's guess as a basis on
which to compute values. This is the biggest
point that has developed in the film business in
years, because we have arrived at the condition
for which we have fought several years and I am
anxious to get everyone's viewpoint.
We will print anybody's letter if it isn't too
long and from time to time I expect to continue
editorial discussions on how this system is
working out with observations as to conditions
in various parts of the country and experiences
from exhibitors. Now don't go off half cocked
on this and write a letter from what you have in
mind from a preconceived notion due to past
policies, but sit down and carefully consider what
the future is to bring according to present laid
plans and then have a say.

Current

Releases
ALL

FOX

STANDARD

PICTURES

EXTRAORDINARY
Queen of the Sea
Les Miserables

Nc
Reels
6
6
6
7
6
6

A Woman There Was
When
Men
Desire

Theda Bara
Theda Bara

6
6

The Siren's Song
The She-Devil

Theda Bara
Theda Bara

6
6

My Little Sister

Evelyn Neshit

6

THE LUCKY THIRTEEN
Fox Sunshine Comedies
Roaring
Lions and
Wedding
Bells
A Milk-Fed Vamp
His Smashing Career
Damaged — No Goods
Hungry Lions in a Hospital
Shadows of Her Pest
The Son of a Gun

Available

EXCHANGES

PRODUCTIONS
Salome
Cleopatra

Subject
Star
The Lone Star Ranger
William Farnum
The Man Hunter
William Farnum
The Jungle Trail
William Farnum
Riders of the Purple Sage. .William Farnum
For Freedom
William Farnum
The Rainbow
Trail
..William Farnum

Now

A Self-Made Lady
Roaring
Lions on the
Midnight
Express
A Tight Squeeze
A Neighbor's
Keyhole
Wild Women and
Tame
Lions
Are Married
Policemen
Safe

VICTORY

Star
Madlaine
Madlaine
Madlaine
Madlaine
Madlaine

Cheating Herself
Cowardice Court
The Rebellious Bride
Caught in the Act
Marriages Are Made

Peggy
Peggy
Peggy
Peggy
Peggy

Be A Little Sport
Words and Music By —
Married In Haste

Albert Ray
Albert Ray
Albert Ray

FOX

Gladys
Gladys
Gladys
Gladys
Gladys
Gladys
Gladys

Brockwell
Brockwell
Brockwell
Brockwell
Brockwell
Brockwell
Brockwell

5
5
5
5
S
5
S

Putting One Over
Help! Help! Police!
Luck and Pluck
Never Say Quit
I'll Say So
On the Jump

George
George
George
George
George
George

Walsh
Walsh
Walsh
Walsh
Walsh
Walsh

5
5
5
5
5
5

SPECIAL
The Prus sian Cur

PRODUCTIONS
Marryof the Free
The Land
of Gen. Pershing)

I Would

Not

No.

Reels
Traverse.... 5
Traverse.... 5
Traverse.... 5
Traverse.... 5
Traverse.... 5

Hyland
Hyland
Hyland
Hyland
Hyland

FILM

No.

Reels
5
S
5
S
5
5
S

(Life

PICTURES

Subject
Rose of the West
When Fate Decides
The Love That Dares
The Danger
Zone
Gambling in Souls

Star
Tom Mix
..Tom Mix
Tom Mix .T^T
Tom Mix
Tom Mix
Tom Mix
Tom Mix

The Sneak
The Divorce
Trap
Kultur
Pitfalls of a Big City
The Call of the Soul
The Strange Woman
The Forbidden
Room

Why
EXCEL

PICTURES

Subject
The Wilderness
Trail
The Coming of the Law..
Hell Roarin' Reform
Fighting for Gold
Fame and Fortune
Treat 'Em Rough
Mr. Logan, U. S. A

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

MUTT
Bud
Fisher's
Sweet Papa
Downstairs and Up
Look Pleasant. Please
A Prize Fright
Pets andUp Pests
Hands
The
Left
Sir
Oh!

Shell Game
at the Post
Sidney
Teacher

AND JEFF
Cartoons
An mated
Pigtails and Peaches
The
Man's Bride
SeeingCave
Things
Subbing for Tom Mix
A Cow's Husband
Out and In Again
Wild Waves
and
Angry Women
Fireman,
Save My
Child!

CORPORATION

Imagine This
Telegram Receive
IMPORTANT

Charge to the account of
Class of Service Desired
Telegram
Day Letter
Night Message

V

BUSINESS
Receiver's No.

WESTERN UNION
TELEGRAM

6 Reels
Check

$71,000
Time Filed

July

1st

Night Letter

WASHINGTON

D.

C.

i— ¥B.

MACAULEY PHOTOPLAYS
516 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY.

2

C

I T

INC.

REGARDLESS OF THE FACT THAT A PRINT OF "WHEN BEARCAT WENT DRY" IS
ON BOARD THE CALIFORNIA LIMITED WHICH LEFT LOS ANGELES YESTERDAY WE
CANNOT POSSIBLY CHANGE THE SCHEDULE OF THIS TRAIN.
WE REGRET INCONVENIENCING THOSE WHO ARE ANXIOUS TO SEE THE FILM AND
WOULD BE PLEASED TO HELP YOU BUT ON LONG HAULS TIME CHANGES CANNOT
BE MADE.
ATTACHED HERETO IS THE SCHEDULE OF THE TRAIN BEARING THIS PICTURE.
YOU WILL NOTE IT ARRIVES IN NEW YORK FRIDAY MORNING.
TELL THE
WHOLE INDUSTRY THEY WILL HAVE TO GET ALONG THE BEST THEY CAN TILL
THEN.
RAILROAD

ADMINISTRATION.

N.B. WE UNDERSTAND THIS PICTURE IS AN EXTRAORDINARILY
US KNOW WHEN IT PLAYS WASHINGTON.
R.A.

BIG ONE, LET

sfcBRADSTREET

t^rkoghized
Authority
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Crowd Gathering

Litigation Settled

Between Clara Kimball Young and
Select — ToProductions
Make Independent

pr Convention — Important Matters
to be Taken Up
(Staff Correspondence)
ins. Mo. — They're beginning
I come.
Exhibitors, exchangemen, sales
rs and others, including a
of New Yorkers, are here,
■ the Statler is booked up. The
jrst annual convention of the M. P.
. A. will start Wednesday with
irery indication that it will be a
:al success.
[Peter J. Schaefer, temporary preslent — all officers are to be elected
)r the ensuing year at the convenbn — and
Secretary
Frank
Rem- This Is the California Limited Be aring the First Copy of "When 'Bear-Cat'
iscli. are here making arrangements
Went Dry." Two Hours Out of Los Angeles
Advt."
)r the convention.
Among the questions to be taken
Griffith Beauty Contest Judge
p will be the "music tax," in an efD. W. Griffith will act as one of
)rt to fight the so-called "Music
rust";
cencjrship
of films,
a sub- the judges to ascertain who is the Bought by Clark Cornelius Corp. —
let in which
Schaefer
is intensely
most beautiful girl in New York. A
Immediate Distribution
;tere- ted; Sunday showings, and the prize of $10,000 will Dc given, the
krance plan worked out by mem- contest being staged by The IllusThe Clark Cornelius Corp., rers of the new organization which,
cently incorporated with capital of
trated newspaper.
Daily News, New York's newis said, will work to the benefit
est daily
$750,000 has purchased the Lone Star
exhibitors on a co-operative basis.
Another Arrest
Chaplin's, usually known as the MuOpen Booking
tual
Thereand
are all
12 the
producHardly any subject has caused as
Syracuse, N. Y. — John R. Von Artions inChaplin's.
this series,
film
ch discussion among those who nani, who conducts an exchange here will be re-titled.
on
Salina
St.,
is
out
on
$5,000
bail
avc arrived here, as "open bookThe leading members of the coron the charge of receiving stolen
lg." Exhibitors, particularly, are
poration are identified with Exhibiptimistic over the idea of buying goods, film supposed to have been
tors' Mutual. C. C. Pettijohn is inmat they please and ignoring what stolen from the Famous Playersterested in the new corporation,
ley wish. Some question whether Lasky. He, together with Hans which will have new prints made and
ley will not be better off if allowed Frohman, whose arrest was noted in
le option to book all of the series Saturday's issue, will be given a hear- start selling the productions immediately. They have bought all
ing tomorrow. Other arrests are
I a star, but there are as many who
American rights, and all unsold foranticipated.
It
is
said
film
valued
rant "open booking" in its fullest
eign territory, which includes Gertnse.
at $12,000,000 has been stolen and
many, Austria, Italy, Turkey, Asia
some of it sold in this section. ,
and South America.

Mutual Chaplin's

No.

167

Little Ad Talks
A LL

By Jack Alicoate
aboard for St. Louis.

■^ The Convention's the
thing. All indications point to
a record breaking attendance.
JLook up WID'S DAILY Headquarters at the Hotel Statler.
If we can serve you don't hesitate to call on us. A special
number of WID'S DAILY will
be printed in St. Louis every
day covering all convention activities. It will be the embodiment of the underlying
principle of WID'S DAILY—
Service — All aboard — Let's go.

Price 5 Cents

To Combine Chicago Houses
Chicago. — Eastern financial syndicate reported as seeking to effect a
combination of the big chains here.
Quimby On Tour
Fred C. Quimby, Pathe, left vesterday for St. Louis, and will make
a six weeks tour of Pathe exchanges
before returning.
Milwaukee Film Men Dined
Milwaukee. — The F-I-L-M Association of Milwaukee gave a dinner
to all salesmen, bookkeepers and
cashiers on Friday. It was a little
get-together party.
Navy Film Service Moves
The Navy Film Service has moved
from the J. Frank Brockliss
offices
in the Godfrey Building to room 701,
same building.

The litigation which has been running for several years on the Coast
and in New York, between the C. K.
Y. Film Cor])., Select Pictures and
Clara Kimball Young has been settled.
As a result it is understood that
Miss Young will make a scries of
four productions a year to be rcleasedtails independently,
and that will
deof this new organization
be made public within a few days.
According to the terms of the
agreement Miss Young has turned
over to the C. K. Y. Film Corp.,
for distribution through Select, her
latest production,
"The Better
Wife."
is understood,
will be
the
last Clara '-'imball Young production
released through Select. The agreement also provides .hat Miss Young
will pay onto each
the C.
K. .' Film
$25,000
production
thatCorp.
she
makes between now and .-vug. 31,
1921. Under the terms of the agreement C. K. Y. will hold title to the
production until the $25,000 has been
C. K. Y. Film and Select declare
they will enforce "all terms and conditions of the agreement to the letpaid.
ter."

Rolfe Features

Series to Be Made Probably at
Thanhouser Studios for Fall Release
B. A. Rolfe, will, it is understood,
make a series of eight important productions, the first of which will be in
readiness for the Fall season.
Negotiations are being conducted
for tlir purchase of the Thanhouser
studio, and work is expected to be
started early next month. Recently
Rolfe acquired what is believed to
be valuable productions for the
screen, and it is a question whether
or not an important star will be se(By IV ire to IVID'S DAILY)
cured or whether the productions
Hollywood, Cal. — Blanche Sweet is will be released on their strength
to make a series of productions for without a star.
Jesse D. Hampton. The first will
At the Rolfe offices Saturday it
be a picturization of James Willard's was stated that no information was
in readiness relative to the future
play "A Woman of Pleasure."
Harry Garson has had Blanche plans of Mr. Rolfe.
Sweet under contract. At his office
it was stated Saturday .hat nothing
was known of the Hampton contract,
An Excellent Column
or Miss Sweet's further plans.
"It (Putting It Over) is an
Robertson Cole are handling several of the Hampton productions at
excellent Sam
column."
Zierler,
present, but stated Saturday
they
Big
U
Film Exchange
| knew nothing of the Sweet produc"is or how they would be released

Sweet with Hampton

afe^l
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Price 5 Cents
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Only Moving-Picture Moonshiners
Spring Valley, N. Y. — State Constables Harry Northrop and C. R.
Dyckman found today, after careful
Louis Blum, of the Wyanoak Pubinvestigation, that reports that an illiCo., died suddenly last week.
cit whisky still was operating in He was lishingvery
well known.
Cragsmoor were groundless. AcNew
Cummins
Feature
cording to people living ri*.L- the
mountains, where the "moonshiners"
Samuel Cummins, state righter,
were seen, they were only moving
picture actors^staging a scene. The is making a production at the Ideal
picture players went away the day Studio, over in Jersey, under the dibefore the police inquiry began.
rection of C. J. Williams. - Frank
Kirby is handling the camera. It is
Buel Out of Fox Film
said the story is of a sensational
Kenean Buel who directed all of character. In the cast are Wm. Jefferson, Leslie Hunt and others.
the Evelyn Nesbit productions for
Fox, has left that organization.

Hess Answers Mayor

Says

Just how good can you make a
two-reeler? You'll never know till
you see Eddie Polo in the "Cyclone
Smith" Series — the latest thing in
"direct action."

Star Stealers

Robert Taber, well known stage
Carl Laemmle, Universal, is afand screen actor, is playing the.
ter "star stealers." In a page of
heavy in the latest Olive Thomas in Sunday's issue of Wid's he says
production. ,
in part:
"This is to notify all unscrupulous
The re-issues to be released by Ar- producers and all unscrupulous
row will feature Tom Moore, and agents of unscrupulous producers
Anna Q. Nilsson, and not Owen that the Universal company has a
Moore and Anna, as reported.
perfectly good contract with Miss
Priscilla Dean, and that the UniEdna S. Michaels, Select publicity
versal company intends to protect
department, who has been preparing ability.
its rights to the very limit of its
the press books, has been home for
two weeks recovering from an oper"Since you have no sense of honor
ation on the jaw.
to which we can appeal, we are
Randolph Bartlett is preparing to forced to appeal to your sense of
move down from the 14th to the 10th fear of the law.
"Some of you have gone into
floor in Vivian Moses' quarters in
the Godfrey Bldg.
meetings of the National Association, prating loudly about a higher
standard of honor in the business;
Arbuckle Building Studio
only to send secret word to one of
"Fatty" Arbuckle will make comedies in his own studio now under your agents to see if such and such
course of construction on the Coast. a star could not be stolen.
onl}' standard of honor that
The company formed to release the is "The
worth a damn in this business or
comedies through Famous Players
for the next three years is the any other business is' a standard of
Comique Film Corp. with Joseph action, not of words.
"We are looking for peace, gentleSchenck, president, and Arbuckle,
men, but if necessary we will fight
vice-president.
like hell to get it."
Blum Dead

Hylan Hasn't Visited Picture
Houses "in Years"
When asked about Mayor Hylan's
statement to the effect that "the
moving picture houses display films
which make the young man not inclined to work for an honest living
believe it is easy to pick pickets and
hold
and robof people."
Gabriel
Hess, up
chairman
the Censorship
Committee of the National Association, said:
"It is evident that it has been years
since Mayor Hylan visited the motion picture houses. The kind and
character of film which he describes,
to my knowledge, has not been exhibited in the past five years.
Reputable producers do not produce
or rent pictures of that kind. Many
claims made by socalled professional
reformers that motion pictures have
been the cause of the increase of
juvenile crime have been completely refuted by judges of juvenile
courts and those associated with
them. The motion picture is no
longer seen in the old-fashioned way
as a school for crime, but it is recognized as a modern aid for educational propaganda by all state and
municipal authorities. It is unjust
to this great industry to have the
Mayor, without, I am sure, giving
serious consideration to the matter,
characterize the motion picture as a
school for crime."

Kleine Plans

Independent Exchanges — Expects
Operation by Fall
(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago. — George Kleine, one of
the veterans of the business, has
come out for "home owned and home
managed" exchanges, and expects to
have established in each large city
of this country an independent exchange by Fall.
Under the plan outlined in the
Kleine announcement each manager
is to have complete authority for
his home city exchange. He will
buy and sell without being "hindered
by home office instructions." Kleine
says he will aid in establishing these
exchanges with films, or cash.
As an aid to this plan Kleine announces his identification with
"Syndicate Superfeatures, Inc.," a
New York corporation, which, it is
understood, will purchase and perhaps produce big productions.
Argument Over Sunday Shows
Adrian, Mich. — Although the question has not yet been put up to the
city council, petitions favoring and
opposing Sunday motion picture
shows are being circulated here. The
city commission has served notice
on opponents of Sunday shows that
they will not consider the matter
until petitions bearing 1,066 names
are presented.
King

Sails

for

Cuba

Charles King, Universal's Cuban
manager, sailed on Saturday for Hacated. vana, where his headquarters are loLaemmle's Plans
Carl Laemmle of Universal is still
on the Coast, contrary to dissenting
reports. summer.
He may stay there for the
entire
Kutawa, Ky. — Springs and Herring
I erecting an airdome: the Orion.

Wonder
houses?

who's after those Chicago

New Theaters
Bismarck,
N. D— $25,000 theatei
will shortly be constructed here.
Froid,
build.

Mont. — J.

C.

Stuller

tc

Eureka, Mont. — Contractors rushreka.ing work on construction of the Eu-!
Little Chute, Wis. — Koehn and La-j
Point opened new theater.
Battle Creek, Neb.— C. E. Hamilton opened theaters at Tilden an|
this place.

THERE MAY BE
To execute especially
fine work requires an
organization of specialists. Being such an
organization enables us
to bring forth especially
fine posters which have
an especially powerful
advertising
punch!

RITCHEY

LITHO.
CORP.
406 W.31stSt.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

afc*!
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Excellent Comedy with Character Foundation and Fine Circus Stuff

"Piking
' After

Bert

Pizarro"

Pizarro got more gold from
the billionaire Incas of Peru
than all the other "discoverers" put together, and
thinking this over fired us
with an ambition to go down
there and repeat the performance. We were pikers, perhaps, in that we would have
taken much less — and gosh!
what a lot less we got! Release No. 17.

An OutingChester Picture

Christie Comedies
Stand for
Freshness of Youth
and

Joy of Life

Gladys Brockwell

Lytell

in

"One-Thing-at-a-Time-O'Day"
Metro
DIRECTOR
John Ince
SUPERVISED
BY
Maxwell
Karger
AUTHOR
William Dudley Pelley
SCENARIO BY
George D. Baker
CAMERAMAN
Robert B. Kurrle
AS A WHOLE. . . .Bright comedy is kept in the same
mood all through ; has sound character foundation.
STORY
Adaptation of story by William Dudley
Pulley
published
in The Saturday
Evening
Post.
DIRECTION. .. .Gets fine results from circus scenes,
introducing incidental bits of comedy among
spectators and performers that help to make
the show seem real.
PHOTOGRAPHY
First rate
LIGHTINGS
Those
in the circus tent deserve
favorable comment.
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR
Scores as the hick boob with a one=track
mind
who
eventually
proves the value of
doing one thing at a time.
SUPPORT
Excellent,
especially
Eileen
Percy,
Stanton Heck and Joseph Kilgour.
EXTERIORS
Vacant lots and street scenes suf=
fice for much of the action.
INTERIORS
Only a few studio sets
DETAIL
Exceptionally clever sub=titles are re=
sponsible for many of the laughs.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Always humorous,
but
nevertheless indicates what may
be gained
bv concentration.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet
METRO has been fortunate of late in its choice of
stories for Bert Lytell, but for sound, wholesome,
comedy with a reasonable basis of character, "OneThing-at-a-Time-O'Day" comes pretty close to topping the list. Lytell does fine work as the seriousminded boob, but this is far from being a one-man
picture. There is the best sort of teamwork in the
acting of the supporting players, the circus stuff is
almost good enough to carry the production in itself
and there are sub-titles with a comedy punch in about
every line.

Whoever looked after the titling of ibis picture
struck a happy medium Id being humorous without
going over the heads of the crowd.
Probably s
the comedy Inserts were taken from the text of the
original Saturday Evening Posl Btory, bU1 al all
events they are mighty well adapted to the screen
action and they are of distinct value in scoring the
points prepared by the director.
The human quality is whal producers are admittedly
seeking In photoplays ami that is the paramount
quality In "One-Thing-at-a-Ti
-O'Day." In the foundation of the narrative there stands one Imperturn
character with a pery definite notion as to what brings
success. In the ordinary estimate he is just 6 boob
or a "nut," bu1 being whal he is. nobody can change
him and therein lies the story.
If you stop to analyze, you no doubt will conclude
thai most people like Stradlvarlus O'Day (Bert Lytell)
right from the start because he is such a definite
sort of person. Il doesn't matter how many folks, his
family Included, call him a fool, as long as he is convinced that the secret of life is to make a study of one
thins at a time until it has been mastered and then
to turn to something else.
Bert's idiosyncrasies are made move feasible through
the inheritance of a small fortune, but the real turning point in his life comes on the day that he visits a
circus and at first sight falls'in love with "the world's
greatest, most charming and most daring equestrienne." Eileen Percy*. Almost a reel is devoted to
a presentation of the tent show and the introduction
of the circus performers destined to figure in the
story, but it is not lost footage, particularly because
circuses seldom have been screened so effectively.
True to the dictates of* his one-track mind, Bert,
having lost his heart to Eileen, determines to get a
job with the show that he may be near her. In
accord with his nature, he considers oUy one step at
a time. He follows the troupe from town to town, but
theFinally,
manager,
him to
he Joseph
nets a Kilgour.
chance towon't
cleanput
a Ford
carwork.
and
he does this so well that the manager tells him to
learn how to run it, which Bert does, having decided
that as soon as he learns to be a chauffeur he will
devote his energies to mastering the science of pugilism in order to whip the bullying weight-lifter of the
troupe, Stanton Heck. They get a lot of humor out
of the training scenes, with Bert learning the boxing
art from an expert, but the best sequences of all
concern the actual fight which comes off although not
quite as planned.
Besides those already mentioned, the cast includes
William A. Carroll, Jules Hanft and John Hack.

Go As Far As You Like in Promising That This Is Really Good
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Starring in

If you want to give your patrons a good laugh, show
them "One-Thing-at-a-Time O'Day." Everybody
seems to be kicking about the scarcity of good comedy
films, so when something that is of feature proportions
and not of the slapstick variety comes along, it is well
to
it. even
if youprogram.
don't want to commit yourself
to grab
running
a regular

"SADIE"
Fox Pacific Coast Studios

Big

Theater for Little

Rock

Little Rock, Ark. — Ike Kempner
d Saul
Harris,
owners
of the
empner, Gem, Royal and Crystal
eaters here, will build a $300,000
>mmunity theater, roof garden and
uditorium.
Seating capacity will be
000.
Eaton, O. — Risinger and
ve purchased the Star.

Risinger

The actual drawing power of stars is difficult to estimate, but it seems to me that Bert Lytell should stand
pretty well by this time, for his pictures have been
consistently good. Providing you have shown some of
his earlier productions and found that they came up
to scratch, go after this feeling confident that it goes
over the mark with something to spare.

Who

The circus scenes are so well handled that you are
warranted in making quite a bit of fuss about them.
It is largely a circus story and there is no harm in
calling it that, but you shouldn't lose sight of other
angles. Mention that it was taken from The Saturday Evening Post, for in every town there are many
readers of this publication: then use catchlines something like this:
"Does the one-idea man win out? See Bert Lytell
in his most amusing comedy, 'One-Thiug-at-a-Time
o'Day,' adapted from The Saturday Evening Posl
story." Or, "What is the real meaning of the word
'concentrate'? Bert Lytell will show you in his latest
Metro comedy.
'One-Thing-at-a-Time O'Day'."

IS The Invisible Face?
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Putting It Over
Some Interesting Views
Smith Bros,
Menomonie, Wis.
Wid*s Reliable:
We are enclosing check for
your valuable little paper. This
pays us up to Aug. 2, 1919.
We are watching the different arguments pro and con on
individual bookings and open
bebooking. This had to come
cause the distributors came to
the point where they had to
make REAL PICTURES FOR
and
THEIR PROGRAMS
they figured that they could
make MORE MONEY distributing on open bookings. We
firmly believe that he industry
needs both the program and
the open booking plans but that
the program pictures are the
backbone of the industry. But
every one knows that mediocre pictures cannot be sold
under either plan.
It has been demonstrated
that no one crowd can control
the distributing end nor the exhibiting end of this business.
And also has been demonstrated that a few exhibitors can
make a big distributing company in a short time and they
should when you compare
their rentals against ts.at of
other companies where their
stars preceaded them.
It is a sh.^me that the exhibitors cannot get a real organization free from politics with
the other branches of the service. Because tvie exhibitor as
a rule is closer to the people
who make the laws than either
of the other two branches of
the business.
It is a strange condition of affairs when the company which
was attacked on their policy of
a noncancellation policy has
really had the best proposition
to offer the exhibitor and has
been able to sell their product
at a reasonable figure; more so
than other large companies.
Now that the stock market
will play an important part of
this business we hope that after
this period has been passed
that we will again get onto a
real business basis and be able
to make and sell pictures at a
fair profit.
Sincerely,
Smith Bros.
Per U. S. Smith
Whartons to Start July 1
San Antonio, Tex. — Actual production of the San Antonio Pictures
Corp., the company in which Maclyn
Arbuckle, and the Wharton Brothers
are interested will commence July 1.
At present buildings at the Exposition Park are being remodeled to
accommodate studio headquarters.
Garretson with Goldwyn
Chicago. — Benjamin Garretson has
been appointed exploitation and publicity manager of the local Goldwyn
office.

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. \ Send

To The Producer. 1,000,000 Daily
The Secret of Advertising Success. The
Maximum of Result at the Minimum of Cost.
Are you getting it? If not, why
not?
For particulars write :
Motion Picture Department

along' your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.
Easton, Pa. — The Strand used effective advertising in putting over
"What Every Woman Wants." A
clever teaser campaign was brought
into practice. Easton was plastered
with strips, merely asking the question, "What Does Every Woman

JEWISH
1400

PUBLICITY

Wide awake merchants took adWant?" vantage of this and aided in exploitation by sending out folders adverAn application by Nathaniel A.
tising their wares as the answer to Reichlin
for an injunction against
"What Every Woman Wants."
the
Russian Art Film Corp, restrainWomen who were known to seling the sale or disposition of films
dom visit the movies,, were called
or moneys alleged to be owned by
on the phone and only the one ques- Nathan S. Kaplan, against whom
tion asked: "What Does Every Wo- Reichlin has claims of $9,100 pending, has been denied by Supreme
Want?"
Theman newspaper
advertising camJustice Donnelly. The plainpaign began three days before the Court
tiff contended that the property was
picture opened. Only little teaser
in charge of the Export & Import
advertisements were inserted. "What
Film Co. and the Lloyds' Film StorEverytionWoman
Wants"
age Co. and that the property was
mark was all
they with
said. a quesbeing held for Kaplan because his
Four page pamphlets were scat- friend,
Alexander Lichenstein, has
tered broadcast. An attractive pose
of Grace Darmond was the only cut been elected president of the Russian
Art
Film
Co. Joseph R. Miles of
ornamenting the advertising matter.
The pamphlet said:
the Lloyds'
Co.,has
saidhadthatno the
Russian Art Film
account
"What Does Every Woman
with his company for three months.
"The Ever Dominant Feminine Louis Auerbach, vice-president of
the Export & Import Film Co., said
Want?"
that his company had no property
"What Does Every Woman Most
Craving."
belonging to Kaplan but that Lichtenstein has had films on storage and
"When They Get It They Don't
Desire?"
that $1,000
is his
due company
on them.wants
Auerbach said that
to
"HowIt." Hubbies Put It Over On
Want
fees.
sell the films to collect the storage
Their Wives."
Learn the truth
at the
STRAND
A jury before Supreme Court Justice Delehanty returned a verdict for
$13,812 for Walter Vincent, of the
Wilmer & Vincent Theater Co., in
a suit against Eugene L. Koneke to
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
recover on a note for $13,000 made
Hollywood, Cal. — Mary Pickford
May 4. 1918, and payable at the office of the theater company. The
has just finished work on "The
Hoodlum," a play derived from the defendant alleged that the note was
novel "Burkeses Amy" by Julie M. procured by misrepresentations as to
Lippmann. After a short vacation certain stock and that the defendant
Miss Pickford will start making was damaged $23,871 by the alleged
scenes for "Heart of the Hills" by misrepresentations.
John Fox,, Jr. This picture finishes
her contract with First National.
Call House Fire Trap
"Hop O' My Thumb" by Sir James
Miami, Fla. — City council presiBarrie, will probably be her first
dent has characterized the theater
"Big Four" vehicle.
being erected for Burton Mank as a
"fire trap." Building inspector says
Mildred Davis has been engaged it conform to city regulations.
by Hal Roach to play leads opposite
Harold Lloyd in Rolin Films, in
Albany, Ala. — H. B. Gagle, of the
place of Bebe Daniels who has signed Delite, is remodeling theater. Seatup to star in Lasky productions.
ing capacity will be increased.
Miss Davis' last appearance was with
Bryant Washburn in "All Wrong."
Competition
Louis Glaum has commenced work
at the Thomas H. Ince Studios on
Joe Lee says he is going into competition with Paramount
"The Daughter of Lone Wolf" under
direction of Ida May Park. Bert
for theaters. He says he inGrassby has been engaged to play
tends to secure franchises for
opposite Miss Glaum.
all the city parks, to show pictures, and to use the Y. M.
Mildred Considine has just sold
C. A. Huts and Knights of Cooriginal script to Thomas H. Ince
lumbus houses built for soldiers as well.
for Enid Bennett, entitled "Playing

In the Courts

Coast Brevities

with Fire."

SERVICE

Broadway

New

York

James With Fox
Arthur James joined the Fox o
ganization this morning as directo
of publicity and advertising. Merrit
Crawford, formerly with Motogra^
phy, goes with him.
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Zukor anl
nounce the engagement of thel
daughter, Mildred, to Arthor Marcul
Loew, son of Marcus Loew, the vaii
deville and motion picture magnate
The date of the wedding has not ye'
been set.

Nazimova's Production
"THE RED LANTERN"
has an American-Chinese theme,
which we have worked into a lobby
display t'uat faithfully represents
exactly what the ticket purchaser
shall see on the sc.^en. Now ready
in our salesroom.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.
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All Ready

Chicago Combine
Reported
Big Chains
of Theaters
May
Be Grouped
Into One
Organization
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago. — Reported
here that ef»rts are being made to form into a
.rge group, with capital running inmillions, the several large chains
picture houses of this city.
In the combination, if effected, will
the houses of Ascher Bros., Luber & Trinz, Balaban & Katz, and
Ones, Linick & Schaefer.
It is emphatically denied here that
aramount
interests are after the
eaters.
Another report has it that
first National interests are seeking
effect the combination.
The plan calls for a cash considerion, as well as stock, and some of
e leading showmen will be retained
large salaries.

For

California

Limited

arrived at Albuquerque, N. M., today with print of
"When 'Bear-Cat' Went Dry"
on board
Advt*

Another Star

Opening of M. P. E. A. Convention— State Chairmen

(Staff Correspondence)
St. Louis, Mo. — All is in readiness
for the opening of the M. P. E. A.
convention at the Statler. Every
train is bringing in more delegates
and visitors, and the indications are
that the crowd will be one of the
mosted a convention
representative
that has attendin years.
There is considerable talk here
that Marcus Loew is being groomed
for the presidency. Loew arrives
tonight, together with a number of
other New Yorkers. Loew is a
member of the National Asso.,
which may be held against him, in
view of the action of the National
body some months ago with regard
to the Exhibitors' League.
The State Chairmen
The men in charge of the various
state delegations are:
Arkansas — S. S. Harris.
California — Sidney Grauman.
Colorado — Harry Nolan.
Connecticut — M. A. Sleepack.
Florida — C. D. Cooley.
Georgia — Ralph DeBruler.
Idaho — Herman
Brown.
Illinois — Robert Levy.
Indiana — Robert Lieber.
Iowa — W. C. Rice.
Kansas — C. E. Glauman.
Kentucky — Louis Ditmar.
Louisiana — M. Richards.
Maine — Alfred Black.
Maryland — Louis Rowe.
Massachusetts — Jacob Laurie.
Mississippi — E. M. Clarke.
Michigan — Charles H. Seaman.
Minnesota — Thomas Furniss.
Missouri — Hector M. E. Pasmezoglu.
Nebraska— H. M. Thomas.
New Jersey — H. Charles Hespie.
New Hampshire-rCharles Bean.
New York — Ira M. Mosher.
North Carolina^Percy Wells.
lain.
North Dakota — Daniel Chamber-

Hammons Back
Earl W. Hammons, of Educational
— Virginia Pearson
Films, returned on Sunday on the For Louis atMeyer
Lake George
Aquitania. An important statement
Louis Meyer is so pleased with the
relative to Educational's foreign results
of the Virginia Pearson Prod,
plans will be made by Hammons in
that it is understood he will make
the next few days.
productions with a well known male
star. Announcements may be exWillard Sees Film
pected in a few days.
(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Paul Meyer, treasurer of the comToledo, O. — Jess Willard and 50
pany, just back from a tour of the
newspapermen here for the fight West, says he is more than satisfied
saw "The Challenge of Chance" at with the reception "The Bishop's
Horater's Alhambra with a big crowd Emeralds" has met with throughout
at the opening yesterday. There \the country.
was turn away business at 1 o'clock.
B. O'Brien, director general
This was the first showing of the pic- of John
the Virginia Pearson Company, is
ture outside of New York. Fred L.
now at Lake George taking the final
Some of the houses which may be Wilke, the producer, was on hand.
ivolved in the deal:
scenes of the second Virginia PearVirginia Hammond With World
son production, "Impossible Cath'Continued on Page 2)
erine" which will be released through
World yesterday announced sign- Pathe early in July.
ing Virginia Hammond to play feature roles, starting with Montagu
No. 128
Love in "The Mark of the Beast''
She is well known in the business,
Trouble
and was long identified with E. H.
By Jack Alicoate
Arcade Theater,
Sothern productions. She was previously in pictures working with
Lake Charles, La.
T ONG after most motion picMontagu Love.
ture publications have gone
Gentlemen:
Ohio — Samuel Bullock.
their way to the miscellaneous
For some reason or other we
Peggy Shanor With Supreme
Oklahoma — A. B. Momand.
have not been receiving our
heap down beside the furnace
Peggy Shanor is under contract tr/i
Oregon — C. W. Mcighan.
WID'S DAILY remains withcopy of WID'S
DAILY,
whichof
play the leading feminine role in the'
Pennsylvania — Fred J. Herrington.
causes
us quite
a deal
in the exhibitor's desk; often
Rhode Island — Fred Lovett.
trouble
as
we
consider
it
one
of
new
serial
of
15
episodes
that
the.'
well thumbed, its covers curSupreme Pictures. Inc., will make!
South Carolina — George Warner.
ved from use, but LIVING. It
with J; Robert Pauline as the fea- 1 the best and livest "Trade
Tennessee
— J. L. McElravey.
is read, believed in and kept
Papers" on the market at the
tured player.
Texas — J. W. Hulsey.
present time. Has our subfor reference — another reason
Virginia
—
Jake Wells.
why its advertisers get results.
scription run out?
don't
Adanac Producing
fail to advise
us as Ifwe socannot
Washington — Edward Fisher.
Without a break WID'S
West Virginia — Charles E. Feinler.
Trenton, Canada. — The Adanac
afford to be without your valuDAILY for the five months of
Wisconsin—Thomas
Saxe.
Prod. Co. has started work here with
able little paper any longer.
11919 has surpassed its advertisYours very truly,
District
of Columbia — Harry CranTyrone
Power
and
Traverse
Vale,
ing record of the month before
formerly of World, directing. First
Bert Tiller
— There must be a reason.
(Continued on Page 4)
dall.
production
''The World's Shadow."

In New York yesterday the report
a possible amalgamation of Chitgo houses
was received with inrcst.
J. D. Williams of First National,
hen asked regarding the report,
id that he had nothing to say. "I
In firmly a believer of co-operation
Dwever," he said. "That is one of
le chief principles of First National.
fe have proven that it can be done
tionally. A combination of houses
any one city would be but another
ep in the right direction."
No statement could be procured
om Adolph Zukor yesterday reading the Chicago situation.

Little Ad Talks

tMA
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Guts and Flashes

Wehlen Through

Oscar Apfel working on "The Oakdale Affair" with Evelyn Greeley.

Los Angeles reports says that
Emmy Wehlen has finished her contract with Metro and after a few
weeks' rest will return to New York
comedy.
where she may return to musical

Conway Tearle will support Lucy
Cotton in International's "The Miracle of Love." Famous Players reCopyright 1919, Wid'« Film and Film Folks,
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St, lease.
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In the Courts

The Stillman, Cleveland and the
Newman, Kansas City, have signed
contracts for Kinograms.

Because Jule J. Allen cannot come
here from Toronto at present to be
Austin Webb will appear in "A his chief witness Andrew J. Cobe has
Tangled Romance" in which June El- filed an application for the adjournvidge is the star.
ment until fall of the trial of his
World has purchased from Roy A. suit in the Supreme Court against
Kimball Young to recover
Sensabaugh an original story, "Miss Clara
commissions alleged to be due for
Crusoe
of Chesapeake."
services rendered in procuring a conAddress
all
communications
to
WID'S
The Saengor Amusement Co. have
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
tract for Miss Young for the disYork, N. Y.
signed up Prizma Pictures for the
tribution of certain pictures by the
Premier, New Orleans, as has the Famous Players Film Co. of CanTelephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-S558
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright & California, San Francisco.
ada. Cobe said his negotiations were
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889.
all with Allen and that he has promBollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
ised to testify for him.
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Bird.,

Telephone,

Hollywood

Universal's Theater

1603.

Complete Road Show

for Film

Filmclas Corp. has bought "Bred
in Old Kentucky" and will send the
production out as a road show. The
film will not only be featured in the
exploitation, but the band, jockey
and ballyhoo that go with the film
will also be played up.
One show opens at the Cleveland
theater, Brooklyn, today. Another
will tour Pennsylvania in a few
weeks and after tnat the attraction
will be state righted. It is planned
not only to sell the film but the
uniforms and all the trimmings that
go to make each attraction complete.
Two Fox Managers
Rudolph Knoephle has been made
manager of the Fox Cincinnati office
and Frank J. McCarthy has been appointed manager of the Pittsburgh
office.

Will

Have

Their
Own
Offices in
Same Building
Universal will have its own theater
on Broadway.
Although at a dinner held recently this was announced, not until yesterday did some of the plans develop.
The theater will be built especially
for Universal. It is understood
that several sites on Broadway — one
particularly in the 50's — are under
consideration.
The theater will be the special
part of the building, which, however,
will be 10 stories, and provide a
home for Universal's office force and
exchange. Such portions of the building as are not used by Universal
may be rented. The building and
theater will be known as "The Universal Building."

The Biddle Realty Co., owner of
the Rivoli, filed an answer in the Supreme Court in the suit of the Lee
Lash Co., to recover for a stage setting made for the Rivoli. The answer alleges that the plaintiff agreed
to deliver the setting on Dec. 22,
1917, and there was no reason why it
could not have been put up if it
had been delivered, but the plaintiff
failed to do so and the opening had
to be postponed from the 22nd to the
26th of December, as the result of
which the theater company sustained
a loss of $11,000 in receipts, for which
it wants the Lash Company to make

Newest Abramson

good.

Will Include Jackie Saunders in Cast
—To Start Next Week

Jackie Saunders, who has been out
of films for some time, will be one
of the star cast to start work at the
Reginald Barker has signed a long Talmadge studios, E. 48th St., next
term contract with Goldwyn.
week in Ivan Abramson's latest,
Announcement was made yester- "Some One Must Pay." Others in
cast are Gail Kane and Edmund
day by Samuel Goldwyn that Bark- the
Breese.
er, whose list of productions is
lengthy, would be with Goldwyn for
After completing the Abramson
a long term of years. It is under- picture it is understood Miss Saunstood several producing companies
ders will go West to make a serial
for Louis Gasnier.
were bidding for Barker's services.

Barker Signs

No. 24— WE INSURE

Screen craft
Pictures

[Watch this Space for Others)

STOP

'Better have it and not need it; than
need it once and not have it"
You're successful — Your making money — but are you giving: any
thought in protecting those valnable interests you are buildingStop a minute and think — Is every branch of your business insured?—If not don't wait another day — Phone us NOW — Don't
take chances with fate— It's spoiled many a successful career.

sasjs
"The Delicious Little Devil" — how'd
you know it's a Mae Murray? Oh,
just from the name. It couldn't BE
any one else.

"AMUELS

Reuben
Insurance

m

Phone

John

ERVICE

SO Maiden
5425 - 5426

Lane

watch fi

Chicago Combine

{Continued from Page 1)
Jones, Linick & Schaefer:
Rialt
1,660 seats; Lyric. 300; McYickeij
1,800; Orpheum,
800; Bijou, 350, ai<
Randolph,
650.
Ascher Bros.: Adelphi, 1,200 seat
Calo, 900; Chateau, 1,500; Columbt
1,000; Cosmopolitan, 1,200; Frof
900; Kenwood, 800; Lane Court, 89
Metropolitan, 1,300; Milford, l,l|
Oakland Square, 1,200; Peerless, 8a
Terminal, 860, and Midway (Roe
ford, 111.), 2,000.
Lubiner & Trinz: Paramour1
West End, Pershing, Covcnt Ga
den, Knickerbocker, Lakeside, W
son, Biograph, Vitagraph and Mic
igan.
Frecport,
111. — After a prize cotest which brought 5,000 suggestion
John Dittman, who is soon to oo|
a new theater here, has decided
call his playhouse the "Lincoln."

examples
On the bill boards
all over town, see
our Posters for
Olive Thomas in
"Upstairs and
Down" — also for
Charles Chaplin
in "Sunnyside. "
RITCHEY
LITHO.
CORP.
406 W. 31st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

Samuel?

- 5427 - 5428

Peace declared!
Now
that big import deal.
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Frank. Joyce says : See

ALICE JOYCE
In "THE THIRD

DEGREE"

A lice Joyce says : See

FRANK JOYCE
AT HOTEL

JOYCE

Exceptional opportunity to live in
t l. light, artistically
decorated
rooms at remarkably
low sun
rentals.
Overlooking Central Park.
Moderate
pi-ice
dining
room.
Everything
to make
your
stay
peasant.
"FOURTEEN FLOORS OF SUNLIGHT"

HOTEL
31 West 71st Street

JOYCE
New York City

Coast Brevities
Hollywood,
Cal. — Lieut.
I. H.
organ, who was photographic ofin
forces
n
America
f»r with the
St. Mihiel offensive and on the
anders front, has left the army
d is handling a camera in the pic•e now being produced for the
K.d Film Co., by King W.
dor.

tMa*

Atmosphere of Bret Harte Story Helps this Film Considerably
Harry Carey in

"Thf Outcasts of Poker Flat"
Universal
DIRECTOR
Jack
Ford
AUTHOR
Bret Harte
SCENARIO
BY
H. Tipton Steck
CAMERAMAN
John
Brown
AS A WHOLE
Moves too slowly in spots, but
profits by variety of scene and has moments
of certain appeal.
STORY
With the exception of a brief prologue
and epilogue laid in the present day, the acname. tion follows Bret Harte's story of the same
DIRECTION
Handles a number of the difficult
scenes with discrimination and save for a
few lapses gives them a convincing atmosPHOTOGRAPHY
Good
phere.
LIGHTINGS
Conventional
CAMERA WORK
Composition of scenes is good.
STAR
Acts naturally in a familiar type of characterization.
SUPPORT
Cullen Landis and Gloria Hope are
principal players in support of star; there is
nothing
notable
about
their performances.
DETAIL
Some
of the snow
scenes
show
too
plainly that they are artificial; river boat
stuff well handled.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Mixture of romance,
adventure and drama.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5,645 feet

Of tin' last century, in that it gave the author of the
scenario a chance i<> indicate how characters and
events
erations. may duplicate themselves in succeeding genAs Squire Bhootin' Lanyon in the prologue, Harry
Carey lias one of his favorite characters, a big-hearted
gambler, himself in love with his ward, bul believing
that she has centered her devotion on his adopted
son. One day when he lias decided to sacrifice his
own happiness for the sake of the two youngsters,
lie picks
Up a copy
of Pokor Flat"
and
henceforth
what id'
he "The
reads Outcasts
is visualized.
A tew scenes of a California mining colony in 1850
Serve to present incidents bearing upon Carey's adoption of an orphan boy. Then they swing into what
turns out to be the most interesting period of the production, the action some twenty years later, which
takes place on an old-fashioned
river boat.
There is
of atmosphere in these scenes. Director Ford
found just the right sort of a crafl and he was careful
to avoid anachronisms, either in the costumes or locations. Here, as in other parts of the lilm. there is
more narrative than drama, but at least the story is
kept in the Bret Harte mood.
Western stuff of a less unusual order is found in
sequences where Harry, having conic to the rescue of
Gloria Hope, who has been betrayed by a gambler
willun, takes her to Poker Flat. The church-going
reform crowd that has no use for Harry's resort, sees
a new cause for resentment in the arrival of the girl
under the protection of the gambler. Things are made
consistently unpleasant for the Inmates of Poker Flat,
but Harry sticks to his friends.
Then the willun who deserted Gloria re-appears,
shoots Carey's adopted son, Cullen Landis, who has
fallen in love with the girl, and makes possible a few
moments of meller action. A scene of strong heart
appeal is realized when the boy has recovered and the
gambler sacrifices his own love that Cullen and Gloria
may marry.
The least successful part of the presentation comes
with the snow scenes when the outcasts of Poker Flat
are stranded in a mountain cabin without supplies. A
number of the shots have a decidedly fakey appearance, which is the more marked because they are contrasted with some genuine views of the woods in winter. Also, some of the bids for sympathy at this point
of the story seem rather forced.

After the completion of the last IN order to bring it up to date, Bret Harte's "The Outlure he will direct for William
easts of Poker Flat" is produced as a story within
Issell, Henry King will start on
ain story
leading off
a" brief
contract
with Tom
Ince.
whichbya means
modern of gambler
findswith
himself
in prologue
a situation similar to that faced by Harte's John Oakhurst.
>lim Pepercorn, who formerly The epilogue shows the gambler arriving at a different
trked in comedies at the L-Ko and more satisfactory solution of the problem confronting him.
idios, is now at Universal under
ection of William Campbell.
This method of treating a narrative laid in an earlier
day is not unusual. Probably it was the best way to
Eudora Garoutte, head of the handle this romantic tale of the west in the middle
iif. dept. of the state Library at
cramento, is in Los Angeles coining data for an exhaustive de,tment of motion picture history,
ch is to be available to all writand students of and on the inBox Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
try.

Play Up Name of Author Along with that of Star

Next Week
There is less gun play in "The Outcasts of Poker
wyn will announce their disthan is found in many of the Harry Carey films,
pting plans for the coming sea- Flat"
also less of the familiar action meller fight stuff, but
B early in July.
ew Holstein, Wis. — Raymond
Sffer has taken over the Pastime
has re-opened under the name

[he Elite.

Grace Cunard
Starring in

*'ELM0A SERIAL
The Migh
ty"
IN
fclGHTEEN

INSTALLMENTS

To Be Released By

UNIVERSAL

.

that doesn't mean that folks are going to be disappointed in this appearance of the Universal star. The
film strikes me as being about half a reel too long,
but that isn't a serious defect.
You've got more to work with here than in the average program feature without the backing of a famous
name. Bret Harte's stories are a tradition, even among
many people who have never read them, and "The
Outcasts of Poker Flat" is one of the most famous of
his tales of the gold rush days.

Did

The

Without stretching the facts, you may tell your
patrons that Carey has a more than usually pretentious production in the presentation of this fiction
classic. For the benefit of those unfamiliar with the
plot, let it be known that the locale is California as
Bret Harte knew it. and that the narrative is full of
heart interest. Promise that Carey is at his best in
the heroic character of the self-sacrificing gambler.
You might arouse interest among people not regularly classed as picture fans by making a fuss about
this being the first authentic version of "The Outcasts
of Poker Flat," a story that every student of American literature should know. In the film there is a
Hash showing Carey reading the book. If this is included in the assortment of stills it would be a good
one to use.

Invisible
Face
The Girl on

Trap
Devils

Island?

tMA
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Saying Something
"Any one of Dickens' novels
is long enough to make 10
seven reel productions. A Dumas novel has enough for 20
seven reel pictures." — Rupert
Hughes.

On Broadway
Rivoli — Robert
Warwick — "Secret
Service."Pictorial.
Rivoli
Mack
Sennett
Comedy — "Hearts
Foot,
and Flowers."
Rialto — Charles
Ray — "Hay
Straw Foot."
Bruce Scenic — "Sundown."
Rialto Magazine.
Charles Chaplin — "Easy Street."
Strand — Dorothy
Dalton — "Other
' Men's Wives."
Mack Sennett Comedy — "Hearts
and Flowers."
Strand Topical Review.
Outing Chester — "Piking After
Pizarro."
Athletics in Action.
New
York— Today— Peggy
Hyland
— "Cowardice Court" and Charles
Chaplin — "Sunnyside."
Wednesday — Taylor Holmes —
"Upside Down."
Thursday — Mary MacLaren — "The
Weaker Vessel."
Friday — Harry Morey — "Beauty
Proof"' and Bryant Washburn — "Putting It Over."
Saturday — Madge Evans — "Home
Wanted."
Sunday — May
Allison — "The
Uplifters."
Broadway — Alice Joyce — "The Spark
ine."
Geo.Div M. Cohan — Griffith Players —
"Broken
Blossoms."
Park — Jess Willard — -"The Challenge
of Chance."
Next Week's Features
Attractions for next week will be:
Rialto— Irene
Castle — "The
Firing
Line."
Rivoli — Elsie Ferguson — "The Avalanche."
Strand — Louise Glaum in "Sahara."
Broadway — Mack Sennett's "Yankee
Doodle in Berlin."
Geo. M. Cohan — "Broken Blossoms."
Park — Jess Willard — "The Challenge
of Chance."
Universal's Cameramen
Philip E. Rosen, president of Cinematographers, is with Universal,
working with Lynn Reynolds, and
Wm. Fildcw, formerly with "Billy"
Bitzer at Griffith's studio, is also with
Universal, as are Harry Harris, who
formerly photogaphed Olga Petrova
and Nazitnova; Alfred Gosden, a
color specialist, and B. F. Reynolds.

Treat the public right. — Frank H.
Durkee, Palace, Baltimore.

Putting It Over

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

DAILY

To The Producer. 1,000,000 Daily
If you

could

reach

1,000,000 daily, YOU

WOULD !
If you want "pep" put into
your advertising campaigns and thus put that
NEW
PICTURE
over with a bang

«

Toronto, Can. — J. B. Cronk, manWrite, for particulars to:
ager of the Allen, made the natives
of Toronto sit up and take notice
Motion Picture Department
last week when he hired two aeroplanes to fly over the city and drop
1400 Broadway
25,000 aerograms to advertise DougNew York
las Fairbanks in "The Knickerbocker Buckeroo," showing at the Allen.
The aeroplanes attracted a good
deal of attention, but when the handbills were thrown out and started
Getting Educated
fluttering down to the streets, there
Evansville,
Ind. — Grand
is to be
In the New York World Sunwas a mad scramble to get them. The remodeled.
Cost
$50,000.
aviators flew over the business
day magazine Karl K. Kitchen
quotes Marc Robbins, of Fox
streets, and covered many of the
main streets in the suburbs.
Lake Andes, Minn. — O. K. Hilliard
Film, Presidents
as saying, are
in part:
film
getting"Yes,
betwill build here.
Finished in August.
The aerogram read:
ter educated. Stars are getting
"This message is sent subject to
better educated, even directors
conditions of air currents.
Clinton, la. — Family, leased by
are learning something, and the
"We aviators do daring stunts, but Lee Stein of Ottumwa, being imresult is better pictures. If film
they are not in it with some that
proved with a new front.
Presidents
only
knew
how''
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS accommany of their stars were unplishes in "THE KNICKERBOCKSouth Bend, Ind. — Blackstone
able to act, if the public appreBUCKAROO," at the ALLEN, Theater Corp. will build. Seating caciated talent instead of mere
THISER WEEK.
pacity to be 2,500.
"DON'T MISS IT.
pretty
and 'chickens'
un- ii
talented boysyoung
women —with
"A BARREL OF BRAND NEW
Kansas City, Mo. — Frank Altman,
STUNTS.
pretty faces, I mean — there i
owner of the New Centre has sold
would be much better pictures.
But it will come in time — not
"I personally Guarantee this At- the lease.
traction.
in
my time or your time — but '
"J. B. CRONK, Manager.
Gaffney, S. C— Roland G. Hill,
in the sweet bye and bye."
"P. S. — Special Children's Matinee who controls a chain of moving picture shows, has iacquired one in
Saturday."
Chester.
San Diego, Calif. — Broadway
THE BIG FEATURE PICTURE
Amusement Co. includes in their
Baltimore, Md. — Palace, Gay &
is in a class with the regular thehouse organ "The Chain of Blue," a Hoffman Sts., being enlarged from
atrical show and should be ex-'
ploited as such. We make a lobby
page devoted to ''High School 500 to 1,200 seats. Cooling system
display
that
Notes"sonalcontaining
items
of
a
perduction andindividualizes
lifts it out theof prothe
being installed.
nature of the school children.
picture
RUT—
"The Red onLantern"
and other
productions
exhibiIndianapolis, Ind. — Theater to cost
tion in our show rooms.
$75,000 to be built here. To be
KRAUS MFG. CO.
erected on West Ohio St. Seating
220
West
42nd St.
New York City
(Continued from Page 1)
capacity
terested. 1,200. Frank Rembusch inDues Two Cents Per Seat
Membership dues in the organizaCOMPLETE LINE OF
tion have been placed on a basis of
Framingham, Mass. — Susan F.
Supplies and Equipmnet
two cents per seat per year, based on Giles of Cambridge, has purchased
for STUDIO and THEATRE
the seating capacity of each theater. the Gorman and has leased it to
Notes
Geo. A. Giles Co. A new theater is>
National
and
Speer
Carbon;
Milton M. Goldsmith, General to be erected cor. Concord and HowMAZDA
LAMPS
Counsel of United Pictures, will join
ard Sts., to be known as "Theater
Lee A. Ochs here. Ochs preceded
CHARLES F. CAMPBEI
his journey to St. Louis by a two St. George."
St.
Louis.
—
Mrs.
Rose
Cornelius
week's tour of United branch offices.
ALchHarEgNeDd^fr?N 14 W.31st St.,N'
of 4950 Lindell Ave., has sold interest in theaters. Said that $200,000
Al Lichtman, of Famous PlayersLasky will address the convention. is the price. Theaters included the
THE BEST PICTURE
Lichtman, in addition to speaking Royal, 210 N. 6th St.; Lyric, 114 N.
to make money
Must
have a perfect developec
upon the subject chosen, will carry 6th St.; West End Lyric, 4819 Delmar
Ave.;
and
the
Lyric
Skydome,
negative
the message of Famous Players reREX LABORATORY (INC.)
garding its plans for the coming sea- Euclid and Delmar Aves.
son, direct to the exhibitors. He
hM
developed
HarryandKeeper's
nega
tlvex
Ask him
then phont
will also hold a trade' showing of the
Tremont
1995 for fnU particular!
first two Paramount-Artcraft productions for the year, Elsie Ferguson in
"The Witness for the Defense" and
Wallace Reid in "The Valley of the
Giants," which will be released the
Adolphe Osso
first week in September.
Room 809
1457 Broadway
buy 6325
Phone will
Bryant
Featuring a Short Reel
Kansas City. — The Newman is
playing "The Ghost oi Slumber
Your
Foreign Rights
Mountain" for a week's run, giving
it the position of prominence as the
star feature.
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Exhibitors Crazy

M. P. E. A. Program
looms at a Premium-Dinner Friday,
Big Ball Saturday
(Staff Correspondence)
St. Louis. Mo.— With the M. P. E.
convention slated to start Wed:stlay morning late comers are havg trouble in securing quarters. The
tatler, where the convention will
| held, has no rooms left, and there
every indication that there will be
big crowd.
Mayor Henry \V. Kiel, of St.
ouis. and Jackson Johnson, prcsi:nt of the St. Louis Chamber of
pnmerce, enthusiastically endorse
}e progressive
of W'id's
Daily
issuing a policy
convention
number,
nted here.
Wednesday's Program
Opening address
by Mayor
Henry W. Kiel.
Address by Jackson Johnson,
president of the St. Louis
Chamber
of Commerce.
Address by John Ring, Jr.,
president of the Advertising
Club of St. Louis.
Address by Charles P. Hatfield of the St. Louis ConvenPublicity Bureau.
nand
Itio
Business session.
The evening will be spent at
Forest
Park
Highlands,
St.
Louis' Coney Island.
Thursday
The entire day will be given
up to a discussion of the new
co-operative
insurance
plan.
{Continued on Page 2)
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Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
IT is the tremendous, persistent hammering of a domiinant idea that brings results,
that closes contracts and that
makes your advertising campaign a success. By using the
columns of WID'S DAILY
ryou can drive home your message every day of the year —
{forcefully and economically —
and you can be sure of an interested audience. No matter
what theory one works on it
bales into insignificance when
(weighed side by side with fact
j— and here's one big compelling fact— WID'S IS READ.

In Three Months With Open Booking, Says Harry Crandall
"If Open Booking lasts three
months the exhibitors of this country will be driven crazy. I defy any
exhibitor to be able to sit in a projection room without any helpful atmosphere and pick lor three months
ahead, the kind of pictures that his
public
going to one
like." of the best
Harryare Crandall,
known exhibitors of the country who
was in New York yesterday made
California

Limited, due
"When

tonight at Kansas
City with
'Bear-Cat' Went Dry"
on board

Many Films Planned

print

of
Advt.'

New Exhibitors

Eminent Authors Have
Number of Saloon
Keepers
Reported
Actively
Stories Outlined for Production
Buying Picture Houses on Coast
Plans are under way for the first
San Francisco. — Saloon keepers,
of the Eminent Authors produb- with July 1 in sight, are turning' to
tions.
picture theaters, according to men interested in the amusement business.
The first Gertrude Atherton picture has been sent to the Goldwyn
More moving picture houses have
studios for immediate production. changed hands in California and
Rupert Hughes is progressing rap- other States in the West recently
idly with the script of his first than ever before in the history of
the business. This is similar to the
picture.
"The
Cup isof making
Fury," the
for
which Eve
Unsell
change in ownership of the moving
adaptation.
picture houses that was noted when
Leroy Scott's first picturization Oregon and Washington were put
will be "Partners of the Night." in the dry column.
Charles S. Whittaker is collaborating
"The saloon owner, who will be
on the scenario.
forced to seek another business after
What Mary Roberts Rinehart and June 30, is the most active buyer of
Gouveneur Morris will fix upon for
motion picture theaters at present,"
their first pictures is now under dis- said a broker, who, in the last five
cussion.
years is credited with having sold
motion picture theaters aggregating
Frederick H. McMillan
Dead
$3,000,000 in value.
Chicago. — Frederick H. McMillan,
McGowan With Universal
one of the most popular and best
known salesmen in the central west,
John P. McGowan, one of the best
employed by Select, was buried here known directors of the screen, who
on Monday. Everyone in the film for several years has specialized on
productions, has signed a long
trade knew "Little Mac." His death serial
Saturday was due to cancer. He left term contact with Universal.
a wife and two small children.

That Chicago Deal
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Chicago. — The Ascher, Lubiner &
Trinz and Jones, l^inick & Schaefer
interests repudiate the report that
their
bine. houses are to oe in any comThere w-ere no developments of
importance in New York yesterday
relative to the reported merger.

Grand by
Theater,
Book
Wid's
Thomasville, Ga.

Sure we will
Yours,send the ten.
Wid's:
WE BOOK BY "WID'S."
F. H. Smith

this me
statement.
added is
: "Don't
ask
what theHesolution
going
to be. Every exhibitor must figure
it out for himsclt. I know that I
am not smart enough to do it for my
Washington public. If I was, and if
I could pick out pictures for three
months under these conditions, it
means that I would have a job in
New York getting a million dollars
a year and easily earn it; that if I
could pick them for Washington
that good I could pick them for anywhere and my services would be in
tremendous
I can't do it.
No man can demand.
do it.
"It's all right to talk about the
necessary innovations in booking but
when it comes down to it, it's going
to be another story. Every honest
exhibitor will tell you so too.
"Some of our friends down our
way say we are pretty good showmen. At all events we have eight
picture houses operating in Wash(Continued on Page 4)

Why Produce Abroad
James
R. Quirk
Says Production
Showing Foreign Scenes Equally
Well Made Here
James R.
"Jimmie"
his
friends,
is Quirk
just —back
from — ato trip
abroad, where, incidentally, he arranged to print a foreign edition of
"Photoplay" beginning in the Fall,
with a distribution of 50,000 guaranteed, and a circulation of probably
100,000.
Talking of conditions in England
and France Quirk said yesterday:
"While America has been making
great strides during the past four
years in pictures England and
France, because of the war, have
been at a standstill. They are starting now where we were four years
ago. Production
is naturally hampered in
by England
poor lighting;
they only have sunshine there three
(Continued on Page 6)
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Willmar,
Minn. — Majestic
is being offered for sale by M. H. Carey.
Harry

Garson's
Next
Production
"The
Hushed
Hour"
starring Blanche Sweet, has the
most unusual cast and the most
unusual lobby display.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.
17th Floor

Wednesday, June 25, 191,

&o Jflafee
(great |5o£ter£,

{Continued from Page 1)
The proposed plan, which is
expected to be one of the features of the new organization
will be discussed aboard the
steamer "St. Paul" while cruising on the Mississippi River.
All delegates and visitors
will be special guests of the
Municipal Opera at an open

great artists are required
— which is the only
kind we have in this
organization
— a fact
that explains why
the

air performance of "The Bohemian Girl" in an auditorium
which seats Friday
15,000.

Ritchey poster has the
maximum of advertis-

Further discussion of business matters.
In all probability the Music
Tax, Censorship, Sunday closing, and other topics will come
up.
Dinner
sion Inn. in the evening at MisSaturday

RITCHEY
LITHO.
CORF.

ing value.

General discussion.
Election of officers.
In the evening the gala event
of the convention, a ball in the
Arcadia.
Details of Insurance Plan
Following are details of the insurance plan which is expected to not
only save considerable money for
the exhibitors but to generally boost
the membership of the new body.
A contract has already been signed
between the M. P. E. and the Motion Picture Insurance Bureau, of
which Dale J. Grittenberger is general manager. The proposition put

406 W.31»tSt.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

Peter J. Schaefer, Acting President
to the executive committee of the
association will, it is said, cut present
rates on fire insurance of members
of at least 25 per cent.; cut present
rates of public liability insurance of
members from a base rate of 20 cents
a seat to a base rate of 10 cents a
seat with a differential from the
lower base rate in certain cases; cut
{Continued on Page 4)

Nova's First Universal Finished
Hedda Nova has just complefl
her first for Universal, "The Spitfi
of Saville." She recently appear*
in "The Crimson Gardenia"
Owen Moore. Thurston Hall pla;
opposite in her latest production.
Briggs Heavy Insurance
Briggs Pictures has had Clare
Briggs, the cartoonist, creator of tH
Jaramount-Briggs Comedies, instfl
for $500,000. Three policies wej
taken out on Briggs, covering a
possible loss of time and services.!

Them were the Tough Old Days
before First National entered the field.

CKHIU
rs
ExhibitoMV

on
cakit lwe
t ve ROS'JAM
:-Bu
pRvNE-P
S' MUCH
longer • — treyre ONLY
HALF COOK-E& ANyHOV J

you'll take ^hat
Cx*r Distributor;-VbuPREI SERVE

PROGRAMS ASREE"PEI?FECTt.y

of
Stfcrs &nd Producers: %or we are tired
Give
US A ie
CHANCEup PRUNE
AND T7ME
ToAMS'
DO SOMEft/WG
PROGR
Cook

Set out J
Di'stri bu+or : you bo what i vam7 or

With ME.'"These cartoons especially prepared for the St. Louis Convention issues of Wid's.
<jOOi>.'

''
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Pickpockets Plus
Murderers
Now Gov. Sleeper, of Michigan, conies to the aid of Mayor
Hylan. The Mayor only found
pictures on incentive to teaching young men the value of
picking pockets — which Gabe
Hess denies — but the Governor
says he was told that the murder of a druggist by two boys,
one 15, was traceable to blood
and thunder pictures.

Selective Booking — 1

Would Change Name
Los
Angeles. — Du
Bois-Rillingtein, Inc., have petitioned the courts
3 change the name of the concern to
.Associated
Theater,
Inc.
The
;ason stated was that C. H. Du
(is and Joseph Rillingstein, the
ginal stockholders, have sold their
iterests to H. B. and Anna M. C.
leckwedel and J. L. Lazarus, who
•e the directors. The concern owns
d operates
moving-picture
thetres.
Frank J. Rembusch, Acting Secretary, M. P. E. A.
Sixteen of the leading
held benefit performnight for the rebuildSt. Mary's Industrial House Manager Devises Unique Idea
to Secure Advance Judgment on
Productions
No More Dual Collections
Prcscott, Ariz. — Charles Born,
Minneapolis, Wis. — At the request manager of the Elks, has evolved a
f the Minneapolis Film Board of unique method of checking up his
rade the American Express Co. advance judgment on the drawing
as issued an order to all local
power of productions he books for
jents not to accept film shipments his theater.
iless they are prepaid. This will
Born's system is similar to that
amp out automatically the diffi- used
for checking up on winners in
ilties arising from dual collections. a horse race. He uses a copy of the
house program to carry out his
Lakewood, N. J.— A theater wil! be idea, but this is strictly for his private use and not for circulation in
juilt on present site of Lakewood
ter. Work will begin shortly.
any way.
Listed down the centre erf the program on the inside page are the pictures, with descriptive program
stories, which are to be run for the
coming week. A half-inch column
at the left contains the date of each
Benefit Performances

Baltimore. —
auses here
ices Sunday
g fund of
:hool.

Checking Up

picture's
showing.
Within the
this halfinch column
containing
date
Born indicates in what order he
thinks the picture will finish — whether first, second, third, etc., in boxoffice receipts. At the end of the,
week he enters next to the figures
the actual order in which the picture
finished. In this way Born is able
to check up his advance judgment.
Helen Holmes at Work
Helen Holmes has started on her
new serial with the S. L. K. Co.,
which as yet is keeping the name
of the production a secret. Miss
Holmes has won a reputation for
herself as being one of the most daring women of the screen. She will
be surrounded by a star cast of serial
favorites.
The serial will be directed by
Donald MacKenzie.

jming soon, "The Sleeping Lion"
a Monroe Salisbury — in which
idere's
tear.a thrill between every laugh

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation's new plan of production, distribution and exploitation of
motion pictures — a plan which marks
the ultimate in motion picture progress— has four main points of the
greatest importance to every exhibitor. They are Selective Booking,
Specialized Production, Co-operative
Advertising and Dependable Supply.
The first of these, discussed today is
SELECTIVE BOOKING

THE

Rialto Switches Bill
The Rialto will run Marguerite
Clark's "Girls" as the feature next
week instead of "The Firing Line"
featuring Irene Castle, as scheduled.

Each Paramount-Artcraft Picture and each two-reel comedy feature will be sold alone, at a price
based entirely on its box-office value.
Each picture will stand absolutely on its own merits.
Selective booking will enable
each production to earn for the
exhibitor a sum commensurate with
its value to the public.
It will entirely do away with inequitable distributing methods.
It will mean the ultimate in
eliminating the weak in productions
and encouraging the strong.
It will permit the exhibitor to see
the picture before buying.
No price or release date will be
set for any production until it is completed and pronounced perfect by
those responsible for its quality.
Prints of the first releases in September are in the exchanges now .
To-morrow the second of the four
great points of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation new plan will be
discussed — Specialized Production.
9i* ADOLPU
FAMOUS
-LASKY
ZUKOR PLATERS
Pm. JESSE L.LASKT
Mar Prtt CECILCORPORATION
B DE MOLE Dw*aira**nl »'

Exhibitors Crazy

M. P. E. A. Program

DAILY
Guts and Flashes

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 2)
Marguerite Clark's new Paramount
ington. We spend $65,000 a year in "Girls" will be released June 29.
insurnewspaper
advertising
alone.
But
present rates of compensation
ance of members (where such insurwhen it comes down to this bookThe first of the Joe Martin aniance is required to be carried) at
"Monkey Stuff"
ing proposition, well — it's another will mal
least 25 per cent, and will make other matter.
be comedies
releasedtitled
by Universal,
week
rate reductions in various special
of July 6.
lines of insurance.
"The biggest feature in pictures today is the director. If I know who
These reductions are claimed to be the director is and I know who the
D. W.
Griffith's
production of
possible through handling motion
Blossoms"
will reach its
star is I'll take a chance on the pro- "Broken
picture theaters as subjects for class
100th performance
at the Geo. M.
the
them
ducer.
I'd
rather
have
the
opportuto
ng
applyi
insurance" and
Cohan Theater next Tuesday.
nity
to
be
able
to
pass
the
buck
or- back to him than to use my own
experience of various mutual lumganizations, such as hardware,
judment regarding pictures and not
In "You Never Know Your Luck"
comber millers and allied mutual
be able to kick anybody but myself. Frank Powell, Hodkinson release,
panies, which have, for many years
House
Peters has as his leading woI certainly don't want to book one
nds of dollars an- picture
man, Claire Whitney.
past, save-d thousance
made by one director or one
premiums for
nually in insura
s.
star and advertise that picture and
.
their member
boost that director or star and then
Maurice Tourneur's "The White
The lever in the whole insurance lose the following attractions made
Heather," has been scheduled for
proposition as far as the national
release as a Paramount-Artorganization is concerned, is that no by these people to someone else. I general
craft Special on June 29.
exhibitor can obtain the reduction don't want to be tied up with a lot
of
program
stuff,
either.
I
want
to
the
by
covered
in his insurance rates
Jack Pierce, assistant to William
I am.
a mem- be independent.
contract until he has become
ber of the M. P. E. A., Inc.
"But when it comes down to look- J. Baumann, director of Vitagraph's
ing over stuff three months ahead big snew serial, "Perils of Thunder
News Weekly Snaps
Mountain" was seriously burned
and trying to book my pictures for about
the hands and arms last week
Every session of the convention,
and every entertainment arraned for my Washington public, well I'll tell during the destruction of a hut while
you
it
can't
be
done
—
successfully.
the delegates will be filmed by all of
the twelfth episode was being filmed.
going to try to do it either.
the weeklies, and exhibited through- II'mamnotgoing
as I always
out the country. Special pictures will have and thatto isoperate
Reed With Ince
book the best I
be taken of the Municipal Theater can find and run to
them as I want to.
and the opera.
Luther A. Reed, long identified
The Big Four can go where they
want. Famous Players can go where with Metro's scenario department,
the Thomas H. Ince sceit is booked. So can First National. has joined
nario staff.
I'll
have
the
pick
of
the
market
left
Metro has purchased "Along Came
Ruth" staged about six years ago by and I guess I'll get some good picElizabethtown, Ky. — The New LiSavage, and will make the producis now in process of construeCrandall said that he expected to berty
tion for neither May Allison or Viola
tion.
Dana.
tures."
go
to St. Louis but couldn't do it.
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New Theaters
Creston, la.— New $70,000 theate
to
opened
on Sept. 1 by Sol Pano1
and be Abe
Frankel.
Detroit, Mich. — Anthony G. Grez
inski to build theater to seat 600.
Beverly, Mass. — Ware Theaters
Inc.. to build $200,000 house to seal
1,400.
Columbus, O. — William M. Jama
Co. to build $600,000 house to sea
over 3,000.
Lima, Ohio.— Heringer garage ti
be remodeled into picture house.
Bridgeton, N. J.— First movn
show to be in renovated Episcopal
church.
Chicago, 111. — Abraham and LouL|
Buminer to build two theaters.
Bettendorf, la.— J. H. Pabst t
build $10,000 theater.
Dallas', Tex. — Ed Foy to build
fourth neighborhood theater.
theater
to cost Conn.
$75,000.
Torrington,
— To have ne'»
Buffalo, N. Y. — South Parli
Amusement
Co., Inc., to build $50,'
000
house.
York, Pa. — Bentheum & Co. seeld
ing property
for erection of picj
ture
house.

Metro Buys Another

"BROKEN BLOSSOMS," now in its seventh
week at the Geo. M. Cohan Theatre, New York, is
registering a sensational success also in Chicago,
Boston and Philadelphia.

THE

BOOMERANG
with
Henry B. Walthall
THE SINS OF THE CHILDREN
with
Alma Hanlon and Stuart Holmes

"THE FALL OF BABYLON," an expansion and
amplification of the marvelously beautiful and
thrilling Babylonian story in "Intolerance," will
be produced in New York as part of the D. W.
Griffith repertory season. This undoubtedly is the
greatest spectacle of all time.

SINNERS

with

"THE MOTHER AND THE LAW," with Mae
Marsh, Robert Harron and other Griffith players,
and conceded to be the greatest dramatic thundersbolt in twenty years or more, also will have the
advantage of a Broadway, New York, introduction.

Wanda Hawley
THE

GIRL FROM

Helena, Mont.— P. H. Campbell til
build $9,000 theater.

NEW GRIFFITH PICTURES

PIONEER STATE RIGHT
OFFERINGS

VIRTUOUS

,

Buffalo, N. Y.— William F. Ml
Donald to build picture house neaj|
Norwalk.

NOWHERE

with

Cleo Madison and Wilfred Lucas

The advertising campaigns these productions are
receiving is carrying their name and fame to every
section of the civilized world.

SUSPICION
with

Grace Davidson

PIONEER
126 West

FILM CORPORATION

46th Street

New

York

For time and terms for "The Fall of Babylon"
and "The Mother and the Law," address D. W.
GRIFFITH SERVICE (Albert L. Grey, Gen. Mgr.),
Suite City.
401, Longacre Bldg., 1480 Broadway, New
York

tMA
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KINOGRAMS
MACIIINK <;i \S QUELL RIOTS.—
frunpN patrol strretH to restore order ut
kiillH ut Wuterbury, Conn., und keep
rowds on move.
LAUNCH A BIG I. 8. TANKER.— The
city
*Wutertown"
sent down christened
the ways inuthonor
Fore ofRiver
rards — pictured
from
erune.
CANADA'S MOOSE INDUSTRY.— A
KM to the rump of Johnny McEwan
it Hear River, Nova Scotia, where he
nounts his trophies of the chase
BROAD JUMP ON MOTORCYCLE.—
<tar riilers of gasoline hronehos compete
it feats of skill ut Seul Iteueh, Cal., und
Ind the going; rough.
BRAZIL'S NEW CHIEF HERE.— Dr.
I'essna. president-elect of South Amercu's
repuhlie, make an official
rislt tol)iK«:est
Washington.
WARSHIPS THE ill NS SANK.— Gernun fleet held by Britain is sunk by
inem.v crews as the enforcement of treaty
<rm» becomes inevitable.
FARMING
SKYSCRAPER.
—
New
arker conducts a chicken ranch and
rink farm on the roof of treat office
Sliding
where he is employed.
INQUIRING INTO WAR COSTS.— Conrrcssiiian
Graham
of Illinois,
Republin, chairman of a committee which proDoses to look Into military expenses.
GET $1,790,000 FOR BIT OF MANHATTAN.— Sale of .lames Gordon Bennett
state, including site of rort -.Vushing(in brings record price.
THE YOUNGEST ACROBAT— Peter
•rouse of Los Angeles, four months old,
s suid to be the most perfectly develiped child in the United States.
WANT TO BE AN AVIATOR.— U. S.
jirship service uses orientator machine
b ballyhoo to attract street crowds In
•lew York recruiting drive.

pISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES

Let Your Audience

SMILE.!
In Summer

Coast Brevities

DAILY
Sennings Switches

Richmond, Va. — Carl F, Sennings,
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Hollywood,
Cal.
Peggy
Hyland formerly office manager and late
Representative,
of the Fox
has just completed picture for Fox Special
office, Washington, D. C, recently
entitled "Cheating
Herself."
resigned from Fox, has accepted the
Harry Millarde, who has just com- management of the Richmond Office
of First National, effective July 1.
puted directing a new Fox photo- Sennings is a Kentuckian by birth
play entitled "Rose of the Wilds," and has been with Fox of Washingstarring Madlaine Traverse, has left
ton for some live years. He is known
For New York to enjoy a vacation,
expecting to return to the coast he- by every Southern Exhibitor.
fore Aug. 1.
t . R. Beachman will remain in
charge of the Atlanta office.
The capital .stock of the First NaHenry King, who recently joined
tional Exhibitors' Circuit of the
the Thos. H. luce forces, directing
Southeastern
States (Va., N. C, S.
Douglas MacLean and Doris May,
is well into the first production en- C, Ga., Ala. and Fla.) has recently
been increased from $60,000 to $100,titled "Twenty Three and a Half
000, fully paid in. The principal
Hours' Leave," hy Mary Roherts stockholders
Rinhart.
are Frank Ferandini
and R. D. Craver.
C. Gardner Sullivan has finished a
Sawyer Back
new Western story for Wm. S. Hart,
Arthur H. Sawyer, of S-L Pictures,
which is shortly to be given production.
has returned to New York following
a three weeks trip thoughout the
Margery Wilson has been selected South in the interests of "Virtuous
to play opposite Charles Ray in his Men." He laid the entire details of
next picture.
exploitation methods to be used before several hundred exhibitors gathered at the meeting and dinner of
Clarence J. Badger, formerly director for Madge Kennedy and the Southern Exhibitors Asso. at the
Mabel Normand, has been chosen to Ansley Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.
direct Will Rogers.
Seattle, Wash. — Theater to cost
Work Ins been commenced at the $25,000 on California Ave. to be built
Jesse B. Hampton studios upon the by
W. T. Campbell of West Seattle
Bank.
latest William Desmond production,
entitled "Dangerous Waters," written by George Elwood Jenks especially for the star. Joseph J. Franz
is directing
under Walter
Hampton's
sonal supervision.
Perry perhas
been cast for an important role.
Marguerite Clark begins work on
"Luck in Pawn," under direction of
Walter Edwards. She has recently
completed "Widow by Proxy."
President William Parsons and
Production Manager Bernstein of
the National studio have completed
arrangements for the use of the William H. Clifford studio on Santa
Monica Blvd. The present capacity
is not sufficient to accommodate the
companies now working and additional space was urgently necessary..
They have obtained the use of Cliffords' plant for a term of five years.

Empire Distributors
Washington, D. C. Edmund

Distributing
Washington,
i '.,
beaded
by K. Co.,
H. Coffey,
who is1).also
handling the "Law of Nature," another state rights feature which Fox
recently acquired. An exchange has
been established in the Mather Bldg.
Trade Travelogue of Cuba
Before a large audience in the
Hotel McAlpin ballroom Arthur
Liebes presented a Commercial Travelogue of Cuba, consisting of a lecture and a series of films taken unthe auspices
of "EL MIX
DO"
the der
Havana
newspaper.
The audience was made up of the members
of the American Manufacturers ExAsso. was not of the convenTheport film
tional scenic character, but was made
up of scenes of strictly trade significance. The purpose of these scenes
is to visualize things that will clarify
American export problems as they
relate to Cuba; and to present business opportunities on the island.
Mason City, Ind.— The DieboldFord interests which control theaters at Cedar Rapids, Waterloo and
Vinton purchased the Regent from
P. E. Johannssen.

•J
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Pioneers and Specialists
in the Production gf
Single-Human Interest-Reels

Pictures in Schools
Evanston, 111. — School authorities
have decided to install moving picture machines in all the public
schools of Evanston. There are already machines in four of the
schools and machines are to be put
in the remaining four schools this
summer so they will be all ready
for
fall. use when school opens in the

SAY

"BetterTO 'Ole"
WORLD

FILM

Blythe Sherwood, poetist, journalist and story-writer, has become personal representative for Elsie Janis
to take care of the latter's business
and publicity affairs in connection
with her appearance with Select.
Minneapolis, Minn. —
preparing plans for Joseph
for theater. Site is at the
14th St. and Nicollet Ave.
2,000.

Architects
W. Cohen
corner of
Will seat

EXHIBITOR
ADVERTISE and INDIVIDUALIZE

YOUR HOUSE
YOUR SHOW
YOUR FEATURE with
animated leaders and trailers

PRODUCERS!

add beauty to your production with artistic illustrated titles.

ASK Rothapfel,
voli, Strand N.
lawn Chicago,
Theater Kansas

E. G. Griffith, Joe Farnham, Kashin, Rialto, RiY. City, Chase Hippodrome Buffalo, WoodCalifornia Theater San Francisco, Newman
City, Circle Indianapolis, Etc.

LOUIS SEEL
220 W. 42nd STREET. NEW

K.

Fox Delaware,
has acquired
"Virtuous
Men"of
for
Maryland,
District
Columbia, Virginia and North Carolina. Fox has made arrangements
for distribution with the Empire Film

F. A. DAHME
(Daniel* Studio)
YORK
Telephone Bryant 6796

Room 2003-11

DAILV
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Why Produce Abroad
{Continued from Page 1)
Of course they can
months a year.
easily go to France and get sunshine
practically all the year around, as in
California."
Quirk said he saw no reason for
American producing companies going
abroad. "I saw Griffith's 'Broken
Blossoms' in California before I
sailed," he said, "and when I reached
London 1 went to see the Limehouse
district. His production made in
California is more poetic, and just
as true, as if it had been in the
Limehouse district. So, too, with the
English scenes of 'The Woman Thou
Gavest Me.' The production was
made in California. I doubt if it
could have been improved with settings in England where the action
transpires."
Regarding theaters, he said conditions were naturally hampered by
the war during the past four years
and there had been no new building.
"But big capital is being interested
'n new ventures," he added, "and
Loew,
Who
May
Be the
Crom now on they will grow apace." Marcus
Before sailing for this country he Next President of the M. P. E. A.
said he told English producers to go
i-head and make big productions;
Filming Studio Construction
Famous Players have a camera on
that there weren't enough big pic.ures being made here to go around. the roof of a building opposite the
there isthem.
no competition in art," studio being erected in Long Island
he'Andadvised
City, and every day snaps are taken
Captain Holt-White, formerly with of the construction work. The film
Lord Beaverbrook, when he had may be released' after the studio is
charge of the picture industry dur- built showing just how long it took,
ing the war, will be editor of the and what the developments were
from day to day.
English edition of Photoplay.

THE STAR

SUPREME

VIRGINIA

PEARSON
with

SHELDON
hi Captain Houghton

tt

LEWIS

TownJey's Famous Novel

The Bishop's Emeralds"
Screen

Trade

Review

AdaptationDirection
by Frank
of

Says: JOHN

S.

Beresford

B. O'BRIEN

What
work atii "team"
its best.are Miss Pearson and Mr. Lewis! Here is finished screen
Wid's Says :
Miss Pearson, acting with a sincerity that thoroughly conveys emotional feeling, is permitted to get full value on 1 of the 'big momenta of
the picture.
The News Says:
There is a thoroughness about the workmanship of the production that
augurs well for the future providing, of course, that sponsors are
guided by the same artistic standards.
Now in Preparation
Pathe
Distributors
"Impossible Catherine"

Virginia Pearson Photoplays, Inc.
The man who said

Morris A. Kashin
Jack

Cohen

" There is nothing new under the Sun"
will change his mind when he sees

johnny Dooley
in his tworeel "Super Feature" Comedies
The Time For Release Is Near.

STRAND

THEATRE

BUILDING

NEW

YOKK

CITY

JOHNNY DOOLEY FILM COMEDIES, Inc. f
Longacre
Building

C. L. BACH
President

New
York

DAILY
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Another Combine
Memphis,, Tenn. — Five picture
rases licre liave been combined and
ill be operated by the Memphis
5c < o. The houses include
il the holdings of the Majestic
heater Co. It is reported Marcus
lew of New York, is interested in
I deal.
Marcus Loew is in St. Louis. At
s office it was stated that nothing
as known of the Memphis combiItion. Loew owns one house there
id is building two more.
Hamilton's
Next
Hale Hamilton has started work at
e Metro studios in Hollywood on
Die
Four-Flusher,"
an
original
Jntedy
drama
by [zola
Forrester
id Mann
Pagg, which was adapted
■ the screen by A. S. Le Vino.
he Four-Flusher" follows "In His
other's Place," recently completed
Hamilton,
who is again directed
Harry
L. Franklin.

Bessie

Movies for Maids

Love

Starts

New

One

Bessii Love has started active
on the picturization of Millicent Evison's story. "Over the Carden Wall," which is being made at
the Vitagraph studio at Hollywood.
Mi-- inLove
have a new leading
man
Allenwill
Forrest.

The only solution to the
mr.id question according to
Evanston, 111., housewives is
more moving picture shows.
Mrs. E. Klein, head of the
domestic help department of
North Shore Employment club,
said regarding the present
strike:
"Evanston has too few moving picture shows during the
week and none on Sunday. The
girls cannot afford to go to
Chicago and it is to far to

TITLE/

ILLU/TRATION.

other neighborhoods."

3*

-• CANDLER B'LD'G. 220 W. 42 ST.

'lit

ROOM/

20m-?OII

_

■£!

TtLtPKONt/

BRYANT

•?»?

Arrow Sales

Louisville, Ky. — The Big Feature
Rights Corp. lias bought from Arrow Film "When the Desert Smiled"
for Kentucky and Tennesse.
Arrow has also sold Illinois, IndiNew Theaters
ana and Wisconsin to Arthur HyBirmingham, Ala. — A new picture man Attractions on "Fools' Cold."
d vaudeville theater will be built
Other sales made during the week
the Southern Amusement Co., or- by Arrow: For Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and South Dakota to the
nized by Harry S. Ford, formerly
s i s t a n t manager-treasurer of Westcott Film Exchane, "Miss Arizona." For the Fastern Pennsylvalew's Bijou.
nia and Southern New Jersey territory to the Short Reel Exchange.
Santa Barbara, Cal. — Johnson and
ellman are owners of a new pic- The Arrow Comedies, comprising a
"Jimmie" Quirk says: "Why pro; house now in construction on series of twelve one rcclers, new
duce abroad: only three months of
st Canon
Perdido
St.
When comedies. For Louisiana and Mississippi to Pierce Film Exchange, sunshine a year in England." Bill
nipleted it will be named the "CalFox — Adolph Zukor, write.
"The Mysterious Mr. Browning."
mia."

THE
M u st

BEST PICTURE

to make money
have a perfect developed
negative

REX LABORATORY (INC.)

ha» developed
HarryandKeeper'!
negatives. Ask him
then phone
Tremunt
1905 for full particular*.

TITLES
i REFINED

■ APPROPRIATE

LETTERING

ILLUSTRATING

j ERNEST STERN
145 \S. 45T-*ST.

b bl
Theed GeinntCo
le
An"lem
nvme
enntion
en's
£e Wom
he Sta
War
Relief
Series,
Consisting ofTwel ve
Individual Productions
presenting the greatest
Artembla^e ofle^itimate
Sta£e Stars the Industry
ha; ever known, may be reviewed at any UniversalJewel Exchange _^"

comL iteratureand
plete data on the

entire Series of
Twelve Plays may
be obtained now,
Your immediate review
of this extraordinary
Series is invited.

Universal-Jewel
Production;
1600 Broadway, New York.

j

i

tMA

Stars
Karl K. Kitchen in the New
York World Sunday magazine
quotes Marc Robbins of Fox
Film, as saying: "Stars are
funny people. They think they
always
willrise
be and
stars,
seen them
fall.butAndI'vea
lot of the gay binds in this
starry burgh will be lying by
the wayside looking at the
stars while I'm still making
pictures."

DAILY
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Northwest Notes

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Seattle — Howard J. Sheehan has
been appointed Western district
manager for Fox. Sheehan will retain his interest in the Rialto, San
Francisco. Paul C. Mooney, former
district manager on this Coast, has
been transferred to the East.

Gordon C. Michie and Mrs. Michie,
nee Grace Sanderson, are leaving Seattle this week to go to Denver, where
Michie will manage the Arrow Photoplay Corp., which handles features
and short subjects on the state rights
basis in Colorado, Utah, Wyoming,
Nearly 100,000 See "Daddy Long
and New Mexico; while Mrs. Michie
will make personal appearances with
Washington, D.Legs"
C. — If Moore's Ri"The Finger of Jusalto had extended its original two- her owntice" orpicture,
"The Fall of the Barbary
weeks run of Mary P-ickford in "Daddy Long Legs" by only 30 minutes,
more than 100,000 residents and visi- Coast."
George Endert, manager, and G. F.
tors in Washington would have Navarre, assistant manager of the
seen this special.
Famous Players, -Lasky Seattle office, are in Los Angeles at the conClaude M. Wyle , auditor of
vention of Western managers of the
Moore's Theaters, Inc., who took company.
oath before Notary Public, Bennett
S. Jones, that 96,698 people had seen
Changing Name
"Daddy Long Legs" during its run
Detroit, Mich. — The name of the
in Washington, figures this way:
Detroit Exchange of First National
"My figures show that 96,698 peo- Exhibitors' Circuit has been changed j
from
the Madison Film Exchange to
ple saw the show in 14 days," said
Wylie. "This is an average of 6,907 First National Exhibitors' Circuit of
per day and about 575 per hour. Thus Michigan. Announcement to this effect has been sent to exhibitors
if we had' run about 30 minutes
longer, 100,000 people would have throughout the state by Harry Scott,
resident
manager.
seen the show."

ST to remind you that
the box office record at
the Strand Theatre, New
York, is still held by

Anita b tewart
IN

"Virtuous

J".
Wives'

'Prizma
justifies the existence
movies." — New York Globe.

of

the

6aan>ODt
Throughout
the entire world
this name
symbolizes the best in motion pictures.
This is particularly
1-reel featurettes.

true

of

the

Gaumont

Gaumont News and Graphics.
The News-Reels of Real News.
The only independent news service.
Pictorial Life.
The Novelty Screen Magazine.
Picturing Life in all its phases.
Gaumont productions are distributed by the
Best Independent Exchanges.

PRIIMA
The sign of a
masterpiece in color
"Prizma has made a profound impression on
our patrons at the Stanley and Arcadia TheaFRANK. W. BUHLER,
The Stanley Company.
PRIZMA,
photographed
in Nature's
colors, has
the box office
O.K. of leading
exhibitors.
tres."
Distributed by WORLD

PICTURES

'Brilliant photographic achievements."
— Chicago Daily News

tM^
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K\\ LONDON.
CONN.— College narss«*t new speed record as Vale s bents
Crew Thames.
in the 51st annual
bout
isurtl's
on the
KM tilllK CITY.— America welcome*
11*8 chief! Assistan: Secretary o
:e I.iiiik greets Bpltaclc Pessoa, 1'resi
t-eleet of the South American repub-

■BRDEEN, Md. — Peaceful plains are
led into ravaged "battlefields" as the
lit or an explosion of 80 cars of sheila
IfiTht from overseas.
1)1. HIM). OHIO— First and exclusive
ores of .lack
Dempsry,
Training
for
boxing bout with .less WHlarrt h
test for world's heavyweight cham
iship.

:.\l'\ FLOW, GERMANY. — German
»rs guarding Interned fleet surrend| to the Allies, sink IS battle-cruiser!
all but one of their nine battleships
AZKI.III KST FIELD, N. Y— Army inI novel devices I The "Orlentator"
» aviation cadets actual Hying sen:»ns without leaving the ground.
EW VOKK CITY.— Prominent AmerlI greet Kamom de Yalera, here to sell
[Is in aid of his new repi:«i;?c.
J MEXICO.— Negro soldiers of the
nfantry
occupy
Juarez
to protect
Iit against rebel raids.
iRTOON.

o day

rnong Exchangemen
.ilwaukee. — G. L. Stiles, manager
lee Hive, exchange,
eveland. — Nate
Fleisher
now
ager of Film Clearing House,
etroit. — William
N.
Skirboll,
ager Metro.
laha. — S. Maclntyre,
manager
to.
krkersburg, W. Va. — Theater will
pected corner of Market and 8th
rby Smoot Amusement Co., seatfcity of 1,000. Cost $90,000: will
Billed the "Lincoln."
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Western Meller is Fair Program Offering
William

Farnum

in

"The Lone Star Ranger"
Fox
DIRECTOR

J.

Gordon

Edwards

AUTHOR
Zane (irey
SCENARIO
BY
Charles
Kenyon
CAMERAMAN
John W. Boyle
AS A WHOLE
Typical Western meller with lots
of gun-play and hero stuff.
STORY
of Zane (irey's book of the
same Adaptation
title.
DIRECTION. ... Keeps things moving at fairly lively
pace;
handles
several fairly big moments
skillfully.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally
clear and sharp
LIGHTINGS
Nothing extraordinary
CAMERA WORK
Some very good long shots of
cattle; also of Western scenery.
STAR
Gets away in usual style with glorified
hero role.
SUPPORT

A very well chosen company both as
to type and ability; includes Louise Lovely,
G. Raymond
Nye,
Charles
Clary,
Lamar
Johnstone, Frederick Herzog and Irene Rich.
EXTERIORS
Fit the locale of the story
INTERIORS
Ordinary
DETAIL
Some close ups of types good; few
loose ends not gathered up.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Wild
and woolly
western stuff.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,6oo feet
WILLIAM FARNUM again is the glorified Western
hero in "The Lone Star Ranger." lie is the guy
who is quick on the trigger and a bad baby indeed for
to meet up with them that eattle-rustlin', murderin'
outlaws, and in his latest offering he proves it. In its
class and of its type the picture is good enough ; it is
a typical Western meller with enough of the usual
Western stuff in it to please the folks who crave this
sort of entertainment.

There are several limes during the running of the
piece when matters on the screen reach out for appeal
witll a lair degree of tenseness, anil they have been
so handled by Director Edwards as to make them reg
ister with melodramatic force. Particularly is this
true of those passages in which Farnum breaks down
with his cool suavity the bravado of the rustler who
has sworn to "get him." and also later on when Far
mini's identity
a Texas Hanger becomes known to
members
of the asgang.
Zane Grey has a knack of making his Western characters convincing anil of a sort to be liked. Of course,
his style permits of a subtlety that is not brought to
the screen in this picture. It is action and not suggestion relied upon to get over the character of the
ranger
as played
by Farnum.
and
sometimes
the
character is subordinated to the star.
There

is lots of plot action to the piece, and

things

are kept moving at a fairly rapid rate excepting in a
tew instances devoted to altogether too much
Farnum
footage— especially those passages showing him playman. ing with the babies in the household of a murdered
Detail has been watched carefully in some respects
and a bit neglected in others. Types are very good
and some directorial touches aid in scoring points.
Hut there are a few breaks. One of them is that during a sequence photographed at night, the open door
of ii saloon in a following scene shows broad daylight;
another is that a title early in the picture has a man
inform Karnum that there is no need of a jail in Fairdale because the cemetery is more confining, yet later
on in the picture Farnum makes the sheriff arrest two
Greasers and they are marched only a few paces to
a ready-made jail. However, most folks will probably
overlook these and other small breaks in their interest
in the action.
The story is full of plot substance of the sort usually found in Western mellers, only in this case the
author's work is productive of several fairly good
situations
that areis just
t title
the
main the offering
one athat
is different.
very much Hut'
like in
scores
of its brothers, and the story-guessers among the fans
are going to have almost everything turn out just as
they figured, and Tho-efore they will be satisfied.
Bill Farnum is the man who cleans up the cattle'
rustlers of the Fairdale district, playing a lone hand.
The plot gives him plenty of .justification for wanting
to do this, and through interesting twists and turns
goes on to the final close-up where he at last embraces the girl he loves.

Best for Smaller Neighborhood Theaters
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Best Theatres
Everywhere
Show
Christie Comedies
Regularly

DNALD

I
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and Farnum's followers are certainly going to like
him in his newest picture. If you ran and made
money with Farnum in the picturizations of Zane
Grey's novels, "Riders of the Purple Sage" and the
"Rainbow Trail," it's up to you to go after your patrons for all you are worth with "The Lone Star
Ranger," and take advantage of the cumulative value
of Farnum's latest. This film is certainly a safe bet
if the other two made a hit with your crowd.

Of course, with this picture, you can pull the ancient
but. nevertheless generally profitable plan of tying up
with a local bookstore in exploiting your film. The
Fox exchange will also be able to give yon a pretty
good line of paper.
The picture is not one that would make its biggest
hit in a downtown house. It is the kind so much
liked in neighborhoods when the patrons want their
adventure shown on the screen — and those audiences
that are generally audibly enthusiastic when their
hero [mils a lot of stuff off on the gang that's trying
to get him will be given plenty of chance to cheer
Farnum's
manner of putting it over on the cattle
rustlers.

I. BUCHANAN

Kpert Service, Re-constructlng
and Re-titling of Features
and Comedies.

dress

William Farnum and Zane Grey are the two big
names that will do most of the attracting for this
one. Both of them mean something to most fans,

Pioneer

W.

46th

Film

Street

Corp.,

Was the Invisible Face a Born Criminal?

DAILY
Mystery

House Changes

There is a big mystery at the
Geo. M. Cohan Theater, Albert L.
Grey, general manager for D. W.
Griffith" cannot solve it; John
Powers, the debonair company manager,
has become haggard over it, and the
rotund songbook boy who sells
has
copies of "Broken Blossoms"
weight trying to unbeen earthlosing
it.
If you happen to stop long enough
before the Buddhist shrine in the
lobby of the theater you will see
on the richly embroidered table covering coins and dollar bills. The
money has come to the feet of
Buddha in some mysterious manner
and no one has yet seen the person
or persons who are responsible for
the placing of the tribute before the
image. At first it was but a few
pennies, then it grew to silver coins,
and now paper money rests in the
upturned hands of the image. No
one has been able to tell what motive
giving of the tributes—
inspired
not
even the
the colored porter has the
temerity to touch it.

Kadoka, S. D. — Lieut. Sever Texley purchased Opera House from
George Porch.

Robbed

Studio

Dent Promoted
Atlanta, Ga. — Louis L. Dent, former Branch Manager of the Atlanta
Exchange, has been appointed Special Representative at the District
Manager's office in the same city,
and will work in conjunction with
District Manager C. E. Holcomb.
Dent succeeds Dan Michalove, resigned, and will in turn be succeeded
as Branch Manager at Atlanta by
R. E. Bradford, formerly manager of
the Triangle office at Chicago.

COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPING
and PRINTING
FILM

DEVELOPING

HERE

THEY

COME

Aberdeen, S. D. — McCarthy Bros,
have purchased land on Main St., and
will erect theater to seat 1,200. Cost,
$100,000. Company has the Rialto
and Lyric picture houses here and
the Orhpeum.
Boston, Mass. — The Star Photo
Co. will erect theater at a cost of
$150,000, on Humboldt Ave., Roxbury. Seating capacity 1,500. $50,000 organ will be installed.
Santa Monica, Cal. — An election
will be held to vote on the matter of
issuing $75,000 by Greek theater on
the campus of the high school.
Salt Lake City, Utah. — New auditorium in the rear and adjoining
the administration building of the
University of Utah, to cost $75,000 is
planned. It will be equipped for
theatrical performances. Seating capacity, 2,500.

Pontiac, Mich. — Asa R. DockQuincy, 111. — Theater will be
stader, farmer, has pleaded guilty to erected on the present site of the
robbing the Labadie-Russell Motion Gem and Savoy houses, 522-524
picture studios at Kent Lake. Sen- Hampshire St. Work will be commenced July 1. Pinkelman & Corey,
tence was deferred. At Dockstader's
home was found wagon loads of ar- owners.
ticles declared by officers to have
been stolen.
St. Louis, Mo. — The Maxwellton
Amusement Co. will erect a theater
at Grand & Florissant Ave. Wm.
Buster Keaton Joins "Fatty"
Glendale, Cal. — Work has been and Max Goldman will have charge.
started by "Fatty" Arbuckle's company at the temporary studio here
on "Back Stage." "Fatty's" supporting cast is again headed by Al
St. John, Mollie Malone and "Buster" Keaton. The latter arrived a
few days ago from New York, after
spending two months in a hospital
there.
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Annandale, Pa. — Theater has been
established in this place by Dr. De
Long and Fred Hall.
Boston, Mass. — Owen F. Farley,
Hon. Jas. H. Doyle and Hon. Jas. F.
Powers, have purchased land in
South Boston, and will erect an upto-date theater with capacity of 2,800.
Cost, $300,000.

THE INFANT-RY
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JANE

Des Moines, la. — A new combination picture and vaudeville house at
W. Ninth and Locust Sts., is planned
by A. H. Blank. The building will
cost $300,000. It will seat 2,000.
Work will begin as soon as the
building strike is settled.

CORP,

KATHERINE

LEE

First Line in Perfect Pictures

12

Two

Reel

Comedy

Playlets

Presented by Louis T. Rogers

Picturization of Plays and Stories of Eminent Authoi
Directed by Tefft Johnson
ROGERS

FILM CORPORATION,

CAPITOL

THEATRE
NEW

Broadway at 51st Street

"MOONSHINE

BUILDIN

YORK

"THE

BATTLE

CRY

OF

PEACE"

is the first release of

The J. Stuart Blackton
FEATURE

SYLVIA

PICTURES,

featuring

BREAMER and ROBERT
with an all-star cast.

Inc.

GORDON

Story and scenario by J. Stuart Blackton and
Stanley Olmsted

LABORATORIES
If modern basinets men contacted
their business as unsystematic ally
M most film houses are run the?
would be bankrupt in six months—*
other theatrical papers please copy.
Mark Gates, The Dayton, Dayton,
Ohio.

CIT

AND SHADOW"

a poignantly humorous, human story,
and a worthy successor to

Titusville, Pa.— A company has
taken Newell Hotel, 5th Ave., which
will be converted into theater.
Vallejo, Cal.— The Bell Amuse. Co.
purchased the McGill property and
will erect theater.
Cost, $125,000.

and

Personally Directed By

J. STUART

BLACKTON
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Putting

It Over

Here is how a brother exhibSend
itor put his show over.
along your ideas. Let the other
•wfellow know how you cleaned
up.
| Los Angeles.— When "The Shepicrd of the Hills" played at the
*ialto some clever advertising copy
ippeared, couched in the lingo of
'Preaehiu' Bill" — one of the charters of the picture. The opening
fun of the campaign was fired in a
toacc of about 8 inches 2 column,
Bring:
"Preaching' Bill says:
' 'Them
thar Story-Picture
fellers
[one fetched me 'way out here from
fctures of Our Old Shepherd
and'
h rest of th' folks in th' Mutton
loller neighborhood.

jatm
ing, the tempi ratine, the condition
of the seats. Mr. Riesenfeld has decided to award a prize each week for
the best report and he is further
stimulating the inventiveness of his
staff by promises of money for any
ideas that will better the service at
the houses.

DAILY

"FIT

TO

WIN

9 9

VINDICATED

Houston, Tex. — C. A. McFarland,
manager of Quern, has inaugurated
aice.plan for bettering his theate
Every Tuesday morning he calls
the employes together in his office
and suggestions are made by each
for the betterment of the service to
patrons. The employe that makes
the best suggestion is declared exfrom week,
paying that
a "fine"
of 25
cents empt
each
is assessed

against the manager and all employees of the Queen.
This picture that has been subjected to
The assessments are pooled and at
certain intervals a committee is apmore abuse and yet has won more praise
pointed to buy refreshments which
are served on the mezzanine floor
than any picture ever filmed.
['First off, I couldn't git nigh th'
lamed showhouse. 'count of so dad- of the theater at get-together banurned many folks what was a-tryin'
Shown to United States Judges Who
r git in.
But Mister Quinn,
he quets.
Acclaim its value.
me sneaked me 'round through a
ck door, when he knowed who I
is, 'cause he 'lowed me being who For
Northwest
Film
Convention
be, I sure had rights — which
I
Next Month
ckon I have, too.
Distributed by"
'An' thar I seed 'em all. Th' Old
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
epherd, so sort of gentle-like same
he alius was: and Little Pete aSeattle. — Even the most skeptical
akin' you feel like he belonged more are now becoming impressed with
1493 Broadway
New York
the
preparations being made for the
Suite 221
\r th' flowers an' wild things than he
id ter us human-., an' Jim Lane, with Convention and Ball of the Northwest
Film
Board
of
Trade.
Bill
hat thar six-gun of liis'n, what he
Shis wore in side his shirt; an' that Drummor.d's office in the Crary
kar ornery Wash
Gibbs — hit sure Building is humming with activity.
jnd o' sort o' give me th' creeps ter Stickers and posters have been distributed all over the four Northwestee 'em a-livin' ag'n right thar 'fore
ern States, and a popularity contest
\y eyes, an' me a-knowin'
all th' of stars
has been started in the
•like I do, how they're all dead
Syracuse, N. Y. — Hans Frohman.
..uricd ten year, now, come next. Seattle papers. Two stars have al■But
Sammy
Lane!
Thar
sure
was released yesterday in $5,000 bail
ready definitely promised to come to
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
n't nothin' dead 'bout our Sammy! the ball, and the others are being
Washington, D. C. — The Internal to appear for a hearing on July 15
p' she's as natural in them
thar arranged for by George Endert, Revenue Bureau has rendered its de- on tin ( harge of receiving stolen mocision with regard to amusement
Ictures as she alius was, an' as big wdiile on his trip to Los Angeles,
tion-picture films.
Since the arrest of Frohman and
life — an' God
A'mighty
knows where he has gone to the convention taxes. Full details will appear in
of
Famous
Players
managers.
The
I'nnny wasn't never no runt, nohow! choice of at least one star will be tomorrow's issue.
John P. Van Arnam, a well-known
■e's
jist as big
that's
Syracusan who was taken on the
hat makes
her inside,
like shetoo,
is, an'
I reckon,
determined by the popularity consame tion
charge,
the Picture
National Industries
Associaof Motion
hy thar jist naturally ain't no- test.
The convention proper will close
has retained counsel to conduct a
Uy what don't love our Sammy.
with
the
ball
on
the
night
of
July
Hain't so mighty much of a show,
Statewide investigation into the ac18. The Arena and the Hippodrome,
tivities of a ring of film thieves. This
[ough, ter my thinkin'.
I 'lowed as
they'd have some
sure-'nough the two buildings which furnish the
city is believed to have been the
ty actors, so's a feller would feel largest dancing floors in the city,
main
distributing
point for the stoe he was a-seein' somethin' what will be connected by closing- the
len films.
couldn't nohow
see ter home. street between them and roofing the
it. shucks!
that wa'n't no play- passageway with canvass, so that the
tin' 't all; hit was jist our own two immense buildings will be like
Magistrate Decision in "Fit to Win"
me folks a-livin' like weuns alius one big hall.
Following the decision of the
sd, an' a-doin' like weuns
alius
July 19 will be devoted to enterU. S. Federal Court judges Magitaining
the
visting
delegates
and
le, with th' same
ol' hills an'
strate Blau yesterday dismissed the
ods an' houses an' mill an' post- their ladies. A steamer will be charaction against Isaac Slutsker, a distered for the day, which will take
ce an 'all.
tributor, and Alfred Harsten, an exEebbe that thar was th' way hit them first to Bremerton, where they
hibitor of 111th St. with regard to
Is meant, though — I don't know, will see the Navy Yard and have a
lent thar Story-Picture fellers sure clam bake; then to Tacoma where
showing "Fit to Win."
they will be the guests of the Tacoma
S funny ide's.
Knyhow, hit made me feel so Theater Managers' Association on an
Bib ter home that Pm sure a-goin' auto trip to Camp Lewis and back
Ye Happy Press Agent
around the city of Tacoma, then dinn ter-morrer — if I kin git in.' "
this campaign was continued for
ner; and the day will be ended with
eral days in this characteristic a moonlight boat ride back to
of the Gaumont
experience's
of Telling
Blaine Walker,
ca,'le.
Seattle.
meraman, at a dynamite explosion, the happy press agent
Manager Riesenfeld, of the RialtoAberdeen, N. D. — McCarthy Bros.,
says: "He lost consciousness
loli theaters, has distributed operators of a chain of theaters in
from breathing the dust and explosive fumes, but managed to
feted forms to all employes and Watertown, Fargo, Grand Forks and
keep turning his camera crank
y are requested to report the corn- Aberdeen, announce plans have been
Ernest
Horstmann,
of
Boston,
Is made by the patrons concern- drawn for $100,000 theater. Seating
Active in the M. P. E. A.
the picture, the music, the light- capacity of 1,200.
until the last."

Entertainment Plans

PUBLIC HLALTH

Amusement Tax
Interpretations

FILMS

Hunting Thieves
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May the Devil Take
the Hindmost
Practically all of the producer-distributors and the
few distributors who operate without making their
own productions have told you, the Exhibitors of the
nation, of their plans, productions and policies.
Now that the cards are down on the table let us strip
the bunk out of all the promises and predictions
and see what's left that is rock solid.
Here's the answer:
This year and hereafter in the picture business the
pictures themselves are going to be the basis of the
business you do either with producers or distributors of
pictures.
You are going to see that you get something for
your money.
You are going to buy pictures as you buy any other
kinds of merchandise — sensibly.
The biggest exhibitors in the biggest cities have decided in the majority of cases not to buy productions in bulk any longer. Most of the new policies
that have been announced were decided upon because the producer -distributors realized that you
would not fall for the old methods any longer.
H O D K I N S ON
waited a long time to
build right to meet
the new conditions.
is now ready for the
battle to determine
the survival of the
fittest.

If quality and individual picture values are to be the
standards this year (and they are going to be) the
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation commands your attention for these ARE our standards. Companies
that cannot meet these proper standards will have
to go out of business.
Let's see who get's out first?

W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue , New York City
Distributing through PATHI: Ecchangejnccrporated
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Convention On

Boycott Famous
hibitors of Great Britain and Ire-

Hot,Addresses
But Big Feature
Crowd Doesn't
Mind —
of Opening
( Staff i lorrespondence)

land in Move — Zukor's
Statement

St. Louis, Mo. -The M. I'. E. A.
got down to brass tacks yesterday,
and tlie first convention was on. It
was hot — red hot — typical St. Louis
weather, but the crowd didn't seem
to
mind, and everyone was in good
humor.

The following statement was attrited to the London Central News
Iterday and given widespread disEntion by a financial telegraphic
s service:
SI FAMOUS PLAYERS
FILMS IN BRITAIN
[London (Central Xews) — At a
onference of representatives of the
rinematograph trade held at Glasb\v on Tuesday, which was attended
\j hundreds of delegates from all
arts of Great Britain and Ireland,
resolution was passed unanimously
>t to book or show Famous-Playtrs-Lasky pictures after a date to be
Iced by the Council of Trade Associations. This will continue until
famous Players-Lasky gives the
fade satisfactory guarantees that
hey have disassociated themselves
(rom the large exhibiting company
pst formed. It loks like a stern
ight between 4,000 British exhibifcrs and the Famous Players-Lasky.
■ass meetings of proprietors and in(Continued on page 11)
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Little Ad Talks
VTO

By Jack Alicoate
fanner would thresh his

•^ own wheat. If his farm is
big enough he owns his own
threshers; if not he hires a
man to do it. What means has
the man of affairs in film land
to glean from the enormous
monthly grist of industry news
those essential facts so necessary to him in conducting his
business? The trade press, advertising, publicity literature,
theatrical publications — scores
of good and deserving publications make demands on hit
time. Which is he to choose?
How is he to sift out the grain
from the chaff. Is not the solution a publication that will
throw business news into
proper prospective — a newspaper that wil serve as a master key to what's going on — a
great threshing machine of motion picture industry facts?
Such is WID'S DAILY.

The

California

At Noon Today
Limited Will Arrive at Chicago with the print of
"When 'Bear-Cat' Went Dry"
Advt*

Daw With Neilan

Breaking Records

Hollywood, Cal. — Marjorie Daw,
playing opposite Douglas Fairbanks,
has signed with Marshall Neilan, and
will appear in his first production,
"The Eternal Three."

Boston. — "Daddy Long Legs"
playing at the Tremont, is said to
be breaking all records for Boston
for a picture. The first week receipts will, from indications, go over
$10,000. Considering the size of the
The local offices of Marshall Neilan said yesterday that Marjorie Daw Tremont this is considered remarkable by local showmen, it is getting
would start with them in about five
$1.50 top, and is booked for six
weeks when she finished with Fair- weeks.
banks.

Sherrill Spreading

Jake Wells' Mother Dead
Said to be After Another Prominent
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Comedian to T>e Starred
Richmond, Va. — The mother of
Jake Wells, one of the best known
It is understood that William L.
theater men in the South, is dead.
Sherrill of the Frohman Amusement
Co., expects to close negotiations
within the next few days to secure
the services of one of the best known
comedians
in the business. He is
Of Famous Players Offered Sharenow in support, and is featured, of
holders—25,000 Shares at $100
one of the leading comedians, and
The strength of Famous PlayersLasky stock during the past week on Los Angeles wires are likely to announce the third of the Frohman
the Stock Exchange was apparent
stars within a few days.
yesterday when it became known
With
the
signing of this comedian.
that directors of the corporation
have decided to offer to stockhold- who will be starred in a series of
ers of record on July 5 the right to two reelers, Sherrill will have three
subscribe to 25,000 shares of stock in — Texas Guinan, Mack Swain and
the latest acquisition.
the company's treasury at $100 a
share, which will bring the company's outstanding capital tc 200,000
shares, the total amount authorized.
Stockholders of the company have For First Showing of "Bearcat" on
Day When Prohibition
Becomes
the privilege of subscribing for the
Effective
new stock in the ratio of a new share
Harry Reichenbach said yesterday
for every seven shares now held.
Warrants are to be dated July 12 ! that he was making a strong effort
Opera
and will be issued on or before that | to secure the Metropolitan
for the
first showing
of
date and payment for new stock is to I House
Bear-Cat
Wentpage Dry,"
on
be made by July 26. Dominick & "When
(Continued
on
8)
{Continued on Page 4)

More Stock

After

Metropolitan

Practically
sion was givenallupoftoyesterday's
welcoming sesaddresses on the part of notable St.
- tu the delegates and visitors, and this was continued last
night when the entire party went to
Forest Park Highlands, St. Louis'
Coney Island, for a party. Everybody had one.
Get Key to City
Mayor Henry W. Kiel, who welcomed the delegates and visitors in
behalf of the city, turned over the
key of St. Louis to them, so he
said.
But ittown
wasn't
The whole
has really
been needed.
playing
"open house" and key's aren't needed, unless to turn off the heat.
More Addresses
Other addresses were delivered by
Jackson Johnson, president of the
Si. Louis Chamber of Commerce,
John Ring, Jr., president of the Advertising Club of St. Louis and
Charles P. Hatfield of the St. Louis
Convention and Publicity Bureau.
{Continued on Page 2)

More Serials
Fathe, it is understood, will make
three more serials, beginning immediately. Productions will be made
in the East.

Stirring 'Em Up
Harry Crandall
Starts
Something —
Some Ideas
in Reply
Harry Crandall of Washington
started something when he voiced
his ideas on open booking in yesterday's issue of Wid's Daily.
Just how the exhibitors assembled
in convention in St. Louis took to
his expression that the exhibitors
would be driven crazy trying to pick
good pictures was not known at the
hour of going to press.
But several interesting comments
were made locally relative to the
Crandall idea.
Dr. Riesenfcld of the Rialto-Rivoli
said: "It will be up to the exhibitors
to work out their own salvation.
They are going from one extreme to
the other. A year ago they wanted
(Continued on page 9)

iM%
Convention On
{Continued from Page
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The entire day will be given up to
a discussion of the new co-operative
insurance plan.
The proposed plan, which is expected to be one of the features of
the new organization will be discussed aboard the steamer "St. Paul"
while cruising on the Mississippi
River.
All delegates and visitors will be
special guests of the Municipal
Opera at an open air performance of
"The Bohemian Girl" in an auditorium which seats 15,000.
That Insurance Plan

The concensus of opinion among
many exhibitors is that the proposed
co-operative insurance plan is going
to prove a big thing, not only to secure many exhibitors as members,
but to save exhibitors as a whole a
lot of money. Incidentally a closer
understanding among exhibitors is
expected to result from the plan.
Dale J. Grittenberger, in charge of
Norfolk,
Neb.- — North
opened by the Insurance Bureau, is an old
Screfber and Blake.
timer at co-operative insurance, and
is a forceful talker. He will practically be the whole thing today
when he outlines the insurance plan,
Harry
Garson's
Next
Production
"The
Hushed
Hour"
and discusses the matter with the
starring Blanche Sweet, has the
delegates on the river trip.
most unusual cast and the most
unusual lobby display.
Due
KRATJS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.
17th Floor

Frank Keenan is due, so is Charles
Pettijohn; Harry Bernstein, of Richmond, also.
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Rembusch's Suggestions
Frank Rembusch yesterday made
two important suggestions to the ExI ecutive Committee with reference to
the size of delegations. One was to
give all cities of 100,000 and over one
delegate, the idea being that the
large cities have particular problems
to meet in which the State organization, as such, is not interested. The
second suggestion was that delegates be picked on the basis of population of each State, in millions, or
fractions thereof. For example, on
this basis New York would have 10
delegates. Rembusch declares that
it is not fair, for instance, for Arizona to have as many delegates as
New York.

CxamplegOn the bill boards all
over town, see our
Posters for Olive
Thomas in Upstairs

and Down" — also for
Charles Chaplin in

RITCHEY

LlTHO.
CORP.
406W.31iiSt.,N.Y. Phone Cieliea 8388

Sunnyside."

Big Kansas Delegation
Kansas has a delegation of over
100 in charge of Dave Rogers of
Kansas City.
Zaring Heads Hoosiers
A. C. Zaring, of Indianapolis, heads
that delegation. Charley Pettijohn
of Exhibitors Mutual, New York, is
really a Hoosier, and will likely join
his old friends on his arrival. Frank
Meller heads the Indiana group of
48 representatives.
Floor of Notables
On the same floor as the convention hall at the Statler Famous Players, Select, United Pictures, and the
St. Louis local exhibitors have
rooms, and are entertaining. Oh,
yes,
the same
quarters
on the
floor.of Wid's Daily are
(Continued on Page 3)

United

Promotions

C. C. Johnson, manager of tlj
New York Exchange of United Pi
ture Theaters, since its inception, hi
been appointed business manager i
United Pictures Prod. Corp. — tl
producing end of tlie organizatiq
and will have headquarters at 16t;
Broadway. He was. with Pathe priti
to joining United.
Lawrence Romin, a salesman i
the New York territory, will succee
Johnson as manager of the Ej
change.

Then came the Revolution
and Fir.it National started it.

IK

D

||

ff»lk
These cartoons especially prepared for the St. Louis Convention issues of Wid's.
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Convention On
{Continued from Page 2)
Some Heat
J es," said an old timer, "it's reguSt. Looey weather — hot as hell."
The Goldwynner
toldwyn
is printing a four-page
of "The
Goldwynner,"
the
jldwyn house organ here.
Tomorrow's Program
Further
discussion
of business

Jters.

In all probability the Music Tax,
pisorship,
Sunday
closing,
and
her topics will come up.
Dinner in the evening at Mission
Morris' Plans
am E. Morris. General Manager
Select, Charles R. Rogers, Direcol Sales, and V. I'. Whitaker, Se's new Eastern Representative,
io was formerly Branch Manager
the Washington Exchange, are
i .

immediately after the close of the
jvention,
Morris
will leave for
nneapolis
where
he will confer
ith H. A. Rathner, Branch Manager
Select's Exchange
in that city,
gers will go to Indianapolis where
will look over the ground for the
tablishment of a Select Exchange
[that city. As soon as he finds a
■able location, he will return to
|»w York, after which he will anlunce the name of the Branch Manner who will take charge of the pro)sed office.
Among other members of the Sett family in St. Louis were A. H.
cLaughlin of Kansas City, who as>te<l in welcoming the exhibitors,
id C. C. Ezell, Branch Manager of
le Dallas Exchange, who made a
iccial trip to confer with Morris.

The St. Louis Convention
(By
to

direct wireless communication from Convention Hall
the Hunting
Room
of
the Hotel Astor.)

By JOE F. LEE
Many attending visitors were
surprised
to find the famous
old melodies such as "DOWN
WHERE
THE
WURZBERGER
FLOWS"
and "MEET
ME IN ST. LOUIS" were discarded, and in place a quartette
composed
of
residents
of
EAST ST. LOUIS were singing "THE OLD
OAKEN
BUCKET" which has been decided upon as the new St. Louis
anthem. "WELL,
WELL,"
remarked an exhibitor
from
Ohio, "SO THIS

IS PARIS."

Strange as it may seem, a
few FARMERS were stopping
at the PLANTERS HOTEL.
The same old time remarks,
"I THINK IT WILL BE A
CONVENTION."
"MORE
THAN
I EXPECTED."
"THURSDAY IS A BIG
DAY." "THE GANG WILL
ALL BE HERE FRIDAY."
That

wonderful EDUCATIONAL film, "THE JAMES
BOYS IN MISSOURI"— the
FILM that teaches a MORAL,
if I remember right, was produced and sold in St. Louis.
An exhibitor remarked that he
thought the directors of these
masterpieces still EXISTED
in SPIRIT, and were still in
the motion picture business
DISGUISED as film salesmen.
The Boston delegates were
all easy to recognize as THEY
WERE ALL WALKING IN
THE MIDDLE OF THE
STREET. In the meantime
some bright mind suggested
to the city fathers of Boston a
brilliant idea — the installation
of RUBBER SIDEWALKS
so they could be STRETCHED
during RUSH
hours.
Over the wire came this
one. — An exhibitor remarked
why they were wasting so
much time on the music question. A brother delegate replied "It's a matter of habit."
Both the music and the picture
business use NOTES to a
great
extent."
I don't
much for
that one
myself.care

lie best known character in Amerifiction is soon to go on your
reen. Bret Harte's "John Oakrst" in "The Outcasts of Poker
at" as played by Harry Carey,
ly 7th — right after the Fight.

DA1LV

A resident of St. Louis waited so long for some of the
much HERALDED and ADVERTISED STARS to ARRIVE that he got so darn mad,
he went and drank a bottle of
HAIR TONIC (containing
76% alcohl. Advertising note —
I think it was PINAUD'S).
He got fresh with a policeman
who did a SENNET on his
BEAN and then the resident
saw more STARS than he ever
had the pleasure of looking at
in all his young life.

Selective Booking — 2

THE second of the four big points
— Selective Booking, Specialized
Production, Go-operative Advertising and Dependable Supply — in the
new plan of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation beginning September 1st, 1919, is
SPECIALIZED PRODUCTION
Each Paramount-Artcraft picture will stand on its own merits.
of Paramount-ArtThe producers
craft Pictures have welcomed this
test of quality.
No limit of time or money is
placed upon the energy or genius of
the producing forces in their determination to make every picture an
individual success.
Specialized Production means a
declaration of independence, a liberation forever from the tyrant of Time.
It means that genius will be given
an absolute opportunity to assert
itself.
It means greater achievements
than ever before for the technical
experts and master artists who comprise the producing personnel of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
Preparation by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation for Specialized Production was made months
before there was any talk in the trade
of the probability of a change in
booking methods. As a result, the
Production department is working
so far in advance that a number of
super-attractions for the new year are
already finished.
The third point, Co-operative
Advertising, will be discussed tomorrow.
ZUKOR PLAYERS-LASKY
Prvx. JESSE LLASKYtAn
I*.ADOLPH
FAMOUS

CORPORATION

jM\
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Guts and Flashes

More Stock

Marion Davies productions will be
(Continued from Page 1)
released through Famous Players
after
Sept. 1.
arc
Co.
&
bominick and Hallgarten
underwriting the offering. ,
ng
P. A. Parsons, Pathe, got back to
In connection with the offeri
the com- the job yesterday. Been vacationAdolph Zukor, presidentto ofstock
holding.
,un. has sent a letter opinion world
Sessue Hayakawa
taking a rest.
ers statinS that in his
motion
conditions as related to the
Will complete "The Gray Horizon"
try are ripe for legiti- on his return and then take up "The
picture indus
mate and healthy extension, which Illustrious Prince." William Worthprovided for best by increase ington will direct.
can be l.
in capita
Harry Poppe, publicity man for
"The company is in a prosperous
condition," says Mr. Zukor, our B. A. Rolfe, is doing very well after
operation yesterday at St. Mary's
Earnings during the first five months
tor an
Hospital, Brooklyn. He will probof this year exceeding those
ably be up and about in a few weeks.
torin
e
increas
natural
1918 With a
, that
sign' business we feel assured
maEdward Jose's second independent
business and earnings will be
production
be "Yes
terially increased."
which was will
produced
as a or
playNo,"
by
Anderson & Weber last season. Talmade studios being used.
James S. Judd Dead
I anus S. Judd, aged 55, formerly
circulation manager of the M. f.
News, who died on Tuesday ot a
be For Baltimore Planned — Location in
complication of diseases, will ng.
Heart of Downtown Section
buried this afternoon in Flushi
He was with the News about three
Baltimore
It is reported
that
vears and was well known in the an important exhibitor of the South
He was ill several weeks. has been approached with the idea of
ndustry.
running as part of his chain, a big
Flinn Back
theater in Baltimore. He is said to
John Flinn, of Paramount, is back have the matter under consideration,
nnii the Coast, where
he told all and definite answer will be given to
In exchange men of that section all those interested within a week or so.
The site for the theater is said to be
about the new selling plans.
in the heart of the downtown section
Grand Forks, S. D.— Sam Cornish close to Lexington St. The theater,
has taken over Strand at Fargo, N. if
thebuilt,
city. will likely be the largest in

, 19.1

GRIFFITH REPERTORY
THE D. W. GRIFFITH REPERTORY SEASONS
now are being conducted at the Geo. M. Cohan
Theatre, New York; the Garrick Theatre, PhiladeN
phia; the Colonial in Boston, and the Illinois in
Chicago.
Charles Hanson Towne, editor of McClure's
Magazine, wrote to Mr. Griffith: "It is the greatest
step forward that we have known; I feel that a
new era has dawned."
"BROKEN BLOSSOMS," the first offering in the
Griffith Repertory Seasons, is to be followed by
"THE FALL OF BABYLON" and "THE MOTHER
AND THE LAW."
These last two productions will be shown in
New York at the phenomenal price scale of fifty

Big Theater

D., formerly operated by W. J. Dean.

—

cents to three dollars, now in vogue for "BROKEN
BLOSSOMS." The exhibitor who books them will
have all the advantage of the New York advertising
campaign and the prestige of a New York Broadway showing.
For time and terms address D. W. GRIFFITH
SERVICE (Albert L. Grey, Gen. Mgr.), Suite 401
Longacre Bldg., 1480 Broadway, New York.

HERE

THEY

COME

PIONEER STATE RIGHT
OFFERINGS
THE

BOOMERANG
with

Henry B. Walthall
THE

SINS OF THE

CHILDREN

with

Alma Hanlon and Stuart Holmes

THE INFANT-RY

VIRTUOUS SINNERS
with
Wanda
THE
Cleo

GIRL

.riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Hawley

FROM
with

JANE

NOWHERE

Madison and Wilfred

and KATHERINE

LEE |

First Line in Perfect Pictures
Lucas

12

SUSPICION

Two

Reel

Comedy

Playlets §

Presented by Louis T. Rogers

with

Grace Davidson

Picturization of Plays and Stories of Eminent Author
PIONEER
126 West

FILM CORPORATION

46th Street

New

York

Directed by Tefft Johnson

ROGERS FILM CORPORATION, CAPITOL THEATRE BUILDINl
Broadway at 51»t Street

NEW

YORK

CIT'
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More Comedies

Universal Doings
Monroe Salisbury on local
"Sundown Trail" in Plumes County,
California, in the Feather River re-

Let Your Audience

SMILE.!
In S ummer

Inc., producers of "Topics
Fischer Features
Giving Credit to Eason
The name of the new organization,
For the first time in the producSuit Settled
which, as noted last week, will take
tion of big film plays an assitant diThe suit of Mabel Bardine
rector will receive screen credit for
over the Thanhouser studios and pro- his efforts when Reeves Eason, chief Alma
Rubens
and
Daniel
duce, and in which B. A. Rolfe is
Goodman for $.)()() -or salary
interested, is A. H. Fischer Fea- aide to Allen J. Holubar in making due on a contract was settl
tures, Inc.
"The Right to Happiness," will have
his name flashed as associate direc- terday.
C. M. Rosenthal was
sel for Miss Bardine.
New Brunswick, N. J.— Theater tor.
Day."
will be erected on present site of
Leupp dwelling and Mansion House
in Albany St. Cost $300,000.

SAY

"Better

TO

WOKLD

Truex Starts Comedies

rhe Ki\ ersidc Film i pi p, has just
Aim dee J. Van Burcii lias placed
filed incorporation papers with capital ol sKMiun. Q M. Rosenthal, T. A. in production his first twi
Liebler, Jr., and S. Goldsmith named eoim dy starring Ernest Truex. The
Locations for the filming of several as incorporators .
gion.
picture i^ a comedy of suburban life
It is understood that the concern written by Albert I'ayson Terluinc.
oj tlii-in!
scenes
"The Reynolds
Brute Breaker"
dure
bj inLynn
were will produce a series of two
Mrs. Sidney Drew wrote the scefound in the Mt. Shasta regions,
nario.
Several logging camp scenes will be featuring Lawrence Granl in tin hapJohn Joseph Harvey has been
taken at this location.
ot "The ofEconomical
Husband" penings
a series
cartoons which
signed to direel Truex in these two
Mario Walcamp's company prohave appeared in a New York evi n- reel comedies. Harvey has been very
successful in the direction oi
ducing the "Tempest Cody" scries ing newspaper.
returned to Bonora, California, and
Lawrence Grant is wed! remem- RlmS,
having
recently
con
arc making mining scenes.
bered for his characterization of the
BriggS
comedies
for Para"The .Man in the Moonlight" tlie Kaiser in the big Metro production, seven
recently completed Salisbury picture
In hismount irlifirst two reeler, Truex will
"To Hell with the Kaiser."
is being cut and titled and "The Pinbe seen as a Wall Street clerk who
The Bride Shop
nacle," being made under the direcis a mere COg in the New York busition of Eric Von Stroheim, is re"The Bride Shop," "The Delicious uess machine, but in his home, surceiving the finishing touches.
burban
community he rs considered
Little
Devil,"
"The
Bride's
AwakenHarry Carey has worked through
the first half of his newest Western
ing," "Please Get Married," or a big magnate, a "Wall Street Man."
"When A Girl Loves" — any of these
Already several exterior scenes
"Jim of the Ranges." George Holt familiar
titles might he applied to the
i-. directing the newest Pete Morri- third floor of 1600 Broadway, the
The been
new "shot."
comedy series is sponhave
son Western "Gettin' Acquainted" home office of Universal. Five young
sored by Ameclee J. Van liuren, who
and the third of the Joe Martin com- women and one man from the home is also president of the Y. I!. K. Film
edy pictures "Wild Lions and Loose office were married during the
Cor])., 1 the
makers
l'araniountBandits" is completed.
omedies,
and ofTimely
Films,
month of June.

'Ole"
FILM

"MOONSHINE

of the
against
( arson
alleged

-^

AND SHADOW"

a poignantly humorous, human story,
and a worthy successor to
"THE

BATTLE

CRY

The New Productions of the
BUREAU OF PICTURES gf
the ^AMERICAN RED CROSS
cAre Soon To Be o4nnounced

OF PEACE"

is the first release of

The J. Stuart Blackton
FEATURE

PICTURES,

Inc.

V

featuring
SYLVIA

BREAMER and ROBERT
with an all-star cast.

GORDON

Story and scenario by J. Stuart Blackton and
Stanley Olmsted
Personally

J. STUART

Directed

By

BLACKTON

coun-

EXHIBITOR
ADVERTISE and INDIVIDUALIZE

YOUR
YOUR
YOUR

HOUSE
SHOW
FEA TURE

animated

with

leaders and trailers

OI <^
production with
to your titles.
artistic
illustrated
ri\Ul/
Deautv
T/TDQ!a
PDHni U\/LI\
ASK Rothapfel,
voli, Strand N.
lawn Chicago,
Theater Kansas

E. G. Griffith, Joe Farnham, Kashin, Rialto, RiY. City, Chase Hippodrome Buffalo, WoodCalifornia Theater San Francisco, Newman
City, Circle Indianapolis, Etc.

LUIS SEEL

F. A. DAHME

'Daniels Studio I
220 W. 42nd STREET, NEW YORK
Telephone Bryant 6796
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Amusement Tax
Interpretations
Washington, D. C. — The Internal
Revenue Bureau has made public its
analysis of the section of the revenue
law which imposes war taxes on admissions to places of amusement.
There are a number of the rulings
which do not appear in the text of
the bill, but which represent the bureau's construction of the law after
it had been analyzed by experts. The
taxes are now in effect and the Revenue Bureau will enforce them under
these regulations. Commissioner Roper issued this explanation of the
new regulations:
"The tax is 1 cent for each 10
cents or fraction thereof of the
amount paid. Persons admitted free,
except soldiers and sailors in uniform, bonafide employes, municipal
officers on municipal business, and
children under 12 years of age are
subject to the tax.
"It is decided in the regulations
that newspaper critics who review a
theatrical performance or moving
picture are not subject to the tax.
They are included in the list of
'bona fide employes.' The regulations say: 'In the case of a theatre
the following, among others, are
bona fide employes. In Class 1 the
advance agent of an attraction then
showing or soon to show, the house
physician, the regularly employed
attorney for the theatre; in Class 2,
actors and actresses then playing at
the theatre, members of the orchestra and organist, moving-picture
ma'chine operators, the ushers; in
Class 3, a physician called in to attend a spectator taken suddenly ill, a
theatrical critic of a newspaper attending to view and review the play,
young women selling souvenir programs at a benefit, a Four-Minute
Man attending to speak.'
"Monthly returns and payment of
admission taxes are required. Returns and payments must be in the
hands of collectors of internal revenue on or before the last day of the
month following that for which the
return is made. Heavy penalties for
failure or willful refusal to make return and pay the tax on time are
provided by the act.
"The regulations require that the
established price of the ticket, the
amount of tax to be paid and the
total
shall
appear
on
the ticket.
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THE STAR SUPREME

VIRGINIA

PEARSON
with

SHELDON
ii

in Captain Houghton

LEWIS

Townley's Famous Novel

ds9'
Screen Bis
Adaptation
Beresrora
hop9by sFrankEmeS. ral
The
Direction of

Trade

Review Says:

JOHN B. O'BRIEN

What
a "team"
work at
Its best.are Miss Pearson and Mr. Lewis! Here is finished screen
Wid's Says:
Somebody sent me a marked copy
of a newspaper clipping about the
combination of theaters in Memphis,
Tenn., and beneath it a single word:
"Zuked"!
Whenever such ticket is sold at a
price other than its established price,
then, in addition, on the back of such
ticket, the actual sale price, the admission paid, and the total of such
price and tax shall appear. Whenever an admission ticket is sold at
a place other than the ticket office of
the theatre there shall appear in addition the name and address of the
seller. Failure to comply with this
provision is punishable by a fine of
not more than $100.
"The admission taxes became effective April 1."
Sale of Government

Film

Washington, D. C. — Sealed bids
will be opened 10 a.m., July 10, 1919,
at War Department, Surplus property Div., Munitions Bldg., Wash., D.
C. Particulars, special bid forms,
can be obtained at above office or
zone supply offices, attention Surplus Property OiTlcer, in Boston,
New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Chicao, St. Louis. Refer to S. P. D.
No. 1655 M. E.

Miss Pearson, acting with a sincerity that thoroughly conveys emotional feeling, is permitted to get full value out of the big moments of
the picture.
The News Says:
There is a thoroughness about the workmanship of the production that
augurs well for the future providing, of course, that sponsors are
guided by the same artistic standards.
Now in Preparation
Pathe
Distributors
"Impossible Catherine'

Virginia Pearson Photoplays, Inc.

Morris A. Kashin
Jack

Cohen

No. 25— WE INSURE

Popular
Pictures Corp.
[Watch this Space for Others]

LOOK

AHEAD

Plan now for the. prosperous future in store for the theatrical
and motion picture interest. But make your plans basically sound
by insuring them :it the si art. That's your protection anil without protection misfortune is liable to overtake any of us. Our
service is comprehensive and efficient. Our advice is reliable —
and we are only as far away as your phone.

Ri
•

EUBEN
CkMU
ELS
EAL , AJNCJ
ERVICE
JneurancQ
QO Maiden Lane
Phone John

54H 5 - 542.6

5*27 - 5*20

^SBV

Samuel?

STRAND

THEATRE

BUILDING

NEW

YOKK

CITY
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"The Spark Divine"

TOM TERRISS
Latest Production at the Broadway
All Week

In the

Courts

Supreme Court Justice Donnelly
has signed an order discontinuing
the suit of Clara Kimball Young,
against the C. K. Y. Film Corp. Miss
Young sued for about $35,000 due on
a contract by which she alleged she
was to receive $35,000 for each picture made. The defendant in its answer asked an injunction, restraining Miss Young from appearing
with any other producer. The courts
recently decided that the injunction
application was properly made in the

Putting

It Over

FRANK

Here it how a brother exhibitor put hit thow over.
Send
along your ideas. Let the other
up.
fellow
know how you cleaned

Wm.

Fox Pacific Coast Studios

=

Current
"Sadie"
Now Releaie
under production
"A

Salt Lake City, Utah.— George
Mayne, manager of the American,
had his entire city looking up, instead of forward, to his presentation
of "Sahara," and as a result the
American achieved its most successful engagement in all its five years
answer ami the settlement of the liti- existence,
gation follows this decision.
When three big airplanes arrived
in Salt Lake City for some flight
Pioneer Sales
tests for the Western Aircraft Corp.,
Mayne outlined a scheme that would
Pioneer Film has sold "Sins of the profit both the aviation manoeuvres
Children" in Louisiana and Missis- and the American. He obtained permission to have the airmen bomb
sippi to Saenger Amusement EnterSalt Lake City with advertising matprises of New Orleans.
ter on "Sahara" and 100 tickets for
"The Girl from Nowhere" sold to free admission to the American.
Apex Feature Film Corp. of PittsBesides the advertising he reburgh for western Pennsylvania and
ceived from the aerial exploitation itWest Virginia.
self, Salt Lake City papers gave the
American and the presentation of
"Sahara" reams of free space, one of
Working on "Confession"
commenting editorially on the
Hollywood, Calif.— Henry B. Wal- them
resourcefulness of a real showman.
thall is with Director Bertram
Bracken at Lake Tahoe, making exChicago. — To establish his theater
teriors for "The Confession." At as a community centre, manager W.
C.
Lamoreau, of the Chateau, one
the studio here, "Issy" Bernstein is
wondering where to get the 20 lions of the Ascher houses, has inaugunecessary in the production, but says
rated an art display of handiwork
he will have them.
from the various institutes and the
National is making the production Camp Grant hospital. The scheme
for Pioneer release.
is meeting with great success.
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Supplies and Equipmnet
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MAZDA

Speer

LAMPS

Carbons

CHARLES F. CAMPBELL
AL6hHJ«N.S?°N 14 W.31stSt,N.Y.

TITLES
! REFINED
! APPROPRIATE

LETTERING
ILLUSTRATING

ERNEST STERN
145 W. 45'JST.

THE
Must

BEST
PICTURE
make
money

to
have

a perfect
iterative

developed

REX LABORATORY (INC.)
bos developed
HarryandKeeper'!
negative*. Ask him
thee phone
Tremont
11)05 (or full particular*.

PLAY? OF TNE .STAGE V/O
WAR RELEE SERIES AT A!
UNIVERSAL— JEWEL

EXCMANGE

This Sqhqs Stands Out Unique in tho AnnaL of tJiq
Onoma Apt as tho Gpoatost accomplishment in the
QtTtfp© hfctopy of tho Industry. Tho. fbromost Steps

of tho Spooking Stago, including mopo than fifty famous

Actor? and Actresses appoap in this- great sariQ9. ComplatQ
data may be obtained at any Universal — Jewel Exchange .
Unfvaps-ai— JqwgI, 1600 Broadway— NqwYopIc. s<fs<rsif
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tMA
Coast Brevities
(S fecial to W ID'S DAILY)
Hollywood, Calif. — Upon her arrival on the coast, from the East,
Violet Heming will start work on
playthe production "Everywoman,"
ing the name part, under direction of
George H. Melford, at the Lasky
studios.

ceed to write an original play for his
brother, Cecil B. DeMille, to be presented with an all-star cast and enti"Why Change
Your
This tled
variation
in plans
was Wife?"
made

DAILY

"Wonderfully

After

PRlfMA
The sign of a
masterpiece in color

Metropolitan

Y'OUR
patrons
be
interested
to knowwill
by how
a girl, the moon and a onepiece bathing suit won a
millionaire — the answer told

"Enthusiastic expressions of approval from
patrons extremely gratifying .... certainly
should offer exhibitors the greatest opportunity of their theatrical careers."
LUBLINER & TRINZ,
Pantheon, Chicago.
PRIZMA, photographed in Nature's colors —
fundamentally a prestige builder — consistently
a box office stabilizer.
Distributed by WORLD

The World's Greatest
Pictorial News
Service
Always first on the screen

EVERY

TUESDAY

Gaumont
Graphic
EVERY

A Lois Weber Production
ROMANCE"

PICTURES

"Far more interesting and impressive than the
feature film." — New York Globe.

Anita S tewart
MIDNIGHT

entertaining."
-Philadelphia Press

necessary by the fact that Miss Clayton missed her boat from Japan
which holds up work temporarily on
her picture. She will be directed by
Robert G. Vignola, but her first vehicle is not yet decided on definitely.

Vivian Martin will start work shortNegotiations are on between Annette Kellerman and the Catalina
ly on the production entitled "His
Official Fiancee," under direction of Island Submarine Pictures Corp.,
Robert G. Vignola at the Lasky
with the possibility that she may beStudios.
come the star of one of their productions.
Al Jennings has accepted a new
contract with the Capitol Film Co.
to star in a series of 26 two-reel productions,, the whole being a complete history of his life as a bandit.
(Continued from Page 1)
Neal Hart has signed a contract with
July 1, when
prohibition
the same company for 24 pictures. Tuesday,
becomes effective.
Production of his first release, "A
The negative of the production
Border Knight," starts this week.
reached New York yesterday when
John E. Powers, sent out from Henry Butterfield arrived with VanIndianapolis as studio manager of gie Valentine. The print will, it is
day.
reach here next Monthe Capitol Film Co., arrived in Hol- understood,
lywood several days ago and will
If the Metropolitan can be secured
take up his new duties at once.
it is likely that a monster parade will
Peggy May will soon be starred by be arranged to terminate at the Metropolitan. A parade protesting
the Haworth Film Company in "The
the coming prohibition was
Tinsel Crown," under direction of against
recently held in Washington. Harry
Lloyd Ingraham.
says if the parade is arranged, here
It has been decided that instead of there will be 100,000 persons in it.
directing Ethel Clayton as at first
planned, in her first picture under
Madison, Wis. — Harry Bryan, Ornew contract with Famous Players- pheum, preparing plans for remodelLasky, William C. DeMille will proing theater.
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'The
absurdity
expecting three
an
bchibitor
to book of
attractions
ponths in advance is apparent when
Ine considers the competitive angle
vith which every exhibitor constantto contend.
Possibly
in his
kwn "iasjudgment
he may
feel that
he
las the best line or attractions the
>pcn market affords.
"But what about competition?
"The
devotee
of far-in-advance
[poking has deposited
his money.
le has his pictures and their respec|ve dates slated for three months
advance.
But when playing date
rives, in the( event a rival exhibir has arranged for a production of
ceptional
merit the fellow who
elve weeks before "booked himself
lid" is absolutely powerless to oblin a production capable of making
', showing
against his competitor's
pcceptional attraction — without paycancellation fee or practicing
be costly art of "slielving."
The advance contract arrangement makes no allowance for competion. It has only one chance of
■eing both practical and profitable.
Bid this is in the event that there is
lit one motion picture theatre in
(Continued on page 10)

FOREIGN MARKET!
Adolphe Osso
Room 809
1457 Broadway
Phone Bryant 6325
will bay

Your

Foreign

"Secret Service" as a Picture Does Credit to Famous Play
Robert Warwick in

Up

(Continued from Page 1)
pen boking.
Now
they have it.
Now what do they want?"
[ B. S. Moss of .the Moss chain of
Beaters, and of Famous
Players|.ask\. identified with the theater
nd of the business, said that exhibits would undoubtedly
be aide to
vork out their own problems.
Marcus I. new was in St. Louis and
:ould not be reached for a statement.
Joe Plunkett of the Strand wanted
[o know what was the idea. "Don't
Cramlall want to see his p'ctures behe boks
them?"
he asked.
lo. fore
The
further
ahead
we can "We
see
Tiem the better we will all be off.
I ies us more time to arrange our
■ploitation, our tableaux, music and
Krything. I can paraphrase Davy
frockett: 'Be sure you know what
ou've got and then go ahead.' It's
ctter to see program pictures as far
head as possible. It gives you a
hance to do something with them,
:istt ad ot having only a few days
eeway."
Williams' Ideas
J. D. Williams of First National
Exhibitors Circuit, said:
"Mr. Crandall's statement in Wedlcsday's issue of Wid's Daily on the
Itter fallacy of booking attractions
hree months in advance is a fact
rom an exhibitor standpoint that
ihould have the earnest study and
prious consideration of every disributor who is planning his policy of
listribution for next season.

Rights

"Secret Service"
Paramount-Artcraft

Special

DIRECTOR
Hugh Ford
AUTHOR
William
Gillette
SCENARIO BY
Beulah Marie Dix
CAMERAMAN
William Marshall
AS A WHOLE
Exceptionally well handled Civil
War drama; in production, story and acting
it
has everything that a picture of this kind
needs.
STORY

Adaptation of William Gillette's famous
stage success.
DIRECTION
Works
up to suspense-creating
situations in fine style and always keeps the
scenes in the atmosphere of Civil War days.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Many of them distinctly artistic
CAMERA WORK
Close-ups used with discrimination; dissolves and double exposures skilfully handled.
STAR
A regular soldier hero; looks and acts the
part and scores points without over-acting.
SUPPORT
Wanda
Hawley
makes
a decidedly
attractive southern girl; Theodore Roberts,
Raymond Hatton and Irving Cummings have
conspicuous places in finely balanced cast.
EXTERIORS
Evidently were selected with great
care; frequently furnished beautiful backgrounds.
INTERIORS
Have
variety and appear genuine
DETAIL
Small mistakes
in costumes
and settings,
avoidedsuch
here.as often mar "period" plays are
CHARACTER
LENGTH

OF STORY
Heart interest and dramatic intensity well combined.
OF PRODUCTION
5,697 feet

AT

the time that William Gillette wrote "Secret
Service" there was no such thing as photoplay
technique, but it so happens that his Civil War drama,
now more than twenty years old, makes a nearly ideal
basis for a motion picture, at once physically and emotionally stirring and permeated with the charm of the
Southland during the days of inevitable defeat.
There was a time, some five years ago, when about
every company with a supply of uniforms and guns,
turned out Civil War dramas at frequent intervals.
They were overdone and not very well done. Today,
a story of the type returns as something of a novelty,
and "Secret Service" is so decidedly well handled in

all respects thai it should enjoy a success commensurate witli thai registered by its stage parent.
Considering the essential points in a photoplay
story, production and acting this scores through a
happy blending of the three. In the lirst place thenare oppoi'l unities for genuine emotional and dramatic
Conflict in the meeting of Robert Warwick as the
northern spy and Wanda
Hawley
as the loyal south
erner, in the struggle of the Union officer torn between
love and duty; in his efforts to carry out the mission
on which lie has been sent, and in the courage with
Which lie faces a Bring squad when the game is up.
With each situation well established, the picture realizes a high degree of excitement and suspense at
three points. The lirst of these is reached when Irving
Cummings, as the Confederate secret service man, lays
a trap for Robert, who is forced to shoot his own
brother, or betray himself. The bullet intended to
inflict a slight wound in the brother's leg, enters his
heart, and the spy, still forced to assume the part,
continues the pretense that he is a southern soldier
performing his duty.
Again, the story carries a thrill when Robert, on
the verge of telegraphing a message that is expected
to mean the downfall of Richmond, is caught by Cummings and shot through the hand as he is clicking off
the code. Even here lie does not lose his nerve. He
almost succeeds in turning the tables on the secret
service man before his guilt is established.
But best of all is a climax maintaining suspense at
a gripping tension. Robert stands in front of the firing among the soldiers about to shoot the northern spy.
Union tropps breaks over Richmond, one of them bursting among the silders about to shoot the northern spy.
In the presentation of this war drama, Director
Ford has excelled himself. The quaint charm of the
old Virginia city is delightfully pictured, contrasting
with the squalid filth of the famous Libby prison.
Lightings are soft and atmospheric and ensemble
scenes, such as those at the bazaar for the benefit of
the Confederate soldiers, are like an animated painting of an appealing tragic epoch of American history.
The director's handling of the capture of Richmond,
the shells crashing through houses and the panicstricken population in flight, shows technical skill of
a high order.
Robert Warwick portrays the role of the spy with
dignity, reserve and emotional force. He makes one
believe in his heroism and his love for Wanda, radiantly pretty in the costume of a southern girl of the
sixties. Theodore Roberts assumes a convincing bearin gas a Confederate general, whereas Irving Cummings, Raymond Hatton and others in a large cast add
materially to the production.

Go After New Business on this One.

It's Easy to Advertise

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This will come to you as a Paramount-Artcraft
special and it warrants playing as such, meaning an
exploitation campaign that will reach out after new
business. Make it plain that you have something
more than a routine release. Perhaps you are getting
tired of being urged to experiment with runs of two
or three days, but when you are showing a picture of
this class, I can't see why the longer booking policy
isn't good business.
The title "Secret Service" is enough to attract patronage in itself. Couple the name of the picture with
William Gillette as the author, Robert Warwick as the
star and Hugh Ford as the director and you have an
excellent combination from an advertising angle. It
ought to be a comparatively easy matter to get additional newspaper space, in reviving interesting data
about the play, the author, or the star.

"Secret Service" was first staged in New York in
October, 1898, with William Gillette in the principal
character. Providing it ever reached your town, either
through the medium of a traveling company or stock,
refer to the performance and make some fuss about
its being the most successful of all Civil War dramas.
You should be able to draw patronage from theatergoers who like to see their old favorites in new form.
Outside of the conventional newspaper notices, you
may be able to land additional sketches of Robert Warwick on the strength of his war service. He was a
Plattsburg graduate, commissioned a captain and sent
overseas where he served many months. Now he is
a major in the Reserve. Show pictures of Warwick
as an officer in the Civil War and in the uniform of the
present army.
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How Was the Invisible Face Created?
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Stirring 'Em Up
(Continued from page 9)
city. Otherwise it is an arbitrary illusion.
"The exhibitor with a mind so well
everybalanced, with an opinion oncould
be
thing about which a story
written, so unbiased; with his ideas
comedy
of humor, pathos, drama,
and life in general so applicable to
would MAKE pictures ineveryone
stead ,of booking them.
"If the exhibitors of America were
and
a set of expert fortune tellers the
could look three months ahead, as
But
.
system might have, a chance
nor
they are neither soothsayers
the majority of
prophets, and asfaith
crystal
in the
them have little
glass, it's entirely out of their line.
a picture'
judge
to
"It is impossible
in terms of anything except public
the
opinion. Few exhibitors know
ey," the Mable
history of "Mick
nation
Normand picture that set a
to singing and talking her praise
to all
fact
known
But it is a well
that every disNew York film menManha
Island
ttan
tributing house on
the
turned down "Mickey" on
that "the people wouldn t
grounds
like it "
was
"And yet when "Mickey" martaken out on the States* Rights
opinpublic
of
test
the
when
and
ket
ion was applied, theaters throughout
the country broke box office records.
"Mickey" is going into film history
that opinas a seven-reel example
ions of film authorities are not worth
a war tax on a gallery seat unless
these opinions are BACKtU by
public opinion.
"Members of First National Exhibitors' Circuit failed to approve
"Tarzan of the Apes'' when it first
was shown for their endorsement.
And yet it was taken out for a few
weks, independently, and was put
across with wonderful success.
When First National bought it, twice
the original price was paid.
"The Unpardonable Sin" is another example of the 'ten-to-one' shot
opinions of 'film experts.' It was
considered by some distributors to
have too much war atmosphere.
Several members of First National
who are good judges of screen values expressed this opinion. Still, the
public turned it into a record breaker.
"The foregoing shows how helpless
one exhibitor would be if he were
called upon to go on record as knowing just what pictures his public
would like three months after the
booking date.
"I think Mr. Crandall reflects the
opinion of every exhibitor who has
given serious consideration to the
policies and systems that several dis
tributing factions are announcing
for next season.
"The average exhibitor depends to
a great extent upon the results that
early run houses have with productions for a fair estimation of the
value of new releases. His decision
to book or not to book any given
attraction is made upon the inform
ation he obtains in this way.
"I do not believe there will be any
appreciable change in this practice
during the season to come.
"What is most interesting is the
(Continued on page 11)
each

-and read of the results
a one inch ad used regularly
brought to an advertiser in Wid's Daily.

Kraus Manufacturing Co.
ART

PUBLISHERS

220 WEST 42ND STREET

New York, June 18, 1919.

Wid's Daily,
71-73 'Jest 44th Street,
City.
Attention

of Advertising

Hgr.

Dear Sir:
We have been publishing a one inch announcement
daily in your paper for the past six months, with the idea
of getting a line on your circulation, and we have no hesitancy in stating that we are gratified with the results obtained, as we have heard from people who are interested in
every branch of the moving picture industry, covering the
wide area of producer, actor, exchange, and exporter.
We are sure that in time this little publication
will grow to enormous proportions, as it is filling a long
felt want in this growing end prosperous industry.
Yours very truly,

HK

EEAUS 1.LA1RJFACTURIHG CO.

IT'S RESULTS

THAT

1*$—-

COUNT
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Boycott Famous
(Continued from page 1)

Stirring
'Em Up
i «. ontinui d from pag< 10)

revelation
that is bound
t;j
il the particular brand of diplomatic procedure toward an obvious
goal tl
so comph telj caWhen Adolph Zukor, president of
mouflaged
the 'new' system
of
uee. i andby book
'anions
Players-Laskj
\\aasked
'em months
in
lonccrning the cable m
fendon, thai motion picture exhibi"Tlie only reasonably safe class ol
ts of ( ;r«.a i Britain were contem- produi
an exhibitor
can
k \ vr\ fai in a<U a nee is the star
ilating a cabal against the films proin which is featured a star who
•id distributed by the corportion, he said:
has
a previously-determiin
box office value
"Tn view of the ai
my rc- generally-recognized
director who
ort of any kind from our London
list of SUCCI SSeS to his credit
anil
ifi'icc we cannot take the report of
to the satishis alleged boycott seriously. How- who has demonstrated
vcr, the fact of the matter is that
of exhibitors that he has the
oon after the organization of the ability to maintain
a consistently
degree of quality in
anions Players Lask)
British Proleases.
Even
thesi
two sources
Ltd. by Major David Davii
[. !'., well known coal land owner; of attractions are not positive guaranties nf sj\ hig successe out ol
[ajor Norman
Holden,
Alexander
Tsbet, W. J. Burdon Evans. Albert every half dozen productions booked
irst. the
woolen
manufacturer; in advance on a series contract.
. W. Kerley, Thomas Wrigley, However, the star and director are
tanker, J. H. Kippax, J. G. Thomp- the only really definite standards of
on, Geore Isaac and Abraham Col- value that the exhibitor has to judge
by.
' is,
who progressive
are among financiers
the strongest
d most
and
"In hooking a star series or a serpitalists in United Kingdom, the
ies of productions by one director,
lame gentlemen organized a cor- the exhibitor's greatest advantage
loration known as Picture Play and protection is what practically
louses. Ltd., with a capitalization amounts to a certainty that the maif £1,000,000, to build and operate
jority of the productions so hooked
Irge motion picture theaters in will be successes.
treat Britain. Our participation in
"There still seems to be a great
his new corporation is only to the deal of confused interpretation by
Xtcnt of assuring to it a consistent many distributors who should have a
upply of motion pictures, including clear and definite understanding of
loth those produced by us in the the subject, of the exact difference
fnited States and those produced by between open booking, star series
in England with British artists, bookings, and single-picture booking.
thors and directors."
"During the next season, First National will release from 30 to 35 big
special feature attractions. These
will come from known sources of
iBAR AMERICAN
FILMS"
CRY ENGLISH MAKERS
production. They will he made by
directors, stars and producers who
A copyrighted cable to the New have
demonstrated that they are
fork World
yesterday
from
Loncapable of putting exceptional qual!on. under this caption, said:
ity into their work.
J War to the knife has been declared
"Hence, for this reason, we feel'
me British film interests against
quite
certain that not less than five
American
films, and if they have
out of every unit of six productions
Beir way British audiences no long- in this total will be far beyond the
T will be acquainted
with Charlie ordinary. By this arrangement we are
haplin, Mary
Pickford,
or other infinitely more safe than we would
.merican screen stars.
be if we were to depend for these 30
While these British film concerns or 35 productions upon a theoretical
ant to exclude American products, 200 subjects which might be screened
bey have yet to hear from their for our approval and purchase during
ublic, which for four years has had the coming season.
ft per cent, of the American in their
"The star series plan is the only
lovie diet and which
in most in- reasonably safe basis for advance
tances regards
the home
product bookings by exhibitors. This may
ith apathy
because
it lacks the have its hazards but there will never
inch of the American films.
be any other method or system in
One of the ironies of the situation the motion picture business that will
that American
experts are being offer so few risks, or that will bring
lported to perfect the British man- so few disappointments so long as
acture so that American films can the stars1 whose productions are involved continue to have a following
: barred.
What
is realb' at the
pttom
the that
agitation
is the
well- among patrons in any community."
oundedof fear
America
is about
absorb
the British film produc.
on.
The
World
correspondent
arned today that plans are being
nsidered by an American company
erect one of the biggest cinemas
the world in London.
Some prolcers here are against any film war,
Sing that the barring of American
"If yon don't find oat your fault*
!ms will close hundreds of theaters,
and mistakes, your customers will"—
cause the British cannot produce "Old
Doc" Remy, Goldwyn Manager
at Dallas.
ugh films to supply them.
have bi en arranged in Lonbn and the largest provincial cities,

future

"FIT

TO

WIN"

The picture often condemned without
being seen and as often endorsed once it
has been viewed.
The picture that has been submitted
to the acid test of organized and individual abuse and

VINDICATED
Distributed by"

PUBLIC HEALTH
1493 Broadway

New

Suite 211

MANUFACTURED

FILMS
York

WEATHER!

The magic of the producer builds cities,
and ships, collects, drills and equips armies,
reproduces, in fact, the story of all ages.
But all his costly preparations are at the
mercy of the weather, outdoors, his needs
must wait for good weather, hut indoors, — in
the studio,
laboratory, — he can manufacture his in
owntheweather.
Carrier Air Conditioning Apparatus, installed in the linest plants in this country, is
making "Every
daykind
a good
day" by
facturing the right
of weather
for manuevery
requirement in the production of motion pictures, from the celluloid film base to the
finished positive. Regardless of outside variations. Carrier Apparatus keeps the interior of any building at
,iii.\ temperature and humidity desired, doing it efficiently and
entirely automal Ically.
If weather, summer oi winter, affects the production
of your
pietun s you owe
it to yourself
to investigate
Manufactured
Wen tlier today.
Bulletin loo-\v is yours for the asking.

Write right now

Carrier Fnqineerinq Corporation
39 Cortlandt Street, New York, N. Y.
Boston

Buffalo

Philadelphia

Chicago

Albert E. Smith

1 William Duncan
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Bolt Convention

United
Artists — Managers
Are
Named for Several — Canadian
Exchange

New York Delegation Out — Refuses
to Accept One Vote in Body —
Other Happenings
(Stall

United Artists' yesterday antheirA,ownC.
exchange nouncedinthe openingCanada ofwith
Herman in charge, headquarters to
'be in Toronto. The first Fairbanks
will be released in Canada at the
same time that it is relased here,
about Sept. 1.
Hiram Abrams said yesterday that
the plan of distribution
in Canada
(Continued on Page 4)
Stock Not Affected
Famous Players-Lasky stock was
not affected on the New York Exchange yesterday by the reports of
the possible boycott of English and
Irish exhibitors. The stock closed
only a half point under the opening.

4 New Independents
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Dover, Del. — The following incorporations have been filed here by the
usual representatives of the Corporation Trust Co., of New York:
This is the Grand Central Terminal
Mitchell Lewis Productions, Inc.,
Tomorrow at 9:40 the 20th Century
Limited will arrive here, bearing
motion pictures of all kinds, $100,000.
the print of
Niles Welch Productions, Inc.,
"When 'Bear-Cat' Went Dry"
Advt.«
moving picture business, $100,000.
Seena Owen Productions, Inc.,
That
Chicago
Deal
$100,000.
Anna Q. Nilson Productions, Inc.,
(Staff Correspondent)
motion pictures, etc., $100,000.
Paid for Fairbanks
FeaSt.
Louis. — Chicago
exhibitors Reported
ture by Capitol,
here say the proposes combination
Mitchell Lewis has been working
with Select.
Niles Welch.
Seena of big chains in Chicago is off for I Broadway filmites were discussing
the present, although admitting that I
at length yesterday the terms of the
(Continued on Page 4)
at one time it was a possibility.
contract reported in effect between
Local interests possibly involved the United Artists and the new Capirefuse to discuss the matter, but it is
No. 131
tol theater for the first Fairbanks
hinted that the matter is not settled.
United production.
It is said that the price paid was a
By Jack Alicoate
record for Broadway film houses —
HPHE constantly growing feelFound by Tourneur Connie a Head- $7,000 a week, with a 50 per cent
interest in the gross over $35,000.
liner for Realart-Kane
■*■ ing by those space buyers
Whether the film is to run longer
of the industry who are in a
Connie Binney, who was discov- 1than "in. week was debatable.
position to weigh and deterered for the screen by Maurice Tour- j Win n an effort was made to verify
mine results is that "WID'S
■nres mentioned
neither
the
neur,
and one
whose
workbigin hits
"39 of
East"
has been
of the
the j
DAILY" is not only an efficient
theater management nor the
theatrical season, has been signed by |Capitol
advertising buy from the point
United
Artists
would
discuss
the
Arthur S. Kane to be a star for,
of economy but is all sufficient
Realart Pictures. The contract, it is, matter.
in itself to put over any propoSaid Paid Lazarus of Unil
understood,
runs for several yeas.]
sition no matter how large.
Connie Binney has only appeared}
or contract is noFurther illustration of this fact
in three pictures. Her work in Touris furnished by Harry Reichenbusiness."
neur's "Sporting Life" attracted jbodys
bach in his recent result proIt is said that the largest business
much attention, and wlien Kane de- jever
ducing campaigns for Macaudone in a week in a Broadway
cided on Realart one of the first
i ley Photoplays in which he
he picked for something big was j h6use was $25,000 gross. But the
used "WID'S DAILY" almost
Capitol with its seating capacity of
exclusively. Ask him — He
Connie. After "Sporting Life" she
knows.
was cast for leads with John Barry- approximately 5,000 is much larger
(Continued on Page 5)
than any of the present house-.

Record Price

Little Ad Talks

Binney a Star

Correspondence)

St. Louis. Mo. — Despite that there
is every indication that the M. P.
I-. A. is trying to seriously accomplish something in the way of exhibitor co-operation here, New York
exhibitors are out of the proceedings.
And they will probably stay out unless something happens today to get
them back.
During yesterday's session Samuel
I. Berman, structions
acting
directstate
infrom the under
New York
body, withdrew from further participation in the convention, claiming
that the present method of representation was not fair to the State of
New York, which has 15 per cent
of the exhibitors and but one vote at
the convention. Berman and A. C.
Hayman of Buffalo, also representing New York, presented a plan of
representation based on the Congressional idea, giving New York 43
delegates, claiming this is the only
fair method. This was not adopted,
and Berman arose and dramatically
said: "Gentlemen, I am forced to
withdraw from this convention on
behalf of the New York body, as I
am here committed to a definite mission, and under the existing circumstances Ihave day
no alternative."
The whole
was devoted to
discussion of representation. Sam
Berman, Jake Wells, Schaefer. Rembusch, Herman Brown, Maurice
Choyinski of Chicago, Thomas Goldberg of Baltimore, and Sam Pollock
of Cleveland, taking a principal part
in the discussion. Many plans were
proposed.
None was finally adopted.
Presidential Candidates
Presidential candidates now in the
running arc Alfred S. Black of
Maine. Frank Rembusch and Herman Brown. Schaefer and Marcus
Loew refuse to run.
(Continued on Page 2)

Progressiveness
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch,
in a lengthy article, endorses
the "progressiveness" of Wid's
Daily in printing a special convention newspaper "on the

grounds."
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Bolt Convention

Big Crowd
Over 400 delegates had arrived by
Wednesday night, and more were
Regular Convention Stuff
reported coming. It promises to
have
a banner convention attendance.
There was a regular old time political convention move pulled here on
Kiel's Address .
the opening day. Many of the deleMayor Kiel of St. Louis, made a
gates hit the air for fair when President Schaefer insisted on discussing big hit with the crowd in his address
the co-operative insurance question of welcome. He extolled the value
in executive session. There was all of the motion picture and the induskinds of a row. A dozen tried to
try as a whole. He impressively
tell him at one time where he was dwelt on the splendid work of the inwrong. Everybody wanted the floor.
dustry during the war, and the imFinally Schaefer was downed on his try.
portant part played during the tiidea and the insurance matter
tanic struggle by the picture induscame up as planned, on the steamer
while cruising yesterday.
Schaefer Refuses to Run Again
Why the Steamer?
Peter J. Schaefer refuses to conEverybody is thanking the Lord
sider the presidency again. He says
that the committee in charge figured
is agoing
abroad.
There's
reaout that boat trip Thursday. It dis- he son—
beautiful
woman.
Mrs. a Clara
posed of the heat problem — and it
'tis
whispered,
is
to
behas been some problem — and gave a Arnold,come who,
Mrs. Peter J. next month. She
nice trip as well. This is some burg has put her foot — small and dainty
for a summer convention.
as it is — down on any presidency
stuff for Peter J. She will play presiWants Larger Representation
dent in that family for a while — and
Sam Berman, of New York, has
asked •the Executive Committee to then that foreign trip — well, Peter J.
give Xew York a larger representa- just can't run, that's all.
tion.
Sentiment for Newman
A Chicago Idea
Frank Newman, of Kansas City,
Peter J. Schaefer is a member of is being touted as the real name to
the exhibiting firm of Jones, Linick play straight across the board for
and Schaefer, but that doesn't pre- the presidency. Newman is the inside tip. But friends of Marcus
vent "Bill" Sweeny and his Chicago
associates from refusing to come to Loew, to say nothing of the Hoothe convention on the grounds that sier's behind Frank Rembusch, say
Schaefer is an exchangeman and not there may be a surprise coming when
an exhibitor.
the ballots are cast tomorrow.

examples

(Continued from page 1)
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OPEN

YOUR

EYES

Warner's new production will have
its initial opening on Broadway at
the Central
Theatre.
The
lobby
display
which
we
made
is an
exact
duplicate
now
showing
at
the Shubert in Boston it will
"Open
your Eyes"
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

On

the bill boards all

over town, see our
Posters for Olive
Thomas in "Upstairs
and Down" — also for
Charles Chaplin in

RITCHEY

LITUO.
CORP,
406 W.31itSt.,N.Y.
Sunnyside."Phone Chelsea 8388

Lowe Picks Site
Marcus Loew thinks this convenj
tion stuff is alright, but he has othea
things to do. So between meals he
found time to close a deal which involves a paltry million and a halfii
and secured a site said to be ideal
on which he plans to erect "the most
beautiful picture house in this counLobby Discussion
Kraus may make a fine lobby dis-jj
play, but he could get tips enough):
(Continued on Page 3)

And the wake that followed the funeral of Prune Programs!
First Xafional invited everybody tn tin feed.

try."

These cartoons especially prepared for the St. Louis Convention issues of Wid's.
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Bolt Convention
(Continued from Page 2)
from this lobby gathering to do most
anything. Say, they have been rebuilding and revising the "lilluin"
Lusiness since Tuesday. You can
pick up most anything you want.
All that is needed is the Town Purhp
from the Astor, "Nick's" genial face
while he alibi's poor service, or that
million dollar rug from the Alexandria, at Los, to cover the industry!
What are they talking about? Say,
what aren't they talking about?
First there's the "open Sooking" subject. It's been threshed out by the'
yard, and is still being handled as a
pet subject. What Harry Crandall
said made them figure things out a
bit, but that was only one angle. You
can pick up a dozen others and never
hit the same one twice.
Paramount's Theaters
Then there is the subject of Paramount buying, building, or otherwise
securing theaters. To hear the gossip what theaters Paramount hasn't
bought, isn't trying to buy, or hasn't
leased — well, they aren't worth having. They (and this means the lobby crowd) have Paramount buying
or building everywhere.
Paramount on Coast
They
say — and this conies from
Coast exhibitors — that Paramount is
after houses
or will build in ■ San
Francisco, Seattle, and Oakland.
Also Here
St. Louis folk are saying that Paramount intends building here if the
right kind of a deal cannot be made
to secure one of the larger houses.
Another Angle
And while the St. Louis crowd is
talking of what Paramount intends
doing here it is understood that St.
Louis capital will put up a 3,000 seat
house in Seattle, to be built immediately.
(Continued on Page 5)

The St. Louis Convention
(By direct wireless communication from Convention Hall
to the Hunting
Room of
the Hotel Astor.)
By JOE F. LEE
that all the film companies are using songs, a
prominent New York exhibitor suggested this title —
"BRING BACK
THOSE
WONDERFUL DAYS," dedicated to the General Film Co.,
but someone said that it was
not polite to speak of the
DEAD.
Now

As discussions and arguments seemed to be in order,
now that we KNOW that the
champion prize fight pictures
were the first offered on the
open market and that PINNY
CRAFT was the COLUMBUS
of the open market producers,
offering a feature called
"PAWNEE
BILLS FAR
EAST" and BUFFALO BILL
BILL'S FAR WEST" way
back
year of "Stein"
and
that in
thetheindividual
or series
bookings ceased to have preferred locations in the trade
journalsWAS
any THE
longer,
let's TO
see
WHO
FIRST
START THE SONG IDEA?
ANITA STEWART published
a song October 19, 1918, and
it was registered at Washington, D. C. Space Grabbers —
WORK FAST. Line Forms
to the Right.
A producer is offering a production to the trade called
"SOMEONE MUST PAY."
Everyone can guess WHO
PAYS. Yes, John, you're
right, once again the exhibitor
will
do that little thing. HE'LL
SETTLE.
To XSennett
Y Z. never
You'reconceived
wrong.
Mack
the idea of the Keystone cops
after a visit to St. Louis.
TO BE OR NOT TO BE—
That's the question. Individual
or series bookings.
This message was picked up
at random. Said one film salesman to another: "Are you going to Toledo to see the Willard-Dempsey fight?" ."No,"
replied
the to
other,,
"I am of
going
to
Toledo
see Jones
the
Blank Film Co. fight Smith of
the Orpheum theater in Toledo
for a HIGH RENTAL." Some
Battle!

Boxing has come into its own again.
Yass — but you ought to see young
Jim Corbett in "The Midnight Man"
— the best that ever was is back
again.

Anxious exhibitor at St.
Louis: "Yes, the WILLARDDEMPSEY fight pictures will
contain plenty of PUNCH.
In all probability you might
ADVERTISE to your PATRONS that you may have a
KNOCKOUT feature coming."

Selective Booking — 3
IN Selective Booking, Specialized
Production, Go-operative Advertising and Dependable Supply, the
four big points of the new production
and releasing plan of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation for the year
beginning September 1st, 1919, one of
the most important is
COOPERATIVE ADVERTISING
There will be exploitation men
in every exchange. They will be at
the call of any exhibitor whether his
be a theater seating 300 or 3,000 and
there will be no charge for their
services.
The exploitation man will go on
the ground, familiarize himself with
the problems of the exhibitor and stay
with him until those problems are
solved.
An extensive newspaper advertising campaign in co-operation with
the exhibitor will be put back of each
production. Every picture will be
exploited as intensively as if it were
the only picture of the year.
The largest and most efficient
exploitation department in the world
has been organized to aid each exhibitor to gain the maximum profit
from Paramount-Artcraft Pictures.
A corps of experts will prepare exploitation material only after the
picture has been completed and
viewed.
The powerful national advertising, to be continued and expanded has
led the public to patronize and to
bring prosperity to those theaters that
show Paramount-Artcraft Pictures.
To-morrow the fourth point,
Dependable Supply, will be discussed.

Ford Going Abroad
Hugh Ford has started work on
the Coast on "In Mizzoura," his final
Western Lasky production, starring
Robert Warwick. Following the
completion of this picture he will
leave for England to direct a special feature under Lasky's new European plan. He will take with him
his assistant, Joseph Boyle, and his
cameraman, William Marshall.

17 Offices

BM3

(Continued from page 1)
would be the same as in the United
States.
Announcement was also made that
as a beginning, United would open
17 "Distributing Depots.' Cresson
E. Smith will be in charge of Chicago, Walter S. Rand of Los Angeles, Louis W. Thompson in Seattle,
Harry D. Buckley in Kansas City,
and more appointments will be made
within the next 10 days.

The announcement that the Big
New State Right Company
Four would open their own exchange
Film Specials, a new state right
the rumors in circompany with offices at 126 W. 46th in Canada culationsettled
for some time past as to
St., will release a series of re-issues which of the existing chains or exon the state right plan. Their first
changes might secure the bookings.
offering is Tom Moore in "Brown
of Harvard." The production has
been retitled and new paper issued.
(Continued from page 1)
Owen and Anna Q. Nillson have been
Latz With Realart ,
working in Famous Players and Ince
Rcalart Pictures has appointed productions.
Bert R. Latz manager of its Denver
At Famous Players it was stated
exchange. For the past few days that no information was on hand
Latz has been in consultation with
relative to the plans of the independArthur S. Kane, but he has left New
ent companies the stars of which had
York to assume his new duties in from time to time appeared in their
the West.
On his way to Denver he spent productions.
yesterday in St. Louis with J. S.
Woody, General Sales Manager.
Latz has many friends among exhiOfficial announcement was forthbitors in Denver territory who will
coming yesterday that the Lewis
welcome his return there. His temStone
production
Desire"
porary headquarters will be at the would be released "Man's
by Robertson
Albany Hotel.
Cole.
This
was
noted
in
Wid's
Latz was formerly with Universal. Daily several days ago.

4 New Independents

Stone's Release

DAILY
Combine Reported
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Interesting Views

Of Famous Players and Goldwyn — Of American Film Men Just Ba
from Abroad Regarding Threat
Denials from Each
ened Boycott of Famous
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Some interesting views relative
Los Angeles — There is a very per- conditions abroad were given yest
sistent report being circulated here
that the newest big amalgamation in day by American film men recent
back from the other side.
the motion picture industry will conThese
were
particularly
woi
cern among other companies, the
while in view of the boycott thre
Famous
Players-Lasky
Corp.
and
Goldwyn.
ened by English and Irish exhibitc|
of Famous
Players productions,
The extensive elaboration of pro- noted in yesterday's issue.
duction at the Lasky studio to provide for the new system of sales has from
An Wm.
effort A.to Brady,
secure president
a statcme'
given stimulance to the rumors that the National Asso., also just ba;
the Culver City plant of Goldwyn from abroad, proved futile.
Bra
will also before long, work in co- was working at a rehearsal all da;
operation with the Lasky plant.
Walter Hoff Seely, recently w
None of the Goldwyn officials are Robertson Cole, who is familiar
in California at the present time.
current happenings abroad,, sa
however:
"The action of the British exhi
When the report from Los Angeles was shown to officials at Famous tors in boycotting a brand of Amej
Players-Lasky a very emphatic de- can pictures because of the propos
nial of the report of the contem- American invasion of the theai
plated amalgamation of Paramount, field in the United Kingdom was
Artcraft and Goldwyn was made. be expected; not that they ha
Adolph Zukor declared the company threatened this course, for like t
had no plans whatever to bring
(Continued on Page 10)
about a further consolidation of producing interests. Every official of
Bothwell Browne Here
the company declared that the
When "Yankee Doodle in Bcrli
Famous Players-Lasky was on its
own for all time.
opens at the Broadway next wef!
Bothwell Browne, the hero of t
comedy,
will appear in perse
Samuel Goldwyn of Goldwyn Pic- Browne will
do a feature dance a
tures said: "The statement is made
will
be
aided
by the Sennctt bathi:
of the whole cloth. There is abso- beauties.
lutely nothing in it."

PIONEER STATE RIGHT
OFFERINGS

GRIFFITH SERVICE
D. W. GRIFFITH SERVICE has been established in New York City for the release of two
tremendous Griffith productions.

THE

BOOMERANG
with

Henry
"THE FALL OF BABYLON," a mighty spectacle,
alive with Love and Laughter, with Feasting and
Wine, with Romance and Madness, and with 7,500

THE

Alma Hanlon and Stuart Holmes
VIRTUOUS

with

For time and terms address D. W.

GRIFFITH

SINNERS

Wanda Hawley
THE

GIRL FROM
with

Cleo Madison

Both of these productions to be included in the
D. W. Griffith repertory season at the Geo. M. Cohan
Theatre, New York, with all the publicity resulting
from the Metropolitan showings.

SERVICE, Suite 401, Longacre Bldg., 1480 Broadway, New York City.
(Albert L. Grey, Gen. Mgr.)

CHILDREN

with

horses appearing in the great chariot scenes. Most
costly production ever made.
"THE MOTHER AND THE LAW," a tremendous
story wherein the tears that flow through a pas=
sionate battle with life are kissed away by faith
and love, with happiness triumphant.

B. Walthall

SINS OF THE

NOWHERE

and Wilfred

Lucas

SUSPICION
with

Grace Davidson

PIONEER
126 West

FILM CORPORATION

46th Street

New

York
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Bolt Convention
(Continued from Page 3)
To Produce Here
St. Louis is making
inducements
f producing companies to produce
re.
Kembusch and Black are leaving
Jay.

Slides to Finance Organization
Herman Brown presented a plan
• financing the National organi/.au, hooking up one advertising slide
ho run in each theater, the propds to go to the National body.
i says in Idaho city exhibitors
Kg in $12,000 a year to the State
dy through use of the slides.
uO-operative insurance was the big
•a yesterday. While sailing on the
nquil, and at times muddy Missispi, delegates to the convention
cussed the proposed co-operative
ia, returning only when it was
:essary to attend the open air permance of 'The Bohemian Girl" in
! civic auditorium which seats
000.
Dale J. Crittenberger was practily in charge of the proceedings
iterday. He is head of the Insur:e Bureau, and an old timer on
operative insurance. There is
:ry indication that the plan will be
: into effect by the organization.
Standing

Committees

Named

■"resident Schaefer yesterday
led the following standing comttecs:

Let Your Audience

SMILE,!
In Summer

jsi'A^

Credentials: Levy, Illinois; Chamberlin, Minnesota; Gueringer, Minnesota; Goldberg, Maryland; Horstniann, Massachusetts.
Finance and Ways and Means:
Loew, New York; Heller, Indiana;
Pasmezoglu, Mi>souri.
Good and Welfare: Berman, New
York; Uollc, Kentucky; Brophy,
Oklahoma.
Resolutions: Black, Maine; Bullock, Ohio; Rogers, Mississippi;
Chamberlain, North Dakota; Pasmezoglu, Missouri.
Legislative and Tax: Blunicnthal,
New Jersey; Black, Maine; Hayes,
North Dakota.
Insurance: This is a standing committee composed of the president,
secretary and treasurer.
Sergcant-at-Arms: Brown, Idaho.
Marcus Loew is to head the Finance Committee. This is significant.
He is expected to devise a way of
getting funds to run the organization
next year.
Universal in Talk, Too
Then some of the Western exhibitors point out that Paramount
isn't the only producer-distributor
building. They say Universal is
building a fine house in Salt Lake
City; that they have houses in Oakland and Long Beach, Calif., and
now it is reported in Wid's that they
will have their own house in Broadway, New York.
Big Doings at Forest Park
Maybe the crowd didn't just have
a party
Forest and
Park?
a sort
of
Coneyat Island,
whatIt'sbetween
the various childish forms of entertainment, hot "dogs" and the stuff
that made — well, St. Louis runs Milwaukee a close second on that stuff
— the gang got back to the Statler
late and lazy.
Rendering Service
Just to make sure that the local
newspapers
get the news
correct
Wid's news
Dailyof isthesupplying
all of them
with
convention.

Some Park.
of the Where
crowd did
didn't
get go?
to
Forest
they
S-sh! Don't tell, but there was a
prize fight scheduled near here,

"Better 'Ok"
TO

WOFkLD

FILM

Buy "Mickey" Tennessee
for Georgia, Alabama,

F. M. Sanford and L. C. McHenry,
who have been associated in various
film enterprises and road shows
throughout the mtddle west and
southern states for the past seven
Closing Session
years and the organizers of the
Saturday will be getaway day. Of- Southwestern Film Corp. of Dallas,
ficers are to be elected, general have disposed of their interests in
busihess closed and the selection for that concern and established; offices
next year's convention city. In the at 126 W. 46th St., where they are
evening a big ball in the Arcadia.
arranging for a number of feature
productions to exploit as road shows.

Binney a Star

They
have
securedand
"Mickey"
for
Georgia,
Alabama
Tennessee^
Arrangements are now being made
to tour three "Mickey" companies
opening early in September. Each
company will be equipped with stage
settings, lighting and scenic effects.
Negotiations are now being arranged for a big re-opening for one
company at Atlanta, one at Birmingham and another in Nashville. All
contracts for bookings will be made
direct from New York and booked
on percentage basis.

(Continued from page 1)
more
in two Famous
Players pictures: "Here Comes
the Bride" a
farce comedy,
and "The
Test of
Honor," a psychological drama.
Miss Binney's first vehicle with
Realart will be "Erstwhile Susan,"
the Broadway success of a season or
two ago with Mrs. Fiske as the star.
It Realart
is probable
thatwill
Miss
first
picture
be Binney's
released
while "39 East" is on tour. In that
event it is more than likely that the
production will be snown at the
same time a9 the play in the cities
where the play is scheduled to ap-

New Enterprises

Bridgeport, Conn. — James C. Pall
and. Austin Miller are exploiting a
moving picture enterprise to be capiStone
with Neilan
pear.
talized at $15,000. They are interested with J. S. Lopez and it is
Lewis S. Stone, wno has just com- understood
will produce western
pleted his own production, will also
dramas Fielding.
with Lillian Ward and Robe in the cast for "The
Eternal maine
Three," Neilan's first special.

That $5 Bill
Some of the visitor's couldn't understand why they were supposed to
kick in $5 for a "badge." It leaked
out that the "badge" really meant
nothing, but that the $5 was to cover
all entertainment expenses for the
life of the convention. This gives
about $15 worth of fun for $5 but
some of the crowd didn't see why,
and some don't understand it yet.
Music Tax
When
the crowd
gets down
to
business today they will surely take
up the Music Tax question. • It will
be one of the fights of the affair.
Scandal

SAY

Today's Program
Further discussion of business
matters.
In all probability the Music Tax,
Censorship, Sunday closing, and
other topics will come up.
Dinner in the evening at Mission
Inn.

Pettijohn Talks
and — ■
You just cant keep Charley Pettijohn from breaking into the limelight. Charley came here all primed
up to have a gooa time and mix with
his Hoosier friends. Then on Wednesday when the discussion was on
Charley was called and told the boys
why they should work together;
what co-operation meant, and all that
sort of thing.

We Largest Organization in the
World

devoted exclusively

to Short

Subject

EXHIBITOR
ADVERTISE and INDIVIDUALIZE

Production

YOUR HOUSE
YOUR SHOW
YOUR FEATURE with
animated leaders and trailers

beauty
to your titles.
production with
IOOf^r\I
IXV-JL/IJ T/",17DQf
V^E^IxO. acW
artistic
illustrated
ASK Rothapfel,
voli, Strand N.
lawn Chicago,
Theater Kansas

E. G. Griffith, Joe Farnham, Kashin, Rialto, RiY. City, Chase Hippodrome Buffalo, WoodCalifornia Theater San Francisco, Newman
City, Circle Indianapolis, Etc.

LUIS SEEL
Daniels
220 W. 42nd STREET, NEW

Studio)

F. A. DAHME

YORK
Telephone Bryant 6796

Room 20O3-1 1

^/
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Guts and Flashes
Select will release Clara Kimball
Young's latest picture, "The Better
Wife," next month.

The Most Important
Comedy Release
of the Year

American will release "Yvonne
from
Miles Paris"
Minter. July 13, starring Mary
"Playing the Game" recently secured by Universal, was produced
as a play
by the
Henry B. life.
Harris. It deals
withlatenewspaper
In the cast of Marion Davies'
"April Folly," just completed at the
Biograph, are the two daughters ot
Edwin S. Bettlehcim, editor of the
Dramatic News.
Frank Dazey, Select scenario editor, is giving all books read and finished by his department to base hospitals for wounded solditrs. Offers
to forward any books sent him to
the wounded boys.
Lose Sunday Fight
Lincoln, Neb. — At a special election 3,941 vqted for and 6,052 voted
against Sunday shows.
Minneapolis, Minn. — A. A. Hixon
joined roadmen staff for Manager
Davis of Goldwyn exchange.

johnny Dooley
in his tworeel "Super Features"
Details of distribution will be aunounced when completed

JOHNNY DOOLEY FILM COMEDIES, Inc. 1
New

C. L. BACH
President

Longacre
Building

Detroit, Mich. — A theater, store
Kiel of St. and office building will be erected
at once, cor. Michigan Ave. & 52nd
Louis carried a copy of Wid's Daily St., for the Victory Theater, Inc.,
while making his address of wel- Bldg.
with offices at 1140 Penobscob
come?
Wonder

«==

York

why Mayor

THE

STAR

SUPREME

VIRGINIA

Morris A. Kashin

PEARSON
with

SHELDON
in Captain Houghton

a

LEWIS

Townley'.i Famous Novel

The
Emeralds9
Screen Bishop's
Adaptation by Frank
S. Beresrora

Jack Cohn

Direction of

Trade

Review Says:

JOHN

B. OBRIEN

What
a "team"
work at
its best.are Miss Pearson and Mr. Lewis! Here is finished screen
Wid's Says:

STRAND

THEATRE

BUILDING

NEW

YORK

CITY

Miss Pearson, acting with a sincerity that thoroughly conveys emotional feeling, is permitted to get full value out of the big moments of
the picture.
The News Says:
There is a thoroughness about the workmanship of the production that
augurs well for the future providing, of course, that sponsors are
guided by the same artistic standards.
Pathe
Now in Preparation
Distributors
"Impossible Catherine'

Virginia Pearson Photoplays, Inc.
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Criticism Aids

War Tax Arrest
ihibitor Charged with Withholding
Taxes

A criticism in Wid's on March 16,
1916, of the film 'The Unpardonable
Sin," produced by the World Film
Co., aided Harry Garson and the
Blanche Sweet Film Corp. in winning the suit tiled by World Film for
an injunction restraining Carson, B.
S. Moss, and the Blanche Sweet Film
Corp, from producing their 61m,
"The Unpardonable Sin." under that
name. Supreme Court Justice Donnelly, who heard the case, denied the
application after reading the papers
filed by the defendant.
The World based its claim to the
sole right to the name "The Unpardonable Sin," on the ground that it
was the title of a film produced in
1916, with Holbrook Blinn as lead,
and contended that even if the defendants' film was based on the Rupert Hughes novel written in 1917,
the fact that the plaintiff had used
the name first made the World Film
the sole owner of the title. The
plaintiff alleged that it cost $28,000
to make the production.
The defendants presented an affidavit by Rupert Hughes in which he
stated that 50,000 copies of his novel
have been sold to date, and that he
sold the film rights to the novel to
Harry Garson for $10,000.
Garson said in his affidavit that he
Put your dictionary of common
>ologies in the waste basket. — R. organized the Blanche Sweet Corp.
Moeller, Theater de Luxe, Detroit, to produce the play and spent about
!ich.
$200,000 and
six months
time
in

i ..iSpecial to WID'S DAILY)
itoringfield, Mass. — Failure to turn
cr certain war tax collections to
; Government is the charge upon
licli George E. Gordon, proprietoi
the Strand is being held in $6000
nds for hearing before United
ates Commissioner John L. Rice,
feral other theaters are under surillanee and more arrtsts are likely
follow.
It is alleged that Gordon has relied the war taxes collected at his
eater from December, 1918, to
til, 1919, inclusive, about $2,800,
lich with the 20 per cent, automa: fine for failure to make monthly
:urns within a certain period makes
s debt to the Government about
,000.
Gordon denies that- he failed to pay
5 war taxes for this year. He asrts that everything will be straighted out and the hearing July 2 will
only a formality.

£otc>od&/

Name Selected

The Day

In Unusual Way in Litigation
Regarding Title

organized
by C quarters
F. /ittel. and bib
which
has secured
in tin Knickerbocker, will officially

"When the exhibitor has
learned to give a picture a run
and play it for all it is worth,
then will the picture come into
its own. Then can the exhibitor look forwara to bigger, better and finer productions. I
am not speaking for myself or
for Metro. I am speaking for
the entire industry.
"The present system of exploiting a picture is all wrong.
It is shamefully wasteful; it is
criminal. It doesn't give a picture a fair chance." — Maxwell
Karger.

be called "The Motion Picture Business Men's Club." Thi- name was
decided upon at a meeting of the
Hoard of Dire, tors Tuesday.

making the film. He said he advertised the film extensively and that it
took in $25,391 the first week it was
presented in Detroit. He said he
never heard of the plaintiff's picture
until April 10 last, and said that anyone else who heard of it has long
since forgotten it. As evidence that
the film was of little merit Garson
attached to his affidavit the criticism
in Wid's which said in part:
"This is stuff of the vintage of a
few years ago and does not belong
to modern features, particularly if
the film is to be shown to fans who
are educated up to the best. As a
whole, it is a weak, unconvincing,
poorly prepared offering in which
the few flashes of work Mr. Blinn
managed to get over failed to impress because of the bad stuff sur-

THE
Mmt

BEST
to make PICTURE
money
have a perfect developed
iterative

REX LABORATORY (INC.)

has developed
HarryandKeeper's
negatives. Ask him
then phone
Tremont
1995 for full particulars.

TITLES
i REFINED
! APPROPRIATE

LETTERING
ILLUSTRATING

i
i

ERNEST STERN
PHONE

BRYANT

S073.

145 W. 45T^ST.

rounding it."

)q You recognize any of the/e Name/ ?
^Gallf
Curcf
Henry
Mfller
Maclyn
Arbuckle
Tom
Wi>e
Florence ZieoTeld

°Yoaaoaaof<P Paul Gflmore

Julia Arthur
Davfd Bela/co

Cyrfl
Maude
Olcr
Skinner
Mabel Ta I fa Per reft lane he Bale/
Nance
O'NeTI
Constance
Dfnney

Hilda yponcg'

Violet Hemfncy
Boberi
Ede/on
Wm.
CouKenay
Dan Tel Frohman
Tyrone
Power
Julia Dean
Bruce McDae
and
Forty
other./

he/e are a few of the celebrated

)f the /peaking7 Sta^e who

appear

Star./
in the

;tage
belief
seqies
:on/i>tinc5women'/
of Twelve wad
di/tinctfve
Production/
elea/ed one a month for Twelve consecutive
month/ by Univer/ahJewel Exchange
'OU ARE CODDI ALLY
INVITED
TO
REVIEW
THI/
/ERIE/" EXCHANGE,
AT ANY
UNIVER/AL-JEWEL

bM
New Distributor
B.

P.

Fineman

Forms

Attractions

Distributing
Corp. — First Release Katherine MacDonald
B. P. Fineman has just organized
the Attractions Distributing Corp.,
with B. P. Fineman as president, J.
G. Bachmann, treasurer and Henry
Herzbrun, secretary. The corporation has no authorized capitalization,
and the stock, which has no par
value, is held among a limited number of shareholders.
Attractions Dist. Corp. will release
a number of pictures during the coming year. It has already acquired the
distributing rights to the Katherine
MacDonald productions, through
Fineman, and is expected to announce shortly the names of several
other stars and star producers
whose pictures it will release.
In connection with the formation
of the corporation, Fineman says:
"The Attractions Dist. Corp. was
organized to afford a releasing outlet for the independent motion picture producer. It will release only
productions that are worthy to be
caiied attractions.

zed that
recogni
has long
/"It
s ofbeen
picture promotion
the problem
ducing and distributing are totally
dissimilar. Even the larger producer-distributors have two distinct
branches of their business, with separate executives at the head of each.
As a matter of fact, in the case of
one of the largest organizations of
this kind, the only connection be-

qA
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tween the producing and the distributing departments is the advice
which the distributing department
gives the production head of the
company as to how a certain type of
picture is received by the exhibitors
and the motion picture theater-goers.
"We will act in a similar capacity
to the more important independent
producers. We will specialize in distribution and will enable the producer to concentrate his efforts on
his own problem — that of making
good pictures.
"We expect a greatly increased
efficiency, both in production and in
distribution will result from the alliance of our corporation with the independent producers. Assured of
efficient distribution, the producer
will be enabled to spend more
money, and obtain players and stories of greater box office value than
heretofore. This will, of course react to the advantage of the exhibitor,
who will have more real box office
attractions to play. For, while there
may have been an overproduction of
motion pictures of one kind or another, there has never been a sufficiently large number of photoplays
to fill the demand for really high
grade pictures that could, merit the
word 'Attractions.' The Katherine
MacDonald productions are a series
that are illustrative of the type of
picture we will release."
Breckenridge, Tex. — The New
Liberty will be opened by McElhenie and Lamonettin on June 28.
House cost $10,000 and will have a
seating capacity of 460.

SPECIAL PHOTOPLAY
OF LOVE, MYSTERY
AND
THRILLS
&

Anita S tewart
'Mary

DAILY

Kegan'

P

ictorial

LIFE

The brightest screen
feature ever produced

6a a moot
PRODUCTIONS

One wonderful reel of concentrated cleverness each week

are handled

G

oA gripping melodrama of big pleasure in

AUMONT
NEWS
and
GRAPHIC

The news-reels
of real news

GlS{ew York. cAdvise your patrons of
their last chance to see the Cabarets,
Cafes and Lobster Palaces in operation.
News

always

of

the

first

on

entire

world

the

screen

by the best

INDEPENDENT
DISTRIBUTORS
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Latest Ray Subject Is Pleasing But Not Up To His Best
Charles Ray in

"Hay Foot,
Straw Foot"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
Jerome Storm
SUPERVISED
BY
Thomas H. Ince
AUTHOR
Julian Josephson
CAMERAMAN
Chester
Lyons
AS A WHOLE
More sentiment than humor in
Charles Ray's latest farm boy picture; some
true characterizations, but plot development
is slow.
STORY. . . .Being thin in substance reliance is placed
on director and players to expand situations.
DIRECTION
Strong in the development of character and incidents
carrying
an emotional

Frank Reicher
PRODUCER OF
FEATURES

Many High Class
Theatres Show
Christie Comedies
Seven Days
Each Week

DONALD

I. BUCHANAN

Pioneer
W. 46th

Film
Street

SENTIMENT rather than humor is likely to carry
this picture over, although some of the incidents,
notably those during sequences showing Charles Ray
using his knowledge of parlor magic, gained from a
correspondence course, will get laughs. This part of
the production is thoroughly entertaining and right
in the style of the young comedian, who knows so
well how to indicate boyish bashfulness and awkwardness.
Apparently, Julian Josephson's story was written
during war days with a view to spurring on the patriotism of American youths, but as released, possibly
after the curtailment of the cantonment episodes, it
does not bear too heavily on military matters although

Expert Service, Re-constructing
and Re-titling: of Features
and Comedies.
Address
130

appeal.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good all the way
LIGHTINGS
Ordinary effects are varied by pic=
turesque
pastoral
compositions
gained
through the soft=focus method.
CAMERA
WORK
Expert
STAR
Makes good use of facial expressions and
acts as though he meant it.
SUPPORT
Spottiswoode Aitken and William
Conklin good in conventional roles of Civil
war
veterans;
Doris Lee's chief attribute
is youth.
EXTERIORS
Barnyard scenes and some shots of
a cantonment answer the purpose.
INTERIORS
No call for anything unusual
DETAIL. . . .Scenes are given a true=to=life appearance
CHARACTER OF STORY
Sentimental comedy=
drama.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,097 feet

Corp.,

St.

No actor can be expected always to turn out a topnotch picture, not even Charles Ray who keeps up a

Spokane, Wash. — Hippodrome will
t erected on Riverside Ave. To
lat 2,000.

classed as a war film and you don't want to give folks
an impression that they are going to get a lot of
fight stuff. As a matter of fact, there isn't a battle
scene in the picture and the real background of the
story is the Civil War, or more particularly General
Grant, who is made the guiding factor in the life of
the patriotic farm boy.
CatChllnes: "How would you like to try to live up
to the name of Ulysses S. Grant Briggs? Charles Ray
finds it something of a job in his picture of comedy
and sentiment. 'Hay Foot. Straw Foot'." Or. "He was
just an unsophisticated country boy. who disregarded
his
against
See grandfather's
what happenedwarning
to Charles
Ray ■play-actresses.'
in Hay Foot,
Straw

Theater

San Marcos, Tex. — Grand Picture
heater opened.

against "play-actresses."

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Grants Pass, Ore. — Globe
Co. is
But don't get an idea that the picture is weak, just
tanning the construction of theater. because
it doesn't hit on high all through, as did
"Greased Lightning" and "The B usher." The story
Hawley,
Minn. — Hawley
Moving is a typical Ray vehicle that never takes him out of
kture Co. may build.
his element.
Probably the less you say about the military angle
Oklahoma City. — United Theaters of the plot the better, for the subject can't properly be
b. to build $100,000 theater.
Picher, Okla. — Main
p. to build.

In regard the I'uion general as his patron saint.
These early sequences are sympathetic and occasionally humorous in a quiet way. even if the action is
a bit slender. Folks arc likely lo respond to a scene
such as that in which the two old soldiers prepare Bay
to enlist when war is declared on Germany. Reading
in the paper that the government is short on uniio.ms
they hit upon the happy idea of sending him off rigged
out in war togs which they had worn more than fifty
years earlier.
It is at the camp entertainment, where Hay gives
his slight- of -hand performance with tine comedy effect, that Doris Lee enters the story. The susceptible
young soldier has sincere doubts about the wisdom of
his attachment for Doris, for he has been warned
against "play-actresses" and she is an amateur dancer.
Pie wonders what Grant would have done under like
circumstances.
But fate and Wilhm William Conklin take a hand
in his career. Conklin lures Doris to a notorious resort and Kay lias to rescue her. thereby getting into
a lot of trouble himself because he is caught in the
place. Some of the best emotional moments in the
picture are reached when the two old veterans visit
the camp and find that the boy. in whom they take
such pride, is in Die guard house. When the truth
of the affair is revealed, Ray is lauded as a soldier and
a gentleman and everyone forgets their prejudices

Don't Give Folks an Idea that this is a War Drama

mighty high batting average. "Hay Foot, Straw Foot"
— rather a clumsy, ineffectual title, by the way —
means money in your box office, on account of the
large and steadily growing following of the star, if
for no other reason.

New Theaters

Ray reaches a camp and In developed into a promising
soldier. Passages relative t<> his training, however,
are introduced so thai they become only an Incidental
yet legitimate pari of the action.
In Ray, Spottlsw
le Aitken
Mini J. r. Lockney,
Director Storm hail three capable character Interpreters in work with, nevertheless it does seem thai a
taxing burden was placed upon his shoulders during the
opening reels, in which they figure exclusively without
a great deal of material to advance the story. There
is no faull to i><" found with detailed characterization
such as is offered here. It helps the piiiine Immensely,
hut where points have been definitely established, it
is well to pass on to something else before an audience
has a chance to grow restless.
The two old cronies, one .1 <;. A. K. veteran, who
honors Ulysses S. Grant above all men, the other a
survivor of the Confederate army, are conventional
figures. Thai they are made interesting is due to the
excellent
acting of Aitken
anil I.ockney.
Must
of
their arguments center around whether Grant or Lee
was the greatest lighting man that ever lived, and
Kay.
to his of
name.
Grant Kriggs.grows
and
to theloyal
teachings
his I'lysses
(J. A. K.S. grandfather,

Was the

Foot'."

Invisible Face
a Scientific

Creation?

TsbM
Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibSend
itor put his show over.
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.
Jacksonville, Fla. — J.he Casino put
on the Martin Johnson Cannibal picture with a deal of success. Practically all of the lighting in, front of
the theater was under the sidewalk
covering. Dim colored lights only
illuminated the lobby proper where
the jungle settings were arranged.
Tropical plants and palms covered
every foot of the lobby and grass
mats hung on the walls. Cut-outs
of Cannibal heads peered out from
the settings. One was placed behind
a tree in the center with the ferocious features of a black fellow looking out as if he was watching the
street from the jungle.
Out front were two striking posters showing three of the savages
wearing about an ounce of clothes
more than they were born in. The
title of the picture shows up clearly
on these posters and it helped to put
over the idea in a big way.
The space about the Box Office
was so arranged that in walking to
it one had the sense of passing along
a trail in the South Sea Islands. The
idea was carried out to an extent in
the interior of the theater.

Frank Joyce says : See

ALICE JOYCE
In "THE THIRD

DEGREE"

Alice Joyce says: See

FRANK JOYCE
AT HOTEL

JOYCE

Exceptional opportunity to live in
cool, light, artistically decorated
rooms at remarkably low summer
rentals. Overlooking Central Park.
Moderate price dining room.
Everything to make your stay
pleasant.
"FOURTEEN

FLOORS

HOTEL

OF SUNLIGHT"

JOYCE

31 West 71st Street

New York City

COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPING
and PRINTING
FILM

DEVELOPING

CORP.

LABORATORIES
216-222

WEEHAWKEN

STREET
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Interesting Views
(Continued from

Page 4)

great force of nature
the British
mind doesn't threaten, it operates.
"In February I visited all of the
big cinema houses in Glasgow, talked
with their proprietors and got their
point of view, which was as clearly
evidenced in the operation of their
houses as in their expressions; in the
months following in traveling about
England and France I found the sentiment and the business ideas of the
Glasgow exhibitors reflected the
sense of all British showmen, and for
the most part the French too.
"Even if there were not an established prejudice aganist these particular invaders, the British exhibitors
would still be forced to take the
course they did, by the British public
mind. In one evening in the four
largest houses in Glasgow I discovered that English features were befeaing shown exclusively. These pictures were inferior to American
tures in lighting, protography and
general technique and the interesting part of it was that the British
public and the British exhibitors
were aware of this fact but the peculiar spirit of loyalty and patriotism
which has characterized the English
found expeople during the war,patronage
of
pression in the liberal
British-made pictures because they
were British-made.
"This did not take the form of
antagonism to American pictures
which were exploited by the established British concerns but the
British movie fan declared by his
actions that he realized that the
English producers, and the French
obliged to
producers, too, had been
stand still for almost five years in
their development. He was perfectly
well aware that American pictures
during these five years had reached a
point of perfection which he enjoys
proand which it will take British
ducers along time to reach, but his
willingness
a
to
him
induced
loyalty
pictures
to patronize the home-made
whenever they were offered.
"The exhibitors told me that it
was possible always for them to do
a very much bigger business with
English-made films than Americanmade and that if they were equal in
English
quality and quantitythethe
field.
films would dominate

"MOONSHINE

AND SHADOW

a poignantly humorous, human story,
and a worthy successor to
"THE

BATTLE

CRY

OF PEACE"

is the first release of

The J. Stuart Blackton
FEATURE
SYLVIA

PICTURES, Inc.

featuring

BREAMER and ROBERT
with an all-star cast.

GORDON

Story and scenario by J. Stuart Blackton and
Stanley Olmsted
Personally Directed By

J. STUART

HERE

BLACKTON

THEY

COME

THE INFANT-RY

"It was these expressions that led
jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
nre to study out the possibilities of
making a product which would best
as
be characterized paradoxically
Anglo-American made pictures or
First Line in Perfect Pictures
even Anglo-Franco-American made
pictures. In fact a corporation is
organization
of
now in the process
which will be known as the AngloFranco-American Film Corp. The
Presented by Louis T. Rogers
desirability of a liberal sprinkling of
disor
producers
such pictures in a
tributor's output of the year is patent when one considers that by this
means he can satisfy the European
public's desire to see American stars, |
presented under the most favorable
Directed by Tefft Johnson
mechanical and technical conditions
with British support, Anglo-American direction, and amid scenes and
ROGERS FILM CORPORATION, CAPITOL THEATRE BUILDH
among locations new to the Ameri(Continued on Page 11)
Broadway at 51st Street
NEW YORK CI'

JANE
12

and

Two

Reel

KATHERINE
Comedy

LEE (

Playlets |

Picturization of Plays and Stories of Eminent Autho

iday, June 27, 1919

islfiiA

made to undermine the British hold
te industry in their own field,
"Of this thing 1 am sure: namely,
(Continued from Page 10)
that whatever action British proi eye and sympathetically inter- duci rs and Bi itish exhibitors take in
ing to the European view.
this matter will have the wholeThe English producer, distribuof the British public
tor and the public welcome and it iissupport
sincerely to be hoped that
:h co-operation and expression, in American producers may be able to
belief that such methods would
convince the leaders of the industry
Hind to popularize all things abroad that there is no desire to
lerican and improve marketing create a spirit of antagonism but a
1 renting conditions.
willingness to co-operate for the ad'The motion picture industry in
vancement and improvement of the
eat Britain has been advanced in
: popular mind to a position of
sortance and dignity much greater
1 higher than it enjoys in this
Hammons' Ideas
E. W. Hammons,, vice president of
ptry. The keystone of the cinema
art."
n in the great European arch is Educational
Films, who just returned
William Jury, a man who has the from abroad said he had heard of
utation even with his most severe some of the dissatisfaction among
tics and strongest competitors of English exhibitors while in London.
ring elevated the business which
"It is true," he said, "that some
graces, to its present elevation by
houses appealing to so called 'loyal'
jadership of marked distinction.
Sir William is one of the most English people advertise 'British
when they have these at:ral business men in Europe, made' film tractions.
But to talk of boycotting
)\vs no obstacles, heeds no cry of is absurd. In the first place from
pair and works tirelessly for the 80 to 90 per cent of film shown in
Irovement of this business. In
England and Ireland now arc Amerieight weeks during which I was
can made. We have a four years'
rying on the most intimate nego- start on them. A production that
;ions with Sir William Jury for costs $100,000 to be made in England
contract which I finally closed can be made here for $30,000. Lots
h him, I failed to find a single of English exhibitors want American
libitor who had ever been 'let film because of the 'punch' that is in
,vn' by Sir William. This man, them. If there is to be a boycott,
>ve all others, has 'walked with half of the English houses might
lgs
but done
kept more
the common
touch' have to close — there isn't enough
1 has
for American
English film made to supply them.
tures in Europe . without dispar- Of course, there is product there
ig his home product than any other than Famous Players. But
ividual or group of individuals on frankly, I saw nothing while in Loncontinent or in England. He has
don that wasnt three years old or
keenest appreciation af the older. One of the exhibitors there
lerican pictures, has the liveliest has a sign outside his place painted
isible sense of American progres- of Chaplin — not a three-sheet poster,
;ness and the American spirit and but a sign. In other words he gives
yet every inch an Englishman, the impression that he is playing
sre are others besides him in the
the time."View
:ration of the industry who are Chaplin all Another
D wholly lacking in prejudice
An
official
of Inter-Ocean, one of
;inst American pictures and who
the leading houses doing business
re desired above all things that abroad, said yesterday that he was
re should be established a coirative relationship which should not surprised at the proposed boycott.hibitors
He added:
ex■elop the business for the manunever liked"The
the English
idea of the
turers of both countries on a
booking which Famous Playjer and better scale. The senti- closed
ers put in effect several years ago.
nt which Sir William Jury so
hly exemplifies is expressed also That perhaps was in their minds
when
they heard of the idea of the
the business transactions of such
n as Sir Oswald Stoll, Messrs. houses that the company friendly to
rner of Walturdaw Company, Famous intended to erect all over
England. As a matter of fact they
ilker of Walker's Pictures, Ltd., should welcome any theaters to be
linwright and Collier, Lionel
illips and a score of others, built in a modern way — the sort of
houses we have in this country.
ater and lesser lights in the inThey are badly needed in England.
ly.
The leaders and followers of the The first thing some of those exhibitors know these new houses will go
ustry in England have no desire
any antagonistic
operation
or up and they may be losing their
kotting in respect to American prestige. Modern theaters, with orchestras and lighting effects such as
tures
unless
a disposition
be
a/in to invade
the field in a we have in this country will vastly
nner which would threaten
des- stimulate pictures in Great Britain.
of 5,000 houses they are liation of the British industry com- Instead
ble to have 10,000 houses with
ely. The cinema theaters in the
American
ingenuity as an incentive.
ted Kingdom
are highly develartistic establishments,
most But bucking John Bull isnt a pleaslitable in their appearances and
ant pastime^don't overlook it."
ked in their management by a
t refreshing courtesy.
They are
Indianapolis, Ind. — Plans com:he type of our best theaters in
pleted for theater at 40 W. Ohio St.
erica, and
quite
naturally
the David A. Coulter, president of the
lishman can see no necessity for Home Building & Realty Co., interinvasion of this field by Ameriested. To be known as "Ohio" and
: unless the attempt
is being will cost $75,000.
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MANUFACTURED

WEATHER!

The magic of th«' producer builds cities,
ami -- 11 i] .- . collects, drills and equips armies.
reproduces, In fact, the story of all agi
Bui all his costly preparations are at the
mercj of the weather. Outdoors, his aeeds
musl wall for good weather, bul Indoors, — In
the
studio,
laboratory, — he can manu =
facture
his In
owntheweather.
Can-iei
Air Conditioning
Apparatus,
installed in the liiusi plants in this country, is
making "Every
day kind
a good
day" byfor manufacturing
the right
of weather
every
requirement in the production of motion pictures, from the celluloid film base to the
Regardless of outside variations. Carrier Apparatus
keeps the interior of any building at
any
temperature
and
humidity
desired,
doing it efficiently and
entiivh automal ically.
If weather, summer or winter, affects the production of your
pictures you ewe it to yourself to investigate Manufactured
Weather today.
Bulletin

100-W

is yours

for the asking.

Write right now

Carrier Fnqineerinq Corporation
39 Cortlandt Street, New York, N. Y.
Boston

Buffalo

Philadelphia

Chicago

FIT
FIT

TO

WIN

Most Abused
and
Most Praised
of Films

NOW

SEE

VINDICATED
Distributed by"

PUBLIC HEALTH
1493 Broadway

Suite 211

FILMS
New

York

For State Right Distribution
There is Not an Exhibitor Attending the Convention at St. Louis Who Will Not Want to Book

(The Female Bill Hart of the Screen)
in

Thirteen original two-reel Western Dramas released one every other week
We have set out to produce feature attractions or originality in two reels,
and of the strongest possible drawing power, and that we have succeeded is
proved by the fact that the most representative houses and largest circuits
in the territories already disposed of have booked the entire series at prices
usually paid for feature productions.

SOMETHING

SOMETHING NEW

ORIGINAL

'Uhe following territories are open
Missouri and Kansas
Northern
Iowa and Nebraska
Ohio and
California, Arizona and Nevada
Michigan
Washington and Oregon
Minnesota
Dakota.

TWENTY-SIX

SOMETHING WANTED
:
Idaho and Montana
Kentucky
and North and

MACK

(AMBROSE)

South

SWAIN

Single Eeel Comedies, released one every other week. Original
creations of refinement, bubbling over with film fun, re-inforced by
an aggregation of feminine beauty and vivacity.
They are going over at a 90-mile clip.

You

THE

FROHMAN

Can't

BUILDING

Wrong

AMUSEMENT
WILLIAM

310 TIMES

Go

L. SHERRILL,

Just four territories left open.

With

Us!

CORPORATION

President
NEW

YORK

CITY

foBRADSTREET
f FILMDOM
>L. VI II. Xo. 86

Convention

7/cRECOCHIZI
AUTHORIT
Saturday, June 28, 1919

Over

ick of Maine,
President — Some
Claim Election Was Framed —
Other Happenings
(Staff Correspondence)

First Ince Eastern Finished
"L* Apache," the first Thomas H.
Ince production to be made in the
Eastern studios of Famous Players,
has just been completed. Dorothy
Dalton plays a dual part. Joseph De
Grasse was in charge of the production.

it. Louis, Mo. — For all practical
poses the first national convenl of the M. P. E. A. came to an
Young En Route to Labrador
i yesterday. There may be some
functory things done today, but
Jack R. Young, cameraman, is en
election was moved ahead yes- route to Labrador to film educaJay, and all important business
tional pictures for Miles Btos. Topical films.
> brought to a close before the
\vd assembled at Mission Inn for
ner.
Jfficers elected:
fred S. Black, Maine, Pros,
Exhibitors
in
Pacific
Northwest
ank Rembusch, Indiana, Secy.
States Combine — To Book Spe■nest Horstman, Boston, Treas.
cials of 70 Exchanges
erman Brown, Idaho, Sgt.-Arms
Claim Election Was Framed
(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
l number of delegates and others
Seattle. — The Northwest Exhibifn that the election was framed
tors' Circuit, with a membership in[ that the "politicians" of the edicluding 76 of the most prominent
tion, P. J. Schaefer, Black, Remch. Pettijohn, Horstman and exhibitors of four States of the Pa(Continued on Page 2)
cific Northwest, has been organized
here. The organization is for the
purpose of booking open market features— both state rights and other
lerstood
that William
Russell
special releases — of 70 exchanges.
Will Be Starred by Fox
The new organization was per)fncial
announcement
of
the
fected during the course of a connge by Russell from Americanvention and banquet, when first anhe release to Fox is expected to
nouncements were made and officers
made next week.
elected. The officers are: James Q.
t was impossible to secure any Clemmer, president and treasurer;
>rmation with regard to Russell Fred Mercy, first vice-president; C.
oming a Fox star from the New F. Hill, second vice-president; B. W.
Bicker, third vice-president; E. C.
rk offices of Fox yesterday.
O'Keefe, fourth vice-president, and
H. B. Wright, secretary and manager.
No. 132
The board of directors is composed
of James K. Clemmer, of Seattle;
J. C. Stille, of Portland; H. T.
Moore, of Tacoma; Fred Mercy, of
By Jack Alicoate
Yakima; Frank T. Bailey, of Butte;
subscriber to WID'S
rHE
John
Rantz, of Bremerton; and C. F.
DAILY does not read it for
Hill, of Albay, Oregon.
Hnusement nor to gratify idle
It is understood
the circuit will
suriosity. WID'S DAILY, be:ause of its unique position in
have 200 booking days.
the industry affords an opportunity for serious thought; for
faming a knowledge of the acAnother House for Pittsburgh
tivities and problems of filmland in which the reader is viPittsburgh, Pa. — At a cost of over
tally interested. This condition
$100,000 James B. Clark, of the Rowland & Clark Picture Theaters Corp.
brings about reader confidence
here, has acquired possession of the
and reader confidence in turn
Ernwein Estate at Seventh and Cartpells success for the advertiser
son Sts., Southside, and will imme—and — WID'S subscribers pay
diately erect a new picture house
Bore for the privilege of readwith a seating capacity of 1,000. This
tog WID'S DAILY than they
firm now owns and operates a string
could buy all the other papers
of nine of the largest picture houses
in its field for.
here.

Another Circuit

Russell with Fox

Little Ad Talks

Allen's to Build Another
Vancouver, B. C. — The Allen Theaters have purchased for $200,000
the property known as the Waverly Hotel, at Georgia and Seymour
Sts., where they will erect a theater to accommodate 1,800. Work on
the new structure is to start in three
months.

Diggs Leaves
To Supervise Production of the Willard Fight Pictures
Harry Diggs of the Film Clearing
House left last night for Toledo
where he will supervise the production of the pictures to be made of the
Willard-Dempsey fight July 4.

Price 5 Cent*

Crown Prince
In

Comedy

Film, "Hiding in Holland," Secured by Universal
Universal
all "het
up." Crown
They
have
securedis the
German
Prince, and in a comedy, too. They
say they expect the negative to arrive on a Holland-American liner
Monday, and if the picture is what
they expect it to be they anticipate a
sensation. The picture, which will
be a one-reeler, will be titled "Hiding
in Holland," and'is said to show the
German Crown Prince in a number
funny.
of poses some of which are very

In view of the expected developments from the Allies with regard
to the Crown Prince and his father,
the Kaiser, and the reports of the
escape of the Crown Prince from
Holland,
it is expected that unusual
While it is a question to what exinterest will be manifested in the retent fight pictures can be shown in lease.
this country it is understood that
there are a number of States in
which there is no objection to film
of this type, and it is anticipated
that the picture can be shown in
(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Atlantic City, N. J.— The National
these
"clean
up." where
Ohio Association
is saidterritories
to be one and
of the
States
of Real Estate Boards in
fight pictures can be shown, and with convention Thursday subscribed as
the fight occuring in Ohio it is ex- a unit to the declaration of Everett
pected that the picture will go over L. Millard, President of the Municibig in that State particularly.
pal Art League of Chicago, that the
advertising
billboard
recogWilson Resigns
nized generally
as one isof"now
the leading
nuisances in the home life of our
Cincinnati, O. — George Wilson cities" There was not a dissenting
has resigned as manager of the voice among the 2,000 delegates to
Standard Film Service Co. Was with his severe arraignment.
them four years.
Several o f the large distributing
companies use billboards extensively
in their advertising. Serials particu(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
boards.larly are advertised widely on billChicago. — Notwithstanding full
page advertisements in all the Sunday papers, announcing the opening
A L'os Angeles wire is to the effect
of the Jess Willard picture, "The that
Joe Brandt, one of the oldest
Challenge
Chance,"
at thethehandsome new of
Woods
theater,
film of the Universal staff, has resigned,
was not on exhibition there this effective July 15. It is understood
week. A sign over the entrance that Carl Laemmle accepted the resstates the theater is closed and will
regret."been in charge
Brandt ignation
has"withlately
open in the fall with the show "Up
in Mabel's Room." No explanation of serial production and distribution
for
Universal.
of why the picture did not open is
given although it is said it was due
Big Profits for Eastman
to a disagreement over rental of the
theater.
The Eastman Kodak Co., in its
annual report for last year, shows
Sales Manager Card of the Film net profits, after Federal taxes, of
Clearing House said yesterday that $14,051,969, or the equivalent, after
the reason "The Challenge of the payment of preferred dividends,
Chance" did not open at the Woods to $70.02 a share on the common
was because it will be shown in the stock. In the preceding year the
regular picture houses beginning earnings were $14,542,567, or the
Monday next. Ten prints will be equivalent of $72.53 a share on the
common.
usfd in Chicago.

Fight Billboards

Opcening Mix-up

Brandt Resigns

tM%
Convention
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Nazimova's Production
"THE
RED
LANTERN"
has an American-Chinese theme,
which we have worked into a lobby
display that faithfully represents
exactly what the ticket purchaser
shall see on the screen. Now ready
in our salesroom.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

Over

(Continued from page 1)
Brown "fixed" the ticket on Thursday night, after which some of them
left town.
Meet Next Year in Virginia
It was decided to hold the convention next year at Ocean View, Va.,
where Jake Wells owns a hotel. The
date has not yet been determined.
Constitution Changed
The constitution was changed to
allow vice presidents to hold office.
The following were named: Marcus
Loew, New York; Jake Wells, Virginia; Peter J. Schaefer, Chicago;
and Harry Nolan, Denver, Colorado.
Loew Wants Co-operation
Marcus Loew delivered a long
speech and spoke of the necessity of
co-operation. He mentioned the
weaknesses of the M. P. E. A. and
named the Vaudeville Managers
Asso. as an example* of what can be
done by real organization. He spoke
of the power of the screen, and said
that exhibitors generally did not
realize the power they possess in
the screen.
He declared that if a bond deposit
bill was passed in every State like
the one presented
in Pennsylvania
that exhibitors would have no film.
Ohio Men Disagree
The Ohio crowd, led by Sam Bullock of Cleveland, were much dissatisfied with Loew's argument, and
took exception especially to his
ideas regarding distributors being
bonded for advance payments. Indeed they think
that
his entire

address showed that an attempt is
being made to keep exhibitors apart
and prevent the formation of a national organization.
Troubles in Ohio
The Ohio exhibitors at present are
having lots of trouble with exchange
managers who recently refused to
allow advance deposits to be kept in
a central bank in Cleveland where
the interest could accumulate for the
local theater owners.
Bullock says the excliange men in
Cleveland are thinking of co-operating more closely, and that this would
make it worse for the exhibitors.
Possibility of Central Zone
There is a possibility of the formation of a central zone confederation, with New York, which bolted
the convention, being in it.
Keenan's Hot Speech
At lunch yesterday Frank Keenan
talked right out from the shoulder.
He said the industry was "full of hot
air and bunk." He made an earnest
plea for the elimination of press
agents'
truth forstuff,
it. and to substitute the

examples!On the bill boards all
over town, see our
Posters for Olive

Thomas

in

Upstairs

and Down" — also for
Charles Chaplin in

RITCHEY
Lll'UO.
COUP.
406 W. 31 >t St., NY. Fhone CheUea 8388

Sunnyside. "

Two

Leave Metro

He defended the star system, de(By Wire to WWS DAILY)
claring that the public was the judge
and that "if the public wanted a star employes
Chicago. —will
Twoleave
of the
Metro's
Metr^
that no distributor on earth can sit
in his office and say the star chance on Monday next.
Smith, manager, will become J
system is gone.' He flayed the pres- ager for the United Artists Corp
ent methods of the industry regard- tion, while Harry Willard, who
ing exploitation and pleaded for
charge of the Screen Classics,
clean pictures.
To emphasize
the power
of the accept the local management
screen he gave as an example
the Realart Pictures Corp. The Rej
recent election in Los Angeles where will occupy part of the Fan
he says the picture people elected Players-Lasky building on J
Wabash Ave.
(Continued on Page 3)

There's a bar that'll never go dry
THE Fif?ST NATiOSAU
exHiUitoh's- Circuit

OPEN

BOOKING
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HOUSE

These cartoons especially prepared for the St. Louis Convention issues of Wid's.
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I (Continued from Page 2)
I Mayor.
He was liberally apiuded all through his address.
National Advertising on Screen
A permanent
committee
was apconsisting of the president
cretary. treasurer. Chamberlain of
pnesota, Locw of New York. Lus; of Cleveland and Wells of Vir|ia, to handle the national adver[ng slide campaign.
It is planned that exhibitors will
E the slides advertising
national
oducts and that by the use of these
[Us payment of dues will be elimitcd.
All exhibitors who do not
c the slides are to pay dues.
By
s plan it is expected to secure a
nsiderable sum for the treasury.
Music Tax
the Music Tax question was reTed to the Legislative and Law
mmittee.
Fridays Dinner
rhe dinner last night at the Misn Inn was one of the big events
the convention. The expressions
leading film men forwarded
ough much
Wid's interest,
Daily to the delegates
•used
rhe expressions will be found
ewhere in this issue.
Keenan to See Fight
"rank Keenan, now in St. Louis
ending the Convention, will atid the Willard-Dcmpsey fight in
ledo on July 4, before returning
New York.
Carolina Exhibitors Meeting
N. C. — toCarolina
exhibis"harlotte,
are scheduled
meet here
on
inday.
Will take up alleged abusof exchanges.

b don't know who invented the
o-reel Western but we do know
o perfected the invention. EDE POLO in the "Cyclone Smith"
ries.

DAILY

The St. Louis Convention
(By

direct wireless communication from Convention Hall
to the Hunting
Room of
the Hotel Astor.)

By JOE F. LEE
One of the sights of St.
Louis — and no trip is complete
without it, was A TRIP.
THROUGH THE ANHEUSER-BUSCH PLANT at East
St. Louis. A special performance was staged for the visitors, a sort of a farewell performance. ..(It was hoped by
some it would be along the
lines of the Harry Lauder farewell tour). So sad and full of
PATHOS was this performance that four exhibitors
CRIED at the finish. Two visitors shouted BRAVO! BRAVO! Another excitedly yelled
BEVO!
Al 1 rights to this thrilling
one-reeler were offered for
sale, with the understanding
that the first print he
sealed and sent to the SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTE AT
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Heard in the Hotel lobby.
Harry Reichenbach is deluged with offers from the different NEWS WEEKLIES
for the exclusive rights on the
protest parade in which he
states 100,000 persons will
march. Any one in St. Louis
interested should wire IMMEDIATELY a* SEALED BIDS
will be opened TUESDAY.
Some one suggested A
LEAGUE OF NATIONS idea
composed of all the different
FILM PRODUCERS. Not
this year! And when the delegate who suggested this motion leaves the HOSPITAL he
will issue his own statement.
Perhaps the heat was to blame
for this.
At the time of going to
press nothing that has happened so far has caused any
excitement at the Film Club
Rooms at the Astor LOBBY.
Everything was thrashed out,
and anything that was APPROVED at St. Louis was
REJECTED.
From cabled reports and
New York newspapers it looks
as if that special production,
"HANDS
ACROSS
THE
SEA," will not be produced
this year.

Selective Booking — 4
r N any plan of distribution of
A motion pictures the thing that interests the exhibitor most in the long
run is his ability to get the highest
class pictures, the best box-office attractions day in and day out, week in
and week out.
The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in its new booking policy
provides for Selective Booking, Specializes Production, Co-operative
Advertising and
DEPENDABLE

SUPPLY

The entire product of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation will be
at the disposal of theaters that in the
past have exhibited Paramount- Artcraft Pictures almost exclusively and
for those other theaters that desire in
the future to look to this organization
for a constant source of supply.
The exhibitor today wishes to
know that there is some organization
in the business upon whom he can
positively rely for a consistent supply
of high-class attractions.
In Famous Players-Lasky Corporation he has that organization.
In Paramount-Artcraft Pictures he
has his assurance of the very best
motion pictures, week in and week
out, a consistent, dependable, moneymaking supply.

THE LAST WORDS that
came over the wire before the
ship sank: "NEVER AGAIN,"
"Home Sweet Home," "New
York
is not so bad."
WELCOME
TO
OUR
NEXT.
Finis.

5 ADOLPI1
FAMOUS
PLAYERS-LASKY
CORPORATION
ZUKORJVvj
JESSE LLASKYt
s CECIL B DE MILLE D<

tM\
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Guts and Flashes

Re-Organization of H. & H. Prod.
At a meeting of stockholders of
the H. & H. Prod., Inc., yesterday,
To get the print of "Mickey" in
the following officers were elected: time for showing, the Royal Victoria, Victoria, B. C, used an aeroHerbert E. Hancock, President; R.
plane from Vancouver.
J. Hunnington, Vice President and
Treasurer, and Don Hancock, SecreWilliam Stowell, while vacationtary and General Manager.
ing in Chicago, is making personal
Plans for an extensive advertising
campaign were discussed as well as appearances at several picture theaters in connection with a Universal
the production plans for the future feature.
which are to be on a large scale.
The H. & H. Prod, first release
Playing Golf
Violet Mersereau in "The Strange
Tom Terriss, together with his
Romance," directed by Herbert E.
Hancock.
new star, Corrinne Griffith, were participants inthe Annual Lamb's Golf
Percy Heath with Universal
Club Tournament at Percy Williams'
Percy Heath, one of the best estate at Bay Shore last Sunday.
known theatrical press agents in the Miss Griffith was successful in being
business, has left for Universay City, runner-up for the Ladies' Putting
Calif., to become general press rep- Tournament where the entries included some of the most successful
resentative atUniversal's West Coast
tsudios.
stage and film stars of the day.
He resigned
from
the Ziegfield
service last week.
With Ziegfield he
Hearing Next Thursday
Vwas handling the publicity for two
The hearing in the suit filed by
^oof shows.
It is stated that Heath George A. Hopkins against Frank
* is operating under a long term con- G. Hall, Continental Pict. Corp. and
tract with Universal.
others, for alleged infringement of
the plot of "The Challenge of
Cohan
Buys
Lait's Stories
Chance" will be held next Thursday
Chicago. — Nate Phillips, manager in the U. S. District Court.
for Jack Lait, has disposed of 25 of
New Form for Digest
Lait's short stories to Sydney L.
Cohan for photoplays and has an opThe Canadian Moving Picture
tion on 75 more of Mr. Lait's stories. Digest in its new form has just appeared. It is much larger and contains considerable matter of the
Albany, N. Y. — Shurter Theater
Co., Ellenville,, motion picture ex- kind that will appeal to "fans." Besides it contains the usual trade news
hibitors, $30,000; S. S. and J. L.
of the Dominion.
and H. J. Shurter. Ellenville.

HERE

THEY

PIONEER STATE RIGHT
OFFERINGS
THE

BOOMERANG
with

Henry B. Walthall
THE

SINS OF THE

CHILDREN

with

Alma Hanlon and Stuart Holmes
VIRTUOUS

SINNERS

with
Wanda Hawley

THE

GIRL FROM
with

NOWHERE

Cleo Madison and Wilfred Lucas
SUSPICION
with
Grace Davidson

PIONEER
126 West

COME!
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New

York

GRIFFITH BOOKINGS
THE

TREMENDOUS

SPECTACLE

a

The Fall of Babylon"
A Purple Romance of Another Day

THE INFANT-RY
JANE
12

and

KATHERINE

First Line in Perfect Pictures

Two

Reel

Comedy

THE

LEE (

Playlets |

THUNDEKBOLT

The Mother and The Law'
An Astounding

Receiving the same

Presented by Louis T. Rogers

Revelation

tremendous

advertising as that now

being given to "BROKEN BLOSSOMS," through productions
to be made at Geo. M. Cohan Theatre, New York, this summer.

Picturization of Plays and Stories of Eminent Authors

For time and terms address

D. W. GRIFFITH

Directed by Tefft Johnson

Suite

ROGERS FILM CORPORATION, CAPITOL THEATRE BUILDING
Broadway at 51st Street
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a

NEW

YORK

CITY

401

SERVICE

Longacre Rldg., 1480 Broadway,
Albert L. Grey, Gen. Mgr.
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In the Courts
Harry Revier has been sued in the
Supreme Court for $1,122 claimed to
be due to Henry Silverman. Silverman alleges that in February last
the plaintiff and defendant
agreed
ttHat Silverman would get employ
ment for Revier and an interest in a
, moving picture and would repay all
Silverman's disbursements and give
him 10% of his gross salary. Silverman says his expenses were $517 and
that Revier made $7,750 out of the
film, of which the plaintiff claims
$775. He says that of the total sum
due him of $1,291 the amount sued
for is still due.

hire Film Corp., filed by Hugh J.
Davey, Jr., recently in the court of
Squire Caulkins as a result of a stock
deal in Indianapolis has been withdrawn, the court costs paid and the
suit dismissed. Miller & Ballard,
attorneys for Davey, say that investigation showed that the claim of
their client was against an Indiana
corporation and not against the Calvert-Harrison Corporation of this
city. Davey was promised a position
with the Indiana company by an unauthorized agent there and when
Harrison learned of the situation he
paid him for work already done and
dismissed him.

Seattle Wins

More Territory Sold
Emmett Dalton, Southern Feature
Film Corp., has returned from Boston and announced the sale of the
New England States, on "Beyond
the Law," to Herman Rifkin, of the
Eastern Feature Film Co. of Boston.
Rifkin contemplates opening the
picture in Boston, in one of the large
theaters, and is now trying to arrange with Mr. Dalton to make a
personal appearance at the opening.
Dalton says that he has but a few
mor.e states to sell and expects to
start producing other pictures soon.

SMIIX!
In Summer

Annual Roundup Filmed
Chicago. — Several cameramen arc
ta*king scenes at the annual roundup
at Aurora this week, for Goldwyn, to
be used in a forthcoming Western
feature. The particular feature of
the show, which has drawn cowboys
and buckaroos from all over the
west, competing for the $10,000
prize money, is the "Dunngonne," the
famous unridden horse, in its specialty of throwing "broncho-busters" as fast as they mount.

Supreme Court Justice Donnelly
has directed judgment in the Supreme Court for $3,900 for Helen Northwest
United
Manager
Gets
Ware in a suit against John H.
Bonus of $350
Hobbs. The complaint alleged that
in 1914 Hobbs told the actress that
The results of the $1,000 bonus
if she gave him $3,000 he would buy competition promoted among its
stock in a corporation which would field forces and branch managers by
become immensely valuable. She United, and covering a contest of
said she never got the stock and that four weeks, have been announced by
the representations by Hobbs were President Berst. The Seattle office
false.
He did not answer the suit. and district force, of which H. C.
Arthur is branch manager, carried
Aberdeen, S. D. — McCarthy Bros,
A judgment for $1,684 has been off first honors and receives the first to build on Main St. Cost $100,000.
entered in the City Court against prize of $350.00 bonus. The six re- To seat 1,200.
Annette Kellcrman in a suit filed in
maining prizes have been won by the
1913 in which she has failed to file Indianapolis, Atlanta, Cleveland,
an answer. The suit was brought in Kansas City, Denver and Dallas ofbehalf of the law firm of Katz &
WANTED
fices in the order given. The contesting branches numbered in all 21.
Sommerich for legal services renSo well satisfied is Berst with the
A cartoonist who understands anidered prior to 1913 of a reasonable
mation. Only thoroughly experienced
value of $1,250.
outcome of this bonus competition
that the contest is being followed by
man need apply. Box I. C. B., care
Suit Dropped
of Wid's Daily.
a second, now in operation and
Chattanooga, Tcnn. — Suit for $100 which is to extend over a period of
gainst the Calvert-Harrison
Fea- six weeks.

"MOONSHINE

Let Your Audience

"Better
'Ole"
[SAY
TO
WORLD

AND SHADOW"

26-WE

No

a poignantly humorous, human story,
and a worthy successor to
"THE

BATTLE

CRY

OF PEACE"

INSURE

J. E.
Brulatour

[Watch Others!
this Span for

We Don't Talk Insurance— We Sell It
— On the basis that our long experience with this industry
enables us to serve you efficiently and economically. Our
clients include practically every important producing organization. There must be a reason.

is the first release of

The J. Stuart Blackton
FEATURE
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PICTURES, Inc.
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BREAMER and ROBERT
with an all-star cast.
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Story and scenario by J. Stuart Blackton and
Stanley Olmsted
Personally

J. STUART

Directed

By

BLACKTON
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E. G. Griffith, Joe Farnham, Kashin, Rialto, RiY. City, Chase Hippodrome Buffalo, WoodCalifornia Theater San Francisco, Newman
City, Circle Indianapolis, Etc.
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Expressions Sent
to Exhibitors
Adolph

Zukor, Lasky
Famous

Players-

Heartiest greetings to the members of the Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, now assembled in
convention on the eve of the greatest year ever known in the history
of the motion picture industry.
Congratulations to your distinguished president for his splendid
work in behalf of the organization
and best wishes to him, whoever he
may be, who shall be chosen to carry
on the work during the coming year.
The days of experimentation and
hesitation in our industry have past.
With the lifting of the clouds of war
a new era has dawned, and in the full
light of progress we are marching
forward, with solid front, confident
of our strength and glorying in our
knowledge of the fact that it is we
who are furnishing a goodly proportion of the red corpuscles which give
vigor to the life-blood of our nation.
On behalf of my associates in the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
let me bespeak a continuation of the
mutual good will which has so long
existed between us and the members
of your honorable body. We are not
only striving for better things — the
best is our goal. May the year
bring forth a complete realization of
cur common ambition!

of the entire picture business. We
aim to make these policies real, living factors in the Industry by putting back of them" the sincerity and
spirit of fair dealing that alone can
ing.
assure permanence to any undertakAnd the same high hopes that we
hold or our own affairs we hold for
yours, for we know that out of your
convention will come a deepening of
the mutual respect and understanding that will give a new and firmer
basis to the relationship between Exhibitors and Producers.
Samuel Goldwyn, Goldwyn
A new era is coming in the motion
picture industry, in which both producers and exhibitors will take a
greater and more significant part.
The future of the motion picture
is so full of tremendous possibilities that co-operation between the
exhibitors and producers, and a complete understanding by each of the
other's aims and ambitions, is absolutely essential to the welfare of
everyone
concerned. Hereafter
neither the producer or exhibitor
can be successful
without the co-operation of the other.
David Wark

Griffith

"The world of the motion picture,
professionally and industrially, is undergoing a complete metamorphosis.
No longer is the' motion picture
looked upon merely as a form of entertainment or 'show.' No longer
are parents being admonished to
keep their children 'away from the
Paul Brunei, Pathe
movies.' To the contrary, every institution of learning, every branch
Sincere greeting to the exhibitors
in convention assembled at St. Louis. of religious and philanthropic endeavor
gradually and surely is seeing
I assure you of my interest in your
convention and trust that it may be the light of the films as a method
and propaganda for good. It also is
productive of lasting good to the in- the one great medium through which
dustry as a whole. Pathe has al- the art of America is being shown
ways advocated a square deal to
to the peoples of the civilized world.
everyone — exhibitor and distributor The United States Government and
alike. I am glad to see that the day
all
governments realize the advanof that square deal has apparently
tage of our great and good industry
arrived.
to further the work of reconstruction
in all its various branches and ramiWilliam J. Clark, Exhibitors-Mutual fications.
This convention comes at the very
"The motion picture not only has
dawn of. the era of the exhibitor, the arisen
to a position equal to the
beginning of the period in which the power of the spoken word, but it acexhibitor is king in the industry. I
tually has .surpassed that power. The
hope, and have every confidence, that motion picture has demonstrated,
it will be the most, prosperous and over and over again, its paramost progressive period of the mo- mountcy.
tion picture's history and I am cer"Many changes are taking place,
tain that it will be the most substan- revolutions
in style and technique,
tial.
pronounced departures in the character and purposes of the stories and
Hiram Abrams
the manner in which they are presented.
Every good wish of ours is with
'"Every motion picture exhibitor
you.
'
We are on the eve of a year that should be proud of his vocation, for
should be rich in the fulfillment of he stands at the threshold between
the best hopes and ideals that all of good and bad; his is the right and
us have cherished for our Industry privilege to be a power in his community, and if this power be used to
these many montlis, and I know
that we will not be disappointed in spread happiness and brotherhood,
the results of your meetings. Your his indeed is a standing greatly to
convention comes at a time that is be envied by all.
"The producer needs the exhibitor
most opportune for the accomplishment of big things, of genuine co- as much, if not more, than the exhibitor needs the producer. Only
operation, and we know that you
will make the most of your oppor- by a complete and harmonious untunity.
derstanding between them can motion pictures remain on the high pinUnited Artists Corporation has
committed itself to policies that we
nacle they have reached today."
(Continued on page 7)
believe will serve the best interests

THE STAR SUPREME

VIRGINIA

PEARSON

SHELDON

ith

in Captain Houghton

ti

LEWIS

Townley's Famous Novel

The Bishop9 s Emeralds"
Screen

Trade

Adaptation
by Frank
Direction of

Review Says:

S.

Beresford

JOHN B. O'BRIEN

What at
a "team"
work
its best.are Miss Pearson and Mr. Lewis! Here is finished screen
Wid's Says :
Miss Pearson, acting with a sincerity that thoroughly conveys emotional feeling, is permitted to get full value out of the big moments of
the picture.
The News Says:
There is a thoroughness about the workmanship of the production that
augurs well for the future providing, of course, that sponsors are
guided by the same artistic standards.
Now in Preparation
Pathe
Distributors
"Impossible Catherine'

Virginia Pearson Photoplays, Inc.

Morris A. Kashin
Jack Cohn

STRAND

THEATRE

BUILDING

NEW

YOKK

CITY
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how. We havent a single dotted line

to stick
nose butcoming.
we've
got
some under
great your
big pictures
THE HUNGARIAN REVOLUTION —
First and only picture* of the overthrow If you like 'em you'll book 'em. If
of the Hapgburg dynasty photographed you don't you'll give 'cm the hook.
amid the milling:, surging throngs of That's our selling policy for Fall.
Budapest, where more than half a million Just merit and nothing else. If you
■Will assembled to hear the proclamation of the new Republic. Protected by like the policy you'll like the pictures. Regards to everybody.

machine Stills, manned by soldiers just
back from the front, the great throngs
surge through the streets demanding
J. A. Berst, United Pictures
freedom.
ON TIIK TRAIL OF V I I.I.A.— Latest
Congratulations on big, successful
and exclusive pictures from .Mexico show- convention. Please extend to meming General Francisco Gonzales, combers hearty best wishes of United
mander of the Curranza forces, leading
his troops through the hills of Mexico on Picture Theaters of America anfl our
the trail of the Rebel army. Pictures of cordial greetings. We feel that era
Villa prisoners captured by Americans.
LONG FLIGHT KM>S IN FATAL of greatest prosperity for exhibitors
CRASH. — Army planes, finishing voyage is now dawning and that the intellifrom Dallas, Tex., to Boston, crash into
gent thought now being devoted by
crow <l, killing two and injuring Capt. \V
your members to the solution of the
E. Chandler, the observer.
THE OLDEST FORT IN CANADA.—
many evils that have afflicted the
Kinograms cameraman joins Kilties just
is now bearing fruit. Probback from France in inspecting Annapo- industry
ably for the first time in history,
lis Royal, Nova Scotia, now a playground
for the children.
exhibitors through a full measure of

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES

Expressions Sent
to Exhibitors

co-operation are coming into that
most important place in the industry
which they should always have occupied. Best wishes. Kindest personal
regards.
Percy L. Waters — Triangle Film
Never in the history of the industry have the exhibitors had such an
opportunity as the coming year will
bring. Real co-operative organization will do much towards helping
not only exhibitors, but all of us
who are interested in this business.

(Continued from Page 6)
Carl Laemmle — Universal
The Universal claims the unique
distinction of being the only producing concern in captivity that has
no selling scheme. We have no
Who is Adams of London?
schemes to sell, either because we
are not smart enough to think them
Rochelle, 111. — The Majestic sold
up or else because we are smart to Ben L. Berve, W. Carleton Healy
Hillsboro, Tex. — A. F. Clavey, of
enough to tend to our knitting and and Frank Allaben, who will operate the Best, will open roof garden on
name
of
Rochelle
Theater
Co.
make
the best pictures we know
July 1. Seating capacity, 600.

Adorn

Your

That

Are

Lobby
with Paintings
of Stars
Real Works of Art

Lobby

displays on features for the
Rights Buyer
KASSELL
STUDIOS, INC.,
220 W. 42nd Street, New York

COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipmnet
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National
and
Speer
Carbons
MAZDA
LAMPS

CHARLES
F. CAMPBELL,
AL. HENDRICKSON I4W Ql-fCf

Inc.

WV

1** « .01 »l 31., 11. I .

Charge d'Affair.

TITLES
j REFINED
! APPROPRIATE

i ERNEST

LETTERING
ILLUSTRATING

j
j

STERN

PHONE BRYANT 8073.
145
\t/. 45T-*ST.

THE
Must

BEST PICTURE

to
have

make
money
a perfect developed
negative

REX LABORATORY

(INC.)

has
developed
HarryandKeeper's
negatl\es.
Ask him
then phone
I i .-in out 1995 for full particulars.

n

Giore you Gave At, Louis accept the invitation of Universal— Jewel to a private reviow
of
th<2 STAGE WOMEN'S WAR RELIEF SERIES
of the twelve qreat plays in which are presented al I
the greatest living Actors and Actresses of the
Speaking Stage, including such stars as Otis Skinner —
Cyril Maude— Henry Mi er— Ju ia Arthur— Gallic Curci

David Be asco— Robert Edeson— Tyrone Power — Mabel
Taliaferro- Blanche Bates- Julia Dean-Wm.Cburtenay— Shelley
Pull— Nance O'Neill— Paul Gil more— Violet Heming- — Elizabeth
Rfsdcn-MadynArbuclde— Hilda Spong-Gail kane— Montagu Love-

Hoi brook Blfnn - Helen Mac Kollar and Forty others. Universal- Jewel wil I
release one of these plays each month for twelve consecutive Months, sstjzt
Mr.
y.M. Barman of Now Ndrk is hero for a -few days to extend his personal
services
to thcTradc Tn the presentation of thus extraordinary series jzt
UNIVERSAL — JEWEL— 1600 Broadway, New York. £f J2f £T Sif _£T

iMA

and he led the joshing crowd back
to the theater. It is likely the stunt
will be tried at other Poli houses.
It may be varied by using an olive
tinted leader of fashion dressed as
an Arab, as the picture has much to
do with the tribes of the desert.

Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhioSend
itor put his show over.
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

Chicago. — W. C. Lamoreaux, managing director of the Chateau, is
proudly displaying an art exhibit,
the work of convalescent soldiers
and sailors, and the work of inmates
Griffith, manager of Poli's Bijou in
of the Elgin women's home.
connection with the showing of "The
ManB. Who
Turned White," featuring
H.
Warner.
A gentleman of the darkest hue to
Worcester, Mass. — Negotiations
be found anywhere in and about New
Haven was discovered by Griffith, are practically completed for the
and was dressed up in a full dress sale of the personal property of the
suit of the latest cut, a high silk hat,
Lincoln-Parker Fhm Co., Inc., to L.
and the very last word in the fa- W. Kattelle of Boston, who will
shions. Solomon in all his glory was
not arrayed as Sam was and like the probably continue the business in
birds of the air Sam did not work Worcester. The personal property
for his raiment either.
is appraised at about $4,000, but details as to price paid by the buyer
When he was all dressed up the
gentleman of color wanted to start are ngt made public.
out immediately. He strutted about,
The property includes the machinery in the factory on Beacon St.,
the most pleased man in the universe. But when Griffith directed where projectors are made, this being
the
big
financial end of the busithat one half of Sam's face and head
ness, and the material in the offices
he painted white he became a little
in
the
Slater
Building, which includes
frightened. He was effectively
painted however and then he was the negatives and positives, the latter being the finished films. The real
started
carrying
sign, "I See
arn estate
at Auburn is not included.
the Man outWho
Turneda White.
The
sale was made by Harrison
me at Poli's Bijou.-'
Crowds followed Sam everywhere. W. Bowker, trustee in bankruptcy,
and
Harold
H. Hartwell and Daniel
He almost staged a riot when he
arrived at the Yale Campus. Hun- W. Lincoln, attorneys, who were
dreds of students gathered about him counsel in the case. The sale is made
but he grinned his way out of trouble with the approval of the court.
New

Haven, Conn. — A clever advertising stunt was staged by Walter

Property Sold

'Amaze audiences." — New
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6acimoDt
Throughout
the entire world
this name
symbolizes the best in motion pictures.
This is particularly
1-reel featurettes.

true

of

the

Gaumont

Gaumont News and Graphics.
The News-Reels of Real News.
The only independent news service.
Pictorial Life.
The Novelty Screen Magazine.
Picturing Life in all its phases.
Gaumont productions are distributed by the
Best Independent Exchanges.

York Sun.

IF YOU HAVE NOT ALL
READY, BOOK
IT NOW

ribv

Anita b tewart

The sign of a
masterpiece in color
Now

showing in leading theatres
Kilauea

in

Skyland
Catalina
Everywhere
Model Girls
Trout
Kiddies
China
Birds and Flowers
Alaskan Revelations

*The

Generall) acclaimed as "The supreme achievement in the motion picture world."
Distributed by WORLD
PICTURES

"Noteworthy

feature." — Phila.

Even.

Bulletin

Human

Desire"

oA gripping mother-love Drama that
your patrons will talk about

DAILY
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itheN ews
No. 63
MM
DOWNS,
ENGLAND. — The
ish Derby revived I King George ats the great turf classic.
.IZMll III, N. J. — Several persons
killed and injured when a freight
i araahea into a Btalled milk train.
BOHMONT, N. Y.— The Larehmont
it Club starts off the seasun with a

t race.

■KDO, OHIO.— Exclusive pictures of
Dempiey training for his bout with
Willard

, PASO, TEXAS.— Vncle Sam is makevery effort to safeguard American
mil property on the Mexican border.
.0 (OKI M OKU. IK, WIS— The Ini of Chippewa tribe hold a big powto celebrate
the victorious
end of
Bar.
■ WANTED FOR THE ARMY!— A
in-wide campaign is conducted to
t volunteers for the enlarged orgunin of America's military service.
II-: BIG FOUR. — First group picture
the great diplomats. Clemenceau.
d-George,
Orlando and Wilson,
who
guided the work of the Peace Conice to a successful end.

;o day

Forceful Propaganda Against Sex Ignorance.
"The Solitary Sin"
Solitary Sin Corp. — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Frederick
Sullivan
AUTHOR
George D. Watters
SCENARIO
BY
George D. Watters
CAMERAMAN
King D. Gray
AS A WHOLE
Seriously treated propaganda
against sex ignorance; has several dramatic
moments.
STORY
Forcefully compares results of depraved
habits with benefits accruing from clean liv=
ing; follows mostly the lives of three couples
from childhood to adult's estate; some little
"ruff stuff."
DIRECTION
Handles
material
in least offen=
sive manner possible with this sort of subject
PHOTOGRAPHY

LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

Varies;

mostly

good

Ordinary
Some very fair dissolves, etc.
Comparatively
few used
Nothing special; just ordinarily

DETAIL

good. Incident put over in proper style; spade
called a spade; a few slips.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Deals with facts of
life not usually discussed
in polite society.
Main
title is indication
of film's subject
matter.

LENGTH

Pier for Studio
bs Angeles, Cal. — Suart Peyton
use the old Nat Goodwin pier
1 here for a studio.
Jr some years Peyton has planto organize his own company
found his own studio where he
d personally direct the producof his own pictures. The first
»e worked out on the old cafe
will be "The Sign of the Rat,"
[h best
Peyton
is now
writing.
is
known
as the
author Peyand
racer of "The Gray Ghost" and
b House of Fear."
£yton says that the pier will
an ideal studio and because of
reflected light from the ocean
produce effects not possible in
>verage studio. The main room
0 feet in length and its walls are
lass.
number
of eastern
capitalists
Said to be back of Peyton and
lew company.
Among them arc
TH'enry Noel Potter, the man
"harnessed" Niagara Falls, and
Robert, a Salt Lake millionAngeles. — Robert
H. Poole,
erly manager of California, to
ige vaudeville and picture house
ng Beach.

jyou do not hold your own pride
respect toward your show your
pns will not give you theirs.
M. Trafton, O-Row-Nay
Cir-

OF PRODUCTION
About 6,ooo feet
have
principal
roles;
cast includes
Anne
Schaefer, Edward Cecil, Gordon Griffith, Leo
Pierson and many others.
PLAYERS
Jack Mulhall and Helene Chadwick

DESPITE the seriousness of treatment given this
subject proving the evils of and sorrows resulting
from ignorance of sex matters and abuse of the greatest force in Nature, and despite its conceded value as
propaganda, "The Solitary Sin" is not a picture for
mixed audiences. It is not a picture that a fellow
would want to take his mother, sister, sweetheart or
any other woman to see, especially if lie was to sit

Not Entertainment

beside her during the lilni's exhibition. This is not
so niiic-h because there is anything very offensive In
any of the scenes themselves (that is. in their physical
appearance), but because <>f the underlying Idea a
subject thai can and should be talked about in confl
dence to children by parents, but which is not particularly suited for explanation to both sexes at the same
time. It is doubtful if even the most earnest and
thoughtful parents would discuss these matters with
a boy and a girl at the same time, and in this picture
the subject is visualized quite plainly and Intended for
public consumption.
The picture is very true to life in many respects.
There is no denying its force as propaganda and the
dramatic episodes it contains. On that score it is
quite good. The acting throughout is good, and there
are many appealing bits of boy-and-girl stuff and other
incidentals introduced. From a production standpoint
the picture is good enough, but the fact remains that
it is not entertainment, despite its dramatic moments,
which are forcefully presented with telling effect.
It is a quite well-known fact that ignorance of sex
in childhood often results in social diseases later on
in
life, andpresented
that thisunder
is largely
the parents'
fault.
Therefore,
the proper
circumstances
the film should be productive of much good. It carries an ominous warning and. if parents alone wen- to
see the film, it would be good stuff indeed. Through
example and by comparison the film teaches its lessons; through the happenings in the lives of several
boys who had been kept in ignorance of sex hygiene
(or who learned things about themselves through
doubtful sources and under wrong circumstances) the
picture hammers home its message. Forcefully it
preaches the sermon of clean living, by showing what
happens to those who are the victims of depraved
habits. Also it conveys a dramatic warning against
medical quacks who bleed their victims, and shows the
reward of physical pureness.
All this is done in the film with considerable human
interest — the author has used as his characters just
ordinary human beings with whom one can he in
sympathy, and the director also has injected as much
"surface" interest as possible. But despite the sugarcoating the pill is there and must be swallowed.

Will Have to be Handled Very Carefully.

Segregate Audiences

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If you are willing to segregate your audiences, or,
better, if you think that your folks will be willing to
have one show for men and another for women, you
ought to be able to make money with this one. But
don't take a chance in showing it before mixed audiences unless they are composed of the sort of folks
that will stand for almost anything. If you run the
picture before a random audience you are going to
have lots of the women blushing and perhaps many
if the roughnecks making audible remarks. Certainly
the subject is not going to help the reputation of your
house much unless you handle it properly.
Don't advertise it as a sensational drama, spilling
red ink all over everything in an effort to make folks
believe it is really a sensati.onal drama. Bather make
your plea for attendance on the picture's lesson. Be
is frank as possible in your advertising. Tell your
folks that you have a picture that seriously and dramatically proves what a crime it is for parents not to

tell their children the vital facts of life. Go after
parents
strongly
you like,picture
but don't
let them
get the just
idea asthat
it is as
a family
suitable
for
them to bring the children to see. The subject touched
by the offering is one that parents should take up with
their children alone.
Probably the best idea of what, sort of a picture this
is can be gleaned by your possible knowledge of "fit
to Win." It is in that class, but you must remember
that with that picture you had the Government sponsoring it, but this one you take on your own responsibility. Naturally, with. this sort of a film, you can
get some clergymen, doctors, lawyers, and other professional men to endorse it, and it's a safe bet thai an
exhibition of it in your house is going to start more
than one argument as to whether or not it should be
shown. These arguments likely will get into your
local papers, and if you can profit by that sort of
publicity you might take a chance.

Did the Girl Escape from the Invisible Face?

tMA

Educational Plans
E. W. Hammons Discusses European
Ideas — Just Back from Abroad
E. W. Hammons, vice-president of
Educational Films, just back from
abroad, yesterday discussed some of
the results of his six weeks trip. The
important arrangements which he
has been able to accomplish will
work a decided change in the activities of the "Educational" organization in the future, althugh the major details of these new plans will
not be ready for publication for
some weeks.
Hammons
aimeu to buy as much
Material as could be secured on the
European
market
for use in this
[ountry, and the original idea was to
stablish a regular release of English,
French
and
Italian
made
film,
irough the Educational exchanges,
a feature of the short-subject marlet this fall. The fact remains, he
Dinted out, that there was not suffient material
of the kind desired,
easuring
up to the Educational
[ea of quality, and therefore
this
fort did not result in the large
nount of film that had been anticited.
"The
peculiar condition
in
jland, for instance," says Hamons, "is not unlike the situation
at existed many years ago in the
il fields
of Pennsylvania.
The
ritish film producers
are literally
liking right over boundless opportunities without knowing or realizing what they are missing.
"English country scenery is glorious— and American audiences would
take as great an interest in scenery
along the Thames and in the Lake
district, as British audiences do in
our pictures of the Rockies and the
Far West. But the knack of making really attractive scenic pictures
is lacking — there is no skill displayed
in editing or providing active storyinterest, and therefore the few scenic
pictures available are merely fillers —
and not the short features they
should be.
"American ideas of the presentation of scenic material have resulted
in a new standard that is not yet understood in Europe. If the beauty
spots of England, France and Italy
are filmed under the direction of an
organization that appreciates American standards, the results cannot fail
to be gratifying. Of course, it must
be remembered that England and
France have lost four years — during
which time much progress might
have been accomplished. The great
strides that have been made in the
short-subject field in America have
been achieved within less than four
years, and this fact must not be lost
sight of in drawing comparisons between American and European shortsubject productions.
"Ten turesyears
ago,in when
motion picwere still
the classification
of an interesting novelty, America
was flooded with foreign material,
and a very liberal sprinkling of socalled scenics. But, even as the dramatic productions of that period
were crude and decidedly inferior to
the ordinary feature of today, so the
(Continued on Page 11)
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-and read of the results
a one inch ad used regularly
brought to an advertiser in Wid's Daily.

Kraus Manufacturing Co.
ART

PUBLISHERS

220 WEST

42ND STREET

New York, June 18, 1919.

Wid's Daily,
71-73 Test 44th Street,
City.
Attention

of Advert is ing Ugr.

Dear Sir:
7e have teen publishing a one inch announcement
daily in your paper for the past six months, with the idea
of getting a line on your circulation, and we have no hesitancy in stating that we are gratified with the results obtained, as we have heard from people who are interested in
every branch of the moving picture industry, covering the
wide area of producer, actor, exchange, and exporter.
'.Ve are sure that in time this little publication
will grow to enormous proportions, as it is filling a long
felt want in this growing and prosperous industry.
Yours very truly,

HK

KRAUS KAHUFACTURIHG

CO.

UAK:ES

IT'S

RESULTS

THAT

COUNT
uCC — ^

ali^i
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Educational Plans

Another Big House
For

(Continued from Page 10)
jcenic subject of that time is not to
■« compared with modern productions. The cycle is swinging around
■gain, but instead of the Kuropean
scenic picture coming back it may
be said that the wonderful material
that is to he found over there will
be seen for the first time.
I "Three and a half million American boys have had a taste of Europe
- some of them will tell you they
are fed-up on the subject. But it
must be remembered that each one
of these hoys represents a group of
four or five relatives and friends who
have lived long anxious months with
|none too frequent or too descriptive
letters from over there. Fifteen millions in this country have a keen dc' sire to see and know what Europe
looks like — exclusive of the boys
that did the fighting. And in months
to come, when the hoys are settled
at home again, they will welcome
the opportunity to show the family
the- sights they have seen — in the
only possible way — on the moving
picture screen.

Lubliner

& Trinz
4,500 Seats

(By Wire to WW'S

Will

Have

DAILY)

Chicago.
'This city is fast becoming one of big motion picture theaters. The latest is one to cost $500,000 to be erected at West Madison
ami
Kedzie
Sts., by Lubliner
&
Trinz.
Ground
will be broki n in

ah

High -Class Director
Special Productions

Seven "Babylon" Shows
D. W. Griffith will send out seven

FIT TO WIN

NOW

Communications

Wire,

VINDICATED

1493 Broadway

Suite 211

for
Write or Call

CREST PICTURES

CORPORATION

TIMES BUILDING

MANUFACTURED

NEW

YORK, N. Y.

WEATHER!

The magic of the producer builds cities,
and ships, collects, drills and equips armies,
reproduces, in fact, the story of all ages.
But all his costly preparations are at the
mercy of the weather. Outdoors, his needs
must wait for good weather, but indoors, — in
the studio, in the laboratory, — he can manu=
facture his own weather.

Bulletin lOO-W

is yours for the asking.

Write right now

Distributed by

PUBLIC HEALTH

Confidential

Carrier
Air Conditioning
Apparatus,
installed in the finest plants in this country, is
making "Every day a good day" by manu=
facturing the right kind of weather for every
requirement in the production of motion pictures, from the celluloid film base to the
finished positive.
Regardless of outside variations, Carrier Apparatus keeps the interior of any building at
any temperature and humidity desired, doing it efficiently and
entirely automatically.
If weather, summer or winter, affects the production of your
pictures you owe it to yourself to investigate Manufactured
Weather today.

Already viewed by millions, an Avalanche of Praise Has Overwhelmed the
Adverse Criticism of Those Who Condemned Without Seeing and Those Who,
At First, Failed to Ponder on Its Purpose.

FILM

Association

July.
1 he site on which the new
will be constructed has been vacant
for 30 years. It was purchased from
the Byron L. Smith estate for $275,500. The new house will seat 4,500
and besides having one of the largest
orchestras in Chicago will have play
rooms, a baby "check room" and
many other features.

road
of "The
of Babylon"
next shows
season.
The Fall
shows
will be
routed over the K. & E. time with
openings scheduled for the middle of
August in the following cities:
American, St. Louis; Nixon, Pittsburgh; Majestic, Dallas; Atlanta, At"We have completed arrangements
that will insure us a regular supply
lanta; Detroit, O. H., Detroit; Cleveof English, French and Italian scenic
land, and G. O. H., Kansas City.
subjects, made under the direction
Each show will include a troupe of
of our own men, thus providing the 13 classical dancers who will perform
European scenic material and insur- between the 1st and 2nd parts of the
ing the results we want.
In addition picture, with a view to lending atmosphere to the Babylonian scenes.
^to this new venture, a transaction has
been made
which will develop the
"The Fall of Babylon," 7 reels in
iideals we have dreamed of — on a length, was originally a part of "In
world-wide basis."
tolerance."

THE

WANTED

FILMS
New

York

Carrier Engineering Corporation
39 Cortlandt Street, New York, N. Y.
Boston

Buffalo

Philadelphia

Chicago

ADOLF ZUKOPv
J. D. WILLIAMS
BJCHAKD
ROWLAND
ALBERT SMITH

HIRAM ABRAMS
HAKKY SCHWALBE
LEWIS SELZNICK
WALTER GREEN

And every other big producer and
distributor now admits that individual
pictures sold on individual merit is
the one and only policy of booking.

"When

Hence

'Bear^Cat'

Went Dry"

The Second Massive Production of the Macauley Photoplays, Inc.
will be distributed in such a manner that any
exhibitor will have an opportunity to play it
within a reasonable time after release date.
100 Prints Will Cover the Country.
It will be released shortly after July ist.

And you will not be compelled to play any

FISH
FILM

TO GET IT

MACAULEY

PHOTOPLAYS,

516 FIFTH AVENUE
HARRY

L. REICHENBACH,

NEW

Special Representative

Inc.
YORK

CITY
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They've
shot
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than this !

THOS

, H, INCE

CHARLES
IN

//

PRESENTS

RAY

Hay Foot , Straw Foot

Ray

7] (^aiumountCpictuw
ANOTHER

TRIUMPH FOR CHARLES RAY

,'hen
IJpOLKS all over the land sit up and take notice when there's a Charles
picture being shown.
New York, N". Y., and Griffin's Corners, Neb.
sister cities in their appreciation of Thomas II. Ince's youthful star.
"Hay Foot, Straw Foot" is another big success. Try it and see. And wl
you're getting ready for it, plan to extend your run and arrange a re-booking.
You'll need to, when they get started talking about the new Ray picture.
That
boy's there !
By Julian Tosephsonj directed by Jerome Storm; supervised by Thos. //. Tnce
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FOOT, STRAW

Litigation between
Clara Kimball
Young
and
Seled settled.
Mutual's Lone Star Chaplin pictures bought by
(lark Cornelius
Cor]).
B. A. Rolfe to make series of productions.
First
ready in Fall.
Blanche
Sweet to make a series of productions
for Jesse 1 ). I lampton.
Tuesday

RANGER
Page 2 1
FOOT
Page 22

THE SOLITARY
SIN
Corp. — State Rights
Page 23
Page 24

Exhibitors of Great Britain and Ireland assemble
at Glasgow and adopt resolutions threatening
to boycott Famous Players-Lasky unless they
receive "satisfactory guarantee" that Famous
Players are not associated with the large exhibiting company just formed. Adolph Zukor
says he cannot take the report seriously and is
awaiting information from the London office.
Emmy
Wehlcn
through
with Metro.
Universal to build theater on Broadway.
Reginald
( ioldwyn.Barker signs long term contract with
Wednesday
( >pening of Motion Picture Exhibitors of America
four day convention session at Hotel Statler.
Corporation insurance plan chief topic to be
discussed. -Over 400 visitors, including mainwell known showmen, as well as representatives of the various film companies present.
Harry Crandall
hibitors crazy. says open booking will drive exRounding

up film thieves
Thursdayin Syracuse.

New York delegation to M. P. E. A. St. Louis,
bolts convention because
Friday of what they claim
is unfair representation.
Walter Hon: Seely and E. \Y. Hammons present
views regarding unusual situation and feeling
of English exhibitors relative to American
productions.
United Artists announce opening of 17 "Distributing Depots." Will open Canadian branch.
Constance Binney signed by Realart.
Record price reported paid by Capitol for Fairbanks' first United Artists' release.
Hugh Ford to make Famous-Lasky productions
abroad.
B. P. Fineman
forms Attractions
Distributing
Corp. First release Saturday
Katherine MacDonald.
Reported \Villiam Russell will sign with Fox.
Northwestern
Exhibitors,
led by Clemmer
of
Seattle, organize circuit with 200 booking days.
M. P. E. A. convention closes at St. Louis.
Joe Brandt resigns from Universal.
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Last Reel the Best in Mixed Identity Subject
George Walsh

in

"Putting One Over"
Fox
DIRECTOR
Edward Dillon
AUTHOR
Mary Imlay Taylor
SCENARIO BY
Raymond L. Shrock
CAMERAMAN
Al Leach
AS A WHOLE
Impossible mixed identity stuff;
only thing worth while is about a reel of star
in fighting trim.
STORY
Very haphazard concoction of sometimes
confusing trend; never rings true.
DIRECTION
Puts lots of pep and jazz into actionful sequences, but sometimes glosses over
more serious ends.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies, generally
good
LIGHTINGS
Nothing
special
CAMERA WORK. .. .Conventional; one good double
exposure.
STAR
Is his usual breezy self in those passages
that permit of much physical action.
SUPPORT
Edith Stockton pleasing as the girl;
other adequate,
including
Ralph
J. Locke,
Frank Beamish, Robert L. Keeling, Matthew
L. Betts and others.
EXTERIORS
Some
nice locations
INTERIORS
Suit atmosphere of story
DETAIL
Generally convincing; titles sometimes
contain forced humor; a few minor discrep=
ancies.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Depends wholly on
mixed=identity complications; clean.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4.500 feet
"¥>UTTIN ONE OVER" is not nearly so good a pic-l ture as were several of George Walsh's recent
offerings. This is mostly because the story he has
been given in his latest picture is impossible, illogical
and. while sometimes amusing, never rings true. This
results several times in dependance on forced humor
rather than on a natural and easier method of getting
laughfe legitimately. The best thing in the picture is
the last reel, which is almost entirely devoted to physical action, and in which the star is very pepful and
agile. It is here that he pulls a few stun Is and does a
lot of the sort of hero-fight stuff that the fans like.
But there is little of the athletic stuff in the early
reels, which results in a very mediocre degree of entertainment.

The story, as screened, is a haphazard concoction
of complications resulting when a band of white-collared crooks endeavor to obtain a millionaire's fortune
by palming off a double of his as the heir, after the
latter has been killed in a train wreck. And that sure
is sonic exciting train wreck. It was done in miniature, and the two toy trains come together just as nice
as you please. However, the miniature wreck scenes
are immediately followed by actual scenes of an overturned Pullman. These wreck sequences are glossed
over hastily — just enough to give the plotters a chance
lo get rid of the real millionaire, and substitute a
blonde double in his place.
Of course, both parts are played by George Walsh.
And the blonde youth's hair is blackened by the plotters; also they scheme in many ways to make the
guy believe he is the man who actually is dead. This
is productive of a slight amount of amusement, but
when they have the girl who was in love with the
young millionaire also fooled into believing he is
Horace Barney, it is too much. George endeavors to
establish his real identity as Jack Trevor in many
ways, but even the aunt with whom he lived before
he started on the train trip tells him he is not Jack.
So Walsh settles down to enjoy the life of a millionaire and, while really Jack Trevor, becomes enamored
of the girl Horace loved — Edith Stockton. He tells
her also that he is Jack Trevor, and not Horace Bentley. But this is covered in the story by the fact that
Horace Bentley's mind was unbalanced, and the crooks
therefore explain that Horace's mind is just wandering
again when he claims to be Trevor.
Walsh sticks around in the identity of Horace
mostly because of his interest in Edith, who in the
story is Horace's cousin as well as his sweetheart.
Things develop to the point where the undertaker who
was bribed to bury Horace demands his pay. He is
lured to a former hangout of the crooks. Walsh overhears their plans, and he and Edith start out to outwit them, but not before all concerned learn that
Horace and Edith were secretly married just before
Horace went away two years ago.
Here follow scenes in which George pulls a fewstunts in getting into the house of the crooks, and
later on he pulls some exciting tights, cleverly managing to get the crooks one by one. He does not spare
his wallops in this series of scenes. However, the
crooks are all rounded up with the aid of the police.
Then you see that Edith loves Walsh whether he is
Horace Bentley, Jack Trevor, or anybody else.
Besides those named there are in the cast Jack Dillon, Mrs. Eleanor Garrison, Marcia Harris and Henry
Hallem.

Will Have to Rely Mostly on Star's Popularity
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
"Putting One Over" will have to be the title of your
act if you do excellent business with the latest George
Walsh release. Of course, if Walsh made much of a
hit with your folks in some of his pictures that have
gone before — and some of them have been pretty good
you'll get them to come to your house to see his newest, but they are not going to like it as well as some
of the others.
If your people know the sort of stuff Walsh has been
appearing in of late, his name in connection with the
title "Putting One Over," should draw. From that
angle the title is good for the box-office.
But unless

the star lias already established himself with your
patrons I wouldn't advise going too strong on this one.
The picture is just an ordinary program offering,
and as such will get by. But it is not deserving of
any extra exploitation on your part. Just handle it as
the usual program picture without promising your
patrons too much.
In your advertising play up most strongly the
agility and general pep of the star as shown in the picture. He stages quite a bit of fight stuff hi this one,
and pulls a few stunts. Probably fans very partial to
the star will like him in this because there is almost
a full reel of him in fighting action.
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Irwin's Story Screened
on "Parlor" Bolshevism.
Amusing Satire
The picture does not pretend to be propaganda
May Allison in
"The Uplifters"
Metro
DIRECTOR
Herbert
Blache
Karger
Maxwell
BY
SUPERVISED
Wallace Irwin
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
George D. Baker
CAMERAMAN
Eugene Qaudio
AS A WHOLE
Amusing and timely satire on the
lives
of the
free=thinking,
little=working
"Bolshevists," which kids these "world=sav=
ers" to a fare-ye-well.
STORY
Adapted
from the story by Wallace
Irwin published in the Saturday Evening Post
DIRECTION
Always in sympathy with subject;
responsible for scoring many subtle points.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Arranged for most artistic effect
CAMERA
WORK
Very good
STAR
Has role that gives her plenty of chance
tc register much humorous and some sympa=
thetic appeal.
SUPPORT
Well=chosen both as to type and
ability; cast includes
Pell Trenton,
Alfred
Hollingsworth,
Kathleen
Kerrigan,
Caroline
Rankin and Howard Gaye.
EXTERIORS
Not often used
INTERIORS
Excellently suited to atmosphere of
story.
DETAIL
Shows
extreme
care and attention;
aids materially
in getting over necessary
points.
CHARACTER OF STORY
"Parlor"
Bolshevism
satirized in fine style.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet
WHEN

Wallace Irwin starts out to be amusingly

satirical — especially when lie deals with "Bohemia 11s" — he generally makes a success of it. And one
of his best stories of this kind, which was published
in the Saturday Evening Post, has been amusingly
screened in Metro's "The Uplifters." This time Irwin
lias taken the "Bull-sheviki," as they are referred to
in all of the titles, and through the medium of the
screen, in this instance, he holds up to the light of
common sense these would-be world-savers and opinion-moulders. The result is a thoroughly amusing and
timely motion picture that affords a considerable
amount of entertainment.

by
any means, bill nevertheless it leaves the viewer with
B distinct sense of being glad that he is willing to
work for a living instead of having to mix up with
the gang of long-haired men and short-haired women
generally credited to be habitues of Washington
Square, New York. And all this is done in a manner
that affords quite a number of laughs -not loud, spontaneous outbursts, but just quiet appreciation of the
subtlety of the satirization.
The idea is put over by the screen telling of a story
thai interests not only through its plot, but which also
has appeal through its human side at times. The
picture lias been excellently produced, and shows much
.•are and sympathy on the part of everybody concerned.
Especially eommendaple are the types chosen to support the star and the manner in which they perform,
and the painstaking efforts made to make the detail
throughout just so.
May Allison is pleasingly cast as the stenographer
who begins to believe that she-is the victim of capital.
She is given, and takes advantage of, many opportunities to register humorous stuff. She is a stenographer
ami is very much loved by the son of the boss. But
in her new- found thought freedom she spurns his
offers of dinner. Instead she attends a meeting of
the lint ton Moulder's Association and there has more
Capital versus Labor ideas put into her head, making
her believe that she really is one of the "downtrodden." Therepresented
types shown
in these
acters
are really
good.scenes and the charThe next morning May gets very huffy at her place
and quits. She is welcomed to the circle of the mental
marvels by Kathleen Kerrigan, chief thinker for the
gang. Kathleen goes into partnership with May — a
partnership whereby May is to take care of the material things around the apartment, while Kathleen goes
out to uplift the world. Everybody calls May "comrade" and "sister" around the place, but May does all
the work. Despite the heavy housework May sticks
it Out, partly because she believes she is in love with
Howard Gaye, the Harvard tramp, who would much
rather talk of freedom than work.
But gradually May begins to see the sham of the
lives of the "nuts" she is living with, and her whole
world crashes when Gaye, after agreeing to humor
her by going through a capitalistic wedding ceremony,
proves to be already married to a very material wife
who is not of the "elect." On the night that May
kicks over the traces she is found in the apartment by
Pell Trenton, the son of her former boss, who became
a "convert" in his efforts to find her.

Ought to Get a Good Response From Intelligent Audiences
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is an amusing and timely picture, and probably will make quite a hit with intelligent audiences.
It is doubtful if the patrons of some of the cheaper
houses would "get" much of the subtlety of the picture, but nevertheless I'd give it a chance in view of
the fact that it kids the so-called Bolsheviki, who are
getting so much newspaper space at the present time.
This fact makes it quite easy to advertise. It is not
propaganda in any sense of the word, but it permits
of tying up with that idea because it satirizes some of
our best "parlor" Bolshevists.
Also the fact that the story appeared in the Saturday Evening Post might bring many folks to your
house, because it's a pretty safe bet that quite a number of your patrons read it, and will be willing to

spend money to see it in screen form. Wallace Irwin
has written several stories for the Post along this same
line, and all of them have been very widely read.
Exhibitors who have been using Metro pictures for
any length of time know the value of May Allison as
a box-office attraction. She has had some very fair
comedy dramas of late, and this one certainly ought
not to disappoint her followers.
You can tell your people that you have an amusing
subject in which some of these so-called savers of the
world are shown up in their true light. But be sure
not to give the impression that the picture is serious.
It is far from such, and there are many times during
the running of the film that your folks will laugh.
All in all, this is better than the average program
production.

K4 Metro Promise
V

is always based on
\ facts and always
^
lived up to g#

ETRO assures you
36 ATTRACTION
PICTURES
from
Big Broadway Successes
beginning'onSeptember
ht
its
FEWER ABETTER
PICTURES POLICY

Max well Kavger
Direct ov Cjei- veraL

Big theatres
will do well to hold open
time for runs of a week,
two weeks and more-
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Adaptation of Novel Is Fair Program Stuff

"A Little Brother of the Rich"
Universal

DIRECTOR
Lynn
Reynolds
AUTHOR
Joseph
Medill Patterson
SCENARIO
BY
Lynn Reynolds
CAMERAMAN
Phillip B. Rosen
AS A WHOLE
Luke-warm screen novel that
seldom gets under the skin; has variety of
scene and considerable amount of elemental
plot.
Adaptation of the novel of the same
title, which had a fairly wide circulation.
DIRECTION
Very good in spots, but not entirely up to Lynn Reynolds' best efforts.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Always clear and sharp
LIGHTINGS
A few good spot-lighting effects
CAMERA
WORK
Very good
PLAYERS
Frank Mayo and Kathryn Adams up
to specifications in leading roles; J. Barney
Sherry,
Lily Leslie and Jack Gilbert thoroughly efficient.
DETAIL
Generally helps carry story along; atmosphere always retained.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Tells of youth who
gave up worthy love for glitter of wealth.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,246 feet
STORY

THIS is a rather luke-warm picture that maintains
a fair degree of interest, but can make no great
claims to being a special. As the film stands it is
just an ordinarily good program offering.
Adapted from the quite widely-read novel of the
same title by Joseph Medill Patterson, the picture contains a variety of scene and a large amount of plot substance— that is, there is always something doing on
the screen, but the picture seldom gets very much
either above or below the line of "middleness." As
a whole the picture is neither very good nor very poor.
The early reels have been put together quite loosely.
Of course, it is no easy matter to get over all the stuff
necessary before the real story begins and save footage in a story of this kind, but apparently with this
subject much footage was exposed on sequences that
were too long when
they reached
the cutting room.

JOHN

Difficulty was apparently experienced in smoothing out
these early reels. This results several times in too
abrupt and sudden presentations of an end of the
story. However, after the main facts have been established things are smoothed out fairly well and the
picture runs along more evenly.
While there is lots of plot in the story it is not
very exciting stuff and permits of few very big moments. It is typical novel stuff of the sort usually
found between paper covers, and for the most part is
Straight narration.
The cast is a thoroughly competent one. Frank
Mayo and Kathryn Adams are both pleasing leads, and
are fully up to the specifications made in the story,
as screened. Also convincing in their portrayals are
the remainder of the group of players, which includes
J. Barney Sherry, Lily Leslie and Jack Gilbert.
Frank Mayo and Kathryn Adams are sweethearts in
a small Indiana town. Kathryn's father promises
Frank his daughter's hand if, when the youth returns
from college, he settles in the town. But at college
Frank has gotten in with a group of wealthy young
men.
When Kathryn attends the college "prom" in her
store dress and carrying her country manners, Frank
succumbs to a certain extent to the lures of a society
vamp — Lily Leslie. Frank's neglect of her causes
Kathryn later on in the evening to take back her
promise of marriage.
From then on Frank becomes mixed up with the
wealthy
and when
Kathryn's father's
fails, she crowd,
seeks work
in a restaurant.
Through bank
her
job Kathryn gets in touch with J. Barney Sherry, an
actor addicted to drink, and soon they are pals. Meanwhile Frank has been vamped to a finish by Lily
Leslie — vamped to such an extent that he marries her
after she has been divorced. All this time Kathryn
is developing ability as an actress.
Things finally reach the stage where, through a
logical meeting, Frank tells Kathryn of his unhappiness. She is willing to listen to him. But when
Frank's wife is killed in an auto accident Frank goes
to see Kathryn, much to the chagrin of Sherry. On
the night she is to open on Broadway Frank offers
Kathryn love, but not marriage. She again sees his
true colors, and flies .to Sherry who, despite a quiet
little bun, helps her make a hit. They marry.

BOWEKS

Leading zMan Goldwyn Pictures
CUKKENT

Madge Kennedy Kelease

Through the Wrong Door"
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Story Has Probably Been Read by Many of Your Folks
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"A Little Brother of the Rich"
Universal

.

In houses that have been running program pictures
and making money with them this one will get over
all right, both because it is an ordinarily good program
offering, and because it films a story that probably
has been read by a great number of the folks who are
more or less regular patrons of the smaller houses.
But it is not a big special to go crazy over; nor is it
a picture that will pull very strongly for a manager
catering to transients.
Probably more folks will be satisfied with the film
than otherwise, because it screens a sort of a Laura

Jean Libby story of the sort that always has been in
vogue with a great many persons.
There are several advertising angles that may be
used profitably if you run this. Of course, the strongest play should be made on the fact that the picture
is an adaptation of the novel of the same title. Then
you have a pretty good cast to talk about. Frank
Mayo was on the speaking stage for some time and
during his experience appeared in several road shows.
Some of your folks may remember him in this respect,
and might want to see him in pictures.
In advertising the picture tell your folks to come
and see the widely-read novel acted by Frank Mayo,
Kathryn Adams, J. Barney Sherry, Lilly Leslie and
Jack Gilbert. Tell them it is a story showing how a
small-town boy sacrificed most of the things really
worth while by becoming "a little brother of the rich."

Keep a place on your schedule

"THE YELLOW

EEL"

starring winsome

ALICE

MANN

Supported by a strong ocast
fr
A picture crowded with love and mystery, with a
background of secret service action that will grip and
enthuse the motion picture public and crowd your theatre.
Now

•

in production. Distribution plans will be announced later. For further information, address :

McCLUKE
Berkeley Building

PRODUCTIONS
New

York
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Fair Degree of Suspense in Mystery-Adventure Fiction
Harry

T. Morey in

"The Man Who Won"
Vitagraph

DIRECTOR
Paul Scardon
AUTHOR
Cyrus Townsend Brady
SCENARIO BY
Edward J. Montagne
CAMERAMAN
Robert Stewart
AS A WHOLE
Quite well-presented mysteryadventure with enough suspense and interest
to make it hold up.
STORY
Good fiction of a type that lends itself
readily to successful screening.
DIRECTION
Gets good results in mantaining
mystery;
unfolds
plot smoothly
to meller
finish.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Some resultful arrangements used
CAMERA WORK
A few good long shots
STAR
Does better work than in some of his recent pictures ; is the typical man of adventure
SUPPORT
Maurice
Costello and Betty Blythe
give star capable support; cast includes Bernard Siegel, Robert Gaillard and Denton Vane
EXTERIORS
Not so very many; all proper
INTERIORS
The conventional thing
DETAIL. . . .Smoothly blends with main line of action
CHARACTER OF STORY
Straight fiction without offensive features.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,333 feet
CYRUS TOWNSEND BRADY has written a very fair
story which retains all of its worth as filmed
in "The Man Who Won." The pictures is a wellpresented, smoothly-running mystery-adventure with
a meller finish, and should please most fans who
hanker after this sort of screen entertainment. It is
pretty good program stuff, and holds up in a fair degree to the mark set by several recent Vitagraph releases.
The film is pure screen fiction, and, considered as
such, is moderately good entertainment.
The one un-

favorable feature of the offering is the fact that there
is ;i German spy denouement that dissolves the mystery ;it the end. Of course, it is not meant that the
Spy stuff is unfavorable in itself; but folks are rather
fed up on that line of pictures. However, the subject
is not a spy picture in the common meaning of the
term — that end is used merely to furnish a reason for
one man working at cross-purposes against another,
both as far as treasure and love are concerned. The
solebeing
purpose
picture is to make one's time pass
by
told ofa the
story.
As Christopher Keene, the man of adventure, Harry
Morey has a much better chance to register than he
has had in some of the wild mellers he has appeared
in lately, and he gets away with his allotted task in
good order. Also the film brings to the screen again
Maurice Costello in an important supporting role.
Costello and Betty Blythe give good performances.
Others don't figure much in the story.
Interest centers about Harry when he is first found
by Betty, wounded and delirious on the shore of an
Oregon bay, after a fight with a group of Malays.
Curiosity is piqued when Harry, after being aided by
Betty, staggers to a schooner and sets sail when Betty
goes for help. Harry guards his secret, according to a
title and, five days later, is picked up.
Here the action shifts to San Francisco where
Harry, recovered, meets Costello. Both men watch
each other, although apparently there is friendship between them. Harry's one big thought is to find the
girl whose face he remembers, and who is the only
one that can tell him where his treasure is hidden.
Through logical and interest-holding passages,
Harry meets Betty again, but does not recognize her
at once. However, this is soon brought about and the
viewer begins to suspect Costello. Costello tries to
kill Harry's chances with Betty by telling her that
Harry is a thief, and that as a Secret Service man
Costello must watch him. On Betty's hint as to the
location of the fight with the Malays, Harry starts
for Oregon, closely followed by Costello and his gang.
Enters the plot then a real Secret Service man and he
and Betty also start out.
When Harry finds his treasure he is set upon by
Costello and others. But Betty and the Secret Service man save the day. It develops that the treasure
is a large amount of platinum that Harry obtained
from the Germans in Siberia, and that Costello is a
German spy.
Harry wins Betty's hand.

Fairly Good Program Stuff.

Consider Spy Element

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
In its entirety this one is pretty good program stuff
and would be very good if it were not for the German
spy denouement. Of course, your folks may be the
kind that will stand for that sort of stuff even at this
late date, but nevertheless it is a fact that at the present time there is a reaction in the minds of folks as
regards things connected with the war. However,
the spy end of it does not come until the very end,
and there is much good material that is screened before the end is reached.
The name of the author is fairly well known, so it
might be a good thing to mention it in all of your

advertising. Another name, besides that of the star,
which may help a bit is that of Maurice Costello.
Costello certainly had a gang of followers in the heydey of his career, and many of your folks may be
willing to spend money just to see an old-time favorite
again.
Costello has an important part in the picture.
Harry Morey makes a better impression in his latest
subject than in some that have gone by, and if your
folks like him at all they'll like him in this one.
The picture is best suited to program houses. It
would not stand up in a downtown theater catering
to transients, or the very high-class neighborhood
houses.

SIT

TIGHT!
By Carl Laemmle, President

Universal Film Manufacturing Company

|| "jOj 1VERY
effort the
willnext
be
I made during
i few months to get you
to book your time rather
solidly for the Fall season.
I know of many pictures which
have been rushed through with
frantic haste in several studios in the
hope that you will be stampeded
into booking them BEFORE YOU
GET A CHANCE TO SEE THE
REALLY BIG PRODUCTIONS
THAT ARE TO COME LATER.
The Universal is not joining in this mad
scramble for QUANTITY. We have been
in the business long enough to know that no
policy is a good policy if it is based on an
attempt to fool the exhibitor into doing
something that he regrets later on. We
have seen many a company try it, and we
have seen every one that tried it fall down
hard !
We are making the BIG STUFF that
you have to have. It is so big, so irresistible that you will book it EVEN IF YOU
HAVE TO PUT SOMETHING ELSE
ON THE SHELF. But this business of
putting stuff on the shelf after you have
booked it and paid for it is the very thing
We hope you will avoid. It is a greater
extravagance than you can afford to indulge in— in fact, it is worse than the extravagance that some of the studios are
guilty of. It has been sucking the very life
blood out of your profits.

So, after the many times
that you have been lured into
doing foolish things, you can
mighty well afford to sit tight
this Fall and MAKE YOUR
SELECTIONS COOLLY.
You've got everything your own
way. More good pictures will be
produced than you and all your
competitors in your locality can
possibly run. This means that you
can pick and choose to suit yourself,
without any wild, reckless, solid
bookings. You can't possibly get
left. You never need worry one
minute for fear you will be left
without strong attractions.
You've got the whip hand! You can
keep it just as long as you FORCE TH]
INDUSTRY TO STAND ON TH]
BASIS OF MERIT But you will lose it
just as soon as you fall for any hurry-upand-book-a-lot-of-stuff schemes that may be
dangled before your eyes.
Hold fast, Hang onto your whip — an(
SIT TIGHT!
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Somewhat Different Offering Has Unhappy Ending
Frank Keenan

in

"Gates of Brass"
Keenan Prod. — Pathe Dist.
DIRECTOR
Ernest C. Warde
AUTHOR
Kate
Corbaley
SCENARIO BY
Jack Cunningham
CAMERAMAN
Charles Kaufman
AS A WHOLE
Fairly forceful character study
with dramatic and unhappy ending.
STORY
Good
vehicle for star; contains just
enough plot movement to keep things moving
at moderate rate.
DIRECTION
Shows appreciation and understanding of dramatic technique; handles players efficiently.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good; clear definition in
deep interiors.
LIGHTINGS
Some very fair effects
CAMERA WORK
Effective angles always used
STAR
Sincere, and succeeds in making the leading character ring true.
SUPPORT
Lois Wilson adequate as innocent
daughter;
George
Fisher, Edwin Tilton and
others up to requirements.
EXTERIORS
Some
welUcomposed
and pretty
locations.
INTERIORS
High class
DETAIL. .. .Watched with skillful care; types good;
some good stuff pulled with "drunken" titles.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Teaches "As ye sow"
moral; altogether without offensive features.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet
FRANK KEENAN must be given credit for having
the courage to produce a picture with an ending
that most of those who see the film will term "unhappy." And this ending occurs after Keenan has
built up a considerable amount of sympathy for himself in the character he portrays in "Gates of Brass."
But so well worked up is the climax that the emotions
of the viewer are successfully appealed to by its dramatic force and unexpectedness, and the bitter-sweetness of the ending only emphasizes the more the picture's message to the effect that "As ye sow, so shall
ye reap."
In the main the offering is a character study giving
the star full opportunity to display his talents in this
line of work.
And his is by no means an easy task.

Handled much less adroitly than Keenan has done, the
Lead-character would have been a man utterly undeserving of sympathy on the part of the observer;
handled as it has been the character is given a sincerity
and appeal
almost makes
one in
overlook
the of
man's
shady
ways that
of obtaining
wealth
the light
his
pure love for his motherless daughter and his subsequent loneliness. And it is because of this fact that
to many fans whose sympathies are easily appealed to
theThe
ending
possibly
film might
deals with
the belife"not
of anice."
tin-horn gambler
who later becomes a "con" man hunting only big game.
and always within the law. He is a high-class swindler, and the daughter upon whom he lavishes all his
love and kindness knows nothing of the manner in
which the wealth that is hers is obtained. Unknown
to Keenan. the daughter. Lois Wilson, falls in love
with George Fisher, the son of a man Keenan is about
to victimize. Keenan gets most of the fortune of
Edwin Tilton, Fisher's father, and when accused by
Fisher. Keenan states that the venture was legitimate.
Lois lias faith in her father, and repudiates Fisher.
Later, on a Christmas night, and during passages
that tenderly register the regard between father and
daughter, Lois learns that Keenan is a swindler. She
leaves the house, spurning her father's wealth, and
wiring Fisher that she needs him. Fisher and Lois
are married and take up life in Chicago. Reenan is
left alone. Immediately he begins to make restitution to those he has swindled in an effort to regain the
love of his daughter. But despite the fact that Keenan
tries to give back what he mulcted from his victims
he is not able to win his daughter. An oil strike makes
him very wealthy. But his money does him no good
without his daughter.
At this juncture there are sympathy-compelling passages. And finally Lois and Fisher decide to go to
Keenan — on Christmas night. They plan an unexpected visit. Christmas Eve finds Keenan alone. Unable to find a guest for Christmas dinner at his club,
Keenan patronizes a low barroom. In these sequences
are many amusing passages, but every laugh is tinged
with a trifle of a tear because of the man's utter
despondency. He invites the saloon crowd to dinner
at his house. Many good types are seen in these
scenes. On Christmas Day the dinner develops into a
drunken orgy, Keenan, in his loneliness, continuing his
debauch after his saloon guests have gone. Lois and
Fisher finally reach Keenan's house, loaded down with
Christmas gifts to Keenan.
They find him dead.
Included in the cast are Clyde Benson, Lillian Langdon and Frank De Loan.

Might Go Well on the Score of Its Difference
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is an unusual film in many respects, and on
that score might go well with your crowd. It is considerably out of the run of usual program stuff, and if
you promise your folks something decidedly different
than the ordinary run you might satisfy them with
"Gates of Brass."
Keenan's pictures naturally are a whole lot different
than sort
the "cute"
girl To
star audiences
stuff and whose
the dashing
hero
of films.
tastes young
are a
bit jaded because of the sameness of many program
pictures this might go well. In any event you can
promise your patrons a picture a bit out of the ordinary without conflicting with any honest advertising
policy.
In your advertising
tell your folks that Frank

Keenan is seen in a picture pitilessly emphasizing the
law- of compensation^that "As ye sow, so shall ye
reap." If you are afraid that your folks might not like
an unhappy ending, even if that ending is justified, bill
the picture as another of Keenan's character successes.
In that respect it is a success.
Use catchlines something like: "With all his millions
loneliness was eating out his heart. And just when
happiness was within his grasp, he was unable to meet
it. See how and why in 'Gates of Brass,' Frank
Keenan's latest Pathe picture." "Loneliness was the
price he paid for his millions." "Do you believe in a
hereafter? Frank Keenan's picture, 'Gates of Brass,'
proves that the law of compensation is inexorable right
here on earth."

Better Reserve a Couple of Weeks
This Fall for This One

This is a Single Production, Not a* Program
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Gomedy-Meller is Quite Entertaining Picture
William Desmond

in

"Bare-Fisted Gallagher"
J. D. Hampton — Robertson-Cole — Exhib. Mutual
DIRECTOR
J. J. Franz
SUPERVISED BY
Jesse D. Hampton
AUTHOR
William Parker
SCENARIO BY
William Parker
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Thoroughly amusing Western
subject that pleasingly
blends comedy
and
meller; very good program offering.
STORY
Good
picture stuff; doesn't go too
strong on the meller end, and always makes a
strong play for quiet laughs.
DIRECTION
Builds up incident consistent with
main plot; keeps things going at proper speed
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS. .. .Ordinary on interiors; soft lightings
chosen for outdoor shots.
CAMERA
WORK
Good;
some
fair Western
scenery filmed.
STAR
Gets over appeal in fine style; has good
role with which to do it.
SUPPORT
Excellent; Agnes Vernon very cute in
overalls; Frank Lanning does good character
part; Arthur Malette and others O. K.
EXTERIORS. .. Predominate;
mostly
Western
stuff
photographed under best conditions.
INTERIORS
Few and ordinary
DETAIL
Responsible
in no little measure
for
worth of the film as a whole; comedy bits
and other incidental business well done.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Harmless
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,800 feet
COMEDY and melodrama are pleasingly mixed in
"Bare-Fisted Gallagher." The offering is rich in
Ihaf sort of humor that gets across in good style with
the fans, and Bill Desmond has a part (hat makes one
like him from the very go-off. He is a breezy and
light-hearted co>vhoy, and Director Franz's method of
putting over these qualities, together with Desmond's
smile and his aptness at registering essential points,
result in a thoroughly likeable screen character.

William Parker's story, as filmed, is jjood picture
stulT. It doesn't go too strong on the meller end nntil
the last reel. and. while the plot is just a bit thin in
substance in itself, it permits of building up with incident that results in a thoroughly pleasing piece of
screen entertainment. Both serious and light incident
has been injected effectively. Bits of comedy business
are introduced that are sure to get the laughs, and
always in the background during these comic bits remains the romantic appeal and a mild element of
mystery. Of course, to enjoy the picture to its fullest,
the viewer must not take the plot too seriously.
Desmond stages a couple of fairly good fights in the
film — one in particular where he and Frank Lanning
go to it for considerable footage on the bank of a
stream and also in the stream.
Agnes Vernon makes a quite attractive appearance
in the picture, being attired for most of the time in
overalls or a bandit's outfit.
Frank Lanning is a good type both for the small
amount of villainy he has to do, and also in lighter
moods. Arthur Malette is satisfactory, as also are
Caroline Rankin. Hill Patton and Scotty McGregor.
There are a few smaller discrepancies in the film.
One is during a sequence supposedly at night, when
through an open cabin door in a close-up of Bill, daylight is seen ; another break is having Bill read a letter
outside a house in the dark.
Bill Desmond is at home in the character he is
given in the offering, but the title leads one to believe
that he has a rough-neck part in which he battles his
way through life with his plug-ugliness. But such is
not the case. While it is true that Bill uses only his
bare fists, he is by no means a rough-neck in the film
— he is just the opposite, and proves it.
Bill starts out early in the picture to run to earth
a bandit who has been robbing the stage of much gold
belonging to his deceased uncle's mine. The onlooker
is given to know that the mysterious bandit is Agnes
Vernon, whose father sends her out on the hold-up
trips. It later develops that Bill's uncle swindled Agnes' father out of the mine. Of course. Bill gives the
mine back to Agnes' father, but not before much
amusing stuff has taken place.

Will Especially Please Folks That Like Westerns
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Here is an especially good subject for a house running program stuff. It is much better than an ordinary picture in that it contains many wholesome mirthmaking passages, and at the same time gives that
large body of fans that patronize houses the kind of
meller stuff that they like. So if you are conducting
a neighborhood house of that sort let your folks know
that you have a pleasing picture.
Bill it as a comedy mixed with melodrama — a fastmoving romance of the West. And, of course, go
strong on Desmond's name. In his latest offering Desmond has a role that probably will be liked even better than his "The Mints of Hell." Several of his recent releases — "Whitewashed
Walls,"
"The Prodigal

Liar." and "Life's a Funny Proposition," should be an
indication to you of his drawing power. If you played
any or all of them and your folks liked them at all
you cau promise them something that will be sure to
please in "Bare-Fisted Gallagher." Agnes Vernon is
not unknown to movie audiences, and mention might
also be made of her presence in the cast.
If your audiences are the kind that like the usual
gun-fightin'.
Hell-roarin'
Western,it mellers
they same
will
like this one even
better, because
carries that
atmosphere but is dressed up in different clothes — that
is, there is very little villainy in it and not much gunplay. It is a good clean, subject, and a more or less
unusual Western.

For what The^Salvation Army flidin
France it will be loved forever by millions of Americans. One of the outstanding events of a life-time will be
the growth in public affection of a
meek and humble organization that
reached the peaks of greatness.
Never again will the street bands of
singers or the heroic women who
make their way into lowly places be
regarded with anything but increasing love and respect.
For the reason that it is a wonderful
drama of laughter and tears, a story
of the human heart, and to reach with
it through your theatre the affections
of America's millions, you will want
to save an open spot in your house
schedule for

BLUE BONN
By E. Magnus Ingleton
'Directed hy Louis A\)m.Chdudet

A STORY OF "OVER HERE
Produced and presented by the

NATIONAL FILM CORP. of
AMERICA
"WilliamParsons, a**
We are pleased to announce to the
exhibitors of America that all future
Billie Rhodes productions will be
distributed exclusively through the
Hodkinson organization.

mBODKMSON

CX)RP(MnON

527 Fifth Avenue, Ifew Tfiwk. City
ibutingrthtottgh MTSi IxchangeJiKorponrted

*3he Biggest Special Picture
of the Hour in America
We announce the immediate release of the big, timely production that shows how to crush the
radicals and bomb-senders who
are trying to wreck this great
nation.

presentation
of
y Raver's
Harr

MAS'
screen THO
challenge
USTUS
AUGstirring

.Starring

LEAH BAI R D
in a vivid emotional role
with a supporting cast of
2,000 players including

Gov.

Alfred
of New
Directed

GEORGE

E. Smith
York
by

IRVING

An invited audience that
saw this drama in New York
stood up and cheered. What
"The Beast of Berlin'' did for
you as the greatest moneymaking special of its hour,
"The Volcano" will do for
you now.

W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue . New York Gty
Distributing through PAiHt Exchange. Incorporated
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Considerable Elemental Appeal in Child Subject
Madge

Evans

in

"Home Wanted"
World
DIRECTOR
Tefft Johnson
AUTHOR
Lucy Sarver
CAMERAMAN
Philip Hatkin
AS A WHOLE
Pleasing enough child subject
containing large amount of elemental appeal;
will get over.
STORY
Is well constructed to keep child star in
foreground; makes plea for interest by stick*
ing closely to time=tried factors.
DIRECTION
Gets response through many inci=
dental bits; shows
certain sympathy
with
.
childhood.
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
STAR
Romps

Proper;
through

manner; 'shows
ments.

some

Very good
unusual
effects
Good
part in agreeable

no

her

ability

in deeper

mo-

SUPPORT

Good, especially Anna Lehr, W. T.
Carleton, Hugh Thompson and Jack Drumier.
EXTERIORS
Some pretty shots
INTERIORS
O. K.
DETAIL
Some
quite amusing touches
intro=
duced in action during early reels.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Good
"heartthrob"
stuff; thoroughly clean.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,ooo feet
TN a manner of speaking, "Home Wanted" may be
-■- numbered in the "old school" class of motion pictures. By that is not meant that the picture is an old
product by any means, but that it is a picture that
relies successfully on a time-tried trend of events and
emotions for its appeal. It is a newly-produced film
having as its basic foundation sort of an "And-a-littlechild-shall-lead-them" idea.
There is much that appeals in the offering, and as a
whole it is a pleasing child subject in which an orphan

finds a home for herself and in so doing is responsible
for happiness on the part of others also. With those
elements uppermost, the picture therefore is an offering that will please many.
Of course, with material such as is brought to the
screen in the picture, the author naturally is forced
several time to lean rather heavily on co-incidence,
but all in all it is the sort of stuff that is sure of a
response on the part of the majority of movie goers.
This is due in no little part to those passages in the
film devoted entirely to incidental business in which
Madge Evans and her boy friend, Michael J. Hanlon.
show the spirit of childhood both through their own
ability and through the sympathetic prompting of the
director. Amusement is often afforded by the frecklefaced boy and the orphan girl, between whom there is
a childish sentiment that gets over. Also the sequences showing the boy mussed up with jam in a
pantry and other bits in which the girl is the central
figure are amusing.
Largely, the plot is elemental, and is screened in a
like manner. Despite a few fairly original twists, the
story will be rather obvious to fans who see many
pictures, but everything turns out just as is wanted ;
therefore, everybody is happy and satisfied.
Madge Evans is a very cute little girl and often
shows considerable ability as an actress. She is well
supported by a cast that includes W. T. Carleton.
Anna Lehr, Jack Drumier, Hugh Thompson, Charles
Sutton, Maude Turner Gordon, Winifred Leighton and
Michael J. Hanlon.
Little Madge is first seen in the orphan asylum.
Every night she watches the window of a big house
across the way, imagining herself being tucked in bed
there under the tender care of a beautiful mother.
But in reality the big house is occupied by W. T.
Carleton, an irascible old man, self -centered, and without regard for others. Partly through the office s of
Anna Lehr, Madge and Michael Hanlon get into the
old man's house. Madge wheels his invalid chair out
in the grounds, and the old man stays there during a
rainstorm.
Plot developments brings things to the point where
Carleton is brought to the house of Hugh Thompson,
known as doctor "Dick." Thompson is in love with
Anna, but her mother declines to give her consent to
a marriage because of the fact that Thompson is a
"nobody." But it turns out that Thompson is the
grandson of Carleton. and Madge spills the beans to
the old man. Soon the point is reached where everything is adjusted happily.

Home-Loving Folks Ought to Like This One
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The degree or success of this picture depends almost
entirely on what kind of a crowd you are catering
to. If yours is a neighborhood house whose audiences
are composed largely of those folks who are greatly
appealed to by the thought of an orphan whose only
desire is a home and mother, the picture will go over
big. But in a house relying mostly on transients for
admissions it is doubtful if this one would be very
much of an attraction.
Considered as a program offering the picture is pretty
good.

Then,

too,

Madge

Evans

has

made

quite

a*

number

of followers by her appearance in World pictures, and billing her name in connection with such
a title as "Home Wanted." which is a very fair indication of the story's subject matter, might draw folks
to your house.
The picture is thoroughly clean and is fit for family
consumption, and you can offer the children something
that they should.be interested in. It is a film in which
domesticity is played up, and therefore appealing to
most home folks. Promise your people a clean and
wholesome subject full of heart-throbs; a picture that
bares the heart of an orphan girl.
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Excellent Comedy with Character Foundation and Fine Circus Stuff
Bert

Lytell in

"One-Thing-at-a-Time-O'Day"
Metro
DIRECTOR
John Ince
SUPERVISED
BY
Maxwell
Karger
AUTHOR
William Dudley Pelley
SCENARIO BY
George D. Baker
CAMERAMAN
Robert B. Kurrle
AS A WHOLE. . . .Bright comedy is kept in the same
mood all through; has sound character foundation.
STORY
Adaptation of story by William Dudley
Pulley published in The Saturday Evening
Post.
DIRECTION. . . .Gets fine results from circus scenes,
introducing incidental bits of comedy among
spectators and performers that help to make
the show seem real.
PHOTOGRAPHY
First rate
LIGHTINGS
Those
in the circus tent deserve
favorable comment.
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR
Scores as the hick boob with a one-track
mind
who
eventually
proves
the value of
doing one thing at a time.
SUPPORT
Excellent,
especially
Eileen
Percy,
Stanton Heck and Joseph Kilgour.
EXTERIORS
Vacant lots and street scenes suffice for much of the action.
INTERIORS
Only a few studio sets
DETAIL
Exceptionally clever subtitles are responsible for many of the laughs.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Always humorous, but
nevertheless
indicates what may
be gained
by concentration.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet
METRO has been fortunate of late in its choice of
stories for Bert Lytell, but for sound, wholesome,
comedy with a reasonable basis of character. "OneThing-at-a-Time-O'Day" comes pretty close to topping the list. Lytell does fine work as the seriousminded boob, but this is far from being a one-man
picture. There is the best sort of teamwork in the
acting of the supporting players, the circus stuff is
almost good enough to carry the production in itself
and there are sub-titles with a comedy punch in about
every line.

HARRY

Whoever looked after the titling of this picture
struck a happy medium in being humorous without
going over the heads of the crowd. Probably some of
the comedy inserts were taken from the text of the
original Saturday Evening Post story, but at all
events they are mighty well adapted to the screen
action and they arc of distinct value in scoring the
points prepared by the director.
The human quality is what producers are admittedly
seeking in photoplays and that is the paramount
quality in "< tne-Thiiig-at-a-Time-O'Day." In the foundation of the narrative there stands one imperturbable
character with a very definite notion as to what brings
success. In the ordinary estimate he is just a boob
or a "nut." but being what he is. nobody can change
him and therein lies the story.
If you stop to analyze, you no doubt will conclude
that most people like Stradivarius O'Day (Bert Lytell)
right from the start because he is such a definite
sort of person. It doesn't matter how many folks, his
family included, call him a fool, as long as he is convinced that the secret of life is to make a study of one
thing at a time until it has been mastered and then
to turn to something else.
Bert's idiosyncrasies are made more feasible through
the inheritance of a small fortune, but the real turning point in his life comes on the day that he visits a
circus and at first sight falls in love with "the world's
greatest, most charming and most daring equestrienne," Eileen Percy. Almost a reel is devoted to
a presentation of the tent show and the introduction
of the circus performers destined to figure in the
story, but it is not lost footage, particularly because
circuses seldom have been screened so effectively.
True to the dictates of his one-track mind, Bert,
having lost his heart to Eileen, determines to get a
job with the show that he may be near her. In
accord with his nature, he considers only one step at
a time. He follows the troupe from town to town, but
the manager, Joseph Kilgour, won't put him to work.
Finally, he gets a chance to clean a Ford car and
he does this so well that the manager tells him to
learn how to run it, which Bert does, having decided
that as soon as he learns to be a chauffeur he will
devote his energies to mastering the science of pugilism in order to whip the bullying weight-lifter of the
troupe, Stanton Heck. They get a lot of humor out
of the training scenes, with Bert learning the boxing
art from an expert, but the best sequences of all
concern the actual fight which comes off although not
quite as planned.
Besides those already mentioned, the cast includes
William A. Carroll, Jules Hanft and John Hack.

BEAUMONT
M. P. D. A.

Producing for Goldwyn
Latest Release

"The City of Comrades"
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Go As Far As You Like in Promising That This Is Really Good
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Bert

Lytell

his earlier productions and found that they came up
to scratch, go after this feeling confident tbat it goes
over the mark with something to spare.
The circus scenes are so well handled that you are
warranted in making quite a bit of fuss about them.
It is largely a circus story and there is no harm in
calling it that, but you shouldn't lose sight of other
angles. Mention that it was taken from The Saturday Evening Post, for in every town there are many
readers of this publication ; then use catchlines something like this:
"Does the one-idea man win out? See Bert Lytell
in his most amusing comedy, 'One-Thing-at-a-Time
O'Day,' adapted from The Saturday Evening Post
story." Or, "What is the real meaning of the word
'concentrate'? Bert Lytell will show you in his latest
Metro comedy, 'One-Thing-at-a-Time O'Day'."

in

"One-Thing-at-a-Time-O'Day"
Metro
If you want to give your patrons a good laugh, show
them "One-Thing-at-a-Tirne O'Day." Everybody
seems to be kicking about the scarcity of good comedy
films, so when something that is of feature proportions
and not of the slapstick variety comes along, it is well
to running
gi-ab it, even
if youprogram.
don't want to commit yourself
to
a regular
The actual drawing power of stars is difficult to estimate, but it seems to me that Bert Lytell should stand
pretty well by this time, for his pictures have been
consistently good.
Providing you have shown some of

WILLIAM

RUSSELL
IN

"A

By Stephen Fox

Sporting

Chance

Directed by Henry King
99

A most bizarre, amazing and unusual story is
unfolded. Your audiences will be mystified,
thrilled, and then given the surprise of their
lives at the end. Not one out of fifty who see'
the picture will ever guess the finish.
William Russell Prcductions Now

"When a Man Bides Alone"
"Where the West Begins"

'Hobbs in a Hurry"
'All the World to Nothing"

WILLIAM

William Russell will
win thousands of new
friends for himself by
his splendid work in
this production.
Available:

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS

"Brass Buttons"
"Some Liar"
Distributed by PATHE
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HERBERT

E. HANCOCK
Now Directing

VIOLET

MERSEREAU
in

"TheH. & Strange
Romance"
H. PRODUCTIONS, Inc.
516

Fifth

Avenue,

N. Y. C.
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Atmosphere of Bret Harte Story Helps this Film Considerably
Harry Carey in

"The Outcasts of Poker Flat"
Universal
DIRECTOR
Jack Ford
AUTHOR
Bret Harte
SCENARIO
BY
H. Tipton Steck
CAMERAMAN
John Brown
AS A WHOLE
Moves too slowly in spots, but
profits by variety of scene and has moments
of certain appeal.
STORY
With the exception of a brief prologue
and epilogue laid in the present day, the acname. tion follows Bret Harte's story of the same
DIRECTION
Handles a number of the difficult
scenes with discrimination and save for a
few lapses gives them a convincing atmosphere.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Conventional
CAMERA WORK
Composition of scenes is good.
STAR
Acts naturally in a familiar type of characterization.
SUPPORT
Cullen Landis and Gloria Hope are
principal players in support of star; there is
nothing
notable
about
their performances.
DETAIL
Some
of the snow
scenes
show
too
plainly that they are artificial; river boat
stuff well handled.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Mixture of romance,
adventure and drama.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5,645 feet
IN order to bring it up to date, Bret Harte's "The Outcasts of Poker Flat" is produced as a story within
a story by means of leading off with a brief prologue
in which a modern gambler finds himself in a situation similar to that faced by Harte's John Oakhurst.
The epilogue shows the gambler arriving at a different
and more satisfactory solution of the problem confronting him.
This method of treating a narrative laid in an earlier
day is not unusual. Probably it was the best way to
handle this romantic tale of the west in the middle

of the last century, in that it gave the author of the
scenario a chance to indicate how characters and
events
erations. may duplicate themselves in succeeding genAs Square Shoot in' Lanyon in the prologue, Harry
Carey has one of his favorite characters, a big-hearted
gambler, himself in love with his ward, but believing
that she has centered her devotion on his adopted
son. One day when he has decided to sacrifice his
own happiness for the sake of the two youngsters,
he picks
up a copy
of Poker Flat"
and
henceforth
what of
he "The
reads Outcasts
is visualized.
A few scenes of a California mining colony in 1850
serve to present incidents bearing upon Carey's adoption of an orphan boy. Then they swing into what
turns out to be the most interesting period of the production, the action some twenty years later, which
takes place on an old-fashioned river boat. There is
lots of atmosphere in these scenes. Director Ford
found just the right sort of a craft and he was careful
to avoid anachronisms, either in the costumes or locations. Here, as in other parts of the film, there is
more narrative than drama, but at least the story is
kept in the Bret Harte mood.
Western stuff of a less unusual order is found in
sequences where Harry, having come to the rescue of
Gloria Hope, who has been betrayed by a gambler
willun, takes her to Poker Flat. The church-going
reform crowd that has no use for Harry's resort, sees
a new cause for resentment in the arrival of the girl
under the protection of the gambler. Things are made
consistently unpleasant for the inmates of Poker Flat,
but Harry sticks to his friends.
Then the willun who deserted Gloria re- appears,
shoots Carey's adopted son, Cullen Landis, who has
fallen in love with the girl, and makes possible a few
moments of meller action. A scene of strong heart
appeal is realized when the boy has recovered and the
gambler sacrifices his own love that Cullen and Gloria
may marry.
The least successful part of the presentation comes
with the snow scenes when the outcasts of Poker Flat
are stranded in a mountain cabin without supplies. A
number of the shots have a decidedly fakey appearance, which is the more marked because they are contrasted with some genuine views of the woods in winter. Also, some of the bids for sympathy at this point
of the story seem rather forced.

Play Up Name of Author Along with that of Star
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There is less gun play in "The Outcasts of Poker
Flat" than is found in many of the Harry Carey films,
also less of the familiar action meller fight stuff, but
that doesn't mean that folks are going to be disappointed in this appearance of the Universal star. The
film strikes me as being about half a reel too long,
but that isn't a serious defect.
You've got more to work with here than in the average program feature without the backing of a famous
name. Bret Harte's stories are a tradition, even among
many people who have never read them, and "The
Outcasts of Poker Flat" is one of the most famous of
his tales of the gold rush days.

Without stretching the facts, you may tell your
patrons that Carey has a more than usually pretentious production in the presentation of this fiction
classic. For the benefit of those unfamiliar with the
plot, let it be known that the locale is California as
Bret Harte knew it, and that the narrative is full of
heart interest. Promise that Carey is at his best in
the heroic character of the self-sacrificing gambler.
You might arouse interest among people not regularly classed as picture fans by making a fuss about
this being the first authentic version of "The Outcasts
of Poker Flat," a story that every student of American literature should know. In the film there is a
flash showing Carey reading the book. If this is included in the assortment of stills it would be a good
one to use.
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"Secret Service" as a Picture Does Credit to Famous Play
Robert Warwick

in

"Secret Service"
Paramount-Artcraft

Special

DIRECTOR
Hugh Ford
AUTHOR
William
Gillette
SCENARIO BY
Beulah Marie Dix
CAMERAMAN
William Marshall
AS A WHOLE
Exceptionally well handled Civil
War drama; in production, story and acting
it has everything that a picture of this kind
needs.
STORY

Adaptation of William Gillette's famous
stage success.
DIRECTION
Works
up to suspense-creating
situations in fine style and always keeps the
scenes in the atmosphere of Civil War days.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Many of them distinctly artistic
CAMERA WORK
Close-ups used with discrimination; dissolves and double exposures skilfully handled.
STAR
A regular soldier hero; looks and acts the
part and scores points without over-acting.
SUPPORT
Wanda
Hawley
makes
a decidedly
attractive southern girl; Theodore Roberts,
Raymond Hatton and Irving Cummings have
conspicuous places in finely balanced cast.
EXTERIORS
Evidently were selected with great
care; frequently furnished beautiful backgrounds.
INTERIORS
Have variety and appear genuine
DETAIL
Small mistakes in costumes and setsuch as often mar "period" plays are
avoidedtings,here.
CHARACTER
LENGTH

OF STORY
Heart interest and dramatic intensity well combined.
OF PRODUCTION
5.697 feet

AT

the time that William Gillette wrote "Secret
Service" there was no such thing as photoplay
technique, but it so happens that his Civil War drama,
now more than twenty years old, makes a nearly ideal
basis for a motion picture, at once physically and emotionally stirring and permeated with the charm of the
Southland during the days of inevitable defeat.
There was a time, some five years ago, when about
every company with a supply of uniforms and guns,
turned out Civil War dramas at frequent intervals.
They were overdone and not very well done. Today,
a story of the type returns as something of a novelty,
and "Secret Service" is so decidedly well handled in

all respects that it should enjoy a success commensurate with that registered by its stage parent.
Considering the essential points in a photoplay —
story, product ion and acting — this scores through a
happy blending of the three. In the first place there
are opportunities for genuine emotional and dramatic
conflict in the meeting of Robert Warwick as the
northern spy and Wanda Hawley as the loyal southerner, in the struggle of the Union officer torn between
love and duty; in his efforts to carry out the mission
on which he has been sent, and in the courage with
which he faces a firing squad when the game is up.
With each situation well established, the picture realizes a high degree of excitement and suspense at
three points. The first of these is reached when Irving
Cummings, as the Confederate secret service man, lays
a trap for Robert, who is forced to shoot his own
brother, or betray himself. The bullet intended to
inflict a slight wound in the brother's leg, enters his
heart, and the spy, still forced to assume the part,
continues the pretense that he is a southern soldier
performing his duty.
Again, the story carries a thrill when Robert, on
the verge of telegraphing a message that is expected
to' mean the downfall of Richmond, is caught by Cummings and shot through the hand as he is clicking off
the code. Even here he does not lose his nerve. He
almost succeeds in turning the tables on the secret
service man before his guilt is established.
But best of all is a climax maintaining suspense at
a gripping tension. Robert stands in front of the firing squad when a storm of shells from the advancing
Union troops breaks over Richmond, one of them bursting among the soldiers about to shoot the northern spy.
In the presentation of this war drama, Director
Ford has excelled himself. The quaint charm of the
old Virginia city is delightfully pictured, contrasting
with the squalid filth of the famous Libby prison.
Lightings are soft and atmospheric and ensemble
scenes, such as those at the bazaar for the benefit of
the Confederate soldiers, are like an animated painting of an appealingly tragic epoch of American history.
The director's handling of the capture of Richmond,
the shells crashing through houses and the panicstricken population in flight, shows technical skill of
a high order.
Robert Warwick portrays the role of the spy with
dignity, reserve and emotional force. He makes one
believe in his heroism and his love for Wanda, radiantly pretty in the costume of a southern girl of the
sixties. Theodore Roberts assumes a convincing bearing as a Confederate general, whereas Irving Cummings, Raymond Hatton and others in a large cast add
materially to the production.

Go After New Business
on this One.
Box Office Analysis for the
This will come to you as a Paramount-Artcraft
special and it warrants playing as such, meaning an
exploitation campaign that will reach out after new
business. Make it plain that you have something
more than a routine release. Perhaps you are getting
tired of being urged to experiment with runs of two
or three days, but when you are showing a picture of
this class, I can't see why the longer booking policy
isn't good business.
The title "Secret Service" is enough to attract patronage in itself. Couple the name of the picture with
William Gillette as the author, Robert Warwick as the
star and Hugh Ford as the director and you have an
excellent combination from an advertising angle. It
ought to be a comparatively easy matter to get additional newspaper space, in reviving interesting data
about the play, the author, or the star.

It's Easy to Advertise

Exhibitor

"Secret Service" was first staged in New York in
October, 1898, with William Gillette in the principal
character. Providing it ever reached your town, either
through the medium of a traveling company or stock,
refer to the performance and make some fuss about
its being the most successful of all Civil War dramas.
You should be able to draw patronage from theatergoers who like to see their old favorites in new form.
Outside of the conventional newspaper notices, you
may be able to land additional sketches of Robert Warwick on the strength of his war service. He was a
Plattsburg graduate, commissioned a captain and sent
overseas where he served many months. Now he is
a major in the Reserve. Show pictures of Warwick
as an officer in the Civil War and in the uniform of thepresent army.
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Western Meller is Fair Program Offering
William

Farnum

in

"The Lone Star Ranger"
Fox
DIRECTOR
J. Gordon
Edwards
AUTHOR
Zane Grey
SCENARIO
BY
Charles
Kenyon
CAMERAMAN
John W. Boyle
AS A WHOLE
Typical Western meller with lots
of gun=play and hero stuff.
STORY
of Zane Grey's book of the
same Adaptation
title.
DIRECTION. .. .Keeps things moving at fairly lively
pace; handles
several fairly big moments
skillfully.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally clear and sharp
LIGHTINGS
Nothing extraordinary
CAMERA WORK
Some very good long shots of
cattle; also of Western scenery.
STAR
Gets away in usual style with glorified
hero role.
SUPPORT
A very well=chosen company both as
to type and ability; includes Louise Lovely,
G. Raymond
Nye,
Charles
Clary,
Lamar
Johnstone, Frederick Herzog and Irene Rich.
EXTERIORS. .......... .Fit the locale of the story
INTERIORS
Ordinary
DETAIL
Some close=ups of types good; few
loose ends not gathered up.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Wild
and woolly
western stuff.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,600 feet
WILLIAM FARNUM again is the glorified Western
hero in "The Lone Star Ranger." He is the guy
who is quick on the trigger and a bad baby indeed for
to meet up with them thar cattle-rustlin', murderin'
outlaws, and in his latest offering he proves it. In its
class and of its type the picture is good enough; it is
a typical Western meller with enough of the usual
Western stuff in it to please the folks who crave this
sort of entertainment.

There are several times during the running of the
piece when matters on (he screen reach out for appeal
with a fair degree oi" tenseness, ami they have been
SO handled by Director lOdwards as to make them register with melodramatic force. Particularly is this
true of those passages in which Farnum breaks down
with his cool suavity the bravado of the rustler who
has sworn to ".net him." and also later on when Farnum's identity
a Texas Ranger becomes known to
members
of the asgang.
Zane Grey has a knack of making his Western characters convincing and of a sort to be liked. Of Course,
his style permits of a subtlety that is not brought to
the screen in this picture. It is action and not suggestion relied upon to get over the character of the
ranger as played by Farnum, and sometimes the
character is subordinated to the star.
There is lots of plot action to the piece, and things
are kept moving at a fairly rapid rate excepting in a
few instances devoted to altogether too much Farnum
footage — especially those passages showing him playing with the babies in the household of a murdered
man.
Detail has been watched carefully in some respects
and a bit neglected in others. Types are very good
and some directorial touches aid in scoring points.
But, there are a few breaks. One of them is that during a sequence photographed at night, the open door
of a saloon in a following scene shows broad daylight;
another is that a title early in the picture has a man
inform Farnum that there is no need of a jail in Fairdale because the cemetery is more confining, yet later
on in the picture Farnum makes the sheriff arrest two
Greasers and they are marched only a few paces to
a ready-made jail. However, most folks will probably
overlook these and other small breaks in their interest
in the action.
The story is full of plot substance of the sort usually found in Western mellers, only in this case the
author's work is productive of several fairly good
situations that are just a trifle different. But in the
main the offering is one that is very much like scores
of its brothers, and the story-guessers among the fans
are going to have almost everything turn out just as
they figured, and therefore they will be satisfied.
Bill Farnum is the man who cleans up the cattle
rustlers of the Fairdale district, playing a lone hand.
The plot gives him plenty of justification for wanting
to do this, and through interesting twists and turns
goes on to the final close-up where he at last embraces the girl he loves.

Best for Smaller Neighborhood Theaters
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
William Farnum and Zane Grey are the two big
names that will do most of the attracting for this
one. Both of them mean something to most fans,
and Farnum's followers are certainly going to like
him in his newest picture. If you ran and made
money with Farnum in the picturizations of Zane
Grey's novels, "Riders of the Purple Sage" and the
"Rainbow Trail," it's up to you- to go after your patrons for all you are worth with "The Lone Star
Ranger," and take advantage of the cumulative value
of Farnum's latest. This film is certainly a safe bet
if the other two made a hit with your crowd.

Of course, with this picture, you can pull the ancient
but nevertheless generally profitable plan of tying up
with a local bookstore in exploiting your film. The
Fox exchange will also be able to give you a pretty
good line of paper.
The picture is not one that would make its biggest
hit in a downtown house. It is the kind so much
Hked in neighborhoods when the patrons want their
adventure shown on the screen — and those audiences
that are generally audibly enthusiastic when their
hero pulls a lot of stuff off on the gang that's trying
to get him will be given plenty of chance to cheer
Farnum's manner of putting it over on the cattle
rustlers.
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Latest Ray Subject Is Pleasing But Not Up To His Best
Charles Ray in

"Hay Foot, Straw Foot"
Paramount

DIRECTOR
SUPERVISED
BY
AUTHOR
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

More

Jerome Storm
Thomas
H. Ince
Julian Josephson
Chester
Lyons
sentiment than humor in

Charles Ray's latest farm boy picture; some
true characterizations, but plot development
is slow.
STORY. . . .Being thin in substance reliance is placed
on director and players to expand situations.
DIRECTION
Strong in the development of char=
acter and incidents
carrying
an emotional
appeal.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good all the way
LIGHTINGS
Ordinary effects are varied by pic=
turesque
pastoral
compositions
gained
through the soft=focus method.
CAMERA
WORK
Expert
STAR
Makes good use of facial expressions and
acts as though he meant it.
SUPPORT
Spottiswoode Aitken
and William
Conklin good in conventional roles of Civil
war
veterans;
Doris Lee's chief attribute
is youth.
EXTERIORS
Barnyard scenes and some shots of
a cantonment answer the purpose.
INTERIORS
No call for anything unusual
DETAIL. . . .Scenes are given a true=to=life appearance
CHARACTER OF STORY
Sentimental comedy=
drama.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,097 feet
SENTIMENT rather than humor is likely to carry
this picture over, although some of the incidents,
notably those during sequences showing Charles Ray
using his knowledge of parlor magic, gained from a
correspondence course, will get laughs. This part of
the production is thoroughly entertaining and right
in the style of the young comedian, who knows so
well how to indicate boyish bashfulness and awkwardness.
Apparently, Julian Josephson's story was written
during war days with a view to spurring on the patriotism of American youths, but as released, possibly
after the curtailment of the cantonment episodes, it
does not bear too heavily on military matters although

Kay reaches a camp and is developed into a promising
soldier.
Passages relative to his training, however,
arc introduced so that they become only an incidental
yet legitimate part of the action.
In Kay. Spottiswoode Aitken and J. P. Lockrfey,
Director Storm had three capable character interpreters to work with, nevertheless it does seem that a taxing' burden was placed upon their shoulders during the
opening reels, in which they figure exclusively without
a .meat deal of material to advance the story. There
is no fault to be found with detailed characterization
such as is offered here. It helps the picture immensely,
bul where points have been definitely established, it
is well to pass on to something else before an audience
has a chance to grow restless.
The two old cronies, one a G. A. R. veteran, who
honors Ulysses S. Grant above all men, the other a
survivor of the Confederate army, are conventional
figures. That they are made interesting is due to the
excellent acting of Aitken and Lockney. Most of
their arguments center around whether Grant or Lee
was the greatest fighting man that ever lived, and
Hay. loyal to his name. Ulysses S. Grant Briggs. and
to 1 he teachings of his G. A. R. grandfather, grows
to regard the Union general as his patron saint.
These early sequences are sympathetic and occasionally humorous in a quiet way. even if the action is
a bit slender. Folks are likely to respond to a scene
such as that in which the two old soldiers prepare Ray
to enlist when war is declared on Germany. Reading
in the paper that the government is short on uniforms
they hit upon the happy idea of sending him off rigged
out in war togs which they had worn more than fifty
years earlier.
It is at the camp entertainment, where Ray gives
his slight-of-hand performance with fine comedy effect, that Doris Lee enters the story. The susceptible
young soldier has siucere doubts about the wisdom of
his attachment for Doris, for he has been warned
against "play-actresses" and she is an amateur dancer.
He wonders what Grant would have done under like
circumstances.
But fate and Willun William Conklin take a hand
in his career. Conklin lures Doris to a notorious resort and Ray has to rescue her, thereby getting into
a lot of trouble himself because he is caught in the
place. Some of the best emotional moments in the
picture are reached when the two old veterans visit
the camp and find that the bo,y, in whom they take
such pride, is in the guard house. When the truth
of the affair is revealed, Ray is lauded as a soldier and
a gentleman and everyone forgets their prejudices
against "play -actresses."

Don't Give Folks an Idea that this is a War Drama
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
No actor can be expected always to turn out a topnotch picture, not even Charles Ray, who keeps up a
mighty high batting average. "Hay Foot, Straw Foot"
— rather a clumsy, ineffectual title, by the way —
means money in your box office, on account of the
large and steadily growing following of the star, if
for no other reason.
But don't get an idea that the picture is weak, just
because it doesn't hit on high all through, as did
"Greased Lightning" and "The Busher."' The story
is a typical Ray vehicle that never takes him out of
his element.
Probably the less you say about the military angle
of the plot the better, for the subject can't properly be

classed as a war film and you don't want to give folks
an impression that they are going to get a lot of
fight stuff. As a matter of fact, there isn't a battle
scene in the picture and the real background of the
story is the Civil War, or more particularly General
Grant, who is made the guiding factor in the life of
the patriotic farm boy.
Catchlines: "How would you like to try to live up
to the name of Ulysses S. Grant Briggs? Charles Ray
finds it something of a job in his picture of comedy
and sentiment, 'Hay Foot, Straw Foot'." Or, "He was
just an unsophisticated country boy, who disregarded
his grandfather's warning against 'play-actresses.'
See what happened to Charles Ray in 'Hay Foot,
.Straw Foot'."
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Forceful Propaganda Against Sex Ignorance.
"The Solitary Sin"
Solitary Sin

Corp. — State

Rights

DIRECTOR
Frederick
Sullivan
AUTHOR
George D. Watters
SCENARIO BY
George D. Watters
CAMERAMAN
King D. Gray
AS A WHOLE
Seriously treated propaganda
against sex ignorance; has several dramatic
moments.
STORY
Forcefully compares results of depraved
habits with benefits accruing from clean Iiv=
ing; follows mostly the lives of three couples
from childhood to adult's estate; some little
"ruff stuff."
DIRECTION
Handles
material
in least offen=
sive manner possible with this sort of subject
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies; mostly
good
LIGHTINGS
Ordinary
CAMERA WORK
Some very fair dissolves, etc.
PLAYERS
Jack Mulhall
and Helene
Chadwick
have
principal
roles;
cast
includes
Anne
Schaefer, Edward Cecil, Gordon Griffith, Leo
Pierson and many others.
EXTERIORS
Comparatively few used
INTERIORS
Nothing
special; just ordinarily
good.
DETAIL
Incident put over in proper style; spade
called a spade; a few slips.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Deals with facts of
life not usually discussed
in polite society.
Main
of film's subject
matter. title is indication
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

DESPITE

About 6,ooo feet

the seriousness of treatment given this

subject proving the evils <>t" and sorrows resulting
from ignorance of sex matters and abuse of the greatest force in Nature, and despite its conceded value as
propaganda, "The Solitary Sin" is not a picture for

Not Entertainment

mixed audiences. It is not m picture that a fell, v
would want to take his mother, sister, sweetheart or
any other woman to see. especially if he was to sit
beside her during the film's exhibition.
This is not
so much because there is anything very offensive In
any of the scenes Ihcmschcs
ilhat is, in their physical

appearance),

but

because of the underlying

Idea

a

subject that can and should be talked about in Confidence to children by parents, but which is not particularly suited for explanation to both sexes at the same
time,
it is doubtful if even the most earnest and
thoughtful parents would discuss these matters with
a boy and a girl at the same time, and in this picture
the subject is visualized quite plainly and Intended for
public consumption.
The picture is very true to life in many respects.
There is no denying its force as propaganda and the
dramatic episodes it contains. On that score it is
quite good. The acting throughout is good, and there
are many appealing bits of boy-and-gixl stuff and other
incidentals introduced. From a production standpoint
the picture is good enough, but the fact remains that
it is not entertainment, despite its dramatic moments.
which are forcefully presented with tolling effect.
It is a quite well-known fact that ignorance of sex
in childhood often results in social diseases Inter on
in life, and that this is largely the parents' fault.
Therefore, presented under the proper circumstances
the film should be productive of much good. It carries an ominous warning and. if parents alone were to
sec the film, it would be goofl stuff indeed. Through
example and by comparison the film teaches its lessons; through the happenings in the lives of several
boys who had been kept in ignorance of sex hygiene
(or who learned things about themselves through
doubtful sources and under wrong circumstances) the
picture hammers home its message. Forcefully it
preaches the sermon of clean living, by showing what
happens to those who are the victims of depraved
habits. Also it conveys a dramatic warning against
medical quacks who bleed their victims, and shows the
reward of physical pureness.
All this is done in the film with considerable human
interest — the author has used as his characters just
ordinary human beings with whom one can be in
sympathy, and the director also has injected as much
"surface" interest as possible. But despite the sugarcoating the pill is there and must be swallowed.

Will Have to be Handled Very Carefully.

Segregate Audiences

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If you are willing to segregate your audiences, or,
better, if you think that your folks will be willing to
have one show for men and another for women, you
ought to be able to make money with this one. But
don't take a chance in showing it before mixed audiences unless they are composed of the sort of folks
that will stand for "almost anything. If you run the
picture before a random audience you are going to
have lots of the women blushing and perhaps many
of the roughnecks making audible remarks. Certainly
the subject is not going to help the reputation of your
house ruuch unless you handle it properly.
Don't advertise it as a sensational drama, spilling
red ink all over everything in an effort to make folks
believe it is really a sensational drama. Rather make
your plea for attendance on the picture's lesson. Be
as frank as possible in your advertising. Tell your
folks that you have a picture that seriously and dramatically proves what a crime it is for parents not to

tell their children the vital facts of life. Go after
parents
strongly
you like,picture
but don't
let them
get
the just
idea asthat
it is as
a family
suitable
for
them to bring the children to see. The subject touched
by the offering is one that parents should lake up with
their children alone.
Probably the best idea of what soil of a picture this
is can he gleaned by your possible knowledge of "Fit
to Win." It is in that class, but you must remember
that with that picture you had the Government sponsoring it. but this one you take on your own responsibility. Naturally, with this sort of a film, you can
get some clergymen, doctors, lawyers, and other professional men to endorse it. and it's a safe bet that an
exhibition of it in your house is going to start more
than one argument as to whether or not it should be
shown. These arguments likely will get into your
local papers, and if you can profit by that sort of
publicity you might take a chance.
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Short Stuff
Summer

is distinctly the season for outdoor

•pictures. Whether they be long or short, comedy
or drama, the best pictures to show during the
hot months are those that carry the spirit of the
great outdoors. The idea is prevalent mostly in
the one-reelers on the market today. Of course,
many features endeavor to make the best of
Western scenery their backgrounds, but in pictures of feature length the scenic investiture generally is relegated to the background by the actios. In the shoft stuff, however, the travel and
"wanderlust" idea always dominates, and it is
that idea that appeals especially to those thousands of picturegoers who have neither the time
nor money to travel.
Manager J. Loeb, of the New Albany, Brooklyn, has planned a wholesale exploitation of his
short subjects of this type during the hot weather, and his example might be followed profitably
by others. Manager Loeb has so arranged his
booking through Educational on these subjects
as to follow a definite route through the National
parks of the Far West, the Rocky Mountains,
from Alaska to Mexico, with a side trip to the
Hawaiian Islands.
There are available at the present time many
subjects of this nature, chief of which are being
released by Educational, Outing-Chester, Paramount, Burton Holmes and others. Careful selection of one-reelers by the showman and a
manner of running them in a proper sequence
would give him a chance to cash in on the thounds of dollars worth of "see America first" advertising that the United States Railroad Administration isdoing right now, in an endeavor to
encourage travel through America's beauty spots.
The one-reelers of this type available at present
give the exhibitor a chance to personally conduct
his patrons on a trans-continental tour at a price
within their means. In neighborhood houses
catering to regular patronage this idea might be
made a regular feature in the advertising.
*
*
*
"The Passing of the Crow" is the title of another Educational subject which contains considerable interest. The film is a chapter of American history in the making. Interestingly it
shows the habits customs and amusements of the
fast-diminishing tribe of Crow Indians. Some
very interesting close-up of Indian types are
shown — grizzled old warriors who have nothing
left to do now but talk over old battles, and
equally wrinkled old squaws who even to this day
have to do the bulk of the work while the bucks
amuse themselves.

Universal promises a rollicking burlesque on
the prohibition question in "Ten Nights in a Tea
Room," which is now in the making with Eddie
Lyons and Lee Moran in the principal parts. The
action takes place in the year 1950, and shows
the debauchery of those who have become addicted to tea, cubeb cigarettes,
milk, etc.
*
* malted
*
The latest cartoons from Educational are "The
Saw Dust Trail," a Silk Hat Harry subject, and
"The I ale ot a bhirt," Happy Hooligan's offering Both are in five" hundred feet, and the former has a bit of an edge on the latter as far as
laugh-provoking possibilities go. The animation
is up to standard in
* both.
*
*
A very fair comedy-drama is "The Four-Gun
Bandit," a two-reel Universal released It was directed by Jack Holt, and the leading players are
Pete Morrison and Magda Lane. Magda is seen
as the daughter of a prospector whose life depends on an operation. Magda disguises herself
as a bandit and holds up a wealthy man to obtain money to pay for the operation. Pete Morrison, the sheriff, is in love with Magda, and so
plans things that the wealthy man is only too
glad not to have it known that his bold bad bandit was a slip of a girl. There are lots of chances
for quiet laughs in the piece, and a few thrills ;
also some hard riding and well-photographed
Western backgrounds.
Universal offers a pretty good comedy in "The
Village Venus," put out under the Century""
brand. The picture is in two reels, and was directed by Fred Fishback. Much good comedy
incident is introduced, and the picture sticks quite
closely to comedy business of known value. Also
there is introduced some kid stuff thai is not half
bad. Of course, there is lots of "chase" stuff in
the two reels, but it is done in a manner that will
get the laughs, and the exhibitor can book this
with the assurance that he is getting an offering
with comedy high spots that will get over.
*
*
*
"His Smashing Career," a Sunshine slapstick
comedy, has enough trick stuff and rough-andtumble action to put it across as an amusing film
of its type. The director pulled something unusual in, the handling of a disrobing act when a
gracefully formed young woman prepares to dive
into a swimming pool. A few of these go close
to the border line of what is permissible, but the
director always stopped just in time to prevent
an argument with the censors. Men, in particular, will find the picture entertaining.
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Hazza Here

Questionnaire

I Discusses
Conditions
in Western
Canada and Allen Purchase

Sent to 4,000 in Industry Relative to

John Hazza of the Empress, Ed- 1
monton, organizer and President of I
the Western Canada Exhibitors Circuit and Vice-president of the First
National Exhibitors Circuit of Western Canada, arrived in New York
yesterday, on his annual visit.
A representative of Wid's saw Mr.
Hazza while he was enjoying a reunion with W. A. Bach, his life-long
friend.
Hazza made some statements in
reference to the recently reported
acquisition of theaters in the west of
Canada by the Allen's, that are of
great interest.
This Cab Brought t he Print of the Film
Replying to a query as to whether
"When 'Bear-Cat' Went Dry"
From Grand Central to 516 Fifth Avenue — the Office of
the Allen's had acquired control of
the Western Canada Exhibitors CirMacauley
Photoplays,
Inc.
Advt.'
cuit, Hazza stated emphatically, "No.
this circuit of theaters, consisting of
eight in Western Canada, located in
Calgary, Edmonton. Le Abridge,
New
Line and Sinker, Says
-Alta., and Regina, Saskatoon, Moose With
J. S. Grauman, manager of Metro's
World Official, of New BookMilwaukee exchange, has been apJaw, Swift Current and Prince Alpointed manager of the Chicago
ing Ideas
bert, Sask., were still independent
office.
shortly. His successor will be named
and had no connection whatever
"Just about this time every year
with affiliation
the Allen's,
with First
exception
film industry is all agog," says a
W. N. Skirboll, formerly in charge
their
in the
Nationalof the
prominent official of World Film.
Exhibitors Circuit. Moreover, as
Metro's Detroit branch, has been
"It has become a matter of habit to of
our circuit has a five-year franchise resort to spread eagle arguments to transferred to the Omaha office,
with the First National Exhibitors stimulate the exhibitors to the point succeeding F. S. Mclntye.
S. Brink is in charge of the OklaCircuit of Canada, the Allen's can- where he believes there is a crying
homa City branch succeeding C.
not show First National pictures in need for a new deal. The old cards Buchanan.
our towns, because of this agree- have become dog eared and sticky
and refuse to shuffle with a smoothment."
King with Ince
In explaining the Allen purchase,
ness that permits of adroit manipulation. There are various forms of
Los Angeles. — Henry King, forHazza said, "Mr: Schuberg of Vancouver owns the Province,
Gaiety stimulating influences or to use the
merly with American, is now directing Douglas McLean and Doris May
(Continued on Page 2)
more familiar expression 'sales poli- in their first production for Thomas
cies.' But the one that seems to
have the quickest effect deals with H. Ince, "23j/a Hours Leave," by
No. 133
the exhibitor in his efforts to secure Mary Robert Rhinehart. The secproduction with McLean and
a certainty of bookings. Star Sys- May ond
to be directed by King will be
tem— Single Unit — Special — Selective "Mary's Ankle" by May Tully.
— Supers are but a few of the thouBy Jack Alicoate
sands of words and phrases emNew Way of Titling
ployed to bolster up the new arguIT is easy enough to gain inments
why you should use one servterest. But to maintain it—
J. Stuart Blackton titled his
ice in exclusion to the other.
that's the trick. The growth of
newest production "Moonshine
"After all, what does the exhibitor
WID'S DAILY is built upon
and Shadows." Then he put
want?" continue official. "This
solid foundation — the continuout some advertising on the
question is easi.. ./ered.
Good
picture and an amiable printer
ity of interest in this publication is due to the fact that it
pictures at a price that pursuits him
set it up "Moonshine and Shato obtain a decent return on his inhas no dull pages. To its army
vestment of time and money. A
dow," eliminating the "s" at
of readers WID'S is a text
the
end of "Shadows." But
certainty that his bookings will come
book — read regularly and comfor
once
a printer's mistake
through at the appointed time. Abwas worth while. The Completely. Where the reader insolute surety that the producer will
terest is maintained day after
modore
liked "Moonshine and
keep faith in observing the contracts
day and month after month as
Shadow" so much that he deentered into with the exhibitor.
cided to call the production by
in this case — advertisers are as"There is no difference in the rethat name.
sured of a receptive as well as
lations between the United States
a substantial audience. If you
Printers are usually cursed
Steel
Corp.
and
its
customers
and
for mistakes. This one was
want results advertise in
blest.
the exhibitors and the distributors,
WID'S.
(Continued on Page 4)

Old Sales Bait

Little Ad Talks

Price 5 Cent*

Metro Changes

Quinn's Association
The Motion Picture and Theatrical
Co-Opcrative Asso., the organization
being formed by J. A. Quinn of Los
Angeles, will hold another meeting
tomorrow afternoon at the Astor.
One of the primary purposes of
the meeting is to hear what producers of pictures think of the idea,
and in this connection every producer of this country, together with
many exhibitors, numbering in all
4,000, have received the following
questionnaire:
"Do you believe that the public
should be satisfied with the service
they are now receiving?
"Do you believe that the represent
tations made
a'rfj?'
vertising
and in
the motion-picture
channels througn
which fabulous sums have been and
are now being expended are warsults? ranted and are attaining the best re"Do you offer your co-operation
towards more equitable relationships
between Producer, Artist, Exhibitor,
Press and Public?
"Will you attend this meeting and
signify by your presence that you are
willing to do your share in correcting unsatisfactory conditions?
"The above inquiries are only for
the purpose of ascertaining your
views and whether you are in sympathy with this movement, and you
do not in answering incur any pecuniary obligation of any kind."

Houses in Circuit
List of Theaters Connected with the
New Clemmer Organization
Seattle. — Following will be found
a list of the houses identified with
the Northwest Exhibitors' Circuit
which,been
as noted
has
formedin Saturday's
with Jamesissue
Q
Clemmer of Seattle, president:
The houses in the new circuit artJamesater,Q.
Clemmer,
TheSeattle,
Wash.; Clemmer
J. C. Stille
Mgr., Peoples Amusement Co., Peo
pies and Star Theaters, Portland
Ore.; H. T. Moore, Rialto and Co
Broadway Theaters, Everett, Wash.
Clemmer and Lambach, Clemmer
and Columbia Theaters, Spokane,
Wash.; Frank T. Bailey, American
Theater, Butte, Mont.; F. B. Walton, American Theater, Bellingham,
Wash.; McKee and Swanson, Everett, Orpheum, Princess, Star and
Broadway Theaters, Eveertt, Wash.; il
A. W.
Eiler
American
Theater,^
Wash.;
Frederick
Walla
Walla

afe#j
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Cash Remains Up
. The application by Mary Pickford
for an order compelling the City
Chamberlain to pay over to her the
"".115,000 in cash she deposited pend.. J her appeal from the $108,000
judgment for Cora C. Wilkening,
which has been reversed by the Appellate Division, was denied by Supreme Court Justice Donnelly on the
ground that the plaintiff's time to
appeal to the Court of Appeals from
the Appellate Division ruling will
not expire until July 26.
St. Paul, Minn.— The Twin City
Amusement Co., owner of HammFinkelstein and Rubin interests,
added the Dale to chain.

couver is still general manager of
the First National Exhibitors of

W. C. Fields, the comedian, will
make a series of short comedies. Release not determined. M. S. Bentham, vaudeville agent, looking after
Fields' interest.

Asked to express his opinion of
the future outlook for western CanCanada."
ada, Hazza said that it was his opinion that the open booking system
now coming into effect would work
wonders in improving exhibiting
conditions in that section of the
country.

Evelyn Greeley has started work
on "The Oakdale Affair," written by
Edgar Rice Burroughs, author of
He also claimed that by so doing
"Tarzan of the Apes," and directed it would give 50% of the larger exby Oscar Apfel.
hibitors in western Canada an opportunity to book such important proBillie Burke is working at the
ductions as Paramount-Artcraft,
Fort Lee Famous studio on "Twin which heretofore had never been
Souls," the working title to Avery available for them. Questioned on
this latter point, Hazza remarked
Hapwood's "Sadie Love."
that the reason for this unavailability
of Paramount-Artcraft releases in
western Canada was well known to
all western exhibitors.
(Continued from page 1)
and Bijou of Winnipeg and is also
Another Flying Star
interested in the Western Canada
Calif. — Priscilla Dean
Theaters Co. of British Columbia, hasHollywood,
been honored by trie Aerial Club
and the franchise for the First National Exhibitors Circuit of Western of Canada as being selected "Queen
of the Air" by this club. There is to
Canada. What the Allen's bought be a large Peace Celebration at
was Schuber's interest in the various Vancouver starting July 1, and Miss
houses, none of which he controlled, Dean will attend.
except the Winnipeg theaters. By
She left Hollywood Friday for
so doing, the Aliens secured 50%
where she was met by Aviainterest in the First National fran- Seattle
tor Hoy, a member of the Canadian
Royal Air Force who has a credit of
chise of Western Canada."
Hazza was asked if, in his opinion,
eight German planes, and flew to
the purchase of the Aliens would Vancouver Saturday. Immediately
have any effect on his own circuit, on their arrival three other planes
the Western Canada Exhibitors Cir- flew over Vancouver throwing out
cuit, and replied that it could not pictures of Miss Dean, who was met
possibly have any bearing on their in Vancouver by her mother and
standing. He also stated that the
personal representative who will reAllen's were aware of the five-year
main there during the two weeks'
agreement between the Western celebration.
Canada Exhibitors Circuit and the
Miss Dean will make personal apFirst National when they made the
pearances at Vancouver theaters
purchase and this purchase was made during her stay there.
with the understanding that all existing contracts should be carried
out. Hazza made the interesting remark that in his opinion, the acquiSamuel Pearson has filed suit in
sition of the theaters in western
Canada secured by the Aliens does the Supreme Court against the Masnot make them in any way stronger tcrcraft Photoplays Corp. of 1465
from distributing or exhibiting Broadway. The cause of the suit is
angles, inasmuch as practically all o.f not shown in the summons but an
the houses now taken over by them order was issued by Justice Donnelly
were using the films supplied by the permitting the plaintiff to tack the
summons on the door of the office of
Allen's, through their distributing
agencies,
such as Paramount-Art- the defendant corporation on the
craft
and Select.
ground that no one could be found
And, added Hazza, with a twinkle inside the office who would receive
it.
in his eye, "W. P. Dewees of Van-

Hazza Here

In the Courts
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Polo — the game — is said to be the
thrillingest quick action entertainment on earth. BUT SO IS EDDIE! "Cyclone Smith" two-reelers
— the best ever.
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Of course your insurance problems arc bothersome. And there
are SO many wrong ways to gjo about them that il pays lo do it
right — and right hero is where we come in — We make a specialty
of motion picture insurance in all its branches — and we'll match
our time with
yours
in proving
that
we can
serve
you
better.
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Police reserves needed at "Yankee
Doodle in Berlin" opening.
Gee!
American Film's Scenario Chief
Arthur
J. Zellner
has been appointed head of the scenario and editorial departments at the American
Flm Co. studios.
Prior to coming to the Coast,
Zellner was for several years production manager of an eastern company and the author or many successful photoplays. Before going
into motion picture work he was a
writer of stories and special articles.
More Publicity Men
Tarkington Baker returned to New
York Saturday after a trip to Cleveland, Cincinnati and Indianapolis.
While in Indianapolis Baker appointed L. V. Schneider, a well known
tory.
Indianapolis newspaper man as Universal representative in that terriTheron Bamberger has been made
publicity man for Universal in Philadelphia.

S>ome concerns.
get business through
price — some through
quality. Our reputation is primarily based
upon quality — and
quality of a superlative
degree.
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406W.31»tSt.,N.Y.
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Breezy Comedy Full of Laughable Situations

Mr. Outing

Albert

climbs Aboard"
Down at the great Victoria
Falls the enormous number
of temperance drinks going
to waste makes us think suddenly of prohibition, so we
let the cataract roar and journey hopefully across the
desert to the home of that
staunch dry champion, the
camel. Here we learn a lot
and witness many undreamed
of things. Release No. 18.

An OutingChester Picture

Booking
Christie Comedies
is just as
Important as
Booking Features

DONALD

130

Pioneer

W.

46th

Film

Street

Corp.,

Gladys Brockwell
PACIFIC

and

Elinor

Fair

in

"Bf a Little Sport"
Fox
DIRECTOR
Scott Dunlap
AUTHOR
.
Hale Merriam
SCENARIO BY
Joseph A. Roach
CAMERAMAN
Roy Klaffki
AS A WHOLE
Breezy comedy full of laughable
situations
and incidents;
very good enter=
tainment.
STORY
Dresses up in amusing
fashion proven
farce=comedy material.
DIRECTION
Gives the picture lots of pep;
handles players to very good advantage.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Proper;
nothing
unusual
CAMERA
WORK
Satisfactory
STARS
Get away in fitting style with roles; reg=
ister many laughs.
SUPPORT. . . .George Hernandez an excellent comedy
character as sporty husband ; fitting portray=
a Is also given by Lule Warrenton, Leota Lor=
raine and Eugene Pallette.
EXTERIORS
Don't figure much
INTERIORS
Suit the story
DETAIL
Figures only in small part in getting
over incidents.
CHARACTER
OF STORY. .. .Thoroughly
clean and
wholesome.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet
HERE is pretty good entertainment. "Be a Little
Sport'* is a clean, fast-moving comedy replete with
humorous situations and twists, and can be relied on
to carry well with the majority of fans. There are
lots of good, healthy laughs registered during the
running of the piece, and. while the author has depended largely on time-tried and proven farce-comedy
situations for his response, he gets it in a large degree
through the manner in which the material has been
handled by himself, director, players and scenarist.
The subject is a very good example of what can be
done with time-tried material. All one has to do to
make a successful, "polite" comedy is to take old stuff
and dress it up in new clothes. This has been done in
a large measure in "Be a Little Sport." and the result
is a snappy bit of screen entertainment. For instance,
there is certainly nothing new about the idea of the

youth who lias to many by a certain time or forfeit
B large sum of money: but in this case that idea has
been worked nut cleverly and there have been coin
plications added that make tor many momenta of ap
preciatiOD on the part of the viewer. The same holds
true of several other ideas introduced, but all of them
have been dressed up in rather new and attractive
attire, making
them altogether
acceptable.
Albert Ray and Rlirior Fair are pleasing young folks
ami
gel away
with
their parts in very X
I order.
But much of the tun in the film is also due lo the work
of George Hernandez, who is cast in the part of the
gay old uncle, whose rather ancient wife sometimes
interferes with his "young ideas."
The tone of the titles is in harmony witli (lie film's
subject matter, and quite a number of laughs are ODtaiued through them as well as through the occurrences on the screen to which
they relate.
The picture starts out early in getting the characters into complicating situations and in wriggling them
out of the frying pan only to fall into the lire, and
this sort of stuff is kept up in quite zippy fashion
throughout.
Much comedy business is
cause of his seriousness over
knows are funny. This also
fact, it is the acting of the
in a considerable degree for

gotten over by Albert besituations that the viewer
is true of Hernandez. In
entire cast that accounts
the scoring of many good

The sequences leading up to the climax are espepoints.
cially good. After the picture jrets well under way
things are jazzed up in true farce fashion, and the
laughs come quite rapidly.
Albert thinks he is in love with Leota Lorraine, a
show girl. But she cannot keep the appointment to
get married because she is having a fine time with
Hernandez, Albert's gay old uncle, who becomes not
quite so gay when his wife gets on his trail. But
Albert must get married by a certain time or lose his
uncle's promised .$100,000 check. So he grabs off
Elinor, a stenographer, telling her that he will pull
off a fake marriage and divvy the check.
But the actor who was to play the minister fails
to show up. and there appears the real minister whom
Arthur had previously engaged. A legal ceremony is
performed, allowing of more comedy business between
Albert and Elinor. The climax comes when the show
girl with whom Albert thought he was in love comes
to his apartments and finds both her "John" and
Albert there, to say nothing of the wives of the two.
The happy ending is supplied when Albert sees that it
was Elinor he loved after all.

I. BUCHANAN

Expert Service, Re-constructing
and Re-titling of Features
and Comedies.

Address

Ray

FOX STAR
COAST
STUDIOS

Promise Your Folks a Clean, Wholesome Comedy
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can promise your folks a clean, breezy comedy
in this one, and it is quite certain that the picture will
afford most audiences considerable amusement and entertainment. It is not a great big picture by any
means, but it is much better entertainment than ordinary program stuff.
Of course,
haven't
got house
very big
names
with
which
to drawyou
people
to your
in this
offering,
but if your crowd can be satisfied with a good "polite"
comedy here it is. Albert Kay and Elinor Fair are
not very bin box-office names, but in this case you
are selling picture and not stars.

"Be a Little Sport" is the third of the Albert RayElinor Fair subjects produced by Fox, and if you did
any kind of business with either or both of their two
former pictures you can be assured of the worth of
this one.
However, it is good enough
to stand alone.
Advertise the picture as a matrimonial mix-up with
lots of pep and jazz. Go strong on the comedy end of
it. Tell folks that they will be given entertainment
that will keep them laughing — not slap-stick stuff, but
legitimate farce-comedy with enough love interest to
season it tastefully.

Latest release

"SADIE"
Starring in

"THE SPORTING CHANCE"
now being produced

Who is the Hooded Terror?

Old Sales Bait
(Continued from Page 1)
or in fact any large manufacturer
and his trade. If a picture company
has sufficient capital to make a certain number of pictures and con-a
tracts with the exhibitor to deliver
certain number at stated intervals
and agrees that the exhibitor has a
right to cancel the contract without
prejudice, he is in the same position
as the customer of any large manufacturing company occupies, who
buys on representation and cancels
at will.
"It is all right to speak of selecting beforehand the pictures you
want to run but what about the exhibitor who lives a hundred or more
miles from the branch exchange and
changes his booking every day?
How can he spare the time each
week or month to see hundreds of
pictures from which to select his
needs. Suppose, for instance, that
the choice of exhibitors cetiters on a
certain star, author or director, what
will the producing company with its
hundreds of prints of other stars,
authors and directors do? Will not
this condition create another wherein if you take one kind you must also
include in your purchase a different
group? If, for instance, there is no
cancellation clause in your contract
and you plunge on one certain star
for three or six pictures and your
distributor comes to you and says:
'Bown, I have just had a talk with
your competitor down the street and
he is willing to take another series
of our pictures if we give him the
star you have selected when your
contract runs out.' Of course you
don't want to lose the result of your
hard work in making this star a winner in your house after running six
pictures to hand the efforts of your
labor over to your competitor. What
is the most natural thing for you
to do? Shut off your competitor by
taking on the added load in order
to hold on to the sure-fire money
up for your cergetter. You sign for
another six or
tain standby star
twelve pictures and try to do the
best you can with the group you are
forced to contract for. This is the
Star, Single Unit, Super, Selective
bookings, if you want to call it so,
but it seems to me to be as near like
the old line program as you could
of the advanpossibly get with none
tage of the program where you could
cancel if you wanted to on giving
notice.
"It is the same old sales bait with
a new hook, line and sinker."

jM^

Putting It Over

Monday, Jun

DAILY
Houses in Circuit
(Continued from Page 1)

Here is hou a brother exhibBend
itor
along put his show over.
Let the other
your
knowideas.
how you cleaned
up.
fellow
Los Angeles. — Manager Wenzel of
the Superba handled "Bare Fists" in
a way that brought big business.
Previous to the opening a number of
teaser ads were inserted in the local
newspapers playing upon the title of
the production. One of these simply
asked: "What Stings the Most, a
Wicked Woman's Slap, or a Man's
Bare Fists?" while another consisted
of the query: "If Men Use Their
Bare Fists to Fight Life's Battles,
Should Women Resort to the HatLater these questions were hooked
up to the regular ads and the lobby
display. In the latter instance, they
were shown in frames at the front of
the house in connection with a lobby
pin?"
arrangement
which attracted a great
deal of attention. Navajo Indian
blankets and pillows in bright colors
were extensively used, many of them
being draped over enlarged stills
from the picture. Other colored enlargements were set in frames and
illuminated from the rear by electric lights. A small showcase placed
in the lobby contained a collection of
guns used by Harry Carey, and
aroused considerable interest, as each
article in the case was labelled with
a neat card setting forth particulars
in regard to it. The Western atmosphere was further carried out by
roping Carey's saddle to the railing
in front of the box-office, while the
title of the picture was suggested by
papier mache fists flanking the lobby.
Papier mache steer heads were attached to the corners of the marquee,
while dangling over the sidewalk
were a number of enlarged lithographs of Carey's head, each with
the genuine bandana handkerchief
hung about the neck. Papier mache
horses' heads were also in evidence.
Away from the theater another
brace of Carey's guns, suitably labelled, was shown in the window of
a sporting goods store in comparison with a number of more modern
weapons. The same procedure was
followed in regard to hats, the star's
enormous sombrero being contrasted with modern headgear in the
window of a furnishing goods store.

Julian Away from Universal
Los Angeles reports are to the
eect that Rupert Julian, who proRefuses Permit for "The Brand"
duced "The Beast of Berlin," "FirePhiladelphia. — Common Please
-and other Universal feaCourt No. 2, which decided that the flinders"
tures, is now out of Universal. It is
understood
the connection was sevGoldwyn picture "The Brand," could
ered by mutual consent.
be shown in Pennsylvania with certain eliminations, after it had been
rejected by the Pennsylvania State
Board of Censors, was reversed by
PAYING
CASH
AM
the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania
in an opinion of Justice Stewart. The
For
NEGATIVES
ruling of the Censor i on this particApply
ular film was upheld and the practice
Nathan Hirsh
of the lower Court in reviewing pic729 7th Avenue
N. Y. City
tures on which it had to pass judgment was, in the opinion of Justice
Bryant
7224
Stewart, contrary to its powers.

Mercy, Mercy Amusement Co., Majestic, Liberty and Empire Theaters,
Yakima, Wash.; J. D. Straus, Liberty
Theater, Astoria, Ore.; E. C.
O'Keefe, Regent Theater, Billings,
Mont.; Wm. G. Ripley, Western Circuit Amusement Co., Bijou and Rex
Theaters, Aberdeen, Wash.; B. W.
Bickert, Majestic Amusement Co.,
Majestic, Strand and Empress Theaters, Boise, Idaho; Majestic and Orpheum Theaters, Nampa, Idaho; Empress Theater, Meridian, Idaho; F.
D. Bligh, Ye Liberty Theater, Salem,
Ore.; W. A. Simons, Liberty Theaters, Missouli, Mont.; Coeur d'Alene.
Idaho; Wallace, Idaho; Kellogg, Idaho; Mullan, Idaho; R. D. Carrothers,
Carrothers and Archibald, Orpheum,
Princess and Olympic Theaters, Pocatello, Idaho; W. J. Hartwig, Antlers Theater, Helena, Mont., Star
Theater, Hamilton, Mont., Mission
Theater, Fort Benton, Mont.; C. F.
Hill, Hill and Hudson, Globe and
Rolfe Theaters, Albany, Ore.; Rialto
Theater, Medford, Ore.; Antler?
Theater, Roseburg, Ore.; J. A. McGill, U. S. A. Theater, Liberty and
American Theaters, Vancouver,
Wash.; W. H. Coble, Liberty Theater, Bend, Ore.; E. A. Zabel, Olympia Amusement Co., Ray and Rex
Theaters, Olympia, Wash.; O. E.
Schmidt, Gem Theater, Bozeman,
Mont.; Henry Newman, Arcade and
Liberty Theaters, Hoquiam, Wash.;
John Rantz, Osran Amusement Co.,
Rialto, Dream and Rex Theaters,
Bremerton, Wash.; A. B. Hager, Rex
Theater, Idaho Falls, Idaho; A. H.
Hilton, Paramount Theater, Lewiston, Idaho; J. P. Cotter, Cotter
Amusement Co., Orpheum, Empire,
•Grand and Baker Theaters, Baker,
Ore.; E. P. White, Strand Theater,
Livingston, Mont.; Robert Marsden,
Jr., Noble and Orpheum Theaters,
Marshfield, Ore.; Charles Schram,
Grand Theater, Oregon City, Ore.;
W. W. Kastner, Gem and Wenatchee
Theaters, Wenatchee, Wash.; C. G.
Matlock, Pendleton Amusement Co.,
Alta, Arcade, Cosy and Pastime Theaters, Pendleton, Ore.; Samuel
Whiteside, Majestic Theater, Corvallis, Ore.; George Reisner, Arcade
and Lyric Theaters, Raymond,
Wash., Lyric Theater, South Bend,
Wash.; Wm. G. Hyde, Liberty Theater, Miles City, Mont.; O. W. Lambert, Orpheum Theater, Roundup,
Mont.; J. D. Rice, Dream Theater,
Chehalis, Wash.; A. Bettingen, Grand
and Empress Theaters, The Dalles,
Ore.; J. E. Farrell, Colonial and Isis
Theaters, Ellensburg, Wash.; R. T.
Hurtt, Hurtt Theater, Caldwell,
Idaho; O. W. Newton, Liberty Theater, Hillyard, Wash.; A. C. Gordon,
Star Theater, Weiser, Idaho; Dennis M. Hull, Liberty Theater, North
Bend, Ore.; N. E. Leigh, Parma Circuit,
Parma,
Idaho;
Smith Theaters,
and Nelson, Rose
and
Bungalow
Colfax, Wash.; Thos. E. Vallencey,
Isis Theater, Glendive, Mont.; W. B.
Hartwig, Hartwig Theater, Dillon,
Mont.; E. J. Reynolds, Liberty and
Empire Theaters, Pasco, Wash.; A.
S. Kolstadt, Liberty Theater, Hood
River, Ore.; O. Phelps, Liberty Theater, Hillsboro, Ore.; E. C. Smith,
American and Dreamland Theaters,
Dayton, Wash.; C. M. Dunn, Liberty

Theaters, Cle Elum, Wash.,
Wash.; E. G. Abbott, Dreai.
ter, Sedro
Wooley,
Wash.;
Bucknam,
Ideal Theater,
E
Idaho;
Dorothy
Jacquish,
D
land Theater, Ontario, Ore.; C.
dricks, Jr., Weaver Theater, J
tain Home,
Idaho; B. D. Bffg(
Empire Theater, Tekoa, Wash.;
M. Johnson,
Lois Theater,
Top
nish, Wash.; R. N. Barnett, Ami
can Theater, Sunnyside, Wash.; Ge\
Stephenson, Grand and Theatoriufl
Theaters, Pullman, Wash.; M. Ker
worthy,
Kenworthy
Theater,
MosJ
cow, Idaho;
W. Mont.;
H. Wheeler,
Theater,
Havre,
StrikerLy.-ic
and
McDaniel,
Orpheum
and Prince ;?,
Theaters, Kalispell, Mont., and Joht^
B. Ritch, Myrtle Theater, Lewiston,
Mont.

OPEN YOUR EYES
Warner's new production will have
its
initial
the Central opening
Theatre.on Broadway
The lobbyat
display
which
we made is an
exact duplicate now showing at
the Shubert in Boston it will

,

"Open your Eyes"
KBATJ8 MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.
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